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PREFATORY NOTICE.
The
People

design of this work

that of a

is

—not a mere collection of

Libeaet of Militaet Kxovtledge for the

elaborate treatises in alphabetical order, but a

work

to

be readily consulted as a Dictioxaey on every military subject on which people generally

some

require

The

distinct information

—no

being longer than

article

is

absolutely necessary.

several topics are not handled with a view to the technical instruction of those

have to make a special study of particular branches of military knowledge or
infoiTOation given

may be

characterized in

many

instances as iioit-profissional, embracing

man

those points of the several subjects which every intelligent
sion to speak or think about.

At

so far as they go, shall be precise

the same time every effort

and

who
The

art.

is

or

woman may have

made

occa-

that the statements,

scientifically accurate.

Although about 30,000 subjects have been compiled from the various publications and
records of the

War

more than 5000

original articles have been prepared

Department, Foreign

Wliile the Tactics, Ordnance,

and of

all

hundred

under the

Gun Machinery,

Offices,

article

articles

ages

all

pertaining to the general subject under investigation.

Magazine Gpx

will

be found the following references: BocJi,

Clemmons,

ences to articles describing and illustrating

Compiler has made special

Department and Tactical Department

descriptions and illustrations of

constitute a novel feature of the

Elliott,

Biiffinf/ton,

Franklin, Hunt,

Springfield-Jones, Tiesing,

Under each of

at

West

Officers of the

more than 500

Bean,

Thus,

these articles are refer-

other arms of the respective classes.

all

effort to set forth in detail the

and submitted from time to time by the

etc.,

Colt,

Spencer-Lee,

Trabue, Whitney, and Winchester Magazine Guns.

Cranes,

America and abroad.

Implements, and E<juipments of

Lee, Lewia-Rice, Miller, Remington, Russell,

War

and Military Works of reference,

specialists in

system of cross-references enables the military student to quickly locate

Jiullard, Buryess, Burton, Chccff-ee-Beece,

the

by

military powers have been fully described and illustrated under appropriate head-

ings, a complete

several

War

to

The
by

decisions, rendered

Point, on the tactical points raised

Army and

varieties of

work

numerous

National Guard.

The

Gun Machinerv. Steam Hammers,

be appreciated by those wishing to

investigate the subjects of construction, testing, etc.

The

original ])lan has been strictly adhered to throughout;

and

if,

as the

ceeded, there has been any change in the method or quality of the execution,
least

be affirmed that the change has not been few the

woi-se.

xVfter

work
it

pro-

may

some experience,

at
it

rREFATORY NOTICE.
became

easier to tiiul the person specially qualified to write a particular kind of article,

thus the circle of contributorH became widened, and the distribution of the work more
ized.

was

It

also seen to

be desirable,

much by

regard to certain classes of subjects, to admit a

This has been effected without increasing the scale of

rather ampler selection of heads.

the work, not so

in

and

sjiecial

less full

treatment of the subjects, as by increased care in con-

A

densing the statements and omitting everything superfluous.

great quantity of matter

pertaining to Foreign Armies has been introduced in this work, so as to enable the military

student to compare the organization, arms,

etc.,

of

armies with those of his

all

The Encyclopedia contains also descriptions of ancient armor, and of
which have become obsolete, as it may be of some interest to follow
have taken place

mode and means

in the

The

present time.

plaints of horses will be
available, as

is

Of

first

from the

common

the changes which

earliest period

A

down

in

workshops may prove acceptable

description of
to

to the

is

all

Departmental

not

tools

Officers

Government Manufacturing Establishments.

the Sciences, the least adapted to encyclopedic treatment

terms of

arras, lately in use,

and of remedies for the common com-

often the case in detached parties of Cavalry.

joining

servioe.

found useful under conditions where a Veterinary Surgeon

and machines found commonly
on their

of fighting

insertion of veterinary terms

own

occurrence in Gunnery, Reconnoissance,

etc.,

is

Mathematics.

All

however, have been intro-

duced, and a brief e-vposition of the subjects given, as far as could be done in an elemen.

Natural Philosophy has received ample attention, and

tary way.

and

all

the leading doctrines

found under their appropriate heads, treated

facts of general interest will be

istry,

some knowledge

military

life,

of

which

is

becoming daily more indispensable

in all

a

de])artments of

Prominence has been given

receives a comparatively large space.

in

Chem-

popular way, and divested as far as possible of the technicalities of mathematics.

to those

points of the subject that have either a direct practical military bearing or a special scientific interest.

During the progress of the work, several changes

notation of the Science have

come

The new and

appropriate headings.

in th?

far-reaching doctrines of the Correlation of Forces

and the Conservation of Energy have produced vast changes

in the

classification of the various sections of Military Physics; while the

gations into the
virtually
ress.

new

phenomena and laws

sections,

in

investi-

in

any adequate survey of

scientific

prog-

almost every de])artment of Physics improved machines and

new

discoveries and altered points of view.

manufacture of gunpowder and high explosives
our day scientific discovery

observation and analysis.

is

consequently treated in

is

in Physics

These extensive changes

all its

The

a signal instance of the extent to which

indebted to appropriate machinery and instruments of

changes in the method of their exposition.

The

scientific

involve corresponding

department of the work

is

branches in the most effulgent manner, and over 1000 very

engravings are used for the purpose of illustration.

True
this

more complete

Mechanical invention has, indeed, so kept pace with the progress of Military Science

processes have to be described, as well as

fine

nomenclature and

of light, heat, motion, and electricity have created

which must find a place

and the Art of War, that

in

nomenclature and

into general use; these have been duly noted under the

to its projected plan as a

Encyclopedia

matters.

Some

will

Libkaky of Militart Knowledge for the People,

be found to be especially rich

of the subjects introtjuced might

in notices of miscellaneous military

perhaps be considered beneath the

PREFATORY NOTICE.
dignity of a book aspiring to a more severely scientific character; but

all

of

them

are, if

not instructive, at least curious or entertaining, and likely to occur in the course of reading

During the progress of the work, the Compiler has received numerous

or conversation.

assurances from parents as to

how

highly

it

was

prized, even

though only partly issued, by

tbeir sons at Military Schools, as a repertory of the kind of things they are constantly in

search of and often puzzling their elders about.
steadily kept in view;

and

it is

This use of the Encyclopedia has been

gratifying to learn that

it is

found elKciently to serve the

purpose intended.

In conclusion, the Compiler asks the indulgence of Military Critics wherever errors or
discrepancies have crept into this work,

many

tained from the works of
of 3Iessrs. John

Wiley

&

Sons and Mr. D.

has received from various friends.

United States Ai-my, he

author from

is

whom

to

Tan

acknowledge the valuable help ob-

and

To General Stephen V.

in space

Benet, Chief of Ordnance,

and ta avoid crowding up the

text, the

name

of the

works which have been consulted, and from which extractions have been

list

of all

made,

will

be found at the commencement of each volume.

It is intended,

with the view of meeting the changes which are constantly taking place

in the materiel of armies,

new

processes, military inventions, etc., to issue a

cuitable intervals, containing all alterations

United States Militabt Academy,

New

through the courtesy

information has been derived has not been inserted after each quotation;

but a

West Point,

scientific,

Xostrand, publishers, and the assistance he

especially indebted for courteous assistance in the preparation

To economize

of the work.

and begs

authors, both military

York,

18t>5.

and

additions.

Supplement a~

WORKS CONSULTED OK EXTRACTED FROM.

LIST OF

Aide-M.'moire de rOfflcier

d"f:tat-5Ittjor.

M.

Dictionary of Every Days Difficulties. Shilton.
Diciouary of Greek and Roman Antiquities. Smith.
Dictioniu-y of Militai-y Science. Campbell.

Rouvrc.

dc-

Aide-JIi'moire to the Military Sciences.

Alnianach de Ootha,

1K70.

American Universal Cyclopedia.
Ammunition, Treatise on, 18T4.

Published by English

Dictionary of Science, Literature, and Art. Brande.
Dictionary of the English Ijmguage. Johnson.
Dictionarj- of the Enghsh Ijjnguage. Nuttall.

u\i-

thority.
.Analytical Digest of the Military Laws of the U. S. Scott.
Apergus cm quelques Details de la Guerre. Bugeaud.

German

Ai-chives,

Dietiouai-y of the English Liingtiage.

Dictionary of the United States Army.
Dictionary, Philosnphioal. Hutton.

JlUitary.

Dictionnaire Jlilitaire Porlatif. Le Grand.
Dictlonimire Portatif ct KaLsonne. Couturier.
Die Lehre Vom Neueren Festungskricg. RUstow.

Armies of Asia and Europe, t-'pton.
Arms and Armour. Boutell.
j^xmy and Navj- Pen-sion Laws. Mayo and Moulton.
Army Circulars. Published by the English War Office.
Art and Science of War. Wheeler.
Artillerist's Handbook of Reference. Well and Dalton.
Artillerist's

Manual.

Artillery

Dienst-Vorschrif ten der KiSnigUch Preusslscben Armee.
Digest of Decisions of Federal Courts. Peters.
Digest of Laws of the United States. Duulop.

Digest of

Griffiths.

Artillery ExercLses, Field,

Changes

in, in ISTi.

Pliillpotts.

Artillery Institution Papers.
Artillery, Lectures on.
Artillery,

Boxer.

Art of War. Graham.
Art of War. Jomini.
Astronomical Atlas. Milner.
A Treatise on the Law of Evidence.
Baker's Elements of MechauLsm.
Balfour's Encyclopedia of India.
Battles of the Revolution.

Encyclopedia Britiinnica

«1K7.^).

Eneyclopf''die Militjiire et Maritime.

Field-book of the Revolution. Lossing.
Field Exercise and Evolutions of the Array.

Greenleaf.

Field Exercise (English), 1870.
Field Fortification: a Manual of Military Sketching

connaissance.

Carrington.

and Re-

Published by Englisb authority.

Field Fortification.

Blue Books (Parliamentary!.
Bourne on the Steam Engine.
Brande and Cox's Dictionary of Science, Literature, and Art,

Macaulay.

Field Fortifications.

Mahan.

Field Fortifications.

Wheeler.

aud other Military Subjects as carried on at the
Royal Military Academy, Woolwich.

Fortification

1875.

Campaign in Germany, 1808. Prussian Staff.
Campaigns of the Army of the Potomac. Swinton.

Fortification.

Cavalr)- Jlanual.

Ainslie.

Chambers's Encyclopedia.
Change of Mat.''riel. PubUshed by the English War Office.
Chemistry as appUed to the Arts and Manufactures. Muspratt.

Chemistry, Handbook of. Abel and Bloxam.
Chemistry, Manual nt. O'Shaughnessy.
Classical Dictionary. Smith.
Commentaries, with Not«s. Blaekstone.
Conferences du Ministre de la Guerre (France).

Gunnery. Hyde.
Gunpowder. Badeley, Anderson, Goodenough, Smith, and
Morgan.
Gurley on Mathematical and Surveying Instruments.

Conferences Slilitaires Beiges.
Construction of Dwelling-houses.
Consulate aud the Empire. Thiers.
Conrts-Marlial. Dc Hart.
Courts-Martial. Macomb.
Cross' and Hetzel's Military
Cummer Steam Engine.

Laws

Handbook for Field .Service. Lefroy. •
Handbook for Military Artificers. ItCI. Armstrong.
Handbook of Artillery. Robert-s.
Handbook of Natural Philosophy. Lardner.
Handbook of the Mechanical Arts. Biuiis.

of the United States.
I

Customs of Service for Non-commissioned Officers and
diers of the Army. Kautz.
Customs of Service for Officers of the Army. Kautz.
Defense of Military Outposts. Jebb.
De la Tactique des Trois Armes; Infanterie, Cavalerie.

Heather on Mathematical Instruments.

Sol-

Heavy Artillery Tactics. Tidball.
Heenvesenund Infanteriedienst der KonigUch Preussischen
Armee. Witzleben.
Histoire et Tactique des Trois Armea, et plus ParticuliSrement
de I'Artillarie de Campagne. Fa*'*''-.

Artil-

Decker.

Dictionary, Handy, of Military Terms. Knollyg.
Dictionary, Military and Xavul. Burn.
Dictionary, 51 ilitary and Naval. James.

Dictionary of Arts and Sciences. Francis.
Dictionary of Arts, Manufactures, and Mines.

Aruetti.

Frederick the Great. Carlyle.
French Revolution. Thiers.
Friend of All. Green.
Frontal Attack of Infantry. T.,aymann.
Gi'ographic Phisiqne. HLstorique et Militaire. Lava.
Grand Military Oijerations. Jomini.
Great Campaigns. King.
Grundzuge der Taktik der Drei Waffen, Infanterie, Kavallerie,
luid Artillerie. Brandt.

Cape's Mathematics.

lerie.

Gordon.

Elementary Principles of Fortification. Hyde.
Elements of International Law. Wlieaton.
Elements of Military .\rtK and Sciences. Halleck.

Owen and Dames.

Modem. Owen.

Artillery, Treatise on.

of the Uniletl States.

Mordecai.
Digest of Opinions of the Judge- Advocate General. Winthorp.
Eleclro-Balhstic Machines. Benut.
Elementary Lectures on Military Law, Tulloch.

Cotty.

Artillery, Dictionary of.

Laws

Digest of Military Laws.

Kinjrebury.

and Infantry.

'Von

Helldortr.

Gibtiou.

Artillerist's Jlanual, 11th «lition.

Smart.
Giudner,

:

Ure.

I

History of the Dress of the British Soldier. Luard.
History of the Penin.sula War. Napier.
History of the Rebellion. Tenney.
History of the War in the Peninsula and in the South of
France. Napier.

LIST OF

WORKS CONSULTED OR EXTRACTED FROM.

Turning and Mechanical Manipulation.
are U) Govern Ourselves. Konblunque.
Indian and Burmau Timbers. Skinner.
Infantry, Cavalry, and Artillery Tactics, United States Army.
Instructions for Armies. Lielier.
HoItzapflFel's

How we

Instructions for Field Artillery.
Instructions in Military Engineering.

Published by English

authority.

Instructions in the Duties of Cavalry reconnoitring an
for the use of AiLxiliary Cavali*y.

Enemy,

Law

Lessons of War from the Great Masters. Soady.
Life of Napoleon. Jomiui.
Life of the Duke of Marlborough. Coxe.
Manual for Engineer Troops. Duane.
^lanna! for Rifle Practice. Wingate.
Manual of English Artillery Exercises, 1875.
Manual of Instructions for Testing the Defective Vision of

d'Infauterie.

Manuel

Officiers des

et

de Complabilitt''

Compagnies ou Escadron des

de Cavalerie. Ruffin.
Maunder's Treasury of Knowledge.
Maxims of War. Napoleon.
Mayliew on the Horse.
Mechanic's Magazine.
Memoire sur divers Perfectionnements

Ci

I'usage des

Coi-ps d'lnfan-

terie et

Menioirs.

Militaires.

CavaUi.

Sheiinan.

Method of Horsemanship.

Baucher.
Conversations-Lexikon. Von der Liihe.
Militaiy Bridges. Cullum.
Mihtary Bridges. Haupt.
Mihtary Carriages. Close.
Mihtary Carriages, Treatise on. Kemmis.
Military Catechism and Handbook. Walshe.
Military ComniLssion in Em-ope. McClellan.
Milit-ary Dictionary.
Duane.
Militair

Military Dictionary.
Military Engineering.

Precis of

Modem

Tactics.

Scott.

Mahan.

Principles of Gunnery. Sladen.
Queen's Regulations, 1873.

Regulations and Instructions for Encampments (English).
Report on the Transport of Sick and Wounded by Pack Animals.

Otis.

Reports of the Chief of Ordnance, U.

Revue
Revue

Laidley.

Rifles

and

Royal

Artillery, History of.

Rifle Practice.

in

the U. S.

Plum.

Moimtain Scouting. FaiTow.
Mutiny Act and Articles of War.
Naval and Military Technical Dictionary of the French Lan-

Cook.

Wilcox.

Duncan.
Russian Campaigns in Turkey, 1877-78. Greene,
Sandhurst Papers.
Science, La. des Personnes de Cour, d'fip^e et de Robe.
Shifts and Expedients of Camp-Life. Lord and Baines.
Short Notes on Field Batteries. Browne.
Simmons on Com-ts-Martial.
Small's Veterinary Tablet.
of

War.

Bartlett,

Spectateur Mihtaire (ParisJ.
Steam Engine. Burns.
Strategy and Tactics. Duf oiu-.
Studies in Tactics of Infantry.

Von

Scherflf.

Sur la Formation des Troupes pour le Combat. Jomini.
Tableau Analytique. Jomini.
Tactical Deductions from the War of 1870-71. Boguslawski.
Tactics and Strategy. T^vemlow.
Text-book for School of Musketry at Hythe.
Text-book of Gunnery. Mackinlay.
Text-book of the Construction and Manufacture of the Rifled
Ordnance in the British Service. Stoney and Jones.
The Administration and Organization of the British Army, with
especial Reference to Sujiply and Finance. Fonblanque.
The Armies of Europe. McClellan.
The Art of Travel. Gallon.

United

Hutchison and M^c-

Gregor.

Burns.

18?^18&4.

de Tfitranger (Paris).
and Musketry Instructions.

Military Sketching and Reconnaissance.

guage.

Army,

Militaire

Rifle ExercLses

Treatise on Cranes.

Naval Gunnery. Douglas.
Naval Ordnance and Gunnery.

S.

d^Vi-tillerie.

Clode.
Military Miscellany. Marshall.
Military Schools and Courses of Instruction in the Science
and Art of War. Barnard.

War

Jebb,

Home.

tm'es.

Law.

Military Telegraph diu-ing the CivU
Motion of Projectiles. Owen.

Lossing.

and Defense.

The Duties of the General Staflf. Von Schellendorf.
The Elements of Military Art and History. Duparcq.
The Elements of Modern Tactics. Shaw.
The Law relating to Officers in the Army. Prendergast.
The Mihtary Laws of the Unitetl States. Callan.
Theory of War. Macdougatl.
The Soldier's Pocket-book for Field Service. Wolseley.
Tomhnson's Cyclopedia of the Useful Arts and Manufac-

Mihtary Gymnastics. Farrow.
Military Law and Court-Martial. Beuet.
Military Law Authorities. Hough.
Military

War of lfll2.

Practical Treatise on Attack

Some Weapons
d'Ofiflcier

Turhu.

d' Administration

Kelton.

gressional Documents, etc.
Ordnance and Armor. HoUey.
Ordnance and Gunnery. Benton.
Ordnance and Naval Gimnery. Simpson.
Outpost. Mahan.
Outposts. Hamley.

Rifle Firing.
Guillot.

Soldiers. Longmore.
Manual of Mihtary Law. Pipon and Collier.
Manuel eomplet a I'Usage des Caudidats au Grade

ExercLse.

Operations of War, 'M and 3d editions. Hamley.
Orders and Correspondence of General Winfield Scott, Con-

Pictorial Field-book of the

Instruments, Mathematical, Meteorological, etc. Queen.
Jomini's Treatise on Grand Military Operations, or a Critical
and Military History of the Wars of Frederick the Great.
Holabird.
JournaLs of the Royal United Service Institution,
Judge-Advocate and Recorder's Guide. Regan.
Knight's Mechanical Dictionary.
Kiiegsfeuerwerkerei Zum Gebrauch fur die Kooiglich Freussische Aitillerie. Bath.
Kriegswtirterbuch. Loehr.
Law Dictionary. Bouvier.
of Nations. Vattel.
Legislation et Administration Jlilitaires.

New Bayonet

9

Towne.

Treatise on Fortification. Lently.
United States Army Regulations.
United States Bridge Equipage.
StJites Revised Statutes.
Voyle's Military Dictionary.

Weale's Series.

Weapons

of

War.

Demmin.

Webster's Dictionary.
West Pomt; or, Information for those about to Enter the
Academy. Farrow.
Wilhelm's Military Dictionary and Gazetteer.
Worcester's Dictionary.
Youatt on the Horse. Skinner.

.

AUBHEVIATIONS OF M(^DE1?X TEIJMS, PHRASES AND TITLES EMI'LUVEl) IN FAintOWS MIEITAHV ENCYCLOPEDIA.

A.A.S. iAcademiw Americanfv S^>cius.)
Member of the AintTk-nn Acailemy.
A.Ii. {Artiiim BaccaUiurtus.) Bacbelor
of Arts.
A.ft.C.F.M.

American Board of Com-

missioiif i-s for Foreigu
Archbishop.
A.C. {Ante Christum.)
A. D. ^Anno Domini.)
our Lonl.
JEt. i.-Ktatis.) Of age;

E.g., or e.g.

Ephesians.

Lieut.
LL.Ii.

And

(ft alii.)
others.
or dtc. (et ccetera.) And so forth.
et seq. {et sequentia.)
what follows.

Ez. Ezra.
Ezek. Kzekiel.

In the year.

Apr.
A.R.

of the

Ark. Arkansas.
A.V.C. {Anno Urbis Condittv.) In the
year from the foundation of the city.
Aug. August.

Avoirdupois.
{h.i Born.

Bachelor of Arts.

Balance.
Bort, Baronet.
Hal.

Barrel.

Bbl.

B.C. Before Clirist.
B.C.L. Bachelor of Civil Law.
B.D. Bachelor of Divinity.

Bound.

Bd.

Bound in hoards.
Btljt.
Benj. Benjamin.
Bk. Book.
B.L. Bachelor of Laws: Breech-loading.
B.L.li.

Bp.

Breech-loading

ritled.

Bishop.

Brig.-0'en.

C. or Cap.

Brigadier-General.
(Caput.) Chapter.

Cam., or Camb.
Caps.
Copt.

Companion of the Bath
C.C.P. Court of Common Pleas.
C.E. Civil Kngineer.
Cent. (Centum.) A hundred.
C.J. Chiff Justice.

Commanding ofUcer.
Company.

Co.

Colonel; Colorado.

Col.

Commodore.

Com.

Columbia.
Doctor of Civil Law.

Divinitutis Doctor.)
Divinity.
Dea. Df'acon.
DfC. December,
i

Deut.
T>eft.,

Deuteronomy.
or dft.

Dt-fendant.

Dist.
District.
District Attorney.
DiAt. Attnditto, or dft. The same.

D.M.
DoU.
Doz.
Dr.
D.F*.

Doctor of Music.
(8)

Royal Highness.

Island.

/(/.

(Ibidem.) In the
(Idem.) The same.

i.e.

litl est.)

That

same

place.

is.

Ilominum

Illinois.

In.
Inches.
Incog. Uncttgnito.)
Ind. Indiana.

Unknown.

Instant (the current month).

Iowa.
iidetn quod.)
Isaiah.

It.

Italics.

Dollars.

Dozen.
Doctor: Debtor; Dram.
{Dvo I'olente.) God willing.

as.

Justice: Judge.

January.
James.
Jeremiah.
Jno. John.
Jona. Jonathan.
JoS. Joseph.
t/".s/t.
Joshua.
Jas.
Jer.

J. P. Justice of the Peace.
Jr.. or Jim. Junior.

Jul.

Judges.
Jidy.

Kan. Kansas.
Knight of the Bath: King's Bench.
K.C.B. Knight Commander of the Bath.
Ken., or Ky. Kentucky.
KG. Knight of the Garter.
K.G.C. Knitrht of the Grand Cross.

KB.

rifled.

Ma. Missouri; Jlonth.
Mans. Monsieur.
Mos., or mos. Months.
M.P. MeniV)er of Parliament.
M.I'.P. Slember of Provincial Parliament.
Mr. Master, or Mister.
Mrs.
M.S.

MSS.

Mistress, or Missis.

Sacred lo the Memorj'.
Manuscripts.

Mount, or .Mountain.
M.T. Mountain train.
Mus D. Doctor of Music.
iV.,orn. North; Noun; Neuter.
X.A North America.
Xath. Nathaniel
N.Ii. New Brunswick; (iVb^a 6ene) Note
well, or take notice.
X.C. North Carolina: Non - commissioned.

X.C.O. Non-commissioned Officer.
N.E. North-East; New England.
Xeb. Nebraska
N.F. Newfoundland.
X..I.

New Hampshire.
New Jersey.

North Latitude.
North North-East.
A*. X. E.
X.X. W. North-North-West.
Number.
Xo. fXnmero.

X.L.

»

The same

Jan.

Judg.

Madanu'.

N.H.

{lesits

Is.

/.*/.

Messieurs.

Salvator.) Jesus

the Saviour of men.
///.

J.

Doctor of

Delaware.
Deputy.
Department.

Del.
ftep.
Dt'pt.

His. or Her,

Hundred.

or Isl.
Bh, Ibid.

lo.

Demity Assistant Quarter-

District of

D.C.L.

House of Representatives.

/.,

MM.
Mme.

Ml.

Jews.

master-General
C.

Honorable.
Hosea.

Inst.

Daniel.

Itan.

M.L. Muzzle-loading,
M.L.R. Muzzle-loading

M.S.

/..Y.7?./.

Penny, or pence.

il.

D.A.Q M.G.

/>./>.

House of Lonls.

Mississippi.

Mi.ts.

Xnzarenus. Rex TudcBnrum.) Jesus of Nazareth, King of the

Ct.
Cent.
Cts.
Cents.
Hundredweight.
Cict.

or

U.L.

I.H.S. yiesus

Conn., or (7. Connecticut.
Cor. Corinthian.
Cor. Sec. Corresponding Secretary.
Criminal Conversation;
Crim. Con.
Adultery.

/>.,

Hebrews.
Hogshead.

//.A'.

Gentlemen.

Methodist.
Michigan.
Min., or min. Minute, or minutes.
Minn. Minnesota.

Mich.

Commons.

H< »use of

Heb.

Hhd.

il.R.IL

Memorandum.

Mem.
Metfi.

//. C.

Hnnd.

of Congress.

Doctor of Medicine.
Maryland.
Mdfle., or Mile. Mademoiselle.
M.E. Mechanical Engineer.
Me. Maine.

Md.

Mf.tsr3.

Hob. Habakkuk.
H.B.M. His. or Her. Britannic Majesty.

Hits.

Matthew.

Member

M. !>.

G.C. Gocd conduct.
G.C.B. Grand Cross of the Bath.
Gen. General: Genesis.
Geo. George: (.Jeorgia.
Gov. Governor.
Qov.-Gen. Governor-General.
G.S. General service.
G.S. \y. General service wagon.
//.. or /i.
Hour.

Hon.

Caplain.

Mas.sachuselts.

Ma.'is.

Frederic.
Fellow of the Royal Society.
F.Ii.S.
F.a. Field-service.
Ft. Foot, or feet.

Capitals.

Academy.

Major.
March.

Matt.
M.c.

Fred.

II.

C.ii.

CO.

Fahrenheit.
February.

F.ii.
Fine grain; Field-gun.
Fl., or Flor.
Florida.

His. nr Her. Majesty.
His, ur Her, Jfajesty's Ship, or
Service.

Cambridge.

Land service.
^lascidine.
3/., or m,
M..4. Master of Arts; Military
L.S.

Moj.

ll.M.

California.

Cat.

Feb.

Island.

Lieutenant.

Barhelur <tf Laws.
LL. I). Doelor of Laws,
L.L.R. Line of least resistance.

Mar.

Fur. Furlong.
Qa. Georgia.
G.B. Great Britain.

B. Book;

B.A.

Exodus.
Explanation.

Ed-pi.

Fahr.

April.

{Anno Regni.) In the year

reign.

Av<tir.

And

Exod.

Long

L.I.

Esquire.

(weight).

Latitude.
Large grain.

Eph.

world.

{Anno.)

Im.

Knight.

Pound

lb.

or t*. Pdund sterling.
Louisiana.

L.G.

etc.,

An.

I.,

Lilt.

et. al.

A.M.

or

Elizabeth.
Eiist- Xorth-East.

Alabama.
Master of
{Artium Afagister.)
Arts: {Ante Meridiem) Before noon;
(Anno Mundi} In the year of the

Al.

For ex-

ample.

Esq.

aged.

{exempli gratia.)

L..

L.,

E. X. E.

Eiiz.

Before Christ.
In the year of

Ki. Kings.
Knt., or Kt.

East.
Edition; Editor.
Kdir. Edward.

E.

Missions.

AbfK

D

Pennyweight.

Dirt.

Kd.

.Von srq.

{Xon sequitur.)

It

does not

follow.

Numbers.
November.
jVor.
X.P. Notary Public; New pattern.
Xos.

N.S.

Nova

Scotia;

The New

Style (.since

17.5'v^.

New

Testament.
X.W. North-West.
X. y. New York.
X.T.
O.

Ohio.

Ob.

iUhiit.)
Ob., or OMt.
f>ct.

Died.

Obedient.

October.

Old Pattern.
f~>r.
Oregon.
O.S. Old Style.
O.T. Old Testament.
Ox/., or Oxon. {Cronia.)
Oz. Ounce, or oimces.
Page; Bebble.
P., or;>.
O.P.

Oxford.
^

;

FOREIGN WORDS AND PHRASES.
Pa., or Fenn. Pennsylvania.
furl. Parliament.
Pd. Paid.
P.E.I. Prince Edward Island.

Per cfnt.

{.Per

centum.)

iJj

the hun-

dred.

Ph.O. {Philosophiae Doctor.) Doctor of
Philosopliy.
Phil. Philippians.
Phila. Philadelphia.
Piiix., or Pxt. iPinxit.) Placed after
ttif painter's name on pictures: as,
" Turner ^x(."
Pit.

Peck.

PI.

Plural.
Plaintiff.

Plff.

R M.A.

Rum. Oath.
R.R.

the.

Pt.

Pint.

Doc.

Public Documents.
Pennyweight.

or Qu. Quer}-; Question; Queen.
Q.B. Queen's Bench.
Q.C. Queen's Council.
Q.E.D. iQuod Erat Demonstrandum.)
Which was to be demonstrated.
Q.,

Quartermaster.
O.M.G. Quartermaster-General.
Qr. Quarter (38 poimdsj ; Farthing;
Q.it.

Quart; Quantity.

Quod vide.) Which see.
Qv.
a. (Rex)King: {Regina)Q\ieen.
K.A. Royal Academy, or Academician
Right Ascension;
Rear- Admiral
i

;

Royal

ted States

Small-arm ammimition.

or

Schooner.

.s'c/ir.

Sm.

Samuel.
(Sa itojexte Imperiale.)
Her. Imperial Majesty.

S.il.l.

Stat.

or Vise.

Vis.,
Viz.

Viscount.

Namely;

(Videlicet.)

to wit.

Verb neuter.

V.n.
Voc.

Vocative.
Vol. Volimie.
V.P. Vice-President.
V.R. (Victoria Regina.)

Queea Vic-

toria.

Versus ) Against.
Vei'mont.
Week; West.

Vs.

(

ir

Washington.
Wediiei^day.

West India; West Indies.
W. Lon. West Longitude.
W.I.

Wm.

William.

W.M.

Worshipful Master.
West-North- West.
West-South- West.
Weight.

IT.iV. ir.
IV'.S.

W.

Wt.
Xmas.

>

SouthSoiith-East.
South-South- West.

S.S.W.

United States Navy.

U.S. V. United States Volunteers.
U.T. Utah Territory.
Va. Virginia.
V.C Victoria Cross.
Vice-Pres. Vice-President.
Vid. ( Vide.) See.

Wash.

Sr. Sir, or Senior.
Namely.
SS., or ss. (Scilicet.
S.S. Sea-service; Siuiday -school.

S.S.E.

demy.
U.S.S.

Treri.

Square feet.
Square inches.
Square miles.

ft.

Sfj. in.

Army.

United States Mail ; United
V.S.M.
States Marine.
V.S.M. A. United States Military Aca-

17.

His, or

S.O. Staff Officer.
Soc. Society.
Sq. Square.
.S'l/.

United States.
United States of America; Uni-

t'..S'..-!.

Scil, or Sc. (Scilicet.) To wit; namely.
Script. Scripture.
6'.£;.
South-East.
Sec. Secretary; Section.
Sen. Senate; Senator; Senior.
Sep.., or Sept.
September.
Serg. Sergeant.
Serv., or Se)-vt. Servant.
S.J. Society of Jesus.
S.J.C. Supreme Judicial Court.
S. Lat.
South Latitude.
Sid. Sailed.

St.

Artillery.

R.C.D. Royal Carriage Department.
R.E. Royal Engineers.
Rec. Sec. Recording Secretary.

the last month.
U.S.

Afr. South Africa.
Sat. Saturtlay.
S.B. Smooth-bore.
S.V. South Carolina; Scrap-carriage.
Sc, or Sculp. (.Sculpsit.) Placed after
the engraver's name on a picture.

Sq. m.

Quire.
Qt.

Catholic.

Right Honorable.
Rt. Rev. Right Reverend.
S. South; Signor; Shilling.
S.A. South America; Small arms.

*S't*/i.,

By

President.
Prof. Professor.
Pro tern. (Pro tempore.) For the tune
being.
Prov. Proverbs; Province.
Prox. (Proximo.) Next (the next month).
P.S. (Post Scriptuiu ) Postcript.
Ps. Fsalni, or Psalms.

Roman

Railroad.

Hon.

Rt.

leave.
Pr.. or P.

Pivt.

Roman; Romans.

ii.A.A.

Pi-es.

Theo. Theodore.
Tr. Translation; Transpose; Treasurer;
Trustee.
Tu., or Tues. Tuesday.
Ult. (Vltimo.)
Last, or Pertaining to

Koyal Military Academy.
Royal Navy.

K..V.

Houi.

6".

F^b

;

R.l.
Rho.le IsUiucl.
H.L. Royal L.'ib'»rator}'.
R.L.G. Kitle large grain.

Postmaster; Past Master; (Post
M>iridiem) Afternoon.
P.M.U. Postmaster General.
P.O. Post Office.
Pages.
pj).
P.P.C. {Pour Prendre Conge.) To take

P.M.

(Per.)

Sun., or Sund. Sunday.
Supt. Superintendent.
S. W. South-West.
Ten., or Tenn. Tennessee.
Tex. Texas.
Th., or Thurs. Thursday.

Revelation Reverend.
R.F.G. KiHe tine grain.
R.a.F. Royal gim factory.
Rev.

11

Christmas.
Year.
Yard.
Yr. Your.
Zach. Zachary.
Zech. Zechariah.
Zejjh. Zephaniah.
Y.

Yd.

Saint; Street.
Statute.

S.T.D. (.SiicrcB Tlieologiw Doctor.)
tor of Divinity.

Doc-

FOREIGN WORDS AND PHRASES EMPLOYED IN FARROWS MILITARY
ENCYCLOPEDIA.

All ante. (L.l Before; previously.
bas. (Fr. ) Down.
Ab extra. (L.) From the otitside.
Ab initio. (L.) From the beginning.
Aborigine. IL.) From the origin.

A

ovo usque ad mala, th.) From the
egg to the apples: from first to last.
Rbinan tiancpiets began with eggs, and
ended with apples.

Ab

Aburhecfindili). iL.)
tion of the city.

A compte.

From

the founda-

On

iFr.
accoimt.
^rfi'ii>'ni/»ni. (L.) To infinity
interim. (L.) In the mean while.
libitum. (L.l At one's pleasure
nauseam. (L.) To disgust: till disI

Ad
Ad
Ad

gust

is

excited.

Adpntres. iL t To his fathers; /'e..dead.
Ad referendum. (L.) Till further consideration.

Ad valorem. (L.) According to; upon
the value.
Affaire d'amoux. (Fr.)
An intrigue:
a

love-affair.

Affaire d'honneur. (Fr.) An affair of
honor: i.e.. a duel
A fortiori. (L-1 With stroneer reason.
-1 .911.1(0. (Ital )
To cie's heart's con-

A

A

tent.
In honne heure. (Fr.)
at a goml hour.
In Fran^aise. (Ft.)

manner.

In

happy time;

In the

French

A la mode.
A

(Fr.

i

In fashion fashionable.
In the English man:

rAnglaise. (Fr.)
ner.

,

:

able apology for
one's offense.

Amor

pnlria;.

(L.)

patriotism.
Amour propre. (Fr.l

is

to

make a

euit-

All fait. (Fr.)

Skilled; accomplished;

competent.
fond. (Fr.)

An

To the bottom:

oughly.

Au

Good-by,

rcroir. (Fr.)

again.

Auto da

^uj-nniies. (Fr.)

Love of country;

An

fe. (Sp.)

»

till

» .

thor-

we meet
..i.

act of faith;

i.e..

burning heretics.

and confession of

Self-esteem.
Ancien ri'qime. (Fr.) The old governbefore
monarchy
the
French
ment:
the Revolution.
Anno Domini. fL.) In the year of our

Lord.

(L.) In the year of the
world.
mirabilUs. (L.) The wonderful
year.
Ante bellum. (L.) Before the war.
Ante meridiem. (L.l Before noon.
A posteriori. iL.) From the latter; the
cause from the effect.
A priori. iL.) From the former; the
effect from the cause.
A piopos. (Fr.) Appositely; seasonably: in regard to.
Argumentum ad honiinem. (L.) An argument to the man; i.e., personal.
Audi alteram jiartem. (L ) Hear the
other part; Ixjth sides.

Annus

Al fr, sen. ata\) In the open air.
Alias (LI Otherwise: e.3..Jones,aiia«
the Coiint Johannes.
j f „ „
A legal defense
Alibi, tl.) Elsewhere
to
hv which the defendant attempts
show that he was absent at the time
commission
the
of
place
and from the
of the crime.
Allans. (Fr) Come on let us go.
Almamater. (L.) A nourishing mother.
A name frequently applied by students to their college.
A Voutrnnre. (Fr.> To the Uttermost;
the last extremity.
Alter eqn. (T, > .\ second self.
Ahimniis. iL.) A foster-child: a pupil.
The graduates of American colleges
are often called alumni.
Amende honorable. (Fr.l To make the

amende honorable

Anno mundi.

A

To arms.

votre .saute. (Fr.)

Bas

bleu. (Fr.l

erarv woman.

A

To your

health.

bluestocking: a ht-

j?enu 'ideal. (Fr.) Ideal beauty. The
absolute beauty which exists only in
the mind.
Bcoii monde. (Fr.) The gay world; the
wo'ld of fashion.

FOREIGN WORDS AND PHRASES.
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AMiiemirui: wll.
Well found;

Hr!espvil. (Fr.)

liele

A

tioir. iFr.t

Divide et impera.

'

"a

Jim imviita. tlialj
happy Ihoiight."

Dolce far niente.
iiig; luxurious idleness.

[

|
'

hear.

A

love-letter:

ciful.
Blast'. iFr.t

I

One who lias seen and
enjoyed everytliinp. and upon wlioni
pleasure pulls,

BimA fide.

good

lu

<L,)

\

I

\

faith; genuine;

actual.
tnalprt'. (Fr.> Witli a good or
ill grace; willy-nilly.
Simple, unaffected
Bonhomie. <Fr.)

Bimgre,

Good-day; good-morn-

Bon-Jour. (Fr.)
ing.

B'ln-mot. Fr.)
A good word, i.e.. a
wittv saving.
Other things
Cii'trris paribus.
(L.)

bfing etpial.
Canaille. (Frt The rabble; the common multitude.
Blank sheet of
Citrte hlonclie. (Fr.)
paper. To eivea person carte hlanrhr
Is to give him an unconditional dis-

liancy.
(Fr.)

civil power.
Cela va sanitdire. (Fr.) That goes witllout saying: follows as a matter of
course and necessarily.
Chacun a son got'it. (Fr.) Every man to

A

A

Kn
En

Castles in

Chef d'lturre. (Fr.) A masterpiece: an
unequaled work.
Che .sara, nara. (Ital.) What is to be,
will be.

An advenone who lives by his wits.
scandalense.
(Fr.)
A record
Chronitfw

Chevalier d' indnstrie. (Fr.)
tiu'er;

of scandals.
Cicerone. (Ital.i A person who ncLs as
guide to sight-seers.
Comme il fatd. (Fr.) Neatly; properly;
rightlv: in "good form."
Contpaunon de voymje. (Fr.) Companion of one's travels.
Compos mentis. (L.) Sane; of sound

mind.

A

)

Excelsior. (L.)

(L

delicti.

)

The body

of the

oiiense.

Cifup d'etat.

A

(Fr.)

politics.

Cttupdeqraee. (Fr.)
a tlnal blow.
Coup df moin. (Fr.)
dei-standing.
d'uil. (Fr.
eye.

Coup

)

bold stroke in

A stroke of mercy:
A

bold, swift un-

A swift glance

cofile.

Let

(Fr.)

of the

(L.)
fit.

may.

tL.) To what (for whose) good.
<jrauo salia. (L. With a grain of
salt; not untiualiliedly.
1

Currente calamo.

{L.)

Kapidly and

flu-

ently.
(Ital.

)

From

honne t/rdce.
good will.

J>e

(Fr.)

the beginning.
Keadily; with

One's first appearance in
society, or on the stacc
(Fr.)

Pe facto. (L.) Actual; in fact.
/v ffustibu.'t non cs/ disputanduni. (L.)
There is no disputing about tastes.
jure.

(L.) Rightfully

;

lawfully

;

law-

ful.

nd

nisi

bonum.

(L.)

Say no-

thing but good of the dead.
Denoitement. (Fr.) The catastrophe of a
plot.

Denovo. (L.) Anew; over again; afresh.
J}eo wilente. (L.» If it please God.
Dernier ressort. (Fr.) The last resource.
De trop. (Fr.) In the way; too much..
God and
Dieu et mon droit. (Fr.
right.
Distinguished
in manDistingue. (Fr.)
ner.
absentPreoccupied:
(Fr.)
Distrait.
)

minded.

nihilo nihil

They
(L.)

all

gn

From

out.

nothing,

nothing comes.

By

virtue of his oftlce.
From a part: one-sided.
post facto. (L) After the deed is

(L.)
parte. (L.)
i>Xtieio.

tempore. (L.t Off-hand.
Fticile prinreps. (L.) Easily the chief.
I'^arilis e-tt di\HceitsuM Averni. ^L.)
The
descent into hell is easy.
Fait accompli. (Fr.) An accomplished
fact.
false step; a mistake.
Faux }}aR. (Fr.)
Fecit. (L.) He. or she. made. This vvord
is put after an artist's name on a picture.
Felo de .se. (L.)
felon of himself; a suicide.
dechambre. (Fr.)
chamber-

A

A

A

Femme

maid.
cost

it

Cni bono.

Cum

Ih min-tnis

Higher.

Exeunt omnes.

done.

ambas-sadors.

my

is;

Ignis fatuxis. (L.)

A

i.e.

foolish ftre; adelu-

sion.

Iqnobih' rxdgus. (L.) The ignoble crowd.
Jgiiotuni pt'i'ignotiuA. (L.) The unknown

by something more unkniiwn.
Imprimis. iL,) In the first place.
In articulo mortis. (L.) At the point of

Index crpurguforiiis. (L.) A purging index: a list of works prohibited to be
read.
/*(

embryo.

(L.)

In the rudiments:

In esse. U') Actual; in existence.
In e.rtremis. (L.) At the point of death,
/ii
flagrante delicto. (L.) In the veiy
act.

Infra dignitatem. (L.)

Beneath one's

(Fr.) An unmarried woman.
Festina lente. (L.) Make haste slowly.
Fete chanijif'tre. (Fr.> A rural party a

Femmesole.

;

party in the open air.
Frnilleton. (Fr.) A small leaf. The bottoms of the pages in French newspapers are so called, being given up to
light lit^ratm-e.

Fiat justitia, rnttt cerium. (L.) Let justice be done, though the heavens fall.
Finis coronat opus. (L.) The end crowns
the work.
Flagrante delicto. (L.) In the act.
Fugit hora. (L.> The hour tlies.
Qa'min. (Fr.) A street-urchin.
Gar^on. (Fr.) A waiter.
(iarde du corps. (Fr.) A body-guard.

Qarde nmbile.

(Fr.)

Troops

liable for

general service.
Ga.Kronnade. (Fr.) Boasting; bragging.
(Jtincherie. (Fr.) Awkwardness; clumsiness.

it was.
Infer alia. (L.) Among other things.
Inter nos. (L.) Between ourselves.
Inter se. (L.) .\uiong themselves.
Intoto. (L.) Entirelv: wholly.
In transitu. (L.) In t)ie passage; on the

way.
In vino Veritas. (L.) In wine there
truth.
Ipse dixit. (L.) He said it himself.

is

Ipso f ado. (L ) By the fael itself.
Je ne sais quoi. (Fr.) I know not what.
.leu de mots. (Fr.) A play upon words.
Jour de fete. (Fr.) A saint's day; a festival.

Jutulante Deo. (L.) Be joyful to God.
Jupiter tonaits. (L.) Jupiter the thunder er.

Jure aivino. (L.) By divine law.
Jure hnmtnio. (L.i By human law.
Jus civile. (L.) The civil law.
Jus gentium. (L.) The law of nations.
Juste milieu. (Fr.) The eolden mean.
Labor conLabor omnia lu'ncit. (L
)

quers

all

things.

I^tissez faire. (Fr.) Let things alone.
Ixipsus'lingna-. (L.) A slip of the tongue.
Ixires et penates. (L.) The household

gods.
L/tus Deo. (L.)

Praise be to God.
Vavenir. (Fr.) The futur-».
Le beau monde. (Fr.t The world of fash
ion,

Lese majeste. (Fr.)

Lex

High treason.

The law of the place.
The written law.
The law of retalia-

loci. (L.)

Lexscripta.

(L.)
talionis. (L.)
tion.

Ux

Literatim. (L ) Letter for letter.
Littrrateur. (Fr.) A literary man.
Locus sigilli. (1>.) The place of the seal.
Ma clu're. (Kr Mv dear.
)

(Fr.) An armed policeman.
(ieniu-sloci. (L.) The genius of the place.
Gentilhommc. (Fr.) A gentleman; noble-

Gendarme.

man.
Gfuus homo.

person.
In re. (L. In the thing: in theuuitter of.
In rem. (L.) Against the thing.
For ages of
/(( sa'culd sa'culorum. (L.)
ages.
Instanter. (L.) Instantly.
In statu quo. (L) In the state in which
)

Ex

Ex

(ju'il

Therefore.

thinker.

Ex

That

Ide.sl. (L.)

thou shalt conquer.
In loco. (L.) In place; on the spot.
In medias 1-es. (L.) In the middle of a
subject.
hi pace. (L.) In peace.
In perpetuum. (L.) Forever.
In proprid persond. (L.) In one's own

Etca'tcro. (L.) And the rest; etc.
Kx rathcdrd. (L.) From thechair: with
authority.

Ex

(Ital.)

statesman.

soil qui mat !/ oense. (Fr.) Shame
to btni who evil thinks.
Jlorribile dirtu. (L.) Horrible to say.
Hora de combat. (Fr.) Out of condition
to fight.
HAtel de ville. (Fr.) A town-hall.
Ibidem. (L.t In the same place.
/(•/( dien. (Ger.) I serve.
(Motto of the
I'rince of Wales.)
Ici on parte Fran^'uis.
(Fr.) French
spoken here.
Itlem .timans. (L.) Sounding the same.

Honi

Between ourselves.
(L/) One of many.

de corps. (Fr.) The spirit of the
body; a feeling for the honor and interest of an organization.
E.'iprit fort. (Fr.
A skeptic; a free-

Conspirito. {Ua).) In a spirited manner.
Corps Diplomat ique. (Fr.) The foreign

amo7'e.
ously.

(Fr.)

unum.

E.tprit

Ex

A

(Fr.)

In futuro. (L.> In the future.
In hoc signo vinces. (L.) In this sign

Motto of the United States.
Ergo. (L.)

)

(

Homme d'etat.

ad-

Surroundings;

(Fr.)

Entre nous.
pluribus

body.

Hauteur. (Fr.) Haughtiness; loftiness.
Hie et ubique. L. Hei-eand everywhere.
Hicjacet. (L.) Here lies.

(iignity.

standing.

Entourage.

Earnestly; zeal-

Con

capo.

masse. (Fr.) In a body.
rapport. (Fr.) In eonununication.
rigle. (Fr.i As it should be; in rule.

rertinche. iVr.) To make up for it.
En route. (Fr.) ("»n one's way.
En suite. (Fr.) In company together.
cordial underEntente cordiale. (Fr.)

E

Griissiihete. (Fr.) Grossness; rudeness.
Uatteas corpus. (L.) You may have the

death.

(Fr.) In full dress;

f/rande toilette.

juncts.
(Fr.)

Spain; air castles.

Ve

dash; im-

liiaking ill-time<) remarks.
/;/(

his taste.

CluUeaux en Espaffur.

Debut.

fire;

richeases. (Fr.) Embarra-ssmeut of riches; e.xcess of anything.
Embonpoint. (Fr.) Plumpness of figure.
Empyt-ssement. (Fr.) Enthusiasm; eagerness.
Kn famille. (Fr.) In family; by themselves.
spoiled child.
Enfant fjdte. (Fr.)
terrible child;
Knftiut terrible. (Fr.)

En

Da

spring;

Emhana.s<le

En

It

A

Ktan.

case of war; an act

a

(Lj

which

what

(L.)

Krlat. (Fr.) Spleudor;"distinction; bril-

justifies war.
Let arms
C'erlant ariim fogtp.
iL.)
yield to the gown; i.e.. military to

Ca.*ttts belli.

CotVe

The characters

Sweet home.
l>um vivimus. virnmus. (L.i While we
.live, let us live; enjoy life to the full.
dtonnm.

toilet.

cretion.

Corpus

Double meaning;

petuosity.

good -nature.

,

tFr.t

tion: a gratuity.
Uromatis persontx. (L.)
of a drama.
/»((/(*

called hlasr.

is

Double entente.

nbseenity in disguise. (Often erroneously written double futendre.)
Ditneenr (Kr.) Sweetness; compensa-

a

Strange; eccentric; fan-

•Bizarre. (Fr.)

Sweetdo-noth-

(Ital.)

scarecrow; a bug-

BiUetdoux. (Fr.)
"sweet" uote.

Divide and gov-

(L.)

ern.

(L.^

The human

race.
Glory to God in

Ghiria in exceUis. (L )
the highest.
Gloria Patri. CL.t Glory to the Father.
Grand sii'cle. (Fr.) A great century.

(Fr.) My faith; upon my faith.
Maqnum bonum. (L.) A great good.

Mafoi.

The town house.
rille. (Fr,
(Fr.) A house-steward.
Major domo. (Ital.i A chief steward.
Maladie du pa\is. (Fr.) Homesickness.
Materiel. (F.) Opposed to personnel.
Mater familiar. (L.) The mother of a
Ma'ison de

MaUred hotel.

family.

)

FOREIGN WOUDS AND PHRASES.
Piece de resistance. (Fr.) A joint of meat.
He. or she, painted it.
Pinxit. iL
Pis alter. (Fr.) A last expedient.
The common people.
Plebs. (L,
Poeta nascitur. non Jit. (L.) A. poet is
born, not made.
Point d'appui. (Fr.) Point of support.
Possecomitatus. (L.) The power of the
coimtry; the force that may be summoned by the Sheriff.
Paste restante. (Fr.) To be left till called

Mnuniise honte. (Fr.i Bashfuluess.
Md.iuiiuin. (L) The greatest possible.
MiJiuluT. (L.) lu my judgment.
Memento mori (L.) Remember death.

)

Tilings deserviug to

Meiiiorainlia. (L.)

be remembered.
Mens sana in corpore sano.
mind in a sound body.

Meum

)

(L.)

A souud

(L.)
Mine and thine.
Mirofiile dictu. (L.) Wonderful to tell.
Ji/.sT en scene. (Fv.)
Putting ou the

tuum.

ef

stage.

for.

Modus operandi.
operating
Mon ami. (Fr.)

Mot

The method

(L.)

My

Post meridiem. (L.) Afternoon.
Post mortem. {!..) After dep.th.
Post obitum. (L.) After death.
Pourparler. (Fr.) A consultation.
To take
Pour prendre conge. (Fr.)

of

friend.

The password; coun-

d'ordre. iFr.)

tersign.

Mnltnm inparvo.

(L.)

Neuiine contradicente.

Much in little.
(L.j No one con-

Precieuse. (Fr.) A bluestocking; a conceited woman.
Preu.v chevalier. (Fr.) A gallant gentle-

tra<iictint?,

plus ultra. (L.) Nothing more beyond; the utmost.
Nil admirari. (L.) To wonder at no-

tbitig.
JVil desperanduvi. (L.)

(Ital.) The Hrst lady; the
principal female singer in an Italian
opera.
Prima facie. (L
On the first face; at

We must not de-

spair.

)

(

hands

To abandon

m

et con. (L.) For and against.
P)-o forma. (L.) For the sake of form.
Pro patrid. (L.) For one's country.
Pro tempore. (L.) For the time.
Punica fides. (L.)
Punic faith; i.e.,

Pro

prose-

Nom de guerre. (Fr.) A war-name.
Norn de plume. (Fr.) Pen-name; name
assumed by an author.

treachery.

Quantum

Nou

cotnpos mentis, {h.) Not in one's
right mind.
Non est inuentus. (L-) He has not been
found.
Non multa, aed multum. (L Not many

have changed

Quondam. (L
Para avis. (L

all that.

WV shall see.
No\is verrons. <Fr.
Odium theologicum. (L.j Theological
hatred.
Olio podrida. (Sp ) A mixture.
(L.)

Love conquers

(L.)

exrellenee. (Fr.

By way

)

Things done.

Resurgam.
Revenous (i

montons.

(L.)
7ios

I

he, or she,

shall rise again.
(Fr.)

Let us

come back

Robe de chambre. (Fr.)
Rone. (Fr.) A rake.

nence:

Par hasard

An

stale.

to the

subject.

of emi-

in the highest degree.
(Fr.)
By chance.
Pari passu. (L.) With equal step.
Pan-enu. (Fr.)
upstart; a

May

Resgestif. (L.)

return to our sheep;

Extravagant; extreme.

Rouge

A dressing-gown.

Red and black

et noir. (.Fr.)

(a

(L.)

The holy of

famiUa.<i.

(L.)

The father of a

Sangfroid.

family.
(L.)

The

(Fr.)

Cold blood; self-pos-

session.
Sa7is cubittes. (Fr.)

father of his

Without breeches;

country.
Pa.r robi.scum. (L-> Peace be with you.
Peccavi. {h^ I have sinned.
Pendente lite. (L.) \Vliile the suit is
pending.
Per (innum. (h.) By the year.
Per capita. (L.) By the head; on each
person.
Per contra. CL.) On the other hand.
Per diem. (L.) By the da}'; every day.

red republicans.
Sartor resartus (L.) The tailor patched.
Sauve qui peut. (Fr.) Save himself who

(L.)
By itself.
Pv-rsttnuel. (Fr.) The staff;

Sequitur. <]j.) It follows.
Seriatim. (L ) In order.
Sic itur ad astra. (L.) Thus men go to
the stars.
Sic semper ti/rannis. (L ) Thus always
with tyrants. The motto of Virginia.

can.
Saroir-faire. (Fr.)
things.
Savoir-vivre. (Fr.)
world.

any

persons

in

service.

Peti'iio principii. (L.> Begging
tion.
Petite. (Fr.) Small; Uttle.

the quesI

A

(Fv.)

living picture.

A smooth

(L.)

tablet;

a

blank.

Tant mietix. (Fr.) So much the better.
Tant pis. (Fr.) So much the worse.
Te Deum laudamus. (L.) Thee, God, we

Tempora tnutantur, et nos mutnmnr in
illis.
Times change, and we
(L.)
change with them.
Tempus fugit. (L.) Time files.
Solid earth.
Terra fir ma. (L.
An unknown
Terra incognita. (L.)
)

country.
Tete-a-tete. (Fr.) Head to head; in private conversation.
Tiers etat. (Fr.) The third estate: i.e.,
the commons.
Totidem vei-bis. (L.) In just so many

words.

A

(Fr.)

turn of strength.

The whole taken

together.

Tout

le

monde.

(Fr.)

Everybody.

Trottoir. (Fr.) The pavement.
ijuoque, Brute! (L.)
Thou,

Tu

Brutus.

too.

*

patria. (L.) Where liberty is, there is my country.
I'bi supra. (L.
.\s mentioned above.
Uttermost Thule;
Ultima Thide. (L.
the end of the earth.
Usque ad nauseam. iL ) Till it was, or
is. absolutely sickening.
The useful with the
Utile didci. (L.)
sweet.
Ut infra. (L ) As below.
[7 supra. (L.) As above.
I'ade mecnm. (L.) Go with me; a companion.
V(V viciis. (L ) Woe to the vanquished.
Vale. (L.) Farewell.
Valet de chambre. (Fr.) A servant.
I came. I saw. I
Veni^ vide. vici. (L.)
ibi

)

i

conquered.
Verbatim et literatim. (L.)
word; letter for letter.
sat sapienti.

the wise

is

fop

to

sumcient.

By way

Vide.ih.)

(L.)

Word

A word

of.

See.

Videlicet. (L.) Namely.
Vinculum matrimonii. (L.) The bond
of matrimony.
Vis a vis. (Fr.) Face to face.
Vis inertia'. (L.) The force of inactivity.

Living force.
voce. (L.) B3- the living voice.
Success
la bagatelle. (Fr.)

Vis viva. (L.)

Knowing how

to

do

Vivd
T7?7*

Knowledge of the

Semper idem. (L.) Always the same.
Semper paratus. iL.) Always prepared.

Perse.

own kind.
The supreme

its

(L.)

Table d'hote. iFv.) A public ordinary;
dinner at a fixed price.

Via. (L.)

holies.

Pater patricB.

Of

(L.)

bonum,

Tableau civanf.

Verbmn

game).

Sanctum sanctorum.

rich

snob.

)

Sui generis.

Sumnmm

Ubi libertas,

time; once.

A rare bird.
Warmed over;

)

Requiescat in pace.
rest in peace.

dignity.

Pater

Alone

curities.

proof.

Oro pro nobis. (L.) Pray for us.
O temporal O mores! (L.) Oh, the
times! Oh. the manners:
Otium enni dignitate. (L.) Ease with
Outre. iFr.)

A gossip,

to an al)surdity.
Rentes. (Fr.i Public funds; national se-

all tilings.

i

Totit ensemble. (Fr.)

Choice; elegant.
Redncteur. (Fr.) An editor.
Redicirus. (L.) Restored to life.
Reductio ad absurdum. (L.) Reduction

On dit. (Fi'.J They say; people say.
Onus probandi. (L.) The burden of

Par

)

Rechauffe. (Fr.)
Pecherche. (Fr.)

)

Omniit vincit amor.

is

Quid pr<i quo. (L.) An equivalent.
Qui rire. (Fr.) Who goes there ?
Quod erat demonstrandum. (L.) Which
was to be demonstrated.

We

i

the former state.
Ste.t. (L.)
Let it stand.
Suaviter in modo. forfiter iu re. iL.)
Gently in manner, bravely in action.
Sub ro-nO. (L. Under the rose; secretly.

Tour de force.

Quehjue chose. (Fr.) As if.
Quid nunc I' [h.) Whatnow?

)

(Fr.)

As much as

sufficit. (L.)

sufficient.

much.

Notabene. (L.) Mark well.
Nous avons change tout cela.

among

publico. (L.) For the public
good.
Proces x'erbal. (Fr.) Verbal process; the
writing.
taking of testimony

cution.

things, but

First

Pro bono

off.

Nolle prosequi. (L.)

inter 2>ar€S. (L.)

his pee IS.

)

an mdispensable condition.
Soi disant. (Fr.j Self-styled.
Spirituel. Fr.
Witty.
Status quo. (L.> The state in which;

praise.

first sight.

Primus

)

Similiu sintilibus curantur. (L.) Like
is cured by like.
Sine die. (L.) Without a day.
Sine qua 7ion. (L.) Without whicli. not;

Tabnla rasa.

man.

Prima donna.

]Viru7i ni Vdiitre. (Fr.) Neither the one
nor the other.
yiwpnrte. Fr. It does not matter.
Nisi prins. (L.) Unless before.
Nobility obliges;
Nobtes.-ie obliye. (Fr.)
noble must act nobly.
\ViIly-nilIy.
Nolens voleus. (L
Noli me tanyerc. {L.) Don't touch me;

Sic transit gloria inundi. (L.) So pas.ses
tile ^lory of the world.

good.

leave.

Ne

13

to

trifies.

Vive la Peine. (Fr.) Long live the Queen.
Vive rEmpereur. (Fr.) Long live the

Emperor.

Long live the King.
le Roi. (Fr.)
Voila. (Fr.
See there; behold.
A voice,
I'o.r. et pro'terea nihil. (L.)
T7re

)

and nothing more.
Vo.K populi. COS Dei.

the people

is

(L)

The

the voice of God.

voice of

INDEX OK MATTERS NOT HAVIN(i SPECIAL ARTICLES.
At

the close of

Articles.

It

its

proper

III. will

is

articles

composing the body of the work.

supposed, in the

is

of the article referred to
is

A

person

instance, to look for the subject he
is

titles

is

is

in

quest of in

not to be found there, or by a cross-referoice, by

some other

is

given

of the

consulting the

subject.

it

under another name, or as coming

It

frequently happens that subjects,

own, arc further noticed under other heads; and where

of im])ortanee, a reference

length, the page

it

likely to get a reference to

in for notice in connection with
articles of their

first

If

place.

:ilphal)etical

turning to the Index he

having

be found an Index of Subjects not having Speciai,

has nor been thought necessary to repeat in this Index the

many thousand
Encyclopedia

Volume

in the

Index to this

ad<litii)nal

printed in italics; and when

given in which the information

is

tlie

information,

article

is

it

seemed

'i'he title

of considerable

to be found.

CONTINIEI) REVISION.

The

process of revising

Farrow's Military Encyclopedia

thus keeping up the information to the latest possible date.
will

be supi)lied every few years

inserted at the close
articles in the

joi

in the

is

constantly carried on,

These revisions and additions

shaj)e of >Supplements.

A

few blank

i)ages are

each volume for the purpose of noting the reference to the various

Supplements, which would naturally find alphabetical arrangement

respective volumes.

in

the
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SABANDEE.— The familiar of Sliah-bander, an Easfor Captain or Governor of a post.
SABANTINES.— Steel coverings for the feet. The
term i:< fre(iuently applied to slippers and clogs also.
SABAECANE.— The Malavs, and also the savages
of Borneo, discharge their arrows and liglit darts
through a long tube, called the s'll.arnine, liy applying the tube to their lips and blowing through it.
In this manner, they strike objects at great distances, with great force, and with astonishing precision of aim.

tern

title

—

SAEBATONS. A round-toed armed covering ffu
worn during a part of the Sixteenth Cen-

the feet,
tury.

SABLE. — One

of the tinctures in Heraldry, implyIn heraldic engravings it is represented
perpendicular and horizontal lines crossing each

ing black.
bj'

other.

—

SABOT. Sabots are circular blocks of wood, fastened with tin straps to hollow projectiles for smoothbore guns. Their object is to prevent the projectile
from turning in the bore and bringing the fuse in
contact with the charge of the piece. The diameter
of the sabot corresponds to that of the projectile
it has a shallow dish-shaped cavity for the projectile
to rest in, and is always attached to the side oppo;

site

the fuse-hole.

When

the piece

is fired,

the frag-

ments of the sabot fly a short distance from the
consequently it is dangerous to use this
muzzle
kind of ammunition when firing over the heads of
our own troops. Owing to the liability of premature
explosions, the same objection applies to hollow
;

projectiles of everj' variety.

Sabots and cartridge-blocks are made of poplar,
bass-wood, or other liglit, close-grained wood
it
must be well seasoned and should be clear of knots
;

and

splits.

The

assistant

saws the scantling

to the

proper length for a sabot, roughs it out, and marks
its center.
The turner puts it in a lathe and turns,
first, tlie exterior and grooves, and then the cavity
for the projectile.
The holes for the handles are
bored with a bit, and countersunk on the in.'-ide to
receive the knot on the end of tlie cord. Distance
between them, for shells is l.H inch: for canisters,
2.3 inches.
Length of cord for handles, for shells

\

E

a.

5

t

i

18 inches; for canisters, 20 inches; diameter of cord,
.15 inch.
The cartridge blocks and sabots for slmt
and spherical case-shot for guns have one groove,

('()•

Sabots for gun-canisters and mountain-howitzer

shells, spherical

case-shot,

and canister have two

grooves, (h). All the grooves are .3 inch wide and
.15 inch deep.
They are .H inch apart, from center
The
to center, for guns, and .5 for the howitzer.
corners and bottom of the grooves arc Flightly
dimensions
of
finished
sabots
and
rounded. The
blocks are verified with appropriate gauges. One
for
12-pounder
gun,
or
300
350
sabots
man can make
sabots for howitzer, or fiOl) cartridge-blocks, small
charge, or 700 cartridge-blocks, large charge.
In siege and garrison service, sabots are required
for the 8-iuch canisters, for siege-howitzer, and all
shells and spherical case-shot for smooth-bore guns.
For canisters and the smaller guns, the sabots are
turned in a lathe; for the larger calibers they are
sawed from thick pine or poplar planks, and the cavity cut in a lathe; or the cavity is first cut by a tool
of the proper curvature, and the sabot afterward
sawed out with a circular saw. One man can make
350 s;ibots for a 10-inch columbiad in 10 hours; or
-too saI)ots for an 8-inch columbiad.
In positions where the pieces of sabots might
prove dangerous to our own troops, as in firing over
their heads when making an attack, sabots made of
thick shavings of soft wood or pasteboard are usedFor this purpose select black-walnut, pine, or fir,
not too dry, and as free as possible from knots.
Pieces of the proper length and width are dressed
out, and by means of a coarse plane. shavings are cut
Kacl. shaving is rolled in a
.00 inch in thickness.
circle on a cylinder of iron, in which a longitudinal
groove is cut. One end is thinned down, moistened
and inserted in the groove, and the slmving is rolled
on the cylinder, the smooth side turned outward;
one man turns the cylinder byacrauk. making three
revolutions, the other holds the shaving so as to roll
it evenly on itself, pulling it tight.
The different turns are then" tacked together, thetacks being riveted on the inside against the iron cylinder; the end is thinned down with a rasp, and the
sabot taken from the cylinder is immersed in a warm
bath of thin glue. Pasteboard may be used instead
The sabot is attached to the
of shavings of wood.
shell by means of four pieces of tape 1 inch wide.
Each piece is folded around the sabot, and tJie ends
sewed together; the seam is turned on the inside of
the sabot, and is made fast to it by lacks, Uie four
pieces of tape being attached to the sabot at the extremities of two diameters perpendicular to each
other.
The sabot is laiil down on the table and the
shell placed in it, the fuse-hole down; thcends of the
tape are then drawn together and tied on top of the
See Field and
shell with a piece of strong twine.

BABRE EXERCISE.

SABBE.

MnunMii

Awmiiiiithiit. SiWie

niti'in. iind SUiiul

and OarrUvn

nf Atiniiitnitioit.

8ABKE. — A

Amvm-

hand, closed, six inches from the body, and as high
as the elbow, ting<'rs toward the body, little linger
nearerthan lhethumb(position of the bridle-hand);

lu'iivv sworil, \vil)i wliicli ciivnlry iiml
Tlir back is Iliick. tlial a blow at the same tim<' jjlace the right hand in tierce in
arc ariiiii'l
may carry Ibc more force, and also to render the front of and a litth' higlier than the right hip. thumb
wcapou useful in the r(>\ii;li llirust of the cavalry extended on the back of Ihe gripe, liltli' liiiL'er by the
charsic. A saber is occasionally curved at the point, side of the others, the ])oint of the saber inclined to
the left, and two feet liigher than the hand, which
See' //<'«'/-"'•'/.<.
in the form of a iiueter.
S&BRE EXERCISE.— When perforininir this exer- grasps the saber without constraint. To return to
cise, the squad shoulil be anneil only with the saber, the carry, the Instructor commands; 1. Carry. 2.
and placed in sinijle rank. The object of the nicm- Saber. At the command s'llier, the recruits resume
iinets is to sjive supi)leiiess to the wrist, which in- the position of the soldier, and come to the curry.
creases tlie dexterity and contidence of the men. The saber exercise is taught in the following order,
Each lesson is bc^ninand ended with the nioulinels, and by Ihe following commands, all the movements
executed with a iiuickni'ss proportioned to the [iro- being executed from ;/i/iir<l. 1. I.'.ft, '2. Moci.inet.
gress of the men, remeinberini; that force is less ne- Kxtend till- arm obliiiuely to the left and front to its
cessary than skill. In teachini: the saber exercise full lenglh.the hand in tierce and as high as Ihe eyes,
on foot, special reference must be had to its applica- the point of the .saber to the front, and a little higher
tion when mounted. To this end. recruits are not than the hilt. (Two.) Lower Ihe blade, edge to the
to lean to one side, which would derange their seats front, and make rapidly a circle around the hand, to
on horseback ; nor direct Ihe blade so as to strike the the left of aud ucar the horse's neck, the blade pass-

«lrai;n(iii'^

(

Fii;. 6.

head or haunches of the horse, or the knees of the ing close to the left elbow return to the first post1- Idght,
All cuts, when not execijted by motions, are tion. (Thkee.) Resume the guard. Fig. 1.
rider.
terminated by a half mouliuet, so as to bring the saber 3. JIocLiNET. Extend the arm to the front to its full
to the position of guard. The thrust requires less length, the hand in quarte, and as hin:h as tlie eyes,
force, and its result is more prompt, sureand decisive the point to the front, and a little higher than the
than the cut. The saber is held in the full grasp, hUt. (Two.) Lower the blade, edge to the front, make
and in all motions in the saber e.xercise, except right rapidly a circle around the hand, to the ri'dit of and
jvilnt and rtar puint, the thumb is extended along near the horse's neck, the blade passing close to the
the back of the gripe, and pressed against the guarti. right elbow return to the tir.st position. (Three.)
During the first lessons the Instructor takes care to Resume the guard. Fig. 2. To combine the execuright
rest the men from time to time, and to always give tion of the preceding'moulinets. 1. Left aiid
Execute the left
his explanations when the squad is at a carry, only (or, right and left), 2. Moulinet.
keeping the arm extended long enough to correct moulinet turn the wrist without pausing, and then
execute the riglit moulinet. 1. /fwr, 2. Moulinex.
faults.
The files being opened to at least three yards' in- Raise the arm to the right and rear to its full extent,
terval, and the sabers at a carry, the Instructor com- the point of the saber upward, the edge to the right,
mands Guard. Carry the right foot about two feet the body slightly turned to the rightr(Two.) IJegin
place the left by moving the point of the saber toward the lefl,and
to the right, heels on the same line
;

;

;

:

;

SAERE EXERCISE.

8ABBE EXERCISE.

3

describe a circle in rear. (Three.) Resume the guard.
Fig. 3. In executing the moulinets, the right arm is
kept as steadj' as possible in position, the saber bein^ controlled by motions of the wrist and hand.
When the men execute the moulinets well, the Instructor requires them to execute several in succession without pausing, until the command guard. 1.
Tierce, 2. Point.
Kaise the baud in tierce as high
as the eye, throw back the right shoulder, carrying
the elbow to the rear, the point of the saber to the
front, the edge upward. (Two.) Thrust to the front,
extendingthearm to its full length, edge up. (Thbee.)
Resume the guanl, Fig. 4. 1. Quorte, 2. Point.
Lower the hand iu quarte near the right hip, the
point a little higher than the wrist. (Two.) Thrust
to the front, exteuding the arm to its full length.
Three.)
Resume the guard, Fig. 5. 1. Left, 2.
Point. Turn the liead and shoulders to the left,
draw back the hand in tierce toward the right and
near the right shoulder, the baud at the height of the
neck, the edge of the blade upward, the point to the
left and as high as the hand. (Two.) Tlirust to the

of the thigh, the back of the saber upward. (Two.)
Thrust forward. ^Three.) Resume the guard. Fig.
11.
1. Front. 2. Cct. Raise the .saber, the arm half
extended, the hand infront of the right shoulder, and
and a little higlier than the head, the edge upward,
the point to the rear, and higher than the hand.
(Two.) Cut, extending the arm to its full lenirth.
(Three.) Resume the guard. Fig. 12. The tirst position of frimt rut is the position of rfti:<e m'ler. Being
at ra'se sriher. to rnrry mhir. the Instructor commands: 1. Carry. 2. Sabee. 1. I^ft.2. Cut. Turn the
head and shoulders to the left, raise the saber, the
arm extended to the right, the hand in quarte and as
high as the head, thepoint higher than the luind.
(Two.) Cut diagonally to the left. (Three.) Resume
the guard. Fig. 13. \.' R!ght,%. Cur. Turn the head to
the right, carry the hand opposite the left breast, the
point of the satier upward, tlie edge to the left. (Two.)
Extend the arm quickly to its full length, and give
a backhanded cut horizontally. (Three.) Resume
the guard. Fig. 14. The }eft aiid riglit cuts are used
against infantry, inclining the body forward, and

Fig.

Fi?.

11.

la

Fi?. 13.

Fig. 12.

extending the arm to its full length. (Three.)
Resume the guard. Fig. 6. 1. Right. 2. Point. Turn
the head to the right, carry the hand in quarte near
the left breast, the edge of the blade upward, the
point to the right and as high as the hand. (Two.)
Thrust to the right, extending the arm to its full
length. (Three.) Resume the guard. Fig. 7. 1. Rear.
2. Point.
Turn the head antf shoulders to the right
and rear.bring the hand in quarte near the left breast,
the point to the rear and as high as the hand, the
edge upward. (Two.) Thrust to the rear, extending
the arm to its full length. (Three.) Resume the
guard, Fig. 8. 1. Agaiiut infantry. 2. Left, 3. Point.
Same as left point, except the point is downward.
(Two.) Thrust down in tierce. (Three.) Return to
the position of guard. Fig. 9. Against infantry. 2.
Right, 3. Point.
Same as quarte point turning the
head and shoulders to the right, inclining the point
downward. (Two.) Thrust in quarte. (Three.) Resume the guard, Fig. 10. 1. AgairiKt infantry, 2.
Front, 3. Point. Bend well down to the right, extend the right arm well downward, the hand in rear
left,

Fig.

9,

cutting at the required angle. 1. Rear, 2. Oct. Throw
the right shoulder well back, and execute the first
motion of rig/U cut. (Two.) Extend the arm quickly
to its full length, and give a back-handed cut horizontally to the rear. (Three.) Resume the guard.
Fig. 1.5. 1. Lift in.guarte and tierce, 2. Cut. Execute
the tirst motion of left cut. (Two.) Execute the sec-

ond motion of left cut. (Three.) Turn tlie hand in
(Foitr.) Resume the
tierce, and cut horizontally.
guard. 1. Right in tierce and quarte, 2. Cut. Execute
the tirst motion of right cut. (Two.) Execute the second motion of right cut. (Three.) Turn the hand in
quarte, and cut horizontally. (Four.) Resume the
guard. 1. Rear in titrce and qwirte, 2. Cvr. Execute
second motion of rear cut. (Three.) Turn the hand
(Four.) Resume
in quarte, and cut horizontally.
the guard. Tierce, 2. Pjlrky. Carry the hand quickly
little to tlie right, point of the saber as high as the
eyes, and opposite the right shoulder, edge to the
right. (Two.) Resume the guard. 1. Quarte, 2. ParTurn the liand in quarte, and carry it opposite
ry.
the left breast, edge of the blade to the left, point to

a

SACCHARIHETEB.

SABRETACHE.
as the pyes.iiml a littlo to tlip left of
shoulder. (Two.) Hesuiiu' the^imril. 1. I^ft.
Uaise the hanil above and six inches in
2. Pabbx.
front of the eyes, the elbow somewhat bent.edije of
the blade to tlie left, point downward, and parry the
blow aimed at the left side. (Two.) Kisiinie tlie
jiuard. 1. Ltft hend, 2. Pakkv. Uaise llic saber ipiiek
ly above the head, the rii;ht arm verlieal, e(li;e upward, point to the left and twelve Miches below the
guanl. (Two.) Hesiiiue the fiuard. 1. Right liend. 'i.
Pakkv. Kaise the saber iiuickly above the head.eil;rc
up, point to the left and hiffher than the hand, the
risht forearm nearly vert icaL (Two.) Hcsuinc the
guard. 1. Agiiiiixt Infantry, i. I.ifl, 'A. Parry. Turn
the head and shoulders to the left, raise the saber,
the arm exti'iided upward to the front and left, the
hand in tierce, back of the blade to the front, jioint
upward. (Two.) Describe a circle quickly on the left,
from front to rear, parallel to the horse's neck, the
arm exteinled; turn aside the bayonet with the back
of the blade, brinirini;tlie hand, still in tierce, above
the left shoulder. (Three.) Hesurae the guard. Fig.
tlie front, lis lii;;h

the

left

This relative change may be efTected by making a
sudden halt, allowing anadversary to pass, or by turning quickly to the left about, bringing him on the right.
If a man cannot do this, he is forced to keep on the
defensive, being unable to make effective blows, and
must crowd up to his opponent, whose cuts would
otherwise tell.
In meeting an enemy on the left front, a man sliould
turn sharply to the left on his own ground, bringing
his right arm in position toact u])on the enemy's left.
In meeting him on the right front, press cjuiekly on,
and by a sharp turn to the right gain his left rear. If
liursiK'd, keep an adversary on the right rear: when
attacked by more than one. try to keep them either
to the right or to the lift, but. should they succeed
in placing tlumselves on each side, press <lose to the
one on the lift, and endeavor to keep the one on the
right at a distance. The lance is parried like the saman must close upon his enemy at once, and
ber.
try to gain his right rear, where he is least able to
attack or to defend himself: the same is true if he be

A

armed with the bow and arrow. In pursuit, always,
Agninxt infdntry.'i. liig/it, A. Paur\. Turn approach at the right rear. When ojiposed to infantry,
the bead to the rigbl, throwing back the right shoul- endeavor to meet an opp(ment f)n the right. See Ciih,
der, raise the saber, tin' arm extending upward to Fencing, (iiiiird. .)foulinetii, Parr.i/ and Pointt.
SABRETACHE.— A useless square accouterment
the right and rear, tlie liiind in tierce, edge of the
blade to the left, point upward. (Two.^ Describe a which dangles against the legs of officers in some cavIG.

\.

Fig. 14.

requires

them

to

make

ajiplication of

them by com-

bined motions, such as: 1. fa tierce point 'ind front,
2. Ctrr. 1. Inqniirte p'lint and front. 2. Cxrt.
1. Lift
piint and right (or left), 2. Cdt. 1. liight point and
left (or right), 2. Cur. 1. Jienr point and rear, 2. Ccrr.
1. AgainU infantry, right point and right, 2. CnT. 1.
Against infantry, left point and ltft. 2. Cut.
Thrusts are preferable to cuts, as wounds made by
cuts are generally trilling compared with those made
by thrusts. Great attention must be paid to the position and balance of the bo<ly, as, by too great an
exertion in giving a cut or thrust, a man may be
thrown or so unsettled in bis seat as to lose the advantage of his skill he must depend upon his parries, and not trust to avoiding the attack of the enemy by turning or drawing back his body. In giving
a forward thrust or cut, with the horse in rapi<l motion, very little force is required, as the impetus of
the horse makes it effective. Choose the p'lint of attack, and avoid if possible attacks made upon the left
rear in the latter case a change of position can alone
place a man upon an equality with his opponent.
;

:

Fig.

Fin. 16.

Fiif. 15.

on the right from the rear to front,
the arm extended: turn aside the bayonet with the
back of the blade, briu'/ing the hand as high as the
head, point upward. (Three.) Resume the guard.
Fig. 17. When the recruits begin to execute correctly the above cuts, thrusts, and parries, the Instructor

circle quickly

IT.

airy regiments.
It purports to be a pocket for the
conveyiince of dispatches, etc.. but probably is never

used.
belts

The sabertache

is

hung by smaller ornaniental

from the sword-belt, and

is itself

covered with

gold brocade, the emblems of the regiment and other
dcvici-s.

SACCHARIMETEE.— An apparatus based upon the
rotary power of liquids, for analyzing saccharine
substances. The instrument, as shown in the drawing, is made by .Messrs. Richards it Co., Xew York,
and is used by the I'liiliil .States Government in the
Subsistence Deiiartment, and in the Custom House
Laboriitories. The principle of this instrument is not
the aiiipliliide of the rotation of the plane of polarization, but that of compemiiition ; that is to say, a
second active substance is used, acting in the opposite direction from that analyzed, and whose thickness can be altered until the contniry action of the
two substances completely neutralize each other.
Instead of measuring the deviation of the plane of
polarization, the thickness is measured which the
plate of quartz must have in order to obtain perfect
compensation. Theapparatusconsists of three jiarts
a tube containing the liquid to be analysed, a polarizer, and an analyser.
In making the analysis of
raw sugar, before issuing to troops, a normal weight
of Hi. 171 grains of suirar is taken, dissolved in water,
and the solution made up to IOC cubic centimeters,

—

SADDLE.

SACHEM.

with which a tube 20 centimeters in length is filled, know how to proportion even a common household
and the number indicated by the vernier read off, chair to give the ma.ximum of comfort. But they
when the j,rimit'ze tint has been obtained. This num- would know several points of discomfort to avoid.
Starting from this point, we are first taught by exber being 42, for e.xample. it is concluded that the
amount of crystallisable sugar in the solution is 42 perience to avoid all pnddiiig. The so-called Engper cent, of that which the solution of sugar-candjcontained, and, therefore, 1G.471 grains X iVc'

t

or padded saddle, is unlit for common use. The
padding hardens, shifts, and demands constant care
lish,

Sacchnrimeter,

6.918 grains. This result is only valid when the sugar is not mixed with uncrystallisable sugar, or some
other left-handed substance.
SACHEM.— chief of a tribe of the American Indians; a Sagamore.
SACK. An expression used when a town has been
taken hv storm and given up to pillage.
SACKEAMENTTJM MILITARE.— The oath formerly taken by the Roman soldiers when they were enrolled.
This oath was pronounced at the
head of the Legion, in an audible voice, by
a soldier who was chosen by the Tribune
for that purpose. He thereby pledged himself before the gods to expose his life for the
good and safety of the Republic, to obey
his Superior Officers, and never to absent
himself without leave. The aggregate of
the Legion assented to the oath without going through the formal declaration of it.

A

—

and repairs: it absorbs sweat, remains damp, becomes mouldy, moth-eaten and rotten forms hard
lumps and inemtahly makes sore backs. If the seat
;

it feels comfortable to a novice, it
will inevitably produce chafing, tenderness of the
The seat should
skin, and not unfrequently jiiles.
be as hard and smooth as possible. The slightest
motion of the body tentilntex the seat and keeps it
cool, and avoids friction. Tke first effect of the liard

be padded, while

A

SACKED BATTALION.— band of infantry composed of 300 3-oung Theljans. united
in strict friendship and affection, who were
engaged, under a particular oath, never to
fly, but to defend each other to the last drop
of their blood. At the famous battle of Leuctra, in which the Spartans were signally
defeated by Epaminondas. the Sacred Battalion was commanded by Pelopidas. and
mainly contributed to the success of the
day.

SADDLE.- 1. The seat which is put upon
a horse for the accommodation of the rider.
In the earlier ages the Romans used neither
saddles nor stirrups.
They can be traced
back as far as the year 304, where we find
accounts of their being made of leather.
Every country has its own saddles in great
variety. Those employed in the military
service are made plain and strong, consisting of the following principal parts: The
mddle-tree,\Tic\w(^\\ivjttnnmel. sat. and enntle; the stirrups; stirrup-leat/iers; the girth;
the girth-striips; surcingle; the mat-straps;
and frequently the saddtf-hags. It is as
difficult to describe and clearly define the
very peculiar and superior lines of a saddle
as those of a clipper yacht. Xn expert may
in either case approve of them, but the real proof of seat is to sore the muscles, which is soonest relieved
excellence is the trial. The word saddle comes di- bv frequent riding.
chafe can only be cured by
rect from the Spanish silUi (chair). This term is still abstaining from riding.
in use in that language, "The chair of the horse."
The saddle shouhi be as light as is consistent with
Whde every one is ready to pronounce a chair in strength, and the pressure of the whole and each
common use comfortable or otherwise, few woidd part of the rider should be distributed over the midI

A
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SADDLE TREE.

6

SASDLE-BAOS.

parts, by hrst
chin- then fold again in three equal
dosin" the left arm over the breast, and llien the
and graspsthe
ri.'hl. "which is brought under the left
co'rner thus folded "res'erse the blanket, bringing it
fol.ls; hold the
in front of the body, and even the
blanket between the cliiu and neck, slip the hands
half-way down, and there grasp tlii' blanket let the
upper part fall forward: the hands then hold the
best.
seat is bv far the
folded blanket, thus doubled, by each new upper
the
service,
hnglish
the
branch
of
In the'niounlid
corner, the ris:lit hand at the portion which will go
of
battery
In
a
itnii-irKil.
termed
pattern saddle is
towards the croup; the left hand at the part which
viz.:
saddles,
of
descriptions
three
artillery there are
of
will iro over the withers then llirl the outer i>art
The
I'lggnfftthe
and
dricerK,
the
the uiiiverMl,
jiosithe blanket over the riirht forearm. This is the
is 2n pounds '2i ounces
saddle
thcimiversal
-iveifhtof
the blanket is held just before placing
Besides these, thereare p"'-k .-iKl'llr.i s\iit- tion in wliich
conrplele.
blanket. approach the
it onihe horse. To put on the
mounstores
and
niililary
of
transport
able for the
horse on the near (left) side, with the blanket folded
can
countries
ninuiitiiinous
in
which
tain artillery,
place it on his back,
of and held as above prescribed
only be carried bv beasts of burden. The weisrhl
smooth
sliding it once or twice from front to rear to
is known ui the
pounds,
and
is
27
saddle
pack
this
mane;
the Iniir. and carefully remove any locks of the
itenice.
gentral
pac/c,
middle
as
service
pass the buckle end "of the surcingle over the midplaced
be
saddle
the
that
directins:
command,
2. A
side, a
dle of the blinket. and buckle it on the near
on the horse's back, executed as follows: Tlie sadThe blanket
surcingle little below the edu'e of tile blanket.
and
girth,
stirrups,
the
hand,
at
beinc
dle
extend down
laid should lie well up on the withers, and
crossed over the seat. au<l bhuiket folded and
equallv on the sides.
upon them, the Instructor <(iiuniands: Saiuu-k.
SADDLE CLOTH.— In the militarj' service, a cloth
Place the blanket on the horse as previously exand of ro'ulation pattern placed under the saddle. It is
plained; sie/.e the i)onunel with the left hand,
perspiratum,
saddle on the used'ln iiarticular as an absorbent of
the canile with tlieriirht, and place the
on the same prinbrin.^'ing thus addiu" to the horse's comfort,
horse's back, well forward on the withers,
underwear does to man's in summer.
of the croup in order not to ciple as woolen
it from the direction
It is, therefore, necesstirrup, It also preserves the saddle.
frighten him; let down the sirth and riirht
material. In
side, see that sary that it should be made of the best
pa.ss by the head of the horsetoihe oil
tlie
the stirnip and uirtli iirc properly adjusted, and
blanket smooth,' return by the front to the near side.
Take the Llirtli-straps with the ri?;ht hand, reach imthe end
der the horse for the irirlh with the left, i)ass
below. and throtijih
of the strap thro\i!;li the rim; from

horsv's back, which is constructed in such
of ehistic
a manner as to admit of a certain amount
The shape of the seat shouUl be sucli as to
action.
balance
allow the rider to sit well down into it, and
The most
himself in every position of the animal.
saddle
rraceful rider i"s the bareback riiliT. That
which enables one to approach nearest the bareback

die of

till'

;

:

;

;

_

of the
the upper rin;; from the inside; sie/.e the end
to the
strap with tlie left hand, turn the rii;ht side
horse place the rijrht han<l on tlie strap ne;ir the upHelain tlie end of
per rinsr, and press well down.
ri.!;ht bethe stnrp with the left hand, and pass the
tween the strap and side of the horse, to smooth the
with
hair and wrinkles of the skin; resieze the strap
the buckle
the ri"ht hand, and pass the end throuL'h
with tlie left, and buckle lii;lit; pass the surcindo
over the saddle.bueklini; it less tightly than the girth,

the United States Army, the saddle-cloth is prescribthe left stirrup.
super- ed as follows:
the
of
part
xnddlf
forms
a
pontoonimr.
3. In
General Stnff Offieern, mid Officers 'if the SUiff
It consists of a frame of
structure of the liridiie.
Corps: Dark blue doth, of sufticient length to cover
i»mloon,
the
axis
of
the
over
centrally
placed
timber
one foot ten inches in
See McCliiUin Sad- the saddle and holsters, and
and secured to it by lashinsrs.
depth, with an edging of irold lace one inch wide.
dle,MeT!oin. Saddle' I'lirk SaddU-.aml Wldtiimii SmMe.
F, mill other (>//!>•(•/•».— i)ark blue felt, according
SADDLE BAGS.^Bags, usually of leather, united

and

let

down

tW

under the Siiddle and trimmed
straps, for tniiisportation to pattern; is worn
one and one-half inches
on horseliaek. one li:ij; lieinsr ;iroiiiid the eiU'es with cloth
sky-blue. Artillery,
phieed on e:ieli side. .\. pair wide, color asiollows: Infantry,
yellow.
of siiddle-lians shiMild always scarlet. C';ivalrv.
The drawing shows the govenmient iiattern, the
accompany the saddle. The
back line. See
very sui- cloth being twenty-live inches on the

by

i

drawini; represents a

]

table style, nuinufactured especially for seoutiiii: purposes, and furnished with a small
i^sortment of instruments and
In
necessities for the march.
he ruited States service, sadlie-bags are issued to the cav:ilry as a portion of the horse
I

ecpiipmenls.

SADDLE-BLANKET.— A blanket whieli is used under the
saddle. This blanket, after being sliaken. is folde<l
Hold it well up by
into six thicknesses, as follows
two corners, the longway up and down, and double
the right, the
it lengthwise, the double comer in
foldeLfcomer in the left hand let go with the right
hand, and seize the folded edge, the back of the hand
slip the left
to the body, just below the left hand
hand down the folded edge, and seize it near the
other end raise the left hand, extend the arms hori:

;

;

;

zontally, the middle of the folded edge

I

is to make and
of cavalry in the
allowed one saddler. Sadin the Cavalry Service of

SADDLER.- One whose
reiiiiir

sadilles.

occupation

Each company

liiited States Service is
dlers ;ir.- also employed
Kuroiiean countries.

SADDLER CORPORAL. -In

the British bervice,

a

Non-eouimissioned Officer who has charge of the
saddlers in the Household Cavalry.

SADDLER SERGEANT. -A Sergeant in the C avalry
who haseharL'eof the saddlers. In the I, nited Slates

Army. Saddler Scrt'cants are Xon-conimissioned Staff

Othcers, one in each cavalry regiment.
SADDLE TREE.— The frame of a saddle. Lpon
will depend the
tiie good qualities of the saddle-tree
prominent ineriLs of the saddle. Shape, weight,
smoothness, and regular bearing surface are the prominent considerations in ccmnecticm with the saddleat
tree.
A noticeable objection to most saddle-treesThe
present constructed, is the raw-hide covering.
and Mexican, having no skilled mechanics in

under the Indian

—

S&£6MnLL£S SOLAB ATTACHMENT.

SAFE COHDUCT.

wood or iroD. and to whom raw-hides were worth- which purpose the adjusting-st^rews are provided.
In using the attachment, first take the dedinatioa
less, made use of them, not only to cover up their
rudely made saddle-frames, but to hold them to- of the sun as given in the Xaulical Almanac for the
In imitating, American work has frequently given day, and correct it for refraction and hourlyeethcr.
degraded into seaming together refuse liide. to cover change. The correction for refraction is equal to
up the rudest and most imperfect work. Raw-hide the refraction of the sun in altitude, multiplied by
The meridianal readds weight and e.xpense, without producing any the cosine of the angle Z .S P.
good effect. In wetting and shrinking, it will either fraction may be used as an approximation when the
warp the tree or crack, and one craciv either on the sun is not very near the horizon. Incline the tranamount is indicated by its ver.
the declination of the sun is nortli. deWithout disturbing
press it
if south, elevate it.
the position of the transit telescope, bring the solar
telescope to a horizontal position by means of its
level.
The two telescopes will then form an angle
which equals the amount of the declination, and the
inclination of the solar telescope to its vertical axis
wUl be equal to the polar distance of the sun.
Without disturbing \}\6 relatite
positiims of the two telescopes,
incline them and set the vernier
to the co-latitude of the place.
By moving the transit and the
solar attachment around their
respective tertiral axes, the image of the sun will be brought
into the field of the solar telescope. and after accurately bisecting it the transit telescope must
be in the meridian, arid the eompiiM-needle indicates its deriation,
at that place. The vertical axis of
the solar attachment will then
point to the pole, the apparatus
being in fact a small equatorial. Time and azinuith
are calculated from an observed altitude of the sun
bv solving the spherical triangle formed liy the sun,
The three
the pole, and the zenitli of the place.
sides. S P.
Z.Z .S, complements of the declination, latitude, and altitude, are given: we hence deduce, H
Z. the hour angle, from apparent noon,
The solar atand,
S. the azimuth o"f the sun.
tachment solves the same spherical triangle by construction, for the second process brings the vertical
axis of the solar telescope to the required distance,
Z P. from the zenith, while the first brings it to the
required distance, *' P. from tlie sun. If the two
telescopes, both being in position— one in the meridian, and the other pointing to the sun— are now
turned on their horiz'nitai axes, the vertical remaining undisturbed, until each is level, the angle between their directions (found by sighting on a distant
object) is, S PZ. the time from apparent noon. Thi»
gives an easy observation for the correction of timepiece, &.C.. which is reliable to within a few seconds.
See Eiiqineefs Transit and Solar AtUichment.
passport granted, on honor,
SAFE -CONDUCT.
to a foe enabling him to pass where it would other-

upper or lower side will ruin the tree.
The Wliitman saddle-tree, an invention of an officer of long cavalry experience, is a near approach
to perfection, and can be depended on for practical
results as well as to meet theoretical views.
It is at
present used by the United States cavalry, and is
highly commended by foreign army officers, anil
urged by them for adoption iii their respective coun-

xittflexriype until this

tical arc.

If

;

Its great advantage over all other wooden
saddle-trees is the carefully adjusted bearing surface
and seat. Bj- use of machinery tlie two sides of this
tree are made absolutely equal, a fact never before
tries.

P

accomplished.
It will be readilj' imderstood how
soon the placing of any substance, say a penny, under one side of the saddle, would produce sore back.

P

P

Z
yet any saddle-tree made by the old, careless
process is likely, almost sure, to have greater irregularities at some points iu its bearing surface.
SAEGMTJLLEK SOLAR ATTACHMEIfT.— An apparatus consisting essentially of a small telescope and
level
the telescope being mounted in standards, in
which it can be elevated or depressed. The standard revolves around an axis, called the polar axis,
which is fastened to the telescope axis of the transit
instrument. The telescope, called the " solar telescope," can thus be moved in altitude and azimuth.
It is provided with shade-glasses to subdue the glare
of the sun, as well as a prism to observe with greatTwo
er ease when the declination is very far north.
pointers attaclied to the telescope to approximately set the instrument are so adjusted that
wlieii the shadow of the one is wise be impossible for him to travel with impunity.
thrown on the other the sim will All intercourse between the territories occupied by
appear in the field of view. Tlie belliserent armies, whether by trattic. by letter, by
drawing (page 8) shows the solar travel, or in any other wav ceases. This is the generattachment fixed to an engineer's al rule, to be observed without special proclamation.
transit. Its adjustments are sim- Exceptions to this rule, whether by safe-conduct, or
ple, and two in number
permission to trade on a small or large scale, or by
Fimt. Attach the "polar axis" exchaniring mails, or by travel from one territory
to the main telescope axis in the into the other, can take place only according to
center at right angles to the line agreement approved bv the Government, or by the
Contraventions of this
of collimation. The base of this highest militarv authority.
axis is then provided with the rule are highlv punishable. Ambassadors, and all
three adjusting-screws for this purpose; by means .ither diplomatic agents of neutral powers, accrcditof the level on the solar telescope this condition can ed to the euemv, may receive safe-conducts through
the territories "occupied by the belligeranis, unless
be readily and accurately tested.
Second. Point the transit telescope which instru- there are military reasons to the contrary, and unless
ment we assume to be in adjustment exactly hori- they mav reach the place of their destination conThe transit venientlv bv another route. It implies no internazontal and bisect any distant object.
Puint tional affront if the safe-conduct is declined, bucli
level will then be in the middle of the scale.
authority Of
the " solar telescope" also horizontally by observing passes are usually siven by tlie supreme
officers.
the same object and adjust it, level to read Zero, for the State, and not by subordinate
And

;
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—

SAFXOTIAKD. A prntprlion erantod to persons or paper delivered to the party whose person, family,
propirty iu forciirn piirts by the {'()iiiiiian(lin!r Gfn- liouse and property it is designed to protect.
The following is a form of the safeguard:
eral, or by other C'ominaniJors within the limits of
liy antlwrity of
^'afeiruanls are usually given to
their cominaml.
DintA safeguard is hereby granted to [A. B
protect hospitals, public establishments, establishments of reliiiion, charity, or instruction, museums, ing prefiKilj/ the plnce, nnture, and (Uiicription nf Uie
depositories of the arts, mills, post-otlices. and other fier»)n, prupfrly, i>r hnilding.'] All officers and solalso to the individuals diers belonging to the Army of the United States
institutions of public benefit
whom it may be to lUe interest of the Army to respect are therefore comuuuded to respect tUis bafeguard,
.

;

;

Sa('i;niiiIl'T

S

'Ifir

Att;iflmu-i

A safeguard may consist

t.

of one or more mi-n of and to afford, if necessary, protection \.o[Uie perton,
fidelity and firmness, generally non-eflfeclive ^on-'fumily.itr property of
^atthe ca»e maybe."]
commissioned (Jfiicers, furnished with a paper setday of
Given at Headquarters, the
ting out clearly the protection and exemptions it is
A. B
intended to secure, signed by the Commamler ginng
Major General, Commanding-in~Chief.
C.
it, and his Staff Officer
or it may consist of such a
Adjutant General.
1

I

;
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SAFETY LAMP.

SAFETY-FUSE.

Whosoever, belor.gins to the Armies of the United of tineness. are made for sieves bj- all wire-workers,
States in foreign parts, or at any place witliin the but iron-wire gauze is to be preferred
when of the
United States or their Territories durinir r<-bellion proper degree of thickness, it can neither melt nor
against the supreme authority of the United States, burn.and t he coat of black rust which soon forms upon
[Fifty-sev- it superficially defends the interiorfrom the action of
forces a safegiiard, shall suffer death.
enth Article of War.] See Articles of War, and Field- the air. The cage or C3linder should be made of
serrke.
double joinings, the gauze being folded over so as to
SAFETY-FTJSE.— This species of fuse invented liy leave no apertures. When it is cylindrical it should
Messrs. Bickford for use in tlie Cornish mines, and not be more than two inches in' diameter
for in
now generall}' employed in the chief mining districts, larger cylinders the combtistion of the fire-damp renconsists of a hollow cord of spun 3'arn or hemp, tar- ders the top inconveniently hot, and a double top is
red on the outside to render it waterproof, and tilled always a proper precaution, fixed at the distance of
with tightly-rammed gunpowder. This fuse ignites half or three-quarters of an inch above the first top.
steadily at the rate of about 2 feet per minute, sothat The gauze cylinder should be fastened to the lamp
the time of the explosion can be easily regulated. by a screw of four or five turns, and fitted to the
The use of this contrivance has contributed to pre- screw b}' a tight ring. All joinings should be made
vent those accidents arising from premature explo- wiili hard solder and the security depends upon the
sions, formerly of very common occurrence in mines. circumstance that no aperture exists in the apparatus
The fuse-tube is sometimes made of gutta-percha. larger than in the wire gauze." The cylinder is proSee Fuse.
tected by three external, strong, upright wires, which
SAFETY-LAMP. It has been long known that meet at the top and to their point of junction 3 ring
when marsh-gas or light carbureted hydrogen, which is attached, by which the lamp is suspended. The ou
is frequently disengaged in large quantities from is supplied to the interior by a pipe projecting from
mines, is mixed with seven or eight times its volume the cylinder, and the wick is trimmed by a wire bent
of atmospheric air, it becomes highly explosive, at the upper end, and passed tlirough the bottom of
taking tire at the approach of a light, and burning the lamp, so that the gause need not be removed for
with a pale blue flame. Moreover, this gas in ex- this process. When a lighted lamp of this kind is
ploding renders ten limes its bulk of atmospheric air introduced into an explosive mixture of air and fireuntit for respiration, and the chohe-dmnp thus pro- damp, the flame is .seen to gradually enlarge as the
duced is often as fatal to miners as the priman,- ex- proportion of light carbureted hydrogen increases,
With the view of discovering some means until at length it fills the entire gauze cylinder.
plosion.
of preventing these exceedingly dangerous results, Whenever this pale enlarged flame is seen, the miDavy instituted those important observations on ners should depart to a place of safety, for although
flame which led him to the inveutiou of the safe- no explosion can occur while the gauze is sound, yet
;

\
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high temperature the metal becomes rapidly
oxidized, and might easily break and a single aperture of sutflcient size would then occasion a destruc-

at that

:

tive explosion.

minished diameter compensate for diminution in
and to such an extent may this shortening of
length be carried, that metallic gauze, which maybe
looked upon as a series of very short sipiare tubes
arranged side by side, completely arrests the passage of flame in explosive mixtures. The following
are Davy's directions regarding the structure of his
lamp: "The apertures in the gauze should not be
greater than -^^ of an inch square. As the fire-damp
length:

not influenced by iiinited wire, the thickness of
the wire is not of importance: but wire from ^ij,th
to j'^th of an inch in diameter is the most convenient.
Iron-wire and brass-wire gauze of the required degree

Fig. 3.

i.

ty-lamp.
He found that when two vessels filled
with a gaseous explosive mixture are connected by
a narrow tube, and the contents of one fired, the
flame is not comnumieated to the other, provided the
diameter of the tube, its length, and the conducting
power for heat of its material, bear certain proportions to each other: the flame being extinguished
by cooling, and its transmission rendered impossible.
In this experiment, high conducting power and di-

In a strong current of air, the heat-

ed gas may be blown tlirough the apertures of the
gauze before its temperature is sufliciently reduced
to prevent an explosion: but such a contingency
mjiy be guarded against by placing a screen between
the draught and tiie lamp.
It was in the year 1815
that Sir Humphry Davy presented his first communication to the Koyal Society respecting his discovery
of tl'.e safety-lamp
and at the meeting held on Jan.
11, l^K), the lamp, as shown in Fig.l, was exhibited.
Sir Humphry- Davy's claim as an original discoverer
was immediately cliallengetl by various persons,
anions whom may be especially noticed the late Dr.
Keid Clanny. of Newcastle, and the great engineer,
Claniiy's safety-lamp, shown
George Stephenson.
in Fig. 2, was based on the principle of forcing in air
through water by bellows: but the machine was
ponderous and complicated, and requireil a boy to
work it: moreover, he had been anticipated 1)V Hum:
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SA7ETT LOCK.
boUlt in 1790.

Stcplu'iison's

Frcnih ami Bclirian
almost univrrsal use.

Ill till'

is in

liiiiij) is

sliown in Fiff

3.

cullirrirs. .Muisclcr's lamp
Il (oiisists (if a jilass cyl-

iiiilcr immi'ilialcly animiil llic llaiiif, ami ,if lluwiro
ganzt' iilxivc.
An inlrnial imlal cliimiu'y opciiiin; a
short distance above the llaiiio crcali's a slroiis; upward drauiilit. which causes the feed air to pass
briskly down from thc> wire irau/.e, ami so keeps the
glass cool and insures Ihorouuh comlmstion. Mueseler's lamp is also vised in a few Emrlish <-ollieries
but modilicalions of Davy's, Sli'pheiison's, and in a
less (leiirec of t'lanny's later lamp are still in general
use in Kngland, tlie'l)est kinds of each having their
wire-gauze covers secured liy patent lever locks. In
the catalogue of the collection of scientilica]iparalus
shown at South Ivensinglon in 18T(), there is given
an interesting table, with remarks, of the dilTirent
forms of safety-lamps which either are or have l)e<n
It was compiled by the North of Kngland
in use.
Institute of Milling l-jigincers. Closely connected in
its objects with the safetv-lainp is a most ingeiiicius
invention jiattenled by M'r. .\nsell of Her .Majesty's
mint. Its object is to determine, by asimpleapiilication of the law of osmotic force, the presence of any
;

Mr. Anscll
hydrogen in mines.
gives two or three forms to his apparatus, of which
A thin India-nil),
the following is the most sinijiU'

light carbureted

:

with atiiiospberic air. and is placed
on a stand under a lever which slightly jiresses its
upper surface. This lever is connected with a spring,

ber

S&GAHORE.
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ball is tilled

which il liberates when, from any cause, the lever is
raised
and the liberation of the spring sets a bell in
vibration. If this trap for the discovery of tire-damp
is set where that gas is present to any material extent, the noxious gas enters the ball liy virtue of
osmose, <-aiises it to swell, ami when the swelling
has attained a certain point, the warning bell rings.
The time is jirobably not distant wlwii the electric
light will be used in most, but especially in dangerous, mines. The great ditliculty in the way of so applying it is that i^ cannot, as yet, be economically
divided into many comparatively small lights from
one source of electricity. .Vs it burns /'/ ni'iKi it can
l)e rendered iierfectly safe in an explosive mixture of
lire-damp and air. Some twenty years since Mr.
Holmes, the well-known electrician, invented a mineiiual to that
or's dectric lamp in which the light
was jjroduced by a small portof an ordinary candle
able galvanic battery.
Its cost was estimated at between i."i and i4. More recently M.M. Dumas and
Benoil have constructed a lamp the liglit of which is
produced by a current of electricity from a KhumkorlT coil passing th-ough a Ueissler's vacuum tube.
The tube, however, reaily contains a highly rarefied
gas such as carbonic aciil, and the light has only the
character of a rich phosphorescent glow. Neither
of these, nor any other form of an electric light, has
as vet come iiil<i practical use in mining operations.
SAFETY LOCK. .\. lock soconstriutc'd as to guard
against all accidental I'ischarges of the piece. There
;

—

—

By this new invention, the gun is always safe from
the light pull of a lock jarring olT in closing he lireich
action or the sear sticking through riisl,or letting
the gun fall.
Should the lock go oil in any jiossible
way other than by Ihr jiull of llie trigger, tin' haiunier will be intercepled and blocked liy a bar, as is
shown in the drawing, and no discharge can take
place.
Il is readily seen how the hammer with projecting lump.B, ha Ting been jarred olTat full-cock, is
caught bv llii- safily. block, A, before il reaches the
I

striker.

]].

SAFETY REDOUBT.— In

enclosed works a place of
which the troops may retire in .safety
a vigonais defense of the main work, will re-

retreat, into

after

move llic fears of the garrison for the conseciuences
of a successful alta.k of he enemy, and will inspire
Ihein with contidince lo hold out to the last moment.
This iiiierior work, wbicb may very jiroperly be
Icrmed the i'rfp. can only be apjilied lo works of
large interior caiiacity. It may be formed of earth,
or consist simply of a sjiace enclosed by a defensive
stockade, or palisading. In either case il should be
about four feet higher than the inain work, to prevent the I'lieniy from obtaining a iiliinging tire in it
from tin- parapet of the main work. The best arrangemi'iit for the keep is the construction lenneil
Ihc liliirh-liiiiix)-. This work is madi' of heavy limber,
either sipiared on two sides or four; theiiieces which
form the sides of the block-house are either laid horizontally, and halved together al lli<; ends, like an
ordinary log-house, or else they are |ilaced vertically,
side by side, and connected at to]) by a cap-sill. The
sides are arranged with loo|i-liole defences, and the
lop is formed by laying heavy logs, side by side, of
the same thickness as those used for the sides, and
covering them with earth lo the d<'|)lh of three feet.
With regard lo the details of the construction, the
limber for the sides shoulil be twelve inches thick,
to resist an attack of musketry, and to resist tieldpieces two feel, in which case the sides are formed
of two thicknesses of twelve-inch limber.
If the
timber is ])laccd upright, each jncce should be let
into a mortise in the cap-sill: and every fourth piece
of the lop, at least, should be notched on the capsill, to prevent the sides from spreading out.
The jilan must conform lo its object generally; it
may be S(|uare or rectangular. If Hank defen.ses
ale reiiuired. its plan may lie that of a cross.
The
interior height should not be less than nine feel, lo
allow an ample room for loading the musket; this
height will reciuire that the timlier of llie sides shall
be twelve feel long, in order lo be tinnly set in the
Sometimes a ground-sill is placed under the
earth.
uprights, but this is seldom necessary.
The width
may be only twelve feet in some cases, but it is better to allow twenty feel
this will admit of a camp
bi'd of boards on each side, six and a half feet wide,
and a free space of seven feel. If c:iniion are to be
used for the defense, the width must be at least
twenty-four feel Ibis will allow eighlcen feet for
the service of the gun, which is generally ample, and
six feet for a defense of miisketr}- on the opi)osile
greater width Ibaii twenly-four feel cannot
side.
well be allowed, bicause the bearing would be too
great between the sides for twelve-inch limber; and
even for a width of sixteen feet it would be well to
support the top ]iieces by placing a yinhr under
Ibem resiiii'.r on n/i-ireK. See Ke"/) and JliiloiiU.
SAFETY STOP.— device to prevent the accidental
discharge of a gun. Usually a tlat sjiring catches
against the rear of the hammer and locks it against
the nipple: when the spring is pressed against the
stock, tile hammer is free to be cocked.
SAGAIE. .\ dart or javelin used by the inliabiI

;

;

A

A

have been, from time to time, numberless patents
for safely ajiparatus, liut all liave fallen far short of
absolute safety, inasmuch as such safeties had to be
removed by the thumb before liring, or in reality.
only safeties at the will of the user.
In the Scott
locks of recent manufacture, a block-safety always
interposes itself automatically between the hammer

and

striker beforethehainmerishalf way to full-cock.

laiils of .\l:i(liigascar.

Also wrilten

Zui/ir.

SAGAMORE.— The head of atribeamoiig the American Indians, generally used as .synonymous with
S It-hem. Some writers distinguish between them,
making the Snrhem a chief of the lirst rank, and a
Siignmore one of the secomL

SAGITTAEII.

SAUY-POKT.
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SAGITTARIl.— In the Roman Army, umler the till at the head of a small detachment of the Syrian
Emperors, yoiiiii;- men armed with bows unci arrows, army he was beleagueri-d in Alexandria by the comwho, together with tlie Fnndit'irex, were generally bined Christians of Palestine and Egyptians that he
Tliey
sent out to skirmish l)efore tlie main boil)'.
constituted no part of tlie Veliten, but seem to have
succeeded them at the time when the Socii was admitted into the Roman legions for, at that period,
the Vi'liti.i were discontinued.
SAGUM. An ancient military garment or cloak,
made of wool, without sleeves, fastened by a girdle
around the waist, and a buckle. It was worn by the
Romans, Greeks, and Gaids.
The Generals alone
wore the Paludiimentum, and all the Roman soldiers,
even the C'enturions and Tribunes, used the Siiffiim.
SAIKYR. In the Middle Ages, a species of cannon
smaller than the demi-culverin, much employed in
Like the falcon, it derived its name from a
sieges.
species of hawk.
See Saker.
SAINT MICHAEL.— The Order of Saint Mieliael
was instituted in lAii'.) by Louis XII. in honor of the
great services done to France by that Arclumgel at
the siege of Orleans, where he is supposed to have
appeared at the liead of the French troops, disputing the passage of a bridge, and to have repidscd the
attack of the English, whose affairs ever after declined in that Kingdom. The Order is a rich collar,
with the image of that Saint pendent thereto, with
the inscription, linmi nai tmin'r menni.
;

—

—

SAINT PETERSBURG CONVENTION.— A convention
signed in Deceml)er, 1808, in that city by all the European powers except Bavaria, and the United States
of America, for interdicting the use of all explosive
bullets in time of war.

SAINT

REMT SYSTEM OF FORTIFICATION.—The

gav(^ indications of possessing the qvialities requisite
ifor a Great Captain. On the death of his uncle Shirkoli, Saladin became Grand-Vizier of the Fatiraite
Caliph, and recei"ed the title of El-melek-el-nasr,
"The Victorious Prince"; but the Christians of Syria and Palestine, alarmed at the elevation of a Syrian Emir to supreme power in Egypt, made a combined and vigorous attack on the new Vizier. Saladin
foiled them at Damietta, and transferred the contest
to Palestine, taking several fortresses, and defeating
his assaillants near Gaza but about the same time
his newborn power was exposed to a still more formidable danger from his master, Noureddin, whose
jealousy of the talents and ambition of his able young
Lieutenant required all the skill and wariness at Sa;

ladin's command to allay. On Noureddin's death in
1174, Saladin liegan a struggle with his successor,
which ended in his establishing himself as the Sultan

of Ivgyi)t and Syria, a title which was confirmed to
him by the Cal'pli of Bagdad.
SALEETAH. An Indian term for a bag containing
a soldier's bedding, etc. on the march. Salectahs are
also used in packing the compotent parts of tents.
Tliey are made of gunny cloth.
SALE OF STORES.- The President is authorized to
cause to be sold unserviceable ordnance or stores of
any kind, but the inspection or survey of unserviceable stores should be made by an Inspector General,
or such other officer or officers as the Secretary of
War may appoint for that purpo.se and tlie sale
should be made under such rules and regulations as
may be prescribed by the Secretary of War. In all
cases where lands have been, or shall hereafter be,
conveyed to or for the United States, for forts, arsenals, dock-yards, light-houses, or any like purpose,
or in payment of debts due to the United States,
which are not used, or necessary for the purposes
for which they were purchased, or other authorized
purpose, it is lawful for the President of the L'nited
States to cause the same to be sold, for the best
price to be obtained, and to convey the same to the
purchaser by grant or otherwise.
SALIENT.— tn Heraldry, that attitude of a lion or
other beast, differing but slightly from rnmiant. He
is supposed to be in the act of springing on his prey,
and both paws are elevated. Two animals counter"aUcnt are represented as leaping in opposite direc-

—

;

enciente in this system is composed of isolated forts
well covered bj' ravelins, counterguards and lunettes.
Each fort contains a barrack for the garrison. The
great defect is, that the loss of one fort deprives the
collateral ones of Hanking defence on half their perimeters.
SAJI MUTTEE.—An Indian term for carbonate of
soda. It is found in many parts of India on the surface of the soil as a carbonate or sulphate of soda, in
the proportion of .W per cent, of the former to 10 or
15 of the latter. By washing, heating, and evaporation, the suljihate is converted into a sulphuret of
sodium, which, by further heating and exposure to
the atmosphere, is changed into carbonate of soda.
In its crude state it is commonly used in India in
clearing oil tlie old coat of paint from gun-carriages
previous to applying the new one, and for removing tions.
In a fortification, tliat wliich points outward from
grease, etc,
SAEER. An ancient 4-or .5-pounder of 13 feet, the interior of any work. For example, the central
weighing from '2.1(10 to 2800 pounds. According to angle of a bastion, pointing toward the enemy, is a
Tartaglia, tlie Sarre, in l.'ilG was a 13pounder of 1) salient an<.rle.
SALIENT ORDER OF BATTLE.— An order of battle,
It was similar to
feet, and weighing 2150 pounds.
the front of the army lieiiig formed on a salient or
the AKpec, but longer.
SALADE. In ancient armor, a kind of bascinet, outward angle. This formation is seldom resorted
but projecting much behind the head, and having a to, as it presents many disadvantages. Certain atmovable visor. It was introduced in the reign of tacks of necessity assume the salient form, not to await the enemy, "but for inim<>diate attack, provision
Henry VI. It is also written nallet.
SALADIN. l. The original term for the coat of being made by reinforcing the head of the attack,
arms; so called because the Christians who com |uered for insuring aiid following up its successes, and by
Palestine assumed it in imitation of the Turks, whose feints carried on elsewhere to weaken the resistance.
Chief was at that time Saladin, 2. Tlie name given On the defensive, the .salient order can be resorted to,
by the western writers to Salah-ed-din Ycssuf ibn without entailing a defeat, if the wings can be strongAyxjb, the SuUan of Egypt and Syria, and the found- ly protected by obstacles, and the open of the trianAs gle |)laced in such a manner as to deprive the crosser of the Ayubite Dynasty in those countries.
the great iNloslem hero of the third crusade, and the tire of the enemy's artillery of its full effect. Masses
beau ideal of Moslem chivalry, lie is one of the most of cavalry may operate, however, with great effect
interesting eh.'ira<-lers presented to us by the history from the apex of ;i s;ilieiil order.
SALIENT PLACES OF ARMS.— In fortification, that
of that perioil. He belonged to the Kurdish tribe of
Ravad, and was born at Tekreit (a town of the Ti- part of tile covered-way which is opposite a .salient
gris, of which his father Ayub was Kntiral or Gover- of a bastion or demi-lime.
SALLY.— A sudden offensive movement by the
nor under the Seljuks) in 1137. Following the example of his father and uncle, he entered the service -^f garrison of a fortified place, directed against the
Noureddin, Prince of Syria, and accompanied his troops or W(^rks of the besiegers.
SALLY-PORT. -V gate or passage by which the
uncle in his various expeditions to Eirypt in command of Noureddin's ar:ny. Saladin was at this time LTiirrisou of a fortress mav make a sally or sudden
ranch addicted to wine and gambling, and it was not attack on the besiegers. Tlie name is applied to the

—

—

—

—

—
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postern loading from under the ramprtrt into the
ditch
l)ul its more nioih'rn applieation is to a cul.
tins; tliroiigh llie glacis, by which a sally may he
niaili' from the covered-way.
When not implnyed.
sally-|)orts are closed by massive gates gf timber and
;

iron.

SALTAN!.— In

Heraldry, in a leading position, or
springing forward applied especially to the scpiirrel,
weasel, rat. and also to the cat, grej liouiid, monkey,
;

etc.

SALTING BOXES.— Boxes

of

about four inches

al-

titude and two and a half inches in diameter, for
hdlding mealed pinvdcr.lo spriiikli' tlie fuses of shells
that they may lake tire from the blast of the powder
in the cliainber.
SALTIRE.—ttiie of the ordinaries in Heraldry, its
name nf uncertain etymology, representing a bendsinister conjoined wuli a bend dexter, or a cross
placed traversely like the letter X. Like the other
ordinaries, it probably originated, as .Mr. I'lanchc
suggests, in the clamps and braces of the shield.
The form of the saltire has been assigned to tin
cross on which St. Andrew is said to have been
hence the frecpiency of this ordinary in
crucified
Scotch Heraldry. A saltire is subject ti> the variations of being engrailed, invected, etc.. anil may be
eiiuptd.
When two or more saltircs are borne in a
shield, the same are CDuped. not at right angles, but
;

Saltira

horizontally; and as they are always so treated, it
is considered su|)ertluous to blazon them as cnuped.
Charges disposed in the form of a saltire are described as placeil Hultin irni/K, or in xattin: The former term is more properly applied to two long
charges, as swords or keys, placed across one another (in which case the rule is, that the sword in
bend-sinister should be uppermost, unless otherwise
blazoned); and the latter to five charges placed two,
one, and two. See Jlenildr//.
SALTPETER —The saltpeter, or niter, which is employed in the manufacture of gunpowder, and is the
principal ingredient therein, is a natural production
found in various (larts of the world, but chielly in
the Kast Indies, Ceylon, and in Asia .Minor.
In the
condition, however, in which it is impiirleil it always contains a large (luanlity of earthy matter and
other impurities, stu'h as chloride of sodium, magnesia, and otiier salts, that have to be eliminated before the saltpeter is lit to be used in makinggunpowder.
Efflorescent salts are sometimes present, but
the (piantity being small, they are com]iaratively ino.xious and do not weaken the powder, but only
slightlj" impede the rapidity of detlagration.
The
rehning of the saltpeter, therefore, is for the purpose
of removing the before-named impurities and all
earthy matters whli-h niav be present, and is atTected by boiling and skinnning the "trough or impure
saltpeter in large opin boilers, and afterwards drawing oil the licpior and straining it through canvas
bags. 1l\w. iii'iiluHopiramli \A as follows; About 40
cwts. of salpeter in its <tiuU' slate are i>ut into an
open copper boiler capable of containing riOO gallons;
about 270 gallons of water are added to this, or about
.66 of water to 1 of saltpeter, and these are allowed
to stand all night
in the morning a fire is lighted
under the boiler, and in about two hours afterwards
;

they will be found to have reached a temperature of
SOO" Fahr., and will be boiling freely.
During ebullition, and by constant stirring, the light matter— containing many impurities^rises to the surface, and is
skimmed off; as soon as the scum ceases to rise, cold

water is freely dashe<l on the surface of the boiling
liquid to precipitate the chloridi'S that woidd otherwise be retained on the surface by the ebullition.
.\flcT boiliui: until the solution of tiie nitrous sails is
elTecled, the fire i> allowed to go oiu
when all the
ebullition has ceased, the foul salts and chlorides
being the heaviest are jirecipilated. and, as the
boileris provided with a false bottom perforated with
holes, the foul saltsand other impurities pass llirough
;

the perforations and remain ;it the real bottom of tlic
boiler.
In about an hour after Ihe tire has been extiiiguislied. the lemperature of thi'solulion will have
fallen to about 'iZ\^' Kalir.. or sulticieiUly lo allow of
a syplKin being inlroduced, the enil of which is kept
1" from the false bottom of the boiler, so as not lo disturb the foul salts. The licpior is now drawn otT by
means of this syphon into a tiller or trough, the bottom of which is fitted with four or live gun-nwtal
taps, connnunicaliug with susixnded Dowlas canvas
filtering bags, of the shiipe of ;iii inverted cone.
If
crystals form on these liltiring bags, an<l prevent
Ihe liquor from piissing freely through, hot waler is
jioured over them to keej) Ihe canvas o])en, a constant
supply of hot water fortiR' i)uri)os<' lieing obtained
from a vessel proviiled with a fie.xilile pipe, having
a rtnely-])ierced rose head, the whole being fi.xed in
close proximity to Ihe filtering trough, ready foruse

whenever re(|nire(l. When all tlie liquor has passed
through the tillering bags, it is run inio a shallow
trough or cooler, which is about 12' long by II' wide
by r deep, and is lined with sheet copjierand jjlaced
by the siile of a washing vat. The li<pior in the
cooler is now agitated by a wooden rake until the
temperature is redu<<'d to about IHO" Fahr., at which
temperature Ihe mother-water separates fn m the
saltjieler hi-ld in s(^lulion; when it falls below IHO",
a large number (jf very minute cryslals are fornu'd,
and these are collecled and thrown on to a wire-cloth
drainer, fixed at an angle immediately above the
cooler, so that the strainings or liipior may run back
again into the cooler and the saltpeter, when sullicieutly drained, is raked into the washing vat, which
also is furnished with a false bottom, covered with
fine copper wire-clolh.
When llii- whole charge is
in the washing v;il, it receives three washings in the
first and seconil, |)ure waler is freely sprinkli'd over
the saltpeter from a ro.se-ended pi|>e. and after being
allowed to stand for about fitleen miimles. tlie liipior
being very rich in mother-water and saltpeter- is
run off into crystallizing pans by means of a tap at
tlu' bottom of washing vat.
In the third washing,
Ihe vat is tilled with cold water, and Ihe licjuor. after
standing ti>r about half an hour, is drawn olT in the
same manner but as it now only conlains a small
quantity of saltpeter, it is not run into the crystallizing pans, but is collected in an underground lank for
future use. The saltpeter obtained by the above
process is almost perfectly pure, end has the appearance of snow. It is now placed in stone bins, perforated with small holes in the ends and sides, where
When placed in these bins
it is allowed to drain.
the .saltpeter conl;iins from seven to twelve per cent,
of water, but during the time it remains in tiu'in ;ibout six or seven i)er cent, is drained olT. It i.i now
but
fit for making gunpowder if used inunediately
if a supply be required for storage or lrans])ort, it is
water,
this
remaining
and
is
better lo evaporate the
;

;

—

;

;

done by drying il in a hot chamber in lint following
uumner. The saltpeter is pread out about 2 thick
on shallow trays made of sheet copper, and jilaced
on racks in Ihe hot chamber, which is heatid up to
about 2i'><l'^ Fahr. by nu-ans of a Hue underneath the
"

i

Hoor.

The

salli)eler.

while

in the hot cinnnber,

is

stirred once or twice, and it is found that from fimr
to six hours is suMicient to evaporate- the remaining
moisture.
It is now taken out of the hot chamber
and emptieil into shallow triiys. where it is allowed
to cool; it is then put into barrels and sent into store.
By the above process about three-fourths of the

saltpeter

is

crystallized, the

remaining portion being

—
;
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held in solution by the motlier-water that remains in
When this has cooled down to
the large cooler.
within 7* or 8" of the temperature of the atmosphere,
large crystals are formeil, and adhere to the sides
and bottom of the cooler; these are collected and put
with the grough into the next charge of the boiler
all the mother-liquor is also collected in the underground tank, whence it is ])umped into another boiler, where it is evaporated to a fourth of its original
quantity; it is then drawn otf by means of a syphon,
passed through filtering bags, and collected in a receiver, whence it is run off into copper pans holding
about thirty-six gallons each, and there allowed to
Though the cr3'stals obtained in this
crystallize.
manner are pure, still they contain cavities wherein
the mother-water is enclosed, and it is found that
the simplest and best plan is to use them in the next
charge as grough. Over the foul salts and impurities left in the bottom of the evaporating pan hot
water is poured, and the whole well stirred in order
to extract any saltpeter that may remain; after being
allowed to settle for a short time, this solution is also drawn off and passed through the filtering bags,
previous to its lieing run into the crystallizing pans
before mentioned. Should the filtering bags become
clogged or full of impurities, they are removed and
placed in larger bags hung in a cleaning apparatus,
where they, together with the bags in which the
saltpeter is imported, are well washed by having hot
water run through them, and this water containing
a small percentage of niter is also collected in the
The bag cleanser is also used
motlier-litiuor tank.
;

—

—

called, whilst the other one is further away from the
shaft or
center, and nearer to the outer curb.
spindle common to both rollers passes through their
centers, and lielween them is a crosshead fixed on a
vertical shaft that is driven by means of level gearing,

A

the pinion being secured on the main horizontal
driving shaft underneath the machine, whilst the
vertical shaft or spindle, upon which the large bevel
wheel is fixed, passes through the crosshead, this
latter being provided with suitable brass bushes ia
order to allow the rollers to rise or fall according to
the thickness of the material under them. The mawhether saltpeter or sulphur
terial to be ground
is spread evenly over the bed of the machine to a
thickness of about 1".0.5 or 2"; the rollers are thea
set in motion, and a very short time suffices to complete the operation of grinding. The material, whea
sufficiently ground, is shovelled from the bed into
tubs and these are emptied into a hopper placed
above a sifting reel, which is similar in all respects
As this reel revolves, certain
to the charcoal reel.
projections provided on the shaft strike against similar projections on the bottom of the trough that
conveys the material from the hopper to the reel,
and as this trough is slung under the hopper it is
thus made to vibrate, and so causes the material to
be shaken gradually from the hopper into the reel.
The ingredients are now weighed out very accurately, in the proportions of 15 of saltpeter to 3 of charcoal and 2 of sulphur, and as about .'iO lb. of this
mixture constitutes a charge for the incorporating
saltpeter. 37i lb.; charcoal
mill, the quantities are
7^ lb., and sulphur, 5 lb. These are placed separately in small bags, and taken to the ndxing machine.
^^ee (iiiiip<rwd)r.
SALUTE.
salute with cannon is a certain number of guns fired iu succession with blank cartridges,
in honor of some person, to celebrate an event, or to
show respect to the flag of a country. The rapidity
with w'hich the pieces are discliarged dejH'nds upon
their caliber.
Field-guns should have intervals of
siege-guns, eight
five seconds between discharges
and guns of heavier caliber, ten- The mininuim
number of pieces with which salutes can be fired is
two for field, four for siege, and six for all sea-coast
guns. Mortars, as a rule, are not used for saluting

—

—

—A

;

^.'^

purposes.

Personages entitled to salutes, if panning n military
post, as also foreign ships-of-war. are saluted with
guns of heavy caliber, the most suitable being the
for washing the skimmings and foreign salts, etc., 10-inch suiooih-bore. When troops are drawn up
taken from the copper boiler; the residue from this for the reception of a dignitary, and it is |)ranticable
is generally sold for manure, together with the refuse to have a b;itterv of field-guns on the ground, a safrom the evaporating pans. Tlu? water from the va- lute from it should form partof the ceremony; otherrious washings and drainings is all conveyed by gut- wise guns in ixisition are useil. The national salute,
ters under the floor to the underground tank, whence and minute-guns upon funeral occasions, are, when
it is pumped into the copper boder as recpdred, and
praticable, tireil from heavy jjieces.
used instead of pure water in the next cliarge and
The pieces used for a salute should, if possible, be
as it contains a small percentage of saltpeter, a less of the same or equivalent caliber; and when the
quantity of grough is required to give the requisite nundjcr on the fnmt of a work adndts of it, the enproportions. To test the saltpeter, dissolve a small tire number recinired, and two or three over, should
quantity in a test tube or phial with distilled water, be loaded anil made ready previous to commencing
add a few drops eacli of nitric acid and nitrate of the salute; th,; delaclnnents are then dispensed with,
silver.
If tlie solution remains clear, the saltpeter is and a single cannoneer at each piece discharges it at
pure; but if amilkiuess apjiears, it indicates the pre- the proper time.
When the luuuber of ]ueces is insence of a chloride, and tins is generally the chloride sufficient for the entire salute, as many as possible
of sodium. The saltpeter if used iuunediately after should be used, s,) as to avoid frequent reloadings.
being purified is so fine as to reipure no furthei The pieces are numbered frcnn right to left— "/K",
reduction of its particles before mixing; but if it has t)r,i, three, and so on and each detachment or the
been dried for storage it must, like the sulphur, be cannoneer, as the case may be, is made to clearly
reduced to a very fine powder. They are each ground understand the nundjer of the piece. To insure reseparately in a sm;ill machine somewhat similar in gularity of intervals, the officiT in charge of the fircharacter to a mortar mill. The m:iehine consists of ing should haliituate himself to uuiforniity in giving
one pair of edge rollers or runners, travelling round the conuuands to fire.
a strong circular cast-iron bed, and revolving at the
At the proper moment the officer in charge comsame time on their own axis. The speed of these mands Niimlur one. Fihe, and observing the proper
rollers is eight revolutions per nunute round the bed, interval, Ifvmlier tiro, FiuE, iinil so on to the left
and they are each 4' in dianu'ter, and weigh 80 cwt. piece, when he relurrs to the first and repeats the
Each one travels on a different path, one being near same commands luuil the entire nnndier required for
to the inside curb or "cheese," as it is technicallv the salute is discharged.
In giving the command
;

—

—

—
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fire, lie looks towards the piccp to !)(• tired, nnd ijivcs
it in such H pronoiiiiccd manner, aeeoinpaiiii'd liy a

signal with his sword, as to be iininislakalile. Immediately after each piece is dischariied it is reloaded
and made rrddy. The cartrid-ies arc withdrawn
from the pieces that remain loaded at the conclusion of the salute. Sec /iitirinitimi'il iSnhite. J\'at'onnl Salute, OJicial Vtmrteaies, J'trmnal ISaluU*,

and Siilvo.
SALUTES. —Movements of the hand jirevious to
nddressiui; and siil)se(|uent to beins; addressed by a
superior.
To execute the authorized salute without
arms, the Instructor commamls 1. ]{i(/lit (or Ifl)
litiHil,
Sai-ctf..
Raise llie right hand smartly,
'i.
pointing in the same direction as the ri;;hl foot, the
palm of the hand down, the thumb close to the forc(Two.)
liniier, the arm cxtcndi'<l, and horizonlal.
Brin^; the hand aroimd till the point of the thumb
and side of the forellngcr touch the lower cdffe of
the caj) or visor, at the same lime turn the head a
little to thi^ left, look towards the person to be saluted, and retain this position till the sjdule is acknowledged. (Thukk.j ISrim; back the hand and
arm to the position of the tirsl motion, at the same
timu cast the eyes to the front. (Fouu.) Drop the
arm (piickly by the side.
Otiicers salute (without swords) afl follows: {Firnt
vrnti'iit.) Raise the right hand till llu' tips of the
tinkers touch the visor opposite the riglil eye, the
thumb closed, the liiiijcrs and hanii extended in prolongation of the forearm, the elbow down. [Se'iniil
moti'tii.) Lower the hand briskly and to the right
lingers are at the height of the
till the point of the
shoulder anil in front of it, the elbow advancing
slightly
the hand and fingers still extended in i)rolongalion of the forearm, ( Third iiiiit'ini.) Dropihc
hand by the .side. In rendering honors with troops,
olticers execute the tirsl moliou of the salute at the
command pre^itt, the second motion at the command (ir)iui. The sword is returned to the carry at
the command, 1. ('firry. 2. Akms.
The Sergeants salute (with arms) is executed as
follows: IScing at a carry, raise the left hand and
arm horizontally to the front, palm of the h;ind down,
the fingers extended. (Two.j
Bend the left elbow,
carrying the li.'ind around till the forefinger strikes
hollow
of
])iece
the
the
right
the
in
shoulder, retaining il there till the salute^ isa<knowledged. (Thkke.)
Return to the position of the first motion. (Four.)
Drop the left hand by the side.
:

;

—

SALUTING COLOR. .\n ordinary camp color, distinguishid by ;i transverse red cross; or when the facings are red, by a Ininsversc blue cross.
SALVO. t'oncenfniliil fire from a greater or less
number of pieces of artillery. Against a body of men,
a salvo is generally useless, as the moral effect is
greater in proportion to the area over which devastation is spread; but with fortifications, the case is
otherwise. For the jjurpose of breaching, the simultanous concussion of a number of cannon-balls on
masonry, or even earth-work, produces a very ilcstrudive result. At Almeida, after the French ha 1
fired a few salvos of G.'j giuis, the castle sunk in a
shapeless mass. The elTect of a salvo of modern artillery, with its enormous steel shot, against ironplated ramparts, has never yet been tried in actual
war. The concentrated tire of a ship's broadside
forms a powerful salvo.
Salvos, corresponding to volleys of musketrj', are
freijuenfly fired by way of salutes over the graves of
officers at the time of burial.
The order designating a funeral escort prescribes
whether the fire shall be three volleys of musketry or
three salvos of artillery. See t<iiliitf.
SAMBUQUE. An ancient musical instrument of
the wind kind, resembling a flute. It was also the
name of an ancient engine of war used by Marcellus
Plutarch relates that two
in besieging Syracuse.
minute descripships were required to carry it.
tion of this engine may be seen in Polybius.

—

—
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SAND BAG REVETMENT.— Sand-bags are sometimes used fill- nveinicuts when oliier nuiterials
cannot be procured; lliough their object, in most
cases, is to repair diunages done' bytlie eneniy'sfire.
They are made of <anvas, or a good ipiality of gunnyclotli, si'wed with collon wini' with hick-stilch
the
bag, when emjjty, is 2 feel M inelns long and 1 foot
4 inches wide.
When filled and laid lliey occu|)y a
space of
by lb by 24 inches, and conlain O.H.') of a
cubic foot of sand, weighing very nearly 85 i)ounds.
Thirty.fwo make a c\d)ic yard.
The liags arc hiid 'is headers and stretchers, cillier
in the English or Flemisli bonds.
They should not
be more tliiin thrci-fourlhs full when laid; if full
they do not lay wcOl, and are more liable to burst on
becoming wet, or under great pressure. When time
is of importance, the bags need not belied, but the
Ihroal is given a twist and turned under the end of
the bag as il is laid. To iirevent decay, they should
be jiayed with co:d-lar bi'fcjrc being lifud or before
being hdil this, furthermore, ren<lers iIrhi Ihe less
I

;

;

when

toliike fire

li;ible

dry.

hundredand f(jrlymakes ler superlicial

<)n<-

four sand-bags, laid as above,

yards of revetnuiit. Sand-bag reveling rei|uires less
anchoring to make it stand than any oilier. If the
reveling is kejit wet, the sand will not so readily escape through rents, nor will the bags lake fire from
the blast of the i)ieces
this, however, hastens llieir
decay.
From six to ten nionllis, depending upon
;

usage, is Ihe duration of reveling made of s;uid-bags.
When used near the muzzle of the piece in Ihe revetment of embrasures, they soon wear away, from the
blast of the piece, unless well protected.
See JieveU

nn

lit.

SAND BAGS.

Canvas bags, in military constrncarc filled w ilh .siuid or earlh, and form a
iiady means for exlem])oriziiig a parapet or traverse
ag;iinsl Ihe enemy's tire; llwy are likewise used for
protecting the head of a trench, or tampingthe charge
in a mine.
The sand-bag, for the revetment of batteries, when
emptyand laid flat, is 2 feet (Sincheslong, and 1 foot
4 inches wide: those used in the <onstruction of the
trenches ar<? 2 feet long anil 12 inches wiile.
See
li.)iis

w

.Miiiin.

liicli

Itrrttintnt.

SAND BLAST.

-

and

Sifitd.lufy Jlf ritmfiit.

A method

of engraving, cutting,

and boring glass, slone, metal, or any other hard subsliinces. by Ihe percussive force of a rapid siri'am of
sharp sand driven against them by artilicial means'.
The process was invented by (ieneral Henj. ('. B.
Tilghman, of I'hiladelphia, who took out a jialent
for it in October, 1H70.
In the world of nature the
abnuling ))ower of s;uid,when driven by air or water
against luird subslanci'S.hiis long been recognized,
and (ieneral Tilghm;ui's invention w:is merely an application of this principle to the mechanical arts.
The means of [iropulsion may be sui)plied cither by
an air or a sfciim blast, the former being produced
by a boiler at high ]iressure, and the latter by a fan
In cither case the
revolving with a great velocity.
abniding m;ileri;d, which is usually a common hard
sand, although small granules of iron or <rushed
(jnartx are occasionaliy used, is directed by a tidje
I'.pon the object to be cut or engraved, the latter
bein*; so adjusted by means of slides that each part
in succession can be brought under the action of the
culling particles. The engraving of Ihe surface of
glass with ornamental figures, etc., may by this process be vcrj- easily aceimiplishcd, simplj- by laying
upon it patterns of the desired objects cut out of
some resistant medium in the manner of stencils.
The sand, of course, does not touch the protected
pans, but indents those which are uncovered, until
Another method
the result sought for is attained.
verj' commonly used is to ciit the proposed pattern
or
which
brass,
is
then
placed over
copper
in sheet
the glass, a brush of melted beeswax being drawn
The stencil is then raised, and the
over'the whole
pattern left in exposed glass may then be operated
upon by the blast. The ornamentation of glass in

:
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colors maj' also be performed by tlie sanil-blast, for
as llie ordinary colored j;lass of commerce is mere
window glass, with a tliin layer of color on one side
onl3', the use of the stenciled pattern as l)efore will
entirely remove the color from the exposeil parts
and leave it where protected. B3' the use of a photographed coating of gelatine upon glass (the wellknown gelatine process in photograjiliyj very 1)cautiful reproductions of line engravings may lie made
The sand-blast has
upon the glass at a small cost.
also been used successfully in the cutting of ornaIron stencils
ments and inscriptions upon stone.
are sometimes used for tlie purpose, but the most
satisfactory material is found to be slieet rubber of
about l-l(jth of an inch in thicliuess. 'Phis is cemented upon the stone, and a niovalile jet pipe is caused
to traverse the surface of the lattiT until tlie exposed
portions have been sufficiently abrailed. The wear
upon tlie rubber itself is wonderfully sliglit, and the
same stencil may be used over and over again. Anotlier use to which tlie sand-blast has been successfully put is in turning l)locUs of stone and metal into
I?:ilcony pilascircular and other forms in the latlie.

way been tinislieil in a few
hours whicli would have needed as many days to be
cut out by hand. Upon wood theaction of tliesandblast is not so satisfactory, being slow and tedious,
and the only way in which it can be utilized on this
material is in cutting out the large block type used
in printing posters.
The foregoing are only a few
of the ways in which the sand-blast has manifested
its usefulness, but as the invention is still in its infancy it is impossible to say wliat a|)i)lications in the
arsenal and workshop may not Ik- found for it in the
future. From its tirst appearance the sand-blast has
attracted much attention both at home and abroad,
many foreign patents have been taken out, and the
ters, etc., liave in this

use of the process

is

gradually spreading.

SAND CRACK.— A splittingorf racture'of

the horny

extending usually from
above downward; when reaching to tlie quick it
causes lameness, and in all cases it constitutes unHorses witli thin, weak, brittle feet,
soundness.
spoilt by muchrasping, andrattled on the hard roa<ls,
The horn nuist be
furnish the majority of cases.
thinned for an eighth of an inch on either side of tlie
lower
ends of the crack,
crack, across the upper and
to prevent its extension, the Hring-iron sliould tie
drawn, making a line nearly through the horny
crust.
Tlie opening maj- further be held together
by winding round tl;e foot several yards of wa.xed
Except in very bad cases,
string, or Hue iron wire.
slow work on soft land may be permitted, but road
work is very injurious. The growth of healtliy horn
is promoted by applying round tlie coronet, at intervals of 10 daj-s, some mild blistering linitiii'nt.
SANDHURST ROYAL MIIITARY COLLEGE.— In
ISO'i it was determined to institute a t'olh'ge for the
libers of the horse's hoof,

training of military officers, in

which professional

education should be grafted on the groundwork of

The

abolition of purchase in 1871 brought about a
radical change.
The students are no longer boys intending to become officers, but Sub-lieutenants, who,
having passed by competition for the army, spend a
yearai Sandhurst in acquiring the theoretical part of
the war science.
To be confirmed in the army as
Lieutenant, the officer must pass creditably out of
Sandhurst, and then serve a year on proliationwith a
regiment. It cannot be doubted that this change of
system must tend, as years go on, to .secure for the
army a great body of scientific officers. The Staff
College is a separate Institution, about 2 miles distant.
The estimated charge for the Uoyal -Military
College for 1k7N-7'.» was £30,381, of which about
£5.000 is covered by the payments for the students.
SAND-SHOT.— Sn'iall cast-iron balls, such as grape,
canister, or case, cast in sand.
Larger balls are cast
in iron moulds. This nature of shot varies in weight

from 4 pounds

to

1,',

ounces.

SANFORD TARGET.— A canvas

target possessing
the essentials of the Wimbleton target, but having a simpler mechanism, based on the principle of
a window with upper and lower sashes, made to balance themselves, so that when one is pulled down
the other is proportionately and simultaneously elevated. The frame work of this target is made of
wood, and by increasing or diminisliing the length
of these frames, any class target can be erected at
will, provided the length of the pit is sufficient. The
pit should be at least eight feet long by six feet
wide at the top, and seven feet deep for a second or
third-class target. Tlie framework of the target has
two legs, which are secured to the sash by passing
through staples fastened tliereon. With this target
a ricochet is signalled by waving the red flag three
times in front of the target otherwise, the marking
and signalling are the same as when using the Wimbleton target.
SAN6IAC.
situation or appointment of dignity
The Sangiacs are Governors of towns or
in Turkey.
Cantons, and take rank immediately after the Beglei-higit.
The name is also applied to the banner
which he is authorized to display, and has been mistaken for Saint Jacques.
SANITARY. Having reference to measures for securing health. Within the last twenty years increased means have been adopted to reduce the state
During the Criof mortality amongst the soldiery.
mean war, the casualties were large at first, but
from sanitary measures being taken, the number of
deaths per llOOO men was greatly reduced. In England, up to 18ri3. the mortality per 1.000 amongst
whereas that of the male poputhe soldiery was 17.
The great mortality was
latiim amounted to 19,2.
in those daj'S amongst the Foottiuards, and appears
to have arisen in a great measure from wai.t of proper sanitary arrangements. But a great improvement of late years has taken place in the health of
the soldier; his barracks are better ventilated, his
comforts and amusements are greater, and indeed all
the measures adopted to keep him in health are
all

;
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The College was opentd at
it was transferred to a
more numerous than they formerly were. In 1874
building at Sandhurst.
Up to 1863 the strength of the army in Great l^ritain was about

general instruction.

Great Marlow; but, in 1812,

handsome stone
this was devoted

education of boys from the
In that year, however, the system was changed the course limited to one j-ear
immediately before entering the armv, and the subjects of instruction confined to the higher mathematEnics, modern languages, and military science.
trance was on the nomination of the Commander-inChief and the payment by the Cadet's parent or
guardian varies from £100 to nil, according to the
circumstances and rank of the parent. Those for
whom no pa3-ment is made must be orphans, and are
styled '• Queen's Cadets." Under the purchase system, all tirst commissions in the Cavalry and liifaniry
of the Line, which were granted without purchase,
and not to men from the ranks, were given to Cadets
from the Royal Military College, who competed for
these prizes, and obtained them in order of merit.
to the

age of 13 upward.

;

;

90.000 the average rate of mortality during that
year was 8| per 1,000 this was a higher death rate
than in 1873, which is accounted for in the higher
death rate among the general population in 1874.
The report from which the above information is
gained observes that " no doubt the rate of admission and death in 1874 was also somewliat raised by
the circumstance that many invalids from abroad,
instead of being sent to Netley, joined their depots,
and the records of their admissiim and deaths were
not always kept distinct from those of the other sol;

;

diers,"

SANITARY REPORT,— A report made yearly, or
liy Army Surgeons.
The Report usually

oftener,

embraces the following subjects
1.

—

GARRISON PEKSONEL.
Preseut strength mean strength, composition

—

SAKITAUT BEPOST.
ami

cliiinirps

during

dcsliiiution.
2. Civil I'lnployfs

llu-

year, transient troops

and natural and

Women,

4.

Uarrucks— Geographical and

ters,

children,

tiUAKTEIlH.

iihysical site,

ma-

diaracler. special features, etc.
supirticial area and cubic air5. Dormildries
space per man. ventilation.
wanning and lighting, natural and
0. Dormitories

—
—

artificial.

Dormitories— bedding, bunks, material,

single,

double, or siipcrinijioscd.
ing, police.

for clothing, arms, seat-

9. Barrack offices,
cellars, coal sheds.
10. Kitchens and company bakeries.
11. Mess-rooms, mess-furnilure, quantity, condiSeparate for N. ('. O.'s.
tion, and material.
12. IJalh-rooms, lavatories, and facilities for ablu-

tion.

Married

13.

soldiers' (juarters— relative site,

num-

ber of sets, material, usual number of occupants to

each room.
OIKcers' Quarters

14.

— Number

of

and character. Bathing and water
tion and sutlicicucy.

set.s

— material

facilities,

condi-

tiuard-liouse— Site, suitability, character, material, internal construction and arrangement, ventilation, warming, lighting, police, facilities afforded
for cleanliness of inmates, minimum, maxinuim, and
average occupancy by pnsoners.
FOOD.
1.").

16. Rations— quality, (piantity, variety, suitability for seasons and geogra|)hical situations, deticienportions from which company savings are
cies.

made.

cies,

if

20.

food,
21.

— kind,

of procur-

any.

Extra vegetables, pickles, and other articles of

game and fish— amount and how obtained.
Cooking — bow often, by whom and when

in-

spected, and hours for .serving meals.
post or company, how cultivated,
22. (Tardens
disposition of i)roduce.
23. Cows kept by companies number of each.
24. Post-bakery— character, capacity, condition,

—

—

and management.

—

Water-supply Whence and how obtained, distributed, kept for use. tpiality and quantity. If wellwater is used, give means for protection against
sewage and drainage.
2.5.

26.

lie benefit of
3(i. Are pigs or chickens kept for
the soldiers' mess ?
37. Hegulations governing the keeping of dogs at
post and precautions against danger of hydroI

phobia.
38. Police
whom done.

— general,

out-buildings altaclied to officers' quarters.
39. Recreation- facilities for boating, hunting,
fisbing, swimming, skating, games of strength an<i
dexlerily, ten-jiins. billiards, base ball, cricket, theatricals, music, etc.
40. Post School
Site, capacity, and suitability,
number of teachers and pupils, attendance by eidistedmen. heating, ventilation, waler-closels for i)upils,
etc.
Divine service-facilities for attendance on.
41. Post or Company Libraries— number and the
character of volumes, facilities afforded men for read-

—

ing.
physique and character.
42. Recruits
43. Nature and frequency of punishment, effects
on health and morals of soldiers.

—

HOSPITAL AND SANITABY.

—
—

44. Hospital buildings
site, relative position.condition. and suitability.
45. Hospital grounds
extent, cultivation, drainage, shade.
4(5.

Heating. shading.lighting,ventilation,and pro-

from lightning.
Hospital wards— capacity, superficial area and
air-space per bed, average occupation of each ward,
isolation ward for the treatment of contagious distection

quality, mode
ing, issuing, inspecting, preserving, and how often
issued to troops.
18. Facilities for marketing for officers.
19. Extra supplies kept by Sub. Depl. for sale to
officers— ([uality, sufficiency, and variety. Deficien-

Fresh Meat

17.

—

police.

of post, how, when, and by
Police— special, nature, whitewashing
clothing and provision rooms, of fences, facilities, frecpiency. Police of yard.s and

Dormitories— ti.Mures

8.

Stables- relative site of cavalry, (juartermasand others for the aeconimodalioti of otticers
Capaeily. condilion. and material.
private horses.
Police and disposal of nmniire.
35. Cow-pens, mule-corrals
relative positi(m and
34.

and servants.
and servants.

3.

7.

general and special, effects or

artificial,

defects.

till'

terial, capacity,
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Ice— how obtained and preserved, quantity
and months of issue.

qualtity, allowance,

27. Store-houses- capacity and siutabilily for preserving rations.
28. Fuel— kind, quality, quantity, and suitability
to climate and season.
CLOTHUJO.

47.

eases.
fixtures and furniture.
48. Hospital wards
49. Hospital kitchen and laundry- position, furniture, fixtures, and C(mdilioii.
.50. Hospital mess-room— fixtures and furniture.
51. Hospital offices, dispensary, store-rooms— fixtures, furniture, suitabilitj-, cellars, coal-sheds, outbuiUlings, C(m(lition, and use.
the situation, fix.52. itospital post-mortem room
tures, furniture, and c(mdition.
.53. Hospital lavatories
bath-e.xtent, convenience,

—

—

—

water-supply, drainage, etc.
site and
54. Hospital water-closets, sinks, urinals
drainage.
separate or
55. Hospital drainage and sewage
connected with other systems.
56. Hospital police and hospital grounds and vicinage.
.57. Hospital diet— how cooked, inspected, served,

—

—

and

(litTerence
an. Hospital

from

diet-table.

garden— size, how

and variety of produce.
.59. Cows, chickens, milk,

cultivated,

amount

butter, eggs, kept

and

raised for hospital.

60. Ice— how
months i.ssued.
61. How and when are purchases made from hospital fund, and its monthly average.
EMPLOYStENT.
63. Hospital stewards— name, length of service,
30. Character and amount of martial and fatigue general and special character.
duties.
63. Attendants— names, length of service, characPOLICE.
ter and discipline.
64. Officers, facilities for treatment of, in hospital.
31. Personal habits, temperance, cleanliness, and
65. Hours of sick-call, winter and summer
bearing of men.
Percentage of sick to command, ditto of mor32. Sinks, latrines, privies, urinals, and waterclosets— relative sitiuition to barracks and (piarters. tality to sick.
67. Aggregate number of days' service lost to Govcondition, facilities for flushing, emptying, or how
ernment by sickness of soldiers during J'ear.
contents disposed of.
68. Cleanliness of patients on admission, discipline.
extent and character.
33. Drainage and Sewage

supplied to hospital,

Quality, condition, appropriateness for season
regard to l)lankets. boots,
shoes, socks, and hats.
29.

and

locality." especially in

lii'i.

—

amount, and

—

.
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— how and by whom performed, night

advance in average ground about eight feet per
From the nearness of the enemy's works,
70. Occupation and amusements of convalescents, running a sap is an extremely dangerous operation.
reading matter, games, etc.
When possible, therefore, it is carried on at night; in
71 Prevalent diseases at post and vicinity.
any case, the sappers are relieved at least every hour.
72. Nature and amount of diseases amongst wo- When a sap is enlarged to the dimensions of a trench,
men, children, civil employes, camp followers at it bears that name. See Di/uble Sap, Half-donble
post, number and cause of deaths, and number of Sap, Flying Sap and Full Sap.
SAP-FAGOTS.— Short fascines of straight brushbirths at post during year.
wood at least one inch in diameter, used in regular
73. Diseases, if any, of local origin.
Sap-fagots are two feet and nine in74. Diseases supposed to be checked by hygienic approaches.
69. Nursing
service.

to

hour.

measures.
75. Hospital supplies
whence obtained, qualifj',
and condition in which received and kept.
76. Instruments
hospital and personal, condition.
77. Amount, nature, and condition of hospital bed-

—

—

;

ding.

Amount,

78.

nature,

and condition

—

of the hospital

clothing.
79. Amount and condition of hospital appliances.
number of volumes, condi80. Hospital Librarytion, and conveniences for preservation.
81. Hospital records, blanks, condition, supply,

—

completeness
82.

;

files

of orders, condition.

Average montUytemperature

— extremes,wind,

moisture.
83. Means of subduing fire at post, and special at
hospital.
84. Means for transportation of sick and wounded
^ambulances, stretchers.
85. Hospital tents
extra number, how kept, condition, and use.
86. Interments— how conducted,' post cemetery
area, care, and condition.
87. Inhabitants of surrounding country, the Indian

—

tribes, etc.
88. Sanitary

copies
89.

90.
tions.

measures recommended
marked and appended herewith.

at the post

sanitarj- measures enforced in hospital.
Miscellaneous facts and general recommenda-

Extra

—

A Turkish word signifying " a standemployed to denote a subdivision of an Eyalet,
because the ruler of such a subdivision, called Sanjak Beg, is entitled to carry in war a standard of one
horse-tail.
The Sanjak is frequently called Liva,
and its ruler a Mirmiram.
SANJAK-SHEKLF.— The sacred banner of the JIohamnieihins. See Flag of the Prophet.
SANJAK.

ard,"

SANSCULOTTES.— The name given in scorn, at the
beginning of the French Revolution, by the Court
Party to the democratic "Proletaires" of Paris. The
latter accepted this superfiue reproach with sardonic
pride, and the term soon became the distinctive appellation of a "Good Patriot," more especially as such
a one often made a point of showing his contempt
by neglecting iiis apparel, and cultivating rough and cynical manners. .As the Noblesse
prided itself on an illustrious pedigree, so the genuine
child of the Revolution boasted that he was come of
a long line of noteless Sansculottes; that his " iVncient but ignoble blood had crept through scoun"
drels ever since the flood
Toward the close of the Convention the name, connected as it had been with all the sauguhiarj- excesses of the period, naturally fell into bad odor, and
soon after totally disappeared; nor do the Frencli
appear to wish that its memorj- should be preserved,
for they have not given it a place in their encyclopedias.
SAP. In military engineering, the narrow ditch
or trench, by which approach is made from the foremost parallel toward the glacis or covert-way of a besieged place. The sap is usually made by four sappers, the leading man of whom rolls a large gabion
before him, and excavates as he progresses, tilling
smaller gabions with the earth dug out, and erecting
them on one or both sides to form a parapet. The
other sappers widen and deepen the .sap, throwing
more earth on to the parapet.
sap is considered

;

i

for the rich

—

—

"

—

A

ches long, and tive inches in diameter. The center
stake should be from one and one-half to two inches in
diameter, and project nine inches beyond one end of
the sap-fagot this projecting portion is sharpened,
to enable the sap-fagot to be planted firmly in the
ground in an upright position.
SAPPEB. 1. The name given to a private soldier
in the Corps of Royal Engh)eers.
The name of the
Corps was formerly Royal Sappers and Miners. The
pay of the sapper is £20 10s. 7id. a J'ear, with extra
pay when at work: the number of such men for
1877-8 was 2,9.52. Onl_v men of good character, already adepts in a mechanical trade, are eligible for
this service, which is very popular, as an intelligent
sapper frequently passes into some situation in civil
life for which his practical military training specially fits him.
Many sappers are excellent surveyors,
photographers, and draughtsmen.
2. There is at^
tached to tlie Corps of Engineers, United States Army, a company of sappers, miners, and pontoniers,
called engineer soldiers. The company is composed
of Sergeants or master workmen, Corporals or overseers, musicians, privates of the first-class or artificers, and privates of the second class or laborers.
The said engineer company is subject to the Rules
and Articles of War, is recruited in the same manner and with the same limitation, and is entitled to
the same provisions, allowances, and benefits as are
allowed to other troops constituting the present
military peace establishment. The companj' is officered by officers of the Corps of Engineers, it performs all the duties of sappers, miiiers, and pontoniers, and aids in giving practical instructions in
those branches at the Military Academy and is under the orders of the Chief Engineer, liable to serve
by detachments in overseeing and aiding laborers
upon fortifications or any other works under the Engineer Department, and in supervising the finished
fortifications, as fort-keepers, and preventing injury
and applying repairs. In marches near an enemy,
every column should have with its advance a guard
detachment of sappers, furnished with tools to open
the way or repair the mud. It would be well if
these sappers, as suggested by General Dembinski,
were mounted, in ortler rapidly to regain the advance
guard, after having finished tlieir work.
SAPPING. A mode ot making trenches by continually advancing the head of the trench when the
execution of common trench-work or the flying sap
would expose the workmen to a close fire of musketry-, before thev could obtain cover.
SAP EOLLEB.— A large gabion, 7i feet in length,,
and 4^ feet exterior diameter. It requires for its
construction 1.5 stakes, each from 1| inches to i
inches in diameter. After it is completed, it is
stuffed compactly with fascines 7^ feet long. The
sap-roller is sometimes made of two concentric gabions, the diameter of the smaller being 2i feet, and
the space between the two compactly stiiffed with
fascines.
The use of the sap-roller is to protect the
squad of sappers, in their approach, from the fire of
the place.

A

SAP SHIELD.— steel plate mounted on wheels
for the purpose of giving cover to the sapper in a
single sap. should the earth thrown up by him not
lie of sutlicieut thickness to give him shelter.
The
shield used in the Enclish service is that invented by
|

Seraeant Major Knight, R.E.
SARACEN'S head!— not unfrequent bearing in

A
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Heraldry. It is rcpri'seiilfil iis the head of an old N(m-cominissioned Officers it is worn over the riijht
niun with a savage coiinlenaiice.
shoulder. There are no .sashes in cavalry rei;inients.
SABANAC HOilSE NAIL. -A niiil of American man- The sasnes for Hie Austrian army are of crimson
ufacmn- \\ liii li lias allained a reinarkalile desjree of and sold the Prussian army, black silk and silver;
success. The nail is nuicli used by Ihe United Stales the Hanoverians wear yellow silk
Hie I'ortUfjuese,
Government, with salisfaelorv reports on it from crimson silk with bluetasscls, and the French have
officers in the lield.
The |)rinciples and etTects of their sashes made of three colors, while, pink and
hand-made nails are fully retained in ils process of a liirht blue, to corresjiond with Ihe national tla;;.
manufacture, and insure for it a pre-eminence for Saslies are L'eiierally worn around Ihe waisl. and
touirhness, sirenirlh. freedom from Haws, aiulheauty were orisriiiallv invented for Ihi' convenience and
and superiority of tinisli. Heint; hammered at near- ease of wounded officers, as they might by such
ly weldinir heat, it is lirmer and loujrher, maiiilain- means be carried off the field with the assistance of
ini; the stilfness and ductility without del. rioralinj:, two men.
but rather improving Ihe (luality of Ihe iron, producSATELLITES. Certain armed men. of whom mening absolute freedom from any tendency to sliver in tion is often made in the history of I'hillip Augustus,
;

:

—

The Satellites of I'liillip Augustus
driving, a cause of lameness and injury to so many King of France.
horses.
The drawin!j;s show how these nails may be were men selected from the militia of the country,
The machinery or who fought on fool and on horseback. The servants
twisted and bent when cold.
" mills" by which these nails are made are of very or batmen who attended the .Military Knights when
peculiar construction, and to Ihe unmeclianical mind they went into action were likewise called Satelliles,
seem complicated, but their operations are easily ancl fouirlit in tiieir defense mounleil or on foot.
SATRAP.— In the ancient Persian Monarchy the
understood. The nail is forired (or hanunered; hot,
the machine makinsr about 700 revolutions per min- Governor of a Province, whose power so long as
Thus it will be he enjoyed the favor of the King— was almost ab.soute, each eleven forming one nail.
seen that about (io nails arc forged per niinule, Kroni lute. H<' levied taxes at his pleasure, and could ape
the forging machines the nails are placed in tum- the lyrannv of bis Great Master without let or hinWhen the .Monarchy of Cyrus began to deblers for polishing, into which a strong <'urrentof air drance.
is forced, blowing all dust, etc, iberefrom, and the cline, some of the Satraps threw olf their slight alproduct leaving in a remarkably bright form. The legiance, and founded independent Kingdoms or
nails are then put through rinishing-machines, by Sultanates of their own, the most famous of which
which the points are rolled out and trimmed colil. in very ancicnttimes was the Mithridalic Kingdom of
There are live of these machines in operation, known Pontus.
SATDEN.— In Heraldry, the black color in blazonas Woodford's patent. The process of manufacture
embraces the i)rinciples and effects of the old method ing arms sable,
SAHCISSON. -.V fascine of more than the ordinary
of forging by hand, avoiding all straining of the iron,
length: but the principal application of the term is
while Ihe tinisli is very superior.
SAEBACANE.— A blow-pipe, or long tube of wood to the apparatus for hring a military mine. This
or metal, through which ])oisoned arrows were shot consists of a long bagor jiipeof limn, cloth, or leathinches in diameter, and
er, from about i inch to
by blowing with the mouth.
SABCELED.— term in Heraldry, signifying a cut charged with gunpowder. One end is laid in the
through Hie middle.
mine to be exploded the other is conducledthrough
the galleries to a place where Ihe engineers can tire
SAEDAE.- In Ihe East Indies, a chief or leader.
SAEDINIAN HUTS.— Wooden huts made by many it in safety. The electric spark is now preferred to
English offic<'rs in the Crimea and by the saucisson. See JiUisting and .}fiiu'f^.
SAUL. A tree well known in India, especially in
the Sardinians for their men. They
were 14 feet ii inches long and 7 feet the North-west Provinces. It is used in the con1 inch wide in the clear
they could struction of parts of gun-carriages. The wood is
contain H infantry soldiers, and were strong, tough, coarse-grained, and fibrous, not easily
found very comfortable,
worked, aiid when dressed has a hard homy surSAEISSA.
Jlaccdcniian pike, a face, and the fibers appear to be interlaced with
cubic foot of the unseasoned wood
formidable weapon eithe» for attack each other.
or defense, about 24 feet in length. weighs from 08 to 72 lbs. This tree grows also in

—

j

;

U
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;

j
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—
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;
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A

sarissa was borne by the irjHiUii Assam and Hurmali,
SAVAGES,— In Heraldry, Sarngen or Wild Men arc
of the Romans, ami the other heavily
armed troops. Also written SarUxe. of frequent occurrence as supporters. They are repSAEEAZINE.— An old name for a resented naked, and also, particularly in the later
rou;;h portcullis.
Heraldry, are usually wreathed about the head and
SABEE.— When artillery was first the middle with laurel, and often furnished with a
invented, a name given to a long gun, club in Ihe exterior baud. Savages are especially
of smaller dimensions than the Bom- prevalent in the Heraldry of Scotland. In more than
bnrde.
one of the Douglass seals-of the first half of the l-'ith
SASH.— In the British Service the century-, Ihe shield is borne in one hand by a single
sash is a military distinction, worn on Savaire. who acts as sole supporter.
duty or parade by Officers and NonSAVING-BANKS.— In 1842 an Act was passed for
commissioned OtHcers. For the for- establishing military saving-banks in connection
mer it is crimson silk; for the latter, crimson cotton. with the RegimentarPay Departments of the English
By officers it is worn over the left shoulder, and by Ajmy. Another Act was passed in 1859, affording
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greater facDities to the frugal soldier. The proceedings of these banks in the first four years present the
following figures

the frxt hole in the set circle, with the side of the
block marked ^>,, towards the set lever, by bringing
the lever arainst the block the log will move -^ of
an inch if the pin is turned around, so the lever
strikes the side marked J, the log will move J inch,
and so of all the sides. Puttingthe pin in the second hole, the log will move f inch third hole f
inch, and so of all the holes in the circle. Of course

:

Deposits in
Year.
£70,73f)

1853
1800

Withdrawals

:

in Year.

£64,497

116,393
149,090
164,775
1.^3,203
1802
The figures ha%-e fluctuated through causes not
stated in the Parliamentary Returns, being about
the same in 1871 as in 1861. after being much lower in
some of the intervening years, and much higher in
1866. The number of arcounts open in the latest yearwas about 14, .OOO, includingthoseof many army charitable funds.
By means of such banks the soldier
can profitably deposit his money under Governmeni
security to the extent annuallj- of 4'30, the whole deposit being confined to £200, inclusive of interest.
Interest at the rate of £3 15s. per cent, per annum is
paid no interest is allowed on other parts of :i
103,491
167,136

1861

HILL.

:

;

6s. 8d. and 13s. 4d., nor on sums that
have not remained on deposit one month. In the
United States Army the soldier deposits with the
Paymaster.
SAW MILL. As troops are frequently called upon
to construct their own quarters, and to assist in the
erection of the buildings at newly established posts,
it becomes necessary to investigate the construction
and full operation of the saw mill, the proper num
agement of which is essential in order to supply sui:
able timbers to the carpenters. Portable saw mill
are variously designed with a view to lightness an
fewness of parts. The Watertown Circular Sa\N
Mill is much used in the United States, ami wii
serve to illustrate the points which should be obser\
ed by all those entrusted with the management
The drawing represents the mill set ui
a mill.
with an ordinary traction or agricultural engine. I
will be noticed that the center frame, which is mail
of wood or of iron, is very solid and substantial.
can be very readily taken apart, when convcnietice
shipping is an object. The sawarborisvery heav\
with forged collars and a nut to hold the saw. Tie
saw and pin holes are of standard size, so that a saw
can be supplied by any saw manufacturer, with the

pound than

—

:

I

ii

certainty of its fitting. The arbor nnis in long bearings, lined with anti-friction metal, and readily adjustible in any direction.
At the same time the saw
can be given any lead desired. The driving pulley
can be placed within the frame, or on the outside as
belt
preferred.
The feed is extremely simple.
passes loosely over a cone puUy on the saw arbor.
which
and a corresponding pulley on a parallel shaft,
i)inion
has on its outer end a small friction roller.
in the feed shaft engages the rack, and a lever is so
arranged that a motion in one direction tightens the
belt and feeds the log up to the saw, while a motion
in the opposite direction presses the friction roll
against the rim of a large flange pulley, connected
by belting to the saw arbor, and gives a rapid return
to the carriage. The carriage is made of Xorway
pine, six inches square, well seasoned, and secureljand heavily stayed with wrought-iron. It is made
in sections of tweh'e feet, and is shod with heavy
V-shaped iron. It runs on chilled rollers, with babbitted boxes. The ratchet wheel upon the connecting shaft is so divided that each cog will set the log
J inch. The ratchet wheel is actuated by a set lever
and four pawls of imequal lengths, which divide
each cog in the ratchet in four parts, so the log may
be moved, if required, y'j inch b}- one movement of
the set lever. Bolted to the head-block is a half
circle, (called a "set circle,") in which are holes
drilled at equal distances apart throughout its entire
length. To these holes is fitted a pin to which is
attached a cast-iron block having four sides, each
side of which is at a different distance from the center of the pin.
The sides of this block are marked
as follows yVi }' li' 4- Now, if the pin is put into

A

A

:

I

I

the thickness of the stuff to be sawed can be varied
of the circle if required.
-fg of an inch in each hole
There is also a scale on each side of the head-block
Knees slide directly
that can be used if desired.
upon the head-blocks, and are connected by gears
with the set rod, which extends nearly the whole
length of the carriage. The following points may
be noted in connection with the mill: 1st. The friction feed and gig-works will slip instead of breaking
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in case of accident.
2d. .V single lever controls all
the movements oi the carriusie. 3d. The feed lever

—

wood is substituted for masonry. The body of
the place consists of an earthen cavalier, inside of
which wooden barracks are constructed. This is
surrounded by an cncienle of small bastions.
third enciente is formed by large ravelins, the rampart of which is pierced with long embrasures for
the defense of the main ditch.
fourth enciente of
tern

can be operated ouuiide of the carriage enabling
onf man to do both setting and feeding, thus doing
A
all the work that tiro men perform in mills of other
accurate
reand
make. 4lh. The set is exceedingly
A
liable.
The last board is as perfect as tlie rest. 5th.
Holh ends of the log are set equally and at once, by narrow counter-guards is constructed with wood
has
be
disconand
earth,
and
it
also
embrasures
hcad-block
may
through which
a single lever. Or the
A lunette,
nected, and either end be set independently of the guns mounted on rafts can be fired.
Olh. The mill is reversible, and with retired Hanks, defends the ditch, and a coveredother, if preferred.
can be set up cither right or left hand, adapting it way surmoimts the whole. At about 3,000 paces
to any mill site, without the expense, annoyance, and from the center of the lorlress, a continuous line of
redans (3fi in number) and curtains forms an adliilbililv to error in settiiii;.
SAWYEK PROJECTILES.— The Sawyer projectile vanced enciente. The redans contain solid towers
has upon its sides six rectangular flanges or ribs to of masonry, 2^> feet high, several of which the beTo soft- sieger nuist take before he can open the trench. The
lit into corresponding grooves of tlic bore.
en the contact with the surface of the bore, the en- immense quantity of wood retjuired, and the rapid
tire surface of the projectile is covered with a coat- decay, are rather against this system,
SAXON. A German powder-horn, about 18^ inching of leil and lirass foil. The soft metal at the

—

corner of the base is made thicker than at the sides
to admit of being expanded into the grooves, and
thereby closing the windage. In the latest pattern
of Sawyer projectiles the llanges are omitted, and
the projectiles are made to take the grooves by the
exp.ansion of the soft inetal at the base, which is peculiarly shaped for this purpose.
The Sawyer canister-shot consists of a casing of

malleable iron, in one piece, in the fonn of a hollow
cvlinder. having one cud closed by a head cast therewith, through which head is 'forced one or more
small holes, through which a portion of the gas occasioned by the explosion of the charge of powder
enters, driving forward the small iron balls and disengaging the metal cover placeil in tlie forward end of
the casting to hold the contents in position till fired.
The casting has cut through its walls one or more series
of oblifpie slits, the en<i of each slit slightly overlapping the end of the next slit in the same series, thus
nearly severing the casting into two or more seclions; said sections being held only by the narrow
bars of metal between the contiguous ends of two
slits; which bars are just sullicieutly strong to with-

es in length, invented at the close of the 16th century.

SAXOPHONE.— A

brass musical instrument with a

single reed an<l a clarionet mouth-piece. Tlie body of
the instrument is a parabolic cone of brass provided
with a set of keys. Although these instrum<-nts are

new
unknown
not a

invention, they have been comparatively
country until the past few years.

in this

An instrument capable of such beautiful cfTcctg
should not l)e left unnoticed by the military bands.
They are by no means difflcidt to l)lay, being considered by most musicians easier to master than a
Two of them, the W, Soprano and Ei
clarionet.
.\ltc>, or where it is possible a full (juartette. add immeasurably to the production of that class of nuisic
so very ditflcult to interpret satisfactorily with brass
bands— overtures, and

operatic

selections.

They

have only to become better known to be considered
a necessity in

all

leading bands.

SAYETTES.— A name given to arrows

in the twelfth
cenlurv. aciordim: to the C'lironiclcs of Saint Denis.
SCABBARD.— The objects of the scabbard are to
carry the sword and protect the blade from injury
Scabbards are generally secured to a belt, which
passes over one of the shoulders, or around the waist
For foot-troops, scabbards are made
of the wearer.
of leather, mounted with metal to protect them from
wear. For scabbards for mounted troops, leather
has not sufficient stillness and strength, and steel is
stand the ordinary shock of handling and transport- used in the place of it. The jirincipal olijections to
ation, but not strong enough to resist the shock of metal scabbards are that Ihey are heavy, dull the
the explosion of the charge of powder in the gim
edge of the l)lade, and make considerable noise in
so that when the shot is discharged from a guii the striking against the equipments of the horse and
cover is stripped from the mouth of the casing, and rider. In certain parts of Asia these objections are
the casing is broken into two or more sections,' from overcome by making the scabbards of wood, covered
which the small shot are more readilv and complete- with leather or rawliide. See Tlnjul-arm.i.
ly discharged than they would be if the casing refurious attack upon a wall or ramSCALASE.
mained intact, and each of said sections of the shell part, conlrarj- to form, and with no regularity, freserve as a solid shot, doing greater execution than quently carried on with ladders, to insult the wall
could be done were the sheirto remain in one piece. t)y f)pen force.
See Canister-nhot, Expanding Projectiles, and Pr<^ec.
SCALE. A line or rule of a definite length divided
tilen.
into a given number of equal parts, and used for the
SAXE. A sort of Roman gladiux. with a grooved purpose of measuring other linear magnitudes. In
blade, and very sharp on one'side. Frequentfy called map or plan drawing, the scale expresses the relaS(T(iJnfiKart\
tion which the dimensions of the map bear to the
SAXE SYSTEM OF FORTIFICATION.— In this sys- natural features of the ground this relation is fre-

T

;

—A

—

—

;
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quently expressed by a representative fraction. For
example, the representative fraction of a map on a
scale of 1 incli to a mile is 175^5-5, that is. one inch on
the map is equal to 63,300 inches (one mile) on the
ground in other words, the map represents all features on the ground 63.3(30 times smaller than their!
natural size. The following is the rule given for
finding the fraction of a given scale.
Reduce the
number of yards in a mile into inches divide the
nimiber found by the number of inches im which the
scale is made, and the dividend will be the number
of inches represented by one mile.
All countries have adopted special scales for their
various classes of maps anil plans; the following are
those in use in the English Ordnance Survey
;

;

:

Natural Scale.

SCALE.

SCALE-ARHOR.
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if much
succpssivc parallel, separates further from the per- der Ihe weight of the men mounting them
peiidienlar tliroiiiih the zero pohil liy oiie-tenlh of a less, they will be so erect that the soldiers, as they
suhdivisioii, orone-hundredtliof a iirhuary division." ascend, must be continually in danger of falling
OnnUr'n saile is a Hal brass rule, usually ~ feet in headlong down. The scaling-ladders introduced by
lensth, and about \\ iueli broad, liavini: on one side Sir Charles I'asley are in pieces of \2' 8 and 7' (i"
einial parts, rhombs, ehords, etc., as on the other in length, fitting into eai'h other with strong double
plane scale, and on Ihe other, the logarithms of these iron sockets, and tied by stout ropes. These can be
numbers hence the lines on this side are culled the arranged for any length, and quickly adjusted. Ladders made of long spars are awkward to carry
esloinirithmic lines.
The term .wale is also i;iven to a graduated steel pecially if there be any narrow sharp turnings in apor wooden bar attaclied to ^uns, and known as the proaching the point of escalade; nor can long sound
spars be always procured.
Uingent-xi'tile.
It is desirable that ladThe tiiiigeiit-iieale attached to S. B. ordnance is a ders should lie made of a light, tough wood: leak
If a guy-rope be attached to
rod of metal or wood, made to slide perpendicularly wood is too heavy.
in a groove at the breech, havini; eniiraved upon it each side of the hulder, they greatly assist in adjusting
and
fi.xing
it
against
the wall
the men told
it
Ihe actual lengths of the tani;entsto the dilTirent angles of elevati(m.
The object of the taniient-scale is otf for the guy-ropes should stand close to the wall,
to give elevation to a piece of ordnance beyond what 'vithin the slope of the ladder; and these guy-ropes
shinild be fixed at
or (! feet below the top of the
the line of metal affords.
In ritied guns the tangent-scales, of which there ladder, to iireveni their being cut by the eiu'iry on
The total lengths of the lailders should
are two attached to each gun. do not rise in a vertical the wall.
plam-. as in smooth-bore ordnance, but are set at an exceed the height to be escaladed by A or 4 feet, in
angle to the left from the vertical, to compensate for order that the men may step easily oJT the ladders
.Many failures have octhe lateral deviation caused by the right-handed ri- on to the parapet or wall,
fling.
They each consist of a rectangular steel bar, curred from ladders being too short. It is desirable
on which is engraved all information for llie success- to have a pair of stout lifting bars, ;i or 4 feet long,
When an escalade is
fid discharge and laying of the gun, such as the with hooks, for each ladder.
range, length of fuse, nature of charge, etc. On the to lake jilace, be sure to practice the nu'ii intended
top of the scale a tangent-sight is attached, which f<ir the service thoroughly in carrjing, in fixing, in
has a cross-head with a sliding-leaf and a clamping ascending, and descending the ladders descending,
ascending, for getscrew, by means of which the detlection caused by for going down a counterscarp
Always use as many ladders as
tile wind blowing across the range, or one wheel be- ling up an escarp.
ing higher than another, can be met. This is known possible. If there be a counterscarp to descend,
as the (/ejlecti'iii-ncale. This scale is graduated to iJO' leave luilf the ladders there, while Ihe other half are
on each side of the cross-head, each 30' being divi- used against Ihe escari), that no time may be lost.
ded into three spaces of 10' pacii. Hy the aid of this Ascend the ladders together, on as large a front aa
s<'ale, as shown above, compensation can be made to possible. When an escalade iscpposed liy an enemy,
the right or left for the detlection of the shot by wind take care that a good tiring-party covers the escaor inecpiality of the ground on which the carriage lade, with especial directions to fire upon any work
may be standing. This scale must not be mistaken that may Hank Ihe ladders. Avoid night attacks, exfor the scale for prnnnntitt (lijlictinii caused by the cept under peculiar <-ircumstances; the example of
rilling of the gun.
This deflection is met by the po- gallant men is lost at night, whilst timidity is infectious.
.Make all arrangements under cover of darksition of the tangent-scale or siirht.
SCALE-ARMOR.- That armor of the Miildle Ages, ness, but as.sault at day-break.
SCALLOP - This term, more commonly written fswhich ciinsisled of small plates of steel riveted loIt
sretlier in a maimer resembling the scales of a lish. mliip. signifies, in lleralilry, a species of shell.
From the small size of the plates, it possessed con- has been considered the badge of a ])ilgrini, and a
siderable pliability, and was therefore a favorite pro- syndjol of the Apostle St. .James the (Jreater, who is
tection for the neck, in the form of a curtain hang- usually represented in the garb of a pilgrim.
SCALPING.— A custom among Ihe Indian warriors
ing from the helmet.
Scale-armor is now obsolete,
of North America, resorted to as a token of victory
except, perhaps, among some Eastern Potentates.
SCALET. .Vn ancient name given to a lifting-jack. over an enemy. It is accomplished by grasping the
It was chietly used in extricating wheels from deep hair above the lop of the head, raisini; it with the
skin to which it is attached, and (juickly cutting Ihe
ruts and si>ft groimil.
SCALING. Scaling a piece of artillery is flashing latter loose. Scalping iilimi- is luit fatal.
SCARF. In Heraldry. a small ecclesiastical b.nuier
olT a very small quantity of powder to clean out the
bore; about one-twelfth of the shot's weight. The suspended from the top of a <Tozier.
SCARP.- The side of the ditch adjacent to lhe|)ar])raclice of scalimr is now discontinued.
SCALING-LADDERS.— When a i)lace is badly guard- apet. When the ditch of a fortress is dry, the scarp
ed, all parts are accessible with ladders, but it is is usually faced with mason-work, to render it diflisometimes best to choose the highest walls for the {ull of ascent: and lichind this facing (/•rri7f»/('/i.O
escalade, as the enemy will probably, from a feeling there are often jiassiiges or casemates for a defense.
of security, be less vigilant at such i)arts of the liody In temporary fortifications. Ihe reritemfnt. is someof the place. Thus, at the siege of liadajoz in IHpj, times of wood: while in field-works, palisades at the
the English e.scaladed the highest walls in the city, fool, or f raises on Ihe berme or edge of the ditch, are
and penetrated into Ihe interior, while the attack (li- held sufficient The scarp is always made at as large
rected \ipon breaches in Ihe lower walls, although an angle as the nature of the soil will allow the devigorously nnide. was repulsed. When it is cousid- sign l)eing to oiTer the greatest possible obstacle to
See CnnntiTmiryi.
ereil how slow a process it is to bring up ladders to an assailant.
SCAHPE. In Heraldry, a diminutive of the bend
the counterscarp, in order to descend by them into
Ihe ditch, then to cross Ihe ditch, and to rear the sinister, being half the breadth of that ordinary.
SCARP GALLERY, (iallerics used to sweep the
ladders against the escarp, and to mount them, it is
evident that success will, in a great measure, depend ditchwith their fires are either scarp or counterscarp
iipcm the number of men that can mount at the same galleries, according to the position which they ocmoment in other words, upon Ihe number of lad- cupy. The usual method of building such a gallery
ders.
ladder beyond a certain length becomes un- is to excavate the earth behind the scarp or counter
wieldy, and the rearing of it ditlicnlt. The distance carp, as the case maybe, until there is room to place
from the foot of the ladders to the wall should be at the frame, if there is one to be used, or until there is
If the dis- room to accommodate the men who are to occupy
least equal to one-fourth of their heiirht.
tance be greater, the ladders are easily broken un- the gallery. This excavation is then closed in front
;

"
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built along the line of llic scarp or
counterscarp it is closed overhead by a bonil)-proof
roof, the top of which is the parapet, in the ease of
a scarp gallery, and the glacis or natural surface of
the ground, if a counterscarp gallery.
The arrangements of loop-holes, dimensions, etc.,
are all similar in kind and character to those for eaponi^res.
The entrance to a scarp gallery is b}' a
covered passage the same might be used for a counterscarp gallery; generally, the entrance to the latter
is by openings into the ditch, at the ends of the gallery, which openings can be closed by bullet-proof
doors.
Counterscarp galleries are used at the salients of a work; scarp galleries at the re-eiitninls.
These galleries should not be placed in positions
where they would be exposed to artillery-lire. If
there was any danger of exposure to this fire, and it
was necessary to use one of these defenses, it is plain
that the coimterscarp gallery is to be preferred.
scarp gallery, either for musketry or for one or
two pieces of cannon, may be constructed to procure
a Hank tire iu ditches with dead angles. These galleries may be made in all respects like a double caponi^re the bottom of the gallery being sunk low
enough to allow the greater portion of the ditch to
be swept. As the top of the gallery must support
that portion of the parapet of the work above, it
must be firmly shored by strong timber. The rear
of the gallery must be open, and there should also
be an escape for smoke at the bernie of the parapet
above the gallery. A construction of a like character may be used to form a blind for one or two gmis
which it may be particularly desirable to place under cover from an enemy's artillery. The sides of
the blind may be farther secured by placing against
them either gabions or sand bags. See Countersearp

by a stockade
;

;

A

;

(ialli-ry

and

(iallery.

SCARP REVETMENT.— This revetment

is serviceable where the foot of the scarp is subject to wash,
as in a wet ditch.
It is formed of a frame-work of
heavy timber, and is used chiefly for important field

Apiece, termed a cap,

is imbedded in a trench
the line of the berme and other pieces,
termed land-tien, are placed in trenches perpendicu-

forts.

made along

;

with which they are connected by a
dovetail joint; they are about 8 or 10 feet ajiiirt.
Cross-pieces are halved into the iand-ties near their
extremities, and two square piles, about 5 feet loiii;-,
are driven in the angles between the land-ties and
the cross-pieces inclined pieces, serving as supports
to the cap, are mortised into its under-side at intervals of 8 or 10 feet.
These supports usually receive
a slope of ten perpendicular to one base
they rest
on AgnmtuUni at tlie bottom of the ditch, to which
they are mortised, this still being held firm by square
lar to the cap,

;

;

piles.

Behind this frame-work, thick plank, or a heavy
scantling is placed side by side, having the same
slope as the supports or ei.se a rabalc may be made
in the cap and ground-sills, and the scaut'liin; be let
in between these two pieces, serving as a su|)port to
the cap. This is the njore difficult construction, but
it is the better, since, should the heavv supjiorts
be
cut away, the cap will still be retained in its ])lacc.
Scarp revetments are sometimes formed by layinir
heavy limber iu a horizontal position: 1ml lliis'mciliod
is bad, as it enables the enemy to gain a. foothold
by
;
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thiusting their baj'onets between the joints. The
length of the land-ties should be at least equal to
two-thirds the depth of the ditch. The counterscarp
is seldom reveled.
A frame-work similar to that for
the scarp might be used, and thick boards, laid horizontally, be substituted for the inclined scantling.
When a scarp revetment is made, the excavation
of the ditch must be conducted in a dilTerent manner
from that already explained. In this case, after the
cap-sill and land-ties are laid, the excavation is continued to the bottom of the ditch, by removing only
earth enough to allow the framc-woVk to be put up.
A scatlolding of plank is then raised in the ditch on
which the earth, that remains to be excavated, is
thr( iwn, and from there on the berme. See Jinetment.
SCARP WALL.— To give strengt h and durability, the
faces of the ditch are revetted with walls of masonrv
which sustain the pressure of the earth, protect them
from theeffectsof the weather,and by their height and
steepness present an additional obstacle to an open
assault.
The wall of masonry towards the rampart
rises to the level of the foot of the exterior slope of
the parapet, sustaining the jiressure of rampart and
parapet, and is called urorp iriiU or ncnrp revitintnt
thefaceof ittowards the ditch, the ncurp. The topof
the scarp wall is finished by a course of broad, flat
stones called the coping, which project beyond its
face, and, serving as a larmier or a drip, protects it
from the effects of the rain-water that runs from the
parapet upon the coping.
Scarp walls are of three kinds: first, the ordinaryretaining walls, strengthened hy counterforts supporting directly the earth of the rampart second,
the same with relieving arches and third, detached,
wholly or in part, from the rampart.
scarp wall
30 feet high is usually admitted as a sufficient protection in all dry ditches against an escalade.
That
scarps over 30 feet high have been scaled is too true
but the success was owing to a want of ordinary
precautions on the part of" the assailed, and to the
garrison not being of suitable strength to guard all
points efficiently.
;

;

A

;

That heavy assaults upon comparatively weak
field-works have beenreptdsed with great slaughter,
we have also plentiful records of
our own and
European contests. But in these cases the numerical strength of the contending parties uiuler fire was
nearly equal, and the defense of the most vigorous
character, so that any shelter, however slight, would
have inclined the balance on the side of tlie assailed.
These are extreme cases, upon which it would be
verj' unsound to base any rules for practice. As the
object of all fortifications is to supply the place of
numerical weakness on the part of tlie defense, the
safer practice would seem to be to do this by placing
such an obstacle in the way of :ui <i]ien assault that
but a few men, promptly availing themselves of it,
might frustrate long enough the attempt of the assailant to give time to gather sufficient force at the
jioint assailed to render the attack abortive.
"When
they act as retaining walls, to hold up the excavated
side of the ditch towards the ram|>art, the rampart
itself, and the parapet, they should receive a thickness and form of profile adapted to this end.
In the scarp walls of Vauban and C(jrmontaigne.
and in many of the more mo<lern fortification's of
Kurope.the scarp walls are built solid, with counterforts on their back, of the forms and the dimensions
adopted by Vauban. This engineer gave his scarps
a batirof ;. Cormonlaigne, finding'that the faces
of these walls were soon injured by the weather.
ado|)ted a batir of
This for the same reason was
incre!ised by some to >,-, by others to -',"
and, in
our climate, where the action of the weather on masonry is very injurious, our engineers have varied
their biitir fron
t'i
V- Although no ordinary
.^-arp walls can resist breaching, and have to be
covered by earthen masks to screen hem from the
distant fire of the assailed, thi^y should be so constructed as to render breaching a difficult operation;

m
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liinitins tho hrcacli iiinde lo the part of the wall noTo
tually ilcslnnid tiy llic assailant's |>riijc<-lilcs.
give i;reatir ilticacy lo llif risistaiuc olTcrcd lo
brcnchiiiir. and to i)rfveDt such l)rca('h from takinj; a very iccntlc slopr when formed, it lias been
proposed by some to l)ark the wall ami counterforts by a variety of pisj work, or willi l)elon with
but little lime in it, and of several feet in lliickness.
Others have proposed, for the same i>urpose. to connect the end of llie counterforts by vertical arches,
and to till the cells thus formed either wil'u pise, or
with this poorbi'lon. See ('i>iiiitiT><''iir/> Udll.

SCEPTER.

)ri^'inally a staff or walkiiiii-stick.and
(nurse of lime, also a weapon of assault
and of ilefense. At a very early period the jirivilcire
of carryini; it came to be <-onnecte<l with Hie idea of
authorily and station. IJotli in the Old Ti'stament
and in Homer, the most solemn oaths arc sworn by
the scepter, and Homer speaks of the s<'epter as an
attrilmte of Kini;s, Princes, and Leaders of Tribes.

hence

<

in

According to Homer, the scepter descended fron\
father to son, ami miirht be committed to any one to
denote the transfer of authority
Amoni^ the Persians, whole classes of persons vested with authority, including Eunuchs, were dislinijuishcd.as the
••Sccpler-bearini; t'las.ses." The scepter was in very
early times a truncheon pierced wiih irold or silver
Ovid speaks of it as enriched willi irems, and
sttiils.
made of ))recious metal or ivory. The scepter of the
Kinsrs of l{onu\ which was afterwards Ixirne by the
Consuls, was of ivory and surmounted by an eagle.
While no other ensign of sovereignly is of the same
antiipiity as the sce]iter. it has kept iis place as a
symbol of royal authority through the Middle Ages
down to the jiresent tinu'. There has been considerable variety in its form; the scepter of the Kings
of Friuice of the first race was a gold rod as tall as
tlie KiiiL'

lnms<'lf.

SCHAGHTICOKE POWDER. A polyhedral powder,
constructed very much like the English. The draw-

ing shows the shape of the grain. It is granulated
from iiroperly compressed ordinary press-cake in
the following way The cake is placed on a movable tal)le or form, which is made to pass b<tween
:

A

two pairs of rollers,
set or comb of stationary
cutters meets the cake on its passage and marks a
series of grooves on its surface.
Uy turning the
cake half-way round,
a second passage.

it is marked out
into squares
This process applied to the
reverse face gives it a siuular character, and determines the planes of fraiture aloug which the cake
will brake up to form the grains.
As tests in an 8-inch ritle in 1876, the following results were obtained
the density of the powder being 1.784 and the granulation 74:

on

;

Nature of
gun.
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its action to the Prussian, but has the advantage of
acting both as an ordinary fuse and as an explosive
one, and in having neither fulminating powder nor
The case is
sulphuric acid in its construction.
made of a mixture of lead and tin, and the bottom
part of it is made thick enough to allow the cutting
of a sidechaimel, which enters the central one near
its end. Tlie breaker ig similar to the one in the Prussian fuse. A tube of glass open at both ends, and
wrapped so as to fit, as in tlie Prussian fuse, takes
the place of the closed tube.
The side-channel is
filled with ordinary fuse-composition, and the space
around the thimble with a composition which burns
out in two seconds.
The glass tube is filled with
fine powder, and a strand of (piiek-niatch. the lower
which
end of
last is inserted in the mouth of the
side-channel, where it enters the central one. When
the shell is fired the quick composition takes fire,
and being consumed in two seconds, sets flre to that

hollow, and contains the extractor stem II, made
Between the
in two parts, which screw together.
head of the stem and the bottom of the liole of the
cylinder is confined the extractor spring H', wliidi is
compressed when the extractor moves out. The
extractor G is recessed into the face of the cylinder.
The ratchet by which the cylinder is revolved, is
cut in the face of the extractor, and the extractor
stud G' forms a rear bearing for the cylinder on the
frame when the revolver is closed. The stead3'-pin I
keeps the extractor exactly in place when it is down.
The lifter J moves upon the friction collar K under
the pawl is pressed
tlie influence of the pawl L
the lifter is
against the lifter by the pawl spring
moved by the pawl in one direction only, and is
therefore free to follow tlie motion of the extractor
spring.
In closing the revolver, the outer liook of
the cylinder catch presses back the barrel catch E,
and engages it under the influence of the barrel catch
;

M

;

spring E'. The position of tlie hammer prevents
the opening of the barrel catcli. and, consequently,
The
of the revolver, until brought to the half-cock.
parts of the cock resemble in general feature those of
is the Immmer. K the hammer
the Colt revolver.
stud, O the main-spring, Q the strain screw, P the
the trigger and trigger-pin,
swivel and swivel-pin,
is kept in place
S the trigger spring. The hand
by the hand spring in the front surface of the hammer, which bears against a flat place on the pivot
arm of the hand. The stop V is thrown up into the
stop notches of the cylinder by the stop spring. It
is drawn out of them by the action of tlie trigger
spring on the trigger when the hammer is half-cockWhen the hammer is fiill-cocked. and also dured.
ing its fall, the upper arm of t!>e trigger bears down
on the rear end of the stop, and keeps ils head seThe guard X is secured
curely in the stop notch.
to the frame by the guard screw Y, and by a lip on
the back portion of the guard strap, which fits under
a corresponding projection of the frame, and serves

N

f

W

to hold the guiu-d in place. The sight Z is let into a
froove in the upper side of the rib of the barrel,

'he recoil plate U receives the bearing of the cartridge head at the time of the fire. The following ta- in the side-channel, at the same time that it leaves
blegives the principal dimensions, weights, etc., of the breaker unsu])ported. This upsets by the shock
of striking, and the Hame in '.he side-channel comthe revolver
municating w ith the powder and the quick-match in
DIMENSIONS.
the broken glass tube, explodes the shell.
In case
12;;..T
Total length
'"-^ the explosive apparatus does not act. the shell acts
Length of barrel
one
with
a time fuse, and explodes when the
0".4.5 like
Diameter of bore
side-channel composition burns out. Sec Fii«e.
<>
number of

Grooves,
Grooves, twist of, uniform
Grooves, depth, uniform

1

turn in

Ifi"

— left-handed

SCHOOL-MASTER.-Intl.eKnglish.Vrmy,lheSchool.

master is a Non-commissioned Ollicer of the first
ranking next to a Sergeant Major.
His pay
varies with the length of service, rising gradually
from 4s. a day on appointment, to 8s. a day after
long service. He has an advantage over other Non-

0".0O5

class,

WEIGHTS.
Total weight

Weight
Weight

of powder
of bulh't

charge (service)

2.31 lbs.
2H grs.
2*) grs.

commissioned

of ball have Ijcen
liirhtened to adapt the cartridge lo the Schofield
Smitli and Wesson revolver. See ifiiiit/i and Wtuvm

The jiowder charge and weight

Jii'Tolrir.

SCHONSTEDT FUSE. —This

fuse

is

ances.

Officers in quarters

and certain allow-

To become an .Vrmy School-master,

it is

necessary either to be a Cerliticated Sclmol-master,
or to have servcil tlie apprenticeship as a Pupilteacher, and to passlhrough a course of trainin-rfor
very similar in one year at the Normal School in the Uoyal Jlilitarj"
I

;
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Asylum, Chelsea. After the completion

of the Irain- completion of their course of instruction in fieldthe eiuulidiite is reijiiired to enlist as a eommoii works, from the depot companies of the School of
soldier for ten years' general serviee, whereupon he Military Engineering, where, later on, extensive and
practical knowledge of electri<ily in its application
is immediately promoted to the rank of Sehool-masfew of the most deservinir Scliool-masters are to the iL'nilionof mines is im])arted to them.
ter.
SCHOOL OF MUSIC— The School at Kneller Hall,
promoted to Sub-inspectors of Schools, when they
rank as Lieutenants, having 10s. a day for pay. The near lloun^low,for the training of the Band-masters
duties of tlie i^ehool-master are to teach tlie soldiers and Musicians.
Jlen showing nuisical talent and
and their children the rudiments of sreneral knowl- abilities, and desirous of being trained as Bandmasedge, to examine the girls' school, and to deliver ters and Musicians, may ofTer themselves as candilectures to the soldiers.
Tliere were in 1HT4. 180 dates to this School onthe reiommendation of Band
Committees, and are adniitled into it under certain
Armv School-masters, besides 13 Sul)-inspeetors.
SCHOOL MISTRESS.—
person attached to each conditions.
Englisli Hegiinent or Corps for tlie purpose of inSCHOOLS OF INSTEOCTION.— Establishments for
structing the daughters of soldiers and their sons the education of the officers of the Regular English
under eight years old in the rudiments of English Army and of the Auxiliary Forces in the advanced
and in plain needlework. She must be a Certificated branches of their profession. To give officers an
School-mistress, or a Pupil-teacher who has served opi)ortimity of going through the course carried on
her apprenticeship. zVfler admission to the serviee, at these Schools, tlu'V are detached in turn from
Schools have been eslablislu'd in
she is specially trained for six months at one of the their regiments.
four training institutions.
This training is at the all tin' large garrison towns of the I'nited Kingdom,
expense of the Government. The salary of a School- and specially for the Auxili.iry F'orces, at Glasgow,
mistress varies from CM) a year in the tliird class to London, Manchester, and I)id)lin, where they are
£50 a year in the first clas-..
Proper provision is placed under Garrison Instructors. In India, simmade for the tpiarters and supplies of the School- ilar means of instruction are given to officers,
mistress, whose somewhat anomalous position among and for this purpose Garrison Instructors are aprough men calls for the most circumspect behavior. pointed to each of the principal cantonments or
The annual charge (1873-74) for Army Scliool-mis- districts.
tresses aiiioimlcd, for Kil, to the sum of i'.T.iifi'.J.
The Royal Hibernian Military School, which is sitSCHOOL OF GUNNERY.— School established at uated at Dublin. Ireland, is for tlie maintenance, eduShoeburyness for the purpose of giving practical in- cation, and training of boys for purposes of enliststruction to Officers and men of the ariillery. and for ment and service in the Army.
The children to be
carrying out the experiments conuecte<l with their admitted into the Institution must be free from
branch of the service. This School cimsists of a Com- mental or bodily defect or infirmity. They must be
mandant and a Brigade Major, with (i Instructors in tile children of a Non-conimissi<med Officer or Soldier
CJunnery and 2 Superintendents of Kxperiments. Of- in her Majesty's regular forces, or of a Non-commisficers, Non-commissioned Officers, as well as squads sioned Offlcer or Soldier deceased or discharged from
of men selected from brigades of artillery, are sent the service. Children to be admitted must not be
tliither from Woolwich for instruction in gunnery under 7 nor above 12 years of age.
In the selection
and the use of military machines, etc. The course of boys for admittance, a preference in general is
of instruction at this establishment is divided into a given: Firsily, to orphans; Secondly, to all those
l"iig and k/utI course.
The l<»ig cmrxf is an annual whose fathers have been killed or have died in the
course of instruction for Officers and Non-com- foreign or home service Thirdly, to tho.se who have
missione<i Officers of the Hoyal Artillery, partly lost their mothers, and whose fathers are absent on
carried out at Woolwich, ami partly at Shoebury- duty abroad: Fourthly, to tluw whose fathers aro
ness.
One Officer is selected from every brigade at ordered abroad on foreign service, or whose parents
home and abroad, and 2 or 3 Non-commissioned have olIiiT cliildnn lo maintain.
Officers from a home brigade
SCHOOLS OF MUSKETRY. When the introduction
they assemble at
Woolwich on February 1. and go first through the of the Miuie rirte in the French service, ami the submanufacturing departments of the Woolwich Ar- sequent iirming of the British troops with the still
senal for 2 months. They then go to Shoeburyness, more delicate Enfield rifie in 18.")1, brought the acand remain there months, during which lime they curacy of a soldier's fire to be an importiiiit considcomplete a course of gunnery, signaling, bridging, eration in estimating his value (which with the old
etc.
At the end of this period, they have to be ex- musket was not the case, as it was proverbial that
amined, and certificates are given according to their the bullet never hit the point aimed at, however
qualifications.
Officers obtaining a first-class cer- carefully), the English Government at once saw the
tificate are eligible for the appointment of Instruct- necessity of providing instruction in the manipulaAccordingly, Instructors of JIusors, and Non-commissioned Officers for that of As- tion of the rifie.
sistant Instructors.
The »/<"/•< cmime is a similar ketry were attached to the troops, one to each regicourse, but only lasts 2, 3, or 4 months, and is ment
and a School was established at Ilythe in
formed as circumstances allow, but at no specified 18.')4, under the late General Hay, where lessons on
time.
It is usually composed of 2 or 3 Non-commis- the theory of the arm, and practice in its actual emsioned Officers from each or several home brigades. ployment, were the sole occupation of the day.
This course is usually confined to gun exercises and Officers and promising men were sent there in great
the usi's of tlic various kinils of amiiniiiition.
number, and soon became instructors to their comSCHOOL OF MILITARY ENGINEERING.— A school rades, so that the shooting of tlie whole army soon
formed at Clialham for the special training of Offi- rose in a surprising degree. A\ liereas, before the
cers of the Hoyal Engineers, after they have passed establishment of this School, the English stood low
through the Academy at Woolwich, and also for the in the scale of shooting, the competitions held durmen ami recruits of the Corps. This School con- ing recent years at Wimbledon have ilemonstrated
sists of a Commandant, a Brigade Major,2 Discipline that no nation can hardly excel them as marksmen.
Ollicers, and 11 Officer Instructors in construction, The formation of the Volunteer Corps, in IH.'i!), led
sur%-eying, field-fortification, telegraphy, etc.
Offi- to a irreatly increased demand for musketrj- instruccers of the cavalry and infantr)- are permitted to at- tion, which the Governmeni met by forming a second
tend the classes of instruction given at Chatham in School of Musketry at Fleetw.ood (now abandoned),
flag-signaling, surveying, etc.
branch of this where the troops and volunteers of Scotland, Ireland,
School has been established on board her Majesty's and the northern English comties found the necesship II'i^l, in the Medway, for the training of En- sary teaching. The Hythe School is superintended
gineers in submarine or torpedo duties. The men by "a Commandant and Inspector General of MusketThe
formuig the torpedo companies are selected, on the ry lustiuctiou, with subordinate Instructors.
in:;.
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Inspector General

is responsible also for the instruction throughout the regiments all over the world,
and to him the musketry returns from each regiment
are sent annuallv.
See Mnskftri/ InKtrm-tinn.

SCHULTZ CHBONOSCOFE.— Tins instrument, invented by Captain Schultz. of the French Artillery,
is designed forthe measuring of verj- short intervals

branch of the fork is armed with a flexible quillpoint, which, by an eccentric roller, can be made to
touch the cylinder at pleasure, and thus make the
traces upon it. The interrupter is the mechanism
by which the current for the fork's electro-magnets
left

made and broken. The ' Russell Interrupter" is
now used in the United States with the machme. In
is

of time. By means of it. periods varj-ing from thirty the Schultz chronoscope at West Point the detached
seconds to the one-five thousandth pari of a second mercury interrupter has been replaced by a light
metallic spring, which is pressed against the
timing-fork on the- inner side of the prong,
makir.g the fork its own interrupter when the
electrical current is passed through it.
The
sparks indicating the time of rupture of the

targets are produced by means of the Ruhmkorff coil. To use the coil, the primary wire
is connected with a battery and the targets. the

secondary wire witli tlu' instrument. (Jneend
of the latter wire is brought through a glass
tube close to the cylinder, just over the fork
the other end is connected with the bed-plate
and hence with the cylinder. By this arrangement, when the primary current is broken by
rupturing the target wire, a secondarj- current
is induced, and a spark is projected from the
end in the glass tube to the face of the cylinder.
The pendulum is used to determine the
exact number of vibrations or "tarnge" of the
fork in a second of time. a matter of the greatIt is connected with an ordiest importance.
nary clock-work, and should be regulated to
beat half seconds with accuracy. To deter;

mine the number

of the fork's vilirations, the

Rulimkorff coil is put in connection no longer
with the t.irgets.but with ti.e pendulum. which
is so arranged that, at every double beat, the
current is broken and a spark madeonthecj'linder, marking each second of time. As the
cylinder can run for thirty seconds, the number of vibrations sought can be obtained with
close approximation by dividing the entire
number of vibrations registered on the cylinder by the number of seconds. The micrometer serves to divide a vibration on the cylin-

Fig.l,

have been measured with verj- great approximation, der into verj' small parts for close reading. A "douand with great ease and accuracy. It was introduced ble vibration of ordinary length may then be divided
into the Lnited States for the purpose of determin- by it into 2,000 parts, and as each of the former is
ing the initial velocity of projectiles in the proof of about the one-two hundred and fiftieth of a second,
gunpowder. A tuning-fork. caused to vibrate by elec- the reading of the micrometer may approximate to
tro-magnets, makes an ascertained number of vibra- the one-live hundredth portion of a second of time.
The vibrations made by the fork
it traces on the surface of a retions per second
volving cylinder a sinuous line, sliowing the begin- are recorded on tlk" cylinder in
ning and end of each vibration. This sinuous trace the formof a sinuous line. Fig.
The instant at wliich a 2, making the scale of time.
IS an actual scale of time.
JTD- projectile readies any point in its trajectory is by The middle line, a. traced by
the application of electricity marked upon the cylin- the fork when at rest, is of great
:

Tlie number of vibra- importance, as it divides the
comprehended between any two consecutive sinuous line, and gives the exmarks, is an exact measurement of the time elapsing act points of the origin and end
between the instants at which the projectile occu- of each vibration. Even when
pied the corresponding positions in its trajectory. not in the middle, no ernjr can
The measurement of time depends on the equality of occur when double vibrations
the are counted. To determine the
duration of the vibrations made by the fork
number of these vibrations in the unit of time is value of the interval between
two sparks.the number of doufixed by the construction of the fork.
The principal parts of the machine, Pig. 1, are the ble vibrations is then counted.
eylindtr. vihrnting fork. elfctro-magnHii, the ir/ieel- Where both sparks fall imme-

der beside the scale of time.
tions

;

tn/rk,and the electric interrupter, Iinlimk'>rff ct>il ptn.
,

dulum. and micromeU'r ,nnA while experimenting,the
gnltanic bntteriess and target*. The cylinder has a
double motion of rotation and tran.slation. given by
means of a weight acting on a system of clock-work.
These motions can also be given separately by hand.
The silvered face of the cylinder is covered with a
thin coating of lamp-black, which is removed by the
trace and spark, exposing tlie surface in strong contrast to the blackened parts.
The vibrating fork
stands immediately in front of the cyliiidiT: on each
side of it is an electro-m,agnet to originate, sustain,
and equalize the amplitude of the vibrations. The

diately opposite to the intersections of the two lines, the value
will be summed up in entire
double vibrations, as in Fig. 2,
X a.n(\y then being the sparks.
Where one or both of the sparks
do not fall opposite an intersection. the value of the interval is
Two galvanic batteries are used, one
easily found.
connected with the "interrupter, the other with ihe

Ruhmkorff

coil.

In working the instruments if is
through only one tarone coil and battery,

essential that the current pass
get at a lime, there being but
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targets may be used. After the
lurget is ruptureil the eurrt-nt must he transferred to the sueeeeding one before the projectile reach-

no matter how many
first

es it, and so on tliroughoul th<' series. There are
difTerenl arrangements by wliicli lliis maybe elTected.
The eylindiT is coated by revolving it over the
(lame of an oil lamp. The operator, standing iu
front of the instrument, releases the translating
screw, pushes the cylinder to the right, clamps it
to the wheel-work, and tlirows the tninslalini; screw
into gear asjain. lie then sets the point of the (piill,
at the extremity of the forli, very lishtly against the
face of the cyliniler. and releases the brake to the
wheel-work. While rotating the cylinder is moved
toward the left by the translating screw, and receives the trace of the luiddle line iu the form of a
heli.x. This done, the (piill is raised, au<l the cylinder
pushed to the right, as before. The (pull is again
set with its point exactly on the middle line, the
tratislating screw thrown into gear, the circuit of the
battery and tlie interrupter closed, and the spring
on the interrupter moved by the adjusting screw till
the proper vibration of the fork is ol)tained. At this
point the caution "Keady" is given, the circuit of
the battery and the Hidimkorff coil promptly dosed, an<l the cylinder started rotating, when the command "Fire" is given. As soon as the report is
heard, the machine is stopped by the brake, both
currents opemil and interru|)ted. the ipiill jjoint remove<l, and the cylinder detached from the wlieelwork; the operator then counts the result.
The vibrations ot the fork are known to be isochronal for
the same fork, when their amplitude Is constant and
are in no way affected by the motions of other parts
of the machine. The •tuniffe" of llie fork should be
verified occasionally, and should always be taken
when from any cause it may be supposed to have
varied. To insure the greatest accuracy, it should be
taken before each series of experiuK'nts. The limit to
Uie precision of the machine depends upon the' greater
or less instant aneousness in the production of the
spark; but the constnu-tion of the targets acts as a
remedy, requiring, as they do, but one coil and one
battery, whatever may be their number.
8ee U/irowm-ojif. (rii/niiiir Untttri/, anil Iluxnell Iiilerrupter.

SCHULTZE POWDER.' Captain 8cliul',ze, of the
Prussian army, in the course of his investigations
some twenty years ago into the properties of gun•cotlon, with the view of determinini; its fitness for
military purposes— a duty to which he was assigned
by the War I)epartment was led to propose a substitute for gun-cotton, and prepared anew explosive,
which he claimed, after numerous and extensive trials, possessed great advantages in many ways over
both gunpowder and gun-cotton. The process of
manufacture is as follows: Wood is sawed with fine
saws into thin veneers across the grain: these are cut
into small cubes by means of a machine for the purpose. Iu this state it much resembles sawdust. The

—

a

I

by which the acids and all soluble substances are
removed, when they are ready for the acids. Nitric
acid of 1.4Hto1.r)0 is mixed with sulphuric acid,
specific gravity l.St, in the proportion of 40 parts by
weight of the former to lO'J of the latter, and set
aside to cool.
Six parts of the prepared wood are
gradually added to 100 parts of the acids, stirring
the whole const:inlly for two to three hours. A portion of the nitric acid combines with the wood, the
sulphuric a<id unites with the water, and the nitric
acid is thus retained in its original streufrlh.
The
grains :ire ne.xl ]il;ice{l in a centrifugal dryin'.r-nuichine. which removes the surplus iieid, and is llu'n
washed for a ciinsiileralile time in cool running
water.
It is boile(l in a weak solution of carlionate
of soda, and again washed in running water and
dried.
The grains are now healed with saltpeter,
or baryta nitrate, as is preferred for most varieties.
They are now dried at a temperature of 1(0'^ to 112"
Fahr. for 12 to IH hours, when they arerea<ly for use.
It is mamifacliired in
Kiigland and used in considerable (|uanlities for sporlini; purposes, hut has
not been found to fill the recunrenuuus for military
ii.ses. It gives less recoil, smoke, and dirt than gun-

powder.

See Giinpinrder.

SCHULTZ WIRE GUN.— The successful

m...
c. m...
c. m...
c.

Referring to the 34-centiineter gun, it may be here
staled that wire 0.1 IN inch in iliameler, to the extent
of 43 layers, is wound round the bo<ly, giving a wire
thickness of about 4.42 inches, the exterior being
covered by a cast-iron jacket to protect the wire.
The breakim; strain of tiie wire is reported at 200 kilometers per millimeter, and it is put on under a tension of al)out one-third its idtimate strength.
Longitudinal strength is given by 12 steel rods of about 7i
inches in dianu-ter. jiassing from the trunnion-ring
to the breech-block receptacle, and secured at ea<h
end by suitable luits, ( )iu' statement gives the charge
at 440 pounds, with a ilOtJ-pound projectile: another
as .330 poimds powder and a !)!)0-pound i)rojectile.
The 24.centimeter gims cast-iron bodies— are all
unlined except one, which has a short steel tube.
Thirty-five layers of wire about 0."H thick from breech
to center of truniuon-ring. and K! layers from thence
to about half the length of the cliase, com|)lete the
wire wrap])ing.
jacket of copper over all, of 8
millimeters thickness, is superimposed over the wire.
The breech-blocks are steel, and are secured as in the
case of the 34-centiineter gun.
The following table gives some of the principal <li.
nu'usions of these guns, and other data:

—

A

Chamber.

a

Tons. Inch's Inch's Inch's Inch's
50
13.4
60.23 14. .W 3r)4
18
I

1.3

'

9.44
3.93

.56.30

19.15

France

this form.

Kind.

34
24
10

test in

of a (i-inch wire l'um on the Schultz jilan has given
such an imjielus to the develfipnu'nt of Iliis mode of
construction that not only the French naval authorities have di'cided to ])nsh experiments iu this direction (m a large scale, but also English nuuiufacturers
have nuide. and are making, rajjid strides in the develo]Uueiil of systems involving the use of steel in

11.4
4.9

I

209.25
81.4

Breed

a
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pounds. The pressures on tlie bottom of tlie chamber or face of the fermeture would only be about 6.000,000 pounds, taking the gas pressures at 40,000
pounds per square inch. Tliis ratio of resistance to
pressures to be withstood, even if somewhat al)uor.
mal, seems excessive, and although it is necessary to
keep, in providing for the strains, witliin the elastic
limits of the metal used, yet even then we have a
larger reserve than seems at all necessary.
It residts
in an unnecessarily cumbersome and also weighty
structure.
The diameter of the breech-block is stated to be 59 inches and it is estimated approximatively that the walls do not exceed nine-tenths of a
caliber in thicliness, if they attain that limit.
Referring to a 9-inch construction on the Shultz
plan, represented in the drawing below, the following brief remarks may be made regarding its gener-

The dilliculties of securing a central
be increased, but it is not seen but that by
increasing the diameter of the giiiue of the roudellen,
or "mushroom head", that objection and also that of
liability to breaking of the guetie can be satisfactorily met. The general principle that a great advantage
cannot long remain subordinate to increased difficulties in securing other desideratums will soon vindicate itself by invention affording a soluticm of the
difficulties surrounding the problem.
These imperfections, if they prominently exist, are of such a nature as to be easily overcome; and we are sustained
in this belief by the fact of the universal application
of this mode of obturation in the French land service, and the successful experiments with it in Great

al features:

Britain.

;

Assuming 40,000 pounds pressure as normal strain,
and placing the tensile strength attainable in good

—

—

at 100,000 pounds per square inch,
results, approximatively, that we have a ratio of
strengtli to resist the stress on the face of the fermeture as at least six to one.
The strains would have

quality steel rods

it

to be largely abnormal to reach the elastic limit of
the rods, or, say, 80,000 pounds gas pressure per
square inch, allowing 40.000 poimils per square inch
as the statical pressure at wliich permanent set will
take place. That solidity which insures the maxiof rigidity appertaiuing to undivided constructions is, however, wanting in this construction, and
hence we liave to contend with a tendency to a spring
in the bolts, which is aggravated by repeated strain-

mum

ing, and a vibrating action which will possibly sooner or later result iu a tendency at each discharge to
cause a transient play between the divisions of the
gun, causing a slight momentary separation between
the fermeture and the gas-check.
The advantage of separation of strains would be
almost altogether lost if we attempted to screw the
fermeture partly in the breech-block and ]iartly into
the body of the gun. This presumed possible disadvantage, however, can be fully met. it is believed,
by the introduction of the De Bange gas-cheek
check now adopted in the French land service, even
up to the highest calibers (34 centimeters), ))oth for
pure steel and cast-iron and steel constructions. This
is a check of extreme simplicity, cheap, light, readily
applied, sufficiently durable, is replacable is stand-

—

;

bility of the stem of the "mushroom liead," between
which latter and the face of the screw fermeture the

check works.
fire

may

The model presented has thirty calibers of length;
eight steel rods 5 inches in diameter, to support
the breech-block
the steel tube— fluid compressed
—and the wire to be wound and fastened after any
well known good plan for .securing the ends
and
the gun finished after any of the common modes of
jacketing or hooping.
Its weight should not exceed 18 tons. One of the advantages of this rod
system, it will be seen, is that the'rods can be replaced when their elasticity is gone, and as hmg as
the body of the gun i« intrift, the gun is repairable.
The number of rods in this mode of construction
should not. it woidd seem, be less than four; but
the minimum number which can be used to the
best advantage will give us greater stiffness in the
;

:

system, and the number for thiiS reason should be
made but few, due regard being bad to the demands
in dimensioning and fastening the other parts of the
construction.
In the Schultz system it will be seen
that cast iron, as well as steel bodies, are contemplated
and in such a system only can cast-iron
without tubing be tolerated even for secondary purposes.
If the division of strains witli wiring or fretting
can make it available, yet inferiority in strength
and reliability, besides other objections, mvst result,
and we have but at best a make-shift construction.
The cast-iron, besides, is more subject to deterioration by the action of the powder, and such guns present less endurance (about, say, one to three) than
the others of the same system having steel barrels.
Nothing but economy and facility of construction
warrant an}' efforts to further contemplate experiments looking to its use.
The current opinion in
French army circles, is that the Schultz construction
is the best elaborated, and that which has the greatest
power for endurance at the present writing. It is
regarded as perfectly rational in theory, and experiments, as far as made, give weight to its claims.
Before closing this discussion on the Schultz Wire
Gun, with its peculiar feature of separate and independent provisions forbollithe tangential strain and
the longitudinal breech strain, it is to be remarked
that the advantages of the introduction of the latter
principlein gun construction <anuot be overlooked,
and that every consideration warrants, if not demands, deep inquiry into the feasibility of its practical introduction in a system otherwise well digested
to meet the other important requirements of maturely planned models. Increased strength must follow,
and we would have, in the satisfactory introduction
of this feature, an additional guarantee of the safe
admission of much greater strains tlian can be borne
;

ard in the French army; is being developed at Woolwich, starting from 38-pounder guns, in whicli it has
proved a success and it requires no gas seat or enlargement of the chamber of bore to receive it. Its
advantages in the construction under consideration
are, that it finds its seat in firing not necessarily at
one point, but that it has a tolerance in this regard,
and hence can perform its functions under a phiy
which cannot be successfully allowed for in the seating of the Broadwell ring, now universally used in
obturation.
This latter, however, can undoubtedly
be used. Vmt it is apparent that if desirable to experiment with the De Bange plan it can be readily and
inexpensively tested in any constructiim, which is
evidently designed for the Broadwell ring and the
French fermeture, advantage being taken to test the
former system prior to the application of the metallic gas-check obturation.
It is proper, however, to
state here that some objections have been raised regarding the De Bange check by the French naval
authorities; the principal imperfections alleged being deterioration of the checks by repeated firings,
and by time and climatic influences; and also a lia- by ordinary constructions in which no provision
;

is
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for the separation of tbf two forces wbich now
act together at the breech to rupture the best congtruitetl sjuns. See Ordnaiicf, Tnlage.&nd Wire Gunn,
8CHUWAL0W OUH.— A gun immeil iifter the inventor, a Kussian General. It differed from a common gun in having an oval bore; the greater diamit had also a long
eter lay in a horizontal direction
cylindrical chamber.
"
8CIMITER.— description of sword used among
Eastern nations. It is considerably curved, and has
Being usually of high
its edge on the convex side.
temper, and its shape favorable to incision, it forms
an admirable cutting instrument, but is powerless as
a thrusting weapon. The Scimiter is not, however,
Also written Cimeter
any match for the bayonet.

found

;

A

and

Sri)iii't:ir.

SCLOPETTE

-

SCLOPOS.— A name given

to the early

such as were iu use at the end of the
Mill Cintury. Sec Exroj^ette.
SCONCE.— In fortitication the term applied to any
small redoubt or fort, detached from the main works
for some local object, as the defense of a pass or
han(l-( iihtrins,

The word is not now often used.
SCOPETIN.— A term formerly applieii to a rifleman

ford. etc.

who was

arnicil

with the cscopette.

SCORE. Ill the I'uited Slates Service, each soldier
is provided willi a target score-book, and is assisted
and encouraged to keep a correct record of every
shot tired, marking on the diagram the point struck
by each shot. In stating the score made at any
time, the percentage of the maximum possible is
given, and this is taken of not less than live consecutive shots.
The target-record is kept at each post
by the Instructor of Musketry, and every shot tired
is entered in it. witli the name of the party who
In making
fired it, and also the range and score.

will be found in the same horizontal line and under
the iude.x figure corresponding to the second figure
of the aggregate.
Kule 2. To lind percentage of six
scores.
Divide aggregate by two and take percentage from table. If the aggregate is an odd number,

8

;
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— A

Egyptian weapon, ior bodv of cavalry, and bear as their motto, "Sec*
and very niuoh ond to Xone."
SCOTT MAGAZINE-GUN.— A breech-loading smallresembling an Indian whip-goad.
3. An ancient
arm having a fixed chamber dosed by a movable
gun wliose dolpliins represented the scorpion.
SCORPION CATAPULT.— An ancient form of the ca- barrel, which rotates about an axis parallel to the
axis of the barrel. The gun is opened by cocking the
It is described by Heron, Philon,and Vitrutapult.
One of these machines was recently made for hammer, releasing the barrel-catch, and allowing the
vius.
barrel to revolve on an axis parallel to and beneath
the collection of arms of Napoleon III.
SCOTLAND.— The Royal Arms of Scotland, are— it, tmtil the chamber comes opposite to the magaOr, a lion rampant gules, armed and langued azure, zine. It swings aside the magazine-lid as it passes
within a double tresstire tlory coimterflory of fleur- over the mouth of the magazine, and is automatically
de-lis of the second.
Supporters Two unicorns loaded by the action of the magazine-spring. By
argent armed, nianed. and uuguled, or gorged w-ith reversing the action of the barrel, the barrcI-catch
open crowns, with chains affixed thereto, and re- springs into place and holds it shut. The gun has a
flcxed over the back of the last. Crest A lion sliding extractor moving in a spiral cam recess on
sejant affronte gules crowned, or holding in the the axis during the revolution of the barrel. There
dexter paw a sword, and in the sinister a scepter, is no ejection the shell readily drops out as the gun
both erect proper.
The lion is first seen on the is opened.
The magazine lies in the butt-stock, is charged
seal of Alexander II., and the trcssure on that of
Alexander III. The unicorn supporters do not ap- from in front, and is closed by a sliding lid, which is
pear on any of the royal seals of Scotland till the kept in place bv the action of a suitable .spring.
SCOTT PROJECTILE.—The shell devised by Comtime of Queen Marj-, on who.se first great seal (1.150)
ttiey are represented as chained and gorged with mander Scott, of the British
crowns. They were, however, sculptured on Melrose Navy, for firing molten iron,
Abbey as early as 180.5. In ir>03, in consequence of is shown in the drawing. It
the union of the crowns of England and Scotland, has three ribs cast upon it,
the Scottish Arms came to be quartered with those of which fit grooves so constructEngland and Ireland, while one of the English lions ed as to center it in the bore of

SCOBPION.

rouglil}'

1.

verj' ancient

made from bronze

or iron,

—

—

—

the gun when fired. The interior of this shell is lined witli
loam to prevent the heat of the
cliarge from entering through
to tlie bursting charge.
It is
supposed to l)e broken and its

contents diffused on striking
the object. See Studded Proiectitf^.

SCOTT SYSTEM OF RIFLING.

— In

this metliiid the Ixire is

with narrow, shallow
grooves, deeper on the driving than the loading-side.
The projectile is one iron casting.havingribs almost
triangular in section, extending tlie full length of the
cylindrical body, and set to the angle of the rifling.
In cross-section the ribs give a deep bearing-surface
on the driving side. By shallowing the loading-side
of the groove, the ribs rest on inclined planes, so that
the projectile, when forced into its seat, has anatural
tendency to slip round so as to cling to the drivingside before the gun is fired, to start easily, and to
mount into the centring position the moment it begins to move out. Less windage is given to the ribs
on the projectile than to its bodfy, so that it rests upon its projections, and its body does not touch tlie
bore at all. The ribs almost till up the grooves, and
check the escape of the gas, with its conse<|Ucnt erosion of the bore, and une<iual action on the projectile.
While bv striking the curve of the cross-section of
the groove and of the rib w ith twodifferent radii, the
latter is driven up into the center of the bore at once,
causing the axes of the projectile and of the bore to
coincide.
In this system there are three grooves for
the nine-ton guns and under five grooves for twelve
and eighteen-ton guns anil upwards. The grooves
are of the same size for all guns. Width, 0.8 inch
depth, 0.125 incli. This system has not as yet been
generally adopted by any nation. See System of Ririfled

Royal Arms of Scotland, previous to the Union,
as a supporter.
Precedence was, however, given within Scotland to the Scottish ensigns,
which occupied the first and fourth quarters, and
tlie unicorn also obtained the place of honor, being
dexter supporter. From about the time of Charles
I. to 170T, it became the practice to rep-eseut the
unicorn as not merely gorged with an open crown, but
crowned with an imperial crown. The treaty of
imion of 1707 declared that the ensigns of the United
Kingdom should be in future such as Ilcr Jlajesty

was adopted

should appoint "on

banners, standards and
and land ;" the same mode of
marshaling being adopted in England and Scotland.
But Art. 24 has been supjiosed to leave room for a
all flags,

ensigns, botli on sea

mode of marshaling on the seals in use in
matters relating exclusively fo Scotland, and on the
great and other seals of Scotland. Since, as well as
before the union, precedence has been given to Scotland. The question of the proper marshaling of the
royal arms within Scotland was raised in 185;) by a
petition to the Queen by the magistrates of Brechin
a reference was made by the home office in the first
instance to Garter King-at-arms, and Garter's report
was transmitted to the office of the Lord Lyon, wliere
it was returned with observations by the Lyon Depute, who considered Scotland entitled to a precedence on the judicial seals of the country; and his
views have since c;ontinued to be acted on.
SCOTS GRAYS.— The second regiment of dragoons
in the British service.
They are considered a superdifferent

;

;

fling.

—A

SCOUR.
term very frequently used f o express the
act of discharging ordnance or musketry, rapidly
and heavily, for the purpose of dislodging an enemy.
Hence, to "scour the rampart, or the covered-way.
The term likewise signifies to clear, to drive away
as to scour the seas: also to run about in a loose
To
desvdtory manner as, to scour the country.
scour a line, is to flank it, so as to see directly along
it, that a musket ball entering at one end may fly to
the other, leaving no place of security.
person sent out in the front or on the
SCOUT.
flank of an army to observe the force and move;

;

—A

—

SCOUT -MASTER GENERAL.

SCREW DRIVER.
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merits of the enemy,
lleshoulil be a keen observer,
and withal Meet of fo^t, or well mounted.
Scouts or single soldiers, if dis>;uised in the dress
of the country, or in the uniform of the army hostile
to their own, employed in oblainini; information, if
found within or lurking about the lines of the captor, are treali-d as spies, and suffer death.

SCOUT MASTER GENERAL.
A person formerly
so called. \iMd(r whose direction all the scouts and
army niis^ciiiicrs were placed.

,

the ends projecting at both extremities so as to form
a stiff brush for cleaning anil scratching metals preparatory to gilding or silvering, or, as in the case of
small-arms, preparatory to the browning them. As
well as tlie sba|)e above described, there is another,
in which the steel wire is fastened in long lengths

on leather or
i

cloth,

and

in this

form

is

known

as

neraU-h mrtl.

SCREW DRIVER.-An appendage for turning screws

I

in or o\iI (pf Ihcir places.
chisel, which enters the

It ha.s an end bke a blunt
or cutlass about twenty
nick or slit in the .screwinches in length, used by the early Frank soldiers. head. The screw-driver for taking apart and re-asThis weapon has been frequently found in the tombs seinbling rtre-arms is composed of two blades of steel,
of warriors laid side by side with the long Sj)at/i<(. It one of which turns on a pivot, passing through the
was hollowed, so as to have two chaniiels on each other, or it may have an additional pivoted arni. The
face, one of them Ijeinji on each side of the central larger arm has a perforation at one end fitting the
ridge of the blade: and these channels were tilled square of the "cime" or nipple, for the purpose of
with poison. The etymology of the word is as fol- unscrewing the nipple from its seat. Fig. 1. reprelows: Sajre means knife, and Scrn ma may be de- Bents the screw-driver, model 1870, used in the United
rived from the word SctimaUi. a line traced on the States Army.
is the largf blade, B theii/wW blade,
sand between twoGreek combatants: or from Srnrmi C the rivet. In taking apart the lock, the notch (I))
to shear, from which the German Schere, scissors, is should be clamped over the main-spring and tisedas
derived.
Fig. 2. represents the combination
a spring vise.
SCRAPER.
An implcmentln use to scrape the screw-driver, which it is proposed to issue in the
residue of powder from the bores of mortars and United States as soon as the present su|iply of aphowitzers, and to remove it from the piece. It con- pendages is exhausted.
is the imall ecreic^rittr.

SCRAMASAXE. — A dagger

I

A

—

A

Fig. 1.

sists of a

B

handle of iron, having a scraper at one end,
for collecting dirt at the other, both

and a spoon

being made of

steel.

SCRAP METAL.— A term applied

to fragments of
any kind of uulal which are only of use for remelting.
Topper and brass scrap consist of the turnings
from the lathe, and all the useless and worn |)ieces,
whether old or new.
Tliey are readily renielted.
Scrap. tin consists of the clippings and fragments of
iron
tinned
and worn-out tinneil vessels these arc
frequently dipped into hydrochloric acid, to dissolve
off the lin-coating from the iron; and the muriate
of tin so formed is of commercial value for dyeing
purposes. Scrap-iron consists of any waste pieces
of iron, although the term is usually held to mean
raalli;d)le inm only
and for many ])urposes it is
particularly valuable, as it is found that a greater
strength can be obtained by welding small fragments
of iron together, than is found inlarge masses, the
fiber being much more twisted and interwoven,
from the mingling of pieces in even,- imaginable di-

(

I

:

:

I

I

rection.
I

SCRATCH BRUSH.— A

cylindrical bundle of fine
steel or brass wire tightly bound in the center, with

is the punrh to be used in removing the baud
springs.
C is the t/iovlder, which is used to drive out
the tumbler, in order to remove the hammer. To do
this, after removing the tumbler screw, insert the
punch (B) into the tumbler cavity, brinjr the shoulder (') to bear evenly on the tumbler, and drive it out
by hammering at the point (F). In so doing, the
sides of the shoulder must be i)arallel with the sides
of the .square, to avoid striking on the hammer.
is the large nrrew-drirer.
E is the substitute for the
gpring rise, to be used in dismounting and assembling
the lock.
Bring the hammer to the full-cock notch;
put the notch (E) over both branches of the mainspring: imcock the hammer, unhook the swivel, and
remove the mainspring. Care must betaken to keep
the spring in the notcli in order to re-assemble the
lock without a spring vise. The guard, biitt-plate,
and side screw-heads have concave slits for which the
screw-driver is adapted. This lessens the danger of
the stock being marred by accident in letting the
screw-driver slip out of the slit. By keeping the
screw threads well oiled, there will be no difficulty
in taking out or replacing the screws.
handy combination tool much used in military

D
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These blanks were then handled indiand presented to organized machines, first
for shaving the head, then for nicking, and lastly for
The above constitutes the seccutting tlie thread.
ond era in this manufacture and such machinerj-,
partly automatic, was all tliat was in use before 1846.
Then a third era ensued, and an entire revolution
was effected by constituting the machines entirely

is represented in Fig. 3. It consists of a screwdriver, A, combined witli a capper, D, and hand-shell
extractor, B, which is applied to the head of a shell.
E. The capper is operated by pressure brought to
bear when, A, is turned about the pivot. C.
SCREWED-IH SIGHT.— variety of trunnion sight.
The sight is made of steel and has a steel leaf, doveIt is screwed into a hole above
tailed into its top.

into blanlvs.

serWce

vidually

;

A

Fis.

the trunnion. The leaf is hog-backed in sliape. and
its rear face is roughened to prevent the reflection of
the lisrht interferins with the laying of the gun.
SCEEW-MACHINES.— Screws were little known or
used before 183G, being rudely made by hand with
imperfect tools. The head was forged or swedged
up by a blacksmith the thread and nick were formed by the use of hand dies and hack screws. In
1836, American ingenuity was directed to the subject,

in

tools were associated in machines
having the capacity of imparting to each tool its
proper motion.
The swe<lge hammer became tlie
heading machine, receiving the end of a coil of wire
and regularly cutting the required length for a blank,
which then received such a blow as to " set up" one
end of the wire to form the head the operation continuing automatically imtil the whole coil was made

—

The blanks are by this system supplied
mass by the operator, the niachine separating and

handling each blank respectively as the nature of
the operation demands, and producing with wonderful rapidity, regularity, and perfection. Chief among

and constructors of this machinery was
Thomas W, Harvey, widely known for ingenius in many directions, -\fter him, per-

the inventors

General

;

and the old hand

1.

automatic.

I

ventive
fecting and developing, were Sloan. Whipple, Rog-

and others; while the leading mind that organized this intricate business into probably the most
successful manufacturing interest in this coimtry
was the late William G. Angell, of Providence, R.
I. .President of the American Screw Company. General Har\ey was the first inventor of the partly automatic and of the entirely automatic machines. It
is noticeable that though lie produced gimlet-pointed

ers,

8CBEW-HACHINES.
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screws in 1836, it was not till 184G that any considerable market was found for them. His son, llayward
A. Harvey, of Orange, N. J., likewise a skillful inventor in many departments, has made important
improvements in the automatic machines, and this

American invention is now in use
world wherever screws are made.

llirouirhout the
It is

estimated

that the consumption of screws throughout the world
is not far from 100,000 gross per day— about 100
tons; and about 500 tons of iron are reipiired for the
daily production of machine and wood screws.
light screw-machine, provided with the Park-

A

luirst wire-feed

attachment,

made by

the Pratt and
to a great

Whitney (.Company, United States, and used
extent in arsenals, is shown in Fig. 1. On

this

ma-

chine every operation (e.\cept slotting the head), in
the production of screws froih wire or rod, is performed successively, without removal of the work

Size.

8CKEW MACHINES.

ment that hrinis the wire forcward closes the jaws of
the chuck. holding tlie wire linnly. The reverse movement opens the jaws to receive another length. These
movements are performed instantaneously without
stoi)ping the machine, so that the use of the device
results in a great saving of time.
It may be used on
all sizea of machines, and is adapted to rods up to 1^

inches diameter. Collets, for holding rods in the
chuck, are provided in various sizes. ' The cone of
this machine, usually carries a belt IJ inches wide,
and the countershaft has a speed of 310 revolutions.
A verj' heavy screw-machine, having back-gears,
adapted to the production of screws and studs from
the rod of \i inches and smaller diameter, is represented in Fig. 2. It has an automatic feeding apparatus, with self-operating stop-motion, attached to
the turret-slide. This is operative the entire length
of the machine, and may be adjusted to feet as de-

—

'
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as it descends with the slide to starting point, pushes
the screw out of the chuck, so as to lie caught by the
table. For slotting across scrcw-hcads, and for light
milling cuts, a cross-slide with traverse of 3 inches,
operated by hand-lever.is added to the vertical slide.
Fig. 3. shows the slotting-machine usually employed
in the arsenal. It will be observed that it is very
simple and is well adapted for slotting studs and
screws expeditiously. Duplicate bushings, suitable
for the different sizes of screws, can be fitted to the
clamping jaws. The machine contains a closet, in
which is a rack for holding the various sizes of cutters, and also furnishing a place for the bushings,
wrenches, etc. Coimtershaft should run 160 turns
per minute. Tight and loose pulleys 6 inches diameter, 2i inches face. Weight of entire machine,
with countershaft. 3T0Ibs.
Quite an expensive machine is often used by gunmakers and others for slotting the heads of screws.

which D and d represent the nomirutl and effective
diameters respectively.
The Whitworth thread has its plane sides inclined
to each other at an angle of .5.1". with the angle
formed b}' these surfaces, at both the periphery and
root of the thread, so rounded that the depth of the
finished thread is two-thirds the depth of a V-thread.
having its surface inclined at an angle of 'A". In this
form of thread the depth is readily determined by the
in

formula

P

0=1 X

=.65 p

2 tan 27° 30'

and the diameter

bv—

of the effective section of the bolt

rf=D— 2 X .6op=D— 1.3/>.

The U.

Standard thread is simply the ordinary
V-thread with surface inclined at an angle of 60",
and with the angles cut off at the top and filled in
S.

bottom to the extent of one-eighth of the
depth of the V-thread each, so that the depth of
the thread is three-fourths that of the ordinary
V-form, and is expressed by the formula
at the

0=1 p
The

cos 30"=6.57).

effective diameter will then be

rf=D— 2 X .6op=D-1.3/).
Collecting the results for the effective diameters of bolts having threads of the different forms,
we have

V"

form, rf=D— 1.732 p
" rf=D— 1.3/)
" d=D—i:dp
U. S. Standard
With equal pitches it appears, therefore, that
the maximum effective diameter of bolt is insured when threads of Whitworth or U. S. Standard
forms are used, while the usual V-form insures
the minimum effective diameter.
SCEOLL-IEONS.— Iron brackets attached underneath the frame sidesof the body, or the futch'•

Whitworth

the fore-carriage in all carts and wagons
where springs are used, to %vhich these latter are
connected by means of single bolls in front and
double bolts and shackles in rear.
SCUEVT. A disease which is characterized by
ells of

—

Fig. 4.

depraved conditions of the blood. In consequence

which can be attached of this morbid state of the blood, there is a debility
believed to be more of the system at large, with a tendency to congestion,
efficient for the purpose than any machine hereto- hemorrhage, etc.. m various parts of the body, and
fore made. i\ji active boy can slot from ten to fif- especially in the gums. It is a disease that has proteen thousand screws per day. A single bolt fastens bably existed from the earliest times, but the first
the platform, A. of this apparatus to the bed of a distinct account of it is contained in the historj- of

The device shown

to

in Fig. 4.

any ordinary hand-lathe,

is

the Crusade of Louis IX.. in the 13th century, against
the Saracens of Egvpt, during which the French
army suffered greatly from it. "In the 16th century
north
it prevailed endemically in various parts of the
of Europe, and it seems only to have abated about a
armies,
in
beIt was in badly fed
century ago.
sieged cities, and on board ship, that its ravages were
most appalling, and it is believed that more soldiers
perished from'scurvy alone than from all other causes
combined, wliether by sickness, tempest, or battle.
Whole companies were prostrated by this scourge.
A
Scur\'y so closely resembles purpura in its general
symptoms that it will besufiicieut for us to refer to
tiiat disease, and here merely to indicate the leading
points of difference betweeu'the two diseases, which,
notwithstanding their similarity, are essentially different.
Scurvv is caused by a privation, for a conU. S. Standard forms.
The sharp V-thread has its surfaces inclined to siderable time," of fresh succulent vegetables, while
section of this purpura often makes its appearance when there has
each other at an angle of 60".
thread is therefore an equilateral triangle, each side been no deficiencv of this food, or special abstinence
of which is equal to the pitch of the screw, and the from it. Scurvy "is most common in winter or the
depth of the thread, measured perpendicularly to eariy spring, while summer and autumn are the seasons for purpura. In scurvy the gums are invariably
the axis of the bolt, will be expressed bv the formula
d=p cos 30'' =.861! /)
swelled and spongy, and bleed readily in purpura
in which p represents the pitch, d the depth of the this is not necessarily the case. In scurvy there is
thread, and 30'^ half the angle included between the extreme debility and depression of spirits, venesecthread surfaces. The effective diameter of the bolt tion and mercury do positive harm, while a cure is
rapidly effected "by the adminstration of lemon-juice
is expressed bv the formiila

hand-lathe, the long lever projecting in front at a
right angle with the bed. An arbor carrj-ing a circular cutter is held in the centers of the lathe. The
long lever is moved horizontally to open the jaws
for inserting and removing the screws, and downward to bring the screws to be slotted against the
stop screw governs the downward motion,
saw.
and thus regulates the depth of slot in the screw
head. The working part of the apparatus can be
raised or lowered on the platform front by means of
a bolt provided for the purpose.
SCKEW-THREAD GAGE.— gage for giving the
proper bevel to the edges of screw-cutting tools.
For the general purpose of bolts and nuts there are
three different forms of thread now in use.
These
are the ordinary sharp V, the Whitworth, and the

A

A

;

d=T>—Zx

.860

i)=D— 1.733

or of fresh fruits and vegetables

;

whereas

in

purpura

.
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there is very little or no mental or bodily <lei)ression
venesection nnd mercury often give relief, while no
marked iind certain relief follows the administration
of the lemon-juice and fruits that are all powerful in
scurvy.
Although the virtues of lemon-juice in scurvy were
known as far back as 163(i. when .John AVoodhall,
Master in Surirery, published Tin Siirginii'n .\[(itt »/•
Militiiry nnd IhnueKtic Medifhie, this invaluable nwdicinewasnot maile an essential element of diet lilllTi).').
The effect of thisolhcial act maybe est imaled from the
following numbers: In 17^0 the number of cases of
scurvy received into llasler Hospital (a purely naval
hospital) was 1157, while in 18U() there was only one
case, and in 1807 only one case
Many Naval tSurgeons of the present day have never seen a case of
the disease. The potato posseses almost e(iually great
antiscorbutic properties, and, fortimately potatoes
when cooked are as active as when taken raw. The
late Dr. IJaly, to whom we are indebted for this
discoverj', stales " that in several prisons the occurrence of scurvy has whollj' ceased on the addition of
a few pounds of potatoes being made for the weeklj'
dietary." The salutary action of ])otaloes is i)rol)ably owing to their containing a considerable amount
of tartaric acid, ))artly in combination with potash
and lime, and jiartly free. In addition to the dietetic
treatment, which sliould include easily digested aninuil food, potatoes, such ripe fruits as can be procured, and an abundance of lemonade, little further
need be prescribed. If necessary all constipation
must be relieved by mild laxatives, such as rhubarb
and castor-oil the appetite may be stimulated liy
bitter tonics, and opiates given to procure rest in
case of pain or obstinate wakcftdness.
When the
gums are very troublesome, the solutions of tannin,
chloride of lime, or of nitrate of silver, may be applied to them.
For an excellent account of this
disease, the reader is referred to liie article "Scurv}'"
by Dr. liudd, in Tin Lihrnri/ nf I'rarticnl Medichii
"scutum. .V Roman buckler made of wood, the
parts being joined together witli little plates of iron,
and the whole covered with a bull's bide. In the
middle was an vmho, or boss of iron, which jutted
out, and was useful to glance off stones, darls, etc.
The Kciita, in general, were four feet long, and different in size from the clypei, which were less and
quite round.
SCYTHE KNIFE.— A modified form of the irarsrythi
It is single-edged, and has the point curving
from the edge to the back. The point is doubleedged, and at the base of the blade there is a hook
or spur. See Glaive.
SCZAROCH.— shell adopted by the Russians. It
is either a percuission or time shell and a shot, the
latter of which ricochets beyimil the point of explosion of the bursting charge. The shell portion is a
simple iron cylinder, to one end of which is secured,
by a thin sheet of lead, a spbericaf shot. On leaving the gun, the comljined projectile acts like an
ordinary elongated shell; hut as soon as the explosion of the charge takes place, the cylinder tlies in
pieces, Avhile the shot, impelled by the additicmal
velocity and by reason of its form, ricochets for hundreds of feet ahead. In tiring at batteries, the double
effect of this projectile comes into excellent use, as
the shell might be exploded among the guns, while
the ball would strike far in the rear among the
reserve troops
or while the shell might burst in
the front rank of an advancing line, the ball would
continue plowing its way through several succeeding ranks.
;

,

;

—

.

A

;

SEA COAST AND GARRISON CARRIAGES.— Prior to
the introduction of heavy charges and elongated
projectiles for use in heavy guns, the chassis was of
sufficient length that the recoil of the top-carriage
should be absorbed by its friction on the chassis-rails
before the entire length of the latter had been traversed but of late years, when the improvement in
powder has been such as to render it a practicable
;

SEA-COAST AND GARRISON CARRIAGES.

thing to tire heavy charges with ])rojectiles weighing
two or three tinu's the weight of a round shot of the
same caliber, the increase in the recoil has become
so great as to render it imperatively necessary to resort to other means by which it may be controlle<l
within the limits of the chassis-rails. Different mithods of more nr less merit have been from tinu' to linn;
proposed. That of multiplied fridion of numiroiis
jilates, or the <(im])ressor, as it was called, seemed
for a time to Iind most favor throughout Europe until t'aptain Fraser, of the English Navy, proposed
the hydraulic buffer. and showed its successful practical operation, when soon after it was adopted by
Krupp in the construction of his heavy carriages for
Uussia and (i<rmany, since which tinu- it has been
generally adopted by every nation for heavy carriages to be uscdin the land service, France, jierhaps, excepted. Its simplicity and economy of construction,
its efficiency, and its automatic operations are the
features which commend it to general favor.
A hollow cylinder fastened to the chassis, abutting
the middle of the rear transom, a piston-rod secured
to the top-carriage and working in this cylinder,
with four holes in the piston-bead for the passage of
the fluid which partly tills the cylinder, compose
the essential parts of the hydraulic buffer as it has
been universally adopted.
In some carriages made
by Krup]) for the (Jirman Navy the cyli-ider,instead
ofbeing placed on therear part of the chassis, against
the rear transom, has been |ilaced in front so that
the piston-rod will be gradually pidled out of the cylinder instead of being thrust in, as is usually the
case. It was supjiosccl that for naval carriages there

might besome advantages

in this

arrangement which

did not apply to land carriages, whereas the greater
exjiense that necessarily attends its eonstruction.and
the greater difliculty of preventing leakage around
the ])islon, has operated to prevent the adoption of
this arrangement for other carriages. The cost of the
hydraulic buffer, as well as the weight addi-d to the
carriage, is less than those of the pneumatic buffer

by about one-third.
United StaltK.—ln this service the carriages are designated as biirbette, aiMmnle, and flnnh-definut^ carriages, according to the ]>ortion of a work in which
they are moimted. Formerly nearly all sea-cost carriages were made of wood; but in conseciuence of
great difliculty of preserving this material from decay, especiiilh' when exposed to the dampness of
casemates, it has been determined to replace it by

wrought-iron and strong, chea|), and manageable
carriages have been devised and tested for this service.
The principal feature in the construction of
the new carriages, is a peculiar combination of boiler-plate and roller-beams, whicb gives, with requisite lightness, great strength an<l stiffness to the ini.
portant parts. All sea-coast carriages are composed
The purposes of
of i\n' gun. carriage and the eliajisiK.
the gun-carriage being to support the jiieccit should
be so constructed that the jjiece can be elevated or
depressed in aiming, and run into and out of battery,
The term "in batery," as applied to seain tiring.
coast guns, refers to the position which the piece
;

o(cu])ies when it is ready to be fired in casemate
liiecesthe nni/zle nuist be in the throat of the embrasure, and in barbette pieces, directly over the superior slope of the parapet.
The gun-carriage is composed of two cheeks, held
together by two plates of boiler iron called the front
and rear traiuvinm. Each cheek is formed of two
pieces of boiler iron cut to a triangular shajjc, sejjaratcd at the edges by interposing the vertical jxirtioQ
The horizontal branches
or web of a T-shaped bar.
project over each side to form a double rim, which
gives stiilness to the cheeks. Flat bars of iron are
also placed between the plates at suitable intervals
to stiffen the cheeks in the direction in which the
weight and recoil of the piece bear upon them. All
these parts are held together by screw bolts.
The motion of the carriage to and from battery is
;
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regulated by a pair of maneuvring wheels which work
on an ecoeutric axletrce, placed underneath and a
little in front of the center of the trunnions.
Tlie
13 and 15-in. carriages have two pairs of these wheels.
When it becomes necessary to check the recoil of
the gun-carriage, the wheels are thrown out of gear
by means of a handspike, and the forward part of
the carriage moves on sliding friction. When it is necessary to move to battery, the wheels are thrown
into gear and the carriage moves on rolling friction.

SEA COAST &KD GARRISON CARRIAGES.

center of the front transom, as with an equal space
affords a greater horizontal field of fire, or affords
a better opportunity to use heavy traverses of earth
to protect the pieces from an enfilading fire.
The carriages are at present nianeuvred by handspikes applied to holes in the circumference of the
traverse and maneuvring wheels. This mode is defective, inasmuch as power is wasted bj' continually overcoming the inertia of the gun and carriage
when the handspikes are readjusted. It is proposed
All sea-coast cannon having no preponderance are to supersede this by the continuous motion produced
elevated and depressed by a lever, (or other Kuital)le by cranks, and the experiuients that have l)een made
contrivance,) the point of which works in a ratchet indicate that the heaviest pieces may be moved with
cut in the breech of the piece. The fulcrum is made much greater ease than heretofore.
of cast-iron and rests on the rear transom of the gunMuch attention is now being paid towards obtaincarriage.
It has several notches for adjusting the ing a more effective cover for barbette guns and the
position of the elevating lever. This apparatus is ex- men that work them.
It is understood that several
ceedingly simple, and affords the means of chang- plans to this end are under consideration by the Ening the elevation with ease and rapidity. The piece gineer Department, and among them are fixed and
is pointed, 1st, by two fixed sights, one attached to revolving turrets, the latter similar to those used on
the breech and the other to a lug between the trun- the monitors, except that they are to be moved by
nions; 3d, by a brass graduated arc attached to the man rather than steam power.
breech, parallel to the ratchet, and a pointer attachThe sea-coast carriages of the present system are:
ed to the fulcrum. By the fixed sights the piece is
The 15-inch Rodman gim, .
Barbette.
.
" 10-inch
brought inline with the object, and the arc and poin"
"
"
ter mark the elevation necessary to strike it.
"
"
8-inch
.
.
" 13-inch
The chassis is the movable railway along which
"
"
Casemate.
" 10-inch
the gun-carriage moves to and from battery. It is
"
"
"
composed of two wrought-iron rails inclined 3" to
"
"
"
8-inch
" 24-pdr. flank defense howitzer.
the horizon and united by transoms; there are certain diagonal braces to give stillness to the chassis.
There are many 8-incb howitzers, and 42 and 33it

.

.

.

.

...
....'•
.

.

.

.

.

For the 10-inch and smaller carriages, the chassis- pdr. guns of the old system mounted in sea-coast
rails are single beams of rolled iron, 1.5 inches deep; batteries, but they are being .eplaced by those of
for all calibers above, the rails are made of long rect- larger caliber as fast as they can be provided by the
angular pieces of boilerplate and T-iron,iu a similar private founders.
manner to that of the cheeks of the gun-carriage.
Germany. The heavy carriages for both the land
That the carriage may be moved horizontally in tlie and sea-services arc made, not in government shops

—

operation of aiming the piece, the chassis is support- under the direction of its own oilicers, but are fured on traverse-wheels, which roll on circular plates nished by private parties who have granted to them in
of iron, fastened to a bed of solid masonry, called their contracts a wide latitude both as to the kind of
the traeerHe-n'rcles.
material to be u.sed as well as other matters of detail;
The motion of the gun-carriage is checked front they are not obliged to follow a given model or proand rear, by pieces of iron bolted to the top of the duce constructions which shall be nearly alike. The
rails, called hui-ters and rounier-hurter.i; and it is pre- result is that the carriages eonstruc'ted" bj' dilTereut
vented from slipping off sideways by friction mllers contractors are widely ditTerent from each other,
and guides, whicli are bolted to the cheeks and tran- though they may be intended for the same purpose
soms.
and even for the same gini. An expression of opinThe pintle is the central piece around which the ion was heard in opposition to liiissy.stem of procurchassis is traversed. It is formed of a stout cylinder ing supplies, as it tended, or was so believed, to make
of wrought-iron inserted in a block of stone" if the the carriages in some cases heavier than were needed
battery be a fixed one. or it is secured to cross i)ieces to perform the work required of them.
of timber bolted to a platform firmly imbedded in
Some of the carriages built by Krupj) for the Navy
the ground, if it be of temporary nature. In case- have the cylinder for the hydraulic buffer placed on
mate batteries the pintle is placed immediately un- the front part of the chassis, so that the strain brought
der the throat of the embrasure, and the chassis is on the piston-rod shall be one of tension instead of
connected with it by a stout strap of iron, called the compression. This disposition of the cylinder was
tongue. The muzzle of the piece when in battery, is suggested under the belii'f that in a shiji's carriage,
situated in the throat of the embrasure— a positicm which is subjected to violent moticMis from the waves
which, taken in connection with that of the pintle, of the sea, the regular action of the carriage would
gives the greatest horizontal field of fire. The renter be less interfered with when so constructed than when
pintle carriage, or the one in which the pintle is in arranged in the ordinary way.
the center of the chassis, is preferable for barbette
In carriages for the land-service these reasons do
batteries to the one in which the pintle is in the not obtain, and as this arrangement of the cylinder
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involves a greater cost of the carriage, and it is more
didiciilt to ])revent llie loi^s of the lliiid l).v Icakins;
around the piston-rod where it pusses throu^'li the
liead of the cvlinder, this mode of coustructiou has
not been adopted.
The parties who liave heretofore fnmislied nearly
all of the heavy carriages are Knipp, of Essen, and
Gruson, of liuckaii, near Magdeburg. For a full description of these carriage J see Griimii Seu-coa»t Varriaf/i and Knipp Sen-rmixt Carrmges.
The English carriages are made prinEitff/aitd.
cipally at the Uoyal Carriage Department, at Woolwich, but soin<' are built from time to time by eonSeveral dilferent liinds of
tract, by outside parties.
carriages are eonstrueted to meet tlie varied wants
of service in forts erected at so widely remote periods of tinie, but the dilferenees are rallier in details
than in i)rineiple. and a general description covering
the whole, with a brief notice of some of the jirincipal variations, will siilHce to give a very clear idea of

axles of the rear wheels arc eccentric, and are secure<l in the cheeks by wliat are called drop-plates.
By
taking out the rear bolt of the drop-plate, and turning it upward around the front bolt as a pivot, the
a.vie is freed.
The a.xles are joined by a " connecting-bar," in which are two holes to take the end of
an iron hand-sjjike, so that the bar 7nay be turned
and both truck-wheels may be thrown in or out of
gear at the same time. The inner end of each axle
IS made hexagonal, to receive a handspike socket in
case the connecting-bar should be danuiged. To prevent the rear-wheels from <'oming into play whin the
carriage recoils, a slop is riveted ou Ihe inside of

—

their
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each cheek.

The elevating apparatus consists of two wroughtiron circular racks pivoted to the gun and passing
between the two plates of each cheek. The teeth
are cut on the rear and conv<'X edge, and work iu
the teeth of a ])ini()n fixed to a spindle fastened in
the cheek. On the concave edge a groove is cut, in
which a friction-roller runs and keeps it engaged
in the teeth of the pinion, and also prevents it moving sideways. The axles of the pinion and friction-

characteristics.

lop-carriage is composed of two cheeks connected together by a vertical and a bottom transom,
the attachment of the latter ladng strengthened by
two knee-stays. Each cheek is made of a wroughtiron frame from 3.^ to 4 inches thick, forged to the
The
required shape, and planed on both sides.
plates, from .375 inch to .75 inch thick, and corresponding in general form to the frame, project beyonil, b<ith in front and rear, thus forming recesses
for the truck-wheels, and are riveted to tlie frame,

The

through gun-met>d bearings in the cheek;
is secured by a nut, and the former
has ujion it a capstan-head and clamp-screw for
holding the gun in any desired position. The cap-

roller pass

that of the latter

slan-head has holes in the periphery for the end
of an iron lever by whieli it is turned.
IJy turning
this head the gun is elevated or depressed, for the
head has feathers which enter slots in the .'^pindle^

an inside brace being inserted between the plates so that any motion to the head is communicated to
where the vertical transom comes against them. The the spindle, and by the spindle to the jiinion and
The clamp-screw binds the pinion anil pn-top and bottom surfaces of the cheeks are i)laned, rack.
the top being horizontal and the ends vertical when veiits it from moving.
The thread of the spindle in the right cheek is
the carriagft is on its chas-tis.
A metal trunnion-bed is made fast in each trun- left-handed, so that the gun is held clamped by
nion-hole by countersunk screws, and cap-s([uares turning the clamping lever to the rear. For the 1(3are held in place by two featlier-keys, which are inch and larger carriages, and for the W-iiich of
attached to the cheeks by small chains. The bot- future construction, the gearing of the elevating aptom transom is a plate from .875 to 1 inch thick, is paratus is somewhat different. The iiinion wliich
secured to the bottom of the cheeks by screws with engages the teeth of the rack is driven by a worm
countersunk heads, and is jilaned where it comes in and wheel, with one or two intermediate piniims.
contact with the cheeks and rails, that it may have The worm and wheel are placed on the inside of the
even bearing-surfaces and guides of angle-iron are cheek and held in place by two journal-boxes and
To the rear
riveted to the lower side, to keep the carriage straight caps boiled to the side of the clieek.
on the chassis. The vertical transom is a plate of journal-box a hinged clutch is screwed by a steel pin,
To throw the
.625 inch thickness, riveteil along the lower edge and kept iu place by a swivel-key.
and sides to an angle-iron frame, which is bolted to worm out of gear with the worm-wheel, open the
the cheeks and bottom transom. The upper edge is clutch, turn the worm-shaft and draw it to the rear
cut out in a curve, to allow the gun to turn on its until the collar ou it is in rear of the clutch replace
trunnions freely without striking it. The knee-stays the clutch, and the shaft is held with the worm out
are riveted to the bottom transom. near its rear edge, of gear.
On carriages of the most recent manufacand are bolted to the cheeks, one to each cheek. ture the worm-shaft is inclined upward to the rear.
The truck-wheels are between the plates of the The hand-wheel for turning this sliaft is in all carcheek.
The front wheels have axles from 2 to 2i riages just in rear of the end of the cheek.
inches in diameter, and rest in gun-metal bearings
A front and rear eye-bolt for tackle is bolted to
secured to the cheek by two screws, which act as each cheek and a buffer-block of elm is bolted to the
feathers in slots in the head of the axle, and prevent front transom. A loop for the priming.wire is atit from turning round in its bearing.
The axle is put tached to tlie right cheek.
in from the outer side, and keyed in place.
The
The recoil of the gun is controlled in all carriages.
'

;
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It confor the land-service by the hydraulic buffer.
sists of a wrought-iron lap-welded cylinder, witli
cast-iron cover-cap and flange, and wrfiuglit-irnn
piston-head and rod, a paclving-gland and emptjingcock of brass. The cylinder is 77.375 inches long
in the clear, and 8.07 inches in diameter, and hokk
13 gallons 5 pints. The cap closes up the rear end,
being screwed on. The flange is screwed on the
front end, and the cover is bolted to the flange.
Both the flange and cover are flat on top, to allow
the top-carriage to pass over them witliout striking.
Tlie chasses vary in height accorduig to tlie use
for which tliey are intended, wliether in casemates

or open batteries.
The former have an imaginary
pivot in front, the chassis being prevented from recoiling

and guided

in its

motion

liy

tlie
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traverse-

wheels, which liave in tlicir peripliery a deep groove
for the traverse-circle to rtt into.
The chassis for
open batteries are divided iiito three classes: the
first has the pintle in front, and, like the casemate,
the second, the pintle is in the cenit is imaginar}'
ter, and the third has the pintle in rear of the center.
The height of the chassis at the front end is 33.5
inches.
When increased height is to be given, it is
done by putting in a knee-stay bolster.
For the 7 and 9-inch guns the chassis-rails are
rolled each in one beam 10 inches deep and 5^ in
width of flange, bent round in front, and planed on
the upper and lower surfaces and sides of the flanges.
The front transom is a plate 1 inch thick, riveted
along the sides and top to a frame of angle-iron. It
is let slightly into the rails.
top plate is riveted
to the front end of the chassis, and has an oblong
hole in its length to give access to the nuts below it.
The rear transom is a 7-iuch beam, the flanges being
4 inches. It is fastened to the rails by a knee-plate
bolted to it and the web of the rail.
The traverseforks are of wrought-iron, with a flange or knee to
strengthen it to resist the thrust of the recoil.
The front forks are secured to a truck-plate 1 inch
thick, bolted to the chassis-rail. The rear forks are
riveted to a connecting-plate, which is fastened to
the truck-plate, and these are bolted to the rails,
•wrought-iron bolsters being used to give the slope of
4°.
front bottom plate,". 875 inclf thick, joins the
rails near their middle, and a rear bottom plate is
bolted to the underside of the rear ends of the rails
and the rear transom.
A diagonal brace of 1-inch plate, with a center
piece and four arms like the letter X, is bolted to
the underside of the chassis, and its center to the
front bottom plate. The bent ends of the rails where
they come together
front are joiueil by a connecting-plate which is bolted to the web of the two rails.
The traverse-wheels are of wrought-iron, having
brass bushings. They are cylindrical, with a deep
groove turned in the face to fit over the traversecircle. The rear traverse-wheels have only one flange
and on the front side. The journals of the traverst-wheels are steel, and are secured by a nut on the
inner side. India-rubber hurtersand counterhurters
are provided. Eyc-l)olts for the tackle are bolted on
eacli rail, one in front and one in rear and a tifth is
placed in the middle of the rear edge of the bottom
plate, foruse in transporting the chassis.
Axle-tree
bands to receive an a.xle for transporting the chassis
are riveted to the front bottom plate.
The 9-inch chassis is provided with gear for traversing and running the gun from battery, the same
arrangement serving for either purpose by disconnecting by a shipper the parts not required.
The
gear is worked by the crank-handles on either side of
the rear end of the chassis.
brass l)evel-wheel is screwed fast to each of the
rear traverse-wheels. An inclined shaft, with a capstan and spur-wheel on the rear and a bevel-wheel
on the front end, extends from the rear end of the
;

A

A

m

;

A

chassis down to two horizontal shafts nmning across
the chassis ju.st in rear of the traverse-wheels. These
two shafts have a bevel-wheel on each end one en;
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gages with this inclined shaft, and the other with
the brass wheel attached to the traverse-wheels.
Motion is given to the inclined shaft by means of two
crank-handles on a shaft running across the rear end
of the chassis with a bevel-piston on it, and is comnumicated by the horizontal shafts to the traversewheels.

The inclined sliaft can be thrown out of gear with
the shafts communicating with the traverse-wheels.
If then the fall be made fast to the top-carriage, and
passed around the capstan, the top-carriage may be
run back from batt<'ry by turning the crank-handles.
In center-pintle carriages, in which the front and
rear traverse-wheels are of the same size, the chassis
is traversed by communicating motion to one front
and one rear wheel. This is done by means of a Icng
shaft running under the left side of the chassis, and
having pinions on it to engage in the wheels made
fast to the traverse-wheels.
Motion is given to this
long shaft by means of a short inclined shaft, as already described.
In chasses liaving the pintle nearer the rear end,
the front wheels, being much the larger, are chosen as
those to wliich motion is to be communicated. This
is done by a long shaft running under the chassis.
It is driven, as already mentioned, except in this
case the cross-shaft is placed under the chassis-rails,
instead of in rear of the rear transom.
The rails of the 10-ineh chassis are built beams,
fish bellied in shape, in order to get the required
strength with the least amount oflnaterial.
Two
plates ^-inch thick, cut to the required shape, are
riveted to two T-pieces frj inches wide.
The webs
come together at their front ends, but have an inner
brace between them at the rear ends. The upper
is straight
the under one is bent to correspond to
the plates. The depth at the front is (!i inches, lli^
The 10at the rear, and IW inches in the middle.
inch chassis, increased in height, is the same, except wrought-iron knee-bolsters are put in to give
the required height.
The rails of the ll-inch chassis
have a depth of 18 inches in the middle, and a width
of 6^ inches.
The 35-ton gun-carriage differs from the preceding
The cheek-plates are about
in some of the details.
.75 inch thick.
The cheeks are joined together
by a bottom transom of boiler-plate extending the
entire length of the carriage, and two vertical transoms, each strengthened bj' angle-iron riveted to it
around the sides and bottom. The elevating apparatus is worked by a wheel outside of the cheeks.
Tlie truck-wheels of the top-carriage are throwa
in gear by means of a hydraulic jack, which acts on
a crank on the eccentric axle.
The front transom of the chassis is made fish-bellied, with the view of getting as much room as possible in rear of it for the piston, and the hurlers, five
in number, made of India rubber, are made fast to
it.
Tlie couuter-luirters are placed on the insiile of
the rail.
The piston is placed as far to the front as
possible.
The cylinder for the hydraulic buffer is a
wrought-iron lap-welded J-inch tube, about .31 inch
thick when bored out. The holes in the piston-head
are .(! inch in diameter. Tlie recoil usually varies less
than 2 inches in length, and only 4 inches when the
extreme charges are used.
Fni/uv. The top-carriage is made in the usual way,
with two plates of boiler-iron more than a half inch
in thickness, riveted together with a thick iron frame
between them. The trunnion beds in the top of the
cheeks are provided with cap-squares like those for
the field-carriage.
The cheeks are connected to each other by transoms, the front one being of good cast-iron, anil very
heavy. The others are of "rolled iron plates, the
bottiim one being verj- wide and curved downward
lietween tiie chei-ks. It is stiffened by iron bars
riveted to it. the front end being re-euforced by a.
0-inch trough-beam curved to fit it.
The elevating apparatus consists of a bar-link

T
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chain jmssiuij umleriu'iilh the bri-i'di of the piece, ing the handle in the opposite direction the pressure
which h83 II prepomlenince, anil uiaile to wiml on is relieved. A lug or stop is bi^lted to the side of the
an axk- made fast to each one of the clieeks, and is <'hassis-rail, and when the gun recoils, the handle,
turned by means of a rim-wheel on their outer face. striking this lug, turns the screw, increases the comBy turnins; the wheels in one direction the cliain is un- pression on the friction-bars, and adds to the friction
woumi from tlie axles, thereby made louijer betweeu with which the carriage commenced to move back.
The chassis is composed of two solid rolled-iron
the cheeks, tlie breech is lowered, and the angle
of elevation of the gun increased.
By turnins; the beams, connected l)y front, rear, middle, and bottom
wheels in the opposite direction, the chain is drawn transoms. In the smaller carriages for the;t'Jand42
up, the breech raised, and the elevation of the gun pounder guns the two rails are in one piece, bent in
is diminished.
The top-carriage is provided with the arc of a circle in front. In the carriage for the
four truck-wheels for nmning the gun into battery. 10.7.0-inch gun. the top of the rail is about 7 inches
They arc placed in the front and rear of the cheeks, wide. It is about a foot deep, and the web is about
between the jilates. The rear ones are on eccentric an inch thick. The inclinationof the chassis for seaThe pintle-transom is comaxles, by which they can be thrown in gear at pleas- coast carriages is 4".
ure, and when thrown in, the rear end of the carriage i)osed of three wide plates, laid one upon the other
The front transom is of
is raised more than an inch from the rail, and tlie anil tirmly riveted together.
cast-iron, very heavy; the middle of it rises some
whole weight is brought on the fo\ir truck-wheels.
The handspike sockets on the eccentric axles are distance above the top of the chassis, and is rounded
made of wrought iron as a matter of economy in- for a belaying-post, the breeching passing around it
steail of bronze.
Two iron rings are made fast to to check the recoil in case the brake should be disathe front face of the clieeks for the purpose of at- bled or gel out of order. A spring-buffer is made
taching the hooks of pulley-blocks, by which to fast to the rear side, against which the top-carriage
haul the gun into battery if for any reason it fails to strikes when running into battery too quickly.
The bottom transom covers the rear part of the
run in when the truck-wheels are thrown in gear;
ordinarily this will be sutlicient, giving the gun a chassis and forms a convenient flooring for the gunners to stand on.
start, and pushing it by hand.
1

The

top-carriage for casemate guns is sometimes
of wood, it being protected from the weather
in the casemates; and for the barbette carriages cast
iron is sometimes used.
To check the recoil a compressor or friction brake
is applied.
It is composed of several long flat iron
bars placed on their edges between the rails of the
chassis, and parallel to them, one-half of thenumber
on the right and the other half on the left of the middle line between the rails. These bars are fastened
at each end on a bolt, so that they can move freely
within narrow limits to or from each other, but cannot move in the direction of their length. Between
these Hat bars there are interposed short plates, suspended by notches on the front and rear edges from
transoms of the top-carriage. just behind the front
truck-wheels. These short plates are pressed forcibly together by means of a screw, which runs from
one cheek-plate to the other through bronze boxes
secured in them. On the screw are two nuts, which
bear against the short plates and are prevented from
turning with the screw, so they mu-it move in the
direction of the length of the screw toward one or the
other end, depending upon the direction it is turned.

made

The screw is prevented from moving lengthwise liv
means of a key at each end. The left end of the
screw, where it projects through the cheek-plate, is
cut into numerous teeth, like a cog-wheel, to receive
a strong lever-handle, which can be thus put on in a
great many different positions. By moving this handle to the front when the lever is below "the screw
the nuts are brought to bear on the short plates, and
press them against the long friction-bars. By turn-

Between the

rails

and

parallel to

them

are sixteen

about I inch thick, placed on edge, and
between the middle line of the chassis and the rail,
eight in each group.
They are fastened at each end
to the chassis by two bolts, as already described.
On the inside of the rails, near the rear end, the
counter-hurters are placed. They are made of India
rubber, with a wooden face for the top-carriage to
friction-l)ars

strike against.

The traverse-wheels, instead of being under the
chassis as is usual, are very low and placed on tlie
outside of the rails, the curved traverse-forks being
bolted to the outside of the rails. This gives greater
stability to the carriage, which for a ship's carriage
is a matter of importance.
Concentric with the rear traverse-circle, and a little below its level, there is a second circle made of
bronze, with recesses cut in it to engage the teeth of
a large wheel, by means of which the lateral traverse
In the rear of the clia.ssis
of the carriage is given.
the crank is placed which operates this wheel through
a system of wheels and pinions, so that two men can
traverse the gun with ease.
The carriage is a very heavy and expensive one,
weighing from \» to 20 tons, and costing .*10 000.
Sirfden.
The cheeks of the top-<'arnage. instead
of being formed of two plates of boiler-iron riveted
together with an iron frame between them, as usual,
are made each of a single plate of iron
inches
The journals for
thick, cut to the required sba|)e.
the truck-wheels are formed by boring lioles in the
cheek-plates at the proper places, anil re-enforcing
them by circular iron plates 1 inch thick, fastened to

—
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the cheek-plate bj' four l)ohs each. The Iransom.
which is usually vertical, has in this carriage an inclination of 45*^ with the vertical, sloping down from
the trunnion-beds to the rear.
The elevating apparatus, i)laced on each side of
the carriage, consists of a worm on the outside of
the clieeks, operating a wheel and pinion, the latter
plaj'ing in a rack attached to the breech of the gun.
The rails are built beams, the web being a plain
flat plate 1 inch in thickness, to wliicli is riveted on
either side at top and bottom a piece of angle-iron,
forming a double T-rail, which is further strengthened by riveting to the angle-irons a flat bar on top

I

solid shot pieces of the United States sea-coast service are the 32-pdr. and 42-pdr. guns, and the 8-inch,
10-inch, 13-inch, and 15-iuch columbiads and Rod-

man

guns.
has been found that, 1st, no fort now built can
keep out a large fleet without channel obstructions
2d. a partial obstruction of the channel is not suflicienl
3d, no fleet can pass a battery if kept under fire
of heavy guns by proper obstructions.
It has, therefore, become necessary that sea-coast defenses shall
consist of;
2d. Float1st. Forts and land batteries
ing batteries; 3d. Passive obstructions; 4th. Submarine mines. These maj' be used singh', but the
most effective defense is made by combining them
and bottom.
The recoil is checked by a hydraulic buffer, con- according to circumstances. The introduction of
structed after the English pattern. The gun being a steam vessels of war, and their protection by armor
breech-loader, the carriage is so constructed that the plates, have necessitated great change in the congun shall be returned by the force of the recoil into struction and armament of sea-coast forts. The best
the position in battery, in the same way as has been temporary fortifications are made of earth, with large
described in speaking of the German carriages. The masses, as parapets, traverses, etc., for covering the
traverse-wheels are like those used generally in Eu- gun.s. A better covering in the form of iron turrets
has been proposed, as reveting the masonry of caserope.
The carriage is traversed by means of a crank at mates with armor has not been found to give good
the r«ar end of the chassis, the crank operating an results. Vessels of war, or floating batteries proendless screw and wheel, which turns the traverse- pelled by steam, are necessary for the complete dewheels. See German yacul Carriage, Gnjuivn Seor- fense of some harbors. If the channel be unobstructeoant Carriage, Hydraulic Gun-carrutge, Krupp SeOr- ed, steam vessels can run past shore batteries, howcoast Carriages, Moncrieff Depresnion, ( 'arringes, Muz- ever well the latter may be armed and served.
On
zle-piviiting Cfirringex, and Turret Carriage.
the other hand, should there e.xist passive obstrucSEA-COAST ARTILLEET.— Sea-coast defenses are tions, the vessels have not the endvirance and power
intended to protect the entrances of rivers and har- to effect much damage to land defenses. The most
bors, to defend military establishments and points of effective channel obstructions are submarine mines.
commercial importance, to oppose the landing of an The object, then, of the obstructions used in connecenemy on any part of the coast, and to prevent the tion with batteries is, 1st, to detain attacking vessels
approach of his vessels, either for aggressive pur- under the fire of the guns; and, '2d, to not onlj- delay
poses or for taking the soundings, observations, etc. the advance of vessels, but to assist in injuring them.
The efficiency of the guns depends on their caliber, The obstructions must, therefore, be within range of
combined with facility of maneuvre. or rapidity of the shore or floating batteries. The passive obstrucIt

;

;

;

fire.
As sea-coast cannon generally occupy permanent positions, the weight of the piece and projectile
is not a serious objection to an increase of caliber,
provided the proper mechanical facilities are supplied for moving them with celeritj". Projectiles of
10-inch caliber are handled by two men. Those of

15-inch caliber require the aid of machinery to

may

rest on the bottom of the channel, as dams,
vessels, or masses of stone or they may be
The acfloating, as rafts, booms, chains, or ropes.
tive obstructions are the mines, in the form of torpe-

tions

sunken

;

these may be stationary or movable the use
and application of the latter belong properly to the
Navy, and of the former to the Army, which employs
them as auxiliary to the shore battenes. The mines
adopted by the U. S. Engineers are constructed to be
self-acting, exploding by contact, or to be exploded
by electricity, the firing being in the hands of an operator on shore. The mines are laid in lines of many
groups the guns of the batteries can be trained upon any group, and be fired by electricity by the operator controlling the mines. The two explosions
can thus be made simultaneous, and a vessel attacked both above and below water at the same time.
The armament of sea-coast batteries depends on
their importance and on the depth and width of the

does

lift

:

;

them quickly to the muzzle of the piece. It is proposed to mount special cannon of very large caliber
at certain points commanding the entrance to the
most important harbors. The intention in such cases
is that the projectile shall contain powder enough to
constitute a mine, and destroy an enemy's vessel at
a single shot. As the fire of such pieces is necessarily slow, and the speed of steam vessels very great,
it is evident that success depends on the certainty
with which a single shot strikes the object. A system of obstructions, like rafts or torpedoes, should
therefore be combined with them. A 20-inch gun has
been made and mounted in accordance with this channel to be defended. Deep channels, permitting
idea, for the defense of the Xew York Harl)or.
It the entrance of large vessels, and wide channels, reweighs 117,0)0 lbs., carries a solid shot weigliing quiring long ranges, should be defended by pieces of
1.080 lbs., with a charge of 100 lbs. of powcier.' The the largest calilier. AV'lien smooth-bored and rifled
most effective projectiles that can be brought to l)ear pieces are combined in the same work, the power of
against wooden ships are shells and hot shot. The the piece will indicate the point at which it should
destructive superiority of the former was well at- be placed to render it most effective those faces
tested in the Crimean war, and particularly in the which bear directly on the channel may be armed
naval engagement of Sinope, when the entire Turk- with smooth-bored guns, and those which enfilade
ish fleet was destroyed by Russian shells in about the channel, with rifled pieces.
Each work must be
one hour's time. In the sea-fight between the Kear- provided also with light cannon and machine-guns
sarge and Alabama, the victory of the former was for its own protection, and to oppose the landing of
won by the great destructive "power of its 11-iuch troops. The depth and wiilth at different points of
shells.
Modern mechanical skill has succeeded in the body of water to be defended being known, and
covering vessels of war with plates of wrought-irou also the draft, arnjor anil armament of the war-ships
which are proof against shells and solid projectiles of the different foreign jiowers, the construction and
of less caliber than 8 inches. Rifle projectiles of a armament of the necessary works of defense can be
less caliber have the power to penetrate such plates, determined.
No armored vessel can attack a work
but they do not make the irregular holes and pro- successfidly if the latter be properly situated and
duce the shattering effects of~ larger rounil shot: armed with the same number of guns, each of which
;

;

I

holes that cannot be plugged, and injuries that cannot be repaired in action. Sea-coast cannon comprise guni, columbiacU, howtUers and nwrtars.
The

1

I

shall be capable of racking or penetrating her armor.
As vessels, however, can keep in motion, and can
pass by and out of range of shore batteries in a givea

;
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against iron-clads, however, shells of large caliber
till' cliHiiCf of their beins disabled will be in diproportion to the number of guns eniployed only would he of value, Such a projectile would
its
agninsi them; this number should, therefore, be as penelrateat least one deck of an armored ship
great as eircumslanees will permit. The distanee of elTecl on the vessel's bottom would then depend upthe vessel, the direction in which movinsr. rale of on the mnnber of decks of iron through which it
A shell should not burst till
speed, her size, and the time of Hiiilit of the ))rojec- would have to pass.
For the pur- after il has enlcred the vessel when its action would
tUe, are all elemenls to be considered.
pose of bombardment, sea-coast smooth-bond mor- probably be most destructive.
Il is by no means easy lo direct vertical fire upon
tars are elTedive at about two and one-half miles,
and rilled icuns at live miles. The size of the object ships with a sutlicient accuracy lo produce the deto be stru< k renders such lire of more value from sired elTecI.even when a largenumber of them forms
of considerable size. This fire is eire<!tive
8hii)-l)oard, Ihouirh land batteries would interfere a target
very seriously with a tleet anchored at such disi ances. when il is desirable lo prevent an enemy from ocLons; range gives comiiarativeiuununily loforls. but cupying cerliiin anchorage, as no licet nor vessel can
not to ships-" the laller can, by selecling their posi- remain under well ilireclcd lire from heavy morlars.
tion, soinelimes bring a larger number of guns lo A battery of one hundred such pieces will keep at
bear upon a given point than can a ballery. On the bay all the iron-clads that can numeuver or anchor
other hand, the guns in a battery are tired from sta- within their range. See ('uluiiihimln^ Oritnnncf, ]{odttini, ;tnd SiihittdriHt' Mittfu.
tionary platforms, and the ranges would generally riiirii
SEA COAST FUSE.— This fuse is principally disbe known; the battery docs not present so good an
object as a vessel, unless it be on a level willi the tinguishedfrom themorl;ir-fuseby its having a metal
water; and if an earlh-work, it is little alTected by cap, constructed to prevent the burning composithe projectiles. For rilled guns, the maximum ef- tion from being extinguished when the projectile
hninH /'lug,
fective range for accuracy has been ])laced at 4. 001) strikes against water. It is composed of a
yards. This, liowever, "cannot be relied ujion for which is lirndy driven into the fuse-hole of the propenetration, even though at this distance the power jectile; a piipir-fiinr inserted into the plug, with the
of the i)rojeclile may not be too much diminished, fingers, immediately before loading the piece; and a
since the actual piercing depends upon the angle iraier-mp, screwed into the plug after the paperwhich the axis of the projectile niakeswiththe i)lane fuse has been inserted. The waier-capis perforated
l.tiOO to 2.000 yards must for this pur- with a crooked channel, which is filled with mi-aled
of the armor
pose be at present considered tlie maximum eirective powder; the mealed powder communicates tire lo
the ])aper-fusc, and the angles of tlw channel break
range.
A projectile capable of piercing an armored ves- the force of the water. The top of the ciip has a reof mealed powsel nuiki's a hole larger than its own diameler, and cess which is tilled with a priming
of sheet lead lo prethe back of the plate is usually bulL'ed, cracked, and der, and is covered with a disk
the wood backing is lorn, splinlered, vent accidental ignition before loading, this disk is
carried away
and racked "for several feet around, making immedi- removed. The time of burning is regidaled by the
The machinery of tiie ves- proportion of the ingredients of the composition;
ate repair iinpossil)le.
this isindiciited by llic nundxT of seconds inarksel is always below Ihe water-line, but if it can be and
reached by a shol, the result maybe most disastrous. eil on the i)apcr case. In firing over land, the waterIn tiring, then, at a vessel's broadside, aim to strike cap is omitted, and the brass i)lug may, for the sake
be rep'aced by a wooilen one. One adat the waler-line about opposite the machinery; if the of economy,
projectile strike the water, it will either penetrate !o vantage of this form of fuse is, that the burstingthe hull below the water-line, or retxmnd and sirike charge may be put in, or be taken out, after the fuse/•'«« and Mortar- fuse
above it. With a turreted ship, the most vulneralile I)lug has been driven. See
shot
SEA COAST MOKTAK. The sea-coast morlars are
part is the lowest circumference of llie turret
striking at that line will jan\ the turret and impede similar in shape and construction lo the siege moror prevent the use of the guns within it. The ports lars, but being intended for greater range, are heavier
of vessels are also points which can Ije tired at to in proportion to the weight of the projectiles used in

time,
rect

;

,

;

;

;

;

great advantage. .S'//</< or special s/ttllsw'M always
be employid against the armor of war ships. Which
shall lie used will depend upon the construction of
('<imm<iii
the vessel and the thickness of its armor.
KhHln should be used when tiring at a port, or at the
crew when exposed, and also against wooden ships,
Oriipe and diitintef can be employed only against
landing parties, or against the ports when a vessel
approa'clies sulticienlly near to the battery. They
can also l)e used against the rigging and wooden
masts of ships. J tinrt Ji re is the only one that can
be used to advantage against the sides of armored
vessels. Against wooden ships it should be always
used when the surface of the water is rough.
Against all un:irmored vessels, ricochet lire is the
most elTective, and to secure the tlalleiied ricochet,
The
batteries should be placed as low as possible.
inaccuracv of the oblong projectile and the loss of
velocity of a spherical one, with this tire, renders its
employment useless against armored vessels. At all
distances not exceeding 2,000 yards, the ricochet of
projectiles from the lb-inch gun is extremely for-

midable.

This

fire

can be employed to advantage by iron-

clads against low batteries, particularly when the
size of the port will not pennit sulVicicnt elevation
work elebeing given for the range required.
feel above the "water deprives the enemy
vated
of ricochet.
Shells of almost any size falling under a high angle
wooden vessel
•will pass through the deck of any

M

A

Ihcin.

The 13-inch weighs 17,120 lbs.; the 10-incli,7,;i001b8.
The- maximum cliarge is one-tenth of the weight of
The bore of the 13their proji'ctiles, res|)eclivcly.
inch mortar is 3.7 diameters in length: that of the 10Sea-coast mortars
incli mortar is 8, '2.') diainctcrs.
are sometinu'S used for siege purposes, but they are
properly intended for striking the decks of vessels
in a vertical direction, hence i)enetrating to the bottom, causiii^r lh(-in losink. See Murtiir.
SEA HORSE. In Heraldry, a f;d)ulous animal, consisting of the up])cr part of a
horse with webbed feel, united lo the tail of a lish.
scalloiied fin is carried down
the back. The arms of the
town of {'ambridge arc supported by I wo sea-hor.-es. proper finned and maned or.
SEA LION. In Ibraldry, a
monster consisting of llje upper part of Ihc lion (ombined
with tlic tail of a fish.
SEAR, The pivoted piece
in a gun-lock, which enters
Hca-horsc.
ilie notches of the tundjler to
hold the hammer at full or half-cock, and is released
by pulling the trigger in the act of firing. The halfCiick notch is nuitle so deep that the sear cannot be
withdrawn by the trigger. The neaT-xpriny causes
the sear lo catch in the notch of the tumbler.

—
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SEASCHER.
SEARCHER. — An instrument used in the

inspection
consists of a long staff of wood, tittcfl
witli 11 lie:id of ciglit steel points, as shown in the
drawinj;. Tlie points are arransred at
equal intervals around the head, and
attacheil witli a tendency to s|iring
out and increase their diameter: this
tendency is restrained by a hoop of
iron embracing them, and capable of
being worked in and o>it on the head
of a rod extending along the staff.
The searcher is used for detecting
the presence of small cracks or Haws.
To use the instrument tlie Iioop is
Ijushed out on tlie head, thus contracting tlie points; it is then introduced in the gun to the bottom of the
bore. and the hoop being pidled back
allows the points to spring out and
take against the surface of the bore.
The searcher is then also slowly withdrawn, turning it at the same time
if one of the points catches, its distance from the muzzle is measured
on the stail, and its position on the
bore noted, and marked on the exterior of the gun. The size and figure of the cavity
is then determined by taking an impression of it in
wax. See Inxpettion, vf Ordnanci'.
SEASONED TROOPS.— Troops that have been accustomed to climate, and are not so liable to become
the victims of any endemical disorder as raw men
of cannim.

It

;

unavoidably

are.

SEAT OF THE CHARGE.— The /orm

of that part of
the bore of a lire-arm which contains the powder,
will have an effect on the force of the charge, and
the strength of the piece to resist it. The points to
be considered as most likely to affect the force of
the powder, are, the form of the surface, and its
extent compared to the enclosed volume.
In the
first place, to obtain the full force of a charge, its

form should be such that

its

inflammation will be

nearly completed before the gas begins to escape
through the windage, and the projectile is sensibly
moved from its place in other words, the length of
the space occupied by the charge sliould be nearly
equal to its diameter in the second place, as the
tension depends much upon the heat evolved by the
combustion, the absorbing surface should be a minimum compared to the volume.
The charges with whicli solid projectiles are generally fired being greater than i of their weight, the
cartridge occupies a space, the length of which is
greater than the diameter; and in cannon, therefore.
which fire solid projectiles; the form of the seat of
the charge is simply the bore prolonged
this ar;

;

;

rangement.when compared with the chamber, makes
the absorbing surface of the metal a minimum, and
reduces the length of the charge so that its intlammatiim will be as complete as possible, before the
gas escapes and the projectile is moved.
To give additional strength to the breech, and to
prevent the angle formed by the plane of tlie bottom
and sides of the bore from becoming a receptacle
for dirt, and burning fragments of thecarlridge-bag,
it is rounded with the arc of a circle whose radius
is one-fourth the diameter of the bore at this point.
Instead of its being a phine bottom, it is sometimes
made hemispherical, tangent to the surface of the
bore.
In all cannon of tlie most recent model, the
bottom of the bore is a semi-ellipsoid. This is
to fulfil the condition of slrength more
fully than the hemisphere.
When a light i)icce is
used to throw a projectile of large diameter and
great weight, the effect of the recoil can only be diminished b}- employing a small charge of powder.
If such a charge were made into a cartridge of a
form to fit the bore, its length would be less than its
diameter, and being ignited at the toji, a consider
able portion of the gas generated in the lirst instants

thought
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of inflammation, would pass through the windage,
and a part of the force of the charge wcmid be lost.

To

obviate this defect, to give the cartridge a more
in loading, and to make the surface a minimum, as regards the volume, the diameter
of tills jiortion of the bore is reduced so as to form a

manageable form

rltitiiilH'T,

SEAT OF
beiiiLT

WAR.— The

country in which a war

i3

canieil on.

SEBEKT AND MARCEL DEPREZ CHRONOGRAPH.

— This new chronograph retains the principle modifications introduced into the Scliultz chronograph,
For example, the new
as shown in the drawing.
mode of supporting the vibrating fork, the arrangement by which it is made to mark only at the moment desired, and, finally, the emploj'ment of 3Iarcel-Deprcz electro magnetic registers. The principal
modifications which distinguish it from the latter
apparatus are the following The cj-linder designed
to receive the registration is much longer, so as to
admit of placing in a single row the 20 Marcel-Deprez
registers, designed to signal the entire movement of
the 10 pistons of the apparatus called manometrio
:

balances. The great length rendering more difficult
the displacement of the cylinder with reference to it.s
axis it is left stationary, and the fork and the connector-registers, designed for

measuring phenomena

whose duration exceeds that of a revolution of the
cjdinder, are mounted on a moveable slide.
This
slide is moved by an endless chain, operated by a
wheel-work with which it can be connected at will
by a special gearing, which also can be worked automatically at the moment of firing.
In order to extend the duration of the rotation of
the cylinder as long as may be necessary, it is provided with a motor-wheel work similar to those
which are employed in the Hughes' telegraph-printers, and which permit the motor-weights to be
wound up during the motion without interrupting
the movement. The arrangement giving the meana
of utilizing the apparatus for experiments of long
duration, as, for instance, the observation of the
law of the movement of a projectile over the whole
extent of its trajectory, during the lapse of several
seconds, the cylinder is furnished with a regulator,
so arranged as to cause the velocity of rotation at
the circumference to varv within very extended limits from 0.50 to 15 meters (l.()4to4!).313 feet) per
second, and the means of regulating this velocitj' is
assured, even during the working, by employing a
regulator with movable fans arranged so that it can
velocity
be adjusted under all circumstances.
indicator was added to the apparatus, which shows
at each instant the ajiproximate velocity acquired
by the revolving cylinder, which gives "the means,
by operating on the regulator, of bringing the velocity to the proper rate, according to the nature of
the exiH'riment in view, and of not causing the firing
until the moment when it is certain that the apparaThe
tus is brought under the conditions required.
arrangements applied last of all to the Schultz chronograpli for the readings is retained; that is to say. the
employment of a stationery microscope mounted ou
the slide and of a graduated scale on the cylinder
but, in order to increase the precision of the measures, this scale was traced on a disk furnished with
a toothed gearing with a micronietric endless screw,
the head of which is furnished with a graduated
Finally, in order to
roller movable before a vernier.
facilitate the employment of electric currents both
for the working of the registers and for setting in
motion the fork and the divers automatic attachments applied to the apparatus, there is annexed to
the chronograph a special switch board by whicli all
the necessary comliinations of currents are easiljeffected, and the number of the lialtery elements, according to circumstances, grouped on each register.
Tin- switch board is jirovided with jin apparatus for

A

;

communicating tire, by which the relative retarilaliou of this communication of tire is regulated at

8EC0KDART BASES.

of setting in motion the slide
the re^rlsters, anil lit the moment
wlu'ii the pen of the fork rests on the cylinder; it
is furnished also with a special apparatus, designed
to produce a sinuillaneous rupture of the currents
which animate the 20 registers placed before the
cyliniier. in the case of experiments with the manonietrie t)alanee witii 10 pistons.
The dra»iin:rei)resenlsa front ])ersppotive view of
thearraM'.'emint iriven to the Sciuiltz modified chronoiiraph w lien rea<ly for work with a single-conneetor
In this case the handle is pushed down
register.
which engages the screw attached to the cylinder,
which is displaced longitudinally liy a movement
proportional to its movement of rotation. The pen
of the registerthen traces on itssurfaee ii continuous
helicoidal curve liy the tide of sinusoidal tracing of
the fork, which is also develoi)ed helically. The examination of lliis drawing makes easily recognizable
the principal uinditications which have been made
to the original arrangement of the Schultz chronograph. The organs ifor setting in motion, and those
for regulating the velocity have not received any modifications: but the fork, and its system of support,
have been lowered by making, for this purpose, a
lodgnu>nt in the table, so as to leave more available
space for the registers which permits, in case of
need, of placing before the cylinder two rows, one
above the other, each composed of 10 registers, sim-

vibrntinns, also, may be increased or diminished according to ij;reater, or less, rapidity with which the
movenu'nt is executed. It is evident that with this
nrraiig4>nient the exact velor'ity of the cylinder <an
be ascertained at the precise moinenl of the production of a phenomenon by moving the handle of (he
fork at the same moment that this ])henomenon is
produced, that is to say, in tlii' case of the e.\i>erimenls in which we are at present engaged, at the
same moment that the inllamuiation of the powder in
])ro<iuc<'d.
In order that the observer may avoid
giving this movement to the fork too soon or too late,
this latter ease occurring, for instance, wheti he gives
the order to lire and there is delay in I'Xeculiug the

will nt the momi'iit

which

contiiiiis

ply disconnectors. When connector-registers arc employed, these registers, are placed on a small special
When simply disconnectorsui)port, near the fork.

employed for registering a phenomenou
whose duration is less than that of a revolution of
the cylinder, iu which case the cylinder is alloweil
registers are
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comnianil, an arrangement is added to tlic apparatus
which causes the displaeemeiil of the fork, auloniatieally. at the very moment of the tiring.
This addition is seen in the drawing; it consists, on the one
hand, in the employment of a caoutchouc spring,
capable of a variable tension, and which draws the
handle of llie fork constantly towards the left and,
on the other hand, of a special electro-magnet, placed
at the oilier extri luily of the stroke, and whosi' attraction retain.;, in ordinary circumstances, the lever
of ihe handle, whi(;h is furni.shed for this purpose
with a small armature of soft iron. The electromagnet is traversed by a special circuit which is interrupted at the moment of tiring, either by the lr«ctiou (jn the tiring lanyard, if the lire is communicated
:

I

j

usual manner, or bv the working of the conjunclor for coitMinmiealing tire, if electricity is emIhe
ployed for the inlliiMHiialion of the priiuuig.
handle of Ihe fork is then loosed at tin' very moment
when the inllaMuniiii.ni tak.'S place, and the tension
be reguof the cao\ilehouc spring that draws it may
the
lated iu such a manner as to lake into account
funelioual retardation of the apjiaratusfor cominunSo that the tracing of the vibrations
icating tire.
the
mav be protracle<l till Ihe i)recise moment wlien
See '7(/v,««.
signals to be registered are produced.
lirgi^t^r.
gr'iph ])r:p-rhrn„n,,niphMw\ Mim-el-Deprn
BASES. As an army advances, other
in thi'

to turn in ils place, it is necessary to prevent the
tracings of the diapason from overlaying each other
bv luMiig made (luring more than one consecutive
turn this result isobtained by mounting the fork on
a movable jointed base so that the pen of the cyliider
can be brought nearer or farther at will, without inSECONDARY
terrupting the vibratiims of the fork. The movement
secon<liirv are commonly assumed, to
of the base, besides. is directed by means of a handle, bases, termed
1 hese
to havi' its supplies at hand.
armv
the
enable
of
kuee,
so
that
with
form
a
the
joint
in
on
a
acting
present the same (iiialities as
should
which
rice
bases,
or
term.
left,
from
right
to
movement
simple
a
base, are usually established by deof this handle there is a corresponding double move- do the original
by the n'-enforcements
ment from rear to front, then from front to rear of tached bodies of troops, or
not be delayed
sent forward, so that the armv will
tlie fork.
The iu.i.ortiince of estabThe position of the pen is also regulated so that in in its onward movement. increases
in proportion as
bases
this movement it rests lightly on the cylinder when lishint' secondary
Aaiiolebase.
the army removes from its primitive
it reaches its extreme position in front, so that it is
operations in the Uussian campaign,
sutlicient to give to the handle a complete movement, on's Ion"- line of
such bases to provide for the safety
in one direction or the other, in order that the pen 1812, rcfiuired
studv of this campaign cannot fail
may trace on the cylinder in motion some undula- of his army.
difhculinstnictive as illustrating the immense
tions, which suffice to show the velocity of the lat- to be
campaign at a
The number of these ties to be overcome iu conducting a
ter at this precise moment.
;

A

—
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Johnson the power of removal was taken from hira.
b^' what was known as the Tenure of Office Act,
which was applied in the case of .Secretarj' of War
Stanton, whom the President had removed from ofSlierman in his AtUiuta campaign. Chattanooga
The difficulty resulted in the impeachment of
the principal point on this river, being also on the fice.
line of railroad from Louisville to Atlanta, the main the President and his acquittal; when Secretary Stangreat distance from the primitive source of supplies
Tlie Tennessee river, being
and re-enforcements.
navigable, formed a secondary base for General

,

source of supply for his large army of 100,000 men ton resisned. See Minhter.
SECEETAKY AT
Formerly a high officer of
was the principal depot of supplies and the most
the British Ministry, who had the control of all the
important point of this line or base.
power which is master of the sea, is enabled to financial arrangements of the Army. and who was the
assume a base at pleasure and still have a strong responsible medium for parliamentarj' supervision
In the time of the Tudors, the
point of support. This fact was illustrated during in military affairs.
our late war, when General McClellan, in 1862, as- war business of the country appears to have been
sumed his base at the White House on York river. transacted by the Department of the Secretary of
After his line of commuuication was cut by General State. The formation of a War Office proper took
Lee, McClellan changed his base to the James river place about 1620. The office rose in importance as
without anj' risk of failing to find a strong support. the Army increased ; but was limited to financial
Later,also General Grant changed his base from the authority, neither the Commander-in-Chief nor MasPotomac to the James river. General Scott, from ter General of the Ordnance being subject to it. At
the same cause, was able to select Vera Cruz as his length, during the Russian war the evils of this
base during the Mexican war. England from her divided authority led to the creation of a Secretary
superiority on the sea, would have great advantages of State for War, to control all the military departments.
The Sccretaryship-at-War was merged in
in this respect.
The length of the base of operations should be in this superior office in 18.5.5, and although for some
proportion to the distance that an army may be years preserved technically a separate appointment
required to operate from it. If the base is too con- held by the Secretary of State, was abolished by Act
tracted, the different roads leading to the objective of Parliament in 18G3.
SECEETAEY OF LEGATION —The title of the Secpoint will be verj' much resrticted, which would
greath' facilitate any movement of the enemy to sep- ond Diplomatic Official accompanying full missions
to Foreign Courts, and who fulfills the duty of the
arate the armv from its base.
Such Officials are sent by
In fortification. that be- Minister in his absence.
SECONDCOVEEED
yond the second ditch. This ditch is made on the the United States to the Courts of Great Britain,
outside of the glacis, when the ground is low and Russia. France, Spain, Germany, Austria-Hungary,
Italy, Japan, China, Mexico, Brazil, and Turkey
there is plenty of water.
SECONDING.— temporary retirement to which at the last-named Court, supplying all the functions
The Foreign Countries having
Officers of Royal Artillery and Royal Engineers are of Consul General.
subjected when they accept civil employment imder Secretaries of Legation at Washington are Argenthe Crown. After sLx months of such employment tine Republic, Austria-Hungary, Belgium. Brazil,
the officer is seainded, by which he loses military' Chili, Colombia, France, Great Britain, Hayti, Mexpay, but retains his rank, seniority, and promotion ico, Peru. Russia. Spain, Sweden and Norway.Turin his Corps. After being seconded for ten years he kev, China. Japan.
SECEETAEY OF STATE.— An ancient and importmust elect to return to nulitary duty, or to retire alant office in the government of England. The oldtogether.
SECEECY.— In military economy this quality is pe- est record of its existence is in the reign of Henry
III., when John Maunsell is described as "Secretarculiarly requisite. It signifies fidelity to any .secret
taciturnity inviolate ; close silence. Officers in par- ins Isoster." Prior to the restoration, the holder of
ticular, should be well aware of the importance of it, this office was generally styled the "King's Chief
as the divulging of what has been confidentially in- or "Principal Secretary; " he had the custody of the
trusted to tiiem, especially upon expeditions, might King's signet, and discharged his duties with the asrender the whole project abortive. The slightest de- sistance of four clerks. Two Secretaries are said to
viation from it is very justly considered a breach of have been first appointed toward the close of the
honor, as scandalous conduct unbecoming an officer reign of Henry VIII. The office, always one of inOn the
and a gentleman. In all official matters the person fluence, gradually grew in importance.
so olTeuding is liable to the severest pimishment and union of 1707, Anne added a third Secretary of State
for Scotland, which office, however, was done away
peualtv.
SECRETAHY.— The Chiefs of the E.xecutive Depart- with. In the reign of George HI. there were at first
ments of the United States Government, forming the but two Secretaries for a time there was a third
Caliiuet, are termed Secretaries, except in the case for America, but his office was abolished by statute
of the Post-office Department and the Department in 17fi3. While the Secretaries were two in number,
of Justice. They are the Secretary of State, whose both equally directed home affairs ; to one of them
charge is the foreign relations of the Government: the were committed the foreign affairs of the Jsorthem
Irish af.
Secretary of the Treasurj', who has charge of the to the other of the Southern Department.
fairs belonged to the province of the elder Secretary.
national finances, including the customs revenue
There are now five principal Secretaries of State
the Secretary of War, who has in charge the U. S. Arand controls its disposition under the direction who are respectively appointed for the Home Affairs,
of the President, who is Commander-in-Chief of the the Foreign Ailairg, War, the Colonies, and India.
Army and Navj- and who has charge of all forts and The}- are all appointed by the Sovereign by the mere
all military movements ; the Secretary of the Xavy. delivery of the seals of office, without patent, and
who bears a similar relation to the naval force and are always members of the Privy Council and of the
the Secretary of the Interior, in whose charge are the Cabinet. Though each has his own Department,
Indian tribes. Government lands, pensions, the Pat- he is considered capable of discharging the duties
ent Office, and Bureau of Education. These officials of the others a member of the House of Commons,
are appointed by the President and confirmed by the if removed from one Secretarj-ship to another, does
Senate. They report annually, and as much oftener not thereby vacate his seat.
The Secretary of State for the Home Department
as required, to the President, who lays their reports
before Congress. The salary of each of the Heads of has the charge of the maintenance of the internal
Departments is -fS.OOO per amium. Eadi is subject peace of the United Kingdom, the Becurity of the
to removal by the President, whenever in the judg- laws, and the administration of jti.stice, so far as the
ment of the latter the interest of the Government shall royal prerogative is involved in it. He directs the
BO demand. During the administration of President disposal and emDloymcnt of the regiUar troops at
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8£CS£IA£Y OF WAB.
home, and

provitles for the

suppression of

riots.

militia, jeoiuanrv, and vohinteers are entirely
under his control, lie has the ultimate supervision
of all that relates to prisons and criminals; and
numerous statutorj' powers have heen given him re-

The

farding poIice,sanitarj--matters,the regulation of

la-

or. etc.

The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs is the
responsible adviser of the Crown in all communications between the Government and Foreign Powers.
lie negotiates treaties, either directly with the Foreiirn Ministers resident in the country, or through
the British Ministers abroad. It is liis duty to inquire into the complaints of British Subjects residing in foreign countries.to give them protection and
The For.
to demand redress for their grievances.
eign Secretary recommends to the Sovereign all Ambassadors. Ministers, and Consuls, to represent the
country abroad. He grants passports to British subjects and naturalized foreiixners.
The Secretary for the Cofouial Department has the
supervision of the laws and customs of the Colonies,
watehes over their interests, directs their government, apportions the troops necessary for their defense or police, appoints the Governors of the Colonies, and sanctions or disallows the measures of the
Colonial Governments; rarely. however, prescribing
measures for their adoption.

Each of these four Secretaries of State is assisted
by two Under Secretaries of State nominated by
himself one usually permanent, while the other
dependent on the administration in power.
;

is

The Secretary of State for India. whose office dates
from the abolition in 18.58, of the double government
of India by the Court of East India Directors and
Board of t'ontrol. has the same control over the
governnuut of India which was formerly exercised
by these bodies, and countersigns all warrants and

orders under the sign-niaiuial relating to India. He
is assisted by an Under Secretary who is also a
Member of the Legislature, and loses office with the
Cabinet, and by a permanent Under Secretary and
Assistant Secretary, as also by a Council of tifteen
members, over whom he presides. Every order sent
to India must be signed by the Secretary. and all dispatches from governments and presidencies in India
must be addressed to the Secretary.
There is also Chief Secretary for Ireland, resident
in Dublin, except during the sitting of Parliament,
and under the authority of the Lord Lieutenant.
His office resembles that of a Secretary of State, but
he is generally called Secretary to the Lord Lieuten-

He

assisted by an Under Secretary.
of State for War (see Secretaet at
•wab) has the .superintendence of all matters connected with the Array, assisted by the Commanderin-Chief, and is responsible for the amount of the
He prepares for the royal
military establishment.

ant.
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is

The Secretary

signature and countersigns commissions in the Army
and recommends to the Sovereign for the Order of
Kni;:htli<.od of the Bath.
8ECRETAKY OF WAB.— Tlic principal officer of the
Executive Department of AVar. Mr. Attorney General Wirt, in an opinion, dated January 2.">, 1821, says,
the Secretary of War "does not compose a part of the
Armj", and has no duties to perform in the field."
The duties assigned by law for the Secretary of War
are the following: 1. The Act creating the new Department {Art Aug. 7, 1789) gives to tTie Secretary,
besides the custody of records, books, and papers of
the old Department, the record of militarj' commissions, the care of warlike stores and other duties
clearly ministerial. 2. Sections, -4 <-« March 3, 1813,
continued in force by the 9th section of the Art of
April 24, 181*1, delegates jointly to the President and
Secretary of War the power to make regulations better defining and describing the respective powers and
duties of Stall Officers. 3. Articles of War intrust
the Secretary of War with muster-rolls and returns,
and give him authority over the forms of such pa-

WAB.

and to require stated returns. 4. Articles of War
authorize him to grant dlscharsres to Non-commissioned Officers and soldiers, anct make him the medium in passing proceedings of certain Courts-Martial, and the organ of the President's orders thereon.
'j. Another Article of War
charges the Secretarj- with
receiving accounts of the effects of deceased officers
and soldiers. 6. Art May 18, 1820, Section 1, respecting clothing, etc., charges certain duties upon the
Quartermaster General "under the direction of the
Seiretarj' of War." 7. Several Actji authorize the
Secretary to purchase sites for Arsenals. 8. The Ordnance Department and its mntcriel are made subject
to the Secretary bv the Act Februarj- «, 1815. 9. tinder the Art .March 2, 1803, Section 1, the Secretary
of War is authorized to give direction to the State
Adjutants General, in order "to produce uniformity"
in returns, and to lav abstracts of the same, etc. 10.
The Secretary shall lay before Congress on the 1st of
February in each year a statement of the appropriations of the preceding year showing the amoimt appropriated, and the balance remaining unexpended
on the 31st of December preceding. He shall estimate the probable demands which may remain on each
appropriation, and the balance shall be deducted from
the estimates of his Department for the service of the
current year; (.let Jlay 1, 1H20.) 11. He shall render annually accounts exhibiting the sums expended
out of such estimates, together with such information connected therewith as mav be deemed proper ;
{Act May 1, 1820.) 12. The Secretary of War shall
cau.se to be collected and transmitted to him at the
seat of Government all flags, standards, and colors,
as may be taken by the Army of the United States
from their enemies; (Art April 18, 1814.) 13. The
Secretary may employ for the office of the War Department one chief clerk, and such other clerks as
may be authorized by law; {Act^ April 20. 1818, and
May 2G, 1824.) 14. The Secnaarj' of War may furnish to persons who design to emigrate to Oregon,
California, or Xew Mexico, such arms and ammunition as may be needed to arm them for the expedition at the actual cost of such arms and ammunition;
(JitMlutwu JIarch. 2, 1X49.) 15. All purchases and
contracts for supplies or ser\-ices for the military service of the United States, shall he made by or under
the Secretary of War (Art July 16, 1798.) IG. He
shall annually lav before Congress a statement of all
contracts, wi"th full details; (^lc< April 21, 1808.)
Not one of the numerous Acts of Congress relative
to the War Department gives him authority to command troojis. His lawful duties are all purely administrative, and "as he does not compose a part of
the Army," the President, in the exercise of his office
of Commander-in-Chief, can of course only use the
The Engmilitary hierarchy created by Congress.
lish, fniin whom our system is borrowed,opposed to
centralization of authority as adverse to freedom,
have judiciously recognized the fact, in practice as
well as in theorj-.that the War Department is not of
such a nature that it can be directed as other Departments of the Cabinet, or even be made to work by
the simple play of constitutional changes in the MinThey have consequently separated the action
istry.
of the public force from the d'irecti">i of all financial
matters. But as the safety of the State depends
upon the stability of its militarj- institutions, the
steadfastness of the means at work, and the skilful
direction of all details, the Minister of War, who is
change<l by every triumph of opposite opinion, is not
a military "officer, and not charged with military auThe permanent military institutions of the
thority.
The Army does
countfj' do not depend upon him.
not look to him for nominations to office, discipline,
or military control. He is simply the great provider,
the superintendent of accounts, the financier, the interpreter of the plans of the Cabinet forexterior and
He is aided by Under
politico-military operations.
Secretaries, who do not go out of office with the Cabinet, and who are charged with the adniinistration
pers,
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and payments for the materiel. The Commander-in- unlimited. This service is, since the close of the
Chief, on the contrary, is the conservator of disci- War, represented by the Bureau of Special Agents of
pline, the centerof nominations, the life-sprinj; which the Revenue Department of the U. S. Treasury. These
animates and directs the Army, the source of orders, Officials are charged with the investigation of susthe regulator of tactics.

He

occupies himself with

improvements of aU kinds, and

pected frauds in the collection of the revenue, either
through fraudulent invoices, undervaluation, or false
appraisement. They are authorized to inspect invoices and other records in the various Custom-houses: and to investigate the books of mercantile houses,
and require them to be brought into Court for examination,on suspicion of any fraudident importation of
goods.
SECTION. 1. A certain proportion of a battalion or

witli the destination

of maleritl. It is to him tliat the Minister of State
for War lias recourse when he communicates to
Parliament or the Cabinet the condition of the Army, details of organization, and other military information. Military tinance and support of armies are
thus left with the Secretary of War, while command,
discipline, and improvements are regulated by the
Commander-in-Cliief. The Minister of War thus follows the fortunes of a Cabinet without the militarj'
institutions of the country being in any manner affected by any party changes. Practice in the United
States has widely divergetl from tliis tlieory.
SECRET PATROLS.— Secret patrols consist of a few
men, and are generally sent out on the flanks, sometimes in the rear of the enemy's army. They have
fretjuently to go far, and be long gone, to make the
necessary observations and of all the duties of Light
Cavalry, therefore, this is the most difficult to perform.
Many of the rules laid down for other patrols, are likewise applicable here.
patrol of this
kind marches without advance or rear-guard. Only

I

company, when it is told off for military movements
and evolutions. 2. If a plane pass through work in
any direction, the cvit miide by it is a section if the
cut be vertical and perpendicular to the face of the
work, it is a ground-plan thus, when the foundation
of a house appears just above the ground, it shows
;

:

the ground-plan of the building.
cutting instrument for
SECTION CUTTER.
ing thin sections for microscopic examination.

—A

mak-

The

;

A

man must be detached to look over tlie counfrom the hill-tops. Tlie high roads must be avoided as much as possible, and the patrol march by
by-roads, deep valleys, etc., etc. A guide on horseback will be of great service to such a i)atrol but
he is to l)e paid for it, and well treated. The patrol,
to feed, must go off the road into a thicket or wood,
and a look-out be set from a tree. If anj'thing hostile
approach, the patrol must escape unpcrceived and
one
try

;

seek out another place of concealment, until it may
continue its marcii without danger. A fire can rarely be lighted never without being very careful to
hide it: but it is better to do without one. An inhabitant who meets with the patrol at night, must
remain witli it until the march is resumed. Sliould
a secret patrol, in spite of all these precautions, be
discovered by the enemy, it must fl)'. But, as soon as

—

the enemy gives up the pursuit, it must make a renewed attempt to get, by roundabout ways, to where

A

to execute its commission.
well-informed and
clever officer is required for this kind of duty one
who speaks the language of the country, and has a
knowledge of the customs, habits, liopes, and fears
of the inhabitants. The leader of a patrol should always be able to answer the following questions about
the roads he has passed over
A.S to whether the)' are rocky, sandy, or boggy ?
it is

:

.Fig.

1.

drawings show two forms of the instrument. Fig. 1,
represents Walmsley's adaptation of Dr. Bevan Lew-

How many streams were passed their
distance from one another; their breadth,
depth, and strength of current?
Tlic character of their banks; whether
;

steep, mir)-, etc.?

Whether fordable at every season for
Cavalrj', Infantry, or Artillery, etc. ?

How many bridges

span them; wheth-

wood or stone, massive or slight ?
How many villages there are on the

er of

tlieir names
and the distances
from one to the other?
Whether the road runs much through
woods, or at some distance from them
the woods, of what size and kind, etc. ?
See PiitroU and Side PatruU.

road

;

;

SECRET SERVICE.— Under the U. S.
Government, a Department or Bureau,
not created by law, nor reeognizeil by
specific appropriation for its cost.
Its
duties are not defined, and vary with the

may create them. Durof the Reljellion the service was extended its Chief was a soldier with the rank of a Brigadier General of Volunteers, and its power and authority under the Government were practically
occasion which
ing the

War
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This form is largely in
is's ether-spray microtome.
use by our leading Histologists, and by the Jledical
Department of the Army. To the excellent section
instrument, of the Army Medical Museum pattern, a

SECTION LIITEB.
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SEDAN CHAIB.

second lablc, witli i;lass top, is iidiU-il, tlinuiirli wliicli ysection of the groimd with the least possible expena brass-topped tube, with coudiMisinj; cliamlHT be- dit\ire of time and labor. The contours on the map
neath, is acivanecd by the same micrometer screw. furnish the data, luid enable tlie Surveyor to |)roduce
Some thiclvened gum- water beinj; put upon tlie top the reipiired sections. It is, as stated l)y the designof this tube, a piece of tissue, say a portion of spinal er, I.iculenaiit Tressider, H.K., a means <if giving to
column from a freshly-killed animal, may be placed a map the ailvaulau'es of a model without its defects.
SECTOR OF EXPLOSION. At the moment that a
in it, and the nozzle of the freezins; atomizer liavini;
been introduced into the tube beneath, tlietiss\ie will gun is lirccl. there is a sort of spherical sector of fire

be solidly frozen in from one to three minutes. Kther
may be used, but rhijiolene is nuich better: a considerable portion of it will be condensed in the chamber, and can be drawn off by the tube, shown in the
The knife should be
illustration, for further \ise.
kept cold by being placed on a block of ice before
Tlie instrument is maih' in two sizes, with
using.
inches diameter. Fig. 2 shows
tubes of 1 inch and
the instrument after the pattern of M. Uivet, in brass,
and furnished with a micrometer screw and knife.
SECTION LINER.- An instrument for indicating

U

sections of objects in fortification and architectural
drawings, for drawing screw-threads, laying out the
spaces for brick work, letterings on drawings, and
in all cases where narrow spaced parallel lines are
With it a person of moilerate ability or
needed.
practice can produce an elTect of great, \miformity
and neatness in sectional drawings, almost, or (juite
equal to llie engine-dividing of engravings. The iu-

stnimpnt consists of a ruler, covered on the underside with an lndia-rubl)er clotli, a triangle with a
clamping-screw, passing through near one of its edges
and a plate, with the necessary arrangeini^nt for producing a movement over eciual spaces. The several
parts are placed together as represented in the engraving. Fig. 1., there being a little spring beneath
the front edge of the top plate, which presses asainst
one edge of the ruler, while the triangle is clamped
against the other edge.
The ruler may be jilaced
upon the paper in any desired position, the Indiarubber cloth underneath keeping it there with great
security: and it thus acts as a n;uide for the triangle
which can be moved along over equal steps by alternately pressing down the ivory button and letting

—

forme<l in fmnt of the piece, who.se extremity jiresses
against the bottom of the bore, while the external
I)ortion of it terminates in the air, which this sector
compresses and drives in every direction the air
thus forming a sujiport, the sector reacts with its
full f<irce upon the bottom of the bore and causes the
recoil nf the Jiiece.
SECTOR WITHOUT FIRE.— The star and bastioned
forts were devised to remedy the defects of strtirrn
irit/ioiitjiri'. and of the fluid spncfx, found in redoubts.
sector without tire is the name given to that space
exterior to a work which is not defended by the direct tire of the adjacent faces.
The space is"included
between lines drawn throtigh a salient, perpendicular to the faces.
SECURE ARMS.— A position inthe Jfanual of Arms,
executed as follows: The Instructor commands. 1.
.SiriiiY, 2. Arms.
Advance the piece slightly with
tlie right hand, the barrel turning to the right; grasp
;

A
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were al- Experience has shown that no cartridge can be trustSedans are ed to consume entirely in the barrel, under all cirnow seldom seen except for the transport of the sick, cumstances, as the metal conveys tlic heat away so
rapidly that often the thin paper in contact with it
ji the field.
SEDENTAKY TROOPS.— The bodies of troops that is untouched from the combustion of the powder.
remain at honii- to garrison towns, fortresses, etc., Tliis cartridge therefore leaves in the chamber amass
In
after the active Army and the Reserve have left the of debris, paper, caoutchouc, copper, and dirt.
country. By the new English mobilization scheme a order to counteract this, tlie chamber has to be made
large force, including a few regular regiments and a little larger than is necessary; hence, frequent missthe garrison artillery, forms the garrison or sedentary fires. The grease with which the cartridge is coverArmy of the country. It is divided into 13 separate ed gets decomposed, and remains useless, if it does
commands, and will in time of war have to watch not penetrate through the paper and attack the powder, so that after twenty rounds the dirt in the rifle
and defend the coasts.
SEDITION.— A general name given to such offenses is solidified, accuracy is lost, and firing is stopped
against the State as fall short of treason. In the law from the impossibility of loading. The cartridge is
Wri- besides very liable to get damp, on account of the
of England it is not a .strictly technical word.
ting, publishing, or uttering words tending to excite paste it contains, and it is quickl}' damaged in magThe chassepot (as modified by Major Gras)
subjects to insurrection, though not urging them to azines.
rebellion or a total subversion of the Government, and the German needle-gun (Mauser) now fire a mecome under this denomination. There are various tallic cartridge.
SELF-DEFENSE. In law, defense of ones' person
English statutes directed against particular acts of
A person upon whom
sedition, such as seditious libels, and seditious meet- or propert}' from an Lujury.
ings and assemblies, which are punishable as mis- violence is inflicted maj' defend himself by so much
demeanors. Act 36, George III., directed against all coimter-violence as is necessary for his protection
seditious practices and attempts pending to high and no more. If assaulted by blows, he may defend
treason, is extended to Ireland by 11 Vict., and ad- himself by blows. A man may defend himself, even
ditional provisions are added to it.
By this latter to the extent of his committing homicide, to prevent
Act the compassing or devising, either to depose the any violent crime, whose perpetration would consti(jueen to levy war against the Queen, for the pur- tute a felony. He may return force with force in
pose of changing her Majesty's measures, or con- defense of his person or propertj' against an attempt
straining or overawing Parliament or to move any at forcible felony
and he need not retreat, but may
foreigner to invade the Queen's dominions, is made even follow his assailant. When there is no threatfelony, punishable by transportation for life, or for a ened or intended felony, a man may defend himself
period not less than seven years, and that notwith- in a mutiuil tight caused by an)' sudden quarrel, or
where witliout a mutual tight the assailant attempt*
standing the facts should amount to treason.
In Scotland sedition is distinguished from leasing- or commits an assault and battery and the assaUed
person,
where an attempt to strike him is made and
making in so far as the object of the latter is to disparage the private character of the Sovereign, while the assailant is near enough to be able to strike hiju,
the former crime is directed against the order and need not wait to lie struck first.
SELF DENYING ORDINANCE.- A measure carriod
tranquility of the State. The punishment of sedition
formerly arbitrary, is now restricted to tine and im- through I'arliament in 1045 by the influence of Cromprisonment.
well and the Independents, with the view of removSE6BANS. Horsemen among the Turks who have ing Essex and the Presljyterians from the command
care of the baggage belonging to cavalry regiments. of the Army.
It was on motion of a fanatic Of the
SEGMENT- SHELL.—An elongated projectile inven- name of Zouch Tate, who on the ground that "there
ted by Sir William Amstrong. The first iron body is is but one way of ending so many evils, which is,
coated with lead, and contains a number of segments that every one of us freely renounce himself," proof iron in successive rings, leaving a hollow cylinder posed, that " Iso member of either House shall, durThe charge ing this war, enjoy or execute any office or command
in the center for the bursting-charge.
bursts on impact or by a time-fuse, and scatters the civil or military, and that an ordinance be brought
segments in all directions. It may be used as case- in accordingly." The ordinance, which was clearly
shot by arranging the fuse to explode the shell on intended to take all the executive power out of the
leaving tlie muzzle. The object originally of intro- hands of the more moderate politicians, and form an
ducing the segment-shell was that it might, Ijy its army iudependant of Parliament, was the subject of
construction, take the place of common shell, which, violent and protracted debate, but eventually passed
it was found, did not break up into sufficiently small in both Houses, and became law.
The consequence
pieces. Then it was hoped tliat it would act as was that Essex, Warwick, Manchester, and otliera
Shrapnel, but again it was observed that, from the gave in tlieir resignations, and the conduct of the
bad shape of the segments, it ilid not fly forward war was intrusted to Fairfax Cromwell, to whom,
with sulticient velocity, and it scattered too much. as a member of the Lower House, the self-denying
Again, tired with a time-fuse, it was not rsjliable as ordinance extended, as much as to Essex and the rest,
to bursting at the exact moment required
so it was had the duration of his commission prolonged by
not considered efficient as Shrapnel, and contained the Commons on accoimt of his invaluable services
too small a cliarge of powder to make it use'ul as a as a leatler of cavalry, and by his brilliant achievecommon shell against buildings, field-works, etc.
ments soon surpassed his Commander in reputation.
SEJANT. SEjANT.or Assis, in Heraldry, is the term
SELICTAR. A Turkisli saber formerly nmch used.

more numerous than hackney coaches,
most

all

in the

anil

hands of Highlanders.
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;
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of blazon applied to a beast in his usual sitting posture.
lion borne in full face, with his forepaws extended sideways, is blazoned sejant aUronte, as in
crest
of Scotland.
the
SELECTION.— The act of choosing and taking from
among a number. In the British Al'ray, selection according to merit is the system observed in promoting
officers from a lower to a higher grade.
In the United States all officers select their quarters according to

A

—

SELLING OUT.— The permission formerly given to
an Officer in the English Anuy, on retiring from the

service, to sell his commission for the stipulated snm
laid down by the Regulations.
Since tlic non-purchase system has been established, this sanction is
only granted to those Officers who entered the service previous to 1871, in which year the purchase of
commissions was abolished. Officers who were in
the service prior to that year receive the value of
rank.
their commission%from the Army Purchase CommisSELF CONSUMING CAKTHID6E.— The original car- sioners.
tridge of the needle-gun and of the cliassepOt; it is
SEMAPHORE.— The name applied to the system of
made of a linen or silk envelope and the explosive telegraphy in use before the application of the eleccomposition is situated in the center of the powder. tric current. Semaphores were first established by

<£»£.

Frfiich in 1794, as a plan for conveying; intolli-

thi-

gcnce from the capilal to tlie armies on the frontier.
In the followini; year. Lord Geor^je Murray introiluee(i them in Kuirlanil
and by their means the Board
of Admiralty were placed within a few minutes of
Deal, Portsmouth, or Plymouth. These semapliores
consisted of towers built at intervals of from 5 to 10
miles on commandini; sites. On the top of each tower
was the telejjrapli apparatus, wliioh at lirst comprised
shutters arranired in 2 frames, by tlie openinir
(>
and shutting of which, in various combinations, 03
distinct signals could be formed. In LSIG Sir Home
Popham substituted a mast with 2 arms, similar to
many of tlie present railway signals. The arms were
worked from within the lowerby winches in the lookout room, wliere a powerful telescope in either direction constantly eonunanded the mast of the next
station. If a fog set in at any point on the route, tlie
message was delayed otherwise, wlien a sliarplookout was kept, tlie transmission was very rapiil. For
instance, the hour of oue by Greenwich time was always communicated to Portsmouth when the ball
fell at Greenwich
the semaphores were ready for
the message, and it commonly passed from London
to Portsmouth and the acknowledgment back to Lon;

;

;

don within three-<|uarters of a minute. Kach station
was in the charge of a Xaval Officer — usually a Lieutenant with one or two men under him. To" save the
cost of this Establishment, the Deal and Plymouth
lines fell into disuse soon after the Peace of 1815;
anil the superior advantages of the electric telegraph
being incontestable, the Portsmouth line sent its last
message Dec. ;J1, 1847, and, on land at least, the semaphore closed its career of usefulness forever. In
•calm weather, when Mags will not extend, semajihores

are employed on board ship as a means of signaling
from vessel to vessel, or to the shore in such a case,
the post containing the arms is movable, and can be
reaclily shipped or unshipped near the stern. See Sig;

nah.

SEME. — In Heraldry, when

a charge

is

repeated an

iudelinile number of times so
as to produce the appearance
of a pattern, then the term unite

(sometimes
ed)

is

luii/enied

applied to

it.

or powder-

When

a

seme, it is treated as if it
w^ere cut out of a larger extent
of surface, some of the charges
being divided by the outline of
the shield. The term crn-iilly
denotes sem(5of cross crosslets,
field is

hflktty seme
SEUISPATA.

and
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of billets.

Seme.

— A Frankish

dagger or scramasaxe,
having a single edge and several grooves on the back
of the blade. Its length, including the haft, is about
24 inches.

SEMI STEEL.— If in the operation of puddling, or
in decarbonizing cast-iron, the process be stopped at
a particular time, determined by indications given
by the metal to an experienced eye,an iron is then obtained of greater hanlness and strength than ordinary iron to which the name of semi-steel, or puddled
steel, has been applied.
The principal difficulty in
its manufacture is that of obtaining imiformity intlie
,

product, homogeneity, and soliditj' throughout the
entire mass. It is much improved by reheating and
hammering under a heavy hammer, but it has not
been found a very reliable material for even caimon of
small caliber. See Puddled Steel and Steel.
SENATE.— The Upper House of Congress; composeil of twice as many members as there are States
in the Union, the two members from each State being elected by the respective State Legislatures, to
hold office for si.x j'cars. The Senators are held to
represent the local sovereignty of their respective
States. All Bills in Congress must pass both Houses
to become laws though the same may originate in
either House. Of special functions, the Senate possesses that of ratifying treaties with foreign powers;
;

of confirming the nominations to office made by the
President, andot sitting as a High Court of Impeachment in case of the trial of pulilic officials. Thedifferent States have each an I'pper House corresponding in its duties and powers with the United States
Senate.
SENESCHAl. In the origin of the office, probably
an allciidaiit of the servile class who had the superinleiukiue of the household of the Frankish Kings.
In the course of lime, however, llic Seiieschalship
rose to be a position of dignity, held no longer by
persons of .servile race, but iiy ;\iililary ( ommanders,
who were also invested with judiiial authority. The
Lieutenants of the great Feudatories often took the
title of Seneschal.
similar office in England and

—

A

Scotland was designated Steward, but
to Latin as Si

is

rendered

in-

iii.ir:i/l>i.t.

SENIORITY.-

Priority given to a regiment or an ofhas nferiiu c to the dal<M)f the raising of the
former or the date of commission of the latter.
SENTENCE.— The judgment of a Court-Martial in
allolliiig liie punishment of a convicted soldier. The
puuislimcnt to be awarded is arrived at by the votes
of every Member of the Court.
Before deciding as
to the (juanlily, the Court should .settle as to the nature of i)unishment.
In all cases the opinion of the
majority should lie absolute, but when the votes are
equal, the moTe lenient sentence should be given.
No sentence of death can be passed unless two-thirds
ficer;

it

of the M(iiil)(Ts of the

SENTINEL

Court concur therein.

SENTSY.— A

private soldier, marine,
or sailor posted at a point of trust, with the duty of
watching the approach of an enemy or any person
suspected of hostile intentions. Sentries mount guard
over depots of arms, the tents of Commanding Officers, etc.
During the night each sentry is intrusted
with the " word," orthe coimtersign; and no person,
however exalted in position, may attemiit to approach
or pass him without giving thaiasasignal. In such
case the sentry is bound to arrest the intruder, and,
if necessary, to shoot him.
It has happened before
now that the Commander-in-Chief of an army has
been a prisoner in the hands of one of his own sentries.
When an army is in the field thesentriesareits eyes,
for they guard the approaches in every direction some
distance in front of the main body of troops. In the
event of attack they give the alarm and retire slowly
on their supports. There is usually an agreement,
tacit or e.xpr.'ssed, between Comman<lirs that their
outlying sentries shall not fire upon one another as
suc'h, would only be productive of useless liloodshed.
Under martial law death is the penalty to any sentry
for slcepini; on guard.
SENTRY BOX.— place of shelter for a sentry in
bad weather or against the effects of the sim. It is
made either of masonry or wood.
SEPADAR.— An East Indian term for an officer of
the rank of Brigadier General.
SEFAHI. An East Indian term given a feudatory
chief, or military tenant.
SEPOY.— A term corrupted from the Indian word
sepa/ii, a soldier.
This word sepahi, in its more familiar form of upaJiee. is known in most Eastern armies; and is itself derived from »//>, a bow and arrow,
the ordinary armament of an Indian soldier in ancient times.
The word sepoy now denotes a native
Hindu soldier in the British Army in India. The
present sepoy force numbers abrmt 140,000 men. See

A

—

E'lxt

Indin
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SEPTEMBRISEES— SEPTEMBRISTS.— A name given
to the frantic executioners in what are known as the
" September Massacres " in Paris. The causes of this
ferocious outburst were twofold — mad fear of flomestic traitors and of foreign despots.
The news
into Paris, ever more and more maddening, of Prussian and Austrian hordes marching
victorious over the frontiers; insolent Royalists obtruding themselves in the van of the invading armies
and breathing threatenings and slaughter: while the
numerous Ariatoaratea (i.e., favorers of the King and

came pouring
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Court) were believed to be making preparations to
At tlie very same moment
receive them in Paris.
broke out tlie Royalist Insurrection in La Vendee,
further
delirious, whereupon
rendering France still
Danton, "Minister of Justice," got a decree passed,
August 28, 1792, ordering domiciliary visits for the
arrest of all suspected persons, and for the seizure
of arms, of which patriotic France stood ven,- much in
need. Upward of 2,000 stands of arms were got in
On the
this way, and 40O head of new prisoners.
morning of Sep. 2 the news of the capture of Verdun
by the Prussians arrived. The mingled rage and
All the
panic of the people cannot be described.
bells in Paris were set a-clanging
men and women
hurried in mjTiads to the Champ de Mars to get
themselves enrolled as volunteers. Danton entered
the Legislature " The black brows clouded, the
colossus figure tramping heavj', grim energy looking
from, all features of the rugged man" and made that
famous speech, ending: •^J'our les taiiicre. pour le-s
atterrer quefaut-il ?
De Vaudtus, enayre de Vaudace
The effect was electrical.
et tovjonrs de Vawlofe."
He obtained from the assembly a decree condemning
to death all " Who refused to march to the frontiers
or to take up arms." But patriotism against foreignWere not the traitors at home
ers was not enough.
deserving of death ? Marat thought so multitudes
of ardent frautic men and women shared his convicbut it is not proved that either Marat or Dantion
ton formally ordered the massacres, or, indeed, that
anybody ordered them. They were rather only the
spontaneous outburst of patriotic insanity, beholding
aristocratic treachery and plots everjTvhere. Priests,
Swiss soldiers, aged and infirm paupers, and women,
both reputable and disreputable, and criminals, were
mercilessly cut down or shot. From Sunday afternoon till Thursday evening the wild butchery went
;

—

—

;

;

on at the Bicetre, the Abbaj'e, the Convent of the
Carmelites, the Conciergerie du Palais, the Grand
Chatelet, St. Firmin, La Force, and the Salpetriere.
One gathers a glimpse of the savage sincerity of the
Septembrisers when one reads that the gold rings,
watches, money, etc., found on the persons of the
massacred were all religiously brought to the townnot a single thing was stolen or furtivelj' aphall
propriated.
8EBAEHUK. In the East Indies, a Non-commissioned Officer who is employed in the artUlery. The
In the naval sertitle answers to that of Sergeant.
vice, the Strang is a similar person, and answers to
the title of Boatswain.
;

—

SERGEANT-AT-AHM8.— Formerly a sort of bodyguard attendant upon the person of the Sovereign
or of the Lord High Steward when sitting in judgment on a traitor." They numbered about thirty. The
functions of this body have long ceased.
Tiie Houses of Lords and Commons have each a
Sergeant-at-Arms. both of whom execute the commands of thellouse

to which they belong, as regards
the apprehension or custody of all persons committed l)y order of Parliament. The office is generally
held bv a military man, who is very seldom under
the raiik of a Field (JIflcer.
SERGEANT D'ARMES.— Philip Augustus, fearing to
be assassinated on the instigation of the Sheik of the
Mountain, during his stay in Palestine, organized for
the protection of his own person,a corps of Sergeants
d" Amies, consisting of gentlemen, whom he armed

with bronze war-clubs and bows and arrows. It was
their clutv to acrouqiiinv him evervwhere.
SERGEANT INSTRUCTORS.— In the British Army,
Sergeants who assist in the instruction of fencing,
gunnery, and musketry.
Sergeant Inhtruntor in Fencing. A Sergeant attached to each cavalry regiment, to instruct the officers

—

and men

in the art of fencing.
Sergennt Instructor in Gunnery. A Sergeant appointed to assist the Gunnery Instructor, attached to
each brigade of artillery.
Sergeant atSergeant InstrucU/r of Musketry.
tached to each line regiment, and two to the Engineers, whose duty it is to assistthe Instructor of Musketry in teaching the use of small-arms.

—

—A

—

SERGEANT MAJOR. The senior Non-commissioned Officer in a regiment. His duties are of a very
important nature, as will be realized when it is considered that he is the Adjutant's right-hand man. In
him should be embodied all that is manly, soldierHis duties are so manifold that
like, and zealous.
for the proper performance of them he should be the
smartest and most intelligent man in the regiment,
and his example and conduct such as shall cause him
to be esteemed and respected by every soldier in it.
Besides the Sergeant Major of a regiment, there are
Troup Sergeants Major in the cavalry, and Battery
Sergeants Major in the artillery.
SERGEANT MASTER TAILOR.— ANoii-commissioned Officer who oversees the tailoring of a regiment.
He is taken from the soldier tailors instructed at
the Royal Ximy Clothing Depot at Pirolico it is not,
however, necessary that he should be educated at the
above depot, as a civilian tailor on enlistment, after
undergoing the prescribed examination in his trade
at the Royal Army Clothing Depot, can be appointed.
SERGEANTRY.—A tenure by which aU lands were
held in the feudal times in England. After the Conquest the forfeited lands were parcelled out by William to his adherents upon condition of the performance of services of a military character. The military tenants of the Crown were, however, of two descriptions: some held merely Per Serririum Militare,
hy Knight- service: others held Per Sergentia m by
Grand Sergeantry.a higher tenure, which involved attendance on the King not merely in war, but in his
Court at the three festivals of the year, and at other
times when summoned. Although the word Baron,
in its more extended sense, was applied to both classes
of Crown Tenants, yet it was only those holding by
Grand Sergeantry whose tenure was said to be Per
Baroniam. In its earliest stage the distinction be:

SERASKIEB— SEEIASKEa.— The name given by
the Turks to every General having the command of
a separate army, and, particularly, to the Commander-in-Chief or the Jlinister of War. The Seraskier.inthe latter sense, possesses most extensive authority,
being subordinate only to the Sultan and Grand Vizier; he is selected by the Monarch from among the
Pashas of two or three tails.
SERDANS.— Colonels in the Turkish Service.
SERENADE. Originally the music performed in a
calm night. Serenading has been chiefly practiced
in Spain and Italy. It is very common among the
students of the German Universities to assemble at
night under the window of a favorite Professor, and
giTe him a musical tribute. Apiece of music characterized by the soft repose which is supposed to be
in harmony with the stillness of the night, is called
a serenade, or sometimes a /witor/w. It is a common
practice in the Army to serenade Officers visiting or tween the greater nobility and lesser nobility or gentreturning to Military Posts and Head-quarters.
ry in England was, that the former held by Grand
SEROE. A quilted cloth, made of woollen, and SergeantVy, and the latter by Knight-service only. In
manufactured in many Counties of England, especial- theory, lands held by Sergeantrj- became gradually
ly in Devonshire. Serge was used very recently in extinct before the abolition of military holdings.
the manufacture of gun-cartridges, but it has been Considerable misapprehension on the part of Dugsuperseded by silk cloth. White serge is used for dale and later writers has arisen from a double use
lining the panels of saddles.
of the word Serviens, or Sergeant, which is some8ERGKAHT ARMORER.— A skUled mechanic at- times applied to a tenant either by Grand Sergeant,
tached to regiments of infantrj- and cavalry, for the ry or Knight-service who had not taken on huusell
purpose of repairing and keepLag the arms in order. the obligations attendant on knighthood.

—

—
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The term Petty Sergeantry was applied to a species
of socage tenure in which the services stipulated for
bore some relation to war, but were not required to
be executed personally by the tenant, or to be performed to the i)ersou of tlic King, as tlie i>ayment of
rent in spurs or arrows.
SERGEANTS. - \on-enmmissioned Offlcers of the
Army and Marines in the graile nexlaltiivet^orporal.
They are selected from the steadiest among the t'orpora'ls. and tlieir duties are to overlook the soldiers
in barracks, and assist the Ofticers in all ways in the
They also command small bodies of men as
field.
guards, escorts, etc. Kvery com|)aiiy has four Sergeants, of whom the senior is the First Sergeant.
superior class are the Staff Sergeants, as the (Quartermaster Sergeant, Armorer Sergeant, Hospital Sergeant; and above them all is the Sergeant Jlajor.
The daily pay of a Sergeant varies from Is. lid. in
the Infantry, to 2s. lid. in the Horse Artillery. In
ancient times the rank of Sergeant was considerably
more exalted. In the 12tli century the Sergeants
were gentlemen of less than knightly rank, serving
on horseback. Later, the Sergeants-at-Arms were
the Hoyal Body (iuard of gentlemen armed (•a/)-<t-/»'«.
Also written f^irjiant.
SERPENTEAU.— round iron circle, with small
spikes, and squibs attached to them. It is frequent-

A

A

second

the 24-pounder, so that for the former piece,
would burn 2", 2J", and 3|", and for the
latter piece, 2g", 3|", and4|".
The hole in the fuseplug was kept closed with a tow wad, until just before inserting the fuse.
It was found to be an improvement, when the plug or case was made of
l)rouze, instead of cast-iron.
This fuse has underin

the fuses

gone many improvements. The plug has been made
smaller, with no screw on its exterior, which was
instead made sliglitly conical, and was driven into
the fuse-hole, like an ordinary wooden fuse. Instead
of iron; it was made of a mixture of tin, lead, and
zinc, one part of each.
In this manner, it could bo
applied to any shell without the trouble and xpense
of cutting a screw in the eye, and consequently could
be used with the shells already manufactured, without any c'hange. S<'e Fiisf.
SERRATED LINE.— A line principally used in place
of a straight curtain between two advanced works,
which are too far apart to])ri)tect each other and the
space betwi-en Iheni. When the ground between the
advanced works is level, or nearly so, the brancheiJ
of the cr(?maillt're form salient and re-entering angles,
which are on the same right lines. The long branches
alternate from the middle point, where eithi'r a sa.the latter is preIie!it or re-entering angle is formed
ferable, as it is stronger, and may be arranged with
(

;

Plan of n Crcmnillere Line between two ealient
It
in the attack and defense of a breach.
likewise means a fusee, which is tilled with gunpowder and bent in such a maimer, that when it

ly

used

I*rit".'*t-Cfipp.

a curtain. which will be better situated for
(iefen.se than the two faces forming a salient angle.

flanks

See

and

Ij'nt'fi.

SERRE DEMI-FILE.

That rank in a French batwhich deterinines the half of its dejith, and
which marches before the demi-lile. Thus a liattalion
standing six deep, has \\-^ m rn tleml-Jile in the third
rank, which determines its depth.
SERRE FILE. The last rank of a battalion, by
which its depth is ascertained, and which always.
forms its rear. When ranks are doubled, the batfeet, and weighed from one to two hundred-weight.
SERPENTIX. -The cockof the very ancient match- talion resumes its natural formation by means of the
The term is also applied airri'-filis. Si rrr-fih- literally signifies a "brimrer up."
lock, also the lock itself.
SEEVANS D'ARMES.— Persons who belonged to tlie
to an ancient 24-pouniier gun, of 13 feet, weighing
They were not
4360 pounds, whose dolphins represented the figures third class of the Order of Malta.
Noblemen, although they wore both the sword and
of serpents.
SERPENTS. Small rocket-cases charged with com- cross. Also calU'd Chevaliers Servans.
SERVANTS. — In the Hritish Service soldiers are
position, consisting of two parts of charcoal and sixteen parts of mealed powder. The case is made by taken from the ranks forthe purpose of waiting upon
This |irivilege of having a soldier servant
Tolling a rectangle of paper No. 4 with the hand-rol- Oflicers.
The cases is not granted on Indian service, or where a Colonling board, and choking it at one end.
are driven | their length, giving each ladleful of the ial allowance is granted in lieu of servants. Each
composition three blows with tlie mallet. The case rtifnntry Heginiental Othcer is allowed to have one
1b chokeii over the composition, and the remainder soldier to attend on him: Field Ollicers and Adjutants
of it is nearly filled with mealed powder, upon which keeping horses for regimental purposes, as well as
A clay head is then all C<(cniry )llicers when present at Head-quarters
a small paper wad is placed.
driven on it, and the end of the case turned down or employed on duty, two each. In the United States
to secure it. The other end is primed with priming Service. Officers are not permitted to employ soldiera
paste, or a small strand of quick-match. See CWi- as servants.
SERTICB. In a military sense, the art of .serving
poHitiouH and Fi'reirfirks.
SERRA FUSE.— This fuse originally consisted of a the State in war. All studies, acts, and efforts of
cast-iron case with a fiat heact, which was screwed the profession of arms have this end in view. To beinto the eye of the shell to receive the fuse proper, long to the Army and to belong to the land service,
which was made of bronze and was screwed into the are the same thing. In a more restricted sense, sercase when required, having for that purpose a square vice is the perfonnance of military duty. In its genhead. The end of the iron fuse-plug projected slight- eral sense, service embraces all details of the unliHut in its restricted sen.se, actual service
ly into the shell, and was hollowed out and notched, tary art.
in order to receive a priming to render the explosion is the exercise of militarj' functions.
SERVICE MAGAZINE.— The size of a service magof the charge more certain. The fuse was filled with
meal powder, compactly and regularly driven. It azine will depend upon the number of rounds it ia
was designed for use with Shrapnel shot, and each desirable to have ready for immediate use; usually,
caliber had three lengths, corresponding to the three twenty rounds for soa-coast gtms. and from fifty to
most important distances, and differing in the time one hundri'd for those of smaller caliber, will be sufof burning, J of a second in the 12-pounder, and one ficient. The capacity of the magazine to hold this
obtains a circular and rajjid motion, and
throws out sparks of light in various directions.
SERPENTIN.— A sort of small tin-ntt/rk employed
to hold the match when ajjplied to the cannon.
SERPENTINE. -A very ancient wall-jiiece, with a
match-lock, carrying an 8-ounce leaden ball, with a
charge of 4 ounces of powder. Its length was (i or 7
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or any other that may be fixed upon will be
determined by the rules given in the article Storaoe
Magazine. When the magazine is to hold barrels, it
should be 6i feet high and 7i feet wide this will

amount

;

accommodate f*ur

tiers of three

rows, leaviug a pas-

sage-way of 30 inches. The length will depend upon
the number of barrels, aud this will be governed by
the number and caliber of pieces to be provided for;
generally, 15 feet will be ample. Tiie magazine is
usually constructed of cofFer-work or gabions.

Magazines

kind are sometimes built in the
adjacent traverses if there be any; generally under
the parapet, near the guns and often under the barbettes.
It may be entirely above the ground, or be
partly or wholly under the ground, as shown in the
drawing, where the magazine or passage-way are
lined with wooden frames. The frames are made
of timbers or scantlings of the proper dimensions.
of this

;

the fuse into common
aud setters are issued
with garrison S.B. guns, and form part of a set of
fuse implements.
SETTING XJP DRILL.— Exercises devised for the
xeUiiKj up of recruits and soldiers of non-military
appearance. The exercises constituting the Setting
Up Drill in the United States are four in number and
are executed as follows: The Instructor commands:
1. Firnt. 2. Exercise.
Bring the hands to the front
till the little fingers meet nails downward, arms horizontal.
(Two.) Raise the hands in a circular direction over the head, the ends of the fingers touching, and pointing downward so as to touch the top
of the forage-cap, thumbs pointing to the rear, the
shoulders kept down, elbows pressed back. (Three.)
Extend the arms upwardto the full length, the palms
of the hands touching
then force them obliquely
back, and gradually let them fall to the position of
the soldier.
1. Second, 2. Exercise.
Kaise the arms from the
sides, extended to their full length, until the hands
meet above the head, palms of the hands to the front,
fingers pointing upward, thumbs locked, right thumb
in front, the shoulders pressed back.
(Two.) Bend
over till the hands, if possible, can touch the ground,
keeping the arms aud knees straight. (Three.) Resume the position of the soldier.
1. Third, 2. Exercise —Extend the arms horizontally to the front, the palms of the hands touching.
(Two.) Throw the arms extended, well to the rear,
inclining slightly downward at the same time raise
the Ijody upon tlie toes. (Three.) Resume the position of the soldier.
The first and second motions of
this exercise should be continued by the commands,
one, two one, tiro, till the recruits, if possible, are
able to touch the hands behind the back.
1. Fotifth, 2. Exercise.
Raise the arms laterally
until horizontal, palms of the hands upward. (Two.)
Swing the arms circularly, upwanl and backward,
from front to rear. (Three.) Resume the position
of the soldier.
As soon as the recruits understand
the various exercises, thej' are continued without
dwelling upon the numbers, the Instructor prefacing
the exercise by the command conthiue the motion, and
giving the command three, for the conclusion. See
OgmnaMic.1.
SEVERUS WALL.— rampart of stone built by the
Roman Emperor Severus in Britain, 208 a. d., between the Tyne and the Solway. On the first subjugation of Britain by the Romans, a line of forts

with the aid of a mallet to

and diaphragm

.set

shells. Mallets

—

;

—

;

—

—

each frame cim.sisliiig uf two upri^lils. called stanchions, a ground-sill, and a cap.
Tlie frames are then
placed upright, about three feet apart, and in the
position which they are to occupy. Their tops and
sides are then planked over
this planking is called
the sheeting. The bottom of the excavation is sloped from the sides to the middle, and from the rear
to the front, to allow all water leaking through the
magazine to collect in a shallow trench made along
the middle line, and to run off into a drain prepared
to receive it, or into a dry well dug near the entrance.
The ground-sills are then floored with boards. Great
care must be taken to make the top water-tight, before the earth is placed upon it. This done, it is
covered with several feet of earth depending upon
the degree of exposure to which it is subjeete(l. The
;

plaue, aud horizontal section of tliemagiiziue and entrance, made by the plane,
B and the elevation,
and section by the vertical plaue, C D, are shown in
the drawing. The entrance to the magazine should
be closed by a stout door, and the approach to it
should be protected by a splinter-proof.
If fieldartillery is employed to defend the work, the limber
boxes are taken otf and placed within the magazines.
See Piiwilcr Mugazine and Stcrage Afngiiiinc.
SESSION.— The actual sitting of a Co>irt. Council,
etc., or the actual assembly of the members of such
a body for the transaction of business. Hence, also
the time, period, or the term during which a Court,
Council, and the like, meet daily for business or the
space of time between the first meeting and prorogation or adjournment.
SETENDY.— A term commonly applied to the Militia ill the Kast Indies.
SET OF THE AEM.— An expression for the lead and
Tiollow of the arm of an axletrce, when taken together.
SETTER. lu gunnery, a wooden instrument, the

A

;

;

—

mouth

of

which

is

slightly

hollowed out

;

it

is ii.sed

A

had been constructed by Agricola extending from
the Forth at Edinburgh to the Clyde at Dunbarton.

The Emperor Hadrian, on visiting Britain. 120 a. d.,
threw up for the protection of the Roman Province
a wall of turf extending across the narrowest part
of the island, between Tyne and Solway.
Twenty
years later Antoninus Pius, whose Lieutenant Lollius Urbicus, had gained fresh advantages over the
northern tribes, endeavored to check the inroads of
the Caledonians by ereciing another rampart of earth
between the Forth and Clyde, connecting Agricola's
line forts.
But after a vain struggle of 00 years, the
Romans found it necessary to abandcm the whole
district Ijetween the walls, and Sejitimius Severus
built a strong rampart of stone immediately to the
north of the wall of Hadrian.
Toward the close of
the 4lli century, Theodosius, for a brief period, reasserted the Roman dominion over the district between the walls of Aiilonine and Severus, which, in
honor of the Emperor Valens. obtained the name of
Valentia.
But this newly-established Province was
soon lost. and it was not long before the Romans finally abandoned Britain. JIany remains of the Roman walls are yet to be traced.
SEVIR.
term applied to a Captain of Cavalry
among the Romans.
SEXTANT. An instrument used for measuring the
angular distance of olijects by means of reflection.
The principle of its construction depends upon the
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—

S£H£N£Y-BASST.

theorem, that if a ray nf light miffei- d'nible rejiecti/in
the angle Miteen the original ray and itudirectimi after
the Ktcond rejlertion in dtaihle that if the an^le matif by
a brass sector of a circle
in outline
the sector being tlie sixth part of a complete circle, for which reason 'he instrument is called a sextant. The ilrawin;; shows the essentials of
its construction.
The instrument is capable of very
general application, but its chief use is on board ship
to observe the altitudeof the sun, the lunar distances,
etc., in order to determine the latitude and longtitude.
For this purpose it is necessary to have stained
gla.sses inter|>osed between the mirrors, to reduce
the sun's brightness. These glasses (generally three
in number) are hinged on the side, so that they may
be interposed or not at pleasure.
The sextant is liable to three chief errors of adjustment
if the index-glass be not perpendicular
2^ if the horizonto the plane of the instrument
glass be not perpendicular to the plane of the instrument; and 3" if, when the mirrors are parallel, the
index does not point accurately to 0" this last is
called the indix-trror, and is either allowed for, or
is remedied by the means of a screw.
The first two
errors are also frequently remedied by the means of
screws working against a spring, but in the best instruments the maker himself fixes the glasses in their
proper position. The quadrant dilTers from the sexthe rejlerting KUrfare^.

It is
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;
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SEYMENY BASSY.— .\n appellation given to the
Lieuti nanl (Jciural of Janissaries in the Turkish Servici'.

SEYMOUR HORSE SHOE.— This shoe, a recent invention, possi-ssi-s several advantages over most shoes, and
is specially adapted for campaign anil rough service. The
nails rei|uiredlo hold the shoe
in i)osition are very small, and
three on a side are amjily sulficient. The heads of the nails
beingalso well driven into the
countersink are fully pri)teeled from disturbing forces, by
being at the boltomof the corrugations. The shoe is ready
to nail on when it leaves the
factory, and reipiires no work
whatever except in the special
cases of suiting the exact shape nl <r\ imul hoofs. It
possesses the very great advantage of permitting the
frog to git to the ground, in order that it may assert itself, keep in a good condition, and fullill its
natural and projjcr functicms of keeping the heels
well spread, defending the wall from concussion,
and thereby lessening the liability to diseases and
complications of the feet, legs, and shoulders. Very
many of the troubles incident to the
lindjs of horses are <liie to higli-hed
ctilli-x :
keeping the frog from the
ground and thereby depriving it of
the exercise it should have to keep
it healthy and in good order.
Another feature of advantage in this
shoe is, that it is admirably ada|)ted
for use on "interfering"' horses. No
part ever projects beyond the hoof.
See Ilorst -shoring.

SHABRACK.
generally used

A Hungarian

term,

among

('avalry Officers, to signify the cloth funiilure of
Also written Shab.
a troop-horse.
rit'iue.

SHACKLE.— In

artillerj' material,
ring attached to a triangle
gin, from wliieli the block and tackle
are suspended.
It is fastened to the
Mpper part of the prypoleand cheeks
by means of a bolt called the "shacktin- irdii

le bolt."

The term

is

also given to

the ring at the end of the shaft of

tant only in having

its

arc the exact fourth part of a

and being consequently graduated from 0"
to 180°
the octant contains 45", and is graduated
from 0° to 90° while the repeating-circle, which is
a complete circle, is graduated from 0" to 720".
A
common form of the Sextant is the Snuff-box Sextant, which is circular in shape, and as it can conveniently be carried in the pocket, is the form most
frequently used by land-surveyors.
circle

;

;

The ideaof an-Hecting instrument, on the principle
of the sextant, was tirst given by Ilooke about lIStiG,
but the first instrument deserving the mime was invented l)y John I ladley early in the spring of 1730
and a second, and much improved form of it, was
made by him a short time afterwards Hally, at a
meeting of the l{oyal Society. claimed for Newton the
priority of invention
and in Oct., 17B0, a Philadelphian, named Godfrey, also asserted his claim as the
original inventor, but that learned body decided that
;

Newton's claim was unsupi)orted by even probable
evidence, and that Iladley's and Godfrey's inventions
were both original, but that the second form (which
is almost the same as the common sextant now employed) of Iladley's instrument was far superior to
his first form and also to Godfrey's.
See Engineer'n
Transit.
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anchor.

vertical pit made in the earth end well
SHATT.
lined with sheeting to keep the soil from caving in,
frames being placed horizontally and at suitable intervals apart to sustain the pressure on the sheeting.
The cross sections of shafts are either square or rectthe dimensions of the sides of the section
angular
depending on the object of the shaft. AVlien the object is to driveagaller}' from the liottom of the shaft,
the dimensions of the shaft-frames, in the clear, must
be at least equal to that of thegallery, measured from
out to out of its sheeting. A shaft sunk for establishing a mine-chamber simply, should usually be of
the least dinn'usions which, to allow the mmer to
work with facility, are at least .3 ft. by 2 ft. in the clear.
Two kinds of frames are usually requisite in sinking
shafts, a Vip frame, formed of four pieces, halved
to tit each other, which, when put together, have the
same dimensions in the clear as the sliaft; each piece
projecting beyond the sides, or having an over length
of 1^ to 2 ft. and a aide frame which al.so consists of
four pieces of smalh'r scantling than the top frame,
halved at the ends to fit its dimensions from out to
out being the same as of the top frame in the clear.
In very loose soil it may be necessary to use a temporary frame, termed an auxiliary frame. This is
somewhat larger in the clear than the ordinary shaft;

;

;

;
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is used only for a temporarj- purpose in
setting the ordinary frame. The opposite pieces of
each frame are marked witli a s;iw-cut, termed a
The scores
SCI/re., at tlieir middle, on the upper side.
serve to fix the position which the frame should occupy when laid. The scantling for top frames is
usually 6 in. square that of side and auxiliary frames
4i in. for a shaft over 4^ ft. in the clear. For smaller shafts the scantling may be of smaller dimensions.
To construct a sljaft iu a loose soil, there will be

frame, and

;

and the excavation continued. The soil now
becoming troublesome by its crumbling, measures
must be taken to retain it firmly until the second
frame is laid. For this purpose the auxiliarj' frame
is introduced, and hung niidwa5' in the interval, as
terval,

The sheeting which, thus far,
has been gradually advanced with the excavation,
is also inclined outwards at bottom, to gain room for
the auxiliary frame, by wedges inserted between the
boards of the two intervals. After the auxiliary
frame is fixed, the excavation and sheeting are carried on to the end of the interval, the next frame is
hung, and the sheeting for the new interval introduced. The auxiliary frame is now removed and
placed in the next position it is to occupy.as soon «s
reached b)' the excavation. The work proceeds in
this order until the shaft is completed; then a picket is driven in the bottom to make the central point.
A sketch made to a suitable scale, should be in
hand for immediate reference in conducting such
works. This is more particularly necessary for gallerj- work, the sketches for which should be verj' acthe ordinarj' frames.

curately drawn, referenced, and numbered as they
serve not onlj- for reference to guide the miner, but
to determine the positions and dimensions of some of
the important portions. See Auxiliary Frame, Gallery. Shaft Jntcrvnlx. and Shafts d la B'/ule.
SHAFTED.— In Hcraldrj borne on a shaft. This
term is applied to a spear-head.
SHAFTING ATTACHMENT.— A Useful device emWhen used in connection
ployed in the armorj-.
with the usual form of lathe, it makes a convenient
arrangement for turning a large amount of shafting.
;

,

showing the Frames and Gallery
bottom of Shaft.

Vertical Section of Shaft

A

at

required a top frame; five side frames for the intervals above estimated two for the remaining lower
portion of the shaft; one auxiliary frame four battens for each interval, each of the length of the interval added to the thickness of the shaft -frame: from
twelve to twenty square pickets about 18 inclies
long; with the machinery and miningtools requisite
for the operation.
The work is laid out by first
driving a picket to mark the axis of the shaft, and
two others which, with the first, should be in the
vertical plane containing the axis of the gallerj-.
A
level bed is then made for the top frame the pieces
of which are accurately laid and confined by pickets,
one at the end of each piece care being taken to
drive the two pickets of eachpieceat the same time,
so that their true position may be kept. Other pickets may be driven temporarily on the outside of the
frame, at the angular points. After the frame is
laid the accuracy of its position is tested by seeing
whether the distances from the center of the central
picket to the interior angular poiuts, or, in other words
the semi-diagoiiiili of the figure, are equal: if they are
the position is correct. The excavation is next commenced, and, if the crumbling of the soil does not
interfere, may be carried as far as the position of
the first frame below the top frame the sheeting
boards, inserted between the sides of the excavation
and the exterior of the top frame, being gradually
advanced with the excavation
Having reached its
place, the first siile frame is hung by ^our battens,
two being nailed to each piece of the opposite sides
of the top frame, and also to the two corresponding
pieces of the side frame, the halvings of wliich are
turned upwards after these pieces are adjusted by
their scores, and securely fixed by the battens, the
other pieces are laid on them, with the halvings
down, and secured by nails. This frame being fixed,
the ends of the sheeting of the next interval may be
inserted between it anil the sheeting of the first in;

;

;

;

;

;

and does not lessen the value of the lathe for general
or other special work, as it can be easily removed.
It consists of a henry arch piece bolted on to the
rest or carriage, calryiug three turning-tuvh, two on
the front and one on the back of the shaft, and having a hole bored out in the upper part of the arch to
receive bushes for steadying the shaft while turning,
or to hold fluted rings for finishing the shaft.
The first tool on the front takes off the first chip,
and the tool on the back turns the shaft to its proper
size.

After it passes through the bush the water-polishing tool finishes tlie shaft, leaving it perfectly round
and smooth. The drawing represents the attachment
as made by the Pond Machine Co., and used in the
United States armories and factories.
Each toolliolder. A, is adjustable by a screw, B, operating the
Lathe.
tool block.
See

A

SHAFTING- LATHE.— lathe much used in all armories for turning rods for shafting.
The shaft is
usually held between two tail-centers and is dres.sed
off longtitudinally by a series of annular cutters secured to a slide rest. The shaft maj- be rotated, ia
which case the cutters in the annular holder will be
modified to suit the direction of cut.
The drawing shows a shafting-lathe, sw^insing
28 inches over shears 21 inches over rest-carriage
the cone has four changes for 3j-inch belt double
geared steel spindles metal boxes dead spindle
clamped by adjustable conical binder; hand move;

;

;

:

:
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ment

of llio onrriniie by a balancc-wlicel attached in
-.'••^^....Kt :,.,.., -....1-'^., *l,,..»
*
-^.. t
wroui;lit-ir<)n raek on bed: reverse
feed1 motion t«..
apron iillaelied to resl-rnrriasie; independcnt-sreiired
friction feed; eoniponnd tool-rest
cross fceij sclfoilinir slides to curriaire
slide block for tnrninir pul-

—

'

slmftn, near the surface, smaller ijabions beinir intro°

...
... *i
^-i.
uced as
the work
is proceeded with
For the |>iirposcs of (unekly eslablishing small CAnioullels and foui:asses,a bor'inL'-apparatiis has l)een
resorted to, the diameter of llic horintr-tool being i
leys
tuminir and screw-cut inir feeds ciinnot l)e en- in. This machine is worked like ordinary tools of
gaged at the same time large and small face plates
this kind. The chamber is charged by iuseftiug pow-

:

;

;

.1

1

:

.

.

1

>

;

:

I

;

;

;

screw and screw-gearing, with standard and traverse der
rests; countcr-shaft, hangers, pvilleys, 20x8 inches,
to run 7-"> turns per minute, with lUi feet bed, to turn
a feet shaft: the weight is about 5500 pounds. See
t'l

SHAFT INTERVALS.— The term
shafts

and

interval,

galleries, expresses the distance

both in
between

two adjacent frames added to the thickness of the
scantling of one frame, and measured in the direction of the axisof the shaft, etc. With scantling and
sheeting of the usual dimensions, tlu' interval should
not be gn;ittT than Hi ft. Having given the depth of
a shaft, and the height of a gallery to lead from the
bottom of the shaft, we may estimate the sliaft interval as follows: take the height of the gallery frame,
estimating from the top of its ground sill to the top
of the cap sill the thickness of the top slieeting: and
the thickness of the shaft frame two inches for free
space between tlie gallery fninie and the sliaft frame
next above it, to introduce the topsheeting, and add
them into one sum: subtract this sum from the total depth of the shaft, and divide the remainder into
any convenient number of ecpial oriuiecjual intervals,
each not greater than 'i\ feet, for the sliaft interval
required. Sec Shaft.
SHAFT. IRONS. —Rectangular bands or brackets of
iron, fastened to the lower surface of the splinter-bar,
by means of which the shafts are attached to it.
SHAFTS. The thills of a carriagt attached to the
The chief point of strain on the shafts,
splinter-liar.
both vertically and horizontally, is by the splinterbar here, therefore, their sectional dimensions should
be the greatest, tapering off vertically and horizontally both towards foot and point. The shaft sockets
or crutches are liable to severe straining pressures in
directions uppimile to the trartion, as well as to transverse pressures. Their form and mode of union with
the axletree-bed or futchells must be specially designed to withstand these strains.
SHAFTS A LA BOULE.— These shafts are lined with
frames m;ide of plank, as shown in the drawini;. This
kind of shaft can only be used w ilh advantage in favorable soil, on account of the difficulty of inlroduciu; the frames siilficicntly near each other: theyare
commonly placed one foot apart, as shown in drawin.
Large gabions, 6 ft. long, and from !} ft.
ing.
to 4 ft. in diameter, arc sometimes used for lining of
:

:

—

:

.

in cylindrical cartridges of .somewhat less diamethan the shaft, which are well pressed forward.
If a large charge is rec|uisite the cud of the shaft can
be enlarged by a tool with a joint, which will admit

ter
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to riflemen.
It is now appropriated to naval
to the men stationed in the top to annoy those
on the deck of an enemy's vessel.
SHARPS RIFLE.— This gun belongs to that system
in which a ti.\ed chamber is closed by a bolt, by direct action, and in which the lock is concealed.
The receiver has a slot in its upper surface for the
purpose of loading the chamber or tilling the magazine.
It is bored through at rear for the reception
See Trefoil.
ity.
to
large ladle
contain molten metals
of the breech bolt, which is composed of two prinSHANK.
cipal
straight
liar
at
one
end,
and
crossparts,
viz: The body and the locking-lube.
a
it is worked by a
bar with handles, called tlie crutrh, at tlie cither end, The bolt is locked by lugs on the locking-tube, turnby vvliieli it is tipped to pour out tlie metal. Shanks ing in corresponding cuts in the receiver. The bolt
are made of various sizes, from those handled by two carries on its upper surface the extractor, which is
men to those containing several tons, and slung from of the ordinary spring-hook pattern, and in its a.xis
a crane. Nasm_yth, of Manchester, England, has add- the firing-pin. which e.viends the whole length of the
ed to the pivot of the large crane-ladle a tangent- bolt. The spiral form of the face of the lockingscrew and worm-wheel, by which it may be gradual- tube, and of the shoulder of the bolt, is such as to
ly tilted by a man standing directly in front and at cam the bolt up against the head of the cartridge
when the bolt is locked.
any convenient distance.
On the>rear face of the locking-tube arc two spiral
SHAPING-MACHINE.— metal planing-macliine
in which the object is dogged to a table with verti- surfaces, which bear against corresponding surfaces
the handle is turned down
cal and horizontal adjustment, or to a mandrel, and of the firing-pin.
the tool above it has a reciprocating motion. The to lock the bolt, the firing-pin spring is compressed
machine, in various sizes, is adopted for a variety of between the shoulders on the pin, and nut on the
work in the arsenal. In the 14-inch machine, shown extreme rear of the bolt. On withdrawing the nose
in the drawing. the cutter-liar has an adjustable stroke of the sear, the firing-pin, under the infiuence of its
of 14 inches, or any less distance, is 30 inches long, spring, moves forward and explodes the cartridge.
and has a bearing upon the saddle of 38i by 8 inches. The sliell is ejected h\ the ejector-pin, which strikes
tanicul accuracy in regard to the emblematic thistle
of Scotland.
The small-leaved clover (trlfnUum repenn) has liad
superstitions respect attached In it from early times.
According to the elder Pliny no serpent will toiicli
it.
It is said to have been first assumed as tlie Badge
of Ireland from the circumstance that Si. Patrick
made use of it to illustrate tlie Doctrine of tlie Trin-

—A

army
u.se,

;

A

When

By means

of an eccentric, in combination with a
has a nearly uniform cutting stroke,
and, as a resultant, a. quick return and consequent
saving of time in doing work. Tlie saddle-slide that
holds the ciitter-bar is fed longitudinally by a screw
extending from end to end of the machine. The tool,
head on the cutter-bar has an automatic angular fe<^d,
the degree of the angle determined by a graduated
disc.
It has also a circular feed, designed for planing the inner arcs of circles. The maehine has also
an independent, automatic, circular feed, which will
feed the entire circle, a device that greatly increases
the capabilities of the tool.
spindle with two cones
accompanies this circular feed. The base of the vise
is <rrduated. and has a cross movement of 3 inches,
by means of a crank-wrench. The vise can be readily removed, so that both platens may be used to support long pieces. The platens are gibbed to the vertical ways so that no dirt can fall between them and
the ways when the bolts are loosene<l. The slides
and surfaces arc carefully fitted by scraping. The
speed of the countershaft, having 14 by 4-inch tight
and loose pulleys, is 220 revolutions per minute. The
traverse of the saddle-slide on the bed is ">l) inches.
Weight of the machine, .5,100 pounds. See Column
Sfiojit'r and Phnuiiff.ntachine.
SHARP-SHOOTERS.— An old term applied in the
slide, the tool

A

against the lever of the carrier, when the bolt is withdrawn, and is driven forward against the lower side
of the head of the shell, while llic extractor is pulling on the upper. The firing-pin spring and rear of
The bolt is prebo"lt are protected by a thin'shell.
vented from being drawn completely out of the receiver by the lever of the carrier and by a key striking on tiie upper surface of the extractor.
The magazine is in the tip-stock. When the breechbolt is withdrawn the projection in which the ejector-pin is situated, strikes the lever of the carrier,
tipping the latter up in a position oliUcpie to the axis
of the bore. bringing the point of the cartridge nearly
opposite the center of the chamber. The carrier is
held in this position by a pin and spring. AVlien the
bolt is closed the cartridge is driven in the chamber,
while a projection on the bolt strikes the lever.causing the front of the carrier to descend opposite the
mouth of the magazine to receive another cartridge.
The carrier is of such thickness at its front as not to
uncover the magazine-tube completely when the former rises. Cartridges are thus prevented from escaping from the magazine except when the carrier is
No magazine cut-otT is
in position to receive them.
applied to this gun: consequently it can only be used
as a single-loader when the magazine is empty.
As a magazine-gun, 3 motions are necessary to op-

1
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viz.riipcnoa, closed, flred.

4 iiKilions are nt'ci-ssary,

viz.:

A.s

ii

siniclc-loHd-

opened, loaded,

closed, tired.
Tills iriiii carries !) cartridges iu the magazine, 1 in
the ciirriir, and lint he chainher. See iVagasint-giin.
SHEARING MACHINE.— machine variously desijined, and indispensahle in the construction of ordnance, iron carriai;es, and also armor. Thi' drawing
shows the most improved machine of this class,
Sellers &, Co. In designing it, the
and is made hy
wants of modern war constructions liave heen kept in
view. The plateclamped to its place can he sheared
with exceeding exactness, either in trimming the edge
of long plates "or cutting off plates live feet wide and
under, to lengths. The driving device is new and

A

Countershaft has 24-inch
273 revolutions per mitnite.

stroke.
face,

pulle)'S,

7-inch

Another variety of the machine is a verj- efficient
tool for cutting bar-iron. There is a rest provided oa
which the bar, resting at the recjuired point of ciH,
can be pushed tnider the blades when open w ithout
stopi)ing the nuichine, while, as in all shearing and

lumching-niachines, a very convenient stop-motion
is provided.
The following arc the capacities of the machines,
Wm.
in ordinary use
Shearing-nuiehine, 26 inches over-reach, will shear
inch thick.
plates
Slieariiig-machiiie, 23:, inches over-reach, will shear
inches thick.
plates
Bar shearing-machine is capable of cutting iron 6
very efficient. The hiade heing at all tiim-s under
inches.
inches by
the control of the operator, can be made to cut 1
Plate shearing-machine, having 13 inches stroke,
any fixed point in its length and then stopped or
making cut (id inches long, capable of shearing 1 inch
raised.
It is provided with anautomatic adjustment
to its belt-shifting motion, gauging the length of its iron plate, over-r<'iich for edges of long plate 7 inches,
stroke.
It makes the down stroke, immediately re- will cut across plates 5 feet wideatany point of their
ascends, and stops U]), to wail for the readjustment length.
Lever-shear for angles, will cut 6 inches by 6 inches
of the plate.
A hand rod in front of the machine is
by 1^ inches angles square without spoiling the crop
convenient to shift the belts and start the cut.
The machine is soccmstrucled as to have its strains end.
Very frequently punching and shearing-machines
all within itself, and is not in any great measure de;';

1

H

H

pendent upon stone foundations for its rigidity, other arc combined. The shear is intended for cutting
than the proper maintaining of the structure in the ])!ate-iron of usu;il thickness, while the punching side
level i>osition. The vertical slide is arranired to re- has its dies so arranged in a holder as to permit the
ceive curved blades, and the b<'<l-plate, to whicli the punchini: of llaiiL'<'s wlii<-h are as small as 12 inches
lower lilade is attaclied, is capable of ready removal, in dianicter. the imncliiiig being done from the outto receive a curved bed-plate with a shear-blade bent side or marked side: and Hauges turned out on end
of flues can be punched vertically. The holes in the
to match the curve of the upper blade.
The machine as represented is used for trimming dies are made hirger tluin the piin<hes by the followedges fif long plates, or cutting off to length plates .5 ing formula, expressing Die diameter and thickness in
The di:imeter of the die hole
It will shear wrought-iron plates of one sixteenths of an inch.
feet wide.
inch thick. The u|)per blade is guided vertically in =diameter of punch, plus ,% the thicknes of the plate
of an inch
the frame of the machine, and driven down by a pit- (P --d-j-tl.2l). Thus, for iron phite
man as wide as the blade is long: this pitman receiv- thick, the diamelerofthe iiunch bi ing {i! of an inch,
ing its motion from a long rocking-sliaft above it. the diameter of the (lie hole will be 14.2 sixteenths of
The driving-arm or lever of the machine is a rack an inch, say 4 inch. The met hod of making the die
segment engaging with the teeth of a spiral pinion hole larger produces a taper hole in the plate, but
which is driven by a bevel-wheel and pinion and allows the ])iinching to be done with less consumpopen and crossed belt, after the manner of planimr- tion of power and, it is siiid, with less strain on the
macliines. The cutting-blade is adjustable in length plate. To run these macliiiies efficiently, the fast and
of stroke, returning at double the speed of its down loose pulley on the machine should make at least 120
-,",1
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revolutions per minute; this will punch 13 holes to
the minute: if a faster speed is admissible on the worlc.
By means of
the speed of puUej'S can be increased.
an independent stop motion, one stroke can be made
at a time on either side of the machine without stopping the machine itself, or interrupting the work being done on the other side.
In this respect it is as

convenient as two cntirelv distinct machines. See
A ngle Shearing-machiii,e Lever i^hearing-mnchine and
Piiwer-ahean.
SHEABS. The elemental form of a pair of shears
consists in two spars fastcue<l together near the top,
,

—

Fig.

1.

at the point of junction, and held by a
rope, fastened to any convenient object, in such a
position that the weight lifted hangs
This
nearly between the spars.

with a pully

easily improvised crane.
apparatiis of this kind, of great
lieight and strength, is useful for
masting vessels. In the principal
dock-yards there are tall permanent
shears, mounted either on the side
of the masting-dock or on a floating shear-hulk.
Shears are much used for lifting

forms an

An

guns and heavy weights over
face of a wall or

cliff,

—^—^—

_

tlie

or in other

situations where the gun could not
•
be used for want of a footing for
the pry-hole. The proper dimensions of the spars are given in the
table in the next column;
The upper and lower ends are respectively called
the hidd and heel, and the part where the lashing is
applied is termed the croi»<. The stores necessary to
equip a pair of shears are Two Hingle bhick-i, two
double bhckx, one double block, one treble block, one
snatch block; mai n-tafkle faU 100 fathoms 3 to ."J-incli
Manila rope guys, 50 fatlioms 3 to (i-iuch Manila
rope; load liisfa'ng,W fatlioms 3 to 4-inch Manila rope;
heil Inxhing (two eacli), 10 fathoms 3 lo4 inch Manila
:

,

;

rope; also wnimg'erw/<'.'< (twoeach), 50 fathoms 3to4-

inch Manila rope main tackle, one fathom G-inch
Manila rope; imntch hl/jch, 6 feet 4-inch Manila rope;
hiildfaxts (six) each made of 1 fathom 4-inch Manila
rope contingencieii (si.x), each made of a lialf fathom
:

;

Weight.

:

SHEAR STEEL.

insure the strain beini; dislributtil proixTly. Drive
twolioldfasts for tlic fore-guy. one in the rear of tlie
other.s in the prohniitiition of the a.vis of the shears.
Hook the u|)per bloeks of the guy-taekles to a bowline in the end of tlie guys, and the single bh)ek to
the guy-strap, and mouie them all.
Ordinarily the
fore-guy can be worked witliout a taekh-. belaying
it over the hojdfasls. lirst taking a round turn over
the one next the shears.
If not too lieavy, the shears may be made by lifting the Iii'ad and liauling on the guy-tackles, slacklug the heel lashings as required, an<l lending the
fore-guy carefully to prevent the shears falling over
towards the rear. \Mien raised, hook the snatehblock to a strap placed below the cleat on either leg.
If the shears are too heavy to raise in this way, bring
both guys together at the heels; form a crutch l)y
lashing together two poles (or use the legs of the
garrison gin) place the guys in this crutch; pass
the end of a small rope over huth guys, in front of
the crutch, down nnilfr the lashing, and take a rolling-hitch with it around one of the guys, in rear of
the crutch haul the rope well taut, and secure it to
the lower end of the crutcli leg.
Raise the crutch
with an inclination of one-si.\th to the front, and
heave up the shears by the guy-tackles. When the
crutch ceases to act, slack it tothe ground by means
of the snudl rope.
The inclination or the rake of the shears should not
exceed 20 degrees, or four-elevenths of their height,
and each leg should have about one-half tliis inclination. In this position the strain on the guys will never
exceed one half the weight. Alli>wance of seven or
eight degrees, or one foot in eight, should be made
for the stretch of the guys, 'the diagram (Fig. 2.)
will serve as a guide in placing shears, holdfasts, etc.
;

;

Make
-n-
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A

lashings of ecpial length, ^rcr/w the npitr undf-r the
la-iihhig: pass a strap around each end of the spar,
put one end through the other, take a round turn
around the spar, and put a haml-spike throunh the
free end, to be used as a lever to turn the windlass.
The slni]is should be nailed to the spar to prevent
sli|)!)ing.
Additional levers may l)e apjilied in the
same manner if required. Tliewiniilass is chocked
by allowing the ends of two hand-spikes or more) to
(

touch

tlu-

ground.

No

person should be perndlled

to stand or pass under the shears while a weiirht is
being raised. The shears pro[)ose(l by the Ordiiance
Department to be furnished for hoisting a 15-inch

gun

are represented in Fig.

^fir!Hi:ii,;il

1.

Mmu iirers.

See C'ranen, Gin, and

SHEAR STEEL.— Blistered

or natural steel refined
piling thin bars into faggots, and then rolling or
hammering them into the bars after they have been
brought to a welding beat in areverberatory furnace.
The quality is improved by a repetition of tliis process, and the steel isacconlingly known by the names
half nhedr. ni/iglf nheur, and (hnihle xlimr:' or 1 mark,
3 miirku, and 3 markn.
See lilintered Steel, A'atural

by

and

^^'('.

Steel.

SHEATHE. — To put

into a sheathe, a case, or scabto inclose or cover with a sheath or case.
To
sheathe the xwrn-d, means to put an end to war or enmity. or to make peace.

bard

;

SHEETING.— A term

applied to the coarse

hempen

doth used for making tarpaulins.
SHEIK. — A title of reverenee. applied chiefly to a
learned man. or a reputed Saint, but also used "sometimes as an ordinarj' title of respect, like the European Mr., Herr, etc., before the name. It is, however, only given to a Moslem.
The Sheik Al-Islam is

the Chief Mufti of Mohammedanism at Constantinople
a title su[)p<)sed to have been first assumed by
Mohammed II. at bis Conquest of Constantinople iu
14.')3,wlien this place became the Seat of his Empire.
The Sheik of Mecca, by virtue of his sup])osed descent from the Prophet, levies a kind of tribute on all
thepili;rinis to the Kaaba.
The term is also applied
to heads of Mohammedan Jlonasteries, and to the
higher order of religious preachers. Sheik Al-Gebal
(ancient of the mountain) is the name of the Prince
of the Assassins, or those Ishmaelites of Irak, who
undertook to assassinate all those whom their chief
wouUl pronounce to be his enemies.
SHELL.
term ajjplied to the semicircidar hilts,
such as the Sjianisli rapiers have, which protected
one side of the hand.
SHELL BULLET.— ,V bullet made of lead, hollow,
and oblong, with the pointed end formed like the
nipple of a giui, snd pierced to communicate with
the interior space, which is filled with powder.
A
common percussion-cap is placed on the end, and the
bullet is then sent home with a concave rammer-head.
Fired from a ritle.tlu- bullet goes ]ioint foremost. and
at the impact explodes the cap and the powder in
the bidlet. igniting any powder it may come in contact with, or setting firetoany inllammable material.
Caissons or ammunition-wag<ms of any kind may in
this way be dolroved.
;

C.

When

the locality will not admit oi rigging the
shears in position as described, they may be raised
from the foot of the wall or cliff by tneans of a gin or
lighter shears in the following manner
Pass the
shear lashing and attacli the front-guy lash a stout
spar across the legs about two feet above the center
of gravity, giving the heels the proper spread fasten
a small rope to <'ach heel to serve as guys hook the
gin tackle to a strap lirinly attachwl to the middle of
the cross-spar, and heave away, tending theguys can'.
fully. As the head of the shears comes above the
crest of the wall, put (m the back-guys and maiutackle strap, and hook on the tackle vu>niie idlhoohi;
raise the sliears, place the heels on the shoes, pass
the heel lashings, set up the guys, and lower the gin
to the ground by means of its tackle, leaving the si)ar
in position.
When the garrison or casemal e gin is used as shears,
the pry-pole is replaced by a parting block of the
same iliaraeter. The guys are attached as follows
Middle the rope for the "back-guys; push the bight
through theclevis from below and slipit around both
legs: haul the ends back light an<l lay them over the
head of the gin to the rear, eacii part lying between
the nearest leg and the parting lilock. lakini,' care to
place canvas underthe ropestopnvent dialing. The
fore-guy is hitched around the clevis bolt.
single
back-guy may be used, formed of a tackle of the same
size as the gin tackle, hooked into a strap applied as
described for the guy-ropes. In this ease particular
care must be taken to bring the axis of the shears in
the vertical plane containing the holdfast and the center of gravity of the weight to be lift<il. The shears
are lowered by slacking the guys and heel ropes, or
b}' using small shears. When no capstan is availaljle,
a windlass may be improvised as follows
Xail a strong cleat on the lower side of each leg.
three feet from the heel, butt-end down lay a round
spar a little more than one-third the length of the
shears across the legs, one foot above the butt of the
:

—

;

;

;

;

:

A

;

and pass a strong la.shing, Trapping it loosely
between the spar and legs, taking care to have tha
cleats,

—A

SHELL FOHGASSES.— Shells may be buried singly,
or in sniMl heaps, and be made to burst either inider
the ground, or on its surface. If they are to burst
underthe earth, they must Ije sufficiently charged to
produce a crater, through which the pieces are proIf they are to burst on the surface, the rejected.
(juisite quantity of powder to produce a crater and
throw out the shells must be lodged under thi'tn,
while these latter need only have a sufticient charge
to burst them. In all cases a bo.\ is used, divided into two parts by a partition. The shells are placed in
the upper part; their fuses project through the partiIn the
tion, and extend from i to 1 inch below it.
lower part, the hose only is placed when the shells
are intended to produce their own crater; but pow-

SHELL-GAUGE.

der sufficient to produce tlie crater is introduced
when they are intended to burst on the surface of
The effects produced by common and
the ground.
Bhell-fougasses are very limited, and only destructive
near to their craters, consequently they should not
be exploded until the enemy is above tliem. The
following table gives the charges and craters of loaded shells for foiigasses:
Description of
Shell.

Full Chanre of
the Shell.
lbs.

Caliber, 5^

1

"

2
5

"
"

See
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8
10
13

Depth

at

which

the full Charge
Produces a Crater

oz.
2'

9

11

2

3
4

0"
10
6
7

of wood, and the tow is to stop the fuse-holes until
the shells are to be taken to the piece.
The shells
should be well cleansed on the outside from rust and
dirt.
This, is done at the filling-room of tlie service
magazine. The siicUs for the howitzer should be
strapped to sabots, in which case the loading would
be greatly facilitated.

SHELL-JACKET. — A common term

for an undress

militarv jacket.

SHELL PLUG-SCEEW.— An

iron or a hard wooden screw with a handle, used to extract the corks or
wooden plugs with which the fuse-holes are stopped.
The handle is usually in the shape of a ring about 2

inches in diameter.

SHELL -EEDUCEK.— An implement

FimgasfieK.

SHELL-GAUGE. — An instrument

nne fuse-mallet, one fuse-setUr, one rasp, two grummi't-w/uU, twov/pem, one budge-barrel, together with
a supply of fuse-plugs and tow. The fuse-plugs are

for reducing

mouths of cartridge-shells, in order that the buE
thickness of hollow projectiles. It is provided with lets may fit very snugly, when loading. The drawing
a set of removable curved arms, each corresponding shows a very eSective shell-reducer which also perfor verifying the

the

,

Fig.

1.

to a particular variety of shell, which screw into a
socket on the leg of the calipers, are inserted within
the fuse-hole of the shell. The thickness of the wall
is measured between the points of the arm and leg.
An arc is so graduated as to show the proper thickness for each caliber, and any deviation beyond certain limits causes the rejection of the shell.
It is
customary, in the inspection of a shell, when determining thlckne.ss of the metal, to take three points
at least, on the great circle at right angles to the fusehole also one at the fuse-hole, and one at the bot;

tom. The instrument shown in Fig. 1, is emploj'ed
to determine the thickness of the shell at all points
except at and opposite the fuse-hole. Fig. 2. shows

the gauge for the thickness opposite the fuse-hole.
See Calipers. Inspectuin of PniJeHiles, and S/utls.
SHELL-HOOKS.— For mortar and other heavy shells
which cannot easily be handled, shell-hookn are used.
These consist of two bent iron arms connected by a
pivot one end of each is bent inwards to enter the
ear of the shell, whilst the other ends are joined to a
handspike ring, by two small rings.
A handspike being run through the large ring,
and the lower ends of the arms adjusted tollie ears
of the shell, these ends approach each other, taking
hold of the shell as soon as the handspike is raised.
;

SHELL-IMPLEMENTS.— For transportation, shells
are carried uncharged. For charging them. two men
and the following implements, in addition, are required, viz.: One set ot powder-measures, one funnel,

forms the

office of a shell-expander. After cleaning
the shells thoroughly, hold the instrument in the right
hand, open far enough to allow the shell to be entered sideways into its seat, catching the flange under the hook of the top piece and entering the open
end of the shell into the die then press the handles
together.
This will reduce the shell at the mouth. By opening the handles the shell will be withdrawn from the
die
and as it then may be a little too small it can be
brought to the exact size of the bullet by the repetition of the same process, using the plug instead of
the die.
With new shells it will generally be quite
sufficient to use the expanding tool only.
It is best
;

;

to always oil the shells slightly on the outside and
inside of the mouth, before reducing or expanding
tliem.
SHELLS. Vessels of metal, containing gunpowder or other explosive compound, so arranged that it
shall explode at a certain point, ami spread destruction around by the forcible dispersion of its fragments. The invention of this murderous missile cannot be accurately traced. Shells were emploved in
1480 a. d. by the Sultan of Gujerat, and bv the 'Turks
at the siege of Rhodes, in 1.^22. The Spaniards and
Dutch both used them during the War of Dutch In-

—

dependence and they appear to have been generally
adopted by about 1G34. As shells required mortars
for their projection, they were not used in naval warfare until the French constructed special bomb-ves;
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8HZLTEBS.

In most instances it is onlj- necessary to improve a
natural cover.
These pits may be constructed in
ordinary soil in from 3 to 5 minutes. Tlie depth
need not be uniform, but sliould be about ten inches
where the man's body will be, and about six inches
See liiflv-pit.
in other parts.
SHELTEES.— 1. In a militarj- sense, all those structures which protect the troops in the field. There
are many means resorted to for this purpose. When
without cover of any description, a shelter may be
frequently made by selecting several small trees or
bushes, cutting away the lower branches and draw-

Fig.

1.

ing together and interlacing the upper ones. Others,
loose grass and twigs beif needed, may be added
ing thrown over all. A stUl more substantial slielter
may be made, if the material is at hand, by sinking
two forked uprights, as in Fig. 1, placing a horizontal pole across them, inclining a cumlier of shorter
poles and closely interlacing small twigs, grasses or
reeds. A verj' simple shelter may be formed by placing the several poles in a semi-circle, and binding the
small ends together with a rope or thong and covering this frame with canvas, blankets, hides or brush.
It is preferable to the foregoing, having its sides cov-

—

ered.

In very many localities, bark is a most suitable and
convenient article for use in the construction of shelters.
The Australians strip the bark very rapidly in
Two rings are cut around
the following manner
the tree the one as high as can be reached, the other
low down. A vertical slit is then made, and the whole
piece forced off with axes, &c. In spring the bark
:

;

from the sunnj' side of the tree.
sheet of bark is exceedinglj- heavJ^ It is
flattened, as it lies upon the ground, by weighting it
with large stones, and allowing it to dry, partially at
Straw walls of the following
least, in that position.
kind are very effective as shelters, and they have the
advantage of requiring a minimum of string (or subThe straw,
stitute for string) in tlietr manufacture.
or herbage of almost any description, is simply nipped
bet%veen two pair of long sticks, which are respectiveh' tied together at the two ends, and at a sufficient number of intermediate places. The whole is
few of these would
neatly squared and trimmed.
help in finishing the roof or walls of a house. They
can be made movable, so as to suit the wind, shade,
and aspect. Even the hut door can be made on this

comes
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off readiest

A large

A

'

and windows are all chopped out, and the spaces between the logs well caulked with moss, &c., or the

The
better than a log-cage.
in Fig. 2, affords a simple way
of attaching together wisps of straw, rods, laths,
reeds, planks, poles, or any thing of the kind, into a
secure and fle.tible mat the sails used in the far East
are made in this way, and the movable decks are
made of bamboos joined together with a similar but
log-cabin will be

Malay

hitch,

little

shown

;

rather more complicated stitch. Soldiers might be
trained to a great deal of hutting practice in a very
inexpensive way if they were drilled at putting together huts whose roofs and walls are made of planks
lashed together by this simple hitch, and whose supports were short scaffolding-poles planted in deep
holes dug without spades or any tiling but the hand
and a small stick. The poles, and planks, and cords
might be used over and over again for an indefinite
time.
Further, bedsteads could be made in a similar
wa}- by short cross-planks lashed together, and resting on a framework of horizontal poles lashed to uprights planted in the ground. The soldier's bedding
would not be injured when being used on these bedsteads, in the way it would be if it laid on the bare
ground, ilany kinds of designs and experiments in
hutting could be practised without expense in this
simple way. Few travellers have habitually made
snow houses, except Sir J. Franklin's party, and that
of Dr. Rae. Great praises are bestowed on the comfort of snowhouses by travellers,but skill and practice
are required in building them.
The mode of erection of these dome-shaped buildings is as follows
It is to be understood tliat the hard, compact, underlying snow is necessary for the bottom of the hut
and that the looser textured, upper laj-er of snow is
used to build the house. First, select and mark out
the circular plot on which the hut is to be raised.
Then, cut out with knives deep slices of snow, six
inches wide, three feet long, and of a depth equal to
that of the layer of loose snow, say one or two feet.
These slices are curved, so as to form a circular ring
when placed on their edges, and of a size to make
the first row of snow-bricks for the house. Other
slices are cut for the succeeding rows
and, when
the roof has to be made, the snow-bricks are cut with
the necessarj' double curv-ature.
conical plug fills
up the center. Loose snow is then heaped over the
Lastly,
a doorway is cut
house, to fill up crevices.
out with knives; also a window, which is glazed with
a sheet of the purest ice at hand. For the inside accommodation, there is a pillar or two, to support the
lamps. I'nderground huts are used in all quarters
of the globe.
The experience of the British troops
encamped before Sebastopol tells strongly in their
favor, as the habitations during an inclement season.
The timely adoption of them was the salvation of the
British Army. They are, essentially, nothing else
than holes in the ground, roofed over. The shape
and size of the hole correspond to that of the roof it
:

;

A

maj be

possible to procure for it; its depth is no
greater than requisite. If the roof have a pilch of 3
feet in the midcUe, the depth of the hole need not exceed 4i feet. In the Crimea, the holes were rectangWhere there is a steep
ular, and roofed like huts.
hiU-side, an underground hut is very easily contrived
because branches laid over its top have sufficient
pitch to throw off the rain, without having recourse
to any uprights, etc.
2. "a good defense of a field-work is greatly aided by shelters, arranged for the men and the stores,
so that the men can rest in them, and the stores can
be kept safe from the enemy's fire. The shelters generally used are known as bomb-proofs and splinterproofs, which differ from each other only in capacity
plantare
poles
principle. In building log-huts, four
and strength. Bomb-proofs must be strong enough
corners
four
the
to
to resist the effects both of the impact and of the exed in the ground to correspond
against these, logs are piled one above another they plosion of the projectiles which strike them. They
are so deeply notched where they cross one another, should be roomy, and when used by the men. should
that the adjacent sides are firmly dovetailed togeth- be well ventUated. Splinter-proofs are so placed that
er. When the walls are entirely completed, the doors they are not exposed to the impact of projectiles.
;
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If the trench be made 4i feet wide, it will
afford cover for two ranks kneeling inside of it; if
it be 7 feet wide, it will allow the men to lie down
in it.
The main object of these trenches is to alTord cover
from the fire of the eneuiy until the proper moment
for advancing against him.
They should, therefore,
offer no im]>etlimeut to a forward movement, and
troops should be able to march straight over tliem
when necessary. When the trenches form a long
line, at every 100 yards or so, to enable the artillery,
convenience of the position, etc. Hence, bomb-proofs cavalry, etc., to pass, slight ramps should be formed
are sometimes placed under the parapet sometimes or intervals left in the trenches, which may at these
in the sorge of a half-closed work; sometimes in the places be made to overlap.
In about one hour's time, a soldier can make his
middle of the parade, etc.; the position being deter/i^ f„... ,i.l..^
i,-^..>oi,
t„ 18
iu inches
:„ni„.o throughout
.i,-„„.,i,,„.t and
or,/i
(.'5
trench
feet wide), to
mined by the circumstances of each case.
Ingress and egress of the men who use the bomb- raise the parapet to a corresponding height. This
proof may be facilitated by cutting some steps into will allow him to take a kneeling position when firIn from two to three hour's time, the trench
the side of the trench. The part of the bomb-proof ing.
resting against the side of the trench should be re- can be enlarged to a width of 8 feet, and the earth
vetted by a covering of plank, fascines, or other suit- excavated thrown upon the mound, raising it to a
able material, to keep the shelter dry, and to make height of 3 feet with a thickness of about 4 feet.
Guard beds should be con- trench of these dimensions allows the soldier to ocit more comfortable.
structed, when the bomb-proof is wide enough, so cupy a standing position when firing, and it approximates to the form of trench to be constructed finally,
if not wide
that the men can lie down at full length
enough, benches can be made which will allow the when the position is to be held. See Hasty Inlrenchmen to assume easy positions. Shelters which are men U.
8HEEL0CK EQUIPMENT.— This consists of a knapnot exposed to the impact of the projectiles of the
enemy, need not be so strong as the bomb- proof. It sack, two liaversacks, two canteens, with waist-belt
and straps over the shoulder to support the knapsack,
will be sufficient if they are proof against the splin
ters and fragments of shells produced by the enemy's etc
The knapsack is made of rubber cloth, with a light,
Shelters of this kind are usually constructed]
fire.
in inclined positions, and they are miule by placing square frame of wood to preserve its shape, 11 by 11
stron" timbers, or bars of railroad iron, in an in- inches and 4 inches deep. On the sides are two little
clined position against the surface to be protected, pouches containing square canteens.
Haversacks are two little sacks suspended on each
anil in juxtaposition, and then covering them with
earth sutiicieut to make the interior safe against the side of the body under the arms, and attached to a
fragments which may strike the shelter. No abso- brace-yoke by hooks.
The waist-belt behind is a broad piece of leather,
lute rule, or set of rules, can be made which will
apply to all cases in practice. Kach particular work fitting across small of back and supporting bottom
of
the knapsack. The blanket is rolled and suspendmust be considered by itself and in connection with
Interior arraiigenunts, extremely ed to the bottom of the knapsack.
its surroundings.
Straps to waist-belt terminate in brass hooks, adnecessary in one particular work, might be useless
the position occupied by these arrange, justable to any size by mean.s of leather keepers.
in another
SHIELD.
piece of defensive armour. borne upon
ments in one work might be the very worst places for
them in a work of another kind, or in a work situ- the left arm, to ward of the strokes of the sword and
ated in a different locality. See liomb.proof ,S/ielterit, of missiles. It has been constantly used from ancient times through the Middle Ages. till the invention
Hut. S/iliiit-r-iin«'f S/i)li<rs. and Ttnt.
SHELTEB TRENCHES.— Trenches constructed us- of firearms rendered it useless. The larire shield woni
ually in the presence of the enemy, to provide cover by the Greeks and Romans was circular, and often
Another form of shield
for "troops exposed in the field to the action of shot! ornamented with devices.
and shell. Tlie simplest form of shelter, for a sol- that was used by the IJoman heavy-armed infantn',
The early
dier in open country, under ordinary circumstances, square, but curved to encircle the body.
is a shallow trench," which will furnish from the ex- shield or knightly escutcheon of the Middle Ages was
circular in outline, and convex,
with a boss in the center the
body generally of wood, and the
rimof metal ("No. 1). In the 11th
century, a form came into use

arc liable to be struck by fra<:ments of shells
or Bplinters knocked off by tlie impact of a projeciile,
and are therefore made oiily strong enough to resist
the effects of the flyini; fragments and splinters produced by shells bursting, or by projectiles striking
near them. Bomb-proofs may be built during tlie
construction of the parapets, or after the parapets are
finished. The latter is the more usual method. The
position in a field-work occupied by a bomb-proof
depends upon the size of the work, the kind of trace,
degree of exposure of the interior of the work, the

They

rear.

;

A

;

,

'

—A

;

|

1

|

;

which has been compared
boy's kite (No. 2). and

is

to a
said,

with some probability, to have
been bniught by the Normans
from Sicily. It was on all of the
cavation, sufficient earth, when heaped upon the side shields ot this shape that armorial designs were first
towards the enemy, to screen the soldier in the trench' represented. These shields were in reality cur\-ed
from the enemy's view. A log laid in front of the like the Roman scutum; but after Heraldry began to
trench and the earth thrown over and against it," be systcmatised, we generally find them represented
adds materially to the protection afforded by the ion seals, monuments, etc.. as flattened, in order to
shelter.
Having arrived on the line (not necessarily let the whole arraoral design be seen. In the 13th
straight, but being determined by features of the century this long and tapering form began to gi%'e
groimd, so as to secure all natural cover), the men place to the pear-shape (No. 3), and a triangular or
either stack or ground arms, and begin to throw the liealer-shape (No. 4). During the 14th century, these
earth to the front (using both hands if necessary) so new forms became more generally prevalent, and the
as to form a parapet from 16 to 20 inches high. All heater-shape, which was perhaps most frequently reavailable turf, logs, or rocks should be used as a re- presented on armorial seals, began to approach more
vetment to the interior slope of the parapet.
The same variety of
to an inverted equilateral arch.
When the trench has been made 2 feet wide and forms, with some modifications, continued during
15 inches deep it will afford excellent cover for one the \i>l\\ century, a tendency appearing in all reprerank kneeling in it, and file-closers lying down in sentations of the heater-shaped shield to give it more
One rank kneeling

in trench,

and

flle-closers lying

down
I

I

^

;

'

,

in rear.
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breadth below. A notch was often taken out in the
dexter chief for the reteption of the lance, in which
case the shield was said to be d bouche (No. 5). Subsequent to the middle of the 14th century, when the
shield came to be depicted as surmounted by the helmet and crest, the shield is often represented cmiche
that is, pendent from the comer (No. 6), an arrangement said to hav,e originated in the practice of competitors hanging up their shields prior to a tournament, where, according to De la C'olombiere if they
were to fight on horseback, they suspended from the
sinister chief, and if on foot, by the dexter chief.
A
square shield denoted a knight-banneret. Shields of
arms were often represented as suspended from the
guige, or shield-belt, which was worn by the knights
to sustain the shield, and secure it to their persons.
After the introduction of firearms made shields no
longer a part of the warrior's actual equipment, the

SHOOTING.— Shooting.with an

intent to

wound,

is

felony in the law of England, and punishable with
The offense consists in the
penal servitude for life.
shooting at another, or drawing a trigger, or in any
other manner attempting to discharge loaded arms.
It is not, liowever, an offense unless there was a possibility of injuring some person
the intent must
not only exist, but the relative situation of the parties must be such that serious injury might have ensued.
The extent of the actual wound is immate;

rial.

SHOOTING-IKON.— A term sometimes applied

to

a

firearm.

—An Egyptian iron weapon about six inches
Sometimes known as Khop.
SHORT-ROLLEK.— This roller is formed like the
SHOP.

in length.

but is only one foot long. It is used in
where the long-roller can not act, as between the cheeks of a carriage, in placing the gun
in its trunnion-beds, or removing it from them.
SHORT SERVICE.— A period of six years and not
long-roller,

positions

less than tlxree, which soldiers must serve in the
English Army under the colors. By a recent order
from the Horse Guards, recruits enlisting for short
service into all regiments but cavalry may do so uj>
to the age of thirty.
SHOT. This term is applied to all solid projectile*

—

from any

sort of firearms ; those for cannon
iron, those for small-arms
of lead.
The latter are known as bullets and smallshot.
The shot used for gims at present varj' from
fired

and carronades being of

the 3-pounder, for boat and mountain artillery, to
the 13-in. shot, which weigh about 300 pounds as a
shell, or700 lbs. as an elongated bolt. Generally, shot
are cast.
There are simple practical rules for calculating the weight of spherical shot from the diameter, and vice versa, which are often useful in reading of artillery actions. Given the diameter in inches,
to find the weight in pounds
Cube the diameter,
and multiply the result by 14 reject the two right
hand figures: those remaining willgivethe weight in
pounds. Given the weight in pounds, to find the diameter in inches: Multiply the culje-root of the
weight by 1.923, and the result is the diameter of
the shot in inches.
Small-shot are of various sizes, from swan-shot,
nearly as large as peas, to dust-shot, and made bydropping molten lead through a colander in rapid
motion from a considerable height into water. The
lead falls in small globular drops. The holes in the
colander vary in size according to the denomination
of the shot. No.
requires holes ^V iidiameter.
No. 9, -jjj inch. The colanders are iron hemispheres,
10 inches in diameter, and coated within with the
creain or scum which is taken off the molten metal.
small portion of arsenic is melted with the lead,
and the fusion in the colanders is maintained bj- tliose
vessels being surrounded by burning charcoal. The
discovery of the advantage attending a long fall was
made in England toward the end of the last century.
Previously Uie shot had dropped from the colanders
at once into the water.
The lead was then so soft
that the shot were flattened by the water.
The fall
through the air enables the lead to cool and hardea
before taking its plunge. The smaller sizes require
less fall than the larger
100 feet suflices for sizes
Nos. 4 to 9 the larger sorts demand 150 feet. The
highest shot tower is at Villach, in Carinthia, where
there is a fall of 249 feet. After cooling, shot are
sifted in successive sieves to separate the sizes. Misshapen shot are found by their inability to roll and
finally, the whole are polished by rotary motion in
small octagonal boxes, into which a little plumbago
has been thrown.
See Bar^hot, Bullet, Projectiles,
and Solid ,S/i»t.
SHOT BOTTOM.— The block of wood attached to
spherical shot and shell to steady them in their passage through theboreof the gun, and to keep the fuse
in the axis of the bore when being loaded. The bottom was fastened at one time by tin straps at another
:

—

;

Shields.

form of the shields on which armorial bearings were
depicted, on seals, monuments, brasses, etc., varied
greatly in form, and generally speaking became gradually more tasteless, fanciful, and unmeaning (Nos.
7, 8, 9).

A tendency

has,

however, been shown

in

recent Heraldry to recur to the artistic forms prevalent in the 14th and 15th centuries.
In early times, shields of the form which generally
prevailed at the period, were exhibited on the seals
and monuments of ladies but about the 15th century, the practice began, which afterwards became
usual of unmarried ladies and widows (the Sovereign
excepted) bearing their arms on a lozenge instead^f
a shield.
The heraldic insignia of towns, corporations, etc.,
as well as individuals, are placed on shields.
The
bearing of Merchants' Marks in a shield was prohibited by the lieralds of the IGth centurj- under severe
penalties, and yet not a few instances are to be found
on monumental brasses of these devices being placed
;

on

sliields.

SHIFTING-PLAKK.— This

is usually a piece of 2^
inch plauk, 1 foot wide, 5 feet 7 inches long, and
beveled at both ends on opposite sides.
It is used
principally for shifting pieces from one carriage to
another.
SHINGLING-MIIL.— A rolling-mill or forge, where
puddU'd-ironis hammered to remove the dross, compact the train, and turn out malleable-iron.
SHOEBUKYNESS.— A locality in the County of Essex in England, where Ordnance Experiments are

carried out. As far back as 1812, ground was set
apart at Shoeburyness as ranges for use and practice of artillery.
Since then it has become a School
of Gunnery for the regiment of artillery, where two
courses of instruction are carried out, viz., the hrig
and short courxe
Detachments of the volunteer artillery are sent yearly to Shoeburyness for a training
lasting a fortnight.
.

—

^

A

—

—

;

;
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with an adhesive composition. Botli metliods have snap-liooks of the carrying-braces. The reel is combeeiisuiHTSfdcd inEunhindbyGtuiTid Bci.xiT's mkhIc, jxised of an arlior, carrying cross-pieces at each end.
viz.: !>) uttiuliini; the Ixitloni or subol to tlie i)r()jcc- The arbor is reliiined in the frame by the wire pins.
A strip of leather passes over the extremities of the
tile Ijy niciuis of a copper rivet driven tliroui;h the
center of tlie wood into a small undercut cavity in cross-pieces at each end to keep the radial arms from
Sec Lijetlie sliot; the sliupu of the liole and the malleability catching in the line wheu winding it up.
of tlie metal causing the sabot to cleave most closely mtrhiri Rcrkitn.
alloy
of
SHOT METAL.— An
lead 5(5 parts, and arto the shot or shell.
SHOT GARLANDS.— Stands on which shot and shell senie 1-parl. Used for making snudi shot.
on
POUCH.—
receptacle
for small shot, carshot
placed
deSHOT
A
are piled tluy arc used to retain
fences, and are made either of iron or wood. Hith- ried on the ])erson. It is usually made of tine leather,
erto, garlands have been made (jf cast-iron and of the mouth-piece being provided with a measure,
a 8(iuare pattern, but tliey are ordered to be used up having an ailjustable cut-oil to determine the quanand replaced by wrought iron of a rectangular form. tity of the charge. The pouch is sometimes adapted
They preserve the shot from deterioration, and it is for carrying charged cartridges. It has two recepusual to place a tier of unserviceable shot uuder the tacles, united behind by a strap and buckle, and comuuinicating with a common month-piece, which has
serviceable pile.
SHOT GAUGES.— Instruments used for ascertaining a gate permitting the escape of cue cartridge at a
the measurement of spherical |)rojectiles. They are time.
SHOT-TABLE.- The device for insuring the equal
simply iron rings with metal handles, and of varying
dimensions, for determining the diameter of the shot shrinkage of shot in all directions while cooling. It
or shell. Oidy one high gau^e for each caliber is is- hasan annularly grooved surface with a conoidaT censued. The ])rojectile3 sliould pass in all directions tral i)rojection, and turns(jn an upright spindle. The
through the liigli gauge, but must not pass through hollow spherical mold is jjlaced thereon after the cast
the low gauge. King gauijes will also be used for is made, and rotated until the casting is cool enough
Low and high gauges are to be removed.
rilled i)rojectiles as well.
SHOT-TOWER.— A lofty tower for making shot by
issued to fire-masters and inspectors of warlike stores
dropping from its sununit meltcil lead, which cools
and store stations. See Jmn CyUndrr-gaiigf.
SHOT-GUN. A smooth-bore firearm used for short in tile descent, and is received into a cistern of water
range shooting. Shot-guns are freipiently ma<ie dou- or oilier liipnd.
SHOULDER.— That portion of the axle-tree body
ble-barreled, and of late years the breccli-loaduig
Some immediately contiguous to the arm. Also, the upper
principle has been extensively introduced.
breech-loaders are provided with interchangeable part of the blade of a sword.
SHOULDER ANGLE.— In fortification, that angle
The drawing represents tlie
rifle and shot barrels.
American Arms Company's senn-hammerless single- forriieil bvf lie meeting of face and flank of abastion.
SHOULDER-BELT.— Avery wide belt worn over the
gun, which combines all the advantages of the ham:

—

merlcss without the danger of the self-cocking principle.
The extractor is made to allow the shell to
be pushed altogether lumir in loading, avoiding any
strain on the gun inclosing. To cock the gun, press
down the little lever on the side. The lockplate is
Its coneasily removed to get at and oil the lock.
struction is such that no water or dirt can penetrate
(tun.
I'arker
See Jiiiker (lu.)i and
to the lock.
SHOT-LINES. These lines are intended to be used
in connection with a gun or mortar and a projectile,
to effect the communication between the shore and
stranded vessel, or, in certain cases, between vessels
at sea. They should be made of tlu^ very best materials.
The English method of faking has been adopted in the United States, in laying up thesi; lines
Rockets may be used instead of a gun
for firing.
and projectile for carrying the line.
It is found necessary during tiring to liave some
method of taking up the lines rapidly, and, at the
same time, one that would keep them from becoming entangled. A light reel is designed for this purpose which answers all the requirements. This simple
contrivance consists of a frame, reel, and crank of
wood, and of two wire pins. The frame is dovetailed together, and has four small D-rings attached to

—

it

by

Dits of leather.

shoulder for various purposes. The belt is usually
crossed from the right shoulder, and .supports the
In
cartridge-box, or other articles of equipment.
some armies the sword is suspended from the shoulSee IMt and Sirvrd-l/elt.
der-belt.
SHOULDER-KNOTS.- The ornamental knots of gold
cord on cloth of the same color as the facings of the
arm to which the ofBcer, wearing them, belongs. The
insignia of rank and number of regiment or corps are
embroidered on the cloth ground. The prescribed
patterns for the United States Army, are as follows:

F(/r Offiffraof the Adjutant (Jemral'iiand Inspertur
(h'neraVsDepartmenta, and far Aides-de-Campto Oeneral O/fers.— Of gold cord, Russian pattern, on dark
blue cloth ground insignia of rank and letters of corps
or designation of regiment embroidered on the cloth
ground, according to pattern an aiguillette of gold
cord is to be worn with the right shoulder-knot, according to pattern.
The aiguillette, instead of being permanently attached to the shoulder-knot, may be made separate,
so as to be attached to the coat underneath the knot
by means of a strap or a tongue passing through the
lower fastening of the knot.
For Officers of other Staff Corp/t.— Same as above
These rings engage with the described, without the aiguillette.
;

;

:

:

SHOULDEE STRAPS.

SHOULDEE STEAPS.

—

Fi>r Officern of the Signril C'orpH.
Same as above
described, without the aiguillette. The distinctive insignia will be according to the pattern deposited in
the office of the Chief Signal Officer.
Whenever the full-dress coat is worn by officers on
duty, the prescribed epaulettes or shoulder-knots arc
attached. Letters are embroidered on the shoulderknots in old English.
Fr>r the Engineer Gi/rpn.—k. silver turreted castle
of metal one and four-tenth inches in width by ninetenths of an inch in heigiit.
Teiyr the Ordnawe Department
A shell and fiame
in silver embroidery one and four-tenths inches in
width by nine-tenths of an inch in height.
For Officers of Cavalry, Artillery, and Infantry.—
.

First Lieutenant 9th Infantry.

Of

—

— Two gold embroidered leaves, one
For a Captain. — Two silver embroidered bars at
each end of the pad.
Fur a First Lieutenant. — One silver embroiderFor a Major.

at each

end of the pad.

ed bar at each end of the pad.
Foi- a Secoyid Lieutenant, or an

—

Shoulder-knot Paetenine,

same pattern as for the Staff Corps, but on
cloth of the same color as the facings of their arm,
with insignia of rank and number of regiment embroidered on the cloth ground, according to pattern.
For Regimental Adjutantn. Of same pattern as for
tlie

—

other officers of their arm, but liaving aiguillettes attached.
The insignia of ranlc on the shoulder-knots is as
follows
For a Colonel.
silver embroidered eagle at the
center of the pad.
For a Lieutenant Colonel. Two silver embroidered leaves one at each end of the pad.

—A

—

.'Xdih'tional

Second

Lisutenant. Plain. The above insignia are the mine
as prescribed for the shoulder-straps. Sec Epauletten.
SHODLDEE-STEAPS.— Narrow straps, 1« inches
wide bj- 4 inches long, bordered with an embroidery
of gold |-inch wide.
They are worn on the shoulders of Commissioned Officers, and are indicative of
rank. They are prescribed as follows in the United
States Army

For

Second Lieutenant 16th Infantry.

General of the Army.— Dark blue cloth, one
and three-eighths inches wide by four inches long,
bordered with an embroidcrj- of" cold one-fourth of
the

an inch wide two silver-enibroitlered stars of five
rays each, and gold-embroidered "Arms of the United States" between them.
For Lieutenant General. —The same as for the General, except that there will be three silver-embroidered stars of five rays, one star on the center of the
strap, and one on each side, equidistant between the
center and outer edge of the strap, the center star to
;

be the largest.

For a Major

General.

— The same

as for the Lieu-

:
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—

For a Majitr. The same as for a Colonel, accordtenant Genoral, except that there will be two stars
instead of three: the center of each star to be one ing to corps, omitting the eagle, and introducing a
inch from the outer edire of the golil embroider)' on gold-embroidered leaf at eaeh end, each leaf extending seven-eighths of an inch from the end border of
the ends of the strap both stars of the smne size.
Fit II llrlgndkr (lenfral. The same as for a Major the strap.
Fi/r a Captain.
The same as for a Colonel, acGeneral, except that there will be one star instead
cording to corps, omitting the eagle, and introducing at each end two silver-embroidered bars
of the same width as tlie Imrder, placed parallel
to tlie ends of the strap, at a distance between
them and from the border equal to the width
"f the border.
Fit n First Lieutenant. The same as for a
( iilonel, according to corps, omitting the eagle,
ami introducing at each end one silver-embroidered bar of the same width as the border. placed
parallel to the ends of the strap, at a distance
from the t)order efpial to its wiilth.
For II Serojul JJeut* nant,or an Additional Second LieiiUnant. The same as for a Colonel, according to corps, omitting the eagle.
For Chaplninn.
shoulder-strap of black
velvet, with a shepherd's crook of frosted silver
on the center of the strap, may be woni.
Oftlcers serving in the lield may dispense with
prominent marks likely to attract the tire of
sharp-shooters; but all officers must wear the
prescribed shoulder-strap, to indicate their rank.
It is worn whenever the epaulette or shoulderknot is dispensed with.
SHOWER.— .V term often applied to gold-rain,
small stars of slowly burning composition, etc.,
constituting the decoration of a rocket or shell,
and which produce the effect of a shower of
I

:

—

—

—

—

—A

lire in falliu!;.

8HBAPNEL.—Thin-sided

shells, in

which

also-

are placed, besides the bursting-charge of powder, a number of small balls embediled in sulphur.
They are cast in the .same manner as ordinarj- shell. excepting that their sides are made
thinner to allow foi a greater number of balls.
The charge of powder is quite small. being only
sutMcieut to rupture the case and liberate the
balls.

The thickness

of the metal should be

such

will resist the explosion of the charge
within the Ixire of the gun, but open readily

that

it

with a small bursting-charge. The burstingcharge should be merely sufficient to open the
slull without affecting the flight of the bullets.
A spherical shell of this class has a less thickness of metal than a common shell, viz.. about
one-tenth of its diameter, and its weight when
empty is abovU half that of a solid shot of simil:[r

diameter.

To

screwed into the
with the re<iuisite
number of balls. A round, hollow steel mandrel,
made slightly tapering towards the lower end,
which is rounded off, and having a score cut oa
either side throughout its length, to admit of a
free passage forthe melted sulphur to the interior of
the shrapnel, is driven and worked through the fu.sctill

tuse-hole,

of two ; the center of the star to be enuidistant from
the outer edge of the embroidery on the ends of tlie
strap.
Fur a CaVmeL—Thv same size as for a Major General, and bordered in like manner with an embroidery of gold a silver-embroidered spread easle is on
the center of the strap, two inches between the tips
of the wings, having in the right talon an olive
branch, and in the left a bimdle ol arrows an escutcheon on the breast, asrepresented in the " -\rms
of the United States." Cloth of the strap as follows:
For the General Staff and Staff Corps, dark blue
Cavalry, yelArtiUery, scarlet ; Infantry, sky-blue
;

;

a slirapnel a funnel

and the

hole to the Ijottom of

is

ca.se tilled

tlie

case.

The

projectile is

thoroughly warmed.generally in warm water.to jirevent the cold metal from solidifying the sulphur before it has tilled all the interstices.
It is then tilled with melted sulphur, and as soon
as the sulphur is set, the mandrel is withrawn: thisis accomplished by tirst heating it from the interior

bv the insertion of a hot rod, when it is readily removed. The funnel is also removed, and the magazine formed by the mandrel is cleaned, and the fusehole carefully tapped out. In this magazine is deposited the cliarge of pow(Ier, where it is protected
low.
For a Lietitenant Uolonel. The same as for Colo- against all injury from the movement of the balls.
of powder requirnel, according to corps, omitting the eagle, and in- By this arrangement the quantity
troducing a silver embroidered leaf at each end, each ed to open the shrapnel is very small, and the bullets
l)y their inertia against
leaf extending seven-eighths of an inch from the end are prevented from striking
llie sides of case and cracking when the piece is tired.
border of the strap.
;

—
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Lead being much more dense than iron, the shrap- terior mass the first layer of coils will therefore unnel is, wlien loaded, nearlj- as heavy as a solid shot dergo more compression than the second, and the
of the same caliber for the lighter guns. A shell of second more than the third, and .--o on. Shrinking
this class, is in fact, simply a canister-shot adapted to is employed not only as an easy and eflicient mode of
long range. The rupture may be made to take place binding the successive coils of a built-up gun firmly
together, but also for regulating as far as possible the
tension of the several layers, so that each and all
may contribute fairly to the strength of the gun.
The operation of shrinking is very simple; the outer
coil is expanded by heat until it is sufficiently large to
fiteasil}' overthe inner coil or tube (if a large mass,
such as the jacket of a Fraser gun, by means of a wood
fire, for which the tube itself forms a flue: if a small
mass, such as a coil, in a reverberatory furnace at a
low temperature or by means of gas). It is tlien
raised up by a traveling crane overhead and dropped
at any point of Its flight and in tliis respect it is su- over tlie part on to which it is to be shrunk, which
perior to canister and grape, which begin to separate is placed vertically in a pit ready to receive it, as in
the moment they leave the piece. See Tioxer Shrapnel the drawing.
Shell, < 'a-ie-shrit, Projei:tile^, and Bijie-shrapnel.
The heat required in shrinking is not very great.
SHEAPNEL FUSE.— The French, in the affair of Wrought-iron on being heated from 62** F. (the orTralvtir, made good use of shrapnel with a fuse of the dinary temperature) to 212"^, expands linearly about
following description
It was made of hard wood y^th part of its length
that is to say, if a ring of
having three channels parallel to its axis.
The.se iron 1,000 inches in circumference were put into a
were filled to different heights with composition, cor- vat of boiling water it would increase to 1,001 inches;
responding thus to three diiEferent bursting distances. and according to Dulong and Petit, the co-efticient
Each of these channels was provided with a tin tube of expansion, which is constant up to 212", increases
in which the composition was placed. The longest more and more from that point upward, so that if
channel was always left open. The other two were the iron ring were raised 150*^ higher still (i. e., to
closed with a covering of leather, over which was 362°) its circumference would be more than 1,002 inplaced, for the shorter column, a dish; of rose-colored ches.
No coil is ever shnmk on with so great a
paper, for the other, one of blue. On these paper shrinkage as the y^^jj^jth part of its circumference or
coverings were marked the distances at which the diameter, for it would be strained beyond its elastic
columns would cause explosion.
These distances limit. jVllowing, therefore, a good working margin,
were also placed on tlie face of the fuse near the top it IS only necessary to raise a coil to about 500** F.,
of the channels. The fuse was capped with a ron- though in point of fact coils are often raised to a
delle of fringed paper, over which was placed a plain higher degree of temperature than this in some parts,
rondelle of parchment with a piece of tape attached, on account of the mode of heating employed. Were
by means of which the fuse was uncapped. The a coU plunged in molten lead or boiling oil (BOOT.)
composition in the three channels burned in li", 2i" it would be uniformly and sutticiently expanded for
and 3^". It was proposed to modify this fuse by all the practical purposes of shrinking, but as shrinkadding a fourth column, intended to Inirst the shell ings do not take place in large numbers or at regular
at only 3.50 yards' distance, but at this short distance, times, the improvised fire or ordinary furnace is the
canister shot will do quite as well, if not better, than more economical mode,and answers the purpose very
shrapnel.
well.
SHRINKING. In the construction of built-up guns,
Heating a coil beyond the required amount is of
when
the inside diameter of the outer tube
cold must no consequence provided it is not raised to such a
smaller
outside
diameter
than
the
of
the
indegree
be rather
of temperature that scales would form and
ner tube: this ditference in the diameter is called the in all cases the interior must be swept clean of ashes,
" shrinkage." WhUe the outer coil is cooling and etc., when it is withdrawn from the fire. With re;

;

:

;

—

;

•contracting it compresses the inner one the amount
by whicli the diameter of tlie inner coil is decreased
is termed the •'compression."
Again, llie outer coil
itself is stretched on account of tlie resistance of the
inner one, and its diameter is increased: this increase
in the diameter of an outer coil is called ''extension."
The shrinkage is equal to compression phm the extension, and the amount must be regulated by the
known extension and compression uiuler all certain
The compression
stresses and given circumstances.
varies inversely as the density and rigidity of the in;

|

spect to the mode of cooling during the process of
shrinking, care must be taken to prevent a long coil
or tube cooling simultaneously at both ends, for this
would cause the middle jiortion to be drawn out to
an undue stateof longitudinal tension. In some cases,
therefore, water is projected on one side of a coil so
as to cool it first.
In tlie case of a long tube of different thickness, like the li tube of a K. 31. L. gun,
water is not only used at the thick end, but a ring
of gas or a heated iron cylinder is applied at the thin
or muzzle end, and when the thick end cools the gas

—
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No application for exUnm'on of sick-leave will
is withdrnwii from the muzzle and the cant.
water raised upwiird slowly to cool the re- be granted from the Head-quarters of the Army, or
theWar Department, unless such extension shall have
mainder of the tube irradually.
SHUNT RIFLING —This is one of Sir William Arm- been approved by the Department or Division Com(•<«- mander. On the expiration of a leave of absence on
stronus systems of rilling, and combines both the
As tlie inventor account of any sickness, if the party be able to travel
tering anil the cumprtising systems.
deemed it important to prevent the shot from moving (without endangering his ultimatecure),he will forthlaterally. l>y direct pressure on its sides, instead of with proceed to his post, although his disability may
by allowing it to center itself, as in \hc aiitriral 9.y»- not have been removed. Exceptions to this general
tem: and, as the expansion system did not meet his rule must be made in each case by the War Departviews, his ingenious resort was to arrange the rifling ment.
When an officer is prevented by sickness from joinso that the shot runs home easily, and is then«/mn«ed, or switched off, or turned a little in the gun, so ing his station, he transmits the prescribed medical
that, when it comes out, a shallower position of the certificates, monthly, to the Commanding Officer of
froove will nip it, and prevent its lateral movement. his post, anil regiment or corps, and to the Adjutant
he drivinii-side of groove near the muzzle is made General all through Department Ilead-quarters; and
shallow. The projectiles have soft copper studs, when he cannot procure the certificate of a Medical
which lit easily with a windage of .035 inch into the Officer of the Army, he substitutes his own certifideep portion of the groove when the gun is loaded, cate, on honor, as to his condition, the certificate to
the studs travel down this deep part until they reach embrace a full statement of his case. Th certificates,
about the middle of the bore, where they meet with when approved bj' the Department Commander and
an incline, by which they are ihunted into a narrow forwarded to the Adjutant General of the Army,
part of the groove, of the same depth, down which will be suflicient authoritj' for his absence until he is
they travel to the chamber. On discharge the studs able to travel to his post. If the Officer's certificate
bear against the other side of the groove, until they is not satisfactory, he will be informed if satisfaccome to the incline, up which they travel, the studs tory, the Adjutant General will furnish him, for the
being thereby compressed. With this compression advice of the Pay Department and to secure his pay,
of acceptance.
Whenever an offithci' pass through the remaining part of the bore. an official letter
There are three grooves with a uniform pitch of one cer has been absent on account of sickness for one
turn in 40 calibers, the edges being angular. This year, he may be examined b}' a Medical Board and
system embraces the theories of centering the pro- the case specially reported to the Presi<lent.
When an officer is absent under an accepted cerjectile and its retardation, the latter of which is now
conceded to be a disadvantage. The Russians have tificate of disability, he will be entitled to the same
a " Shunt system" borrowed from Armstrong's, but pay as if an orderhad been issued granting him leave
American guns, on similar prin- of absence on account of disability.
differing in details.
The following is the form of medical certificate,
There is
<iples, have been made experimentally.
only a minute difference between the diameters of given b}' the Medical Officer:
of the
Regiment of
havthe bore and projectile.
SHUTERNAUl! In the East Indies, a sort of arque- ing applied for a certificate on wliich to ground an
application for leave of absence, I do liereby certify
buse. wliicli is fixed upon the back of a camel.
SIBLEY TENT. A tent of peculiar construction, that I have carefully examined this officer and find
in the center of which a tire can be made, and all its that— [i/<re the luiture of the dixane. in/i/nd. or dixaoccupants sleep with their feet to the fire. It is coni- biity is to be fully stated, arid the ptriod during irhick
lutder its effects'], and that, in
cal, light, easily pitched, erected on a tripod holding the officer /uis suffered
but a single pole, and will comfortably accommodate consequence thereof, he is. in my opinion, unfit for
twelve soldiers with their accoulirments. Where duty, and not able to travel without endangering his
means of transportation admit of tents being used, ultimate cure. I further declare my belief that he
The tent will not be able toresume his duties in a less period
this tent is very handy and satisfactory.
See than [litre state randidly and explicitly t/ie opinion
is still much used in the Uuited States Service.
or cylinder

rinit'of

—

;

;
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SICK

AND HURT.— A Board so called, to which the

as to the period which will probably elapse before the
When there is
prospect of
rec^miTy is distant or nncerttiin, or when a change of ell.
it
must
be
so
stated.']
Dated at
mate is r(ci»nmentlid,
day of
this
,
[Signature of the Medical Officer.]
native of India
SICKLEGHAR. .\n Indian term.
emplovcd in arsenals fort-leaning metal work.
SICK REPORT BOOK.— book in which the names
of any of the men who are sick in a company, troop,
etc., are entered, also the names of their diseases,
and probable cause of same. This book is signed by
one of the Company Officers to which the men belong
On the next page is
and the attending Surgeon.
the form of the monthly report of sick and wounded to be made out in duplicate one copy to be sent
to the Medical Director, and the other to the Surgeon
General direct. Separate reports are to be made in
every case for white anil colored troops.
SIDEBARS. 1. The longitudinal side-pieces of a
traveling-forge or a batterv-wagon. 2. Two plates
wliich unite i\ui pommel and cnntle of a saddle. In some
saddles they are of steel, and give elasticity to the
seat, which is suspended from the pomwiW and (vinife.
SIDE^BONES. Enlargements situated above the
horse's heels, resulting from the conversion into bone

officer will be alile to resuine his duties.
no reason to expect a rerjtnery, or irhen tlie

agents, commissaries, etc.. belonging to the several
military hospitals in Great Britain, were responsible.
SICK CALL. A military call which is sounded on
the ilruni, liugle, or trumpet, whereby the sick men
are warned to attend the hospital.
SICK FLAG.— The yellow quarantine flag hoisted to
irevenl communication ; whence the term of Yellow
&'
ag and Yellow Admirals. There are two others,
one with a black-ball, the other with a square in the
center, denoting plague or actual diseases.
SICK leave!— leave of absence granted to officers and military subordinates in consequence of any
sickness or disability. In the United States Service,
leaves of absence on account of sickness are not granted to go beyond the limits of the Jlilitary Department within which they are stationed, unless the
certificate of the Medical" Oflicer shall explicitly state
that a greater change is necessary to save life, or prevent permanent disabilitv. Nor are sick-leaves to go
beyond the Department limits given in any case, exccpt of an immediate urgency, without the previous
sanction of the War Department.
Commanders of Geographical Departments and Divisions are authorized to grant leaves of absence, on
account of sickness, subject to the limits fixed bj' the
General Regulations of the Army for ordinary leaves. of the elastic lateral cartilages. They occur mostly
The application must be accompanied by Surgeon's in heavy draught horses with upright pasterns, causLeaves not are granted un- ing much stiffness, but, unless w"hen of rapid growth,
certificate of disability.
nrst by cold apless they originate at the post of duty of the appli- little lameness. They are treated at
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of diseases.

(Here enter only tnose dis-

of the command :

Officers,

;

Enlisted men,

-.18
;

Tutal strength,

.
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must he borne in mind, that tlic officer who enemy are visible, a few men arc sent to the right
out has calculated the time of its return: should and left, who approach stealthily, to ascertain if the
entrances to tlie village are i>ecupied Ijy troops, and
it not come back at tlial time, he may gel apprehensive, and send auotlier one out to look for it wliere- to try and pick up an inhabitant, whom they may
For,
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by both men and horses will be unnecessarily fatigued. bring back with them. If notliing can be learned
In passing, at night, any village which the enemy this way, the patrol cautiuously moves on.

may

have occupied, the patrol is to halt about five or
When a patrol
six hundred yards from it. When no vedettes of the whether a village
I

is

is

in

ordered to ascertain, by nii;ht,
occupied, and how, three oflhe
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best mounted men arf picked out for the lead; eight
others follow at a distance of tweuty-f our yards; and
the remainder of the patrol, at a hundred yards. The
enemy's vedettes are then approached without noise,
and as soon as one challenges, the three men in advance bear down on him at full speed, to take him
prisoner. iShould they not succeed, they with the
other eight must make a dash at the guard, to bring
off a prisoner, with whom they retire.
The alarm
will be given in the village to a certainty, and the
of
trumpets
drums,
sounding
or beating of
will enable the patrol to judge by what kind of troops it is
occupied. If a patrol go so far as to be obliged to
feed, it must never stop to do so in a village, but alwaj's in an open country under some trees, and, while
baiting for this purpose, must never omit to throw
out vedettes. The horses must be watered and fed
by detachments never all at the same time— so as
to guard against surprise. Provisions and forage,
if it be necessary to get them out of villages, must be
brought out by the inhabitants. On such occasions,
as on all others, the inhabitants are to be treated with
kindness any attempt to rob or ill-treat them, must
be promptly and most severely punished.
But the
object had in view by the patrol, and the direction
of its route, must be carefully concealed from them.
Ouides that are sent home, must, if possible, be deceived, by the patrol's marching in a false direction,
until they are out of sight.
If information about the
road be wanted, the [iu(iuiry must embrace several
roads, that the true one may not be suspected. See
Patrols and Secret Patrvh.
SID£~RIB. The rod at the side of a carbine to which
the sling is fastened.
SIDE-SCREW —One of the screws by which the
lockplate is secured to the stock. They pass through
the stock, and are held by the side-screw plate or by
side-screw washers.
SIDE-TACKLE.
purchase hooking into an eyebolt on a naval gun-carriage and an eye-bolt in the
ship's side, and serving to train the gun to
point forward or abaft the beam, and to
run it out of the port. Eacli carriage has
side-tackle on each side.
SIEGE. The sitting of an army before
a hostile town or fortress with the intention of capturing it.
With certain elements, the success of a siege is beyond a
doubt; the result being merely a question
of time.
These elements are first, the
force of the besiegers shall be sufiicient to
•overcome tlie besieged in actual combat,
man to man. If this be not the case, the
besieged, by a sortie, might destroy the
opposing works, and drive away the besiegers. The second element is. that the place must
be mvested so that no provisions, reinforcements, or
other aliment of war can enter. The third element
is, that the besiegers be undisturbed from without.
For this it is essential that there shall not be a hostile army in the neighborhood; or, if there be, that
the operations of the besiegers be protected by a covering army able to cope with the enemy's force in the
field.
The ancients executed gigantic works to produce these effects. To complete the investment, they
built a high and strong wall around the whole fortress; and to render themselves secure from without,
they built a similar wall facing outwards, beyontl
their own position.
Tlie first was cireumvallation,
the second contravallati(m. It was thus that Ciesar
fortified himself while besieging Alexiif, and maintained (50,000 men within his ring. In modern warfare, it is considered preferable to establish strong
posts here and there rounil the place, and merely
sentries and vedettes between.
Let us now assume that a fortress of great strength
has to be reduced, and that the force of the enemy
in the vicinity has been either subdued or held in
cheek by a covering army. Hy rapid movements, the
place is at ouce invested on all sides. This step con-

—

;

—

—A

merely a blockade; and if time be of little
importance, is a sufficient operation, for hunger nmst
sooner or later cause the fortress to surrende: but
if more energetic measures are required, the actual
siege must be prosecuted. Advantage is taken of any
stitutes

;

hidden ground to establish the park of artillery and
the Engineer's park or if there be none, these parks
have to be placed out of range. The besieging force
;

just beyond the reach of the guns
and their object is to get over the intervening ground and into the works without being
torn to pieces by the concentrated fire of the numerous pieces which the defenders can bring to bear on
every part. With this view, the place is approached
by a series of zigzag trenches so pointed that they
cannot be enfiladed by any guns in the fortress. In
is

now encamped

of the fortress

;

order to accommodate the forces necessary to protect the workers, the trenches at certain intervals are
cut laterally for a great length, partly encircling the
place, and affording safe room for a large force with
ample battering material. These are called parriUels,
and they are generalh' three in number. The distance
of the first parallel will increase as small-arms become more deadly but with the old smooth-bore
muskets it was usual to break ground at 600 yards
from the covered-way of the fortress, while at Sebastopol ground was broken at 2,000 yards, and in the
Siege of Paris by the Germans the lines were begun
The locality of the paat least 4 miles from the city.
rallel being decided on. a strong body of men is sent
to the spot soon after nightfall. The attention of the
garrison is distracted by false alarms in other directions.
Half the men are armed cap-ii-pie, and lie
down before the proposed parallel while the other
half, bearing each a pick and shovel, and two empty
gabions, prepare for work. Each man deposits the
gabions where the parapet of the trench should be.
He then digs down behind them, filling the gabions
with the earth dug out; and, after they are filled,
throwing it over them, to widen and heighten the par;

;

—

:

;

Before daylight the working-party is expected to have formed sufiicient cover to conceal themDuring the
selves and the troops protecting them.
day ,tliey being concealed from the garrison widen
and complete their parallel, making it of dimensions
sufficient to allow of wagons and bodies of troops
with guns passing along. During the same niirht,
other parties will have been at work at zigzags of approach from the depots out of range to tlie lirst parallel, which zigzags will be probably not less than
1,000 yards in length Usually the defenders will not
apet.

—

expend ammunition on the

—

lirst parallel, for its extentfoften several miles) will render the probability
of doing material damage extremely small. For this
reason also, the dimensions of the parapet and its solidity are of far less importance in the first parallel
than in the more advanced works of attack. The
first parallel, AAA, being completed, the engineers
select points near its extremities, at which they erect
breast-works, BH.tocoverbodiesof cavalry, who are
kept at hand to resist sorties from the garrison. The
lenglli of tlie parallel is usually made sufiicient to
embrace all the works of two bastions at least. Sites
are then chosen for batteries, CC, which are built up
of fascines, gi liions, sandbags, and earth. They are
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placed at points in the parallel formed by the pro- spherical case-shot (except for the H-inch siege-howlongation of the several faces of the bastions, ravel- itzer) are attached to sabots; the other projectiles are
ins and other works of the fortress, which faces the not strapped.
Canisters are made and filled like the canisters for
batteries are severally intended to enfilade by a ricochet lire. Other batteries will be formed for a ver- field-service, except their dimensions, and. instead
liy these means of being attached to a sabot, the lower end of the
tical tire of mortars and shell-iruns
inch long
it is hoped llial the traverses on the hostile ramparts cylinder is slit with longitudinal cuts,
will be destroyed, the guns dismounted, and the de- and from .'^.'3 to .'M inch apart according to the califenders dispersed, before the final approaches bring ber. The strips thus formed are turned down over
the assaillants to the covered-way. The sappers will a cast-iron bottom plate ..5 inch thick. The cover
now commence their advance toward the points, or for these canisters is of sheet-iron, .1 inch thick it
salient angles, of the two bastions to be attacked. If, hasa handle ii.7."> incheslongby 1.72 inch wide, made
however, the trench were cut straight toward the of iron wire No. S), fastened to the cover by a strap
fortress, its guns could easily destroy the workmen of sheet-iron 'i inches long, 1.75 inch wide, secured
and enfilade the approach. To prevent this, it is cut by two rivets .I'l inch thick. Canisters for 8-iucli
in short zig/.ags as at D the direction always be- siege-howitzer are attached to sabots made to coning to a point a few yards beyond the outmost flank- form to the bore.
.1 »t<iHd iif grape consistsof 9 shot, placed together
ing-works of the garrison. The side of each trench
nearer the fortress is protected by gabions and sand- by means of 2 cast-iron plates, 2 rings, and 1 bolt and
bags, as in the case of the parallel.
At intervals, nut. The square of the nut is 2 diameters of the bolt;
short spurs of trench, incipient parallels, are cut, as and its thickness 1 diameter. The head of the bolt is
at E, to contain small-arms-nu-n, who act as guards countersunk flush with the bottom of the lower jilate,
to the .sappers. The second |)arallel is about 300 yards which has a slot to prevent the bolt from turning
from the enemy's works, and has to be more strongly when the nut is screwed on. Each plate has on the
formed than the first. It often terminates in a re- inside 3 beds for the shot, of a depth equal to half the
They are made in the form
doubt, F, to hold some light artillery and a strong thickness of the plate.
force of infantry, who could assail any sortie in tlank; of a spherical 8e";ment,the curvature of which is the
or it may run into the first parallel, as U, giving easier same as that of the shot; their centers are on equiaccess for troops than through the zigzags The sec- distant radii, midwiiy between the edge of the boltond parallel is revetted with sandbags, in which the hole and tliat of the jilate. In the upiier plate are 2
loopholes are left for musketry. After passing the holes .2") inch diameter placed opposite to each other
second parallel, the angles of all the zigzags Ijecome at .5 inch from the edge of the plate to receive a rope
more acute, to prevent enfilading. At about i.50 yards, handle. For the 8-inch siege-howitzer the stand of
certain demi-parallels, H, are cut, and armed with grape must be attached to a sabot as for canisters.
howitzer batteries, to clear the covered-way, while The sabot may be fastened to the lower plate with
riflemen also act from it. The third parallel is at the screws, or the bolt may be made long enough to pass
foot of the glacis. Thence the plice, after being suf- through it, or else the sabot may be inserted into the
ficiently battered, is taken by a storming-party, who piece separately from the stand of grape.
make their way over the glacis, or the covered-way
The following implements are required for filling
\pnirufiiliell.hiiokH; \ handspike ; 2handis topped by the double-sap. which is a safer i)lanfor »\\e\\s:
the army generally, though much more deadly to the hamriuTu; 2 Kcrapers, (pieces of sword-blade); 2 tmc.
sappers.
When the crest of the covered-way has hi'oks; 2 pairs i>f pincers; rags; 1 chinel and 1 mallet,
thus been reached, batteries of heavy artillery will be to clean the shells and break up any hard substances
there established, for the purpose of breaching the that may be found in the interior; 2 searchers, for
walls of the ravelin and bastion whUe at the same sounding cavities; shell-gauges; 1 grate, to dry the
time miners will first seek to destroy the defender's shells on 1 fuse-saw; \ gimlet; a, ring nfrope, ov a.
counter-mines (whicli would otherwise be likely to hollow block; 1 funnii; pitwder-mfasiirts; 1 tub or a
semi these batteries into the air), and then will ex- vessel for powder 2 basktts, for the com])osition and
cavate a tunnel to the ditch, at the foot of the coun- fuses 1 raup; 1 fuse-setter ; 1 mallet; 1 fuse-reamer.
terscarp. If the breach becomes practicable, a storm- The stiellsare cleaned inside and out, gauged, and
ing-party will emerge from this tunnel or gallery, examined that they have no defects that would cause
and seek to carry the opposite work by hard fighting. their rejection that the fuse-hole is not defaced if
If inner works still subsist, which would tear assail- there be water in the cavity, the shell is dried by genants to pieces, the double sap may be still continued tle heat and cooled slowly.
To Jill shells for guns or howitnen. A helper places
across the ditch, if a dry ditch, right up the breach,
If the ditch the shell on the block or ring of rope, tlie fuse-hole
that counter-batteries may be formed.
be wet, means must be adopted for a causeway or a uppermost; inserts the fuse-plug and drives it in till
bridge.
By these means, however obstinate may the top is flush with the surface of shell. The prinbe the defense, if the besieging force be sufticiently cipal reams out the hole to its proper size, the helper
strong, and aid do not arrive from without, the ulti- holding the shell to prevent it from turning. The
mate success of the attack becomes certain. Vauban helper inserts the pipe of the funnel in t\w fuse-plug,
raised attack to a superiority above defense, first by and the principal pours in the [xjwder and closes the
the introduction of the ricocliet lire, which sweeps a hole with a wad of dry tow rammed in securely .leavwhole line and secondly, by originating parallels. ing a portion of it projecting out.
When cylinders
Before his time the whole attack was conducted by of rock fire or other combustibles are used, they are
zigzag approaches; in which the troops actually in inserted before the fuse-plug is driven.
To Jill mortar-shells.- -The shells are generally filled
front could be but few, and were therefore unable to
withstand strong sorties of the garrison, who. in con- and the fuses driven in the baltery-magazines as they
sequence, frequently broke out and destroyed the are required. The helper places the shell on a ring
works of the besiegers, rendering a siege an opera- of rope and inserts the pipe of the funnel in the fusetion of a most uncertain character.
See JiixUgi.
hole: the principal poursin the bursting-charge, inSIEGE AND GARRISON AMMUNITION.— -Viumuni- troduces the cylinders of rock-tire and pushes them
tion for siege and garrison service consists of carl- aside with a small stick, that they may not be in the
ridges of sizes varying according to circumstances, way of the fuse when driven in. lie then inserts the
and the following projectUes, viz Shot for 15, 10, fuse, which should enter to within half an inch of
and 8-inch columbiads (model 18G1). ShelU for 1.5, the top, and with a mallet and fuse-setter drives it
10, and 8-inch columbiads, 13, 10, and 8-inch mor- so that the end of the fuse shall project not more
tars; also the Coehorns and 8-inch siege-howitzer. than .2 inch.
The fuse is cut to the proper length,
Spherical case-nhot and canhter for 10 and 8-inch col- according to the range, before it is driven into the
umbiads, and 8-inch siege-howitzer. The shells and sbell, by resting it in a groove made in a block to
!
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when

receive it nnd to hold it steady, tlie saw running in a
cut made for it or the fuse may l)e l)ored tliroujihto
the composition witli a gimlet, at the proper length.
To fire Vl-poniidir fhi'tU friDii imtrtiirx vf a large
caliber.
This kind of fire is intended only for sliort
distances, as in the defense of a breach, and supersedes the use of the stone mortar. Take a strong tub
or half-l)arreI,provi<led with two strong rope handles,
add a second bottom on the outside, bringing it Hush
with the ends of the staves to which it is nailed. To

the latter have not the power to
work. Shells with large bursting
charges and using time or percussion-fuses, which
depend upon the object fired at, are employed more
generally than any other projectiles in siege operations.
'This fire should from its nature be massed on
distinct portions of the object.
In shell fire from
guns. the percussion-fuse is the best.
Shells may be
employed for breaching and <lemolishing masonry,
for destroying buildings, earthworks, etc., for dis-

bottom nail another, made of a single piece of
wide 2-inch plank of a sutlicient length to support
the ends of the slaves. A block of light, dry wood,
of the diameter and length of the bore, is attached to
the bottom of the barrel or tub Ijy nails, and the lower end of the block which goes next to the charge is

mounting artillery, and for injuring the pernonnel of
the enemy. In breaching, a special battering-shell

;

—

this

f!Overed with sheet-iron. The fuses of the shells are
cut, driven, uncapped, and the shells placed in the
barrel, the fuses turned down.
When the bottom
tier is finished a second one is laid, and so on to the
last, which is covered overwith hay, which isrammed
in to keep the projectiles in place.
The charge of
powder is put in the mortar.lhc proper elevation and
direction are given, and the barrel or tuli, loaded, is
raised by the liandles, the block wiped clean and introduced into the here and set home.
See Ammunition. f'nrtridgeMign, Sabot, Stranncd Ammunition,

and H'/'/.v.
SIEGE-AETILLE.HT.— In siege operations, the use
of ditTcrcnt kinds of cannon and projectiles, and of
various kinds of fire, dei)ends upon the end to be attained and the relative i)ositions of the besieger's
guns and the works to be attacked. The position to
be occupied by the siege-batteries is determined by
the object to be accomplished by each battery, by
the nature of the ground and of the attack, and by
thepower of the besieger's artillery as compared with
that of thi- besieged. In the Franco-German War of
1870, siege-batteries were constructed at distances of
4,00J yards and more, in order to drive the besieged
from Ids outworks and to engage his artillery with
such eiTect that a second and nearer position should
be tenable. At this limit, which was the extreme
range, was reached oftener than had been expected;
the Germans have since introduced pieces sufficiently powerful to attain a range of 9,300 yards with 40°
of elevation. With these the enemy's artillery can
be engaged, with decisive results, up to ."i.OOO yards,
his works enfiladed up to .5, .500 yards, and bomliarded beyond 8,000 yards. Breaching-batleries were formerly established about forty j-ards from the point
to be breached, but in recent years the distance has
been as great as 4,000 yards. Sie^e cannon are employed
1st. To destroy all buildings and materiel,
and to keep down the fire of the work so as to facil:

itate the establishment of the lines and batteries of
attack.
2d. To dismount the artillery and to destroy
its cover.
3d. To form l)reaches.
4th. To silence
Infantrj' fire, effect lodgments, and clear terrepleins.
5th. To defend the batteries against sorties, and to
drive from their position troops that prevent or delay the progress of the siege-works. 6th. To prevent
the enemy from repairing damages, and to cover and
support the assaulting columns. In the defense : 1st.
To prevent the estal)Iishment of lines and batteries of
attack, and to counteract and silence the fire of the
enemy's batteries. 3d. To destroy established works,
to dismount the enemy's artillery, to interrupt communication between diiTerent parts of his works, and
to retard the progress of his works.
3d. To drive
the enemv from outworks he may have captured, to
cover and support sorties, and to" prevent the enemy
from following too closely the troops returning from
a sortie. The fire of the besieged will be, at least
for a time, more powerful than that of the enemy.
In the attack, solid shot are used principally fordismountiijg artillery and forming breaches, and in the
d«fense,foT dismounting artillery and against the head
of a sap
but even for these purposes thej' are not
necessary, and they are being replaced generally by
;

exoepl

shells,

do the

recpiired

may

be used to destroy the face of a revelmeni, etc,
common shell, with its larger
bursting charge, to be employed.
Shells strikmg
masonry and bursting on impact, produce liut little
elTeet
when fired williout fuses they will explode,
but not before some penetration has b<en accomplished.
For dismo\inting artillery, the fire should
be enfilading, as a direct fire is comparatively harm-

and thus allow the

;

Howitzer-fire is employed for bombarding purposes, for destroying maUriel and penetrating the
roofs of bomb-proofs and magazines, and for breaching or demolilion when indirect fire has to be employed.
In the latter case, the maximum charge or
one closely approximating to it must be employed,
though the charge and elevation must within limits
be adjusted to suit the range and conditions of fire ;
the shell must clear the intervening obstacle, and yet
strike the wall at the proper point.
Shrapnel, being
of value against animate objects only, cannot be cmployed by the besiegers to so great an extent as by
the besieged.
It is of little eiTect against troops behind earthworks unless they can be enfiladed, but
will generally be used against working parties, sorties, etc., and at points where the enemy may be expected to expose himself during day or night. It is
used to silence temporarily the enemy's fire by driving off the gunners; in this case, its effect is greatless.

when fired from mortars. This fire should be
distributed over the whole extent of the object fired
at, and it should preferably lie parallel or oblique to
some line of the work. (Jrapc and canister are of
use only to repel sorties and to clear the parapets of
men when the range permits. Canister is used at
ranges within (500 yards. Machine-guns also would
be employed for these purposes.
When tlie end is to be accomplished by range, accuracy, or hard hittins, or when shrapi;el is used, the
direct fire is employeil.
If the point to be reached
be behind a protecting mass, the direct fire must be
curved, and reduced charges and preferably sheila
must be u.sed. This allows projectiles to be thrown
into a work close at hand, and renders it possible to
form a breach at a point concealed from view. The
principal use of the ricochet fire is to enfilade the terrepleins of the faces, curtains, etc., and render them
untenable, at the same time injuring or destroving
the unprotected materiel.
By this fire certain lines
of the work would be taken in reverse.
Ricochet
fire can be used only when the works of the besiegers have not approached sutHciently near to interfere
with the rebounds of the projectile. In the attack,
and also in the defrnne. the importance of vertical fire
cannot be overestimated, and too much care cannot
For this fire, sheila
be taken to render it effective.
from smooth-bored mortars have generally been used:
but large shells and shrapnel with heavy burstinc
charges are now being introduced, thrown from rifled
Although this
mortars, howitzers, and even guns.
est

not effective in dismountmg cannon and formbreaches, it is of the greatest value in reaching
parts sheltered from direct and ricochet fires, in destroj'ing magazines, barracks, bomb-proofs, and the
masses of troops. In this ivay the enem)''s positions
can be thoroughly searched, and the fire of his artillery be diminished or even for the time suppressed,
the latter requiring, however, a continuous fire fron;
a large number of pieces. There is no time when the
besiegers or even the besieged may not employ this
fire is

mg
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but on account of the limited extent of the besieged work it can be used to more advantage by the
they may be able to advance their works
besiegers
of attack without permanently silencing the artillery
of the enemy, and light mortars can be placed in the
fire,

;

when

is in motion.
The
sweep-bar for the shve of the
trail when the limber turns around its pintle.
The
attachment of the two carriages is secured by a lashing chain and hwk. See Siege-mirrtar Wagon.
it

steadiness

the carriage

friction-circle acts as a

—

most advanced works. The moral effect produced
by vertical fire is far greater in proportion to its destructive effect than that of any other kind of fire.
See Ordnance; Siege-gun. and &iege-mortar.
8IEGE-CAEEIAGES.— The greatly improved facilities of late years for transporting heavy guns by rail-

Austria. With the view of affording greater protection to the gunners serving siege-guns, a modification has recently been made in the siege-carriage.
This change consists in raising the gun about a foot
and a half higher above the ground than in the old
carriage. No new constructions have been made,
ways, steamers, etc., have rendered it practicable to but, to gain the proposed advantages of this new imuse for siege purposes guns which would have been provement at the least expense, it was determined
regarded a few years ago as entirely beyond the to alter the old carriages on hand by adding to the
range of possibility for such uses. At that time, a height of the cheeks. This has been done by making
gun throwing a 30-pound projectile was the largest a strong forged-iron frame which fits closely in the
siege-gun to be found in any service, while now it trunnion-bed of the old carriage, and has a trunnionwould be difficult to fix alimitto the size of the guns bed in its upper face. This iron frame is firmly
that may be used against besieged places.
The gun- bolted to the top of the cheeks of the old carriage,
carriage must of necessity conform to the gun for leaving it in al! other respects unchanged.
The
which it is constructed, and we see now constructed frame is made in two parts, held very firmly together
for siege purposes carriages which differ in no ma- by a bolt. The elevating apparatus, instead of having
terial point from those made for garrison and sea- a stationary female screw, has one attached to the
coast defense, so less clearly have the distinctions be- movable elevating-quoin of wood resting between
tween the different classes of guns been defined.
the cheeks, to which its front end is hinged by a
United States.— In this Service the siege-carriages bolt passing through the cheeks, so as to turn freely
are the 34-pounder and 8-inch howitzer-carriage: the around it. The rear end of this quoin is held l)y an18-pdr. smooth; 30-pdr. rifle; 12-pdr. smooth, 4J-in. other cross-bolt rmming through the two iron up-

rights e on the outside of the cheeks.
There are
of the siege-gun carriage is sim- three holes for this bolt in the cheeks and iron plates
ilar, in most of its details, to the field-gun carriage. so that the position of the quoin may be shifted acIt differs, however, in the greater strength of the cordmg to the elevation desired, affording a ready
parts, and in the mode of attaching to the limber, means of giving very different degrees of elevation
and bj' the absence of the parts used for carrying the to the gun, at the same time using only a short eleImplements. The position of the trunnion-beds is vating-screw, by raising or lowering the seat of the
rifle:

mortar-wagon; limber; and mortar-bed.

The construction

often such that when the carriage is limbered up, the
weight of the piece is thrown too much on the rear
•wheels for convenience of transportation another
set of trunnions is therefore formed at the rear end
of the cheeks, by enlarging the heads of the cheek;

and the piece is shifted to them in
transportation. Theyare called the " trnveling trunniatis." The breech of the piece
rests in a groove formed in a block of wood,
cMedthe "bolster" and the elevating screw
is disposed of by reversing it in its nut.
To prevent it from unscrewing by the motion of the carriage, one of the handles is
then slipped tlirough a leather loop attached to the under side of the stock.
The same kind of limber is used for all
siege-carriages.
It is composed of a fork,
the pole, the axletree, Xhe pintle, t[\e hounds,
the splinter-bar, and also the friction-circle.
The fork then constitutes the main part of
this carriage, and to it are attached the pintle, the
pole, the splinter-bar, the axle-tree, and the frictionAs the carriage is not subjected to the shock
circle.
of firing, the axle-tree is not imbedded in wood to
give it stiffness, as in the gun-carriage. The pintle is
placed far enough in rear of the center of the axletree to enable t£e weight of the stock of the guncarriage to act as a counterpoise to the pole, and give

female screw. Two separate female screws are attached to the elevating-quoin, so as to accommodate
guns of different lengths, which may be mounted in
turn on the same carriage, thus having only one carriage for the siege-gun and rifled howitzer. An iron

bolts,

M, for the gunner is placed above the middle
transom, and wlii^n not in use can be turned over in
This style of carriage is used for
the position of M'
the 12-centimeter and 1.5-eentimeter siege-guns and
12-centimeter howitzer. The axis of the piece is 62
inches above the ground. The carriage will admit
It
of an elevation of 34^ and depression of 17°.
weighs 3,540 pounds for the 15-centimeter (6-inchj
step,

.
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pounds for the 13-centimcter (4J-incli) and depressed 10°. The axle is iron, and is supported
The width of at the slioulders by two strong s\i])porls which con-

wheel weighs 320 pounds.

track

is 4S.1 inches.
Hei^lit of the tnmiiions
72 inches.
Weifjlit of the carriage with wheels... 2,750 pounds.
Width of truck
G5 iuclies.
irermany. Tlic Prussian siege-carriage resembles
much in its general appearance that just described.
It is a wooden carriage of old pattern, well ironed
witli a strong wrought-iron frame tirmly keyed anil
bolted to the cheeks, to support the gun, raising it
high above the platform. The cap-sijuares are made

—

nect

it

with the

Slei)s are provided,

trail.

one be-

tween the sides of the trail for the gunner to stand
on wliile ])ointing, anil one on the side to enable him
to mount on the carriage.

The Krupp

siege-carriage for the 21-centimeter
is made of wrought-iron and consists
of a top-carriage and chassis, witli a hydraulic buller to check the recoil. The top-carriage is essential1}' the same as his carriage for sea-coast guns.
The
gun can be elevated from G° depression to 26" elevation. The chassis differs in some minor particulars
it has an inclination of 4°
the rails are
Tolled each in a single piece; the front traversewheels are omitted and the chassis has a bolster on the front transom, which rests on thi' pintle-plate, the pintle entering the bolster.
The
crane and hydraulic buffer are similar to those
tised in the sea-coast carriages.
The traversewheels have the face hollowed out so as to fit
over tlie traverse-circle (which is not flat but
semi-circular in cross-section), and have boles
in the face to receive the end of a truck-handspike to traver.selhecarriage. Onihe outer side
of the rails,toward the front end, there is bolted
to each rail a lifting apparatus, consisting of a
screw worked by a wlieel and worm, and an iron
stirrup to receive a strong axle provided willi a
pair of large iron wlieels, used in transporting
the gun and carriage. The axle has a square
(8.2()-inch)

gun

:

;

;

body. The wheels liave bronze felloes, shaped
thus 1—1 and cast in sections; the spokes are iron
rods.

with projections which fit over lugs on the trunnionbeds, and are kept in place by an eye-pin. The elevating apparatus consists of one long screw with a
wheel-haiidle, working in a female screw with long
arms terniinating in trunnions which lit in beds on
top of the trail. The lower end of tlie screw turns
in a collar secured to an upright on whicli the breech
of the gun rests. The head of the upright is supported by two rods which turn on a cross-bolt just under

Prui-sian

the trunnions, and

l.";

ciiitimetcr Carriage.

foot by rods which are hinged
to the first supporting-rods. The screw has an inclined position, and rises when the gun is depressed
in rear of the breech. The gun may be elevated 31*
its

To prepare tlie carriage for transportation the
top-carriage is run back nearly to the counterhurters, the chassis is raised from off the pintle
by means of the lifting api)aratus,the transportaxle is secured in the axle-stinu]) fm to]) of the
rails, and tlie transport-wheels are ])ut on. These
are 80 inches in diameter and have a 7 in. tread.
The traverse-wheels are then removed, and the
rear end of tlie chassis is raised and secured to
the limber. The traverse-wheels may be tlien
carried in another wagon to lighten the load of the
gun and carriage. The crane is removed an<l secured against the side of the carriage. A shoe is provided to lock the wheel in going down hill. The platform is made of oak timbers bolted together. The
cast-iron pintle-ltlock and the traverse-circle are bolted to the platform. For transportation the platfonn
is taken to pieces, and niav be carried in an ordinary
baggage-wagon. To establish the gun in battery, the

is first leveled and rammed until it be firm,
the platform is laid and the pintle-block and traversecircle are bolted down the gun is brought over the
platform, the front bolster over the pintle, and the

ground

;

SIEGE-GUN.

chassis supported by the lif tiiiir apparatus the transport-wheels ami axle are removed, the traverse-wheels
are put iu place the limber is removed, and the chas;

;

sis

lowered
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in place.

Pounds.

Weight of top-carriage
2.033
Weight of chassis
3,810
Weight of the gun limbered up
18,000
Weight of platform complete
4,586
The 15-centimeter (6-inch) carriage is made of
wrought iron, except the wheels, which are of wood,
with bronze nave boxes. The cheeks, which are unusually high, the center of the trunnion-beds being 6
feet above the platform, and are made of boiler-plate,
strengthened with angle-irons riveted all around the
edge the cheeks continued to the rear, parallel to
each other, and joined by transoms, form the trail.
The traveling-trunnion-beds are placed on the trail,
bringing the center of gravity of the gun, when it is
on the road for transportation, as low as possible.
The elevating apparatus consists of a single-screw
;

with a rim-wheel handle, and a female screw with
projecting arms terminating ii. trunnions which fit in
journal-boxes in the sides of the trail. In order to obtain a great range of elevations without increasing inconveniently the length of the screw, two sets of journal-boxes are provided one on the top, the other in
the sides of the trail. The carriage admits of elevations up to 3-5'^ and depressions down to 5*, with a
;

screw of moderate length.

The

striking peculiarity

of this carriage is the application of the hydraulic
buffer for checking the recoil in carriages of this kind,
by which means the recoil is controlled within the

limits of about one yard.

The cylinder

of the buffer

rear bolts liold two iron stirrups, to which is attached
a wooden block in which is placed the female screw
for giving the elevation of the gun. The axle, which
is large, with a square body, is placed close to the
front edge of the cheeks. This is put in all carriages,
whether used in garrisons or for siege purposes,
though of use only^ for the latter. The wheels are
made entirely of wrought-iron. The spokes, eight
in number, are cut from two wide bars about one inch
in thickness, leaving the bar at their middle uncut.
The two pieces are placed, the one on the other, at
light angles to eachother,and firmly riveted together;
an additional piece is riveted on each side, and a hole
is bored through the four thicknesses which constitute the nave.
There are no proper felloes, but the
tire is in two pieces, each a complete hoop, the one
shruuk on over the other. The tenons of the spokes
extend through only the inner thickness. Holes are
drilled through the tire, at regular inter%'als,fortrucKhandspikes. The chas-sis is composed of two wooden rails connected with transoms, just like that for
the mortar-carriage, and rests on the platform without traverse-wheels or other mode of traversing than
handspikes or snatch-blocks.
England. The English siege-carriage is made like
the field-carriage. The trail-plates have parts cut out
so as to lighten them, and are riveted to the inner
side of the angle-iron frame.
The elevating apparatus is composed of a circular rack attached to the
breech of the gun. worked by a pinion on the inside
of the riglit cheek, a friction-wheel holding the rack
against the pinion, which is worked by an endless
screw with a wheel-handle projecting above the top

—

of the trail.

The

endless screw

is

inclosed in an iron

box on the outside of the right cheek. The elevations
tween the cheeks, to which its rear end is fastened that can be given are embraced between 35" elevaAn iron box is provided in
bj' a cross-head, at a distance from the rear end of tion and 5" depression.
the trail of about one-third its entire length, and may the trail to carry the circular rack when the gun is
be elevated or lowered within narrow limits. The in the traveling-trunnions. The lock-shoe andchain
piston-rod is fastened by a pivot-bolt to a timber an- are on the left of the carriage. The limber is formed
chored in the parapet, and can be moved vertically entirely of iron.
40-pounder. 64-poimder.
as well as horizontallj' to accommodate different posi2,744 lbs.
tions of the carriage. An ordinary wagon-brake is Weight of carriage
3,416 lbs
provided to control the motion of the carriage down Weight of limber
1,246 "
1,246 "
hill.
It acts on the tread of the tire, and the pressure Width of track
62 inches.
See Krupp ika,-coa»t Carriagea,Mmu>ri4ff Depression
is applied by means of a screw attached to a crosshead on the front ends of the cheeks. Two iron brack- Carriages, Platforms, and Sea-coast and Garrison Car.
is placed

under

the"

middle

line of the carriage, be-

ets are fastened to the outside of each cheek, opposite the breech of the gun, for a step or platform for
the gunners to stand on while loading the gun. The
platform provided is the ordinary siege platform,
laid down horizontally instead of sloping up to the
rear end. Weight of carriage, 4,068 pounds; height
cf wheels, 02 inches.
RuMid. The Russian carriage is in most respects
like the mortar-carriage, consisting of a top-carriage
moimted on a wooden chassis. The cheeks of the
top-carriage are made of a single thickness of boilerplate about i-inch thick for the 24-pounder-gun,
strengthened by angle-irons riveted to it around its
outer edge.
The trunnion-plates are riveted to the
cheeks. The transoms, six in number, are wroughtiron sleeves over the bolts which pass through the
cheeks, and are held by nuts on the outside. The two

—

riages.

SIEGE -GUN,

— A siege-gun

is

constnicted to throw

a solid projectile with the highest practicable velocit}', in order to penetrate the masonry of revetments,
and to lessen the curvature of the projectile's flisht,
thereby increasing its chances of hitting objects'but
slightly raised from the ground. Rifled guns having
been found to fulfill these conditions more fully than
smooth-bored guns, they have entirely superseded
the latter for siege purposes,
siege-gun, properly
so called, is one that can be mounted on a siege-carriage which serves both for the purposes of transportation and for firing. Very large gims, as the 10inch columbiad and the 8 and 10-inch rifle-guns were
used in the siege operations of the late war, but they
are not technically siege-guns, for no suitable carriages have been yet provided for their transportation

A

8IE0E GUN CARRIAGE.

over common roads. Whoiipver railroad or water
cominuiiiciitious will permit thorn to lie transported,
the largest guns may be emploj-ed in siege operations

with great effect. The two siege-guns now in use in
the United States, are the 4^-inche and tlie 30-pdr.
rifles.

The 4J-inch

is made of cast-iron, cooled
the great length and small size of
the bore rendering the water-cooling process impra?ticable.
Its form is similar to that of the 3-inch fieldgun. The principal weight and dimensions of this
gun are as follows, viz.:

from the

rifle-gun

e.xterior
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;

The ends

of the ropes should be provided with
these, besides enabling them to be used more
conveniently as picket-ropes, allow of their being
used as drag-ropes for extricating carriages from any
ditlicult places on the march.
Light-artillery harness.
is used, but. owing to the weight of the pole, breasthooks of extra strength are provided for the wheelhorses.
The swing team heingattached tolead-bars,
wheel-traces are re(|uired for it.
implements
for the piece are as follows: Six
The
lon^.

hooks

:

ends under sweep-bar, resting on
ends resting on splinter-liar, and secured
by a leather strap passing fnim the hounds, through
loops on the handspikes, to buckles on the fork or
Lbs. Inch. by a rope passed through rings on the handspikes
and around through staples of the hounds and fork.
0\w xhcrrt-ruUtT ; on the stock between thegluuelte
bolts; secured by a rope passing through a hole in
4.5
the axis of the roller and fastened to the stock. One
133.
trace-rope ; two half-hitches in themiddle ar<iund the
15.6
ca.scable
the ends turned around the maneuvering
9.
bolts, and crossing to take up the slack. This secures
the piece from sliding on its carriage.
The sponge
and rammer-heads are upon the ssme staff, which is
0.97
cut to the shortest practicable length. Two sponges
0.6
0.075 and rammers are allowed to each jiiece, and, together with one worm for each two pieces, are carried
0.05
liiimlipikin ; small

axle, large

;

Desionaxion.

No.

Caliber

Length of piece

Maximum

diameter
diameter
Length of bore (calibers)
Kumber of grooves
Width of grooves

Mininmm

;

26.5
9.

Width of lands
Depth of grooves
Windage

upon the sides of the piece, secured with two stout
leather straps buckled aroimd the chase and the body
of the gun. Theserviceof the piece, so far as spongSolid shot
ing anil ramming are concerned, is similar to that for
Shell (unfilled)
25.
light field-pieces.
The sponge-bucket is carried in
Weight of piece
3570
the same manner as for light field-pieces.
One fusePreponderance
300
wrench, one fuse-gauge, one fuse-knife, one fu.seCarriage and limber
3650
reamer, and one pair of gunner's pincers for each
Piece, carri'e, limb'r& imple'ts
7400
piece are carried in the trays of the limber chests of
Horses to transp't (good roads)
8.
"
the caisson.
cartridge-iiouch is used instead of a
" (inferior roads)
10.
pass-box, and is carried by No. 4 suspended from the
left shoulder to the right side.
Large and heavy horses, particularly for wheelThis piece is mounted on the 12-pounder carriage,
slightly modified and represented in the article ^S/Vyc teams are used for the gims. Excejit where the roads
Carriag/'K.
The gun, on its platform, admits of !)'' are unusually good, ten are allowed to each piece.
30' elevation and lO* 30' depression. On level ground Each horse, both for piece and caissons, is provided
it admits of 12" elevation and 10° depression.
By with a nose-bag, carried as for a light field battery,
digging a trench for the trail to run in, a still greater and one watering-bucket is allowed for each pair of
horses, carried— those for the pieces on hooks atelevation may be obtained.
The 30-pounder rifle-gun is made of cast-iron rein- tached to the rear axle those for caissons as in light
One lifting-jack for each two pieces is carforced, after the plan of Captain Parrott, with a band artillery.
of wrought-iron.
Its bore is 4.2 inches in diameter, ried on one of the caissons belonging to these pieces.
and its length about 28 diameters. Its weight is 4,- The lifting-jack weighs 160 pounds, and is carried on
200 lbs., and it is carried on the 18-pounder siege- a caisson liaving no spare wheel. Each caisson is
carriage.
The weight of its projectile and charge of supplied with axes, shovels, picks, paulines, etc., as
powder are the same as for the i^-inch gun. It has for a light /'eld battery. Two lumdred rounds of
no preponderance, and has been found to be a very ammunition are allowed for each piece, and that not
accurate and reliable gun in service. See Ordnance contained in the caissons is carried in transportationwagons. One spare gun-carriage, with limber comand Siige-Carringeg.
SIEGE-GUN BATTERIES.— Experience has shown plete, drawn by six horses, accompanies each batThree spare poles for the limber of the piece,
that the 4J-inch siege-gun can readily accompanj- an tery.
army in tlie field and with almost the same facility ironed and fitted ready for insertion, are carried on
Each battery is furnished with
as the 12-pounder.
Its great range, power, and ac- the spare carriage.
curacy endow it with many advantage when used as a battery -wagon and forge. The spare carriage, bata heavy field-piece, and it should form a portion of tery-wagon, forge, ammunition, and baggage-wagthe artillerj- of every army organized for campaign ons form a train, and, on the march, usually accompurposes. For this service the pieces are organized pany the light-artillery train. The cannoneers carry
into batteries of four or six guns each, and equipped their equipments and march by the side of the piece'
after the manner of light field batteries.
P^ach piece as in a light field batter}'. In place of the shoe (which
is furnished with two caissons of the usual pattern, is entirely useless; a stout rope, attached to the ringThis rope is
having, however, only two partitions in each half- bolt of the lock-clnin, is substituted.
chest these are parallel to and 4.5 inches from each passed around the felly with two or three turns, is
side the outer spaces for projectiles, the inner for held by a cannoneer walking by the side of the piece.
cartridges.
This arrangement allows 16 rounds for In this manner he is enabled to let the wheel go as it
each chest, 48 per caisson, and 96 per gun.
tray in approaches the bottom of a descent.
each chest serves to carry pouches, primers, and the
The batterj'-wagon herein mentioned is that furfuses.
One spare wheel is carried for the caissons of nished from the arsenals; but, being cumbersome and
each two pieces. Caissons not carrjing spare wheels, quite unsuitable for field service, it is better to utilize
carrj' picket-ropes and forage.
picket-rope should its body and limber-chest by placing them on the
1)6 in sections
each section long enough to accom- running gear of the army transportation-wagon. The
modate the horses of one piece and its two caissons, limber-chest can be attached to the front part of the
together with a proportional share of spare and other wagon-body by strong iron brackets, and serves as a
similar chest can be placed
horses. This requires each section to be 35 yards seat for the driver.
Initial velocity (feet)

1380

Charge (cannon powder)

3.25
35.5

A

;

;

—

A

A

;

A
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manner, on the rear end in place of I lie forageIn the front chest is carried all the carriagemaker's outfit, and in the rear one that of the saddler.
On the middle of each side of the body may
be attached a small chest for horse medicines, or for
such other small articles as maj- be required of easy
When the wagon is thus arranged it is as
access.
easily drawn by four horses as the other by six, and
one driver, using double lines, is sufficient. The arrangement for attaching the draught-horses to siegegun carriages being similar to that for the army transportation-wagon, the harness used witli the latter will
answer for the former. A driver is required for each
in like

rack.

pair of horses, as in light field-artillery.

SIEGE-HOWITZER.— The xiege.howitzer is principally employed for a rk^trhet firing, and for the purpose of battering the earth and fragments of masonry
which are left standing after the fire of the breaching
guns has ceased.
The following table shows the principal weights
and dimensions of the 8-inch United States Service
howitzer

:

Dfsiqnation.

SrEGE-MOBTAR WAGOH.
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tar-bed is made of wronglit-iron. Tlie different parts
are thecheeiis ami tlie two triiiisDms which eomieot
the cheelis toiretluT. Tliere are two ]irojeclioiis at
the end of each cheeli, underneath whicli the liamispilves are placed for niovinj; the bed in aiming; also
one nuineuvrin!;-bolt, for tlie sanu^ purpose. The
sea-coast mortar-beds have an eccentric truck-wheel
for facility of maneuver.
To insure accuracy of fire
with Iieavy sjuns and mortars, it is absolutely necessary that their carriages and beds sliould rest upon
8(51id and substantial platforms.
The platforms for
eiege-pieces, bemi; transported with an army, should
have the greatest lightness compiitibU^ with strength
to endure the shocks of long-continued tiring.
8IE0E-TEAIN.— The men, guns, and material collected together for the conduct of a siege. The following shows the proportion of pertonnel and mnteritl of a siege-train of 105 pieces.
5.')

rilled 64-pdrs.

(on traveling-carriages

20 ritied 40-pdrs. "( with siege-limbers;
30 ritied 8-inch howitzers on traveling-carriages.
The number of rounds per gun, as well as the
charges to be employed, varies according as these
are intended for direct, ricochet, or curved fire. Ten
per cent, spare fuses and 20 per cent, spare tul)es,
and a number of extra barrels of powder, should be
allowed and provided above that which may have
been calculated as adequate to the quantity of proBesides these, a large proportion
of guns, liandspikes, skidding, tackles, etc., are provided.
train of the above nature would be also supplemented by mortars.
The number of men required fora siege equipment
Allowing 10 men per
is computed to be as follow.s
gun, 5 for large mortar, and 3 for small mortar, the
proportion for three reliefs, exclusive of magazine
and store duties, and a reserve to replace the casualties
would be 30 men per gun 15 men per large mortar; and 9 men per small mortar.
SIEGE WAGON.
sort of general service-wagon
fitted with movable travs for shot and shell.
SIEMENS- MARTIN STEEL.— In the Siemens-Martin process the ingredients of cast-steel are melted
together on the open hearth of a reverberatory furnace of special construction, and a certain proportion
of manganese necessary to make a sound and practicidly malleal)le steel added.
The usual plant consists of a gas-producer, regenerators, furnace, auxiliary reverl)eralory furnace, with ingot-molds, etc.
The gas-producer, shown in tlie drawing, is a large
chamber of triangular section, capable of holding
jectiles required.

A

:

:

;

—A

several tons of fuel. The cliar^injr is ifTected through
at the cbarging-hole, A.
The coal travels
slowly down the inclined wall, B, becoming gradually heated, and parting with its volatile matters untU
it reaches the narrow-cst part of the grate. The combust ion here goes on slowly, the small amount of car-

a hopper

bonic oxide produced being immediately decomposed by the thick column of incandescent fuel above

SI£H£N8-HARTIN STEEL.

so that the contents of the chamber are gradually
convi'ried intoinllanunable gas, ehietly carbonic oxide, which, diluted witli the nitrogen of the air remaining after combustion. is subsecjuently emploj-ed
as fuel.
The gas evolved from the producer passes
through the valve, G, into the stack, H, whence it
issues at a temperature of about 200". In traversing
the horizontal pipe, P, it loses one-half its heat so
that its density is sulliciently increased in tlie descending pipe to establish a continuous draught from
the gas-producer towards the furnace without the
use of a special chimney.
The regenerators are placed under the furnace, and
are four in number, two for the air and two for gas.
They consist of vaults built in the foundation, which
are filled up with fire-brick closely stacked, so that
a large number of small rectangular openings are
left between them, forming chanioers for the blast
and gases to circulate. Thej- are worked in pairs,
two being heated by the waste flame, while the others
are giving up their heat to tlie cold air and gases
owing to the large amount of surface ))re8ented by
the bricks, the absorption of the surplus heat is effected with comparative rapidity, and the temperature
of the current escaping to the chimnej* is reduced to
the boiling point of water
they all communicate
with the furnace at one end, and at the other end
they arc fitted with valves by the reversal of which
they communicate either with the chimnej' carrying
off the products of combustion wliidi have jiartea
with their heat to the bricks, or with the pipes of
air and gas to which they give up their heat, thus
raising the temperature of the blast and the fuel to a
very high point before they enter the furnace.
As
soon as the brick-work has attained the proper temperature in two of the chambers, the current is turned into the adjoining pair by reversing the valves,
and the heal accumulated in the brick-work is abstracted by cold air passing through one and gas
through the other until the second pair is heated,
and so on the process being kept up continuously
notwithstanding the intermittent action of the regenerators. The bed of the furnace is flat, and is
made of fine sand consolidated bj* pressure and strong
heating, and supported on cast-iron plates, which
are kept cool by a circulation of air underneath. The
bed has a slight inclination towards the tap liole,
which is generally placed in the middle of the furnace at the back. The furnace has a bridge at each
end, which becomes alternately the fire-bridge and
flue-bridge.
There are three or four working-doors
on the front, which are used for charging. Tlie casting trough or ladle, and ingot, are worked in much
the same manner as in the Bessemer plant, except
that the ladle is attached to the furnace, and the ingot molds are arranged on a revolving platform, by
means of which they are brought successively under
the ladle.
The materials for charging are pig-iron, steel, and
wrought-iron scrap, and spiegeleisen or ferro-manganese. Th(^ proportions of the different material
charged are determined by the requirements of the
The charges weigh from 2 to 8
steel to be made.
tons depending on the size of the furnace. All the
materials are heated to a bright red in the auxiliary
furnace. The pig is charged first and is soon melted,
as soon as it arrives at a white heat, the wrought-iron
or steel is added in charges of about 200 pounds at a
time, each charge being raised to a white heat by exposure to the stream of gases at the flue-bridge before
being immersed in the bath. After two or three additions, ebullition commences and continues till the
carbon is wholly removed from the pig. The exact
condition of the metal is ascertained from small
proofs taken from the charge after each addition of
These are
iron towards the end of flie operation.
run into a small ingot-mold, and when cooled to the
proper heat, hammered into a plate about f-in. thick,
and 5 in. wide. When tlie decarbonization is completely effected, these proofs will bend double cold.
;

:

;

;
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quantity of

manganiferous pig, from 40 per cent to 10 per cent,
of the charge, according to the desired hardness for
the steel, is then added. When this is melted, the
hath is stirred to insure homogeneity, and the final
proof taken, which is treated in the same manner as
the others, and gives reliable evidence of the state of
the metal Ijefore pouring. This enables the quality
to be adjusted to the degree of hardness required
should it be too soft, more pig is added; should it he
too hard, waiting for a quarter of an hour will materially soften the material. When the metal is brought
to the required condition, it is tapped off into ingot-

molds.
In the Bessemer process the steel produced from a
given charge of pig is less than the quantity of pig
used by some 15 per cent, and to this e.vtent any impurities are concentrated, and therefore proportion-

nature of the flame, which may instantly be changed
to an oxidizing flame, or the reverse;
thus tending to facilitate and improve all metallur7. No smoke from the stack, owgical operations.
ing to the perfect combustion of the fuel, which renders this furnace beneficial to the public in all the large
towns.
This furnace was, however, found at the time to
be expensive in prime cost and somewhat costly in
repairs.
In the manufacture of ordnance continued
changes in the direction of increased weight are often
made. It thus becomes unadvi.Hable to be hampered
with an elaborate system of furnacea very difficult to
adapt to ever-varj-ing conditions. Under more stable
conditions in the future, it mav become desirable to
See li\irnae£.
revert to this system.
SIEVE. A netted utensil for separating the smallIn the
er particles of substances from the grosser.
manufacture of gunpowder, sieves are indispensable
sizes
grain.
for separating the different
of
They are
made of wire of different dimensions, and are known
by the number of meshes to the linear inch.

from a reducing

—

In the Sieately greater in the finished product.
mens-Martin process, on the other hand, the weight
of the finished product is about equal to the pig-iron
charged, the loss of the latter being made up by the
SIFTING-REEL.— machine employed in the manureduction of the pure ores charged into the bath; and
imder these circumstances there is no such concen- facture of gunpowder. Afterthe materials, whether
See saltpeter or sulphur, are ground they are shoveled
ration of the original impurities of the pig.
into tubs and emptied into a hopper placed above a
Sessemer Steel and Steel.
SIEMENS REGENERATIVE GAS-FURNACE.— fur- sifting-reel, which is similar in all respects to the
nace much used in the making and melting of steel, charcoal-reel. As the reel revolves, certain projecand noted for its economical consumption of fuel. It tions provided on the shaft strike against similar
consists of two parts oue of these contains the "Regenertors," or, as Dr. Percy calls them, the "Accumulators ;" the other, which may be either quite near
or more than 100 feet apart, contains the "Gas-producers" or source of the heat. In the regenerative
portion, when the furnace is to be employed for the
production of iron or steel, there is a melting-hearth
or bed. Immediately below this hearth there are
two pairs of arched chambers filled with fire-bricks
placed sufficiently far apart to let air or gases pass
freely between them, and at the same time expose a
large surface to absorb heat. One pair of these chambers or regenerators communicates by separate flues
with one end of the hearth, the other pair with the
opposite end of it. Thus we have in duplicate, so projections on the bottom of the trough that conveys
to speak, a chamber through which gas and another the material from the hopper to the reel, and as this
The furnace trough is slung under the hopper it is made to vibrate
through which air can be admitted.
being in operation while the gas and air are being and cause the material to be shaken gradually from
admitted to the hearth through, say, the left pair of the hopper to the reel. The fine particles pass through
these chambers, the higlily-heated products of com- a wire cloth of thirty-two meshes to the inch and fall
bustion pass through the open brick-work of the cor- into a bin provided the coarse particles are thrown
responding pair on the right before reaching the chim- out at the end into anether bin, whence they are taney. What would pass up the cliimney as waste heat ken and reground.
See Gunpowder, Saltpeter, and
in an ordinary f urnaceis tlius absorbed by the bricks of Sulphur.
the regenerators. After a given time usuallj- from 30
SIGHT. 1. The power of the eye for distinguishing
to GO minutes by means of suitable pipes and valves, objects far and near. In judging distances, good eyethe arrangement, or if we may so call it, the current, sight is most necessar)-; in fact defect in a soldier's visGas and air are now sent through the ion renders him unable to shoot, and no recruit should
is reversed.
freshly-heated pair of regenerators, while the "waste be admitted into the Service if the power of his eyeheat " in turn passes into the other pair. In this sight is not adequate to meet the demand made upon
way,by reversing the valves at intervals, hot currents it consequent on the increased range of small-arms
of gas and air, in suitable proportions, are always of the present day, the length of which is about 1.000
reaching the hearth where combustion is effected at yards. This maximum range, or even an intermea very higli temperature.
diate one, requires that the soldier who uses sucli
The advantages claimed for this furnace are: 1. weapons shall have a clear vision, and shall be able
Saving of fuel, amounting to 40 to 50 per cent, in the to judge correctly the distance of an object, the size
quantity.besides which inferior qualities of fuel, such of a man, in any position up to that extent of range.
as slack, coke-dust, lignite, and peat may be employed, The Medical Officer who examines tlw recruit is able
producing a money saving in many instances amount- to judge of his fitness or otherwise for the Service !13
ing to 75 per cent. 3. Unlimited command of heat regarils his eyesight, and is responsible that, before
without intense chimney draught, owing to the prin- the recruit is admitted, he has undergone the proper
ciple of accumulation involved. 3. Great purity t.nd examination and test.
Good eyesight recognises masses of troops at 1,700
gentleness of flame, which greatly dimiuislies the
oxidation or deterioration of the material heated in yards. At 1 ,3tH) yards, infantry may be distinguished
the furnace and improves the quality of tlie produce. from cavalry, and the movcnients of troops may be
4. Increased durability of the furnace and tlie per- seen, but the horses of cavalry are not quite distinct.
single individual may be seen at 1.100 yards, but
fect uniformity of the heat throughout the furnace.
5. Saving of space within the buildings and great his head does not appear as a round ball beyond 700
At GOO yards, white cross-belts may be seen.
cleanliness of operation, the fuel being converted in- yards.
to gas in the j'ard. G. Complete and immediate com- At 500 yards, the face seems a light-colored spot
mand of the intensity of the heat and of the chemical the uniform head, body, arms, and their movements,
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trunnion-sights screwed in. The tangent-sights have
rectangular steel bars with gun-inetal slidin^'-leaf
heads, ami are graduated with degree, yard, and fuse
The it and T-pouuders are central-sighted.
scales.
SIGHT POUCH.— A long, slender case, used sometimes fnr carrying the breech-sight. It is suspended

made out. At 250 yanls.ljuttonsmay be

ran

bi-

and

olliecrs ilistingnisheil

from men.

seen,
Ollicers with

bright soabbarils and men with li.\ed bayonets can be
discovered, on a clear day, at a distance of U.'JOO
yards. 2. A small piece of Mietal. lixed or movable,
on tlie breecli, niuz/.le, center, or trunnion of a gun,

oron the breech and the muzzle ofa ritle, pistol, etc. from the sli<iidilei.
SIGNAL ROCKET.— This rocket, designed specially
by means of which a gun is levelled on the object to
for signalling has a cylindrical case of paper or metal,
((, as shown in the drawing, attached to one extremity of a light wooden rod,/, and containing an in-

In smooth-bore guns, i/itiirttr-sig/itn urn
be struck.
cut on the upper quarter of tlie base ring, and numbered up to 3".
Heavy smooth-bore ordnance arc proviiled w^ith
MilUir iiightK.whwXi consist of a graduated tangentscale at the breech, and a dispart sight in front of the
second reinforce. A wooden tangent-scale is also used
for elevation over the deiiran(-e-ar\'j,\e.
Heavy B. L. H. ^uns (Armstrong) are sighted with
a harrel-hewkd and ii trunnion sight on each side of

flammable composition, A, which, being fired, shoots
the whole of the arrangement through the air, by the
principle that an unbalanced reaction from the heated
gases which issue from the openings in fireworks,
gives them a motion in the o[>posite direction.
Tlie
principal parts of a signal-rocket are
the case, a ;
:

the composition, b ; the head, c ; the decorations, e
the piece; the barrel-headed siglit is held in a tan- and the stick,/.
The case is made by rolling stout paper covered
gent-ring or in a socket according to the nature of
the gun, the slots of the tangent-ring inclining to the on one side with paste around a former, and at the
same time apiilyiiig a jiressure until all the layer*
left at an angle of 2^ lU.'
The vent is formed by choking
hirrel-lieiidfil Kiijlit consists of a bar, elevating- adhere to each oilier.
nut, cross-head, two thumb-screws, and leaf. The one end of the case while wet. and w nipiiiiig it with
whole is made of gun-metal, except the bar, which twine. The paper case is covered outside with paste,
in most guns is made of steel. The bar is graduated and enclosed in a cylindrical case of tin, Ij'i, inches
on one side in degrees, on the other in yards. The in diameter and inches long. The lower edges of
])arts of 10' each, ami any the tin case are turned under slightl}', to keep the
degrees are divi<lcd into
number of minutes up to 10' each can be given. The paper case from going through.
variety of compositions are employed for signalcross-head is liorizontal, and is graduated to give h'"'
the best can. only he dclcruiined by trial,
of the deliection either to the right or left, and this rockets
^•^is also divided into three i)arts of 10' each on Ixith as it varies with the condition of the ingredients. The
sides; at each end of the slide is a graduated nut following proportions are used in the Naval Laboradivided into minutes up to 10,' and these nuts are tory.
"
Niter
4 lbs. 8 oz.
connected by a screw crossing the bar at right angles.
Sulphur
1.2 oz
A leaf with the sight-notch slides along the scale,
Charcoal
2 lbs.
and can be movedeither right or left by either nut.
Jlealed powder
4 oz.
These sights will become olisoletc, on the guns to
To increase the length and brilliancy of the trail,
which they are attached being no longer required.
The trunnion-sight is of two kinds, viz., drop-night add .steel or cast-iron tilings.
The case is placed in a bronze mold, which has a
and ncrewed-in-xight. Certain guns liave the former,
other guns the latter. The drop-sights consists of a conical spindle attached to the center of its base to
gun-metal socket, collar, and pillar, and a steel leaf. form the bore. g. This spindle is made of steel, 6J
The socket fits into tlie gun. the collar locks into the inches long, and goes up through the vent into the
socket, and the pillar, at the top of which the leaf is center of the case, having a hemispherical bottom to
screwed, lits into the collar. The ncreired-iii sight is fit the choke, h. The composition is driven with a
made of steel, and has a steel leaf dove-tailed into its screw-press regulated to a pressure of about 5 tons.
top and screwed into a hole above the tnnmion. The The first and second drifts are made hollow to lit
small
leaf is hog-backed in shape, and its rearsurface rough- over the spindle, and the third is solid.
ened to prevent the reflection of the light interfering ladleful of pulverized clay is first put in and pressed
•
down around the spindle, forming a bottom ;{inch
with laying the gun.
The sights attached to heavy English 'SI. L. R. guns thick. The composition is next put in, a ladleful at
are very similar to those of breech-loaders, with this a time, each one pressed down separately. The top
difference, that, instead of the barrel-headed sight, of the case is closed with clay, which is one diameter
they have a simple cross-head with sliding-leaf and thick, and perforated with a small hole for the pasclamping-screw attached to the Uingi nt-xiglit bar. sage of the Hame from the burning composition to
This slifling-leaf head gives 30' deflection right or the head through this hole a strand of quick-match
left, and is only for use when one wheel is higher is placed.
The rocket is primed by inserting one end of the
than another, or to allow for wind or some other in'They have also a trunnion fore-Cdrop) strand of quick-match, about eight or ten inches long,
accuracy.
sight on each sitle of the gun, an hexagonal tan^ent- through the vent into the bore, and coiling the repiece
sc^le (graduated to .5"), and a dispart or fore-(drop) mainder in the recess formed by the choke.
sight on top of the piece the breech tangent-sights of paper is pasted over the end to protect it.
formed
"The
head
is
by
a
tin
cylinder
of
breech,
and
are
the
l,"j
into
the
side
inches
let
in
fif into sockets
inclined to the left, like tho.se of a B. L. K. gun, but diameter and 2i inches long, joined to a liollsw tin
at different angles, the inclination of sight for the 7- cone 2i inches high, making the length of hcail 5
jnch gun being Z" for the 8-inch 33', for the 9-inch inches. The long tin case goes about \ inch into the
The C4-pr. and 80- cylindrical part of the head, and a piece of j)ai)er is
44', and for the 10-inch 1" 10'.
The object of the head is to
pr. converted guns are each provided with a breech pasted over the joint.
and trunnion-sight on each side of the giui, but they contain the decorations, which are scattered through
have no top-sights a wood side-scale is also sup- the air by the explosion which takes place when tlie
The 64-^r. wedge-gun (Armstrong) has an rocket reaches the summit of its trajectory. The explied.
heiagonnl ^rrt*i»/^/(< (tangent-scale), graduated to •5", plosion is produced by a small charge of rocket comand a dispart or fore (drop) sight; the former on the position, which is put into the head v.-ith the decoratop of the breech, the latter on the top of the trun- tions. When the composition is consumed, the burstnion-ring. The 40-pr. and 2.5. -pr. are side-sighted, ing-charge explodes the head and ignites the decorahaving two tangent-sights and screw trunnion-sights tions, which, falling, produce a brilliant light that
The field-guns are sighted as can be seen at a great distance.
of the usual pattern.
Stars for decorations, are formed by driving the
follows: The 16-pr. is side-sighted, and has two tangent-sights set at V^ 50' to the left, and two steel composition moistened with alcohol and gum arable
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in solution in port-fire molds, or molding it in brass
cylinders of tlu- dt'sircd diameter. It is tlien cut into
short lengths and dredged (sprinkled) with mealed
powder. The gum arable is intended to give s\ich
consistency to the stars that the explosion of the head
of the rocket may not break them in pieces, thereby
destroying the eilect. The following is the white
star composition

:

Niter

3^ oz.
1^ oz.

Sulphur
Mealed powder

3 Qy__

ships sailed so close together that orders could be
communicated by word of mouth, while the turning
of a shield from right to left sutticed as sailing directions to the several lines. In modern times signaling
between sliijas has become indispensable; but there
is probably no department of practical science
in
which progress has been slower, and evcrj- so-called
system of signals has been distinctly without any
system whatever. In the time of James II. a signal

could only be expressed by
ber,

hung

flags, in confusing numiu diflfereut parts of the vessel.
By the

beginning of the present century, thanks to
Sir Home Popham and other inventors, the
sj-stem had been adopted of hanging a number of tlags under one another, each symbol
or combination thusemploved havingan ar-

The

stick is a tapering piece of pine, about nine
times the length of the case, and thelnrge end is tied
to the side of the case, so as to guide the rocket in its
flight, as it has no rotary motion. The common center of gravity of the rocket and stick is a little below
the former. The stick counteracts by the resistance
of the air upon it and tendency to turn over, and so
maintains the rocket, during its flight, as nearly as
possible in the direction in wliich it is fired.
The object of having the cavity or bore in the interior of the rocket is, that a large surface of composition may be at once ignited when the rocket is
fired, and so great a quantity of gas generated in the
case that it cannot escape from the vent as quickly as
formed, and it therefore exerts a pressure in every direction on the interior surface of the rocket. The
pressures on the sides of the rocket mutually balance
each other, but the pressure on the head is greater
than that on the base, in consequence of the escape
of gas from the vent
it is in this excess of pressure
on the head over that on the base which causes the
rocket to move forward, this being merely a similar
action to the recoil of a gun. The force which produces motion in a rocket is therefore different from
that which acts upon a projectile fired from a piece
;

of ordnance the former is a ccnxtant force producing accelerated motion in the rocket until the resistance of the air is equal to the force or the composition is consumed while the latter may be considered
merely as an impulsive force, which ceases to act upon the projectile when ithasleftthe bore of the piece.
few rockets are always kept mounted and ready
for use.
To fire a rocket, the stick is jjlaced in a
traug/i,or iu a tube, as a guide
a musket-barrel will
answer the purpose. The paper covering the bottom is torn off, exposing the priming. Holding the
guide vertical or nearly so, a slow-match is applied
to the priming, which ignites the composition.
The
inflamed gas issues violently from the bottom of the
case as the rocket ascends.
The time of ascent is from 7 to 10 seconds, and
•they will attain a height of about !>0I) yards.
Under favorable circumstances a signal-rocket may
be seen within a circuit of from 30 to 40 miles. In
mounting rockets the stick is attached so that it will
hang end down, when supported, close up alongside
the bottom of the rocket. See table on page 80.
SIGNALS. Signals are the means of transmitting
intelligence to a greater or less distance by the agency
of sight or hearing.
Incomparably the most powerful medium yet known for this purpose is the electric current. Sound-signals are obviouslj' but a short
circuit.
The electric current requires fixed apparatus establishing an actual communication between
the two points; and is therefore inapplicable to the
ordinary cases of ships iiUerchanging signals with
each other or with the shore: and, except inider unusual circumstances, it would not apply to armies
inaneuvering in the field. For these purposcs.sofaras
present knowledge extends, signals by sight or sound
must always be the resort. The ancients seem to
have elaborated a fair system of night-signals by
torches for military purposes; but iu naval allairs the

bitran' conventional meaning attached to it. Alterations in the specific flags have been made from time
to time, but essentially this is the system now in use.
The flags are either square, triangular of the same
length, or pendants which are pointed and longer.
These are of lihick, white, red, blue, and yellow (in
the Austrian Service alone green is added) ui mas3

Fie.

1.

or in combination. Specimens of tlie flags in use are
shown in Fig. 1. The sigmdnien find, however, that
at a distance blue, red, and black are not readily distinguishable, nor yellow from white.
It has consequently been the recent tendency, and apparently
most justly, to reduce all the signs to black and white,
singly or in combination, trusting to shape for the different signals.

There

are,

however,disadvantage3 at

;

;

A

;

—

Fig.

2.

—Cone

Syptcm.

tetiding flags. In a still day they are difBcult to read;
or the wind may so blow that they will be only seea
end on. At sea the motion of a ship will generally
neutralize these drawbacks but the case is otherwise on shore, and it may consequently occur that
the ship can communicate to the land, but cannot get
a reply. To obviate this, signals representing s(uid
;

"S

I

-iJ[_J_i:
Fig.

3.

figures are sometimes employed. To fulfil their conditions they must appear the same in wliatever lateral direction seen. But this limits the shapes to cylinders, cones, and the sphere, or the combinations of
those figures; and as the total number of distinguishable signs is reduced, -ignaling becomes reduced from
the word-signal to the" telegraph. This distinction

—
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memory, even from

be clearly uikUtsIooiI, as nuioli is involved in
word-siguiil, as in the present system, is wliere
the whole word or messaire is sent up at once, and
a telecrrapli signal is one in
flies sinndtaneously
8hoiil(l

it.

A

followini' table

by si};nalmen

siijnal to siffnal, is

found

dilB-

turmoil of perhaps storm or
tlieother hand, the lele!ira|)h system intifrhtini;.
volves far simpler apjiaratus, and tlie changes can
cult
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shows the dimensions and weights

of roclcets

and

their

ornaments

;

Interior diameter of rockets.

.75-inch.

Height of rectangle for cases
Lengtli of the liuished case
Interior diameter of the choke
Exterior diameter of the case
Spindle
•T-

-

1

N'PPle

inches...

do
do

(Height
Diameter at base
(Diameter at top
(Diameter

-,Hei.rht

Diameter of cylinder and part of nipple

do....
do....
do....
do....
do....
do....
do....
Diameter, .do....
1st drift
do....
do....
\ 2d drift
do....
L;^d drift
4th drift. ...do....
(Ist drift
do....
•
do....
'2d drift
do....
(3d drift
do....
(1st drift
do....
2d drift
do....
do....
(3d drift
I

Length of

cylindrical part

{
r
Drifts.

Dia'ratbolt'm orbasc
1

Conical cavity

.

Com'u

•

dia'r at top

Length of

(Weight

Driving mallet.

pounds...

(Lengtli of handle

inches...
do....
do....

(Diameter
Ix'ngth of cylinder

Charger

(Whole length

do
do....

Height of the solid
Composition for 100 rockets
Clay in head

pounds...
ounces...

Cn
Kectang.e
,.

I

Former

'

(Length
-^UcigM

inches...
do....
do....

(Stars
Serpents

ounces...

dia'ter

Pot.

Weight of pot..

-

(Gold rain
liursting-charge
illeisht
(,,
,,
^Conical former

'.

.

Cone..

Di^n.^er
(Length of finished cone
,

(IjCiigth

Stick

Thickness of large end
(Thickness of small end

at

base

do....
do....
do....
inches...
do....
do....
do....
do....

do.
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not materiul. If all advanlatjcs bt' balaucffl, it is
probable tliat the telejirapli system will eventually
supersede the oilier entirely. Whether the word or
the telejrrapU system be practiced, another question
is, whether to spell each word, or to use numerals
and a code. Uiuler the latter principle about 14,000
of the worda and sentences most commonly sent are
arranged foreusy referciiee in the signal-book. With
the addition of 1 or 2 repeating symbols the 9 numergive eomliinatious 4 together to this numals and
ber. A combination of figures is arbitrarily assigned
to eache.xpression; and the expression is communicated by representing those figures in their proper order.
With the book of reference at hand, and an intelligent signalman, there can be no very great douljt
of the superior rapidity of the "code."
A code
has also this further advantage, that, the signals representing things and not words, it can be made international, the same symbols representing the same
idea in every language. It is then only necessary for
universal signaling that each nation should concur
in the meaning to be attached to the several signs.
Many gentlemen of ability have devoted their attention of late years to the simplilication of signals among
whom conspicuous positions must be assigned to Colonel Grant, Colonel Bolton, Mr. Redl, and Captain
Colomb, K. N. Their principal object has been so to
simplify the telegrapli system that signals may be
made with any apparatus, or without apparatus at
all. To accomplish this they have, to a great extent,
abjured all color and resorted to form and motion.
Among the form telegraphs there is the principle of
the old semaphore, in which each letter or number
is shown by the position of two arms.
The arms are
heavy, and involve mechanism; besides which they
are not always clear on a ship in motion beyond a

lomi), an<l adopted in the English Navy. This consists of a bright light, covered over by a shade, which
shade, by mechanism can be lifted for any given time,
exposing the light meanwhile.
flash of aliout half
a second's duration is negative: a line of li seconds,
positive.
Four exhibitions of the light then represent a symbol as in Kedl's cones.
It will be seen
that tills system produces results similar to Morse's
electric telegraph.
If the distance be within a mile

is

A

or so, and the weather be still, a bugle will answer
equally well, long and short notes representing the
positive and negative cones. The fundamental principle of the foregoing system of universal telegraphy,
applicable by night or by day, by sight or by sound
is to employ two signals only
one positive "and one
negative and to regulate their exhibition by periods
of time. Heliography is now largely used for military signaling where there is jilenty of sunshine. The
heliograph is simply a mirror on a stand, capable of
being swung horizontally as well as vertically, with
a small hole in the mirror to look through, so as to
direct it accurately. Two trained sappers with helio-

graphs can easily flash signals to one another at a
distance of 50 miles, and so communicate even without the help of a telescope. See Beinaphore.

MARINE SIGNAiS.
certainly very desirable to have in tise a system of marine signals b.v which communications between vessels may be easily made, promptly read and
clearly understood.
The systems now in general use in the merchant
service perhaps answer well enough imder favorable
conditions of wind, weather and distance, that is to
say, having a wind from the right direction strong
enough to blow out the Hags, with weather clear
enough to enable you to dislinguish colors, to recognize diagrams, or to discern outlines, and with
moderate distances for maintaining communication.
But to every one who is familiar with the meteorology of the sea, and the experience of the sailor, it is
well known that signals whicli depend upon differences of color, upon diagrams, or upon outlines for
correct interpretation, fall far short of the demands
that are made upon them. Vessels are sometimes
in sight of each other for many hours, separated by
a distance of only one or two miles, yet they are entirely iinablc to express llicir wishes so as to be understood through such inadequate means.
herewith,
present the outlines of a new system of marine signals, designed by Mr. S. P. Griffin.
With this system it is thought possible to communicate at distances so remote that distinctions in color are lost,
diagrams are impossible to trace, and outlines are
rendered obscure or when color, or haze, or dimness
of light intervenes to bring aliout simihir results, without materially impairing the simple visibility of obIt is

short distance.
Very superior in visibility and simplicity is Redl's System of Cones. This consists of 4
cones fixed to a mast. The cones are collapsable,
and are formed in a similar manner to umbrellas.
Their usual condition is shut, and they can only be
held open while a rope attached to each is pulled.
With cones of 3 feet base, signaling is rapid and clear
up to 5 miles, and the mast can be inserted at any
place.
The S3'stem is very simple: each cone represents a number, 1, 2, 3, or 4; then 1 and 4 shown represent 5; 2 and 4, G; and so on, as in Fig. 2. This
very elegant system can be applied in military or naval operations. But its chief beauty is that a person
understanding it can make the same signals without
the cones; for example, if a black flag represent an
open.cone, and a white flag a shut cone, a ship with

4 black and 3 white Hags can make every signal.
Again, the arm raised horizontally may represent the
open cone; against the body, the shut cone; then
two men standing on a cliff are as good as any signal-post see Fig. 3. Or if one person only be present, he may represent an open cone by raising his
arm with a handkerchief extended, and a shut cone
by his arm without the handkerchief. He has only
then to raise liis arm four times in quick succession,
with or without the handkerchief, to make the required signal. We have thus arrived at a universal
system of the iitmost simplicity, which in war, and
especially during invasion, might be of inestimable
benefit to the nation. Tlie code of signals cannot be
generally ditTused by the Government. It only remains to ajiply the same sj'stem to night-signals.
The old naval principle has been to hang dingy lanterns in various shapes triangles, squares, crosses,
etc. Besides requiring large bases to be at all visible,
Jhis has been found from the motion of a ship to be
nearly useless. Kedl's system has been a|>plied by
hanging four lanterns in a vertical line to represent
the cones, and obscuring those which corres[)<mded
to shut cones. An improvement was found in introducing a red or green light in the miildle, to show

—
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jects.

With

order to convey intelligence
vessels, it is only riecessary to be alile to see the Hags or other objects used
in place of them, their combinations and their changes
clearly

this system, in

and rapidly between

are so simple, and are so easily made, that errors iu
reading signals cannot very well occur.
There are three classes of marine signals namely,
day-signals, night-signals, and fog-signals. They address themselves to the eye and ear. Day-signals, as
a rule, are made with flags, as these furnish Uie simplest, and probably the best, medium of communication whenever objects can be maile out and vessels are
beyond hailing distance;shirts, blankets, sails, barrels,
in fact, any olijeets that can be reailily discerned and
handled, are tiseful for making signals, and there are
a number of dift'erent plans of using these various objects. each of them possessing some inerit For nightsignals, lights at once suggest themselves as lieing
the best.
The plain white light e;in be sulistiluted
the relative positi(ms of the four. The best night-sig- for flags in this system with entire success. Fog-signals are. however, Hashing lights, as introduced by nals are necessarily made liy sounds they may be
Colonel Bolton, and more elaborately by Captain Co- used as day or night-signals also, but in practice, ow;

—

'

;

\

;!
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tlieir want of vohinir, they are not nearly so
useful as llajis or lii;lils, ami as llicy aildrcss the car
only, a soiind-sisiiial aljiliahft must he miidc for tlicm
with tlie use of instnunruls thai arc caiial)lc of produciui; continuous siiumls, like llic l)cll, the trumpet,
the horn, and the whistle, thire need not be any trouble in transniillinijintcUi'^eiuc, eonihinations of short

sufBce to

ing to

lonu;

sounds wUl satisfy any demand

tluit

may

can

within the limits of hearinsj. As loni;as objects
can be seen or sounds heard and wc can control tlieni,
80 lonj; may siijnals be transmitted simplicity of
arran^emcnl is, of course, a consideration of great
importance. i\Ir. B. F. Greene introduced a plan of
signaling l)y nieasurin;; intervals of lime between exhibitions. "General A. J. Jlyer, Signal Ollicer of the
Army, in speaking of it says, "thoroughly understood and skilfully used it will render intelligent communicaliim and co-operation |)racti< alile under cirjiriso

II

great value, but it is not very well adapteil to
the requirements of the merchant service, a few simple objects, and two simple sounds without comi)lex
coml)inations seen or heard and understood at once,
without the necessity of precise admeasurenunt of
time intervals, are better. On board nu-n-of-war, besides the ordinary inslnnnents furnished to merclituUis of
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Under this system, flag signals nuiy be displayed
from one, two, tliree or more ])laces as may be agreed
upon beforehanil. As ships and barks are most engaged in over sea voyages, and are most given to the

Fig.

B

;

aftstays. the l)ack stays, anywhere to show three separate and distinct hoists of "flags at once will do. Let
it be understood that signals must be read from for-

ward

aft, from aloft down, from starboard to port.
vessel that desires to signal, must, first call attention by a hoist; let this hoist also indicate the number of places she means to use in this first arrangement, it will be done by displaying three flags, one
under the other. As soon as she is answered by a
hoist of one flag, which mcan.san allirnuitive.all right,
go ahead. She will then hoist the signal for the international code letterj), the alphabet, or numerals, as
she chooses. An answer of two flags nu-ans, a negative do not understand, repeat.
As this system of

The

;

signalinij is not intended to supersede other systems
already
use, but to supjily their deficiencies, it is
well to conform to what is already known and practised as nearly as can be done
therefore, the alphabet and the s"ignal dictionary of the "International
commercial code of signals" will be adoi)ted. The
flags of that code as objects easy to discern may also
be used. In clear weather, at moderate distances,
colors, diagrams, and outlines may be used with good
effect in signaling.
I$ut as soon as it is found impossible or dillicult to nuike them out, resort may be
had to this system, with the same flags, with the

m

;

difference

being that each letter requires a separate hoist or a
combination of hoists. It niiiy be desirable at times
to be able to spell words, to construct sentences,
wherefore an alphabet arranged for this system is
given. The use of abbreviations in marines signals

communication between

ves-

sels.

however slight it may be, will indicate them without
any danger of ambiguity. By writing the message
to be transmitted by signals, an inspection of

it

will

of letters and of

words

out,

8|

\.

•use of signals, the first arrangement will be for them,
using their three masts as signal places and nine Hags.
It is not necessary that masts shall be used, or that
brigs and schooners cannot be included in the first
arrangement masts arc the best places, other things
being^eciual, but two masts and a gaff, the fore and

In the formati(m of words certain letters may
be understood, and in the construction of sentences
whole words may be omitted. Some words andjiarts
of sentences are so much used at sea tliat an allusiim,

left

/

men, they have guns of suitable caliber, an abundance of pjTotechnic contrivances, and numerous officers to detail to look out and mark time.

will greatly facilitate

number

11

cumstances which have nia<le them hitherto imjiossible."
Undoubtedly Mr. Greene's (ilan of signaling

tjie

the

be safely

—

—

same letters, having the same meaning,

show

and still convey to the
eye and to the ear its fidl meaning. C'onununications by the use of numlaTS an- easier and quicker
than those l)y words and sentences, hence it is desirable to have a numeral signal dictionary.
One can
be easily made which will contain all "that the e.vigencies of the sea requires. So may the names of
vessels and places be arranged luunerically in groups
designated by their rig and their initial letters.
Ohjirt SigiuiU.
Fint Arrnn/jeiiioit iuv three signal places and nine flags, see Fig. 4, the flags are
numbere<l in the Kig. merely for illustration. Attention signal indicating the number of places to be
used, three flags one under the other in one hoist.
that

—

and
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"13

3

5.

"246.
"

13

3 4.
3 5.

1

4
5

"12
"
2
"13

G.

7.

"2468.

" 12 3 4 5.
Third Arrnngemejit for one signal place, using five
flags on one mast, or on a gafi, etc.
Attention signal indicating the number of places used, one flag.

•8
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lencith of it too imirh. BoRiiles. if you are
steering, siiy N. by E., make the north anil j}. N. E.
signals alternately; if you are steering N. liy E. half
E., make the N. N. E." signal, it being within half a
point of the course. and practically near enough to it
and the same for the other courses for which no special signal is given.

;

;

shaped

boards, painted a bright red color on one side to indicate danger, and in some cases green on the other to
indicate caution; these boards arc fastened to a pole
or mast attached to a post in such a manner as to admit of their lieing turned round, raised and lowered,
or otherwise altered in position so that in addition to
representations by colors certain movements arc executed. In most cases the engineers or the Irallic managers arranged their particular system of signals, fixed or portable, without consideration of those used
on other lines, and the natural result is'.that tlie forms
and systems in use are considerably diversified the
first railways luid signals placed only at the principal stations and junctions, the intermediate porliims
of line were regulated by policemen who had certain
beats assigned to them, and who gave manual signals
to the drivers as nec<'ssity demanded
danger was
indicated by facing the approaching train and elevating both hands above the head; the go slow or
caution signal was given by one hand similarly held
and all right or theline clear by extending the right

;

;

'

;

hand from the body horizontally. Red, green, or
blue, and white flags were >ised in many instances in
conjunction with and also instead of the manual sig-

it,

;

BAILWAT SIOMALS.

vario'.isly

is

wholly upon

In considering the means to be employed for directing and ensuring the safety of the traffic upon
railways, it became evident that among other things
some plan shoidd be devised for giving inslruclions
and information to drivers and guards of trains as to
the state of the road in advance of them, or of the
nearness of a preceding train, so that the speed and
progress might be judiciously regulated the plan
ultimately adopted as most suitable was that of sig-

These chiefly consist of

fouled in consequence of a train being
or through its being intersected by a
train passing from another road.
The most general form of signal is that of the
semapliore it is an imitation of, the old telegraphy
systems, the first of which appears to have been invented by a Dr. Ilooke in l(iH4, Fig. 7, and nvi.sed
by a Hev. Mr. Gamble about 171)-"): it was then styled
the radiated telegraph, Fig. 8; further improvements
were madi' in the year lH04.an(l also in IHIO by Pasley, by ISear-Adniiral Popham in 1K16, Fig. i», and
by Pasley or Maedonald in 1h2'3, when the system
was termed the Universal Telegraph, Fig. 10; it was
similar in detail to the French coast semai)h(>re in
use in \H0'3. The semaphore signals as used on the
railways are constructed with arms >ipon both sides
of a mast fixed tipon a center-i)in free to move up
and down those on the lcft-han<l side, as seen when
facing the signal, are as a rule to govern the left
roads, and there are as many arms as roads or descriptions of trains to lu' regulated.
It has been
found desirable to furlher distinguish the arms by
numbers or letters painted upon them, orby atlixing
pieces of shajied iron or board corresponding w ith
the understood number or letterof the several roads.
Among the early attempts in signal constructicm,
three may be noted as possessing some novelty.
In
1838 a disc signal was in use at Vauxhall IJridge,
Birmingham, tlie invention of a Dr. C'hurcli it was
connected to the points and stood about r> ft. high;
two discs, 2 ft. in diameter, were fixed on the top
at right angles to each other, and surmounted by a
lamp showing two red lights, one blue and one white;
the discs were painted with colors to correspond. In
1842, C. Hall introduced a system on the Great Eastern line the signal consisted of five leaves placed in
theshajie of a fan on a mast.and colored yellow, green,
each leaf indicated the time a train
red, and white
had passed it; a green po.st was fixed at the side of
the line 100 yds. in advance of the signal, beyond
which no train was to pass if the fan exhibited the
red leaf a green and white stri])ed post was also
fixed at one mile beyond the signal
and if the fan
that signal

extend the

nals.
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gradually station or home fixed signals were
introduced throughout each railway, then distant or
auxiliary signals worked by wires having their levers
concentrated at one locality, frequently in a cabin
or signal-box, for facilitating operation by the men
this latter method has now to a great exin charge
tent given place to a system of interlocking the mechanism for moving the points and signals, and especially at junctions and large stati(ms; these inventions for locking prevent the possibility of an allright signal being given when the road governed by
nals

;

;

Fiir.'.i.

Fii:. 10,

showed the seven or nine minute color when passed,
the driver might put on moderate or full speed on
reaching the striped post. These signals were in use
several years. On the Greenwich Railway plain posts
were fixed

to each road at half a mile on either side
of the jimction, on reaching which the driver opened
the engine whistle, and the switchman notified by
hand-flags which train was to proceed on to the
main line. The construction of self-acting, or rather
train-actuated signals, has claimed the attention of

a very large proportion of inventors of signals, but

SIGNAL SERVICE.

very few systems have been tried, amlmany of those
were found practically uurelii'-ble and therefore useless. Whitworth's signals were used on the Brighton
line, at some of the tunnels on the Lancashire and
Yorkshire, Whiston Bank, near Liverpool, and several other situations.
In 1858 Baranowski obtained
permission to test his automaton distant signal between Hackney and Kingsland.onthe North London
line.
It was set to danger by the passing train ](ressing down a lever which actuated the mechanism of
the signal and when the train reached a distance of
;

1100 yds.

it

pressed

down

another lever, causing the

danger signal previously set to be released. Although
many hundreds of trains successfully worked it, its
failure on one occasion is supposed to have caused
The
an accident which led to its being removed.
Midland Company erected an indicator at Kegwortli
in 1863, showing the time a tram had passed up to
fifteen minutes.
It was set in motion by a treadle
being depressed by a passing train. At the expiration of fifteen minutes the pointer returned to zero.
This signal was subsequently removed as unreliable.
So soon as the few inventions at all trustworthy for
locking signals and points had proved their advantages over previous systems, they were rapidly adopted by many of the railway companies.
A verj' satisfactory plan was introduced by R.
Roper in 1869. The advantages of this system are,
that the locking is accomplished without any moving
bolts, cranks, or screws, the long bars on the point

i

which effect the locking are in sight, and the
operator can see which levers can be moved and
which cannot.
bar is mounted on the point levers
extending between the signal levers, dividing them
into sets, and as respects each point lever in motion
either way separating the single levers, which must
precede the point levers in their movements froni
the others. The levers are all arranged in a frame in
the usual way; cue side of the frame is termed permission for main line, and the other permission for
branch line. On each point lever is fixed a bar, the
bar on one set being lower or higher than that on the
other, extending as above described, and so coupled
levers

A

with the signal levers that if there be arranged on
that side of the frame called permission for branch

and levers belonging to the
and on the opposite side of the frame those
signal levers which belong to the branch line, all the
signals will be then at danger. The bars on the point
levers extend over the point levers in such a manner,
that on either point being broughtover toone side of
line all those signal levers
line,

the frame, the bar upon it rests against those signal levers which ought to be locked by it when in this position, and the signal levers which are ranged on other
side of the frame are no longer locked by this lever.
The side of the frame which gives permission to the
main line gives danger to the branch, and the reverse
but in no case can the signal levers be moved before
system invented by Wm. Bains,
the point levers.
is in use at the somewhat complicated junction at
Lindal Cote, it having a cross-over road running in;

A

up and down main lines, two branch lines,
and three lines on the other. There are
catch-points on the up side, which have to be kept
to both

on one

side,

closed for the cross-over road and open for the catchsiding so that the main lines may not be fouled by
traffic on the branch lines; these catch-points can
only be opened for the cross-over road when the signals have been set to danger for the main lines and
the branch lines on the opposite side; conseiiuently
nine points and seven signals have to nuitually interlock with the one set of points. Tne levers are all
centerd on the main shaft, and above this is a smaller shaft, which passes through a quadrant are in the
foot of each lever, thus allowing the required range
of motion. On this shaft are loosely slipped a number of short tubes or rockers these have cams upon them, which act against projecting tapjiets fixed
one upon the bottom of each lo<-king bar, and when
the cam is held up under of one these tappets it pre:

vents the bar from being pushed down,in which case
the detent of that lever cannot be raised out of the
quadrant notch. The practical result of this arrangement is. that before the lever has been moved j^-in.
in the quadrant the locking of the second lever is
perfectly effected; the pressure upon the several parts
is very small and they do not require oiling.
The existing arrangements for working the traffic on
the London Metropolitan Railway and at the Victoria
and Cannon Street stations are good examples of the
application of locking gear to signals and points, and
the facilities for safety afforded" thereby have been
recognized by the English Board of Trade, and strong
recommendations are embodied in tlie regulations
issued by that Department that all railway companies
should adopt such means for the prevention of accidents.
See Sifjnal Tactics.
SIGNAL SERVICE. At the time of the organization
of the Department of Meteorology of the Army Signal Office, there was no general system in operation
for "Simultaneous Meteorology," and the one ever
since in use was devised and carried into effect by
General Myer, Chief Signal Officer. By this system
the innovation was introduced of observing and reading off the instruments, "at the same moment of actual (not local) time." By this arrangement the Signal Oflice at Washington can call for and receive reports from all parts of the country, taken at each of
the stations, at anj' hour of the day or night. Thus,
the exact condition of the atmosphere over the whole
field of inquiry is set down at a given instant, establishing the existence of conditions on which predictions may be and are fearlessly made. In November,
1871, a comparison of the tri-daily forecasts, or "probabilities," as they were styled, showed a verification
of (59 per cent, w"hich rose to 76.8 per cent by 1872.
These results "afforded the best elucidation and the
most complete demonstration of the law of storms
and the movements of cyclones that had ever been
obtained in any country." In 1873 and 1873 the expansion of the work of the Signal Office was very
great; extending, through the cordial aid of agricultural societies, into a comprchensiveWeather Bureau
sustained in the interest of agriculture; and, through
its connection with life-saving and signal-stations, becoming a most certain and effective agent for saving
life and property endangered bj' storms on the sea.
"Indication" and "Cautionary Signals," based upon
three series of simultaneous weather-reports telegraphed to Washington daily, are issued from the
office of the Chief Signal Officer three times each day,
and are printed in aU newspapers where it may be
important to do so, and otherwise made public. The
preparation of a graphic weather-map embodying
the telegraphic data furnished to the Chief Signal
Officer every eight hours, preserves an accurate picture of the existing aerial phenomena, and the conditions on which storm predictions are made. The
Farmers' Bulletins " are reprinted by the Signal
Service Observers in many cities, and the telegraphic
forecasts are circulated among many thousand subcenters in agricultural communities, and thence distributed among farmers. As the predictions cover
twenty-four hours.and often hold good for twice that
period, they reach the denser rural populations sometimes a day and a half and always as much as fourteen hours before the period to which they apply expires.
The railroad system has co-operated in this
service, and nearly all the railway companies distribute daily reports to the railway stations, without
charge. Cautionary signals are of two kinds: 1.

—
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Those premonishing dangerous winds to blow from
any direction. 2. Those premonishing off-shore
winds, likely to drive vessels out to sea.

The

first

distinctively termed the "Cautionary Signal." consists of a red flag with a black square in the center,
for warning in the day-time, and a red light by night.
The second, or "Cautionary Off-shore Signal," consists of a white flag with black square in the center

shown above red

tlag

with a square black center
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or a wliik' lifjlit shown above a red litrlit by
that wliiU- the slorm has not yet
passfd tliu station, and daniriTous winds may yelbi'
fi'lt there, thej- will ])rohabJy lie from a nortlu-rly or
westerly direction.
The J^iJidim Timfn has said "the w«ither is by no
means a subject which should be reijarded merely as
a matter of conversation for the multitudes of ])eo])le
who lind it dlltieidt to talk about any thing else. The
subject is, in reality, one of great national importance: and of far more importance than niiiny others
which occui)V the lime and the thouglilsof the public: and it is only negleeli'd on account of the obscurity behind which the c:iuses of weather changes
have been hitherto concealed, and of tlie consequent
appiirent futility of discussing them.
If any scientilic invi-stignlion could bring the subject of weather
changes within the region of actual knowledge, so
that reasoualjje forecast might be made concerning
them, il would at once become manifest that scarcely
any other subject would vie with them in universality of interest. The power of foreseeing the weather
of the next few days would do mucli, the power of
foreseeing the weather of the next season would do
almost everything, to take away from agriculture the
uncertainty which is now its greatest hinderance: and
a bad harvest season would then no longer, as at
present, entail upon the nation a loss whic-Ii must be
estimated by millions." The accuracy attainable in
foretelling the weiither of at least the next few diiys,
the forecasts being tiased upon hical indications taken
in cimnection with the general informjition furnished
by the Signal Service, will agree.'ibly surprise any
one who will test the matter for himself. In our active, working life, who does not consult the weather,
and what branch of every-day life and its varied pursuits is not inlluenced and alTected by its chang<'s?
The practical ajiplication of weather knowledge to
all classes of industry, to all |)rofessions. handicrafts,
and processes of animal and vegetiiblelife, is steadily
increasing.
Physicians and boards of health are enabled, from telegraphic weather reports, to detect
dangerous atmospheric conditions, to investigate the
origin and sjiread of diseases and epidenncs, and to
give timely warnings or hopeful encouragement,
based on the knowledge of coming changes. The
subtile, mysterious inlluence of the weather governs
and controls us, and, becau.se we pay so little attention to its changes, sends many of us to our long
home. The important question, will it be clear or
cloudy, warm or cold, rain or snow, on the morrow,
involves so much of our health and comfort, as well
as success, in nearly every practical wtdk of life, that
all should be, as all ni;iy lie. able tci answer it for
themselves. Tliat a loc-il, isolated observer, without
instruments, but with some general knowledge of the
elements of meteorology, and with the aid of telegraphic reports of weather conditions, especially to
the westward, whence most of our weather comes,
can foresee l)is own wealherforthe morrow, is beyond
doubt. Xo farmer need sulTer loss or damage from
the coming rain no mercliant need risk his perishable cargo: no speculator his money, and no traveler
his safety and lomforl.
Weather proi)hecy, that covers a period of time in
advance, and that specilies certain dates in the future
upon which certain eonilitions are, or are even likely
to prevail, is simply a delusion, and the alleged prophets should be regarded as materialized spooks and
noisy cranks, who blow their horns, of greater or less
dimensions, emitting sounds signifying nothing.
Some of these manage, by extensive advertisement
and an occasional chance "hit, to attract thealtention
of the over credidous: but they sooner or laier fade
away and disappear from public attention. Xo man
can, by any reasoning whatever, or upon any hypothesis, foretell the weather beyond a few days, or
rarely a week in advance.
Long range predictions,
whether based on the position of the planets, the influence of the moon or of sun spots, or on the "asb}' (lay,

sumed law

night,

simply to good, ba<l, or indillerent guess-work. It
is not comijlimentary to the intelligence of the times,
or the ditfusion of knowledge, that the absurd vaticinations of the professiouid weather wizards should
always be accepted with more or less crcdiliilily.
Failures do not se<in to have any elfect ujion tho
minds of the tmthinking, while a chance success is
heraldeii throughout the land, even by the press,
whose business it should be to be intelligent. Arago,
a French astronomer, said that no seieiitilic man,
who cared for his repulalion, would venture upon a
weather jirediction. And yet the leading weather
prophets of our time ari' men who base their predictions upon the occurrences of astronomical events;

iiiilicatiiisr

of periodicity, are unreliable,

and amount

upon the theory

that the [ilanels exercise a controlling inlluence over the weather of our earth; that
planet:iry ])crilielion and aphelion passages, oppositions, and conjunctions, |)roducc changes and interruptions in the electiie currents undulating between
them, causing various grades of meteoric disturl)ances in our almospliere.
The only reliable, as it is the only reasonable, system of forecasting the weather, is that of our Signal
Service.
But, v.hile the Weather Bureau at ASashington is making great progress in reducing meteorology to an exact .science, tlie geographi<;d areas for
which predictions are made iire too large, and entirely dilfcrenl weather may jirevail in dill'ennl portions of the same <listrict.
To s;iy that local niin.s
will occur on a given day in, for instance, the Ohio
valley, is not alto;;ether satisfactory to residents in
dilferent portions of the valley,
'to anticipate, by
way ot illustration of this: Suppose a storm is central
over the western plains weather generally travels in
an easterly <lirection the Signal Service announcement would be local rains for the upper Mississijipi
ViiUi'V on the morrow, and on the lU'Xt day for the
Ohio valley.
>'ow, tlnwe in diirerent portions of
either district, who have sonu: knowledge of local
signs and iuiliciitions, can supplement this oflicial announcement for heir district and determine for themselves whether the coming nuaiBOris not likely to
reach tlwir particular locality during the day.
little practice will enable the nu-rch:ini or the farmer to
read belween the lines of the necessarily brief and
sonu'times misinterpreted government report with

—

t

—

,

A

good

results.

The

Signal Service system is also emj)loyed in Great
and among other European nations. Il consists in taking careful and simultaneous observations
at a great number of representative jioints of the pressure and temperature of the ainuisiihere, the direction and velncily of the wind, the degree of moisture
or saturation of the air, the cloudiness, etc., at each
point. In our country, these observations, made several limes each day, are promptly reported by telegraph to the central otlice at Washington, anil lli< re
projected upon a map of the country, which then
shows at a glance the distribution of sunshine and
cloudiness, of warm and cold, of fair and fo\il weiither at the time, just asthe geogniphiciil iikiji shows the
distribution of mountains and valleys. plains and river
Our present weather scicourses, land and water.
ence dales from the time of making simullancous
observations at numerous and widely scallered jihices,
and the use of the telegraph in transmitliug th<' results. Without the wealher nnip, it would nol be possible to predict weather for the various geographical
divisions of the country from any cenlral point, as is
now done with great succ<'ss. \\ illioul a knowledge
of the principles of meteorology, the established laws
and generalizations, weather reports are of little value
in respect to making any deductionstherefrom. There
is no limit to the utility of such knowledge, and it is
not dilticult to acquire. There is nothing mysterious
attaching to it. When once leading facts are mastered and tiorne in mind, there is a wonderful simplicity in meterology. There is an absorbing fascination in the constantly changing conditions, as revealed
Britiiin

:

[

'

'

SIGNAL SERVICE.

weatlier map. From tlie
forecasts for the various geographical, or rather meteorological districts,
for short durations of tim«. These forecasts, or "Indications," are based upon established laws of storms.
The atmosphere which envelops our earth is the
great factory in wliich all the meteoroloirical plienomena occur. The ever varying pressure. temperature, and moisture of the air, are the three keys with
which to unlock the weather mystery, which ceas'^-s
to be a mysterj' wlien these principal elements conJloisture, manistituting ireaitier are understood.
festing itself in various ways, is perhaps the principal element to be considered in determining local
weather changes. The air is never quite dry, and at
times it is so full of moisture that a full of rain is alIncreasing heat increases the camost inevitable.
pacity of the air for holding moisture. Evaporation,
or the conversion of visible water into invisible vapor, is constantly going on to a greater or less exsimple "saucer full of water e.^posed to the
tent.
open sky, and protected from interference, will, by
the more or less rapid diminution of the quantit)- of
water througli evaporation, give indications of the
Drjness, or fair weather, is connected
weather.
with a rapid rate of evaporation, and dampness, or
wet weather, with a slow or more or less suspended
Any intelligent, practical obrate of evaporation.
server, can get satisfactory results in local weather
predictions by simply watching the clouds and the
vari,-lng humidity of the air, as indicated by two
cornmon thermometers suitably arranged and called

day by

tlie

map

made the

from

(lay to
stuily of"tliis
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are

connection with the wind direction and local signs,
together with the information furnished by the weather reports, should enable any one to sati-sfy himself
as to his probable weather for at least a day or two
in advance.
The air deposits a portion of its vapor on all bodies
that are colder than itself, and the temperature at
which such a deposit of moisture is made is called
The dew point may at all times be
the dew point.
found by calculations with a set of factors.
The riile is Multiply tlie far,t<rr itppimte the rtadinfi of the dry b>/l/> inVj thf difference of the dry and vet
bulb therm<jmeters,the rending if the dry bulb thernu/m.
eter, lemthe product found, will be thedeit: point.
TABLE or FACTOBS FOB COMPUTDfO THE DEW POIST.
:

Dry

Dry
Bulb.

Factor. Bulb.

Drv
Factor.

Factor.

I

20«

A

23
24

8.1
7.9
7.G
7.3
6.9

2-5

6..5

26
27
28

6.1
5.6

21

22

29"
30
31
32
33
34

.5.1

4.fi

3.5

4.2
3.7
3.3
3.0
2.8
2.6

36
37

2.4

2..5

bulb, containing preferably rain water.
of that thermometer, called the ''wet
bulb" will usually be found to be lowerthan those of
the other. This is due to the water absorbed by the
wick rising by capillary attraction to the end of the
wick over the bulb and evaporating, causing cooler
air around that bulb, and thus lowering the mercury
In dry weather evaporation goes on
in the tube.
rapidly. In verj' damp weather evaporation is slow.
When the air is thoroughly saturated with moisture,
evaporation from the wick ceases, and the two therThat is to say. the moisture
mometers read alike.
in the air, when thoroughly saturated, has the same
effect upon the " drj' bulb," as the water held hy the
Should, for inwick has 'upon the "wet bulb."
stance, the dry bulb read 00", and the wet bulb .50",
the percentage of relative humidity would be 44 or
low. By relative humidity, is meant the proportion
of vapor in the air at any given time compared with
what the air could contain at that time if thoroughly
Saturation being expressed by 100, the
saturated.
above, it will be seen, would be low, less than oneOn the other hand,
half, indicating dry weatlier.
should the dry bulb read 00'^, and the wet bulb .58^,
would
of
humidity
be 88, or high.
the percentage
Should both read alike, care always being taken that
the vessel is kept supplied with water and the wicking clean, the percentage of humidity would be 100
that is, the air would be quite thoroughly saturated with moisture. The greater the difference in the
readings, the drier the air, and the less chance for
tlie

The readings

—

38"
390to41"
42 to

4.5

46 to

.50

to
57 to
6.5 to
74 to
87 to

.56

.51

04
73
86
90

2.4
2.3
2.2
2!l
2.0
1.9
1.8
1.7
1.6

|

Suppose the dry bulb reads
Wet bulb
hygrometer.
a
riie instruments should be perpendicularly secured
The difference
on a piece of board about ten or twelve inches apart, Factor (from the 18^665";
and both should show the same temperature. Then
cover the bulb of one of the thermometers with a
Product
wick leading into a small covered vessel, fastened to Dry bulb reading
that side of the board and at some little distance Less product

from

Bulb.

|

6.5"

".

59°

6"
1.8

10.8
6.5"

10".8
Dew point...:
54°.2
Suppose the dry bulb reads 60.5", and the wet
bulb 60". This would show that the air is very
highly saturated, and, by reference to the Relative
Humidity Table, it would be found that the percentage of humidity was 97. Rain could be expected, because the air contained nearly as much moisture as it was capable of sustaining.
Compiting
the dew point, or temperature required to condense
the vapor, in this case we find it to be .59. .5".
(60..5"— 60=..5"xl.9=.95 60..5— .9.5=.59.5"-|-)
That is to saj', the temperature of the air in this case
has to sink less than one degree, in order to produce
;

rain.

As a guide to the probability of rain, the application of this method becomes interesting, and is generally found reliable.
If the mercury in both buibs rises as the day advances, rain is likely, since the temperature of the
air will naturally fall with the decline of the sun.
In sultry weather clouds and other "signs" of rain
may mislead us, but if we look at the evening sky
and see there the fair weather red, as well as consult
our hygrometer, and find there a considerable difference in the readings, we need not apprehend rain
on tlie morrow. A^rapid increase in the difference
between the two thermometers in the morning foretells a fine day.
An increasing difference between
the temperature of the air and the temperature of
the dew point, accompanied by the fall of the latter,
is a certain sign of fair weather.
But diminished

heat and rising' dew point foreshow rain. Fog and
mist, resulting from the difference of temperature
ing moisture is not of so mnch practical importance between the surface of the earth and the overlying
to the farmer or others, whose business pursuits de- strata of air ancending. is a sign of rain, as so niuch
pend largely upon weather conditions, as the fact more vapor is being added to the amount already
xvhcther dampness is increasing and rain therefore contained in the air. When the upper regions of
probable, or whether the air is drying and fair weath- the air are saturated with vapor, as indicated by
er likely to ensue. These facts are admirably indi- halm around the sun ormoon, it is a well-known sign
cated by the little instrument above described. The of rain— the larger the halo the nearer the rain. Air
approaching or separating thermometers, taken in saturated with vapor is much more transparent than

rain.

But a knowledge of the mere percentage of

exist-
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degree of saturation. A warm
bringing up the statel}' riimulna,
rain results from the union of these two principal
types of cloud, on the same jiriuciple that pouring
ice in a glass tumbler, on a warm, moist summer day,
will cause a deposit of water on the outside of the
tumbler. The temperature to which the glass had

air, and iiiuisiinl clfarnofs or traiisparcnry is
Uipreforc a sign of rain.
Under siicli cimditionsdistant objects an- seen witli j'reater distinolness. wliicli
JAglitu appear l)rigliter and
is an indication of rain.
nearer before rain. Tlie refracting power of the air
becomes greater tliroiigli tlie increasing aqiieons
vapor in it, and distant olijects, especially over water,
loom, or luive an apparently increased elevation.
On
the other hand, when there is a deficiency of this
vapor, and there arc commingling strata of air of
difTerent temperatures, there is /laziiie^n indicating

dry

circle, the greater the

south wind

now

been reduced by the ice at (he moment the vapor of
the surrounding air began to condense on its sides, is
the deir pinnt. In wide-spread rain storms, there are
two or more layers or strata of clouds, the upper
stretching out in advance of the lower, but merging
into it over the region where rain is falling most copiously.
Suppose our locality is t. Fig. 1. The upper layer
A has reached us, and we arc beginning to see the apIf,
proaching lower layer a.
can expect rain.

dry weather.
Clouds are simply aggregations of the particles of
vapor in the air assuming well-delined forms and
peculiarities.
They appear and disappear, and assume their various shapes, according to the state of
the atmosphere in respect to moisture, temperature,
and movement. With their various forms all are
acquainted by observation. Being merely packed
particles of moisture, they are subject to temperature
and wind, as the latter are governed by pressure, as
we shall see further along. (.'irriiK clouds resemble
locks ofhair or feathers with parallel divercing fibers.
They are the liighest and least dense. They sometimes cover the sky as a mere transparent haze, and
sometimes form themselves into collections of parallel threads, assuming an infinite variety of wavy fibrous shapes. They mostly consist of icyspicuUc or
the frozen vapor of the upper regions. They are the
first to make their appearance after a period of fair
weather, and are the forerunners of coming foul
weather. When the ends of these "cats* tails" curl
andpointupward, rain can be expected; when dinr nVHiri/.lme weather.
In the former case, a warm ascending current is attended by the decomposition of
vapor preceding rain in the latter, a cool descending current produces evaporation, and, consequently,
fair weather.
When these clouds sink and become
denser, the result of increasing moisture in the upper
air, they assume the appearance somewhat of carded
cotton, and this change foretells rain.
Cumulus clouds are produced by warm currents
of air ascending and expanding, 'they are associated with fine, warm sunnner weather. So long as
these preserve their regularity and float along in
their accustomed serenity, the existing fair weather

We

now, an extended rainstorm having set in, our locality is d, and there be breaks in the lower lave we
cannot see the sky through them, because of the intervening upper layer. 0\ir heaviest rain is probably y<'t to Clinic.
Hut if our locality were <•, and
breaks occurred in the clouds, wc would be able to
d-

FiR.

1.

see the blue sky, the upper layer having passed beyond us and wc could expect an early end of the
The character
rain, and the return of fair weather.
of the clouds, their combinations and movements, are
important elements in forecasting all local weather.
They are the elTects of movements of aerial currents,
and show, by their kind and changes, the pressure,
temperature, and moisture at higher altitudes and,
by their movements, the prevailing currents of air,
indicating whether the weather isTikely to be warm
If properly interpreted, clouds are sure inor cold.
dices of coming weather.
Hain is the vapor of the air condensed and precipThis condensation is theresultof a cooling of
itated
the air below the temperature of the dew point.
This cooling takes place through radiation, the minThe volume of these gling of warm and cold masses of air, the opposition
is not likely to be interrupted.
sometimes majestic clouds is greater on warm, of winds of dilTerent temperatures, or any cause that
moist days, than when the weather is cold and dry, produces condensation, either gradual or sudden.
for evident reasons.
When the edges or outlines of When variable winds prevail, light rains may generthese clouds are sharp and well defined, it shows a ally be looked for. The amount of w ater received by
dry atmosphere, and therefore presages fair weather. the earth, from the clonds, is interesting and surprisAs all atmospheric disturbances are due to a dis- ing. This amount can be ver)- accurately ascertained
rain-gauge maj* conturbed equilibrium of tlie air, it is a sign of fair, nor- by the usual rain-gauge.
mal weather, when the under surface of these mas- sist of a funnel-shaped collector and a cylinder, made
the former securely fitting into the latsive and majestic clouds is uniform and level, show- of stout tin
ing that the equilibrium of the air strata upon which ter,ns shown in the cut. It should be securelyplaced,
with an exposure as clear as possible, and with the
Ihey float is unbroken.
Stratus is the extended, uninterrupted »heet of top of the funnel on a level. If the top of the funnel
cloudiness that prevails in tlireatening, dismal, rainy is ten inches in diameter, and the diameter of the cylweather. The hurrying Kfud cloud is a reliable sign inder about 3. HI inches, or the square root of lOiiichof rain. When small clouds disappear, there will be es, the proportion between the cylinder and funnel
no rain that daj'. If they increase in size, and unite, will be as one is to ten and teninches of rain colThe reason is plain. lected in the cylinder would equal one inch in tho
falling weather is at hand.
When the air is charged with electricity clouds arc funnel, or one inch actual rain-fall. Fifteen inches in
attracted to each other, and combinations arc formed the cylinder would be one inch and a half actual
which result in showers, or heavy rains, according rain-fall. One inch in the cylinder wotild equal une.
to the intensity of the conditions. When the elec- tenth I fan inr/i rain-fall. The length of the cylinder
the longer the better, as it lessens the
tricity is passing off, or is dilTused, clouds break up, is immaterial
" mackerel sky," which is a chance of overflow in case of specially heavy rains.
and are dissolved.
combination of cirrus and cumulun clouds, indicates The measuring rod— a thin, narrow strip of wood of
fair weather for the day
but presages rain within a the length of tlie cylinder— is graduated in inches and
lengths of inches; and, when making an observation,
day or two after. The French have a proverb, "
the funnel is removed, the rod inserted in the cylindappled sky and a painted woman don't last long."
To produce rain, there must be a combination, in der, and the depth of water accurately noted after
some form, of the upper and lower cloud formation wliicli the water is emptied; an<l the funnel replaced
the icy vapor uniting with the vesicular. The hal> Should the rod indicate a depth of twelve inches of
around "the moon shows the saturation of the upper water in the cylinder, the actual rainfall would be
regions of the sky— the descent of the icy rirnin. one inch and two-tenths. It is an easy matter to calThe larger and more complete, or better defined, the culate how many gaiiijns of water in the cylinder, the
;

;

:

A

;

;

I

:

A

:

A

;
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would be one iuch and two-tenths. It
The rule is, that the force of the wind tariesaa the
an easy matter to calculate how many gdUnns of nquiire ofitu vel/icity. The force of a wind blowing at
water fell during any rain storm, or any season, upon the rate of twelve miles per hour would, therefore,
As before stated, the be just four times as great as that of a wind blowing
any given area of surface.
six miles per hour, or .72 of a pound per square foot.
amount will be found to be surprising.
Frosts should not take the farmer or the horticul- The calculation can be carried on indefinitely. A
The probability of their occur- wind blowing 34 miles per hour would exert a presturist by surprise.
rence can be known with almost as much certainty sure four times as great as one blowing 12 miles per
Wind blowing 48 miles per hour
as the arrival of an express train. For practical use, hour, or 2.88 lbs.
one of the most important meteorological instru- would exert a pressure four times as great as one of
actual rain-fall
is

ments is the common hygrimieter by means of which
can be ascertained at any time the dew point, and the
approach of low temperature, or of frost, thus foreseen and provided against. If on a fair day, toward
evening, the dry bulb, which would also be the temperature of the air, indicated 50* and the wet Ijulb
38°, the dew point at the time would be about 3.5",
and frost could of course be expected. If, on the
other hand, the dry bulb were 50" and the wet bulb
48", the dew point tlien would be about 46", and no
frost need be feared under the circumstances.
The
rule and table of factors for computing the dew point
is given on page 93. The temperature of the air need
not necessarily sink to 32" to produce frost, since
plants and other good radiating bodies may become
cooled by radiation considerably below the temperature of the surrounding air, and a heavy frost may
occur when a thermometer above the surface in-

A

light frost may occur when
dicates onl}'36" to 40".
the same thermometer indicates as high as 45", or
even 50", of temperature. The formation of frost
depends upon the dew point. Dew and frost, like
rain and snow, are formed under tlie same circumstances, excepting the difference in temperature.
Severe frosts, in their season, are found in the cooler,
evaporating air attending the advance of areas of
high barometer, and the approach of such areas may
always be known by an intelligent reading of the
weather reports.

air in motion.
Capricious as
be, it is nevertheless subject to defThe direction of the wind is determined
inite laws.
by the Tane, and its velocity by an instrument called

Wind

is

simply

wind seems to

24 miles, or 11.53 lbs. 90 miles per hour, which
a tremendous hurricane, would exert a pressure four times as great as 48 miles, or 46.03 pounds
on every opposing nquarefnot of surface. The Signal Service designates winds of 1 and 2 miles per
hour as light; 3 to 5 miles, gentle; 6 to 15 miles,/rf*iA;
16 to 25 miles, Irrisk; 26 to 40 miles, high; 41 to 60
miles, gnle; 61 to 80 miles, nUrrm; 81 to 150 miles,
hun-ienne. The force of a wind blowing at the rate
of 1.50 miles per hour would be equal to a pressure
of 112.5 pounds per square foot.
The causes of winds are
1. Uiieejual atmoitpiierie preimire This creates moWith uniform pressure over any extion in the air.
tent of country, there is very little, if any, motion or
wind. The wind blows from regions where the pressure i? greatest, to regions where it is least. Storms
therefore, the wind
are areas of lowest pressure

would be

:

;

blows toward storms from all directions.
3. Unequal specific groKity in the air.
This results
from differences of temperature and humidity. Denser or colder air will flow toward regions where
lighter or warmer air prevails, underrunning and
displacing the latter. A storm is a concentration of
heat, causing the air to expand, become lighter, and
ascend. Cooler or colder air, according to the season,
therefore, flows into the storm region to re-establish
an equilibrium, and hence the change of temperature
after a stonn preceded by warm weather. Tlie spe-

gravity of vapor

cific
air,

and

air,

is

therefore.

much

less

than that of dry
to moist local-

Hows from dry

ities.

Tlio rotation of the earth has a relative effect upThe velocity of the earth's
an anemometer. The indications of the latter are ex- on tlie motion of the air.
its own axis every tweuty-four hours
pressed in pounds of pressure per square foot of ex- rotation aroimd
The pressure (in pounds per square is dilferent in different parallels of latitude. At the
jjosed surface.
e(iualor the viloiilv eastward is 1036 miles per hour;
foot) of winil velocities of from one to ten miles per
30". 887 miles
45", 733
in latitude 1.5". lUO'O miles
hour is as follows
miles 60", 518 miles 7.5", 268 miles and at either
per
Pressure
Miles per
pole nothing. Tliere bemg but two primary motions
sq. ft.
hour.
of air. north and south the other relative motions,
due to the greater or less velocity or rotation of
;

;

:

:

:

;

—

different parallels of latitude, will be readily underTlie temperature of the wind depends, of
stood.

course, upon the quarter from which it blows and the
distance it traverses from such quarter.
Each particle of the elastic air exerts a pressure
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of the main elepredictions; and
Atmospheric pressure it can be known with reasonable certainty what winds
conled by the barometer.
varies as the motion, depth, density, moisture, and will prevail, if it is known where the barometer reads
Increasing
varies.
of the atmospliere
_ highest, and where lowest, and this infonnation the
temperature
_
^^
oVlIiirlur pressure means'a How of deeper, dryer weather reports usually give. The rule is: "Utand
and cooler air over a given region, as shown by the irit/i your Itft hand Unrard the rigiifn where the barthe barometer tube. Decreasing ometer hUneent, and your right hand UMard that irhere
rimng mcTCMTy
or lower pressure means a diminishing weight ot it i»highe*t,and yuu icill hare y/ur l>aek to the direction
blow during the day." Or,
the air. because it is then lighter, warmer. moister. and from irhich the trind trill
ascensive, and the mercury in the barometer tube knowing tlic region of lowest pressure, and we
'•
area or high bar- utanA faring it. our wind will blow from some point
sinks correspondiniily. The term
ometer," means a region of country over whicli there on our left to some point on our right. Not kuowThe term " area or hir barome- ing the region of lowest pressure, if we stand /<wis an excess of air.
ter," means a region of country over which there is ;ng the »//;«/, the storm center will be ou our right.
a deticiency of air. The former is. as a rule, attend- Stand anywhere around the area facing the center,
ed bv fair "and the latter by foul weather. SVtrms and the wind will be found to blow on your right
Stand anywhere around the area of " Low,"
are areas of fcc barometer, and as they approach our side.
localitvour barometer falls, that is. the mercurj- with- facing the wind, and the storm-ccnter (J^tr) will
The opposite holds good in
in the" tube M'nA-.«, by reason of the intluence of the be on your right side.
comins; storm, which draws the air toward its center, ihe case of high. The former is a ryr/«/n>. and the
•where 'it ascends. The fall of the mercury is accord- latter an anti-cycUmic system of winds. The lower
If we happen to be clouds indicate the true direction of the wind better
inir to the severity of the storm.
in^the path of the' storm, our barometer will be low- than the vane, since local surface winds may be diAs the verted from the general direction by the topography
cst when the storm center passes over us.
Ptorm center passes by us, the barometer begins to of the earth or other obstructions. Air has primarily
]5ut
rise, because there is a" mass of air rushing over the but two motions, northward and soutliward.
locality after the depressicm or storm center, on the common observation shows us that the wind blows
same principle that water seeks a level. Central areas in every possible direction; and we have seen that
nyntemK of circulation
of storms pursue paths across our country approx- there are two entirely opposite
(the of air around areas of higli and low barometer. The
imatelv shown in Fig. 2. If our locality "is
directly
into u region of
Ohio valley), we are within influential distance of all wind does not usually blow
E, and low, or out of a region of high, barometer; but is, in
L,
I,
storm centers takinc the tracks.
right
and this desometimes F G. and B C. B C, and I) E, are West both cases, deflected toward the
India cyclones, the latter out of their regular course flection is increased according to the size or extent
When the barometer is reported lowest in a cer- of the area, wlietlur of low or liigh pressure, around
blowing. Professor Ferrel has demtain region, it means that there is a storm central which the wind is
When it is reported highest in a certain re- onslrated that this deflection to the riirbt is a maththere.
the
gion, it means that that is the central region of the ematical necessity arising from the influence of
When the construction of the earth's daily rotation, causing every tiling moving
fair weather area.
barometer the difference between dry. cool, brae- on its surface to deflect to the right in tlie northern
in" and heavy, and moist warm, enervating and hemisphere, and to the left in the southern hemiThe air, then, has a sinuous, spiral motion
light air, as w'ell as the fact that the atmosphere is sphere.
lii"
forever seeking an equilibrium that areas of low inward, toward the center of a region of low pressand areas of high barometer are constantly chas- ure, and at the center it flows upward from the suring and changing their relations to each other— is face. The friction of the earth's surface may retard
this deflected or tangential motion of the air, and, in
It is a com
understood, this matter will be clear.
men mistake to say that the air is heavy in damp, storms of great energy, the wind may be found to
wet weather, and light in fair, normal weather. blow more nearly directly toward the center of the
Some of the effects of disturbance.
The oppo.site is the case.
The wind, then, in any locality, may be expected
low barometer, or stormy weather, upon man and
When high to be— Easterly, when high is in the north, or low
beast, have already been" alluded to.
Southerly, when high is in the east,
takes the place of low, a grateful change is exper- in the south.
ienced, and the duration of the new condition can or low in tlie west. Westerly, when high is in the
be approximately anticipated by reference to, and south, or low in the north. Northerly, when high
high and steady is in the west, or low in the east,
a study of, the weather reports.
By drawing lines upon a weather chart, or map,
barometer' indicates, as a rule. dry. clear, fine wealow and fluctuating barometer indicates connecting the places where the barometer readings
ther.
cloudy, windv, or wet weather. Chansiable weather indicate equal pressure, we are enabled to detinitely
quick rise, followed by a quick locate the position and extent of the areas of low and
is indicated "by a
Fair, still liigh barometer, and. with some practice and '.xperifall, in the barometer, or the reverse.
weather is the normal condition of the atmosphere en'ce, to determine about when such areas, with their
overlie our own
just as health is the normal condition of living be- attendant weather, will reach and
Changes from this normal condition of the locality. Such lines are called ixubars. To locate an
in^s.
atmosphere are the results of forming, approach- area of tutc barometer, seek out the places where the
There is no unifor- barometer reads the lowest, and encircle them, as far
in" or passing disturbances.
mrty or regularity in the intervals between these as possible, by an isobar. Take, for example, a reThe beginning, or first port projected on the (.'incinnati Commercial Gazettes
chan^es of conditions.
appearance, of a change can always be detected in weather map. At the time of that report, we find
The eleme"nts to be consid- that, at Chicago, the barometer reads 29.77 inches;
the weather reports.
Louisville, 29.78
ered in any locality, in determinimr the immediate at Indianapolis. 29.74 inches, and at
representing approximafuture of the weather, are atmospheric pressure, tem- Now, simply trace a line
west
perature wind, moisture, the appearance of the sky, tely 2'.).80, from a point near Toledo to one
Louisand (as announced by the telegraphic reports) the of Cincinnati,east of Louisville, thence around
south, and curving north-westward
fact of precipitation elsewhere, whether in the form viUe, on the
through Vinccnnes; thence slightly west of Chicago,
of rain or snow.
Areas of hin'h barometer and areas of low baro- and on, north-eastward, over Lake Michigan. You
on
meter are attended by their own system of winds have here inclosed the region of lowest pressure
not the
cirrulaiin" around them, towards and into the Low, the map, which, in this case, however, is
storm center, but the southern extension, or southern
from^and out of the High.

The direction of tlie wind is one
upon those benoalh it. and the weight and pressure
weather
of the entire mass upon the surface of the earth is re- ments to be considered in
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portion of the oval storm area, whose tenter is over
the lake regions. Then trace a line for one-tenth of
an inch higher pressure, or 29.90 inches, beginning
west of Pittsburg: thence south-westwardly, keeping sliglitlj' north of Nashville anri Jlemphis, passing
thri/ugk Little Rock; thence around Fort Gibson, and
again north-eastward, passing slightly east of Keokuk and Davenport, describing a curve around the
west of La Crosse, and running the line north-eastward again, beyond the limits of the map. This line
incloses the usual barometric trough accompanying
a storm movement, and generally lagging behind in
the eastward movement of the storm.
If the map included and reports were had from
British America, the northern portion of this storm
area could be inclosed in a manner similar to that
here shown. At Chattanooga and Vicksburg, it will
be observed, the barometer reads over 30 inclies. A
line for 30 inches of pressure, drawn through Salisbury, Decatur, Grenada, and jUe.xandria, and leaving

Chattanooga and Vicksburg east of tliat line, will
show a portion of the western edge of an area of hi^k
barometer that preceded the storm movement above
partly inclosed.
High and low, like waves of a tempest-tossed ocean, follow eacli other across the country their paths varying over higher or lower latitudes,
according to Uie season of the year. On the map the
increasing hi^ barometer, with its colder northerlj'
and north-westerly winds and clearing weather, is at
once observed in the Missouri Valley.
It is the study of these areas of high and low barometer, as they succeed each other in their transit
,

across the country, that is of importance.
Predictions for the various geographical districts are based
upon the result of sucli a study. Predicting the approach of a storm (low barometer), or a period of
fair weather (high barometer) after a storm, is inthis
way comparatively easy. The duration of either condition depends upon its extent and rapidity of movement. The things to be considered are the position
or location of the coming condition, its rate of progress, its probable path, and whether or not and tclun
it will reach our own locality.
Local signs will generally help to settle the last point.
Treating of storms and their causes, Professor
"Storms are caused by a strong and
Loomis says
extensive upward motion of the air, by which means
its vapor is condensed by the cold of elevation. The
atmosphere receives heat from the sun, and it loses
heat by radiation. Onlj' about one-fourth of the rays
of the sun are absorbed in passing vertically through
the atmosphere.
The remaining three-fourths are
absorbed by the earth's surface, bj' which means its
temperature is raised, and heat is thence communicated to the air which rests upon the earth. The
atmosphere thus receives its heat chiefly at the bottom, and, in consequence of radiation, loses it most
rapidly at the top. Since the density of the air is
diminished by an increase of lieat, the atmosphere is
in a state of unstable equilibrium, and the lower
strata tend continually to rise and take the place of
the upper. Such ascending currents are formed on
every tranquil day.
As the air ascends, it comes
under diminished pressure and expands; and, as it
expands, it cools at tlie rate of about 38 degrees for
two miles of a.scent. This ascending air carries with
it the vapor which it contained at the earth's surface,
and, if it rises high enough, the cold produced bj'
expansion will condense a portion of tliis vapor into
cloud. The height to which the air must ascend
before it will become cold enough to form cloud,
depends upon the difference l)etwcen the dew point
and tlie temperature of tlie air. If the dew point he
ten degrees below the temperature of tlie air, cloud
will begin to form when the ascending current has
risen about 1500 feet."
After a period of fair weatlier, whose duration depends upon the dimensions and rate of movement
of the area of high barometer causing it, the first indications of a storm are generally to be looked for in
:
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western semicircle. These indications are condensation in the form of long threads of cirrus cloud
formation, the ordinarj' cloud bank at night-fall, or
the extensive and general condensation in which is
formed the circle around the sun or moon. The formation of a storm center, or "area of low barometlie

due to moist, warm, and light air, having an
ascensive motion. This moist rising air ascends into
the upper regions, where the temperature is low and,
passing the dew point, its moisture is condensed and
assumes the form of clouds; and the pressure of the
air upon the barometer, or the surface of the earth,
wherever this operation may be going on, is gradually lessened, and the mercury in the barometer tube
sinks. Or, the warm, light, vaporized air may move
liigh over the land, frequently over strata of dry cool
air,in great volume, from the central meteorological
zone, gradually sinking down and forming the germs
of barometric fields of low pressure, which spread
and develop into extensive storm areas. It is in such
fields that the heat of the sun is concentrated and
storm centers originated. The earth absorbing electricity from the air, electric disturbances of more or
less violence, according to the intensity of the condition, are experienced.
The absorbtion or withdrawal of electricity from the vaporized air produces
sudden condensation, excessive precipitation, and a
change of temperature. Wherever a storm is forming or approaching, the surface air within influential
distance is attracted toward it. This movement begins first nearest the center of disturbance, each separate and individual particle of air being in turn attracted and set in motion, untO the whole mass flows
toward the storm center from all directions. Thus,
if a storm is central in the Jlississippi valley, the
winds in the Ohio valley will be easterly, while in the
Eastern States they may still be dominated by another
system. As the storm progresses eastward and becomes central in the Ohio valley, the winds in the
EastemStates will come under ifsinfluence and shift
to easterly.
When the storm has passed, a north-towest wind is felt, and this follows up the disturbance,
filling up the atmospheric depression and restoring
normal weather. Storm areas are generally in the
form of elongated ellipses, or are trough-like, much
greater in length than in breadth.
The shifting of
the wind to the clearmg-up quarter during the passage of a storm, whether through the north or the
south points, will indicate to the observer whether
the center of the disturbance is passing bj' on the
.south or north of his locality.
If the wind sets in
from tlie westward, having shifted through the imrth
point, the depression is passing eastward, s"uih of
the observer; if through the south point, nortti of the
observer.
An ordinary storm's path is generally in an eastward or north-eastward direction. The storm area
extends from north to soutli, has more or less of an
oval shape, moves eastward side foremost, its northern portion moving faster than the southern.
Its
diameter from nortli to south is of great and sometimes unknown length, while from east to west it is
comparatively small. American storms are of a rotarj' character, they are progressive wliirlwinds,moving forward in the line of an increasing spiral, and.
revolving from east to west in the northern, and from
west to east in the southern hemisphere. An area
of low barometer.whcrcver it may exist, is the place
where opposing currents meet. The larger this area
the longer the storm, and tlie more extensive the rain
area.
The rain area is untier the slope of one current over the other. The size of areas of low barometer varies from a few stiuare miles.as in local storms
and tomadi>es, to hundreds of miles square,as in extensive cyclones. The heaviest gales attend the most
crowilcd isobars, or lines of equal pressure. These
can always be trace<l on the weather map. and the
approach of strong winds be anticipated. In severe
storms, the winrl is found to blow nearly toward the
center of the disturbance. The more violent winds
ter," is

,
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an ailvancins; storm; tliosc
that priTi'ilc tlicstoriii are aj)! to he iiiosl ilaiigeroiis,
by riasim of Ijciiii^ in tlic area of rain, foi;, etc. Tlio
wiiul vi-locity is calculatid fmiii the relalivf prcssiiri's siirrouuilingtlie icntral ilcprission.
If the cenvisiuilly fnlliiw ilic rciirof

considerably lower than surroiwulpressures, it is evident that there will be a violent rush of air into this depression. If a storm-center were moving over a given place, and the atmospheric pressure there were unusually low. while at
points one hundred and seventy miles distant the barometer read one inch higher, tlie wind velocitywould
begreateuough to demolish housisand damage shipping. Cases of hurricanes, tornadoes, etc.. are instances of these steep slopes or gradients. The .steeper the gradient, that is to say, the nearer together
the isobars are found to lie. the more dangerous the
wind. In winter these slopes are more gradual, as
the light, moist, warm, asceiisive current climbs far
over the other. In sunuiier they are more steep, as
the cold downward current, from its weight, banks
up against the warm one.
Warmer weatlier is associated with a falling barometer, if the depression that induces the fall is to
the west or north of your locality. As before stated,
tae air Mows from regions of high toregiousof low
barometer. The weather report always announces
where the barometer stands lowest. If the barometer is reported highest in the south and lowest in the
north.your weatlier will be warm, but not as warm
as it would l)e if there were no elevation of barometer in the south, because then the southerly air will
not have traveled far. An excessively hot, dry summer, like that of 18«1, is caused by the tracks of
storms, or areas of low barometer, being invariably
far to the north.
Lows moving along e.\tremely
northern lalilutles, will generally attract the soulli•erly air toward them, and the succeeding Ilighs remain loo far north -to materially alTect the weather
in the interior of the coimtry.
The result is a high
degree of temperature. and po.ssibly serious drouths,
since the moisture is carried over and beyond us withtral (Icpri'ssiou is
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to be hollow,

with quiet and raritied air along its cenUbjects drawn into the vortex are raised and
hurled outwardly from the ascending whirl.
When
at times a tremendous rain-fall, or "" cloud liurst,"
occurs, it is due to the weight of the water having liecome greater than the asccnsive power of the aii- that
held it in suspension.
The conditions that are favorable for the production or develo|)nient of tornadoes, are an unusual elevation of tenqx'rature forthe season, sultry and electrie conditions of the atmosphere, a low barometer,
and the contliet of opposing winds of dilTerciil temluTature. They are composed simply of nnrlherly
and southiTly lateral currents acquiring a curving direction, the southerly one(in front) westward and inward, and the northerly one (in rear) eastward around
and into the center, thus producing a whirl, on the
southern side of which trees and other objects are
blown toward Wu-Kist, and on the northern side toward the irixt. The direction of movenu'iit of Ioniadoes, which hajipily are local and shorl lived, conform to the general law of all storms- that is, from
left to right.
The southerly current isthe strongest,
and covers the greatest area. The tornado is apt to
occur immediately after the passage of the lowest barometer. The heated air in front, or on the east (sun
rise) side of a vortex ascends, and in the rear the air
descends, bringing witli it thetempennure of the upper regions. This downward sloping rush of colder
air, comiiig in contact with the upward slo()ing How
ter.

of

wanner

air,

the friction

and

electric action set in

motion, iiroiluce the tornado, whose incipient formaLike a ravenous bird of prey
tion is in theairabove.
it descends, striking the earth with an already established gyratory motion around its own <'enter, and
then, in accordance with the law of all storm movements, bounds and rebounds with gre:iler or less velocity and destruclive force, in a generally easterly
direction. There is usually a black and somber cloud
ranging [lerhaps less than a thousand feet above the
surface, to which isiiiqiarted a gyratory motion, giving rise to a funnel shapcil projection of the under
out meeting opposing currents to condense and i)re- surface of the cIoik. toward the earth, and'this terricipitate it in the form of frequently much needed ble funnel or trunk is more or less developed and derain.
In that case we say: "All signs fail in dry structive, according to the conditi<inof the cloud ;ind
weather."
the character of the locality over which it is i)eiiig
The telegraph and the newspapers tell us of the ef- dragged: now ajiparently fastening its enormousand
fects of tornadoes; and the frequency of these recitals powerful leech-like mouth upon a grove of trees or
is probably due to the increasing facilities for gath- a row of buildings, then snatched away and lifted u|)ering information, rather than the more frequent oc- waril by some impulsive movement of its parent cloud
currence of tornadoes now than formerly. They are only to sink again to surprise, throw into consternamost frequent and severe between the Sotli and 4r)th tion, and, perliaps, lay in ruins some thriving town
parallels of latitude, and between the -Vllegheny that may happen to lie in its path.
It has its origin
Mountains and Kansas and Nebraska, and they are of in the enormous electric tension caused by the fricmore common occurrence'in the United Slates than tion of opposing atmos])heric currents of dilTerent
in Europe. Theoretical meteorologists tell us that the temperature
and electricity is undoubtedly the actornado is a colut>m,iind the cyclone an extensive 4«/y, tive agent producing the appalling elTccIs of tornaof gyrating air. Their destructive dilTerence is due does. Except in a general way, tornadoes can not be
to the difference in their velocity of gyration.
The predicted in advance. Their formation or approach
important element of the tornado is its spiral niove- may, however, be recognized by local indications.
ineiit, and this movement is inaugurated liy a local The most marked indications are a sultrj', o|)pre8sive
mass of heated air, fed by moist surface currents as- atmosphere, a peculiar stillness, and the appearance
cending and forming a partial vacuum, into which the of fierce looking clouds approaching each other from
surrounding air is drawn, necessarily acquiring a gy- opposite directions. It is the collision of these clouds,
ratory motion. There being less resistance in tlie up- borne by opposite currents of air of ditTerent temperper strata of air, this gyratory motion begins there ature, thatcauses the terrific whirl an<l the visible funMuch has been written
first, and the well known trunk oT funnd is there in- nel shaped tornado clouil.
itiated and elongated downward, the main and most about means of escape from the tornado, but nothing
rapidly revolving mass being above ordinary obsta- that has been suggested appears thoroughly practicacles on the earth.
This column-like downward pro- ble. Cellars, caves or " dug-outs," itisclaimed, will
jection of the tornado cloud is not necessarily at all allord protection but it is doubtful whether there is
times visible. Distinguished meteorologists further any way of escape, except, when possible, running
tell us, that in the central area of the tornado the ten- away from its line of movement, and out of its infludency of the air is spirally upward, as tourists ascend ence. Fortunately tornadoes are short-lived, and
the Tower of Pisa. On the outside of this area, the their tracks are narrow.
Forecasting the weather by the Signal Service systendency is downward, and the pressure increases.
These opposite tendencies, therefore, produce a clos- tem, as has already been shown, is done liy siiiqily taking spiral at tlie earth cud of the trunk, and an open- ing the atmospheric conditions throughout the couning spiral at its conjunction with the cloud, giving it try, locating the existing areas of low and high bathe shape of an inverted cone. This cone is assumed rometer, and estimating their proDable direction and
:
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speed of movement, and announcing, on a basis of
well establislied rules and scientiilc deductions,
what changes in respect to pressure, temperature,
wind, and weather are likely to occur in the various
districts in consequence of such movement.
Any
one possessing some knowledge of natural forces,
and understanding the nature of the weather, can.
with the aid of weather reports, foretell, from an approaching condition, the character and probable du-

own
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from
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tlie latter,

and

it

pursues

tlie

usual south-east-

erly path of high pressure areas, we can prepare
for a change of temperature, possibly according to
the season, a severe cold wave, and our winds will
continue to shift around the compass in the regular
way; that is. to north, north-east, east and southeast, when evidences of another depression will very
likely again be seen in the reports from the Far
West.
In this case, we will have a period of fair

whose duration may be known by the
movement of the high
and
it.
Unexpected changes barometer causing it.
It tlie wind is northerl_v and
sometimes occur; retarding, counteracting, or dissi- steady, and the sky becomes clear and bright, we
pating influences appear; so that, perhaps, entirely need expect no change of weather until we see the
different weather may ensue.
The mysterious force fore-runners of the next storm, in the form of
in nature, which we call a low barometer.sometimes streaks of cloud appearing above the horizon of the
performs wonderful freaks, and pursues apparently western semicircle. In winter, the storm will follow
erratic paths.
The Signal Service prediction of gen- the first appearance of these thin. hazy, feathery clouds
eraland severe frosts for the North-west, the Lake in several days- in spring and autumn generallj- in
Regions, and thence southward to Tennessee, on the about one day,
Now, if our barometer, or tlie
20th and 23nd of September. 1823, the mere announ- pressure in our locality as shown bj' reports from
cement of wliich, more especiallj- as it was empha- neighbouring stations, is high and steady for some
sized by the injunction to " Give utmost publicity," time, there is a surplus of air, the weather will be
had such a marked effect upon speculation in crops, dry and fine, and no disturbance can take place,
especially corn, which was tlieu in jeopardy, was a The passage of an area of high barometer over a
case in point. The prediction was based upon tlie given locality may occupj- several da3S, or a weekappearance of a very high and threatening barometer; occasionally longer from the time that "first rise
ration of his

based on

local weather.

the prediction
not fulfilled, there is good
If

this 'system is
sufficient cause for

i

,

weather,

character, extent and rate of

I

.

—

unseason- after low " (which foretells stronger blow) reaches
No other the locality until the next rain. Or. if the high
prediction could have been made under the rules pressure was of rapid birth, and unsteady character,
at the time, excepting, perhaps, that it might it may pass awaj- or become dissipated very quicklj*.
have been more conservative in tone.
The reason Weather waves may be likened to the waves of
for the non-fulfillment of the prediction, as after- the ocean; sometimes grand in their proportions,
ward revealed, was simply the appearance of a new and steady and regular in their movement; at other
storm, whose place of origin was in the lower por- times choppj' and uncertain.
Storms, areas of ?otc
tifin of the Ohio valley, and whose path was north- barometer, have a warm or liot area on their east
ward, but, being barred from making any eauterly side, with easterly or south-easterly winds, and a
progress by a High overlying the North-east, it curv- cool or cold area on their west side, with nortlierly
ed westward over the lake regions.
In the mean- or westerly winds.
If a storm is central in the uptime, the frost-threatening High in the North-west per Mississippi vallej', the highest temperature of the
had pressed down over the regions west of the Miss- month may occur in the Ohio valley, while the lowissippi river.
The storm now curved */«i/i(ra/-rf, and est temperature of the month prevails in the Misfought its wa}- through the eastern borders of the souri valley.
We may be sweltering in a moist atgreat body of cold air overh'ingthe entire West, and mosphere of 80*^ or 90" on the hot side of a storm,
traversing Iowa and the Lower Mississippi valley and in a dry be subjected, all unprepared perhaps,
during the day, attended by heavy rains and violent to the chilling winds and cold air following the
uorth-west winds in its rear, returned almost to the storm. In this matter, at least, we can know what
place of its origin, thus describing a great loop, after "a daj' may bring forth." and there is no excuse
which it slowly passed off north-easterly.
for our disregard of the changes that are inevitable:
The effect of this unusual movement was to delay, changes sometimes sudden, great, and fatal, bringcouuteract, and in a great measure diss/'pate the high ing disease and suffering and death, results that majbarometer that threatened the frosts predicted. The be avoided by proper precautions,
country is divided into various meteorological disTlie Signal Service, then, is able to announce,
tricts, the extent and location of which may be re- with general accuracy, what the weather indications
cognized bj' their designations. Atmospheric waves are, from day to day, in the various districts, by
of disturbance are generally first perceived in the keeping itself well informed of the movements of
Far West, and then usually move in an easterly di- low or high barometers, and the influences opposing,
rection with greater or less speed, covering success- retarding, or modifying such movements.
Storms
ively districts, or portions of districts, according to traverse the country along higher or lower parallels,
which
tlie
center
of
disturbance
season
of
the
year,
the latitude along
according to the
caused by the
moves, and the enlarging or contracting area of the difference of the earth's position to the vertical rays
If the barometer is very low at ofthesim.
In winter and early spring, these storm
field of disturbance.
the center of the storm area, high winds and severe paths lie along lower latitudes, and we look to the
Tlie lower the line of
gales will prevail over an area of country of about muth-icest for all indications.
two hundred miles radius during the winter months, transit, the colder our winter: beeau8e|the cold northaud probably less than one hundred miles during erly air. iu the rear of storms, preponderates.
In
the summer months. There is an old saying
the latter part of spring and early summer, these
" If the glass falls low, prepare for a blow."
belts of condensation have moved further north.
If an energetic storm center is located in Dakota with the apparent motion of the sun; and we look to
or Minnesota, with a considerable extension of the irent for indications.
In summer and autumn they
storm area southward across the Missouri valley, the are in the north: and the further north, the warmer
whole traveling eastward, the winds in the Ohio our summer and longer our autumn: because the
valley will be successively south-easterly, southerly, warm southerly air, in their front, preponderates,
south-westerly, westerly, and north-westerly, as the We then look to the nr-rt/i-iee^t for indications. If a
depression in the north passes to the eastward of our south-western Low appears.it is likely to travel eastmeridian.
The depression having passed into the ward, or north-eastward, across the country. accordNorth-east, or the St. Lawrence valley, an opposite ing to the most favorable conditions in its frout.
condition, or area of high barometer, will follow. East and south-east to south-west winds, warmer,
coming perhaps from over the Rocky Jlountain re- increasingly cloudy weather, and rain, will successgions, or perhaps from western British America. If ively prevail over the regions in front, or on theeast
that

is

to say. an unusual accumulation of
air in the extreme North-west.

ably cold

:

;
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side, of its line of march; while north-east to west
wintls ami iniuh collier weather. with clearinijc rains,

caused hy the very cold winds under-running and
changinK the previous current, will follow as a helt
of cloudiness. generally moving about kinitfiuwtirard
If this movement of the cool
over the country.
wave (advancing higli barometer) is slow, and clc".rins weather does not set in as qnicklj- as anticipated,
ills because their is high pressure in the south opposing its progress. When a western low appears, it is
likely to move in some ea.sterly direction, attended
by the same system of winds and weather. If a northwestern low appears. It is also likely to move eastward over, or north of, the Lake Region. Our warmmest weather, and periods of drouth, are in connecVery
tion with storms passing by in the far north.
often the conditions following a storm, in such case,
do not reach us. Storm centers seek moist, warm regions, where the pressure gives way most readily; and

the force of the wind in any locality depends mainly
the rapidity with which the pressure is changing, decreasing in front, and increasing in rear, of
the storm. The Signal Service predictions are reduced to the simple ' determination of the patli pursued by the central area of low pressure, and the
rapidity with which this will extend its intlucnce in
any given direction."
Local intimations of the approach of a storm, even
without instruments, are abundant, and easily read.
In a period of bright, clear weather, when the atniospiiere is in a normal state, we are under the condition of high pressure and this can be distinguished
very readily by our feelings alone. This fair, jjleasant and agreeable conditiim gradually passes off with
rising temperature, haziness, growing dampness,
freshening southerly winds, and increasing cloud
formation. There is a storm somewhere in the West,
and its influence is slowly extending over us. The
increase in temperature is a sure sign of an approaching storm. It shows that the central area of barometer has passed beyond us, and that the soutlierly
current is again sinking to the surface, and warming
up the earth and lower strata of air. More or less
haziness may attend this change, which, counteracting the tendency to cloud formation, may prolong
Then, as the storm or rain belt
our fair weather.
approaches, evaporation ceases we feel the humidity of the air increasing, in consequence of the rising
temperature and the prevailing wind. The barometlie thready cirrus clouds
ter is gradually falling
appear; coiulen.satiou increases the wind freshens,
blowing towards the coming storm our feelings begin to tell us of the approaching change the air begins to feel close and sultry animals become restfess
all substances affected by moisture show the
change; odors are concentrated; fires do not burn
brightly water boils more rapidly halos appear
distant lights are brighter, and sounds more distinct
there is &/'>id sunset, and rain is evidently at hand.
High pressure, with its usual attendant, fair weather,
has passed away, and low pressure, with its foul
Meanwhile, the weather map or
weatlier. prevails.
weather reports will have kept us informed just where
the Low was central, from time to time, and whether
the center of the disturbance, or only the borders,
and which borders, of its area were approaching our
locality. When we consider the importance and utility of practical weather knowledge, it is surprising
that a portion of the time and effort devoted in our
schools and universities to acquiring a smattering of
sciences that have little or no practical bearing upon
the ordinary pursuits of life, is not applied to a study
of those that have, prominent among which is meteorology the science of the weather, the study of the
atmosphere. The time when mere notions and superstitions respecting the weather had possession of
men's minds has passed away.
The relative positions of the planets, the changes,
phases, and appearance of the moon, the actions of
the ground-hog, the beaver, or the intelligent pig, the

upon

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—
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gabbling of geese, and the migration of birds, all oldfashioned " signs," have been superseded by a steadily increasing knowledge of the laws governing the
wonderful plienomena occurring in our atniospherc.
Effects have been traced to their causes. Drouths or
wet spells, excessive heat or cold, storms or sunshine,
are susceptible of explanation, anticipation, and,
therefore, preparation against their coming. The wind
no longer blows where it listeth. We know whenceit comes and whither it goes.
The study of meteorology would soon place students in possession of inductive generalizations, that would give them an insight into the nature of the changes that are constantly
taking place. The weather map reports from different places of pressure, temperature, moisture, wind,
and cloudiness, projected upon a map of the country,
or even the common blackboard, is an object lesson
second to none in point of interest and value. The
Government furnishes these reports every eight hours.
They could be multiplied for distribution among
learners, for practical work in connection with the
study of the subject, and for purposes of prediction
of local changes.
In connection with the study of
the text-book, time and practice in locating the ti'elds
or areas of different weather, over the countrj', as
shown by the reports, would soon enable the learner

—

to comprehend the processes
moving weather conditions.

of nature, and the everThose of our readcra
wishing to pursue this interesting subject into further detail are referred to the excellent work— "rAe
Wettt/ter," hy S. S. Hassler, from which the substance
of this article is taken.
The Signal Service. as at present orijanized in the
United States, consists of one Chief Signal ( )tliccr,
with the rank, pay and emoluments of a Brigadier
tieneral
ten Second Lieutenants, and 4<)0 enlisted
See h'hld I'elfgnip/ii/ and MeU"riil'>gy.
men.
;

SIGNAL TACTICS.— Sending messages by mounted
men is always liable to accidents, and at times circumstances may |)reclude the possibility of doing so.
During an action or the execution of movemenls in
the presence of an enemy, orders can be sent w itii
rapidity and silence, by night or by day, by means
of signals, and in the same way communication <an
be maintained Ixtween parties on shore and on water.
The electric telegraph and telephone are. during
war, constantly liable to interruptions, so

it is

essen-

to have the power of supplementing them by a
system of signaling that is independent of elaborate
apparatus; but very constant practice is necessary
to enable one to transmit and receive messages accuA o;ood signal-man must know
rately and quickly.
several systems of signaling and different cipher sjstems, but for common work the Oeneral Service (,'ode
for the Army and Navy is u.sed.
Lieutenant Hugh
T. Iteed, U. S. Army, having had varied experience
in teaching military signaling in the Army, has prepared a most valuable and concise text-book, conveniently arranged for the ordinary instruction in the
elements of military signaling. In preparing this work
he has endeavored to overcome the difliculties encountered in the past, by adopting the same company
formation and system of maneuvering that is used in
the other branches of the service, tlius making the
forms of drill for a squad or company of signalmen
as nearly as possible like those in use for other trooiis.
The substance of what follows is taken from lhi»
tial

work.
GEN-EEAL SEEVICE CODE FOR THE ABITV AND NAVY.

The General
is made by a

Code, a code of two elements,
certain combination of the two elementary signals "1" and "2" placed opposite to
each letter of the alphabet and to each of the ten
digits, the whole number opposite to each standing
for that letter or digit.
The elementary signal " 3"
is a pause signal u.sed merely to denote the end of a
word, sentence, etc. This code is used with the
wand, flag, torch, telegraph and heliograph instruments.

.Service

When used on telegraph

instruments, seven-

:
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teen words per minute

rapid sending by tliis code. Acknowledge
be used with tlie GenTwenty-two-twenty-two-twenty-two-three
eral Service Code
the red indicating " one," the Cease signaling
green "two," and both together "three."
Twentv-two-twenty-two-twenty-two-tbree-thirt}-23
122
<)
21
1223 thrce
B
2112
1
AV ....1121 Error. Twenty-one twenty-one twenty-one— three
I
1312
P
C
121
1122
J
1211
Q
2122 Move to the right
Two-eleven two-eleven two-eleven three
222
2121
R
211
Y
Ill
etc.. etc., etc.
12
L
221
S
312
Z
3332
21113, 13221, 22122, etc., when preceded by " nu2221
JI
1221
2
T
merals follow " and followed by '• numerals ended."
2211
11
113
U
are numerals, while at other times they are conven1
21113
4
22212
12222
8
11113

Red and

green

is

.'.

may also

lijlits
:

A

H

D

V

K

E
F
G

—
—

X

I

—
—

".

—

i

N

2

13221

3

23133

I

22231

11332

tional signals.

11211
33332 AMERICAN MOESE CODE FOB TELEGKAPH DJSTBUMENTS.
The American Morse Code, the code of four eleThe following are a part of the conventional sig- ments, is made by a certain combination of four elenals used with the General Service Code, to wit
mentary signals, the dot (-), the dash(— ), the long
3
(-;
33
), and the space (an extra distance between cerEnd of word.
End of sentence.
333— End of message. 22, 23, 33, 333— Cease sig- tain dots), placed opposite to each letter of the alphabet and to each of the ten digits the combination
naling..
" Acknowledge." opposite to each standing for that letter or digit. This
22, 22, 33, 3
Signal of assent
• I understand." or " Message is receivea," " I code is emplpjed on telegraph and heiiograpli instruments.
see your signals." etc.
-.
Repeat.
212121,3- Error.
O
121, 12i;i21, 3—
V
B ----I
211, 211, 211. 3— Move a little to the right.
P
C
------J
Q
221. 231. 221, 3
Move a little to the left.
--The " call signal " is made by swinging the wand,
R - -Y
L
--flag, or torch, from right to left until acknowledged, E
S
Z --- 5

—

7

9

—

—

'

:

—

:

A

--

H

F
G

a.. after

b. .before c....can li..have
n..not
r ..are
u....you
ur.your w.word wi.with y.why
"
"
31"
The signals number
and number 3121,"
mean " O. K.," and are often used in reply to messages.
The following four conventional signals are used
with the General Service Code when the signals are
male with the wand, flag, or torch, to wit
The first precedes and the semnd terminates the
body of the message the third precedes numerals
used in the message, and the fnurth terminates them.
To make these signals, being at position, the Instructor commands:
1. Message, 3. Follow.
Drop the wand in a vertical plane to the front 130",
then move it horizontally to right 90"^, then vertically to the left 240", then horizontally to the front
around to the right 180", then again to the left 340",
then horizontally to the front 90", then up to posi-

t...the

;

tion,.

in

then move

it horizontally to the right 90", then vertically to the left 340", tlien horizontally to the front
90", then up to positu>n irands.

-—

1

.

4

-.

5

G

6
7

Twent)--t\vo

Period

Interrogation

Comma

Exclamation

8

—

---

—

-

.

Semicolon
,

Parenthesis

Italics

Paragraph
EtIBOPEAN MORSE CODE FOB TELEGRAPH DJSTBtJMEXTS.
The European Morse Code.a code of two elements,
is made by a certain combination of the two elementarj- siraals, the dot and the dash, placed opposite to
each letter of the alphabet, and to each of the ten
digits; the combination opposite to each standing for
that letter or digit.

may be used on the heliograph instrumay also be used with the wand, flag,
or torch, by making a " 1 " for the " dot." a "2" for
the "dash," and a "3" for the "pause signals."
This code
ment, and it

.-I

C—
D

E
F
G

--Q
R

J-

K
--

S

L

T
U
-- V

T

N
O
P

—

Z

---a--._

^-

M

•

—eleven

-

9-

3

—

etc., etc., etc.

&

U

---

:

—
—

-

T

N

Ended.
Make in same manner as for numerals follow, only H
reverse the movements, passing from right to left.
Signal numbers are read thus
2
5
3
THE LETTERS.
Period
Twenty-two
A
Comma
B
Twenty-one twelve
Semicolon
One twenty-one
C
Two twentv-two
Parenthesis
D
Apostrophe
E
Twelve
Per cent
Twenty-two-twenty-one
F
1. JViiniernls, 2.

X

—

M

-

9

1. Signature, 3. Follow.
same manner as for message follow, onljA
reverse the movements, passing fromright to left.
B
1. yiimerals, 3. Follow.
Drop the wand in a vertical plane to the front 130°,

Make

W

---.

K -

D

—4

o
ii

\V

ch

X
'-'.

7

ii

Interrogation
Exclaniation

-

Quotation
-•

•

THE ENGLISH SIGNAL CODE.

The code adopted by

the British government, a
THE XTMEEALS.
code of two elements, is made by a combination of
Twenty-one one twelve
the two elementary signals "-" and " " placed op2
Twelve two twenty-one
3
Twenty-two one twenty-two posite to each letter of the alphabet and to each of
the ten digits: the wliole number opposite to each
etc., etc., etc.
standing for that letter or digit. The elementary sigTHE CONVENTIONAI, SIGNS.
nals are termed "short" and "long" flashes. or "dots"
End of word
Three and "dashes." At night signals are in all cases made
End of sentence
Thirty-three by the obscuration and exposure of a single light; in
End of message
Thrce-thirtv-three daytime by flags or other apparatus.
1

—
—

— —
—
—

—
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TABLE OF
2
a.

p

A
B
C

D
E
F
G

H
I

J

K
L

M
N
O
P
s

T
V
V

W

X
Y
Z
&

ing
tion

a

6
tt

ch
I

n
III

IV

V

VI
VII
VIII

IX

X

"
o
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aa those used with the General Service Code
the disk (or laniernj iu llie right hand l)eing used to
make all except the pmne sigiud, and to make it both
disks should be used together.
In ordering conventional signals, the Captain should precede each by the

same

Make

;

Being

in the same manner to the front.
in position, to make the " call signal," the

Instructor

commands
Wands,

1. Hilling. 2.

Drop the wand

3.

Stand.

in a vertical plane to tlie right,

by

turning the right hand and forearm, till the wand
1.
3. Repeat, etc.
A (Unkia eighteen inches in makes an angle of about 120° from the vertical then
diameter, made of canvas on a heavy wire fastenetl pass it instantly in a vertical plane to a correspondback to right left and so
to a handle six inches long. The '•pn.iitwn" and "car- ing position on the left
ru" are same as for lantn-n drill, described hereafter. continue, till the Instructor commands: 3. Stand,
when position will be resumed.
Being at position, the Captain commands:
Being in position, the Instructor commands
1. Motion, 2. One; or 1. Figure, 3. One.
1. Carry. 2. Wands.
Extend the right arm diagonally up to the right
Resume the carry with the right hand.
and immediately return it.
To litst.
1. Motion. 2. Two; or 1. Figure, 2. Two.
Being at a carry, the Instructor commands :
Extend right arm to the right and return.
In place, 2. Rest.
1. Squeul. 2. Rest; or, 1.
1. Motion, 2. Three; otI. Figure 2, Three.
To resume the carrj-, he commands
Extend right arm diagonslly down to right and
1. Squful, 2. Attention.
return.
There are two methods used in ordering letter sig1. Motion, 3. Four; or 1. Figure, 2. Fouk.
Extend left arm diagonally unto the left and return. nals the first hy numerals the second by letters.
Examples by the first method.
1. Motion, 2. Five; 1. Figure, 2. Five.
Being at position wands, tlie Instructor commands:
Extend left arm to the left and return.
1. Number, 2. One.
1. Motion, 2. Six; or 1. Figure, 2. Six.
Make in same manner as motion right,
Extend the left arm diagonally down to the left

cautionary

command, "(rW'";thus—l.

(.'tnie,2

Three;

—

Code,

—

—

—

:

:

—

;

and return.
Seven; or 1. Figure, 3. Seven.
Extend both arms diagonally up on the sides and
3.

Motion,

2.

Extend arms

Eight; or

1.

Figure, 2. Eight.
left respectively and

return.
1.

as inotion

Same

as motion front.

Same

as motutn right.

2.

Nine

;

or

1.

Figure,

2.

Extend arms diagonally down on the

and

1.

Two.

Thbee.

2.

Nurnler, 3. One.
3.

Make "two" — " one" —

Nine.
sides

Number,

Number,

1.

Motion,

2.

left.

1.

and

to the right

Same

1.

return.
1.

Number,

1.

Motimi,

1.

Two Twelve.
•'

Number,

two," without pausing.
Three.

2.

Same as motion front.
1. Number, 3. Eleven
Twentt-onb.
Figure, 3. Zeko.
Make
two"
one," without
Extend both arms above the head, cover right
pausing.
disk with the left, and return.
Number.
1.
2. Twelve.
On page 103 is a table of some of the signal codes
Make one" " two." without pausing.
at present used.
Number,
1.
2.
Two
Twentt-one.
Numerals. Wlien numerals are made by the wand,
Make two" "two" " one," without pausing.
flag, or torch, loithout the signals of " numerals fol1. Number. 3. Thirty-three.
low" and " numerals ended." they are conventional
Make three" "three," without pausing.
signals, and have the meanings placed opposite to
Examples by the second method.
them, for the General Service Cocle, as follows:
The Instructor commands
1
Wait a moment.
1. Letter, 3. A.
Are you ready?
2
Make "two" "two" without pausing.
1 am read)-.
3
1. Letter. 3. B.
4
Use a short pole and small flag.
Make "two" "one" "one" -"two, "without paus5
Use a long pole and large flag.
ing.
6
Work faster.
1. Letter, 3. C.
7
Did you understand?
Make "one" "two" "one," without pausing.
8
Use white flag.
Etc.
Etc.
Etc.
9
Use black flag.
A message to be signaled should be written thus :
Use red flag.

return.

1.

Motion,

3.

Ten

;

or

—

1

'

'

—
—
—

•

—

'

'

'

—

—
—

—

—

—

"Fort Hale,

WAND

In the position carry wands, the

wand

is

in a ver-

tical position in the right

hand, resting in the hollow
of the right shoulder, the arm nearly extended, the
thumb and forefinger embracing the lower end of the

wand; thumb against the thigh, the other fingers extended and joined in rear; tlie left hand by the side.
Being at a carry, the Instructor commands:
1. Position. 2. Wands.
Bring the wand with the right hand vertically in
front of the center of tlie body, the baud at the height
of the breast; at the same time move the fin"-ersin
rear by the side of the forefinger, back of haud°to the
ri^it.

Being in position, the Instnictor commands
1.

Motion,

Kight.

2.

the wand in a vertical plane to the right bv
turning the right liand and forearm till tht-"wand
makes an angle of about 120'^ from tlie|vcrtical, then
instantly return it to tlie vertical.

Drop

1.

Make

in the

Motion.

2.

same manner
1,

Motion,

3.

l!). T., December third.
O.. Fort Randall:
" Indians are reported near you.
X.
or, when in the General Service Code, thus
"2231, 21. 2'1, 2, 3, 132. 22, 221, 13, 3, 222, 3,
223. 13. 131, 12, 1221, 2112, 12, 211, 3, 2, 122, 1.
222, 3,2, 21, 3, 121, 3. 21, 3, 2221, 21, 211. 2, 3,
22. 11, 222, 22, 211.211, 3,-1, 11,:222, 1.22, 11.

"ToC.

drill.

Left.

to the left.

Front.

Y."
2. 3,

211,
211,
212,

23,211, 13,3,211, 12,1213,21,211,2, 12,222.3,11,
333,-2122, 3, 111, 333."
The signalman is ordered to position irands ; the
Instructor then orders the signals one at a time, giving the second after the first is sisrnaled, and be3,

12. 23, 211,3, 111, 21, 112,

tween " Fort Randall" and " Indians" he orders
" mesange follow," and after :• S33,""signatu re follow"

"X" -"3"— "Y"— "333" "carry irands."
XuiiuT.ils are signaled in words or figures.
in figures, and in position, the Instructor commands:
then

When

Numerals, 2. Follow.
Supposing the number to be 19, he next commands
1.

1.

Figure,

ONE

2.

One

;

or, 1.

Number,

3.

:

Twenty-one -

twelve.

Make "two" — "one"— "one" — "one"— "two, with-

out pausing.

Eleven

Figure,
— two — eleven.
1.

2.

Nine;

or, 1.

Numier,

3.

:
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Make "ono"- "one"- "two"— "one" — "one"with- with
out

]>ausin!;.

Till' Iiislniclor tlirn
1.

commantls:
2. Ended.

yinmra'ii,

AVhcu nunuTiils in a incssuiie nrc to be signed in
figure\. Ilie nicssiiire is proceeded with us far lis llie
numerals tlieu Ilie si'.:nals fur '•innnirnls fnll-'ir" is
then tlie niinierals— tlii'ii tlie sii;iialfor"rtHH(.
eral« inilei/." and llieu the message is proceeded witli

—

made—

as before.

TO HEM) AND TO RECORD SIGNALS.
After a recruit lias been taught to make signals, lie
sliouhl tie instructed to ri'ad and record signals made

by another

and

|K'rson,

for thisjiiirpose

two

recruits

are sent about ^M yards from a man making signals.
One of the two s<nt out reads the signals of the man
signaling, and calls them aloud, while his conipanion records them, cither in letters or in signal numIf the signals are callc<l and rccurdbers, as called.
<"d in signal numbers, it may be necessary to refer to
the (ieneral Service Code to know their meaning.

Thus— 1,

3, 3, 1, 212,

by reference
that they

to the

mean

"It

PLAC.S

li,

1121, 12, 221, 21,

General Service Code,
is

JW,"

we

and
find

well."

ATTACHED TO POLES.

Pieces of sheeting or bunting,

tlie right hand
grasp it with the left hand 4
inches below the middle strap. the hand atlhehi-ight
of the chin. (Two.) Hesiime the carry with th<' right
hand. (Three.) Droji tlie left haiidliy the side. ' 1.
Ixiti, 2. I'oiiT.
lii'ing at a carry, throw the kit diagonally across the body, grasp it sniarlly at Hie same
instant with both hands; the riirht at the lower, the
left at the middle strap, the kit sloping upward, and
crossing op]5osite the point of the left shoulder, the
butt pro])(irti(inately lower. The i>aliii of the riglit
hand is above, ami that of the left is unilerneatli the
kit; elbows close to the body.
1. Curry, 'i. Kirs,
Kesiime the carry with the riglit hand. (Two.) Drop
the left hand by the side.
1. S( rf/miiU, 2. Salcte.
Heing at a carry, raise the left hand and arm horizontally to thefront, iialm of the hand down, the lingers
extended. (Two.) ]5eiid the left elbow, carry the
hand around till the forefinger strikes the kit in the
hollow of the riirht shoulder, retaining it there until
thesiihiteis aekiiowled^'ed. (Thicee.) Return to the
position of the first motion.
(Foi'ii).
Drop the left
iiand by the side.
1. Orilir. 2. Kits.
Heing at a
carry, grasp the kit with the left hand immediatelv
above the middle strap; let go with the right hand;
lower the kit (|iiickly with the left.regrasping it with
the right above the middle strap
ilie hand at the
height of the thigh: the liiitt about three inches from
the ground; the left li;iii(l steiidying the kit from the
(Two.) Lower the kit L'eiilly to the ground
right.
near the right hand, dropthe left hand by the side,
elbow close to the body, lln' back of the hand to the
right, the fingers extended and joined: the kii between
the thumb and fingers, extended along the kit: the
butt against the toe of the right fool; the kit vertical.
To liiKt. At an order kits, the Instructor commands;
;

;

to 2 feet square,
tacked to poles (i to 8 feet long, make good flags for
.short range signaling.
squad or dctachnu'iit, equipped with flags nttwhed to polex. is drilled by similar ciimmands and
means as those used in wand drill in the position C(ir1

A

The pole (flag attached) is in the right band: pole
nearly vertical and resting in the hollow of the riglit
1. SipKul.
2, Rest; or, 1, In J'lure, 2, )!est.
To
shoulder: arm nearly extended; thumb and forehnresume the order, he commands: 1. Sr/iiii)l. 2. .\ttenger embracing the pole about IK inches from the
tion.
1. Carry, 2. Kits.
Uaisi' the kit vertically
butt, the other Angers extended and joined in rear;
with the right hand; grasp it a! the same time with the
the left hand by the side.
left, below the right
resume the c;irry with the right
Ueing at a carry, the Instructor commands:
hand. (Two.) Drop the left hand by the side.
1. Poxition,
2. Flags.
should
The kits
be habitually carried at the rif//it
:

Signalmen
Bring the pole with the right hand vertically in Hhduldir during drill when marching.
front of the center of the body, the hand at the height ei(uipped with the wand, the flag, or torch, salute as
prescribed
for
Sergeants'
s:iliite with the kit.
of the breast, and move the tingers in rear by the
The detachment with and without arms is maside of the forelimrer. back of tin- li:ind in the front
at the same lime grasp tln' polcwilh the left h:ind at neuvered the same as a troop of cavalry, or a compathe butt, the forearm hori/oiital and resting against ny of infantry, and when ec|iiipped with kits, movethehiidy.
1. Cnrry. 2. Flaos.
Hesume the carry ments herein prescribeil are ailded.
DipltytnenU.
witli the right haiul; slip the left hand up the pole to
the right shoulder, lingers extended and joined, the
Tly the flank.
Being formed in line, the Captain
tluimi) close to the forefinger, back of the hand to
commands
the front, elbow close to the body. (Two.) Drop
1. Fiyrm sigmil Ihw. 2. Guide rrnter, 3. March. 4.
the left haml by the side.
thf
{i>T rigid)
tiike intfrrnls,
;

—

The

eioe

long and 2

ny
lift
Ti.
March,
flunk
MANUAL OF THE KIT.
f^.
Drtnrhment, 7. Halt. At the mrand command,
is of canvas, and when ojien it is 4 feet the director (an experienced Sergeant previously dewide, with two rubber pouches for the signated) places himself quickly by the shortest line,

torches and woriner
there are short straps to hold
the three parts of stalT in place; the two flags are
folded and laid over the whole. The kit, rolled up.
The omtien, of
is fastened liy three other straps.
copper, holds a gallon. The hai^irs'iek, of rubber,
teleholds the small articles, shears, pliers, etc.
.so(/v,with ball and socket holder (carried in the haversack), complejes the signalman's outfit. In tliepositirm rrirri/ k'tn, ilie kit is in the right hand, nearly
vertical, the butt resting in the right hand: the arm
hangin'.r nearly at its full length, near the body; the
thumb in front, the fingers closed together underneath iui 1 embracing the butt; the left hand by the
side.
1. li'fiht xhnuMfr, 2. Kits.
IJeing at a carry,
rai.se the kit vertically with the right hand, grasp it
with the left haml 4 inches below the middle strap,
and raise this hand until it is at the height of the
chin. (Two.) Raise the kit and place it on the right
shoulder, the top elevated and inclined to the left.
Slip the left hand over the kit on the sh;>nlder.i Three).
Drop the left hand by the side. 1. Carry. 2. Kits.
Carry the butt slightly to the left and lower the kit
;

A

5 yards in front of the <'enti'r of the detachment. .Vt
the third command, the director and rank niiirch forward the file-closers stand fast. The direclor and
;

l.'i yards, the fourth command
given, at which they halt ami face to the left when
the rank does.
At \\w fljVi command, the left file
steps off, and, conducted by the left guide on his left,
marches in the prolongiition of the former front of the
detachment: the other men follow successively at the
pro)ier interval, each steadily in the trace of his predecessor; lh( director and file-closers maintain tlieir
relative positions.
The movement is continued till
Al the mrenth command,
all the intervals are taken.
all of the signalmen halt, face to the front, and align
themselves to the right ("the point of rest) without
command. The Captain and guides lake their posts.
This formation is termed a xignnl liin In double rank,
at the ?/(/?•(/ command, the rearrank stands fast, then
faces to the left with the front rank: at the flftli command, the left file of Hie rear rank steps oJT at tlie
same time the left file of the front rank does, and
marches parallel with him; the other men of the rear

rank having marched
is

.

:

.
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rank follow successively, each
his front-rank

The Po.U of
'

The Vaptnin

man stepping

off

with carry.

man.
Officer,
•"

marching to the front, the rank halts at third
If marching to the rear, the detachment
''"''j'^'^, ^«
° mardiiug in advance; the assemf
f
7''f
bly comi)leted,
llie detachment is faced about.
In
double rank, the front rank only, halts at the third
command if marching to the rear, the rear rank
forms in front; the assembly completed, the detachment is faced about,
FLAG DRILL.
If

command.

and HergeanU
in Signal
Line,
"
"

15 yards in front of

tlie center
as
Instructor, he goes wherever his presence is necesSergeant
is on the right of.and 1 intersary; the Firxt
val from the rank tlie Secmul Sergeant is on tlieleft
of, and 1 interval from the rank; tlie Lieutenantu and
theuther S-rgeants are in the line of tile-closers as in
line.
In double rank, the right and left guides are
1 interval from their tlanks of the front rank; the tileclosers are posted as in line.
During drill with Hags
or torches, tlie rile-closersand the right and left guides
go wherever their services may be required. At the
close of this drill, they resume their posts, by the
command of the Captain: 1. Guides, 2. Posts.
By both flanks. Being in line, the Captain com-

is
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;

;

;

The ordinarj- signal flagsarei feet square, of white
bunting, with red centers 16 inches square, or red,
witli white centers, each flag having on one side
strings or ties 6 inches long, sewed in couples 1 foot
apart, for attaching flag to the staff.
Being in single line, kits at a carry or an order, the
Captain

commands
Unstrap,

1.

2.

Kits.

mands
Place the kit upon the ground with both hands, 12
Form signalUne, 2. Guide center, .3. March, inches in front of the toes, butt to the right at the
1.
4. By therightond left flanks taheintervals. 5. ^Ijkch. same time carry the right foot 3 inches to the rear
The first, sect/nrl. and third commands are executed unswiiig the canteen without rising, and place it imas explained by thetlank. At the fourth command, mediately to the left of the kit, nozzle to the front;
:

:

;

the center file and those to the right face to the right,
and those to the left face to the left. The men who
have faced to the right are designated right signalmen; these who have faced to the left, left i-ignalineji.
At the fifth command, the deployments by both
flanks are executed as explained b\' the flank. When
the center file has liis interval, the First Lieutenant
commands: 1. Rigid signalnun, 2. W'^W: awX when
the rear signalman on the left has taken his interval
the Second Lieutenant commands: 1. Left signalmen,
The right and left signalmen face to the
2. HALT.
front after halting, and all align themselves on the
-center (the point of rest) without command.
When the deployments are made by one or both
flanks from line on the inarch, the file-closcrs halt at
the thi>-d command. In double rank, the rear rank
In signal line, the hahalts at the third command.
bitual intercalhetween signalmen is 5 j'ards. In double
rank, the habitual distance between ranks is 1.5 yards.
For inspection of kits, intervals are two yards. In
double rank, the distance between ranks is .5 yards.
Greater or less than the habitual interval may he liad
by adding the words "to (so many) yards" "between
the words "by the lift (or right. flunk," and "take intervals," in tlie fourth command In double rank the
front rank may be marched less than the habitual
distance, by the fourth and fifth commands being
given sooner. Two parts of staff are used at five-yard
intervals, and the intervals should be increased 1 j-ard
when an additional part of the staff is used. The
stfiff is of hickory. 13 feet long, tapering from 1 inch
at the butt to i inch at the tip, and is divided into
three equal parts, which are provided with brass ferrules for joining the whole together. The first, ortip
part, is that to whicli the flag is attached; the second,
the one to which the torch is attached, is covered
with the ferrule 6 inches long at its upper end, to protect it from the flames of the torch. Another, a larger
part of slalT, 4feet long, is sometimes strapped on the
outside of the kit, and then 13 feel of the staff may
be used with the torch, and IG feet with the flag.

The Assembly.
at a halt, the Captain commands: 1. F-rrm
line. 2. Guide center, 3. JIahch. 4. .{ssem/ile on right
At the third coni(or left) signalman, .">. Marcli.
manil", the file-closers close to the rank. At the flfth

Being

I

unstrap and open the

kit,

and then take the position

of the soldier.

Attach,

1.

2.

White

(or

Eed) Flags.

Advance

the left foot 9 inches, putting it under the
kit
take out the parts of staff to be used (usually
two), tlie largest first
pass the butt end to the left
and rear, and connect them together take out the
flag designated and attach to the top of the staff, tying top signals first
the flag attached, pass the staff
'» the front with both hands, and place it on the
S''°."°"',"'.'' °"","'**'.^°= on the kit in front of the
feet, and then take the position of the soldier.
:

;

;

;

'

1. Detachment, 2. On Post, 3. March.
At the second command, place the left foot 1 yard
to the front take up the staff' with both handsi the
left at the butt, the right about 18 inches from the
;

advance the right" foot 1 yard.
At the third command, raise tlie staff to position
(vertically) in fr.mt of the body; the left hand at
the height of the waist at the same time advance 2
yards further to the front, using the guide on the
left,

;

right.

Being on post
mands:

at position flags, the

Motion,

1.

2.

Captain com-

Right.

Drop

the flag in a vertical plane to the right, using
both hands, till the staff makes an angle of about
120" from the vertical, then instantly return it to the
vertical.
1

.

Motion

lilake in the
1.

Make

,

2.

Left.

same manner

Motion,

2.

to the left.

Front.

in the same manner to the front.
at position flags, to make the "call

Being on post

signal," the Captain
1

.

commands:

String, 2. Flags. 3.

Stand.

Drop

the flag in a vertical plane to the right. using
both hands, till the staff makes an angle of abou^
120" from the vertical: then pass it instantly in a
vertical plane to a corresponding position ontheleft;
back to the right left and .so continue till the Cap-

—

commands:
resumed
tain

3.

—

Stand, when

]>osition flags will

be

When at position flags, the Captain may order any
the right file stands fast and at ;i carry: tlie signals he desires.
others face to the right, close upon the right file. and
Being on post, the Captain commands
form on his left in their order, face to the front, and
1. Doirn, 2. Flags.
come to a carry. Tlie otficirs. guides and director,
Step backward 3 yards at the same time lower
take posts in line. In double rank. ;it the ?/(//(/ command the rear rank closes to the front rank and at the flag and place it upon the ground then stand
erect.
the fifth command the right file of b 'Ih ranks stand
To Rest.
fast: the others all face to the right and elosi' in as in
Being at down flags, the Captain commands
single rank. The assembly on the center signalman
or, 1. In place, 2. Rest.
1. I) tirhmrut. 2. Rest
is similarlv executetl. the center file stands fast at a
command,

:

:

:

:

:

:

J

;
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To

rosiime attention, and post in rear of the kit,
coniiiiumis
1. Detafhm''nt, 2. Attention.
Bcini; at attention in rear of the l^it. to repaclt kits,

signal a message from the first to the second station.
At the first station .V takes his tlag(or torch) and calls
by waving it successively from right to left. ]}. seeing the flagman at the second station make 22, 22, 22,
to " stand" -"acknowledge," which
3, commands
docs l)y first coming to " ponition flug." and tlieii
making 22, 22, 22, 3. B then calls off the message
signal by signal, and A mahes them, pausing for a
second after each signal, after making the signature
he makes 333, and puts his flag down. At the .second
station, when A's call is seen, C takes his flag and

lie

tlie

Captain

commands

:

Iiepai-k.'i.K\\».

1.

A

Advance

A

foot 1) inclics, piilliii!; it under the kit; pass
tlie staff to the left ami roar with both hands; return
articles
used to tlieir proper places in the kit;
all the
strap up the kit, fasteninj; the middle strap lirst
sling the canteen withmil rising: pickup llie kit,
and then lake the position of order kitn. The kits
are brought to a currij and right »h'>til<h r. and the line
assembled, as explained in the assembly. If the com-

the

left

mand

repark

be given

when on

makes

pout,

in

TO OPEN STATION.
double rank, to establish signal

it

down.

D

reads A's

A

are duirn, the command rftiini Jtags
is executed after the post in rear of the kit is taken.
The commands for torch drill are executed as explained •.inder that head.
tlie flags

Being

and puts

,

;

When

22, 22, 22, 3,

signals and calls them olT, one at a time, to C, who
writes them down.
If the message is received correctly and read, C acknowledges it bj' flagging 22,
22, 22, 3, and putting his flag down if the answer is
not to be signaled at once. If the message is not received correctlv or understood, C flacs 1'21, 121, 121,
3, 22, 3, (repeat after), or 121, 121,-121, 3, 2112, 3,
(repeat before), and the signals for a word in the message that is received. If n(me of the message is undeVstood.C flags 121, 121, 121,3,22, 221, 2'21 3,(repeat
all) and then puts his flag down; at the first station.
B, seeing C's fiag, orders A to " acknt/wledge," and
If
makes an
calls out the signals to be repeated.
error while flagging, heat once makes 212121, 3, and
then the correct signals, beginning at the word or
number in which the error was made. Communication between any two stations is conducted iu a sim-

hold the staff
vertically in both hands; face about, and with guide
left return to place in rear of the kit, halt, face about,
and return all articles, etc., as just explained. Being on post, at position flags, to change frt)m flag to
torch drill, the Captain commands: 1. lieturn, 2.
Flags. Hold the staff vertically in both hands, face
about, and with guide left return to place in rear of
kit, halt, face about, detach Hag and return it and
the top part of the staff to the kit; drop the other
part on left side leave the canteen and the kit open
on the ground, and take the position of the soldier.
kits,
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ilar

manner.

commu-

TORCH DBH^.

nication between the front and rear ranks, the CapThe flyi»g-t<>rrfi is of copper, 18 inches long and 1
tain designates the senior Lieutenant (or Non-comIt has two screw fastenings for
missioneil (Officer) to take command of the rear rank. inches in diameter.
The Captain marches the front rank one hundred attachment to the staff, and a place near the dose
yards or more to the front, takes intervals, faces it end for filling it. Thv J'oot-t'>rch is also of copper, 18
about, unstraps kit. etc.. to attarh flagu (or Uirchen). inches long and 2 inches in diameter. The flame
The Lieutenant (or Sergeant) cautions the rear rank shades and extinguishers for both are also of copper.
then gives the same commands as the Being in a signal line, kits at a carry or an order, the
to stand fiist
Captain for taking intervals, etc., to atUtrh Jiags (^ot Cai)tain commands: 1. rn^lnip. 2. Kits. Place the
titrclits).
The Captain then commands; 1. Front kit upon the ground with both han<ls, 12 inches in
rank. 2. Open, 3. Station. At the neeond command, front of the toes, but to the right at the same time
the front rank marches on pout and nwiTigs Jt/rg till ihe carry the right fof)l 3 inches to the rear; nnsling the
Hags of the rear rank are seen then .lUind^i jUig ; then canteen without rising, and place it immediately to
acknowledges (22, 22, 22, 3) then makes the signals the left of the kit. nozzle to the fnmt, unstrap and
for •' to A. B,," and the signal for " message follow;" open the kit, and then take the i)(>sition of the solthen takes the position of st/ind. the Lieutenant, see- dier. 3. Preparr, 4. Torches. Advance the left foot
9 inches. putting it under the kit, takeout the torches;
ing the ' call signal " of the front rank, commands
1. liiar rank, 2. On post, 3. March, 4. Acknowl- place them in front of (he kit, fool-torch on the right,
edge the rear rank makes 22, 22, 22, 3, then doirn and both pointing to tlie front; take the canteen in the
flag, and is ready to receive messages from the front left hand, the funnel in the right, and fill the torches,
rank. Communication between any two stations is the foot-torch first; return canteen and funnel— take
out flame shades, remove extinguishers, put flame
opened in a similar manner.
shades on the torches, and extinguishers in the haverTO CLOSE STATION.
Footsack then take the position of the soldier,
Being in double rank, in signal line, the ranks fac- t'lre/i, 6. Place. Take the foot-torch in the right hand;
ing each other, to form line, the Captain commands: march forward, guide right, 4 yards, hall, place it on
Front rank, 2. Close, 3. Station, 4. Stand. At the ground near the feet, wick to the front, and be1.
the nerontl command, the front rank marches on, post;
fore rising take a match from the haversack and light
at the third, mrings flog, and as soon as firknoirlfdgid
the foot-torch- then stand erect, face about, and with
by the rear rank, the Captain commands; 4, Stand; guide left return to place in rear of the kit, halt and
o. Censf. 0. Signaling, 7.
and immediatelv after
7. Attarh, 8. Torches. Advance the left
iface about.
Repack, 8. Kits", 9. Carry, 10. Kits, 11. About, 12.
take rtut the
foot 9 inches, putting it under the kit
Face; and he also gives the commands for the axiem- parts of staff to be used (usually two), the larger
hly.Thv Lieutenant seeing tlie front rank "call," comfirst, pass the butt-ends to the left and rear, and conmands 1, Hear rank, '2. On post. 3. .March, 4. Ac- nect them together; take the flying-torch in the right
Hepark,
8. Kits,
knowledge, 5. CUane, (i. Signaling. 7.
hand and fasten it to the top of the staff; the torch
9. Carry, 10. Kits; and causes tlie rear rank to exattiiched, pass the staff to the front with both hand.*
ecute the Captain's commands to assemble.
and place it on the ground, the butt resting on the kit
PSACTICAI. SIONAia.
in fnmt of the feet, and then take the position of the
;

;

;

;

:

;

—

."i.

;

:

:

Signal stations arc generally on hill-tops, roofs of
buildings, mast-heads of vessels, etc., and so far
apart (from 1 to 30 miles) that it is necessary to use
a telescope or marine-glass to read the motions of a
signal Hag or torch. Tliere should always be at least
two men to each signal-station, who have a practical
knowledge of signals. Now, suppose there are two
such men at each of two different stations, and those
at the first station designated by -V and B. and the
two at the second by C and D, and it is desired to

soldier,

9.

JIHac/irnrnt,

10.

On

At the tenth comniiind. place the

1

March.
yard to

the front: take up the staff with both hands, the left
the right about 18 inches from the left;
advance the right foot 1 yard, and light the flyingtorch at the flame of the foot-torch. At the eleventh
command, raise the staff to a vertical position in front
of the body; the left hand at the height of the waist;
at tlie same t ime advancing 2 yards farther to the front,
with the guide on the right.
at the butt,

;

post, 11.
left foot

,

8I6HAL TACTICS.
TO RECEIVE A MESSAGE.
Being on post, the Captain commands:
1.
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Doirn,

the ranks,

Torches.

2.

and they and the guides place themselves

in their order, the Officers 10, and the Non-commissioned (Officers 5 yards in front. All dress toward the
point of rest. The Captain superintends the align-

at the same time lower
4. Unxtrnp, .5.
torch and place it upon the ^ouud in rear of the ments, commands front, and then
step up on tlie right to the flying-torch Kits. Place the kit upon the ground with both hands,
foot-torch
and put the extinguisher on it then stand erect 13 inches in front of the toes, butt to the right at
the same time carrj' the riglit foot 3 inches to the
near the flying-torch.
rear; unsling the canteen without rising, and place it
TO BEST.
immediately to the left of the kit, tlie nozzle to the
Being at down torches, the Captain commands
unstrap and open the kit, and then take the
front
or, 1. In I'lact, 2. Rest.
1. DeUiclinient, 3. Kest
of the soldier.
Remove the extin- position
1. Detachment. 3. Attention.
Inspection,
7. Kirs.
Advance the left foot 9
6.
guisher, and take post in rear of the kit.
inches, putting it under the kit; take out the torches;
rear of the kit, to repack
Being at attention,
remove extinguishers put on flame-shades place
kits, the Captain commands
torches in front of the kit foot-torch on the right,
1. Repack, 2. Kits.
and 3 feet from flying-torch, both pointing to the
Take the canteen in the left hand to the right of front; lay the wormer, extinguisliers, funnel, pliers,
empty any turpentine both torches and shears between the torches; take out all parts of
the foot-torch
may contain into the canteen sling the canteen; staff, pass the butt- ends to the left and rear, and
take foot-torch in the right hand step backward 2 connect them together, and lay the staff, on the
yards take the staff in the left hand, hold it verti- ground; lay the white flag on the kit, strings from
return all you; fold in the middle toward the strings; fold again
cally, and return to the rear of the kit
articles to their proper places; strap up the kit, fas- in the same way; the flagon the front half of the kit;
tening the middle strap lirst; pick up the kit, and take fold the red flag in the same manner, immediately in
rear of white flag, with the strings to the front, the
position of ordfr kits.
If the command repack kiU be given when on pogt, flags nearly covering the kit take the staff in the
first execute " (fow;i t&rches," and then above. Being left hand, stand erect, holding it vertically on the
on post, at position torches, to change from torch to left side, left hand at the height of the breast, butt of
The aecouterments and
flag drill, the Captain commands;!. i?e<Mr«, 2. Torches. staff against the left toe.
Execute what is prescribed for dmrn t/>rckes .then what dress of each soldier having been minutelj' inspect8. Open.9. Haversacks;
is prescribed for repack kits, except that the canteen ed, the Captain commands
The Captain then commands:
is unslung and placed again at the left of the kit; the and examines them.
upper part of staff is dropped at the left side, and the 10. Repack, 11. Kits. Advance the left foot 9 inches,
pass the staff to the left
kit left open upon the ground. The command return putting it under the kit
torches may be given from a dmcn.
The commands and rear with both hands; return all articles used to
for flag drill are executed as explained under that their proper places; strap up the kit, fastening the
head. Any signals that are made with the flag can middle strap first; sling the canteen without rising,
be made with the torch, and by the same com- pick up the kit and then take the position of yrrffrAvSt.
mands. If it be necessary for the man signaling to The next commands are; 12. Carry, 13. Kits, 14.
stop to fill a torch, or to stop for any other purpose, Officers and Non-commissioned Officers t') your posts, 1.5.
he will, at the end of a word, lower the flying-torch March. At the fjteenth command, the Officers and
to the ground on his left, fill the torch requiring it, Non-commissioned Officers face about and return to
and then raise the flying-torch from his left and con- their posts in rear.
An instrument called the heliograph, heliostadt,or
tinue the message where he left off.
sun-telegraph, constructed with small mirrors made
LANTEEJJ DBUlL.
to turn upon both a horizontal and vertical axis,
As it is often impracticable to use torches.especial- mounted upon a tripod, so arranged as to reflect the
ly on board ship.lantems may be used for night sigsun's rays in any direction, and to make the flashes
naling at short ranges, and each signalman should
appear and disappear in rapid succession, is to a limithree,
one
colored
or
more
light
use
a
brilliant
than
ted extent used in the Army; and by it messages may
two,
well
fastened
waist
for
the other
at his
a referbe transmitted much faster than with flags or torchlight,
and
the
other
lanterns
ence
held one in either
es, and it can be used at long ranges.
It is manhand against the breasts for the ''positi/m" or ••carry," ipulated b}' a key, similar to the electric telegraph
these two positions being the same with lanterns or
Mirror signaling was first used by the
instrument.
disks. The General Service Code is used. Being in
North American Indians. There are several styles
signal line. at position, tlie Captain commands; l.^/fof heliographs used in the Army. The manner of
tw«,3. Right; or, 1. A'»^7«Afr 2. Oxe. Extend risht
two kinds will be given in this place.. They
arm to the right anil immediately return it. 1. Slo. using
are both mounted on tripods, and are quite portable.
tiun. 2. Left; or, 1. Number, 2.
Two. Extend the
The following conventional signals may be used with
left arm to the left and immediately return it. 1. Mn.
both instruments.
Won, 2. Front or, 1. A^!//«Acr, 2.Thbee. Extend both
succession of flashes.
"Call"
arms down and immediately return them. The con"
•'
"Error"
ventional, practical, and cipher signals of the Gene5 flashes.
"Adjust instrument"
ral Service Code are about the same as those used
Go ahead.
"G. A."
with the torch the lantern in the riglit hand being
Go slower.
"G. S."
used to make all except the pause signal, and to make
THE MAN'SE HELIOGRAPH.
it both lanterns should be used together.
Lanterns
may be used to make the signals of the General SerThe mirror turns on a vertical axis by a tangentsquad or detacliment of
vice Homographic Code.
screw, and on a horizontal axis by a rod (with a
signalmen equipped with lanterns and maneuvered
thread on it) from the top of the mirror to the base
by similar commands and means to those already exor top of the stand of tlie tripod, which supports the
plained. As the whole number opposite to a letter
whole. To sight the instrument: Place it, so that by
or digit should be made without a pause, the right
turning the mirror vertically and horizontal!)- when
and left motion must be combined in making it.
the sun shines upon it, the dark spot in the center of
DJSPECnOIJ OF THE DETACHlfEST.
the mirror (or a piece of paper wetted and put on
The Captain deploys the signal line, and then com- center), as seen by a person standing nearly in front
mands; 1. Officers and \on-C"7nmi.isij>neii Officers to the of and looking into the mirror, is in a line with and
covering the distant station; then put up a half-inch
front, 2. JIarch, 3. Front. At the .wCMirf command
the file-closers pass through their nearest intervals in rod, so as to be in line with the spot and distant sta-

Step backwards 3 yards

;

tlie

:

;

;

;

:

;

;

1

m

;

;

:

;

I

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

A

;

,

;
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Messages received at all telegraphic signal stations
and life-saving stalions in the United Stales will be
button to mark tlii' shadow s])iit, and a disk of pasti'- traiisniitted and delivered to the adress on payment,
board made to slide alonj; the rod, and u|ion whieh eilherat the Station oral the jihice to which adressed,
tlie rerteolion falls when theUeyiif the instrument is of the telegraphic charge. All messages received from
not depressed, and when it is not wished that Ihen'- or adressed to the War, Navy, Trcasiirv, State, InThen by terior, or other oHicial deparlmeut of ^Vashington
fleelion be thrown to the distant station.
tion,
(Iciw

murk

(if

{hv

llir |>liirr

spill. Tlit^

on

llir mil cnvorod liy llir slmmil usimlly lias n slidinj; bras--

movinn; the mirror either horizontally or verlieally, are telc^graphed without charge.
Signal Stat ions have been established at some of the
without chan;riiijl the position of the instrument. the
signalman may always know that whenevi-r the sha- most imporlant points on the coast of the countries
dow of the center spot of the tnirror covers the mark above named, at which the International Code is the
on the vertical rod, (usually from 2 to 20 feet distant mill/ code recognized; and vessels of any nation,
from the instrument that the relleclion of the sun is which make their names known by means of this code
thrown on the distant station. And whenever the on passing these stalions, are imniedialely reported.
Ship owners should see that tlieir vessels are proretleetion of the snnfrom the distant station is seen,
tliis retleetion, the marked place on the rod. and cen- .vided with llic"Inlernational Comniercial Code Sigter spot of the mirror, may be seen by looking into nal Hook" and thcrecpiisitenuinber and kind of Hags
the mirror from the position chosen in setting it up. for signaling |)urposes according to this code. The
flags represent 18 consonants, B, C, I). F, G, H, J,
THE OIICOAN HEI-IOORAPH.
K,' L,M, N, P,
U. S, T, V, W, each of which lias
The " sun-mirror " has a hole at its center. The its special flag <irQ,jieiinani of varied forms and colors.
" (lashinu-niirror " has a disk at its center. Set the
The day signals of this code are made by hoisting, in
tripod tirmly on the ground; clamp the bar to the
the same hoist, 1, 2, ;i, or 4 of these flags: the meantripod; clamp the mn-iiiirn>r to the bar, and turn ing of any combination of tiags in
a hoist is given in
up the sijrhtinii-rod. Ease the bar-clamp, and, sight- the code book: some combinations stand for a whole
in<r throuiih the hole in the mirror, move tlw bar and
sentence, some for single words, others for separate
raise or lower tlie siiililinii-rod until its di>k accurletters of the alphabet: hence, it is not dilticiilt to esstation
recliinip.
being
then
ately covers the distant
tablish communication. especially now that the meanalignment.
.^love
the
careful not to disarrange the
ings of a large number of conibinatious arc transof
slow.
motion
screws
\mtil
the
its
mirror by means
lated into so many ditTerent written languages. Exrelicction of the hole in the mirror (shadow spot)
;

falls

upon the disk

of the sighting-rod.

The

amples

:

liasli

Meaning

Combination.
J'fie uliawill then be visible at the distant station.
n. B
iloir apot III lint he kept ill the ''» liter of the dink irhile nigPlace the screen, clamped on its tripod, II. F
nalliiiff.

Want immediate

close to and in front of the sighting-disk, so as to
intercept the Hash ir/ieii the kiy in (lipiriimil (obscuraWorking the screen in the same nnintion system).
ncr as a telegraph key, will cause the Hash to disappear and appear to the distant observer. The screen
may be ivorked ami the adjustment kept by a single

Bar impassable.
Hold on until high water.
Want a steam tug.
Do you wish to be reported?

We

H.W
K.

P

M.

F.

P.

N

B. P.

W

Cautionary

The U.

(in English).

assistance.
are coniiiig to your assistance.
Engine or machinery disabled.

War

.Signals.

(through the Signal
Bureau,) prescribes that the following "C;iulioiiary
Set the tripoil firmly on the ground: clamp the Signals" be ilisplayed, as occasion may reipiire, at all
elanip both mirrors to the bar. active Signal and Display Stations of the Signal Serbar to the triimd
Place the bar diagonally across the line of vision to vice.
Cautionary Signal, /. e., a square, red flag, with a
the distant station; the fim^liing-iiiirror facing the
distant station, the «/7i-w/>r"r facing the sun. 8toop- Sfpiare, black center by day, or a red light shown at
iiiilht, calls for caution in view of an approaching
inir down, the head in rear of and near the Hashing
mirror, turn the ntin.inirrirr by means of the slow- storm, and is so "cautionary" with reference to winds
motion screws until the whole of ihv flnnhinginirr'ir blowing from any direction.
Cautionary OlT-Shori' Signal, i.e., a white flag with
isseen reHe<ledin the sun-mirror, and the reflected
disk and hole accurately cover each oilier. Still black square in the center, shown above a red flag
looking in tlie sun-mirror, turn the tlashiiiL'-iiiirror(by with black sipiare in the center, by day, or a white
shown above a red light by night, is "cautionits slow-motion screws) until the distant station is light
brought into position, which will be Avhen the re- ary" with reference to winds expected to blow from a
western direction or off-shore, at or near
flected disk, the hole, and the reflection of the dis- northern or

operator.

S.

I)e]);irl'iient

TWO ORtrOAX MIBBOKS.
:

tant station are accurately in line, or cover each
Now, stepping behind \\\(' x>iii-mirr(ir. throw
other.
upon the flashing mirror a full flash from the sunmirror, and adjust the latter until the shadow s|)ot
falls upon the center of the disk. The Hash will then
Tti' xliaii'iw itpot
be visible at the distant station.
muHt fie kept in the ceiitir "f the mirrnr-ilixk irhile signaling.
Place the screen, clamped on its tripod, so
as to intercept the flash ii^heii the kei/ in ilepiriaerl, and
in a convenient position for keeping the sun-mirror
adjusted.

INTEKNATIONAL 8IC.NALS.
The necessity for a imiform and comprehensive
system of signaling at sea, and to shore stations on
the coasts oif the United States, and other countries,
has led to the adoption of the '•International Commercial Code of Signals." for their naval as well as
for their merchant ships, by the following nations, towit;

United States,
England,

Russia,
Greece,

Germany,
Spain,
Po-tngal, Holland,

France,

Italy,

Brazil.

Denmark,

Austria,

Belgium.

Sweden,

the place at

which

it

may

be.

SIONALS ON THE WATER.

The United

States Treasury Deparlnient publish-

ed, Feb. 17, 1H77, the following circular, to wit
Every vessel of the mercantile ni;iriiie navigated
without complying with the instructions of this circular, will be liiibie to a pen;illy of $200. for which
sum the ves.sel maybe seized and proceeded against.
:

KuleI. Steam and Siiili g Vikh'Ih. Every steamwhich is vnidersail and not under steam, shall
and every stcani-vcssel
be considered a sail-vessel
which is under steam, whether under sail or not,
II

vessel

:

shall be considered a steam-vessel.
Kri.E 2. LioHTs. The lights mentioned in the folIfiwins rules, and no others, shall be carried in all

weather betwein sunset and sunrise.
KcleS. Ligiitx for Octan-gaing HUamer* and Stenm.
All ocean-going steamers, and
era c^irrying Sail.
steamers carrying sail, shall, when under way carry
(ft.) At the foremast lu-ad, a bright while light, of
such a character as to be visible on a (hirk night,
with a clear atmosphere, at a distance of at least 5
miles, and so constructed as to show a uniform and

—

,
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unbroken light over an arc of the horizon of 20
points of the compass, and so fixed as to throw the
light 10 points on each side of the vessel, n«mely,
from right ahead to 2 points abaft the beam on ei-

sound, with intervals of not more than 2 minutes,
one blast of the fog-horn when on the port tack,
two blasts; when with the wind free, three blasts; and
that, when lying-to or at anchor, they shall sound the
;

!

!

bell, with the same intervals.
the starboard side, a green light, of such
Fog-horns.
The selection of an instrument to be
a character as to l)e visible on a darli niglit, with a employed in making the fog-signals required by law
clear atmosphere, at a distance of at least 2 miles must, in every case, be left to the master or owner
and so constructed as to show a uniform and un- of the vessels, it being only necessary that the Debroken light over an arc of the horizon of 10 points partment shall so far regulate sucli selection that inof the compass, and so fixed as to throw the light struments not effective for the purpose shall be exfrom right ahead to 2 points abaft the beam on star- cluded. Any instrument or device for this purpose
board side.
which produces a sound equivalent to that of a
(<.) On the port side, a red light, of such a char- steam-whistle, will be considered sufficient for the
acter as to be visible on a dark night, with a clear the purposes of the law.
atmosphere, at a distance of at least 2 miles, and so
Rule 8. Lights for Sailing-vessels. Sail-vessels,
constructed as to show a uniform and imbroken light under way or being towed, shall carrj- the same lights
over an arc of the horizon of 10 points of the com- as steam-vessels under way, with the exception of
pass, and so fixed as to throw the light from right the white masthead light, which they shafi never
ahead to 2 points abaft the beam on her port side.
carrj'.
(See Rule 3, b and c.)
The green and red lights sliall be fitted witli inRule 9. Exceptional Lights for Small Sailing-re^
board screens, projecting at least 3 feet forward from sels. Whenever, as in case of small vessels during
the lights, so as to prevent them from being seen bad weather.the green and red lights cannot be fixed,
across the bow.
these lights shall be kept on deck on their respective
Rule 4. Lights for Towing-Stenmera. Steam-ves- sides of the vessel, ready for instant exhibition, and
sels, when towing other vessels, shall carry 2 bright shall, on the approach of or to other vessels, be exwhite masthead lights, vertically, in addition to their hibited on their respective sides in sufficient time to
side ligh's, so as to distinguish them from any other prevent collision, in such a manner as to make them
steam vessels. Each of these mast-head lights shall most visible, and so that the green light shall not be
be of the same character and construction as the mast- seen on the port side nor the red light on the starhead lights described by Rule 3.
board side. To make tlie use of these portable lights
Ruii: 5. Lights fur Steamers not Ocean-going nor more certain and easy.they shall each be painted outCarrying Sail. All steam-vessels other than ocean- side with tlie color of the light they respectively congoing steamers carrj-ingsail, shall, when under way, tain, and shall be provided with suitable screens.
carry on the starboard and port sides lights of the
Rule 10. Liglits for Steam-vessels and Sailing-vessame character and construction and in the same po- sels at Anchor. All vessels, whether steam-vessels
sition as are prescribed for side lights by Rule 3, ex- or sailing-vessels, when at anchor in roadsteads or
cept in the case provided in Rule 6.
fairways, shall, between sunset and sunrise, exhibit
RuxE 6. Lights fitr Steanura on the Mississippi River. where it can best be seen. but at a height not exceedRiver steamers navigating waters flowing into the ing 20 feet above the hull, a white light in a globuGulf of Mexico and their tributaries, shalfcarry the lar lantern of eight inches in diameter, and so confollowing lights.namely: 1 red light on tlie outboard structed as to show a clear, uniform, and unliroken
side of the port smoke-pipe, and one green light on light, visible all around the horizon, and at a distance
the outboard side of the starboard smoke-pipe. Such of at least one mile.
lights shall show both forward and abeam on their
Rule 11. Lights for Pilot-vessels. Sailing pilot-vesrespective sides.
shall not carry the lights required for other sailingRule 7. Lights for Coasting Steam-vessels, and vessels. but shall carrj' a white light at the masthead,
Steam-vessels natigating Bays, Lakes, and Hirers. All visible all around the horizon, and shall also exhibit
coasting steam-vessels, and steam-vessels other than a flare-up light every fifteen minutes.
ferry-boats, and vessels otherwise expressly provided
Rule 12.
Lights for Coal-boats, Trading-boaU,
for, navigating the bays, lakes, rivers, or other in- Rafts, and all other like Craft.
Coal-boats, tradingland waters of the United States, except those men- boats, produce-boats, canal-boats, oyster-boats, fishtioned in Rule 6, shall carry the red and green lights, ing-boats; rafts, or other water-craft, navigating any
as prescribed for ocean-going steamers, and, in addi- bay, harbor, or river, by hand-power, horse-power.
tion thereto, a central range of 2 white lights, the sail, or by the current of the river, or which shall
after light being carried at an elevation of at least 1.") be anchored or moored in or near the channel or
feet above the light at the head of the ve.ssel.
The fairway of any bay, harbor, or river, shall carry one
head light shall be so constructed as to show a good or more good white lights, which shall be placed in
light through 20 points of the compass, namely ,from such a manner as shall be prescribed by the Board
right ahead to 2 points abaft the beam, on either side of Supervising Inspectors of Steam-vessels.
of the vessel, and the after light, so as to show all
Rule 13. Light for Open Boats. Open boats shall
around the horizon.
not be required to carry the side lights required for
The Lights for Ferry-boats shall be regulated by other vessels, but shall, if they do not carry such
such rules as the Board of Supervising Inspectors of lights, carrj- a lantern having a green slide on one
Steam-vessels shall prescribe, to wit:
side, and a red slide on the other, and. on the apLights for Ferry-boats.
The liglits for ferry-boats proach of or to other vessels, such lanterns shall be
with rudders on both ends, shall be such as, in the exhibited in sufficient time to prevent collision, and
opinion of the supervising inspector of the district in such a manner that the green light shall not be
in which the boats are running, are best adopted to seen on the port side, nor the red light on the starthe character of the navigation and to the prevention board side. Open boats, when at anchor or stationof accidents by collision or otherwise.
ary, shall exhibit a bright, white li^ht.
They shall
Globe Lights.
globe lisht may be used in place not. however, be prevented from using a flarc'-up, in
of the torch mentioned in Rule 'i.~>, when the use of addition, if considered expedient.
such torch woidd be likely to endanger the safety of
Rule 14. Lights on Vessels' the United States Xavessel or cargo.
vy.
The exhibition of any light on board of any
Fog-signals.
It is recommended by the Board of vessel-of-war-of the United Stales may be suspended
Supervising Inspectors of Steiim-vessels that, when- whenever, in the opinion of the Secretary of the
ever there is a fog by day or night, sailing-vessels Navy, the Commander-iu-Ciiicf of a squadron, or the
and every craft propelled by sails upon the ocean, Commander of a vessel acting singly, the special
lakes, and rivers, when ou the starboard tack, shall character of the service may require it.

ther side.
(t>.)

!

On

A

f

:
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Rule 15. Fug Signain. WluTiovrr there is » fog
or thick weather, whether by ihiy or night, fog signals slmll be used, as follows
Steam % essels under way shall sound a stoam(rt. )
whistle placed before the funnel, not less than H feet
from the deck, at intervals of not more than 1
minute.
(h.)
Sail-vessels under way shall sound a fog horn
minutes.
at intervals of not more than
(c.) Steam-ve.ssels and sail-vessels, when not under
intervals
of not more than
way, shall sound a bell at
5 minutes.
(rf.)
Coal -boats, trading-hoats, produce - boats,
canal - boats, oyster - boats, fishing - boats, rafts, or
other water craft, navigating any bay, harbor, or
river, by hand-power, horse-jjower, sail, or by the
current of the river, or anchored or moored in or
near the channel or fairway of any buy, liarbor, or
river, and not in any port, slmll sound a fog-horn, or
equivalent signal, which shidl make a sound e(|ualto
a steam-whistle, at intervals of not more tlian 2
minutes.
:

.'5

Rule

16.

Sailing- Vesiieh.
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If

two

sail-vessels are

fonjlirting liiiUa.

Any directions

heretofore given

Department, conllicling with the above instructions, have been revoked.
Ciphers should be as simple as possible, with the
object of not having a letter or end of a word appear
twice by the same signal. Anv cipher eiin be deciphered, but the time generallv reipiired to make
out a ciijlier message often reiulers it useless to an
enemy. The persons interested rearrange the code
used by changing the signal characters, tlie one with
another. A copy of the code thus arranged is furnished to at least one person at each signal station.
The message is written out in the signal characters
of the new code and signaled, character by character,
or combination by combination, by a man at one
station, and recorded at the other station, and then
deciphered by the i)erson knowing the code used.
>\ henever the General Service Code is u.sed, the sig-

by

this

nal for

'•

cipher faW'trx"

must

alirat/n

prtcede a cipher

message. To make the signal "cipher follows,"
drop tlie Hag in a vertical plane to the front 120",
make three complete circles to the right, keeping
the staff in

the

same

inclined plane, then

up

to

meeting end on, or nearly end on, so as to involve position flags. When the cipher pari of the message
risk of collision, the lielnis of both shall be put to is completed, make the signal " cipher ended" by a
port, so tliat each may pass on the port side of the reverse movement.
There are a great many methods used in cipher
other.
Ruix 17. When two sail-vessels are crossing, so signaling. Exam])les of a few methods will be given.
as to involve risk of collision, then, if tliey have tlie A xignal dixk consists of two circular plates of cardwind on different sides, the vessel with the wind on board or other material, fastened concentrically tothe port side shall keep out of the way of the vessel gcther, so that one may revolve on the other, or be
with the wind on the starboard side, except in the clamped together in any position the top plate is a
case in wliich tlie vessel with the wind on the port little smaller than the other. Both plates are ruled
in
side is cJose-liauled. and tlie other vessel free, in from the center, and have thirty sub-divisions
which case the latter vessel shall keep out of the each of these si)aces on the small disk is written, in
"
"letter
end
nf the alphabet"
way. But if they have the wind on tlie same side, or a prearranged order, a
if one of them has llie wnid aft, the vessel which is of irurd," "ing." '7("/i,"and Vj/irf," and in each space
disk
is written, in a prearranged order,
to windward shall keep out of the way of the vessel of the other
'•on* cxnbimition."
The disks niaj- be clamped in
which is to leeward.
thir'y
different
positions,
thereby giving thirty codes
Rule 18. Stenm-Vesneii Mating. If two vessels
under steam are meeting end on, or nearly end on, of signals.
A nignal dixk, furnished by the Chief Signal Officer
so as to involve risk of collision, the helms of both
shall be put to port, so that each may pass on the of the Army to commissiomil officers under his instruction, may be used for transmitting messages
port side of the other.
Rule 19. If two vessels under steam are crossing, with Hags and torches in the General Service Code,
Three front motions
soasto involve risk of collision, the vessel which has by the following rules, to wit
the other on her own starboard side shall keep out of stand for end of message, while pause signals from
the disk are used for end of word or sentence.
the way of the other.
1st Case.
Known: Adjustment letter and key
Rule 20. Hnil and Stfam-VeiiiteU Miding. If two
Adjust the letter to the key number.
vessels, one of which is a sail-vessel and tlic other a number.
2nd Case. Known: Adjustment letter (when not
steam-vessel, are proceeding in such directions as to
Key numinvolve risk of collision, the steam-vessel shall keep preconcerted, R generallyj. >;ot known
ber.
Then place adjustment letter to coincide with
out of the way of the sail-vessel.
Rule 21. titenm- Veiiai I nppr'niching nnidhfr Vexxrl, any selected number for the key number, send num<tr in a Fog.
Kvery steam-vessel, when approach- ber selected from the disk, followed by a pause siging another vessel, so as to involve risk of collision, nal from the disk (not the front motion), and go on
shall slacken her speed, or, if necessary, stop and with message.
3d Case. Not known Adjustment letter and key
reverse and even,' steam-vessel shall, when in a fog,
number. Then send ailjustment letter by code siggo at a moderate speed.
Rule 22. IV'S^'i arertaking another. Every vessel nals (as 2112 for B), followed by a front motion.
overtaking another vessel shall keep out of the way Adjust the letter (Bin tliiscase) to some combination
on the disk send this combination, followed by a
of the last mentioned vessel.
Rule 23. Where, by Rules 17, li), 20, and 22, one pause signal from the disk (not a front motion); go
of two vessels shall keep out of the way, the other on with message.
4th Case. To change adjustment letter while sendshall keep her course, subject to the qualitications of
ing message Make two pause signals from disk
Rule 24.
Rule 24. Sjiecial InHtructitrtM. In construing and follow with combination which coincides with new
obejing these rules, due regard must be had to all adjustment letter as disk stands, then two more
dangers of navigation, and to any special circum- pause signals from disk, then change disk so that
stances which may exist in any particular case, new adjustment letter stands opposite the key numrendering i departure from them necessary, in order ber; continue the message.
If a party of signalmen desire to communicate by
to avoid immediifTe danger.
Rule. 25. Sailing Vexieh Ui be fumigked with Signal- signals with an unknown party on a distant station,
Light*, and t/mhinr Torches. Collectors, or other chief equipped with signal flags and torches, and it is
officers of the customs, shall require all sail-vessels ascertained that the two parties do not use the same
to be furnished with proper signal-lights and every alphabetical codes, a code may be arranged if both
such vessel shall, on the approach of anv steam-ves- know the method of •• sixes." For convenience the
sel during the night-time, show a lighted torch upon stations will be designated by A and B respectively
that point or cjuarter to which such steam vessel shall A takes " ponition," C does the same. A swings his
be approaching.
flag in a vertical plane to the right, back to the left.
;

;

:

:

:

;

;

;

;

;

:

::

"

:

—

;

:
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"We com this up have in vicinity going driven Inright, left, right, left, up to " posiiton" (which, by
the General Service Code, is 131213.) C does the dians into is all the their grain wheat of have agenarranges a cies."
same. Both flags are tlien put down.
The number of columns and the order of using
code, as explained in the last paragraph, and takes
" position." ag-diD. C resumes " ponition.
makes them, and where the blind words are to be placed,
six times the signal for " one"; a pause of si.x sec- must be prearranged.
onds six times the signal for " two " a pause of six
CIPHEE SIGSAUNG BY SCA1£8.
seconds six times the signal for " three," and puts
Instead of using the disk as described in another
his flas: down. This is to indicate to C that the code
contains two elements and a pause signal. C makes place, the lette's and numbers that are on the disk
are writtenin two separate
Ill
H.
.111
the same signals the same way, and puts his flag
..113
columnsin the same order
A..
.112
down.
takes up his flag and makes, in alphabet..133
.133
jof succession as on the disk
S..
ical order, the signal numbers of his code, witli a
.'.121
.121
and by comparing the letQpause of six seconds after each combination. At the
..1111
.1111 ters in the left hand colG..
end of the alphabet he makes " 333" of his code,
..1113
.1112 umnof the scale with the
D..
and puts his flag down. C, having previously writ..1131
.1121 letters of the disk, it will
v..
ten down the letters of the alphabet, records opposite
..1133
.1123 be seen that they are the
M..
to each in their order the sisnal numbers received.
..1311
&..
.1311
Isame and that the numHe then takes his flag and makes " 23, 22, 23, 3" of
..1212
E..
1313 hers opposite are the same
the new code, and the signal numbers in the order he
..1231
C.
1331 also. The letten are writhas received them. At the end of the alphabet he
..1233
X..
.1223 ten once and the numbers
makes " 33 '' of the new code, and puts his flag down.
..2111
tion...2111 \tirice, one set immediately
If correct,
makes " 22,22, 22, 3 "of the new code.
..2113
ing....3113 iunder another, so that by
or C fails to
If, in exchanging the alphabets, either
..2121
end(3)2121 writing the letters on a slip
make out one of the signals made by the otlier, the
2122
2122 of paper placed over the
receiver at once makes a
stop " signal by waving his
..3311
2211 letters on the scale, this
flag from side to side.
The sender stops immediate..3313
2313 stripmay be moved so that
ly, and makes "22, 22, 22, 3" of the new code, and
..2321
3221 each and everj- number
the signal prertding that one questioned, and then
.2222
2222 |will come opposite to each
continues. In like manner alphabets of any number
r.313
213 jand every letter, thereby
of elements may be made and communication estab.211
311
[having the same changes
lished.
Communication maj' be established in a sim..221
321
made with the disk. Hence
ilar manner by jiarties using heliograph or telegraph
223
323
it
is immaterial which a
instruments.
.'.21
21
person uses, a disk or a
CrPHEB SIGSAIING BY TRANSPOSITION.
..22
33
scale.
new scale is eas'.'2
Take the message
3
ier made than a disk.
•'
We CiUi hold out two days."
..1
1
Select any letter on the
and before signaling write it thus
.11
11
'scale for an adjustment
two
out
hold
we
"days
can
.12
13
-letter, and any number on
or by another transposition, thus
the scale for a key number; then, to use the scale,
' ew nac dloh tuo owt sj'ad,"
move the strip containing the letters up or down till
or by any other transposition agreed upon.
the adjustment letter comes opposite to the key number
selected, and a message may be sent on this key.
CIPHER SIGSALIMG BY EOITE.
When no adjustment letter is "given "R" is underTake the sentence
" We have driven all the Indians of this vicinity stood. Example: Take the letter "R" as the adjustment letter, and "1212" as the key number, move
into their agencies."
the slip so that "R" is opposite to "1212."
Make three, four or more columns, thus
To signal the adjustment letter and ke}' number
1
3
(sent afler the signal for "cipher follow") make the
General Service signal for the adjustment letter
1
we
in
this
Friday
then 3,by General Service Code— then a number from
have
vicinity
2
Indians
came
the scale— ihen 333, General Service Code, thus: Sig3
driven
the
into
Jackson
nal "1121, 3, 1123, 333," which means that the ad4
all
of
their
agencies. justment letter is "W" and
the key number "112?."
and write the message in regidar order in tliese col- Move the strip to place "W" opposite "1122," and
umns, one word under another in some cohimns,aud the key is set.
To signal a cipher message,with "R" to be the adone above another in the other columns, placing the
corresponding words on the same horizontal lines; justment letter, station
calls C,C acknowledges by
and if there are any places left in the last column, "22, 22, 22, 3."
siirnals the kev number (anv one
he wishes to use) "2l22," C makes "22, 22, 22". 3,
add unimportant words.
The message is signaled as it appears in the hori- 2122—333," and C adjust their scales (or disks) by
making the letter "R" coincide with "2122, "and
zontal lines, thus

A

A

;

:

;

A

.

.

A

A

'

"

A

:

:

13 14
'

I

I

I

I

A

A

A

:

"We in this Friday have Indians vicinity came messages may now be exchanged. Example: To signal •Black Hills," A signals "22, 2, 112, 1231 22l"l
driven the into Jackson all of their agencies."
Before the message is written in columns a hlind 2121, 111, 11, 2, 2, 122, '2121."
To change the key number while sending a mes(either the same or different word eacli time) may be
written after the fifth, tenth, fifteenth, etc., words of sage, at the end of a sentence make "33. 111. 33."
which shows that each adjustment letter is to be
the message, thus
" We have driven all irheat of the Indians in corn placed opposite to "111," the new kev number. The
this vicinity into their have agencies ;" and now one receiving station will make "33, 22, 2'2,3— 111— 333,"
more column or one more lines wiU be required, thus: and thus the key number may be changed often.
There should be preconcerted plans for chaniiing
3
4
both the adjustment letter and key number, given to
the
persons required to use them. These instruclions
We
com
this
up.
should be committed to memorj-, then destroyed.
have
in
vicinity
gomg
CIPHEB SIGUAIING BY SrBS lll LTIOK.
driven
Indians
into
is
all
the
their
grain
Make substitutions as follows
wheat
wneai
of
oi
have
aavi
agencies.
A B C D E F G H I J K L J[
O U
and the message to be signaled is
9
.

13

:

178

30

:3;,

X

;

Y

?- 456
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SIGNAL TACTIC&.

eiGNAl TACTICS,

8IGHAL TACTICS.
Use the ordinary

letters

where no cipher

is

given

When punctuation

points are used to punctuate, thejshould be enclosed in parenthesis. Example:
W:2- t:2 9'2v3! wis s38,(.) T:2 92v3! 1 sl3-t w4o!9
76(;) -75t w:2e t:2 92v3! wis w2!!(,) T:2 92v3! 1 sl3-t

wis

By

:2(.)

substitution, usinij a dictionary of

any edition

agreed upon, such as Webster's "Pocket Dictionary
of the English Language." To encipher a message,

word of it in the dictionary, and substiword on the corresponding line one or
more pages forward or back. Proceed in the same
manner with the remaining words till the whole mes-

find the
tute for

first
it

the

To decipher a message
is turned into cipher.
one must know the dictionarj' used, and the number
of pages turned. A different number of pages must
be turned for each word of the message; thus,for the
first word suppose one page is tumed.for the second
word two pages, for the third three pages, and so on
to the end of llie message. Geographical proper names
may be substituted for tell-tale words.
Another method
Select for a key-word a ivord
of 6 or 7 letters tliat has no letter repeated in it;
draw a square, divide it into 25 smaller squares.number them as shown in the diagram, and then, beginning at the upper left hand comer, and passing from
sage

:

M

—

.

1
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SIGNAL TELESCOPE.— Tlie

telescope of the Signal titnate approximately the power of a telescope
bv e.xperience as When the object-glass of a borizontallv placed telethe best fur general uses. These telesccipis are of scope is turned toward the light, a luminous pointor
about thirty powers. They have a focal length of spot ajipears on the eye-glass. The diameter of this
twenty six inehes. The tube is aised in leather, in spot must be carefullj- measured, pleasure then the
place of wooil or metal. The draw is of four joints. diameter of the object-glass. The power of the glass
i)ronze(l blaek, in order that there may be neither is that number given as quotient when the diameter
glitter to attnick tlie enemy, nor glare to disturb the of the object-glass is divided by the diameter of the
eye of fhe»observer. Leather caps are fitted over luminous spot. Thus if z
diameter of object-glass,
bolli eye and object-glasses, and tlie whole is supX
ported by a strong leather strap, long enough to pass andy
diameter of luminous spot, the Power
over tlie shoulder, and connecting tlie caps and glass
y
in such way tliat there are no loose parts. This glass See Telfge^ijie.
Is strons and portable.
It has power sufficient for
SIGN LANGUAGE. A pantomimic system of comany ordinary use, and is of a size to be conveniently miinicaling ideas, extensively used by North Amer.
handled. It is habitually worn slung over the slioui- ican Indians. The range of its use is not exactly
der, by the Signal-ollicer, wherever he may be, in known, but it is common among all the tribes of the
the field. At permanent stations, the largest and most Plains and many of those beyond the I{ocky Mounpowerful glasses, mounted upon stands, and wilh tains. It is in one sense the t'ourt language of the
accurate machinery, compasses, scales, etc., may be Indians, being the only means of eoinmunicatioii beU-sed.
The varieties of pocket-glasses may be used tween tribes not speaking a common dialect. The
at distances of from five to ten miles.
glass known following signals will serve to show the nature of the
" lt7»( nre ytui f" is sigas the carbineer-glass is not larger in diameter than method of communication
the linger, and may be carried in the vest pocket.
naled by waving the right hand to tlie right and left
IJiiiocular-glasses (marine-glasses) have, with a low several times in quick succession; '• We nri /ritudx,"
magnifying power, an eulerisive field of view, and by raising both hands and grasping the left with the
give much light. They are for use in observation of right, as inshaking hamls; " ]\'i' nre eite?niin." by (losextensive movements, where large tracts of couiitrv ing the right bamf and placing it against the foremust be taken in one field of view, to find the tents head, or iiy waving a blanket (usually red) in the air.
of the enemy, his wagons, etc., or other objects tobe To say by signs "thnt afUr a ctrtaiti jmtrniy a good
afterward more closely examined with the telescope. cnmp trill be ftninii, and t/utt game may br found along
They are employed on ship-board, or in boats, ivlierc tlie road," first indicate the course of the sun. fn ni its
the rolling motion interferes with the use of tlie tele- rising to the jioint at which it will appear lai readiscope. They are nsed for observations to be made
ng the camp then siraildle one finger of the left
on horseback, or in hasty examinations made on foot hand with two fingers of the right, trotting them in
or in trees, and generally for all observations not imitation of the motions of pony and rider-, then act
critical, or those to be made under circumstances as though baiting, dismounting and firing
then rewhere the telescope cannot be conveniently handled. mount and proceed on the way finally stop, bow
The marine-glass ought to be held by both hands the bead, rest it on the hand and close the eyes in
•when in use and to steady it, the arms should be imitation of sleep. To intimate that " Kurli a one it
kept close to the body. In following a moving ob- diod," place one handover the other and then quickject, to keep it in the field of view, the head ought ly slip it beneath (gone under)
that " xue/' &nr« are
to be turned with the glass. For readini; signals at liiixband and irife," point to each and place the foreshort ranges, as, say up to five miles, these glasses fingers in contact throughout (meaning one); that
are better than the telescope.
Signals have been '• Ktieh onen are brotliern and shtern," ]K)int to each and
frequently read wilh glasses of this description at the place two fingers in the mouth (meaning nouriglied
distance of ten miles.
at the same breast); that "xufh imeK aregond fritndu,"
Telescopes ought never to be allowed to fall into point them out and fold the arms over the breast, etc.
the hands of the enenij-. Officers, on danirerous sta- The various tribes are indicated by making the reThe
tions, should conceal their glasses when not in use. presentation of some totem peculiar to each.
"When a glass is to be hidden for precaution, the ob- (omanches, or "Snakes." by a glidingniotion, like a
ject lens, or one joint of the telescope, should be crawling snake. The Crows, by imitating the Hapbidden separately from the body of the telescope.
ping of wings. TheSioux.or "Cut-throats," bj- drawsingle joint or one lens is ao small an object, that it ing the band across the throat. The Kiowas, or the
can be concealed almost beyond the possibility of "Prairie Men," by imitating the drinking of water.
discovery. If an officer is in' danger of capture, and The Pawnees, or " Wolves," by placing the hands at
there are no means of concealment, the telescope, the sides of the head, like the ears of a wolf. The
glasses should be shattered or rendered worthless Arapahoes, or "Smellers." by laying hold of the nose.
rather than surrendered. To adjust a telescope to The Utes, or "Dwellers among the Jlountain Tops,"
its proper focus, view with it some object with well- by pointing upward. TheCheyennes or "Cut-arms,"
dcfinc(l outlires, at a distance of about half a mile, by drawing the hand across the arm, etc.
lengthening or shortening the eye-glass joint until
The Indians have a system of signaling by means
the object is seen with the sharpest distinctness. To of smokes during the day, and fires at night. The
adjust a glass at night, fix it upon some brilliant star. color (light or heavy), the volume (thin or dense),
Glasses which are to be used in the field, should have and the varying brilliancy of flame, are all significant
plainly marked on one of the eye-glass slides a focu.s- signals. Every tribe jealously guards the secrets of
mark. so that they maybe adjusted at any time with- its code of signals. Smokes may be raised several
out an especial adjustment in everj- case. Telescopes, hundred feet in a vertical column by making a fire
the object-glasses being e(jual in size, diminish light, without very much blaze and piling on green boughs,
as a general rule, in proportion as their magnifying grass, and weeds. Bj' confining the smoke and perpower is great. The most p'lwcrful glasses are, mitting it to escape at intervals, puffs may be sent
therefore, to be used for minute observations on the up at w'ill.
Owing to the verj' clear mountain air,
clearest days, or when there is a strong light on the the elevated "buttes" and mountain ridges may be
observed object. When the light is fading, or there seen at a great distance, and may serve the purpose
The Indian alphabet is verj' simis little light upon the observed object, the clearer of signal-stations.
view will be had with glasses of large field and low ilar to ours, being made up of long and short lines.
magnifying power. Vi hen telescopes are fitted with By spreading a blanket over the column of smoke
a double ailjusting focus, the short focus is to be used and quickly displacing it, the length or shortness of
when the light is dim. the long focus when strong,
the columns, as well as their frequeucy, may be regThe following is a simple method by which to es- ulated. See Trail.
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SIGN-MANUAL.— The sub.icription of the Sovereign, which must be adhibited to all writs which have
When attachto pass the Privy Seal or Great Seal.
ed to a grant or warrant, it must be countersigned
by one of the principal Secretaries of State, or by the

SINE DIE.— A term signifying " Without Day."
a Court or other body rise at the end of a ses-

When

In law this does
sion or term, they adjourn Sine Vie.
not pre<'lude furtlu r proceedings by the same Court.
SINGLE COMBAT.— The "Holm-gang," or island
great many quarrels
duel of the old Korsemen.
were settled by single coml)at,when to guard against
interference, the principals went alone to some small
island (or holm), and there settled their quarrel Ijy
strength and skill. The idea is as old as war. In
the Bible we read of Goliali <liallenging any Israelite
In the Iliad, Ajax challenges any
to single strife.
opponent, and furthermore defies heaven. It was
not uncommon in England, and was particularly invoked in charges of treason. The idea finds its mod-

A

The sign-manual, in pracconsists but of the initial of the Sovereign's
name, with the letter
added, for Rex or liegina.
SILENCE. To cause to cease tiring by a vigorous
In an action. " To silence the fire " of
cannonade.
the enemy's guns is to disaljle his artillery in such a
way that he is unable to replj-.
SILICON. Ne.xt to carbon, silicon, or silicum, is
the commonest and most abundant constituent of all
cast-iron.
Its effect is very similar to that of carbon
and its tendenc}- is to reduce tlie percentage of car- ern and despicable expression in dueling.
cudgel used in fencing or fightSINGLE-STICK.
bon. It is an element that is always present in every
form of iron, although at times its quantity is very ing. Also, a game at cudgels, in which he who first
minute ; the proportion of silicon being liigher in the bnngs blood from his adversarj^'s head is pronounced
gray than in the white variety, and the greater the victor.
SINISTER.- In Heraldry, the left-hand side of a
quantity of graphite in the crude iron, the larger the
amoimt of silicon. The best common iron contains shield. As shields are supposed to be carried in front
from one to one and one-fourth per cent, of silicon. of tlie person, the sinister side is that which cover-s
Such iron has a smoother face than inferior pig, and the bearer's left side, and therefore lies to the spectawhen struck with a hammer rings: it is brittle and tor's right.
SINOPLE.— In Heraldrj", a term meaning the same
crystalline
whereas inferior pig contains only i or
See Vert.
I of silicon, is rough on the face, breaks with less ease as rert.
Japanese saber having a long
SIOBOOKATANA.
than the crystalline pig. and when struck sounds
dead like lead, without ringing at all. Silicon exists straight handle, but without any guard, quillons, or
in cast-iron sometimes combined and sometimes se- counterguard.
parate, and is derived from silica in the ore or in the
SIB.— -\ term originally corresponding to Dominus
fuel.
Silica is a combination of silicon with oxygen; in Latin, and which has come, when appended to the
and when the latter is abstracted hy the carbon at Christian name and surname, to be the distinctive
the high temperature of the blast-furnace, the silicon mark of knighthood. It was at one time the practice
enters into combination with the iron. The presence to use the same title in addressing the Clergy, a faof a large proportion of silicon in cast-iron is gener- miliar inst.mce being Sir Hugh Evans in the Merry
all}' considered injurious to its quality.
In refining M?iv,s (// Windsor. To so gfcat an extent did this
iron the silicon is ox3'dized before the carbon, and usage obtain, that a " Sir John" came to be a com" Sir " was here a transin some cases the silicon is separated completely from mon sobri(iuet for a Priest.
liie metal, existing only as traces.
The time requir- lation of DoininHs. the term used for a Bachelor of
ed to refine iron seems to depend upon the amount Arts, originally in contradistinction from the Magisof silicon present in the pig: thus, gray iron requires ter, or Master of Arts, but eventually extended to the
much longer time than white, and when very silicious Clergy witliout distinction. Used along with the
white iron or glazed gray-pig is used, it is almost im- Christian name and surname, "Sir" is now applied
possible to refine it. See Cast-iron.
exclusively to Knights and Baronets. When standing
SILL.
In fortification, the inner end of an embra- alone, it isa common complimentary mode of address
sure.
used without much consideration of rank or social
SILLADAB HORSE.— Indian irregular cavaln,-.raised status. "Sire" is another form of the same monoand maintained on the principle of every man fur- syllable, which has been adopted from France as a
nishing and maintaining his own horse, arms, equip- moile of addressing Royalty.
ments, etc., in return for his pay.
SITE.— The ground occupied by a work is denomSILLON. In fortification, a work raised in tlie mid- inated the site^OT plane of sit-e. The command is the
dle of a ditch, to defend it whi'u it is too wide.
It height of the interior crest above the site; and the
has no jiarticular form and is sometimes made with relief is tlie height of the same line above the bottom
Lords of the Treasury.
tice,

—

R

—
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;
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—
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bastions, lialf-moons, and redans, which are
lower than the works of the place, but higher than
the covered-way. It is frequently called anfiivelope.
SILUEES. A powerful people in Britain, inhabiting South Wales, who long offered a formidable resistance to the Romans, and were the only people in
the Island who at a later time maintained their independence against the Saxons.
SILVER-KAJN.— The small cubes of a composition
whicli emits a white light in burning;
used as deco"

See Field-fortification.
the Middle Ages, an order of battle,
wherein six liattalions being nmged in one line, the
second and fifth were made^to advance, to form the
van-guard the first and sixth to retire, to form the
the third and fourth remaining on the
rear-sruard
spot.^to form the corps or body of the battle.
SIX SHOOTER. A pistol with six barrels, or capable of firing six shots in quick succession; especially
a six-barreled or six-chambered revolver.
rations for the pots of rockets, etc.
SIZE.— In a military sense, to take the height of
SILVER STICK.—The title given to a Field Officer men for the purpose of placing them in military arof the Life Guards, when on duty at the Palace. The ray, and of rendering their refative statures more eftiilcer Sl/'rk is in waiting for a week, during which fective.
period all reports are made through him to the Gald
SIZE ROLL.— In the British Service, a list containiStic/c, and orders from the GnUi Stick pass tlirough
ing tlie names of all tlie men belonging to a troop or
to the Brigade. In the absence of the Gold SticA-. on company, with the height or stature of each specifilevees and drawing-room days, he goes to the Royal callv marked.
Closet for the parole. See Gold Stick.
SKAIN— SKEAN.— -4l Celtic word which signifies a
SIMULATION.— The vice of counterfeiting illness knife. It was a weapon in the shape of a smallsword
or defect, for the purpose of being invalided.
or knife, and was worn by the Irish in early times.
SINGH. A strap whereby the loop on the end of Also written Skeen, and Skeine.
the girth of a Spanish saddle is laced to the loop on
SKELETON.— A term applied to the diminished state
the saddle. The Spaniards and Mexicans do not use of a regiment from casualties in the field or as the
a buckle, but pass a strap, rope, or raw-hide over result of sickness.
and over around the loops and tuck the end in.
The term is also applied, in conjunction with the
little

of the ditch.

SIXAIN.— In

—

—

;

;

—

SKELP.

drill, to ikeletmudriU, which is a method of inslruclitvj OdlciTS and Noii-cmnmissidiic il Olticcrs in
drill, wiu'ii a sulliciiiit luiiiibtT nf imii ciiniuil bi- cdIskik'ton
lec.ti'd to form a baltalioii in single rank.

word

A

battalion is formed of companies composed of two,
lour, or eijrlit men each, representing, if there are
two. the thinks of the company; if there are four,
the Hanks of half-companies; if there are eight, the
The intervals between tlie thinks
flanks of secliiins.
are preserved by means of a piece of rope heUl at the
ends to its full" extent. 15y this means any set or
number of maneuvers may be performed.
SKELP.— The rolled metal or welding of wroughtThe
iron. from which certain gun-barrels are made.

8kelp

passed between

is

rollers,

which

tirst

bend

tlie

plate longitudinally, and afterwards convert it into a
tube. The tube is then heated to a welding heat, a
mandrel is pushed into it, and it is passed through
the welding rolls, which weed the edges anil at the
same time taper and lengthen the tube. The boring
and turning are afterwards done in lathes. See Gun.
barre'.

A

SKEW

BEIDOE.— bridge placed obli(|uely so as
to cross a roiid or river at an angle not a right angle.
Such bridges, built of stone, are not easy of constuction, owing to the peculiar twisted forms which the
voussoirs assume, and were scarcely ever used till
the necessities of railway curves compelled their introductiim. They are evidently a great improvement
on the old-fashioned mode of twisting a road, tirst to
the right and then to the left, in order to get the
briilge at right angles to the place to be crossed.
Since the introduction of iron girders as the support
of bridges, skew-briilges have become easy of construction, and are now quite generally used.
SKIS
.V rectangular beam of wood used e.vtensively in all operations connected with the movements
All blocks and skids should be
of heavy artillery.
sound, free from knots, and perfectly true in dimenWhen the edges become si)lintered and roundsions.
ed by wear, they should be discarded, as with such
it is impossible to erect safe and stable scalTolding
They should nut be |)ainted the
anil supports.
thickness of each should be marked on both ends.
In erecting a scatlold or other support, a level foundation is of the tirst consideration the blocks should
then be laid crossing each other in alternate tiers,
and the weight supported should be nuide to bear

—

;

:

upon all sides of the l)ase.
The term skid is frequently employed

eciually

to denote

any timber which is used as a base to keep one obThus, a row of cannon
ject from resting on another.
in store will be kept from the ground by skids.
The term is also applied to the drag which is put
on the wheels of carriages in going up hills, to prevent

rollinir

b.ackward.

SKIDDING OF OHDNANCE.— All cannon should be
pluci-d. accDnrniir to kinds and calibers, on skids of
I'ernuincnt skids, made by
stiini', iron, and wood.
building small square pillars of brick, about 18 inches
high, with old railroad rails laid on the top of them,
end to end, are best and cheapest. The ground se-

lected should be hard, well-rammed, and covered
with a layer of cinders or other suitable material to
(hinH and long huiriUirn
prevent any vegetation.
should rest on the skids in front of the base-ring
and in rear of the rau/.zle the axis is inclined at an
angle of 4 or degrees with the horizon, the muzzle
lowest the trunnions touching each (jther or, if
space be wanting for that arrangement, the trnnnion
of one piece may rest on the adjoining piece so that
the axis of the trunnions is inclined about i.')" with a
horizontal line, the muzzle closed with a tompion or
a plug of dry wood saturated with oil or grease the
vent down, stopped with a greased wooden plug or
with putty or tallow. If circumstances require it,
the pieces may he piled in two tiers, with skidding
;

.'>

;

8LA0S.
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Short hmniUer» and mirrtnrs should rest upon
thick planks or on good (lagging, standing on their
muzzles: the trimnions touching; the vents slopped.
Ironvrilnanre should be covereil on the exterior with
a lacquer impervious to water; both the bore and the
vent should be greased with a mixture of oil and Uilloir or of tiillmr aniX teaiwiix wvW melted together ami
boiled to expel the water. The laccpier should bo
renewed as often as reijuircd, and the grea.se at least
once every year. The laccpier and grease should be
applied in hot weather. The cannon should be fre(juently ins])ected, to see that moisture does not collect in the hi ire.
SKINNERS. A name assumed by a predatory band
in the lUvcilulionary AVar, who, professing allegiance
to the American cause, but intluenced by a desire to
plunder, roamed over the "neu'ral ground" lying between the hostile armies, robbingtho.se who refused
to take the oath of fidelity.
SKIRUISH.— A slight tight in war; a light combat
between detachments from armies which are yet at
a considerable distance from each other, or between
detached and snudl parties.
SKIRMISHERS.— .Soldiers operating in loose array,
two together
c, front and rear, having a lateral
distance of about six paces between the files. When
the army advanccs.the ground in front, and fur some
distance on each think, is usually covered by skirmishers, to prevent surprise. If cavalry come suddenly
on them, they rush together. and form small squares,
called rallying squares.
Skirmishers fire independently at their own discretion; but the rule is, that
(me of the two men composing a tile should always
have his rifle loaded. Orders are communicated by
the sound of bugle. The enq)loyment of skirmishers
dates from the wars of the French Revolution, when
France, assailed on all sides, supplied great nundiers
of conscripts, who. from the want of instruction and
practice in discipline, were thrown out to fight iu a
loose order, where coherence and precision were not
so much wanted as inlelligence and courage. Skirmishers, to perform their work satisfactorily, must act
together and with vigur, either fo break the enemy's
lines or to repulse, according to circumstances." the
counter-attacks of the enemy
they must be maintained in a regular order, "order in disorder," as a
foreign writer ex(iresses it, and be regularly reinforced by the sujjports, which, being placed at a certain distance in rear, are always ready to advance
and feed the tirst line when the time comes. To prepare f(ir the final chartre, by crushing the enemy with
to support
their fire, is tlie tirst aim of skirmishers
them when weakened, to push their line by successive bounds till they reach the enemy's positions, is
the duty of supports. The reserve follows in rear,
becoming in its turn supports, according to circumstances, ulliniately joining the skirmishers in the last
attack, assisting in penetrating the enemy's position,
striking the final blow, and in pursuing the enemy
tion.

—

—
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:

;

willi its lire.

SKIVER.- -Vu old form of dirk used for stabbing
purposes.

SKOTTEFER.

— A name formerly applied to an arch-

er.

SKULL CAP.

The small German bassinet, of the
It was worn over the cama'l and

thirtienth century.
undi r the hmiinie.

SKY-ROCKET. — A species of tire-work composed
miMurc of niter, sulphur, and charc<ial. tightly
rammed in a stout psper case— whicii is cau.sed to
ascend when the compound is ignited at the lower
emi. It is provided with a stick which is attached
of a

to the case at

one side.

See

H'irkttK.

SLAGS.— Fused compounds

of silica in combinatiim with lime, alumina; or other bases whicli result
as seciindary prnducls from the rediu'lion of metallic
ores. More or less of the metal always remains in a

placed between them, exactly over those which rest slag in the early days of iron-smelling the proporon the ground, the muzzles of both tiers in the same tion of metal thus wasted was so great tliat some old
direction and their axes preserving the same inclina- slags have been profitably smelted iu recent times.
;

1
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silicates, are of tlic nature of glass, and
externally liave a glassy, crystallized, or stone-like
character.
Beautifnll}- crystallized specimens are
occasionally to lie met with at smelt ing-works. They
vary very much in color, and are sometimesso pret-

Slags being

veined and marbled, that attempts have lieeu
made to apply them to ornamental purposes. Jlillions
of tons of slag are annually ])roduced at the iron
Smelting-works of Great Britain. but almost the only
\ise til which it has yet been successfully applied is
in the making of square blocks or bricks for builling purposes. The slag is run into mollis, either as
it issues from tlie blast-furnace, or after being remelted: and it is found to be a very durable material.
Broken slag is also used as a covering for roads, but
its lirittleness and sharpness are objectionable qualities for this purpose
(Several patents, beginning
so far back as 1728, have been taken out for casting
slag into articles of a more ornamental nature, but
bitiierto they have not been commercially success-

{

I

tiiy

1

|

ful.

In an archaeological i^oint of view, slags are interesting as pointing out the sites of ancient smeltingworks,and as affording a clue to the primitive methods of obtaining the metals from their ores.
SLANT-FIBEr— A name ajiplied to the tire when
the shot strikes the interior slope of a parapet, /Vrming with it a horizontal angle, not greater than 30°.

—

SLASH. 1. A term formerly employed to express
the pieces of tape or worsted lace which were placed
upon the arms of Non-commissioned Officers, in order to distinguish them from privates. 2. To strike
violentl)' and at random with an edged instrument;
to lay about one indiscriminately with blows. 3. To
cut in stripes or lines. Hence, the s/rM/ifrf sleeves and
pockets, which are peculiar to the British Cavalry,
'when the officers or men wear long coats.
SLASHING. In compliance with the principle that
all houses, trees, brush-wood, etc., within range of
the work, which could be used as a shelter and a place
of concealment by the enemy's sharp-shooters shoidd
be removed, it is essential tiiat the trees withiu six
hundred yards of the work be cut down. As it is
not practicable to remove immediately the trees from
the spot, it is the custom to cut them down so that
they shall form, while Ij'iug on the ground, au obstacle which may be used in the defence of the work.
Trees cut down so as to fall in all directi<ins, form
what is known as a slashing. It is better, where the
trees are intended to be used as an obstacle, that tliey
be cut so as to fall towards the enemy anil, in the
case of the smaller trees, which might be moved by
several men, the trunks should not be cut entirely
through, but only enough to allow the trees to fall,
thick and well arranged slashing forms an excellent obstruction to an enemy's free movements.
It
has I lie serious defect of being easily burned when
Ahati.<<.
dry.
See
SLAT BAR. The bar of a seige-howitzer limber
between the splinter-bar and bolster, and connecting
the futchels.
SLEEPER -HITLE.— A breech-loading small-arm having a fixed cliamber and a peculiar lireecli-mechanism.
It is opened by pressing au eccentric lever on
the right si le of the butt-stock, and thus throwing
out the spring-butt-plate, so as to release the rca^
vn'\ of the chambcr-iever, and to allow it to be tlieii
thrown down by the spring included between it and
the stock. By closing the chamber-lever until its
rearmost end engages with the butt-plate, the forward end catches the cartridge, as would be done by
a pair of tongs.
SLEEPERS.— Small joists of timber, which form a
foundation for the platform of a battery, and ujion
which the boards for the tlooringare laid. Also, the
undermost timbers of a gim or mortar. Sleepers must
pe well emljcdded in cuts or trenches, and lirndy
fixed or piimed into the earth, and thencovered with
.blanks, and finally completed with ribands and rackashings on each si le.

—
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SLEETS. The parts of a mortar extending from
the chaml)er to the trunnions, to strengthen that part,
SLEEVES.— Sleeves of flannel or serge, drawn over
the coat-sleeves of the gunners and other cannoneers
to prevent hem from being soiled while loading the
moitars.
SLEIGH.
particular pattern of carriage used for
the transport of artillery in countries wiiere much
snow falls, such as in Canada. The carrniges of the
country are termed " sleds." and wlien artillery was
sent to Canada in 1802, the sleils were found very
useful and better adapted than the sleighs.
The
term aleigh is also given to the carriage on which heavy guns are moved when in store. The mode of moving this nature of carriage is by means of rollers being placed underneath the sleigh and worked by handspikes.
SLEWING.— To slew a gun or mortar.when. strictly
speaking, is to turn it on its axis without moving it
from the spot on which it rests. If the piece to be
slewed rests on skids, a handspike is placed close to
it on each skid, bevel up, and on that side of it towards which it is to be turned. This is then called
• scotcluug " or " chocking."
SLIDE REST.— An appendage to the turning-lathe,
so contrived as to hold a tool firmly to the wcirk, and
while cutting a shaving from the biir in the lathe, the
tool is slid gently along and the bar is turned quite
true.
There are two slides to the rest, by the separate or combined uiotions of which thetool can be
made to act along or across the work with great accuracy the attendance of a workman may even be
tlispensed with, by attacliing a stnr to the wheel, and
an iron finyi I- to the end of the work in the lathe; as
the work revolves, the finger will bear down one of
the points of the star, the effect of which is the same
as turning the screw-hamlle, by which the tool is so
moved along the surface of the work,
SLIDING-CALIPERS.— An instrument used for measuring the specimens of metal to be tested. Its sliding-scale is divided info twentieths of an inch.
vernier is attached containing fifty divisions, which
cover forty-nine divisions on the sliding-scale. and it
reads to thousandths of an inch. It Will measure
space not exceeding two and a half inches, giving
the result to the nearest one thousandths of aii inch.
The accuracy of its adjustment may be readily verifieil by pressing the points together gently, and noting whether the zero points coincide.
If from the
wearing of the steel points, or from other cause, the
adjustment should become incorrect, it may lie readjusted by turning the screw which forms one of
the points.
^\ hen the instrument is designed for both outside
and inside diameters, the vernier is then on the slide,
which is moved along the scale. An attachment for
communicating slow motion to the slide is al.so added.
The scale is divided into fortieths of an inch.
The vernier contains twenty-five divisions, which
cover twenty.four divisions on the scale, and reads
to thousandilis of an inch.
The extent of the scale
which can be used by the vernier. when including the
clamp, is 6 inches. In measuring an inside dianu-ter
it is necessary to add
2 inch to the reading of the
instrument for the thickness of the measuring points.

—A
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See

(''lUjiirn

and

Mier<m-'ipic Gauge.

SLIDING-CARRIAGE.— The

carriage mounted on a
traversing platform and nuich used in coast batteries
where rapidity of traversing is re(|uired, tiic objects
fired at from such batteries being seldom stationary.
SLING. 1.
leather strap attached to a musket
serving to support it across the soldier's back, as occasion may require. 2. A weapon much in use before the introduction of tire-arms, formed of a piece
of leather, with a round hole in the middlcaud two
cords of about a yard in length.
round pebble
being hung in the leather by the cords, the latter
were held firmly in the right hand, and swiuur rapidly around. When the stone had attained great speed,
one string was disengaged, on which the stone flew
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attached by its
aling-cart for heaviest
pole to a siege or a lield-limber, aud may be drawn
by horses the otiier, the hand sling-cart, is designed
for moving lighter weights and sii-ge-pieces to the
trenches by hand.
The siege-limber may also, in
case of necessity, be used as a sling-cart
With the
hand sling-cart, the weight is raised by first attaching to it a sling, and then applying to the sling the
hook upon the rear of the axle, by raising the polo
of the carl.
The pole is used as a lever, the a.xle
It may be used for
and wiieels being the fulcrum.
any weights not exceeding 0,1)00 pounds. With the
garrison sling-carl, the weight is raised by first attaching to it a sling, and then applying to th<: sling the
hooks forming the lower jiart of a powerful s<-rew
passing up through the axle of the earl. Above the
axle is the nut of the screw, provided with long
handles
Power is applied to tiiese handles and the
screw is run up, thus raising the weight. Thisslingbut wilU
carl is capable of carrying 20.000 pounds
such heavy weights the handles of the screw are
To overcome this ditlieulty a nioddifticult to'turu.
iticatiou has been made in the cart by substituting
for the screw a hydraulic-jack.
Through the axle-body two verlical mortises are
now cut each at a distance of twenty inches from the
middle of the axle-boily. Through these mortises
slide two stout bars of iron, with liooks below for
weights,

I

oil at a tangent, its initial velocity l)eiug the same as
This velocit bad at the last moment of revolution.
ity gives far greater range and force than <i)uld be
construction emimparted in mere throwing. ;i.
ployed to hoist horses on board the ship. It is made
of stout web, or double Xi). 1 canvas.
It is .5 feet
long and 2 feet wide, secured at each end by a stick

I

!

A

of strong

wood

bound with

2 inches in diameter.

The

sides are

<anvas doubli'd. thus making
Loops of 4-iiiili rope
the edges four thicknesses.
are attached to each slick. The loop attached to (me
strips of

is

;

is y inches h)ug
tliat attaclied to the other is
3 feet 11 inches, aud has an iron eye— 3 inches, inside measurement— ti.\ed in llie end.
Breast and
breech ropes (2-inch) i( feet long are fixed to each
bide, and are tied together when the sling has been
put under the liorse. The slings shouUi l)etestedby
an e.xeess of weiglit. A donkey-engine is used for
hoisting.
Five men arc ri<|uirod to sling a liorse
quickly and well. One man holds the head guy, which
is attached to a neck-collar
two men, one on each
side of the horse, pass the sling under his belly botli
then hold up the ends over his back, passing the long
looj) through the shorter one and hooking on the
eye of the former to the lifting tackle, continuing to
hold up the sling until the horse's legs leave the
ground; another man stands at the breast and fastens the breast-rope, while the fifth stands at liis the sling-chain, anil holes above for pins to sujiport
rump and fastens tiie breech-rope. The officer super- them as they are raised; the jiins jiass through the
intending commands
Hoist away.
The first man bars above the axle-body. A strong cross-bar consliu'ks away at the guy-rope, holding it just sutticieut- nects the iijiper bars near their tops
under this the
ly taut to keep the horse's head steady. When hoist- head of the jack is applied, the jack resting on the
ing. no delay should be permitted
it should be done
axle-body.
in the shortest time coiniiatible with safety.
.\t the
The efliciency of the wooden sling-cart has lately
coinmencement, after a cerliiiiity that all is right, it been much increased by the iiitroduclion of a new
should be done rapidly to raise the horse off his feet huinting ajijianitu.H. This nioditiealion consists in the
and free him from surrounding objects before he use 1st, of a liiiixUiig lar, composed of two parallel
has time to do any injury by kicking. After attain- bars that pass through mortises in the axle and tering the necessary height", he is carefully and steadily minate in hooks— a cross-bar as a brace is welded
lowered to the deck.
Care should be taken to have immediately above the hooks 2d, oi a. hydraulic j'uk;
two or three careful and active men stationed to that stands on the axle over the mortise, for the old
seize the horse and prevent his plunging until the hoisting-screw; 3d, of an iron i-ronnjiiiiil that slips
slings are removed.
While one holds him by the over the hoisting-bar and rests on the head of the
head stall, another rapidly unhooks the tackle jnir- jack. The branches of the hoisting-bar are pierced
cliase,an(l two others let loose the breech and breast- with holes for niovalile iiins.
In using this apparatus
bands, or ropes. When the horses are to be lowered the rings or chains by which the weight is slung are
through a hatch to a deck below, the combings of hooked to the lower eniis of the hoisting-bar; pins
the hatch, as well as stanchions about it, should be are passed through those holes on each branch which
well jiadded.
As an additional precaution, ahead- appear immediately aliove the cross-head; the jack
collar should be provided, with a large pad on toji is worked and the weight is raised to the rei|iiired
to prevent injury siiould the hoise strike his head height
a pin is placed in the lowest available hole
against the deck beams when lighting on his feet. of each braiu'h, and tlie jack let down till the weight
Everything being in readiness and .ikillfully man- is born by the pins resting ontheaxle. If one liflof
aged, an average lot of one hundred horses can be the jack be not siiflicienl, the operation is repeated
hoisted on board in from twoto threehours. Hatches as often as necessary
for horses must be at least HI by 10 feet.
The English iron sling-cart is composed of a perch,
SLING CARBINE.— A command in the Manual of two siiles and two cross-pieces, two cheeks, an axle,
Arms, when troops are arnieil with the carliine, ex- and axle-body. The perch and sides are of girderecuted as follows
The Instructor coinmamls—
iron, and are counected by a cross-piece, alsool gir1. tiliiuj, 2. Carbine.
der-iron, riveted to them in front, aud by the axle
Throw the piece briskly into the left hand, grasp- which is riveted to them in rear; also, by a stay of
ingit at tlie rear-sight, back of the hand down, thumb round-iron from the perch to each side.
along the groove, elbow close to the
The axle is arched, to give greater room under it,
body, barrel to the rear, the muzzle
and has in the middle two lugs which receive the
pointing to the left and front, left
perch and rivets to secure it, also, aiirojecting piece
band as high as and opposite the
at ti.e shoulder for riveting if to the side. The cheeks
shoulder: slipthe swivel to the front
they supare of T-iron. and are riveted to the siiles
with the right hand, and bear on the
port the windlass directly over the shoulders of the
springs to open it; engage it in the
axle.
The perch has a lunette by which the rear
ring and grasp the small of the stock
windlass
wheels are connected with the limljer.
with the'right hand. (Two.) Let
of elm, cylindrical except at the ends, where it is ocgo with the left hand, dropping it
tagonal, is provided with both ratchets ;ind handspike
by the side; lower the muzzle, passsockets.
It has a hock at its middle, to take an eye
ing the carbine behind the right hip,
Two similar hooks are on
in the middle of the sling.
push the butt to the rear, and drop
each end of the axle-bed,- to take the ends of the sling.
the right hand by the side. See ManThe handspikes are 80 inches long twoof them have
Ultl of Arms anti Unnling f'lirhine.
1,5 feet of a 2-inch rope made fast to the small end.
SLINO CART.- The contrivance used for moving The windlass is worked, in raising the load, from the
pieces of heavy artillery, or other objects siiort dis- rear of the wagon.
tances.
They are of two kinds one, the garrison
The limber is wholly of iron. The axle-body iS-
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built

up by

a.xle,

with the pintle between them, and covered

riveting

two

plates

a top-piece. The three futchells

side by side, and is held in place by clamp-bolts,
which admit of it being shifted at pleasure, so as to
of T-iron are riveted throw the weight of the load more or less on the front

on the sides of the

by

I

wheels, as circumstances may make it desirable. The
wheels are steel, except a part of the nave, which is

of malleable cast-iron, the felloes being sheet-

and the spokes steel, rolled tapering and hoU
low, or
shaped in cross-section.
The front axle
is made so as to take a field-carriage wheel should it
at any time be necessary.
steel,

+

:

Sliii^r-cart,

j

made

a stay of round-iron at each end, connecting it to
the a.\le-body. The wheels are wooden, with bronze
nave-bo.\es and wrought-iron flanges. The principal
Tveirfits and dimensions are as follows
Weight of sling-wagon
4,700 pounds.
Weight of sling-wagon wheel
777 pounds.
Diameter of sling-wagon wheel...
7 feet.
Diameter of limber-wheel
5 feet.
Width of tire of wagon-wheel
6 inches.
Width of track
71 inches.

Hand

erl

'

to the axle-Viody, and bolted to the splinter-bar: this
is made of plates, trough-shaped, and strengthened

See Garrison Sling-cart,

,

willi

To use the hydraulic-jack in slinging the load,
place the elevating-bar in position, the jack standing
on the middle of the bolster and the cross-head resting on the head of the jack. Pass the trunnion-rings
over the trunnions of the gun or the sling under the
load to be carried, and hook the ends on the lower
ends of the hoisting-bar. Insert the pins in the lowest holes that they will enter and commence pumping. When the load is raised sufficiently high, put
in the pins in the lowest hole let down the head of
the jack until the weight is brought to rest on these
pins.
The jack may be removed or carried where
it rests, ready for further use.
The load can be carried suspended from the hoisting-bar as safely as if
it were slung from the hooks on the screw.
If the
weight of the load to be transported be great, increase
the strength of the front wheels and throw more of
the weight upon them b}' carrying the bolster further forward.
In this way a wagon for carrying a 15iach gun can be constructed without making the
wheels and exles excessively lieavy. See Mechaj^ical

and Me-

chariieal Mmiei/vers.

—

SLING-CHAIN. A chain used in mechanical maneuvers, and for various purposes. It is composed
of 69 links, 1 ring at one end, and 1 hook at the other.
The links are made of .7.5-inch round-iron, and are 5
inches long. The ring is of 1-incb iron, and inches

;

diameter (exterior).

^Vhole lengtli of chain, 350.2.5
inches.
The sling-chain is carried wound around the
stock. It may be u.sed for a lock-chain, the one provided with a shoe being dispensed with.
SLINGERS. The common name for the men who
used the sling. The inhabitants of the Balearic Is.
lands were celebrated for their skill with this weapon.
The Greeks, Romans, and Carthaginians, as well as
the Germans, had each their regiments of slingers.
The use of the sling has continued even among Eu- Maneuvers and Sling-cart.
SLIPPED.— In Heraldry, a term of blazon applied
ropean armies until the 16th century, at which time
to a leaf, branch, or flower, which is represented witl»
they were employed to hurl grenades.
is
usstalk,
and torn from the parent stem.
a
SLING-EOPE.
rope used in packing. It
SLIPS. Wrouaht-irou cylindrical cases about 4i
ually a hand-laid Manila rope, one-half or three quarters" of an inch in diameter and fifteen or sLxteen feet feet long by 2 feet 5 inches in diameter, in which the
wood for gunpowder purposes is distilled ihe cases
long. See Prirking.
SLING-WAGON.— The sling-wagon which is pro- are tttted with lids, and are made to flt into iron reposed as a substitute for the present sling-cart, is re- torts, which are inibediled in masonry in such a manpresented in the drawing which shows its construc- ner that the heated air from the furiiace shall circu-

—
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:

and the mode of using the hydrauli<-ja<k for
slinging tlie load.
The body of Ihe wagnn is made
6"
rolled-iron beams, simiily and cheaply framed
of
together. The bolster on wincli the jack stands and
the load is supported is formed of two 0" beams plaction,

i

1

late freely round tliem, and thus convey an equable
heat to all parts of the retort throughout the operation of charring.
In each slip there are two holes,
wliicli correspond with siniihir holes in the retort,

and through which the gases

fioni the

wood

pass off

—

SLIVEBINO.

SLOW MATCH.
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SLOTTING MACHINE. — A machine much used in
process of distillntion. The rhnrsc of dlmll
wood used in India) fur h slip depends up- ;run maniifuelure and mechanical (iifrineerini; for the
on the size (if llir wooil. If of liiri;e size, tlie slip will (ullini; of .sliii.s, iir sipiare grooves, in metal. It ia
hold irid lbs.. Mieiliuin 71) llis.. and small size WJ Ihs. of great importance, ami many very ingenious invenSLIVERING. In farriery. Ihe term applied to the tions have been perfected for facilitating the process.
lon<;itud nal pi it tins; if horse-shoe nails eut from mliK The principle is, however, very simple, and is the
It consists of a cutting-tool, or chisel,
r illetl iron. Thi' < nnipressioii of shearing; holds the same in all.
edges of such a nail tojiether, and «liv<ri>ig does not held very lirndy in an arm, which is pressed down
sliow itself until the nail is driven into the hoof, when and raised allemately. Tlie tool is thus made to pare
in the

stalk

I

Hie

i

(

i'

the Imrnv libers cause the sections to separate. The off a thin porlinn of the niel'il eaeli Ijnie il descends,
(Irawing shows slifrre^ nails, whieli were taken from until it has cut a slot of sutlicicnt size. Water is conTliese nails tinually thrown on to i>revenl the metal from becomhorse's feel, in the American Service.
were all f<irmed by (he cold-rolling, punching, and ing overheated by the friction. The drawing represhearing process, which was employed in America, sents the Pratt and Whitney machine which is much
until the introduction of the Pulnain nail of /int-forged
See Jlomes/wt'
and hniniiter-jwinUd construction.

A

SLOPE ARMS.— word of command, in the British
Service, for placing the musket upon the shoulder
In marches, soldiers are aU
with Ihe bull advanced.
niosl invariably permitted to .slope arms.
SLOPE BLOCK.— In setting the ground .sills of the
frames in ascending or descending galleries, a small
cubical block nf wood, termed a iiliipe-liliirk. is used,
the height of which is erpial to the difference of level
between the ground sills of an interval. To determine tlie height for any portion of a gallery where
the intervals are equal, or nearly so, tlie ililTerence
of level iir of refcTence of the two extremilies of this
portion must be divided by the number of intervals.
Thus suppose that in the portion of a gallery frimi A
ft. or (iO in., and twelve
to C. there is an ascent of
intervals; the edge of the slope-block will, therein. In a portion fromC'to I), if there
fore, be "2
is a fall of 4 feet 1 in. or 41) in., and thirteen nearly
equal intervals, the edge of the slope-block will be
3 ft. 7 in. nearly. See (i'llliri/.
SLOPES.- In forlilicalion, the inclination given to
the earlh in the formation of the ramparts and parapets, sudi as the exterii>r anil /'H<»7V"r slopes, and expressed usually by fractions in which the numerator
represents the height and the denominator the base
of the slope. Thus a slope described as ; (or verballv as two on one) is one in which Hie vertical
lieiglit is twice the liase: whilst that (Xjiressed by i
(or verbally as one on two) is, on the contrary, one
in which the base is double the vertical height.
Slopes of hills or mountains are expressed in topoUphill at
jiraphv by vertical or horizontal hiirhurt*.
!.')''. slopes are accessible for guns, but at that degree
their tire would be useless; at HO", it would be diffiat
cult for cavalry to ascend, and at 10* to charge
20", infantry cannot ascend in order, liul slo]>es are
'50"
45".
skirmishers
inaccessible
at
at
accessible for
Downhill, they are suitable for attack
for infantry.
4'^, and cav10",
for
infantry
artillery
at
or defense
alrv not more than .'»".
SLOPING SWORDS.— In the Urilish Service, a position of the swiird among tavalry, when the back of
the blade rests on the hollow of the right shoulder,
the hilt advanced.
SLOW TIME. The same a.%eomm/>n time, by which
of ninety steps per
t roups on foot march at the rate
.'i

=

•')

:

—

minute.

used in the American armories. The urmr.iilotting
morhiHe has a head carrying a cone-pulley of three
grades, and the spindle has a longitudinal adjustment. In the plain machine the screw, liild in a
chuck inounted on a slide, is raised, by means of a
handdevcr, pinion, and rack, to the cutter revolving
i". the spindle for simoly sinking a nick in the head.
Sec' MilUiui and Shnjiiiig.mwhiite.
SLOW MATCH. Slow-match is a prepared rope
whieh is used to keep and carry tire il burns slowly
with a Hrni, hard coal and is not easily extinguished.
The materials requireil forslow-matih are: Hemp or
:

flni rope of three strands, slightly twisted, aliout 2.5
vards long, and of a uniform diameter of 0.0 inch
The utensils
iicetate of lead (sugar of lead), water.
for preparing, arc:" 1 i-etHi ; 1 (uh; 2 imodin upalu.
;

lia'r-cli>lh.
Slowprepared in two ways: 1. IJoil the rope for
10 minutes in water holding in solution one twentieth of its weieht of acetate of lead; remove it with

lax:

lemrx; i>ri.iting-irineh; matH or

match

is

SLUE.

spatulas into the tub; or let it remain in tlie cold solutiou until it is tliorouglily saluraleil. First twist it
over the kettle, anil then, by atta>liina; one end to
the hook of a twistiug. winch, twist it hard, keepiui;
it stretched by means of a stiek passed through a
loop at the other end, at the same time rubbing it
smartly, always in the same direction from the hook,
with coarse mats, hair cloth, or cuttings of buff leather, until the diameter of tlie match is reduced 0.1
inch, and it has an uniform twist and hardness.
Stretch it on poles or on a fence to dry, and put it
up in neat coils, well secured. JIatch thus jirepared
burns 4 inches in an hour. 3. If sugar of lead cannot be procured, the rope may be simply leached.
For this pui'pose it is put into a leacli-tub and steeped in pure water for 12 hours; tliis water is then
drawn off and replaced by lye prepared in !i boiler,
with a quantity of ashes equal to half the weight of
the rope, to which 5 per cent of quicklime is added.
This lye, with the ashes, is put, after being warmed,
into the hopper of the tul>, aud tlien when it has run

through and remained sometime in the tul) it is drawn
off, heated again, ami then poured back on the ashes.
This operation is repeated several times iu the course
of 2-4 hours, which is the time required for the rope
to be well leached. After being taken out and twisted with sticks, it is steeped for
unnutes in hot
water, being stirred at the same time, and tlie operation is tiuished as before.
Match prepared in this
manner burns 5 inches in an hour. Cotton rope, well
twisted, forms a good match witho\it any preparation.
A slow-match may be made of strcmg paper
by immersing it iua warm solution of niter, of about
1 pound to 2 gallons of water.
When dry, roll each
sheet separately, pressing it tirmly, and jiasting the
last turn.
A half-sheet Uuis prepared will keep tire
for three hours.
Slow-match weighs from 3 to 5
ounces to the yard.
.'i

Slow match is packed in tight casks or boxes. A
cask 40 inches high, 34 inches diameter (weighing (iO
pounds), contains 150 pounds of match. The casks
and l)0.\es should be marked with the kind and quantity of match, place and date of fabrication. Dimensions of a box to hold 200 pounds of hemp or 220
pounds cotton match; 44 inches long, 28 inches wide,
18 inches deep; weight, H~ pounds.
It is made of
boards 1 inch thick, ends 1{ inch, and has cornerpieces of hard wood, 3,35 inches sciuare. Sec Fireworks.
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meanwhile, being chocked on the opposite
Or a trunnion-loop may be passed around the
trutnion to be raised, aud a handspike or lever passpiece,
side.

with the butt-end resting on the top of
power is applied by lifting at the other
end, the piece. being chocked as before. Or, by passing the bight of a rope oilce or twice around the piece,
and p'laeing the butt of a liands]iike or lever through
the bight, and bearing down or lifting up, using the
piece as a fulcrum, the ends of the rope being held
All three of these
to prevent them from slipping.
methods may be used at the same time. The skids
should be well greased under the piece, as likewise
should be the chocks. When the jiiece is of great
weight, the hydraulic-jack or gin is advantageously
used, provided the axes of the trunnions are not vertical. The former is placed under and the latter over
the Iruuuiou to be raised. When the axes of the trunnions are vertical, or nearly so, a rope is then passed
around the upper one aud hauled upon by means of

ed through
tlie piece":

it,

the

tackle.

SLUR-BOW. — A

species of cross-bow formerly used

for tlischarging tire

and arrows.

SMALL ARM BARRELS.— 15arrels

in the English
Service for the conveyance and storage of small-arm
cartridges. They are of three sizes, /mlf, (junrter, and
eighth.

The

half-size

isusedfor blank cartridges, and

contains 3,000 rounds; the quarter for ball cartridges,
700 rounds of Snider or 31arliui-llenry ammunition;
and the eighth for small supplies. The quarter-barrel is being superseded bv boxes.
SMALL-ARM FACTORIES,— The establishments in
which the small-arms of the service are made, viewed,
and repaired. The English Government has a factory
at Entield, where the arms issued to the Kegular and
Auxiliary .\rmy are made, the factory being able,
when iu full work, to turn out, daily, a thousand and
upwards of complete arms, tested and ready for use;
at Birmingham, the Government lias also a large establishment for viewing the arms supplied by contract, and at Pimlico there is an establishment for
repairing damaged arms, and for training Armorer
Sergeants for detached service with regiments. All
arms are made on the interchangeable system. so that
the parts of any one rifle will ht tlie parts of any other
when thrown promiscuously together.
SMALL-ARM PRACTICE.— Aniniuuitiou,sliould only be expended iu action: iu ilefeii.se of life or pubin target practice or hunting
in the
lic property
instruction of recruits; for authorized salutes, aud
for the subsistence of scouts and other civil employes
when they are obliged to rely on their arms, to sustain life.
In the United Slates, the Army is allowed
at the rate of 30 ball-cartridges per man per month
;

—A

term often used

in

mechanical maneu-

vers.
To slue a piece or other object, eiidfirr end,
is to turn it round, not allowing it to revolve on its
longer axis. See Mechaniail Maneuvers.
SLUG. 1. An extemporized leaden projectile formed by cutting bar or sheet lead into irregular masses;
used in case of necessity as a substitute for balls or
2. In breech-loading arms, which carry a bulshot.
let slightly larger tlian the bore of the barrel, the
bullet, when forced to assume the sectional shape of
the bore iu the act of tiring, is said to ulng or to be
xluggid.
SLUGGED. In breech-loading pieces, the bore consists of two separate parts, viz., the liarrel, whicli

—

—

for target practice,

number

is

:

and

iu the I'avalry service this

divided between the carbine and revolver,

When

at the discretion of the Commanding Otlicer.
not expended in target practice, the ammunition may,
in the discretion of the I'ost Coniniander, beexpend-

ed in hunting. This allowance need not be expended iu each month, but may accumulate, not longer,
however, than to the end of the fiscal year, and thus
be used under the most favonible circumstances.
That uuexpeuded at the end of the fiscal year (June
80j is uo longer available, tiuiirds on being relieved
should not necessarily di.schargi> their )iieces, but
should withdraw the cartridges and lejilace them in
the box. Ou the Irontier, where limit iiig for large
same is practicable, the men are encouraged to hunt
and, for tliis purpose. Captains of comiianies may

rilled, and the chamber iuunediately behind it,
the bore of which is larger than that of the barrel.
In this part, the charge and ball tit. When the ball
is forced into the barrel by the ignited powder, it enters the grooves and becomes what is termed !'l.iir/g<d.
SLUICE-GATE.— In fortitication, a strong veriically sliding door. placed in a ballerdeau.for regulating
the flowing of the water in the ditch. Sluicegates sell c;irlridges to their men iu limited (|iiaulities, acare used besides for retaining aud raising the water cording to the supply ou hand, and account for the
of a river or canal, anil, when necessary, to give it sales and the mouey received with their quarterly returns of ordnance.
vent.
is

SLUINGTRUNNIONS.— '/VWhc

«/„<?•(/« H(V»n,i is to

SMALL ARM PROJECTILES.— These projectiles,

in

turn the piece on its axis so as to l>ring the trunnions sreat variety, are descrilied under specific headings
This is done by first Only a few "of the most prominent will be briefly nointo any necessary jiosition.
placing the piece on skids iierpendicular to ils axis. ticed .n Ibis connection.
The luillet use! in the United States Service, is defulcrum is placed near the Irumiion to be raised:
upon this a hamlspike or other leviT is used, the rived from that of the Caral/ine a tige, chielly, by
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the large end of which was armed with blades, or
|)oinls of metal
that used by foot-soldiers was from
7 to 8 feet long, and weighed from 20 to 30 pounds.
It was extensively used in the Middle Ages, and is
The Intstill employed by certain oriental cavalry.
tle-iijre was at tirst made of .stone or bone, and afterward of metal. This weapon was much used by the
Celts and fiauls, but princijially by the Franks, who
hurled it with great skill :iiid elVect against an enemy.
The /""Xv was generally employed both by infantry
and <','ivalry. TInil for the infantry was very lung,
as in tlie case of the .Maceilonian lance, or thciar/.w/,
In some
the length of which was about 20 feet.
countries this wea|)on continued !o be used as late as
The cavalry lance was
the seventeenth century.
shorter and lighter than the preceding; it is still used
by certain kinds of cavalry.
The liotnnnjiii'ilin was a short pike, about CJ feet
The
long, which was thrown ag;iinst the enemy.
xfiiintjiiin or //«{/'-/)M-c. was carried by French infantry
otlicers as late as the time of Louis XV. The lialhird
and the musket, with its bayonet fixed, are pikes.
Swurd.iniid miliem have \aried much in character
with the manner of fighting of different nations; for
instance, the Gauls and the (iermaus, who defended
Ihem.selves with shields made of willow, or other
light wood, made use of long and flexible swords,
wiiile the (ireeks and Romans, who all wore breastplates and helmets of metal, used short and stout
be skilful marksmen.
The .Vustrian bullet belongs to the class of solid swords. The knights of the Middle Ages carried long
expanding projectiles. In this iiarticular case, ex- and heavy swords, which they wielded with both
pansion is elTected by the crowding up of the disks, hands.
formed by cutting two deep grooves around the cylTlie )»rineipal projectile-arms, before the invention
inder.
portion of the Austrian rifles (those carried of gunpowder, were ihi- i<ling,h<>ir,a.ni.\ crons-lmw. The
by Non-commissioned Ollicers, and men of the third .iliiig was formed of a leather ciip suspended by two
rank, who act as skinuislicTs) have a spindle attach- cords; astoiie pl;ieeil in the cap, a nqiid nitary motion
ed to the bn-ech-screw Ihe olijecl of which is, not was communicated by the hand, one of the cords was
to aid ill expanding the bullet, but to give it an in- set free, and the stone csciilied in a tangential direcvariable i)osilii>n with refennce to the i)o\vder, and tion, and was thrown to a distance varying from 200
thereby secure uniformity of action.
to 300 steps. The bmr was formed of a piece of highly
Tlie bullet used in the Swiss Service is solid, and elastic wood, confined in a bent position by astrong
cord attached to its extremities; it possessed the
is forced by a cloth patch tied around the grooves.
The position of the bullet with reference to the i)ow- ])ower of projecting arrows to long distances. This
dcr is constant this is determiiK'd by a notch on the weapons played a very important jiart in all ancient
ramrod the notch being so arranged as to leave an warfare. and continue(l to be used by civilized uiitions
interval between the i)ow(ler and tlie bullet. The di- to a comparatively late period. In the .Middle Ages,
ameter of this bullet is much less than that of any it was said, that a" skilful archer coulil fire twelve arother Service and, in conseiiuence of its lightness, rows in a minute, and strike a man at a distance of
it is lired with a larger i)rop()rtional charge of pow100 yards.
If certain Knglish authors are to be beder.
Within the usual range of small-arms, it is said lieved, an archer who could not perform this feat,
to have a tlatter trajectory, and a greater accuracy, was disgr;iced.
.Vceonling to their sl;itements, aa
than any other small-arm projectile but at extreme arrow had sullicient force to !ieiu'lr:ite an oak plank,
The
ranges il loses its velocity very rapidly.
two inches thick, at a distance of 200 yards.
Tiie proper charge of powder, for a small-arm, de- ermn-hiiir was a bow attached to a stock having a
pends on the caliber, windage, length of the barrel, channel to guide the arrow. It is said to have been
weight of the piece, and chanu^ter of the projectile. introdiKcd into Europe from Asia, during the CruTlie charge of the old smooth-bored musket was not sades, by Hichard Conir de Lion, whoarmed the Kngfar from one-third tlie weight of tlie projectile; this lish troops with it.
At present, the use of the bow
was necessary to make up for the loss of force by a is contiued to the liarbarous tribes only tliesUill and
great windage, and to give the round bullet the ne- dexterity with which it is managed by the Prairie
cessary moiiK utum. ^V'hcn tlu' elcniLraled bullet was Indiaiis'of this I'ountry, make it an exceedingly forintroduced, it became necessary to reduce the charge midable weapon at short distances.
to prevent too severe recoil; besides, the mass of the
Armor, which was employed to protect the most
bullet being increased, a diminished velocity sulliced exposed part of the body, naturally followed the into produce the same ctTect.
troduction of ofTensive-arms. At first it was made
In the case of expanding bullets, too small a charge of wood, the skins of certain animals, the scales of
will be insufficient to force the lead into the grooves serpents, shells of turtles, etc., and subsequently (if
The
of the barrel; at the same time, it is shown by ex- metallic plates, or of a cloth folded in layers.
perience that, if the charge be increased beyond a body was also protected in the rear by movable obcertain point, the bullet is liable to be distigured by stacles, as shields, bucklers, etc. Among the Komans
upsitting, and its accuracy is diminished. T/w jyrop. and Greeks, the infantry of the line wore the helmet,
erchargr Jor tlungattd eipatuling ImlkU tarirn fnnn the breast-plate. a species of half-boot protected with
one-tenth to i>ne-»etienth tite ireiglit of tlie projectiU See iron, and tiie buckler; the cavalry, ordinarily, wore
Fori'ing and /'ri>Jertile.i.
a cuirass formed of bands of leather, covered with
SMALL ARMS.— The ancient small-arms might be plates of bronze. In the time of Charlemagne, coats
classed as follows: 1st. llnnd-nrmH, for close con- of mail, formed of sni;ill cliains, were much worn.
Tilt se were followed by complete suits of metallic
flict. 2d. /'rojectilrarmii.uy aHii'm an enemy at a disDifeniiire-tirm«, to protect the bodj'. armor, which were worn until the introduction of
3d.
tance.
Hand-arms comprised the irar-rbili, b/ttlli-a re pike, fire-arms.
Portable fire-arms were invented about the middle of
sword, and saber. The rear-club was a stout stick.

mnking

coniciil cavity in its base.
Tlii' shape of
cavity employed, wiui lliat of a frustum of a
cone but this was founil (icfcclive wlii-ii used in the
ritle-niuskel, iuastnuch us il rendered Ihe bullet too
weak at the juncture of the two exterior surfaces.
For arms with reduced charge:; of powder, as in the
carbine ami pistol, the large cavity is most suitable.
distinguishing feature of the musket-bullet is, that
no patch of any kind is used in loading in nearly
all other modern bullets a greased patch of doth, or
paper, envelops them when placed in the bore.
The Hritish bullet (sometimes known as the I'ritchetl bullet) lias a perfectly smootli exterior. A conical plug of box-wooil is inserted into the opening of
the cavity, it is said, more for the purjiose of i)reserving the form of the bullet in Iransjxirtation than
aiding in the expansion. The diameter and weight
of this bullet are nearly the same as in the United
Stales bullet.
Two distinct bullets are employed in the French
Army. The lirst is heavy, and is intended to have
great force and accuracy at long distances. It is used
by troops armed with Ihn r<irii/>iM (i tige, asthe Chasseurs and Zouaves. The second bullet is light, and
witlioul much accuracy, describes a tlatleneil trajectory, which increases tlie chances of hittinga line of
men at Ihe usual tigliting distance. This bullet is
used by troops of the line, who are not supposed to
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the fourteenth century. At first tlicy consisted simply
of a tube of iron or copper, fired from a stand or support.
They were loaded with leaden balls, and were
touched off by a lighted match held in the hand.
They weighed from 25 to 75 pounds, and consequentThe diffily two men were required to serve them.
culty of loading these weapons, and the uucertaiuty
of their effects, as regards range and accuracy, prevented them from coming rapidly into use, and the
cro.ss-bow was for a long time retained as the principal projectile-weapon for infantry. Ureech-loading
small-arms, similar lu principle to the cannon described elsewhere, were introduced about the same
time, but they were soon thrown aside for want of
strength and solidity. The difticulty of aiming handcannon, arising from their great weight, was in a
measure overcome by making them shorter, and supporting them on a tripod, by means of the trunnions
which rested in forks. The breech was terminated
with a handle which was held in the right hand,
while the match was applied with the left. Thus improved, this fire-arm was called the rtr}»f4;Mc; it was
employed in sieges and to defend important posiThe next improvement
tions on the field of battle.
in the arquebuse, was to make it lighter, and enclose
it in a piece of wood, called the stock, the butt of
which was pressed against the left shoulder, while
the right hand applied the match to the vent. It was
still very heavy, and in aiming, the muzzle rested in
the crotch of a fork placed in the ground. To give
steadiness to the aim while apjjlying the match to
the priming.a species of lock was very soon devised,
which consisted of a lever holding at its extremity a
lighted match. In firing, the lever was pressed down
with the finger until the lighted end of the match
touched the priming. This apparatus.known as the
serpentine, continued in use imtil it was replaced by
the wJieel-lock, which was invented in Nuremburg. in
1.517.
The wheel-lock consisted of a grooved wheel
of steel, which acted through a half-revolution on a
piece of alloy of iron and antimony, placed near a
priming-charge of powder. The sparks thus evolved fell upon and ignited the priming-charge. The
first pistol was a wheel-lock arquebuse, so small that
it could be held and fi-ed from the extended hand.
It was invented in l">4o, in Pistoia, a city of Tuscany;
hence its name. The petronel was a wheel-lock arquebuse of large caliber and of ligliter weight than its
predecessors. To diminish the effect of the recoil,
the butt of the stock was much curved, and had a
broad base, which was pressed agaiustthe breastplate
Two sizes
of the cuirass when the piece was fired.
of the petronel were used, one for infantry and one
for cavalry. The musket was first introduced Ijy the
Spaniards, under Charles V. The original caliber of
the musket was such that eight round bullets weighed
a pound; the piece was, consequently, so heavy that
it was necessary to fire it from a forked stick inserted in the ground. The size of the bore was finally reduced to eighteen bullets to the pound; and
from this arm was derived the late smooth bore mus;

vented

it

from being generally used

war-

French Army, have entirely overcome this difficulty,
and rifles are now almost vmiversally used in place
of smooth-bored arms.
The rifle has ever been a
favorite

weapon

in this country, arising, doubtless,

from the peculiar circumstances which surrounded
its early settlers and pioneers, and on more than one
occasion has it proved, in the hands of the irregular
Until
troops, a formidable weapon to its enemies.
18.5.5, the mass of the American infantry was armed
with smooth-bored muskets, but since that time it
has been wholly armed with rifles. In spite ot the
advantages which fire-arms possessed, they, like the
arms which preceded them, were not suited to resist
the charge of cavalry. The bayonet, and firing in
clo.sed ranks, were unknown; the most skilful Captains of the age,however,soughtto combine fire arms
with pikes, in such a manner that one might afford
protection to the other. The French Army was thus
arranged in six ranks, four with muskets and two
with pikes; on the introduction of the bayonet, it
was reduced to four,and finally to three ranks. The
baj'onet derived its name from Bayorme, where it
was first made, in 1640. At first it was formed of a
steel blade attached to a handle of wood, which was
inserted in the bore of the barrel, except in the operations of loading and firing. Thirty years afterwi.rd
the wooden handle was replaced by a hollow socket,
whichfittedover the muzzle of the barrel; this change
rendered the musket at all times a pike as well as a
fire-arm, and led to the formation of modern infantry.

The

flint-lock was derived from the wheel-lock, by
substituting flint for the alloy of iron and antimony,
and a steel battery for the wheel. It was generally
introduced into the French Army in 1680, and continued to be used in all military services, until about
1843. when it gave way to the percussiou-Iock.
In
proportion as fire-arms were improved, the rapidity of
fire increased.
In 1703, the loading of the musket
was performed in twenty-six times and the fire of
infantry was necessarily slow. In 1744, the employment of fine powder for priming was dispensed with,
and the cartridge (said to have been the invention of
Gustavus Adolphus) was adopted in its place. See
Viire of Sma/l-arms, Fabrication of Fire-nnnm. Fabrication of Sicord.1 and Sobirs, Mandarmg, Inxpection,
of Small^rms, Ordnanct. Packing Small-arm-i, Portahle Fire-arms, Royal iSmall-arms, and Springfield Hi-

SMALL-ARM VELOCIMETEK.—The velocimeter may
be very conveniently applied in studying the law of
the recoil of a musket in order to estimate the accelerating forces developed in an arm of small caliber
by the c3mbustion of the powder. As it is important to diminish the weights set in motion, in order to
obtain a greater amplitude of tracings, the barrel is
separated from the stock, and the breech fermeture
is replaced by a simple screw-plug, with a pin passing through it, which serves to ignite the cartridge

ket.
It is generally staled that the rifie was invented
by Gaspard Zoller, of Vienna, and that it first made
its appearance at target practice at Leipsic, in 1498.
The first ritle grooves were made parallel to the axis
.

of the bore, for the purpose of diminishing tlie fricIt
tion of loading forced or tightly-fitting bullets.
was accidentally discovered, however, that spiral
grooves gave areater accuracy to the tiight of the
projectile, but the science of the day was miable to
assign a reason for this superiority, and the form,
number, and twist of the grooves, deixuded on the
caprice of individual gun-makers.
About KiOO, the
rifle began to be used as a military weapon for firini;
spherical bullets.
In 1721), it was found that good
results could be attained by using oblong projectiles
of elliptical form.
The great dilliculty, however, of
loading the rifii-, which was ordinarily accomi)lished
by the blows of a mallet on a stout iron ramrod, pre-

in regular

The improvements which have been made

in
the last thirty years, principally by the officers of the
fare.
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belongs to the upper pieoe and the other to
The rear eolliir is furnished in addition with two frietion sprini;s. resting on tlie upper
fiice of the guiile-rules, and both secured on the up|)er piece; lastly, the two ruh's are i]i coinnnniication
Willi the common circuit formed liy the return wires
It resuus from this arrangenunt
of the registers.
tliat. during the recoil movement of the piece, the
electric circuit of these registers is each instant com-

spiral of very fine platinum wire is soldered, one part
to the plug, and tlic other to the edge of the melallie
cap. and is imlx-dded in the sensitive eomiiosilion.
It snllicis, then, to put the conductors of the lirini'
battery in (iiiiimunicalion, one part with the rearenil
of the in-ulaled ]ilug, the other willi llie body of the
gun, which it-elf communi<:iles eleelrically with the
cartridg<' and the caji, that by closing the curniit we
may cause the iiicanilescencc of the wire anil tlie iii-

pleled by the movable ])iece of the collar which licars
the friction piece. The right rule has, also, littcd at
a point suitably chosen, about a millimeter from the
initial position of the spring, a rather small insulating tongue. which this friction |)iece encoiuiters and
passes over as soon as it is displaced we thus obtain
of the regis11 sinudtaneous rupture of the currents
ters, immediately followed by their reestablishment;
we thi'U realize the conditions necessary for obtaining, at the very nionunt of the e.\periment, the measure of the functional retardations of each of these
registers, as has been previously stated. The gun recoils freely in its slides, overa lenglli of about ;i() centimetres (llt.tiN.j inches); it then strikes a W(j<iden
liurlir, which also slides on the rides, serving for
uidcs, and which is lii'ld by uu-ans of two extended
r,ndia-rublier thongs, placed synunetrirally right and
left, and which tend the more to deaden the effect of
toothed rack of brass, fixed between
the shock.
the slides, and whose obli(iuely-cut teeth give a hold
to a pawl with a spring fixed in the buffer, serves to
kee]) lliis latter in the extreme position to wliich it is
brciiiLTlit by the shock, and iirevents the giin-barrel
from being s<'nt ba<'k with violence to the front.
The ribbon, in tlie form of a tablet, designed to re-

tlammation if the primer and the charge. The communications are established by means of a small special conueetion at the extremity of a llexible calile,
with two conductors, which end at the terminals of
an insulating iilanc-lable, on a column, jilaced on the
side of the si and of the apparatus. The length of this

{^uiilcs

the lower pieoe.

:

llexible e;ible is siilticicnt to |)crmit the free recoil of
the gun. The terminals and the conunulalors, jilaced
also on the stand of the apparatus, permit of establishing conveniently the circuits of the fork and the
registers, of inurrupting at will thai of the former,
and of reuniting in one common circuit the egress
wins of the liilter. We I'ould replace electric ignition by a blow, lausing the inflammation of a cap,
by arninging th<' apparatus in such a manner lli;ii
the shock might have no other effect tlnin thai of
forcing the gun-barrel harderagainst a shoulder, limiting its movement towards the front; but with a
tire-lock gun it would be more simple still tf) effect
the inflammation of the cartridge by the ap|)licalion
of some intlamcd body: communicating the fire to a
small i|Uiinlily i>f primiiig|iow(lcr put in the vent,
we would lhi;s avoiil all prejudiiial disturbance before the leaving of the shot. See lientt'ii Thread Ve-
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ceive the tracings, is fixed directly on the gun-barrel
it has at its extremities two notches narrowed at
the rear end, in w hicli are engaged two large-headed
pins fixed on the barrel. Above this tiiblel are placed
two horizontal axes, turning, with a stiff friction, in
their bearings, and which liave, one the electricallyRUi)i)lied vibrating fork, the other the registers. The
fork is arranged as usual, but owing to the inconsiderable portion of the recoil of the gun, wliich corresponds with the passage of the b:ill llirough the liore,
it must give a great number of vibrations if we wish
to study, with siittieient i)recision, the law of the
movement in this passage. A fork giving 2.000 simple
vibrations per second is generally useil a fork with
3,000 vibrations is sometimes employed, but the set-

branches of tough wood cut into lengths of two and

;

They are driven into the ground
a half or three feet.
in a i|uincunx order, about twelve inches apart, and
project irregularly above it. not more than eighteen
Interlaced with cords, wires, grape-vines,
inches.
brandiles. prickly shrubs, etc.. they form an exceliitmif/lrniiii't.
See Arnmoiry Miiin.t of Jhftnue,
lent
SMART MONEY.— In Knirland. a sum paid by a reThis is
cruit to free himself from his engagement.
done in the presence of a Magistrate, and previous to
I

is 20s.. which includes the
the Enlisting Sergeant receives
one-half (!)s. (id.), the remainder is credited to the
public.
.\ recruit cannot legally be attested until 244
lionrs have elapsed from receipt of the enlisting shilling he can claim '.l.'i; hours' grace before at lest a ion.
If flic enlisler neglects to have him attested within
1)0 hours after enlistment, the engagement is void and
the recruit free. Sundays, Christinas Day. and Good
Friday, do not count as time against a recruit, but
though he may, if he wishes, allow them to count
thus a recruit "enlisted on Saturday night cannot be
attested airainst his will on the following ^londa^,

attestation.
enlistin;:

;

ting of it in oiieration is very difliciilt. The electric
registers are designed to give the velocity of the
nnisket-ball.
As this velocity, in consequence of the
forcing of the liall. may be obtained by noting simply the moment of the rupture of a wire strelihed before the muzzle and that of its arrival on a disjimctor target, it is iisinil to employ only two registers,
one placed in the circuit of the wire at the muzzle,
In order to
the other in the circuit of the target.
avoid any displacement of the gun at the moment of
the inUamniation. fire can be communicated to the
cartridge electrically, as shown in Fig. 2. This result is obtained by transforming the primer of the
cartridge into an electric primer. The ordinary primer is replaced by a sensitive composition contained
in a small capsule, in the center of which is a small
obturator-plug of brass, the rod of which passes
small
through a very small ivory insulating ring.

A

The amount

stiilling

;

I

;

;

willing, he may be attested.
SMELTING.— Smelting is the process by which iron

altlioicj-li. if

or
'

some other metal

is

reduced to the metallic

state,

and separated from the refractory substances with
which it is combined in the ore. It consists in raising the ore to a high heat, in contact with carbon
and a suitable _;''/t. in the blast or snielting-furnace.
The.//«J unites with the earthy matter of ihe ore, so
forming a glassy substance called slaff or cinder, and
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the carbon, as carbonic oxide, unites with the oxy- lime in the form of limestone. As a very high temgen of the ore, setting the iron free which, in turn, perature is necessary toeffect the reduction, the metal
unites with a portion of tlie carbon, and Sf)rms a fusi- almost always combines with a greater or less proble compound called pig or cast-iron.
portion of the reducing agent, as well as of otlier eleIn practice, very few ores are ever found to contain raentary substances, such as the silicon, sulphur, and
earthy ingredients in proportions sufficient to form phosphorus, that may be present either in the ore,
readily fusible slags alone, and it therefore becomes the fuel, or the flux
so that the ultimate result is
necessary to supply the deticiency. This may l)e never a pure metal, but is a compound of iron with
done, either by mixing ores of dissimilar composition carbon, silicon, sulphur, phosphorus and sometimes
in such quantities as shall yield slags of the desired manganese, and occasionally traces of other baser
composition, or by the addition of calcareous or alu- elements, as titanium, etc. Small traces of foreign
minous minerals not containing iron. The lirst of elements exert a very marked influence on tiie metal;
these methods is certainly to be preferred, as by it and it is these small, and in many ca.ses unnoticed,
differences of the composition, that render so many
points in the chemistry antl practical working of iron
obscure and difficult to be understood.
The composition of the limestone to be used is of
considerable importance, and depends upon the kind
of ores employed.
Chemical analysis alone can determine to which classa particular limestone belongs,
as there is often nothing in the external appearance
by which a pure limestone may be distinguished from
one containing forty or fifty per cent, of foreign matter.
Magnesium limestone is especially to be avoided as producing a very refractory slag. The addition of fluxes to the blast-furnace is regulated by several considerations. When the ores are of good quality, the chief point to be considered is the production of the most fusible slag, with
the smallest addition of non-ferriferous matters; this is more especially the case with charcoalfurnaces. When mineral fuel is
used, however, it is necessary to
form a slag that is capable of absorbing sulphur, which would often otherwise be taken up by the
iron; and, for this purpose, a larger quantitj' of flux is used than
that indicated by theory, as giving llie greatest fusible product.
The quality of the irou produced
depends greatly upon the kind of
;

:

flux

employed.

Slag is the vitreous mass«which
covers the fused metal in a smelting-hearth. The physical character of slag, such as color, texture,
fluidity, etc. .varies with the com-

position and the working condition of the furnace, so that it Is
not possible from inspection alone
to determine the character of the

metal produced, except after considerable experience of the indiand llie relation
vidual furnace
between the slag and metal in one
locality may be totally different in
another. The fuel used in ironsmelting varies in different localities andalso with the purposesfor
which the irou is intended. Char;

the sins; is formed without unnecessarily reducing
the percentage of iron in tlie charge or burden, taken
whereas, the addition of tluxes increases
as a whole
the weight of material to be passed through tlie furnace for the same produce of metal but it can only
be carrieil out in localities having a large and varied
command of minerals. Usually, therefore, a rombination of both methods is used, the best mixture
of ores obtainable being supplemented by the addition of earthy minerals.
Tbe reduction of iron ores can be eifected prai^tiThe princally only by carbou or carbonic oxide.
cipal lUix employed in iron-smelting is carbonate of
;

:

coal is said tn make the most superior irou, and is always used in
the manufacture of iron for ordnance ))urposes. Coke is generally used, and bituminous and anthracite coals are also employed.
The Lane and Bodley smelting-furnace, with oneThe
half in section, is represented in the drawing.
mixed ore, fluxes, and fuel are fed into the furnace
and gradually settle down through tlie brick shaft
until they reach where the sides are made of steel
boxes, called "water jackets," aud kept cool by a
continuous supply of cold water; therein the combustion takes place, a high beat being obtained by
air from the blower nearthe emrine, which drives It.
The blast enters the furnace throutrh the t.ui/tris. at
the nio\ith of which the last of he fuel is entirely consumed, the fluxes and foreign matter whilst melting
I

;
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unitinjr into ulag. From llu- bottom of the crucible a
chaiiufi passes iliajiouully upwurtls, ti-iniiialini; in a
bowl in the top of the niasdiiry "ulside of the water
jackets, thus fomiins; what is liuown as the ••Kt/phon
t/ip." At tlie bottom of one of the water jackets is an
openins;. stopped with clay, which is occasionally removed to allow llie slai; to escape into slug-pols,
wheri' it is alloweil to coni;eal.
It is in the smell ini;fiiniace tbat the character of
the iron is tixeii. Inm of good character and high
susceptibility may be sitoiled l)y its treatment at the

foundry

;

but

this,

with ordinary experience and

in-

telligence, oiii;ht rarely to occur. It is impracticable,
with our (ircscnt knowledge, to make good and reliable guns fnirii iron hat leaves the snu'lliMg-funiace
with bad i|ualities. The snu'lling of iron is a |)urely cliemical process, and should be conducted with
the same regularity and precision as any other imI

There are so numy disportant chemical i)rocess.
turbing causes tending to affect its character and
qualities, that, after every precaution shall have been
taken to remove them, perfect imiformity in the
quality of the iron produced from ilay to day cannot
be elTi (ted, yet a near appro.\imatiou to uniformitj'
practicable.
All the stock fora "blast' of gun-iron should be
carefully prepared and housed before beginning to
"blow." The ore shouUl all be roasted and also well
mixed so as to be as nearly uniform, as to size of
lumps and idl other (|Ualities, as possible The charcoal should all be made as nearly as possible from the
same kind of wood, of the sanuMuiiforiuily as tocjuality.and well mixed together after charring. All the
stock should be cari'fully weighed, and supplied to
the furnace at regular intervals of tiuu'. The pressure, temperature, and liygronu'trical condition of the
blast, should be kept as nearly constant as possible.
The temperature of the blast may be kept very nearly
constant without using what is termed a hot-blast,
by warming it just suiliciently to bring it above the
is

highest

summer
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temperature.

Suppose a standard of quality to have been determined, with the stock all prei)ared for a given number of guns, and having determined by comparison
with the /standard the (lualily of iron requiretl,a further approxinuition to identity in quality of the metal
in the guns may be made by casting each run of metal
from the snu'lting furnace into a number of pigs of
equal size, something greater than the number of the
guns to be made, and piling them in separate piles
each run of metal furnishing one pig to each pile.
Each pile should contain metal enough for one gun
and one test-cylinder; and be kept sejiarate and distinct from all others in transportation, and be replied
in the the fouudry-yard in the same order as at the
smelting-furnace; one gun bi'ing made from each
pile, after the treatnu-nt which the iron should receive
at the fovmdry shall have been determined by experiments made on the iron in the surplus piles. The
pigs should be cast in molds as prepared from a pattern, so as to be smooth and free from adhering sand
as possible.
The difference between iron as it exists when presented for use in pigs and wheu in the body of the
finished gun is very great, sometimes amounting to
a difference in density of more than 20 pounds per
cubic foot, and in tenacity more than as 1 to 2. This
serves to show how unreliable tlie tests of the first
fusion pig-iron are, as a means for determining the
quality of iron and its suitableness for making cannon. The quality of cannon nuiy be improved by
endeavoring to ascertain the dilTerent qualities of the
metal used in making them, and the best methods of
treating it in the processes of melting, casting, and
It is found that some kinds of iron are suscooline.
ceptibTe of very great improvement, by the different
methods of treatment at the foimdries while other
kinds are at their maximum strength in the crude
pigs. The cause of this difference in the susceptibility for change and improvement will doubtless be
;

found

in the qualities of ores used, and in the methsnulting tliem.
Usually the quality of iron is greatly modified and
improved by remelling and a long continuance in
fusion. But all kinds of iron are not affected in like
uuuuur by llie>e proci-sses. In examining the effects
of the different treatment of iron at the foundry,
such samples should be chosen as will best exhil)it
the following jiarticulars and characteristics, viz.:
(ids of

1st.

The

])roperties

grades of iron

which distinguish the

different

made from the sanu' ores at the same
The changes in the mechanical proper-

furnace. 2d.
ties of iron produced by repeated meltings of one
of these grades, separately, showing the changes effecli'd at each melling.
.'id. The <'liauges produced
by n>i)ealed meltings of the <lilTereut grades of iron
and of differiiit fusions nuxed. 4th. The changes
produced in iron of the same melting and (pialily,l)y
easting it into masses of dilTerent bulk, and by different nu'thods of cooling. The softest kinds (if iron
will endure a greater number of meltings with advantage than the higher grailes. It ap|)ears from
Major Wade'sexperiments withGreenwood iron that
when it is in its bi'st con<iilion for casting into proofbars of snudi bulk, it is then in a stale which reipnres
an additional fusion to bring it up to its best condition for casting into the massive bulk of cannon.
In selecting and preparing iron for cannon, we may
proceed by repeated fusion, or by varying the proportions of the different grades and different fusions,
unlil the maxiiuuui tenacity is attained.
An increase of density is a consiMpu'Uce which invariably follows the rapid cooling of cast-iron, and,
as a general rule, the tenacity is increased by the
same means. The density and tenacity usually vary
in the same order. It appears that the tenacity generally increases (piite uuiforndy with the density,
until the latter ascends to .some given jjoint
after
which an increa^ed density is accom])auicd by adimiuished tenacity.
The turning-point of density at
which the best qualities of gun-iron attain their maximum tenacity appears to be about 7.30. At this
point of density, or near it, whether in proof-bars or
in gun-heads, the tenacity is greatest. As the density
of iron is incrcilsed, its liquidity when melted is diminished. This causes it to congeal quickly, aiul to
form cavities in llu' interior of the castinif. See Inm.
SMITH AND WESSON REVOLVER.- Prior to the recent war in the L'nited States, no revolver had been
adopted by the military authorities in which metallic
cartridges were used
but the advantages of this arm
were so apparent that thousands of these revolvers
were bought by officers in the Army and Navy, and
so great was the demand for them that orders were
upon the books of this Firm for all their possilile production for two years in advanci'. At the I'aris Kxpositiou this weapon attracted an unusual attention
and from that time a demand arose which has con,
stantly increased, resulting in large shipments to Japan, China, England, Russia, France, Spain, Peru,
i'hili, lira/.il, Cuba, and to almost every nation on
the globe.
Within the last few years, improvements
have been added, resulting in the production of a revolver far superior, especially for military purposes,
to anything of the kind ever manufactured.
The drawing shows the construction of this arm.
The frame with its handle and lock is made as formerly, excejit that the frame has but a single limb projecting forward from the under-side of the recoilshield or breech.
To the front end of this limb the
barrel is hinged, so as to tip forward and <lownward
The barrel, with its
in opening, as shown in Fig. 1.
hinge-arm or projection, is formed from a single solid
piece of steel, and it also has a solid arm or straj) at
its upper side, wliich projectsback over the cylinder
when closed, and is locked to the breech by a springlatch, -I, which operates automatically when the barThe cylinder is mounted
rel is swung into position.
on a tubular center-pin, n, which is screwed into the
rear end of the projection under the barrel, so that
:

;
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to, and swings with the barclosed, as is shown in Fig. 1.
This center-pin, n, is made a little shorter than the
cj'linder, as shown in Fii:;. 2, and the central hole
through the cylinder is bored out round as far as the
pin, », extends; but in rear of the extremity of the
center-pin, the hole in the cylinder is made rectangular in form, for a purpose which will be presently

the cylinder

rel,

is
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attached

when opened and

explained.
Til 3 arm is provided with an extractor, D. wliich
consists of a plate fitted into a central recess in the
rear end of the cylinder, and which extends radially
to near the center of the chambers it, of course being cut away at its edges, so as to conform in shape
aricl size to the chambers, thus leaving them unobstructed, so that when the extractor is in its si-at, tlie

externally, as to permit it to turn freely within the
tubular center-pin, u, while the cylinder turns upon
the center pin, the cylinder and extractor thus always turning together. To this square stem of the
extractor, there is secured a round stem or bolt, B,
which extends forward through the center-pin and
for some distance into a hole bored longitudinallj'
from the rear end forward, into the lug or projection
'jnderneath the barrel, as is .shown in Fig. 1. This
stem B, is reduced in diameter towards its front end,
to afford ample room for a spiral spring, which being

—

Fig.

1.

rear end of the cylinder has the appearance of an ordinary solid cylinder, which has the chambers simply

bored through it.
The extractor, ]), is provided
with a stem made in the form of a square bolt, and
of a size corresponding with the rectangular opening
in the rear end of the cylinder, previously referretl
to, so that when the extractor has its stem inserted
into or through this opening, it is free to slide back

and

forth therein, btit must turn with the cylinder,
thus keeping the extractor alwaj'S in place in relation
to the chambers. The square stem is nearly as long
as the cylinder, so that, when the extractor is shoveti
out in the act of extracting the shells, it will not pass
out of the square opening, and is of such a diameter

Pig.

mounted on

2.

the stem, serves to

draw the extractor

has been operated to expel the
shells.
This stem, W, directly over the point where
the barrel is hinged to the frame, and from thence
forward to the spring, is provided with a series of
teeth, which are cut entirely around the stem and
which engage with corresponding teeth on a ratchetwheel, r,"tliat is located vertically at the center of the
front end of the arm to which the barrel is hinged;
this ratchet-wheel being inserted in a slot formed in
the front end of the arm, and pivoted upon the same
screw which forms the axis of the joint the front
end of the arm being made of a size and shape to
correspond with this wheel, whereby also a large
Ijack to its seat after

it

—

a
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bearing is nfTorcled for the joint, which tends to prevent wear and keeps the partt- snug and tirm. A
pawl, //, is fitted in a recess bored for it in the arm
of the frame, and is so located as to engage in a notch
cut in the rear edge of the ratchet-wheel, <', by which
said wheel is locked fast, and thus preventi'd from
turning when the barrel is swimg over forward
spiral spring at the rear end of the pawl. //, serving
to press it forward and hold it in contact with the
wheel, and also to cause it to automatically engage
therewith again, after same has been released. This
pawl, //, also has a roughened projection at the under side of the arm near its front end. by pressing
back on which, the pawl can be at anj' time disconnected from the ratchet-wheel, when of course, the
latter will not act on the extractor.
The operation is asfolhjws: The arm is held by
the hamlle in the right hand, while with the thumh
of said hand, the latch, -1, is raised, thereby unlocking the barrel from the breech. The barrel is then
swung over forward, either by the left hand, or if

!

I

operations are automatic to a greater extent than in
any simihir arm in existence.
As a military revolver, it is believed that it has no
equal.
Its accuracy and penetration are shown by
the following diagram of a target made at SpringHeld, Massachusetts, at forty yards distance tlie penetration of the ball was through tive inches of pine
;

—

boards.

Fig. 3.

The United States use this arm for cavalrj-, and
the Government of Russia have adopted the same
model

for their cavalry service, an onler for 20,000
having been recently executed. The system of inspection ado])ted by Messrs. Smith and Wesson is
such that the least imperfection in material or workmanship is detected, and for which the piece is con-

demned.
During the past fifteen years Messrs. Smith and
Wesson have by constant experiments and attention
to details, largely improved their arms.
One of the
special improvtmenls effected in the new model for
the better protection against accidents

is

a rebound-

Fig. 3.

that be so engaged, by pressing the top of the barrel
against any ohjcct. Xow, as the ratchet-wheel is held
from turning by the pawl. //, it follows that the teeth
of said wheel engaging with the teeth of tlicstem. Ji,
as the barrel swings forward. cau.<es the extractor, 1),
to protrude from the rear end of the cylinder, carrying the shells out with it. The size of this wheel, O,
is such that the extractor is caused to move enough
80 as to push the shells entire'y rnit of the chamber^;
and just as this operation is completed, the shoulder
of the pawl, //, comes in contact with the projection
on the under side of the barrel, by which means the
pawl is shoved back, and therehj- disconnected from
the ratchet, C. when the spring on the stem, JS, immediately returns the extractor to its seat while the
arm is still open, ready to be reloaded. When loaded, it is only necessary to swing the barrel back to its
position, when the latch, A, automatically locks the
parts together, and it is ready for tiring. Figure 1,
represents the arm in positi-^n for loading. It will
thus be seen that while the arm is strimg and consists
of comparatively few parts, it accomplishes far more
than anv revolver ever before invented; and that its

ing-lock. Although this feature has been adopted in
onnection with shot-guns, and now universa lly used,
it has never before been api)lied to revolvers. These
arms, more than any other class, are liable to premature discharge, caused by a chance blow upon the

i

hammer when left, by carelessness, resting upon tlie
cartridge head. Bj' tills new improvement the hammer is made to rebound automatically to a .safety
catch where it is held without the addition of a single
piece for that purpose. The pistol is hj' this means
ahmluUly xafe in the hands of a soldier, as it cannot
under any circumstances from a blow or jar be unBy several changes nine
expectedly discharged.
pieces have been dispensed with, and the arm materially improved, at the same time the cost being
reduced to a very considerable extent. Nearly all
these improvements have been patented by Messrs.
Smith and Wesson in this country and Europe, and
all owned by the Firm.
It is one of the objects of this Firm to take advantage of all new inventions or suggestions, and to that
end the use of hard rubber has been adopted for the

are
I

construction of the handles, especially of the smaller

SUOSE-BALL.
grade of
for a

Of late a (ieinaiid has sprung up
rapid-firing pistol than the one regularly

pistols.

more

SHOOT QUK.
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i

made by Messrs. Smith and Wesson. and'to meet this
demand a new arm has been designed and manufactured.
The drawing
(Fig. 4) shows all the
details of this weapon.
There is also a very
slight difference in the
form which will be rec-

ognized in comparison
with the earlier model.
Upon an examination
of

all

the details in this

drawing, however, it
will be seen that the
new arm is very simple
in its construction,

and

attention
has been paid to securing for it the greatest
safety possible.
This
arm retains tne distinctive feature of the Smith and Wesson
the automatic extractsystem, viz.
One of the most important advanor.
that

:

special

—

tao'es of this pistol

over ordinary dou-

ble-acting pistols is, that instead of being made as heretofore in such a manner as to permit the cylinder to revolve
after discharge of the cartridge, which
releasing it, admits of the possibility of
snapping upon the cartridge already
discharged. It is arranged with a cyliuder-stop so constructed as to firmly
hold the cylinder in position except
when being revolved for the act of cockThis is accomplished by the acinij.
tion of the cylinder-stop, as shown,
placed upon the trigger-pivot, the rear
end of which rests in one of the stopnotches shown in the drawing, while the
trigger is drawn back in the act of firing, the front end of the stop resting in
one of the recesses of the cylinder, as
shown in the drawing, while the trigger
is

forward.

Jlost careful attention has also been
paid to reducing the number of parts
comprised in the lock of this pistol.

There being but seven in all, viz., hammer, trout and rear-sears, hand-trigger,
cylinder-stop, and two springs. The extractor cam, D, and the extractor catch,
E.differ from those used in former pistols made by Smith and Wesson, being
much stronger and more simple. The
fuU-pai'-e steel enaravins; represents the
latest model 38, So. 2, caliber 38-100, 5
See titc/u/Jkld-Smith and Wesnon
shot.

RevoUer.

SMOKE-BAXl.— A paper shell having
one vent the thickness of the paper depending on the nature of the shell); the
shell is filled with a composition wnicn.
(

igniting, evolves a large volume
It is thrown into mines or
of smoke.
other confined situations, to suffocate
It has
the enemy's working parties.
also been used as a signal in the Arctic

upon

Rcffions.

SMOOT GUN.— A

breech-loading ri-

chamber closed bya
movable "breech-block which rotates
fle,

havius; a fixed

about a horizontal axis at 90" to the axthe barrel, lying above the axis of
the liarrel and in fear being moved from
above. The pieoe is opened by cocking the hanuiier and drawing back the
is of

Fig. 4.

thmnb- piece of the cam-lever. A projecting stud on the cam-lever playing
the" cam -recess of the breech-block:

m

SNAfFLE

BIT.

ilraws it Anvm into the position of loiidinff. By simply ri'viTsiu-; tbc inovt-uicnt of tlii' cam-li'vcr,thc stud
will act on llic other siilc of the cam-recess, and
throw up the block until it is met and stopped by
the front shoulder of the t'am.lever strikin;; against
a corresijondiu!; sliouhh'r near tlie front of llie block.
The motions of loading and closing may be combined by striking the thumb-piece with the palm of tlie
right hand as the cartridge is passed into the chamThe piece is then locked by the position of
ber.
the breech-block and also its friction against the
liead of tlie cartridge when it is lixed, by means of
a double mainspring center-lock of the most usual
pattern. E.xtraclion is accomplished by a sliding
extractor, a stud on the inside of which plays in
a cam-recess on the outer side of the cam-lever.
After passing a certain point in opening the piece,
the direct piill on the extractor ceases and the
ejeclion is secured by the acceleration which
is impressed on the extractor by the action of
the ejector-spring on a earn formed on the lower
surface of the ejector-lever. The upper end of
which lever, striking a shoulder on the extractor,
throws it into a groove connected with the camrecess, driving the shell up the inclined surface of
the breech-block until it is clear of the gun.
SNAFFLE-BIT.— A slender bit, having a joint in
the part to be placed in the mouth. It is the most
common bit in use in the military service. See Bit

and liriilte.
SNAKING.

SNAP-8H00TINO.
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— When the spiral motion of rotation of

an elongated projectile round

consisting of a piece of steel, furrowed like the wheel
of a wheel-lock, set on a steel post, and which moved on a pivot, and a cock in which was flxed a flint
instead of a piece of pyrites the priming-pan was
provideil with a cover, which, when it was recpiired
to lire the arm, was pushed on one side, and the sleel
bent down over the pan on the trigger lieing pressed,
the cock with the flint fell on the steel, and forced it
hack from the pan, evolving at the same time sparks
which tired the i)riming. The improvement on this
lock gave us our flintlock, which has now become an
arm of the past. Also written Siiajilinnre.
SNAP HOOK. A hook having a spring-mousing by
;

;

—

it is prevented from accidental disengagement
with theobject to which it is attached, as the bit-ring,
hame-ring, or breech ing-ring. The mousing form-

which

erly consisted of a spring, but a spring latch-i)iece is
now the common form. In sonu' snap-hooks a s])ring
forms the latch ;• in others the spring actuates the
latch.
The drawmg represents the Whitman snap-

its

original direction (caused probably by an irregular resistance and
want of homogeneity) becomes of
exaggerated extent, the projectile
may be .seen to describe a sort of
helix round its primary direction,
and the accuracy of shooting is
greatly inlluenced by the part of
the helix which ma}'" lirst happen
to be in contact with the ground.
Projectiles subject to this inllu
vwi- are technicallv said t" snake.
SNAP-CAP. —.V very small leather cylinderwith a metal top of the
size of the hammer of the percussion musket, and titting closely to
the nipple. It is used to preserve
the nipple from the action of the

^^

M

liannner. The snap-cap used with
the Martini-IIenry riHe may be described as follows:
The body of the snap-cap consists of an iron tube surrounded
by one of brass, the latter being

made somewhat

elastic.

Longitu-

are cut to allow of sufficient compression to insert the
snap-cap into the bore of the rifle.
The base is made similar to the
base of a breech-loading rifle cartridge, but having a pc^rtion of the
sides of the flange cut awaj- to allow the horns of the extractor to
pass, when the snap-cap is used
at snappiug-drill.
The interior of the snap-cap consists of a spiral spring, supporting
a piece of ebonite, which receives
the blow of the striker. The spiral spring is kept in its place by a screw at the head
of the snap-cap.
8NAPHAUNCE.— flintlock originally attached to
muskets. It is said to have been invented in Germany about the end of the fourteenth century, and
was so called by a set of Dutch maraviders designated '•Snaphans,"orpoultr}--stcaler3, who, finding the
light of the match betraj-ed them in their marauding
tnps, and the wheel-lock too expensive, used a lock

dinal

slits

A

Ligowek! Apparatus,

hook, which

is extensively used in the United States
Military Service. The improved method of ajjplying
the steel snap recommends this hook; the common
fault of most snaps being that if the spring gets brokIn the Whitman
en, the snap becomes worthless.
snap, the spring maj' be readily renewed.
SNAP SHOOTING.— Snap-shooting is the throwing
of both the rear and front sights of a gun into line
between the eye and the target and pulling the trig-

!

SNIDER RIFLE.

SNABE DRUM.

one motion, and is distinguished by that most unskilled to send the bird at any desired angle;shooting where the aim is leisurely horizontal or vertical. The clamp, P, requires caretaken, by bringing the piece to the slioulder, getting ful adjustment, but when once set must not be disthe sights in line, hiinting the target and pulling the turbed if (the artn.E", having been pointed in the ditrigger when the aim is most steady. All armies are rection in wliich it is desired to throw the same), the
maintained for offense and defense, and the principal bird flies too far to tlie right, then loosen tlie tension
weapon used is the rifle, witli an imperfect knowl- of the clamp, F, by unscrewing, slightly, the bindingedge of its use, the army is truly ineffective. Inac- nut; if, on the other hand, the bird flies too far to the
tion, at least 99 per cent, of the shots go wild, gen- left, then tighten the tension.
SNARE-DRUM. The smaller, or common military
erally in consequence o' over-aiming. As an instance
so
of tliis, the experience of the British troops in Zulu drum, as distinguished from the large bass-drum
Land, where only one per cent, of the bullets dis- called because (in order to render it more resonant)
patched hit the mark, may be cited. It is certainly there is stretched across its lower head a catgut-string
important tliat all troops should be practiced in Smip-

ger, all in

name from any

;

—

i

:

Practice in hitting moving objects inspires
a confidence whicli can not be obtained in any other
way, and the repetition of the tliree motions of loading, extracting, and aiming and firing, habituates the
learner to a free use of the arms and a contidence in
pulling the trigger. In the German Army thej' aim
and snap an unloaded pieeerepeatedl_vasan exercise,
ghijiitiiig.

considering the pulling of the trigger a necessary finish to the motion of aiming.
Aided by a minimum
expense, light report, easily-acquired range facilities,
and a most-fascinating system, might not the practice be carried to firing and hitting, whicli is the desired result ? This need not at all interfere with the
manual, but can be practiced as an outside exercise;
and the result of adopting it would be felt immediately by a company, not only in the ease and <|uickening of motion and improved marksmanship, but
in the increased interest it woidd create among the

members.
Mr. George Ligowsky has perfected a moving object, wliich is thrown from a trap in such a manner
as to imitate exactly the flight of a i)igeon, and whicli

These are generally used by

or collection of sfriugs.

regiments to perform the beats in

camp

or

practically solves the problem of timliug a suitable
substitute fur the live bird. The drawing illustrates
the device:
A, is a tripod stand with a circular rack;

infantn,-

B, is a pawl attached to a swivel standard engaging
with the circular rackupon A. for obtaining horizontal angular adjustment
C and D form an universal
joint for obtaining vertical angular adjustment
31,
is a head carrying the exterior spring, E, clamp-arm,
E", and segmental rack, N, which latter engages the
pawl, having at its outer end the lock or trigger, H,
to which the line or rope, I, is attached; F, is the
clamp at the end of the swivel arm, E". for the tongue.
T. of the pigeon; G represents the pigeon in position,
and G" a reverse view of the pigeon on the ground.
The weight of the trap is 17 pounds, and its height
18 inches.
To use this apparatus pin the base of the trap firmly to the ground or what is far better, bolt the base
to a plain frame-work of inch plank, about four feet
long and two feet wide secure this latter frame-work
to the earth by driving two wide wooden pins on each
side and nailing^same to the latter. Insert the tongue,
T, of the pigeon (conve.x side of the pigeon being upward) in the clamp, F, from the leftside perpendicular to the clamp-arm, until it rests against the checkpin and the spring-pin; pull back the clamp-arm, E",
with the left hand until caught by the pawl-trigger
H, lield in place by right hand then pull the line and
the bird flies from the trap.
To increase the velocity

SNELL GUN. A bieech-loading rifle having a fixed
chamber closed by a movable breech-block, which

;

;

;

;

;

garrison. In the French Army the drum
some extent, abolished. See Band.

is

now,

to

—

parallel to the axis of the barrisht side.
It is opened by bringing
the hammer to the full-cock by firing the piece the
hammer falls behind the cartridge-head.and locks the
The
piece by engaging in a groove in the frame.
piece is fired by a center-lock, the hammer striking
a side-flre cartridge directly, by a projection near its
outer edge. Extraction is accomplished by a sliding-

rotates about
rel

and on

an axis

tlie

:

piece operated independently by the hand, and ser\-ing to guard the cartridge against an accidental fall
The friction-spring
of" the hammer while loading.
over the point of which the rim of the cartridge rides
in loading, serves to keep the cartridge in the chamber while the hammer is cocked. This arm has been
moditicd to receive a center-fire cartridge, which is
ignited by a firing-pin in the form of a bent lever,
pivoted on the front and left side of the hammer.
As the hammer falls, the forward arm of the firingpin strikes the right side of the frame, and throws
the left arm around to the front with sufficient force
the striking of the forward
to ignite the cartridge
arm of the firing-pin on this frame being so timed
that the fulminate shall be ignited Just as the breech
;

is

closed.

SNIDER RIFLE.— The converted Enfield or "Sniof the bird, engage the pawl.H, farther back upon the
segmental rack N. To obtain a horizontal flight, keep der" rifle was selected in 186.5-06 by the British Govthe clamp-arm, E", nearlj' horizontal to increase the ernmen' from the specimens submitted at an open
vertical angle of flight, incline the lower joint one, competiti(m of inventors.
It is an extremely simple
two or more points (or notclies) until the requisite weapon, and though by no means free from faults,
angle of flight is obtained. In case of violent wind, has given very satisfactory results up to this time.
incline the upper joint, D,one or more notches toward The ordinary'Enfleld barrel is shortened by about 24
the wind untU the pigeon alights upon its flat bottom inches and the heel of the remainder is screwed into
or rim. To change the Jiorittintnl angle of flight, (that a strong shoe, with which is connected by a poweris, from right to left, etc.) raise the pawl,B,and throw
ful hinge, the solid breech-piece, which, when sliut,
the whole swivel-standard around until the clamp completely closes tlie breech. Through this passes
arm, E", points in the direction towards which it be the piston or striker the normal position of the pisdesired to throw the bird; then clamp the set or lock- ton is maintained by a spiral spring within the nipscrew on the tripod.
ple. Given the breech open, the cartridge is inserted
brief study of these points will readily enable the and pushed forward into the barrel, wh~ere its metal
;

;

A

;

WOECK

FUSE.

s'roove left nround tlio bnrri'l's heel. The
is flosed (iowu. the hamtiier (irnwn tn
The
full-eoc'k, an<l tlie piece is rciuiv for discliiirfif.
breeoh-pieie is securely locked liy the spriui: holt,
which enters a recess in the false breech, and can
only be withdrawn on the lever tliunib-piecc being

rim

BKOW
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fills tlip

breeeli-piece

SHOE.

impervious to wet: and. second, that fire can scarcely
be comnninicated to it otherwise than through the
detonating cap. A single cartridge has been fired
within a barrel of loose cartridges without e.vphxiing
any of the others. Adverting to the Snider cartridge,
the whole is enclosed in a roll of thin brass foil, outside which is a covering of jiaper. and having for its
base an iron di.sk. in front of which is a double cup
of thin brass, while a round of millbojird or pulp encircles the chandler containing the percussion-cap,
whicli cduimunicates with the powder. Hetwccn the
powder and the ball isalayer of wool. Theballhas,
as explained above, the point spun over a cavity in
its frnni, and a conical hollow is made at the base
into the wider part of this is dropped the wooden
plug. For a detailed descrpticmof theaclion of this
gun. see Tnbntien (inn, reference being made to the
drawing above. See JVVYrf/«'-j'/7i«.
SNOECK FUSE.— The construction of this fuse is

upon the proiicrty which cast-zinc possesses,
of being hard and tenacious at ordinary temperatures. but verybrittle when heated from 100" to21IO",
Reaunur, (4i7" to 482" Fahr.
Hence, a zinc fu.se
might risist, when cold, the shocks of the charge,
bascil

)

and iialloting in thebore; but when heate<l sufiiciently by the burning composition, would break from
the sliock of the falling projectile, and communicate
pressed by the thiimli

in the net of ajain liftina; the
the Irijiitcr lieiiii; pulled, the hammer falls, drives in the piston, and out airainst the
detonating cap of the cartridge, with a sharp blow,
firing ofT the charge.
Tlic hammer is drawn back to
half-cock, the piston Hies up to its former position
the breech-piece is thrown back, and slid on its hinge
along the pin until occurs a process during which a
small catch hooks back into the breech, by its ])rojecting rim, the empty cartridge-case. The canting
of the rifle to one side now throws this out, a spring
within the hinge moves the breech-piece to its former place, and the gun is ready for another charge.
The cost of altering an " Enfield" to a "Snider"
varies from 15s. to iOs. During the transition period,

breecli-hlock.

On

:

Form

of Pad.

Fig.

upwards of a million were converted in this way, besides a large number of new arms made for Government service; but conversion and manufacture are
now suspended both in the Government factories and
by the large small-arms companies.
The Government factories were capableof converting 1,100 rifles
daily.
At first, the firing of the Snider was inferior
to tiie old Enfield: but. by alterations in the bullet,
effected by Colonel Boxer, in the direction of de-

The fuse consists of a very short
fuse-plug, fitted in the interior with a cork
collar, through which the fuse passes
and the fuse
pro|)er, which consists of a zinc tube of a truncated
conical form, having at the top a projecting band,
which secures the tube in its ]iosition. and at the bottom a solid portion, which, by its weight, assists in
breaking the ttibe wlien the shell strikes. This tube
is filled with ordinary fuse composition.
It will be noticed liiat this fuse is constructed on a
principle verj- similar to the SpU'ngnrd, hut its success has been much less satisfactory.
See Fime.
SNOW SHOE.— 1. A species of shoe much used by
the Esquimaux, Lajilanders, and others who inhabit
those regions where snow prevails for a great portion
fire

to tlie charge.

wooden

;

FiR. .3.— .Adjusted Pad.

2.

consists of a flat frame, of a lanceolate
form, from 8 to 14 inches in breadth at its widest
sometimes as much as 7,
l)art, and of great length
though generally about 4 feel. It is either wholly
of wood or is a wooden frame filled in with wickerwork or thongs, and has cross-straps on the upper
surface to attach it to the foot. The broad suii'ace
prevents the foot from sinking in the snow. 2.
snow, nnid, and trotting-shoe, shown in Fig. 2, patcreasing tfie specific gravity at the apex by the inser- ented and made by Messrs. Shoenbergcr
Co., of
tion of a wooden plug (which is now. however, dis- Pittsburgh.
The concave ground surface of this
pensed with, and the^point of the bullet spun over shoe positively prevents balling, and it wi!l not pull
the mouth of the cavity), thiscondition has been well off by the suction of mud or clay. No gravel or other
reversed, and the Snider now fires 30 percent, better hard substance can find its way under the shoe. Figthan the old Enfield. Of course, these changes add ures 1 and 2 show the Wheeler .\nti-snowbalI Pad
some to the cost of the cartridge, which has, howev- and Iloof-protector, a contrivance to i)revenl liorsea
er, these great perfections
first, that it is absolutely from "balling" and slipping in winter and from pick-

of the year.

It

—
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ing up stones iu summer.

8NYDEK DYNAMITE-PEOJECTItE.

It is made in sizes to fit warfare, especially of a maritime character.
An infoot and is litteil witliout removing the shoe. It vention has recently been perfected l)y which dynais made of vulcanized rubber, into whicli a spring of mite can be made to play a more important part in
brass with catches is molded. Xeither straps nor offensive and defensive land or naval warfare than
nails are required. When properly spnmg into posi- it has hitherto been possible to attain.
It consists in
tion (the frog uncovered) it cannot be thrown out by loading a shell or projectile with glycerine, dynathe strongest-actinned horse.
mite or other high explosives, aud tiring the same
SNYDER DYNAMITE-PROJECTILE.— newly in- from any ordinary gun or cannon without explosion
veuted shell charged with a powerful explosive and until it strikes the object at which it is tired. The indesigned to be propelled from an ordinary cannon. ventor accomplishes this purpose by the mechanical
Since the time (ISO.'Jj when Kobert Fultnn.in an ex- devices that are absolutely certain in their operations;
perimental trial, blew up a brig iu Deal Harbor, far more so than the shells charged with gunpowder
England, with two torpedoes, tilled with ISU pounds and exploded by time-fuses or other devices, aud atof gunpowder, by means of clock-work, the sub- tended with less danger to those who use them. Reject of torpedoes, especially for naval warfare, has peated tests of this invention have been made. which,
commanded the attention of civilized governments,
the opinion of experienced naval aud military ofand inventions and improvements iu this line liave ficers who have witnessed the trials, place the utility
been the study of many inventors. England, from of the system beyond the realm of doubt. By this
the time Fulton made liis torpedo experiment, lias system sufficient dynamite to sink the heaviest arlooked with a jealous eye upon inventions iu this di- mored iron-clad ever floateil can be fired in a single
rection. Earl St. Vincent, in speaking of the subject projectile.
to Fulton.said of Sir William Pitt, who had encouragKo special kind of ordnance is required, as the ined Fulton in Ids trials, that he (Pitt) "is the great- vention is applicable to either breech or muzzle-loadest fool that ever existed, to encourage a mode of ing, smooth-bore, or ritled-cannon.
war which they, who commanded the seas, did not
By lliis system no shock is produced upon the prowant, and which, if successful, would deprive them jectile, and consequently less strain upon the gun
of it." That this anxiety still exists, not only in Eng- than in the ordinary methods of firing. The inventor
land, but among all other maritime powers, is shown is prepared to demonstrate that with uniform weight
by the large expenditure of money that is constant- projectiles, a longer range aud greater accuracy is atly being made in the manufacture of torpedoes.
tainable with the same gun than by the usual meThe invention of nitro-glyceriue and its adjuncts, thods of firing. It is confidently believed, and the
nitro-gelatine, dynamite, forcite, giaut powder, etc., United States Djnamite Projectile Company is willgave torpedoes afresh impetus, its destructive effect ing to prove, by competitive tests,that they can probeing much greater thau gunpowder. But nitro-glj'- duce a more destructive effect with a gun of six -inch
cerine, with its kindred compounds, is of such a sen- caliber, using the Snyder dynamite-projectile, than
sitive nature that a sudden blow or shock will cause can be produced with a cannon of the largest caliber
its explosion. Consequently their uses heretofore for ever fabricated, using the ordinary projectile or solwar purposes have been solely confined to what are id shot. When the saving iu weight of armament of
known as fi.xed submarine mines, floating and spar a war vessel, that maj' be attained by this invention
torpedoes, aud torpedoes propelled by machinerj' con- is considered, its benefits will be appreciated, espetained within them, or by rockets.
cially when increased speed and facUity of maneuvrFixed mines, especially when placed under water, ing is desirable.
are unreliable, and should a vessel pass over them,
The effect produced by firing shells cliarged with
they could seldom be exploded at the right moment, dynamite into an enemy's camp, or fortified position,
if at all.
Floating torpedoes are quite as apt to in- or city, can easily be imagined by any one familiar
jure friends as foes, and the invention of machine- with, the terrible destrucliveness of exjjloded dynaguns and electric lights renders the destruction of mite. However, those who have never witnessed its
spar torpedoes or the thwarting of their operation explosion when fired from cannon, will have a very
easy and certain by skilled gunners before they could meager conception of its havoc, as the tamping or
come into dangerous proximity to a vessel.
solidifying it receives at the point of contact and exLocomotive, or machine torpedoes, likewise have plosion, by reason of the velocity with which the
their defects.
Their manipulation is intricate and shell is driven, intensifies the deflagration, and auguncertain, and their range short. Of this class is the ments its destructive effect. It will, furthermore, be
Fish or Whitehead torpedo, and notwithstanding the readily apparent that the concussive effect produced
fact that millions of dollars have been expended in by the explosions of dynamite shells would be distheir construction anil trial in war, we understand no astrous to life within a very considerable radius.
vessel has yet been destroyed or injured by one of
It has been suggested that explosive compounds, in
them. The late C^ommodore
N. Jeffers, of the the manufacture of which nitro-glycerine is used as
U. S. Nav}-, in speaking of this class of torpedoes, a base or component part, will be extra hazardous to
very aptly remarked •They will go like the devil, transport or handle This objection may seem reasonbut where iu the devil will they go to?"
able to those having little knowledge of its nature,
W'hat is known as the Lay, or controlable, torpedo, yet it is well known by tho.se familiar with its charhas overcome many of the objections that apply to acter, that in many respects there is far less danger
the others, yet iu that implement many improve- attending its transport, handling, and storage, than
ments must be made before it can be considered an there is with ordinary gunpowder, as properly maneffective and reliable weapon of war, aud even then, ufactured compounds of nitro-glycerine coming in
like its associates, It would only be applicable to na- tact with fire, if uncoufiued, will simply burn, while
val warfare.
gunpowder will iustantly explode. Furthermore,
Realizing the importance of torpedoes for coast many of the glycerine compounds, notably niiro-alydefense, the United States Government has encour- ceriue, for storage, maj be placed in water, for inaged their development, and for the torpedo stations stance, in the hold of a vessel, out of the way of an
of their Army and Kavy— at Willett's Point and New- enemy's shot, where it may remain lor years without
port there was appropriated by Congress during the deterioration, or until required for chiifging the proyears 1S71 and ISTt). inclusive. "the sum of two mil- jectiles.
lion sixty-nine thousand dollars.
The preliminary trial at the Washington Navy Yard
It has never been disputed by those whose opin- of the Syiuler dynamite-shell, using gunpowder as
ions were worthy of consideration that, if shells or the projectile agent, was had very recently under the
project iles, charged with dynamite or analogous high- auspices of the Senate .Military Committee. The gun
ly explosive compounds, could be safely tired from used was a six-inch rifled breech-loading howitzer
cannon, it would revolutionize the present system of of the Moffat pattern. The shell was loaded with
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SNTDER SHELTER KNAPSACK.

twelve pounds of explosive gelntine, conlainini; !)")
pir cent, of pure iiitro-s;ly<eriiie. The tiriiifi-eharire
wasllle iniixiinuiii tliiil the gun would tiike, and wiis
of common hexagonal i)owder. The projectile struck
the target, exploding with ii force that coni|)letely
shattereil both target and backing. The concussion
of the air in thr vicinity

was

lerrilic.

SNYDER SHELTER KNAPSACK.— This

knapsack,

the iuvenlion of t'aplain J. A. Snyder, of the U. S.
Army, consists of i a shelter-lent
.sections of a
tent-pole, with ferrules
1 extra section suitable for
top. center, or bottom piece; 1 bag, for clothing;
4 small tent-pins 1 guy-rope 1 set of s'raps. ijy
combining two knapsacks a complete tent is made.
The sections of the tent-pole are secured to the canvas by leather loops, and the sections of the pole are
arranged in the loops in the sha|)e of a .square, making a sort of frame on one side
The 4 ]iins are secured in loops, inside of the sections of the pole.
The pack, thus formed, has two straps on top, to
which may be secured the overcoat, 'jlanket, or poncho. The whole is carried on the back, well up on
the shoulders by means of a broad neck-yoke tapering down toward the waist-Vic'lt. About half way between the shouhler and waist the piece forming the
neck-yoke terminates in two straps, one going to
the waist-belt and the other behind under the arms,
hooking by brass loops to hooks in the knapsack.
The knapsack is suspended by a ring on the top to a
brass hook in the neck-yoke.
SOCIAL WARS.
w ith ISoeii or Allies. Tlie
most important Social War was between Rome and
Italian peoples, siulias the Samnites. I'eligni, Marsi,
etc., who desired to be admitted to the rights of citizenship. M. Livius Urusiis, who had been tlie advocate of the Italian nationalities, was assassinated
;

'.i

:

;

;

Wars

B. c. 91.

The

Italian allies of

Home at

once revolted,

and the Three Years' War that followed— during
which over 300,000 men are said to have lost their
lives — though the Romans, under Marius and Sulla,
inflicted terrible losses upon the allies, was substantially a victory for the latter, \vho evcntuall)- were
granted the rights demanded. Athens hadtwo Social
Wars, the first with the allied cities of Cos, Chios,
and Byzantium, whose independence was secured
B. c. 3.57
the second between Athens and the
.Ailolian and Acluvn Leagues n. c. 230-17.
SOCKET. -A term generally employed to mean any
-.'i.'i

;

pipe that receives sonu-tiiiiig inserled. The
soiket of a l)ayonet is the round hollow near the bend
or heel of a bayiniet, into which llie iiiuzzleof a firearm is received when the bayonet is fixed.
SODA WATER BOTTLES. --Bottles issued in India
to Eiiropiari troops on tlu' march, instead of wooden
canteens, for holding drinking water. The bottles
are covered with leather, and have a strap attached,
by which the soldier can .sling the bottle over his
shoulder. \ water bottle has lately been introduced
Lf>ll'nv

into the service termed the IliUimi pattern.
It is
wood, cut from the .solid, and is furnished with

metal stopper.

of
a

This pattern bottle is to be issued
the dismounteil services, and will be
considered the universal pattern for general service.
SOD REVETMENT. Sod-work foriiis a strong and
durable revetment. The sods should be cut from a
WfU-clothed sward, with the grass of a fine short
to all

men

in
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as the parapet is raised to the level of the tread of
the banquette.
A course of sods is then laid, eillier
horizontally or a little inclined from the baiuiuette
the course consists of two stretchers, 13. and lUc one
;

p
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in azimuth until the polar axis points to the pole of
the heavens, or, in other words, is placed in the plane
of the meridian, and thus the position of the sun's
image will indicate not only the latitude of the place,
the declination of the sun for the given hour. and the
apparent time, but also determine the meridian or
true north and south line, passing through the place
where the observation is made.
The adjustments of the solar attachments are as
follows
1. The solar lenses and lines are adjusted
precisely like those of the ordinary solar, the declination-arm being first detached by removing the clamp
and tangent-screws, and the conical center with its
two small screws, by which the arm is attached to
the arc. The adjuster, which is a short bar furnished
with every instrument, is then substituted for the declination-arm, the
conical center screwed in its place, at
one end, and the clamp-screw into the
other, being inserted tlirough the hole
left b}' the removal of the tangentscrew, and thus securing the adjuster
firmly to the arc. The arm is then
turned to the sun, as described in the
article on the Solak Compass, and reversed by the opposite faces of the
blocks upon the adjuster, until the
image will remain in the center of the
equatorial lines. This adjustment is
very rarely needed, the lenses being
cemented in their cells,and the plates
securely fastened.
3. The vernier of the declination-arc
is adjusted by setting the vernier at
zero, and then raising or lowering the
telescope by the tangent-screw until
the sun's image appears exactl}' between the equatorial lines. Having
the telescope-axis clamped securclj',
carefully revolve the arm until the image appears on the other plate. If precisely between the lines, the adjustment is complete if not, move the
declination-arm by its tangent-screw,
until the image will come precisely
between the lines on the two opposite
plates
clamp the arm and remove
the index error by loosening all the
screws that fasten the vernier place
the zeros of the vernier and limb in
exact coincidence,tighten the screws,
and the adjustment is fin-shed.
3. To adjust the polar nxis.
First
level the instrument carefully by tlie
long level of the telescope, using in the
operation the tangent movement of
the telescope-axis in connection with
the leveling-screws of tlie parallel
plates until the bubble will remain in
the center during a complete revolution of the instrument upon its axis.
Place the equ'Uorial-siglUs on tlie top
of the blocks as closely as jiracticiible
with the view of a distant object; and having previously set the declination-arm al zero, sight through
the interval between the eqvialorial-sights and ttie
blocks at some definite point or object, the declination, arm being placed over either pair of the capstan-head screws on the vmder side of the disc. Keeping the declination-arm upon the object with one
hand, with the other turn the instrument half around
on its axis, and sight upon the same object as before.
If the sight strikes either above ar below, move the
two capstan-head screws immediately under the arm,
loosening one and tightening the otht-r as may be
needed imtil half the error is removed. Sight again
and repeat the operation, if neech'd, imtil the sight
will strike the same object in both positions of the
instrument, when the adjustment of the axis in one
:

Now

direction will be complete.
turn the instrument
at right angles, keeping the sight still upon the same
object as before; if it strikes the same point when
sighted through, the axis will be truly vertical iu the

second position of the instrument.
siglit

If not, bring

the

upon the same point by the other pair

of capstan-head screws now under the declination-arc, reverse as before and continue the operation until the
same object will keep in the sight in all positions,
when the polar axis will be made precisel}' at right
angles to the level and to the line of collimation of

the transit.
It

should here be noted that, as this

is

by

far the

most delicate and important adjustment of the solar
attachment,

it

should be made with the greatest care.

;

:

;

—

the bubble kept perfectly iu tlie center and frequently
inspected in the course of the operation.
4. To adjust the hour air.— Whenever the instrument is set in the meridian, the index of the hour
arc should read apparent time.
If not, loosen the
two flat-head screws fm the top of tlie hour circle,
and with the hand turn the circle around initil it
does fasten the screws again, and the adjustment
will be complete.
To obtain mean time, of course
the correction of the equation for the given daj-, as
given in the Nautical Almanac, must always be ap:

plied.

From

the foregoing it will be readily understood,
results can not be obtained from the solar
attaeliment unless the transit is of good construction
—furnished with the appliances of a level on a telethat

good

SOLAR COMPASS.
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tnnsont

movement

to axis, and ver-

are w illi adjiislalile vernier, and tlie soclvets or
centers in such ecmdition that the level of the telescope will remain in tin i-eiiter when the instrument
is revolved upon either socket.
The solar attachment may be employed to run lines
Ilavins; set oil the complewith great accuracy.
ment of the latitude of the ])lace on the vertical are,
ami the declination for the given day and hour as in
the solar,the instrument being also carefully leveled
by the telescope-bubble, .set the horizontal limb at
zero and clam]i the plates together, loosen tlie lower
clamp so that the transit moves easily upon its lower
socket, set the instrument appro.xiumtely north and
south, the object end of the telescope pointing to
the north, turn the prop<'r solar lens to the stm, and
with one lunui on the plates and the other on the revolving arm. move them front side to side until the
sun's image is brought between the equatorial lines
on the silver plate.
The lower clamp of the instrument should be fastened and any further lateral movement be made by
the tangent-screw of the tripod. The necessary allowance being made for refraction, the telescope
will be in the true meridian, and being undamped,
it may be used like the sights of the ordinary solar
ticiil

SOJAa COMPASS.

and thus enable the surveyor to establish the
true meridian, to determine the correct latitude, and
to obtain true lime very nearly.
Its adaptation to
the purposes of illustration and instruction in practical astroiKUuy inCollegi'sand Schools, will occur to
every teacher; and we believe that for the (iovernment Surveyor it furnishes a long-sought and muchneeded instrument, superior, in many respects, to the
solar compass now so commonly used.
In experiments made, an error of about one quarter of a nunute in the dinction of the true meridian, or in latitude, could lie easily detected by observing the sun's
image by a m!>gnilier. See Kngitietr'n Traiuit and
Sdirjinntler Sular AWicliment.
SOLAR COMPASS. This instrument so ingeniously contrived fur readily determining a true meridian
or north and south line, was invented and patented
in 183G.
It has since come into general tise in the
surveys of U. S. public lands, the principal lines of
which are required to tje run with reference to the
true meridian. The invention has long since become
public iirojicrly, and for ovi-r twenty years the solar
compass has been manufactured by the Messrs. (Jurley. with improvements of their own, which have
made it increasingly popular and ellicient. The arraugement of its sockets and plates is very similar to
cost,

^

compass, but with much greater accuracy and satisfaction in establishing meridian lines.
Of course
when the \ipper c r vernier plate is undamped from
the lindj, any angle rea<l by the verniers is an angle
from the meridian, and parallels of latitude or oilier
angles from the true meridian m.'iy be established
as with the solar compass. The bearing of the needle,

that of the transit, except that the sight-vancs are
attached to the imder plate or limb, and this revolves
aroun<i the upper or vernier plate on which the solar
apparatus is placed. The limb is divided to half degrees, is figured in two rows, as usual, and reads by
the two opposite verniers to single minutes. The
divisi<ms of the limb and all other arcs of the solar
when the telescope is on the nuTidian, will also give compass are made upon solid silver so as to avoid
the variation of the needle at the point of observation. tarnishing.
If the instrument has a movable compass circle, the
The solar apparatus is seen in the place of the
variation of the needle can be set off to single min- needle, and in fact operates as its substitute in the
utes, the needle kepi at zero, or "with the sun," and field.
It consists mainly of three arcs of circles, by
thus lines be run by the needle alone when the sun which can be set of the latitude of a place, the deis obscured.
clination of the sun. and the hour of the day. These
From what has been already said the intelligent arcs, designated in the drawing by the letters a, h,
survevor will readily tmderstand that the more per- and c, are therefore t<rmed the latitude, the declinafect horizon obtained by the use of the tt^lescope le- tion, and the hour-arcs respectively.
vel, and the UiJe of a telescope in the place of sights,
The latitude-arc, a, has its center of motion in
Tender the new attachment more accurate than the two pivots, one of which is seen at d, the other is conordinary solar compass. It can also be put on the cealed in the drawing. It is moved either up or down
telescope of any good transit at comparatively small within a hollow arc, seen in the drawing, by a tan-
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tion.
The inside faces of the sights are also graduated and figured, to indicate the amount of refraction
to be allowed when the sun is near the horizon.
The interval between two equatorial lines, r.r, as
well as between the hour lines, b b, is just sufficient
to include the circular image of the sun as formed
by the solar lens on the opposite end of the revolving arm, li. When, therefcjre, the instrument is made
perfenly horizontal, the equatorial lines and the opposite lenses being accurately adjusted to each other
liy a previous operation, andthe sun's image brought
within the equatorial lines. his position in the heavens,
with reference to the horizon. will be readily defined
with ])reeision.
Siqipose the observation to be made at the time of
one of the equinoxes the arm,/<. set at zero on the
declinati(m-arc,«, and the polar axis. /; ],laced exactly parallel to the axis of the earth. Tlifn the motion
of the arm, //, if revolved on the spindle of the declination-arc around the hour circle, c, will exactly correspond with the motion of the sun in the heavens,
on the given day and at the place of observation so
that it the sun's image was brought between the lines,
cc, inthe morning, it would continue in the same
position, passing neither above nor below the lines,
as the arm was made to revolve in imitation of the
motion of the sun about the earth.
In the morning, as the sun rises from the horizon,
the arm,/;, will be in a position nearly at right angles
to that shown in the cut, the lens being turned to-

securely fastened in any po-

sition by a clanip-screw. Tlie" latitude arc is graduated to quarter degrees, and reads bv its vernier, e,
to single minutes; It has a range of about thirty-live
degrees, so as to be adjustableto, the latitude of any
place in the United States.
The declination-arc, i, is also graduated to quarter

degrees, and has a range of about tvventv-eight degrees.
Its vernier, t', reading to single minutes, is
fixed to a movable arm, h, having its center of motion at the end of the declination-arc at ^ , the arm is
1*^
,,
moved over the surface of
the declination-arc, and its
vernier set to any reading b)'
turning the head of thelangent-screw,X'. It is also securely clamped in any position by a screvv, concealed in the foregoing engraving. At each end of the arm, A. is a rectangular block
of brass, in which is set a small convex lens, having
its focus on the surface of a little silver plate, A, fastened by screws to the inside of the opposite block.
On the surface of the plate are marked two sets of
lines intersecting eacli other at right angles; of these,
b b are termed the hour lines, and e c the equatorial
Hues, as having reference respectively to the hour of
the day and the position of the sun iii relation to the
equator. On the top of each of the rectangular blocks
is seen a little sighting piece, termed the equatorialsight, fastened to the'block by a usmall milled head
screw, so as to be detaelied at pleasure. They are wards the sun. and the silver plate, on which his imused in adjusting the different parts of the solar ap- age is thrown directly opposite. As the sun ascends,
paratus.
the arm must be moved around, until when he has
The hour-arc, c, is supported by the two pivots of reached the meridian, the graduated side of the decthe latitude-arc, already spoken of, and is also con- lination-arc will indicate 1:2 on the hour circle, and
nected with that arc by a curved arm, as shown in the arm,/), the declination-arc, *, and the latitude-arc,
the figure.
The hour-arc has a range of about 130°, a, will be in the same plane. As the sun declines
is divided to half degrees, and figured in two series,
from the meridian the arm, //.must be moved in the
designating both the'hours and the degrees, the mid- same direction, until at sunset its position will be the
dle divisiim being marked 13 and 90 on either side exact reverse of tliat it occupied in the morning.
of the graduated lines.
Let us now suppo.se the observation made when
Through the center of the hour-arc passes a liol- the sun has passed the equinoctial point, and when
low socket, p, containing the spindle of the declina- his position is affected by declination. By referring
tion-arc, by means of which this arc can be moved to the Almanac, and setting off on the arc his decfrom side to side over the surface of the hour-arc, or lination for the given day and hour, we are still able
turned completely round as may be required. The to determine his position with the same certainty aS
hour-arc is read by the lower edge of the graduated if he remained on the equator. When the sun's deside of the deciination-arc.
The^axis of tlie declina- clination is south, that is, from the 33d of September
tion-arc, or indeed the whole socket, p, is appropri- to the 30th of March in each year, the arc,6,is turned
ately termed the polar axis.
toward the plates of the compass, as shown in the
Besides the parts shown in the drawing, there is engraving, and the solar lens, n. with the silver plate
also an arm used in the adjustment of the instrument opposite are made use of in the surveys. The remainas described hereafter, bui laid aside in the box when der of the year, the arc is turned from the plates,
that is effected.
The parts just described constitute and the other lens and plate employeil. When the
properly the solar apparatus. Besides these, how- solar compass is accurately adjusted, and its plate*
ever, are seen the needle- box, /(, with its arc and made perfectly horizontal. "ihe latitude of the
place,
tangent-screw, t. and the spirit levels, for bringing and the declination of the sun for the given day and
the whole instrument to a horizontal position.
hour, being also set off on the respective ares, the
The needle-box, », has an arc of about 3(1'^ in ex- image of the nun cannot be brought between the equatotent, divided to half degrees, and figured from the rial litus until the pulnr axh is pUiced in the plane
of the
center or the zero mark on either side. The needle, meridian of t.'.e place, or in a position pnrnlltl to the
which is made as in other instruments, except that axis of the earth. The slightest deviation from this
the arms are of une(iual lengths, is raised or lowered by position will cause the image to pass above or below
a lever shown in the cut. The needle-box is attached the lines, and thus di>-covef the error.
thus.from
by a projecting arm to a tangent screw, f. by which the position of the sun in the solar system, obtain a
it is moved about its center, and its needle set to any
certain direction absolutely unchangeable, from which
variation.
This variation is also read off by tlie ver- to run our lines,and to measure the horizontal angles
nier on the end of the projecting arm, and reading to required.
three minutes a graduated arc.'attached to the plate
This very plain principle is not only the basis of the
of the compass.
construction of the solar compass, b"ut the sole cause
Tlie levels, as seen with tlie solai apparatus, have of its superiority to the ordinary or magnetic instruground-glass vials, and are adjustable at their ends ment. For in a needle insirumeni, the accuracy of
like those of any otiier instruments.
The edge of the the horizontal angles indicated, and therefore of all
circular plate on which the solar work is placed, is the observations made, depends upon 'the delicacy
divided ai<d figured at inter\ais of ten degrees, and of the needle, and the constancy with which it asnumbered us shown, from toSiO on each side of the sumes a certain direction, termed the magnetic meline of sight.
These graduations are used in connec- ridian.''
tion with a little brass pin, seen in the center of the
The principal causes of error in the needle, briefly
plate, to obtain approximate bearings of lines, which stated, are the dulling of the pivot, the loss of
poare not important enough to require a close observa- larity in the needle, the influence of local attraction.
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im;vgc passes over half the error ami again hringthe
image between the lines, and repeat the operation as
before until the image will occupy the same position

sun's rnjs, proilucins tho diurtlii-se ini|HTfiTtio!is llic solar
instrument is frei-. The siirlits and the ixraduated
limb beinii adjusted to the solar a|)|)aratus, and the
latitude of the i)la(e and the declination of the sun
also set oil u|)on the respective arcs, we are able, not
only to rim the true meridian, or a due east and west
course, but also to set of the liorizontal angles with
minuteness and accuracy from a direction which can
never change, and is unaffected by attraction of any
tlicclTt'ct

nal variution.
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The adjustments

—

llie

plates.
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—

:

shall

now

liiid,

however,

if necessary, lighten the screws on the pivots of
the arc, so as to retain it in this position. Kixthe veruier of the declination-arc at zero. and direct the e(|uatorial-sights to some distant and well marked object,
and observe the same through the coni[)ass sights.
If the same object is seenlhrouirh bolli, and the verniers read toOO" on the limb, Ihe adjuslmciit is com
plele if not, thecorri'clion must be made by moving
the position of the verniers.
It should be remarked that since the solar work is
attached permanently to the sockets, and this adjustment is made by the maker, it will need no further
attention at the "hands of the surveyor except in case
The other adjustments are of
of serious accidents.
course also made in the process of linishing the instrument, and are liable to very little derangement
in the ordinary use of the solar compass.
For more rapid leveling of the solar compass, the
Messrs. Gnrley have recently
devised an arrangement represented in Ihe drawing, which
is screwed inli> the top of the
tripod like the ordinary leveling head. This can be used
either with a simple ball-spindle, or with the com])ouncl ball

and

;

with tangent-screw as shown
The instruin the drawing.
ment is leveled very nearly
the ball.and linally made
truly horizonlal by the leveling-screws.
ll also revolves
upon the spindle as upon the

upon

;

This adjustment now being complete,
the plate.
the adjuster should be removed, and the arm. A, with
its attachments, replaced as before.
To Adjust the vernier of the declination-arc,
3d.
Having leveled the instrument, and turned its lens
in the direction of the sun, clamp to the spindle, and
set the vernier, v, of the declination-arc, at zero, by
means of the tangent-screw at X', and clamp to the
See that the spindle moves easily and yet truly
arc.
in the socket, or polar axis, ami raise or lower the latitude-arc by turning the langcni-screw,/, until the
sun's image is brought between the equatorial lines
on one of the plates. Clamp the latitude-drc by the
screw, and bring the image precisely into position by
the leveling-scrcws of the tripod or socket, and without disturbing the instrument, carefully revolve the
arm, /i, until the opposite leiisand plate are brought in
the direction of the sun, and note if the sun's image
comes between the lines asljefore. If it does, there
is no index error of the declination-arc
if not, with
the tangent-screw, k, move the arm until the sun's

We

—

kind.
of this inslrunient. witli which
the surveyor will have to do, are simple and few in
number, and will now be jriven in order.
Proceed precisely as diIsl. To adjust the levels.
rected for the mountain transit by bringing the bubbles into the center of the tubes by the leveling-screws
of the tripod, and then reversing the instrument upon its spindle, and raising or lowering the ends of the
tubes, until tlie bubbles willrenuiin in the center during a complete revolution of tlie instrument.
To adjust the e(iuatorial lines and solar len2d.
ses. —It is necessary, lirst, to detach the arm, h, from
the declination-arc by withdrawing the screws shown
in the cut from the ends of tlie jiosts of the tangentscrew, k, and also the clamp-screw, and the conical
pivot witli its small screws, by which the arm and
declination-arc are connected. The arm. A, being
thus removed, attacli the adjuster in its place by
replacing the conical pivot and screws, and insert llie
clainp-screw sous to clamp the adjuster at any point
on the declination-arc. Now level the inslrunient,
place the arm. A, on tlie adjuster, with the same side
resting against the surface of the declination-arc as
before it was detached. Turn the instrument on its
spindle so as to bring the solar lens to be adjusted in
the direction of the sun. and raise or lower the adjuster on the declination-arc. until it can be clani|)ed
in such a position as to bring the sun's image as near
as may be between the ecpiatorial lines on the opposite silver plate, and liring the image precisely into
position liy the tangent of the latitude-arc or the leveling-screws of the tripoil. Then carefully turn the
arm lialf way over until it rests upon the adjuster
by the opposite faces of the rectangular blocks, and
If it
again ob.serve theposition of the sun's image.
remains between the lines as before, the lens and
but if not. loosen the three
plate are in adjustment
screws wliicli confine the plate to the block, and
move the plate under their heads, until one half the
error in the position of tlie sun's image is removed.
Again, bring the image between the lines, and repeat
the iirocess until it will remain in the same situation,
in bolh positions of the arm, when the adjustment
To adjust the other lens and
will be completed.
plate, reverse the arm end for end on the adjuster,
precisely
as in the former case, until
and proceed
the same result is attained.
Intighteniug the screws
over the silver plate care must be taken not to move

Ijoth

that the zero marks on the arc and the vernier do not
corresjiond, and lo'remedy this error, the Utile Hathead screws above the vernier must be loosened until
it can be moved so as to make the zeroes coincide,
when the operation will be ctmipleted.
4th.
Toadjust the solar apparatus to the compass sights. First level the instrument, and with the
clamp and tangent-screws set the main plate at 90"
by the verniers and horizontal limb. Then remove
the clamp-screw, ai.d raise the latitude-arc until the
polar axis is by estimation very nearly horizontal,

ordinary compass-ball, but it
can be clampe(l at pleasure to
Ihe spindle, and then by the

tangent-s<rew

bi'

directed pre-

cisely to any object.
ple ball with extra cap

which contines

it,

A

sim-

also
supplied, which can be easily
subsliluted for the compound
ball, by unscrewing the cap
as shown in the drawing.
is

Before this instrument can be used at any given
place, it is necessary to set off upon its arcs both the
declination of the sun asafTecledby its refract ion for
the given day and hour, and the latitude of the place
where the observation is made.
The declinalioii of the sun, given in the epliemeris
of the Nautical Almanac frora'year to year, is calculated for apparent noon at Greenwich, England. To
determine it for anv other hour at a place in the U.
S., reference must "be had, not only to the difference
of time arising from the longitude, but also to the

change of declination from day to <lay. The longitude of the place, and consequently its difference in
not given directly in the tables of the Allie ascertaine'd very nearly by reference
to that of other places given, which are situated on,
or very nearly on, the sajne meridian. It is the practice of surveyors in the States east of the Mississippi
to allow a difference of s/r hours for the difference
in longilude. calling the declination given in the jUmanac for \i m., that of (i a. m., at the place of observation.
Beyond the meridian of Santa Fe, the

time,

if

manac, can
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allowance would be uboiit .vt-en lioiirs. and iu Cali- evident that tlie bearing of any line from the merifornia, Oregon, and Washington Territory very ncarlj* dian, may be read liy the verniers of the limb preHaving thus the difference of time, we cisely as in the ordinary magnetic compass; the beareig/it hours.
very readily obtain the declination for a certain hour ings of lines are read from the ends of the needle.
In running lines, the magnetic needle is always
in the morning, which would be earlier or later as
the longitude was greater or less, and the same as kept with the sun that is, the point of the needle is
on the arc of the compass-box, by
that of apparent noon at Greenwich on the given day. made to indicate
Tlius, suppose the observation made at a place, say, turning the tangent-screw connected with its arm
on
the opposite side of the plate. By this means the
five liours later than Greenwicli, tlienthe declination
given in tlie Almanac for the given day at noon, af- lines can be run by the needle alone in ca.se of the
fected by the refraction, would be the declination at temporary disappearance of the sun but, of course,
the place of observation for 7 o'clock, a. m.; this in such cases the surveyor must be sure that no local
gives us tlie starting-point. To obtain the declina- attraction is exerted. The variation of the needle,
tion for the other hours of tlie day, take from the which is noted at everj' station, is read off in degrees
Almanac the declination for apparent noon of the and minutes on the arc, by the edge of which latter
given day, and, as tlie declination is increasing or de- tlie vernier of the needle-box moves.
When very long lines are run by the solar compass,
creasing, add to or subtract from tlie declination of
the first hour the difference for one hour as given in either bj' the true meridian, or due east and west,
the ephemeris, which will give, when affected by the an allowance must be made for the curvature of the
refraction, the declination for the succeeding hour
earth. Thus, in running north or south, the latitude
and proceed thus in making a table of the declination changes about one minute for every distance of 92
for ever)' hour of the day.
chains 30 links, and the side of a township requires
To set off the latitude, find the declination of the a change on the latitude arc of 5' 13", the township,
sun for the given day at noon, at the place of ob- of course, being si.x mUes square. This allowance
servation as just described, and with the tangent- is of constant use where the surveyor fails to get
screw set it off upon the declination-arc. and clamp an observation on the sun at noon, and is a very
Observe in the Almanac close approximation to the truth. In running due
tlie arm firmly to the arc.
the equation of time for the given day, in order to east and west, as in tracing the standard parallels of
know about the time tlie sun will reach the meridian. latitude, the sights are set at 90" on the limb, and the
Then, about fifteen or twenty minutes before this line is run at right angles to the meridian. If no altime, set up the instrument, level it carefully, fi.xthe lowance were made for the earth's curvature, these
divided surface of the declination-arc at 13 on the lines would, if sufficiently produced, reach the equahour circle, and turn the instrument upon its spindle tor, to wliieh they are constantly tending. Of course,
until the solar lens is brought into the direction of in running short lines either east or west, the variathe sun. Loosen the clamp-screw of the latitude-arc, tion from the parallel would be so small as to be of
and with the tangent-screw raise or lower this arc no practical importance but when long sights are
until the image of the sun is brought precisely be- taken, the correction should be made by taking fore
tween the equatorial lines, and turn the instrument and back sights at everj' station, noticing the error
from time to time so as to keep the image also be- on the back sight, and setting off one half of it on the
tween the hour lines on the plate. As the sun as- fore sight on the side towards the pole.
cends, its image Wll move below the lines, and the
Tlie time of day is readily ascertained by the solar
arc must be moved to follow it. Continue tlius, compass when the sun is on the meridian, as at the
keeping it between the two sets of lines until its im- time of making the observation for latitude. The
age begins to pass above the equatorial lines, which time thus given is that of apparent noon, and can be
is also the moment of its passing the meridian. Now reduced to mean time, bj' merely applying the equaread off the vernier of the arc, and we have the lati- tion of time as directed in the AJmanac, and adding
tude of the place, which is always to be set off on the or subtracting as the sun is slow or fast. The time,
arc when the compass is used at the given place. It of course, can also be taken before or after noon, by
is the practice of surveyors using the solar compass bringing the sun's image between the hour lines, and
to set off, in the manner just described, the latitude noticing the position of the divided edge of the reof the point wliere tlie survey begins, and to repeat volving arm, with reference to the graduations of the
the observation and correction of the latitude-arc hour circle, allowing for minutes of time for each
every day when the weather is favorable, there being degree of the arc, and thus obtaining apparent time,
also nearly an hour at mid-day when the sun is so which must be corrected by the equation of time as
near meridian as not to give the direction of lines just described.
with tlie certainty required.
In using the compass upon the sun, if the revolvHaving set off in the manner just given the lati- ing arm lie turned a little one side of its proper potude and declination upon their respective arcs, the sition, a false or refiicted image of the sun will apinstrument lieing also in adjustment, the surveyor is pear on the silver plate in nearly the same place as
It is caused by the
ready to run lines by the sun.
that occupied by the true one.
To do this, the instrument is set over the station reflection of the true image from the surface of the
and carefully leveled, the plates clamped at zero on arm, and is a fruitful source of error to the inexperithe horizontal limb, and the sights directed north and enced surveyor. It can. however, be readily distinsoutli, the direction being given, when unknown, ap- guisheii f roiii the real image by being very much less
pro.ximately by the needle. The solar lens is then bright, and not so clearly defined.
turned to the sun, and witli one hand on tlie instruWhen the bearings of lines, such as the course of
ment, and tlie other on the revolving arm, both are a stream, or the boundaries of a forest, are not demoved from side to side, until the sun's image is sired with the certainty given by the verniers and homade to appear on the silver jilate when by care- rizontal limb, a rough approximation of the angle
fully continuing tlie operation, it may be brought they make with the true meridian, is obtaineil by the
precisely between tlie equatorial lines.
Allowance divisions on the outside of the circular plate. In this
being now made for refraction, the line of sights operation, a pencil, or thin straight edge of any sort,
will indicate the true'nieridiaii the observation may is held perpendicularly against the circular edge of
now be made, and tlie Hagmau put in liis position. the plate, and inove<l around until it is in range with
Wlien a due east and west line is to be run, the ver- the eye, the brass center-pin. and the object that is
niers of the horizontal limb are set at 90", and the observed. Tlie bearing of the line with great exSim's image kept between the lines as before.
The actness is then read off at the point where the pencil
solar compass being so constructed tliat when the is placed.
Bun's ima^e is in position the limb must be clamped
The solar compass, like the ordinary instrument,
at
in order to run a true meridian line, it will be can be used at aU seasons of the year, the most fav;

;

;

;

;

:

;
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Plum'/em' »ilder for coarse work— tin,
2 parts.
For finer, work— tin, 2 parts;
part
lead, 3 parts.
Spelttr mildti
lead, 1 part.
12 parts zinc to l(i parts
Siift apelUr milder
ecpial parts of copper
of copper.
and zinc. When solders are applied in the common
work of plumbers and tinmen, a tool <alled the mi|dering-iron is used; this is made red-hot, and aH'ords
a convenient means of applying fire direct to the solder and llux. Although called the soldering-iron, the
portion of the tool to be heated must be of copper.
In many manufactures, a llame produced by a mixture of atmospheric air and coal-gas is used to melt
the solder and for tine work, the common blow-pii)c
is often used.
SOLDIER. One who enters into an obligation to
some (.'hieftain or Government to devote for a specified period his whole energies, anil even if necessary
his life itself, to the furtherance of the jiolicy of that

time bi'iiiir.of I'lmrsc. in tlii' sumnuT, wlieu the
dcoliniilidii is nurlli, iiml the day.s arc Inm:, and more
j;cniTally fair. Jl is best not to take llic sun at inorn-

tin,

oriiblf

when
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—

:

—

within balf an liimr of the
hori/.on. nor at noon, as we have before stated, for
ab nit the same interval, before and after it passes tlie
meridian.
It will readily oeeiir to all who have read the preeeilini; description of the solar compass, that while
it is indispensable in the surveys of pid)lic lands, it
also possesses important advantages over the magnetic compass, when used in the ordinary surveys of
the military ens^ineer. For not only can lines be run
and angles be measured without reijaril to the diurnal variation, or the elTect of local attract ion, but tlie
bearinsrs being taken from the true meridian, will remain unchanged for all time. The constant uncertainty caused by the variation of the needle, and the
The consideration may be
litigation to which it so often gives rise, may thus he Chief or Government.
or the conentirely prevented by the use of the solar compass immediate pay, or prospective reward
The
tract may be inerely an act of loyal devotion.
It is also said
in detennining all (ioveniment lines.
by those familiar with the use of this instrument, acknowledgement of the service by the employer
that, in favorable weather, surveys can be more rap- constitutes the man a recognizAcl soldier, and emidly made witli it than with the ordinary needle in- powers him to take life in open warfare, without
there being no time consunu'd in waiting being liable to the penalties of an assassin and a robstrument
for the needle to settle, or in avoiding the errors of ber. The fact of being mercenary, that is, of receivWhen the sun is obscured, the lines ing wages for killing and being killed, does not renlocal attraction.
may be run by the needle alone, it being always ke|)t der a soldier's trade less hononible. He bears arms
on its arc, and thus indicating that others maybe eiiabledtodo without thcni; hi' is
with the sun, or at
the direction of the true mi'ridian. The sun, how- precluded by the exigencies of military training from
ever, must ever be reganlcdasthi' most reliableguide, maintaining himself liy peaceful occupation; and it
and should, if possii)le, be taken at every station. It is therefore but fair that those whom he protects
is with the design of making the principles and use should support him, and give him, over and above
of the solar compass intelligible to all in the military actual maintenance, reasonable wages for the conservice, that we have given a very extended account tinual risk of his life. If a man willingly enlist himof this instrument, believing that when its merits be- self as a soldier in what he believes to bean unrightcome better understood, it will ccimc into general use. eous cause, it isanait of moral turpitude; but when
have described the standard instrument of the imce enlisted, the soldier ceases to be morally reUnited States, as mailc bj' Messrs, \V, ii L. E. Gur- sponsible for the justice or iniquity of the war he
Obedience,
ley, and it may be well to slate briefly its points of Wages; that rests with his employer.
iuiiandcvi'uinj;.

it

is

;

;

;

j
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The maxim
imiilicit and entire, is his sole virtue.
motion of the horizontal plates almost en- is, " Tlie military force never deliberates, but always
tirely free from friction, comliined with perfect sol- obeys."
SOLDIER OF FORTUNE.— Dm ing the freipicnt wars
idity,
3. A fine clamp and tangent movement to the di- which occurred in Italy, before tlie military profession became so generally prevalent in Europe, it was
vided limb, as shown under the plate.
8 A tangent moveinenl witli clamp, for the decli- usual for men of enterprise and reputation to offer
their services to the diflireiit St:ites that were ennation-arc, as shown at k.
They were originally lalled coudotlieri, or
4. A tangent movement with clamp to the latitude- gaged.
leaders of reputation. They afterwards extended their
arc, as shown at/
5. Atangent moticmforthe whole instrument about sphere of action, and under the title of SaMitrx of
Vitrtune, sought for employment in every Country or
its sockets, as shown in the last drawing.
6. Great facility of adjustment, and, consequently State that would pay them.
SOLDIERS' DAUGHTERS' HOME.— An Institution
an important saving of time. Sev ('"injn'^x. llial-coin.
founded -March W. is.")."!, at Haiiqi.-lead, for the mainjxi.1.1, Kngiiufr'K Tninait, Plain, C'l'mpata, and Packet
tenance ami education, on the priiK-ijiles of the Church
jS"l<ir ('"/np'tss.
SOLAS TELEGRAPH.— A telegraph in which the of Eugliind, of the daughters of soldiers, whether orrays of the sun are projected from and upon mirrors. phansor not. Every girl receives a supply of uniThe <lurati(m of the rays makes the ali)liabet, after form clothing on admission, and an out lit of the value
the system of Morse, "it was proposed to apply it to of nearly iS, including a Hihle and a I'rayir-book,
the use of the French Army in Algeria, the posts to when placed in service. Nearly one thousand girls
be established at twenty leagues from each other. have been received into the Asylum since its foundation, of wliomt; h;ive been tniined as Schoolmistresses
See lI,li''xUit.
SOLDAN,— The title of the Lieutenant Generals of and Assistant Teachers, and 2(il have been placed in
the I'aliphs, which they bore in their Provinces and service, and have generally done well; 138 rewards
Armies. These officers aft<rwards made themselves of AS and i'l each have been distributed among the
Sovereigns. Saladin, General of the forces of Kuig girls in service for 2 years' continuance in one place
Koureddin of Damascus, was the first that took upon with certified good conduct. There are now in the
him this title in Egypt, 11G5, after having killed the Home, where accommodation can be found for 200
girls, 170 girls, of whom 21 are supported liy kind
Caliph ( aym.
SOLDER. An easily fusible alloy used for joining friends and liy regiments, the remainder exclusively
metals. Solders are of various kinds, suited to dif- by the iiiiniiie of Uie Home.
"
SOLDIERS' FRIEND. A term in the military service
ferent metals. They always require to be used with
a flux, such as borax, resin, chloride of zinc, sal-am- which is generally ajiplied to such officers as pay the
moniac, etc. The following are the principal solders: strictest attention to their men granting then: reasuperiority.
1,

A

—

;

Pewttrrrs' «<>We;'— bismuth, 2 parts; lead, 4 parts;
tin, 3 parts. This can be used for coarse work by the
direct application of naked fire
but for line work,
requiring the protection of a muffle-furnace, the composition must be bismuth and lead, of each 1 part
:

sonable indulgencies without injuring the .service
seeing their wants relieved, and above all things, en;

forcinii just dealiivjs

and prompt settlements.

SOLDIERS' HOMES.— The

first

Institution of this

character established by the United States Govern-

SOLDIERS' THIGH.

only permanently established Soldiers' Home
under the Act of 1851. "it comprehends a farm, orthe building of white
chards, gardens, park, etc.
marble calculated to accommodate about .500 inmates
at one time and a chapel, well-stocked library, and
hospital complete the excellent service of the InstituThe number of inmates of this Establishment
tion.
up to the year 1878 was in the neighborhood of "2.000.
Besides this one there were founded imder the Acts
of 1865 and 1873 Homes for the volunteer soldiers of
the war of 1861 65 in Chelsea, near Augusta, Maine ;
Hampton, Virginia; Dayton, Ohio and Milwaukee,

of Congress passed March
1851 '• to found a Military Asylum for the relief
of
invalid and disabled soldiers of the
and support
Army of the United States." The funds to conduct
this institution originated in tribute levied by General Scott on the Citj- of Mexico, after its capture,
for the benefit of the United States Army. The Act
referred to above detincd the beneficiaries thereof to
be soldiers who had served 20 years pensioners,
after surrendering their pensions
and persons disabled by wounds or sickness incurred in the military
service of their country.
Besides the sum of money
already named, the Act appropriated an unexpended
balance of a previous appropriation to the same purpose, and placed the Institution in charge of a Board
of Commissioners, to include the General of the Army
and those General Officers commanding the Eastern
and Western Military Divisions; and the Chiefs of
the Medical, Pay, Commissary, and Quartermaster's
Departments, and the Adjutant General of the Army.
This portion of the Act was revised by the Act of
March 3, 1859, reducing the number of Commissioners to include only the Adjutant General, Surgeon
General, and Commissary General of Subsistence.
The following funds are, at present, set apart for
the maintenance of the Soldiers' Home: All stoppages or tines adjudged against soldiers by sentence
of Courts-Martial, over and above anj' amount that
may be due for the reimbursement of government or
Individuals all forfeitures on account of desertion
all moneys belonging to the estate of deceased soldiers, whicli may be unclaimed for the period of
three years subsequent to the death of said soldier or
soldiers, to be repaid by the Commissioners of the
Institution, upon the demand of the heirs or legal
representatives of the deceased also the sum of 12i
cents per month is stopped from ever)' Non-commissioned Officer, nuisician, artificer, and private of the
United States Army.
Applications for admission to the Soldiers' Home
are maiie to the Adjutant General of the Armj- for
reference to the Boartl of Commissioners. When a
soldier, by reason of old age and long service, or of
disability contracted in line of duty, becomes a candidate for admission to the Soldiers' Home, his Company Commander so reports, through proper military
channels, to the Adjutant General of the Army, giving all details that may be needed for a full understanding of the case. This report is referred to the
Board of Commissioners of the Home, and if, in their
opinion, the soldier Is entitled to become an inmate,
the necessary authority is then given to order him to
Washington for temporary admission to the Soldiers'
Home. The Governor of the Home, in less than thirty
days, reports the man's physical condition to the Adjutant General, with a view to his return to duty or
discharge from the service. The descriptive list,
ir/tich should be Kent by mail, gives full particulars in
regard to physical condition and the circumstances
under which any disability may have been contracted.
It is expected that men already discharged from
the Army, and entitled to admission to the Home,
will bear their own expenses in reaching it. Urgent
exceptional cases may be reported to the Adjutant
General for decision of the Secretary of War. The
transportation, b)' the Quartermaster's Department,
of persons to the Soldiers' Home is forbidden, unless
it is ordered by the Secretary of War on the application of the Board of Commissioners of the Soldiers'
Home. Inmates of this Institution receive a small
allowance of pocket-money per month, and they are
also paid for any labor they can perform.
.Vbout $S
per month is allowed to old soldiers, who, having
families, are permitted to live elsewhere than at the

ment was founded by Act

fact, the

—

3,

;

;

;

;

;

Wisconsin. Appropriations are made annually by
Congress for the support of these Institutions. Similar Institutions are the Chelsea Hospital, in England,
Kilmainham Hospital, near Dublin, and similar esSee Jioyal Military Asylum
tablishments in Berlin.

and Hotel des Inrnlides.
SOLDIEBS' THIGH.— When tight breeches were worn
in the British Army, the term had Its peculiar military application, from the notorious poverty of Army
men. Soldiers' thigh figuratively means an empty
or,speaklng familiarly ,a pair of breeches that
and look smooth, because the pockets have
nothing in them.

purse
fit

—

;

SOLDIERY.— Soldiers
The military.

about 400 acres.

This

Is.

-A.

body

of sol-

some particular General or Military Knight.
whose fortunes they followed, in consequence of being
selves to

paid and supported by him.
SOLE.— 1. A veterinary term. That portion of a
horse's foot which, together with the bars and frog,
comes In direct contact with the ground. 2. In fortification, the foot or bottom of the embrasure. This
is frequently termed solid.
SOLEEET A LA POULAINE.- The first recorded
pointed soleret. It was used in the first half of the
14th centurj-.and is so called ;j<«/to"n^, from the prow
of a ^allev.
See Solfrets.

SOLEEET AEC TIEES POIKT.— The form of soleret
worn from 1450 to 1485. See Solerets.
SOLEEET EEC DE CANE.— This form of soleret was
employed about 1560, and must not be confounded
with those called ogivale
See Solerets.

tiers

point of the fifteenth

centur\'.

SOLEEET DEMI-POULAIKE.— The form of soleret
worn in the latter part of the 14th centurj-. Sometimes called

ogii-iile

de Inm-ette.

See Solerets.

SOLEEET DEMI SABOT.— The variety of soleret
worn about 14«0and 14^5. It forms part of the MaxiThe shape of this soleret indimilian fluted suit.
cates the end of the 15th, and slightly the beginning
See Solerets.
of the 16th century.
SOLEEET PIED D'OUES.— style ot soleret shaped
like a bear's paw. belonging to fluted armor and worn
from 1490 to 1560. It was followed by the form Bee
de cinie.
See SoltTets.
Articulated plates or coverings for
SOLEEETS.
the feet in iron. They do not appear to date farther
back than the first of the 14th century. The first

A

—

known

Home.

later purchases,

collectively.

SOLDTTEIEES.— A term anciently used among the
French, to signify those persons who attached them-

;

Various temporary Asylums were erected or leased
between 1851 and 1857. In 1851 a purchase of land
was made for this purpose in the City of Washington,
distant about 3i miles from the Capitol; including,

;

close

diers.

;

with

SOUS HEAD SHELL.
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1

In
I

soleret Is

pointed (soleret «

la poiilairu).

This

shoe, towards the midiUe of the 14th century, made
waj' for the demi-pmilaine or ogivale dt lancttte. and
reappeared toward the close of the century. In the
15th centurj-.appearcd thestylesor shapes— arf tiers
point, demi-sahot, pied d'oiira, and bee de c^ne.
This
last soleret was replaced by the boot and top boot.
Also written Soul/ire.
SOLID HEAD SHELL.— The construction of this shell,
shown in section in the drawing. is extremely simple.
The fulminate is in a cap. and is struck by a tiringpin when the hammer descends. Both the center
and rim-fire cartridges require the firing-pin of the
gun to be specially arranged, in order to strike the
cartridge at the proper pomt, though cartridges have
been devised in the United States to be bothrim and
center-fire, and guns have also been made to fire
either or both kinds of cartridges. The idea of using

;

SOLID SHOT.

S0BTIE8.
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with the French.

most completely if heated to boiling. Rut the most
remarkable case of the kind occurs in sulphate of soda (Glauber's salt), which in its crystalline form dis-

A

and rapidly becomes more soluble as the temper,
ature rises until it reaches 91", from this point

purpose seems to have originated
In 1H2(>, Ciizulat patented a shell
of this kind, havini; a ree(i)la<le with a eovering
pateli of water-proof paper for llie fiilniinali- at its
liolr in llii' l)otlumof the cup adiuilltd lire
lj;i^e.

slicct-mftiil fortius

solves in about ten times

its

weight of ice-cold water,

until the solution boils the solubility slightly
decreases, the boiling liqiud retaining, however,
about four-lifths of the quantity which was dissolved at 91'-'. Carbonate and seleniateof soda,
and sulphate of iron, exhibit the same peculiar

.SullU lIi-mlN... ill— ^li.jt flnll rut open.

to the chariie. This appears to liave heen in advance
of the aire, beinir drawn from a single piece of cop])er, and hctniin ntir-/ir<
See Caniion-priiiien,, and
.

Ctnttr-tiri Mit/illir-i'UKe Carlrirlf/f.

SOLID SHOT.—Solid projectiles are used in guns
and sniall-arnis, and produce their cITect by impact
alone.
When used in heavy guns they are known as
»ili(l all/it, round uliiit, or xhnt. They are made of castiron. and on account of their very great strength and
density, and the conjparatively large charges of powder with which they are tired, are used when great
range, accuracy and penetration are required. They
are the only projectiles that can be >ised with any

ity in a less markeddegree. "These anomalous
results may be partly explained," says Dr. .Miller, "by the consideration that heal diminishes the force of adhesion as well as that of colie.
sion. Generally speaking.cohesion is the more
rapidly diminished of thetwo,b\it not uniformlyso, and in these cases it would appear that the iidhesive force decreases in a greater ratio th;in he cohesion of the saline particles." The accom])anying diagram shows the unequal solubility of various of the
more common salt sin water of dilTerent temperatures.
The lines of solubility cut the verticals raised from
I

points indicating the temperature >ipon the lower
horizontal line, at heisrhts jiroportional to the quantities of salt dissolved by 100 ])arts of water. For example, 100 parts of water dissolve— at 3'3*', 8 parts;
at I'.JS'^, 17 parts; and at 313", 2() parts of sulphate of
Water which has been saturated with one
potash.
substance that is, whichrefusestodissolve any more
lioating
great elTect against very strong stone walls, or
of that substance, will very often continue to dissolve
Solid others.
batteries covered with wrought-iron plates.
In true or simple solution the properties,
shot for guns are classified according to their weight, both of the solid and the solvent, are retained. When,
which, in the United States' land service, is as fol- however, any chemical action ensues between the
lows, viz.;
Field service, (i and I'i-pounders; siege solid iuul the li(|uid, the resulting solution commonservice, 12, 18, and 34-pounders
sea-coast service, ly presents perfectly new and distinct features; as,
33 and 43 pounders. Solid shot for columbiads are for example, when the metals are dissolved by acids,
classified according to the diameter of the bore, as or oils bj' the alkalies (as in soap-making). The uses
8 and 10-inch solid shot. These i)rojectiles
are very often made of steel.
The only ""Wrf
shot used in the English service for ritled guns
are the Paliscr shot of the following calibers:
12i-inch, 12-inih. 10-inch, !)-incli, H-inch, and
7-itich, and they are oidy intended to be used
against iron-clad vessels. See liidUt, Pnijec.
tufs. Shut, Htudded I'rojeftiUK, and Weight of

—

:

Pr.'jirtn,.',.

SOLID SQUARE.— A square body of troops
a body in which the ranks and tiles are always
eqvial.

—A

SOLUTION.
substance is said to imdergo
solution. or to become dissolved. whenever tlie
force of adhesion between it and a licjuid in
which it is immersed is sulHcient to overcome
the force of cohesion between the solid parti(^les.
Thus sugar or salt is dissolved by water,camphoror resin by spirit of wine, and silver by mercury. The liquid which effects the
solution is termed the .vtloent. or sometimes
menjilniuiii; and some solutions have special
names, for example, the term syrup is applied to a so.
lution of sugar in water; tincture to solution of a solid
in alcohol. If a solid body be introduced in successive small portions into adctinite quantity of a liquid
capable of dissolving it, the first portions disappear
the most rapidly, and each successive portion dissolves more slowly than its predecessor, until a point
is reached at which the liquid ceases to possess any
further solvent power. When this occurs the forces
of cohesion and adhesion are balanced, and the liquid
is said to be saturated.
Solution is promoted by increasing the extent of surface in a solid, or by reducing it to powder. An elevation of temperature,
by diminishing cohesion, will generally also increase
the solvent power of the li(iui(i; but there are exceptions to this rule as for instance, in the case of lime
and its salts, water just above the freezing-point dissolving nearly twice as much lime as it does when
boiling.
compound of lime and sugar, very soluble in cold water, is separated from the solution al-

—

A

104"

laa:

14

0"

15a*

I76'

1S4*

ZI2* 2,1<W

of solution in laboraton." processes are numerous. By
the dilTereuce in degree of their solubility we can separate one substance from another and by dissolving a body we can purify it .either by filtration or by
crystallization. Moreover, when it is required that two
bodies shall react on one another,they do so with incomparably more force in their dissolved-than in their
;

solid slate.

—

SOMERSET. A saddle for the wounded, padded
before the knee and behind the thigh. The first saddle
of this kind was made for Lord Fitzroy Somerset
who had lost his leg below the knee at the battle of
Waterloo, and from

whom

it

took

its

name.

a servile ten\ire in Scotland, by
which a Chieftain might, with all his followers, live
upon his tenants at free quarters.
SORTIES —These, if well timed, will generally deThey should be made
cide tlie fate of the affair.
when the assaulting column is thrown into confusion,
or shows any signs of irresolution in its movements;

80EN.— Formerly

SOUGH.

soDin).
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when its flank or its rear is carelessly exposed. ner, taking with them all their trenching-tools, along
They are sometimes made to alarm the enemy for the approaches, the guards in these covering their
his own safety
or to make a diversion in favor of movement to rear, thus leaving the front of the first
expected succors in blockaded posts. Cavalrj' is the parallel unmasked to deliver its fire on the sortie.
best arm for a sortie, on account of the rapidity of No effort is made to check the sortie except by the
or

;

movements, and the violence of its shock. A\ hen
infantry is employed for this purpose, it should use
the bayonet alone. Should tlie enemy succeed in
forcing his way into the work, the reservemust attack
with the bayonet, before he has time to form but it
must be confessed that success cftener crowns an
offensive movement, on the part of the assailed, in
endeavoring to regain possession of their works, than
any effort to drive back the enemy at the moment,
when flushed with success, he has tlie hope of a certain victory.
The oulj' well-grounded prospect that
the assailed have of repelling the assault, when the
enemy has gained the top of the scarp, is to meet
him in an offensive attitude at the point of the bayonet on lop of the parapet. The particular arrangements of the defense consist in defending all obstacles, such as abattis, palisadings, etc., by a warm
well-aimed fire as the particular object of all these
obstacles is to kee)! the enemy exposed for a longer
time to the fire. Large stones, heavy rouuil logs,
and the loaded hollow projectiles, should be in readiness to be roUetl over on the enemy whilst lie is in
the ditch endeavoring to mount the scarp. Large
branches of trees prejiared as for an abattis, with
chevaux-de-frise, and other olistacles, should be at
hand to obstruct the breach. Finally, in an isolated
post, if the enemy, after having been repulsed makes
a show of blockading it, or of renewing his attack,
and there is no i)rospect of succor arriving, the garrison should attemjit an escape by night.
In siege operations, the policy of the besiegers is
to expose as little as possible to the
chances of hand-to-hand conflicts,
but to endeavor to gain their ends
by the action of their artillerj', and
by skill and perseverance, pushing
forward their trenches until they
reach the last position that tlie besieged can take up, still keeping under cover. The besieged, however,are often constrained to a bolder
course; sometimes to open the way
for succors to reach t liem; and sometimes to avail themselves of opportunities presented by the very great
mistakes of the besiegers trying to drive them from
their trenches, spike the guns of their batteries, and
even destroy their depots. Tiie parallels and their
guards are to provide against such attacks; and, with
proper measures and due vigilance, they ought never
to succeed, but the besiegetl be made to jiay dearly
for each attempt. In past sieges, when the first parallel was usually opened at about 600 yards from the
tlefenses,a sortie against it was regarded as a very uncertain operation, and only to be attempted when the
garrison was strong and had a respectable force of
cavalry and of light batteries toiict with their infantry in the sortie. This contingency, however, should
be guarded against by having the" flanks of the first
its

;

,

by a redoubt armed with field-guns;
with the epaulmeuts for cavalry thrown up a few
hundred yards to the rear of the Hanks iind by a
suitable reserve ready to move forward at a moment's
parallel secured

;

notice to the support of tlie troops in the parallel.
After the first parallel is completed and occupied by
the guards,the besieged will selilom attempt a sortie
in force before the ground is broken upon the position ot the second parallel, and thebesiegers should be
prepared for this probability by having an extra force
in and near the first parallel".to"supporl the few guards
who may be in the advanced boyaux for the protection of the workmen from the sorties of small bodies.
So soon as a serious movement of the besieged beyond their defenses is observed, the working partii-s
should be withdrawn in a prompt and orderly man-

fire of the trenches until the troops composing it have
reached the advanced trenches, when a charge may
be made over the steps made for that purpose in the
trench and parapet of the parallel, or through breaks
left in the parallel itself of sufficient width for the
passage of a column of infantry. From the completion and occupation of the second parallel, none but
sorties of small bodies, seldom exceeding fifteen men
are to be apprehended, with the object of temporarily stopi)ing some approach.
SOUGH.— A small drain at the foot of an embankment, to convey the surface water from it into a side
drain.
Also, an adit or duy-leml for carrying off thm

water.

SOUND.— The impression produced on the ear by
the vibrations of the elastic medium, such as air or
water, in wliich it is plunged. That this is the case
is proved, first, by the fact that a bell or tuning-fork
in vacuo gives no sound when struck
secund, by the
fact that the mere currents, as such (winds, running
water, etc.), do not produce the sensation of sound
until they are frittered down into vibratory motions
by obstacles. The general nature of the mechanical
process by which sound is propagated in the air will
be illustrated, and compared with the other cases of
;

wave-motion,

in

our

article

on

'W.ives.

Meanwhile,

only necessary for us to ob.serve that, as the velocitj' of sound is ten times greater than that of wind
it is

in the

which

motl violent hurricane, it
is transferred from place

is

not the air itself

to pl;ice, but a state

of disturbance, (condensation or rarefaction) of the air.

Fig.

Each successive

1.

layer of air in the path of the sound
suffers this disturbance in turn, and by virtue of its
elasticity passes it on to the next.
Newton was the
first who attempted to deduce from mechanical prin.
ciples the velocity of sound, but only for the partic.
ular case in which each particle of air in the path or
the sound is supposed to move backward and forward according to the same law as the bob of a pendulum, lie showed that this species of motion is
consistent with the elastic properties of air. as given
by Boyle's or Mariotte's law, viz., that the pressure
of air is proportional to its density.
The velocity of
sound in this case is of course to be found fromthe
time which elapses between the commencement of
the motion of any one particle of air, and that of another at a given distance from it, in the direction in
which the sound is moving. The numerical result
deduced by Newton with the then received experimental data for the compressibility of air, was 979 ft.
per second. This investigation was very defective,
applying, in fact, solely to the special case of a pure
musical note, continually propagated without lateral
divergence yet the solution obtained by Lagrange
from a complete analysis of the question, gave precisely the same mathematical result.
But, by direct
measurements, carefully made, by observing at night
the interval which elapses between the flash and the
report of a cannon at a known distance, the velocity
of sound has been found to be considerably greater
in fact, about 1,090 feet per second, at the temper;

—

—

SOUND.

:

SOUND.
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iituro of frcc/ini wntor.
crepaiK-y lictwccn llicory

Newton

that tlie'size of tlie particles of air

crest of one wave in water may bestiperposed on the
crest of another, or may apparently destroy all motion
by filling up its trough. The simplest mode of show-

socks for

and observation
is finite

llic disin the idea

compared

ing this is to hold near the ear a vibrating tuning-fork
arid turn it slowly round its axis. In sonu' positions,
the sounds from the two l)ranches reinforce, in others

and

that soiuul is instantaneously propasrated tlirousrli tlie particles themselves.
Thus, supposini: the particles to have a diameter Jth of the distance betw een them, we nuist add
Jth to the space travele<i liy sound in a second, I'.f., to
the velocity— which will thus be brought up to (1+J)
witli tlieir mutiuil distance

:

970 feet. =1088 feet, nearly, which is a very close approximation to the act\ml value ^iven above.
This is not one of Xewton's liappiest conjectures
for, independent of the fact that such an assumption
would limit definitely the amount of the ctmipression
wliich air could uinlcrsio.and. besides, is (luile inconsistent with the truth of Boyle's law for even moderate pressures, it would result from it that soinid
shouhi travel slower in rarefied, and quicker in condensed air. Now, experimint shows that the velocity of sound isunalTecled by the heisht of the barometer; and, indeed, it is easy to see that this ought
For in condensed air the pressures
to be the case.
are increased proportionally to the increase of condensation, and the mass of a given bulk of air is increased in the same proportion. Hence, in a soundwave in condensed air, the forces and the masses arc
increased proporti(Mially, and thus the rate of motion
But the temperature of the air ha* an
is unaltered.
effect on sound, since we know that the elastic force
is increase<i by heat, even when the density is not
diminished and therefore the velocity of sound increases with the temperature at the rate of about 4J
feet per Fahr. degree, as is found by experiment.
Newton's explanalion of the discrepancy between
theory and experiment being thus set aside, various
some,
suggestions were made to accoinit for it
among whom was Euler, inuigining that the mathematical methods employed, being only approximate,
involved a serious error. The explanation was finalIv given by Laplace, and is simple and satisfactory.
\Vhen air is fUtUltnly compressed (as it is by the passage of a sound wave), it is heated when suddenly
rarefied it is cooled, and this effect is large enough
to introduce a serious modification into the mathematical investigations. The effect is in either case to
iu refine the forces at work for, wlien compressed,
and conse<iuently heated, the i)ressure is greater than
that due to the mere compression—and, svlien rarelied, and consequently cooled, the pressure is diminished by more than the amount due to the mere
When this source of error is removed,
rarefaction.
the mathematical investigation gives a result as nearly agreeing with that of observation as is consistent
with the unavoidable errors of all experimental data.
It is to be ot)«er\'ed that, in noticing this investigation, nothing has been said as to the pilch or quality
of the sound, for these have nothing to do with the
velocity.
It must, however, be remarked here that,
in the mathematical investigation, the compressions
and rarefactions are assumed to be very small: i e,.,
the sound is supposed to be of moderate intensity. It
does not follow, therefore, that verj' violent sounds
have the same velocity as moderate ones, and many

I

they weaken, each other. Hut if, while thi' sound is
almost inaudiljle an obstacle be interjiosed between
the ear and one of the branches, the sound is heard
Heats form another excellent instance.
distinctly.
The most untutored ear distinguishes at once between a mere lufim and a muKicnl imU. It of course
Jloredistinsjuishesa /'""/sound from a faint one.
over, it distinguishes musical notes from oneantither
by their shrillness or gravity, or, as it is tcchnicallv
Again, as in the case of vowelcalled their piMi.
sounds sung to tlie Mine musical note, or as in the
case of different instruments (flute and violin for instance) playing the same note it distinguiihes something further which is called the qodlitij of the note.

—

of notes that the theory of mtisic is
only of importance in giving
or in giving richness of
variety as in band music
«»/<-,so far as theory
tone in a solo. The most perfect
It

ison the pilch

based,for the

(piality is

—

m

goes, may be executed on the poorest instrument, but
it gives little pleasure from the want of richness or
quality. In the same way a singer may possess faultless intonation, yet the performance, though nium'.
caliy perfect, may from the harsh quality of the voice,
,

;

;

;

—

curious observations made during thunder-storms
seem to show that such violent sounds are propagated witli a greatly increased velocity. It is recorded
that in one of Parry's Arctic voyages, during gimpraclice, the officer's command "Fire" was heard at
great distances across ice "//</• the report of the gun.
Since sound consists in a wave-propagation, we
should expect to find it exhibit all the ordinary phenomena of waves. Thus, for instance, it isrefleeUd
according to tlie same law as light. It is refrncUd
in passing from one medium to another of different
density or elasticity. This has been proved bj- concentrating ina focus the feeble sound of the ticking
of a watch, and rendering it audible at a considerable
distance,

by means of

a lens of collodion films filled

with carbonic acid gas. Sounds interfere to reinforce each other, or to produce silence just as the
;

Fig.

2.

unpleasant. Many interesting experiments may
be made with the sonometer, a simple fonn of which
is shown in Fig. 1.
This instrument will serve to
determine the number of vibrations made by a string
emitting musical soimd. It is provided with a series
of weights, to vary the tension of the string.
The
scale is divideil to correspond to the modified chromatic gamut, the true chromatic gamut. or the French
meter divided to thousandths, at ])leasure. Hy means
of the phonautograph, represented in Fig. 2. phonetic
sounds may be recorded automatically by diagrams
in a manner analogous to that in wliich the indicatordiagram of a steam-engine records the jiressure of the
steam.
The future of this instrument is undetermined. It would be possible to so connect the style
with electrical devices that its excursions, both as to
distance and continuity, might be exactly repeated
at any distance by the telegraphic circuit; or the instrument might be made to operate a type-writer, and
so the words spoken might become a record printed
in ordinary letters on paper.
The various simple sounds which can be obtained
from a string are called harmotiien of the fundamental
note; the latter being the sound given by the string
when vibrating as a whole. For each vibration of
the fundamental note, the harmonics have two. three,
four, and etc. Of these, the first is the octave of the
fundamental note; the second the twelfth, or the
fifth of the octave: the third the double octave
and
so on. Thus, if we have a string whose fundamental
note is C, the series of simple sounds it is capable of
yielding is
C, C',, G,, Cj, Ej, G., (B flat,) C, Dj E,, etc.
l)c

;
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all belong to the ordinary musical
scale except the seventh, which is too Hat to be used
in music. This slight remark shows us at once how
purely artificial is the theory of music, being founded
not upon a physical, but on a sensuous basis. To
produce any one of these harmonics with ease from
a violin string, we have onlj' to touch it liglitly at ^,
J, i. etc., of its length from eitlier end and bow as
This process is often employed by musicians,
usual.

Foundry have

sound.

in daily use at the foundry, giving accurate results.

Of those written,

all

been cast since the revised regula-

and are not, therefore, included in the
foregoing. The few (rials I have made of guns from
this Foundry have afforded the most favorable results, and the quality of the metal is unsurpassed."
About 1840 the characterof "gim-iron" used for ordnance became definitely fixed, largely due to the efforts of Major Wade.
Previous to that time, each
foundry used its own iron in its own way, taking
and gives a very curious and pleasingeflect with the either hot or cold-blast, and of the grade the founder
The effect of tlie thought best. But it was found about that time that
violoncello or the double-bass.
finger is to reduce to rest the point the string touched; only cold-blast charcoal-iron carefully made, properand thus to make it a point of no vibration, or as it ly mixed, and refined in air furnaces, gave uniformIn the case of a piano- ly good and very reliable results. A knowledge of the
is technically called, a nodf.
forte wire, a blow is given near one end, producing mechanical properties of metals was first exactly oba displacement which runs back and forward along tained by Major Wade's testing-machine, which has
the wire in the time in whicli the wire would vibrate gone all over the world as the American testing-maas a whole. The successive impacts of this wave on chine. Originally called the "Jletallo-Djmamometer,"
the ends of the wire (which are tirraly screwed to the it was built by Mr. Alger about 1840 under the direcsotmding-boaid), are the principal causes of the tions of Major Wade, and the original machine is still
tions of 1840.

band instruments is quite as simple. The knowledge thus gained enabled the value of new
Thus, in a flute, the sound is produced Ijy a current of guns to be fixed, from the character of their metal,
air passing across an orifice at the closed end. This without subjecting them to the damaging proof preproduces a wave which runs along the tube, is re- viously applied to each gun. Their reliability wasflected at the open end, runs back, and partially in- shown by a few roimds of service charges, and Amertercepts the stream of air for an instant, and so on. ican guns cast under the United States regulations
Thus the stream of air is intercepted at regular in- since 1840 havehad the highest reputation forstrengtU
ter\'als of time, and we have the same result as in the and endurance.
The South Boston Iron Company began to cast
sir^ne.
In this case, there is but mie node, viz., at
the middle of the pipe. If we blow more sharply, heavy guns about 1839, and erected in 1843 what was
we create two nodes, each distant from an end by j then the heaviest shop in the country for ordnance.
of the length of the tube. The interruptions are now Previous to tliat time many light guns of bronze and
twice as frequent, and we have the first harmonic of cast-iron up to twenty-four-pounders had been made.
And soou. the series of har- Beginning at that period it had the advantage of all
the fundamental note.
previous failures and avoided the hap-hazard memonics being the same as for a string.
SOUTH BOSTON FOUNDRY.— The South Boston thods of the earlier foundries. About 183C Cyrus AlFoundry possesses the only works for heavy ord- ger patented and made the first guns of malleable
nance existing in this country, and can cast guns iron, cast and converted in an oven, supplying fifteen
weighing ninety tons in the rough. The West Point of them during 1837 and 1838. The first gunrifled in
Foundry makes the production of coiled wrought- America was rifled at the Foundrj' in 1834. About
iron tubes a specialtj'.and produces medium and light 1840 Mr. Alger invented the foUowing improvements
ordnance. Both make all varieties of guns and pro- in fuses and in casting shell, all of which have been
jectiles, but the South Boston Foundry has, also, adopted and are still in use in the United States serwith the Ames Company, of Chicopee, Mass., been vice and abroad, but for which he received no comsince 1836 recognized contractors for bronze guns. pensation whatever from the Government.

The theory

of

The survival

of the existing ordnance-works has been
to their excellent work, and,
failing proper support on the part of Congress, to
their engaging in other lines of manufacture.
The
South Boston Iron Company, for instance, was the
first maker of chill rolls in this countrj-, Mr. Alger
having patented the method in 1811: also improvements in plows and cylinder stoves for anthracite hefore 1840, later, fine statuary castings in iron; and
iieavy machinery was made from the first or since
1838. At all times many foundry specialties, such as
gearing, pulleys, kettles, etc., have been made. About
forty years ago almost all the machine-shops of Boston and vicinity drew their castings from "Alger's
Foundry." Captain Thos. A. P. Catesby .Jones writes
in Wdo concerning the different foundries: 'The Boston Foundrj', owned by Mr. Alger, has not, I believe,
cast o/ii/ guns for the Navy. nor am I certain that he
has for the .Yrni}': but for shot he had a considerable
contract with the Ordnance Department in 1833, and
his specimens were the best I have ever seen.
And
from the extensive plan, perfect machinery, and the
experienced workmen connected with that work, I
should place great confidence in the productions of
that Foundry."
All the cannon and shot required for the gradual
increase of the Navy were cast at the Columbian, Bellona, and the West Point Foundries. The quality of
t hv castings of these three works does not nuiterially
(litTcr. but the shot turned out by the West Point
Foundry are greatly superior in all respects to those
c;ist at the Belloua and Columbian Foiuidries. Lieutenant Wahlback states, in his Annual Report in 1847,
that "the cannon furnished bv the South Boston Iron

due not to chance but

'

—

First'.
The use of a fuse composition rammed in
a paper case fitting into a wooden or metal plug inserted in the shell. Second.
safety-plug of "lead
fitting like a cup in the bottom of the paper case,
the top edges of the cup are thin enough to expand
tightly against the paper, but be easily detached and
the cup thrown into the shell cavity by the shock of
discharge. The cup will thus ordinarily shut off the
fuse from the powder, but opens the passjige as soon
Third. A safety-c:ip to
as the fuse begins to burn.
ensure the ignition of the fuse under all circumstances combined with a leaden disc, and removed when
loading, to prevent Ignition out of the gun. Fourth.
Placing the holes for the escape of gas from the
burning fuse in a metal plug and obliquely, and in
such a position that the fuse is not extinguished by
mud nor by ricochetting on water. Fifth. The vise
of a metal bushing in connection with a hollow corearbor to receive the fuse, "that is, a bushing, with a
small hole to receive fuse, which is placed directly
upon the core-arbor, and, is retained in place as a
part of the shell by the metal cast around it."
These fuses were immediately adopted, as leaving
nothing to improve for a time-fuse for smooth-bores
of the heavier classes. They were used in the Mexican War, and ever since in the United States for all

—A

—

—

—

smooth-bore ammunition. The metal bushing has
been extensively copied cverj-where, and a chilledcored shot could not be made without it.
The earliest piece of what would now be called heavy ordnance, cast at the South Boston Foundry, was the
ten-inch Columbiad. This gun marked, at the same
time, a departure from old ideas and the introduction by Col. Bomford of horizontal shell fire of great
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It was cast 6th September, 1839, under Col.
Bouifor<i'.s superinteiuli'iK-e, and was copied soon after bv Gen. Paixliun, in trance. Its dimensions were
in ex'lreme lentrtli.lU inches: lengtli of the bore, DO

power.

wholly plain

in outline,

and was the

original of

what

now known astheDahlgren gim. This ;!2-pounder
gun was known as Alger's 32-pounder, and after its
is

proof and trials was carefully preserved and still expounds; weight of ists at the South Boston Foundrj". On comijarins? its
the shot, 130 pounds of the sliell.'.M) pounds and of outline with the Dahlgren it will be found to differ
powder cliargc. eigliteen pounds. In 183'J a Board of no more than is due to the powder pressure curves
Ordnance OliicersVas sent to Eurojic to inspect Ku- of the respective charges, and to the absence of the
ropean ordnance and orduance-worics. It |)urclias- tulip muzzle. The trunnions were cast hollow so aa
ed 6 and 12-pouuder cast-iron guns, and 12 and 24- to diminish the " shrink " due to their mass of metal.
In connection with this gun Mr. Alger submitted
po\aider iron liowitzers from Swedish, French, and
a "port-carriage" to the Navy Department, involv•English foundries.
These guns were subjected to extreme jtroof at ing a friction-compressor binding the wooden chassis
Fort Slonroe, 1841-42. with tlie result that llie Fin- and the now universally adopted <<<•<'« <r(CrtJ'/<' for the
spoug guns proved tliemsclvcs the best of all trieil. wheels of the carriage itself. By this arrangement
including West Point guns of similarsi/.es. The ymitf the gun-carriage slides back upon firing the whole
of the Finspong 0-pounder was as follows, the gun weight of the gim, creating fricticjn, and when raised
bursting at the last fire. The charges had two wads off the chassis and on its wheels by turning the eccentric axles, rolls back easily into the firing position.
in each:
Major Wade witnessed about 1843, "in Bo.ston, the
trial of several devices for checking the recoil of canPounds powder
No. of balls in Rounds. non by friction by means of clamps, compressors,
in
Series.
each round.
and eccentric axles designed by Captain Van Brunt
each round.
of the Navy, and by Mr. Cyrus Alger. The eccentric axle designed by !Mr. Alger, caused the gun-car20
First.
riage to tilde in its recoil and to move on rolling if/tetls
20
Second
when retuniiug to batterj'. This appeared to be the
10
Third.
best of the methods then tried."
o
Fourth.
During the course of the improvements of onrNavy
guns by the late Admiral Dahlgren, the South Boston Foundry made manj' guns remarkable for their
104
142
Totals.
strength and endurance. Admiral Dahlgren said that
Cyrus Alger "possessed that rare quality, sagacity,
which constitutes in truth the highest attribute of tlie
The StSfsjo gun stood forty -nine rounds in similar intellectual man, and enabled him to arrive at results
series, the Akcr, forty-seven rounds, the West Point which others sought by disciplined studv and often
thirty-nine rounds, and the Gospel Oak gun thirty- in vain." The shell-guns of Dahlgren design were
eight rounds, respectively. There were twenty rounds introduced largely into our Navy not long before the
«!K-h in the first and second, and ten in the third se- Civil War, and the safe limit of charge for the elevenries; the Finspong gun only reached the fourtli series. inch gun was not known till investigation was comIn March, 1844, the South Boston Foundry sub- pelled by the failure of the " Jlonitor's eleven-inch
mitted a C-pounder cast-iron gun, No. 7, of their own guns, which were made at the South Boston FounTnakc, for extreme proof, which took place at City dry to penetrate the armor of the Merrimac." It was
Point, South Boston. In strength and endurance it perhaps not expected they would be brought against
"was found superior to the Finspong as above men- armor, or if the idea was broached it was answered
tioned.
by the statement that " the occasions on which shot
could be advantageously used are so rare as hardly
Number
Number of balls
Powder charge,
to warrant their being considered as part of the regJ
x»
fe
of
Bounds..
each round.
ular allowance." The South Boston nine and elevenballs.
inch shell-guns exhibited endurance, which bore a
comparison with the best forged iVrmstrong guns of
inclies; weiitht'of the

gun,

14, .500

;

:

—

—

—

^^^

136
58
29
224

1 to 16
13 to 16
14 and 15
10 each.

16

4

2
14
2

1862.
cast-iron eleven-inch gun, if fired with thirty-one
jjounds of powder and ninety-three pounds of shot,

A

would be doing more proportional work than the
Armstrong wrought-iron gim which in April, 1862,
pierced tlic Warrior target with a round 150-pound
shot and fifty pounds of powder, afterwards burst-

14

102

38

461

The result of this and other proofs was so much to
the credit of the South Boston Foundry, that it again
cast for the .iVrmy, ordnance on 8th July, 184G, the
first twelve-inch Columbiad of Colonel Bomford's design. This gun weighed, finished, 25,510 pounds;
for the period it was truly a colossal gun and was the
largest that coiJd be made in the country at that date.
The weight of its shell was 172 pounds, with twenty
pounds of powder,and ten degrees of elevation the
shell ranged 2.770 yards, and its extreme range with
maximum elevation was 5,761 j'ards, or three and
one-half miles. The weight of the gun precluded it
from sea service at that period. This twelve-inch seacoast gun remained the limit of size of our Army guns
;

till

18G0.

About 1844 Mr. Alger, taking advantage

of Colonel

Bomford's experiments on the pressure exerted by
fired

gunpowder at different points

of the bore, then

brought out a 33-pounder which was the

first

gun

ing inider that charge. It is proper to .say here, we
do not know but that between the two dates it had
But an eleven-inch of South
fired greater charges.
Boston make (No. 1,262 S. B. F. 1862) was fired 155
times as follows 22 rounds, twenty poimds of powder 101 rounds, twentj'-five pounds of powder 32
rounds, thirty pounds of powder; shot from 165 to 169
pomids each. After this proof the gun exhibited no
marks of a strain or of defects of anv kind. Another
eleven-inch gun was fired 170 rounds in two successive days without injurj-, although the gun became
so heated that it was found w^arm eighteen hours after
the last round.
The trial gun, for extreme proof, of a contract in
1857 (No. 1,0!)8 S. B. F. 1857) a nme-inch Dahlgren
shell-gun, 9,090 pounds in weight, endured the fol
lowing proof before its destruction, a series of 1,532
rounds. [See table on next page.]
With twenty pounds of powder and 343A pounds
weight of shot, the gun recoiled nineteen feet; with
twenty pounds powder and 469 pounds shot, the re:

;

;

coil

was

thirty-three feet

;

and with twenty pounds
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powder and 636i pounds of shot, the recoil ^yas
feet up a steep slope, although the breech of
the gun had been completely buried before tiring.
With ten sliot the bore was nearly filled, the fronts
of the last being seven and three-fourths inches from
At bursting the gun was torn in two
the muzzle.
from cascabel to middle of chase, the part blown off,
about two-fifths the circumference, being broken inThe proof-firing was exto five large fragments.
of

twenty

tremelj' rapid,.500 rounds being accomplished in four
successive days. Tlie enlargements due to firing
were inconsiderable, the bore remaining ia service-

Rounds.
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densing," clearly c>liibits Die iiiiprovcinciit offcctcd.
riKiimlfUseil. C'oinii'iised.
1.4ii
Hardness,
5.13
8.:i.5
Density
8.70
Tenacity
35,«10 lbs. 01.r>71 \hn.
In 1863 >Ir. Francis Alger, son of t'yn..s, patented
the use of a bag or pouch to hold the bursting-charge
He made the bag waterof a Shrapnel or a shell.
proof anil attached it to the fuse. Tliis method has
liecu widely adopted, anil in large shells is an essential safeguard against the (xplosion of the burstingcharge by the shocit of the explosion, and con.seijuent
friction of the powder against tlie shell. Various improvement ^ in fuses for rilled shell were experimented with and .Mr. F. Alger patented in 1802 a combined time and ])ercussion-fuse of merit.
During the Civil War the South IJostou Iron Company furnished the (ioverument with over 1,700 guns,
including 700 bronze gnns and howitzers, about 700
8olid cast-g\ins of eleven-inch caliber and less, ;t;i2
Rodman gims of ten-inch caliber and over, and onThis record will show
ly ID ritled-guns of all sizes.
how largely the war was fought with smooth-bore
guns.
The Uoiiman guns were barely tifteen-inch
guns for the .Vrmy, and to meet the demand anew
ordnance-foundry and machine-shop put into operation in lsti;{, which is now the only works for Heavy
Ordnance in the United Stales, and is capable of
turning out large guns of about fifty tons in weight.
During the War it made nothing heavier than fifteen-

inch guns of 4i),000 pounds. It might be expected
that the foundry would have many interesting records of so busy a period, but its energies, as of the
Ordnance Hureaus of the Array and Navy, were al-

most

wlioll}'

devoted

to

producing guns of service-

able design.
Kveii the usual proofs were dispensed
with, so great was the need for ordnance, and after
the trial gnn of a class had fired 1,000 rounds in proof
the rest of the class were accepted according to the
tests of their material.
In respect to the projectiles, however, the Company
did good work. The need of good rifle proiectiles
became decided when rifles began to be appreciated,
.Many
as our artillerists became more experienced.
experimental iirojcctiles claimed attention and the
Company decide(lon theSchenkle plan as affording
The projectile was
llie best solution of tlie difficulty.
cast with a conical base over which a papier iniiche
sabot fitted almost half the length of the shot. The
explosion drove the sabot up, the cone thus compressing it between the shot and the gun, and causing it
to take the grooves.
In service eighty-two ]kt cinl.
took the grooves most perfectly in the Parrott gun.
fiir whicli they weri> not intended.
Being light it fell
of! almost immediately in the flight without danger to
the troops over whom it was tired. The shot was
thoroughly rotated and was considered most reliable
until it was found that the sabot, under influence of
moisture, oftenswelled so much as lorefuse to enter
the gun. The South Boston Founilry furnished some
OOU.OOO rounds of ammunition of all sizes to the Government, of which some 40i).llOO were Schenkle projectiles.
Although the question of a perfect projec'tile remained unsolved, yet the Schenkle percussionfuse furnished with the shot was one of the unqualified successes of the War.
It was found absolutely
certain in action, and combined extreme simplicity
with perfect safety. It now remains the stan<lard fus<'
of our Navy, and requires very slight modification to
render it equal to all requirements. During actual
service in the Civil War eightv-two percent, proved
perfect.
JVtrrton'n Ameriean inventi'inn and ImprutemenU in Breech-loading Small-arms, /leary Ordnanre,
and .Vunituftui of War. See Foundry, and West Point
Foiindri/.

SOVEREIGN.

the Bole legislator.
A State in which the legislative
authority is not Irammeled by any Foreign Power is
called a Sovereign State.
The .Slates of tlie German

Empire were

all

designated .l/('-.Sw»rm/(H(», because

their sovereignty was (jualified by their subordination to the Imperial Authority
and the same term
may be applied to the States o"f the American I'nion.
SOW.- The main trough (or the body of metal contained theri-in) leading from the tap-hole of a cupola
orsmelting-furnace, and from which ramify the pa.ssages leading to the separate molds in casting or to
the shallow ditches in the floor which receive the
pigii of cast-metal.
2.
kind of covered shed for:

;

A

merly used by besiegers

in filling up and passing the
ditch of a besicjjed place, sapping or mining he wall,
and the like. It had its name from its being u.sed
for rooting up the earth like swine, or because the
soldiers therein were like pigs under a sow.
SOWAR.— A trooperinan Indian cavalry regiment.
SPACE. Koom the interval between troops when
drawn up in line orcolumn. Inabattlc, the amount
of frontage which would be required for troops to
act in. Most Generals make 1,000 yards as a faircalcidalion for cvcrv 0,000 or 8,000 men of all arms.
I

—

it

;

SPADE BAYONET.— A very broad-bladed bayonet;
may be used in digging shelter-holes or rifie-pits.

See /hii/omt.

SPADROON.— A sword mtich lighter than a broadsword, and made both to cut and thrust.
SPAHIS.— The cavaliers furnished by the holders
of military fiefs to the Turkish Army, and who formed
The Sjiahis, along with the
the Klitf of its cavalry.
Janissaries owe their organizatiim firstly to Orchan,
the second of the Ottoman Sultans, finally to Sultan
Amurath I.: and when levied rn iniixne, could number 140,000, but such a levy was seldom called for.
In the field, they were divideil into two classes, distinguished by the colors (red and yellow) of their
standards one class had pistols and carbine, the other a bow and arrows, anil both carried a saber, lance,
;

and jerid, or
but

javelin.
They were excellent irregular
when European organization was intro-

troojis

;

duced

into the

Turkish -Vrmy, they were replaced
by regular horse. At the present time, the
French have numerous regiments of Spahis. raised
from among the native tribes of Algeria and from
France in about equal proportions: the dress, espe(182)))

indigenous soldiers, partakes very much
The natives are allowed to
but all the
rise to any grade below that of Captain
superior oIliriTs must be of French descent. See Zoticially of the

of the .Vrab cluiracter.

;

iirin.

8PANCELLED.— In
horse,
log of

two of whose
wood.

Heraldry, the term applied to a
legs are strongly fettered

in

whom

tlie

legislative

In limited Monarchies,
vested.
Sovereignty is in a qualified sense ascribed to the
King, who. though the Supreme Magistrate, is not
of a State

is

by a

SPANDAU FIRING-SCHOOL.— This School for the
instruilion of the Prussian soldier in the >ise of the
musket was created in 18.")4, and it is lo Ibe inlUicnce
exerted b}' the teaching given there that the remarkable skill shown by the Prussian infantry is specially due.
It is established at Spandau, and is provided with large buildings, embracing shops, lal)oratorics, magazines for amnnniition, lecture and nuxlelrooms, and sheltered grounds for drills and gymnasThe object of the School is to perfect,
tic exercises.
by the constant study and practice of those having it
in charge, the arms and munitions in use in the Army the thorough trial of all arms adopted in the service of foreign nations; the experimenting with new
inventions and finally, the instruction of teachers,
intended to impart a thorough knowledge of fire-arms
and their use to the whole Army. Its permanent organization consists of a Superintendent, 4 Captains,
8 Lieutenants. 1 Adjutant, 1 Paymaster, 1 Armorer.i
Sergeants. Four Meutenants
Serg.^ant Majors, and
are added for temporary duty as Instructors, and are
alwaj-s selected from those who have passed through
the course they are changed every year. The detail sent annually to the School is divided into two
classes the first remains one year, and the second.
;

:

'>

— The name applied in politics to the

person or body of persons

power
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:

:

—

SPANISH BULING.

j

.

;
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only six months. The second class consists of 09
Lieutenants, 130 Non-commissionerlOnicers.aud 244
soldiers, with the necessary number of bui^lers, drummers, orderlies, tailors, and shoemakers. The tirst
class is composed of 1 Sergeant, candidate for Haymaster, 17 Non-commissioned Officers, 138 soldiers,
and the necessary buglers, drummers, etc. They are
engaged during tlie winter in making experiments,
and in the current work of the School.
The course of practical instruction commences on
the 1st of April, and embraces the following subjects
lit C'uurse.
Preparatory drill. Aiming from a rest.
Aiming from the shoulder. Firing. Estimating distances. Description of the musket and targets. The
:

—

—

as the Italian system but the lines of defense were
directed on the curtain angle. See Italian ISyntem of
FoHifii-ntiiilt.

SPANISH TUTANIA.— An alloy composed of 24
parts of tin, 3 of antimony, and 1 of steel.
SPANNER.
screw-wrench, used for the purpose
of tightening nuts upon screws.
The spaimer used in the field is ''McMahon's 1.5."
It has a fixed and a movable claw for use as a wrench.

—A

The movable claw can be set at anj' distance from the
fixed claw by means of a thumb-screw.
SPAR BRIDGE.— A light bridge for crossing broken arches,

rivers with steep banks etc., in winch it
not practicable or convenient to obtain supports
Officers and Non-commissioned Officers are also in- for the bridge from the bottom or on the surface of
structed in the fabrication of arms and in making am- the river. Works on military bridging give the folmunition, etc. 2d Course. This is devoted entirely lowing as the best known for spanning all intervals
to firing under the different circumstances of actual with timber:
Single-lerfr bridge
service.
3d Courw. This is onl}' for Officers and
Composed of two frames lockNon-commissioned Officers, and serves to develop the ing into each other, and not meeting at a greater anknowledge alreadj' gained. The Officers are occupied, gle than 120". This natureof bridge is not suitable for
in addition to their other duties, in assisting in teach- a greater span than 30 feet.
Uouble-lecer bridge.
Suitable for spans of 40 feet
ing the theoretical course, tlie history of fire-arms,
their manufacture, the fabrication of cartriilges, and it consists of two frames locking into a connecting
finally In considering the different arms adopted in frame ortwoor more longitudinal pieces, with cross
foreign armies. The Non-commissioned Officers and transoms. The opening is thus divided into three
soldiers are occupied with gymnastic exercises, ba3o- spaces, and the span of the road bearers is about 14
net-fencing, and from time to time with the manual feet.
Single-trusa bridge. This can be used for spans u
of the musket. The target-ranges, 13 in number, are
on a tract of ground covered with a 3'oung growth to .50 feet; it consists of two frames locking iDto eack
of pines, through which avenues are cut, varying in other in the same manner as the single-lever bridge,
length from 80 to 1,600 meters, and terminating in a and provides three points of support, viz., one os
rise of ground, which serves as a butt to stop the each frame, and a third suspended by the ropes from
balls. Wires for telegraphic communication connect the head of the frames.
Lever-truis bridge. Suitable for spans of about .50
targets and firing-stands with the Officers and prinThe targets are made of wooden ft.; it is a combination ofthe single and truss bridges.
cipal workshops.
SPARE GUN-CARRIAGE.—Tliis is merely an ordiframes covered with a thick card-paper; they are
both fixed and movable, and have the most varied nary gun-carriage, 'fitted up so as to carry four axleforms, representing detached men, some standing or trees, the iron-work for a spare gun-carriage, a pair
kneeling, others half concealed, a company of infan- of shafts, two sponges, one wadhook, and other spare
try or cavalry, a battery of artillery, or even a battal- articles for the battery.
SPARTHE. An Anglo-Saxon term for a halbertor
ion of troops.
The soldier is taught to fire not only at movable battle-axe.
SPABUM.— A kind of dart, which was used by the
targets, but also at such as appear unexpectedly at
some point of the field. For this purpose the target ancients in war, which was shot from a cross-iiow.
is mounted on a car which travels on rails laid across The wound it occasioned was extremely dangerous,
the range, and is tirawn at variable speeds by men as its point was triangular. Several of tltese darts
stationed on either side, behind traverses, pulling were discharged in a volley.
SPATHA. Along sword, with but one edge and a
on a rope attached to the car. The troops, acting
as skirmishers, debouch suddenly from the woods, sharp point, used bj- the Romans. It was borroweii
and fire at the different targets, at unknown distances, by the earlj' Romans from some barbarous tribes, and
some stationary, otiiers movable. Thus the soldier then introduced among others. Its presence does not
is accustomed to estimate distances, to do it prompt- prevent the simultaneous appearance of the various
ly, and to judge of the rate of motion of movable ob- short swords.
SPATTERDASHES.— kind of coverins for the legs
jects, and the allowance to be made in aiming at such.
Besides, this kind of practice has the ctTect to teach of soldiers, made of cloth, or of a coarse linen waxed
the soldier to preserve his composure when an en«- over, ami buttoned tight, bj' which means the wet was
my, whatever it may be, appears unexpectedly be- kejit olT.
SPATTS.— variety of spatterdashes that reached
fore him.
Tlie Officers, by such exercises, have the
opportunity of learning what is required of tliem, and onlj' a little above the ankle.
SPAVIN.
disease of horses, which occurs under
studying the art of directing troops upon the field.
While at the School, the men receive extra pay of one two different forms, both interfering with soundness.
overworked siibjects, the hockwear
young,
weakly,
on the In
thaler per month, and as a distinction
cull of the coat a button bearing a special device. joint is sometimes distended with a dark-colored
Tiiose who prove themselves to be good marksmen thickened synovia or joint-oil. This is bog or blood
wear, as a badge of their skill, two white stripes on spavin. Wet bandages, Oct isional friction, a laxathe coat-collar. Those who have passed through the tive diet, and rest should for several weeks be dilicourse of instruction given at the .School return to gently tried: and if such remedies prove unsucccsstheir several regiments to act as Instructors of Jlus- fid. the swelling must be dressed with a strong blisketry to the regiment. Each soldier is allowed to fire tering ointment, or be fired. The second variety of
100 cartridges aimually, and encouragement to be- spavin is the more common and serious. Towardthe
come expert marksmen is given by the State grant- inside of the hock, at tlie head of the shank-bone, or
between some of the small bones of the hock, a bony
imr large sums for premiums for the best shots.
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SPANISH KIFLING.— The Spaniards have modified enlargement may be seen and
the French system by adopting a uniform twist, and
placing the studs upon the projectile in pairs. Three
grooves arc used the cast-iron guns are reinforced
:

witli

hoops having

definite initial tension.

SPANISH SYSTEM OF FORTIFICATION.— The
struction of the Spanish system wa.s nearly the

con-

same

felt.

This

is

bone-

spavin. At first there is teuderness,heat,swelling, and
considerable lameness: but as the inflammation in the
bone and its investing membrane abates, the lameness is less perceptible, althousrh the animal contin.
lies todragliis legand go stifily. In recent and slight
cases, cold water should be applied continuously;

;

SFATASE.

SPECIAL POWDER.

I'M)

but in serious cases, when the limb is swollen and large-grain powders in heavy guns, resulting in the
For several ilays liniduetion, among the best, of mammoth, pebble,
temU-r, hot fomentations are best.
When the cubical, hexagonal, and perforated prismatic powder;
they must bo perseverinixly employed.
limb is apiin focil anil free from pain, an iodide of the honor of the first mvesligalion and pracliial re-

mereury or lly-blistiT sIkhiIiI Ih- applied, anil the ani- sults in this direction, beinir universally awarded to
mal treated to lliree months' rest in a small paddock, the late General Rodman, t'niled States Army.
Special powders are readily made l)y machinery,
the end of a barn, or a roomy loose-bo.\. In persistent cases, tiring or sctoning usually gives much re- and the fundamental parts of every such machine
are: (1) a mold in which to place the powder-nual
lief.
8PAYADK.— In Heraldry, a stag in his third year; (2) a punch accurately fitting the mold, with which
to compress tlie powder: and C^) some ajipliance for
a spav.
SPEAKING TRCMPET.— An instrument which, on pressing the finished pellets out of the molds.
A safe arrangement for combining these three is
beinir aiiplied to the mouth, carries sound to a conIt was formerly used in all large shown intbe drawing. A, is a small charge ofpowder
siderable distance.
armies: ami at the siege of Gibraltar, General Elliott
(afterwards Lord llealhtield) caused all the words of

command

to be given

through a speaking-trumpet.

SPEAK. — A weapon having a wooden shaft mounted with a very sharp steel point. It has been known
and used from time immemorial, first as a band or
missile-weapon, and subsecpiently as a pike or lance.
In the early Norman |)erioil, a. v. lOtifi 1087, the
It was somespear was a well-known nulitary arm.
times ornamental, like the lance of the present day,
with a small tlag fixed just below the metal point,
and termed, in tlie language of that day, the guuftinun
i^ve Jarelin, Liinct, and Pike.
OT (/"iifah'ii.
SPECIAL DUTY. Soldiers may be employed on
duties not strictly ni'litary, wdien the exigencies of
the service require it, for the reason that they are inas, mechanics,
ciilent to the operation of an army
laborers, cooks, and attendants in hospitals, clerks,

—

;

Soldiers, when detailed on these duties
scouts, etc.
are generally reported on special or extra duty, but
are required to attend the regular inspections anil

musters, and if not iirolicienl in drill, should be required to attend drills until they know their duties
as soldiers. Oltieers, when jilaced on duty which
temporarily relieves them from duty with their companies, as Acting Commissaries and Quartermasters,
or on Court-Martial duty, etc., are reported as being

on

special dutt/.

SPECIAL ORDEHS.— Such orders

as do not ct)ncern
the troops geiurally such as relate to the uuirch of
some i)articular corps, the establishment of some
temporary post, the detaching of any individuals, the
granting requests, and generallj' such matters as need
not be published to the whole command. See Oenernl OriUrK and Orders.
SPECIAL POWDERS.— For some years, it has been
a reeiigni/cil fuel, tliat the ignition, combustion, and
explosive etTeet of gunpowder depend, in a great degree, on the size, shape, and the density of tlie grain,
and that giuis of dilterent calibers reqinrc fur their
most efficient service all powders ditlering in these
feat'jres,in order to secure the best results. The rapid
increase in weight of projectiles with theincrease in
caliber of guns, anil the comparatively smaller power of resistance of the guns, render it necessary that
the rate of combustion of the charge be regulated,
so as to reduce the strains on the guns as much as
possible, while at the same time preserving high initial velocity to the projectile, thus rendering practicable the use of the heaviest gims, projectiles, and
charges.
The amount of gas evolved at the first instant of
inflammation and combustion is measiirably controlled by the size and form of grains, otieriug a lesser
surface of ignition, and the increased density, olTering greater resistance to the penetration of the hot
gases through the grains, graduates its rapidity of
burning. The from of grain affecting the amount
of surface exposed to combustion that shape which
offers a comparatively small surfaceat the first instant
of ignition, increasing progressively, is theoretically
the best.
Experiments by all civilized nations have settled
beyond cavil the important part played liy powders
suited in the above qualities to the guns in which
they are to be used, and have led to the adoption of
;

—

placed in the mold B, a punch which fits it accuraliOy.
This punch has a shoulder on which it rests
quite loose on a second ])late, C, underneath the
mold-plate. The lower end of this punch rests on
the upper surface of the hydraulic ram, I). An upper descending punch. E, of larger diameter than
the mold, can be brought down to the surface of the
mold-plate either by a screw or by a hydraulic pressure so as to close the mold.
With such an arrangement a pellet can be very
safely made firstly, by bringing the top punch down
on the plate, and fixing it there so as to confine the
powder secondly, by raising the lower punch, by
means of the ram, till a proper amount of compression has been given to the powder thirdly, by stopping the pressure from beneath, raising the upper
punch; and, fourthly, by raising the finished pellet
out of the mold by the pressure of the ram underIt is plain that any form can be given to the
neath.
pellets by altering the shape of the molds and punches, and that hollows or perforations can be made in
:

;

;

;

the pellet if required.
There is no difference really
in any of these powders, excejjt in the shape.
Nearly all the great Powers of Europe have powder-mills under the immediate sujjervision of their
own officers and agents and the quality of powder
made at them is held deservedly in high estimation.
While these mills are insulficieut for supplying all
the wants of the respective (Jovernments, the great
care in selection and manlpidation of the best materials, and close attention to every detail of manufacture, serve to maintain a high standard of quality' of
powder, and regulate the price and excellence of that
amount obtained from private manufacturers. The
United States would profit by following so excellent
an example, by establishing a powder-mill, imder
official directon, of a limited capacity.
The Koyal
(iiinpowder Factory of England is located atW'alt ham
Abbey; those of Russia are the Ohktenskoi the Miehael-Schosta (saltpeter district), the Kazan (at which
most powders for the military and naval service are
made). Germany obtains her powders, in part, from
;

:

}
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Spandan and Neisse; the written in each, and not merely in the final specificastandard finality of tliat procured from private fac- tion, of which the prisoner may be acquitted.
SPECIFIC GKAVITT.— The specific gravity of any
France now
tories being regulated by the former.
has five gunpowder-works -Ripault, Bouchet, Saint substance is the proportion which the weight of a
Chamas, Angouleme, and Esqiierdes. Belgium has certain bulk of that bod}- bears to the same bulk of
a large powder-mill at Wetteren and produces large another body, which is taken as a standard. The
gunpowders of most excellent quality- SeeOompen- standard for substances solid and liquid is distilled
mtingPinixler, Hexagonal Poirder, PeSble Powder, Pris- water at the temperature of 62" Fah., barometer 30
Tti'ttir Piiird'r. and Progrtmive Pi/wdei:
inches and the weight of a cubic inch of this standSPECIFICATION. In preferring charges great care ard is given in the Parliamentary Reports for 1825 as
252.-1.56
troy grains, hence a cubic foot of it weighs
should be used to specify the date and locality of the
alleged offense. When doubt e.\ists, it may be al- 907.129 avoirdupois ounces, or 62.32 avoirdupois
leged that the act specified was committed "at or pounds. It is convenient to remember that a cubic
near" a certain place, and '"on or about" a certain foot of water weighs about 1,000 ounces avoirdupois,
Before cliarges are forwarded to Depart- as the error resulting from employing this estimate
date.
ment Headquarters for trial by any General Court, does not amount to much more than the ysjth of the
Post Commandants should investigate the char- whole. For aeriform bodies, the standard is atmosacter and force of all the testimony on which they pheric air, a cubic inch of which, at a temperature
are based, and be reasonably assured that the alleg- of 32* Fah., weighs .32G98, and at 60" Fah., .3093.5
ed facts can be fully established and also, that the grains troy. The specific gravity of solid bodies is
offenses charged are of so grave a nature that a Oarri- best measured by the hydrostatic balance, which
sm Court cannot adjudge a sufficient penalty Charges gives the weight of a volume of water equal in bulk
should be laid under the specific Articles of War to the solid, by which it is onlj- necessarj' to divide
the weight of the solid in air to obtain the specific
pertaining to the offense.
Charges cannot be legally preferred under the 62d gravity that of liquids may be obtained by the areArticle of War when the oflense committed is in vio- ometer, or by comparing the weight lost by a solid
In an absence from any body in the liquid and in water, and dividing the
lation of any other Article.
appointed parade, drill or other exercise, but not former b)- the latter or bj' means of the specific-gravfrom the limits of the post, the specification should ity bottle, which holds exactly 1,000 grains of distillusually be charged under the 33d Article of War ed water in its standard condition. The bottle is
but otherwise under the 32d,and sometimes under emptied of water, filled with the liquid, and is then
both. Soldiers found drunk on any guard, partj', or weighed the result gives the weight of a volume of
other dutj', after having been actually placed on the fluid equal in bulk to 1.000 grains of the standsuch duty, and in the ranks, and not until then dis- ard, and hence this weight divided by 1,000 gives the
covered to be drunk, should be charged with viola- specific gravity. The specific gravity of an aeriform
tion of the 38th Article of War but otherwise un- fluid is determined by weighing a glass globe filled
der the 62d Article, as when unable to turn out for first with the fluid, and then with atmospheric air.
or attend guard-mounting.
Following is a table of the specific gravities of the
Charges laid under Articles of War which prescribe substances most frequently dealt with in the arsenal
possible capital punishment, such as the 21st or 39th and laboratory
Articles, are not properly cognizable by a Garrison
SOLIDS (metals).
or Regimental Court, nor shoidd degrading crimes
Sp. Gr.
Sp. Gr
7-78
Iron
like theft, to the prejudice of good order, etc.
be Iridium (ham'ered 2320-15 Tin
7-2J>
tried before such tribunals, because they cannot sen- Platinum
7-19
14Zinc
tence to dishonorable discharge. Persons convicted Mercury
6-70
11-35
Antimony...
of any criminal offense cannot be enlisted into the Lead
.5-76
1074 Arsenic
Army, and this policy of the law suggests the pro- Silver
2-67
9-82 Aluminium.
priety of dishonorably discharging all convicted of Bismuth
7-81 Calcium
1.58
degrading crimes of a felonius nature.
Cobalt
-97
8-78 Sodium
The non-performance of any stated duty enjoined Copper
-86
801 'Potassium...
in regulations or standing orders is not, in itself, a Manganese
"disobedience of orders in violation of the 21st ArLIQUTDS.
ticle of War". Such a charge should be laid under
Sp. Gr.
Sp. Gr.
the 62d Article.'and would, if but a slight neglect of
11-84 Champagne Wine
Sulphuric Acid
duty, be cognizable before a Garrison Court. To sup1-5
•9£>
B'jrgimdj- Wine..
Nitric Acid
port the charge of "disobedience of orders under the
-92
123 Whiskey, average.
Aqua Regia
21st Article." and thus make it solely cognizable by
-87
1-04 Oil of Turpentine.
Oil of Cinnamon...
a General Court -Martial, theremustbe shown, inthe
-84
1-03 Brandy
Oil of Cloves
performance of such stated duty, such an intention-80
1-03 Alcohol, pure
Milk
al disregard of authority as is evinced by a willful
-72
1.01 Ether, Sulphuric.
Tar
refusal or omission to comply with the specific comOASES.
raand of a Superior Officer.
Sp. Gr.
In time of peace, under the 47th Article of War,
Sp. Gr.
1-11
4-34 Oxygen
the crime of "desertion" is not a capital one. If a Hydriodic Acid...
-98
2-44 Oleflant Gas
charge against an enlisted man for this offense is to Chlorine
•97
2-22 Nitrogen
be referred to a Court for trial more than two j-ears Sulphurous Acid..
-94
after date of his unlawful abandonment of the mili- Cyanogen
180 Prussic Acid
5»
tary service, the fact that he was not amenable to Carbonic Acid
1 52 Ammonia
-07
justice within that period should, under present ml- Muriatic Acid
128 Hydrogen
ings. be made to appear affirmatively in evidence,
See Areiyrneter, and Hydrometer.
so that the proceedings, findings, and sentence may
SPECKLE SYSTEM OF FOBTIFICATION.— In this
not be. liable to be set aside. The better practice system, tlie bastions are large, with orillons and cavwould, therefore, seem to be to insert in the specifica- aliers, the flanks are triple, "and parts of the middle
tion, after allegation of apprehension or surrender, and upper ones are perpendicular to the lines of dethe further allegation, required by the 103d Article fense. There are cavaliers on the curtains. The covof War, as to the manifest impediment which pre- ered-way is en cremaiUh-e, and flanked by places of
vented the prisoner from being amenable to justice arms. Beyond the glacis there is an advanced ditch.
within two years of the commissicm of the offense. The walls have counter-forts 5 yards apart, connectIn preparing several specifications under a charge, ed at the top by arches, which bear the parapet and
the date and place of the alleged offense should be render breaching difficult. It is the modem revetthe Government factories at
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8PECTK0SC0PE.

'en tkVliarcp." 'Wlipn this method is reinforced,
are |)eri)i'iidi(iil!ir to thi' lines of defense,
iind the ravelin is niiule very salient.
SPECTKOSCOPE. The inslninient by the aid of

mcnt

'

llie tl!Uil<s

which

s|ie(lr;d

pliennmena

may

be most convenient-

consists essentially of. tirst. an illuminated slit, from which parallel rays of li^hl proceed;
secondly, a prism or train of i)risms. to .separate the
dilTercntly refrangible rays
and thirdly, a telescope,
to view a mai;nitied imaire of the spectrum jiroduced.
SPECULUM METAL.- An alloy of copper and tin,
used for niakinu; the retle^lin;^ surfaces of retlecting
telescopes.
The best consists of l"i(1.4 parts copper
to 58.'J tin.
To obtain a perfect alloy, and to cast it
successfully, is a matter of great difficulty, requiring
much skill and experience'. See J'fltsri'pi:
device for indicatinL' the
SPEED INDICATOR.numlier of rcvolulions ma<le by a shaft in a i;iven
The instrument mostly used in the I'nited
time.
States is shown (inside view) in the drawint;. and is
made by the American Steam-uauge Company, Boston.
It consists of a nicely made eight-day Howard
clock movement, fully jewelled, and placed in one of
the eight and a half inch dial nickel-i)lated .steamUpon the face of the clock are shown
f;auge cases.
ly studied.

SPENCER LEE MAGAZINE GUM.
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It

;

A

nur hands, all moving from the center; viz.. hour,
minute, second, and fourth the .»/)(> r/ han<l. which is
made of a dillerent color to distinguish it from the
others.
The upecd hand is wholly independent of the
clock proper, being drivenby a bevel-gear connc^cted
with a shaft leading to the outside of the case. On
the shaft is placed a ratchet-wheel with a number of
teeth in it to correspond with the number of revolu-

hands are brought together. In connecting the speedindicator with the engine, it is only necessary to take
the motion from some i)art of the engine most convenient, in the same maimer thai a revolution-counter is connected and if a revolution-counter be used,
the motion can be taken fnmi it, which is the most
convenient.
SPENCEE LEEMAOAZIire GUN.— In this arm, the
breech-block is supporteil against the pressure of the
gas. wlu'U the pill e is find, by a recoil-block, solid
with the guard, wliiih has a circular recess concentric with the rear of the bree<h-block.
The latter is
slipped in the recess sideways and has, when assembled, amotion of rotation in a vertical plime.
The
recoil-block is in turn supported by the rear of the
receiver.
The trigger and the hammer are pivoted in
the guard-plate, the nose of the former or the .sear
being held in position in the notch of the latter bj'
The main-spring is comiected with
the se;ir-spring.
the hammer and the under rear of the bnech-block
by swivels. When the trigger is pulled the head of
the tiring-pin is struck by the upper end of the hammer. The breech-block is operated by a cam-|)in,
with friction roller on the inside of the rear enil on
the left of two sliding bars, c<mnected by the handgrasp.
The cam pin travels in the groove on the
left side of the l)reech-l>lock, which also has a frog or
switch, pivoted near its rear.
When the cam-pin
enters the groove, as it does w hen the forked side is
forced to the rear, it rollsover the in<lineof the frog.
The pin cannot rise, since the bars of the slide travel in grooves on the inside of the receiver.
Hence
the frog must be pressed downward, and its point in
tuni, ])ressing on the bottom of the groove in the
block, compels the latter to descend. When the pin
passes out of the groove to the rear, the front of the
breech-block wo\dd rise above the receiver imder
the pressure of the mainsjiring, if not held down by
the extractor, as explnined later on.
When the slide
is returned to its tirst position, the cam-pin travels on
the lower .side of the groove, the frog turning freely
about itsiiivot, and the front of the block is forced
todescenilto the level of the chamber. The jiieee
is cocked in the act of opening the breech-block by
the cam-pin coming in contact with the hatnmer
and pressing it back until the nose of the sear enters
the notch.
At the front of the breech-block is a movable face or head, which is forced against the base
of the cartridge during the closing of the breech.
On the opening of the latter the head drops away,
and thus facilitates extraction of the shells.
device for locking the hammer until the breechblock is closed is interposed between the head of the
hammer and a shoulder on the shaft, (losing the
breech-block rotates the shaft and withdraws the
shoulder from the front of the locking-bar. The latter
isfreetomove to the front to the extent pernutted
by the recess in which tlu' tenon on the bar enters,
and the hammer can fall if the trigger be pulled.
The magazine is that known as the Lee, with very
slight moilitication.
It isattached to the under side
The
of the breech-block, and rises and falls within.
breech-block is recessed on itsimder side s\itli<iently
When this cartridge is
to receive a single cartridge.
drawn forward into the chamber another from the
magazine tidies its right pla<'<' in the block. It will l)e
seen then that the complete backward motion on the
slide causes the block to descenrl. the shell to be
pushed out on its upjuT surface, and then the block
to tly up and eject tiie empty shell the forward motionthen carries a cartridge from the magazine into
the chamber and causes the block to descend to its
proper position in rear of it. A cut-off may be so
turned as to limit the backward motion of the side,
thus preventing the extractor p;issing beyond the
shoulder. The block lien cannot rise and firing the
cartridges from the magazine opposite the chamber.
The piece may then cimsef|uently be used asa single,
When the cut-off is turned vevlically downloader.
ward, the piece may be used as a magazine-gun. If
;

A

makes per minute; for instance, if
the engine makes lifty-sevcu revolutions [ler minute,
must
l)e
fifty-seven
teeth in the ratchet-wheel:
there
or, whatever mimlx r of revolutions the engine makes
])er minute, there must De a corresponding number
of teeth in the ratchet-wheel. By this it will be seen
tliat when the engine has made fiftj'-seven revolutions,

tions the engine

and there are tifty-seven teeth in the ratchet-wheel,
it will have caused the speed hand to make one revolution around the dial of the clock, and the secondhand will also have maiie one revolution around the
The second hand that is used is quite
dial of clock.
long, cx'tendiug from center of dial to the outside circle of siime.
If the engine makes more revolutions
per miimte than it ought to, it will be detected by
an increase in the movement of the speed hand or,
if the engine makes less revolutions per minute than
it should, it will be detected by a decrease in the
;

movement of the speed hand. When the engine stops.
of course the speed hand will stop. l)iit the clock will
continue to move at its regular rate. After the engine is started and attained its usual speed, if the
speed and second hands are at some distance apart,
place the thumb and the forefinger upon the knurled
wheel on shaft connecting the ratchet and bevel-gear,
and move it forward until the speed and the second

;

I
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turned upward to its farthest extent, a small pin. on counterbore, when an eighth of a turn to the right
its underside, will enter a notch in tlie slide and lock witli a spanner- wrench engages the threads on the
Three motions block with the corresponding ones on the inner surit. and therefore the tireech-block.
are necessarj- to operate this piece as a magazine-gun, face of the counterbore, and brings the block firmly
viz., the movement of the slide to the rear.to the front, to its seat, at the same time locking the system. To
and the pulling of the trigger. In addition, when withdraw the plug, give it an eighth of a revolution
used as a single-loader, loading. See Magaiine-gun to the left, and pitU out the plug. The vent is perpendicular to the axis of the bore, and is placed 1"
and Spincfr-Il'iper Sinall-nrm.^.
SPENCEB LIITE THHOWING GUN.— The Spencer .6 in front of the trunnion-ring. It is obvious that the
line-throwing gun is a smooth-bore, and consists of gun has a large muzzle preponderance. The projecthe body, the trunnion-riug and the breech-plug or tiles are made of cast-ironi They are cylindrical in
fermeture. The body is made of low steel, forged form, with short ogival points. "The rear ends are
An axial hole is drilled in the base of
solid, and afterward "bored out. The exterior of the rounded off.
body is divided into three principal parts viz., the the shot to receive the base-screw, used to connect
Three sizes of
firstreinforce. the second reinforce, and the chase. the projectile with a spiral spring.
The Jirnt reinforre is a frustum of a cone with the projectiles are made, differing otdy in length and
larger base turned toward the muzzle of the gun. weight.
SPENCEE EIFLE.—The magazine of the Spencer
The secnnd riinfi/rce is a short frustum, generated by
revolving about the axis a convexo-concave line repeating-ritie lies in the butt of the stock, and is
whose middle point touches continually a circle hav- capable of holding seven copper case cartridges.
ing its center on. and its plane perpendicular to, the follower (a) impelled by a spiral spring pushes the
This reinforce conjoins the first reinforce and line of cartridges towards the chamber of the barrel.
axis.
the chase. The cha.ie is a frustum of a cone, termi- When the chamber is closed, the point of the forenated in front by the face of the piece without swell most cartridge rests against the rarrier-block(b). When
of the muzzle of a muzzle-band. The truujiion-ring it is opened which is done by depressing the leverthe
is a cylindrical ring of wrought-iron, which embraces guard (r), this cartridge is pushed forward into
the first reinforce near its rear end. This ring bears position shown in the figure. By raising the leverthe trunnions, which are forged solid with the ring, guard the cartridge is carried around and pushed inand then turned down and properly aligned. The to the mouth of tiie chamber, which is firmly closed

A

hrtfch-plug

made

of low steel. It is divided into
parts by a meridian plane, which
is horizontal wlien the fermeture is in position for
firing.
One of the halves has four dowel pins, two
on each side, that fit into corresponding holes
the
other half. These dowels or pins serve to preserve
the relative positions of the parts when put together.
The front end of the breech-plug, as a whole, is recessed to form the small hemispherical chamber that
terminates the bore.
The axial portion of the breech-plug is cut away,
forming a funnel-sliapcd cavity connecting with tlie
chamber at its for.Viird and smaller end. Tlie l)ounding lines of this cavity, as seen in the longitudinal
section, are curves, convex toward the axis of the
bore prolonged. The hole through the fermeture is
made of this form to guide the line as it passes through
the bore of the gun and i)revent cutting it off. The
head of the fermeture. or part whicli jirojecls beyond the posterior terminal plane of the gun, is slightly rounded for the same reason.
Two holes perpendicular to the axis are bored in this basal projection
to receive the cylindrical projectionon tlie spannerwrench used to"close the fermeture. The cylindrical
exterior of the body of the breech-plug is divided into eight c(|ual parts, four sectors being armed with
sectional screw-threads and four beingblanks.
The
sectional screws and blank spaces alternate.
Tlie
rear end of the bore of the guu is counterbored. and
has sectional screw-threads and blanks to correspond
with those in the breech-plug. The plu.j is inserted
by turning it to the left uiitiUhe threads on the block
come opposite a blank space in the •;un. then press
the plug forward until it reaches the bottom of the
is

two symmetrical

m

by the

breech-block (d).

ver attached to the

left

The extractor u) is a flat leside of the carrier-block, and

withdraws the empty case by pressing against the
under side of the rim. Another small lever,called the
gnid^ (/;, falls into the space occupied by the carrierblock, and forms an inclined plane, up which plane

empty case moves to
shown in the figure) has
the

clear the piece.

A

key (not

been introduced into
this arm, by which the supply of cartridges can be
cut off or li't on at pleasure, and enables the soldier
to reserve all the cartridges in the magazine for an
emergency. When the magazine is locked, the piece
can be loaded directly from the cartridge-box, as a
simple breech-loader". The operation of this key is
simply to prevent the carrier-block from falling so
far as to uncover the magazine: at the same time it
falls far enough to uncover the chamber for the insertion of a eartridire bv hand.
SPENCER ROPEB SMALL ARMS.— The most recent and novel principle developed in arms of great
precision, whether for fowling or campaigning purposes, is exemplified in a shot gun, the joint production of the mventors— C. M. Spencer and Sylvester
11. Roper.
The name of the former is a tradition of
lately

the Civil War, his repeating-rifle, which first appeared during the concluding years of that great struggle,
and was issued in large numbers by the Federal iiovernment.lieing esteemed by careful students of militarj-annalsan important factor of the Union triumph.
Jlr". Roper, if less world-wide known than his felfow-worker, has long been recognized in this country among tlie masters of mechanical motion, and lias
p:itented several devices particularly tending to the
It is now
natural and rapid manual of small-arms.
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thri'C ytiir? since ttic first outcome of the two
inventors' elTorts, to proiii.ce ii fowlinii-piece wliicli
slioiilil talvc the |)hice of tlie two double-biirrel gnus
in II (inciting trip, or be good for lliree (luiiils out of

some

a covey, was

in

workini; shape.

The

Ions;

experience

of the sportsman combined with the slirewd application of tlie inventor, at once discarded all possibilities of improving tlie double-gun Vieyond its present
perfection, or of successfully adapting the repeating
sj'stems of military and sporting-arms. The solution
of the problem was to be souglit in a path hitherto
unexplored. Obviously the only resort was to a theory never before considered, which would call into
e.xercise a change of manual while necessitating a
change of mechanism.
The distinctive feature of the Spencer-Roper principle is, that for the first time in the history of smallarms, the left hand is available for something more
than a support to the barrel and as a regulator of the
aim but retaining these functions becomes an essential factor of the .system, relieving its neighbor of a
large jwrlion of its duties while itself actuating the
retaining processes. The original model, developing
Messrs. Spencer ik Roper's iilea, carried 11 cartridg-

SFENCES-BOPEB SMALL ABH8.

tion of the slides, or the switch-action to the locking-system. The extractor is pivoted in a slot of the
right slide, and can not be seen in a left-sectional
view. The operation of the backward and forward
movement is exerted through the left side of the system, the slide in its backward passage traveling in
a groove of the receiver, or frame, and actuating by
a cam the downward movement of the breech-block
until the position of the extractor on the right side
of the system is such as to relieve the main-spring
and cause the block to re-ascend. It will be obscrveil
that the elements of safety are at the iiinTiiiniiit in
this system.
While the receiver is of the most durable design, the breech-block, pivoted at the rear,
takes up tlie recoil in a plane in a direct line with
the shock, and is itself supjiorted by the solid liack
of the receiver.
While the gun is, as the term implies, ••hammcrless," it is essentially safer than other

arms so named, it being possible when the gun is
cocked and loaded, to let down the hammer to the
safety-notch and cock it again when desired, by introducing the two fingers gently between the projection of the hammer and trigger.
The organization of machine-plant and factoryes, which could be discharged at ••will" in 4 seconds.
room for The production of small-arms, on the AmerThe model, as recently perfected, has a cai)acity of C ican system of gauges and interchangeable parts, recartridges, (experience having demonstrated that to quires so large an expenditure of time and labor,
be the .suitable number for use and the best working that it is (piite possible the ))ublication of this first
of the piece) of which 5 arc held in the tubular mag- extended analysis of its distinctive merits will anazine beneath the barrel, and one placed in the cham- ticipate the commercial introduction of this latest
ber.
The gun has no fore-arm. or tip. of wood but achicveineiit ill siiiall-arms. The aim of its inventors
about G inches in front of the frame, embracing the and promoters has most wisely been, so far as possi:

:

inagaziDe,and well insulated from the possiblyheated
barrel is placed a bulge, of the same material as the
stock or of hard-rubber, termed the liaiid-rcst. which
connects with the tlat side-bars or switches, occupyingthe interval between the barrel and the magazine.
The manipulation of the gun is exceedingly simple.
When once the magazine is filled, the piece is brought

ble, to perfect their new gun before offering it to
the public.
With this view a number of guns. made

by hand, have been, since the jiroductioiiof the original model placed in the hands of experts with the
request that they should be submitted to the most
difficult reipiirements of sporting service and subjected to the severest usage.
To this triglnnt testing
the present perfection of the invention owes very
much in the way of suggestion and consequent improvement. There is no such thing as perfection in
any field of invention without arduous study and
thorough experience of the ditticulties to be encountered; no Derm ex Machiiid except in cla.ssic tradition.

to the shoulder, and the fingers of the right hand in
positi(m about the trigger-guard, while the left hand
backgrasps the hand-rest and poises the piece.
ward and forward movement of the hand-rest throws
a cartridge into the carrier-block, cocks the hammer,
projects the cliarge into the gun, and the trigger is
The production of a new repeating-rifie was not
pulled. The rapidity of emptying the magazine being
limited only by the natural dexterity and the expe- contemplated by either of the inventors of the repeatrience of the operator. This manual and the action ing shot-gun. In the early spring of 18H1, however,
of the arm will be better understood by a reference there was issued from the Army Head-quarters at
to the sectional drawing of the piece, when in condi- Washington an order for a Board of Otficcrs to astion for firing, having one cartridge in the chamber semble in New York, ••to examine and consider all
A, indi- magazine-guns that may be brought before it, and
and the magazine supposed to be filled.
cates the outline of the frame or receiver 15, the block recommend such (one or more) of these guns as in
which serves both to carry up the cartridge and close its opinion are suitable for the military service."
the breech G, the firing-pin, in position to strike About the commencement of 1882, the Board having
the cap of the cartridge, when actuated by the ham- in the meanwhile prosecuted its trials of various modmer, I), which is at cock; C, the trigger; E, indicates els at Springfield, and adjourned to New York to
the mainspring, engaged; and, F, the trigger-spring conclude its labors, Jlr. Spencer was strongly urged
to adapt the system of the shot-gun to military purin the same position.
The sectional drawing does not illustrate the oper- poses. In March the new repeating-rifle was introation of the extractor, which is positive, or the rela- duced to the Board. In this evolution of a shot-gun

A

;

;
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into a military arm, the inventor following the lessons
of long experience in repeating-arms, eschewed everj'thing in ttie shape of a magazine which should be a
part of the arm itself or in which the position of the
reserve ammunition should permit the projectile of
one cartridge to impinge upon the head of another.
The model subjected was practically a single-loading
breech-loader, with a receiver open at the bottom to

and operate the Lee detachable magazine.
The magazine referred to has been considered at
length in another part of this work. Tlie action of
the Board of Officers was most complimentary to this
arm. In the resume of trials it was found that while
receive

in the generality of the tests, the Spencer-Lee was
verj- rarely beaten, in that of "rapidity with accuracy," the recognized test for the efficiency of magazine-guns, it was very far from having an equal.
Tlie model of the Spencer-Lee submitted to the
Board was, with such very slight alteration, as was
required by the substitution of a detachable for a
tubular fixed magazine, generally similar in design
to the original Spencer-Roper shot-gun, the breechblock pivoted at tjie rear and falling in a vertical
plane, and the slides having a like function in opening and closing the action.
Since the report of the
Board was rendered, for considerations of length of

system, a breech-block moving laterally, has been
substituted for the original design. The models thus
far produced have met an uniform approval. Considering the extraordinarj' merits of the Spencer-Koper
shot-gun, it would certainly seem that a militaryarm,
based upon a like theorj' of accuracy wedded to great
rapidity should take the place of the single-loaders
now in use. The infantry and cavalry arm of the
future must be that one which will deliver the most
shots in a very limited period, bounded by seconds
rather than by minutes.
An English authority has
within a short time, uttered the dictum, "that as the
fighting machine, which it is desirable to bring to the
highest perfection, consists of two parts, a man and
a rifle, the mechanical part, i. e., the rifle, should be
the quickest and best attainable and the man, the
other part should then be levelled up to it by care
:

tlie diameter of the sphere, and in which,
therefore, the sphere will be exactly contained. The
concave surface of such a cjdinder is exactly equal
to the surface of the sphere and not only so, but if a
section parallel to the base of the cj'linder be made
through both cylinder and sphere, the curved surfaces of the portions cut off are equal; whether such

each equal to

;

portion be cut off from one end or be intercepted between two parallel sections; it follows from this that
the curved surface of any section of a sphere with
parallel ends is equal to the product of the circumference of a great circle of the sphere by the height or
thickness of the section, and that the curved surfaces
of all sections of a sphere are proportional to the
thickness of such sections. The volume of the sphere,
also, is equal to two-thirds of that of the circumscribing cjdindcr.
SPHEBICAL CASE-SHOT.- Though projectiles similar to spherical case-shot were used in France as
early as the time of Louis XIV., the credit of perfecting them is due to Colonel Shrapnel, of the BritThey were first successfully used by the
ish Army.
English against the French, in the Peninsular War.
The envelope in the spherical case-shot, is a thin
cast-iron shell, the weight of which, when empty, is
about one-half that of the equivalent solid shot. To
prepare this shot, it is first tilled with round musketballs, 17 to the lb., and the interstices are then fiUed
up by pouring in melted sulphur or resin the object of which is to solidify the mass of bullets, and
prevent them from striking, by their inertia, against
the sides of the case and cracking it, when the piece
hole is bored through the mass of sulis fired.
phur and bullets, to receive the bursting-charge and,
in order not to displace too many bullets, and not to
scatter them too far when the shot bursts, the bursting-charge should only be sufficient to produce rup;

A

;

ture.
iron, of which the case is made, were alof suitable quality, and the cavity filled with
buflets snugly packed in, there would be no necessity
In this case, it
for sulphur to prevent accidents.
would not be necessary to remove any of the bullets,
If the

ways

Henceforth there can be no discipline of Woolwich, or instructional Hythe, which
can lift a man up to the level of his half of the fighting-machine, if he knows his enemy possessesthe
more rapid weapon.
Within a few weeks the improved Spencer-Lee rifle has delivered 70 shots in
one minute and three-quarters, of which each one

ful instruction."

would have struck its man. See Lee Magazine-gun,
and Mfigazine-gun.
SPENT. A projectile is said to be spent when it

—

reaches an object without sufficient force to pass
through it, or otherwise to wound than by contusion.
SPEW. In gunnery, to run at the mouth applied

—

to a

;

gun when, from

"too

quick

firing,

it

bends

at the

as the bursting-charge would be disseminated through
the interstices and the difficulty, which now sometimes arises from their adhering to fragments of the
:

chase, or the muzzle droops.
SFHEBE.
regular solid figure, every point of case, would be entirely obviated.
whose surface is equallj' distant from its center and
To increas'e the effect of a small bursting-charge,
whose outline is traced by a circle revolving round the lower portion of the fuse-hole, b, is partially
its diameter.
K\\ sections of a spliere bj' a plane are closed bv screwing into it a disk perforated with a
necessarily circles, and all sections by planes passing small hole for the passage of the flame from the fuse.
through the center, or by planes cutting the sphere The spherical case-shot mostly used for field-service
at equal distances from the center, are equal.
The is the 13-pounder; it contains about 80 bullets its
former sections are caXXeA great, and the latter small burstmg-charge is 1 oz. of powder and it weighs
circles. Small circles may vary in size between a mere when finished 11.7.5 lbs.,— nearly as much as » solid
point and a great circle, approaching either limit as shot of the same caliber.
nearly as we please. The surface of a sphere is equal
The rupture of a spherical case-shot may be made
to that of four of its great circles, or (taking x for the to take place at any point of its flight and in this
radius of the sphere) to 4irx2 and its volume to that respect it is superior to the canister and grape-shot,
of a cone whose altitude is twice that of the sphere, which begin to separate the moment they leave the
or 4x, and whose base is a great circle of the sphere, piece. See Cii.te-.i/ii>t and Pnjertile!'.
ix
SPHEBICAL CHAMBEB.— This chamber consists
4
the formula for it being
nx^.
The of a sphere, joined to the bore of the piece by means
x tcx', or
3
3
of a cylinder, which serves as a channel to the gases.
most remarkable geometrical property of the sphere As this cylinder decreases in diameter, the gas finds
is the relation which its surface and volume bear more difficultv in escaping, and greater force is deto those of the circumscribing cylinder, /. «., a cj'- veloped.
This chamber is more objectionable than
linder whose length and diameter of each end are the cylindrical chamber, from its liability to break

—A

;

:

;

:

;

—

—
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I

tlif

projectiU's. allliouuli

it

ftives a

vpry great ranirr.

to

now in use, as it isliard
to inakciiml soon l)i( ninis foul, when uscil.
SPHERICAL PROJECTILES. These projectiles arc

This form of

tliaiiilicr is

not

measure pivots froni2J inches down to the smallThe round glass disc on which Uie three

est size.

<(>nunouly used in all sniooih-bore guns, anil for this
purposi' possess certain advantages over those of an
elongated form. 1st. They present a uniform surface to the resistance of the air as they turn over in
their night. 2d. The centers of tigureand inertia co.
ineide.
3d. They touch the surface of the bore at
only (me point they are therefore less liable to wedge
in the bore and endanger the safely of the ])iece. 4th.
Their rebound on land and w;iter being certain and
reirular, thev ari' well suited to ricochet-tiring.
See
;

Pf'j,rt!h> aiid

Sh.'t.

SPHERICAL SHOT MACHINE.— A machine

for imparling a truly spherical form to steel or iron cannon-balls. The ball, hot from the molds or from siibsequent heating, is placed in cups which are preferably caused to rotate in opposite directions an<l al difOne of the cuiis is upi>n a spindli' at
ferent si'.eeds.
the end of a shaft which has longiludinai motion by
a tail-center, actuated by a hydraulic press or oilier,
The
wise, and serves to press the cups together.
other cup-spindle is fixed. The cups are slackeil off
at times during the operation, to bring fresh surfaces
of the ball under operation.
8PHER0 HEXAGONAL POWDER. This is a mold-

ed

[lowilcr, the

iiraiii, wliicli i>

shown

in the

drawing,

from the ordinary hexagonal jKiwder by being formed of two hemispheres, instead of two pyranudal frustums united upon a hexagonal zone or
base.
It was thought that the nearly spherical form
of the grains woulil insure very uniform results.
dilTering

The granulation

legs rest is perfectly flat: the screw is made with the
utmost exactness, bearing on a .jewelled c«nter, and
the nut is so constructed that there can be no dead

motion.

SPICUHTM.— A pilum, with a shaft 5J feet long,
which, when impelled by a strong arm. was able to
transtix a foot-solilier through his shield, or a horseman through his breast-plate.
SPIDER. — In casting a gun the core is lowered into the mold of tl'c gim.
To center and secure the
core-barrel in position it is necessary to have a frame,
usually termeda "npuler," tosupporland hold rigidly in place the core when projjerly centered,
ft is
!nadc of cast-iron, about two and one-half feet high,
having three legs, each of which has a projection at
the bottom, fitted with an adjustable screw, vv-hich

the same for all, viz., 123 to the
pound, but the density varies as follows:
Density.
II.

is

A

1.75
1.73
1.72

B
H. C
II.

These powders have been thoroughly tested, and
oontrarv to all expectation. the results
obtained with the II. H. and the II. f.
powders, which from their lower densities should be iiuicker-burning powders, were very much inferior to the
H. A. as regards both pressure and
velocity.
A sphero-hexagonal powder. I.B.,of density 1.72S, and granulation 123, was employed in recent experiments with
the 3.17-in., chambered rifle, and with most excellent

upon the upper flange of the flask there is also a funnel or sleeve fitted in the central part of the
top, through which the core-barrel passes and Bts
closel3^1loiding it lirmly ,so that any movement of the
frame will ])roduce a change in the position of the
See M'lKlin^.
core.
SPIDER HELMET.— The casque of the French solIt has a peak or flat vizor,
diers under Henry IV.
rests

results.

The following

mum

is a mean
charge employed:

summary with

Weight

Kind of powder.

Nature of gun.

3.17-inch chambered

the maxi

rifle,

I.

Lb».
5

13

of
projectile

Lbs.
10

Initial ve-

locitv.

Pressure.

Ots.

8

2,026
all

30,000

round.

8PIGG0T BREECH.— What has been called the
"faucet" or "spiggot" breech was at one time considered a promising form of breech-closing device,
and is believed to have been the very first American
breech-loader. The breech-block or plug
perforated, and is in fact like the closing plug of a spiggot.
The cartridge must be thrust entirely through the
i.s

;

the inequality of pivots. It is much more
and expeditious than the contact-level.
It

Oa.

Weight

with Iron strips or ribbons

—An

;

of

charge.

B. sphero-hexagonal.

The amount of air-space allowed in the chamber
with the above charge was about 32 cubic inches per
pound of i^owdcr. See Gunpowder.
SPHEROMETER.
instrument for measuring
the curvature of surfaces. It consistsof a three-arme 1 frame. standing on three steel pins, which usually
form with each other an equilaliral triangle in the
center of the instrument is a vertical screw with a
fine thread, and having a large i;raduated head. The
screw is turned downward until its point reaches the
surface on which the instrument stands
if this is a
true plane, the index of the graduated screw-head
zero;
should mark
if, on the contrary, it is eithera
convex or a concave, the corresponding positive or
negative reading indicates the degree of sphericity.
The drawing represents an exceedingly accurate
instrument, designed by Fauth tfc Co., for measuring

;

breech-piece, when made in the form shown in the
drawing, before the breech can be clo.sed. This form
of breech was a good one for a gun using destructible cartridge-cases, but a metallic shell could not be
Some heavy guns are still made
easily withdrawn.
on this principle. There is another form of faucet
which the cartridge is held in
spiggot-breech
in
or
the breech-plug, and fired therein when in line with
the barrel.
In such construction the breech-plug is
reliable not generally bored through.
As the plug must be
is made greater in diameter than the length of the cartridge,
i

'

i

'
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thi8 breech

mechanism has not been very mucli used. them. An expert horseman can spin five days' forage
into a very

narrow compass.

SPINNING LATHE. —A form of lathe used m armories. The drawing shows the Pratt and Whitney patThe machine generally employed for britantern.
Cone-pulley of
nia work, has a swing of 16 inches.
four grades, largest diameter is lOinches, for 2i-inch
belt.
Front bearing of head-stock spindle, If inches
diameter, .5 inches long. Screw-thread for face-plate
li inclies diameter, 8 pitch.
Pulleys countershaft 7
by 3 inches. Footstock spindle operated by lever or
screw, as may be desired. Distance between centers
of 6-feet bed, 3 feet 4 inches.
Weight, with countershaft, 7-50

pounds.

For spinning sheet metals up to l.T inches in diameter and 30 in length the lathe with a double-head is
used. The work is secured and released by the combined action of a treadle, rack and pinion, and weight,

Spiggot Breech.

—

SPIKE. A spike employed to temporarily disable
a cannon should be made of hardened steel, with a
Boft point that it may be clinched on the inside.
A
nail without a head, or a bit of ramrod, may be used

To spike a piece, drive
in place of a regular spike.
in the spike flush with the outer surface of the vent,
and clinch it on the inside with a rammer. To prevent the spike from being blown out, wedge a shot
in tlie bottom of the bore by wrapping it with cloth
or felt, or by means of iron wedges, driven in with
a bar of iron; wooden wedges might be easily burned out by means of a charocal lire lighted with a

the treadle extending the entire length of the lathe.
There are two heads, each carrying a cone of four
grades, and the front support of the long spindle may
be secured at any point on the slides. The lathe has
abed 5 feet in length, swings 1.5 inches, and weighs,
with T-rests, countershaft having two cones, etc.,
675 pounds. See Lathe.
SPIRAL. In geometrj', the name given to a certain
class of curves Vf hich. during their gradual regression
from a point, wind round it repeatedly. Their equations are generally expressed in terms of polar co-ordinates, and are all necessarily of the form r=/(-l).
where
never signifies a function of the angle, but
the angle itself or a multiple of it. Several such curves have received distinguishing epithets, either on
account of the properties they possess or from their

—

A

Spinn injj-lathe.

—

pair of bellows.
When a piece is likely to be retaken, a xpring-npike is used, having a shoulder to prevent its being too easily extracted, ^ce Disabling

inventor; the chief of them are the equable spiral
or the spiral of Archimedes, whose eiiuation is r=aA
and which commencing at the origin, circles round
Cannnn.
and regrades from it with unvarying uniformity; the
SPINDLE.— 1. The arbor or the mandrel of a lathe. hijperbolic or rrriproral spiral {rA:=.a): the logarithmic
The lire spindle is in the hend-Htdck-. the dmd spindle or equiangular spiral (r=abA), which recedes from
is in the tnil-sUick. where its function is merely to
the center or origin with a velocity increasing as the
center and support the object, and not to partake of distance, and always cuts the radius vector at the
its movement orimpartmolion. 2. The tapering end same angle; etc.
or arm ou the end of an axle-tree. The hub of the
SPIRAL BIT.
gun implement used for clearing
wheel is slipped on the spindle, and is secured there the vents of ordnance when choked, after the gun
by the linch-pin or nut. 3. The pin ou which the pat- drift has failed to do so.
tern of a mold is formed.
SPIRAL CAM. A portion of the firing mechanism
SPIN HAY.— To twist it up in ropes, very hard, for in certain machine-guns. See Gatb'ng (j!/7iand Caman expedition by wliich means it is less bulky and ring.
also less troublesome for the Cavalry to carry behinil
SPIRAL^CUTTER.— An attachment for the milling-

—A
—

,
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on Portsdowu Hill (the principal
work being Fort Southwick). wholly northward of
Portsmouth Harbor. The works were i'onunenced'

niuchiiu', used in the iirmories to perform a great variety of work in the falirieation of siuall-arins, etc.
The device, sliowii in the drawini;, will originate and
I'tit .>i|>irals 8 inches in lens;th, ris:ht or left hand, and
of any i)itch. from one turn in 2 inches to one turn in

raise forliticd lines

feet.
Four j;ears iro with the device, makini; 12
chanires.as each can lie used either as driver or driven,
and all the studs arc alike in size. If other pitches
are ri(iuired, common lathe gears can be used by littable of changes, angles
linir a bushing to them.
aud pitches. with rules for cutting any desired pitch

tions of j>lan.

a

A

but the oflrii-conllicting

American war

leil

to

lessons furnished by the
delay and endless varia-

nmch

The National Defense Commissioners had proposed live advanced forts on the shoals known as Horse
Sand, Xoinan or No Man's Land shoal. Stnrbridgc
and a point intervening between
Horse Sand and Portsea Island. But uftcrmucU dis-

shoal. Spit Point,

Spirftl-cuttor.

m

accompaiiies the machine. The piece
m- cut can be
held either upon centers, upon an arbor tilted to spindle, or one end in a chuck screwed upon a spindle.
The spindle is hollow, allowing a {J; inch rod to pass
through it. To meet occasional wants, the spiralcutter is sometimes made automatic and capable of
cutting a conical spiral 9 inches long, supporting the
outer center while cutting. See Milling.
SPIRALE. -A piece of ordnance used in France in
the lifteculli ceiiturv.

SPIRAL SPRING COILING MACHINE.— A

contriv-

ance for coiling wire. The machines used in most
armories for this jjurpose, are made in two sizes by
the Pratt and Whitney I'onipany. and are suitable
for coiling from J-incli and smaller wire, springs of
a minimum diameter of eight times the diameter of
the wire. No. 1 machine has one set of rolls, and
No. 3
will coil wire of /j-incli and smaller diameter.
machine has two sets of rolls and back-gears, and
will coil wire of | to j\-ineh diameter.
The wire in
the original coil may i)e placed on a reel, one end inserted between the rolls into the former, and the
whole or any part wound into one continuous spring.
Great care should be taken that the rear end of
the wire does not pass beyond the grip of rolls if it
docs SI), there will be nuich ditHcully in clearing the
former. To avoid trouble, the spring should be cut
close to the former at the point of e.\it, and the rolls
reversed in motion to draw the wire back through
the former. Close or open coils can be wound according to pitch of the former used. The first former of any pitch is apt to be expensive, as trials are
usually necessary to atlainthe desired result. Countershafts are suitably arranged.
SPITHEAD FORTS.- The troubled state of EuroSieau politics which gave rise in 185!) tothe Volunteer
lovement, led alsotothe recommendation of an extensive plan of defenses for the Arsenals and Coast.
Board of Commissioners drew up a scheme for
these defenses, to cost about £5,000,000, of which a
sum of i'3,000,000 was for Portsmouth, Spithead, and
;

A

the neighboring Coast. At present the entrance to
the important Arsenal and Dockyard at Portsmouth
is defended by Fort Monckton on the Gosport side,
Southsea Castle on the other side, Cumberland Fort
at the entrance to Langston Harbor, and Lumps and
Eastney Forts between the two last named, and some
defensive lines between the Island of Portsea and the
mainland. £.580,000 was voted in 18C0 as a beginning, to increase the number and strength of these
forts, to build detached forts on shoals in the sea between the mainland and the Isle of Wight, and to

cussion aud luunerous alterations of plan,
ly in 1H(>4 that

it

was determined

it

was on-

to proceed with the

foundations at least of two— the Horse and the Noman forts. The foundation of each fort consists of
rings of stone-work, laid on tlii^ levelleil bed of the
shoal, tapering a little upward from a width of .'54 ft.
to one of 43 ft., the outer diameter of the ring gradually lessening from 231 to 213 feet.
From 20 to LO
ft. of submarine masonry is required.
Outside the
rings of stone arc layers of rubble to protect the stonework from the action of tidal rush. Two years later
similar forts were begun on Spit bank and St. Helens
shoal.
In 181).') a mortar-battery hail been erected at
Puekpool in the Isle of Wight, commanding at long
range the approach to Spithead. In 1808, after it
had been found im])ossible to secure a foundation for
a tifth fori on the Sturbridge shoal. Puekpool battery was slrengtbened aud armed with 30 mortars
and 4 guns of 2.'J tons.
All uiis time the Government had not determined
which of three modes to adopt for constructing the
forts
whether to form them entirely of iron, or of
granite faced with iron, or simply of granite, leaving
the facing for after-consideration. The plan most
in favor with the Government in 1800 was to erect
on each of the foundations at Spithead a rmilving

—

iron fort or tower of enormous magnitude. Circumstances in 1807 induced the Government again to
pause. Experiments on the Hodman 15-in. and 20-in.
guns led the Engineers to believe that no iron casing
for forts could resist shot of .'500 lbs. to 1,100 lbs. from
such ordnance; while the rolling of an armor-plate 15
inches thick revived the h(ii)es of those who believe
that armor will eventually vanquish guns.
Finally,
the forts were finished, of a granite core, surrounded
by a great thickness of iron plates. Above each fort
are revolving turrets carrying 3.5-ton guns, which
throw shells of 700 lbs. The iimer line of defense has
been strengthened by new works at Gilkicker, Soutsea Castle, etc., and by the increase of the size of the
guns, and the addition of iron shields in the embrasures.

8PLENT— SPLINT.— The bony enlargement on the
horse's leg, between the knee and fetlock, usually appearing on the inside of one or of both fore-legs, fre(piently situated between the large and the small canon bones, depending upon concussion, and is most
common in young horses that have been rattled raalong hard roads before their bones are conWhen of recent and rapid growth, the
solidated.
splint is hot and tender, and causes lameness, esnecially noticeable when the horse is trotted along a
piilly

;
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hard road. A picrc of spongiopiline saturated with
water should Iju applied to the splint, kept in
position with a light linen bandage, and wetted with
cold water or a refrigerant mixture each hour. Perfect rest must be enjoined for ten days or a fortnight.
When the limb is cool, and free from tenderness, the
swelling, which will still remain, may be greatly reduced by some stimulating applications, such as the
ointment of the red iodide of mercury, the common

It

should be well supported throughout

its

length

by

the futchells (or frame sides and summers where no
under-carriage is usedj, at short intervals, to neutralize the straining moments from the traas. If the
ends project far beyond the futchells or sides of the
carriage, stays must be added across the angles.
SPLINTEE-PROOF.— The mouth of a magazine is
usually covered by the splinter-proof shelter. This is
constructed by taking .scantling eight by ten inches,
fly blister, or the firing-iron.
cut into suitable length and placing it in an inclined
See Spli'nU.
SPLICE. To join the two ends of a rope together position, so as to cover the mouth, and leave an easy
without a knot, or to unite the end of a rope to any access to it. The pieces usually are inclined ih'^, and
part thereof, by interweaving the strands in a regu- are placed side by side they are covered by at least
lar manner.
The instrument used for the purpose is two feet of earth, or sods and hides or tarpaulins
a marline-spike. There are two kinds of splice, s!iart are thrown over the whole.
The magazines here referred to are only suited for
and long. To make a shurt splice,
untwist from 4 to 8 inches of each works which are not expected to be occupied but for
some
weeks, and are not exposed to an attack of any
of the two ends of the rope, and interlock the strands up to the close but light field-guns. In all cases where lumber is
parts of the rope, those of the two abundant, it will behest to cover at top by a foot in
ends alternating
hold in the left thickness of pieces laid in juxtaposition, and to give
hand one end of tlie rope with the a covering of at least six feet thickness of earth on
loose strands in the front, and cross the most exposed side, and place the magazine eneach strand of that end over the strand of the other tirely underground.
Splinter-proofs for the trenches and enclosed works
end which is to the left h.and of it then by means
of the marline-spike pass it under the same strand faced with timber from eight to twelve inches diamof the second end, and draw very tirmly on the
strand which is passed through. Pursue the same
course with all the strands of the second rope. To
increase the strength of the splice, pass each strand
round the one on its left a second time, and cut off
the loose ends. The short splice is used for slings,
block-straps, or when the rope is not intended to pass
through blocks. To make a long splire lor a rope
which is to pass through a pulley, the short splice
being too thick, untwist about 8 inches of the two
«nds, and interlock as before, untwist a strand of one
end from the close part of the rope and replace it by
the strand of the other rope which comes to hand
cross the end of the latter strand over the one which
is replaced, and pass it under the adjacent strands.
Substitute, in this manner, every other strand of the
other rope, and cut off tlie loose ends. The long eter,and covered with a sheeting of thick boards and
.splice is used to unite two ends of a rope which is to from four to six feet of earth, which are
supported
pass through a block. See Cordage and Knots.
by uprights at the back, having a board flooring as
SFLINGAED FUSE.— concussion-fuse is made to shown in the figure, have been recently used in'our
operate either by the shock of the discharge, or by the field-works and trenches with great benefit in the savshock experienced in striking the object, and is ap- ing of life.
plicable to spherical projectiles. One of the simplest,
The drawing shows a cross section of a splinteras well as one of the most effective, concussion-fuses proof shelter laid against the side of a traverse. The
is that invented by Captain Splingard, of the Belgian traverse is revetted with fascines, and the
timberService. It is composed of two principal parts the work is thorouglily covered with sandbags and
tarwooden plug, and the paper fuse. The chief pecu- paulins, or raw hides.
liarity lies in the arrangement of the paper fuse. The
Splinter-proofs made after the foregoing plan, but
case (a) is made of paper, rendered incombustible by smaller, may be placed against the parapet between
a solution of sulphate of ammonia and
the guns. These not only afford shelter for the men,
alum, and filled with fuse composition
but give a place to keep implements and a few rounds
(A) of variable quickness of burning.
of ammunition ready for immediate use.
long cavity is formed in the lower part
SPLINTEE PROOF TEAVEESE.— This traverse, inof the composition, by driving it around
tended to be used only as a protection against splina spindle, as in a rocket this cavity is
ters and the fragments of shells scattered around by
filled with moist plaster of Paris, and a
their explosion, is not so thick as other traverses.
long needle is inserted in it, nearly to
The usual height is the same as that of the parapet,
the bottom of the plaster, forming a tube
and the thickness at the base is from seven to eight
(c)enclosed in and supported by the comfeet.
The length varies, being in some cases only
position.
The composition is ignited in
ten feet,and in others as mucli as sixteen feet. As a
the usual waj',at the top,and,as"it burns
rule, a traverse of this kind is not joined to the paraaway leaves a portion of the plaster tube
pet, but is separated from it by a narrow passage
unsupported when the shell strikes its
which can be used by the men to pass from one side
object, the shock breaks off the unsupof the traverse to the other.
It is usually constructported part of the tube the flame of the composi- ed as follows
rectangular space is marked upon
tion communicates witli the bursting-charge
if the
the ground for tlie base of the traverse.
row of
tube do not break, the composition burns up, and the gabions is then placed in juxtaposition along the
line
bursting-charge is ignited, as in an ordinary time-fuse. representing the base of the traverse, and is given
a
The upper portion of the composition burns away slope inwards, either by setting the gabions on the
quickly, in order to leave the tube unsupported soon slightly inclined excavation in the ground, or
by raisafter the projectile leaves its piece.
See Concussion- ing the outer edges by means of fascines laid "along
J'tt-se and Fuse.
on the ground.
The gabions are then filled with
SPLINTER-BAE.— transverse horizontal bar to earth, and also the interior space enclosed bj- them.
wtiich the shafts, or the pole and traces, are attached. When the earth has risen above the top of
the gab^
•cold
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8PLTWT8.

drawn through

the center of Ihe wheel, and the raobstacle,- r the co-etlicient of friction of arm and i)ipe-l)ox. and H' Ihe weight of the
load on the wheel. On inspecting the equation

two rows of fascinps arc laid upon the top of
srabions to form a l)asf for a siTond row of gabThe second row is tlun tilled with earth, and
ionsT
the proces.s of tilling with earth continues until the
ions,

dius tlirough

till-

The top is rounded off. or is
is high enouirh.
made ridge-shaped, and the traverse is completed.
The same method may be used for the construction
of traverses reiiuired for detila<le. when there is a we
earth

very pressing emergency for them. Splinter-proof

tlie

W

P=
cos d

=

— c sin
=

rf,

W; hence the pressure
0. J'
see that when d
on the working-spoke is never less than H', and it increa.ses greatly asthe heightof the obstacle increases.
The first shock from side-thr.ists has to be sustained
by the spoke, the strain upon whicli increases towards the nave. Hence the section of the spoke in
the plane of side-thrusts (perpendicular to llie face
of the wheel) should deepen as it approaches the nave.
But this increase of strength at the foot of the spokes
is limited by the dimensions of the nave, and otlier
considerations of weight and manufacturing convenience and it has been found, on account of these
linutations, insufticient of itself to meet the entire
straining moment from the more severe natures of
side or fliagonal-thrust, the most injurious effect of
which can be removed by arranging the spokes so
that their longer a.xes, lying on tlie surface of a cone,
are directed to its ape.x, whicli is in the axis of the
wheel, the face of the wheel forming the base of Ihe
cone. In this construction the spokes cannot be bent
back by side-thrusts without extending the tire. Hy
increasing the angle of dixli and decreasing the Ktrut
we will lessen the strain on the spoke: but experience
lias shown tliat a di»h of not less than i inch perfoot
of the wheel's diameter is necessan,- for heavy carriages destined to travel at speed over rough country.
The ghrnt generally adopted is about ^ inch in a 5-foot
wheel. The spokes may be as numerous as is consistent with securing a strong and rigid junction with
Ihe nave. Tlie more numerous, the less the strain
on each spiikc. See WlieiL
SPOKESHAVE.— small iron plane something like
a penknife, set in the middle of a frame, which can
be used with both hands. It works easily in the direction of tl;c grain, and is used for shaping and
smoothing small rounded surfaces. This instrument
is used by the carriage-maker, cooper, saddler, and

tra-

:

verses are placed between the guns along a line of
parapet which is exposed only to a direct tire from
Ihe enemy, and are only intemied to confine the effects of bursting projectiles to a limited sjiace. They
are usually constructed only when there is a necesGabions, sand-bags,
sity for them, and then hastily.
fascines, or any of the niiiterials used for revetments,
niav be employed in their construction.
SPLINTS.— 1. In ancient armor, the small overlapping plates for defence of the bend of the arm they
constituted part of the suit called the nlmaine.ritfU,
which was worn for the defence of the lower part of
the body. 2. In surgery, certain mechanical contrivances for keeping a fractured limb in its proper
position, and for preventing any motion of the fractured ends they are also employed for securing perfect immobility"of the parts to which they are applied in other "cases, as in diseased joints, after resection of joints, etc. See Surgery.
SPOILS.— Whatever is taken from the enemy in
time of war. Among the ancient Greeks, the spoils
were divided among the whole army, the General taking the largest share. Among the ftomans,lhe spoils
belonged to the Republic.
SPOKES. The small bars inserted in the nave of
the wheel and which serve to support the felloes.
Tile working-xpiike is exposed to all the chief strains
and shocks. The general transverse section of the
spoke is fixed by the pressure due to traction sustain:

:
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oilier artisans.
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SPONGE.
!

— A mop for cleaning the bore of a cannon

The sponge-bead is a wooden cylinder covered with a fabric, of which the warp is
hemp and the weft woolen yam, woven in loops like
a Brussels carpel. AJuiu-dressed sheep-skin with the
after a discharge.

e
Fis.

Pig. 2.

1.

Fi«.

ed by

in

the working-spoke. This pressure,

P

varies as

cos d—c sin d
which d is the angle contained between the

vertical

4.

Fit'.

...

wool on is sometimes used. In field-service, the m;7imer is at one end of the staff and the sponge at the
Fig. 1. represents the ordinary sponge, and
other.
Fig. 2, a choke-bore cleaner, for small-arms. Fig. 3.
for this service with rifled

shows a hair-brush used
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guns. Figures 4 and 5 show the ordinary forms of
rubber cleaners for small-arms.
SPONGE-BUCKET.— A sheet-iron bucket, for washing the bore of the piece. The top and bottom are
turned over the sides and fastened with rivets or
the bottom may be fastened to tlie sides by a double
fold, and stiffened with a hoop shrunk on above the
;

seam.

SPONGE-CLOTH.— A

peculiar kind of cloth, moist

" Ye Gonne and howe to Use itt," dated 1446.
This curious sketch is evidently a caricature, but it
is sufficient to show that all fire-arms were used for
^ame-shooting in the early part of the 1.5th century.
titled

We get notices of the same in several records of that
century, and by the close of the 16th the gim seems
to have become so general a sporting weapon as to
necessitate special regulations in several European
countries. About 1580, an Italian work informs us>

employed to clean the screws of Armstrong guns, and is made of cloth so woven that no
fiber comes off in use by which the worms of the
screw could be clogged.
SPONGE -COVEK.— A strong bag of linen or canvas,
used to protect and preserve the sponge. The diameter of the bag is equal to that of the bore of the
gun, and the length sufficient to allow the mouth to
be drawn together, around the staff, by means of a
cord inserted in the hem. A loop of canvas sewed
to the bottom, serves as a handle by which to pull
the cover off. The covers are marked with the caliber of the piece to which they belong.
SPONTANEOUS COMBUSTION.—Taking fire of itself.
This phenomenon is known in the mineral and organic world.
Frequently cases are stated of coals becomwith

oil

;

it is

ing ignited of their own accord. This is more often
seen on board ships laden with coal, where, from the
heat of the hold, and the moisture from water which
a ship takes in from leakage, or other causes, the
coal becomes heated and moistened, and from the
conjunction of pyrites in the coal, in which the protosulphide is associated with the bisulphide of iron,
it takes fire.
New-burnt charcoal, and particularly
new-groimd charcoal, is very liable to spontaneous
combustion. Phosphorus is another mineral subject
whicli, in its dry state, is very liable to bum spontaneously. Articles of cotton or wool saturated with
oil (vegetable), and heaped together, are very liable
to burn spontaneously, oil having always an affinity
for oxygen, and thus causing ignition.
Many of the
disasters which occur in powder-houses, when the
houses have been closed and an explosion has taken
place, may possibly have occurred from cotton- waste
containing oil being left collected in a corner of the
house.
SPONTOON. A weapon bearing resemblance to a
halberd, which, prior to 1789, was borne instead of
a half-pike by officers of British infantry. It was a
medium for signaling orders to the regiment. The
spontoon planted in the ground commanded a halt;
pointed backward or forward, advance or retreat;
and so on. The ungraceful and grotesque shape of
the weapon points out very accurately the time of
its invention
the period of wigs and three-cornered
hats. The last spont'ions known in France were those
carried bv the French Guards in 1789.
SPOBTING-AEMS.— This teeming subject to be adequatelj^ treated would require much more space
than could possibly be given it in a work like the
present. We must content ourselves, therefore, with
a brief outline of the historj- of game-shooting, some
hints on the selection, handling, and use of guns, and

—

—

a list of the game resorts in the United States. From
the time of Ninirod to the present day the capture of
wild animals has always afforded man the keenest
enjoyment, and no occupation is more healthful, invigorating, or beneficial. Although over-indulgence
in anything is hurtful and brings satiety, nothing is
less prone to pall than shooting.
The "ping of "the
rifle-bullet or crack of the shot-gun has charms that
Scott Top-lever, I)<.i
never tire. It would be idle to describe the pleasures
of the field and forest the votaries of the chase are shooting at birds flying and animals in motion was
even now too numerous, and each year sees an alarm- first practiced, but this could not have been to any
ing increase in their number, whilst unfortunately great extent. It was not until the close of the ISlIi
game (especially the large mammalia) is rapidly de- century that shooting on the wing became at all comcreasing.
mon since that time it has been so universally pracIt is doubtful at what time sims were first used as ticed as to niake shooting at any fixed object with a
sporting-arms, but early French and Italian works shot-gun unsportsmanlike. The well-balanced and
seem to indicate the dose of the 14lh century.
light guns made by the crack gunsmiths of the early
find a curious illustration in an old manuscript en- part of this centurj' greatly favored snap-shooting.
;

:
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sportsmen of those days, if they did
bugs as thoseof to-ilay, enjoyed
Bport into a good old ai;e. and were hale and hearty
to the last. So much for the days of Hint and steel.
It is seldom sportsmen shoot alone now.
Drives or
miiiiy of the

on a saddle.

When

cartridges are carried in the magends of the balls become
battered, but they can easily be trimmed uj) with a
knife or file.
For large game and long-range
shooting, the Sharp's and the Kemington rilles shimld
baltiir/t are niiieh more in vojrue
otherwise sports- be recommended. They both shoot close, hold (he
men, as a rule, shoot in company, very often substitut- .sanii- cartridges, and are of ecjual merit. The vertiing markers for pointers and setters, and contenting cal movement of the breech-block is safe, easy, and
themselves with a retriever, and not always thai. not liable to get out of repair it is easily removed
This method of walkini; the gameisnot half so pleas- and cleaned, and here are mi scriwslo be misplaced
urable us shootiug ovtf well-broken dogs, but when or lost. The Imrrel can be wiped from the breech,

not iimkc

siicli liirjje

a/.ire for several days, the

.

.

.

:

;

I

thus removing all dirt from tlie working parts, and
in shooting it is second to none. The Kemington rifle
of all gradis shoots admirably,
and is a great
favorite with marksmen upon the various shootingWhen shootin;; rapidly,
ranges of the Kast.
the Sharp's rille is very conveniently loaded, as the
.

.

.

.

.

.

cartridges naturally fall down into tlie barrel.
With
some other makes it is often necessary to set the cartridge with the lingers. The JIaynard rille shoots

and does good shooting when hunting antelope
and other large game. The shells of long, hi'avy cartridges will slick in most rifles when a iillle foul. A
well,

rifle should never be used when dirtj'.
having been shooting rapidly, wipe out the
rifle al the first opporlunity: and clean, with a greasy
doth, the <lusl from a few of the lartridges in the

breech-loadiu'i;

When

When riding over the dusty plains
almost impossible to keep cartridges greased and
clean.
The needle-gun and Winchester rifle are superior to others in throwing shells clean from the
barrel.
The Winchester will throw the shells clean
from the hunter's shoulder, and when firing rapidly
al ninning deer, al long-range, a second sliol is often
fired before the first shell strikes the groimd.
front of Hie belt.
it is

Sportsmen nowadays are very fastidious, and buy
ini])orleil shot-guns; and it is to be regretted
that the home manufacture is not more encouraged.
.Vmerican rifles are the finest in the world, and our
shot-guns might be if the manufacturers were sufliciently jiatronized.
We have a dozen gofxl makers
in the I'liited Slates that would turn oiil beautiful
guns if sportsmen would pay for the work in them.
The dilTerent grades of the Uemington gims are an

many

example. The.se cost less than forty dollars. They
shoot hard and close, and work admirably. They
are the gun "for the million," and are the best breechloaders in the market. The Fox gun dilTers from all
others, having a side action when loading, thus doing away witii the clumsy fall of the barrel which occurs when charging other breech-loaders.
It is not
so liable to wear, being unlike the greater number of
shot-guns
having
breech-loading
in
no hinge for the

work on. The now wellinown Baker gun
grown very popular, and its utility will make it
deer-hunter's favorite. In this gun we have a

barrels to

has
the

heavy, strong-shooting breech-loading rifle and a fine
double breech-loading shot-gun. With a heavy ball
in the ritle-liarrel, a cliarge of loose "buck" in one
shot-barrel and a wire cartridge of buckshot in the
other, the hunter is well " fixed " for all emergencies.
Tlie sights of this gun are directly over the rifle-barrel, and the hunter has only to caktulate on the trajectory.

The shooting (lualilies of breech and muzzle-loading guns are subjects of great discussion. Our experience is thai the muzzle-loader shoots the strongLeader Breech-loader.
er and better, particularly with light charges.
The
properly carried out it invariably insures a larger bag. greater portion of breech-loading guns will recoil
In his selection of a rifle or a shot-gun for game- when long, crimped cartridges are used, the crimpshooting in this countrj', the sportsman is frequently ing appearing to make the difliculty. The metallic
puzzled on account of the contrariety of opinion ex- shells, if properly charged, shoot stronger aiid with
isting among some of the crack sliots. In the follow- less recoil than the crimped paper ones
and yet the
ing paragraphs, wliich we take from a work by an metal shells often slick in the best of guns, and cause
experienced hunter, he may find some hints to assist much trouble. Many sportsmen shoot too much shot,
him in his choice.
and use that which is too coarse. Equal bulk of
For a timber gun, or rifle at short-range, the im- powder and shot are good proportions, except when
proved Winchester, model 1876, should be selected. shooting very coarse shot, when a few extra pellets
It is a close, clean shooter, is easily kept in order, may be added.
It is necessary to use more powder
and is handily packed while in the woods, or carried wlien shooting cartridges than when using the muz;
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When hunting rufFpd grouse in timber, )ise of both ej-es, and to pay no attention whatever
zle-loader.
in their wild, sliy season, charge tlie rigiit-liand bar- to the gun whilst aiming. In short, the (ye, hand, and
Tel with No. 7 shot, and the left-hand barrel witli No, trigger must act in perfect unison, and without any
6. Use No. 5 shot for pinnated grouse on the Prairies. consideration having to be given to either. On a bird
Every gun has its specific charge for good shooting, rising, the hand should intuitiueli/ raise ihe gun until
and is regulated by its weight and bore. Practice it covers the object, from off whicli the eyes are not
only will determine this point and when decided taken before the trigger is pulled. This only requires
upon, do not deviate from the proper load.
gun practice and if such is forthcoming, and the body
will make the most regular pattern when clean; when kept in perfect health, a good wing-shot is sure toresuit.
Health is imdoubtedly of the greatest
importance to professional shots, and is necessary to good shooting. It cannot l)e expected
that one who has not the power over his muscles to keep the hand stead}- can exert them to
raise at once a gun and to level it to the greatest nicety. It is now the prevailing notion that
most misses are caused b}' shooting l)ehind or
below the mark that is aimed at. To remed_v
this, straight stocks are recommended, and the
following method has been devi.sed to ascertain whether the gun is properly brought U]).
The shooter is to place himself three or four
yards from a good-sized mirror, and aim at his
own eye, raising the gun repeatedlv. steadily
but quickly, as in shooting at the bird. Upon
looking into themirror,withthe gun as brought
U|) to the shoulder, if the two round holes, or
end elevation of the muzzle, are alone discernible in the mirror, the tit and handling of the
gun are theoretically correct if a little of the
lower or under side of the barrel is likewise to
be seen, so nuich the better; but if any of the
top rib, or top side, of the barrels figures in the
mirror, the chances are that nine shots out of
every ten will be below the Ijirds.
"With fast-Hying birds, and game running at
full speed, it is a much disputed point among
all who use the gun whether the shooter should
hold " on " or " ahead." The latter appears to
have the best of the argument, theoretically and
To prove that either plan is the
practically.
correct one would be next to impossible but
says Greener: "With due deference to the majority of sportsmen, we hold with the practice
great deal of difference is
of holding on."
doubtless caused by the manner of bringing up
the gun the shooter has acquired some bring
up the gun with a swing in the direction the
mark is moving, others bring it )ip and follow
the object, while the majority of good shots p\it
up the gun and, it is supposed. fire ahead. Now,
those who shoot with the gun on the swing. and
who intuiti'veli/ increase the speed of the swing
in the same ratio as the increase in the sjieed
of the mark, never require to hold ahead, even
in tlie opinion of the strongest supporters of the
hold ahead theory. The second class of poking
shots are generally most imcertain in their aim,
and the habit is detrimental to becoming an expert snap-shot, whilst we cannot but believe
:

A

;

;

:

A

:

that
ality

many who imagine
liolil

they hold ahead in re-

on.

In the first place, having practiced raising
the gun and perfecting the handling so that it
shall intuitively follow the e3-e,it must be most
difficult to point the gun awayfrom the object
at which both of the eyes are staring; and if the
eyes are then removed from the object to some
Scott Breech-loadinj; DoublG-gnn,
distance ahead, it is impossible to accurately
dirty it very often sends the shot quite irregularly, in tell what distance the line of aim is from the bird.
bunches and when an occasional long shot is suc- This is especially the case when gazing at the sky;
cessful, the amateur sportsman might think a gun and for a shooter to be able to aim ten or fifteen yards
is most reliable when foul.
Experience, however, ahead, as is advi.sed by some wild-fowlers, is next to
teaches one that a clean gun shoots the better. When impossible to do with regularity. When gazing at no
shooting rapidly from the muzzle-loading gun, if it fixed oljject, it is as easy to move 30" across the sky
becomes foul and begins to recoil, the charge ma}' as ten jards, and that without being aware of the
he slightly lessened, as the dirt in the barrels causes discrepancy. Those who hold on, by shooting very
the wads to fit tightly, and the strength of the pow- promptly, prove the truth of the theory that it is necessary for the hand and eye to act in unison whilst
der is more fully used than in a clean gun.
It is now acknowledged that it is better to make they who hold ahead, although agreeing that the hand
;

:
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must follow the eye, vet so shoot that the hand must ranges we have mentioned. Some thousands inhabpoint the gun in a different direction fnmi tlic object it the country between the Arkansas and the South
on which the eye is lixed. An ordiimry full-clidke Platte, and in 1874 a large number crossed over to
possesses a killing circle of at least

inches in

tliirty

diameter at thirty yards. Assuniini; a bird crossing
to be tired at by a" holder-on, the shot, traveling at
the rale of 225 yards per second, would reach tlie
bird at thirty yards in less than one-tifth of a second

from the instant of pulliii!; the trigger; so that it
would indi'ed be a fast-llyilig bird to get without the
The tiint^ reijuired from
killing circle in that time.

Sporting Rear-tight.

the instant of jiuUiiig the trigger to tlie explosion of
the cap is greater than that occupied by the shot travbut with hammerless guns the time
eling fifty yards
is less than with hammer guns, the 1)1()W given being
much shorter, and direct instead of being conveyed
by an exploding-pin. Some quick shots, however,
anticipate the time it takes to. /ire the gun, and pull
tlie trigger whilst raising the gun up to the shoulder.
Tills requires a considerable practice to perfect, and
the gun must, of course, be within an ace of the proper position but, however the practice may be deprecated, it is certainly au /art for trap as well as general snap-shooting.
In grasping the gun. a disputed point is the position of the left hand. As a rule, sportsmen grasp the
barrels in the very weakest place, viz., just in front
of the cartridge-chambers. Others again, to shield
themselves as far as possible from danger, grasp the
front of the trigger-guard by the left hand. This position is wrong, asbut little comniaiid is obtained
over the gun, the liability of injury by the breaking
of the breech-action is not at all lessened, and usually a piece of horn has to he atlached In the triggerguard, spoiling the beauty and hamliiiess of llie gunTo have full command over the gun. and at the same
time e.vposing the hand and arm to a minimum of
risk in case of a burst, grasp thegun ireUfonrani— if
close to the fore end tip so much the belter hut do
not bring the hand any nearer to Ihe breech than six
Hy havinches, and keep the elbow well depressed.
ing a proper command over the gun, it can be raised
quickly and easily, and even a heavy or clumsy gun
may be niani[)ulatecl with tolerable success.
OAME AND OAMK UESOUTS.
Lnrgi' (iiiim.
The bulTalo is consiilered the first
game of North America. Although rapidly decreasing in numbers, there are still several millions disHuftributed over the I'nited Slates and Canada.
falo-hunling as a sport is tame after the excitement
;

;

—

—

of killing

I

quired |o

kill

to kill one.

half-do/.en, for no more skill is retwentv or one hundreil bulTaloes than
The Indians still hunt the bulfalo with

lie first

bows and arrows, audconseciuently

get to close (piar-

A

ball-gun is sometimes used by oilier hunters,
but a rifle is preferable a brace of saddle-pistols or
an army revolver is generally carried in addilion.
There are at present two bulTalo-raiiges in Ihe I'j'i'eil
States- -Ihe southern, extending from 'M^ to 37^ 32'
Baker film.— A, Hifle Bnrrcl H. Thunih pitrc of tlic Rifle
HnmnuT.
north lalilude and from il'J^ 10 104^ west loiigilude
on
River
or, roughly speaking, from the Arkansas
Ihe
North
between
and South Platte. The
flats
the
the
on
Colorach)
the north to the rivers Hra/.os and
the east- fine pasture of the Republican Valley ("Pawnee Risouth. The western limit is the Kio i'ecos
ver) is the most allractive lo Ihe remaining herds,
ern, the Washila Mountains in the Indian Territory
generally find tlieiii here in sotiie
This vast tract includes pari of Texas, Indian Terri- and sportsmen can
Tlie deep canyons of Ihe Cifall.
tory. New Mexico. Kansas, and Colorailo, and several quantities every
hold many buflalo, and are more
Indian Heservalions, The norlhern bulTalo-raiige can- marron Valley also
not be exactly defined. It extends from the .Missouri easily reached than Ihe main herd on (he I.lano KstaKiver on the north and east to the Kocky Mountains cado, or Slaked Plain. In Ihe northern range, the
on the west and the South Fork of the Big Cheyenne valleys of the Yellowstone, nighorn. Tongue. PowRivers are the most faRiver on the south. This tract also includes parts of der, Sweetwater and Wind
Montana, Wyoming, and Dakota, and numerous In- vored localities for llie bulTalo, as well as elk, deer,
dian Reservations. The abiindanci' of bulTalo may antelope, and other "Injun cattle." The "Rocky
be judged bv the fact that it was estimated that i,- Moiinlaiii buffalo" is smaller and shaggier than Ihe
plains, and is far more difficult lo stalk.
.WO. (K)() buffaloes were killed durini: llie three years buffalo of the
defiles, or the crag1873-74, and in 187s over ()0,000 bulTalo-robes were It inhabits the deepest, darkest
shipped down the Yellowstone River. In the season gy, almost precipitous sides of mountains inaccesmost practiced mountaineers,
of 18M0 a professional rohe-hunUr killed -2.1)00 head silile to any but the
from the orJIaiiy bulfalo are liki-wise to lis size makes it easily dislinguishable
of buffalo in Montana.
which, generally speaking, may be
be found in broken herds between the two buffalo- dinarv bulTalo.
ters.

;

:

;

:
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slopes of the Rockies not peaks of the Rockies and the Black Hills. This aniill tlip eastern
yet taken into cultivation. Wild cattle are shot hy imal is considered the finest sporting animal in the
ranchmen in Texas and Mexico the sport is more United States, its habits being similar to the Eurodangerous and e.xciting than bufTalo-huutinji;. The pean moutihm. Great care and judgment are re<iuired
American elk is found all over North America where to stalk it successfully. The American hare, or jackcivilization has not exterminated it. Montana, Wyo- rabbit, is common throughout the East as well as the
blue hare is found in the Rocky
ming, Kansas, and Indian Territory are known to be South and West.
simply alive with these animals, and doubtless other Mountain range. Besides these animals the hunter
Territories are stocked in a sinnlar manner. An ex- on the Plains may meet with the cougar, puma, or
cellent country for the elk, deer, bear, antelopes and Mexican lion, which, if he is a good, unerring shot,
mountain-sheep is that near the Bear, Snake, and Up- he may attack. If at all nervous, the hunter had betper Cache-La-Poudre Rivers, on the south side of the ter leave the animal alone, as it is one of the strongUnion Pacitic Railroad. The Upper and Middle Parks est and most dangerous of tlie carnivora. They are
in Colorado are also very well stocked with all sorts of great destroj'ers of game, and, like wolves, coyotes,
game.
foxes, otters, skunks, lynxes, wolverines, panthers,
In all the States westward of the Rockies to the and bears, should never be spared upon a favorable
Pacific Coast, game may be found in sufflcient num- opportunity offering itself. For bear-hunting, dogs

found on

;

A

Fox Gun.
hers to satisfy even an inordinate sporting appetite.
In California, deer and bear constitute the chief varieties of large game, and these, particularly the former, are very plentiful in nearly all parts of the State.
Nevada is tlie worst hunting-ground of any of the
Western States. Eastward of the Mississippi the hunting of large game is confined to a few moose and
fewer panthers, and the black bears, which are only
plentiful among the canebrakes of some Southern
States, and the Vilils of Northern Maine and Michigan. They are, however, frequently found in Eastern Tennessee, Western Pcnnsy 1 vania .NorthCarolina,
and Virginia, and are sometimes seen in even more
thickly settled portions of the country. Panthers are
mosth' found in the canebrakes of the South Florida, Texas, Louisiana
and in the wilds of the AUe-

—

—

Shelton's

New

York, West em Pennsylvania, West Virginia, Virginia, Tennessee, and
North Carolina are well stocked, and in all the States
South and West there is deer-shooting galore m disFor antelope the
tricts remote from the settlements.
plains of the Southern and AVesteru States are best
suited. Northern Texas. Kansas, Colorado, and Montana abound with antelope but the rapid settling up
;

of the country, especially sheep-farming,
this

game

Mountain

is

;

;

An xilinry

ghanies, Cumberland, and the Blue Rldgc Mountains.
The moose is only found in the northern portions of
Maine and ^Michigan, and iu British territory. Other
deer, tlie black-tailed, and the white-tailed or the red
Northern
deer, are found throughout the States.

Wisconsin, Michigan and

are a valuable acquisition, and without them a hunter might often travel the woods for weeks without
bringing one to bag. Dogs are likewise of the greatest service in cougar and panther hunting. All bears,
including the grizzly, as well as panthers and cougars, will, if possible, get out of the way of man, and
will rarely attack unless wounded, or in defense of
their young. The grizzly bear is common in California, and often met by hunters after the bighorn in
the Rocky Mountains. It is the most formidable of
all the bear tribe, and often attains gigantic proportions
one specimen exhibited weighed some 2,000
pounds. It is very tenacious of life, and should be
hunted-with dogs, a large-bore rifle, and in company.
Storiesof the "bar-fites" coming from California are
douljtless much exaggerated
but no hunter once in

Rifle.

the clutches of a dying or wounded grizzly can hope
and no man dare close with the
to escape scathless
grizzly, as is regularly done in Scandinavia with the
eonunou brown bear. According to Calonthe Amer"The moose, wapiti or
ican deer are of eight kinds
elk, woodland caribou, nude-deer, Columbia blacktail, common or Virginia deer, barren-ground caribou, Acapulco deer." Hunters nuike but four distinctions: moose, wapiti, caribou, and blacktail.
Gamefirr the .thot-gxn abovmds iu every State, tlie
chief game-birds being quail, grouse (five varieties),
woodcock, snipe, wild-turkeys and wild-fowl. For
quiiU-nhoi'tiiig in tlie East. Ohio, Indiana, Virginia,
;

:

making North Carolina. Kentucky, Tennessee. Arkansas, Wisconsin, Jlissouri, Illinois, and Iowa offer the greatest
inducements. In California it is not unusual to bag

far less plentiful.
The bi^'horn, or Rocky
sheep, is to be found among the highest
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but there two va- line. His close-lying, solitary habits seem to indifrom the Eastern cate that he belongs to the same bruukli of the 'J'elniand lulled reHpeetivcly the iiKPiinliiiu and val- 'jniiltB as the European ptarmigan. He affords no bet-

fifty couple in one day's shooting:
rieties are l<n(i\vn, both (iifTerini;

quail,

but is rated an ecpial delicacy forlhe table.
sharp-tailed grouse, so lommnnly known as thu

ter sport,

The

willow-grouse, is more euiMMinn in British lirrilory,
but has penetii'ted from tlie North to the (iiiiadiaii
and the Missouri Rivers; it is also found in the West.
The ruffed grouse is conunon in most of the Slale»
East; it is not often found on tlie Southern Plains,
but it may frequently be met with on the foot-hills iu
timber, it being essentially a covert bird. A very
large number has been killed in the lilack Hills and
also the surroundings (>f the Laramie I'lains. I'innated grouse, or prairie-chickens, are most abundant iu
all parts of Wisconsin. Jlinnesota, Iowa, Nebraska,
Kansas, Missouri, Indian Territory, and Texas. In
some parts of Jlichigan. Illinois, and Indiana they
are to be found in limited numbers, but are fast disappearing in all parts of the Eastern States, and,
strange to say, appearing inAVestern Statis. where
a few years ago they were luiknown: they may now
be found in some parts of Utah ami Nevada, and in
great numbers up the Arkansas Valley. Wilil-tiirkcyg
alTord the liest sport of any American birds, being
constantly on the alert, and possessing a most acute
sense of smell.
Full-grown <-o( ks freijuently weigh
as much as 20 ori.'j lbs.
They are most abundant in
the lessiidiabited ixirtionsofAVeslern Virginia, North
Carolina, Teiuiessee, Missouri, Arkansas, Jlississippi,
and Texas. A few are nut with i-j Jlichigan and Illinois, more in »i>meof the Southern States, and very
many in some portions of New Mexii'oand Arizona
but iu those Slates situated north of Kentucky and
east of Indiana they are rarely, if ever, met with.
species of ruck-partrUlrii is said to freipient Nnrthwestern Texas and Soul h-easleru New Mexico. They
;

A

weigh alxiul 1 lb., and resemble in siiape and plumage the bob-white. Their favorite resort is the grassy
tops of limestone mesas; they are found in coveys,
and lie well to the dog. M'mxlcoi-k shooting is to be bad
all along the valley of the Mississipi)i and its tributaries, from Miiniesota to the Gulf of Mexico.
This
is the choicest woodcock- ground, but bags of ten to
twenty birds are frcipiently made in most all Eastern
None are to be found
Stales, as hereafter detailed.
in California, or, to the best of our knowledge, in any
J'/c/v(///;)C
of the I'acitic Coast States.
are found in
quantities in resorts nienlioneil for duck-shooting.
The tn'kl.j'i/irl of llie United States com|)rise the
Irumpeler swan; Canada and wliite-fronted gcose,
canvas-back, ring-necked, red-headed, scaup, dusky

Ktmingtou

Miigaz-inc-riflc.

Ucmington Lou::

r;iii;;e

Crei^

shoveler, gailwell, bullle-headed,wncKl or summer,
pin-tail, and common wild ducks; blue and greenwinged teal, the widgeon, and many other birds.
Duck or mallard-shooting is found in the marshes
in the fall, in the corn-fields in winter, and in timber
in the si)ring. Decoys, sinks, and other devices arc
conunon. The wild-rice ponds are the best feedingground for (lucks in the fall; they are often of wide
extent, and, as it is im|)ossible to see over the topof the rice. c;ireis rei|uiredin "taking the bearings,"
or the wild-fowler may be lost. A pocket-compass
The
is an iirticle of necessity in wild-fowl shooting.
wild-fowl resorts in the I'nited Stales are so uumer-

moor Itirte.
ley quail. The former arc by far the more numerous. ous that we have
The favorite haunts of the latter are the valleys and
foot-hills of the Sierra X'-vada and coast mountain
ranges. In size thev are about equal to the bob-white
or Eastern quail, while the mountain (piail is considerably larger, and is to be met with in the more elevated regions.
arotiJiesli'ioting.— The blackcock is generally known
by frontiersmen as the sage-cock. The best localities
Fort Fre<l
are on the eastern .slopes of the Rockies.
Steele is said to be the best center for the huntinggrounds of this grouse. The dusky, blue, black, or
mountain grouse is found in almost all of the mountainous regions of the West, inhabiting the moun- State separately,
tain-slopes from an altitude of 6,000 feet to the snow- mended not only

deemed

it

more

sinqile to take

Maynnrd Improved

and

each

Rifle.

to give the places

most recom-

for wild-fowl, but also of every oth-
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er kind of shooting, and to include accounts of s\ich
local methods of taking the game as we think may
prove of use or interest.
italicise those places in
which game is most plentiful. In the Atlantic States
the best places lor big bags of wild-fowl are on the

I

In Maine, Piscataquis County affords the best of

The MooHeliead Lake region is the most rehere niaj' be foimd an occasional moose, a
few bears, with more caribou, wolves, rabbits, and
plenty of small game ducks, geese, ruffed grouse.
Mount Spencer and Brasma Lake are the
shooting.

We

nowned
S

I

:

—

best localities in this region. Sebec Lake
in the same CoiMit3-. affords very fair sport
at ducks, grouse, and small game.
Neif Jlampn/iirf. The northern portion
of this State affords fair shooting. In Carroll County there are deer and bob-whites;
in Cheshire County the lakes about A>en«
abound with ruffed grouse, ducks, jackrabbits, and small game.
In Coos County, the forests near the Connecticut lakes
are said to contain moose, deer. otter.mink,
and small game. For these lakes go to Island Pond Statiun.
Vertn/jnt.
Essex County, in the northeastern portion of the State, reached from
Island Pond Station, is a comparative wilderness, and aboinids in small game, but

—

—

nothing very attractive.
Max-iiic/tivtetts.

shooting on

— There

is

good wild-fowl

many

parts of the coast and
the Elizabctli Islands. In 1880 woodcock
and quail were plentiful near West Boylston. The best points for wild-fowl are Buzzard's Bay, Chatham, Cotuit Port, Marshpee, and JTo .Man's Land. The State is very
thickly populated; and, ahhough the wildfowl shooting is very good, there is nothing to attract sportsmen from distances.
Rliodj; Miind.
All wild-fowl shooting
along the coast is fair. Block Island, Souh
Kingston, and Watch Hill are the best re-

—

sorts.

County there
good duck-shooting at Saybrnok Point,
and snipe and duck nearNew Haven in
Litchfield County. good wild-fowl, grouse,
quail, and wood-cock shooting near the
Twin Lakes at Canaan and good duckshooting at Noank, New Lomtou County.
Connect'i-iit.—ln Middlesex

is

:

;

Neiij

Turk.

— In the northern portion

this State there

of

a favorite resort of all
sportsmen, the Adirondack Wilderness, in
extent seventy-live square miles, abounding with small game; its qualities have,
however, been overrated, and it is mucli
thronged with sportsmen. It is best approached from Martiu's.on the Lower Saranac. Deer-shooting is practiced here in
a most unsportsmanlike manner; the bucks
being driven into the lakes, and sportsmen following in boats. The deer are often shot within ten feet of the boat, and
it is said that in some instances the boatman has had Imld of the deer's tail before
the the hunter tired. Grouse, snipe, and
woodcock are plentiful, and quail and
ducks in season. On Long Island there
are deer, quail, ducks, and ruffed grouse.
Thenortliem portion of the Island is fair
round for shooting, also the Great South,
f econic.and Sliinnecock Bays; but all are
too easy of access. Good snipe-shooting
is to be had near Cayuga Lake. in the Mon-

Parker Gun.

Chesapeake

Bay and. its tributaries,

is

tezuma Marshes. Wild-fowl abound at the
Thousand Islands, where there is woodock, quail, and snipe shooting. Alexandria Bay is the chief resort at tirese Islands.
Others are Goose. Eel. and Halstead Bays.
The north-eastern part of Lister County is

Currituck and Al- noted for ruffed grouse.
bemarle Sountls, the rice-swaraps of South Carolina,
NeiD Jersey offers few inducements to .sportsmen.
and the glades of Florida. To the westward they are There is wild-fowl on the sea-coast, and duck and
found in fewer numbers, until we reach Indiana and snipe shooting in Atlantic, Ocean, and Morris CounMichigan.
ties.

;

SPORTING ARMS.
Pf hMj/lmn la. —yiAny

pnrts of this State abound
Mine cir Killatuiny Mountains, the SiUcliui; Hills and the Allcfrliiinics are tlie
lu lilair County, Altooua is the
best ganu" resorts.
point for goodileer, partri(li;ianii woodcix^k ground,
Other good ground lies in
witli an occasional l)car.
('anieron, Clintnti. McKeon, I'ike, and Potter Counties.
Wolves and panthers are sometimes met with.
Deer are not at all searre, an<l rulTed grouse, l)obwhites, woodcock, and small game are also found in

with game.

Near
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lo the

Panola, in Panola County, and Hudson and Anittin,
ill Tunica County, are near good grounds; wild-fowl
are plentiful down the ^Mississippi Kiver and in the
St. Francis Lakes.
TenufxKie is fairly stocked with deer, opossums,
foxes, wild-fowl, small game, and a few bears and
turkeys. The famous Keelfool Lake isi in tliis State,

ahundance.
Virginid and HVjiS Virginin.~T\\K latter of these
States offers great inducements to lie sportsman.

two

I

The Alleghany and Cumlxrland Mountains cover innumerable deer and a few panthers and hears. Smyth
in Virginia, and >Iorgan and Tucker CounWest Virginia, are noted for sport. Ilttyn
lt7/rf("r«(.'«i and the lilackwater region, in the latter
County, are )>lentifully slocked. Oakland Station, on
the B. and (). K. I{., is a good starting-pninl. S])ort
in West Virginia comprises black-tailed and other
deer, wild turkeys, rutled grouse, woodcock, quail,
and other small game. On the coast of Virginia is
Chesapeake Bay. the famous wild-fowl resort; Cobb's
Island, and the mouths of the Kappaiiannock, Maltapony and Pamunkey Uivcrs, arc also visited b}' large

County,
ties,

in

numliers of wihl-fowl.

— These States are pracgame, and offer no inducement for the sportsman to leave the better ground in
West Virginia. Tlic coast of North Carolina is thronglieaufort, in Carteret County
ed with wild-fowl.
Nnrberne, in Craven Co\inty, and Carr.ituck Coinity,
A'Tth

Ciirolina.

iiiul iiiiut/i

tically destitute of large

especially near Knott's Island, are the best (piarters;
in the first and last canvas-back ducks are met with,
and ill all black and other clucks, geese, snijie, etc.
South Carolina has similar wild-fowl, and a few deer
and foxes inland.
<}torgia.
The sea-coast is similar to that of the two
preceding States.
Wild-fowl are (luite numerous
and in tlie County of Harlow there is turkey and quail

—

shooting.
Fhirida

is at present a sportinan's paradise
Wildfowl are particularly numerous, <-specially south of
Lake Okeechobee. The other game consists of pan-

thers, bear, red and Virginia deer, jackrabbils, turkeys, quail, woodcock, and .snipe, jjesides fo.\es, raccoons, and other minor game in abundance and vaThe St. .lohn's Kiver is a good point, about
riety.
the center of the peninsula. The Indian liiver Cmtntri/ up the St. .John's Kiver abounds with game. Titusvilli' and Mellonville are good places to start from,
but a cruise of some weeks round the south and the
western parts of the peninsula is most successful for
all shooting.
The snipe and duck-shooting is not to
be excelled. Ilernaiulo County and lloinosassa are
very good districts, and fairly easy of access. The
southwestern and soulheru part of the peninsula is,
however, the best to llie southwest of Lake Okeechobee to Charlotte llarbcjr. and alnng the Caloocahachee River, turkey and d<er are unusually numerous.
In the western jmrt of the Slate goodshootiug
may be had from I'ensaeola, consisting of bear, deer
;

and turkey.

In the

Grand Lagoon there are myriads

of wild-fowl.

Alahama

is fairly stocked with game: thedeer and
abundance, and wild ducks, geese, bears,
and foxes in goodly nuudiers. Choctaw County, in
the western part of the Stale, isgociil ground for deer,
liear, opossums, turkeys, etc. Clarke Comity has the
same, and along the Alabama Hiver there is pleutjof wild-fowl. Lauderdale County is also very good,
and the muscle-shoals on the Tennessee Kiver swarm
with wild-fowl. In the northern portion of the State.

turkey

in

at the foot of the Alleghanies,
plentiful.

game

of all kinds

is

MmiKxippi is abundantly stocked with wild-fowl in
the western portions. The forests are fairly stocked
with turkeys, detr, bears, and small game." Corinth,
in Alcorn County, Coldwater, in DeSoto County,

near Tiptonville.

The

lake

is

thirty miles long,

and

from three to ten wide and besides excellent duck,
snipe, and wild-fowl shooting there is good bats-Jis/i;

iny.

Kentwkji

is

English style.

only famous for its fox-hunting in the
There is a fair quantity of smail game
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and ducks, etc., down the Ohio, Tennessee, Cumber- numerous lakes along the Mississippi, as the Big,
Swan, and Cottonwood Lakes. Farther north there
land, and Mississippi Rivers.
lUinois is a similar State, but aboundinswith wild- is good shooting near Hannibal and Lagrange.
Arkansas is well supplied with large and small
fowl. We will mention a few good grounds. The)'
are

:

Ilenr)-. Chillicothe.

Spring Lake, Liverpool,

Havana, Beardstown, and Naples, on the Illinois RivAnna wan, near the Winnebago Swamps on the
er
Calumet River near Chicago near Quincy New
Bostnii : Grand Tower; near the mouth of the Big
Muddy River and at numerous other places, particularly along the Mississippi River. In I)u Page Coun;

;

;

;

;

game
camp

but to reap the full benefit it is requisite to
out. Start from 7'«arto[»n' for bear, deer, wild
turkey, and grouse-shooting
or ForeM City, forty
miles below Memphis, for large game and innumerSmall game is general throughout
able wild-fowl.
the State.
Lmiisiana is very fully stocked with game. The
;

;

ty there is also very fair pinnated-grouse, quail, woodcock, bob-white, and similar shooting.
Indiana has but little large gime, but pinnatedgrouse, rabbits, wild-fowl, and small game are abundant. Wayne is near good grouse, quail, and fair deer
ground. IJlackford, Knox, and Laporte Counties are
also well stocked with ruffed grouse, quail, snipe,
woodcock, etc. Vincennes and Montpelier are firstFor wild-fowl,
rate headquarters for the sportsman.
English, Beaver, and Wolf Lakes, the swamps bordering on;\Iichigan, the Calumet, etc., have been strongly

recommended.

—

This is not an attractive State for a sportsman, and he must for the most part be content with
wild-fowl and small game, such as quail and snipe.
The best shooting is on the shores of Lake Erie, near
Sandusky City or Cleveland,
Ohio.

Micliigan is one of the finest resorts accessible to
the general sportsman. Northern Michigan is best
for sport. Near Negimme tliere is fair deer shooting,
and the whole country beyond Escanaba is fairly
stocked with deer, fur-bearing animals, and al.so small
game. In the northern and more inaccessible part
of Michigan both bear and deer are plentiful, and good
sport is to be had.
Good wild-fowl shooting is to be
had almost anywhere along the borders of the great
lakes, and especially on the St. Clair Flata, near DeThere are many islands in the lakes famous
troit.
for shooting, notablj' Royal Island, St. Ignace, and
the Apostle Islands ftwenty-seven in number).
Winmnsiii is fairlj* stocked with large game, and
has wild-fowl and small game in abundance. For
wild-fowl the best resorts are Horicon, Piie/cami, and
Kuglikonung Lakes, also Lake Winneconue, and tlie
numerous shallow inlets and baj-s along Lake Michigan, and the lowlands of the Chippewa, St. Croi.x, and
Mississippi Rivers. Forlargegame the north and the
northeastern districts are likely to prove the most
successful.
Minnesota.— '^\\ii Land of Lakes, undoubtedly the
fisherman's paradise, is very fairly stocked witli large
game, and abounds with wild-fowl, fur-bearing animals, and small game. The Northern Pacific Railway
runs through some of the best hunting-grounds of
North America. Duluth is a good place to start from;
Detroit and Fargo, on the North Red River, are excellent starting-points farther west.
The Red Lake
region and Fort Pembina are recommended for large
game while for duck-shooting one cannot go wrong,
there being more suitable feeding-ground for waterfowl in this State, probably, than in any other State
Tliere are likevrise grouse, woodcock,
in the Union.
and snipe in abund.ance.
luira is not celebrated for large game, but is excellent for its pinnated-grouse and duck-shooting.
For ducks and wild-fowl. Comanche, on the Jlississlppi, is a good center
but all along that river, and
the Missouri, and the hundreds of small, nuiddy-bottomed streams and ponds throughout the State, the
sportsman can s<-iircely fail to make a large bag.
AlinsoKi-i.
The southeastern part of this State is
excellent wild-fowl ground. In some of the forests
north and west there is a fair s|irinkling of deer and
a few turkeys. For wild-fowl the Mississippi offers
the best ground, and also the Little, l?hick. and St.
Francix Riv<'rs, and all almut the sunken lands nciir
New Madrid. These grounds exteml into .Vrkansas.
and along the Castor. St. Francis. Black, Wliile. Little lied, Arkansas, and Wasliita Rivers, anil at other
;

;

—

Smith

nnil

Wesson's Re-

pt'iiting-rifle.

F.

Wesson's Breech-loading Rifle.

well timbered, and intersected with numernorth
ous haymtH. In the south, the many bays, lagoons,
marshes, and canebrakes swarm with wild-fowl and
For wild-fowl the mouths of the Jlissisalligators.
sippi are without i)arallel. In the canebrakes are many
bears and turkeys, bothof whichare hunted by dogs.
The north and centerabound with deer, turkeys, and
rabbits, while bears are numerous, and, in the season, snipe, woodcock, and quail in very large numbers.
Alexandria is strongly recommended for its shooting.
Tcrai.— This Slate, with an area of nearly 240,000
square miles, contains some of the finest h\nitin^grounds in the world, but, for the most part, difticiut
The coast all along, and esi)ecially about
of access.
Galveston and the mouth of the Rio Grande del Noris
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aboiimis with various kinds of wild-fowl. Hous- ing" is practiced for deer, and antelope are
in some
ton is a niucli- visited ciiitcr for dci>r,!;rousc,and quail- districts very numerous.
shooting. Hears, di'tr, and like naini' are general in
Indian TirriU>ry abounds with game of every dethe wooded parts of llie State. Northern Texas is the scription. If is, however, against the law of Ilie'Tnihome of the buffalo, liul tlie ground is best ap])roaehed ted States for any wliite man to kill game on Indiaa
from Kansas. This and We.sluru Texas are very well Reservations.
Neir Meriet) likewise abounds with game, but is infested with robbers and dillicult of access.
K.xcursions may be made from llie I'dvanced posts on the
Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Hallway with fair
to,

Lcfaiicli'

success, but the toil in most cases would exceed the
sport.
Arizona is well stocked with game and water-fowl,

Enellsh SidiMu iiun. linr-lorks.

stocked with all kinds of gani<> found on the Plains; Yuma is now easily reached by rail from California,
but owing to the numerous Indians, and the still nK)re It is a mountainous country, and up to the present is
numerous white thieves, non<- but a large and well- cliietly occupied l)y miners. The next fi w years will
escorted party dare cross the Llano Estacado or the doubtless open u)) this country wonderfully, when it
Rio Pecos. The mostavailal)legroundfrom the south will be the finest hunting-ground west of the Rockies,
lies to the west of San Antonio. In Texas "tire-hunt- Caniping-out in large companies will however,
be
'

|

,

1

SPORTING- AEMS.
necessary for several years, and the

liest districts

Utah does not abound with large game, but is fairand other grouse;

are

and danijerous to get access to.
California abounds with mam- varieties of game
Nevada County is one of the most accessible for game,
most
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ly stocked with antelope, blackcock,

difficult

Common Musket Rearsigl
Rear Combined Open and Peep Sight, Graduated.
and the regions of Lakes Talioe and Independence and on the Great Salt Lake there are plenty of geese,
(reached from Emigrant Gap Station, V P. Railway) ducks, swans, and wild-fowl. Ogden has fair sport
are famous for bear (grizzly) and large game. The in its neighborhood.
^

.

Remington Sporting and Target KiHe.

Railway runs through a
The San Joaquin Valley is also
fine shooting-region.
good ground, and from Los Angeles may be reached
the Big Pine MitunUiing, where game of all kinds is
There is also a good district near
verj' numerous.
Humboldt Boy. in the north, reached by steamer from
San Francisco. The peninsula of Lower California
is too wild and remote a region to offer special inducements to sportsmen. In many parts of Califor-

Oregon Branch

of the C. P.

nia wild-fowl are so numerous as to necessitate the
posting of guards about newly so\vn grain-tields to
protect the crops. The resorts are very numerous,
some of the most celebrated being the Sau Joaquin
and Sacramento Rivers, the mouth of Feather River,
Cash Creek, Tomales, Suisun. Sonoma, and San Francisco Bays, Tulare and Clear Lakes.
Nevada is not an attractive country to the sportsman, being for the greater part desert land. The best
game resorts lie within an easy distance of the C. P.

RaUway. The Humboldt range is fairly stocked with
game; the Sierra Nevada is a favorite resort, and
M'a^hje County is the
reached by stage from Reno.
best stocked good starting-places and headquarters
being Verdi, ^\ ashoe City, and Wadsworth. Winnemucca. Wells, Carlin. and Elko are in the midst of a
good antelope, deer, grouse, and duck country. At the
first there is also the chance of blackcock and "bighorn.
;

I

[

j

Colorado is a
shooting. It seems that in Colorado, game, although
not scarce, is by no means so plentiful as in Wyoming and Jlontana. Near Denver there are grouse,
quail, geese, and turkeys. For larger game the North
and Jliddle Parks have been recommended. Manitou, Estes Park, and Central City are in the neighborhood of antelope, bear, deer, and a little wapiti shootThere are several varieties of ducks and geese,
ing.
but wild-fowl and small game are not so abundant asin other States.
Kansa-^ was once the sportsman's paradise, but is
so rapidly settling up that it is not safe to recommend
There are, or were, plenty of anit for large game.
telope, but the indosure of the land for sheep-farms
has greatly interfered with the habits of this retiring
animal. Some of the best shooting may be had from
the Stations on the Kansas Pacific and the Atchison,
Topeka and Santa Fe Railways. Hutchinson, on the
latter, is a good starting-place for the antelope coimtry.
Fort Dodge is also in a good countrj-. Turkeys are not scarce, and grouse and quail may be shot
anywhere west of Salina.
Xehraskn is fairly stocked with elk, deer, antelope,
turkeys, and goodly numbers of grouse, rabbits, and
wild-fowl. For elk'the Loup Fort of the Platte River
is said to be very good; other Stations are in Dawsoa
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County. Xear the bonU-rs of Wyominjr. deiT and
Antrlopi' and Ogalolla
anti'lope are fairly pli-utiful.
For
Stations liave mnnl ground in tlicir vicinity.
wild-fowl tiio tlkliorn Valley is a good district, but
thev arc pretty numerous throughout the Slate.
Wj/nming is. as \vc have already mentioned, the
best locality for large game in the States; wapiti,
buffalo, deer, antelope, bears, moose, and mountain

antelope are very numerous
arc the finest regions
((uail and grouse abound in great numin the latter
bers, whilst tliere are myriads of geese, ducks, and
other wild-fowl. The country is rich in the common
fur-auimals, and also silver foxes, and pumas orcou;

:

gars.
Mnn/iingttin
.

.

Temt/TH also abo\nids in large game,
fur-bearing animals, and all kinds of feathered game.
The only dillicully is the tro\ibleof getlinirthere, and
then getting safely back to the settlements with the
spoil.
Vancouver is a good place from which to lit

sheep being numirous in some dislricis. The Laramie Plains, the Fremont Peak, and especially the Bigliorn Mountains, Wind I{iv<'r and Yellowstone Valley regions are, it is reported, alive with game. Buf- out.
falo arc foiuid chietlv in the northern suction: bears
chiefly in the Black lllills; antelope, deer, and small

game everywhere.

—

JhtkoUi.
ThisTerritory contains the larger portion
of the northern buffalo range: it is sparsely settled,
and contains large and numerous Indian Heservations.
Bismarck, on the Northern Pacitic Bailway, is a good
starting-point.
The ground may be reached from
Hawlins on the I'. P. Railway. There is game in a-

bundance, but camping out

is necessary.
Miiiit<inii.—T\m Territory also includes part of the
buffalo range. Game is in great abundance throughout the Territory. Hawlins or Bismarck may be made
Helena is a good center id work the
starting-points.

Vernier Peep Sight.

Missouri Valley. The finest natural scenery and sport
are to be fouml in this Territory, but at present it is
difficult of access.
Itlahi.
This mountainous

—

known. For good sport

it is

Territory

is

but

lillli

second only to Jlonlanu.

Buffalo will not be found in (juantities, if at all but
there are ])lenty of deer, wapiti, bears, and a few jianthers and antelope wolves, foxes, and fur-bearers
are in any quantity. Its inaccessibility niak<>s it more
the paradise of the trapper than that of the .•sportsman.
ijoubli-giin.
Remington Heavy Mo
Sportsmen usually start from Ki-llon Staiiou.on the
territory of
acquired
recently
verv
AlnKkn.-~T\i\»
U. P. Hallway, and fit out at Idaho City or at Boise.
The Snake River region is one of the best and most the United States is "in regulaV communication with
ConsuTt Farroir's Mounmin Hc^niting. .Nin Francisco by steamer. It isa wild, boggy country,
accessible.
rich in fur-bearing animals, notably the fur-seal; and
New York, 1881.
Oregon is a fine field for sportsmen, but difficult of fish, bears, and deer are fairly plentiful: but it can
access. In most of the valleys large numbers of elk never be recommended as a sporting locality, as it
and three other varieties of deer roam almost unmo- rains almost incessantly nine months out of every
lested.
The Yaquina Vallej-and Cascade Mountains twelve, and its inhabitants are among the most de:

:

ii-l
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graded of Aborigines. Of tlie unexplored country in- holes instead of one large hole of sufficent diameter
land it is conjectured much must be valuable and to contain three joints. The total length of the arm
See Smallhabitable, but near the coast the average rainfall is is 41.3 inches, and its weight 6.87 lbs.
96 inches yearly. The various military' and sporting- arms and Springfield Rifie.
SPRXNGFIELD-JONESkAGAZINE-GUN.— This arm
arms at present manufactured and possessing great
merit are illustrated and described at length under is the well-known Uniteil States Service Springfield
rifle, with several alterations and additions as follows:
The tiring-pin guard has been removed, and the outer
end of tlie thumb-piece slotted in the direction of the
This slot receives one end of a
a.xis of the barrel.
lever, which is secured by a pin about which it may
turn in a direction toward the under side of the
thumb-piece. A flat spring lying in a groove in the
upper surface of the thumb-piece to which it is secured by a screw, bearing on a flat and against a
shoulder on the upper extremity of the lever, returns
it to position and limits its motion in the reverse diAn arm, securely attached by the tumblerrection,
screw to the hammer, on which a shoulder has been
cut to prevent rotation, bears against the lower end
of the lever and raises the thumb-piece when the
hammer is brought to the half or full-cock, and thus
unlocks the breech-block. A piston, pivoted to the
left side of the breech-block, is surrounded by a spiral spring,tlie rear end of which finds a bearing on a
metal plate attached to theleft hand side of the stock,

—

Lyman

Sight.

These
the irrespective titles throughout this work.
descriptions, together with the illustrations given in
this article, will enable the reader to readily comprehend the merits and distinguishing features of the
ditferent arms and systems. See B'iker Gun, Breechloader, Parker Giin, Remington Rifle, Small-eirms.
Spe nrer-Roper Small-nrms, and Springfield Rifl^.
SPREAD-EAGLE. In Heraldry, an eagle, or the figure of an eagle, with its wings elevated and its legs
e.\tended often met as a device in Heraldry, upon
militarv ornaments, and the like.

—

:

SPRINGFIELD CARBINE.— This arm

differs

from

No

the front of which is bent at right angles to the receiver. A hole through the plate admits the rear end
of the piston. When the breech-block is unlocked by
the cocking of the hammer the spiral spring throws
up the block and extracts the empty shell. The well
of the receiver has been deepened at the rear, and
the lower part of the breech-pin cut away to form a
channel through which the cartridges may feed from
the magazine, which is in the butt-stock. The ejectorstud has been replaced by a movable one, which is
depressed to the bottom of the receiver at the instant
the cartridge leaves the magazine. This stud is pivoted at its rear to a block just above the trigger-mortise.
A short distance in advance of its pivot it passes
through a pin, which bends about the magazine-tube
The magaand enters the tang-screw hole above.
zine proper consists simpl}' of the familiar-tube, spiral
spring, and piston, and requires no comment. The
operation of the magazine system is as follows The
piece having been cocked and the breech-block being
thrown up by the spiral piston spring, the operator
:

1

No. 2

3J1»
No. 3
the Springfield rifle in the following points;— The
barrel is 32 inches long the thickness of metal at
the breech and at the muzzle is not changed. It has
a half stock; but one band, whicli has a hook-swivel
for stacking and has no ramrod.
It is slung by a
ring which plays on a bar attached to the left side of
the stock, opposite to tlie look. The front sight is
removable, so that it can be replaced in case of wear:
it is secured to the stud by a pin: the base of the rear
sight is graduated to .500 j-ards, and the leaf to 1200
yards. The tumbler has an additionalnotch, the co/fi^
(lurking) mite/i, on which to carry the hannner when
the breech is closed, as it then overlies the firing-pinguard and ])revents the block from opening. The
drawing represents the three parts of a. jointed rnmrod, which is intended to be used for cleaning the
carbine, and. with the aid of the headless shell-extractor, removing burst cartridge-shells.
No. 1 and
No 2 joints are alike, and have a male screw at one
end and a female screw at the other. The third joint
has a head at one end and a male screw at the other.
To prevent cutting away too much of the stock, the
receptacle for the ramrod is formed of three small
:

;

^^
presses on a hollow screw. The lower detent then descends, and the first cartridge, under the pressure of
the magazine spring. slips by and enters the chamber.
As the lower detent is depressed the upper one also
descends, checking the second cartridge. When the
pressure on the hollow screw is relieved a spring returns the detents to the original positions: the second
cartridge then passes the upper and ischecked by the
lower detent. As a single-loader the piece is operated
in the ordinary manner, the lower detent serving as a
cut-off to the magazine. As a magazine-gun three motions are necessarj- to operate it, viz., opened, closed,
fired.
As a single-loader four (Jistinet motions are
This
necessary, viz., opened, loaded, closed, fired.
gun carries five cartridstes in the magazine and one
in the chamber.
See Magnzine-gun.

SPRINGFIELD EIFLE.-^The small-arms employed
in the

United States Service are the

r/rfsfor infautr)-,

mounted soldiers.
After a series of exhaustive experiments and a full
trial. the Si.riugfieM system was adopted for the rifle
and carbine, with a caliber of 0.4')-inch. The barrel

and a carbine and

of the

rifle is

of

revolver for all

low

steel.

Its

length

is

33.6 inches;
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the thickness of metal at tlu- breech is 0.297-inch; is prevented by tlie engagement of its forward end
from this point it gradually din\inishes (the exterior vmder the ears or hinges of the receiver, as shown in
element being a slightly "re-entering curve) to the the drawing.
The hammer-gimrd oa the breech-block is intended
muzzle, where it is 0.14 "-inch. The rilling consists
of three plain concentric grooves, 0.235 inch wide, to prevent the accidental striking of the tiring-pin by
equal in width to the lands, 6.00.5inch deep, with a uniform twist
of one turn in twenty-two inches. The grooves start from the
center of the thniat, the bottom
of them is therefore not coutinnous with the surface of the
chamber. The chamber extends
2".1.").5 from the base of the bore,
and is made slight ly conical so
N
/
^
as to facilitate the withdrawal of
.V
the cartridge-case. The contraction of the chamber, caused by
the dilTerence in dianictiT of the
carlridge-shelhuul of the bullet,
At the
is known as the thnmt.
moulli of the chamber Acminter.
bi>re is cut for the head of the
cartridge. and a slot is cut in the
barrel for the reception of the
eji<t()r.
Fig. 1 represents a section nine-tenths size
of the breech-li lading system, by a vertical plane
parsing through the axis of the receiver, with the several parts projected lliereoii,and showing their rela'

,

|

Si
1

1

\

—

—

\

\

tive ])Osition.

the bottom of the receiver; B.the harrel.wixh
screw-thread; C, \\\ehriirh-.tcriir,'K\{\\ its circular re<-ess to receive the cam-latch
K, the hinyt.j.in around
•which the breech-hlijrk{\^) Unui: F.the cinn-hitch. that
locks the Itrcech-block iu place; G.the citiii-lalrh spring
to press the caiu-latch intt> the recess
II, the Jirhig.
pin, which transmits the blow of the hammerlo the
jjriming of the cartridge; I, thejiriiig-pin Kpriiig (uo
longer used), to press the tiring-pin back w henever the
hammer is raised J, Ihi' nirmt'n; to withdraw the
empty cartridge-shell after tiring. K, in tlw ijtctorxpriiir/ Kpindk. 'When the breech-block is closed, the
point of the ejector-spring spindle ])resses against the
extractor above the ])osition of the axis of the hingeblock, and no motion takes place. AVhen the breechblock is raised so as to jiress against the big (M) of
the extractor, the j)oint (J) moves slowly to the rear,
withdrawing the shell - the upper part of tliee.xtractor meanwhile compressing the ejector-spring. When
the direction of the i)resMire of tlie spring ])asses below the center of the hinge. lie extractor moves rapidly and throws the shell clear of the receiver. L is tlie
ejecUir-stud, which serves to dcHect the shell upward
and thereby clear the well of the receiver, as seen in
the drawing.
Fig. 2 represents a side-view of the breech-block;
full size.
A is the hinge-, B is the/(/« of the block;
C is the arch (now tilled in to give the block greater
stillness),
is the cirmh; E is the t'reechJ)l<icK- cap receiK&nA screw-hole; F is the cam-latch refess and cnmahnfl hijle,i\\ii latter being a loose fit for the cam-shaft
which passes through it J is the hammer-guard : K
is the hinge-pin hole, which is slightly elongated hor-

A,

^

S^

is

;

;

;

I

'L,.

D

;

izontally.

When the piece is fired, the horizontal elongation
of the hinge-pin hole permits the breech-block to
slide bodily backward under the influence of the discharge. By this means, and by tlie enlargement of
the cam-shaft hole, a direct bearing is obtained by
the interposition of ihe cam, which, abutting asiainst
the front surface of its recess in the block at one end
transfers the recoil directlyto its recess in tlie face of
the breech-screw at the other end. wllioul subjecting the shaft on which it turns to any strain.
The
bearing of the cam is above the center of the breechscrew, and its resistance consequently tends to press
the rear end of the breech-block downward and forward.

The tendency
ing, in case of

of the front of the block toward liftan escape of the gas from the cartridge,

Flc.

1.

the hammer when by the act of closing the piece, th«
firing.guard is thrown up.
Neither the hammerguard nor the firing-pin guard is intended to hold
down the breech-block by catching under the bam-
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The tendency of the block to rise is felt, if at
the forward end. The hrefch-sKri'ir closes the
rear of the receiver; it is composed of the hoily,Uwjfi,
which fits into a mortise in the stock and prevents the
barrel from turning in its bed, and the tang, which
assists in securing the receiver and barrel to the stock,
and for this purpose is pierced with a hole for the
tting-serew. which also passes through the stock and
screws into the guard-plate.
Fig. 3 represents the firing-pin, full size.
It is
kept in place by the firing-pin screw, which projects
The position of
into the slot (A) on its under side.
this screw is shown in the broken lines representing
the raised position of the breech-block (see Fig.l).
mer.

all. at

The

3d.

highest portion of the base and the lowest

graduation-mark of the leaf correspond to the same
range, thereby obviating a blank space in the old
sight.
4th.

For greater convenience

sight, the

in manipulating the
graduation-marks are placed on the left-

hand side of the

base.

The shape and

size of the rifle and carbinesights are the same they differ only in the position
of the graduation-marks, and are distinguished by the
letters
and C stamped on the respective bases.
The construction of the inside of the lock is shown,
half-size, in Fig. 6.
The tumbler CB) passes from
the inside through the lock-plate, and is connected
.5th.

;

R

Fig. 2.

Fig. 4 represents front and side-views of the frontsight and bayouet-stuil, three-fourths size, which is
brazed on to the barrel. A is the sight; B, the stud,
by which the bayonet is fastened to the barrel.
Fig.
represents a side and rear-view of the rearsight, full size.
It consists of the bn>ie (A), the leaf
(B), and the slide (C).
The base is fastened to the
barrel by two screws.
To prevent the unnecessary
removal of the base, these screws are made without
rny slit in the head. The leaf is hinged to the base
by means of a pin.
It is held tirmly when either
closed or raised by the rear-sight base-spring. The
slide (C) moves easily on the leaf to which it is made
friction-tight by the rear-sijht slide-spring. Fordis-

Fig.

by the square and tumbler-screw to the hammer (A).
The small end of the tumbler is held in place by the
bridle (C), which is fastened to the plate by the bridlesrreic (D).
The sear (E) is held in place by the sear,
screir (F), which also passes through the longarm of
the bridle. The sear-spring (G) keeps the sear in the
tumbler-notch, and is held to the lock-plate bv the
sear^spring screw (H).
The main-gpring (I) abuts
against the bolster, and is connected to the tumbler
by the swivel (J). K K are the side-screw holes.
Fig. 7 represents the lock-plate,half-size, showing

A

the position of the holes, etc.
is the cam-latch
B, the bolster; C, main-spring notch: D. mortise for main-spring pivot
E, hole for arbor of the

notch

;

:

.3.

up to 500 yards the graduation-marks are tumbler; F F, side-srrew holes G, hole for bridlestamped upon the side of the "base, and the leaf is screw H, hole for the sear-screw I, hole for searturned down so that the slide may rest upon the spring screw
K,
J, mortise for sear-spring stud
mark which gives the desired range. For distances bridle-pivot mortise. This form of lock-plate is made
greater than .500 }-ards the leaf stands upright, and by milling or reducing the thickness of the old ones
the slide is adjusted so that itstopedge will indicate on hand. The bolster (B) of all tieio lock-plates is
the desired number.
formed by inserting a screw at tlie same point and
tances

;

;

;

;

;

D

represents a cross-section of the base through undercutting the projecting head. Fig. 8 represents
the front screw-hole, while the dovetail mortise indi- the tumbler and tumbler-screw.fuU size. The tumbler
transmits the power of the main-spring to the hammer.
is the body
B is the arbor, which passes
through the lock-plate.
The part of the arbor exterior to the lock plate is called the square (C).
It
fits into the tumbler-hole of the hammer
in the end
of tlie arbor is a hole (F) into which the tumblerscrew (I) is screwed, fastening the hammer to the
tumbler. The pivot (D) supports the other end of
the tumbler in the bridle.
At the front end of the
tumbler is a slot into which the main-spring swivel
cates the manner in which the base-spring is fastened. fits, and is connected
with a tumbler by a rivet passThe rear-sight here represented was adopted in ing through the hole (E). On the under side are tlje
1877.
It differs from the original sight for the .45" siifety-iiotek
(K),the half-eork noU-h (H), and the cockcaliberrifle and carbine in the following particulars, notch (G), into
which the sear catches when the hamviz:
rner is drawn back to safety. half, and fuU-cock posi1st. The shape of the sighting-notch is more open, tions,
respectively. Fig. 9 represents a side and botor like a '• buck-horn " sight, and its center is more tom-view, half size,
of the guard-plate which supclearly defined by a slight vertical cut.
ports the trigger and strengthens the weak part of
3d. The steps are removed from the base, and the the stock, "a is the strap;
B B. the bolsters; C C,
number of graduations on the leaf are increased so the trigger-stud and 7m>rtise.
D, holes for gtiardas to give ranges between each 100 yards.
boir. E E, holes for teood-screics ; F, hole for trigger.

A

:

D

SPKINGFIELD RIFLE.

GJiole for Utng-*creir. The trigger is attarlied
to the gimrtl-phite by a .screw uboul which it moves
The pres.sure exerted by the upper part of the blade
of the trigger against tl>e tang of the sear, disengages
the nose of the sear from tlic notch of tlie tumbler,
relieves the main-spring, and brings down llic ham-

band, and the heel of the butt-])latc are all plainly
engraved. The description and dimensions of the
parts of the rifle, other than those above mentioned,
are the same as those of the corresponding parts of the

fcreir;

mer

willi force

upon the
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The ramrod

tiring-jiin.

Springlield

ritle, caliber .45".
All of" these rifles
after April, 1877, have a detachable pistol-grip
handle and the ])eep sight, as well as the buck-horn
sight, arc graduated with apj>r<>xi»inU tivcnnivy for the
Frankfonl rille-cartridge. The lowest elevafion on
both sights corresponds to HO yards range.
The following directions for using the Springfield

made

is

:

divided into the lund, slotted and grooved for the
wiping rag; the miteh w'hich catches against the ramrod-stop and holds the rod in place and the eaniulvren, for the purpose of giving the lingers a tirm grip
in cleaning the piece.
All the metallic parts of the breech-loading system should be carefully observed:
rifle are browned, except these which are case-hard- 1
liaise the breech-block by pressing against the
ened these are blackened. The total length of the thumb-piece upward and forward till the breecharm, without bayonet, is 51.9 iuches and its weight block rests on tlie receiver; if tliirc be an emjily shell
8.18 lbs
The trigger is adjusted to inill of! at from in the chamber, it will be loosened from its i)lacc by
6 to 8 lbs.
the extractor and thrown out by the ejector-spring.
The model of the Springfield rifie for offlcers has a I'lace the cartridge in the chamber with the thumb
and two foretingers then seize the
thumb-piece with the thumb and
forefinger
the other lingers in front
of the breech-block- and close it
down the breech-block will press
the cartridge home. The cam-latch
will spring into its ji'iice and lock
but, to make sure of tliis, it may
it
Ik- well that the soldier acipiire the
habit (jf pressing the thumb on the
thumb.piece as the hand is withdrawn. 3. The surface of the cam;

.

:

;

—

;

:

and that of the recess in tlie
lireech-screw should be kept free
from dust ;ind rust, to prevent stick,
ing in opening the breech after each
ilischarge; these surfaces should be
well oiled occasionally antlDieH iriped
(In/.
The force of the discharge is
exerted against both ends of the
latch

body

of

tile

cam-latch

;

and

to in-

sure this, the arbor and body of the
cam-latch sluift are made purposely
to tit their bearings loosely. 8. The
hammer sliouUl habitually be carRoiir Siu-liu
F\a.
ried at the .safety-notch, and great
weight of 8 pounds, varying with the density of the care should be taken that the motion of the tiringwood used in the stock. The length of the oarrel is pin be not obstructed by dust or rust. 4. ishould
20 inches. Tlie stock is checked "fore and aft" the the extractor cut through the rim of the shell and
breech, and is tipped with white metal.
The rifle thereby fail to withdraw it, draw the ramrod and
has a plain" buck-honi " sight on the barrel, gradu- drive the shell out. r,. The chamber should be kept
ated like the service-sight, and also has peep and clean, and great care should be observed to prevent
globe-sights.
The globe-sight can be folded down cartridges fouled with dirt, and particularly sand, from
on the barrel when its pin becomes an open front- being inserted or discharged in the piece, as the exsight, which is used witli tlie buck-horn sight.
The pansion of the shell presses the sand into the metal
peep has a lateral as well as a vertical motion, and
by turning the screw and loosening it, may be adjusted to counteract any deviation to the right or
left.
When at the bottom of the slide, the peep is
adjusted for a range of .W yards: when at the lop, it
is adjusted for a range of 1,100 yards.
The peep
sight may be folded down on the barrel either forward or backward.
In the fornu'r position, the
peep should be pushed to the bottom of the slide, or
the hammer in being cocked will strike it. The
globe-sight is distant from the buck-horn and peep
sights just 20, K inches and ;52.T."> inches. respectively.
The rifle has a " single-set " trigger. When mI,, it is
a hair-trigger; v/hen unsH, it is the ordinary servicetrigger, reciuiring a pizll of about four pounds. The
trigger should be set by pushing it forward with the
thumb, nftfr risking Vie hammer never hefi/re. A
Via. 6.
" fly" in the tmnbler carries the sear over the halfcock notch when the trigger is set. The ramrod is and mars the surface of the chamber, and thus causes
of wood, both ends being ferruled with brass, nickel, the shell toslick. Care should also be taken in cleanplated.
The ferruh; on the smaller e:;d has a slot ing the chamber to wipe away all free nil. as its presfor the admission of a wiping-rag
that on the larger ence is found to lead to a pulling apart of the cartend has a milled head for convenience in drawing ridge-shell somewhere between its head and the seat
out the rod.
A small pin in the under side of the of the bullet. The shell of an exploded cartridge
barrel, entering a hole in the rod just below this should not be allowed to remain in the chamber any
milled head, prevents the rod from slipping out of length of time for fear 't may adhere by corrosion.
The breech-block, receiver, liammer, lock, C. Should the thumb-piece interfere with the head
place.
r,.

i

—

—

—

;

—
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of the hamnifrin raisius the breech-block, it is proliable that either the tumbler or sear-screw is too loose
or broken. 7. It sliovikl be borne in mind that t lie
ejector, cam-latch, and tiring-pin springs are ci'iivtnjV«< rather than f«»fn<(V;6"; and that the breaking of
one or all of them does not necessarily until tlie piece
for further service.
The extractor alone will loosen

below the rear sight, the right hand grasping the
stock by the handle; and if it cloes not leave the stock,
tap the plug in the muzzle gently against the ground
or floor, which will loosen the breech end from the
stock.
This is preferable to lifting the barrel out by

the muzzle, because if the tang of the breech-screwshould bind in the wood, the head of the stock would
be liable to be split by raising the muzzle first. 10,
Remove the hinge-pin by pressing on its point with the
point of the tumbler-punch until the end carrying the
arm projects sufficiently far to enable it to be "grasped
and removed by the fingers. 11 Remove the breechblock carefully, so as not to allow the extractor and
ejector-spring to fall to the ground.
12. Remove
the extractor and ejector-spring.
13. Remove the
cam-latch
by
unscrewing
the breech-block cap-screw,,
Fig. T.
and loosening the cap with the point of the screwthe shell so that it can be easily removed by the fore- driver. 14. Remove the cam-latch spring. 1.5. Turn
finger, or it will fall to the ground if the muzzle be out the firing-pin screw, then take out the firing-pin
elevated when the breech is open. 8. Should the and spring from the breech-block.
The foregoing,
.

head of a cartridge come

a.
off in the act of tiring
Insert the lieadless-shell extractor (spring-point foremost) into the rear end of the cartridge-shell, and push
it forward with the thumb until the rear end of the
extractor is flush with the end of the barrel. Turn
the back of the hand toward the well of the receiver,
and with the linger push in the extractor until its
base is flush with the rear end of the headless shell.
This insures the hook-prongs being at least fourtenths (0" .4) of one inch beyond the front end of the
shell.
The length of the headless shell is only 2 inches, while that of the extractor, from the ba,se to
the hooked shoulder of prongs, is 2". 4.
h.
Leaving
the breech-block open, draw the ramrod, or cleaningrod, insert it in the muzzle of the piece, lower it carefully until it rests upon the head of tlie extractor
then press down gently upon the rod, and it will push
the extractor before it until the prongs strike the edge
of the shell.
Now press down firmly, but without
shock, and the hooks of the prongs will
grip the forward end of the shell. The
resistance to any further motion will
indicate that the hooks have come to a
bearing. Spring the ramrod the first
time gently
and the extractor and
shell will be ejected together.
The
breech must be so placed that the block
will not interfere with the ejection.
To replace the broken and defective
parts, as well as to facilitate the cleaning the arm, the soldier should learn
the proper method of taking the rifle
apart and putting it together.
The
parts should always be dismounted in
the following order:
1.
Unfix the bayonet.
2.
Put a plug of soft wood in the muzzle of the barrel.
3. Draw the ramrod.
4. Turn out the tang-screw.
5. Take off the lock.
To do this, first put the hammer at half-cock then unscrew partially the side-

parts are

all

be taken

off or

found necessary todismounted. The soldier should never
dismount the band-springs, guard, side-screws, itashers, buU-plnte, or rear-siglit, except when an officer
considers it necessar}'. The breech-screw should only
be taken out b}' an armorer, and never in ordinary
cleaning. The lock shouldnot be taken apart, northe bayonet-clasp taken off, except when absolutely
necessary in the opinion of an oflScer. The parts
which are especially assigned to be dismounted by an
experienced armorer will be stated in their regular
that will usually be

order following No. 15, viz 16. Takeout the upper
and lower band-springs, using a wire-punch of proper
size.
17. Take out the side-screws.
18. Take out
the guard, using care to prevent injuring the wood
at each end of the guard-plate.
19. Take out the:
side-screw washers with a drift-punch.
20. Take
out the butt-plate screws with the largest blade of
:

the screw-driver,

and remove

tlie

butt-plate. 21.

Re-

—

—

I

—

:

Fig,

a

move

the rear-siglit by turning out the rear-sight
screws with a clamp screw-driver. 22. Remove the
receiver.
In doing this, be particular to see that the
extractor is removed beforehand. 23. Turn out the
breech-screw by means of a "breech-screw wrench,"

screws, and, with a slight tap of the head of each suited to the tenon of the breech-screw. No other
screw with a wooden instrument, loosen the lock wrench should ever be used for this purpose, and the
from its bed in the stock then turn out the side- receiver should be held during the operation in neatscrews and remove the lock with the left hand. 0. ly-fitting clamps. 24. The lock is taken apart in the
Remove the side -screws; taking care not to disturb following order a. Bring the hammer to full- cock
the washers.
7. Take olT the upper baud.
8. Take and claiup the notch of the screw-driver over the twooff the lower band. 1). Take out the barrel. In doing branches of the main-spring.
Remove the springthis, turn the rifle horizontally. with the barrel down- from the lock-plate, being careful not to let it go from
ward, holding the barrel loosely with the left hand the notch of the screw-driver, b. Turn out the sear;

:

:

SPRINGFIELD KIFLE MODIFIED.

turiiinsi this screw entirely out.
strike tlie elbow of the spriiis: with the screw-driver
so us to iliseugage the pivot from its mortise then
remove the screw anil sprinj;. c. Hemove the seard.
Kemove the bridle-screw and
screw and sear.
/'.
c. l{<'move llie tumbler-screw.
IJemove
bridle,
the tumbler. This is driven out with a punch inserted
in the screw-hole, whicli at the same time liberates
the hammer, g. Detach the main-sprint; swivel from
the tumbler with a ilrift-punch. See ! nhrinitivii <ij'
Fire-armn, I/etullcsn •S/iiil-i-xtraetor. J'ortable Fire(inim, ,S)iiiill-iinii>i, and Sjirinr/titld Ctirbine.
SPRINGFIELD RIFLE MODIFIED.- Hesidcs the verj'
well-know M inodil IsTO, disciibed above, there arc
various modilications, dilTiring from each other in
points of mechanism and action.
In the Springfieltt-SlilbiKin, the lock is set in a prolongation of the tang of the breeeh-serew, ai\d is altered mainly from the Sharps lock. The liring-pin
screw is replaced by a stop-pin kept in place by the
breech-block cap.
In the >SjiriiigJiiii!.Alliii. the cam-latch and thumbpiece are in one piece uistciid of being riveted together as in the 1870 model. It is tired by a centerlock, the main-spring of which lies under the receiver,
being dovetailed into it at its forward end. The tiring-pin screw is ri'iilaced by a stop-pin, which is kept
in l)lace by the breech-block cap.

spring screw. Before

;

In one model, the lock-plate is of uniform thickabout one luilf that of the 1870 model, tlienuunspring bolster being replaced by a screw. The shape
of the hammer and of the surrounding parts of the
stock are changed, so as to promote economy of manufacture and ease of manipulation.
In another model, the shape of the ejector-stud is
moditied.and a lining inserted into the receiver. with
the intention of facilitating the introduction of the
Tiess,

cartridires.

SPRINGS.

— Elastic

contrivances designed to

movement

facil-

of carriages over rough roads.
Their action may thus be explained
As the carriage advances along an even road, the spring is constantly deflected to that extent which balances all the
weight of the carriage. As soon as the wheel encounters an obstacle, tlie motion of the axle-tree is
changed suddenly from a horizontal to a circular
path; the center of the circle, or the axis, being the
point of contact between the wheel and obstacle. If .1
be the angle contained between the radius from this
point and the vertical,
the original velocity of the
carriage which the horse has to maintain then, the
velocity of the axle-tree in its new path= I'sec. A
and the vertical component of this new vclocity= Kx
itate the

SPRING TESTER.
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:

V

;

tan. .1, which is the velocity with which the a.\Ie-tree
is impelliil upwards towards the carriage, the wheels
being delleeted in proportion, lint if there be no
springs, the cam'ajrc /<«(/' must be given this new verand the carriage olfers a resistance to
tical velocity
rising proportional to its mass and to the tguare of
;

the velocity of the new moticm. And the aclditioual
resistance experienced by the horse is proportional to
this, causing a jerk on the traces and making the
work heavier. I5y using springs, however, the vertical motion of the axle-tree is applied to the spring
with a grmluiilly increaning pressure, producing a
correspondingly increasing detiection imlil the inertia
in the meanwhile, if the
of the carriage is overcome
speed be cousiderable, the obstacle is passed over
before any nuiteriul effect is produced upon the carExperiment points to the following concluriage.
For carriages calculated totravel at a walking
sion
pace, springs are of little or no use. Their value,
however, is at ance felt when the pace increases to a
trot, and is augmented with each increment of speed,
esiiiciallv up m hard, rough roads.
SPRING SPIKE.— spike having a shoulder and
spring to prevent its being too easily extracted. It
is used when guns arc spiked temporarily and are
See tS/iikf.
likely to be retaken.
SPRING TESTER. --A nuichine for ascertaining the
elasticity of springs under pressure.
The drawing
;

:

A

shows an improved machine

of this class with the

following
DIMENSION'S.

Extreme height
"

^>

11

length

width

ft.

Sin.

ft.

•^ft.

5.300 lbs.

Weiffht

and 30,000 pounds.
ADAPTATION.
Ifi in. X 16.J in.
Compression Surface above
16* in. X 5 ft.
below
1 ft. 10 in.
Space between Surfaces
1^ in.
Dynamic Motion
10 in.
Motion of Plunger
The power-pump is operated by a pulley and belt.
A lug projects from the corner of the lower table or
compression surface this lug intercepts a pawl that
is connected with a valve that controls the flow of
the liquid, and when the long table moves upward
to the desired height, the fluid is diverted from under the plunger back int6 the reservoir, thus securing a uniform test.
The upper table bears against weighing levers, and
is comparatively motionless, while the lower table
moves upwarifa and commimicates the pressure
Capacity 10,000,

Srj.dOO

:

—
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through the springs to the upper table, and thence Moses sent Joshua on such a purpose to the present
The lower ta- time. Their employments arc quite recognized by the
to the lever and weights as shown.
ble is well extended, so as to take in a long spring. law of nations as interpreted Ijy Grotius, Vattel^ and
Martens nor is it held to be any dishonor to a GenSee Teiti nfj-mnfhine
SPRITES. Wooden arrows which were anciently eral to avail himself of their services. On the other
hand, the spy him.self is looked upon as an outlaw,
projected from niuskets.
SPRUE. Strictl}'. the hole through which melted and one devoid of honor. If taken bj- the enemy,
metal is poured into the gate, and thence into the he is put to death ignominiously and without mercy.
mold. The term is applied to the waste jiieces of As, however, the calling is so dangerous, and so little
redounds to honor, it is never permissible for a Genmetal cast in this hole. See Holding,
SPUR. 1. An apparatus fastened to the lieel of eral to compel by threats, etc., any person, whether of
a horseman, for goading the liorse. It is much less his own or the hostile party, to act as spy but he is
used than formerly. All cavalry soldiers wear spurs; at liberty to accept all such services when proffered.
but their use, except in the heat of an actual charge, A spy is well paid lest lie betray his employer. In
In the days of the British Army spies are usually controlled by the
is discouraged as much as possible.
Martiallaw, though distinct
chi%'alry, the use of the spur was limited to knights, Quartermaster General.
and it was among the emblems of knighthood. " To enough in ordering the death of a spy, is not clear in
;

—
—

—

;

win his Spurs," was for a young man
hood by gallant conduct. The
degradation of a knight involved tlie hacking off of his
spurs and the serving before
a knight of a pair of spurs on
a disli. was a strong hint by
his host that he had outstayed his welcome.
In the United States Army,
;

to

A

—

earn knight- defining what constitutes a spy.
man not of the
enemy within the enemy's lines, and in the enemy's
uniform, would presumably be a spy. If in a civil
dress, and unable to give a good account of himself,
his chance of hanging would be considerable: but if
found in one camp in the uniform of the opposite
sifle. he might not be treated otherwise
q
than as a prisoner of war,or at least as a
n^

—

deserter from the enemy.
Both as regards honor and penalties,
it would seem that spies ought in fairall the mounted officers wear
or
ness to be divided into two classes
spurs made of yellow metil
first, those who betray their own coungilt with ornamentation, and
wear
the
same
try to an enemj-; secondly.those who. bethe cavalrymen
ing enemies, contrive surreptitioush' to
pattern with a plain surface.
obtain information by penetrating into
2.
A tower or block-house
the opposing army. The first class are
placed in the outworks before
traitors of a deep dye, for whom no igthe port.
nominious death is too bad: but thesec3.
A wall that crosses part
oml class are often brave men, who dare
of a rampart and connects to
uiuih in the service of their country.
the interior work.
It is unfair to accord to them the same
SPUR -NECK.— The part of
treatment as the traitors.
the spur projecting from the
SPY-GLASS.— In order that all the adshank and holding the rowel.
vantages gained by the use of the spyAbout the 1.5th century, when
glass may be more full}' understood, we
tournaments were greatl}' in
shall here briefly consider the optical
fashion, the -fpur-neck was extravagantly long. It became
principles involved in its construction.
shorter again in the lOtli century, when the spurs had The object-glass, receiving the rays of
very often rowels of twelve, fifteen and even eighteen light which proceed from all the points
of a visible object, converges them to a
points.
SPUR-TUBES.— Quill priming-tubes filled with in- focus, and there forms a minute. invertflammable composition, and ignited b}' applying the ed and very bright image. which maybe
match. The bodj- of the tube is tilled witli a com- seen by placing a piece of ground-glass
position of mealed powder moistened with camphor- to receive it at that point. The eyeated alcohol until a thick paste is formed: the compo- piece, actingas a compound microscope,
sition is introduced into the quill by pressing its low- magnifies this image, restores it to its
er end into the paste, thus taking up a portion of it. natural position, and conveys it to the
and repeating the operation until the quill is filled. eye. The visual angle which the image
small wire is then run through the axis of the tube, there subtends, is as many times greats
and allowed to remain there until the paste is drv-, er than that which would be formed
when it is withdrawn, leaving the composition per- without the use of the spy -glass as the
forated throughout its entire length. The object of number which expresses its magnifying
piercing the composition is to expose more surface to power. Thus, a spy-glass which magthe action of the flame; the ignition of the whole con- nifies twenty times increases the visual
tents of the quill is thus rendered instantaneous. The angle just as" much, and therefore diminhead of the tube, or spur is formed by inserting a islfes the apparent distance of the object
strand of quick-match, about an inch long, into the twenty times or, in other words, it will
composition through a hole near the head of the show "an object two hundred feet disquill.
This is protected by a small tube of stiff pa- tant, with the same distinctness as if it
per lashed at right angles to the quill. The end of the was distant only ten feet from the naked
quick-match is covered with a paper cap, and the eye.
The drawing will give a correct
whole is sheUacked over to protect it from moisture. idea of the manner in which the rays of
SPY.
person who secretly, in disguise or under liilht coming from an object are affectfalse pretense, seeks information with the intention eil bj' passing thorogh the several glassof communicating it to the enemy.
The spj' is pun- es of a spy-glass.
shall only conishable with death by hanging by the neck, whether sider the rays which proceed from the
or not he succeed in obtaining the information or in extremities.These. after passing through
conveying it to the enemy. If a citizen of the Uni- the object-gla.ss are converged to that
ted States obtains information in a legitimate manner, point the common focus of the object
and betrays it to the enemy, be he sT military or civil and eye-glasses. At this place the rays
officer, or a private citizen, lie shall suffer death.
cross "each other, and the image is then
Spies have been used in all w^ars from the time when inverted. The rays next come to the ob-

A

:

—A

We

—
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ject-lens,and passing through it arc rofractod so as
again to cross cadi otlicr. and conic thus to the arapHy this they arc again refracted, made
lifyingh>us.
more nearly parallel, and thus reach the large fieldlens.
After passing through this, Ihey form a magnitied and erect in\age in the focus of the eye-lens.
By tlie eye-lens the image is still further magnified,
and at lust enters the eye of the observer, suhtcnding
an angle as much greater than that at the i)oinl,(),
as is the magnifying power of the sin-glass. The
United States Signal Service instrument, made by
Messrs. Queen &, Co., embodies the three most important ((ualificutions of a gi>od spy-glass, viz., great
defining power, lightness, and portability. This glass
will, under ordinary circumstances, enable the observer to make out signals at a distance of twentysi.v miles, read the name on alight-sliii)at nine miles,
make out wild fowl at si.vteen miles,show shot marks
at very longest ranges, the time by a churcli clock at
si.x miles, and persons walking at ten and one-half
miles.
It is fitted with two leather caps, to which is
attached a strap, thus forming a light and efficient
case.
See O'ljerl-glnsx.
SQUAD. Any small number of men assembled for
troop or comthe purposes of drill or inspection,
pany of soldiers should be separated into as many
squads as there are Ollieers or Sergeants at hand to
drill them.
The awkward xquati comprises recruits
not yet fitted to take their places in the regimental

can be morereadilv formed into three or fourscpuireswhi< h will mutually protect each other, and form,
as it were, a system of redoubts. And if one of tlicse
combined S(iuares is broken by cav;dry, tbe cavalry
becomes disordered in the act. and the remaining
squares are left intact. Besides, in presenting a small
front to the attack of cavalry horses, fearing to charge
against the shower t>f balls which welcome them, are
apt to oblique to the right or to the left. If the face
of the sipiare is extended they cannot do so. and the
shock must fall on some part of the face, but the
smaller the faces of combined squares the greater will
be the intervals, and the more certain the success of
,

the defense.
From these considerations, it is apparent that large
squares ought not to be used, but that s<iuares of a
single battalion are worthy of all commendation. Tlie
formation of troops in two ranks is the prescribed order of the I'nited States infantry tactics. Marshal
.Marmont says: "Nothing can be said in favor of a
third rank.
Persons of experience know that if one
can, at a review, fire a volley in three ranks, it is impossible in war. It is better, therefore, to adopt the
two-deep formation, and to render it permanent."'
The tactics direct that the divisions.as a general rule,
A
shall always be formed before forming square. Marshal Bugeaud is of opinion that the scjuare formed
from the column by company, -vvhich would give u
depth of four or six men to the dillerent faces of the
square, is greatly to be preferred. Ajiart from the
line.
SQUAD -BAGS. Canvas bags provided for troops fact that such squaresare more expeditiously formed,
(one for every 25 men), for the purpose of relieving the face of the square is reduced one-half, and the
a soldier from carrying a complete kit on the line of square is strengthened by the reduction.
SQUARE PIERCED. In Heraldry, a term used tomarch or in the field. In Inilia. where knapsacks are
not carried by the soldier on the march. a small squad- designate a charge perforated with a square openbag is issued to each soldier.
SQUAD BOOK.— In the British Service, the roll of a
squad, containing, besides the names, the trades and
other particulars of the men.
SQUADRON. -In military language, two troops of
cavalry. It is the unit by wliicli the force of cavalry
with an army is ahvajs computed. Three or four
squadrons constitute a regiment. The actual strength
of a squadron varies of course with that of the comSquore-piercwI.
Qaarter-picrci'd.
ponent troops; but it ranges from 1211 to 200 sabers.
In naval atlairs a squadron is a section of a fleet, ing, SO as to show the field.
-\ cross sqnare-picrced
and constitutes the command of a junior Flag Officer is often improperly C(mfounded with a cross quaror Commodore.
where
ter-pierced,
the intersecting piirt of the crosa
SQUAUATA.
flexible cuirass composed of small is not MKTclv perforated, but entirely removed.
iron or bronze scales sewed on linen or leather, and
SQUARE POWDER.— The grain of this powder is
first worn by cavalry soldiers in the time of Polybius.
formed of two quadrangular pyramidal frustums unitAlso written Squmnmata.
ed on a square base. The side of this base is about
SQUARE. In military evolutions, the forming of 1.2."i inches, and the thickness of the grain 1.80 inches.
a body of men into a rectangular figure, with several
These powders were intended as experimental pow
ranks or rows of men facing on each side. NS'ith men ders for large calibers, and were made of three difof ordinary firmness a stjuarc sin mid resist t lie charges ferent densities, but of the same granulation, viz;
of the heaviest horse. The formation is not new, for
Granulation. Density.
a Grecian syntagma was a solid quare of KJ men in ev- G.8
1.775
11
ery direction; but in modern warfare the solid scjuare, G.T
1.760
11
having been found cumbrous. has luen abandoned for G.
1.715
11
the hollow square. with officers, horses, colors, etc., in
The tests were made in a 11-inch rifle, using as
the center. The front rank kneels, and the two next high as 85 pounds of G. S., with a .50.')-pound projecstoop, which enables five ranks of men to maintain a tile. The results demonstrated that the density of
rolling fire upon an advancing enemy, or to pour in a the G. S. was too high for the granulation.
G. W.
murderous volley at close quarters. The application of proved too violent owing to its low density, even with
the Kolid sqimre to resist cavalry appears to have been the moderate charge of 70 pounds.
introduced in 1798, when the French Army in Egypt,
The results obtained with G. T. were as follows:
being weak in cavalry, was opposed to overwhelming hordes of Mamelukes. At the battles of Chebreifs
C5-S
tr,>
tf.-_^
Kind of
and of the Pyramids. Bonaparte formed his infan- Nature of gim.
~
.powder.
echeloned
i'' s.
try
in squares against the Egyptian horse.
Alarge sqtiare has not proportionally a greater fire
is
small
one.
and
it
no
stronger.
In
charge
of
than a
a
Lbn.
Feet.
cavalry, that portion only which attacks the face of a
G.T.
< 70
50.5 1245 31.500
square is to be dreaded. If the face is much extended 11-inch rifle.
square.
505 181433000
75
't
the nmnber of cavalry that can bear down against

—

—
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—
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is augmented in like manner.
A sqiuin; of three
thousand men is not then any stronger than a square
These results, though only fair, yet indicate that
of one thousand. It would therefore be absurd to the charge might safi-ly be increased to 80 pounds,
form three thousand men in one square, because they with the promise of much better results; since for an
it
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point, A: when equilibrium
increase of .5 pounds, /, e.. from 70 to 7.5, the velocitj- center of gravity from the
has been increa.sed 71 feet, while the pressure, on the
when unstable,
is
is less thanother hand, has run up only 1 .500 pounds. See Qun- is stable,
R r
poirdtr.

X

SQUIRE.— The name formerly given
ant rm a warrior.
STAB —To pierce
.

RXr
R+r

to an attend-

greater Ihan-n-ith

a pointed

weapon

;

as, to

+

and when

X

;

neutral,

X=

Rxr
R+r

-

From these formuhe. the conditions of equilibrium of
he stabbed by a bayonet, dagger, etc.
STABILITY.— Wiien a body rests upon a surface a body, with a spherical base on a plane surface can
gc
the three spein such a manner that a vertical from its center of be at once deduced by making R
gravity falls within the largest polygon which can be cies of equilibrium being then represented in order
formed by joining the various points of contact of by X less than r. X greater than /•, and X ^r; the
base and surface, it will stand but if the contrarj' is simplest illustrations of these being respectively a segthe case, it will fall, unless e.xtraneously supported. ment of a sphere, a tall cone on a spherical base, and
If the base of the body be a plane, and the support- a sphere.
STABLE HORSE.— A name formerly applied to that
ing surface convex, or vice rer-nr. or if both base and
surface be convex, there will then be only one point part of the Tippoo Sahib's cavalry which was best
of support, and if the body be at rest, its center of armed, accoutered, and most regularlj- disciplined.
STABLES. Foul air is tlie cause of man)- diseases of
Gravity must be vertically over the point of contact,
hould a body so placed receive a slight impulse, it the horse. Hence the importance and economy of
will either oscillate to and fro, ultimately returning to spacious, clean, and well-ventilated stables. Ceilmgs
its original position, or remove further and further should be twelve or fifteen feet high, with large venfrom its original position, showing a tendency not to tilators through the roof,and a window or side-aperIf possible, the building should
return, or appear indifferent to any one position. In ture in each stall.
the first case, the body is said to be in Ktable, in the have no upper story or loft. In stables with a loft,
second case, in unstable, and in the third, in neutrnl ventilation from the top is always insufficient, and
equilibrium. It will appear at once that the prede- there must be side-openings well above the horses,
termining cause of equilibrium being of one rather so that the draught will pass over their heads. These
than of another of these species, is the tendency of the openings must never be closed except on the windcenter of gravity of ever}- body to seek a lower posi- ward side,to keep out rain or snow.
On the southern frontier, a cavalry-stable is best
In stable equilibrium the center of gravity of
tion.

=

.

:

—

the body may, and in unstable equilibrium

may not.

constructed on three of four sides of a rectangle so
as to inclose a stable-parade or court.
First build
an exterior stone or adobe wall, twelve or fifteen feet
high resting on this wall, and on posts or columns
set back some fifteen feet in the interior, is a roof so
pitched as to shed the rain outside of the inclosure
the stalls are arranged along the wall, with a window
opposite each horse.
In cold weather, the spaces
between the posts can be partly boarded up, and the
window-shutters fastened.
The forage and storerooms are constructed at the angles, taking advantage of the inclosure-walls, which form two sides of
the rooms.
hospital-stable should be somewhat
;

;

A

isolated, and have a large yard for tumingout invalids, who should be protected from sun and high

winds by an open shed against one side of the

in-

closure.
A picket-line is established in the immediate vicinity of everj- company-stable
the horses being tied
on each side of a timber framed on posts, to a rope
passed through the posts. There should be shallow
trenches behind the horses to carry off rain, and the
ground on which they stand having just slope enough
O
\o let water run into the trenches. Constant attention
must be paid to maintaining the ground about the
picket-line in good order.
Non-commissioned Officer is detailed, in each
company, to take immediate charge of the police and
sanitary condition of the stable, picket-line, etc. He
is the custodian of the forage and stable property
generally.
The stable is to be kept thoroughly policed, free from smells. and well whitewashed. 'There
AS'X
Then A'D A'S'
OS', or A'D
must be no accumulations of manure or foul litter
OS'
inside or near the doors or windows without.
The
that is,
the product of the radii of the two sur- feed boxes are washed out from time to time, and kept
faces divided by their sum.
should the center clean.
The ground about the picket-line is swept
of gravity of the displaced body fall between
and daily, and all dung,etc., carried to the manure-heap.
A', it will have a moment round B tending to restore
Except at night when the horses are bedded down,
the body to its former position {sUiHe eqnilil'rium); no manure or iirine should remain in the stalls: the
should the center of gravity be beyond
from A', stable-police remove it as fast as it accumulates. If
its moment round B will tend to increase the displace- practicable. all wood-work within reach of the horses
rnent {unstable eguiUhrium): while, if it fall in the line and not protected by sheet-iron or any other metal, is
BD, it will still be above the point of contact, as it painted every four months with thingas tar, to prewas at first, and there will be no tendency either to vent its being gnawed. The same precaution must
return to, or to move further from, the original posi- be followed with regard to the troughs, picket posts,
tion (neutral equillhrium). These conditions may be and picket-line. One or more lamps should be hung
brierty expressed by the following formula", in which in each stable, to burn during the night.
Saddles
is the radius of the supporting surface. ?',of the
generally rest on strong pinsinlhe hecirposts; bridles
spherical base of the body, and
the distance of the on smaller pins below them.
The name of eacll

attain a lower position, while in neutral equilibrium
its position continues imaltered. In illustration of the
mode in which the species of equilibrium possessed
by a body which has received a slight impulse is determined, let us take the case of a body with a spherical base resting upon a spherical surface; let S and
be the centers of the spherical surfaces respective1}', and let
be their point of contact (the center of
gravity being consequenth* in the line SA, or in it
produced toward S, and after displacement, in the
line S'A', produced if necessarjj, let the new position of S, after the body has been slightly displaced,
be S', and the new point of contact B; join OS, OS'
S'A', and draw
vertically, that is, parallel to OS.

;

A

BD

:

: :

OB

OB

=

:

,

A'D=

Xow

D

D

R

X
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the neck, and on the near side, and proceed in the
as in currying, brushing also the parts
not touched by the comb: on the oil side take brush
in right hand, currj-comb in left. In i)laees dilUcult
to clean, apply the brusii backward ami forward,
flnishing by leaving the coat smooth.
After every
few strokes, clean the brush from dust with <urrycomb.
Having done with the brush, rub or dust
off the horse with the groomingcloth, and wipe
about the eyes and nostrils, and clean the dock. Tlie
skill uniler the flank and between the hindipiarters
must be soft, clean, and free from dust. Curry-combs,
cards, or common combs, must never be applied to
the mane or tail but the brush, flngeis. and cloth
ari! freely used on both.
A w isp is u.sed for wet
places it is rubbed against the hair until the places
become dry.
Ill garrison.it is recommended that grain be fed at
first call for reveille by the Nonconiniissi(me(l Oflicer
in charge of the stables, assisted by one or two members of of the stable-guard, or men detailed for the
purpose. The grain, in a box on w heels, is rolled in
front of each stall, whence it is transferred to the
feed-boxes by allowance measures.
Grain is fed
again at evening stable-duty as in the moniiiig, but
not until after the hay has been fed and the stable
swei)t up.
In camp or on the march, grain is fed at
morning and evening stable-duty.
The men are
marched to the forage-wagon, or other grain depository, where the Xon-cominissioiied Oflicer in charge,
with an allowance-measure, issues to each in turn.
Hay, in garrison, is fed thriee daily; immediately
after morning stalile-iluty, in the- middle of the day,
and at evening stable-duty at the evening feed each
animal should have at least one-half of his daily allowance. The dust must be well shaken out of the
hay befon^ it is put in the mangers. During the short
days of winter, the feeding at noon may be omitted
without iiijurv to the animals.
Hay. ill camp, is fed at the picket-rope, morning,
noon, and evening: but on the march, in the evening
only.
The occasional use of br;iu is important for
stabled horses. In spring, or in e:irly summer, they
shcnild have grass for at least a week or ten days,
during which time they ought not to be much worked. Salt should be given once a week. When forage
cannot be obtained, grazing should be allowed at every
spare moment, especially early in the morning, when
the dew is on the grass. The daily allowance of oats,
barley, or corn, is twelve pounds to each horse: that
the allowance of straw lor
of hay fourteen pounds
waysafterthc men have breakfastc'il. Evening stalile bedding is one hundred pounds a month to each aniduty should be one hour and a half before retreat. mal, trood oats weigh about forty pounds to the
Horses are groomed twice daily, at morning and at bushel barley about forty-eight pounds corn about
evening stable-calls. The grooming is always at the fifty-six pounds. Pressed hay weighs eleven pounda
picket-line, except in stormy weather,
'fhe men l)cr cubic foot. The average weight of a bale of hay
are marched to the horses, and get to WTirk as sooii is from three hundred to three hundred and twentyas the coiiMnand C'ommknck groomino is given by the live pounds. The st.-nidard bushel used in the I'nited
First Sergeant. In garrison, two or more nun in each Stales contains dLW. 4 cubic inches.
cubic yard
company, called the xUMe police, are usually kept at contains iXAVi bushels.
box IG X 10.8 X >* inches
work between morning and evening stable-calls, in holds one bushel a box ISxH-'-XK inches holds half
removing manure, policing generally, feeding, etc. a^bushel a box WX^'-'lXS inches holds one peck.
In camp. as a general rule,the whole companj' polices
Horses must be watered ([uietly and without con
the picket-line, feeds hay, etc., at such times as may fusicm; the manner in which this duty is performed
be most convenient.
is a good testof the discipline of any mounted comTo groom the horse, take the curry-comb in right mand. They are led or ricldeu, at a walk, to and from
hand, fingers over back of comb begin on the ni'ar water, depending upon its distance from the stable.
side at the upper part of the neck, "thence proceed At the drinking-])Iace, no horse should be hurried, or
to the chest, arm, shoulders, back, belly, flank, loins, have his head jerked up from the water, until he has
and rump. Then go to the olT side, taking comb in done drinking. In the field, or on the march, the
left hand, and i)roceed as before.
The currycomb watering is from the most convenient running water
is not applied to the head or very tender ports, and in garrison, it is usually from troughs.
In warm
must not be used on \\w legs front the knees or hocks weather, water drawn from a cold well or spring bedownward, except to carefully loosen matted dirt. fore being used, should stand long enough for the
Tu cold weather, or when the hair is long, the curry- chill to pass off. During the hot months, horses are
comb is freely used at other times but little, par- watered thrice dailj- in the morning, at noon, and
ticularly when the horse is changing his coat.
It just before grooming inthe afternoon. At other times,
must always be applied very gently to horses with two waterings are enough; after the morning and at
tender skins an<l short coats".
Next take the brush evening stable-dut}-. In very cold weather, once a
in left hand, and change curry-comb to right begin day, at uoon, is sufficient. It is to be always rememliorse.and that of liis ridcr.shoulil ho placed over his
stall.
Horses slioukl always stand on earth. Clay
is the bust for this purpose, as it |)a<-ks well. Gravel,
or sandy earth, is not suitable.
Kaeh man is held
responsible for the renewal of the c^arth, and also the
leveling of the lloor of his stall.
The slopinj; of the
floor of stalls, from the manger to llie heel post.is injurious and uiK omfortalile to the animal, w ho stands
in an unnatural position, with the forelegs higher
than the hind ones.
When earthen floors are not
level, they give more trouble, as the horse will paw
hollow
for his fore-feet unless he can elevate his
a
hind-legs bj- backing out of the stall.
Whenever the horses go out of the stable, the windows of their stalls should be kept open, unless necessary to exclude rain or snow, or when cold draughts
allect the animals in contiguous or opposite stalls.
Stable-doors are never closed in the daylinu-, except
to keep out wet or exclude cold winds" which blow
on the horses. If the doors be in a single |)icce,l)ars
are put across the door-way; if divided in half, it
will be usually suflicient to open the upper part. At
night, except in very hot weather, tl:ey should be
closed and locked, comnnmieation with the stable
being kept tip by a man-lmle.
Kxcept in very cold windy weather, or in very hot
weather where there is uo shade,liorscs should stand
most of the day at the i)iekel-liiie,as they have better
air and are less contined, while the stables become
drier and more healthful. In ordinary climates, military stables must be ke])t as cool as possible. If the
horses do not stand directly in the draught. the colder
the stable the less will they sulTcr if called suddenly
to take the held. For the same reason, hor.ses should
never be blanketed in the stalile, except in the excessively cold weather of a high latitude.
Stable-guards are for the protectiin of the horses,
equipments, and forage, As well as for the enforcement of t h(i special regulations in regard to stables and
horses.
The sentinels of the stable-guards are posted and
relieved like those of other guards.
They are forbidden to strike or otherw ise punish horses ; and, if
consistent with safety, wear the saber-belt only when
on post at the stable or picket-line.
The employment of stable-guards for jwliee and
fatigue duty lit the utahlr, is strictly forbidden; but
this does not prohibit men not on post from being
called upon to groom their own horses, or to assist
in feeding grain before reveille.
It is recommended that morning stable-duty be al-
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bcrc'd tha'; a horse will rarely drink eiiousrh very early
The daily alUiwanee of water for a
in the mornini;.
liorse is four gallons. On the march, horses are water-

theoftener
not usually known when another
watering-place will be reached. When horses have
to make a day'.s march without water, they will be
watered after they are fed, just before leaving camp
If a mounted command have to
in the morning.
march a long distance without water, so that it will
be necessary to encamp en route, the animals are well
fed but denied water until just before starting, wdien
they are permitted to drink freely. The command
marches in the afternoon, and does not encamp until
it has accomplished at least half of the distance, and
moves early the next morning to reach water.
STACK ARMS.
movement in the Manual of
Ariiix, for setting up ritles or muskets together, with
the bayonets crossing one anotlier,and forming a sort
The movement is thus executed
of C(mical pile.
The men being in line and at unler anas, the Instruc-

ed with huekets carried nn the carriages

tlie better,

as

:

it is

—A

:

tor
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commands

1. Stack, 2. Arms.
At the command utack, each even nimiber of the
front rank carries his piece with the right hand diagonally in front of the center of the body, and grasps
it with the left hand above the lower band, the barrel to the rear, the muzzle opposite the right arm he
then grasps the piece of his rear-rank man with his
right hand above the lower band, and places the shank
of the bayonet tipon that of his own, the barrel to
the right; the odd number of the front-rank, with the
right hand, then places the shank of his bayonet in
the angle formed by the bayonets of the otlier two
pieces, the barrel to the front, retaining his hold on
the piece above the lower band the butts of all the
pieces about six inches from the ground.
At the command flr/»s,the even number of the frontrank, with his right hand, passes the butt of the mus;

;

ket of the rear-rank man thirty inches to the front,
passing it between the butts of the other two pieces;
the stack is then lowered, the butt of the nuisket of
the even numher striking the ground just to the left
of his left toe, that of the odd number striking the

ground between

his feet.

The stack being formed and

aligned, the command,
lay on loone pieces is given; at which the remaining
pieces in the rear-rank are passed to the even numbers of the front-rank, who lay them on tlic stacks.
The pieces of the file-closers are laid on the stacks at
the same time. The stacks are broken in an inverse

manner.
If in single rank, number two of each four makes
the stack, and at the command stafk, takes the piece
of number three with tlie left hand above the lower
band and uses it as explained for the piece of the even
number rear-rank man the stack is completed as in
two ranks, after wnich the piece of number four is
passed to the right and placed upon the stack.
In breaking tiie slack, the piece of number four is
first passed to liim; the stack is then broken as when
in two ranks, except that number two grasps his own
piece witli the riglit and llie piece of number three
with the left hand. See Uonk-Hwhel.
STACKET.—An old term for stockade. See Stock;

aile.

STACKING SWIVEL.— The

swivel attached to the

dier..') ft. S in., is placed at a known distance, say .lO
yards: and the distance on the stick covered by him
when it is held at arm's length is marked and divided
into H equal parts.
If the distance is now increased,
imtil the man covers only one of these divisions, we
know he is at a distance equal to 503'ds.x8=4(JOyds.
This instrument is not very accurate, except for short
distances. A much more accurate stadia is constructed by making use of a metal plate, having a slit in it
in the form of an isosceles triangle, the base of which
held at a certain distance from the eye, will subtend a
man, (•') ft. 8 in.) say at the distance of 100 yards.
slider moves along the triangle, being alwaj's parallel
to the base, and the length of it comprised between
the two sides of the triangle, represents the height of

A

men

at different distances, which are

marked

in j'ds.,

on the side of the triangle, above or below, according
as the object looked at is afoot-soldier or horseman.
In order to keep the stadia always at the same distance from the eye, a string is attached to the slider,
the opposite end having a knot tied in it, which is
held between the teeth while using the instrument,

which

is held in the right hand, the slider being moved
with the left-hand linger. The string should always
be kept stretcheil when the instrument is used, and
the line in a vertical position.
It must be graduated
experimentally, by noting the positions in which the

slider represents the height of the object. The instruis not, however, reliable.
Its uncertainty
increases in an equal ratio with the distance of the object observed. At the extreme ranges it is quite useless.
At the School for Firing at Vincennes, therefore, thej' rely entirely on the eye alone for the judg-

ment used

ment of distances, and great pains by careful practice and instruction is taken to perfect that judgment.
A simple instrument by which distances can be determined

is,

therefore,

still

a great desideratum. See

Jiiirif/t -Jiiuli r.

STADIMETER.— An instrument invented by IMessrs.
Paucellier and Wagner, of the French Topographical
Corps, for ascertaining the distance between any two
points.
It consists of a horizontal, graduated rule,
mounted on an upright staff. It is viewed through an
intervening telescope provided with a micrometer.
The number of divisions of the micrometer that cover
a certain number of the divisions on the rule indicates
the distance

between

STADOMETER.— A

it

and the telescope.

contrivance for estimating dis-

employed on the drill-ground, to save
measuring. It consists of a bar feet 2 inches long,
marked with an index having a sliding sight anda
cross-head at one end extending at right angles to its
length, and is supportetl at a convenient height by legs
Two fore-sights, one at two inches and
at each end.
the other at four, are placed on the head.
In using this instrument the sight on the index-bar
is aligned upon the desired point. A flag is then placed at 40 yards at right angles from that point (the
angle being obtainecl by the use of a cross-stalT having
two sets of sights), and the sliding-sight on the indexbar slipped down until the fore-sight on the head is
aligned on the flag, when the scale will show the distance, as every four inches represents 40 yards. To
measure over GOO yards, the inner fore-sight on the
head is used, and the distance on the scale doubled,
since at that angle every 3 inches would represent 40
tances, usually

.'i

yards.

upper band of a lireech-loading rittc or carbine, to
The author has contrived a stttdomeUr, the principle
enable stacks to be formed without attaching the bay- of which is based on the proportionality of the corresonet <ir using the wiper.
ponding sides of similar triangles and an application
STACK OF ARMS— A number of nuiskets or rifles of thephuninels. It dues good work on an undulating
set up together, with the bayonets cro.ssing one an- and broken drill-ground, where actual chain-measureother, forming a sort of conical pile.
ment would be impracticable if not impossible. ProSTADIA. A very simple aid in estimating distances longed practice and experience, in the appreciation of
consisting of a small slick, held vertically in the hand distances, are necessary to give the cimp rf' leil that inat arm's length, anil bringing the top of a man's head sures sullicient accuracy. The practice should be coninline with the top of the stick, noting where a line ducted over smoolli, broken, and luidulatiug ground,
from the eye of the observer to the feet of the man and freiiuenlly from elevated points. The 'distances

—

cuts the stick, or atiuliii, as il is called. To graduate
the stadia, a man of the ordinary height of a foot-sol-

should fre(iuently l)e estimated in all directions as regards light and the condition of the atmosphere.

1
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STAFF. -Tlu' stiifT of an arinv consists of a body
of .'^Uillrcl olBc-iTS, whose duty it is to combine and
give vitality to the movements and nieclianieal action
of the several resiiments and (irilled bodies ccmiposiug
the force. The distinction between an olHcer on the
.staff of an army and a reiiimenlal olticer is that the
latter is concerned with his own regiment alone,
while the former deals with his army, or section of
an army exceedini; a regiment .and regulates the combined action of the several arms ami bodies of men.
Agood staff is all-importanl to the success of a military enterprise.
In the British Service the General Staff oX an army
oomprises thetJeneral in a<lual command, with the subordinate (lenerals commanding the several divisions

more
if

officers of the Inspector General's Department,
if none are available, an officer nuiy be

availalile;

assigned to these duties Willi the sanction of the Secretary of War.
One .Judge Advocate, or an officer
as.sig'ued to that duly with the sanction of the Secretary of War.
Commissary

I

I

j

jind brigades, and as assistants, the officers of the
Adjutant (Jeneral's Department—/, c, the Adjutant
(teneral, his deputy, assistants, and deputy-assistants
if the army be large enough to re(piire all. Similarly,
the officers of the Quartermaster (ieneral's Department; the Brigade Alajor; the I'rovost Marshal: and

!

the Ju<lge Advocate'; and the Controller (at the head
of the t'ivil Dejiartmentsj.lhe fuucliimsof all of whom
are descrilied under tliiir re-:pective heads. The
liead of the (ieneral 8talT of the British Army is at
l)resent a Field Marshal t'ommandiug-in-Cliief, whose
iiead(juarters are at the War »l1i(e, of which Dejiartntent he is an iz iiffir'o member. He is responsible
for the discii)liiie of the Army, and is assisted by the
General Officers in command of the military districts
in Englaiul and .Scotland, the semi-independent Cominander-in-C liief in Ireland, and the Commanders-inChief in the Viirinus foreign possesions an<l colonies.
India forms a nearly independent conimiind, under a
Commander-in-Chief, whose headcjuarters remain in
Bengal. There are subordinate Comniander.s-in-Chief
in Bombay. and Madras: and in each Presidency there
lire several military divisions.
certain period of
military service, and certain tpialitications, are re<|uired in an officer before he can be appointed to the
<teneral 8t;dT, and a proportion of the posts is given
to officers wlio have jiassed the Staff College. The
fact of having passed through it. however, is not held
to constitute any claim to a Staff appointment.

i

,

t)neCliief Quartermaster and one Cliief
of Subsisleiici', who shall also take full
charge of the depot and i)urchases for their respective dep;irtnieiitsal !hei)lace where the liead(iu:irters
One Medical Director, who shall also
are located.
perform the duty of Attending Surgeon at the place
where lieachpiarlers are estalilished. A Chief Paymaster, who shall make liis proportion of payments
in the command. An Engineer and an Ordnance Oflicer when needed.
As far as )irii(ticable. all appointments and details
on the Stall are eipialized among the several regiments. Cienertd Ollicersappoint their own Aides-deCamp. Brevet Brigadierand jMajor Generals on duty
as such may, with the special sanction of the War
Department, be allowed the Aides-de-Caiiip of their
brevet grades.
An olbcer shall not till any Staff apiioinlnient, or otlur situation, the duties of which
will detach him from his company, regiment, or corps,
until he has served at least three years with his regiment or corps; nor shall ;uiy olbcer (Aide.s-de t'amp

excepted) son'inain detached longer than fouryears.
An officer of a mounted corps shall not be separated
from his regiment, except for duty connected with
his particular arm.
The Commander of a regiment appoints the Adjutant from subalterns of the regiment, nominates the
Hegimenlal Qu;irl<riiiaster to the Secretiiry of War
for appoinlment, if ajiproved.
He also ap])oiiils the
Non commissioned St;iff of the regiment and upon
the recommendation of the Company-Commanders,
the Sergeants and Corporals of companies.
A regiA
mental Staff Officer who accepts a detail for recruiting or other service which will remove him from the
discharge of his Staff duties for any considerable
time is held to have vacated his Staff position from
the <late he accepts the detail. This does not apply
to details on Courts-Martial, Boards.or any such like
duty.
The Penoiiitl ^'J/yf consists of the Aids-de-Camp and
It is necessary' that a General Staff Officer Bhould
3Iililary Secretaries to the respective General Offi- have a knowledge of horsemanship
he should also
cers. These officers are appointed, within certain lim- not be ignorant of the sword exerci.se
he should
have some knowledge of topography
he should be
its, by the Generals whom they serve.
Oiii-riKiin
The
Stuff cr>n^\sls of the olBcers govern- familiar with foreign languages. sliould have studied
ing in fortresses and garrisons: as Commandants.Fort military administration and alsocastrametation but
Majors, Town Majors, Fort Adjutants, and Garrison aboveall, he should possess a complete knowledge of
Adjutants.
tactics. and be able to jndge skilfully of military posiThe Citilor Depnrtment S<«yf includes those non- tions. An officer grown old in the silence of a Bucombatant otlicerswlio have to provide for the daily reau would hardly, in the tumult of battle, or under
requirements of tlie troops. These are the Commis- critical <ircumstances, second his (Jeneral by aiding
saries for suj)pliesand stores, Chaplains, .Medical and him intelligently concerning all warlike ojieralions.
Veterinary Departments.
Can he interrogate si)ies: watch over the observance
The Herrn'thig iSV/r/f consists of an Inspector Gen- of order in military trains draw up orders and in*'ral (at the War ()ffice),and of the officers of the seve- structions; mark out military positions; improvise
ral brigade depots. The Petmiitner .Strt/f' includes only a fori ilication organize and conduct foraging parthe Sljrff otticersof the enrolled force. Tlie liegimentiil ties; direct markers for grand maneuvers? Open the
Staff includes the Colonel. Lieutenant Colonel, Ad- march of armies? Vault at the head of the light
jutant, Paymaster. {Quartermaster, Inspector of Mus- cavalry ? Stimulate anil enlighten the troops by his
ketry, ami Medical Otticers.
interpretation of the orders he carries, by his intuitive
In the French and in most Continental armies the knowledge of their tactical position, by his coup
r>taff is divided into the Etat Major, or General Staff d'oeil, by the jiropriety of his counsels, and by the
None but officers whose
:ind the Jnleiiihiiire put under an hiteiidant tfeiieral, vigor of his impulsions ?
which coinj)rises all the Civil Departments. There is experience has '.jeen gained by service with troops,
a Kegimenlal Staff in addition. The want of concen- can do these things with promptitude and effect ;biit
tration of the Civil Departments often felt in the Bri- these are the im|)ortant duties of the (ieneral Staff,
tish Service, led to the creation, in IHtli), of tlie Con- and service with troops. tlierefore. is the Iniecriterion
trol Department, subsequently split into two branch- of merit in such St:iff Officers. In organizing a peres.the Commissariat and the Ordnance Store Depart- manent General Staff Corps.it coiiseciuentlyliecomes
ments.
necessary either to eni])loy in pe:ice that large body
In the United States Service, the General Staff con- of officers necessary in w lir for the Staff duties. upon
sits of the officers of the several Military Bureaux.
duties entirely foreign to their functions in war, or
Either course must unTile Staff of Division and Department Commanders else leave them in idleness.
The authorized Aides- fit them for theservices refpiired of them on camis limited to the following:
de-Camp. One Assistant Adjutant (ieneral, or an paign, and it therefore follows, that a jiermanent
officer to act as Assistant Adjutant General.
One or General Staff involves a useless number of officers
(
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ty candidates highest on the list. The principle under which officers are allowed to enter the Staff Col.
lege beirg that of pure competition, it follows that
candidates who may be found qualified at any examination, but wdio.from want of a sufficient number
of vacancies, cannot then be admitted, will not have
any claim to subsequent admission without under-

in time of peace, and a deficiency of experience, instruction, and aptitude for their duties in time of war.
It is impossible to avoid tUis vicious circle with a
The only true system of
permanent General Staff.
Staff organization, then, is that which admits of
supernumerary General and Regimental Officers, selected temporarily for Staff duties by Commanders
of troops, as provided by the Act of Congress of

going another competitive examination.

III. No payment is required from students to the
funds of the College, beyond an entrance fee of £3
from an unmarried and £1 10s. from a married officer, as a contribution to the College mess funds in addition tothe regulated quarterly subscription: and an
entrance subscription of £'i 3s. to the College library.
IV. The qualifications requisite for admission are
(a) A service of not less than five years, previous
STAFF ADBUNISTKATION.—The supply and pay- to examination, exclusive of leave of absence. This
ment of the Army, and the direction of the expendi- is not to apply to the usual leave of absence annualtures of the appropriations for its support, are bylaw ly granted to officers on home service.
(b) A certificate from his Commanding Officer,
committed to the Secretary of War. He exercises control through the several Bureaus of the War Depart- that the candidate is in every respect a thoroughly
ment and the several branches of the military service good regimental officer.
(c) A report on the following questions, to be
and the officers thereof. He determiues where particular supplies shall be purchased or contracted for: confidentially answered by a Board, consisting of the
.where they shall be delivered, inspected, and stored, Commanding Officer and the two next senior officers
and how distributed whether at general depots for of the candidate's regiment, viz.
Is his conduct marked by steadiness and prudence,
the use of the whole Army, or at particular posts or
headquarters for parts thereof. He decides, also, and is he temperate in his habits? Is he extravagant
through and by means of what officers within the laws in his mode of living ? Does he display zeal, activity,
intelligence, and discretion in the performance of his
these purchases and contracts shall be made.
All officers of the Staff who are assigned to the com- duties, and does he take an interest in his profession?
[Any other characteristics of the officer which renmand of a General or other officer remain under that
officer's military command, and are under his super- der him suited or otherwise for the duties of a Staff

1799, drawn by Alexander Hamilton. •The leading
qualifications which should distinguish an officer selected for the Head of the Staff (says NapoleonJ, are
to know the country thoroughly; to be able to conduct a reconnaissance with skill: to superintend the
transmission of orders promptly; and to lay down the
most complicated movements intelligibly, but in few
words, and with simplicity."

:

—

vision, control, and command in all their official acts
relating to matters within his command, and to all
matters, acts, and things not specially excepted from
his command and control under the law and by the

Officer, are reported].
Is his disposition such as would enable him toperform those duties with tact and discrimination, and
in a manner calculated to ensure their being cheerfullj" carried out by those to
orders would be
conveyed b}' him; or are his manners and temper objectionable, and likely to cause him to disagree with

whom
Secretary of War. in accordance with the Regulations
and General Orders pul)lished by theWar Department
or issued by the Secretary of War from time to time.
It is the duty of every Commanding Officer to en- those with whom he might be associated or brought
force a rigid economj' in the public expenses, and to in contact ? Is he active in his habits ? Is he a good
correct all irregularities and extravagances which he (fair or indifferent) rider, and is he short-sighted ?
{d) A certificate that the candidate, if n^t a Capmay discover; to see that all disbursements are prudently and economically made that public property tain, has passed the examination for a troop or comis properly cared for.and not lost or destroyed through pany.
(f) A medical certificate of good health and fitneglect; to carefully scrutinize all contracts and disbursement accounts submitted for his approval, and ness for the active duties of the Staff.
Officers on half-pay whose regiments have been disto' see that the public interests are fully protected.
The administrative control exercised by Depart- banded are, if possible, to obtain answers to these
ment Commanders when troops are in the field, de- questions from the three senior officers under whom
volves on the Commanders of Divisions; or, when the they have most recently served.
conunand is less than a Division, on the Commander
V. Every application to study at the Staff College
of the wliole.
See titaff.
must be forwarded through his Commanding Officer,
STAFF COLLEGE.— .\ Government Institution es- whilst the officer is present and serving with his regtablished in 1858, about two miles from Sandhurst. iment. No application from an officer on h-ave wfll
The following are the more important regulations be entertained.
governing this Institution.
VI. Every candidate, before being admitte<l tothe
I. The .Staff College is open to officers of all arms entrance examination, will, ifpracticable.be attached
of the Service, and shall consist of 40 .students ad- for a month to tlie Staff of a General Officer commission to the College being determined by a com- manding a brigade or division. who at the expiration
petitive examination. Only one officer at a time can of this period will report confidentially upon the canbelong to the College from a battalion of infantry, or didate's general fitness for Staff employment, and esa regiment of cavalry, and only ten officers at a time pecially iq)on his aptitude for business and for confrom the two corps of Royal Artillerj- and RoyalEn- ducting official correspondence.
;

;

i

j

VII. The competitive examination for entrance to
the Staff College comprises the following subjects,
the relative value of each at the examination being
shown l)y the number of marks attached to it:
Mathematics, limited to arithmetic, algebra. )

gineers, but, so far as the exigencies of the Service
shall permit, there will be no limitation to the numbers allowed to conqjete for admission. Every application to study at the Staff College nuist be made
whilst the officer making it is present and serving
with his regiment, through the Commanding Officer.
No application from an officer on leave will be entertained, and officers are not to be granted leave to be
absent from their regiments or depots with the view of
preparing themselves to conqjete for admission to the
Staff College.
II. Twenty vacancies will be offered for competition aunually, three of which may be tilled by officers of the Royal Artillery and two by officers of the
Royal Engineers, provided they are among the iwen-

geometry, plane trigonometry, and elemen"
tary mechanics
)
.

Military historjFrench"

.

.

900

.

and geography
'

German
Hindustani
Fortification
Military drawing

Geology, exclusive of minendogy
Chemistry, heal, electricity, and magnetism
^

.

.

900
300
30O
300
COO
300
300
300

'
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be exacted from every candi- will be nuide to the Field Marshal Commanding-inChief, provided they obtain three-lifths of the maxi400 marks will be allotted to mum allotted to that sidijeet but they will not be alMatlii'inalics.
1.
aritlimetie, the lirst four books of Eiulid.und algebra lowed to count any marks thus gained at the tinal exas far as sinipli'e(iualious inclusive and of tiiis num. anun:ition.
XVI. The course of study occiqiies Iwoyears, which
ber.at least 2")0 must lie obtaimnl lor ((ualiliialion.
date

(lualillcation will

in—

:

;

French, German, or Ilimiustaui. The period is not to be excee<led except in ca.se of illness,
and then only with the sanction of the Field Marshal
is. in French, 150 marks; inGerCcmimanding in-Chief. The Connnandant, in arrangnum or Hindustani. 100 marks.
S. Elementary lield-fortitieation. One-third of 150 ing the details of the course of instructi(m, will be asmarks, to be assigned to a simple paper, will be re- sisted by a College Board composed of the Profes2. Kither
(|ualifyini;

minimum

quireil as the ([UMlitication in this subject.

sors.

XVII. The yearly course is divided into two terms,
VIII. The remaining sulj.jeels, as well as the higher
portions of mathematics, may be taken up or not, at viz., from the Isl February to the 15th .Iidy.and from
the option of the candidate, the murks gained there- the 1st Septendier to the 15lh December, the interin and in the obligatory subjects, after deducting fiO veidiig ]ieriods constituting the vacations.
XVIII. Conlidential reports as to thecharacler and
from the marks gained in each voluntary subject, being reckoned in determiuiug his position in the list of abilities of every officer at the College, and his (jualifieations for Staff employment, will be forwarded at
competitors.
I\. In regard to military history, early notice will the end of every term by the Connnandant to the Field
on each occasion be given of the special campaigns Marshal Commanding-in-Chief, and any student who
on \\ hich questions will be set at the next ensuing ex- is reporlicl uidikcly to make an etlicient StalVOllicer
will be re(|uired to leave the College.
Examinations
unnnation.
X. Tlie examination of officers serving in the I'nit- are held at the end of every half-year; the summer
ed Ivingtlom, for entrance to the Stall College, is held exanunations being C(mducted by the Professors ofin L(mdon, about the month of .Jime, under the di- the College, and the winter exannnati<ms by Examirection of the Director General of Military Education. ners inde|)cndent of the Establishment.
XIX. The examination at the end of the second
(See par. xxix.)
XI. In the case of officers serving abroad, the ex- term is jirobatioiiary.and any student will be reijuired
annnation is conducted by means of the same ]>rinte(i to withdraw from the C;ollege who shall fail to obquestions as arc set for the examination of candidates tain the minimiun aggregate of marks. TIk' marks
in London. These questions are to be answered in gained at this examination will not Ix' carried on to
writing in the presence of a Board of Otlicers, which the credit of students at the final exandnation, except
will bi-appointed by the General Officer in command, those gained in mathematics.
The sid)jects of the ])robationary exandnation. with
and whicli will certify- that the candidate has obtained
no assistance from books, or help of any kind in the the projiortions of credits attached, will be as follows:
1. JIathematics
(See par. xxx.)
3
examination.
3
XII. Notice will be given of each examination, and 2. Fortitic;ition
3
detailed instructions for the guidance of candidates 3. Military history
will be j)ublished amnially in the General Orders of 4. Toiiographieal drawing, military surveying
and sketching
2i
the .Vrniy. Candidates are recommended to obtain
3
the reports of the past examinations for admission, 5. Alilitary adnnnistration
2
with copies of the examination papers, published by I!. French. German, or Hindustani
The minimum aggregate re<iuired to pass at the
Francis, Red Lion Court, Fleet Street.
Taylor
illl. TheCollege covirsc of study commences an- probationary exaudnati(m is .55. The counting ndniin each subject is .4.
nually on or about Uie 1st of February. The trans,
XX. Should, moreover, any marked case of defimission of the printed exandnation papers to stations
abroad is so arranged that the examinations may be ciency or neglect be brought under the notice of the
held simidtaueously, and the merits of the candidates Director General of Military Education, at any halfdecided upon in time to admit of those who are .suc- yearly exandnation, or at any other period, the stucessful joining the Staff College by the 1st of Febru- dent so rei)orted will be liable to removal.
XXI. At the end of the second year a linal examinaary next ensuing.
"XIV. A synopsis of the course of study will be for- tion will be held for the purpose of t<sting the genwardcil to any officer on application to the Director eral proficiency of the students in the obligatory subjects of the Coll<-ge course, as well as the qualificaGeneral of .Military Education, War Office.
Tlie following are the subjects of instruction tions of other officers who, under par. xxv., may be
admitted to the exandnation.
at the Stair College, viz.:—
OULIGATOKY.
Credit will be given to each subject at the final ex2. Fortification amination in the following jiroportions:
1. Mathematics (first year only).
Fortifications, field engineering, and artillery 6
Artillery.
4. Topograph- 1.
and tield-engineering.
Military drawing and surv<'ying, etc.
2i
ical drawing, ndlitary surveying and sketcliing, and
Kecoimaissance
road making. 5. Kecounaissance. G. Military art.
4j
(i
.Military art. history, and geography
history, and geography.
T. Military administration
4
(.Military administration
and law. b. French, or German, or Hindustani. !).
2
(.Military law
Riding.
4
French, German, or Hindustani
Instruction in mathematics is limited to the first
3
Mathematics
year, and will comprise mensuration, the modeof deXXII- In the examination in modern languages
termining heights and distances by ground problems,
and by the ordinary trigonometrical calculations with great stress will be laid on original composition, and
the aid of logarithms, the use of the sextant, and ele- on colliii|uial knowledge.
mentary mechanics.
XXIII. For (lualificalion the students will be reVoLUJiTAEY.
quired to obtain Si') on the aggregate allotted to the
.seven obligatory subjects mentioned in i)ar. xxi., the
1. The two languages not selected as obligatory.
For
2. Geology, exclusive of mineralogy. 3. Experiment- counting iidniinum in each subject being .4.
al sciences. 4. Photography. 5. Military telegraphy.
••honors" they must gain .8 on that aggregate of
Officers desirous of showing their proficiency in marks. F'or "special mention" in any subject .9 nmst
any or all of the above subjects, as w-ell as in other be obtained.
modern languages not taught at the College, and 'n
XXIV. ,\fler the final examination the Director
landscape drawing, may be examined therein, and a General of Military Education will draw up and sidispecial report of their qualifications in each subject tnit to the Field Jfarshal Commanding-in-Chief a list
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of the passed candidati'S, arranged in the order of
seniority of their regiments, distinguishing those wlio

have gained "honors."

XXV.

Otticers of all

be allowed to pass the

branches of the Service shall
examination at the Staff

linal

College (subject to the following restrictions), without having gone through the course of instruction at
the College. Candidates presenting themselves for
the final examination without having gone through
the course of ins! ruction must have a previous service of seven years, and similar qualifications in other
respects to those exacted in i)ar.iv,) from candidates
for admission to the Staff College.
Previous to the time appointed for the final examination, they uuist reside at the College for such a period in the months of October and November, as may
be necessary to allow of their taking part in the examination in reconnaissance, and of llieir being tested
(

under the direction of the Commandant

in the prac-

tical subjects of instruction at the College.

They must also pass the qualifying examination
They will alin mathematics prescribed in par. vii.
so be tested in riding.
XXVI. Officers who have passed their final examination at the Staff College will either
1. Be attached for three months, during the following summer drill season, to the Staff of a General (Officer at some camp where all the three arms of the Service are present. During this period they shall be regularly employed as acting Staff Offic^ers, and shall
l)e required to make themselves acquainted with the
organization of the several arms, and with the combined movements of troops. At the end of three
months a contidential report shall be forwarded by
the General Officer, stating minutely their abilities,
the manner in which they have performed their duties, and the department of the Staff for which they
appear to be most fit; or
2. Be attached, during the following summer drill
season, to other arms of the Service, for the purpose
of acquiring instruction in those duties and field movements which are not common to their own. Certificates of their efficiency therein will be forwarded to
the Adjutant General by the officers commanding the
corps to which they have been attached.
Officers of cavalry and infantry will attend at Woolwich, or such other station as may be named, for instruction in artillery for a period of two months.
Officers of cavalry will be attached to infantry for
two months.
Officers of artillery, horse-artillery excepted, will

be attached to cavalry for one month, and officers of
engineers and infantry for two months.
Officers of artillery and engineers will not be required to

l)e

attached to infantry.

XXVII. Candidates who

shall have proved their
fitness for e!uploy)nent in the Topographical Department of the
Office, by a superior knowledge of

War

Frencli and

German,

as well as of topography, will
in the report of the Director (Jeneral of Military Education as qualified for employment in that

be

named

Department.

XXVIII.

Officers
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who

fail

either at the probation-

ary examination, or at the final examination, whether
they have or have not gone through the course of instruction at the College, will not "be allowed to present themselves again, either for admission to the College or at the fina^ examination under par. xxv.
XXIX. Officers serving in the United Kingdom
who are desirous of entering the Staff College must,
before a date which will be iiiade known. inform their

Commanding; Officers, by

whom

(n) to ('}, par. iv., will be

the certificates from

prepared and forwarded
through the usual channel to the Adjutant General of
the forces. General Officers, in transmitting these applications, will record tlieir opinions as to The fitness
or otherwise of the applicants for Staff work.sluiuld
they be able to do so from their personal knowledge
of them.
If these certificates are satisfactory, orders will be

issued for carrying out the test prescribed in par. vi.
General Officers will report not latter than 20th May
upon the candidates then attached to their Staff; af.
ter which date the otlieers, if approved, will receive,
from the Director General of Military Education, the
rules to be observed at their examination.
The examination will take place in London on a date whicli
will be made known by the Civil Service Commissioners.

XXX. General f)fficers commanding abroail will
issue their own local orders specifying the date up to
which applications will be received by them from officers wishing to be examined. Care should be taken
that sufficient time is allowed for the qualification described in par. vi. to be obtained, so that all the necesssry papers and certificates may be received at the
Horse Guards on or before the Ist May.
General Officers in forwarding these applications,
will carry out the instructions laid down in par. :. xix.
The examination papers will be sent out for those
officers only whose applications shall have been thus

received.

XXXI. The examination will commence on the 8tli
June, or as soon after that date as the examination
papers shall be received from the Director General of
Military Education; but no examination can be allowed to commence after the 30th June.
A Board of Officers will be appointed at the most
convenient station of the district, by the General Officer in

command, and

will consist of three officers

;

one of them to be, when practicable, a Staff Officer,
having the rank of Field Officer, and the other two,
if possible, not under the rank of Captain.
One of
these officers will belong to one of the scientific corps,
where any sucli officer can be obtained.
The questions are to be answered in the presence
of the Board.
The Board will give to each candidate a muuber,
which he will affix to each of his examination papers,
instead of his name.
He will retain the same number throughout the examination.
Board
The
will give to each candidate a jiaper of
the printed examination questions on each subject, at
the time specified for the examination in that sul)ject.
The candidates will write their answers to the ques.
tions in the presence of the Board, and their papers,
together with the printed examination questions, will
be collected at the hour appointed, and made up into a packet, which will be sealed before being taken
from the examination room.
The Board will, immediately on the conclusion of
the examination. forward the papers of the candidates
to the General Officer Commanding, for transmission
to the Director General of Military Education, accompanied by a certificate tluit the candidates obtained no assistance from books.or help of any kind,
in their examination.
The Board will, at the same
time, forward the names of the candidates, corresjionding with their index numbers in the examination, in a separate envelope, for transmission to the
Director General of Military Education. See livyal
Mint dry Aciidemy.
SthYY CORPS.— Formerly an organized regiment
of officers, many of whom .served vnulerthe Duke of
Wellington on the Staff. After the close of the Peninsular War, the Corps died out. The Staff Corps,

now known under

that name, is that in India,
formed into thri'e Corps, one in each Presidency, and which was raised after the mutiny of
IS.'jS-SS.
The Corps are made up chiefly of oflicers
of cavalry and infantry of the late Iniiiau Armj-,and
vacancies are filled up by young oflicers from her
Majesty's European regiments.
STAFF PAY.— Pay given to officers and soldiers in
the Government Service, who perform duties either
on the Permanent Staff of an army or in Regimental
or Departmental employment. Following is a fable
of salaries allowed for English Staff Officers and Departments of the several Presidencies in India. (See
next page). See Pay.

as

which

is
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MILITARY SECBETABIATS.
Secretary to Government of India, Jlilitarj' Department
"
"
Madras, Military Department

"

'•

IJoiiibay, jMilitiiry

Department

of India, Military Department
Madras. Military Dcpartnicnl
'•
'
"
Homliay, Military Dci)artment
First Assistant Secretary' to (Jovcrnment of India, Military Department
Other Assistant Secretaries, Military Department

Deputy Secretary

to

Government

"

"

"

ADJUTANT OENEBAL'S DEPARTUENT.
Adjutant General in India
••
"
Mailras
"

'•

Bombay

Deputy Adjutant General, Bengal
"
"
Madras
'•

Bombay
First Assistant Adjutant General at

Assistant Adjutant General at

"
"

"

Army

Headquarters. Bengal
Headquarters. Madras

Army

"

"

Bombay
Beni^al

Deputy Assistant Adjutant General at Army Headquarters, Bengal
Deputy Adjutant General, K.A., in India
Assistant Adjutant General (for musketry)

QUAETEBM ASTER OENERAI-'s DEPARTMENT.
Quartermaster General, Bengal
"
"
Madras
"

"

Bombay

Deputy Quartermaster

General," Bcniinl

Madras

'

'

Bombay

First Assistant Quartermaster Giiural. Bengal
Assistant Quarlermaslers General (all I'resiticucies)
Deputy Assistant Quartermasters (ieneral (all Presidencies)

JTTDOE ADVOCATE OENEBAl'S DEPARTMENT.

Judge Advocate General
Deputy Judge Advocate General, Bengal
Madras
"
"
Bombay
"

"

Advocates of Divisions

(all

Presidencies)

DIVISIONAL STAFF.

General Officers Commanding Divisions
Assistant Adjutants General of Divisions

BRIGADE STAFF.
Brigadier General, 1st class

Presidencies)
"
2d class (all Presidencies)
Brigade Majors (all Presidencies)
(all

CHIEF AND DLSTRICT INSPECTORS OF MD8KETBY.

Chief Inspector of Musketry, Bengal

"

"

District Inspectors of

Madras

Bombay

Musketry (all Presidencies)
ACOOONT BBANOH, MILITABY DEPARTMENT.

Accountant General
Deputy Aceountant General
Controller of Military Accounts, Bengal
"
"
Madras

Bombay
First Examiner, Pay Department. Bengal
fSecond Elxaminer. Pay Department. Bengal

Examiner, Pay Department, JIadras
"
'
Bombay
"
Commissarint Accounts, bengal
Madras

Bombay
"

Ordnance Accounts (ail Presidencies)

S.'iOO

STAFF COLLEGE.

STAFF COLLEGE.
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PAY DEPAKTMENT.
Presidency Paymaster, Bengal

"

"

Madras

"

"

Bombay

Circle8(all Presidencies)
Superintendent of Family Payments and Pensions, Madras..

Deputy Paymasters, Bengal
Pension Paymaster, Bombay
"
'
Out-stations

"

3.50

350

With Regi-

Pay Department, Bengal,

at the Presidency..
Out-stations

"

Corps
pay of rank.

800
700
700
600
600
300

Paymaster of

Assistants,

Witli Staff

R

200)
,

i5o;
I

J

mental or
Corps

Staff

pay of rank.

COMMISSABIAT DEPAETITENT.

Commissary General, Bengal
"
"
Madras
"
•'
Bombay
Deputy Commissaries General, Bengal
"
'•
Madras
"

"

3500
3300
3300
1000
900
900
800
600
500
400
300
300
100

Bombay

Assistant Commissaries General, 1st class (all Presidencies)...
"
"
3d class (all Presidencies)..
Deputy Assistant Commissaries General, 1st class
"
"
•'
3d class

Sub-Assistant Commissaries General, Ist class
"
"
8d class

"

"

Cons'lidated.

3d class

With

Staff

Corps

pay of

rank..

STDD DEPABTMENT.
Superintendent of Studs, Bengal
Deputy Superintendent of Studs, Bengal.
Remount Agent, Madras

1000
700
700
400
300
300

Assistants, 1st class Studs, Bengal

"
3d class Studs, Bengal
Sub-Assistants, 2d class Studs, Bengal

With

pay of rank.
j

With pay and

I

Doing Duty

Officers.

Staff

Corps

}

100

-

allowances
of rank.

)

CLOTHING DEPAKTMENT.
Superintendent and Agent for
"
"
"
"

Army

Clothing, Bengal...
"
Madras..

"

1000
700
700

Bombay.

)

With

)

Staff

Corps

-

pay

of rank.

PEKSONAI, STAFF.

"to

Military Secretary and Aide-de-Camp to the Governor General..,
"
the Governor, Madras...
"
"
"
Bombay.
Military Secretary to the Commander-in-Chief in India
"
"
Madras
"
"

Bombay

Aides-de-Camp

to the Governor General, each
to the Governor, Madras

Aides-de-Camp
"
"

to the

"
"

'

Bombay

Commander-in-Chief
"
"

in India, each

Madras, each
Bombay, each

Interpreter to the Commander-in-Chief in India

"

"

Madras and Bombay..,

Private Secretary and Aide-de-Camp to a Lieutenant Governor..,
Aide-de-Camp to Lieutenant Governor
"
to General Officers Commanding Divisions
,

1500
1000
1000
1500
1000
1000
300
300
300
350
350
350
450
350
350
350
350

Cons'lidated.

With

Staff

Corps

pay of rank.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Military Secretary to Government, Punjab
Staff Officer, Punjab Frontier Force
Military Storekeeper, Bengal
Secretary and Examiner in Hindustani in .ALulras..

700
500
400
400

I

>

"

"

"

1st class.,
3d class..

300)
100 j

Staff

Corps
paj' of rank.

f

Commandant Convalescent Depots,

Witn

I

With

Reiri-

mental or
Staff Corps

Lpav of rank.
Station Staff Officers, 1st class (including all office charges).,
"
"
"
3d class (including all otlice charges).,
"
"
"
3d class (including all office charges)..
"
"
"
at very small Stations

150
100
50
35

]

With

Staff

'Corps pay 3a
allowances
I

J

of rauk.
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NATIVE CAVAXBX BEOIUSNTS, ALL PBESIDENCrES.

Commandant

I

Second in t'onnnand and Siiuadron
Scrond Snuadron Officer

|

700
300

With

"

•'

Tliird

OlflfiT

Staff

Corps

Adjutant

pay of rank.

First Stiuadron Subaltern

"

•

Second

,

NAXn-E QIFANTBX BEOIMEIITS, ALL PBESIDENCIE8.

Commandant
Scccmd

Wing

in

Command and Wing

Officer

Officer

"With Staff

Adjutant
Quartermaster
First

Wing
"

Second

Coqis
'

Subaltern

I

'•
I

—

STAFF SERGEANTS. Xon-commissioned Officers
omi)lny(il on llic Siatf of a Regiment. District, or
Division. The following are classed under the above
head, in the English Army:

—

The Master Gunner. Sergeant Major. Schoolmaster,
Bandmaster, Quarterniaslir Sergeant. Sergeant Instructor of Musketry, Sergeant Instructor in Fencing
and Gymnastics. Sergeant Assistant Instructor of Gunnery, Farrier Major, Drum, Trumpet. Pipe or Uugle
Major, Paymaster Sergeant. Orderly-room Sergeant,
Armorer "Sergeant, Hospital Sergeant, Saddler Sergeant, Collarmaker Major, and W'heeler Major. The
above Staff Sergeants are entitled to lodging, fuel,
and light allowance, when there is no barrack accomHKidation.
STAFF SLING.— This form of sling was composed
of a shaft about one yard in lingth, and a leatliern
sling li.xed on to one end. Tlie slinger held it in both
hands, and could hurl stones with a great violence.
This weapon was subsequently employed to tlirow
grenades.

STAIBS.

— Exceptfor temporary purposes,the stairs

150
100
100

pay of rank.

move

the bell, place it on one one of their fleetest
animals. and ride out of camp (before noticed) being
followed by the entire herd. Again, they sneakingly
approach as near the herd as jiossible, and dash into
it, with their horses at full speed, at the same time
terrifying tliem by the most hideous yells, and succeed in driving off the stock before any effectual resistance can be made.
It is often effectefl by starting an Indian pony into the herd or the camp. with a
buffalo rolie dangling at liis heels. The alarm is
soon communicated to all the animals. When the

herd is once started, it is pushed forward as ra|)idly
as possible for a few days, so as to make distance between it and the pursuing party, whilemaiiy Indians
pass to the rear tf) offer resistance to the pursuers, if
Horses, and especially nudes, that
close at hand.
have been once stampeded, cannot be trusted beyond
the control of the herders. They will, at very vmreasonable Tnoments, stampede in the most frantic
manner with<iut any apparent good reason. J^ven
the passage of a deer. wolf, strange horse or herder
among them will cause them to take alarm and scat-

in fortifications are constructed of stone each step ter all over the country.
The herders cannot be too
is a solid block, which is (i feet long in the clear; its diligent
they should at all times be ready for every
breadth at top or the tread VI inches, and its height emergency. and whenever the animals take fright they
or rise 8 inches. Stairs are usually jilaccd along the should hasten with the bell-mare in advance of them
counterscarp and gorge-walls of the outworks, form- and iiraduallv turn them in the direction of camp.
ing a communication, for infantry only, between the
STAMPING MACHINE.— There are many different
ditch and the terre-pleiu of the work to wliicli they ty|i(s of slaniping-macliines for the great variety of
lead.
They are also used within the enceinte in po- work encountered in the Armory. For the ordinary
sitions where there is not sufficient room for ramps
and lighter work, a stamping-machine is employed,
where,
or
for greater security from surprise, it is de- of which the essential portions are a die, a rexevre or
sirable to present a narrower and more dillicult defile counter-die. and a hunniur. A toothed rack, with arto the assailant.
In cases where room is wanting rangement for catching the hannner after it rebounds,
and the communication not in habitual use, the width is only used for special i)urposes. The die. which is
of the stair may be reduced to 4 feet. See Cummxi- made of cast-iron or steel, is li.\ed to the bottom of
nkations.
the stamp, and the reverse is attached to the hamSTAKES.— Small pieces of wood, either formed by mer, which works between two guides. Pieces of
hand or cut from the small branches of abatis. Tliey thin rolled brass are cut to size. and one placed upon
are used as an oostacle against the advance of an at- the die
the hammer, with the counter-die. is now
tacking force, being sharply pointed and driven into raised to sufficient height by a windlass and rope,
the ground until only 1 or 2 feet project. They or other means, and allowed to fall, and thus force
should be placed either in front of the counterscarp the thin plate into the die. The plates from the first
or in the ditch.
Kepeated blows and anblow are then annealed
STAMPEDE.— Terror and confusion among flying nealings follow until the article is "brought up,"
troops, horses, etc.
It is a favorite trick of Indians sliglit alterations in the reverse being from time to
to stampede the stock upon theirfirst arrival in camp,, time recpiired.
Sometimes as many as 30 blows are
when the attention of every one is preoccupied and necessary, but 10 or 12 strokes will suffice for an obmore or less confusion reigns. They seldom attempt ject witli a considerable depth of raising. Globular
a stampede at night, preferring the "daylight for such articles are stamped in two or more pieces, and then
work, and invariably select the early dawn of day or soldered together.
some moment when the command "is in a probable
The drawling represents the Pratt Whitney doustate of ccmfusion.
.stampede is one of the most ble connection power-press,which is very extensively
dreaded disasters that can happen. Frecjuently, the used in the manufacture of the parts of small-arms,
animals are not only widely scattered, but irretriev- etc. It is intended for heavy punching and for coldably lost and much damage follows the rush of the drawing pieces which are difficult or costly to finish
infuriated herd through the camp, frequently tramp- by milling or filing.
It is capable of a resistance of
ling the men and tents, and killing themselves by 400,000 pounds.
The driving-wheel, 36 inches dia- '
coming in contact with trees and projecting rocks. meter, carries a belt 4i inches wide. On its shaft is
When attempting a stampede, a few Indians will a pinion engaging with a large gear-wheel on an ineometimes steal into camp, go to the bell-mare, re- termediate shaft.
pinion on this shaft gears with
:

;

,

;

&

A

;

A

.

STANCHION-GITN.
another wheel on a

sliaft that carries

the eccentrics
stroke.
Tlie machine may be
stopped or started instantly at anj- point of its stroke
by means of the Pratt friction-ch'ilcli. The openinjr
in the bed for the reception of dies isil inches square.
The machine is built witli a stroke of from 1 to G inches, as may be required. The weiglit of the machine,
includins countershaft, with 30 hy5>t inch pulleys, is

which produce

STANSABD.
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tlie

6,000 pounds.

The stamping process was first adapted to the production of hollow shapes in sheet-iron by Mr. T.
Gritfitlis in 1S41; and since then, tlie manufacture of
a great variety of shapes has been improved and extended to a surprising extent. In tlie case of a dishcover, for example, a single sheet of iron is brought
to the required shape by the repeated stampings and

regard to bodilj' position, with or without arms. To
stand fast, is the term used as a caution to some particular part of a line or column, to remain quiescent
while the rest are moving. To stand ti< tlieguns,\i to
prepare for action by taking station at the guns. To
stdtul pj arms, is a cautionary command, when soldiers are put upon the alert.
STANDABD. In its widest sense, a standard is a
flag or ensign under which men are united together
for some common purpose. The use of the standard
as a rallying-point in battle fakes us back to remote
ages. The J^ewish Army was marshaled with tlie aid
of standards belonging to tlie four tribes of Jiiilah,
Reuben, Ephraim, and Dan, and the Egyptians had
ensignswith representations of lieir favorite auinuils.
The flag of Persia was white, and, according to Xenophon.bore in his time a golden eagle with

—

I

expanded wings it was fixed on a chariot, and thus conveyed to the field of battle.
5i;schylus,in enumerating six chiefs
who, headed by Polynices, set ihemselves
:

battle array against Thebes, describes
the device on the standard of each. In
the earliest era of Roman history a bundle of hay or fern is said to have been
used as a military standard, which was
succeeded by bronze or silver figures of
animals attached to a staff, of which Pliny
enumerates five the eagle, the wolf, the
minotaur, the horse, and the boar. In the

'in

—

second Consulship of Marius,104 B.c.the
other animals were laid aside, «nd only
the ea^le retained and down to the time
of thelater Emperors, the eagle. often with
a representation of tlie Emperor's head
beneath it, continued to be carried with
the legion.
On the top of the staff' was
often a figure of Victory or Mars. Each
cohort had also an ensign of its own, consisting of a serpent or dragon woven on a
square piece of cloth, and elevated on a
gilt staff with a cross-bar.
Under the
Christian Emperors. the labnrum was substituted for the imperial standard. Various standards of great celebrity occur in
mediaeval history, among which may be
enumerated the Flag of the Prophet: the
standard taken from the Danes by Alfred
of England; and the Oritlamme, originally
bell nging to the Abbey of St. Denis, and
borne by the Counts of Vexin, which eventually became the standard of the French
;

Kingdom.
burnishings upon a chuck.
In strict language, the term standard is applied exIt is afterward tinned
with great ease, there being no joints to interfere with clusively to a particular kind of flag, long in proporthe operation
and for the same reason, iron basins tion to its depth, tapering toward the fly, and except
stamped out of tlie single sheet can be readily enam- when belonging to Princes of the Blood Royal, slit at
eled. The old way of forming these articles by hand- the end.
Each Baron, Knight or other Commander
labor was verj' tedious and clumsy. German silver in feudal times, had a recognized standard, which
is too brittle a metal to be stamped like brass or iron,
was distributed among his followers.
The length
consequently it has only hitherto been made into of the standard varied according to the rank of the
small objects, such as spoons and forks, b^' this pro- bearer. A King's standard was from 8 to 9 yards
cess. But the Messrs. Elkington, of Birmingham, are in length; a Duke's, 7 yards; a Marquis's, (j^ yards;
now making articles of considerable size in this ma- an Earl's. 6 yards: a Viscount's, 54 yards; a Barim's,
terial, I)y mean.s of a stamping-press worked by hy- 5 yards; a B&nneret's, 4i yards: and a Knight's, 4
draulic power. A number of tlie graduated dies are yards. There wa.s never a complete coat-of arms on
used for oue object, each pair coming very gradually the standard: it generally exhibited the crest or supnearer the desired shape, but none of them making porter with a device or a badge of the owner, and
an impression deep enough to strain the metal. See ever)' English standard of the Tudor era had the cross
Die-xin /ciiiff
of St. George placed at the head.
Standards were
STANCHION-GUK.— A small cannon, mounted on registered by the Heralds, and the charges on them
ajiivot: also, a boat-gun, mouuted on the gun-wall. selected and authorized by an Officer of Arms.
STAND. This word, primarily signifying the act
The so-called Royal Standard of Great Britain is
of opposing, is employed in various liiilitiiry phrases. more properly a banner being a square flag with the
I'o sUind uiif\i ffrmindM to keep the ground or station national arms covering the entire field withcmt any
one has taken.
To stand flre, is to receive the lire external accessories. The so-called cavalry standof arms from an enemy without giving way. To make ards in use in the British Army are also in strictness
a stand, is to halt for the purpose ofofEering resist- banners. They are small in size their color is deance to a pursuing enemj-.
To stand at ease, is to termined by the color of the regimental facings, and
enjoy, when in the ranks, a certain indulgence with they are charged with the cipher, number, insignia
;

—

:

STANDARD BEAREB.

STAND OF COLORS.
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and honors of tlio rpsimont.
The banners of the trench 18 inches anl No, 3 widens No. 2's work 18
Household Troops are. however, all crimson and iiichis.
richly embroidered willi the Hoval ensij;nia of Kni;STANDOFAMMnNITION.— A stand of ammunition
t'orrespondinsi to the standards' of the cavalry is composed of the projectile, the sabot, the straps,
are tlie colors of the infantry regiments, of whieli and the carlridge-b;ig. The projectiles used in howeach has "a pair," one, called the Queen's Color being itzers are shell, shrapnel, and canister.
the Union Jack, charged with some ornamental deThe sabot is a thick. circular disk of wood, to which
vice; the other, the Kef;imenlal Color, with the ciph- IIm" cartridge-bag and projectile are attached.
For
er, number, device, motto, and honors of the corps, a spherical iirojectile, the sabot has a spherical cavity
cantoned with a small Union Jack. When a regi- and a circular groove to which the cartridge-bag is
ment obtains new colors, they are usually given by tied; in the canister-sabot, the spherical cavity is
the wife of the Colonel or some lady of distinction.
omitted, and a circular otfset is added. The elfeclg
In the United Stales, each mounted regiment has of a sabot are:~lst. To prevent the formation of a
a silken standard, and each company a sdken guid- lixtgtmeiit in the bore. 2d. To moderate the action
on. The standard bears the Arms of the United of the powder on the iirojectile.
3d.
To preStates, embroidered in silk, on a blue ground, with vent the projectile from moving from its place.
In
the number and name of the regiment in a scroll un- consequence of the scattering of the fragments, it is
derneath the eagle. The tlag of the standard is two dangerous to \ise the sabot in
feet live inches wide, and two feet three inches on firing over the heads of one's
the lance, and is edged with yellow silk fringe. See own men.
Baniur, Coli^rx. Fliiffujluitl'in, and I.nlnirum.
The projectile is secured by
STANDARD BEARER.^An officer of an army, com- two tin straps, fastened at the
pany, or troop, who bears the standard; an tnsign ends with tacks driven intotbe
of infiiiilry or a Cornet of horse.
sabot. The straps cross each
STANDARD GAGE. -A gage for verifying the di- other at right angles; for solid
mensions, or any particular dimension, of articles or shot, one strap passes through
their component |)arts, which are made in large num- a slit in the other; for hollow
bers, anci require to be of uniform size. The practice projectiles, both straps are fasof making each corresponding part exactly similar tened to a tin ring which surwas first adopted with (Jovernnient small-arms, and rounds the fuse-hole.
has since been generally applied to lire-arms, and
A cartridge-bag for the fieldmany other articles. Hy this means every part fits service is made of two pieces
accurately in place when assembled with its fellows
a rectangular piece for the
to form the complete article, without the necessity of sides, and a circular piece for
trimming or filing. See (luge.
the bottom.
The rectangular
STANDARD RULE.— A graduated rule designed for piece should be cut in the diverifying otlur iii-itruments. It is principally u.sed in rection of the warp, to prevent the bag from stretchthe inspection of ordnance.
ing in the direction of its diameter; the seams shoidd
STANDARD SCALE.— A scale in use in the armory be sewed with ironlen yarn, 12 stitches to the inch,
for measuring both exterior and interior diameters. and the edges should be basted down, to prevent the
All other instruments are verifie<i t)y this, and a varia- powder from sifting through. The charge is deterlauil.

—

from it is accepted as an error, for which correcmust be made either in the instrument or the recThe points and all other gauges used by the
workmen are measured by the standard scale when
new, and verified from time to time during the progress of the work. The drawing shows a new form
tion
tion
ord.

of scale

known

as the diagraph.

It is

not only

mined by measurement.
The cylinder and cap are made

\

of a stout paper.
tlie cartridge
at the junction of the saliol and bag; the cap covers
the exposed portion of the bag, and is drawn oil before loading,and placed overthe projectile, or thrown
away. The cap is made by cutting off a ])orlion of
the cylinder, and choking one

The

iise-

>'yli"nder is

used to give stillness to

The cartridge-bag is attached to the projectile by tying it around the grooves of
the sabot with twine.
As soon as the ammunition
is finished it should be gauged
to see that it is of the proper
caliber; it is afterwards packed in well seasoned pine boxes,
ful in the verification of measures, but is very handy so disposed that the sabot may rest on a ledge in the
in drawing jiatternsand diagrams with great rapidity. box, leaving the charge below free from any presWith the addition of compasses for circles, it will be sure. The shell, shrapnel, and canister for the 12
found an improvement upon an entire box of ordi- pdr. howitzers are packed in boxes containing nine
nary instruments, doing the same work with greater each. A fuse-cutter (for the Hormannfuse) is placed
accuracy and facility. See Ovrrective Gaitgeg, and in the rim of each box containing loaded projectiles.
fiix/vrti-'ii I'f OriliKinee.
The boxes are painted black and marked with the
STANDING ARMY.— An army which is kept up by contents. The lids are fitted with hinges and secura country. anil is liiible to every species of duly, with- ed with screws. A key is beckeled to each box for
out any liniitiitir.ns being fixed for its service.
unscrewing the lid. In consequence of theobjection
STANDING ORDERS.- Certain general rulesand in- to packing powderin wood, thereby rendering it more
structions, which are to be invariably followed, and liable to deterioration, various plans have been sugare not subject to the temporarj- intervention of rank. gested for fitting the cartridge to be attached to the
Of this description arc those orders which the per- sabot at will, and stowing them separately; and it
manent Commander may judge fit to have inserted has been ordered that this be done. See Ammuniin the order books, and which'are not to be altered titm. and Fiild n7id Mmintain Amwunition.
by the temporary Commander.
STAND OF ARMS.— A complete set for (me soldier,
"standing SAJP.— A method of sapping less irk- whether horse or foot: as a rifie and bayonet, carsome but not quite so rapid as the ordinary method tridge-box and belt, etc. Frequently the rifle and
of advancing. The squad consists of three men. bayonet ahme.
No. ] leaves a turn of 18 inches, and digs a trench
STAND OF COLORS.— The common expression for
18 inches wide and 3 feet deep. No 2 widens this a single color, or t\u\s.
end.
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STAND TO HOUSE.

STAND TO HOHSE.—A

position

assumed by troop-

ers preparator}' tu mounting. Tlie liorses being equipped witli blankets and watering-bridles, the InstrucStand to Horse. At this command,
tor commands
each soldier stands face to front, on the near side of
the horse, his breast on a line with the lower jaw,
takes the position of the soldier dismounted, except
that his right hand, nails down, grasps both rems, six
:

inches from the

bit.

STANG-BALL.—A

STAB-GAUGE.
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projectile

made up

of

two

half-

by a bar.

arrangements in field-works, experience
having developed the fact that they are of very little
practical advantage.
Lines and groups of works are
now laid out so as to cover each other by flank and
to flanking

cross-fire.

A work entirely detached, should,

have within

howev-

proper flanking arrangements.
See Field-irm-ks and Ineloud Works.
STAB-GAUGE. An instniment for measuring the
diameter of the bore of a gun at any part. The head
is made of brass, with four steel sockets for the measuring points, used in gauging smooth-bore guns or
tubes, two of the sockets b^ing soldered fast mto the
head and the other two movable. The two stationary points act simply as guides, and are held horizontally in the bore, while the movable or the measuring

er,

itself

—

See Bar-ihot.
STAB. 1. The star is of frequent occurrence as a
lieraldic bearing; it sometimes represents the heavenly body so called, and sometimes the rowel of a
spur. In the latter instance, it is blazoned a mullet.
Stars of more than five points should have the num- points are held and act vertically.
A wedge or tapering plate, W, the sides of which
are cylindrical, runs through a slit in the head; an
aperture in the inner end of the movable sockets,
balls united

—

embraces the cylinders, so that when the wedge
or backward, the sockets are projected or withdrawn.
The tapering of the wedge has a certain knowa
^•1.1,

is

may be wawith wavy points, is often designated a blazing star: and when the points are more
than six in number,it is usual to represent only every
second point as waved.
The star is a well-known ensign of knightly rank.

ber of points designated, and the points
vy.

A

star, or estoile,

A

star of some specified form constitutes part of the
insignia of everj' order of knighthood.
S.The Order of the Star was an order of knighthood
formerly existing in France, founded by John II. in
13,50 in imitation of the then recently instituted Order
of the Garter in England. The ceremony of installation was originally performed on the festival of the
Epiphany and the name of the Order is supposed to
have been allusive to the Star of the Magi.
STAB FOBTS.— Star forts in plan consist of a polygon having alternately salient and re-entering angles.
The object of this disposition is to obtain crossfires on the approaches upon the salients, and to remove the dead space in the portions of the ditch at
the salients. This can only l)e effected in star forts
having at least eight salients. In all other cases,
when the salients are limited to 60°, the re-entering
angles become too obtuse to admit any but a very oblique fire from the faces in the direction of the sali-

moved forward

proportion to its length, so that if it is moved in
either direction a given distance, a proportional movement is imparted to the sockets. The sides of the
wedge incline 0.3.5 inch in a length of 2.3 inches, so
that by pushing it the thirty-fifth part of this distance
("about O.Ofi inch), the distance between the two sockets is increased .01 inch. There are four steel measuring-points, P.for each caliber, fitted with very strong:
shoulders at one end, below which threads are cut

ents.
The star fort is sometimes planned by placing
redans on the middle of the faces of a square refor screwin* into the sockets in the head.
A wrench
doubt, as shown in the drawing, thus presenting alis made to ht the shoulders, sa as to turn the pointsternate salients of 90" and 60°. In some special cases
firmly into their places; when twoof these are screwthe salients of 90® are reduced to 60° by prolonging
ed into the fixed sockets, the distance between their
extremities is equal to the true diameter of the bore.

In front of this set are three movable sockets, used
rilled guns.
These are capable of a
lateral motion to enable them to be adjusted for use
with guns of any size or of any number of grooves.
The sraff.to which the head is permanently aUached,
is a hollow brass tube, made in three or more sections,
and graduated for its entire length into inches and
quarters,beginningat the measuring-points (smoothbore), so as to indicate the distance of the latter from
the muzzle of the gun.
Through the staff passes a.
square steel rod, divided into tlie same number of
sections as the staff, and which are arranged with
threads, so as to be screwed together.
The handle is a brass tube, and is secured on to the
rear of the square rod. It has a sliding motion along^
the end of the staff to which it is fitted. Toward the
front part is a slit, on the side of which is marked a
scale to indicate the movements of the measuringpoints.
Each joint of the staff carries a mark made
on a small silver plate, whick »hows through the slit
the zero point upon the scale, when the measuringpoints are adjusted to the true diameter of the bore.
For puqwses of adjustment the rear half of the handle can be moved by screwing backward or forward
along the front half, and it can be secured, when desired, by a clami>-screw.

when gauging

Plan of Star Fort for a polygon of eight

sides,

inwards the faces of the redans. When the site is
horizontal there is no good reason for making the
work irregular in its parts. The star fort, from its
imperfect flanking dispositions, is but little if at all
superior in strength to the redoubt. For the same
interior space for the uses of the garrison, the star
fort presents a much longer line of parapet than the
redoubt, to be defended. It is therefore only on irregular sites, or broken ground, that an application
will be foimd for it.
Since the introduction of modern improved arms, but little regard has been given
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A

rini;-gaU!;o- being ii simple stcd riiij; of suffloient
thiekiie-s lo insure stitTriess— is used for each caliber
ill connection witliand foriidjustins; the gauge. Each
ring-gauge is arconipanied by a set nif measuringpoints, wliieli are screwed into the sockets by an orrest in tlie form of a T is phiced
dinary wrench.
in tlie moutli of tlie gini to supjMirt tlie instrument in
tlie axis of llie bore. Tlie upright brancli is movable
for convenience in packing, and each carries a slide
whieli can be adjusted for different sizes of bore. To
facilitate the adjustment of the rest, the positions of
tlie slides on the different branches are permanently
marked for different calibers of guns.
To adjust the instrument, the ring-gauge of therequired diameter is so held as to surround the corresponding points wliicli have been lilted to the sockets.
The points are then pushed out by the handle
till in contact with the ring; and if the zero points
do not coincide, the damp-screw is loosened and the
rear part of the handle is screwed backwards or forwards till the coincitlence is effec^ted. The dampscrew is then tightened and the instrument is ready
for use.
Before and after every set of measurements the adjustment of the instrument must be similarly verified.
Where more than two lengths are used, the staff must
be supported when taking measurements near the
muzzle of the gun. In ritled pieces the measurements
should be made at intervals of i of an inch from the
bottom of the cylindrical part of the bore to the front
of the seat of the shot, and at intervals of 1 inch from
that point to the muzzle.
The measurements are at
first taken from land to land, an<i afterward from
groove to groove. See Inxpection of Ordnniu-f.
STAR OF INDIA. The Order of the 8tar of India
is uu order of knighthood instituted by C^uctu Vic-

points, and hanging from it an oval medallion, with
an onyx cameo profile bust of t^ueen Victoria, encircled bythe motto: "lleaven's light our guide" in gold
letters, on an enriched border of light-blue enainel.

The

A

Stat oLIndia.
in Jtme. 1801, with the view of affording the
Princes, Chiefs, and peoi)le of the Indian Kmjiire a
testimony of her Majesty's regard, commemorating
her Majesty's resolution to take on herself the government of India, and rendering honor to merit and
loj-alt}'. The Order consists of the Sovereign, a (Jrandmaster, who is to be the Governor General of India

[

i

iiiri^tiiitiit hfitlge is similar to the collar-badge,
but with the star, the setting of the cameo, and the
motto all of diamonds: it is worn i)en<lent from a ribbon of pale blue with white borders. The xtiir of the
Order is a five pointed star or mullet of diamonds on
an irradiated field of gold. Around it, on an azure
fillet bordered with gold, is the same motto in diamonils. ilie whole encircled by wavy rays of gold.
STARS.- Decorations for rockets. There are several varieties
W/iite ji^im consist of l(i parts of niter; 8 parts of sulphur; and 4 parts of mealed powder.
Jib/f atdm usually consists of G9 parts of potassium
"24 parts of sulphur
chlorate
and 7 parts of copper
sulphate. VJfrf xtor* consist of 32 parts of strontium
nitrate 9 parts of good sulphur
8 parts of potassium chlorate; and 'i parts of lamp-black. Gnen .itarn
consist of 18 parts of barium nitrate
parts of sulphur; 4 parts of potassium chlorate and 1 part of
lamp-black. Purple stum consist of 24 parts of potassium chlorate 4 parts of sulphur and 'i parts of
copper sulphate.
I elloie Ktnrs consist of 1 part of
charcoal I part of sulphur and (i parts of sodium
nitrate.
Fioe-poiiiUd nUirii consist of 7 parts of sulphur, and 10 parts of meale<I pow<ler.
To ])repare the composition, reduce the material-s
to the finest powder; mix them with thehands; pass
them three times through the sieve, mixing tliem
each time with the hand. Moisten the composition
with whisk}' in which gum has been dissolved, so
that the composition shall retain its form when i)re8Sed in the liand. Fill the mold by jiressing it in the
composition spread out in a wooden liowl push out
the star with the piston, letting it fall lightly on a
sheet of paper dusted over with mealed powder.
Colored sUirn are made in the same manner as white
ones, using the compositions indicated in the table.
:

—

;

;

:

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

See Cninpmo'tionH, FimDorku, and Sigitnl-rocket.
STAR-SOEIL.— A thin iron shell used with li";ht
muzzle-loading guns, filled with stars, and intended
to light up an enemy's position at night.
It contains
six stars of magncsium-li^ht composition, burning
or
about 13
14.seconds, anil seven stars of signal-light
composition, burning about 34 or 36 seconds. It is
complete in itself, having the burster (J drachm of
powder) with quick-match priming arranged in the
interior, and only requires the time-fuse to be prepared and fixed when required for action. By adopting a code where certain words are represented by
different colors, a complete system of communication
might be kept up between two bodies of troops at a
considerable distance from each other.
STATANT.— In Heraldry, a term applied to an animal standing still, with all the feet touching on the
ground. If the face be turned to the spectator, it is
said to be xtntant gardaiit, or in the case of a stag, at

torift

STATE.— In

the British Service, a statement of the
and men of any body of troops,
distinguishing those present, those employed, absent,
or sick, and the different ranks under separate head-

number

of ollicers

ings.

STATICS.— The science of the equilibrium or balancing of forces on a body or system of bodies, has
gradually advanced from the days of Archimedes to
Sinthe grand developments it has now acquired.
and civil officers who have rendered important ser- gularly enough, though most of its simpler theorems
vice to the Indian Empire, and such native Chiefs and are very generally known, are almost popular, in fact,
Princes of India as have entitled themselves to her there is no science in which elementary teaching is
Majesty's favor. The insignia consist of a collar, so defective. The ordinarj' proofs of its fundamenbadge, and star. The rnUnr of the Order is c(mipos- tal principles, such as the paraHel/iffram nfforaen, the
ed of the heraldic rose of England, two palm branch- prhu-Jple "fthe U^fr. etc., are usually founded on the
es in saltire tied with a ribbon, and a lotus-Hower al- supposition that a body in equilibrium is iilmilnU'ly
ternating with each other, all of gold enameled, and nt rent. Now, any one who knows that the earth
connected by a double golden chain.
From an im- rotates about its axis, that it revolves about the sun,
perial crown, intervening between two lotu.s-leaves, that the sun is in motion relatively to the so-called
depends the iirf^f, consisting of a brilliant star of five fixed stars; that the^an, in all probabilitj-, in motion
for the time being, and 'i5 knights, together with such
extra and honorarj- knights as the Crown mayappoint.
The members of the Order are to be military, naval,
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STATUS IN QUO. A treaty between belligerents,
about something else which is itself in motion, etc.,
will at once see tliat tliere is no such thing as abso- which leaves each ^iSiny i n statu quo ante btUum,\.\idX
Also
lute rest, and that reUitive rmt or motion, unclianged is in tlie state in which it was before the war.
with reference to surrounding bodies, is all that we written status quo.
STATS. Bars, generally of round or angle-iron,
mean by equilibrium. He will tlien, at once, see that
the foundations of all statics are to be sought in the spanning an angle in frame-work, to neutralize the
laws of motion. And, in fact. Newton's second law bending moment about the junction of two beams
of motion gives us the necessary and sufficient con- forming the angle. Stays are of frequent necessity
ditions of equilibrium of a single particle under the in the construction of artillery carriages.
STEAM-CKANE.—The application of steam to the
action of an}' forces while his third law, with the
annexed scholium, gives tnese conditions for any body working of cranes was an obvious one. and is now
universal where much hoisting-work has to he done;
or system of bodies whatever.
The simplest statement of the conditions of equil- it not only effects a great saving in labor, but causes
ibrium of a rigid body which can be given, is that the work to be much more quickly done, a considerfurnished by this scholium of Newton's, which is now ation quiteas important. Steam-cranes and winches
known by the name of the principle of energy (see are now almost invariably used at foundries. When
Force) or work. It is as follows A rigid body is in working on a wliarf and in many other situations, it
equilibrium if,and is not in equilibrium unless, in any is often verj' convenient that the crane should be movsmall displacement whatever, no work is done on the able, so that it may go to its work in the multitude
whole by the forces to which it is subject. In the of cases where that arrangement is more convenient
For this purpose it is mounted
•case of what are called tlie mechanical poiters, this is than the converse.
equivalent to the statement that work expended on a on a plain railway truck, either of wood or iron, the
machine is wholly given back by the machine or truck being generally provided with clamps at the
that the work done bj' \.\\e power is equal to the work ends, by which it can be firmly secured to the rails
spent in overcoming i\\eresistance. It is shown in the when lifting the weights. The balance construction,
geometrical science of kinematics that any motion now universall}' adopted for portable cranes, was inwhatever of a rigid body can be reduced to three dis- vented or suggested by the late Mr. R. W. Thomson,
placements in any three rectangular directions, to- C'.E. in 18.56 its essential feature being the use of the
gether with three rotations about anj- three rectang- boiler as a counterpoise to the weight to be lifted.
ular axes so that the equilibrium of a rigid body is The principal parts of a steam-crane are: 1. The boilsecured if no work be done on the whole in any of er, which must be of some very simple construction,
these nix displacements. Tliere are thus six condi- as it has so frequently to be worked with excessively
tions of equilibrium for a rigid body under the action dirty water. 2. The framing, which is generally made
of an}- forces and these are reduced to three (two
displacements and one rotation), if the forces are confined to one plane and to one (a displacement) if the
forces act all in one line.
Equilibrium may be stable, unstable, or neutral. It
is said to be stable if the body, when slightly displaced in anj' way from its position of equilibrium,

—

;

:

,

—

—

—
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and

left free, tends to return to that position.
It is
unstable if there is any displacement possible which
will leave the body in a position in which it tends to
fall further aicay from its position of equilibrium. It
is neutral if the body, when displaced, is still in equilibrium.
It is easily shown, but we cannot spare the
space for the proof," that a position of stable equilibrium is, in general, that in which the potential energy
(see Force) of the body is a minimum
of unstable
equilibrium, where it is a maximum (for some one
direction of displacement at least)— of neutral equilibrium, where the potential energj- remains unchanged by an)' small displacement. Thus a perfect sphere,
of uniform material, is in neutral equilibrium on a
horizontal plane while an oblate spheroid, with its
axis of rotation vertical, is in stable equilibrium: and
a prolate spheroid, with its axis vertical, is in unstable equilibrium on the plane. Similar statements hold
for other than rigid bodies. Thus, a chain, or a mass
of fluid, is in stable equilibrium when its potential
energy is least, i. e., when its center of gravity is as
low as possible. Tliis simple statement is sufficient
for the mathematical solution of either question.
STATION. A locality chosen for the garrisoning of
troops. The name of stationed, or stations, was given
by the Romans to the guard which was kept in the
day time at the gates of the camp, and at the intrenchments. The utatio agraria was an advanced post to
prevent surprise, insure the safety of prisoners, etc.
The chief use was to keep the military sicay secure
from hostile incursions, whence we find them at the
concurrence of roads. The term is also extensively
applied to the old military stations of the Romans,

—

—

—

when encampments

of towns existed. The statira
coDtra were encampments for a short time
the ««tiva cnxtra were the .same, but might he occupied
only for one night. The fiyherna contra, or winter
«amps, were elaborately fortified, even with stone
walls, houses within, etc., so that many towns grew
out of them. See Post.
:

of cast-iron, and supports the boiler, the engine and
gear, and the jib. 3. The engine (which has almost
always two small cylinders, and is fitted with reversing gear), and the pinions, wheels, drums, etc.. for
the hoisting and other motions. 4. The "jib" (either
of wood or iron), over a pvdlev in the top of which
the chain passes, and the purpose of which is to enable
the different objects to be lifted quite clear of the
ground, and deposited, when necessarj-, on trucks,
etc., 5. The pillar, which is firmly attached to the
truck, and which, passing upward through the center of the frame, forms the pivot on which it turns

round. 0. The truck itself, which supports the whole
machine. If the crane is statiouar}-, the truck, of
course, is not required, the bottom of the pillar being
imbedded in masonry: and for large cranes the boiler is generally made separate from the machine itself, and sometimes the engines also.
A portable
balance steam-crane is when complete fitted with the
following motions. 1. Gear for hoisting generally
with two or more speeds, to be used according to the
weight to be lifted: "2. Gear for raising or lowering
the outer end of the jib; 3. Gear for slewing the jib
(with boiler and frame attached to it): 4. (3ear for
propelling the truck along the mils. A complete and
well-designed crane of this kind, made bv Messrs.

—

;
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from

to 7 tons, according submitted to Louis XIV., a i)roject for raising water
rcvolvinj; base has a by means of steam, accompanying it with ingenious
from
which
tank under
the feed-water Is calculations and tables.
The first patent for the ai)supplied by means of un injector. At the sides and plication of steam-power to various kinds of machines
In ItlUU,
the back end of boiler, a shett-iron frame is fitted for was taken out in 1698 by Captain Savery.
use as a coal-bunker; or, if required, iron or other bal- he exhibited before the Koyal Society a working
His engines were the first
last can be placed in it, to assist in balancing heavy model of his invention.
loads. The carriage or truck is constructed of wrought used to any great extent in industrial operations: they
and cast-iron, to which are fitted rail-clamps; and, seem to have been employed for some years m the
where the crane is for a narrow gauge, can be fitted drainage of mines in Cornwall aii<l Devonshire. The
with cros.s-girders to increase base.
essential improvement in them over the older ones
STEAM ENGINE.— Steam-engines, in their infancy, was the use of a boiler separate from the vessel in
were kmiwu as lire-engines; and in point of fact the which the steam did its work. One vessel, in all
older term is the more correct, because the water or former engines, had served both purposes. He made
steam is only used as a convenient nudiiuu tlirough use of the condensation of gleam in a close vessel to
which the form of energy which we call heat is made produce a vacuum, and thus raise the water to a cerIn tain height, after which the elasticity of steam pressto perform the required mechanical operations.
modern engines, sufficient heat is added to the steam ing ui)on its surface was made to raise it still further
to raise it to a very high pressure, and the excess of in a second vessel.
In all the attempts at pumping-engineB heretofore
this pressure over the pressure opposed to it (either
atmospheric pressure or the still lower pressure in a made, including Savery's, the steam acted directly
condenser is both the cause and measure of the work upon the water to be moved without any intervening
done by the engine. In earlier machines, however, part. To Dr. Papin. a celebrated Frenchman, is due
the steam was raised only to atmospheric pressure, the idea of Wxe pmUm.
li was first used by liim in a
and admitted into the engine only to be at once con- model constructed in 1690, where the cylinder was
densed by a jet of cold water. The e.\cess of the at- still made to do duty also as a boiler; but in an immospheric pressure above the pressure in the partial proved steam-pump invented about 1700 he used it
vacuum caused by the condensation wiis then the di- as a diaphragm floating on the top of the water in a'
rect cause of work. Engines of this kind are not now separate vessel, or cylinder, and the steam, by pressused; they were called atmospheric engines. Asa ing on the top of it, forced the water out ol the cylsource of power, steam lias several advantages over inder at the other end. The next great step in adwind and water. It is iuaependeut of the weather, vance was made about 170,') in the atmosplieric enmay be applieil anywhere, allords a constant equable gine, conjointly invented by Newcomen, Caw ley, and
motion, and is capable of indefinite increase. Its in- Savery. Tiiis machine held its own for nearly sevvention, therefore, has caused a new era in the arts; enty years, and was very largely applied to mines.
and the revolution which it has brought about in inThe next essential improvements on the .steam
dustry of all kinds, as well as the influence it has had engine were those of Watt, which began a new era
on civilization in general, and must yet have in a in the history of steam-power. The first and most
higher degree, are altogether incalculable.
important improvenu-nt made by Watt was the sepaThe invention of steam as a propelling power is rate coudeni-er, patented in 1709. He had (bserved
claimed by various nations; but the first extensive that the jet of cold water thrown into the cylinder to
employment of it, and most of tlie improvements condense the steam, necessarily reduced the temperamade upon the steam-cngiue, the world indisputably ture of the cylinder so much that a great deal of the
owes to the English anU the .\mericans. It would steam flowing in at each upwanl stroke of the pistoa
appear that as early as 1.543, a Spanish Captain, named was C(mdensed before the cylinder got back the heat
Biasco de Garay, showed in the harbor of Barcelona abstracted from it by the spurt of cold water tised
a steamboat of his own invention. It is most likely for condensing the steam in the cylinder. The loss
that Blasco's engine was on the principle of thCiEo- of steam arising from this was so great that only
lip Ic of Hero, invented 130 b.c in which steam pro- about one-fourtli of what was admitted into the cylduces rotatory motion by issuing from orifices, as inder was actually available as motive power. Watt»
water does in Barker's Mill. The preacher Mathesius, therefore, proviiled a separate vessel in which to conin his sermon to miners (Nuremberg, l'>i'<2), prays for dense the steam, and which could be kept constantly
a man who •• raises water by fire and air," showing iu a state of vacuum, without the loss which arose
when the cylinder itself was used as a condenser.
the early application of steam-power in Germany
and the German engineer, Sol. de .C'«i's, in the ser- This device, which now looks simple enough, was
vice of the Elector Palatine in Heidelberg, describes the greatest of Watt's inventions, and it forms the
His genious was such that
in his work, Lrs Jidigoiui dei Furce» Moucantea aiec foundation of his f;ime.
JJivrrieti Machiiu'», 1615, a steam-machine, which was in a few years be changed the steam-engine from a
merely a contrivance for forcing the water contained clumsy, wasteful, and almost impracticable machine
in a copper ball through a tube by applying heat. into a machine practically the same as we now have.
An Italian engineer, G. Branca, invented, in 1029, a The principal improvements since his time have beea
the steam being generated either in matters relating to the boiler in details of
sort of steam windmill
in a boiler, was directed by a spout against the flat construction consequent on our increased facilities,
improved machinery, and greater knowledge of the
vanes of a wheel, which was thus set iu motion.
In England, among the first notices we have of the strength of materials in the enlarged application of
idea of employing steam as a propelling force, is that his principle of expansive working or in the appli-

Williamson Bros., will lift
to tht position of the jib.
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the boiler,
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contained iu a small volume, published in 11)47, entitled 7'/i« Art of Guniurry, by Nat. Nye, mathematician
in which he proposes to " charge a piece of
ordnance without gunpowder," by putting water insteatl of powder, ramming down an air-tight plug of
wood, and then the shot, and applying a fire to the
But the first
breech "tiU it burst out suddenly.''
successful effort was that of the Jlarquis of Worcester.
In his Century uf I ntentivnx, the manuscript of
which dates from 1G.>5, he describes a steam-apparatus by which he rai.wd a column of water to the
height of 40 feet. This, under the name of " Firewaterwork," appears actually to have been at work
Sir Samuel Morland, in 1683.
at Yauxhall in lUoU.
;

cation of the steam-engine to the propulsion of carriages and vessels. His principal inventions were aa
follows
1. The condensation of steam in a vessel
separate from the cylinder, so as to avoid the cooling of the latter. 2. The use of a pump, designated
an "'air-pump," to withdraw the condensed water,
and mixed steam and air, from the condenser. 3. To
surround the cylinder either with a steam-jacket, or
with some non-conducting body, in order to prevent
radiation of heal (these three, with others, were included iu the specification of 1769;. 4. To use the
steam expansively in the way explained further on
in this article (this was invented before 1709. but not
published till 1782;; and -5. The now universally used
:
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double-acting engine, and the conversion of the re-ciprocating moti(jn of tlie beam into u rotarj' motion
by means of a crauiv (both tliese were invented before
1778, the engine being patented iu 1782, I)ut the
cranii having before tliat date been pirated and pat«nted by another. Watt also patented and published

his parallel motion, throttle-valve, governor, and indicator; all four of which are still used.
It wouUi be inconsistent with our limits to enter
into any description of the constructive details of
steam-engines we can only afford to give a general
notion of the way iu which the motion is originated,
:

STEAU-ENOINE.

and to explain the chief principles on which the motive^power and economy of engines depend.
For
the purjjose of our illustration we have selected the
Cummer Engine — one of the most perfect and satisfactory engines ever designed. The illustration herewith presented shows an elevation and a part of the

vertical section of this standard automatic engine,
and also a horizontal section which shows the ?orm
of the girder and cylinder, and clearly exhibits the
various working parts, in their relation to each other.

In the elevation there appears a section of the piston
is shown the form of cross-head, connect-

and there

STEAM FAN.

STEAM FAH.

I!J8

inc-rnd. and crdnTc. The horizontal section furtlier
details the cross-heail, tlie sub ends of tlie conuect-

specific headings. See Cylinder,Fly-wtieel,Oaterru>r,
Iiuliiiiti'r, an<l I'Utoii.

and crank. The main bearing with its quarshoes and means for adjustment is clearly
detailed, and tliere is sliow.n the train of three irears
wlncli drives the governor-shaft from the main-shaft;
the jiovemor also appears in section showing the
weights, the bell crank, and attachmentsto tlie "shaftrod.
Tlie elevation and plan exhibits the large bell

STEAM-FAN.— A fanner driven by steam. These
ma( hinis have a wide range of application, being
employed for blowing furnaces of all kinds provided
with grate-bars, such as steam-boilers, steamboat,
gunboat, ironclad and si cam yacht lioilers, iron melting. healing. puddling. and nail furnaces. Coal-screenings and all kinds of refuse coul. tan bark, saw<lust,
III-., may be successfully used for fuil by the use of
bla>t from these fans.
For heating dry houses and
rooms for drying lumber of all kinds, and all materials manufactured from wood: leather, glue, grain,
fruits, lisli, herbs, paints, cotton, wool, knit goods,
and all other textile fabrics. For cold storage where
the air is drawn over ice for cooling and preserving
meats of all kinds, Ilsli, fowls, dairy ijroducts, etc.
Also, for any and all other purposes where a large

ing-rod.

ter-bo.\es,

crank, to the vertical arm of wliicli the thnist-rod is
attached, while the horizontal arm supports all tlw
hanging weights, and has attached to it the spiral
spring which appears in the elevation,
Ueferring
once more to the liorizontal section, it will be noticed that the main eccentric is attached directly to the
governor-shaft, and the cut-oil eccentric is attached
to a long sleeve, wliicli by suitabh- connection with
the governor-weights, is made to rotate tlie eccentric
forward or backward, aii<l thus change the point of
cut-olT. The main eccentric operatesthe main-valves
ami also the e.xhausl-valvesthrough the intervention
of a rock-arm.
The eccentric-rods and valve-stems
have means for adjustment of length, these. with the
joints at the roek-arm and the slide to prevent vibration of the cut-olT valve-stem, as well as the mode
for attaching the valves to the valve-stems, are all
shown in the horizontal section.
The lower right hand portion of this section, shows
that part of the cylinder where the e.\haust-valve for
this end is situated.
The piston rod stuffing-box is
bushed with brass. In the vertical section appears
a novel form of cylinder-head which projects within
the cylimler and reduces the clearance to as low an

amount

as possible. The forward head is formed by
the end of the girder-frame, but in the larger sizes

head is made separate and lM,|t((| i.) the frame.
Objections have been made against this deep form
of cylinder-head, on the ground that the annular
space between the head and counterbore atTords so
much more condensing surface than the ordinary
form of cylinder-head but, in point of fact, this objection does not hold at all. because the cylinder-heads
are made a true fit for one incli or so at tlie outside
bearing and a sliding fit for all the rest of the length.
Tiie space between the counterbore and the head,
which is about tli,> thickness of a piece of paper, becomes, when in use, completely filled up with a deposit
from ihe oil used to lubricate the cylinder, which is
driven in by the steam and effectually prevents any
condensation from this cause. The various details
alluded to in this general description, will be found
more thoroughly illustrated and described under
tlie

;

volume

of hot or cold wind is recpiired.
are particularly a(la[)ted for cooling
ventilating mines, casemates, manufacturing es-

The larger sizes
and

tablishments, work-shops, chemical-works, powdermills, tanneries,slaughter-houses, store-houses, warehouses, vaults, otflces, hospitaLs, cell-houses in prisons, ])ublic-lialls, assembly-chambers, court-rooms,
school-houses, cook-rooms, hot lire-rocuns on steamers, and all kinds of ships of war.cooling men working near hot furnaces in rolling-mills, steel-mills, etc.
Tlie drawing sliows t wo of Sturtevanl's steam-fans
coupled so as to economize power and save the unnecessary wear and tear of engines. Hy reducing the
speed 20 per cent, it is possible to run with lialf the
power one engine running botli blowers or fans.
When blowers are used for warming and ventilating
buildings, it is frequently the case that for very many

—

ai-irublc to use two. located

reasons

ii

apart.

Sometimes one of these

i^

iiol v( ry far
for blasting
for exiiausting out, both
is

iiserl

while the other is used
being of the same size, and the situation such as to
require both fans to run at the same time.
Inmost
of these cases it is not necessary to run both engines.
For example, suppose. by running both engines, both
fans could be made to run at 3tl0 revolutions by uncoupling one engine and driving both fans by the
otii 'r, the two fans will then make 1(!0 revolutions in
place of 200. Then in case only mo to 120 revolutions are needed, the valve can be adjusted to cut off
shorter and not let the engine take si) much s'.eam.
This saves running both engines in mild weather; in
fact, two blowers can be run at half speed with one
engine cutting off very short, while it would require
both engines cutting off at one-half or two-thirds to
in,

:

1
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at full speed.
In the case of larire blowers, for
very heavy work, say from 8 fi-ei to 25 feet diameter of the fan, it is found to be more satisfactory
to build them entirely of wrouglit-iron, using the best
beam and angle-irf)n for the frame, and plate-iro'i
for the housing.
It will be seen that tliis mode of
construction is applical)le to any size. These blowers can be built very light or very heavy.for light or
heavy work. By light work is meant warming and
Those used for blowing fur%\.'ntilating buildings.
naces in iron-mills, etc., require to be built very heavy
and strong. In this class of blowers it is necessary to
use thicker plates and heavier beam and angle-iron.
See Bl/nrer. Fniiiur, and Iron.

to maintain the even pressure in following up the ball
from the breech to muzzle. It is the evil of charges
converted into gas within the breech of the gun.that

all
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— A gun whose projectile-force

is

temperature and pressure are too high at starting and too low at the end. The steam-gun would
be tlie best of our projectile forces.
Compressed air has many of the advantages and
some of the defects of steam; and the frequent use of
the air-gun has shown its convenience as well as its
efficiency. Air can be compressed into a reservoir by
mechanical force, just as steam can be raised in a
boiler by heat; and by compressing 400 times the natural quantity of air into a given space, a pressure of
400 atmospheres miglit possibly be obtained in this
tlieir

in this respect

way.

de-

rived from the expansion of steam issuing through a
shotted tube. Mr. Henry Bessemer has proposed a
steam tire-engine to tlirow bullets in.stcad of water. He
calculates that it will tlirow 181 J pounds, representing
3540 rifle-bullets per minute, to the di.stauce of one
mile, with a consumption of 5 pounds of coal and 3
gallons of water. The calculation for steam at 150
pounds pressure is that it would escape at an initial
velocity of 1,900 feet per second, and, acting upon a
two-ounce leaden ball, presenting an area of \ of an
Mr.
inch, would exert a force upon it of 90 pounds.
Bessemer suggests a universal joint tube for delivering a sweeping fire; and a mantlet to shield the gun-

;

j

;

i

ners.

The idea of employing the expansive force of steam
for propelling projectiles is not a new one.but its application has seldom met with success, since penetraAmong other contribution has been sought for.
tions to the subject is a paper "• On the Numerical
Expression of the Destructive Energy in the Explosions of Steam Boilers, and on its Comparison with
the Destructive Energy of Gunpowder," by Mr. G. B.
Airy.
He reaches the conclusion that the destructive energy of one cubic foot of water, at the temperature which produces the pressure of 60 pounds to the
square inch, is equal to that of one pound of gunpowder.
In Richardson and Watts' "Chemical Technology,"
Vol. I., Part IV. .page 523, London, 18(>5,we alsoUnd
the following:— 'High-pressure steam is exceedingly
well adapted to the performance of this kind of work:
unluckily it would require higli pressure steam of 400
atmospheres or 5,000 lbs. pressure on the round inch
to perform this duty, aud as such steam could only
be generated in a furnace intensely heated, it is scarcely probable that boilers will be foun<l sufficiently
strong aud durable to workcontinuously under sucii
pressure.
If they were found to be practicable, nothing more would be necessary than to bring a steam
pipe from the boiler to the breech of every gun in a
fortress or a ship, and the admission of the charge of
such steam into the chamber by a valve wovdd be
sufficient to discharge the missile of the G8-pounder
with a speed of 1,000 feet a second." The well-known
Mr. Perkins studied this subject carefully, but apHe found that steam
plied it somewhat differently.
of this pressure could be generated only by water
nearly red-hot; and instead of throwing the steam into the breech by a pipe, he threwthe red-hot water into the breech of his gun, allowingit when there to expand itself into steam and expend its force in giving
speed to the ball. This expedient of Perkins is wefl
worthy of study. It has both the defects and advantages of a gunpowder-gun. The red-hot water
tlirown into the barrel would have the fault of being
too powerful at the beginning of its expansion and
too weak at the end. Thebarrel would be tilled partly with water and partly witli steam; ami as tlie water
grew into steam it would lower its temperature and
its pressure, so that the explosive force would fall off
very much towards the end of the stroke. This is
the inevitable evil of allowing the water to become
vapor in the gmi. When the steam is generated in a
.separate boiler, and freely admitted into the breech
of thegun,there is reservoir enough of heat and steam

If an air-pipe communicated from this reservoir to the breech of the gun, air of 400 atmospheres
of pressure would certainly be able to follow up the
68-poundershot, with pressure and velocity able to
discharge it with a speed of 1.600 feet per .second,
and. therefore, to do our work but the apparatus
would be full of mechanical difficulties. Liquid eases are known to be receptacles of enormous mechanical power. Carbonic acid gas, liquefied and shut up
in a reservoir, generates large volumes of sras with
great rapidity the moment it is permitted to""expand.
Other gases expand with still greater rapidity and
force;and if we could ever conceive liquid gases to be
easily made, safely carried, and comfortably handled,
a charge of liquid gas bottled up in the Ijreech of a
gun would be a very effectual propelling power.and
quite able to generate the force we want, and to apply it within the time we require. This system, however, is also beset with mechanical difficulties.
The preceding illustrations of steam, compressed
air, and liquid gases lead us on verj- instructively to
the manner in which fire has become necessarj- to do
the work of a gun.
A supply of heat is essenti,Hl to
the expansion of a gas, and a rapid supply is indispensable to the rapid performance of the work. In
steam, the fire is not only external to the gun. but external to the boiler in which the steam is generated.
In gunpowder, the fire is introduced into the inside
of the gim. for the purpose of supplying the heat
that is wanted to raise the gases to their elastic pressure, and to maintain them at that pressure while expanding. Red-hot steam introduced into the breech
of the gun rapidly cools down aud loses its heat and

!

|

power

in expanding.
If we could introduce fire into the breecli of the gun at the same time, to maintain the heat of the steam and the water, the steam

would become an admirable jjropelling force. Carl)onic acid gas expanding rapidly from the liquid into the gaseous state cools down so suddenly as not only to lose its mechanical power, but to freeze into
solid flakes .of snow.
If we could charire tlie breech

gun with fire as well as with li(iuid gas. the fire
would give it the heat it wants, prevent i^s congelation, and maintain its power to the end of the discharge. What gunpowder and gun-cotton do is really to provide a reservoir of gas aud a fire to heat it
snuultaneously and in the same chamber. In the case
of gunpowder the fire is fed with charcoal, in the case
of the

'

of gun-cotton the fire is fed with gun-cotton wool, another form of carbon. In gunp"owder, large quantities of carbonic acid gas are generated, possibly in
the liquid state, and are heated by the internal "furnace of the charge, possibly red-hot. In like manner in a gun-cotton charge, red-hot water or steam
is introduced with other gases, possibly also liquids,
together with an internal furnace of flame; and thus
the work is done first, by the release of the gases
themselves, and, secondly, by the continuance of the
elasticity of those gases by the internal supply of lieat.
This is how gunpowder and gun-cotton really do the
work of a steam-gun. a carbonic acid gun, or any other kind of gas-gun.
STEAM-HAMMEK.— Properly called a steam-operated hammer. The term is usually, however.restricted
to one working vertically by tlie attachment of its
rod to a piston in an upright cylinder above. The

—
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within the comi)ass of the hammer, and that, too,
perfectly self-acting in every respect, the long lever
in deve!r)i)iiij; the wonih'rful resources of the iron and the iuird work before referred to being now entire15y simply altering the iiosilion of the
trade, and is still looked upon as a marvel of enui- ly banished.
neerins; sl<ill and ability. Tlie cannon-fori^dn"; steam- lapi)et-lever by nu-ans of two screws, a blow of the
hammer at the Spriuglield Arsenal, tliut at Woolwieh e.xact force re(iuired could be produced and continued
So conqjletely waa
for use in the Hoyal'gun factories, and tlie wonder, so long as steam was supplied.
ful hammer (eapaliU' of working amass of steel of the hammer now under c(Uitrol, that it became a fa100 t<ms) at tlie works of Krui)pTof Kssen, are a few vorite anuiseuu^nt to ]ilace a wine-glass containing
of tlie monstermaehines employed in the maiMifaeture an egg upi>nthe .•invil,;md let the block descend upon
of the ]iresenl heavy ordnanee. 'I'he first idea of a it with its (|ui(k motion: and so nice was its adjuststeam-hammer appears to belong to .lames Watt, the ment, and so delii'ate its mechanism, that the great
preat f.ither of engineers, and was jiatented by him in block, weighing perhaps several tons, could be heard
1T.S4. InlXtlti. ^Villiam Deverell. "deserilnMl asan Kn- playing "tap. tap" upon the egg without cracking
giueer of Surry," also took out a patent for a steam- the shell, when at a signal to the man in charge, down
Inimmer; but in neither case does it api)earthat steam- woidd come the great mass, and the egg and glass
liunimers were actually constructed. From this time WMudd be apparentlv. as Walter Savage r,an<lor has
On Aug. 1h' IHlli, the tirst
it, "blasted into space."
till 1837, the idea seems to have been entirely lost
.sisht of, when it was again taken u|i by .Mr. .lames hanuner w.is delivered to Messrs. Hird, I>awson.and
Js'asmyth, of the iiridgewater Foundry, I'atrierofl. lliirdy. of till' Low Moor Iron Works, near liradford,
near ilanchestiT. as the result of an application made Yorkshire, and gave such satisfaction, that orders for
to him liy Mr. Francis Humphreys, engineer to the
Great Western Steamshi|i t'ompany, wjio had been
unable to induce any forge-master to undertake the
forgings required for the paddle-shafts of the (/rent
Jirilnin steamship, then in course of ccjustruction.
3Ir. Xasmyth sent a .sketch of Ids hanuner plan to
Sir. Humphreys, who. along with Mr. I!run<l an<l
olhers, heartily approved of the scheme, hut in conse-

steam-liammcr has doubtless contributed nmch more
than any other inecliiinieal inveutionof miideriitimes

quence of an alteration being made in the jiroi'i-lling
arrangement of the great ship, the paddle-shaft was
not re<iuired, and the hammer was not then coustrnctfd. The scheme was olTered to nniny of the large
forge-masters and engineers; but while all seenu'd t<i
luitnire the idea they failed to appreciate its value and
the hanuner remaiiuil a mere sketcli in Mr. Nasniyth's"!scheme-l)o(d<'' till 1S42, when, in Decemlier
ofthat year, Mr. Nasmyth secured a patent for his
invention, and the tirst steam-hammer was made in
accordance with his plan at the Bridgewater foun<lry
early in 184:i.l)ut although considered by some as an
improvement upon the old "helves" hilherloused for
forging purjjoscs, it was very far from being a jierThe hanuner was
fect or even a marketable tool.
worked by means of an ordinary slide-valve and a
long lever.Vequiring great labor and constant attention
in order to give the blow required; so that sonu' contrivance was necessary, capable of an adjustment, in
order to have comi)le"tc command over the power of
the blow, and that, the instant the blow was struck,
Fig. 1.
the block should rise again, so that not only no loss
of time should ensiu", but that the heal in the mass of this remarkable tool began to flow in from all parts
iron on the anvil might not be reduci'd or carried olf of the coimtry. The hanuner renniined in this conThe peculiar (lilHculty dition, with the exception of a few minor details,
liy the cold face of the block.
of securing a true automatic arrangenuMil will be seen from 1843 to IS.'iS, wlnn Mr. Wilson fwlio in the inwhen it is considered that the instant of jH-rcussion terim had removed to the Low Moor Iron Works) inmust varj- with almost every blow that is struck; for vented, patented, and apjjlied to the hanwners at Low
the piece on the anvil becomes thinner and thinner Moor aiul elsewhere, what is called the "circularby each succeeding blow, and in Hat bars a blow is balanced valve."
The modern steam-hammers are much simplified
tirst given on the tiat side and then on the edge, the
ditTeren('e in th<- fall of the luinuuer in the two cases and are variously constructed in detail. Fig. 1. shows
being oftentimes several inches and further, that the a single ni)righl steam-hanuner, as made by William
This hanuner is a nuidificaSellers and t'omi)any.
liammer must be mider perfect control at all times.
Mr. Xasmyth, after very many and protracted trials, tion of the Morrison steam-hammer, ])rovided with
failed to produce the motion required, and, as a con- automatic valve gear and ranging in size from 300
sequence, the whole hanuner scheme was on the point pounds >ip to 2..">f)U pounds. In these hammers, the
of being abandoned. In this dilenuna, and during motion to work the valve has been obtained from a
yU. Nasmyth's absence from the works, his jiartner, diagonal groove in the upjier end of the hanuMcrbar.
Mr. (Jaskell. applied to their engineering manager, In early practice this diagonal groove was planed in
Mr. Kobert Wilson, who afterward beciime managing the Hat surface, which surface ilr. Morrison adopted
partner and successor to Mr. Xasmyth, to endeavor as a means of preventing the bar from turning but
to solve the problem which had hitherto batHeil the as this slot so made was found to cause a slight tenMr. Wilson took the matter dency to rotate tin- bar back and forth, ithasbeen askill of Mr. Nasmyth.
in hand, and in little more than a week, a motion bandoned, and inclined grooves, diamelriially ojjjiowas invented and attached to a hammer upon which site to each otlu'r, are made to work a brass yoke,
former experiments had been made, and was at once whose line of vibralio-i is through thecentral axis of
found to answer most admirably every condition re- the bar, thus entirely obviating the above objection,
quired. Under the influence of this very beautiful and vcr)' nuich increasing the extent of wearing surmechanical motion every variety of blow could be face, and pernutting the guiding of the bar by i)ta3.ij
given, from the gentlest tap up to the heaviest blow keys in these opposite grooves. The ports in the
;

;
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liuve been so modified, so as to use a supplemental valve to tlirottle the exhaust below the piston, without impedini; the free exhaust above the
Tliis enables "the hammer to strike quick,
piston.
light blows for finishing; in other words, the hammer can goup asquickly, but whenconiiug down its
force may be gauged by the steam cushion upon which
it descends, which steam, thus condensed in bulk,
re-expands in the up stroke, to the manifest economy
of steam used. To fully appreciate the importance
of this improvemeut it must be borne In mind that
any attempt to gauge the intensity of the blow by
throttling the ingress of steam to the cylinder, slows
down its speed and renders its automatic blows irregular without proportionately decreasing their force,
as in many cases the weight uf the bar alone is too
great for the character of work in progress. A slow
motion of the working-lever will permit a corresponding slow raising of the hammer and its slow descent,
with a squeezing force upon the work, so that it permits its advantageous use as a squeezer for bending
and holding work between the dies. In short, the
valve motion with the one working lever enables the
workman to have as perfect control of the rapidity,
force, and character of the blow as is possible with a
hammer held in his hand and controlled by his will.
These hammers up to and including 2,.5d0 pounds
weight of ram are made with one upright only; those
of 1,000 pounds and under are so made as to inclose
in their base the top of the anvil block, which block
rests on a separate foundation, and thus relieves the
frame from shock.
Fig. 3, represents a single frame steam-hammer

steam chest

hammers

are of distinctively American origin. Their
design and arrangement, valve gear and
minor details, are all of native invention, not copied
from foreign models. This valve gear, of but three
moving pieces,takes up its own lost motion by gravity, and having no connection with the rani, it escapes all concussion. It is managed so as to produce
every variety of effect by a single lever with no extra

general

The

gear.

latest

improvement made

in

them

is

od-

jmtahle guidon for taking up the wear of ram, keeping the dies matched, and preventing the breakage
of piston rods.
In the single frame liammers there
are detached anvils, and the valve gear, both hand
and self-acting, is arranged for top steam. The ram
and guides are set dingunally to the frames at the proper angle forthe drawing and finishing. The weights
of drop are 300, 300, 500, 700, 1 100, 1."jOO, 2400 lbs.
The diameters of cylinders are 43, ."ii, (i^, 7, 10. 12J,

U,

inches.

The length

of strokes are 13, IG, 20, 22,

They can he fitted, when required,
with a treadle, by which the hammer-man can work
the valve gear with his foot. The hammer can be
27, 44, .56 inches.

started

upward

otl the anvil, or

made

to

hang ms-

pended and start with a doiniicard blow.
In the
double frame hammers the valve gear, arranged for
top steam, is both hand and self-acting. The safety
buffers prevent damage from careless handling, and
enable the piston packing to be examined or renewed without disconnecting.
The steam and exhaust
connections have stutHng-box joints, and are placed
at the side, leaving

common

two

fronts clear for cranes.

The

weights of drop are 1200, 1500, 2000, 2500,

3000,4000, .5000, 6000, HUOO, lOUOO, 150110,20000, and
30000 pounds respectively. The diameters of cjlinders are 10, lOJ, 12, 14, 15, 18, 20, 22. 22. 25, 30, 36
and 40 inches. The length of strokes are 30, 30. 36,
36, iH, 48, 54, .54, 60, 72, 84, 36. and 108 inches.
The
hammers are rated in size according to the weight of
the ram and piston.
This takes no account of the
top steam, which enormously mulliplies the force of
the blow
nor has it any reference to the entire
;

weiglit of the

machine.

The founlations

are simple and inexpensive. They
consist of one long pier for the anvil seat, and two
smaller ones to support the bedplate. The drawing,
Fig. 4, shows the arrangement. Tlic anvil rests upon
a separate foundation pier in order to reduce the effect of concussion upon the frame. This pierismade
long, extending beyond the hammer on each side,so
as to get plenty of area to rest upon and the ends
are left open for convenient access, in case the anvil
should settle and require re-adjustment. In marshy
places the piers should rest on piles or on timber
platforms, and the anvil should be raised 2 or 3 inches higher than in the drawing, to allow for settlement.
warning mark, on the guides, shows when
the piston touches the bottom of the cylinder. Before
this mark is reached, the anvil must be raised, or a
higher anvil die used.
The 80-ton steam-hammer of Creusot is a monster
in this line.
It consists of four distinct parts: the
foundations or sub-structures, the anvil and its supports forming the superstructure, the steam-cylinder
and various valves, and finally the moving mass
which constitutes the hammer. The foundations consist of a bed of masonry laid in cement, and resting
at a depth of 36 feet below the ground upon solid
rock, and of a east-iron anvil base filled in between
with oak timbers designed to lesson by its elasticity
the vil)ration transmitted from the liammer. The
;

A

masonry bed contains 784 cubic yards

made at

the JIachine Tool AVorks of Mr. Frederick B.
Miles, Philadeljthia.
In Fig. 3. we have a double
frame steam-hammer by the same maker.
These

;

its

upper

face covered with layers of oak about 3.:{ feet thick,
laid horizontal, upon which rests the anvil base. At
the Works at Perm it was found more convenient to
make the anvil base in a single piece, and to mold
and cast it on the very site upon which it was to be
finally used.
The Messrs. Schneider & Co. decided
that this arr.<ingement would be inconvenient, and,
moreover, as it would not be possible to transport to
its selected site a mass weighinsr 720 tons, thev de-
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nifiUionfil. transmits to the

iiiiiki' tlif anvil base in six horizontal layers
rcstin" one upon the other. Each layer is Innned of
two pFeces, except the upper oue, which carries the
anvil block, which is a sinjcle piece wci-ihini: just 130
tons. The anvil base, which has a total thickness of
17.4 feet and is 108 feet square at bottom and 23 feet
.square at the top. is formed of 11 pieces, the pieces
constituting a layer beiui; tinnly united, and the
layers themselves beini^ secured each to the other
above and below. The space betwet-n the anvil ba.se
and the walls of the pit containinsr it, is tilled in with
oak timbiTs driven in on ind. As is seen, the anvil
base is independent of the frame for the hammcT
branches of the frame. The latter, inclinins; toward
each other in the shape of the letter "A," rest ujiim
foundations and are keyed to a bed-plate sealed in
the masonry surroundina: the anvil base; they are
united at the top by the entablement. They are hollow eastings with a rectangular cross-section, and
each l)ranch is made in two sections, which are uniThe slides are
ted half way up by straps and bolts.
also attached to their respective supports by means
Finally, the frame is strongly braced by
of bolts.
fourwrought-iron jilates which also secures the slides.
The height of the frame is 32.91 feet and its weight,
together with that of the slides, is 2.')0
tons. The plates for stifTcning the frame
weigh altogether about 2-') tons, and the
supporting bed-plales weigh just 00 tons.
This arrangement of the frame, so connected by iron plates, is of great rigidity,
as has been shown since the hammer
commenced work. This frame, as has
been previously stated, supports the entablement (table), the weight of which
upon it is jilaced the steamis 30 tons
cylinder composed of two sections. each
9,84 feet in height, connected together
by clamps and bolts. The circulaiion of
steam is attained by means of two valves
and the action is of single effect. The
diameter of tlie cylinder is 74.8 inches,
from which is obtained a surface of 4.238
square inches after deducting the area
of the rod, wliicli has a diameter of 13.27 inches. Tliis.for a steam pressure of
5 atmospheres, permits an effort upon
the piston of about 140 tons.
As the weight of the hammer is 80 tons,
it is apparent that the power is more than

ciiled to

ground

slisrht vil)ralions

than those from a hammer of much less
power. The valves are worked by rods altaehed to
one branch of the frame and descendinsr to a point
about 10 feet above the groinid; the workmen who
manipulates these stands upon a platform and is protected, not only from the iuteuse heat of the forging
but from the sparks, etc. .thrown olf under hanjuurless sensible

,

j

iui;.

The four cranes

for use with the

hammer

are

all

of

same type, and diller from ca< h other only in
their power. As we have before slated, three of them
have a capacity of 100 tons and the fourlli a ii])acity
of ICO tons.
They belon-; to that class which have
only a lower pivot, and their shape is that of the
swan's neck. They are made of plate and angle-iron.
They turn about their pivot, resting on the groundthe

c

level >ipon a friction circle.
This circle forms part
of a kind of tubing in cast-iron tirndy secured to the
masonry foundations. This t\d)ing is itself united
to the cast-iron jilate which sui)ports the hammer

frame. As this arrangement is applied to each of
the four cranes, their foundations thus become, as
well as that of the hammer, solidly united together
over a very extended surface, thereby giving to the

;

sufficient to raise

it,

and

its

weight

may

conseipientlv l)e increased.
The stroke
of the piston is l(i.4 feet. This fall multiplied into 17(i.400 ])(ninds — the weight
of the falling mass will give a workingforce of 2,8S)3,2')0 foot-pounds. The 50ton hammerat Essen, the stroke of which
is only !).84 feet, has a working force of
only 1.08 1, "J)0 foot-pounds. Su|)posing
the two h:immers acting upon an ingot
4.92 feel in height, the hammer at Crensot would still have available 2,02.5,240
foot-pounds, while that at Essen would
have at its disposal only 542,475 foot
pounds. from which it is very evident that the former
hammer in this particular instance would be more
than three times more powerful. The width between
the branches is abf)Ut 21. (il feet and the height under the braces is 10.5 feet, which secures an ample
space for the manipulation of large masses of metal.
The height of the hammer from the foundation plate
to the top of the cylinder is 61 feet, and adding 18.4
feet for the anvil base and 19.7 feet for the foundation
on which it rests, it is seen that this colossal structure is in all nearly lOOfeet high. In spite of this condition so unfavorable to stability, in sjiite of the en
orraous effect resulting from the shock of 2,893.200
footpounds, the structure, constructed of parts skillfully proportioned, does not vibrate, and the foundation, cushioned by the filling of timbers previously

Fig.

3.

stability. From the pivot
to the top of the jib" each crane, as a total height of
57 feet composed as follows From the pivot to the
ground level, 27.5 feet, and from the ground to the
fop of the jib. 29.5 feet. The swing of the cranes are
30. G feet. Each of tlie.se cranes has f(jur movements,
given by steam-engines attached to the cranes themselves, which, witli two cylinrlers, have a capacity

whole structure very great

j

'

:

|

1

of GO horse power with 250strokcs per minute. These
Fimt Swingfour movements are as follows, viz
ing the cranes. Ser^ind. Raising the charge. Third.
i''wurW.Traveling the charge.
-Turning the load.
There is nothing special in the tirst three movements;
they are given by means of gearing which permits the
direction of the motion to be readily changed.
The
load is attaclied by a system of movable pulleys, over

—

\

{

i

:

—

:
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from the month of Januarj-, 1878 matured ones
only from Jlarch, 1878, and the Works were opened
body of tlie crane. The traveling of tlie load is ef- in the month of Mny of the same j'ear. The first
fected by means of a small truck running upon rails trials were made on the 4th of August, 1879, which
placed upon the anus of the cranes. The most pecu- actually gave a total of from 14 to 16 months from
liar movement is that of turning the load. With small beginning to the completion of the undertaking. The
liammers this is done by hand by the aid of levers skillful conduction of this immense undertaking and
and a large gang of men but such an operation its completion with such rapidity is a high testimony
would not be any longer practicable in handling a
piece weighing 100 tons or more, such as this hammer is intended to work.
Tlie 80-ton hammer at the Saint diamond Works
(Loire) sliould receive a passing notice.
The following gives the weiglit of the pieces entering into
the composition of the hammer and also gives the
principles of its construction and its functions
Anvil base
1,102, .TOO pounds.
2C9,010
Plates of courses
is also wrapped about
lielecoidal irrooves attached to the

which passes the chain, which
tlie

drum with

fact

;

;

....

Legs
Table and cylinder

59.5,350
.

.

336,340

.

Piston distributer, platform,
sheatliing plates, assembling
parts,haninier-carricr,liam-

mer

3.52,850

Total

2,646,050

Weiglit of moving mass

Ma.ximum

fall

Work

.

.

176,400

pounds,

1.5.7.5

1.240

feet,
ft.-tons.

2i.f;5

feet.

.

......

of fall
Spread of legs
Breadtli of lianimer
Height disposable for forging
Diameter of cylinder .
.
'
"
shaft
.
.

.

6.23
13.13
6.23

.

.

.

"

i.n

.

"

receiving-valve
1.14
'
"
discharging- valve 1.64
Steam pressure
OSlbs.persq. in.
Pressure to raise 80,000 kilos
43
.

'

The cranes used with

the

steam-hammer

are pivoted above and below. To provide the journals for
the upper pivots there is placed around the hammer
a metal gaWnos of wliicli the base is anchored in the
ground and the topol which carries the collars to receive tliese pivots. This gallows is composed essentially of two horizontal beams of sheet and T-iron,
bound by a latticed straining piece at right angles to
their extremities.
Buried in the ground tliey find
their bearings in metal platforms formed equally of
intertied beams.
Tlie platforms are laid down in
the massive masonry, monumentally formed and provided for the fitting in of the vertical beams of the
gallows, and secure by their weight the stability of
the cranes. These are constructed in sheet T of soft
steel.
The pivots and pieces for fitting are of caststeel. They each carry a steam-engine of two cylinders which provide for four kinds of movements,
viz: 1st. The movement for elevating the cliarge.
2d. Tlie movement for traveling the charge upouUie
cranes.
3d. The circular movement of tlie crane
around its axis. 4tli.
movement of "vinige." This
last movement, invented there some years ago by il.
Fouchere, Master Mechanic of the great forging shop
of the Company, allows the piece suspended by the
crane to turn over and over in such a manner as to
easily present all the points of its surface successively
to the blows of the liamnier. One man standing upon a platform moving with the crane is sutlicieiit to
control all these various movements.
Besides the
three, the hammer possesses a fourth crane (smaller),
serving for putting in and out of place tlic necessary

A

woking

tools.

This Work altogether contains 5,319,200 pounds of
inetal divided as follows
Shop, gallows, cranes
1,719,900 pounds.
:

.

.

Hammer
And

2,646,000

"

"
17.920,000 piunds of masonry and nolwilh-

Furnace, generators, boilers

771,7.50

slanding all tliat it lias lieeiilmilt with a remarkable
promptness. The preliminary designs date only in

Pig. 4.

to the ability of the engineers of the Company, wlio
have fully contributed ^o their portion of the work.
Since it has been in operation the 80-ton hammer has
to-day already forged a number of large pieces, among

which wc may mention

tlie

following

:

Three ingots

of 45 tons, 5.2 feet diameter, for tubes for use in the
43-cm. (16.5 inches) cannon. These tubes have a
length of 32.8 feet and a diameter of 2.46 feet. One
ingot of 45 tons, 4.92 feet diameter, for front portion
One ingot of 70 tons, 6.5 feet
of the 43-cni. cannon.
diameter, for rear portion of the 42-cm. cannon. Tlie
functions of the 80-ton hammer lias left nothing to
be desired during this period, and the forgings are
of a most satisfactorj' character.
STEAM-PUMP.— This application of the steam-engine to pumping purposes is most useful to tlie military engineer. In its simplest form, a tube tlirough
which the steam is forced enters a lioUow globe to a
On either siile of tliis tube
little beyond its center.
are openings into tlie glolie for the entrance of water.
These openings are much larger than the steam-pipe.
Opposite thelatter is the exit tube for the mixed
steam and water, which has a trumpet-shape and a
length of about once and a lialf times tlie diameter
The rusli of steam across the semi-diof the glolie.
ameter of the globe and tlirough this funnel produces
exhaustion in the lateral halves of the globe, into
which spaces the water is forced liy the external pressure of the air. The first direct acting piston-pumps
were probabl)' invented by Mr. H. K. Worthington,
of Xew York, while making experiments for canal
steam navigation in IHIO. lie patented a steam-pump
to feed marine boilers in 1844.
The steam-cvliiider
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was fcii llirini!;li a pipe wliicli liad a valve al tlie otli- the strokes of the piston and the Nationid stcamIT end within ilie boiler.
To this valve there was ad- jiump, in which the valve-gear consists of a main
justed a lloal which icmtrolled the supjily of steam, piston-valve, doing the work of an auxiliary jiislon,
whicli extended the cylinder tlironi^h a slide valve the valve stem performing the oflice of an auxiliary
which was acted upon by a spring controlled by the valve.
motion of the piston. The present Worthini^loii and
The Cameron steam-immp, so universally eniplovIJaker pump was evolved from this api)aralus.
It is ed in foundries, arsenals, and garrisons, is shown in
a cuiubinaiiou of pump and stt-aui-cyliudcr, driven section in Fig. 1.
is thi' steam-cylinder shown in
the section: C.the piston I), the ]>islon-rod;
L. the steam-chest F. the i)lunger G, the
slide-valve; Il.astarling-bar coimected w ith
a liandh' on the outside I I, are the reversing-valves,an(l K K the bonnets over the reversing-valves; N is the liody-piece connecting till' steam and water-cylinders; ]! is the
water cylinder with the valve-chest boniiot
removed; iM is a valve-seat shown in section
the valve over it is also shown in section;
T is the discharge-air vessel. Fig. 2 shows
an enlarged sectional view of the reversingvalvecliiiinber with plios]ihor-bronze lining.
The o[ieralinn is very sini|)le
[suppose the steam-i)islon,(', moving from
right to left when it reaches the reversingvalvc, I, it opens it and exhausts the siiace
on the left-hand end of the plunger, F, through
the passage, J'j, which leads to the exhaustthe greater pressure inside of the
liipe
steam-chest changes the posit ion of the plunger, F, and slide-Viilve, (J, and the motion of
the i)islon,C. is instantly reversed, 'i'lie same
operation repeated at each stroki' makes the
FiiT. 1motion continuous. The reversing- valves,
by direct action and without intervention of lly-wlieel I I, are closed by a pressure of steam on their larger
or any apjiliance for ]>roduciiiir rotary motion. The ends, conveyed by an unseen passage direct from the
sti'iiMi-i'ylinder has the usual arrangement for the en- steam-chest.
trance and exit of steam, and the rod and jiiston is
Fig. 2. shows the pump complete with boiler-feed,
attached to a plunger of a double-aclini; pump. Al boiler-base, smoke-lionnet, section of smoke-stack,
the middle of thi' piston-rod, between the pumitand grate-bars, gauge-cocks, steam-gauge, water-gauge,
steam-cylinder, there is attached an arm which, in safety-valve, glubc-valvcs, blow-off cock, steam and
passinj; to and fro, strikes the long end of a lever,
which changes the steam-valves so as to alternately
admit steam on one side or the other of the piston.
Varioiis improvements have been made to control the
action of thi- slide-valve. One method is the employ,
ment of a seconilary cyliniier and jiiston. to whicli
steam is admitted by a sub-valve, acted upon by the
main piston, near the end of the stroke. Another
method is the employment of a fly-wheel.
will
first mention those |iumps havinj; an attached crank
and lly-wheel. Of these an example is furnished by
the Eclipse steam-pum|), made at IMttsburtc, Penn.
The crank-shaft actuates a rocking-lever, by which
is moved the slidi- controlling the admission and exhaust of steam. The Clayton pump, made at Brooklyn. N. Y., has a yoke which cou])les the jjiston and
pumping-rods, and answers for the support of the
crank-shaft journal. One end of the shaft, by suitable attachments, controls the valvi-, while the other
sujjports the tly-wheel. These fly-wheel pumps have
the advantage of a perfect control of the steam valve.
The direct-acting jiumps have been the subject of
many inventions, the princi|)al object sought bein;;
the arrest of the jiiston .it any rate of speed at a jiro])er distance from the cylinder-head.
This has been
accomplished by various devices.
have not space
to describe the (lifferent forms of apparatus, but will
mention the following as good exami)les :- Knowles's
steam-pinnp. which employs an auxiliary piston-valve
or chest-piston, which has a reciprocating and rotary
motion, which imparts motion to the main valve;
Blake's steam pump, in whicli both the main and the
auxiliary valves are plain, flat slide-valves, theauxiliarv valve being a continuation of the ports of the exliaust-pipes, boiler-feed connection, valves, unions,
main cylin<ler,and therefore forming a movable valve- etc.
The table (page 20.5) shows the approximate pounds
seat
the Cameron steam-pump, in which the steampiston, at the end of the stroke, acts upon valves at pressure due to columns of water from .">(( to 2110 feet
cither end of the cylinder, alternately admitting and in height; also the number of galUms of water that
;

A

;

;

;

;

—

:

;

;

We

Wo

;

exhausting steam jtheisochromal steam-pump, made will be delivered ])er minute. an<l the height in feet
at Hamilton, Ohio, which has a governor to regulate to which it will be discharged through nozzles from
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STEEL.

STEEL.
(lifffrcnrr lirtwocn steel
iiiiTcly

worked or

and

fill

rnmpn\inris of iron,

wniiijxljl, is a slriiclund diirerenci'

easily detenniued.
All iiialleable jnndiuls of inm
industry that is so .say, all varieties of iron, except
cast-inm may be divided into piled-metal wroughlinmi and ingot-metal (steel); the former embracing
all malleable-irou or alloys of iron produced without
fusion of the metals while in a malleable state, and
the latter applying lo idl irons, however produeeil,
which are cast into ii malleable ingot, i'hese two
classes dilTer more widiOy in mo<le of manufacture,

—
—

(

appearance, and in many important properties than
the varieties of each class among themselves, and form
two parallel and continuous series, the corresponding
members of which are chemically identical, dilTering
only in moiie of production and in mechanical structure, and rising in each series from the jiuresl and
softest iron to the hardest and most highly carburet-

ed
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varieties.

M. Adoljjh

(irenier. of Seraing, adopting this definition of steel, classifies the two parallel series of
products, the irons and the steels, as follows:
J'ercenUiffe

0. to 0.

15

is

homogeneous thro\ighout and

free

from flaws or

interini.\ed impurities.

We now can nuflerstand fully what steel means in
accordance with either of the detinitions given of the
term, whether depending merely u])on lis chemical
constitution as to the amount of carbon jiresent or
upon the |)liysical treatnunt of the metal. which must
be melted and cast into a nnillcableinass.
In eitlier
case it is evident that the properties of the metal
must vary very much, but more especially if we adopt the second delinition. 'I'he soft or low steels ap|iroxiniatc, like ordinary wrought-iron, to ])ure iron,
and the hard or high natures of steel approach castiron in their properties. Overwrought-iron steel has
always the advantage of being homogencons, but it
is unfortunately uncertain in (|uality ,a sur|)rising fact
when we think how it is produced: still it is so, and
we find that ingots of this metal of the same chemical constitution. ]>roduced in the same way and from
identical materials, often differ

much from one anMany

other in the properties of elasticity and tenacity.

nostrums have been proposed for overcoming this de.
of

carbini.

0.15 to 0. 43 0.45 to 0. 15 0.55. to 1.50 or more.
8(ries

Ordinary irons.

'

Granular irons.

of the irons.

Steel irons or puddled steel

Cemented

steel, Styrian steel

Series of the steels.

Extra soft

The production

of the

steels.

Soft steels.

more highly carbureted va-

rieties of the iron group, such as puddledsteel or cement steel, except with the view to casting the metal

subsequently,

is

now

carried on

upon a compara-

tively limited scale, while that of the steels ])roper,or
For
cast-steel, is increasing enormously each year.
the construction of orcUiunce, we may say that caststeel is at present and will in the future be as a rule
employed, so we may safely take the new definition
of steel and look upon this metal (ixntneUidtiKilkiMe
alloy of iron produced in lUiy iniy irh(iU-ver, and cunttiining a smaller proportion ofcarfion or other linrdening element than is rontained in cast-iron. Steel may
be produced in a variety of ways, by more or less decarbureting cast-iron under such conditions as to obliy dissolving wrought-iron
tain a nu'lted jjroduct.
or steel-scraj), or spongy reduced iron in melted castiron. Hy the direct melting or puddled-iron, or other
variety of iron of the reijuisile degree of liardness(the
hardness referring to the amount of carbon in the
iron).
By melting a inixtiire of soft wrought-iron. or
iron-sponge, with carbon orwith cast-iron or of malleable-iron, which is too hard for the variety of steel
required, with o.xidizing agents, or by directly melting together a mixture of iron ore and carbon as a
single operation.
The processes by which steel-making is practically carried out are by melting in pots or crucibles, giving "ijol" or "crucible" steel; on the open hearth or

bed of a reverberatory furnace, giving Siemens or
Siemens-Martin steel or by blowing the air through
molten cast-iron, prochicing Bessemer st<(l. In whatever way made, the material is essentialiy the same,
de|)en(lijg on its chemical composition and ]ihysical
structure for its properties. It differs much from
wrought-iron, even when chemically the same metal,
because a nniss of wrii\iglit-iron is made u]) from a
number of bars or of blooms heate<l and welded together, each of these again being c(mii)osed of separate granules with impurities interposed, suci as slag.
etc., entangled so that the mass is unavoidably full
of tiaws and imperfect welds.
Steel, on the other
hand, has been brought into a state of jierfect fusion,
;

and

cast while

licjuiil

into a malleable ingot,

which

Half soft

steels.

|

Hard

steels.

which appears to be due to the molecular condition of the metal as affected during the melting and
the subsequent treatment of the ingot.
ll is in modification and improvements of the latter that quality api)ears to lie and already many plans
are being attempted for tlu' insurance of greater certainty in the quality of steel, such, i. g., as casting it
under pressure to get rid of the bubbles or Ijlow-holes.
Steel will not, like wro\ight-iron, stand a high welding heat, especially if it be of a "hard" or "high"nature.
If hammered at too great a heat the ingot will
fall to pieces. After being cast, steel is hammered or
rolled, and it ac(iuires a fibrous stnuture during this
process, as may lie easily shown if a bar of this metWhen first cast,
al be acted on by a strong iicid.
steel, exeipting the higher varieties, is comparatively soft ;ind inelastic, and can thus be treated inasimilar manner to any wrought-iron; but, with the exception of the very low or soft varieties, it may be subsecpiently hardCned by what is called "tempering,"
when the metal is heated and iilunged into mercury,
water, oil, or some other liquid, in order to cool it
more or less quickly. The effect of such tempering
depends very much upon the amount of carbon present in the steel, as well as upon the degree of heat
it is previously raised to, and has a marvelous effect
in increasing both tenacity and elastic limit in the
case of gf)o<\ steel. Besides the great uncertainty of
steel, we must remember that it is very inferior to
wrought-iron in another inqiortant point, tluit of being easily weldable. The importanieof this property
with regard to facility and econ
y in wi^rking large
masses of metal can iiardly be exaggerated.
The {pialities of steel may be siunmed up as follows: In tenacity it varies, roughly sjteaking, from
:iO to (iO tons per" square inch, and its limit of elasticity liis between 13 and )<) tons. The softer the steel
tlie more ductile it is, the less readily <:an it be teml)ered, the lower in its limit of elasticity and tenacity.
All other things being equal, the more rapidly it is
cooled the harder it becomes; but at the same time
the higher natures are rendered more brittle. When
cooled in a comparatively bad conductor of heat,
such as oil, the mass parts with its heat slowly, and
feet,
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not only made more elastic and harder, but also
tous^liencd while in any case the limits of elasticity
and tenacity approach one another more nearly. The
effect of tempering upon the metal is, of course, comparative thus experiments have shown that certain
soft steels containing from 0.15 per cent, to 0.23 per
cent., or 0.24 per cent, of carbon, were very decidedly
toughened by heating to a red heat, and then being
quenched in water. The steel used for Woolwich
gun-barrels, containing about 0.3 per cent, of carbon,
would be made very hard, but also very brittle, if so
healed; therefore it is tempered in oil, as being a worse
conductor of heat than water, and is thus toughened
This is shown well by the following table given by
is

;

;

Mr. Kerkaldy:

Nature of specimen.

STEEL BBONZE.

inner barrel, as it is very strong and gives a hard,
clean surface, while its limit of elasticity is high, so
tliat even a heavy strain does not stretch it permanently and deform the bore. It may indeed isplit if
subject to too great a pressure when not propeily
supported by the e.xterior layers, but by putting a
wrought-iron jacket outside we prevent any danger
from that cause; for, should the steel-tube burst, the
wrought-iron e.xterior will prevent any explosive rupture. The lower table e.xhibits the mechanical properties of United States steel as made at the Midvale
Works. See Annealing ,Bemir7nfr f^teel. Blistered Steel,
CaKt-steel, Criicible-stefl, Iliyh St.n-l, Iron, Ijino Steel,

Mild Steel, Natural Steel, Puddled Steel. Semi-steel
Shear Steel, Siemens-Martin Steel, Steel Woi-ks, Tern-
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an iron mould; around bronze gun possesses the same accuracy as that o»
a uu'lallic core and (i)paf:siii2tli<' metal, when cold, the cast^steel gun. Notwithstanding the melting of
The moulds are of cast- the tin particles, the accuracy of the tiring was in no
throiitfli the rolling mill.
iron and 3.".l inches thick; in the center of each is way diminished, and the projectile that was purposeplaced a wrought copper core, 1.9 inches in diame- ly allowed to burst in the bore after 3,121 rounds
ter, around which the metal is cast and chilled. See damaged the parts but little where the explosion took
place, and even then, the firing was not inferior to
Dttin (run.
STEEL BHONZE GUN.— Agun lately introduced in- what had taken place. The extreme durability of the
to the Ausiriiin service, and made of steel-bronze. bore is due not only to the excellence of the material,
The metal but also to the construction of the loading chamber,
The mode of manufacture is as follows
having been prepared as shown above, the cylinders as well as to the construction of the projectile. The
are bored to a diameter smaller than that required projectiles used in the trial were of two kinds: a comFor this purpose the cylin- mom shell and a bolt-shaped shell, with double case,
for the bore of the gun.
ders are placed vertically on a support, then steel of 2^ calibers in length, with four belts of copper wire
punches or cones are forced into the aperture by the or guide-ring inca.sed in its cylindrical portion.
Competent artillerists in Germany, It is stated,
means of a powerful hydraulic press. The size of
these cones increases gradually, so as to produce a have shown themselves favorable to the steel-bronze,
progressive widening of the inside of the bore si.x and the Committee of Artillery at Berlin has caused
cones are suflicient to alter a diameter of 3.15 inches two pieces of this metal to be manufactured for the
If these give
into one of 3.42-5 inches. In the formation of the gun purpose of carrying out experiments.
in the process adopted, the surface of the bore ac- good results, it is proposed to employ steel-bronze ia
quires a hardness equal to that of steel, and the strain the manufacture of garrison and naval guns, and
given by the distension of the interior is far greater thus utilize the large stock of bronze ordnance posthan can be given to the powder chamber on the ex- sessed by tlie Gennan Artillery.
STEEL GOMS. As the name" implies, guns made of
plosion of the greatest charge it can be made to hold.
General Uchatius states in his report the reasons that steel. In the British Artillery, guns entirely made
led him to ailopt the above process, in the following of that metal have not been adopted, except for one
" The work done by the powder tothe det- nature of mountain gun. The >I.L.K. guns of the
words
riment of the gun at the commencement of the shoot- service have the inner barrel made of steel. The
ing, namely, the enlargement of thebore, must be ex- mountain gun above alluded to (7-pdr.) is made from
erted by mechanical pressure beforehand, and to a a solid block of steel, rough bored and shaped, then
still greater degree than the work done by the strong- toughened in oil, and afterwards finished in the usThe bore is 3 inches, and rifled with
est occurring powder-gas pressure, whereby the elas- ual manner.
tic power of resistance of the barrel will be so in- three grooves on the French system, having a twist
creased tliat the subsequent smaller powder-gas pres- of one turn in 20 calibers. This rifling differs from
sures will exert no further effect, and the metal im- the modifli'd French system fas apjilied to the 0-pdr.
mediately surrounding the surface of the bore must be and Kj-pdr.) in not having the corners rounded, and
given the necessary degree of hardness bj' subjecting in tlie curve of the bottom of the groove being described concentric to the bore. The grooves are 0.6
It to a processaualogous to that of rolling out." Thus
inch wide at the bottom and 0.1 inch deep.
is repeated what is done in the manufacture of the
Since the introduction of rifled ordnance in Europe
Nacomber gun, with this difference, that that guu is
'•
built up" of wrought-iron discs, " set" by means and America, special attention has been directed to
of a powerful hammer, and the breech encircled with steel as a material capable of withstanding the imheavy steel rings. General Uchatius further says of mense strain to which rifled guns are subjected; but
"All metal strata surrounding the bore con- English artillerists found an otijection to this metal
his gun
centrically are in a state of elastic tension, and exert chiefly on account of its brittleness and want of ena pressure, from without inwards, equal to the pres- durance, the trials made with steel guns in England
sure exerted by the hydraulic press ramming from and on the Continent, some years ago, not having
within outwards, and which the tabic of pressures been considered satisfactory. The want of confidence
shows to correspond very nearlj' with a state of about in steel guns arose probably from the fear that manufacturers had not yet attained to the perfect method
2,400 atmospheres."
The experiments made with these new guns have of forming tlie gun or the want of knowledge In the
shown that the hronze-nUel, as it is also called, is not manufacture of the metal itself but the system lateonly as hard as cast steel, but far more elastic, and \y pursued by .Sir J. Whitworth, of compressing steel
the action of the powder-gas seems to injure the gun in its fluid stale by hydraulic pressure, has produced
further, it is less liable to damage from guns which afford all the endurance and strength that
verj- little
atmospheric action than steel. The initial velocity is can be desired. In the compression of this metal, all
very little less than that of the Krupp gun, and to the cavities or air cells are driven out, and it becomes
these advantages must be added the great difference perfectly homogeneous. Steel possesses important
in price (cost of construction), which is stated to be advantages over wrought-iron, such as elasticity, tenonly X35 per gun. The dinu'usions of this new gun acity, and hardness, but it is more cxi>eiisive.
Steel, as a metal for the manufacture of ordnance,
are the same as the Krupp gun of 8.7 centimeters,
from which it was copied, the only difference being has been adopted by most Continental Nations, the
inches. chief manufacturer being Mr. Krupp. of Essen, in
in the length of the bore, which is 6 feet
The wedge and the vent bush are also slightly differ- Prussia, whose guns have been adopted not only by
ent the bore is provided with a copper Broadwell Germany, but also by Russia, Belgium, Holland.
ring, and closed with a flat wedge of Uchatius' con- Italy. Spain. Egypt, Turkey, and even Japan. Austhe vent bush is bored in a copper screw, tria, for a time, carried on experiments with some of
struction
and is perpendicidar to the axis of the bore. The Krupp's guns with the view of introducing them inAustrian Committee of Artillerj-, after the late ex- to her service but preference has since been given
periments with the steel-bronze gun, reported as fol- to steel-bronze, which is stated from experiments to
"The steel-bronze B.L.K. gun, throwing a be "superior to steel. Krupp's guns of a small caliber
lows
those above
projectile of aliout 14 lbs., with a charge of 3.3 lbs., are mamifactured from one solid block
showed great durability after 2,147 rounds had been 8-inch caliber arc compound, being weighted and
fired from it almost without interruption, the melt- strengthened by external rings in the manner describIng of the tin particles was considerably less than the ed under the head of Krupp guns.
The uncertainty of some of Krupp's heaviest guns
burning out of the breech surface of the Krupp gim
of the same caliber that was tried along with it: and, was shown some years ago, particularly in the trials
besides, the er.ision did not exceed the admissible made in Russia.' Two burst after firing a comparaThe comparative tiring showed that the steel- tively few number of rounds, one 00, the other 109
limits.
crations. viz.: (1) casting in
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then put in a chuck and a cutter inserted
thus formed. The cutter is firmly fixed
and its point is bent at right angles to
its length. As the cavity enlarges, new cutters with
longer points are employed until the desired size is
obtained. A former of peculiar shape guides th? feed-

the former is stated to have burst from the
of the shot
the latter, it is inferred, from
defective metal, although the contrary is reported.
Four guns were then tested for endurance two of
which, M.L.R. guns, withstood, the one. 21.5, the
other 286 roimds. The other two were S.B. guns,
and withstood 1,02.5 and 790 rounds respectively

way.

of them burst, but they were all worn and eaten into the seat of the shot, by gas, to such an extent
that the Committee considered that the service of the

The

rounds

:

jamming

;

motion of the cutter and gives form to the cavity.

None
rifled

-71,

W/u'tworth's steel shells are

guns could not with safety be assigned a high-

many

of Krupp's light

point of the projectile rests in the cavity of the
is held firmly

centerpiece of the lathe and the base
by jaws.

formed from ingots of

steel cast in the form of hoops, and drawn down to
The
the necessary size under the hydraulic press.

An 11-inch cast-steel
er duration than 2.50 rounds.
Krupp gun, tried in 1871 at Cronstadt, burst at the
muzzle after the ninth shot, this result being probably due, in the opinion of the committee, to a flaw in
the metal near the muzzle.

It is

in the hole
to the rest,

:

ends are closed with screw-plugs.
They are therefore less costlj' than might bethought.
See Chilled
Projectiles, Projectilen, and Whitworth Projectile.
STEEL WORKS. —Iron-smelting is the largest and
most important in the whole domain of metallurgj',
and at first sight, presents a remarkable contrast to
For in case
all other branches of the smelter's art.
of most of the other metals employed as such in the
arts, we have, as sources of supply, a numerous class
of minerals varying greatly in richness and composition, and susceptible of reduction to the metallic
state by processses also differing greatly among each
other; while, in the case of iron, the few minerals
that can be made useful as ores are restricted within

During tlie war of 1870
guns are stated to have

become unserviceable, but probably they became so.
not so much from any fault in the metal, as from a
mechanical derangement in the breech-loading apparatus, which has doubtless since been remedied.
The Krupp guns lately manufactured for the German
Army appear from the reports to be very satisfactorj'.

Such are a few of the principal results attained in
the manufacture of the early steel ordnance. Whether guns of this metal will eventually be introduced
into the British Service, it is difficult to say; as far
as can at present be seen, no change is likely to be much narrower workable limits, and form only one
made. Another drawback, besides the uncertainty class of chemical compounds, namely, oxides, whose
of the metal resisting the strain of the charge, is the reduction can be effected practically onlj' by one
great cost involved in melting and casting the ma- agent that is, carbon or carbonic oxide. But as a
Terial, together with the expense of turning and bor- very high temperature is necessarj- to effect the reing sucli a hard metal, all which add greatly to the duction, the metal almost always combines with a
price of the gun.
greater or less proportion of the reducing agent, as
The relative costof steel guns compared with those well as of other elementarj- substances, such as siliof pieces manufactured of other materials has been con, sulphur, and phosphorus, that may be present
computed as follows
either in the ore, the fuel, or the flux, so that the ulPer ton.
timate result is never a pure metal, but a series of
£21
Cast-iron guns
compounds, varjing in properties from great hardness
Armstrong (original constructioui.
to perfect malleabifitv. and from ready fusibility to
wrought-iron with steel tube.
100
almost absolute infusibUity.
Armstrong fFraser construction)
65
Practically speaking, absolutely pure iron may be
Steel, on Krupp's or Whitworth's plan
170
said to be of no commercial value. But, on the other
Gun-metal
190
hand, extraordinarily small traces of foreign elements
Russia has large steel factories at AboukofEsky and exert a very marked influence on the metal, and it is
In England, the Sheffield Works and precisely these small, and, in many cases, unnoticed
at Oberchoff.
the Vavasseur Factorj- in London manufacture steel differences of composition, that render so many points
guns. See Steel Wurkn.
in the chemistrj- and practical workins of iron obSTEEL-PRESS.—
press for solidifying molten scure and difficult to be understood. TiN hen it is consteel.
The suggestion is embodied in one of Besse- sidered that the investigation of such problems calls
mer's early patents, but has been developed by Sir for researches involving the utmost refinements of
Joseph Whitworth and by KevoUier. Bietrix. &Co., analytical chemistry, it is not remarkable that conof St. Etienne, who adopted It in 1867, having built tradictory statements and opinions still abound oa
steel-works specially arranged for it in connection many points of the chemistry of iron-making. The
with furnaces for making steel by the Siemens-Mar- mechanical considerations involved in this suliject
According to the plans adopted by are almost as important as the chemical for. unlike
tin process.
R^vollier
Co., the metal was run from the furnace the smelter of other metals, who is able by fusion
into a ladle, which, by means of a turn-table crane, alone to bring his finished product to a merchantable
was conveyed to the ingot-molds, and the metal state, the iron smelter has to deal with pastj- infusiturned inti> the latter.
The molds were placed on ble masses, which require to be compacted and
an ingot-carriage, and after filling they were run moulded by pressure bj- powerful machines, such as
under an hvdraulic press.
hammers, presses, rollers, etc., before they can be
STEEL PROJECTILES.
Projectiles of this class made available for consumption.
have proved more etlicient than those of any other
Iron is employed in the arts under three several
metal, but their expense has heretofore been too states, whose variable properties are mainly due to
great to warrant their general use.
For rifle pro- differences in the quantitj- of carbon present, and in a
jectiles they are made from the solid ingots of steel much lesser degree to that of other foreign matters.
turned to form, and bored out for shells. They are When alloyed with a maximum of the latter element,
hardened by heating and cooling quickly, the head an amount which in ordinarj- smelting does not exbeing to a certain extent chilled. The manufacture ceed 6 per cent., or fall below 3 per cent., the subis expensive and tedious, and the tempering is a
stance obtained is known as cast iron or pig metal.
matter of difficulty, the shells being liable to crack. This is a hard and comparatively brittle substance,
In order to overcome this difficulty hollow shot have which can be readily fused at a high temperature,
been devised, tlie hole through tiie center allowing and is susceptible of being moulded into solid forms
tlie sudden shrinkage to take place without the in- by casting, but also iu most modern iron works forms
jurious effects above alluded to.
an intermediate product in the manufacture of the
The operation of forming a cavity in a solid steel other classes. According as tlie metal may be most
projectile is done in a machine or lathe, of peculiar adapted for founders' or forge-masters' use, it is disconstruction. The solid projectile is first bored out tinguished as forge or foundry pig.
from the base to tlie top of the cavity in the ordinary
Wrought or Malleable Iron is the nearest approach
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lo the cliciniciilly pure metal that eiin be obtiiiued on which the C'halybes of the P^ixine procured iron.
the large scale, may l>e almost al>soluti-ly free from Pliny (a. i>. 237".Ij mentions the great ma.'ses of iron
carbon, and never eonlalns more lliap 0.25 percent. ore still worked in Klba. Slyria. and Spain, and deIt is a .soft, malleable, ami extremely tenacious sub- .scribes the methods of nuiking iron and ste<l. espestance, infusable. except at llie extreme temperatures cially remarking that the ([uality of the latter deoblainal)le in furnaces of special construction, but pended upon the water used in ([uenching. and that
capable of being agglomerated by jiressure, when at small tools were tempered in oil.
("Natural IIIha white lieat, to a compact state by the process of tory," bk. xxxiv. chap. 41.) Diodorus (b. c. fJO-40),
welding.
When heated and suddenly cooled, it re- in describing the iron works of Elba, states that the
tains its softness.
ore was reduced to small pieces and heated in furIt may be produced either directly from the ore or by the conversion of pig iron. naces; the charge, when i)roperly softened, was reThe varieties of the malleable iron are distinguished moved and divided into small mas.ses, which had a
by many dilTerent nanus. l)ut these have reference spongy ai)pearance (bloimis). and were exported to
rather to form and destination than to diilereuces of main land of Italy for conversion into tools.
composition.
Galen (a. D. 131; remarks that knives made of InThose varieties of iron in which the amount of car- dian iron (steel) were remarkable for their strength
bon is above the maximum of malleable, and below and hardness, but were often so brittle that the cutthe minimum of cast metal, are known as .lUfl. The ting edge splintered off. owing to their having been
distinguished property of this class of products is very improperly tempered. According to Franciuoy,
the power of being hanleued or .softened at pleasure, bellows with valves were introduced by the Romans
by sudden or rapid cooling, by the process known as into (iaul during the fourth century a.d. These, altemperiitg.
Being intermediate in position between though single a<ling and made of leather, were a
wrought and cast iron, .steel is both fusibli^ and mal- considerable advance upon the savage form, which
leable, but requires a higher temperature for fusion required strings for their intlation.
The wooden
than the latter, and greater compressing power, ow- double bellows, which are still in use in some parts
ing to its lower welding temperature, than the for- of the Continent, may be regardetl as the precursors
mer. Those varieties that are richest in carbon are of the cylinder blowing engine, and were introduced
the hardest and most fusible, and are known as into the Ilarz about lti20, either from Franconia or
Mrong ntffUi, while those that are nearer nuilleable Thuringia.
iron in composition are distinguishcil as mild sUeU or
During the Middle Ages the great improvement
tUely iroiui. Steel maj' be obtained either direct from consisted in the gradually increasing height of the
tlte ore at one operation, or indirectly by a variety of furnace, consequent on the use of ores of an infusiprocesses of greater or less comple.xity from either ble and ditlicultly reducible character. This necessicast or wrought iron.
tated a special means of withdrawing the reduced
The history of the production of iron is probably mass of iron (lump or bloom), which was effected
almost co-e.\teusive with that of the human race; at through a lateral opening in the hearth, or lower
least, it goes back far beyond the periods of authen- l)art of the furnace, instead of being lifted out
tic history.
According "to the Pentateuch (Gen. iv. from above, as was done with the ordinary open tire.
23) thediscovery of iron is attributed to Tubal Cain, With the increased length of the operation, the rewho is said to have been sixth in descent from .\d- ducc<l metal being left for a considerable time in
am. Pajjan tradition assigns the discovery to Vul- contact with the fuel, facility was given for a greater
can, placing it about the tinu- of Deucalion's deluge. absorption of carbon, resulting iu the formation of a
There can be little doubt that the discovery was larger (juantitv of nu)lten pig iron, which was run
made at a very early period, as the production of out with the slag, than was the case with the open
small masses of malleable iron is one of the simplest tires. The increased height of the furnace is well seen
of all metallurgical operations, rccpiiring only a in Agricola (" De He .Metallica." lib. .\ii. edit. l.')46),
jsmall furnace without blowing ap|)aratus. such as who describes two different methods of iron-work<an be made by digging a hole "iu the side of any ing as common in his time. The text is not very
bank exposed to the prevailing wind, a supply of clear, but the engravings represent, in the lirst case,
easily re<iucible ore, and cliarc7)al for fuel.
Such an ordinary bloomery. in which malleable iron is proprocesses as these have bei'n described as in use in duced directly from the ore, together with a certain
Africa by Mungo Park, and are still employed in (juantity of hard or pig iron while, in the second
Birmah- and probably something of the sanie kind method described as in use with refractory ores, the
is indicated by the tradition whicHi ascribes tin- dis- furnace has a shaft of such a lieiglil that the furnacecovery of iroii iu Scythia to the effects of forest tires man requires to ascend a short lliglit of steps to reach
in districts containing iron ores, when portionsof the the throat, or charging-place.
It is surprising that
reduced metal arc said to liavc been found among the this author makes no mention of foundry work; but
ashes of the burnt trees.
as he states that the "liard iron" of the bloomery
It may have been, however, that the masses of iron was useful for stamp heads, be was probably acreferred to were meteorites, wlio.se existence was quainted with the use of iron castings, but not with
first made apparent by the clearing of the ground.
The omission may
their mode of manufacture.
Homer refers several times to iron and steel. Thus also be accounted for by supposing that no foundries
in the twenty-third Illiad, Achilles, at the funeral existed in Saxony, to which country most of Agrigames of Patrodus, gives a disc of iron as the prize; cola's descriptions refer, until sometime after their
and iu the ninth Ody.ssey, the hissing of the burning establishment in the Hhenish and Low Countries.
stake that Ulysses plunges into the eye of I'olvhemus The subject of iron-founding is noticed by La/arus
is eo;npared to the noise produced when "steel is Ercker In his • Probierbuch," published in 1574.
hardened by quenching it with water when at a red Karslen supposed that the •^tiirhifni, or high bloomheat.
Probably the first important improvement in ery furnace above referred to. was of Eastern origin,
the manufacture was the introduction of thearliti-! and was first introduced intoStyria, travelling thence
cial blast, which is of great antiquity.
Ii. Egyptian
westward to Burgundy and Alsace. subse(iuently resculptures of the reign of Thothmes III. (l.")0.5" b. c.) turning eastward into Bohemia and Saxony; and that
smiths are represented working at a forge, which is the later forms of lihiunfrn and high fumacef the proprovided with two simple leather bellows, worked to-types of the modem blast furnace) were mvented
by the pressure of men's feet for the exhaust, and in the Netherlands. The first indication of the latter
inflated by strings pulled by hand, in a manner ex- are found in Lorraine and in the German Hhineland.
actly similar to that still employed in Birmah.
Ar- Franquoy, who seeks with patriotic zeal to establish
istotle (B. c. 384-322; describes" the process of mak- the priority of invention of the blast furnace to the
ing cast steel used in India, which is still produced Liege district, states that according to documentary
under the name o{ wioU; and also the manner in evidence the h'lnU fmirneaux at V'ennesaudGrivegI
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country were established before a.d. 1400,
also that the furnace ai Miirche les Dames was
built by Williani, Count of Xainur, a.d. 1340.
Karsten, on the otlKT hand, states tliat although the
knowledge of pig iron dates from time immemorial,
its use and .systematic production for foundry purposes cannot be traced back with certainty to an earlier period than the end of the lifteen century.
In England, the blast furnace was probably in use
at a verj- early period, as we have evidence, accordto Lower, of ornamental castings being made in Sussex some time in the fourteenth eenturj-. The principal seats of the iron trade at that period in England
were in the great forests of Sussex, Gloucestershire,

nee

in that

and

and South Wales, where, under the older forms of
bloomeries. iron works had existed since the days of
the Romans. The gradual diminution of the forests
of Sussex under the demands of the furnace, a process of destruction which may be seen going on at
the present time with increased rapidity in Sweden,
North America, and other countries producing charcoal iron, led to the passing of a stringent act in 1.584
(27th Elizabeth) forbidding the further erection of
iron works in the Weald of Sussex except under certain limitations.
With the commencement of the
seventeenth centurj' came the first attempts at smelting with mineral fuel, the pioneer of this particular
improvement being Dud Dudley, who in 1619 produced both pig and wrought iron with coal in Worcestershire: but the scheme was unsuccessful, owing
to the opposition of the charcoal iron masters, so that
after trials in several localities extending over upwards of thirtj" years, all of which ended unfortunately, the inventor finally abandoned the subject.
similar trial was made in Hainault b}' Octavius
Stada, a native of Bohemia, in 162.1, who obtained a
monopoly of the invention for twenty-five years, but
it lead to no practical results.
It was not till more
than a century later, namely, in 173.5, that the problem of smelting with coal was successfully solved
by Abraham Darby, of Colebrookdale, who was tlie
first to use coke in the blast furnace, an improvement
which spread rapidly into all other iron-producing
districts situated on or near the coal measures. The
last furnace in the Weald of Sussex, at Ashbumham,
was blown out in 1829, and there are now only two
or three scattered representatives of the ancient charcoal furnaces remaining in the whole United Kingdom. The century following the success of Abraham
Darby is marked by the introduction of the two great
inventions which especiallj' distinguish the modern
period of iron manufacture; that is, the substitution
of the reverberatory furnace for the open fire in the
forge, and the use of heated air in the blast furnace.
The former change effected by the puddling process,
invented by Cort in 1784, has almost superseded all
the older methods of making malleable iron: and the
latter, due to Xeilson and Condie, and first used at
the Clyde iron Works in 1828, has greatlj' increased
the productive power of the blast furnace, with a
diminution in the consumption of fuel.
Since the introduction of the hot blast, the chief
improvement in the blast furnace is that of intercepting the gases, which were formerly allowed ,to burn
to waste at the throat, and leading them off by distributing pipes, to be usefidly empioyed as fuel under
steam boilers, hot blast stoves, &c. This was patented in France in 1811 by Aubertot, the gai-es being
employed for heating steel furnaces. In 1832 the
waste gases were used for heating the blast at Wasseralflngen, in Bavaria, and a similar apparatus was
first erected in England in 1848 by J. P. Budd. at
Ystalj-fera, in Glamorganshire, since which time various modifications of the same plan have been adopted to a considerable extent, especially in those furnaces that are obliged to draw their fuel from a distance, but in other districts, as for example in South
Staffordshire and Scotland, the old flaming throats
Within the last few years, the chief instill prevail.
vention and improvements have been in steel manu-
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and many new processes ha\ ^ been introProminent among these is that named after
its inventor, Henry Bessemer, which, although only
of a few years' standing, has already effected important services by the production ota material admira
bly adapted for use in railwaj' and other engineering
work in place of wrought iron. Perhaps the problem
of most immediate interest at present is that of the
economical substitution of mechanical for manual
power in the process of puddling, so as to enable the
facture,

duced.

forge-master to manipulate larger masses of malleable
iron at a time, and thus to put him more nearly on an
equality with cast-steel makers than is now the case.
With the exception of the Weald of Sussex, very
little change has taken place in the position of our
principal iron-working centers from the earliest time
down to the present daj-. Since the great expansion
of railways several new and important localities have
been brought into work, the ores being carried to the
fuel or the reverse, according as might be most advantageous. In this way the great northern coal field
of England, which is almost absolutely without ironstone, gives rise to the largest production in the kingdom by feeding the CleveTand district with coal and
coke, and drawing ironstone for its own furnaces in
return.
The prevalence of cheap ores in the oolitic
districts has brought the blast furnace to within fifty
miles of London in Northamptonshire. and the pastoral
districts of Wiltshire have been invaded by the same
visitor.
It need not, therefore, be a matter of much
surprise if at some future period the V\'ealden furnaces were to be re-lighted, as they could be easily
supplied with fuel from the western coal fields should
the supply of ore be sufficient to warrant the attempt,
especially as on the opposite coast of France large
furnaces have neen established for smelting ores out
of the same formation, and which are supplied with
fuel

from England.

L'nder the vario\is headings in this Esctclopedia,
the properties and uses of steel for gun construction,
etc., have been given.
In this article, considering
steel aS the intermediate link between ordinary cast
and malleable iron, we will dwell at length on the
methods of its production, its analysis, mechanical
propei:ties and tests. For a still more elaborate essay
on the subject, the reader may consult Jiauermari'a
Metallurgy of Ixan, from which the substance of this
article is taien.
Steel may be produced in many
different ways, of which the following are the more

important

:

—

By the
From

Catalan forge directly from the ore.
pig iron, by fusion and partial oxidation
hearth
in the
finery.
3. From the same metal, by a similar process id
the puddling furnace.
4. By exposing bar iron to the action of solid or
gaseous carbonaceoiie matter at a temperature below
its melting point.
This method is known as conversion by cementation, and the amount of change
produced is mainly dependent upon the time emplovWhen merelj- a surface coating of steel is reed.
quired, the process adopted is known as case-hardening while, on the ottier hand, if sufficiently long
continued, the iron may be completely conyerted iiTto cast iron
process. which may be regarded as
the reverse of cementation is practised to a certain
extent upon cast iron.
process whiMi may be
regarded as the reverse of cementation is practised
to a certain extent upon cast iron, by exposing it to
heat in closed vessels filled with finely.powdered hematite.
The surface of the casting is decarburised
at the expense of the o.xygen of theperoxideof iron,
with the production of a malleable coating. This is
known as the method of making malleable cast iron.
In the above processes steel is produced without
melting, and is converted into bars by hammering
1.

2.

:

A

A

and rolling, in a similar manner to that adopted in the
manufacture of malleable iron. A more homogeneous

may be obtained by fusion, according to the
following methods
product
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The cementoil or blistereii steel producod in No.
broken up intosimill pieees Hnii nultid in crucibles, with or without tiuxes, in (luimtitics of from t!l)
This is tlie oriiriniil nielhoil of niiikinj;
to 80 lbs.
cast steel introduced by lluntsniiiii, in tlie neii;hborhood of Slietfleld. and is still liir'rely used in the
5.
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is

a method that was formerly practiced to a considerable extent in Slyria. Wesl])halia. and other i)arts of
Kurope. but whi<li is now being ra|>idly superseded
by more improved processes, the hearth dilTirs from
that used in making malleable iron by having less
depth, while the twyer is at a lower level and iiiore
strongly inclined, as the molten mass is not brought
directly before the twyer, but is decarburized under
the combined inlluence of the blast and slag, with an
increased expenditure of time and fuel. As a rule,
about doulile the quantity of coal and one half more
time is reipiired to convert a charge of pigiron into
steel than would be the case if the same weight was
operated iqion for malleable iron. The best varieties
of pis' iron for the purpose are those containing a
considerable <iuan;ity of carbon, such as spiegeleisen,
or the strongly mottled variety called Idumige Jiotm,
rontaininir llowers or spots of gray upon a white
ground. Dark gray pig can be used, but should first

district for the production of the higher class
of cutlery and tool steel.
6. By blowins; air through molten pi" iron xmtil it
fii the former
is wholly or partially decarburised.
case the "necessary amount of carbon is restored by
the addition of liighly-earburised pig. such as spieThis is what is known
geleisen, in small quantity.
as Bessemer's |)rocess.
lu addition to the above processes, several new
methods of making cast-steel have been proposed
and adopted to a certain extent, but not generally.
The essence of these methods consists in fusing castiron with o.xidising.or wrought-iron with carburising
additions or by fusing cast and wrought-iron in pro- be subjected to retining.
Ill Styria the jirocess is conducted on hearths, with
per proportions alone, as in the last step of the Bessemer prt>cess. The following are some of tlie more a bottom of charcoal dust about 12 inclits thick. The
first porti(jn of the charge. weighing 120 lbs. .is meltprominent
This consists in melting in cru- ed down with a small quantity of cinder, the latter
Uchatitiit Priictm.
cibles granulated pig iron with peroxide of inm, pro- being strewed over the coals, the reheating of the
duced from roasted spathic iron ore, and a small blooms (maMfin), about ten or twelve in all, from the
quantity of oxide of manganese. By varying the pro- former operation, going on at the same time. When
portions of metal anil ore, and especially by the ad- only two blooms arc left, a further addition of pig
dition of a certain quantity of malleable scrap iron, iron is made to the extent of from ;i(» to 00 lbs., and
the blowing is continued until the hearth is tilled to
a softer or milder steel may be obtained.
The fire is
Obue/ioir's method of producing cast-steel is gener- within one or two inches of the twyer.
ally similar to that of I'chatius. White pig is fused then allowed to go down cpiickly. tlie slag is tapped
with malleable iron or steel scrap, with variable addi- through a hole in the front plate into a trough filled
tions of magnetic iron ore, titaniferous black sand, with water, and the lump of crude steel remaining in
such as is obtained in gold-washing, arsenious acitl, the heartli is allowed to cool, out of contact of the
niter, and clay, or wiUi arsenious and magnetite air, by covering it with a shovelful of moistened cinders. In about a ipiarler or half an hour after stopThe operation is concluded as follows:
alone.
The scrap iron, magnetic oxide, and clay are placed piiur the bliisl, the lump is lifted out of the furnace,
in a large elay crucible which has been previously and is then divided under the hammer into ten or
the cast-iron is twelve pieces, which, as has already been stated, arc
brouffht up nearly to a white heat
then run in melted from a cupola, and the crucible is reheated during the fining of the next charge.
The bars drawn under the hammer are hardened
heated until the contents are perfectly fluid; the renuiining ingredients, namely, arsenious acid and ni- byiiuenching in cold water, and broken, in order to
test their (luality. They are sorted according to hardter, are then added, the whole being well stirred.
The steel is cast in closed east-iron moulds, and the ness into several classes, distinguished by special
The best are known as chisel or tool steel,
ingots, as soon as they have cooled down to a red names.
heal, are removed, and taken at once to the hammer noble steel, and crude steel, below which come a variety of steely irons, used for scythe-making. wagonand tilted.
I'rice and yichilxtrn's process consists in melting wheel tires, and similar purposes. Usually the forges
malleable iron with refiued metal, that is pig iron are small, each containing two fires and a hammer,
free from silicon, the relative proportions of the two having three watir-wheels. two for the bellows, and
metals being adjusted according to the character of one driving the hamimr, wliieh weigiis from .5 to 6
cwt., making from TO to 120 strokes [ler minute. with
the steel that it is desired to produce.
When smallIn liau cast-steel or iri/ttU, is made from malleable a maximum lift of about two feet.
iron cut into small pieees, which are charged in sized bars or scythes are made in the same forge, a
(luanlities of about 1 lb. weight in clay crucibles, to- liijliter tilt-hammer of 'A or 4 cwt. is generally used.
gether with about 10 per cent, of dried wood of Cas- A\ itii both fires at work, four men produce about 12
Sn auricuUitA, and two or three leaves of Asclepias or 1.1 cwt. of crude steel blooms in sixteen hours.
gignnUa. The covers of the crucibles are luted on The consumption of charcoal is about ;iO cubic feet
with clay, and when dry, some twenty are heated to- per cwt. under ordinary conditions, but may be regether in a charcoal hearth for about tw(j hours. On duced to between 22 and 2."> cubic feel by using covbreaking the crucible after fusion, a round cake of ered hearths and hot blast. The proportional yield
steel is "obtained, abnul 1 inch in thickness and .5 of till- (litTerent kinds of steel is as follows for every
inches in diameter, which is perfectly smelted, and 100 parts of pig iron treated:
60 paAs of steel of all kinds (crude, noble and chisel
usually presents a scries of tinely-radiating striations
steel.)
on ils'upper surface. Wootz is extremely hard, con'•
mock, or over-refined steel, containing
30
taining a large amount of carbon, and requires great
soft iron.
care iii tempering and forging.
'
sleelv iron of different kinds.
The addition of charcoal or other carbonaceous 10
••
loss."
10
matter in the fusion of blister steel furnishes a reaily
method of controlling the hardness of cast-st<'el, and
is commonly practised, especially where a propor- 100
The Carinthian process is carried out with much
tion of malleable-iron is added to the charge. The
same effect mav be produced by the use of crucibles larger quantities of pig iron at one time than is the
made of blacklead instead of clay, the carbon re- SljTian. The charge, weighing about -i cwt. .is melted
quired for the conversion of the malleable iron into down in a hearth some 2 feet square, with an effecfrom 7 to 9 inches below the twyer.
steel being furnished bytlie substance of the crucible: tive depth of
the latter moditication"is said to be largely used by The bottom of the hearth is lined with iharcoal dust
or brasqiie in the usual way. The twyer is about IJ
Knipp at Essen, in Westphalia.
10" to 1(J^'.
The
In making the so-called /uUural steel in open fires, mches wide, and plunges from

same
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•charge is kept melted before the blast for three hours.
«s in the ordinary process of refinina;. and after removal of tlie slag, is converted into thin plates by
throwing water on the surface, and stripping off the
chilled metal in crusts or discs of about 1 or Ij incli
tliiclv.
After the tire is made up. the first portion of
the bloom obtained in the preceding operation is reheated and liammered an operation requiring about
an hour and a half.
quantity of from 40 to 70 lbs.
of pig iron. with a little cinder, is then melted down
gradually, and upon this the refined metal of the first
operation is added by small quantities at a time,
until tlie wliole charge forms a more or less past}' or
imperfectly fluid mass (Miuer) on tlie hearth bottom,
which is broken up with a bar and piled into a heap
in the center. The amount of woricing depends upon
the feel of the iron. If it drie^ too rapidly, fresh pig
iron must be added, while in the opposite case of
being too fluid, oxidation is promoted by the addition of hammer scale. The upper portion of the mass,
being under tlie influence of the blast, loses its carbon; while the lower part, being in contact with the
glowing charcoal lining the lieartli remains in the
condition of cast-iron. After making up llie pile, the
second portion of the previous bloom is reheated,
and when tliis is finished, the contents of tlie hearth,
having subsided to a uniform level surface, are found
to be sutficieutly fined to allow tlie formation of a
fresh bloom, whicli is ijroken out and divided into
two parts for further treatment. The half blooms
are again divided, and finally finished into bars,
vvliich are hardened, broken and selected in the same
way as in Styria. It will be seen that the same hearth
is. in addition to its proper work, made to do duty
alternately as a refinery and reheating fire. an arrangement that must lie attended with considerable waste
both of time and fuel. Tlie loss upon the pig iron is
from 20 to 30 per cent., including the relieating; the
consumption of charcoal is from 40 to 50 cubic feet
per cwt. About 7-5 per cent, of the produce is good
steel, whicli is reheated in special small fires, and
drawn under light hammers into bars, which are
packed in cases and sold as Brescian steel.
Tile so-called true Brescian process practised at
Paal. in StjTia, differs in certain details of manipulation from the preceding, the most important point
being, that in reheatingtlie blooms, they are plunged
into the bath of molten pig iron, wherely they undergo a kind of surface hardening b\' cementation.
In Siegen, where spiegeleisen is, or was. formerly
treated in the open fire, the charge is melted down
in small quantities of 60 or 80 lbs. weight upon a
bottom of mottled iron. As soon as the fusion commences the slag is tapped to within 2^ inclies of the
bottom, and f urtlier additions of spiegeleisen are made
in diminishing quantities, from 40 lbs. at the fifth to
20 lbs. at the seventh and last charge. It is sought
as much as possible to keep the mass at the consistency of soft butter during the entire operation. The
bloom (sc/trei) ultimately <ibtained weighs 4 cwt., the
time required being about eight hours. It is divided
into seven or eight pieces, which are tilted into Ijars,
with a loss of about 20 per cent. Reckoned upon the
pig iron, the loss is 30 per cent., 100 lbs. giving 70
lbs. of steel, of which aliout three-fourths are of good
quality, and capable of being properly hardened, and
the remainder mild steel or steely iron. It is doubtful w'hether this process is still practised, having latterly been superseded by the metliod of steel pud-

—

A

fireplace and stack, in order to be able to command
a very liigli temperature. The charje does not usually e.xceeed 3 or 3J cwt., wliich is introduced in
fragments as nearly as possible of the same size and
thickness, and spread out so as to expose a large
surface to the flame, in order that fusion may be
effected uniformly and without much oxidation." The
use of only one kind or class of pig iron is also necessary-, otherwise, supposing white and grey iron
to be mixed, a portion of the charge would probably
fine and come to nature while the^more fusible part
was still unchanged. This is exactly the reverse
condition to that required in ])uddling"for malleable
iron, where a mixture of two different kinds of pi^s
has an advantageous effect in acceleratins the process.
In all steel puddling, on the other hand, the
charge is rendered perfectly fluid, and covered with
molten slag, in order that the fining may go on very
slowly and uniformly. The presence of "protoxide
of manganese in the slag is important, as contributing fluidity without increasing the decarburisin" influence. By keeping the contents of the fumace'well
stirred together during the second part of the process, the iron separated in malleable condition mav,
in the event of its becoming too much decarburiseii,
be brought Iwck to the proper condition by dissolving it in the unaltered pig iron below, in a s'omewhat
similar manner to that which is practised in the Siegen
open fire process, where the iron is prevented fr'om
drying to too stiff a consistency by the addition of
fresh quantities of pig iron at intervals. In order to
induce fining in the molten mass, the damper must
be closed until the charge thickens and commences
to rise, when the heat must be carefully raised during the time of stirring, wliich usually takes from
thirty-five to forty-five minutes, or somewhat longer
than is the case in puddling for malleable iron. The
high temperature prevailing in the furnace keeps the
contents of the hearth well melted, and by continued stirring, fresh particles of metal are constantly
brought to the surface of the fluid covering of sla".
The appearance of fine, white, brilliant grains is°a
sign of the process going on weU, and indicates the
formation of steel of good quality and uniform texture.
If, on the otherTiand, the separated grams are
large, ami resemble snowflakes, the product is likely
to be of a coarse fracture, and imperfectly refinea.
The slag must be less basic than that formed in puddling for malleable iron, as the presence of a large
excess of oxides of iron not only reduces the fluiditj-,
but acts too energeticall}' on the removal of the combined carbon from the pig iron.
The balling of the granular clots of steel as they
come to nature is an operation requiring considerable
skiU; it must be done in a neutral or non-oxidizing
atmosphere, such as is obtained by shutting the damper, and keeping the hearth filled with flame and
smoke with an ordinary furnace, or shutting off the
top blast when a gas furnace is used. The^'balls are
shingled at a lower temperature than tho.s.; of malleable,

and when they cannot be immediatelv taken

plete decarburisaii(jn. Under ordinary circumstances
the time required for working off a lieat is in either
no essential difference be- case as follows

dling.

Puddled SUel. Tliere is
tween the methods of making wrought-iron and

:

Fibrous Iron.
30 to 40 min.
carburization to wliich the pig iron is subjected. The Stirring
30 " 35 '•
most higlily-carburized variefies of pig iron, especi- Boiling and fining
25 " 30 "
ally those containing manganese, such as spiegel- Balling
10
eisen, are best adapted for the process. The furnace
is usually of a somewhat smaller size than that em85
115
in

tlie

to

the liammer, are protected against oxidation by rolling them in the melted slag, "so as to obtain a superficial crust or varnish, which excludes the air from
contact with the heated metal. Tlie slowness of the
fining process, and the extra amount of stirring required, aresuflicient to explain the apparent anomaly
that a partial should require longer time than a com-

steel

puddling furnace, other than the degree of de- Melting

down

•

plo3-ed for

of the bed

making malleable
is

or rather, the size
diminished in proportion to that of tlie
iron

:

As

Steel.

40 to 50 min.
45 •• 50 ••
20 " 25 '
"
10
105

135

originally fully described in the specifications
of Kiepe, by w^hom the process was introduced into
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charge rocommcnilcd to ho \isp<l is 280
to bv exposed to a red lieat until the
metal begins to fuse, when the temperature is reduced
by lowering tlie damper. Forge or mill cinder, to the
extent of twelve or sixteen shovelsful. is then added,
and when the whole was melted, a small (juanlilyof
jH'roxide of manganese sail ami clay ground together.
After this mixture has acted for a few minutes the
damper is fully opened, and about 40 lbs. of pig iron
is placed upon an elevated bed of cinder near the tireEngland:

lbs.,

down

is

When this begins to tri( kle down, and the
bridge.
boiling of the contents of the furnace commences, it
is raked into the hearth, anil the whole mass is well
mixed together. When the grains of steel begin to
break through the cinder, as already deseribeil, the
damper is to be partially closed, and the o]Mrationof
stirring below the cinder commenced, taking care
that the heat be not raised above cherry redness, or
the welding temperature of shear steel. The remainder of llie processor balling is done with n closed dam]>er, as already described.
It appears to be doubtful, according to the statements of most of the recent
writers on the subject, whether the process can l)e
properly conducte<l at the low ti'inperalure specified.
The use of the highest heat attainable in the pudilling
furnace was afterwards claimed by another patentee,
and on subsetjuent litigation, the term "cherry redness" was explained as meaning a bright red heat
when the furnace was illuminated by direct sunlight.
Parry states that if the heat lie loo high during the boiling, the mixed cinder and metal separate from each
other, and the decarburisalion proceeds slowly: while,
on the other hand, if the temperature be too low, the
cinder and metal cannot be properly mixed, being of
too stiff a consistency, and the steel will not be homogeneous. The temperature must be raised to a
full yellow heat on the appearance of the floating
granules in tlie slag. The tire should be made up at
the end of the boiling process, in orderto prevent the
passage of air by opening the fire-hole during the
balling.
It is necessary to shingle the balls as soon
as possible, in order to prevent the decarburising action of the rich slag retained by capillary attraction
upon the spongy particles of steel.
When the slag
is poor in protoxide of iron it sets very quickly, and
when more basic, acts powerfully in removing carbon. The presence of oxide of manganese is advantageous, as communicating lluidity withmit increasing the oxidizing effect a point of considerable importance, as the shingling takes jilace at a lower temperature than is the case with malleable iron. In some
cases an addition of pero.xide of manganese is made
immediately before balling, or the mixture of perox-

—

is added at intervals after the melting
f>f the i)ig iron during the stirring.
At Lohe,
Siegen,
twelve
heals of 3J cwl of wliite librous
in
" steel" pig iron are ])uddled in the turn of twelve
hours. Kach charge yields from seven to eight balls,
weighing 10 lbs. each. The loss upon the pii; iron
is !l per cent, in puddling, with a furllicr amount of
11 percent, upon the rihealing, which is done in
covered iK'arths with a single twyer, somewhat like
the South Wales hollow fire. The blooms are drawn
into bars under a tilt hanmier.
The produce is assorted according to thcfraciure 7H per cent, is good
hard steel, capable of being broken when cooled in
water the remaining 23 per cent, is more or less
mixed with soft iron. The total expenditure of coal
is double the weight (>f the sled jirixluccil
out of
this 84 |)er cent, goes for puddling, and llie remaining
10 per cent, for reheating. These (|Uantitics refer to
Huhr coal, which is not of a very high (luality. The
total production for twelve hours is about 34 cwt.
When grev pig iron is used, either alone or mixed
with mollled, it is necessary to add from 10 to 1.') per
cent, of scale and cinder.
In such eases the consnmiition of coal may he somewhat increased, as the
process lasts a little longer than when workimr with
iron melted from s])alliic ores. In Slyrian works using lignite, with the advantage of good ]>ig iron, the
consumption is from 32 to 42 cwt. jxr ton of steel
blooms made, without counting charcoal or wood for
reheating.
The use of gas furnaces is said to be of
great advantage in the steel puddling process, both
as regards the saving of fuel imd diniinishini; the
w;iste of iron.
.Vt Kirchhunden, in Sii-gen, the saving is staled at from 35 to 40 per cent, in the coal,
to
1(1
per cent, on the amount of iron
antl from i)
burnt. According to observations nuide in several
the
consumption
localities,
of fuel isdiminished when
the sides of the hearth are cooleil by a circulation of
of
instead
w:iter.
The
chemical
air
chanir<'S going on
in the process of steel puddling have been investigatother
Schilling
and
chemists
ed by
in a similar manner to that followed originally by (':dverl anil ,lohnson. The following are Schilling's restdts of Ihecompositiim of the metal and slag at the different ])iiint8
of the process, as carried out at Zorge, in Hanover.
The charge consisted of white pig iron from (iitlelde,
and grey from Zorge, ndxed in eqiuil weights. The
fuel employed in the blast furnace was clnircoal, the
consumption being at the rate of lOO lbs. forevery 87
See table below.
lbs. of pig iron produced.
The metal of the sample No. III. was tough and
strong cast-iron No. IV., taken after five tools had
been heated in rabbling, was stronger than the pro-

ordinnrj- iron,

tlip

which
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ANALYSES OF IRON A>fD SLAG TAKEN AT DIF FEKENT STAGES OF PUDDLING (SCHILLING)
I.

Graphitic cardon

Combined carbon
Sulphur
Phosphorus
Silicon

Manganese

:
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slightly malleable. No. VI. was decidedly malleable
and apparantlv possessed most of the properties of

notwithstanding the large aiiio\int of carbon
present.
No increase of carbon was ol)served in the
earlier stages of the process, as recorded by Calvert
Schillins ascribes this difand Johnson and Lan.
ference to the use of a gas-furnace, and the introduction of an excess of air into tlie furnace by the
top blast
COKRESPONDING COMPOSITION OF SLAGS.
steel,

Slags taken with.
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The following is the most rapid method of oasedays more, bo that thewiiolc operation rcriiiiresfrom
The pliysieal iiroperties hardening:~The |)iece of iron to be treateil. aftir
seventeen to twenty days.
re<l heat, and llu'
of the iron are considerably nKHlitied by conversion; being polished, is raised lo a bright
hardened is rubbid or sprinkled with
tlie color of llie fractured siirra<echan;res from the surface to be
yellow prussiate (fcrrocyauide of
oriirinal bhiisb tinire of nialleable iron to a some- linely-|iowdered
what reddish while, lilie that of bisnnith. and at the potassium). As soon !is Ihe powder has volatilised
sanietimethe luster is very considerably diminished. or disiippcared, the work is (pu-nched in cold water
The texture is in all cases scaly crystalline. The in the usual way. If the nroo'ss has been |)roperly
be
liner the ^rain ami the darker the color, as a gene- conducticl, the surfaces covered by the salt will
enough lo resist Ihe file.
ral rule, the -nore highly earburised or harder will found to have become hard
The p'-ocess of annealing, or
Mdlliiilik I'aKt-iniii.
be the slecl produced: at the same time, both speciA more deei- rendering tlie surface of cast-iron iirticles malliablc,
fic gravity andtemuity are reduced.
of
deii peculiarity of the converted bars, however, is so that tiu'y may be filed or hammered, .s a kind
the blistering of the external furnaces, whence the inverse ceminlation. tinely-divided peroxide of iron
When the blisters are being employed to remove Ihe carbon from the surterm /»//.i^T )i^<i is derived.
small, an<l tolerably regularly distributed, the steel face of the casting. Cast-iron smelted from Ihe red
for this iiurpose, csis of good fpiality: but when large, and only occur- hematite is generally preferred
ring along particular lines, they may be considered |)ecially tluil niiide with charcoal. The fusion takes
as indicative of defective composition or want of place in crucibles in an air furnace. such as is used in
The cause ot for smelling casl-sleel, good coki' being used as fuel.
liomogeneiiy in the iron employed.
this ]ihenomenon is not ipiite clearly made out. The castings, when reinov<'d from the moulds, are
The most probable explanation is. that it is due to very brittle, and cannot be touched with Ihe file.
the irregular action of the cementing material upon They are then packed in cast-iron crucibles containincluded particles of slag, consisting of basic proto- ing powdered red hemalile, which are arranged in
silicate of iron, which is reduced to the metallic rows one above another in a furnace of rectangular
state with the evolution of carb(mic oxide, which section, somewhat similar in character to an ordinary
blows up the surface of the nu'tal when in a softened cementation chamber. When the furnace ischargeJ,
I

The aver- all tlie apertures are carefully closed, ;ind heat is
condition from the heat of the furnace.
age increase of weiixhl in the conversion of bar iron ap])lied gradually, so that Ihe whole contents maybe
per cent. Tlie fuel be brought up to a red heat in twenty-four hours;
into blistered steel is from A to
the liriiig is then continued for from three to five
necessary per lOU lbs. of the latter is as follows:
days more, according lo Ihe depth of the malleable
75 to 90 lbs.
Coal
Articles of irskin recpiired on tlie finished work.
"
160 "210
Lignite
regular thickness tliat are inteniled lobe bored out
200 " 300 "
I'c'at
must be mibjeeled to the process a second lime, in
300
Wood
order to olitain Ihe proper degree of alteration.
,'

.

.

.

.
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.

.

.

.
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The ;i])i)earaii(e of Ihe finished
drawn from the furnace, is similar

Blister-steel bars may be used for common purposes, such as steeling the faces of hanuners, with<)\it
furtlu-r treatment; but more g( iicndly they are
subjected to one or more reheatings in packets or
faggots, and weldings by hammering or rulling,
whereby the texture becomes more uniform, and
strength and elasticity are increased, but with a i)roSpring steel is
gressive dimimitiou of hardness.
produced by heating blistered bars at an orange-red
iu:it, and drawing them down either uudcT the
Slimr sUel is a lietter qualhammer or by rolling.
ity, obtained by drawing the original bars to lengths
of 3 feet, which are piled together in faggots and
wehled, the reheating beins; eifected in a hollow tire.
The surface of the faggot is covered with clay,
which forms a cinder in thi' lie:iting Jirocess, and
prevents the blast from acting on the combined carlion of the cruile bars.
The product of this operalion is known as single s/ifur.
It may b(^ further relineil by doid)ling the bars, and repe;iting the process
of heating and weUling, nuiking double-shear steel.
The best and most unifornuiuality of steel can, however, only be obtained by fusing the blistered bars

when
mal-

leable iron, but liijhler in color; the density is about
Ihe same as cast-iron, the increased specific gravity
of the malleable portion being counteracted by its
porosity.
The fractured surface is while and
finely granular, with a very high lustre, occasionally
presenting a grey silky ajipearaiice, recalling that of
\\ hen the thickness of the object isiuore
soft steel.
th;in half or two-lhinU of an inch, a kernel of very
soft grey cast-iron is left in Ihe center. In the latter
case the central jxirtion may Homeliines be broken
by Ixnding the object wiliioul the external skin

giving way.
Jlalleable castings, prepared in the

above manner,

may be easil)- wrought cold, but become very liritlle
when lie;iled, lireaking lo pieces under Ihe hammer
an incipient white iieat at a higher emiieralure
Ihe kernel or unaltered casl-iron melts, so tiiat articles that have been subjected to the process cannot
be united by welding. l)ut may be brazed without
(lifiiculty.
On account of the more refractory nature
of the inaterial, the use of malh'iilile cast-iron crucibles has bei'u suggested for melting silver in mints,
instead of Ihe cast-iron pots onlinarily used for thai
purpose. The principal application of the process
is, however, to small arlicles of hardware, such as
Kecently, liinvkeys, buckles, gun-furniture, etc.
ever.it hiisbeen ajiplied on a larger scale by M'llaffie,
of Glasgow, to i)arls of macliiuery. such as toothed
wheels and screw propellers, the latter having been
successfully adopted in steamers eniiiloyed in the
wli;ding :ind sealing trade in the (Jreeiiland seas,
where ordin;iry casl-iron screws are es])ecially liable
to be broki'ii by the Hoalin;r ice. The nialleable skin
at

in crucibles.
Ciixe-hardening, or the production of a thin superfici.al layer of steel upon m:dle;ibli' iron, is a rajiid
j)rocess of cementiition carried out on a small scale.
iron box, heated in a smith's forge, is used as a
The charcoal is usually olitaincementation chest.
fd l)y carbonising anim;il nuitter, such as bones,
Tlie articles to be ease-hardened
horn, or leather.

An

embedded in the charco;d in the ordinaiy way,
and are then exposed to heal for a short tinu\ taking

are

I'nder tlie
care not to use louhigh a temperature.
most f;ivorablecircumst!uircslluccmcnl<'d layer may
attain a depth of about three-eiglilhs of an inch in
The work when removed from
four or five hours.
the fire, is hardened by plunging it while in a healed
stale into cold water, if it is required to be uniformly
h;ird over the whole surface, otherwise it is allowed
to cool. and the steeled surface is removed by turning down such parts asare intended to remain malleable, and the ether portion is subsequently hardened by heating and quenching in water as before.

articles,

to that of

;

may be partially converted into steel by casehardcninc in the same way as ordinary soft iron, so that
these dillerent slates of cast-iron, malleable iron and
maybe combined in the same object. Common
arliclcsof cutlery made in this way are distinguished
as r>in-iittd goods.
Prniluction nf StfH hy Fii»iiin. In all the preceding
methods, the steel produced, whether by fining or
cementation, is, as a rule, very unequal in (|ualily: and
steel

I
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uniformity can only be anaineil by repeated faggoting and welding, steps which arc necessarily atfended with a loss of carbon, and consequent reduction
of hardness. The requisite uniformity of composition may, however, be obtained by breaking up the
crude bars produced in the forge, or by cementation,
and exposing them to a strong heat in crucibles out
of contact with the air. The product, when melted,
is poured out into cast-iron moulds, forming ingots
of mut-stefl, which are much more regular in composition and texture than the original material.
The ])ractise of melting steel was introduced at
ShetHeld b.y Huntsman about the year 1740, and is
still carried out in substantially the same manner at
the present day. Although a simple operation, it is
an expensive process, owing to the large consumption of fuel and crucibles required for a comparatively small production of ingot.
The crucihles gencndty used in a steel-meltingliouse are made of mixtures of different kinds of tireclay from the coal measures, with a certain proportion of ground potsherds and coke dust
the usual
;

to 18 inches in height, and from 5 to
7 inches in diameter at the mouth, with a slight belly
at about two-thirds of the height from the bottom. The
capacity varies from 35 to 80 lbs. Usuallj' two pots
are placed in a furnace they stand upon cylindrical
discs or cheeses of lire-brick resting on the grate bars.

size

is

from 16

;

Previously to being used they require to be gradually heated to redness in an open tire or annealing grate,
which is done by placing them in batches of twenty,
bnttom upwards, together with tlieir covers, upon a
bed of red-hot coal in the grate and the intermediate space is then tilled with coke, and the tire is urged
until the necessary heat has been obtained. The pots
are then removed to the melting furnaces, and fixed
in position on their stands. The fires are replenished
with coke, and as soon as they have been brought up
to a strong heat, which takes place in about twenty
minutes, the charge of blister steel, properly assorted
and broken into small pieces, is introduced through
a wrought-iron funnel; after which the cover is placed
on the top of the pot, and the full heat of the furnace
is given for abiut three and a half hours, during
which time fresh fuel must be added every threequarter,'? of an hour.
When the fusion is complete,
;

which

is ascertained bj' removing the cover and
searching the contents of the crucible with a pointed
rod, in order to ascertain whether any hard unmelted
lumps remain, the crucible is cleared from adherent
slaggy masses by stirring belowthe grate, and is then
lifted out by the furnaceman with a pair of curvednosed tongs. The ingot mold, made of cast-iron, is
blackened by coating it with train oil and heating; or,

in

some

cases, a thin

wash

of fire-clay,

niixcdWith

water to the consistency of cream, is used.
When
the pot is removed from the furnace it is deposited
in the teaming hole, a small jnt tilled witli broken
pieces of coke, and the lifting bags are changed for
those used in casting.
The contents of the crucible
are allowed to cool for a short time before pouring.
AV'hen the ingot mold is tilled, its mouth is covered
v\-ilh a plug of cast or wrought-iron, or a shovelful of
sand, in order to prevent the top of the ingot from
becoming sjiongy by_,tlie escape of gases before solidification.

After the first cast the crucible is cleared from adherent clinker, and returned to the furnace for a second melting. The charge is somewhat reduced, and
thecousum|)tion of coke, as wi-ll as the time of fusion,
is diminished in a similar proportion. Thus the first
melting takes from four to six hours, while the second and third only re(iinre from two to two and a
half hours each. The furnace is allowed to cool after
from three to five meltings have been m;ide, as there
is no advantage tot)<' gained by keeping it constantly
heated, owing to the corrosion of the linin<j; liricks
produced by the very hi'j;h temperature. wliereby tlie
capacity and the power of the consuming fuel is increased, withotit any corresponding increase in the

|

amount
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of steel melted.
Under ordinarj' circunistances the total amount of coke burnt is from three
and a half times the weight of the ingots
jiroduced, when of a good quality; but when made
from inferior varieties of coal, it may be as high as
five or six times the weight.
In France furnaces are used capable of containing
a large number of crucibles which are not brought
into direct contact with the fuel, but are arranged in
series in a chamber, which is heated by a fireplace
similar to that of a reverberatory furnace. The chambers. which are made to h(jld from four to nine pots,
are covered with a square lid in the usual way.
In
addition to the chimney draught, a blast is used below the grate, and a portion of the waste heat is
sometimes applied to raising steam for the hammers
and rolling-mills used in tiidshing the ingots. Siemens' regenerative gas-furnace has also been applied
with considerable advantage to steel melting, and l)y
its use the consumption of fuel per ton is reduced
from Jii tons of coke to li tons of inferior slack.
When very large masses of cast-steel are required,
the contents of all the crucibles are eitiier poured into the foundry ladle before tilling the mold, or tlie
pouring is so arranged that by bringing up relays of
fresh pots, a constant stream may be kept up without intermission. In this way large castings, up to
as much as 40 tons, are made by Krupp, in Essen,
from crucibles containing TO lbs. of steel. The furnaces hold from 3 to 24 pots each. The materials
used are reported to !)e puddled steel and wroughtiron scrap, with an addition of carbonaceous matter,
in order to render the malleable iron fusible, a somewhat similar process to tha.t adopted in making the
native Indian steel, called wootz.
The drawing of
the crucibles from the furnace is also facilitated by
placing them on a platform, which is raised bj' a mechanical lifting apparatus placed below the ashpit,
thus doing away with the use of the lifting-tongs.
At the HiverDon Steel Works in Sheffield, caststeel is largely made bj- the method introdutedby
Mushet in 1801, which consists in melting malleable
scrap-iron with charcoal and oxide of manganese in
crucibles directly, without using any blister-steel.
The furnaces are 288 in number, each of sufficient
size to contain two pots charged with 100 lbs. Witli
the whole number at work, a casting of 25 tons
weight may be made, the pouring from the 57G pots
being completed in five minutes. In order to keep
up the supply. the pots are convened from their melting-holes to the casting-place on small barrows, instead of being carried by the tongs, as was formerly
the custom. The steel produced is to a great extent
employed in making castings for direct use, such as
railway crossings, wheels, and bells, instead of merely rinming it into ingots, which are sid)sequently
worked up under the hammer. The molds used for
this purpose are maile sufficiently refractory by the
use of a thin layer of burned clay, produced by grinding old nu'tal pots, which is applied immediately over
the pattern, the remainderof the box being tilled with
ordinary molding sand. This method of steel casting was first practiced at Uochum. in Westphalia,
wjiere it is still carried out on a rather large scale.
Castings made lo pattern, which are not intended to
be subse(iuently luunmered,must be annealed and allowed to cool very slowly.
An addition of manganese, either as a carburet reduced by heating the oxide with, carbon at a verj'
high tem])erature.ora mixture of black oxide of manganese with carbonized pitch or resin, is verj- commonly used for improving steel in the process of melting.
This is the celebrated process of Heath, whicli
formed the subject of long and prolractiMl litigation
The appearance of fracture of
a few years back.
ingots of cast sice! varies with their hardness or relative proportion of carbon. The softer kinds are bright
and finely granular. The harder qualities often show
crystalline plates of a certain size, arranged in parallel stripes or columns at right angles to the surface
j
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at too early a stage of Ihe process, and not being
present in sufflcient quantity, prevents the attain

of the niold. so that in a s(|iiarc ini;ot the cohinins
inlirsi'ct, foriniiin " cross. In all cast's the iiii;ots itc
more or less unsound, lieinu tilled with small vesicular cavities, so that liny reipdre to lie nlieateil anii
hammered hefore tliey can lie eonverled into liars,
'riiis is done in the manner already deserilied forniakini; shear-steel, care lieini; taken to elTi'ct the rehealinj; at as low a temperalnre as possible, and to prevent the metal from Ijurniufr by keeping it out of access of the air while in the lire.
Ifejuvmfr'K PrnreM. This, one of tlie simplest nietliods of |)ro(lucin!; cast-sleel in lari;e (|uantities, comliines the action of the puddling and onlinary steelmeltini; furnace into one opiration.
The essence of
the jiroeess consists in injeclint; larij;e <|uanlilics of air
into a hath of molten cast iron Ihrouirli a large mimber of small orilices, in order that the combustion of

the carbon and other matters in comliinalion may
take pla< e rapidly and uniforndy.
By this means a
very high temperalnre is <levelopedin the converting
vessel, the luat beiiii: sullicient to melt the decarburised malleable iron, instead of producing same in
a ]iasly,wcl(lajjle condition, as is the case in Ihe puddling-furnace. This great increase of temperature
is obviously due to the rapidity of combustion, owing to the intimate contact of the air. which is injected at a. much higher pressure, from l."> to 20 lbs.
to the s(iuare inch, than is used in Ihe ordinary operatiiin of iron-nwlling, with Ihe molten metal, instead of the decarburised iron merely taking jilace
at the surface of the bath, or where the pasty metal
is in contact with particles of scale, cinder, or similar oxidizing agents, as is the case in iiuddling.
It
will be remembered that, in the latter process, the
temperature of the pudilling furnace hastobeartilicially reduced by closing the damper, in order to
bring about the reactions lieUveen the dilTerent portions of Ihe charge, which only go on very slowly
when the contents of the hearth arc in a liipiid state.
In IJcssemer's pioce.ss, however, the increase of temperature goes on progressively from the moment the
blowing commences until Ihe conclusion of the operation, the heat produced being develo|>ed by cnmbusti<in going on in the molten mass, in the drder in
which the combined foreign substances are removed
being sinular to that ob.served in i)nddling and refining.
Afterthe whole of the carbon has been eliminated; the heat is kept up. if the blowing be jmilonged by the condiusiion of the iron, giviiig a product exactly similar in general pmpertiesto the/w/7i<
iriiii
whiih is oblaincd when mallealile iron is too
often or too highly healed in Ihe process of welding.
This process is. therefore, not adapted fur the |iroduction of soft malleable iron. but. with certain
modilicalions, is capable of producing steel of good
iinalily, within a considerable range of composition
and hardness. This may be done in two ways: the
first is that practised in Sweden, where the blowing
is interrupted after a partial decarburisalion of the
charixe, the projier moment for sto|)ping the ojieralion being determined by llie aiipearance of thellame
issinng Irom th^ mouth of the ceuvcrling vessel: or
the metal may be completely decarburised, and then
bniught back to the eompiisition of steel by the addition of liighly-carburised melted pig iron", such as
spiegeleisen, in snilicient (piantity to restore the necessary amount of carbon. The" laller moditication
of the process is due to Mushet. and is now generally preferred to the older method as being more certain in residt.
The varieties of cast-iron best adapted for conversion into steel by the Ues,semer process are those

srnelted from hematite or magnetic ores not below
Xo. 2 in greyness. White iron can only be treated
with dilticulty and increased waste, partly owing to
its imperfect fluidity when melted, which increases
the resistance ottered to the pas.sagc of the blast, but
more particularly on account of its deficiency in carbon and silicon. The carbon being in the condiined
state, the production of carbonic "(ixide takes place

menl

of the proper teinperatuie in the converting

vessel.

The chief

essentials in the chemical composition of
iron are almost absolute freedom from suljiliur. jihosphorus and copper, as neither of these iiigreilients is sensibly reduced in the amount by the
process; silicon and manganese, on the other hand,
till'

pis:

may be almost completely removed, and

their presbenelicial within certain linnts.
Ah long as
iron is o.vidized. the
silica produced from Ihe silicon of the metal uniting
with protoxide of manganese to form a .slag, which
is very lluid, but also is very destructive to the silici'ous linings of the converting vessels.
The best Engli.sh pig iron for use in the Hessemer
process is thai smelted from Cumberland himatite,
about No. 1 or No. 2 in greyness. It should contain
from li to 2 per cent, of ])hosphorus. At Kssen. in
Westphalia, the limiting (|inintities of foreign matters in the pig iron preferred for Hessemer steelmaking are as follows, according to Jordan. The
metal generelly used is smeltetl from mi.xtures of
spathic ore and Nas.sau hematite.

ence

is

manganese remjiins scarcely any

Manganese, maxiinnni
•
Sulphur

1.00 jier cent.

04

06

I'hosphorns
Carbon, minimum

.T.OO

Silicon

2.00

'

••

"
"

The

furnaces, or converU'rs, employed in the process are of tw<i dilTerent kinds. Thedldest, or fixed
form, which has been lised to a certain extent in
Sweden, is a cylindrical vessel of refractory brickwork, somewhat similar to a foundry cupola, but
broader and lower in |iroi)ortion. Near the bottom,

which is niade with ii slightly forward incline towards Ihe tap-hole, isjilaced a series of small twyers,
which are arranged at equal distances around the

'

!

I

1

entire circumference.
The top of Ihe vessel is covered by a douu', terminating in aconical neck, turned
towards a hood placed above it, for carrying oil the
flame and sparks given out during Ihe bfowing.
The secoiul, or moviible, form of eonverlcr. which
is now almost nnivcrsjilly ado|iled, consists of an egg
or pear-shapeil vessiO sus|>ended upon trunnions,
and provi<led with ajipropriate moving mechanism,
wherel)y it may be rotated vertically through an
angle of about IHO". The outer casing or shell is
madi' of wrought-iron plates riveted together, and,
as originally made, was not imlike a soda-water botlie in shape, supjiosing the pointed end to be Halt
tened, and the neck turned over at an angle of about
\W^ to the body.
In the newer forms, however,
especially those intended for working with largo

charges, increased capacity is obtained by making
the tiody and lower part cylindrical, thus" approximating in outline to the older lixed converters.
The 8uspensi(m iselTecled by meansof astout hoop
of wronght-iron or steel carrying two trunni<ius,
which is shrunk on to the body of the converter at
One of these trunnions, wliieli run
the widest part.
in bearings supported by cast-iron standards, is solid,
while the other is hollow, forming a passage for the
blast, and carries a spur pinion.
The interior lining of the converter must lie made
of the most refractory material at hand. Kir<-brick
or clay may be used
but in Shetlield, and in England generally, a nearly iiurcsiliteous sandstone from
below the coal measures, known as ganister. isfound
to be better adapted for this purpose than any other
substance. It is prepared by grinding to a fine powder, and may be used alone or mixed with a certain
proportion of powdered tire-brick
in <-ither case a
snniU quantity of water is iised, sullicient to make
the powder slightly coherent, which is Ihen rammed
hard between the inside of the shell and a wooden
The old form
core, which is afterxvards removed.
of vessel is made in two parts, which are united In;

;
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can be taken apart for convenience anil finely-divided slag are thrown out, owing to the
cylindrical-bodied ff>rm. the lower rapid ebullition produced by the evolution of carbonThis
l)art is made removable, the union being effected by ic oxide from all parts of the melted metal.
lasts for about six or eight minutes longer, when the
eye-bolts and cotters.
The bottom of the converter is in either case flat, sparks diminish and the action goes on moreipiietly
and contains the twyer-box. This is a cylindrical without the production of sparks. The flame gives the
chamber, connected by a curved pipe with tlie hol- characteristic bluish violet of carbonic oxide, and is
low trunnion. The twyers are cylindrical or slightly intensely hot a point marking the last or lining
When the last trace of carbon is burnt away,
tapered fire-bricks, each perf(_>rated b}' .seven parallel stage.
holes, about half an inch in diameter. Usually from the flame suddenly drops, and is succeeded by a
five to seven of these bricks are used, which are ar- stream of luminous wliite-hot gas, consisting princiranged vertically and at eiiual distances apart in the pally of nitrogen, the heat being kept up from this
Their lower moment, if the blowing be continued, entirely by the
lining of the bottom of the converter.
As
ends pass through a perforated guard plate in the top combustion of the molten decarburised iron.
of the air chamber, the vertical position being main- soon, however, as the flame indicates that the whole
tained by stops bearing against the horizontal arms, of the carbon is removed, the converter is turned
which may be turned on one side, when it is neces- back to the horizontal position, and the proper quansary to remove or replace the bricks, without being tify, usually about 10 per cent., of molten spiegeleisen, or other similar compound of iron, carbon, and
obliged to take out the bottom of the converter.
In the earlier Bessemer works two converters are manganese, is run in from the air furnace in the same
placed opposite to each other with a deep cylindrical niamier as the original charge. Formerly the blowcasting pit between them. In the center of the pit ing was resumed for a few minutes after addition of
is fi.\ed another water-pressure engine, with a verti- the spiegeleisen, but this is now discontinued, and
cal cylinder and solid plunger piston, carrying at its the contents of the converter are emptied into the
upper end a cross-arm, formed of two parallel gird- ladle, which has been brought into the proper posiers strongly braced together, to one end of which is tion by lowering the central pillar of the crane. The
attached the ladle, the overhanging weight being sup- ingot moulds usually employed are made of castported l)y a counterpoise attached to the opposite iron, open at both ends, of an octagonal or circular
end. The ladle, which is similar to that used by iron form of base, and somewhat smaller in diameter at
founders, but considerably larger, is made of wrought the top than the bottom. They are arranged in a
The
iron lined with fire-clay, having a small hole in the a semi-circle on the floor of the casting pit.
bottom for running out the melted steel into the in- ladle is raised to a sufficient height to clear the top
got molds placed i)elow.
The hole is closed by an of the moulds, and is turned so as to bring the hole
the plug is
iron rod coated with tire-clay. The opposite end of over the center of each one successfully
the rod passes through a slide bar on the outside of lifted, and the molten steel flows out in a stream
the ladle, and may be raised or lowered by means of about an inch thick, fare must be taken to prevent
a hand lever. In order to traverse the ladle about the stream from striking against the side of the
the central pillar, so as to bring the center of the hole moidd, in which case the ingot is likely to be unWhen the mould is filled a small quanover each of the molds in succession, the top plat- sound.
form is provided with spur gearing, so that it may be tity of sand is thrown on the surface of the metal,
moved like a railway turn-table. This motion is which is then covered by apiece of thin sheet iron,
worked by a man standing on the platform, as is also and the whole is secured by a cross bar passing
After
another for reversing the ladle on its bearings, in or- through two eyes on the top of the mould.
der to remove the waste after the end of the cast. the converter is charged, the blast nnist be admitted
The valve of the central engine, which raises and before it is turned back to the vertical position, otherlowers the ladle, is in charge of the same man who wise the moulten metal would run down through
works the tipping engines for the converters. He is the twyers. A pressure of from 5 to G lbs. per square
usually stationed in a box at one side of the con- inch is required to overcome the hydraulic head of
verting house, raised a sviflicient height above the the liquid column of metal, and from 9 to 14 lbs.
ground to command a clear view of the whole of the more to force the air through at the proper velocity,
apparatus.
The power for working the engines is or from 15 to 20 lbs, per square inch total pressure.
obtained from a small steam-engine driving the nec- An arrangement for opening and shutting the valve
The
essary force piniips, which deliver their supply into by the rotation of the converter is iirovided.
valve, which is of a double-beat form, has its stem
two accumulators for equalising the pressure.
The method of conducting tlie process is as fol- prolonged upwards, and carries a weight tending to
The lifting mech'ows
The charge of pig iron, which may be of keep it pressed against its seat.
any Weight between li and 10 tons 3 to 8 tons are anism consists of a lever worked by an eccentric
When
now generally used in preference to the smaller disc attached to the axis of the converter.
weights is melted in a cupola, or brought melted in the latter is lowered for filling, the pressure of the
a ladle from the blast furnace. The converter, hav- eccentric is taken off the lever, and the valve closes:
ing been previously brought up to a red heat by filling but when the motion takes place in the opposite
direction, the cam part of the disc lifts the lever, and
it with ignited coke, is reversed in order to remove
any unconsumed fuel, and afterwards turned back to with it the valve. By this arrangement, the opening
a horizontal position to receive the charge of molten and shutting of the valves at the right moment, a
metal, which is run in through a movable gutter of point of great importance, are made completely inthe
wrought-iron lined with sand.
It is then slowly dependent of the action of the man working

screw

bolts, anil

in lining.

In

tlie

—

;

:

—

—

—

brouglit

back

to the vertical position,

and the

blast

turned on. At first the flame issuing from the neck
is of a yellowish or reddish color, but slightly luminous, with only a comparatively small amount of
sparks. During this period, lasting from four to si.x
minutes, the action going on is similar to that in the
refiner}' in the tirst stage of puddling, namely, the
conversion of graphitic into combined carbon, and
the o.xidation of silicon, with the formation of a siliIn the
cate of protoxide of iron and manganese.
second or boiling period, when the oxygen of the
blast begins to attack the carbon, the action becomes
verv violent, the flame increases in brilliancy, and
great showers of sparks, fragments of burning iron,
is

converter.
In both Sweden and Austria the process is usually
conducted without remelling the pig iron, which is
tapped directlv from the blast furnace into the conIn the former co\intry the addition of spiegverter.
eleisen was fornurly dispensed with, the blowing
being only continued for a very short time after the
The uncertainty of
more rapid boiling has ceased.
being able to stop the process at the right moment
has led to the more general adoption of total decarburisation, and the addition of spiegeleisen in the
manner already described.
.Vlthough spiegeleisen as now made usually eontains nuK^h more manganese, 30 per cent, and above.

:
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timii lliut foriiu'rly produced from spntliic ores, its
ii-ii' has in streiil piirt beeu
superseded l)y tlie richer

alloys, kuowu i\a J'errii-iiiiiiignnnx, which contain up
to as much as K7 per cent, of the latter ntetal. They
are especially valualile in making extra soft steel
where it is desired to aild a proportion of manganese
without iiicreasins; that of carbon, as is done in the
production of the so-called phosphorus steel.
Another alloy, containini; about 10 per cent, of silicon
and 3't of maniranese {Kiliruferro-iiuinganeKe), is also]
specially appliiMl in the production of steel castings,
a certain proiiorlion of silicon causing the metal to

|

mould without developing blow-holes.

set in the

need scarcely be said that the reactions going
the Uessemer converter are substantially similar to those observed in puddling and henrtli lining.
The following, one of the earliest complete series of
analysis of products taken at ditTerenI stages of the
process that was published, refers to the Austrian
It

on

in

Government Works at Jseuburg. in Styria. The pig
iron operated upon is smelted from the spathic ores
of the Erzberg witli charcoal.
ANAI.T8I8

OF METAI^.

Carbon, graphitic

combined

.

Silicon

Phosphorus
Sulphur
JIanganese

.

Cojjper

No.
"
"

I.

u.

VU.

I

IV.

3.180
0.750 3.465 0.949 0.08T 0.334
1.9G0'0.443 0.1 12 0.0-28 0.033
0.040,0.040 0.II4.T 0.045 0.044
0.018 trace trace trace trace
3.4(10 l.(J4r>0,4290.1180.i:»
o.08.5i0.o;ii 0.090 o.iao 0.105

Original pig iron.

Metal taken at end of first stage.
••
"
after the boil.
III.
" IV.
"
"
end of the blowing.
" V.
" restored to steel by addition of pig i
rv.
COMPOtilTION OF BLAOa.
II.

Silica

Alumina
Proto.xide of iron

manganese

Lime
Magnesia
Potash
Soda
)
Sulphur
Phosphorus

46-78
4-65
6-78
37-00
3-98
1-53

'

I

i

46-75
3-80
16-86
33-33

51 75
2-98
5 -.50

37-90
1-76

1-19
0-52

4.5

47-37
3-45
15-43
31-89

123
I

0-61

traces throughout

004
0-03

trace
0-03

i

trace
0-01

trace
0-01

I

Tliese analyses are numbered to correspond with
those of the metal taken at the same time.
It will be seen from the above analyses that the
iron is not o.xidized by tlie blast to any great extent
until nearly the whole of the manganese and carbon
have been removed. The retention of the entire (puintity of phosphorus contained in the original pig iron
in the linished steel is in accordance with observations made in other countries.
Newer methods of
conducting the process, wliere'oy steel of good c|uality can be produced from Cleveland and similar
brands of pig metal rich in phosphorus, are described further on.
In Sweden aud Austria the finished steel is classified by nuiubers, accordins to the hardness and percent;ige of carbon, commencing with the most highly
carburised. The amount of carbon is determined by
Kggerlz's coloriraetric method. The following is the
proportion of carbon in Bessemer steel from Heft

No.
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disavantageous, on account of the great amount of
heat required to free tbe oxygen from its combination witli hydrogen, which is not reproduced to the
same extent in the subsequent formation of carbonic
oxide or protroxide of iron. With silicon, however,
the conditions are somewhat different, as there is a
small sensible gain. This will explain the reason
why the use of steam in the refinery is only recommended for a few minutes at the commencement of
the operation that is, as long as free silicon remains
in the pig iron under treatment.
By applying the quantities given above to the calculation of the amount of heat developed in the blowing of one ton of Bessemer pig iron of the ordinary
quality produced in the South of France, which is
the following composition per ton of 1,000 kilog.

—

Carbon

.

.

.

Silicon

.

.

.

Iron and manganese.

The

at the following results

127,648.

duces

20,176
of

iron

and
66.237.

Oratotalof

Silicon

0..515

—
—
—
_

Sulphur
Phosphorus

Manganese
Copper

m.
0.550
0.640
0.067
0.038
0.554

,

0.270

—

,

—
—
—

I

[

I

IV.

'

1

0..5.54

I

0.490
0.009
0.033
0.036
0.576

0.02^

blow, sliow very distinctly the gradual removal of
the carbon along with the" silicon:
:

I.

II.

Silicon

III.

—

Carbon, graphitic. 2.070
"
combined. 1.200 2.170

silicon

42.5 of carbon pro-

The combustion of 87.5
mang. produces

II.

0.445
0.814

—

IV.

V.

— —

0.097 0..566
1.952 0.79.^) 0.6*5 0.020 0.030
0.014 trace trace trace trac^
0.048 0.051 0.064 0.057 0.055
0.086 trace trace trace 0.309
1..5.50

— _ _ _

VI..

—

0.519
0.030
trace
0.0.53

0.309
039 0.039

Ratio of carbon to

—

duces

Carbon

Manganese
Copper

Units of heat.
Kilogr.
combustion of 20 of silicon pro-

The combustion of

I.

I

Sulphur
Phosphorus

42.50
20.00
937.50
1000.00

Jordan arrives
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214,061.

1.6: 1 2.7: 1 2.4: 1 4.8: 1 19: 1 17: 1

melted charge of pig II. metal at end of first
stage, 6 minutes from start; III. metal after blowing
9 minutes; IV. over-blown metal, 13 minutes from
start, before adding spiegeleisen: V. steel from mgot: VI. steel from finished rail.
It will be noticed on compariugthese analyses with
the similar series from Styria that the observed phenomena are substantially the same in both instances.
I.

The

;

difference in the

amount

of copper,

which

is

much larger in the Styrian steel than in that from
If we take the specific heat of molten and malle- Dowlais. is to be attributed to the fact that the
pig
developed
will
able iron at 0.16, the amount of heat
iron used in tlie former is entirely smelted from
the
metal, spathic ore, while in the latter onlythe spiegeleisen
be sutficient to raise the temperature of
which is supposed to be completely decarburiseil, is due to that source, ('opper pyrites, in small quanthe
degrees
above
that
of
cast-iron
when tity, is almost invariabh' present in spathic carbonabout 1,3.50
run into the converter.
ates, and, however carefully they may be roasted
The great heating power of silicon is therefore to and weathered, some copper, as a general nde. is refor
the
use
of
dark
greyregarded
the
reason
be
as
duced, and passes into the iron in the blast furnace.
iron in the Bessemer process: under all ordinary cirThe progress of the conversion of the charge can
cumstances, about 2 or 2.5 per cent, silicon being be controlled to some extent by observing the specconsidered as essential. Jordan states that in the trum given by the flame with tiie spectroscope; and
steel works in the south of France the process covild more particularly the moment of complete decaronly be carried out by running the cast-iron directly burisation may be determined with considerable acfrom the blast-furnace into the converter, the amount curacy, especially if the flame be bright and free from
of silicon being not sufficient to allow of remeltingof smoke.
The spectrum produced when combustion
the pigs an operation which is usually attended is most active is cliaracterized by groups of nuuierous
with a loss of aliout 1 per cent, of silicon. The place lines in the yellow and green portions, that of sodium
of silicon as a heat-producer in the Bessemer pro- being the most prominent and the first to appear
cess ma^^ be, to some extent, taken by manganese, as among the former. There is also a well-defined group
Is the case in Styria, where the cast-iron used is of lines in the blue field, aid under the most favorsmelted from the spathic ores. It is, however, less able conditions the violet and red lines of potassium
advant.igeous, because the deficiency in silica, which and lithium, together with an extra violet line accomis required to flux the protoxide of manganese form- panying the former, are seen. For this, however, an
ed, can only be supplied by the destruction of the instrument of great defining power, and an extresiliceous lining of the converter.
mely bright flame arc essential. When the metal is
Alt hough silicon is an essential component of good completely decarburised. the yellow and green lines
Bessemer pig iron.it is of importance that the amount disappear, but the sodium is persistent, sometimes
per cent, should be somewhere above the same as, or even after the tipping of the converter. On (he adnot very much more than, that of the carbon. An dition of the spiegeleisen. the whole of the lines reexcess of the former element works prejudically in appear with great brilliancy. When there is much
two ways— first, it gives rise to an increased waste manganese in the cast-iron employed, as is the case
of iron in the slag; and, secondly, it cannot be com- in Styria, the use of the spectroscope is difficult, owpletely reniDved before the whole of the carbon is ing to the brown smoky character of the flame.
burnt away, so that it may happen, in the blowing
At Seraing, it has been found that the disappearof such metal, that, although the process is api)ar- ance of the dark absorption-bands, which alternate
ently complete as determined by the usual indication wi:^h the bright lines,cau be much more readily deterof the cessation of the liame from the converter, mined than the latter, which often reappear after their
sufficient silicon is retained in the decarburised metal apparent extinction, and is therefore to be preferred
to render the finished steel brittle and useless. Snelus as admitting of much closer and easier observation.
gives the following analyses in illustration of this The exact chemical character of the spectrum of the
(See table at hea(l of page.)
point.
Bessemer flame has not as yet been made out, alAnalyses I.. II. and III., are examples of under- though it has beeu the cause of considerable controblown and brittle steel, ricli in silicon IV. is the versy, there being two liifferent opinions as to its
ordinary composition of good Besemer rail-steel made origin. One of these supposes the lines to be due to
at Dowlais.
carbonic oxide and their cessation to the complete
The foUowini series of analyses, by the same combustion of the carbon, while the other considers
chemist, of metal taken at different stages of the that they are mainly produced liy manganese, and
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this kind a very great economy
has been attained; with two blast-furnaces and
two converters about 24,tl00 tons of steel ingots are
|)roduieil amuially without any further cxi)enditure
of fuel than the coke consumed in the blast-furnaces.
The metal is run directly into the <onverters, and the
waste gas of the ftirnace tops is sufficient to drive
the smelling and liesseiiu'r l)last-engines and the hypi|)e.
draulic cranes connected with the converters, as well
Another indication of the progress of the operation, as to heat the blast by the use of C'owper's stove.
is that afforded by the character of the slag.
This
For facilitating the rejiair of the twyers, w hich are
has been employed in Austria and S«<(len. An iron subjected to rapid corrosion by the action of the slag,
rod is inserted into the converter, and when lirouglit it is now customary to attach the bottom to theboilj'
out a portion of the slag adheres to the p<iinl. So long of the conviTler by eve-bolts and collers, so that it
as any carbon remains unconsumed a peculiar brown- can be easily detaeiieii and rei)lared when lu'cessary.
ish lint is observed, but as soon as the ])oint of total I'artiiular attention is paid to this ])oint in America,
decarburisation is reached, the slag assumes a dead where a special hydraulic lift is placed below the conblack color, with a peculiar nu'tallic lustre character- verter for the purjjose of facililaling this opiration.
istic of the presence of jjrotoxide of iron inconsider- In the new i>rocess of Thomas and Gilchrist, the linable (|uantity. This lest is said to be capable of great ing of the converter-body, being very rapidly acted
precision in the hands of experienced worknien.
upon, reiiuires more frei|uent replacing than in the
At Seraing the following relations have been ob- older method, aiul therefore it is necessarj' to arrange
served between the color of the converter slag and the for the substitution of new converters for worn ones
temper or proportion of carbon in the blown metal.
without stopping to cool down. This may be done
by making the i)ody detachable from the truimionLemon yellow
O-T/i per cent and above
belt, so that when the converter is reversed it may
"
"
Orange
060
be dropi)eil upon a lift and lowered to a railway
"
"
Light Hrown
045
truck, the new one in the same way being lifted into
0-30
Dark brown
its place, mouth downwards, when it is keyed U)iand
Uhiish black
O-l.'i
ttirned over into the working position.
This is the
In till' earlier jieriod of the working of the process plan devised by the late A. li. Holley, in America.
Shetlield,
the
of
Jit
yield
ingots was TTi per cent., on At Eston, the more direct method of lifting the enthe weight of the pig iroti charged, 15 ])er cent, being lire converter out of the trniuiion bearings by a steamlost ill the converter and 7i per cent, in the remclling crane traveling on an overhead railway has been ain the reverberatorv furnace. With three-ton conver- dojiled.
ters the lining re(|Uired renewal after blowing 250
Till- third rei|uirement,that of an increaseil facility
tons, but the endurance of the twyers was much less, in handling the ingots, has been olitained by modifyand they recpiired to be replaced after every third or ing the arrangement of all the difTcrent [larts of the
fourth operation. This was done I)y knocking out plant, and more jiarlicularly in the ])osition of the
the stumps of the worn twyers and inserting new- converters with reference to the ingot moidils. In
ones, the joint being made tight by pouring in a semi- the original arrangement, where the two converters
lluid ])aste of ganisler, or letting the vessel cool so as were placed w ilh their mouths turned towards each
to be able to scud a man to ram the crevic'cs up with other, at opposite ends of the diameter of the circle
the mixture.
With this arrangement the number of swept by tlie center <rane, the space for the moulds
blows that could be oblained with a i)air of conver- was restricted to a senu-cirele or less; while byi>lacters was only from about six to eight in twenty-four ing them side l)y side, with their axes iiarallel, or but
hours, as, although the actual blowing did not re- slightly converging, a much larger space, up to three(jnire more than lifleenor twenty minutes, nuich tinu' quarters or more of the entire circle, is rendered avaihiwas consumeil in the necessary operations of casting, ble for placing moulils,and the number of ingot cranes
and especially the phuing and removal of the ingot may be increased. This arrangement w as Hrst adoptmollis.
For more rapid work it is necessary, there- ed in America, where it is combined with the further
fore to save time in the sulisidiary operations of— («) imi)rovemenl of restricting the central ladle crane ensmelting the pigmelal: {/') repairing or replacing the tirely to the service of the converters, the ladle, when
converter linings, wholly or in part; and (r) jiandling, the "melted steel is )ioured, being transferred tr a
i. e.. placing, tilling, and removing the ingot molds.
second crane, conunanding a pit of larger radius conThe tirst of these rei|iMremeuts is met by the jirovi- taining the moidds. The transfer is made by bringsion of a large nund)er of cupola meltiiig furnaces, ing the arms of the two cranes into the same line, and
or by taking the metal <lireclly in the melted state nu)ving the ladle, which is mounted on wheels, by
from the blast-furnaces. The former nu'thod is prac- hand gearing or by a hydraulic piston mounted on
tised in America, the latter being contined to Euro- the frame of the larger crane.
It is also foimd more
pean works, where it is becoming general when the convenient to work with the moidils at the natural
conditions arc favorable for its use. Where the works level of the ground. so that in all new works the sunk
arc small, as in Swedi-n, the converters may be plac- l)its are no longer used, the converters being moimted
ed dose to the pig beds and below them, so that the on piers or cast-iron standards. The following are
molten iron may have the smallest possible distance the principal working results obtained in two English
to travel: but in Kngland, where the steel works are and two American works, in 1880:
necessarily at a dislani-e from the blast-furnaces, the
/>iiiH)(ia, S. Wit/^K.
Two converters, lO-ton charges
metal is lifted into a ladle mounted upon wheels, pig iron, with 1.2 i>ercent. manganese anilH percent,
which is drawn to the converter by a locomotive, and of Spiegel, with l.T |ier cent, manganese: and Kt twyer
is either delivered at such a height that it may be bricks, with l;i air chaimels of I inch, giving a twyer
tapped directly into the converter, or is lifted by a area of 4hT square inches per ton of metal blown.
hydraulic lift The raihvay for the ladle usually runs Hlast pressure of l-") to 2.5 lbs. per square iiuh. Tlie
the whole length of the range of the blast-furnaces in bottoms last 12 blows without any intermediate rea tunnel below th<- level of the ordinary pig beds, and placing of twyers.
Length of "blow 18 minutes.
the charge is drawn from two or more blast-furnaces Number of ca"sts per day 28. Make of ingots per
to obtain uniformity in the (juality of the metal. At week 1,000.
Yield 88 pe'r cent.
Barrow the melted nu'tal is taken by a line, which is
S.
Wiilen.
Three converters, 8-ton
lihyiiiuey,
nearly two miles in length, between the blast-furnace charges pig iron, 2 per cent, manganese, and )0 per
and the steel works, but it is not appreciably chilled cent. Spiegel, with 20 per cent, manganese; 1(> twyer
by the journey. At Givors, in the South of France, bricks. withl3S-inch holes. Twyer area per ton 2.87

by a combination of

thai tlicir sudden disaiipciirnnoo iimy l)c ncooiintod
for by the diiiiiniitioii in tlic amount <if llic nutal volatilized until the ciuuiitity present in the llanie is redueiii below that necessary to ]>roiluee tliini. it having been found that for the detection of niuiinanese
by the spectroscope much larger (juantities must be
cniployed than ar<' sutlirient to produce the ordinary
reaction with sotla on plaliiuun foil before the blow-
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Blast pressure 30 lbs. The bottoms
inclifs.
from 16 to 30 blows, with theeonsumptionof 34
Lenijth of blow from 13 to l.T
<'Xtra twyer brieks.
minutes. Number of casts per day 36. Make per

square
last

1,600 to 1,800 tons. Yield 8.5 per cent.
Bethlehem, Penngyltania. Two converters. 7-ton
•charges pig iron. with 1.5 per cent manganese, lOper
<ent. steel scrap, 10 per cent, spiegel.with 15 per cent,
manganese 12 twyer bricks each with some 12 ?inch holes. Twyer area 3.48 square inches per ton.
Blast pressure 35 poimds per .square inch. Botton.s
last 8 to 9 blows, with 12 extra twyer bricks per
week. Length of blow 15 to 16 minutes. Number
of casts 45 to 46 per day. Make per week 1,800 to
3,000 tons. Yield 90 per cent.
Two converters. 7-ton
{Cambria, Pennsylvaniit.
charges pig iron, with 1.5 per cent, manganese, 18
to 30 per cent, steel scrap. 7 per cent, spiegel, with
15 percent, manganese; 11 twyers, with 13 ,"j-incli
holes. Twyer area 3.19 square inches per ton. Blast
pressure 38 lbs. Bottoms last from 10 to 19 blows.
Time of blow 17 minutes. Number of casts 73 per
day. Make per week 2,600 tons. Yield 90 per cent.
The average production of each of the 24 converters at work in America, in the month of November,
The Edgar Thompson and
1881, was 5,400 tons.
Bethlehem works, Pittsburg, each with a pair of 8ton converters made in the year 1881, 16,235 tons
and 16,739 tons respectively. At the former works
496 casts were made in the week ending December
3rd, 1881, giving 3,813 tons of ingots, the largest
make in twenty-four hours being 700 tons. It is not,
however, considered by European steel-makers that
these verj' high working results could be imitated

week

;

with advantage on economic grounds.
Basio-Beammer Process. The method of conducting the Bessemer process described above, and requiring for its success a rich pure pig metal essentially free from phosphorus and sulphur, but containing a notable proportion of silicon, was, with
certain modifications in detail, alone practised up to
within two or three years of the present time. As
the proportion of such pig metal available is comparatively small as compared with the inferior ores
of the more highly phosphuretted kinds smelted from
the newer sedimentary formations in Cleveland, Luxemburg, and elsewhere in Europe, the discovery of
means of utilizing the latter for steel-making has
long been sought by different investigators. In 1872
Snelus determined by experiment that the retention
of phosphorus by the metal was intimately related
to the character of the slag (which, as has already
been shown, is essentially a normal silicate of the
form of ROSiO-), and that when this could be rendered of a more basic character the greatest part of
the phosphorus could be eliminated in the slag in
the same way as in the puddling furnace. This he
did by the addition of lime and oxide of iron, and
more particularly by substituting for the ordinary
siliceous converter lining of ganister, one in which
lime and magnesia were the essential constituents,
the best results being obtained with bricks made of

magncsian limestone which had been burnt at a very
high temperature. These experiments, made upon
Cleveland pig iron with 1 to 2 per cent, of phosphorus, showed that good steel could be made from it
with only 0.1, or not sensibly more than in that made
from hematite. But they were unpublished until the
announcement of similar results having been obtained by Thomas and Gilchrist, at Blaenafon, and
subsequently as a working experiment at Eston, in
Cleveland, where it has since been carried out on the
largest scale in regular practice, as well as at Iliirde
audltuhrort, in^\'estphalia, and several other works
in Germany and Eastern France. The process is now
conducted in the following manner: The converter,
which is lined either with bricks made of hard burnt
dolomite set iu tar asphalte. or willi the same rendered plastic and rammed roimda core, is heated by
a tireoff coke l)reeze, and a iiuantity of quick lime

equal to 15 to 20 per cent, of the weight of the charge
The latter may contain any
of metal is thrown in.
amount of phosphorus, but should be as free as
possible from silicon and sulphur, the latter being
corrected by a proportion of manganese when white
It should be poured in as hot as posiron is used.
The blowing is conducted in the ordinary
sible.
way until the whole of the carbon is burnt off, which
requires about ten minutes, when, instead of casting, the blast is kept on for two or three minutes
longer, which causes a great increase in the temperature of the bath with a thickening of the converter
smoke. This so-called afterljli/in is the period of dephosphorisation; its duration is controlled by taking
a test of the metal in a ladle, which is cast and flattened under a steam-hammer, cooled in water, and
broken, which can be done in five minutes. When
the desired malleability is obtained the converter is
tipped to run out the slag, and spiegeleisen or ferro-

The removal
in the us\ial way.
of the slag Is important, as a portion of the phosphorus may be reabsorbed if it is left in contact with the

manganeseis added

melted metal.
At Eston the converter linings are made of dolomite carefully ground and b\imt. mixed with tar
which has been well boiled to deprive it completely
The upper part is removable, and is lined
of water.
separately
the body is, however, relined in place by
inserting a tapered cast-iron plug heated by a coke
fire, and corresponding in size to the inside dimenThe space between this and
sions of the new Uning.
the old lining, which is not allowed to wear thinner
that 3 or 4 inches, is filled with the mixture of tar
;

and dolomite, which becomes plastic when heated.
When the blow is finished both the metal and slag
are poured into a ladle, and a proportion of hematite
pig, ver)- rich in silicon, equal to 4^ per cent, of the
charge, is run in through a spout. This causes a ve-

violent reaction, the whole bulk of the slag being
blown out and run into a proper receptacle. The
Spiegel is then added and the metal is cast. The bottoms are made by ramming a mixture containing;
less tar than that used for the body lining around a
series of 4-inch core pins which occupy the place of
They last eleven blows, as comthe twyer bricks.
r3'

when made of ganister. Nearly
made without relining the
According to Thomas's smnmary of the gen-

pared with eight

1,000 tons of steel can be

body.

eral results obtaiiied, the

production of

steel for lin-

considerable less than in the original process,
and therefore for a given make the number of converters or the facilities for changing them should be
increased, but no increase of engine-boiler or crane
power is necessary.
With three converters from 33 to 24 charges are
blown each day in Germany. The linings require
considerable repairs after a number of charges varying from 40 to 70 (average 5(>) have been blown; the
bottoms may last from 8i to 21 blows (average 14).
The average consumption of basic material in lining
is rather under 1 cwt. per ton of steel, and for preparing^ it 34 cwt. of coal or 10 cwt. of coke is requirThe consumption of the lime for slag-making is
ed.
about 3 cwt. per ton of the steel. This slag contains
about 50 per cent, of lime, iron 10 per cent., phosphoric acid 13 per cent., silica 15 per cent, in maximum, and variable quantities of manganese according to the source of the metal. It is now returned
tothe blast-furnace as tiux. The loss upon the weight
of the pig charged varies from 13 to 19 per cent.,
averaging 15 per cent, as compared with 13 when
working hematite iron. The duration of the operation, including the afterblow, varies from thirteen to
twenty-five minutes, not including lime for sampling, which when practised takes from three to four
minutes more. While piic iron is now generally preferred, hut white, grey, or mottled metal may be used
indilTerently.
The amount of phosphorus in eleven
varieties actually treated varied from 1 toli per cent.,
that of silicon from U'o to 1-3 per cent., and of maning
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ganesp from 0-35 to 2-0 per cont. Whorr tl>p silioon
exceeds atxiut 1 per cenl. the nieliil may t>i' best
treated by blowinir it tirst in an ordinary i;anisti-rlined converter for a few minutes, and then transto the liasic-lined one, \vheiel)y tlie wearof
sensibly diminished.
proffressive transformation of tlie metal dur-

ferrin-;

it

llie hitter is

The
ini; tlie

operation has been studied

several

l)y

chem-

fdllowini; is an example given bv .Jordan
of the blowins; of a charge at the Kheuiiih Steel
Works, in Westphalia

The

ists.

:
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B
Carbon

3-370

0-590

Silicon
Mnnsranese...

0-4Tti

1131

0022
0122

Phosphorus.,

2-000
0-0G2

2-004
0-139

Sulphur

!

I

I

!

0-020
0-002
0-197
0-003

0-302
0-016

0-051

0040

i

O-.540

0-092

A. Orijtinal metal melted from cupola.
B. .Vfter blowing ten minutes, the silicon is almost
entirely, and the carbon nearly, removed, while the
The ordinary
phosphorus is almost unchanged.
blow lasted 13^ minutes, when the carbon had diminished to 0124 per cent.
C. After two minutes' overblow, the phosphorus
is rapidly o.\idi-/.ed together with the iron, the carbon and "siliccin not being further changed.
This augments
I). After addition of spiegeleisen.
the carbon and silicon, and, to a slight extent, manganese and phosphorus— the latter by the reducing
action of the carbon of the metal upon the phosphorIn tliis case the proportion of
ic a(-i(l of the slag.
sulphur retained is rather high usually about one;

half

is

The

iliiiiinaled.
tiuttl

slass were of the following composition

E
Silica

Phosphoric Acid (r%Oj)
I

ron Proto.x ide
,

Manganese
Lime
Alagnesia
Sulpliur

:
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ing alttrnalely brought under the full action of the were due to the evolution of carbonic oxide, produHame and plunged into the li(inid, the fusion is very ced by the reducing action of combined carbon upon
rapid. One-half of the bed being also exposed to the oxide of iron taken up in the metal in the last stage
rtanie by the slipping of the charge at each revolu- of the process; but the researches of Parry, MuUer,
tion, the bottom heat is continuously renewed, and and other dieraists have shown that the gas included
the chilling or sticking of the charge on the bottom is steel is almost entirely nitrogen, which is absorbed
The removable hearth allows repairs in large quantities by the fluid metal and given out
is prevented.
of the roof to be more readil)" and quickly made than on solidification in the same waj' as oxygen is absorThe bed by melted silver. Muller considers that the
is the case with those of ti.xcd construction.
diameter of the hearth within the lining is about 7 beneficial effect of the final addition of spiegeleisen
is in part due to the sudden large evolution of carfeet in the 8-ton, and 13| feet in the 30-ton furnace
the depth of the bath being about 8 or 9 inches in bonic oxide, which sweeps out much of the dissolThis is borne out by the experithe center.
The former melts from three to four ved hydrogen.
charges, and the latter two, in the twenty-four hours. ments of Allen, who finds that Bessemer metal gives
The following represent the progressive steps in sounder ingots when it is stirred by a rotating paddle
lowered into the ladle before the casting, than when
the melting of a charge in the 30-ton furnace:
large amount of gas
poured in the ordinary way.
Carbon
Pig iron Steel Puddled Ferrois given off in stirring, which fires on meeting the air.
Hour.
Waste Iron manganese in bath
Another method of obtaining sound ingots is that
Per cent
Tons. Tons. Tons.
Tons.
of causing the metal to solidify imder a pressure.
2.10 a.m. 5,000
5,000
This was first adopted by Sir Joseph Whilworth,
0.5
4.45 "
3,000
who had molds built up" in segments of cast-iron
••
7.0
3,000
0.4
with numerous perforations for the escape of gases,
"
0.35
9.40
500
3,000
and bound together with a strong tube of cast-steel.
"
11. .50
1,000
0.35
The interior of the mold is lined with sand. When
0,693
0.13
1.25 p.m
the metal is run in, the piston of a hydraulic pres,';
"
out
0.35
1.30
Metal tapped
descends upon the upper surface, and a pressure of
The pig iron contained 3.35 per cent., and the fer- about 6 tons to the square inch is applied. The inro-nianganese 50 per cent, of manganese. The coal gots are considerably shortened as compared with
used is about 1.5 cwt. in the heating-furnace, and 5 those cast in open moulds, but it has been questionto 5.3 in the melting-furnace, per ton of the ingots, ed whether their soundness is invariably increased.
simpler method of consolidation has been apor only about one-half of that of the fixed furnace.
The loss upon the weight of the charge is 4 to 5 per plied by Captain Jones, who subjects the top of the
liquid metal in a closed nioidd to steam pressure.
cent, on hard, and 6 to 7 per cent, on soft steel.
steam drum is fixed to the side of the ingot-crane,
In Ponsard's modification of the rotatory heart
furnace, or" Forno Convertisseur," a wind chest is having a number of cocks corresponding to those of
added to the bottom spindle, and twj-ers are insert- the moidds, and also india-rubber connecting pipes.
ed in the side lining, so that a decarbonizing blast The moulds and bases are kept together by clamps
may be injected as in the Bessemer process. " This attached to long iron rods fitting over projecting lugs
At the upper end of the mould a
has been used experimentally with fair results, but at the bottoms.
has not been adopted in the large scale.
conical seat is turned, which carries the pouring cup.
The dephosphorising process by means of lime When the mould is filled, the lid, witli a coupling
may also be carried on in the open-hearth furnace. and flexible steam pipe, is substituted and wedged
Experiments have been made in tliis direction at the down, the conical seat giving a steam tight joint.
Alexandrowsky works, in Russia.
The bed of.the The steam, which may be from 80 to 150 lbs. pressfurnace is made of a mixture of calcined dolomite ure per square inch, is then turned on, and is allowand tar, which burns to a very hard mass.
The ed to act until the metal has set. The highest presscomposition of the charge was as follows:
ure is required with mild steel. The ingots are perfectly sound, and are \\ to 1 inches shorter than
Per Cent.
those cast in the ordinary way with sand stopping.
Iron Ore from Sweden
Fe 48 per cent. 6.7
In a modification of "the above method recently
Lime
67
by Krupp, the pressure of carbonic acid
patented
Cneveland Pig Iron
35.0
P. 1.63 "
gas is substituted for that of steam. The aciil in the
Broken Insot Molds
"0.70
4.5
Uquid state is contained in a bottle communicating
'-0.30 "
Malleable Scrap
44.5
with the mould near the top, by a pipe of small bore.
Hematite Pig
6.7
The
mould, hooped with steel, is connected with the
Spiegeleisen
.
5.4
Mn 15.0 "
cover bv bolts and wedges, an expanding cop|)er ring
"
" 75.0
Ferro-manganese
0.5
.
.
helping" to make the joint gas tight. The feeding
hole in the cover is closeil by a sliding wedge. \\ hen
100
the metal is poured the surface is covered with a
About two-thirds of the lime and ore were first layer of sand, slag, or other bad-conducting macharged with the pig inm and part of the scrap, the terial, the feeding "hole is closed, and the gas tube
remainder of the former and the latter following at opened. The pressure exacted depends on the temshort intervals.
When a test-piece of the metal, af- perature of the fluid acid, which is immersed in a
ter cooling in water, can be bent double without cistern of water, which may be artificially heated or
breaking, the hematite pig is added, and, after its cooled as recjuired. The tension of carlnmic gas incomplete incorporation and a fresh testing of the me- creases very rapidlv with the temperature, it being
tal, then the spiegel and ferro-manganese.
Before 53 atmospheres at 15 degrees, 83 at 35 degrees, 400
tapping, and before each ddition to the charge, care at 100 decrees, and 800 at 300 degrees.
It was formerly
must be taken to remove the highly phospliuretted
MdnipTilatwn of Stefl IngoU.
slag.
The proportion of phosphorus in thi' original customary to svdiject all luavy ingots, whether from
metal equals 0.571 percent.; that is reduced to O.OG the Besseiner or open-he:irlh process, to the action of
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in the ingots.

Fluid t'omprenxion

.
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8Utl. Large masses of caststeel, whether from the crucible, Bessemer, or openhearth furnace, are rarely solid throughout: the tops
of large ingots being generally pitted or honeycombed with small holes for some distance down, and the
unsoundness increases with the softness of the metal.
It was formerly supposed that these bubbles
<if

a steam-hammer before rolling, but this is now given
up, at least in rail manufacture, for which piupose
the bidk of the steel so produced is applied. The uict)uveyea
u:ots. when returned fri>m the mould are
while stil hot to a reheating-furnaee. usually of the
Siemens, Bicheroux, or some equivalent form, and
when at a good orange-red heat are passed tlirough.
the '•cogging" mill, "corresponding to the blooming

—
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mill of llic |)ii(lilliii!;fi)rL;('. wliieli reduces lliem fnini
u pyriimidiil Id a piiralkl-sidcil fiiriii willi ii i-nrreTlieseare llien returned to the
spoiidini; eluiiiiuliim.
furmiee, and wlun reheated are tiiiished atone o|mtAs the crop cuds and pieces
ation in the rail mill
of irreirular lenjillis are more dillieult to dispose of
than those of malleable iron, it is now customary to
use large iugotn giving finished bars long enough to
cut into 8e%'end rails with only one pair of crop ends.
At Bston ingots of IW cwt. giving four rail lengths
At Workington ingots giving three rails
are used
are passed nine times through the cogging mill, and
thirteen times through the rail mill to obtain the linishcd section. The hammer is still in general use for
ingots intended for rolling into plates as well as for
billets for wire-making, and also in forging the large
ingots intended for heavy gun tubes. For this latter
purpose liaunners from 50 to 80 tons falling weight
have been constructed. Two of the latter weii^ht
are in tise, one at Creusot and the other at Saiut
Chamond, in France.
Pointed steel projectiles for piercing armor plates
are nuule at Terre-Noire from open-hearth steel,
with carbon 0.4.5 to O.GO, silicon 0.3-''> to 0.:i, and
manj^anese O.H to O.G per cent., by casting in metal
moulds with a contracted sunk heaii of sand above.

Phosphorus
Sulphur

0.0.'.4

0.165
0.010
O.OKi

0.(141!

Copper

O.Oiti

Jldrilining

iinil

Temjiering

The

propert}' of
a high
tenqjeralure is possessed by all varieties of malleable
iron containing more than 0.25 per cent, of carbon.
The degree of hardness imparted by the operation is
dependent partly on the anioiuil of carbon present,
and i)artly hut in a greater degree, on the ditference
of temperature hc'twcen the heated nutal and that of
the tiuid employi'd in hardening. and the rapiditywith
which the cooling takes place. Those Iluids llial possess the highest conducting power for heat produce
the greatest hardening. Thus, nu-rcurv is most efficacious in this respect, whereas aliohol is entirely
without action. The specific gravity of steel is dt,SUel.

becoming hardened by sudden cooling from

minisiu'd bv hardening.

According to Ilausmann,
hard unwefdable cast-steel from Solingcn was reduced from 7.844 to 7. 7(10, and a softer welding (pnility from 7.858 to 7.8(ll,by (juenching from a red heat
in cold water. The change of volunu' is not uniform
even for objects of a regular form. ('ari>u fiunul, by
repeating the operation on the same bar for many
times in succession, that hammered bars contracted
in their length and increased in the other dimensions.
They are made solid, and if rcMpiired as shells are With rolled bars and sheets, on the other hand, an
bored out afterwards. In the hardening proc(«<s the increase in length W'as observed. After thirty hardprojectile is heated to redness, and the i)oiut is ilipped enings, the specific gravity was diminished from 7.817
into water until the redness has disappeared, when to 7.74;!.
The process of tempering consists in reheating
it is transferred to an oil bath and allowed to cool.
The weight of tlu^ oil in the bath should be at least hardened steel to a temperature varying with the deThe oil gree of hardness recpiired, anil cooling it by immerfour times that of the piece immersed.
adhering to the hardened piece is removed by a gen- sion in the same manner. The proper temperature
I>arge objects must be annealed is indicated by the color of the thin film of oxide
tle tempering heat.
verticallj' to avoid warping by unequal lateral con- formed on the surface of the heated steel, according
to the following scale:

traction.

Combining Steel irit/t Wronght-iron. Compound TemperColor.
armor plates for ships are now made by casting melt- ature.
ed steel upon a wrought iron base and rolling the 220'-' Pale yellow.
combined nniss when sutHcicntlj' cooled. For a com- 230 Straw yellow.
pound plate of thetinished si/.e,lG feet by fU feet and 243 Golden yellow.
8 inches thick, a foiuulatiou plate of wrought-iron, 2!i5 Brown.
Hrowu dappled)
feet and Vi\ inches thick, is prepared, „„
1)J feet by
-•"^
with purple.
and a mild steel plate, 2 'inches thick, made from a
50-cwt. ingot of open-hearth steel, containing about 277 PurpU'.
<i

Proper temper for
Lancets.

Razors and surgical instrum'ts

Common razors and
Cold

chi.sels,

.
^^'^^' „]„„„„
P'anes,

penkniv's

shears, scissors.
t,,.
lU

.

,

Cin

288

Bright blue.

pieces

2i)3

Full

31()

Dark

per cent, of carbon, is attached to it b)' distance
and steel screws, leaving a hollow space of .5
inches between the two plates. This when brought
to a strong red heat is placed upright in a rectangular moulding box, the steel side being placi^d close to
a thick cast-iron plate, the remaining sides being tilled
with foundry sand, and the bottom built up with tireThe si)ace between the plates is then tilled
brick.
with melted open-hearth steel poured from a .l-ton
ladle at the highest attainable temperature, tlu^ metal
being run through several feed-lioles in a gutter lined

bliu'.

Hand and

blue.

The reheating

Table knives, large shears.
Swords, coiled springs.
Fine .saws, augers, ttc;
pit

saws.

generally effected in baths of molten metals, or metallic alloys having definite fusing
points.
Thus, alloys of tin and lead, in varjiug proportions, niiiy be used up to a temperature of about
300" above which, boiling linseed oil and jiure lead
Steel gun-tubes and projectiles
are to be ( luployi'd.
are tenqiered in oil, whereby their tenacity is considerably increased.
The chief points required to be determined in the
with lire-clay lixed above the mould, which is sunk in
a pit in the usual way. When the casting has cooled analysis of the dilTerent kinds of metallic iron and
to a red heat it is lifted by a crane and rolle<l to the steel for connnercial i)urposes are carbon, distinrequired dimensions at once. The resistance of these guishing the graphitic from that in the combined
plates to jienetration is about 20per cent. greater than state, silicon, sulphur, jihospborus, manganese, and
The ad-' copper, while the remaining common heavy metals,
that of soft iron plates of eijual thickness.
hesion between the two metals is perfect, a layer of and those of the alkaline earths, are of less importsteely iron being formed at the jiniction, while the ance, as occurring only in minute (piantities, and reouter steel face; retains its full temper. The latter Is quiring the use of refined analytical methods, which
about one-third of the total thickness in the heavier involve too great an expenditure of time and mateplates, and somewhat more in the lighter ones, or rials to be employed except in special incpiiries.
Determination "f the total amountof Carlnm. Whin
about :J inches in an N-inch and 4 to 4i inches in a 14If the plaie is to be curved, iron containing carbon in the state of condiination is
inch compound plate.
the soft cover is placed on the convex side. The dissolved in hydrochloric acid, i)rotochloride of iron
wrought-iron side-pieces and s<rews are removed in is formed with the evolution of hydrogen, which in
the process of planing the plate to the tinished di- the nascent state combines with a portion of the car
mensions.
bon set free, at the same time forming volatile hydro
The follow ing are the analyses of the constituents carbons, which escape, giving a fetid odor to the
Iron
gas.
If. however, instead of hydrochloric acid, a
of a good compound plate:
Steel Face.
Foundation. metallic chloride, reducible by iron, is used, no evo0.040
lution of hydrogen takes place, and the whole of the
0.573
Carbon
carbon goes down in an insoluble form, and may be
0.173
0.117
Silicon
The uncombined or graphitic carbon is
0.G17
collected.
3langauLse
0.0t»0
;

is
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way

attacked by the acid. Tlie reagent
protochloride of copper, CiiCI^,wliich
was first introduced by Berzelius. About 100 grains
of the metal in a finely-divided state, usually drill
chips, borings, or filings, are treated with a moderately strong solution of protochloride of copper until
the whole is decomposed. Protochloride of iron is
formed, and metallic copper, which remains inidisThe
solved, together with the carbon and silicon.
not in any

generallyuseci

is

on a filter, and washed,
hydrocliloric acid, then with a solution of potash, and lastly with water, leaving only the
carbon and copper behind, which, when dried, are
buret with oxide of copper in a hard glass tube, according to the ordinarj' method adopted in organic
analysis.
As the graphite is difficultly combustible,
it is best to burn it off in a current of free oxygen.
The total amount of carbon is deduced from the carbonic acid produced in the combustion, which is absorbed by caustic potash in the usual way. In Kichter's modification of the above process a solution of
the double chloride of copper and sodium, NaC'l-)CuCl-, is employed instead of chloride of copper
alone. By properly proportioning the amount of the
double salt employed, the separation of metallic copper may be prevented, which is retained in solution
as subchloride.
Regnault's method of burning the iron directly
with oxide of copper, or chroraate of lead, can only
be adopted when the substance under examination is
susceptible of being reduced to a fine powder, an operation of considerable difficulty with many varieties
Weyl's method, which does not require the
of iron.
sample to be powdered, consists in effecting the solution of the iron with hydrochloric acid, aided by a
lump of the iron to be
weak galvanio current.
treated is partly immersed in weak hydrochloric acid,
in connection with the positive pole of a single Bunsen cell, the negative pole being formed by a plate of
platinum. The distance between the poles rau.st be
regulated so that no sesquichloride of iron is formed,
a point that may be readily determined by the appearance of a yellow tint in the liquid. As soon as
the immersed portion of the iron is dissolved the remainder is removed, washed, dried, and carefull}'
weighed: the difference or loss on the original weight
gives the amount of iron dissolved. The carbon and
other insoluble matters are collected on an asbestos
filter, and treated in a similar manner to that already
described.
UUgren's method depends upon the oxidation of
the total amount of carbon to carbonic acid without
heat by means of chromic acid. The first operation
consists in treating the finely divided iron with sulphate of copper, producing metallic copper and protosulphate of iron, carbon and other insoluble substances being precipitated. The precipitate is washed
by decantation, and removed into a flask with the
smallest possible quantit)- of water. Strong sulphuric
acid is then added, and after the liquid has cooled, a
certain quantity of chromic acid, which is decomposed by the carbon, producing carbonic acid, which
is collected in a weighed tube containing caustic potash in the usual way. This method was reputed to
give good results, but, according toSchnitzler, is not
available for the analysis of steel, the results indicated
being inferior in accuracy to that of Berzelius, and in
some instances as much as 30 per cent, too low on the
total amount of carbon contained.
new method, suggested by Fresenius, of dissolving the iron in hydrochloric acid, and leading the
carburetted hydrogen formed over ignited oxide of
copper, so as to convert it into earlionic acid, is said
to give good results with steel and dark grey pig iron
containing but little combined carbon. The graphitic portion remaining in the residue is then estimated by a second combustion. Schnitzlcr gives the
following estimation of carbon in the same steel by
different methods as a measure of their relative acinsolutjle residue is collected
first

with

weak

A

A

curacy

:

—
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of iron ores, tlic (IcliTmiiiiitioii Idiiii; iimilc a.-, p.vropliospliatc of majincsia, or prefi-rablv a.-* phosplio-molybilatc of amnionia.

may lie estimated in grey pig iron by colthe sulpliiircKeil liyilroirin tru.scVolvcil liy llie
action of liyilroehloric aiid. and passiiii; il throujilia
solution of acetate of liad. Tlie i>reeipitale. sulpliide
of lead, is collected, washed, and converted intosulpliate by di^estins; with nitric acid, evaporation to
dryness, and penile ii^nition. The amount of sulphur iscalculaled from the weight of sulphate of lead
so obtained: it contains U)r>r) per cent of sulphur. The
above is not applicable to wliite iron, owini; to the
ditliculty of actins; upon it witli liydrochloric acid;
but a(iua reuia may be used, and the sulphur is then
directl^V converted into sulphuric acid, and may be
precipitated with cldori(h'of barium, and wiii;h<"d as
sulphate of baryta in the usual way. Another method of o.\idizini;the sulpluir consists in fusins the linely-divided nu'lal with niter and carbonate of soda in
a j;old crucible; the fused mass is extracted with
water, and the sulpluiric aci<l existing in the solution
as an alkaline sulphate is precipitated by chloride of
barium as before.
It is rarely necessary to determine the amount of
iron. When re(iuirecl, the volumetric mithods by solutions of permaniianate or bichronuite of potassium de.scribed under Assayini; are to he used.
Manganese
may be determined as in the analysis of ores. Arsenic and copper arc precipitated from the hydrochloric acid solution by sulphuretted hyilros;en, c:ire being taken to redu<'ethe whole of the iron to tlie state
of protoehloride. The two sulphides may be separated
by digestion in sulphide of potassium, which dissolves the sulphide of arsenic, leaving the sulphide of
copper untouched. Nickel and coi>alt. if present,
will be foiuid in the solution obtained after the removal of arsenic and cop])er by sulphuretted hydrogen. The iron is lirst converted to a jxTsalt, and is
then separated as pero.xide by a slight excess of carbonate of baryta after which nickel an<l cobalt are
precipitated by suli)hide of amiuonium. Chromium
and vana<lium are to be looked for in the carbonaceous residiu' obtained by dissolving a considerable
quantity of the iron in weak acid. The ignited resi(liie is fused with niter at a gcntk' heat f(ir an hour,
and when cooled, the mass is iKiwdcred and boiled
with water. Vanadate and chromati' of potash pass
into tlic solution, are converted, by means of chloride
of barium, into the corresponding baryta sidts, which
are insoluble, and are collected upoii a tiller.
The
(•liromale and vanadate of baryta are decomposed
with sulphuric acid, whereby chromic and vanadic
acid, are set free, anil remain as such in the tillrate
aftiT separation from the suli)h;ite of baryta. The filtrate is neutralized witli ;imuuinia, conccntr;ited by
evaporation, uid a fragment of chloride of ammoiiiuiii
Is placed in il. In proportion as the solution l)e<-omes
saturated by the latter salt, vanadate of ammonia is
deposited as awhile or yellowish crystalline i>owder,
which may be collected and subjected to further
Irealment by the blowpi|)e or otherwise, in order to
verify its properties. Thi' <hromic acid is precipitated
from the solution by means of acetate of lead as a
yellow cliromatc of lead.
Kggertz's methods of determining small quantities
of sulphur and phosphorus may be conveniently used
for estimating these substances in pig irons of high
quality, such as those produced in Sweden, but are
not ai)plicable to the bulk of the iron produced with
mineral fuel from the ores of stratilied deposits,
For sulphur, one-tenth of a gramme of (inely divided pig iron is placed in a stoppered bottle, with
1 gramme of water and half a gramme of
sulphuric
clean briglit plate of silver is suspended by
acid.
a wire in the upper pari of the bottle, and the discoloration in a given time raboiit tifteen minutes; is
proportional to the amount of sulphuretted hydrogen evolved. As this is very small, the plate, instead of being blackened, is tarnished with very thin
iiiilp/itir

lectiiii;

I

j

\

and the solution tillered. The filtrate and washwater should not exceed 20 cubic centimeters.

The

in the ])roportion of

gramme

I

pliosplioric

acid

is

ef

2 cubic centimeters

per

niilli.

phosphorus sup|)osed to be present, and
digested, with occasional stirring, at about 41)" for
three hours.
If no |>re(ipitale is formed, a further
addition of molybdate of ammonia is made. The
yellow crystalline pri'cipitate, which contains 1 .(i3
per cent, of phosphorus, is collected in a filter,
washed with water acidified with nitric aiid. and
weighed after drying in a water bath. If, however,
the (piantily is very small, the determination may be
made by measuring the volume of the precipitate in
a narrow glass tube with a scale made especially for
of

the purpose.
Eggert/.'s method of determining c»mbined carbon
in iron or steel depends upon the discoloration produced by carbon in solution of jiernitrate of iron,

which, under ordinary circumstances,

I

j

I

precipitation of the

fectedby a solution of molylidate of ammonia, containing liii milligrammes of molybilic acid per cubic
ceutinieter.
It is added to the solution of the iron

;

I

films, presenting the same order of color as those observed in lenq)ering steel according to their thickness varying from straw-yellow to bright blue. No
absolute measure of (|uantily is obtained, the result
being dcteriuined by comparing the color on the plate
with a stamlard .series, obtained |)reviously by experimenting upon samples whose composition has
been determined by analysis. Thus, a blue color indicates Ihat the metal will yield a sensibly reil-short
iron when converted into malleable iron in the hearth
finery; but if the plate is only browned, the sulphur
is not in sufficient quantity to affect the quality of
the iron.
In the determination of small (juanlities of phosphorus. 1 granuiie or l.'i grains of Ihi' iron or steel to
be examini'd is nduced to a tine powder, and treated
with strong nitric acid at the heat of boiling water.
When the mel;d is dissolved, the solution is evaporated to dryness, the residue moistened with 4 cubic
centimetiTS of aipia regia made of ecpial volumes of
liydrochloric and nitric acids.
After standing for
about an hour, an eipial volume of water is addid,

is

colorless,

or at most of a slightly greenish tint. The standard
series of colors is made by dissolving qii;inliti('s of
steel of known composition in nit! deeigramnie of
ric acid at very low temperature, and diluting with
water to a standard volume.
The solutions, which
give dillerent shades of brown, are preserved in glass
tubes.
A similar weight of the steel to be examined
is dissolved in pure nitric acid und<T the conditioua
The soluobserved in m;iking the standard series.
tion is decanted from the residue, poured into a
burette of the same diametiTas the tubes containing
the standard series, and diluted with water until it
The amount of carbon is
matches one of the tints.
then found by calculation from the relative volumes
of the solutions.
Steel, with a medium amount of
carbon, say O.H per cent. .will give a yellowish-green
solution; a very bard variety, with l.r> percent.,
brownish red; and tlu' softest, with 0.40 per (;enl.,
only a slight grecnisli tinge.

The Swedish classification of IJessenier steel by
numbers, based upon the percentage of carbon delcrNo. 1
niined by the above process, is as follows:
contains 2 percent.; No. 1.5. 1.75; No. 2, 1.5; and
so on up to No. 4.5, with only 0.25 per cent., below
wlii<li ])oint the scale is not extended.
The following determinations of carbon in various
kinds of iron and steel made in Sweden are by

—

Kggerlz:
Softest

Swedish Bessemer iron

A

contains 0.08
.Soft steel

.

"

Best (piality of castcontains 1.4 to 1.5
steel
Natural forire steel
0.09 " 2-44
contains
.

|)er

cent, of carbon.

0.75

"

"

"

"
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steel

Cast Pted

contains 0.50 " 1.90
"
0.86 '• l.!t4

Hardest welding caststeel

.

contains 1.80
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"

"

by the air, it is usual,
cool by tlie use of ice.

"

"

Malleable cast-iron
"
"
contains
88 " 1.52
Draw-jjlate steel
"
"
contains 3.30
The following modification of this process is adopted at Seraing, in Belgium, for the determination
Two samples,
of carbon in mild Bessemer steel.
each weighing 0.2 grammes, of the ingot to be tested
are taken: one being in the state of tilings, and the
other of borings.
These are treated wiih 20 cubic
centimeters of nitric acid, of specific quartz 1.2: the
For
solution being effected in a water-bath at 80''.
the test-standard, the same weight of two different
samples, of the hardest steel made in the works,
whose carbon has already been determined, and containing 0.61 and 0.63 per cent, respectively, are disThe whole of the
solved up in the same manner.
four solutions are then brought down to one tint by
adding water to the darker ones, care being taken to
conduct the operation in tubes of exactly the same
diameter. Tiie amount of carbon can then be comIf the difputed from the volume of the solutions.
ference in the results given by the two samples does
not exceed 0.03 per cent., the arithmetical mean between them is adopted as the true amount; but
should it be larger, the operation is repeated.
In order to obviate the necessity of making standard solutions for every set of determinations, different colored liquids have been employed with a view
Among
of obtaining a permanent scale of colors.
these may be mentioned caramel, or burnt sugar,
brown,
gives
various
shades
of
yellow
and
which
but alters very quickly; and partially decomposed
solution of indigo in sulphuric acid, which is said to
keep its characteristic color without alteration for a
Another recommended by Hetconsiderable time.
man consists of a mixture of bichromate of potash
In most cases, however, the
and nitrate of cobalt.
direct system of comparison with solutions obtained
from steel of known compositions is to be preferred.
Silimn. The determination of silicon in iron and
steel is a matter of some difficulty, as the mere weighing of the ignited insoluble residue from the hydrochloric acid solution and calculation of the silica
found, as silicon, depends upon the assumption that
the iron is free from silicates, which is often contrarjto the fact, especiallj' in malleable iron, which may
contain a notable amount of intermingled slag that
has not been perfectly expelled in the welding, and
exists as a mechanical impurit}'. having no relation
whatever to the real composition of the metal. This
defective interpretation of the ultimate analyses is
probabl}' the cause of the contradictory statements
current as to the amount of silicon that may be presEggertz has inent beneficially in malleable iron.
troduced a method of determining silicon inthe presence of slags, which is based upon the fact that when
iron is slowly acted upon by bromine, a solution of
iodine, it dissolves, and the silicon st;t free is converted into silica, which is completely soluble in a boiling
solution of carbonate of soda, while that in combination in the slag, if any be present, is nftt acted upon.
The same method maj' be employed with cast-iron,
as blast furnace slag, which sometimes occurs in it
as a mechanical impuritj' is not sensibly acted upon
either by iodine, bromine, or carbonate of soda.
The process is conducted as follows: Three grammes or 45 grains of iron in the state of filings or borings, sufficiently small to pass through a sieve with
meshes -^Jj of an inch in diameter, is treated with five
times its weight of iodine, in a volume of fifleen cubic centimeters of water contained in a beaker of
about six or seven times that capacity. Water that
has been boiled to free it from air is used, and the
operation nuist be performed at as low a temperature
as possible, in order to prevent oxidation of the iron

keep the beaker
AVhen the iron is completely

therefore, to

dissolved, the solution is increased to three times the
original volume bj' the addition of very cold water
in order to prevent the separation of basic salts of
iron, and is well stirred and left to settle. Thelighter
scales of graphitic carbon remain in suspension, and
are poured off with the Imlk of the liquid into a filter 2 inches in diameter, with oulj- about one-tenth
of the ori-rinal quantity of the insoluble residue
which forms a heavy powder at the bottom of the
beaker.
few drops of hydrochloric acid are added,
and the liquid stirred with a glass rod; if this produces a disengagement of gas the whole of the iron
is not dissolved, and a little iodine and carbonate of
soda is added in order to complete the solution. The
acidified water must be poured quickly on the filter
in order to prevent the decomposition of the slag.
When the whole of the residue is transferred to the
filter it is washed with cold water until the whole of
the iron is found to be completely removed when
tested by a solution of ferrocyanide of potassium.
The filtrate is evaporated to dryness with the addition of hydrochloric acid in order to recover any
small amount of silica that may have gone into solution with the iron.
The original residue which may
contain graphite, silica, and slag is transferred without drying into a large platinum cnicible, and after
concentrating the wash-water to C cubic centimeters,
a saturated solution of carbonate of soda is added,
and the crucible is heated for one hour in a waterbath, the liquid being stirred from time to time with
a platinum spatula in order to divide any lumps in
the insoluble residue. The solution is then carefully
poured from the insoluble mass in the crucible on to
a small filter, and a fresh quantity of carbonate of
soda solution is added and boiled for another hour,
when the whole contents of the crucible are thrown
upon the filter and washed. The alkaline solution of
silica is acidified with hydrochloric acid, added to
that containing the iron, and evaporated in a waterbath. This operation is repeated with the addition
of fresh acid until the silica is perfectly freed from
iron, when it is filtered, dried, ignited, "and weighed
as often as may be necessary to ensure its complete
purity, which must be further tested by heating it
with hydrochloric acid. When 3 grammes of iron
are treated, 0.016 grammes of silica correspond to
0.001 gramme of silicon. The insoluble residue from
the carbonate of soda solution may contain graphite
slag, oxide of iron, and titanic acid. There is no way
of distinguishing the amount of oxide of iron present
as such, in addidon to that in combination with silica, except by assuming the composition of the slag
to be constant, which is not the case.
Eggertz found by the use of this process, that the
amount of silicon in good bar iron may vary from
0.01 to 0.10 per cent,
but into samples of ftrupps
cast-steel it was as high as 0.30 per cent. Slag has been
found usually in mere traces in cast-steel, but in one
instance it amounted to 0.2 per cent. Malleable iron,
however, contained much more. In wire iron from a
charcoal hearth 0.33 per cent, was found, in armorplates from 0.75 to S.OO per cent., and in a rail as
much as from 4-00 to 5.00 per cent.
Spirial Mitftiid-1 'if Iktermining Mnngaiuae.
According to Patlinson, manganese is completely precipitated as hydrated dioxide from a hydrochloric
acid solution when a certain proportion of ferric
clJoride is present, by the addition of solution of
bleaching powder, or bromine, and carbonate of liiiie
in excess, at a temperature of .50 to 70 degrees.
The dark brown precipitate, when filtered and
washed until all traces of chlorine or bromine are
removed, is transferred on the filter to a beaker containing a measured volume of a solution of fen'ous
sulphate in sulphuric acid, whose contents of iron
ar(- known, in which it readily dissolves, the niaganese dioxide producing manganous sulphate, and
converting its equavalcnl of ferrous into ferric sul-
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A\ li.-n the
tibrr.
nf f.rroiis sulplmto nmninins boinj: the production of parallol
work
is done upon the metal in a plastic state at a
sostandard
by
a
usc.Tluip.c.i
in
ti'iuperature. the density is increased; but when
lution of bichromate of potash, as iii the assayinj; of bi-h
tractive strain isex.rted, as in wir.drawan iron ore. The .lifference gives the amount per- a powerful
bars by cold rulliiii;, the iiiela el.uioxidized bv the second atom of oxvu'en in the man- in;: or planishini;
section diminmnese dio'xide, and from it the amount of the latter L'ales more rapidly than Us transverse
density is dmiinishe<l while the tcna<^
metal is calculated according to the followmg equa- islies, an.l the
.:
ity is consideral)ly increased. The softness and lower
2Fe6sO»4-MnO*4-2SO»=>rnOSO«+Fe'0«3SO», tenacity, together with the original higher density,
annealing.
each unit of ferrous salt correspondins to O.IH of its miij- be restored by
the changes referred to above are illustrated by
weight of mann-anese. In determining the standard
results taken from Kirkaldy s experiof the iron salt'solution a filter of the^same size as the following
steel made at (.lasgow
thatused inseparatlng the manganese shoul<lb.ad.l- ments on wrought iron and
fnmi which it appears the diminution in
ed in order to c(mipensate fof any possible rediic- in IS.^.H-f.l
The'oriL'inal solution specific gravity in bars stretched by a severe tensile
in.' action due to the paper.
Hy cold rollcent_.
should contain at least" half as much iron as maniia- strain varied from 0-7 to 1.2 per
amounted to "•< per cent, for
nese. The method is equally applicable to the aualy- 'ing the diminution
bars, and 0-3t> per cent, for plates
sis of ores or metal.
'I'liiKiU' Strcngtli.
SpeciSc (;rnvity
Mark or Name.
In America the precipitation of maganesc as dioxide
•JO dloiiH i>ir Kq. in.
WO
by boilins a nitric acid solution with chlorate of pot- (iovAii utiilillcd Imr
7-704
Immincrcd liar
ash is much used in the analysis of jiig iron and
ixi 7
rolleil bar, 1 "^ in. fquan!
"
steel. In the former case carbon and silicon uiust be
:ih1 to 1^^ in
reduciHl
1
removed by a preliminary filtration of the nitric acid
solution tlirnuiih asbestos, but with steel this is not
necessary. The precipitated manganese dioxide i.s Blochairn liput rolled t)ar
• told roll«l
filtered lipon asbestos, and after washing is dissolved
•*
" annealed
in dilute sulpliuric acid in the presence of a known
•*
beet iHiiUr plate
excess of a standard solution of oxalic acid, the amonnt of which remaining unchanged Is determincold rolled
ed by a standard solution of permanganate of potash.

nhate

till-

The amount

solution

is lli.'n

.

:

1

.

The" reaction

is:

annealed

. .
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centage

Quality of Iron.

Hogbo Bessemer

steel, rolled

bar.

. .

WilkmaiiPhytta I'chatios steel bar...
Carledal Bessemer steel
"
Uchatius steel
Hogbo Bessemer steel
*'
"
hammered
Krnpp's cast-steel hammered

Hogbo Bessemer
Low Moor rolled

iron
tire

Lesjofors rolled bar
Lancashire hearth

hammered

.

.

bar

made

in thei
/

1
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MISC. which hiis I ho properly of srivin!;in!:f>ls free from
hliiw-hoU's.
This i;ivis 11 very strong iiuMi.l siiitaliliin the lianier viiriflii's for all urnior-pii-rtmi; projt-c-

I

and the latter to 15
heavy sectiims.

to a ton
witii

with light or

feet

2()

feet

The

J

prescription of a i)arlicular chemical cmiipobeen proposed by Dr. Dudley
for the Pennsylvania Railway Company, who gives
us the following as pirndssible limits
0.10 per cent.
Phosphorus, not above .
.
••
"
Silicon
0.04
Carbon
0.25 to CM. preferably 0.30
••
0.;«
.Manganese 0.30 to 0.40,
Sulphur and Copper
not specilied.
only traces.
Olhir iinpurilies
Minimum tensile strength. 20 tons per square inch.
Minimum elongation, 20 per cent.
This specification is founded upon the results of
the analysis of a considerable number of worn rails,
some of which had brnkeii in use while otiiers had
At the same time the Ihcory was propounded
not.
'hat the hardening pro|)erties of tlie pliospborus, silicon, carbon, and the manganese were to each other
in the proportion of 1
!, and that the sum
J
J
of the plios|ihorus and of the respective fractions
expressed
in hundredlhsper
of the other constituents
cent, gave a measure of the hardness in so-called
phi>K))hi>ruK iinitK. Hy this method the number of such
units in good rails varied fnmj 20 to 30, while in those
that broke in use it varied frnui 33 to .')3. This theory
sition for steel rails has

tilps.

Scries V.showstliecradnlion of cast-iron intosleol
the progressive (liniiinition of carlion. Xo. l."i(i is
a (lark sirey piil metal, whose low mechanical resistliy

ance
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is

to

Ihi' lar;rc amount of silicon
conlainini: tlie siune amount of
per cent, ofcarsensibly stronger. Willi

l)e

|)rcsent, as

:

ascribed to

No.

carbon, is
Imn, the meliil

',!

...

may

be harileneil by cliill-ciisling. but
below this point there is not much dilTerencc between
objects cast in sand or metal moulds. The property
of malleability ai)pears in No. -104. with \.'> per cent,
of carbon which can be forged and drawn under the

hammer, and

also tempered tos(imee.\lent,iMi(l

.

.

1(>4.

'

may

be considered to be steel, although it is extremely
rigid, and breaks under a tensile slriiin almost without elongation.
In comparative tests of iron and steel it is essential
that all the samples should be subjected to exactly
that is, the test-pieces must be of
similar treatment
the same dimensions, especially as regards length and

:

:

For e(|ual quality ofmaleri.il a thin secthickness.
tion gives n proportionately higher resistance ])er unit
of surface than ii thickerone. This is especially seen
in steel wires, which may be obtained of a tensile
strength of IIH) In UO tons to the square inch. The
proportional elongation before fracture is also greater
with short than with long test-pieces, and the lengths
of those used liy the dilTerenl investigators vary very
considerably 4, ti, or 8 inches being, however, common. The tigures in the foregoing table, refer to cylindrical pieces of 4 inches long and (1.4 inch diame-

:

:

however, not fdund general acceptance, inainl}'
its being foundcil upon too snuill a immber of
observations: but the conclusion that great hardness
is detrimental to the wearing power of steel rails accords with the previous experiments of J. T, Smith,
who found that on the Furness line the loss of weight
of rails that had been eight years in use averaged
has,

from

;

only

ter.

13. .54

when

per cent,

the steel cimtaincd 0.30

Another method of estimating the toughness of percent, of carbon, while with harder ones with 0.44
steel consists in measuring the area of the fractured pi'r cent, of carbon the average wear was 1.5.18 per
surface and ccmiparing it with that of the original cent.
transverse section. These will always ilifTcr, the difThe German Union of Railway Managers in 1880
ferences being greatest in the softer kinds of metal. proposed the following scheme of classification for
Thus the difference between the original and frac- steel used in railway materials. whicl. has subsequenttured surfaces was fi.")." per cent, in No. .W, while in ly been adopted in its main points by the German and
Xo. H2 it was only 1'.J.4 percent. It is matter of controversy whether the toughness of the metal is best
evidenced by contraction or by elongation the latter
is the more convenient test, as the determination of
the area of fracture is rather a troublesome jiroccss.
Wiirliiif/ J'lHtn.
The tensile strength alone is not
a sufficient measure of the quality of nialUable iron
or steel, as, esj)ecially with the latter, a metal of great
strength may be deticient in softness and incajialile
of working properly under the liamnier. Whenever,
therefore, where the metal is to be subjected to further treatment, such as punching and drilling for
riveting holes in boiler or shipbuilding works, special
forge tests, both hot and cold, and in the case of steel
tempering tests, are adopted, examples of which are

Austrian (iovernment
1.

According

First Class.

:

Hard

lines:

—

and temper:
Kilograms Contract'n Qualitaper sq.m.m. percent, tivefact'r

to quality

Medium

"

65
55

Soft

"

45

Second

tensile strength

Class.

Hard....

•'

Soft
2.

According to uses:

tensile Strength
Axles
"
Enginetires "
Car'gcitwa-'
„
I

gon

tires >

"
Rails
Another usefid supplemental test, especially in tlic
The qualitative factor in the last column is the sum
<-ase of welded iron, is obtained by polishing a sec- of the other two with in some cases the addition of
The above scheme, which is
tion of the bar or plate, and then etching it with some an arbitrary quantity.
corrosive liquid which brings out the lines of jiine- based on the tensile strength only, is by many pertiosi of the ditTerent elements of the pile and cinder sons regarded as unsuiled for practical re<iuirements,
patches or other defects. Either weak hvdrochloric and the Society of Gcrmanlronmasters has propoundaci<i ajiplied upon blotting paper, or a very dilute ed a more complete one, as being better fitted forthe
solution of chloride of platinnin. may be used as an use of both producers and consumers.
An abstract
etching fluid.
of this will be found in the Proceedings of the InsliRails which aresiibjectedto heavy percussive strains tute of Civil Engmeers. vol. Ixvii.. ]). 4H4.
The following are the tests prescribed by the Adin use are tested in England for safety by allowing a
heavy weight to fall upon them frfim a height which miralty for the plate iron intended for use in the Navaries with the weight per yard and the character of vy and maybe taken as indicating the average strength
the metal. For iron rails, according to Sandberg, a of iron of fair quality. See next page.
proper safety-strength is given by the product of the
Plates should be tested, both hot and cold, on a
weight in cwts. into the fall in feet which should cast-iron slab having a fair surface, with an edge at
equal the weight per yard. Thus a .5fi-lb. rail sup- right angles, the corner being nuindedolT with a raported fin bearings 3 feet apart sli'.uld not be indent- dius of half an inch. The luirtion of plate tested tobe
ed more than J inch to 1 inch by a weight of 7 cwt. 4 feet in length across the grain, ami the full width
For steel rails a heavier weight and of the plate with the grain. The bend should be made
falling 8 feet.
higher fall are necessary to prevent the use of too from 3 to (i inches from the edge. All plates to be
liard a metal, and the former is therefore increased free from lumination and injurious surface defects.
given below.
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placed upriglit: and is known as tin- ntin-i-. whili'
lower and niori' olilusc one is inverted the line
of junction foniiini? Ilie widest pari of the furnace is
called tlie boshes, possilily a corruiilion of the tierman buiicli. Soinclimes the lower cone is continued
down to llie le\el of the jrround. but more generally
the lower part of the furnace is enlarged, forming
what is known as the liiartli, in which the molten
materials collect below the level of the twyers or
pipes tliroUi;h which the blast is introduced.
In
France, the space between the twyers and the broadest part, or top, of the boshes is known as the laboratory or working place ("»/iTrtj(). The top. or throat,
of the furnace is surrounded by a platform for the
convenience of charging, and is in many cases covered by a short cylindrical chininey, which leads off
the flame escaping at the throat
ihis portion of the
furnace is known as the tunnel head.
In the newer forms of furnaces, the conical or
spindle-shaped body and cylindrical hearth, witii
their sharply-contrasted divisions, are. for the most
part, superseded by more flowing forms, the straight
slopes of the sides being converted into curves, giving
a more or less barrel-shaped outline to the stack.
The same terms are, however, alike applied to the
different parts, the boshes being taken as indicating
the widest ]iart of the stack, and the hearth that lying below the twyers.
The construction of blast funiaces varies very considerably in different localities, in regard to size and
proportion of parts to each other, as well as material
employed. In the early days of pig-iron manufacture, when a scpuire horizontal section was in general use, the e.vternal form was usually that of a sipiare
base, pyramidal tower, tapering tiniforndy from the
ground ui)wards, which bcc'ame modiliiil. mi the iiitroduclion of the circular stacks, to a cmiical or cylindrical form, the lower i)orlions near the ground, and
surrounding the hearth, still retaining the sipiare
base.
Both of the above forms are characterized by
extremely massive construction, the lower parts, or
stack pillars, forming solid four-sided blocks of
masonry, braced with iron rods, aiid united by cylindrical arches into the so-called twyer houses, a complete circular i)assage being usually formed through
the mass of the pillars.
\Vhen the whole ftirnace is
of rectangidar section it is braced Ijy ;i sinnlar .system of tie rods through the entire height, but in
conical or cylindrical forms inm hoops, placed at
short distances apart, are used forthesame purpose.
With every increase of size the massive character of
the external casing (if the blast furnace lias diminished by the reduction of the mass of masonry, and
the substitution of cast and wrought-iron whenever
is

tlu-

:

|
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a flne face and set in fire-clay.
A second wall is, in
the more massive class of furnaces, jilaced immediately outside the flrst; this may be either of common or seciinds fin-brick, aiul set in cement; out.
side of all, comes the exterior ciusing. which, as has
been already stated, nniy be cither of iron, brick, or

masonry.

A smiiU annular space, filled either with loose sand
or small fragments of broken slag, is usually interposed betwe<ii each siucessive lining, in order to allow for any alterations of form produced by thi' ixpansion of the inner om-. In the outer casing a number of square boles are often [irovided for the es(-apc
of moisture; these are more especially used in furnaces which onlj- remain in blast for a certain jieriod
of the year, as is the case in Sweden, but in those
that work continuously, they are often omitted.
The lower portion of the furnace, including the
hearth and boshes, is built after the ccmpletion of
the stack.
The foundation of the hearth variis with
the nature of the ground, and may sometimes require to be connnenced. in concrete and rubble
work, at a considerable depth below the surface; the
hearth bottom consists of a thick layer of fire-brick,
or sandstone, in blocks, or as large a size as can be
obtained, or in some cases both materials are used.
The bricks for this purpose are laid in the form of
an inverted flat arch, in order that they may not be
forced up in the event of the molten metal finding
its way through the joints.
When abed of masonry
is used below the hearth bottom, it is generally built
with a system of channels or flues intersecting at
right angles, through whi<li air circulates, nn<l prevents the access of moisture from the ground to the
hearth.
The sides of the hearth and boshes, up to their
junction with the stack. re(|uire to be made of refractory material, and also of considerable thickness,
having to withstand a very high degree of heat, in
addition to the common action of the molten slags.
When the rectangular hearth was used, it was customery to build these parts of sandstone similar to
that emplovecl for the hearth bottom, but for the circular form lirick is generally adopted, and is in almost
all cases to be preferred.
In Sweden and Germany the hearth and boshes
are often formed of a mixture of finely-crushed
(piartz or ground fire-brick, and fire-clay, applied in
aplastic state, and niiiimed tight between the casing
walls and a wooden core or mold of the pro|ier shape
of the cavity reciuired. which is afterwards removed.
This kind of hearth, which is represented in the Swedish furnace, is found to answer very well in all
practice for furnaces of smJill diameter, but requires
it is possible to do so.
Thus in many modern Eng- to be carefully dried Itefore being heated, in order to
lish furnaces the ohl stack pillars and twyer houses prevent irregular shrinkage and cracking.
.'hort distance above the ground level the pas.sbave been replaced by cast-iron columnsor standards,
arranged in a circle, whose entalilature is a cast-iron ages for the introduction of thedjlast are perforated
These are known as
ring, carrying the whole of the superstructure, or through the wall of the lie;irlh.
stack, so that the hearth casing, instead of being ac- the tiryrr /ifiU.i. and vary in number from two to six.
cessible only at the twyers, is now freely exposed all On the front or working side of the hearth. as(|mire
round. In like manner, the old solid stack casing of or flat-arched opening extends from the hearth botmasonry and hooping has given place to a cylinder tom to a littleabove the level of the twyer holes The
of wrought-iron iilatcs riveted together. The latter vertical sides of this opening are prolonged outwards
class are known as cupola furnaces, from their re- for a short distance into a rectangular cavity, known
semblance to the common iron founder's furnace of as the fore-hearth, which is bounded in front by a
The
Examples of these different forms wall of refractory material, called the ilnm.
the same name.
of construction may be seen in almost every iron- arch covering the opening is called the tj/m/) iirrh.
The exterior of tlie hearth, and the faces of the
making district. The older kinds, with massive
stacks, are, as nugbt be expected, to be found chiefly numerous apertures pierced through it, are strengthin the older districts, such as South Wales, Stafford- ened with cast-iron plates and wrought-iron bracings.
while in the newer furnaces of The under side of the arch is, in large furnaces, usushire, aiul Scotland
the north-eastern counties and Lancashire, the iron- ally protected by a cast-iron box or block, having a
wnmght-iron serpantine pipe inside, through which
jacketed cupola type is more commonly seen.
The shaft, or sta<k, of the furnace, i.e. the upper a current of water is kept flowinir. in order to protect
part above the boshes, is constructed at the same the brickwork from destruction liy the intense heat
It is now invariably formed of to which it is exposed, and thecorrosiveaction of the
time as the casing.
flre-bricks, which are moulded to the propercurve of molten slag which is constantly flowing through it.
The dam in front of the hearth is formid of fireThe thickness of the shaft or ring wall
each ring.
Externally
brick, and carried up to the twyer level.
is about 15 or 18 inches, the joints being brought to
|

;

|
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In hilly countries, where the vallej's are
Lifts.
supported by a cast-iron platp. called the dam
A semicircular furrow in tlie top edge, knowu deep, it often happens that blast furnaces can be
as the cinder notch, forms a passage for the slag, placed below the general level of the ground, supwhich is now often moulded into large blocks by re- plying the ores and fuel, so that all materials necesceiving it in a shallow square-bodied railway truck, sary for working may be delivered at the furnace top
having moTable sides of wrought-iron.
When the without any special appliances. In flat ground, on
truck or cinder tub is full, it U removed, and the the otlier hand, such as prevails in most of the iron
block of slag, weighing in some instances as much districts of England, it becomes necessarj- to re.sort
as 7 tons, is, as soon as it has cooled sufficiently to to mechanical lifts for raising the charges.
The folbecome solidified, removed and thrown away.
In lowing are some of the forms more generally emcharcoal and other small furnaces the front of the ployed.
Inclined Pliineii. These are mostlj' to be found in
dam is generally formed into a gentlj'-sloping inclined plane or cinder full, where the slag as it runs out old works, the more directly vertical lift being gensolidifies in a comparatively thin layer, and niaj' be erally preferred at the present day. They are usualbroken up and removed by hand.
In Staffordsliirc, ly made with a double line of railway, or with a sinthe slag is allowed to collect in a shallow basin in the gle line and crossings for the return trucks, carried
floor of the castinghouse, called the roughing hole, on trestle work. The inclination is usually not more
where it consolidates to an irregular disc-shaped than 2.5 or 30 degrees. The most convenient form of
lump, which is afterwards lifted out by a crane, and truck is a triangular frame, with two pairs of wheels
of unequal height, supporting a horizontal platform
sent off on a truck to the slag bank or cinder tip.
The tap hole for withdrawing the molten iron from of sufficient size to carry four or more of the iron
the hearth is a narrow vertical slit pierced through wheelbarrows used in charging, with their loads. Tlut
the dam, and extending from the hearth bottom motive power is usually a steam engine of from 10 to
about 13 or 1.5 inches upwards. During the time that 20 horse power, working a pair of winding drums.
the hearth is filling it is stopped by a packing of The load is drawn either by wire ropes, or in Stafsand rammed in tight, which can be easily perforated fordshire by flat-linked chains, such as are used iu
by a pointed bar, at the time of casting.
The space the same district for drawing in collieries.
At the Barrow Iron Works, in Lancashire, two inbetween the top of tlie dam and the tymp arch is also stopped with sand or brick, a small passage being clined planes are used for the supply of seven furleft for the escape of slag.
Sometimes the dam is naces. They are carried by bow and string girders
raised above the level of the twyer, so that a greater of wrought-iron, and extend from the ground to the
depth of melted slag is retained in the furnace, and top of the furnace, with only one intermediate supflows out continuously, the top of the fore-hearth not port. The platform-wagon, carrying tlie barrows,
being stopped. At either side of the tymp there are is received into a recess in the charging platform, and
often fi.\ed to the hearth-casing a series of cast-iron a similar one below, so that the barrows with the
plates with vertical racks or notches, which form loads may be wheeled on and off on their arrival at
points of support or fulcra for the heavy tools used either end. The motive-power is a high-pressure
in clearing tlie hearth and other operations in the in- steam engine placed behind the furnaces, working a
About 4,000 tons of materials are
terior of the furnace; these are known in France as wire-rope drum.
gendarme*.
lifted weekly by each plane.
The most approved form of lift, where large quanIn Styria furnaces are built without fore-hearths
or tymp arches, the hearth being entirely closed, and tities of material have to be raised to a considerable
the slag and metal are allowed to accumulate, and height, is a cage moving between vertical guides e.\are tapped off together at short intervals.
This con- actly similar to those u.scd in collieries. As the load
struction is now becoming general in other countries, is comparatively quickl}' raised, it is a useful precauwith the addition of a passage for the slags, which is tion, where steam-power is used, to have no self-actkept constantly open. For the latter purpose, Lur- ing valve gear, but to let the engine be entirely worked
man's slag twyer is used. This is a large water- bj-^hand, in order to prevent the chance of accidents
cooled bronze twyer of 71 inches bore in the place of from overwinding.
the tymp, into which is inserted another of 1^ or 2
The water balance is an old and favorite form of
inches aperture, through which the slag runs.
lift for small furnaces. It consists of two cages movThe upper end of the stack, or throat of the fur- ing verticallj' and guided, united by a rope or chain
nace, is surrounded by a platform or charging plate passing over a guide puUej-; below the floo/ of each
sufficiently broad to give room for working the bar- cage is fixed a water-tight box, provided with a disrows used in filling ore, fuel and fluxes. Intlie older charge valve in the bottom. When the empty cage
square-stacked furnaces, sufficient space for this pur- isat Uie top of its stroke, water is allowed to flow
pose could usually be found between the ring wall into the box until the weight is sufficient to pull up
and the external casing; but in the more taper cylin- the other cage with a fresh load, the speed being regAs soon as
drical or conical forms of modem times, additional ulated by a brake on the guide pulley.
surface is necessary. This is provided by an over- the return cage reaches the ground, the projecting
hanging gallery carried upon brackets, constructed stalk of the discharge valve strikes against a catch,
entirely of cast and wrought-iron.
When two or and is driven up; leaving a passage for the water,
more furnaces are placed adjacent to each other, which runs out, and the cage is ready for another
their galleries are united by bridges, which commu- ascent when loaded. The chief merit about this plan
nicate with the lifts for bringing up materials to the is its extreme simplicity and the large useful effect
furnace top.
got from the water, especially if a natural fall can be
When the gases are allowed to burn at the throat, tised, otherwise it must be pumped up by special machinery. The principal objection to it is the difficulit is necessary to provide a chimney in order to carry
the flame clear of the charging place.
For this pur- ty of keepin" the water boxes tight, the lift houses
pose a short cylinder of brickwork hooped witli being generally damp and sloppy from leakages.
Alnore p.-rfect kind of hydraulic lift is that conwrought-iron, or even of cast-iron, is used, known
as the tiniiul-head. The charging holes are rectan- structed upon Sir William ^Vrmstrong's system, where
gular apertures, varying in number with the diameter the lifting cage is connected to a water-pressure enof the throat, in the lower part of the tunnel-head, gine by means of a chain passing over a system of
through which the charges of ore, fluxes, and fuel compound pulleys, so that when the engine makes a
are introduced. Except at the time of charging tliey stroke of or 8 feet the load is lifted through a height
are generally closed by wrought-iron sliulters. The six or eight times greater, according to the multiplyarrangements of the head of the furnace when the ing purchase of the tackle.
Pneumatic lifts are now use<l to a consi<lerable exgases are collected are somewhat more complicated,
and will be described further on.
tent in England, as the necessary power, compre.--sed
it is
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ohlnined from the main

tihist onsimplest form is ii
wroil!;lil-ir(ir. (•} liiider. (ipenat the hottomand closed
at the lop.alxml (i or H fe<'t in diameter. and somewliat
longer than tlie height of the furnace, suspended in
a lank l)y <'ounter-halanee weights passing over pulleys in a manner exaelly similar to an ordinary ";asometer. A pipe for the admission of air at !! or 4 lbs.
per s(|uare inch above the atmospheric ))ressure, is
inlroilueed Ihroiigh the tank. The wagon to l)e lifted
is carried on the top of the bell, and as the whole of
tlu' moving parts of the apparatus are balanced, the
amount of power riMpiired is only that necessary to
For the return stroke, the
raise the a<ldili('iial load.
airwilhin the l)ell is allowed to escape by opening a
valve eomniunii iilingwitli the atmosphere, the weight
of the empty wagon being sufficient to lower the
bell in the tank.
In djers' pneumatic lift, whicli is much used in the
newer ('levelanil furnaci's, the motive power, instead
of being taken from the main blast engine, is furnislied iiy a ]iair of double-acting air-pumps, the lift
being etfeeted by the pressure of the atmosphere acting against a vacuum in a cylinder, while the empty
wagons are returned by compressing air under the
piston.
The Jacob's ladder, or endless chain .system
of lift, usually described in older works, is probabh'
no longer in use.
The use of cast-iron cylinder blast-engines has almost everywliere superseded the ruder contrivances
of wooden chests with square pist(ms. bellows, etc.
In Sweden, for small fiunaces audforsres. the singleacting form of engine is much used, being cheap and

air, niiiy '»' rrnilily

gini's siipplyins llic fiirnuics.

economical

in
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Usually

three inverted vertical cylinders are employed, of
about 3ior 4 feet diameter and length of stioke carried on cast-iron or wooden standards, and driven directly by a water-wheel.
Tlie cylinder is |)rovided with an air-tight piston,
to winch a reciprocating motion is imparled by appro;)riate mechauism. Two sets of valves are placed
on the cylinder cover: the longer series open inwards as the piston recedes, given a passage for the
admission of the external air, and at the change of
stroke are closed by the compressing force exerted
by the piston on the ineludc(l air: and the .second
series, or discharge valves, which are in connection
with the blast reservoir open, and allow the compressed air to ])ass out. In the single-acting engine
only one end of the cylinder is covered and provided
with valves while in the doidjle-aeling form l)olh
ends are similarly arranged, so that one side of the
piston is drawing the air through the intake valves,
while the other is compressing the volume taken in
at the preceding stroke, and driving it over into the
reservoir through the discharge valves.
The valves employed are generallj- oblong rectangidar plates, wilh their shorter sides placed vertically
one of the long sides forming the hinge. In
order to combine rigidity with lightness, it is usual
to make them of a coudiinalion of thin sheet iron,
wilh contact surfaces of felt, leather or india-rubber.
The hinge may be either of metal, very accuThe
rately titled, or merely a tiexible leather flap.
seals or boxes to which they are affixed are \isually
rectangular tubes projecliiig from the outer face of
the cylinder cover. In order that the valves may
close by their own weight when relievetl from the pressure of the air, il is usual to tix the beating face of
the seat in an inclined position, or counter-balance
weights or springs of steel or india-rubb'jr may be
used for the same purpose.
As the motion of the valves is similar to that of
the pendulum, Ihe time retpiired for opening and
shutting them is dependent on their vertical length,
so that ihe ])iston cannot he driven beyond a certain
speed, unless inechanie:d means, capid)le of being
increased pun pa^xu wilh the speed of the engine, be
employed. This has been attempted in the so-called
slide-blowing engines, where the flap valves are re-

placed liy a slide similar to Ihal used in sleam engines, which travels at Ihe same rale as Ihe piston,
and places the ajierlures at either end aiternalely iu
communiealion with Ihe exiernal air and Ihe blast resThe sysU-m of <i>nslruction has been ado|)tervoir.
ed al differeni limes both in Kngland and on the
The best -known form is Slate's engine,
conlinenl.
where 111' slide is annular, and placed outside of Ihe
verlieal blast cylinder, receiving molion by means of
a pair of parallel Mils connecledWith Ihe roliiry shaft
The form of ihe slide is
of a sleam engine bi'low.
Ihe solid of revolulinii produceil by llie rolalion of
an ordinary -'>- sli;iped slide valve about a verlieal
axis, formed by Ihe ciiiler line of Ihe sleam and
In Tlionuis and l,aurent's arrangeblast iiislons.
ment the cylinder is hi>rizonlal the air passages are
of a relangular form, and are, logelher wilh Ihe slide,
pliiced laterally in Ihe same manner as Ihe steam
ports and slide valve in an ordinary horizontal steam
engine.
In Kossey's engine, Ihe side valves are replaced by
discs with radial perforations, whieli are put in slow
rotary molion by gearing from liie lly-wheel shaft.
A jacket is east round the cylinder, with an interspace forming Ihe ])assage from the <ylinder to Ihe
The apertures in the disc are sixte<ii in
reservoir.
number, a corresponding seriis being formeil in the
cylinder ends, which are altern:itily opened and
closed by Ihe rotation of the disc in eonfcirmily with
In Ihe fc inner [losiiion the
the motion of the piston.
external air is adtnit ted. while in the latter the volume
enclosed is driven ov<T into Ihe jacket and reservoir.
In practice the i^se of Ihe slide l)last engine has not
been found to be advantageous; owing lo Ihe large
amount of mechanical elTeel consumed by Ihe friclion i>f the slide against the rubbing face of Ihe cyliniler. which would be great iu itself, on account of
Ihe high spci'il al which Ihey HMpiire to be driven,
but is materi;illy increased, owing to Ihe dusty stale
of the atmosphere almost imavoidable in iron works.
In the ordinary form of engine with llaj) or clack
valves it is necessary to provide as large an area of
air ways as can be got out of the surface of thecj'linder cover. The intake passages should be made, if
possible, eiiual to one-half, an<i the- outlet about oneAs it is impossible
eight, of the area of the piston.
iu large engines to use single valves of these dimensions, on account of lijeir weight, and consefpienl liability to give rise lo injurious shocks in working, it is customary, therefore, toeni]iloy a number
of small valves, whose united areas make up the re(juired auKiunt of surface.
The c|ucslion of Ihe relative advantages of the hori/ontalanil vertical bl;ist cylinders has beendiscussed
at consiilerahle length by engineers, both in England
and on tlie Continent. As in many other nuitters
(lependi::g upon practical expi'rience, there is much
For engines of small dito be said on either side.
mensions the horizontal form is cheaper, and may be
worked with the least amount of clearance from the
vertical )i(psiticin of the cylinder covers, wliii-h may
be i)icrced through like a gridiron, giving a bearing
for the valves, withoiii any overhanging parts or
valve boxes. The re<)uired foundations may also be
less massive than iu the vertical form, owing lo the
longer bearing of Ihe framing, when a horizontal direcl-acling steam-engine is I he mot or: this, of course,
necessitates the companitively hirger surface for Ihe
engine-house. On the other hand. Ihe dilliculty of
lubrication is increased, as Ihe powdered graphite,
which is generally u.sedfor this purpose, instead of
being uniforndy distributed round the pistons, is
apt to fall to the bottom of the cylinder, while the
upper side works dry, and the cylinder wall is worn
The difficulty of
irregularly, and becomes ovali.sed.
keeping the weight of the piston off the bottom, and
producing the same kind of unequal we;i'\ is also
urged against the use of large horizontal cyli:iders;hul
this objection which has also been applied in the
case of horizontal sleam engines, does not appear to
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naces from 30 to 40 horse power is considend sufficient, l)ut with the larger ones, working on (-oke,
from 80 to 100 horse pov.er is found to be necessary,
as in other districts.
The same kind of horizontal engine is generally
adopted in new works in Sweden and Lapland, havinsr only a single charcoal furnat^e.
The working limits of blast ]>ressure vary with
the nature of the fuel employed, and the burden of
the furnace, etc.
Thus, in some of the small charcoal furnaces of Northern Europe, it does not ex
ceed half or three-quarters of an inch of mercury
above that of the atmosphere; while in American
anthracite furnaces as much as l.T inches, or7J lbs.,
is used.
In England 2J or 3 lbs. is used with cold
blast aud tender fuel, but 3|, 4, or
lbs. is common
with hard coke. In Bessemer's process of steel-making, by forcing air through a column of molten pig
iron, a pressure of from lij to 20 lbs. per square inch

be productive of any practical disadvantage in tlie
larger modern engines used for screw propulsion,
wliose diameters are quite equal to those of the average of blast cylinders.
In regard to vertical beam engines the chief disadvantages are their very great length and expensive
character of construction, and the extra amount of
clearance, equal to the volume of the valve boxes,
rendered necessary by the horizontal position of the
clyinder covers on the other, tliey have the great
;

advantage of stability, and may be made of any dimensions thus, iu South Wales, engines are in use
with blast cylinders up to 13 feet in diameter. In
engines giving small volumes of blast at very high
pressure, such as are used in Bessemer's process, the
valves require to be made extremely light the construction employed in such cases is a plain ring or
;

."i

:

plate of india-rubber covering a perforated

plate,

which opens and shuts by its own elasticity when
exposed to, or relieved from, pressure.

is

In Coulthard's blast-engines the air passages are
circular holes in the cylinder, similar to those used
by Bessemer, but the valves are light wooden I)alls
covered with india-rubber, which are arranged on
inclined and grooved seats, sloping in a direction
contrary to that of tlie current of air, so that when
the pressure is sufficient to drive the balls up the incline the air way is opened
but as s<ion as it is relieved, they roll down again, and stop the passage.
The combination of the blast aud steam cylinders,
when steam power is used, is effected in various
ways. The large vertical engines of modern dale in
this country are beam engines, the main l)earing
being supported either on tiie engine-house wall or
on an entablature carried by cast-iron colunms. The
piston-rods are attached by the ordinary parallel
motion. On the steam side, tlie beam is often continued beyond the point of articulation of the pislonrod, and turned upward into a short crane neck, to
the end of which the connecting-rod working the flywheel is attached. This arrangement permits the use
of a long light connecting-rod, without unduly increasing the surface occupied by the engine.
In Belgium, direct-acting engines with vertical,
cylinders are much used, the blast cylinder being
placed uppermost. In an engine of this class built
at Seraing, Evans's beam, with an os<'illaling center,
is adopted, in order to keep the working parts within
a comparatively small space, the length of the base
of the engine-house being little more than the radius
of the fly-wheel, or about 2.5 feet. The height, owing
to the two cylinders being placed one above another,
is consideralde, being not less than 40 feet.
The
Bteam cylinder is 4U inches, and the blast cylinder
66 inches the length of stroke 88 inches.
When
working with steam of 30 lbs. pressure, and blowing
uir at 4i lbs. above the atmosphere in sufficient (piantity for a large furnace burning coke, the work done
is ecjual to between 80 and 100 horse power.
In the
newer kind of engines built at the same works, the
vertical direct-acting form is preserved, but the piston-rods arc guided by sliding blocks instead of tlie
,

;

and more complicated arrangement of Evans.
In Austria a class of small direct-acting engines of
the same character is used for charcoal furnaces,
having the steam cylinder placed tippermost, which,
together with the framing for the guides, is bolted
on to tlic lop flange of the blast cylinder. They are
usually of small dimensions, averaging from 2.') to 30
horse |)ower, and delivers from 2,300 to 2,.">00 cubic
feet of air per minute.
Ill Sieiren, anil other parts of Rhenish Prussia, horizontal blast engines are preferreil. The commonest
pattern has both cylinders placed in the same line
the rod which carries the two pistons goes lirough
both covers of the blast cylinder, and is guided on
eil her side.
Usually two engines are coupled togi'lhiTupon the same fly-wheel, but the construction
is siicli that Ihey may be disconneclrd if only the

oilier

;

I

of one engine

is

wanted.

For

i^liarcoal fur-
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largest blast engines hitherto constructed are
those at Dowlais and Ebbw Vale, in South Wales;
the former, which was erected by the late Mr. Truran, has a cylinder 144 inches in diameter, with the
same length of stroke; the area of the admission
valves is 56 square feet, that of the discharge valves.
10 square feet, the former being ecjiial to half the
surface of the piston. The steam cylinder is US inches
in diameter, with a piston making a stroke of 13
feet, the motion being transmitted by an unequalarmed beam. Owing to the large area of the air
ways a very high speed, as many as 20 strokes per
minute, can be obtained. The volume of blast delivered is about ."JLOOO cubic feet, at a pressure of 3JIbs.. sufficient for the supply of six large furnaces
aud four relineries. The main blast ]n|ie is feet in
diameter. The Ebbw Vale engine has a blowing cylinder of the same size, but the steam cylinder is 72
inches in diameter.
The practice of blowing several furnaces by one
engine of a large size, though mechanically advantageous, is attended with considerable risk, as the
safety of the furnaces may be endangered in the
event of a break-down, unless there be a reserve of
blowing power. It is therefore preferable to divide
the work between two or more engines, according to
the number of furnaces in blast.
Where there in
onl}' a single furnace, as is usually the casi- in charcoal-smelting, two small engines coupled together,
but capable of being worked independently of each
other, may be used, for the same reason.
The air or blast issues from the blowing cylinder
in an irregular stream, owing to the variation in
pressure at different points of the stroke, the supplj'
being intermitted during the period of actual com])ression after the closing of tlie intake, and before
the opening of the discharge valves. In order, therefore, to produce a steady current in the furnace, it is
necessary to use some means of equalizing the pressure. This may be done either by receiving the blast
into a reservoir whose volume is several times that
of the blowing cylinder, or by delivering it into a
second cylinder containing a loaded piston, which
rises when the supply of blast is greater than the
amount required by the furnaces; but when the
quantity diminishes the piston falls, and exerts a
compressing force, until the equilibrium is restored
by increasing the speed of the engine. The same
effect may be produced, with less loss from friction,
by the use of a loaded bell, or gasometer, Hoatingin
a water tank.
Fixed reservoirs are usually made of wrought-iron
formerly a spherical.or balloon-shaped form was commonly adopted, but they are now more generally
made cylindrical, with Hat ends like higli-pressurc
steam lioilers. The thickness of the jilales, of course,
depends upon the pressure and dimensions employed,
from one-twelfth to
as well as on the form adopted
one-eighth of an inch may be taken as sizes commonly used. The volume of the regulator may be
.'>

:

;
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from

twi-nty-livc to fifty times as i^ront as llip amount
of blast ill ciil)!!' fert ilclivcriMl liv ttic cngiiu' per

system of construction is used, the air should pass
tiirough the apparatus in the reverse direelion to the
wcoiul. wlicii it is placfd IK iir till- fiirniicc, 1)111 this flame, entering cold, at the end farthest from the liotluav ln' coiisidiTalily (liminlslitii wliin a loiii.' l)last t<st iioini of the fire. Arch-headed pipes are very
main is used. Indird, it often liappins tlial siitliciciit easily broken by irrigular expansion at the crowns,
uniformity can he jrot in tlic latter case, especially if a certain freedom of motion is not allowed to the
when several en;;ines are used, by blowiiijj into the ends; this is e(pially ])rovided agiiinst by (ilacingone
main direct, without the use of a special reirulator. of the mains loose on its bed. supporting it by spherifei^ulators in masonry or brickwork are usually ical bearings, so that it may travel outward to a slight
lined with cement in order to protect the air froiii extent as the pipes become heated.
takini; up moisture.
A rei^ulator of this character
Konnd and oviil ovens have bien introduced to obconsistini; of a clianiber cut out in the solid r(>ck, tain a more uniform heat than can be got by the old
was applied at Devon Iron Works, in Scotland, as rectangular form. These terms refer to the shape of
early as 17112.
the base, or tire-|>laee. The mains are replaced by a
The use of heated air in the blast furnace, which cast-iron box of a sipiare or trapeziform siction, Ili.
was tirst inirodiiced by Neilson in 1828, has been vided by a central partition. one division correspondfound to be attended with a great economy of fuel, ing to the cold, and the other to the hot blast main.
and at the same time the workins; power of the fur- The vertical pipes. instead of Ix'ing arched at tin- top,
nace is increased. It is therefore employed at the are united by a short horiz(Uital <me, the limbs being
])resent day in iron-makiii;; districts all over the clo.se logi-tber.
This variety is much used in Stafworld, almost to the exclusion of cold blast, the lat- fordshire and liancasliire.
retaineil only for certain special makes
A modification somewhat similar to the last, known
which command an extra price, and may therefore as the piutol pipe, is used in Scotland, Cli'veland.and
be produced without the strict regard to economical other districts in this country, and is also rather in
considerations which is necessary when working on favor in France and (iermany. The two vertical pipes
an article of lower repute.
or limbs are replaced by a single one, divided by an
The amount to wlii<h the temperature of the blast internal partition reaching neatly to the top. It is
may be raised with advantage does not appear to closed iit the upper end. and is eitlier straight, slighthave any jiraetieal limit, every fresh increase being ly bulbed, or bent oviT into a half arch. One of the
attended with t'lirlher saving of fuel
thus, in the divisions is connected with the intake, and the other
first instance. lOti" were found to be an advantage with the exit, so that the cold air rises on one side,
over air at the ordinary temperature; then came and passes through the bulbed chamber at the top,

ter beiii';

;

temperature of 200*^— •ttio", up to the melting point
of zinc and now it is actually used at a visible red
heat, or about 700".
Thus it "was found that a saving was proiluccd of .I cwt. of coke per ton of iron
made by using air heated to about tl.'iO'^. instead of
the lower temperature of 350" or 400". previously
employed. The liilliculty of keeping the ai)paratus
tight, and the rapid destruction of metal i)ipes when
heated to redness in air, render a special construction
necessary for the production of such extremely hot
blast economically.
The greater number of blastheating ap|)aratns in use at the jiresent time, and
known as hut Mnut diyiih or Kf'ii-fK. ccmsist essentiallv
of a series of parallel, or spiral tubes, airanged in a
chamber of fire-brick, and heated externally i)y a tire.
The opposite ends of these lubes are connected with
two mains intersecting them at right angles. One of
these supplies cold air. while tlie other, or hot blast
main, removes the heated air.
In the older forms of stoves, such as that originally
adopted at {'alder, in Lanarkshire, the firepface is
an oblong rectangle in plan. The two mains, which
are placed jiarallel to tlic longer sides, are of a circular section, and cast with a number of circular
sockets for the healing pipes.
These are arched,
horse-shoe, siphon, or inverted II pipes, also circular in section, placed with the arched portion upright, and luted into the sockets on the mains.
The
fire-grate runs along the whole length of tiie bottom,
and the fiaiiu-. after playing on the undersides of the
tubes, passes between and around Ihem. by means
of appropriate tlues. into the chimney, while the
cold air, <'ntering by the main on one side. Hows
continuously through the areheil pipes, where it becomes heated, and passes off to the furnace by the
:

opposite main.
To oliviate the defects of this apparatus. many spe<'ial modifications have been introduced. Thus. in order to get a greater amount of heating surface, the
borse-slioe pipes an^

now

usually

made

of tlaltened

elliptical, or rectangular, instead of circular section.

A

smallir radius of curvature for the arch has been
obtained by the use of inverted X pipes, and more
uniformity in heating. liy the introduction of stops at
intervals in tlie entry main, so that the air is made to
pass alternately backward and forward several tinu-s
across the arch, instead of moving only in one direction, as was the case in the original form. Whatever

down

the other, healed to the furnace.
When the
is used, it is usual to ]>lace two series of
pipes in opposite directions, with the heads, meeting
so as to form an iircli for mutual support; but, of
course, the iiueslion of uiieijual expansion docs not
arise, as each half of the arch is independ<'nl of the
otliiT.
The term pistol pipe is derived from the resemblance of the <-urvcd head to a pistol stock; the
straight portion corresponding to the barrel.
All the preceding forms of stoves are cl"iracterized
by the use of air ways presenting continual changes
of form; thusthe blast passes from tlie m.ain through
the heating ])i))es allernalely backwards and forwards. In what are known as spiral-pipe ovens, the
heating is efTected in tubes of uniform section, arranged similarly to the worm of a still. Among
these may lie mentioned the apparatus in use at Ebbw
Vale, a horizontal coil of cast-inm i^pes exposed to
a fire running the whole length of the axis.
The
pipes are formed in segments corresponiling to oneiialf of a compli'te turn of the screw, and are united
by ordinary socket joints. The union of the pijies
and mains in stoves is always elTected in the same
manner, the latter being cast with sockets for receiving the ends or fi'ct of the pipes, which arc often
made slightly conical, spigot fashion. The joint is
made air-tigiit by rust cement.
Stoves with straight orserpentine horizontal pipes
are much in vogue in <Jermanv. and are known after
the name of the works at \\ asseralfingen. in Wurtemberg, where they were first introduced. In the
original construction a number of straight pipes of
circular bore, ])liiced horizontally, extend from side
to side of the walls of the lire' chamber in a manner
exactly similar to the tubes of a locomotive, and are
united into a continuous ser|)enline coil l)y external
arched bends not exposed to the fire. In this way
tlie ditficiilly arising from the tendency of the pijies
to break at the bends, owing to irregular expansion
when heated, is avoide<l. The newer forms difr<T
chiefiy from the foregoing in the sec'tion of the pipes,
which arc now usually elliptical instead of circular.
The position of the longer axis may be either horithe latter, being the most advanzontal or vertical
tageous arrangement, is usually adopted.
Thomas and Laurent's stove, used in several of the
newer French furnaces, consists of three vertical
lubes of a large diameter, united by external horse-

curved head

•
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shoe pieces placed externally, as in tlie WasseralfinIn order to obtain a larger heating
surface, the inner side of tiie tube is studded with
projecting radiating ribs about 8 inches high, the remaining interior space being tilled with a cylindrical
core of cast-iron or lirebrick. These ribs are not continuous in the same place throughout the entire height
of the lube, but are interrupted at different levels,
the series above and below being arranged so as to
break joint with the central one. By this nu'aus the
air is forced to travel in a somewhat deviating course
through the passages enclosed between the core and
the ribs. A very considerable heating effect is claimed
for this arrangement, which is similar to that of tlie
stoves known as "gill caloritiers," used for warming
large rooms; but it is attended, owing to the irregular section of tlie air ways, with a notable loss of
pressure from friction. In considering hot blast
stoves, we have hitherto assumed that tlie heating of
tlie air is to be effected by means of fuel burnt on a
grate below the pipes. Tliis is still done to a considerable extent, but the substitution of the waste gases
of the furnace is now almost equally common, especially in furnaces using fuel brought from a distance.
For this purpose it is necessary to bring a branch
pipe to the stove from the main gas conduit, which
terminates either in a series of jets, or more commonly in a rectangular mouth-piece, a special aperture
of a similar character, for the admission of air, being
placed immediately above or below. It is generally
advisable to have a grate with a small tire, which insures ignition of the gases without this, in case of
the flame becoming extinguished, air would be liable
to get back into the gas main, where it would most
probably produce an explosion.
I'rexsure-gauges.
For low-pressure blast, such as
is used in small charcoal furnaces, or for tleterniining the tension of the waste gases, a water gauge is
generally used, but for the more iiighly compressed
air used in furnaces on mineral fuel, mercury gauges
are necessary. When the blast is at a very high temperature, it is necessary to make the observations as
quickly as possible, or to cool the air down by passing it through a tube placed in a current of water,
before allowing it to come in contact with the mercury. By multiplying the indications of the mercurial gauge in inches by 13..59, the corresponding
heiglit measured in water is obtained, and conversely, inches of water gauge may be reduced to mercu-

gen apparatus.

;

rial

as

inches by dividing by the same constants. When,
usually the case, the height of the water gauge

is

expressed in feet and inches, it may be reduced to
the corresponding pressure in inches and lines of
mercury by multiplying by 0.882. The amount of
blast passing through a twyer is found by multiplying the velocity of the current passing per minute or
second, as deduced from tlie pressure, by its sectionThe result, of course, must be corrected for
al area.
temperature, atmospheric pressure, and moisture,
and for the contraction of the jet at the point of
efflux.
The latter correction varies in amount with
the form of the nozzle, and is somewhat greater
for cylindrical than conical pipes, and also increases
with the pressure employed. As a general rule, the
diminution of volume from this cause may be taken
at about 3 per cent., and the real amount found by
The
multiplj'ing the theoretical quantity by 0.t)3.
determination of the amount of blast carrie<l into the
furnace, from the observations given above, may be
approximately found by the following formula, given
by Weisliach, as a simplitication of the more exact
one deduced by him from Poisson's law, checked by
is

actual experiment

:

—

1.018

Q
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(1)
'

A

=

grade, and 30 inches barometrical pressure, F
area
of twyer, /(
observed height of pressure gauge in
inches of mercury, b
observed height of barometer.
The second part gives the correction for the
heat of the blast, when t
its temperature in Centigrade degrees.

=

=

=

In the tirst part of the above formula, P is taken
square feet, by dividing by 144, or, putting F
1
square inch, we obtain the following expression

=

in

:

Q

=-jf

which gives the volume

(3)

of the blast per second per
square inch of the sectional area of the twyer. The
following table gives the value of Q for different

values of the

A

fraction

— in formula (3)
b

h

:

—
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siTving the iiurea.se of temperature produeed in ii
weighed qimnlily ofwater by pluuiiini; into it imiass
of metal, wlioseweijriit and speeilie lieatare known,
heated to the leiiiperiilure to l)e nieasund. Iia.n also
been applied to tln' ((in^tniction of pymnieters for

The
sufficient lime to olitain a reading.
the only method available for very high temperatures: for by conlinuoiis exposure the protecting
case, even when of platinum, wdiild be ultimately
destroyed. The electrical resistance of platinum wire
is increased fourfold by a rise of temperature from
which
latter

a ball of copper is used for medium,
From the
for liifiher temperatures.
increase in the sensible heat of the water, the loss experienced by the metal may be found by the followlila.st-furnaces

;

ami platinum

to

le

t'

=

t

=—
w'
= its

,

where

»

increase of tempera
weight of water, t
its specific heat.
weiglitof metal ball, k
ture, ir'
To this result must be added the observed temperalure of the water in order to get at that of the fur-

=

=

nace.

Siemens' jiyrometer, which is used to a ronsideraextent for measurinj: hot blast temperatures, is
of this kind, and is thus described by the inventor :—
bli-

It consists of a portable vessel, formed of three
concentric cylinders of thin copper plate, the space
between the'inuer and middle one being tilled with
cowhair, and thai between the middle and outer one
with air, so as to prevent as perfectly as possible the
A delicate mercurial
loss of heat from the interior.
thermometer is fixed in the interior of the vessel,
beius; protected by a perforated shield, and furnished
with a movable sliding-scale, showing pyrometer degrees, each of which is equal to .50"^ of the ordinary
Ihermometnc scale. For obtaining the temperature,
balls of copper or i^latinuni are used, which are so
adjusted that fifty of them would be equal in IhiTEach ball
iiial capacity to an imperial pint of water.
is i)erforatei'l by a hole, through which a rod is passeit
in exposing the same to tile action of the heat to be
measured, linmediatel/ before using the instrument, an imperial pint of water is poured into it, and
the slide is so moved that the zero point of its scale
corresponds with the top of the mercury in the thermometer. The ball, alter having been exposed to
the heat for two or three minutes, is plunged into
the water. The mercury Avill then be observed to
rise, and the absolute measure of the temperature is
obtiined liy adding the reading on the pyrometer

scale oppo.site the new level of the mercury to the
original temperature of the water before the ball was
introdiictd.
With a little practice very satisfactory
results may be obtained with this instrument; but
its application is limited to the heat at which the
metal ball is deteriorated nor can it be used for
nieasuring the temperature of inaccessible places.

j

,

i

I
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.Vnothef pyrometer, recently- invented by Mr. Sieis based upon the property possessed liy pure
metals of offering an increa.sed resistencc to the passage of an electric current in proportion as their temperature increases. A platinum wire of known resistance is wound upon a helical groove on the .surface of a cylinder of fire-clay, and enclosed within a
cylindrical casing of platinum if the temperature to
be measured exceeds the welding point of imn. or
copper for lower temperatures. The two ends of the
coil are brought endways, and are attached within
the tube to thicker wires of copper, insulated for a
short distance by a coating of pipe clay, and furl her
on. when beyond the influence of the heated spac<',
by India rubber or gutta percha. These wires communicate with the measuring instrument, which may
be i)laced at any convenient distance. The latter is
a specially constructed galvanometrical arrangement,
and is so graduated that a reading in degrees on a
divided scale may be at once obtained. These do not
give an absolute measure of temperature, but the
final result is taken out from a table calculated for
each instrument. The pyrometer coil may be either
fixed permanently, if it is desired to have a means of
continuou.sly determining the temperalure of a particular place, or it may be introduced into the furnace
througii a door or other opening for a minute or two,

is

is
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It is in all cases desirable to place the stoves as near
to the furnace as is consistent with the other recpiirements of the works, in order that the blast may lose
as little of its accpiired heal as possible, l)y not having to travel a long distance through pipes exposed
to the air.
In some instances, especially In small

ing formula:
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mens,

charcoal furnaces, where the stoves are healed by
waste gases, they are placed on a level with the furnace top, the gases being led in by a short flue in
order to economise their sensible heat, as well as the
much greater quantity ilerived from their subsequent
combustion. The hot blast main is then carried down
Tliis practice is tolerably
vertically to the twyers.
common in Swedish and German charcoal furnaces,
and appears to be very general in the United States,
where the blast-engine boilers are often carried on
the top of high-vaulted structures in the same manner.
>Iucli greater regularity of draught, and especially freedom from choking by dust, can be obtained when the stoves are placed at the groimd level,
and the gases are brought down t)y a suitable conduit
Tlie blast coming from the stove passes through a
ring main, which, in the old square-cased furnaces,
is carried through the circular passage traversing the
stack pillars; but in the newer forms is generally
attached to the columns, surrounding the hearth at a
certain distance above the ground. A vertical branch
pipe, tiT rjiiiiM' nii-k. is led ofT opposite to each twyer
hole, anil at the proper level is turned over at riglil
angles into a horizontal arm, to which the blast nozk throttle, or sliile
zle, or blowpipe', is attached,
valve, for slopping or regulating the lilast. is attached
to each bnincli. as well as to the main near the stove.
In cold iilast furnaces the air is led through a conical
copper nozzle, attached to a branch pipe by a flexible
leather tube; but with hot lilast it is requisite to make
all the fittings of niet;tl, and the necessary means of
adjustment are provided by interposing a sliding or
telescopic tube and a ball-and-socket joint between
the end of the branch pipe and the twyer. By the
former the twyer is set to the proper length, while
the latter allows the direction of the entering l)Iastto
be varied, so that it be made level, plunging or rising
When hot blast is used, it is necessary
at pleasure.
to protect the walls of the liciirth from the intense
heat generated by the energetic combustion going on
immediately in front of the twyers. This is done by
the use of water twyers, whicli are hollow, conical,
or tapering D-shajied tubes, with double walls, which
are kept cool by a current of water circulating lirough
the interspace.
The number and arrangement of twyers vary very
considerably. The smaHer charcoal furnaces have
often only wo. placed on opposite sides of the hearth.
Three is ii jiiore usual number, one being placed at
the back /. e.. opposite to the tymp, and the other.s
When a larger number is
at the sides of the hearth.
used, they are generally placed at equal intervals all
Tliis method is usually adopleil
round llie hearth.
in cupi'la furnaces; l)Ul in South Wales, wheretliere
are many lurge furnaces with only three twyer arches,
they are soinelimes arranged in series; thus, two will
be put through each of the side openings, and the
same number at the back, or three at the sides, and
one or two at the back, etc. This is done to avoid
the use of twyers of an exces.sive diameter, and, by
multiplying the points of contact with the fuel, to
make the combustion more uniform over the entire
area of the hearth. Sometimes a special twyer isadded on the lymph side, for the purpose of removing
irregularities caused by local cooling, and is only
used in case of the hearlh becoming obslrncted.
In small charcoal furnaces, working with an open
t
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tlie gases are often taken off by wrouglit-iron
pioes perforating the wall of the furnace about 10 or
12 feet below the top. This jjlan is commonly used
in Sweden for supplying gases to mine kilns, liotblast stoves, etc., but can only be practiced on a
small scale. The supply is apt to be somewhat irregular, from the stoppage of the holes by the demore perfect method for the
scending charge.
same purpose, is that of contracting tlie throat b.v
the insertion of a cast or wrought-iron cylinder of
somewhat smaller diameter tlian the ring-wall, so
that an anntilar space at the top is kept clear the materials of the charge, and forms a connecting flue
for the gases.
In order to prevent the charges from
blocking up the lower part, it is usual to increase
the diameter of the shaft by the amount required to
form the flue, and the tube restores the furnace to

throat,

A

its
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original section.

When

it is desired to collect the whole of the gases
given off at the top of the furnace, it is necessary to
work with a closed throat. The most generally used,
and, at the same time, one of the simplest contrivances for this purpose is that known as the cup and
cone. It consists of an inverted conical cast-iron
funnel fixed to the top of the furnace, whose lower
aperture is of about one-half of the diameter of the
throat.
An upright cast-iron cone is placed in the
furnace below the cup it is suspended by a chain
attached to its apex, so that it may be raised or lowered at pleasure; in the former position it bears against
the bottom of the cup, and forms an air-tight stopper, preventing the escape of any gas from the top
of the furnace, whicli then finds its way out by proper passages through the wall of the furnace in the
space above tlie charges enclosed by the cup but
when lowered it allows the charges in the cup to be
dropped into the furnace, and at the same time acts
as a distributer.
Only the small amount of gas that
is lost during the time of charging is allowed to escape, and as this operation is very quickly performed, the current through the mains is kept up with
great regularity. The cone is stispended by an archheaded lever, carrying a counterbalance at the end
of the opposite arm.
The rising or lowering is effected by a pinion, moved by a hand-wheel gearing
into a segmental rack attached to the counterbalance
weight. The gas passes through a lateral flue into a
square wrought-iron main-pipe, or conduit, which
distributes it to the various pipes feeding the boiler
fires and hot-blast stoves. A modification of the cup
and cone is in use in Cleveland, where the cone is
replaced by an external cylinderical stopper, which
is lifted during the charging time, and lowered when
the throat is stopped, the object being to allow the
charges to occupy the space wliicli is necessarily
kejjt empty for working the cone on the old system.
It w-as foimd, however, tliat the working of the furnace was injured from the want of a proper distributer for the charges, on account of the absence of
the cone: when this was supplied by suspending
a conical ring by three chains to the bottom of the
;

;

plus, regularity in cliarging was restored.
In the charcoal furnaces of Lake Superior and Styria, a charging barrow is tised, which is constructed
exactly in the same manner as the cup and cone. The
body of the barrow is an inverted eight-sided pyramidal cup, the bottom being an upriglit cone, which,
when dropped by a lever attacacd to its summit,
leaves an annular space for the materials to pass out
into the furnace, at the same time they are directed
towards the circumference of the throat, in sliding
over the surface of the c(me. At Rhonitz. in Ilungary, charging barrows are used having sliding cylindrical sides in addition to the dropping conical b<ittoni, so that the charging takes place in a ring to.
wards the sides of the furnace as well as at the center.
Biittgenbach'ssystem of furnace construction originally adopted at T^euss on the Rhine, has been followed to some extent in France and Germany. In
tills neither red-brick nor sheet-iron casing is used,

the stack wall being formed of single rings of moulded fire-bricks, with a few wrought-iron iioops. This
is carried upon cast-iron columns, or brick-piers,
the hearth being entirely independent and accessible
on all sides. The charging platform is carried by the
gas down-comer, which, instead of being a single
large tube, is diverted into several smaller ones. which
together form a kind of scaffolding to support the
top of the furnace, part of it being carried by the
stack wall, which is free to expand and contract under clianges of temperature, as it is relieved from the
downwardpressureof the heavy structure at the top.
In a furnace at Schwechat, near Vienna, tlie stack
consists of a single thickness of fire-brick hoopedwith
iron rings, carried upon arches uniting piers of red
brick-work 23 feet high, upon a base 40 feet square.
The upper end of the stack is cased with sheet-iron
for a height of about 12 feet, and the hoops are united together by flat bars of iron, forming a casing
which^ while it allows the bricks to be freely exposed
to the air, is sufficiently strong to bear a part of the
weight of the top of the furnace, the remaining support being given by the gas down-comers. Theiiearth
has seven courses of water-blocks built into it between the twyers and the junction with the stack.
These are flat cast-iron boxes covered with sheet-irt)n
and open behind. Water is introduced by a pipe into
the uppermost series, and flows downward through
the lower ones; the cooling action tends to preserve
the brick-work of the boshes from corrosion, especially when the ore contains much manganese. The
gas brought down from the furnace top is received in
a ring-shaped tube, partly filled with water and open
at the side. The water is raised in the opening b}' the
pressure of the gas, and forms an air-tight joint.Tlie
furnace is 61 J feet high,18Ueet diameter in the boshes,
and 7^ feet in the hearth the capacity is 9990 cubic
feet, and the dail}- make 46 to .50 tons of Bessemer
iron from the spathic ore of Styria.
In laying out new works at the present time it is
usual to build the furnaces of a more or less skittle
or tub-shaped section, all sharply contrasted slopes
being avoided, the diameter increasing continuously
from the throat to the boshes, and then being contracted in a similar manner down to the heartli-bottom, without having a cylindrical hcartli. The form
of the bod3'of such a furnace is well represented by
a common soda-water bottle.supposing the neck anil
the pointed bottom to be removed.
In Scotland the
same kind of section is used, with the addition of a
broad cylindrical hearth. In Cleveland slightly-curved
stacks, with Cimical boshes and cylindricalheiirtlis,
are the rule. In South Wales the latter conditions are
often reversed, the lower part, up to the top of the
boshes, being made conical, while the stack, which
is for a certain distance cylindrical, is terminated by
a strongly-curved dome. In all cases of the above,
however, the hearths are of considerable breadth.
In French, Belgian, and German furnaces curved
sections are less common than in this country. .\
more especial characteristic is, however, the small
diameter of hearth generally adopted, the sides being
brought in from the boshes in a strongly-curved convex sweep. This type, which is usually combined
witli an extremelj' massive construction of hearth, is
very similar in form to an inverted claret-bottle, having the bottom and the greater part of the neck removed the body, which increases from the bottom
upward with a slight taper, representing the stack,
the shoiUdcr tlie sweep of the boshes, and the narrowneck the hearth. Swedish charcoal furnaces are generally of considerable height when compared with
the hearth and boshes form part of
their diameter
the same cone. usually very acute. The stack is either
wholly or in part cylindrical. In Siyria the diarcoal
furnaces used for smelt ing spathic ores resemble hose
of Sweden by I heir consideiable lieight.as compared
with the breadth and the steep slope of the conical
parts, 1)111 are specially distinguished by tlieir narrow throats, which often do not exceed 2i feel.
;

;
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other dinHMisions of l>last-fiirnaceg rrusliing strain of 5 ewt. per square inch. Verj- tall
furnaces, therefore, can scarcely be used with tender
fuil, such as soft charcoal, or coal, and pulverulent
ores. Much of the anthracite of South Wales is in the
same condition, as it decrepitates, and is apt to choke
up the furnace, if not removed by an extra-powerful
blast. The furnaces, therefore, worked with this fuel,
though of large diameter, and jirovided with a great
number of twyers, are usually of small height.
The time o<(upied in the descent of the materials
from the throiit to thehearlli is chietly del)enilent upon the capacity of the furnace. It is of the greatest
ini)>oflance that this should be so regulated as to insure an early commencement of the reduction of the
ore to the metallic state at a low tem|)erature, otherwise, in the event of protoxide of iron and silica coining in contact with each other in a more highly-heatwas also removed. It was therefore apjiarent that, ed almosphere, a silicate is formed, which is easily
by altering these jiarls in conformity with the indi- fusible, but dilliciiltly reducible, aii<l, running down
cations, a double advantage was altaineit. a certain into the hearth, forms what is known as a scouring
amount of inalirials being saved, while the furnace or black cinder, at the same time giving ri.se to white
was sooner brought to its best working condition iron. The harder a furnace is driven, therefore, the
than was the case when it liad first to be cut into greater is the tendency to deterioration in the (pianshape by the heat.
tity of the metal iiroduced, owing to the quicker deIf we consider the nature of the work done in the scent of the charges; and it will, therefore, be apparblast furnace with reference to the amount of iron ent that when an increased make is desired, larger
produced in a given time, it will be evident that an furnaces should be used.
increase of such production can only be obtained
The ditliculty of insuring uniformity of temperature
from the .same ores bj- passing a large number of in circular hearths ot large character has led to the
charges through in the .same time; this, however, proposal of a more elongated form, such as an ellipse
depends upon the facilities possessed for withdraw- or oblong rectangle: the latter being adopted in Haing them by fusion at the bottom; for, however cliette's furnace, which was introduced in Hussia a
great the cui)ic contents may be, it is clear that new- few years back, and has been tried experimentally in
materials can only be supplied in proiiorlion to the other p;irts of Kurope. The oblong hearth is com.speed with which those charged before them are re- bined willi a shiift, increasing regularly in diameter
:noved.
The power of fusion is, however, to be upwards, the section at the throat being from two
measured by the space offered for combustion of fuel and a half to three and a half times as large as that
by the blast, and as in the best condition of work, this measured at the level of the twyers. The object of
.space should be confined as much as possible to the this arrangement, which gives a furnace similar in
plane of the twj-ers, it follows that increase of form to a calcining kiln, is to produce a more pro.space for more active ct>nd)ustion is to begot mainly longed contact between the gases and the materials
by augmenting the width of thehearlli. The amount of the charge, by reducing the velocity 'jf the upward
of such an increase is to be determined by the power current,
'fhe use of drying Hues is another new feaof the blast, which must be of sutlicient tension to ture in Hachetle's furnace these are a .series of rampenetrate to the center of the hearth.
ifying rectangular passages, traversing the outer
Greater height maj* be given to a furnace, either casing of the stack at ditferent levels, which are in
to increase its capacity, or to intercept more com- connection with a similar chamlier placed below the
pletely the enormous quantity of heat carried up- hearth. Before blowing in, a tire, placed in the chamward by Ihega.seous products of combustion. Strictlj- ber, warms up the whole of the ma.sonry uniformly,
speaking, there should be no combustion of fuel, ex- and more (juickly than can be done on the olil syscept in the region of fusion, and the space immedia- tem; afterwards the Hues may be used for the reverse
tely adjoining, where the carbonic acid produced at purpose of cooling the masonry by the circulation of
the twyers is converted into carbonic o.xiiie. The cold air. The twyers, from twelve to sixteen in numlatter gas, and the nitrogen of the air consumed, are ber, are arranged in two rows, breaking joint with
charged with the reduction of the o.xides of iron in eacli other, on the opposite long sides of the hearth;
the ore to the metallic state, and the progressive a dam and tapping place are provided on each of the
heating of the materials in the tipper region of the short sides, so that the removal of slag and iron may
furnace. The greater the distance, therefore, of the be effected from either end.
upper end of the column of materials from the level
In the simplest of the preceding cases the charge is
of most active combustion, the more perfectly will dropped into the center of the throat, and forms a
the heat be abstracted from the gases; therefore, we conical heap, sloping outwards to the circumference
might expect that the greatest economy of fuel would at an angle varying, with the nature of the matebe found in the tallest furnaces, and this is practi- rials, from about 35^ to 40", the latter being the
cally the case, as exemplified in the newer furnaces maximum inclination of the talus formed by coke.
in Cleveland, which have l)een successively increased Owing to dilTerences of form and density, the fragfrom a height of 50 or CiO feel to 70 feet and uiiwards, ments' of ore and fuel take up different positions in
in one instance attaining as much as !Mj feet, with an the furnace, the former usually remaining in the
increased saving of fuel in each case. Of course place where thev first strike the surface of the colonly the sensible heat is abstracted from the gases,
umn, while the lighter and more voluminous masses
an amount that is quite independent of the further of fuel roll down the slope until they liave establishand much larger quantit}' that may be got by burn- ed a talus at the proper angle of repose. It will easing them in air.
ilj' be seen, therefore, that this is the worst po.ssible
.The conditions limiting the height of the furnace combination, the fuel being mainly distributed toare mainly due to the character of the ores and fuel, wards the circumference, where there is a comparaas regards their power of resisting crushing when ex- tively free passage for the gases, while the ore reposed to the pressure of a tall column of materials, maiiis in a dense column, impenetrable at thecenter.
and the initial velocity of the blast. The favorable and descends without being properly heated. 'When
results given above, as obtained in Cleveland, are due coke is used, the friction of the fragments against
to the extremely hard character of the coke employed, the wall is so very great as to increase the tendency
which, according to Bell, is capable of resisting a to form obstructions, or scaffold*, and their attendant
Till' lu'ight iiiui

vary very coiisidcrably in ililTiTciit lociililics with the
nature of th<- ores iiiui fuel. No special rules can lie
laid down as to the form hest suited for a particular
class of ore, e.xperience having shown that tlie re(juireinents of each class are to be met by special arransremenls. The most useful ijiiide in the construction of new furnaces is furnished by the condition of those that have been blown out after working upon the same kind of ore. It was by comparisons of this kind that the modern barrel-sha]ied furnace was elaborated by (Jiblions, in South Slatfor<lshire, from the older conical form, the section of the
newer furnace being inodilied wherever the action
of the lire was found to be strongest: thus square
lieartlis were burnt out to a circular form, and the
sharp angle at the joining of the hearth and boshes
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known as slips, when the charge falls, owing to
the removal of the obstruction, by gradually increasing pressure from above, an.l by the removal of sup
The ore in the center, by its greater
ports below.
velocity of descent, passes through tlie fuel charged
before it, producing an inversion of charge, so that
the slags change irregularly from white to black, according to the preponderance of the ore or fuel at the
twyers.
When the charges are thrown in close to the circumference of the throat, the surface of the column
of materials forms a conical cup, the lighter fragments
rolling inwards towards the center, while the ore remains at the outside.
The tendency is. therefore,
for the fuel and larger masses of ore to collect in the
middle, where it forms a column, which, on account
of its ready permeability as compared with, the more
densely-packed ore at the sides, gives a more equable
draught over the entire horizontal section of the
shaft, at the same time that the bulk of the ore descends slowly through tlie region of maximum heating by the gases, Ijoth conditions tending to uniformity of working and economy of fuel.
When the
throat is very wide, however, and the furnace low.
the draught at the center mav become too strong,
leading to an unnecessary consumption of fuel by diverting the gases from the sides. The continual contact of metallic o.xides has also an injurious effect upon the lining of the furnace, as the silica of the
bricks Is liable to combine with proto.xide of iron,
forming a fusible silicate, by which they are rapidly
destroyed.
When a conical funnel or charging plates are used,
the surface of the column in the furnace presents an
annular ridge, sloping both towards the center and
the circumference, the ores occupying the crest of
the ring, while the fuel and larger blocks are intermixed at either side.
This is b}' far the most favorable condition for uniform working, as then the
charge and fuel are more perfectly mixed than by
either of the preceding methods. The use of the movable cones below the funnel, is in the ordinary cupand-cone arrangements, corrects the tendency to accumulations at the center, which is experienced
when the charging funnel is too much contracted at
evil,

lower end.
Tapping. The molten metal accumulating in the
lieartli of the furnace is removed at regular intervals
by tapping, or piercing a hole through the lower part
of the dam, and allowing the metal to tiow into the
sand or cast-iron moulds placed in front of the furnace.
Before tapping, tlie blast is shut off. and the
tymp stopping removed. The tap-hole is opened by
(iriving in the point of a wrought-iron bar, which is
held by one man. while another strikes the end with
a sledge hammer if necessary.
The moulds, or pig
beds, usual!)' consists of a series of furrows in the
sand of the casting floor, moulded by wooden cores
of a D-shaped section.
The curved side is placed
downwards, and usually has the name or mark
(brand) of the works attached to it. The moulds are
arranged in parallel scries on either side of a central
feeder, known as a sow: and as soon as one series is
tilled, tlie current is allowed to tiow into the next,
and so on until the cast is completed.
In Sweden
cast-iron moulds are generally used instead of sand.
When the ore contains lead, a certain quantity may
be oljtained in the metallic slate by tapping the
hearth at the lowest possible point, or by making a
hole below the hearth bottom, and collecting the metal which tinils its way through tlie joints of the
stones.
In the latter case a small tire is kept burning in the hole to prevent the lead from solidifying,
and it is then allowed to accumulate until a suflicient
quantity has been obtained for a cast.
Ill'iiring in.
When a furnace is quite new. the
whole of the masonry must be very carefully dried
before it can be lighted.
This may require several
weeks, according to the state of the atmosphere and
the nature of the materials employed.
When per-

its

fectly dry the hearth is filled with wood, and the uppe. part of the furnace, to the top of the boshes,
with coke, which is then lighted from below.
As
soon as the fire has burnt through to the surface a
light charge of ore is given, which is repeated when
Twelve hours after
the tire reappears at the top.
lighting, a grating of bars, carried by an external
bearer laid across the rack plates of the hearth, is
placed within the furnace, a little below the level of
the tymp: the column of materials being thus supported, the cinders and ashes of tlie coke filling the
hearth are then removed, and the air pas.sing through
the grate bars, revives the combustion in the upper
part of the furnace.
When the lower part of the
is glowing, the bars are withdrawn, and the ignited materials are allowed to fall into the hearth.
The fire is then slackened by stopping up the forehearth as before.
The same process is repeated at
the end of every twelve hours, or if it is desired to get
As
the furnace in blast quicker, everj- six hours.
soon as the first charge gets down to the hearth the
dam and twyers are fixed in position, and the blast
is turned on, cold air, and nozzles of a reduced diam-

mass

eter,

being adopted

at

first.

The furnace

is

then

the throat, as if in regular work; but the
weight of the charges, as well as the temperature of
blast and diameter of twyers, must be gradually increased, so as to get to the proper burden in about
seven or eight days.
When several kinds of ore are
at hand it is well to begin with the poorest, as for
the same volume of charge the burden will be lighter.
The above is the old method of scaffolding, which is
stUl used in France.
In England a more rapid plan
The top of the wood in the hearth is
is adopted.
covered by a considerable quantity of coke, followed
by alternate layers of coke and limestone, the latter
for tiuxing the ash of the fuel, until the furnace is
one-third full.
When the fire is well started, and
small charges of ore are added, the blowing is commenced with twyers of a very reduced area. If properly managed, grey iron and clean cinders may be
obtained from the lieginning; but for this purpose it
is essential not to increase the burden too rapidlj', or
to drive too hard at first.
lihwing out. When a furnace is to be put out of
blast, it is advisable to reduce the charges as much
as possible for a short time before, in order to get the
hearth as hot as possible, so as to remove any metaK
The gas tubes, and all metal fitlie obstructions.
tings of the throat, are then removed, and the charging being stopped, the contents of the furnace are
The
entirely liquefied by the last charge of fuel.
last tapping must be made from as low a point as
possible.
The sides and bottom of the hearth are
often found to be covered with masses of imperfecllvagglomerated malleable iron, the so-called bears,
wolves, or sows, and isolated cr^-stals, or even large
masses of a copper-red compound, formerly supposed to be metallic titanium, but which has been
shown bv Wohler to be a cvano-nitride bavins the
3 Ti'^X.
composition Ti C^N
filled to

+

Stoppage of Furnace.

through failure of the

It

may sometimes happen,

blast engine, or a deficiency

of materials, that a furnace must be stopped lor
some time. This is done by closing up the throat
and all the twyer holes hermetically with sand or
If the charges have been previously diminished to a certain extent, so as to keep a good body
of fuel in the furnace, it may be stopped for about a
week without serious inconvenience but if the blast
be interrupted for a longer pciiod. tlie cooling lakes
place to such an exteul that the furnace becomes
blocked up, and would probablj' be obliged to be

clay.

;

abandoned.

The greatly-increased production, of modern, as
compared with older furnaces, is due partly to their
much larger size, and partly to more rajiid driving,
produced'by giving more blast. No general rule can
be laid down "as to the time necessary for complete
reduction of the ores previous to their actual fusion

—
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separation of metal and slag by liquation,
obviously dependent upon niany variable elements, sueli as the iirealer or less density of the ores
and fuel, the richness of tlu- former, wnether they
are readily reducible, or have a tendency to scoritiThis point nuisl. therefore, be detercalion. etc.
mined by actual experiment for each particular fur-

lbs. ore, 1.5 lbs. clay, and 4 lbs.
of washed metal, to 1^ tub flSj" cubic feet or il.') ll)s.)
of charcoal.
The (hiily production is 7i tons; the
furnace is tapped at intervals of one and a half hours,
fourteen charges being made during the sami' p<riod,
including a blank one, /. i. of fuel without burden.
These furnaces are driven at a very high speed.
nace, by varyins; tlie amount of blast and tlie burden The first tapping takes place twelve hours after lightof ore and liuxes, until the particular result re(|uir<(i, ing, and afterwards at intervals of two to two and a
The burden of ores snu'lled per tub of
either in respect to ((Ualily orcpiantity of produce, is half hours.
obtained. Otlier thini;s bein;; ei|ual. the tinu- of re- 7J feet of charcoal varies from 170 lo 220 lbs. with
from
cold,
and
220 to 2.")0 lbs. with hoi blast. The
duction will be lessened the more perfictly the materials are exposed to the action of the upward fiase- cousumptiim of charcoal is from G5 to 70 per cent, of
ous current. It therefore becomes of the greatest the weight of the metal produced, or from 13J to 14
importance to render the flow of gases as unitorm as cwt. per ton. See SIfel.
STEVENS GUN.— Messrs. J. Stevens Co. of Chicpossible throughout the mass, by the use of proper
charging and gas-collecting applia.ices. Especial opee Falls. Mass., have obtained a special rcpuliu
care nuist be taken that no hindrance is offered to the tion for their sporting-arms. Fig. 1, represents the
free etHux of the current at the top of the furnace. combined central-fire rifle and shot-gun, the shotFor this reason, these methods, based upon the col- barrel fitting in the same stock. Fig. 2. represents
lection of the gases above, or in tlie <enler of the the new model Himter's Pet, which is much used as
charge, are to be preferred to such as employ lateral II pinM-carliine, and for accurate shooting at short
This arm weighs from 2 pounds for
10-in.
flues, penetrating the wall below the level of the range.
throat, whereby the current is diverted, without being allowed to give up its heat to the uppiT part of
An increase
the column of materials above the flues.
in the volume of blast, keeping the pressure constant,
has a tendency to put the furnace on while iron. By
increasing both jiressure and temperature, on the
other liaiul. especially with refractory ores, greyer
or more highlj-carburised iron is likely to be produced.
The nature of the work done by blast-furnaces can
only be understood by examining the conditions of
production prevailing in dillerent districts. The following example gives some of the working details of
a furnace selected merely for the purpose of illustra-

and
as

tlie

charge includes 223

it is

&

ii,

tion.

At Eisencrz. in Styria, the furnaces consist of two
truncated cones, with a very narrow throat, and are
distinguished from the ordinary blast-furnace by
being without a fore-hearth. Ihemetal and slag being
allowed to collect in the hearth, which is comparatively shallow, and are tap|)ed olT togelluT at short
intervals, the

number

of casts varying

from

.T

to

l(i

The ores are chietly spathic,
in twenty-four hours.
ijoor in manganese, partly pure, and parily altered
In order to get rid as comuito brown henuitite.
pletely as possible of the sulphur due to the presence
of pyrites in small iiuanlities, they are allowed to
weather for two, three, or more years after roasting.
The amount of iron varies from :!"> to .W |)er cent.
The object sought to be attained is the production of
white iron, for conversion into bar iron, from rich
and easily-reducible ores, with a minimum expenditure of fuel (charcoal). This is done by working under a very heavy burden, the tendency to obstructions caused by this jiroceeding being counteracted
by giving charges of fuel alone at regidar intervals.
Some varieties of ore are of the self-fluxing kind; but
as a rule they contain a consideraole quantity of
liuie, requiring the adilition of siliceous and aluminous llvixes, such as clay or clay slate. The following
are the charges and yields of "two furnaces, taken as

a sample

:

Fridau'n Furiuicf, Vordfrnberg. The charge
consists of 5 to ti cwt. of roasted ore, 10 per cent, of
clay. and 8 to 10 lbs. of washed metal, i.i. granulated
pig iron, recovered from the slag by stamping and
washing. The fuel is measured 2 tubs, or 1.51 feet,
or about 101 lbs. of soft pine-wood charcoal being
employed i)er cliarge. The burden of ore is graducwt. per charge, and then dially raised from 'A to
minished similarly, a blank charge of fuel lieina given
at each change. The daily production is from IHi to
20 tons. The t<vyers ])lunge or incline at an angle of
5". so that the furnace fultils, to some extent, the functions of a refinery.
1.

]

Fig.

i>n

;

Ki-.

1

about 5i

lbs.,

and

is

;;.

A

heavier pattern weigha
good for all shooting up to 40

barrel to 2^ for an 18-in.
rods.

The

Stevens' shooting-gallery

rifle is

a specialty

There are more of them
used in shooting-galleries than of all others combined. The .\ustin Bros., Boone Bros.,Fraync Combination, Capt. Joe Kambolt and wife, Baughman
and Butler. Buffalo Bill,\Vild Harry, Fanny Herring,
and others always use them when shooting apples
from the heads of each other. In some cases the
marksman points therifleover theshouldcr.and takes
V"n Fi»dier's Furnace, Vorderiiberg. This is aim by the reflection in a small looking-glass belore
2.
one of the smallest furnaces in the world. The usual him. They give this rifle decided preference over all

and challenges the world.
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other weapons in performing tliese dangerous feats.
Tlie Stevens gun can be easily taken apart and carried in a valise or trunk, which is a great advantage
over other styles. This point is greatly appreciated
by those who travel long distances, as the arm once
carefulh' packed with other traps, needs no further
attention until required for use. This is astrong pomt
with all the Stevens arms, viz.
tlieir great portability. Another good feature is. unless specially ordered otherwise, tiiey are all chambered for the ordinarj' rim-lire aramimition, which can be had in any
village in the land. Absolutely no traps at all are required except a wiping-rod, which should be frequently used with a woolen rag wet with oil to keep
the barrels in the best condition for fine shooting.
STEP. In a military sense, step signifies pace, or
progression by one removal of the foot. The term
:

also figuratively used to signify promotion; thus,
the step from a Lieutenant to a Captain, and so on to
higher grades. To step out, is to lengthen the step,
without altering the cadence. To slep short, is to dimmish or slacken the pace, according to the tactics.
These phrases are frequently used in military movements when it is found necessary to gain ground in
front, or to give the rear of a column, etc., time to
acquire its proper distance. Jialance-step, is so called
from the body being balanced upon one leg, in order
to render it firm and steady in military movements,
is

ing from heel to heel, the sole near the ground, the
toe a little depressed, the knee straight and slisrlitly
turned out at the same time throw the weight of
the body forward, and plant the foot without sliock,
the weight of the body resting upon it
next, in like
manner, advance the riglit foot. and plant it as above;
continue the march, whhout crossing the legs or striking one against the other, keeping the face direct to
the front. The Instructor indicates from time to
time the cadence of the step by calling out, one. two,
three, four; or left, right, the instant the left and right
foot, respectively, should be planted.
Being in march, to shorten the step, t/ie Instructor
commands; 1. S/iort step, 2, Mabch. At the second
command the length of the step is reduced to fourteen
inches, the squad resuming the full step at the com;

;

—

—

STEP.

j

mand;

1.

Forward.

2.

Makch.

Bemg in march to mark

time the Instructor commands: 1 Jlar/c time 2. JIabch.
At the second command given the instant one foot is,
comingto the ground, continuethe cadence and make
semblance of marching,without gaining ground, by alternately advancing each foot about half of hs length,
and brmging it back square with the other. To re.

sume the

left foot, without jerk, about fourteen inches to the
front, tlie knee straightening as the foot is brought
forward, the toe turned out and slightly depressed,
the sole of the foot about three inches from the ground
the body balanced firmly on the right foot, and inclining slightly forward. At thecommaud rear, carrj' the left foot, without any jerk, to the rear, the
knee slightly bent, the toe on a line with the right heel,
and inclining slightly downward. The steps may be
continued by alternating the commands, /or^rarrf and
renr. At the command lialt, given after the command rear, plant the foot by the side of the other.

direct step the Instructor commands: 1. ForM.1RCH. Being in march, to change step, the
Instructor commands; 1. Change step. 2. March. At the
command ;«a/-cA given the instant the right foot comes
to the ground, the left foot is advanced and planted;the
hollow of the right is then advanced against the heel
of the left, the recruit again stepping off witli the left.
The change on the right foot is similarly executed,
the command march being given when the left foot
strikes the ground. Being'in march, to march to the
rear the Instructor comma'nds; 1 To the rear, 2. March.
At the command march, given as the right foot strikes
the ground, ailvance and plant the left foot; then turn
on the balls of both feet, face to the right about, and
immediately step off with the left foot.
Being at a halt to side step, the Instructor commands 1. Side step to the right (or left), 2. March.
At the command »iTr'-A, carry the right foot six inches
to the right keeping the knees straight and the shoulders square to the front; as soon as the right foot is
planted, bring the left foot to the side of it, and continue the movement, observing the cadence, until the
commands; 1. Sgueid. 2. H-ilt. Side steps are always executed in quick time, unless common time
be specified. Being at a halt to back step the Instnictor commands; 1. Jieickward. 2. 3Iarch. At thecommaud march, step off smartly with the left foot fourteen inches straight to the rear. measuring from heel to
heel.andsoon with the feet in succession till the commands 1. Sguad, 2. Halt. At the command halt,
bring back the foot in front to the side of the one in

The

rear.

etc.

In the United States Service, the length of the dicommon and in quick time, is twentyeight inches, measured from heel to heel; and the cadence is at the rate of ninetj' steps per minute for
rect step, in

common

time, and one hundred and ten steps for
quick time. The principles of the direct step are
taught by means of the bahinee-step ; during its execution the Instructor requires the recruits to keep
the body, shoidders, arms, and hands in the position
of a soldier.
The Instructor

commands

:

1.

Balance-step, 2. Left

FoRWAKD, 4. Reae, .5. Halt. At the coxaxoAnA forward, bend slightly the left knee, and carrj'

foot, 3.

the

balance-step with the right foot is similarly executed. To execute the balance-step, gaining ground
to the front, the Instructor commands, 1. Jinlunee.
step. 2. Left flint. 3. Fobwakd. 4. Gkoxtn-d, 5. Halt.
At the command forward, atlvanoe the left foot as
previously explained, at the command ^rownrf, plant
it without sliock, the foot advancing as the weight
of the body is brought forward, the left lieel twentyeight-inches from the right; the right foot is then advanced without command to the \>oi\X'ionoi for ward,
and similarly planted at the word ground. The movement is continued by the command ground, until
the command halt.whvnyhK foot in ;ulvance is planted and the one in rear brought to the side of it. The
conunandyr"«Hd,is at first given in very slow cadence
to allow each recruit to balance himself ou the foot
that is planted, and is afterward gradually increased
to common time.
The principles of the balance-step being thoroughly understood, to niiirchin the direct step. the Instructor commands: 1. Foru^ard, 2. donmon time. 3.
Makch. At the command /'jrj/'rt/y/, throw the weight
of the bod}- upon the right leg without bending the
left knee.
At the command manfi, move the left
leg smartly, but without jerk, carry the foot straightforward twenty-eight inches from the right, measur-

ward,

2.

,

.

:

:

The length of the double step is thirfy-three inches;
the cadence is at tlie rate of one hundred and sixtyfive steps per minute. To teach the principles of the
double step, the Instructor commands: 1 Double step,
At the first command, raise the hands
2. M.\kch.
till the forearms are horizontal, fingers closed, nails
toward the body, elbows to the rear. At the command march, raise the left leg to the front, bending
and then elevating the knee as much as possible, the
part of the leg between the knee and instep vertical,
the toe depressed; replace the foot in its former ]iosition,and execute the similar movement witli the
right leg. The Instructor, placiug himself seven or
eight yards in front of the recruit and facing him,
indicates the cadence by the commands, one, two,
given alternately as the left and right foot touch the
ground, beginnins in common time, and increasing
gradually to double time. The alternate movement
of the feet is continued till the commands: 1. Sguatl.
2. Halt.
At the command halt.bnnf: the foot, which
is raised, by the side of the other, drop the hands,
and resume the position of the soldier.
The recruit being established in the principles of
the step the Instructor commands; 1. Forward, 2.
Double time, 3. March. At the command /oruiard.
.

;
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throw tin- wi'iiilit of ilu; boiiy on the riHit Icir; n| the
second conimund, raise the luimls uulil llic forearms
are liorizontal: altlie cominaml marc/i. larry forward
the left foot, the hi; slightly heiil: the knee somewhat raised, and plant the foot, the toe first, thirtytliree inches from the right; then execute the same
motion with the right foot; continue this alternate
movement of the feet; throwing the weight of the
body upon the foot in advance and allowing a natural swinging nii>lion to the arnts. The doid)le step under urgent circumstances may lie increased to one
liundred and eighty steps per minute. At this rate a
mile can be passed over in ten or eleven minutes.

The

recruits are also exercised in running, the principles being the same as for double time.
In marching in double tinu' aiul at the run, the men
breathe as much as possible through the nose, keeping the mouth closed; experience lias ]iroved that, by
conforming to this principle, men can go much farther with less fatigue.
Kecentand interesting experiments in cadence and

STERRO METAL.— .\n

I

alloy used in

gun-making.

d( rives its name from the (ireek word signifying
" linn."
It consists of copper and s)ielter, with Very
small portions of iron and tin
and In these latter its
iieculiar properties are attributed.
It has a brassyellow color, is close in grain, is free from porosity,
and has considerable hardness, whereby it is suitably
adapted to bearing-metal, or to other purposes, where
resistance to friction is needed. SUrrn-iiietnl ])ossesses
another quality, which, in reference to its application for guns, is regaided as mor" important than its
high tenacity, namely, great elasticity. The inventor ])roposes that, in heavy ordnance, the interinr
should consist of wUxhv ui kI> rra-mi till. and. over this,
wrought or cast-iron should be shrunk from the breech
to beyond the trunnions.
The following is the composition, as given by Baron Kosthorn, of the Imperial Arsenal, the inventor:
It

;

j

Copper

.5.5.04

.57.(i3

"]

Tin
Zinc

0.83
42.3(i

!

'"
,

0.15

40.23

1.77
made at West Point by Colonel II. ('. Iron
1.81!
Haslirouck.U. S. Army. The Cadets at the Military It differs from JC^r's metal, mainly in having a small
Academy are arranged according to size throughout quanlitv of tin.
STETSON MAGAZINE GUN.- This rifle has a fixed
the battalion; the tiles on the outer flanks of the flank
companies are over six feet, and on the inner flanks chamber closed by a movable breech-block, which
slides in the line of the barrel by indirect action, beof the center companies about Ave feet in height.
Measurements of the cadi'uce and length of step ing moved by levers from below. The ;irm resemwere taken nmnv times for each company ami under bles exiernallv, in its operation, and in many of its
features, the Winchester.
It is locked in the act of
all circumstances, in colunin of fours and platoons,
with right and left in front, in line, maneuvering, and closing the lever-guard, bj' a projection on the bolt
marching in a straight line over a measured course being thrown upward in front of a shoulder in the
The empty shells are
of 300 yards, and at quick and double time; also with upper portion of the frame.
and without music by the Academy Band. As it ejected through the same lateral opening by which
was supposed possible that a step that was suitable tile magazine is charged. It is provided with a cutand natural for the active but not yet fully developed off for the magazine, by which it can be reserved for
young gentlemen thiit compose the Corps of Cadets an emergency while thearm is being used as a singlemight not do tor the soldiers of the Army, measure- loader.
STICKLER. A sidesman to fencers, or second to a
ments of the cadence and length of step of a Company of Engineers, a very well instructed and fine ap- duelist.
STILETTO.—
A small poniard which came into use
pearing Company were also taken.
during Ilic Middle Ages. and which is of couiinnn use
The results obtained were as follows:
even :ii tliis (la\
Tiic blade is round and pointed.
Hattalion of Cadets.
STILLMAN MAGAZINE.— The comb of the butt.30".2
Average length of step,(|uick time
stock is counterbciri'd for four inusket cartridges.
ll.'i
Slowest cadence, quick time without band
28". <> They are kept in [ihice by a lid swinging backward,
Shortest step, ipiick time
Longest step, (luick lime
31 ".3 which is kept ojien when raised. and shut when closed
lf)9
by a tl;it spring which bears on corri'sponding flat surSlowest cadence, (piick time, without band
faces on the hinge. When the lid is raised the cart119
Fastest cadence, quick time, without band
ridges are kept from accidentally falling (uit by cop120
Average cadence, quick time, with band
37".2 per bushings, as in the Hentoii miignzini. This magaAverage length of step, double time
zine has been modilied so as to allow the lid to swing
Average cadence of step, double time, without
sidewise in opening.
184
band
35"..')
STINK POT.- Ill warfare a shell, often of earlhiiiShortest step, double time
38 '.9 ware. charged with combustibles, which, on bursting,
Longest step, double time
emit a foul smell and sufTocaling smoke. It is useful
181
Slowest cadence, double time, without band
188
in sieges for driving the garrison from their defenses;
Fastest cadence, double time, without band
also in boarding a sliip. for elTecling a diversion while
180
Average cadence, double time, with band
the as.sailants gain the deck. The stink-pot is a favorCompany op Enoineers.
31".5 ite weapon of the Chinese. I'lider the more eU'gant
Average length of step, quick time.
title of Aspliyxiated-shell, the French and other mod120
Average cadence of step, quick time
37".
ern nations have experimenteil considerably on this
.
Average length <if step, dtiulile time
mode of harassing the enemy. Also written Stink178
Average cadence of step double time
It will be noted that the shortest step taken in quick bnll.
STIRRUP.— The iron hoop fastened to the saildle
and double time is longer than the step prescribed in
the Tactics. The slowest cadence viz., 109, was made by a hatlier strap, to enable the rider to mount and
dismount, and supjiort his foot while in the saddle.
It is believed
in marching against a very high wind.
that an increase in the length and cadence of the step, The present Englisli stirrups are similar to those atProbiu tached to a hunting-saddle. The stirrup-irons are
in both quick and double time, is desirable.
bly.a length of 30" and cadence of 120 for quick time; made of shear-steel. The lance-stirrup has a leather
and a length of 3(1" and cadence 17.5 for double time, bucket iittached to it, for the butt of the lance. The
would be a great improvement and would prove prac- stirrup was not used till the 14th century. Its shape
has varied very much.-iocording to the time and the
ticable and suitable for all the men in service.
8TER HYDRAULIC PRESS.— A press in which a people. At first it was only a strap, to which was
powerful hydrostatic pressure is obtained by intro- subsequently added a flat piece of wood or metal
ducing into the cylinder of a hydraulic-press already and afterwards it was of a triangular shape, as may
filled with liquid, not an acMitional amount of liquid be seeu in the frescoes of the Ciithedral of Brunsby successive impulses, as in the case of the hydraul- wick, The stirrups used in battle in the 15th centic-press, but a solid sulistance, usually a solid cord, ury, which took the place of the mleret, were closed
at "one end so as to prevent the passage of the foot.
by a steady, uninterrupted movement.

step have been
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STOCCABO.

The drawing

represents the Wliitniau stirnip.which

the former case, the soldier stands upon the natursurface of the ground in the act of firing; in the
latter case, he stands upon a banquette of earth or
some temporary arrangement which raiseshim to the
proper height. The e.xterior opening of the loophole sliould be not less than six feet above the ground
on which the enemy may stand when he is close to
the stockade, so that he can not make use of the loopSome obstruction must therefore be placed in
hole.
front of the loop-hole, keeping the enemy away from
it; or the gro\ind immediately in its front should be
deepened by digging a trench. If the loop-hole can
be placed six feet above the ground, it will be practicable to arrange the loop-holes so as to furnish a
al

double

tier of fire.

The

loop-holes of the lower row should be arranged
so that they cannot be used by the enemj'. They
should not be higher than eighteen inches above the
ground on the outside; on the inside, the ground must
be cut away or a trench du^ in rear of the stockade,
so as toallo%v the use of the loop-holes by the defense.
The stockade is frequently strengthened by a second
row of timbers, as shown in Fig. 2. In this drawing.
is seen the method of making loop-holes, by cutting
away a strip from two adjacent posts, leaving an interval through which the men can fire.
Loop-holes
are usually made about two feet and six inches apart.
See AceessiiTy Means i if Defense
STOCK-PDESE.— In the British Service, a certain
possesses the advantage of keeping the rider's foot in
saving which is made in a corps for regimental purplace by means of a solid rubber mat. See Saddle.
poses.
STOCCADO. A push or thrust with a rapier.
STONE -BOW.
term variously applied in ordnance
STOCK.- 1.
cross-bow which was formerly
to signify the nave of a wooden wheel, tlie handle of used or dcsisned for throwing stones.
STONE CUTTING.— The plans as at present adopted
a tool, the whole of the wooden part of a riHe or pistol, a part of the gun-carriage, etc. 2. The usual neck- by Militarj- Engineers, for constructing permanent
gear of a soldier in some armies, generally made of fortifications, require a thorough knowledge of the
black leather, answering the double purpose of keep- art of stone-cutting. Stone. as employed for military
ing the cold out and the soldier's head up. The stock purposes, is a substance which in none of its varieties
is not worn by the enlisted men in the United States is easily operated on by machinerj-, owing chiefly to
Army, but is "worn by Cadets. See Cravat and Oun- its brittleness, its unequal hardness, and the natural
cracks which so frequently impair its solidit}'. Acstoek.
STOCKADES.— -V line of stout posts or trunks of cordinglj' though many ingenious machines have been

—

—A

A

Fig.

1.

invented for working stone, it is as yet only in some
of the plainer kinds of work that they can be said to
A
Some
principally when there is plenty of timber and little have entirely superseded hand operations.
or no danger of exposure to artillery fire.
It is fre- stones and slates are soft enough to be cut with orquently used to close the gorge of a field-work, and dinary toothed saws much In the same way as wood
to guard against the work being carried by
a surprise, by bodies of infantry attacking
the work in rear. The timbers of a stockade may be either round or square. When
round, they are hewed to a flat surface on
two of the sides so that the posts, wlien placed in position, shall have a close contact of
at least four inches. The top of a stockade
should be at the least eight feet above the
ground on which it is placed, and it should
have the upper ends of the timbers sharpFig. 2.
ened (Fig.l), arranged with spikes. or fixed
in some way to offer an obstruction to climbing over is cut. More generally, however, the .sand-saw is cmthe top.
stockade is arranged for defense by cut- ployed, which we shall presently describe in noticing
ting loop-holes, which can be used by a soldierwhen marble cutting. For the cutting of common kinds of
firing. The height of the loop-hole "may be just four stone, which are not to receive a fine polish, a mafeet and six inches above the ground, "or higher. Id chine, which promises to be verj- efficient, has been
trees firmly set in the ground, in contact with each
other, and arranged for defense.
stockade is used

A
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recfiitlv piUditcd liy Mr. George Iluntpr, of Macnlwrog, t'lirrnarvoii. nml is niiw in operation ill vurioiis
lar_ij;e quarries, bold of slone and slate.
The rutlini;
portion consists of a cimilar disk, round the eireuinfereiu-e of wliicli a niiin))er of pointed steel tools are
fixed into sockets, lliiis urivinir it the appearance of a
This machine will cut sandstone
larire toothed saw.
at the rate of 5 to f! in., slate at :t in., and soft limestone at 3 ill., per minute, supposini; these to be in
blocks each 3 ft. thick.

The American Wardwell <loul)le-s;aiig niadiine, extensively used and ada]>ti(l for every kind of stone,
except irril-sandstone,isrcpre,seiite<l as mounted upon
a steel rail track on thebed of Iheciuarry. The frame
which supports thi' boiler, enjrinc and other machinery consists of one iiiece of forired imn, weifrhins;
nearly a ton, thus furnishing great durability. The
engine is of six horse power, its shaft carrying a balance wheel on each end to which is attached an adjustable wrist-pin plate. The levers which operate
the gangs of ctitters are pivoted at their rear ends to
an extension of the frame. The free end of the upper lever passes through a sliding-stirrni), '"" swivel
attached to the wrist-pin jilatc (not shown) giving an
up and down motion to that end of iIk' lever, as'the
balance-wheel revolves. The free end of the lower
lever jiasses through a mortise in the back side of the
lower clump, Moliyii is coimnunicaled from the up

8T0N£-CUTIING.

of the lever sliown, eitlier of these bevel-^ears may
be thrown into action with the iiinion. It will be
readily understood that the motion thus communicated, serves to turn the axle either backward or forward, according to which wheel engages the pinion.
When the machine is required to be stationary these
bevel-gears are so placed as not to engage with tlie
pinion.
The short lever locks these bevel-gears in
either of the desired positions.
The windlasses on
each side of the machine arefor changing the gangs.
So far as sawing or slicing of stones is concerned,
the great tendency of late years is to rely on the use
of the diamond the black variety which is of no use
as a gem. iSonie American stone-cutting machines
have saws with teeth set w ith these diamonds.and are
said to cut ordinary sandstone at the rale of l'> sq.
fl. per second for each saw.
.Machines for dressing
the face of stones liy means of a .series of chisels, in
imitation of the haniliworkof the mason, have recent-

—

ly

been tried and have given

fair results.

It is

con-

siderably more than a century since machiner)' for
sarting and imlishing marlile were tirst established at

Ashford, near Bakewell. in Deriiyshire, that country
being still the seal of the principal marble manufacture of England.
Marble is cut into slalis b}' means
of a series of thin plate; of Mift, iron u>ed like saws,
but having no tieth.
The saw-blades are lixed into
a rectangular frame, to whi<h a reciiirocating horizontal motion is given.
The block of marble to be
cut rests on a carriage below the frame, and a small
rill of mixed sand aii<l water is cnnstantly falling into the saw-cuts. After the marble has been sawi» init is cut U|) into narrow pieces, when so reby means of small circidar saws with smooth
edges, sand ami water being employed as above. The
sawn slabs are next submitted to the grinding process.
This, for pieces of moderate size, is usually
done upon a large circular cast-inm plate, called a
xanding-licd or r/ri/ulingJvil, mounted u|)on an upright spindle, and supplied with sand and water. The
workman places the piece of marble with its face

to slabs

(piired,

downward

Waidwcll

l)uulili..j;ant; Sracllino.

per to the lower lever by means of clasps, between
which the rubber springs are placed, as sliown in the
drawing. The free end of the lower lever actuates
the gang of cutt<Ts, wnicii consists of live bars of the
cast-steel. sharpened at their lower ends, and
clamped together by head and foot clamps; the whole
sliding freely on the standard.
Of the five cutters,
two have diagonal cutting-e<lges and three have their
edges transverse. The center cutter extends the lowest and thcv altogether form a stepped arrangement
each way from the center thus when the machine
is moving forward the three cutlers, which includes
the center one. o|)eratc, and while moving in the opposite direction the other two with the center one
perform the work. The object of the diagonal cutting edges is to insure an even bolt(mi to 'the channcl.
These bars of steel are from seven to fourteen
feet in length, according to the depth of the channel
to be cut. The upper end of the.se bars are grooved
to match corresponding grooves in the head clamp,
for the purpose of preventing displacement of the
cutters.
The worm on the liiain-shaft actuates the
worm-gear upon the feed-shaft. The feed shaft exteiids diagonally downward to the rear of the machine, where it terminates in a bevel-pinion
upon
the ri.;ur jiile are placed two bevel-gears. By means
best

;

:

u])oii thi' grinding-lied.and exerts the proper amount of i)rcssure. The marble is held in its
by
place
means of guide. rods stretched across the
plate. Slalis too large to lie manipulaled in this way
are ground w ith plates of iron operating upon their
surface.
Cylindrical objects, such as columns or vases, are
tirst formed roughly into shape with a hammer and
chisel, and llu'ii lurned, with a poinleil steel tool. upon a lathe, to which a slow motion is given. When
thus brought to an accurate form, a rajiid motion is
given to the lathe, and the tool-marks ground away by
the use of coarse, and then line, and still tincr sandstones the polishing being completed with emery
and putty-powder while the object is still upon the
lathe.
Machinery is also applied to the |iroduction
of tiat objects with curved and molde outlines. The
machine for this purpose opiralcs by the use of a
rotatory cutter, which is guide<l in ils action by a
template formed accurately to the intended shape of
the article. The cutter is of steel or stone, and is attached to the lower end of a spindle driven by beveled wheels. There is a llaiige w hich allows the cutter to penetrate the marble till it reaches the template
and ni> further. In tlu^ process of cutting, the marlile
is constantly drawn up against the cutting-tool by
two weights, the one iiulliiig the table in one direction, the other the carriage on which llie table rests,
in a direclionat right angles to the former,thus compelling the culterto follow the outline of the template. The shape of the cutting-tool is, of course, exactly the reverse of the mouliling to be formed.
In the cutting of granite, the machinery and processes are so nearly tlie same as those employed for
marble, that it is unnecessary to describe thcin separately.
Suffice it to say, (hat all objects to which
the sawins apparatt:s cannot be applied, require to
be worked to shape with great care by means of steel
chisels and iron mallets, which only remove a sinali

—
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STONE-CDTTING.

Improved Ingeiwll Stnnc Channcler.

portion at a fimi-. Owinir totlicsrrcat lianlnessof (he tlirouirh one inch in depth diirinc a whole <iav. and
material, any defect in llieehiseliii!.' jrreaily inereas- a good-sized sawn slab will take a week to polish,
es the labor of polishins.
So slow, indeed, are the
most important operation in the quarrvim: of
operations with granite.that a saw-blade will not cut stone is that known as •channeling." bv which is
|

!

A

STOKE rOUGASS£S.

ST0KA6E MAGAZINE.
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process of rullilii; lonij. imrrow oliiinncls to allow tlie cannoneers to get out of the wav of any
the nick for the purpose of frccinjr llic sides of fragments which might fall in tlu- battery. \Vbiii tirFormerly this work, like iill ing stone, the angle of elevation was (it)'-': but, with
liirire Mocks of stone.
otlier operiitions of (luiirrying cxceptiiii: the lioisl- shells, this angle was about 1)3", to prevent the shells
ing ami loiuliiiir). was perforiiu-d liv liaiul l>ul of from having too great a force when falling. hy which
late special machines have heen deviseil for the jiiir- they would be buried in the ground, and their ex.
pose, wiruh are rapidly lindins; their way into ii.se. plosion become less effective.
STONE SHOT.— Shot used with guns up to the si.xWhen the jiroper iinndier of channel-cuts have heen
made around a hlock of stone in the (piarry. it is tecnlh century. The class of ordnance from which
necessary to undercut the hlocks in order to raise thiy Were dischartred was comparatively weak as
them. This is done hy drilling. or "iradding," a series comimred with tb;it of the present day, and couseStone
of holes at vary ins; distances apart, according to the (pieiitly the projectiles were of no great .size.
nature of the s"lone, along the liottom of the hlock, shot wire :ilso di.selmrgeii from mortars.
STOP IRONS.— Pieces of iron at the ends of the sideand releasing it by the splitting action of wedges.
The large illustration exhihils an iinprovc<i form of pie<es of a platform to prevent the carriage running
channeling-machine recently introduce<l by the In- off it.
STOPPAGE OF PAY.— When hy rejiort of the Sec
The nuichine is selfgersoll IJock Drill t'ompany.
contained, and mounted vipon a carriage which is oiiil ('ciiii|ilrollcr of the Treasury, or of any I'.ureau
made to traverse a tramway laiil alongside of the of the War Department, it is a.scertained that an of.
cut about to be made. The l"ioiler is of an improved ficer of the Army has been overpaid, or is indebted
design, with submerged Hues, and iias a water-tank to the United Stales for money, property, or supi)lies,
attached. The engine is unusually powerful for the or has failed properly to account for the same, the
work recpiired. It is the well-known Insjersoll rock Paymaster (Tcneral notifies the oflicer of the charge'.
If a refundment or satisfactory exiilanation be not
drill, provided with channeling-cutters in place of
the usual <lrilling-bit, and operates by percussi(m,as made within a reasonable time, the Paymaster General, on the order of the Secretary of War. gives noIt is provided with a
in the usual foriii of the drill.
steam-cushion, l)y which the forceof the blow is com- lice of the stoppage of the officer's pay until the overThe framing by which the en- payment or indebtedness is satisfied. Should the ofpletely contr.illei'l.
gine is attached to the carriage is made amjily strong ficer ill his explanation appeal to theSecretary of War,
to secure the requisite stability for chaiineling in the Paymaster General submits tlie case for decision
hard and tough stone, and by means of suitably dis- before enforcement of the stoppage. The notice of
posed gearing the machine can he adjusted to a de- stojipage of ofticers' pay takes the form of a monthsired anule iu a vertical plane. The stability of this ly circular to all Paymasters, advising IIk'IU of stopmachiiu' has been fully tested and demonstrated by pages in force at its date. This circular is submilled
successful work in all kinds of stone. One of the to Uie Secretary of War for his approval jirior to )iiibmachines has been doing successful work during the lication. When an oflicer's name is borne upon this
season on the massive green serpentine rock of Hart- circular, no payment of .salary is made to him whii'h
ford County. Maryland, and has not cost a cent for is not ill accordance with the stojipage entry in the
repairs.
This rock is as hard as fluorspar (harder case. Paymasters disregarding this rc<juiremenl in
than granite). The makers give the record of their any case are held liable for the amount of the stopmachine as follows In sandstone, 2110 feet chaimel page. Overpayments to an officer are deducted on
first payment after notice of stoppage. even if the pay
in 10 hours: in oolitic limestone, 230 feet.
STONE-FOUGASSES. .\ stone-fougass is made by accounts have been assigned. The assignee takesthe
excavating a shaft ti feel deep, inclined to the horizon aecount subject to all risks of stojipage. The officers
suit,
at an angle of about 4.5'=. At the bottom place a charge against whom the pay is stopped may demand a
of "w lbs. (a cubic foot) of powder, then a strong and the agent of the Treasury isreijuired to institute
shield of wood at least 6 inches thick, iu front of the a suit within sixtv days thereafter.
STOPPAGES. t'ertiiin deductions in the British Sercharge, and over the shield throw in three or four
cubic yards of pebbles, of not less than half a pound vice made from the pay of ollicers and iiicii. in consufficient body of earth must be si<!eration of supplies made to them, or in ai<l of cerweight each.
ini'uni llic
ill

i

;

I

:

—

A

These stoppages were formerly more
numerous than now. Thus, every officer and man
hail to piiy toward Chelsea and Greenwich Hospitals,
and a soldier had to pay for his own kit by a stoppage
from the bounty. These stoppages haveheen remitted.
Those at present remaining are, under usual circumstances, limited in the Navy to payment for slops (/.(.,
clothing) wlien issued to men, or for willful damage: in
tain institutions.

placed vertioally above the charge and retained over
the upper part of the shaft, near the edge, by a revetment of sods, to insure the effect taking place in

Fougasses are usually tired by
the right direction.
means of an augot, or casing tube, containing a hose
or saucisson, etc., led up the side of the pit or shaft,
and then jiarallel to the surface of the srround, at a
depthof two or three feet: orthey may be tired, at the
proper moment, by means of a loaded musket with
its muzzle in the powder,and a wire or string fastened to the trigger. See F<"iff(iMiex.
STONE MORTAR.— A mortar designed to project
stones a short distance, not exceeding 2i>t) yards: it
also tlirew (i-pounder shells up to l.")() yarlls.
The
stones which were useil in this mortar were put into a basket fitted totlie bore and placed upon a thick
oak plank, which covcnil the mouth of llu liaiidxr.
This plank had a lunnber of holes bored throu^'h it,
to allow the pas,sage of the flame. When shellsWere
tired, they were laid in beds with their fuses placed
outwards, and cut to burn l.'i seconds. The mortar
i

was primed with apiece

of (juick-match long

enough

the .Vrmy.fiir forage, 84il. each ration by cavalry officers, and (id. for artillery officers (though their horses
eat the samej: for messing on hoard ship: for diet in
hospital, if sick through the man's own fault: for cost
while ill a prison: for damages to barracks; and as a
tine for drunkenness.
STOPPER.- 1. Aplug placed in the muzzles of muz
zlc-ioading small-arms, not in breech-loaders, to keep
the bore free from rust, anil to prevent dirt from enIt is made of cork or Indiatering into the barrel.
rubber, having a brass-top. To make it thoroughly
serviceable, the cork or India-rubber should be coverea with serge or flannel. 2. A gasket or short piece
of rope used to keep any weight suspended, or to take
the strain off a rope, one end being always attached
to some tixid object.
It must be stronger than the
ro])i-

it

li:is

In boil!.

STORAGE MAGAZINE. The magnitude of the storage
magazine will depend ujiou the number and caliber
of pieces in the work and tin- number of charges to
he kept for each. This data being known, the amount
of storage room reiiuired will be determined by al-

,

STOSE HOUSE.

STOBE HOUSE.
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logs supported on a ground-sill and resting against
the.se are placed at three or four feet
the top logs
apart, each one being braced at the middle to resist
the fiexure from the pressure of the earth.
The airchamber is covered inby saplings laid upon each othVentilators are placed between the
er horizontally.
magazine and the air-chamber, near the top, and also
lelween the latter and tlie external air, the two not
being opposite, and the usual precautions to guard
against sparks, by covering the mouth with wire cloth
is easy to obtain the storage capacity required foranj'
amount of these kinds of ammunitiou. The dimen- or perforated tin, are taken. The whole is covered
sions of tlie interiorof the magazine should be so reg- with earth, the thickness of which will depend on the
ulated as to entail no unnecessary loss of space in character of the enemy's artillery. In no case should
storing its contents. The exterior dimensions of a it be less than 14 feet on the exposed side; 10 feet
powder barrel are: Length 20 incites diameter at will be sufficient for the other sides and the top. The
bilge, 17 inches.
With the barrels stored in the us- entrance may be either upon an end or side, dependual way, on the side, a magazine 6 feet 6 inches high ing upon how the magazine has been located with refwould afford space for four tiers, leaving 8 inches on erence to the enemy. In all cases the entrance must
top for handling room.
magazine 10 feet wide will be on the side from the enemy, and .should be .securgive room for four rows, leaving 40 inches for pass- ed I)}- a bomb-proof covering. The magazine-chamageway therefore each 17 inches of length of a mag- ber should, if practicable, be placedatleast two-thirds
azine io feet wide by 6. .5 feet high wiU contain l(i of its height below the surface of the ground. In this
barrels.
magazine of this height and width and and in all similar structures railroad iron is a highly
30 feet long would store 400 barrels and leave a space serviceable material for roofing, the bars being "laid
of about one yard in width, extending across it, at in juxtapositi(jn in place of the logs before mentioned
the entrance. " At the rate of 100 rounds for each 15- See Pi'irder Maqazine, and Sertire Magazine.
STOEE-HOUSE.— Every post furnished with heavy
inch gun.a fair allowance for such guns in any fieldworks, a magazine of the foregoing dimensions will artillery has one or more store-houses for the preservagive storage for a supply of powder for four pieces. tion and safe-keeping of equipments, implements, and
The number of rounds per gun should increase as the suclimachines as should not be exposed to the weathcaliber diminishes.
They should be light, dry, well ventilated, and
It would, however, seldom be er.
necessary to have more than 300 rounds for any cali- furnished with shelves, racks, and tables for the acber above 100-pounders. An ordinary packing-box commodation of the stores kept therein. The articontaining the number of rounds previously specified cles are sorted according to their natures and arrangmeasures, in exterior dimensions, 19 inches in length, ed in appropriate places. These places are distinctly
13.5 inches in width, and 11.5 inches in height. These labeled, and, furthermore, each article, as far as posdimensions allow the boxes to be compactly packed sible, should be marked, so that under no circumin a magazine of any ordinary shape, and it requires stance there may be mistakes or confusion.
C(trtridge-hag« are preserved from moth by packing
only a very small calcidation to determine the storageroom required for any given number of rounds for the them with an hydraulic press: by enveloping them
guns of the.se calibers. It is best not to exceed, for in paper bags hermetically sealed, the paper being
anj' one magazine, the dimensions above laid down, similar to that used for preserving army clothing: or
mild infusion
namely, 30 by 10 by 6.5 feet. When greater storage by heading them up in tight casks.
room is required, twoor more should be constructed. of colocynth will preserve them fmm the moth. The
Precautions to secure drainage are of the utmost im- bags are steeped in it, afterwards dried, and then packSp'mges are preserved from moths and
portance. Generally the ground is sufficiently un- ed away.
dulating to effect this by means of a covered drain packed awa)' in the same manner as cartridge-bags.
leading from the bottom of the magazine.
Where They should not be kept on the head of sponges in
this is not practicable, the bottom of the excavation store, as they are then always damaged by rats and
must be formed so as to collect the water at one point moths. Sponge-covers should never be put on the
whence it may be removed by pumping or bailing.
sponsre-head unless both are dean and dry after tisThe drawing illustrates the best method of con- iuii.the sponge should be washed clean and dried, and
structing a .storage magazine.
The sides of the in- then the cover put on. Spongen. rammers, imrm.^. and
terior of the magazine are formed of 12 inch logs, ladlen are generally placed on racks, with supports,
either square or round, placed vertically in juxtapo- not over three feet apart, to prevent the staves from

lowing 5,780 cubic inclies for each barrel containing
100 pounds of powder. Projectiles and cartridges
for siege and tield-guns are put up in boxes, and are
storccl in magazines kept especialh' for tliis kind of
ammunition. Each box of siege-gun ammunition
contains four projectiles and four cartridges, and it
measures about 2,9.50 cubic inches. Each bo.x of fieldgun ammunition contains ten projectiles and cartridges, and measures about the same.
From this it

:
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A
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warping.
Artirlfs composed ofbroM are spread on shelves, and
It is forbidare kept clean and free from verdigris.
den by the regulations to tise oil or grease upon them:
with
rotten-stone
afterwards
and
alcohol or vinegar,
whiting, are the most suitable polishing materials for

them, and

all

scouring should be avoided.

A

good

laccjuer for brass rticles is composed of: AlcohoK 95
per cent.. 3 ounces; seed-lac, 1 ounce. Put the mixture in a glass vessel for five or six days, exposed to
sition, and resting on a ground-sill.
These are cap- the light; shake well once each day, and apply with
ped on top by a 2-iuch plank, a strip of the same be- a brush while the article is as hot as it can be made
ing spiked on within the cap. The roof is formed of without injury.

15-;nch logs, laid across, in juxtaposition, each having a shoulder of 3 inches to fit it to the cap and inside strip.
Longitudinal logs with varying diameters are laid on these, so as to give a proper pitch to
the roof.
Earth is solidly packed upon the top and
between the roof logs, receiving the proper slope for
the roofing boards. These boards, carefully joined,
are laid on in two thicknesses, each being covered
with a coating of asphalt or coal-tar: and upon these
boards rest the covering of earth. The flooring is of
joists and boards.
The sid's of the magazine are all
surrounded with an air-chamber formed of inclined

sudor iron implements should be painted black or
kept bright, according to the use for which they are
intended. For polishing, use crocus-cloth, oil, and
For
rotten-stone: after whidi. oil with sperm oil.
the preservation of the bright parts of machinery, elevating screws, etc.. when not in use. the following
preparation is used, viz. One pound white-lead and
pound tallow or lard oil. heated and mixed together. This is applied warm with a brush or cloth. It is
removed by rubbing otT with the cloth, using e little
:
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turpentine.

Leather equipments are

hung on pegs

in a cool, airj-

STOKES.
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Those of nissol Icntlier should lie taken dowii again.1t the bed, in which position it is transported
or four times a year and bnislied olT lo prevent u|)on a pair of heavy wheels of small diameter. It is
aecnnnilation of mould. Tlmseofblack leather should ;in indispensid)le iissistant in thi' armory, arsenal, and
unee orlwiee a year.he waslied will, easlile snapand packiug-rooiMs. The tiTm truck is sometimes :ipwater, well rubbed, and before llioroiitrhly dry oiled plied to certain hanil-carts and
with a mixture of mal's-foot oil aii<l tallow;" lamp- two-wheeled liarrows. It is
blaek may be added to the oil for blaekinir. FiiKfK. not easy to make the distincfriMi<)ii-i>rhiici;i, !Uid ii^dltr-rnpn are kept, as far as pos- tion in some cases, and is per.sible, in their oriirinal packages, and are stored in the
haps not very important. The
driest and safest place in the slore-honse.
slori'-truck is used mostly in
J'u(lti/Mir/i!> are huni up or piled where they have the United States Service for
free circulation of air; those of wooil are occasionally moving boxes, and in emb;irkoiled with riiw linseed oil.
The /i«'/,-!<, cheeks, anil ing aiid|disemliarking storl^,is
partitiimn (if iron htnrlca arc painteil black. •Jnurna's quite light and h;is twoslrong
should be coated with black-lead, or if this is not a- rails rounded at the ends for
vailable, lubricatius; oil must be applied before using. handles.
The greatest care nuist be observed to keep them free
STORE WAGON .V wagon
from sand or other gritty substance. liiiUem, mii- consisting of ;i body and limplacf.
tlirei'

neiiciring

and

hlin-ki, shiftuig-pl'iiiAs, rliorks, ertiillii,

rnp.

stored in dry phices. They
should not bepainted.bulare occasionally oiled with
raw linseed oil.
(ri/i.i are painted olive, with the iron parts black.
The windlass, however, should never be painted, but
oiled with linseed oil.
As strict uniformity is not observed in the construction of gins, each one should
be nnmbered and its parts so marked that if piirls of
different gins become mixed they !n:iy be readily separated.
Kach gin ahould be placed by itself, tlie
braces fastened to the legs by their bolls and keyed
up; the clevis and clevis-bolt are left on the pry-pole.
Tniiinion-riiigx, xliitg-f/iaiiiKxic, are himg (in pegs
and preserved from rnst by athin coat of black paiiit.
ityil rail lie- jtirkx should be kept tilled.
The ram or
piston an<l tlie journals are freciuently oil.d to prevent rustin;;, but when used the heiufof the ram, to
prevent slipping, should be free from oil or grease.
Tlie outside of the jack may be painted.
OiiUing gnnx are kept in dry store-houses, and require the greatest care to ])reserve them from rust.
The use of emery-cloth or any other sc<iuring material
must be avoided.
They must be kept covered, and
well oiled with a mixture of about equal i)arts of good
sperm :ind kerosene oil. Every two or three days
they should be wiped olf. a rag passed through the
barrels, and fresh oil ai)plieil.
The jounuds are oiled through the oil-holes in the breech-casing. The
carriages. limbers, and caissonsarc painted and cared
for as other wooden carriages.
'Juiir-lifU are painted olive and whennot in use arc
kept under cover. llniul-rnrU. uli ng-cnrls, gnrrismitrurk.H and irngnns are painted the same as siege-carriages, and should be kept under slieds.
The small
sling-cart, being entirely of iron, excepting the pole,
is painted the same as iron carriages.
I'nhUs, turpentJM, oils. Un'qnenrn, etc., are kept in
a room sepanite from other stores a cellar or casemate is preferable. The Hoorshoidd be covered with
two or three inches of line sand, which should be renewed occasionally. Sawdust should nicer be med
for the lloor.
Vu'littile nils, such as kerosene or benzine, must never be kept stored in the paint and oil
room, but in such place tlwit the least possible damage will arise from it should it take tire,
/'iti'iU />ruji/iej<.\\hvn new, and before using, should
be wrapped. or.as painters term it. bridled with strong
twine, and soaked in water to swell them. After using, they slioidd be cli-med with spirits of turpentine
and put away in a vessel containing water to keep
them from drying anil becoming unplialde.
STORES. .VII public stores taken in the enemy's
camp, towns, forts, or magazines, whether of artillery, ammunition, clothing, forage, or ])rovisions,
shall be secured for the service of1he United States:
for the neglect of which the Commanding Otlicer is
to he answerable.
,Seo .ViliUiri/ Stores.
STORE TRUCK.— An efficient vehicle for removing
single packages of a considerable weight; the l)ar in
front being insinuated under the box. for instance,
which J9 then tipped so as to balance back slightly
stait".

oi/ixtiiii./uintnrv

;

—

ber, eiuployi'd to ciirry the various stores of a tield-biittery.
such as the wheelers', collarmakers', and farrier.s' stores.
STORM. To storm is to make a vigorous assault
on any fortitied place, oron itsontworks. Thestorming-party is a select body of men, who lirst enter the
bre:iih, :iii(l are, of course, imminently exposed to
the tire of the encmv.

STORM FLAG. — lii

the United States Army, the
the Natiouid llilg.
It is eight feet lly
and four f'ct two inches hoist, is furnished loall occupied military posts and National Cemeteries, ;m(l
is hoisted in stormy or windy weather.
This Hag
is jdso used as a recruiting flag.
See Flags.
STORM GAS CHECK,— This invention consists of a
loose tubular lining, which tits iiUo the b;irrel of the
wcjipon, and covers the junction between the barrel
])ro|)er alio the breech-piece; and being capable of
an eudway movement, bj' reason of the expansive
force of the ignited powder, will completely seal the
The gun may
joint lietween the breech and barrel.
be stuooth-bore or ritlcd, and shot or shells of any
See (iai<-e1iei-l;.
suitiible Construction may be used.
STOVE BARRELS. -.V variety of biirrels used when
carry! 11 powder from one manufacturing department
to anotlur.
STRAGGLERS. Individuals who wander from the
line of march.
It is part of the rear-guard's duty to
pick up all stragghTS.
STRANGLES .\ contagious erui)tive disorder peculiar to very young horses. It is ushered in by sore
thrn;it and cough, muco-purulent nasal discharge,
and the eruption of a swelling in the space between
In about ten days
the liranches of the lower jaw.
this swelling comes to a head, bursts, and in favorable cases, the jiatieiit is soon well again. From exposure to cold, poverty, or other causes, the swelling,

storm

Ihig

is

'.;

—

however,occasionally appears in less favorable situalii ns, as about the glands lying w ilhin the shoulder,
in those of the groin, or even in thosi- of the mesentery.
Such irregular cases arc apt to be [irotracted.
accompanied by much weakness, and sometimes
prove fatal. Bleeding, physic, and irritimt dressings
Good food and also the best
are always injurious.
mirsing, with fomentations to the throat, and steaming of the head, favor the healthier matunition of tiie
When there is debility, coax the animal
s\velling.
to eat liy offering him at short intervals small quantities of "scalded oats, malt, bran, or green food, and
allow liim several times daily a ijinl of sound ale.
STRAPPADO. .V |)unishment formerly intlicted U|ion foreiiTU soldiers by hoisting them up with their
arms tied behind them, and then suddenly letting
them down within a certain distance of the earth.
STRAPPED AMMUNITION. In lar^re lield-howitz-

—

—

not

bag
on account of tlie dilhculty of packthe bag and prothe ammunition-chests
con\eiiiiiii to unite the cartridge

ers.

it

and

projectile,

is

inir them in
The
jectile are. therefore, carried separately.
jectile is attached to a sabot without grooves
;

;

to give a

pro-

and,

proper form to the cartridge-bag the moutb
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closed with a rartridge-hltick, which resembles a
sabot hence the name strapped ammunition,.
Straps are made of sheet-tin. For shot there are two
straps crossing at right-angles, one passing through
a slit in the middle of the other for shells there are
four straps fastened to a ring of sheet-tin and pierced
with four slits, through wliich the ends of the straps
The
are passf d and folded down on the under side.
sheet of tin is first cut to a length equal to that of the
straps, and, if the straps are for shot, a line is drawn
dividing it into two equal parts, to mark the place
for the slit. The straps are cut with circular shears.
If such be not at hand, the width of the strap is marked on the sheet, cut with tinner's shears.and straightened on a bench with a mallet. The slits are made
with a cold-chisel on a block of lead, and a strap not
slit is passed through and set flat by a blow of the
is

;

;

hammer.
The following implements are required to
shot and shells: One bench; 2 panit, containing

1

are passed and soldered on the under side of the strap.
For the handle, pass a piece of marline through both
loops and tie the two ends together, leaving sue!) a
length that the hand can embrace both branches.
The shells are placed in the sabot, and the straps put
on in such a manner that the fuse-hole maj' fall in
one of the angles, between two straps, and that the
axis of the fuse-hole may stand at an angle of about
43*^ with that of the sabot.
The eyes of the shell
should not be covered by the straps. The straps are
fastened at each end with 2 nails in the .side and 2 in
the bottom of the sabot. In loading the piece care
must be taken to place the fuse-hole in the upper part
of the here.
See Ammunition, Field and Mountain

Ammunition, and

STRATAGEM.— In war, any scheme or plan for the
deceiving and surprising of an army, or any body of
men.

STRATAKITHMETRY.— The

;

;

;

;

shops have not a plank

;

floor.

A

helper knocks off the scales from the balls with
a hammer, cleans and dries the interior of the shells,
if requisite, wipes the balls, and gauges them, both
before and after they are strapped. The workman
sitting astride the bench, places the shot or shell in
the cavity of the sabot, the roughest part of the shot
down, the fuse-hole of the shell on top, in the axis of
the sabot. The ball should rest on the bottom of the
cavity (it can be told from the sound, by striking on
the bottom of the sabot with a hammer); if it do not
the sabot is rejected. The workman places the junction of the straps in the axis of the sabot, or the ring
concentric with the fuse-hole of the shell beginning
with the strap which is not slit, he forces the end of
it into the groove of the sabot with the back of the
liammer, punches it, and nads it: he then draws the
other end tight, punches it. and nails it, in the same
manner. He disposes the other strap perpendicular
to the first, nails it to the sabot as he did the first,
cuts off the superfluous length, and with the liammer
and side of the cold-chisel sets the straps in close to
the ball at the top of the sabot.
The boxer mode is as follows
Bore a hole. 2 inch
in diameter, .15 inch deep, in the shot
enlarge the
hole at bottom. Take a copper rivet, .3 incli in diameter, hollow out the end. leaving the length of the
rivet .25 inch greater than the least thickness of the
sabot; bore a hole in the center of tlie sabot for the
rivet, with a countersink for the head
place the shot
in the sabot, the hole down; insert the rivet in the
sabot, making itenter the hole in the shot
strike the
head of the rivet a blow with a hiimmer to upset the
end of the rivet aud fasten the sabot.
If tin or sheet iron caxinot be procured, straps may
be made of strong canvas, 1 inch wide, sewed at the
point of crossing. The part of the ball which is to
be inserted in the s:ibot is dipped in glue the straps
are also glued to the ball; the ends are doubled into
tlie groove and secjred by 2 nails in each end.
Another method is to wrap round the ball a band of canvas 1 inch wide, one-half of which is glued to the
ball, the other to the sabot
or the shot may be kept
in place by merely tying the cartridge-bag over the
top of it.
When strapping shells for siege and garrison service, the straps are cut and made as prescribed for
shot for the field-service, changhig their dimensions.
Two rings or loops of tin, .38 incTi diameter, are attached securely to the slit strap of the howitzer and
columbiad shells, for the purpose ot altachinga handle made of cord .15 to .25 inch thick. A slit is made
in the strap through which the ends of the tin looj)
;

:

—

;

;

:

;

;

and Garrison Ammunition.

lettes.

strap
nails

.55-inch long,with strong, tiat heads .2-inch diameter;
4 hammers,
boxes and barrels, for straps and sabots
4 puiichen ; shot1 cmmoii hammer
for strapping
1 gauge for each caliber, .04
gauges, of each caliber
in. greater than tlie largest shot-gauge, through which
the shot should pnss after it is strapped; tow or rags,
1 wheel-barrow
1 pau,liti,if the
for wiping the balls
;

Siege

STRAPS.— Decorations made of worsted, silk, gold,
or silver and worn upon the shoulders, without epau-

army,

(jr

art of drawing up an
any giveu number of men, in any geometri-

cal figure, or of estimating or expressing the
of men in sucli a figure.

number

STRATEGICAL FRONT.— The portion of the theatre of war in front of any position occupied by an
army as it advances, is termed the front of operatimis.
That part which is directly in front of an army, or which can be reached in two or three days,
forms simply affront. When the whole extent lying
between the two hostile armies isconsidered.theterin
See Strategy.
strategical front is applied.

STRATEGICAL LINES.— The lines followed by an
army in making a strategical movement. Temporary
lines of operations, or maneuver lines, therefore, are
Li)ies of operations are important
strategical lines.
strategical! ines.
In general, lines connecting two
or more strategical points, which lines can be used
by an army, and which allow of easy communication
base of
between these points, are strategical lines.
operations is a strateirical line. See Strategy.
STRATEGICAL MARCHES.— Marches made in the

A

theatre of war, near an enemy whose position is not
exactly known, having in general for their object the
completion of some strategical combination. Tliey
are used to conduct an army to a position from which
an attack can be made on the enemy, or to a position
in which the army can remain and receive an attack,
in other words, to a position immediately in the presence of the enemy. The marches are either ordinary
or pn-cM and are used principally to mass troops at
some stated point on the theatre o"f operations before
the eneni}' can make arragements to prevent it or can
prepare counter-movements to weaken or nullify the
effect of the movement. Secrecy, celerity, and good
order are indispensable requisites for success in all
marches of this kind. See MarchesanA Route Marches.
.

STRATEGICAL OPERATIONS.— It is by preparatory
movements, by marches skilfully conducted, so as to
throw our forces on the vulnerable point of the ensuch grand results are obtained,
A battle gained
resultis always a fine thins:" but the consequences
ins from it niav be very different, according as, by
our previous measures, we are able to cut the enemy's
separate him from his base;
line of communications
disperse his forces, or simply force him to retreat
without further loss than tli;it" on the battle-field, la
the first case, victorv is complete if the first success

emv's

line, that all

which flow from

a single'victory.

:

In the second, the enemy
proniptlv followed up.
be able to rallv Ids forces, and olTer a new
battle.
Visor on the field and rapidity of pursuit
should so hand in hand for great success. The latJlarslial
ter is of as sreal importance as the former.
Saxe was si) thoroushlv pervaded whh this convic'•milit^iry
tion, that he laid it down as an axiom, that
success resided in the legs of the soldier--." A dictum that
history.
is ably enforce<i bv all authentic military
may
.\ march, regarded as a strategicid operation,
is

will soon

STHATEOICAL POINTS.

cither loMimls or from tin- oni-my
eitiier a forirnrd inovcmciil. or om- iu retreat.
Ineilliercasc till'
army, if numerous, ism-eessarily divideii intosevenil
corps, wliicli move upon separate roads, either to
subsist more easily, or to have all the s|)aee necessary for all dei)loymenIs. and the oilier |>reparatory
movements for delivering battle. The dillerent columns of march should be kept the closer together, as
the enemy is known to l)e the more bold and active
in liis movements.
If there is danger of an attack,
tlie colunuis sliould be kept in supporting distances
of each other, and they should not be tlirown into
any position wliere an obstacle niiglil prevent their
bein^ brought together at anj- desirable moment on
the field of battle. At the same time discretion nuist
be shown, so that so simple a rule may not be pushed
to an absurd extreme, by keeping the various columns so close to each other that parallel roads will
have to be made for them with the axe and pi<-k,
when those already in use cannot be turned to account. Any attempt of this kind woulil, except in
rare cases, so greatly retard our movements that the
least enterprising enemy wouUl take advantage of it.
Military history olTers epochs where this circumspect
course was ])ursued by armies, but no truly grea'
(ieneral has ever submitted to such trammels.
So
long as a march is not made within cannon-range of
the enemy, more or less interval can be left between
the columns whilst executing the marelies which are
to bring them into position on the battle-field, according to the nature of the locality. The only limit
to be fixed is, that the intervals shall not be so great
as to |)revent an^- corps reaching the battle-field on
the day prescribed.
Kacli column should adopt all the usual precautions to [ireveut a surjirise.
Neglect in doing so has
brought on some of the greatest disasters recorded in
history. Of all marches, those which are most lik<'ly
to produce the most splendid results are the ones tiuit
are concealed from the enemy, and therefore termed
gfcret iimreheii.
Well-planned and executed, they enable an army to throw itself unexpectedly on the enemy's flank, threaten his base of operations, surprise
his cantonments, etc.
country cut up with forests,
water-courses, and like natural obstacles, lends itself
best to the operations of a secret march
as these
both conceal the movements of troops, and lead the
enemy into fancied security from the character of the
locality, and cause him to neglect the usual precautions to gua?'d against a surprise.
It cannot be too
strongly impressed upon every soldier that, with his
patience and a determined will, there is no natural
obstacle that troops cannot overcome, wlien there is
no enemy to interrui)t our work. In this respect, in
looking back on military history, it may with truth
be saitl that nothing is impossible to a determined
1)1'
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world to come."
L'nder aiiolher heading in this work the advanoperation were j)ointed out.
^larches which lead to this result deserve the close
study of the General. If the enemy, for examiile, \»
moving on an extended front, upon our army, with
the jiurpose of surrounding it, the true resource for
safety is for us to move in mass upon s(mie very weak
point of his center, and, having thus separated his
wings, beat tliciii both in detail.
In this manner we
shall not only foil the enemy's jilan, but scatter and
force his forces on divergent lines of retreat the more
disastrous to him at the moment, and the less advantageous for his concentration later.
If the enemy's forces are concentrated, we may direct a movement of our army towards each one of his
flanks, so as to induce hiui to separate in his center
for the purpose of securing each of his flanks, when,
having done so, we ma)- reunite oursejiarated forces
and rapidly concentrate them on the one of his fractagi'S of interior lines of

:

ti(.ns

;

rapid movements do not enter as an element.

Even

most accessible

to us.

A movement of this

center, we might direct two fractions on the extreme
right and left of the enemy's position, and, if he does
weaken himself on his center to reinforce his wings,
we might take advantage of this to cross the river
rai)idly on his center, everything having been prel)ared for it, and thus, holding a ])oint between his
wings, concentrate on either and overwhelm it before
it could receive succor from the other.
Here everything depends on rajiiility of movement, and subse(pient vigorous action. An hour's delaj' in such combinations may not only cause the failure of the bestlaid plan, but entail disastrous results.
single hour
may suffice for the enemy to gain the strategical point
and overwhelm us with superior forces. If fortune
is on the side of the heavy battalions, .she also fre(piently grants her favors to superior activity and audacity.
From the preceding discussion, if based on sound
princii)lcs, and historical precedents are strongly in
its favor, it follows that to defend with advantage a
frontier menaced on several i)oints, the true rule is
not to attempt to hold every point'in force, but to
watch every outlet by small corps, just of sufflcietit
strength to check and delay the enemy, and to hold
the <hief portion of our forces concentrated at some
central point, from which they can operate rajiidly
against any very i-onsiderable fraction of the enemy's
forces.
For examiilc, let us suppose an army of 80,0(10 acting on the defensive against one of 120,000
separated into three corps of 10. 000 each. Tooppo.se
to the encmj- three corjis of (Mjiial strength we should

A

;

Speed is one of the chief characteristics of strategical marches, as it is of the ordinary movements on
the l)attle-tield. In this one good (juality resides all the
advantages that a fortunate initiative may have procured and by it we gain in the pursuit all theresuits that a victory on the battle-lield lias placeil in
our hands. By rapidity of movement, we can. like
the Komans, mnke irarfeed irar, by remaining so short
a period in any one spot as not "to exhaust the resources around us, however unequal to a prolonged
sojourn. Hy this means, we disembarrass oursehes
of those inimense trains which are otherwise indispensable for the ordinary daily wants of an army: we
carry along with us only what is indispensable, obliging the soldier to keep himself always supplied with
a few days' rations of liread ii his knapsack, driving
along with the army herds of cattle in sufficient numbers to furnish the meat ration. In this manner, an
army, freed from all of the impedhneiitx that might
retard its motions, will be able to accomplish the
most stupendous labors in marching and lighting.
No great success can be hoped for in war in which

the

kind cannot be attempted with a prospect of success
unless the topographical features are of such a character as to mark our movements. For example, supposing a river to lie between our force and that of
the enemy, so as to ])revent him from moving on our

A

will.

the verj' elements of nature seem to array themselves
against a slow and over-prudent General. The C'hevalier Folard has very well remarked, " that the .slow
and heavy in war will jiartakeof as little of the glory
of this world, asthe lukewarm will of the glory of the

i

2(1,000 in each, and conseiimntly we
lind ourselves inferior in numbers on all points.
If. instead of this, we o])|)osed to each fraction of the
enemy a cori)s of fnmi 12.000 to l.'5,000, it would be
sufficient to hold 40,000 in check, whilst our main
body, consisting of from ;t.'j,000 to 40,000, holdins a
central position, could move on the point first men-

have but about

would

aced, and, being joined by the corps of observation,
would offer to the enemy an effective force of about
.50,000 combatants, which, with all other things equal,
should beat the enemy. See Slrntrgy.
STRATEGICAL POINTS.— The i)oints of operati(m
are also termed "trn'iiiinil piiittn; and under this appellation are comprised not only those wliich maj- be
regarded as the chief end to be attained, but also
those by the occui)ation of which any army will receive incontestable advantages. The capital city of
a country is in Kiirope regarded as a strategical point
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of great importance, oliicfly frfim political considerations, arising from tlic intlucuce which the seat of
government exercises over the wliole countrj'. This,
to a certain extent, is true of our own country; foralIhougli Wasliinglon city. in a military point of view,
might have but little intiuence on the results of a war,
and has no controlling inHucnce over public opinion

pacity of the outfit is such that it is an inexhaustible
source of verj- ready illustration foreverv text hook or
authority such as Jomini. llandey, W'olseley, Halleck. Mahan, Wheeler, Dufour. etc., upon inilitary
principles and precepts, so that diagrams which are
utterly beyond the scope of even such books can,
with its aid, be realized in the simplest, most expe-

at home, still its loss would be regarded by Europeans
in a European point of view.and iienceits possession,

ditious,

—

and lucid manner.
Again the Strategos outfit

will alford valuable comwho are interested in the study of
military liixtory battles and campaigns can be "<//(alyzed with its assistance, and followed step by step,

whether by a foreign or domestic enemy, would have panionship to those
a damaging effect abroad, besides exercising a certain moral one at home.
point is strategical that gives us entire control of
several important roads, the course of ariver.or which

A

guards some important passage. In a flat country
there are usually few strategical points. Tliose which
hold this position usually owe it to fortifications by
which tliej' are surrounded, and by those various resources for military purposes which tliey can furnish.
Wooden,hilly,and well watered regions present many
such points. In high mountain ranges, strategical
jjoints are very restricted in number, but are usually
of a very decided character.
They are met with behind the narrow mountam passes at the points of junction of several vallej's along which roads have been
made. They are also found at elevated points wliere
the ridges of several chains seem to come together.
Troops occupying such points can choose the roads
by which they think best to descend from;their movements, in such a case, are from the center towards
the circumference, whilst those of an opponent can
only be made,with a prospect of success, by making
wide circuits, to turn the spurs which obstruct any
lateral movement.
See Strategy.
STB&TEGOS.
series of American games of war,
based upon military principles and designed for the
assistance both of beginners and far advanced students, in prosecuting the study of tactics, grand tactics, strategy, military historj-, and the various operations of war.
Strategos is far more comprehensive than the German game "Kriegsspiel," or than its English version
"Aldershot," both of which have now become so famous among foreign soldiers. Unlike these games,
which have little in common witli the ordinary soldier, the subaltern, and the private military student,
and were designed for the almost exclusive use of
the best-informed and most advanced members only
of the military profession, the Atnerimti ga.Tae of war
possesses an absorbing interest for those of every grade
in the profession of arms; while in its most advanced
application, Strategos embodies all the more valualile
featuresof these foreign games, introducing also at the
same time verj' many noticeable improvements upon
both of them, and being thoroughly American even
in its necessary similarities thereto.
Strategos begins with the novice at the very thre.shhold of minor tiicticn, and accompanies him upward
through all its varying phases as applied to eacli of
"the three arms." It yields readily to all the requirements of "dummy" instruction, and from the simple
squad or detachment upthrough thecompauy. battery
squadron, andbattalion.even to the army corps itself,
considered as a tactical formation, it well affords a
ready means of practical and unlimited elucidation
never before offered to the military professi(m. This
application of the outfit will prove of inestimable
value in the practical study of tactical problems, its
scope being such as to cover every possible demand
for oliject study.
Advancing a step beyond this one. its elementary
application, the same outfit may be most profitably
employed by the student of xtrotigi/ and gninil tiirticx in his deeper studies. With it he can more read-

—A

ily .and imderstandingly master bolh definitions and
principles of the science of war, and upon these as
a foundation still further investigate the many considerations which affect and vary theirapplication in
the practical experience of campaigning. In this connection it may be stated that the topographical ca-

—

and

detail by detail, in a manner which it would l)e
utterly impossible to realize even with the most extensive system of maps and diagrams. The power
of illustrating any military iiistitriealt-opie will be limited only by the subject itself, while it surely will at
the same time pos.sess the peculiar advantages of both
the tableau and the panorama, anj- and every feature
of which may be modified at will.
The above varied
uses to which the outfit of this new game can be applied will appeal directly to the great majority of
American military aspirants, and satisfy a want that
has lon^ been felt, especially in our country, mid one
le/iieh t/ie eJ'tremely complicated and adtarued foreign
games >iave utterly failed to appreciate. With an outfit, therefore, of such elastic capacity, there can certainly be no difficulty experienced when representing
the various ancient and modern armies in any of their
phases of formation, either tactical, grand tactical, or
as influenced Ijy any topographical considerations. in
accurately delineating the several orders of battle,
and even of studying the latter over against each other
either arbitrarily or according to the principles laid
down under the head of the "Battle game."
The " Battle game" is an application by which a
most entertaining and instructive game, based upon
military principles and precepts, can be plaj'ed. Upon
the game board used in this application of the outfit,
two armies of any size and organization can be represented with proper regard to lines, distances, and
order of battle, by squadron, battery and battalion,
and(the various pieces having special moves and powers, and the whole progress of the game being governed b}' carefully compiled rules) a miniature and bloodless battle can be fought, far less trying to ordinary
patience than the "Advanced game," and yet gradually educating the plaj-ers up thereto.
The various
features of the "Battle game" have been calculated
with special reference to the subject illustrated the
aim has been to make the rules, etc., mggestiee; and
although the game is necessarily far more extensive
than orilinary parlor pastimes, it isyet simple enough
lo be fully within the capacity of any military student
already even moderately familiar with the elements of
the science of war, while a mere military novice cannot but be benefited, tlmugh seeking therefrom perhaps entertainment only for an evening. It is intended particularly 1 to give practice in organizing large
forces, in making dispositions, and in forming lines
and orders of battle; 2, to familiarize the player with
the natural nui of affairs during action; 3. to glmrjvn
the Cioip d'lvil: 4. to fix in the mind the indieiduality
of each of the arms, their relative importance, and
the necessity of their combined use; 5, to suggest practical and decisive conn ntratioiis at opportune moments; (), to afford field and op|)orfunily for comprehensive battle plans: T, and finally, in a word, to inculcate generaln/ii/}.
The several applications of the Strategos outfit thus
far enumerated do not come within the scope of any
game of war now known. By them, these app'ications are all completely overlooked in the haste to
present an atlvaneed and necessarily very complit-ated game to '/loxr feir special students whose interest
and professional studies may lead them to it. The
great maxxof American military students will thus always fail to find interest in these foreign games on
acccount of their very complexity; and this fact, iu
no small degree, accounts for the extreme slowness
;

—

,
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witli which Krici;sspit'I. thotiirh now sonic scvcnlyfive ji'iirs okl, bi'conu's known in our own loinitry
evcn'iiinon<;iill oIliciTh of llir rcj;iiliir arniv.whoaloni'
perhaps us a <'lasscan afl'ord to lir conslant players of
Hnt Slnite.nos, havins; advanced thus far with
it.
the subaltern uud the student, is not open to these ob-

i

by any means neglect the speciwhose extensive knowledge of
the inilitiiry art, wcieuceand,hislory, and whose more
than pu.fsing ol>ject in studying these matters, would
demand the liighest and most scieulilic application
With such an application, embodying
of the outfit.
all that is valuable in the German and Knglish games,
and intnjducing many new and noticeable improvements in the matter of method, men, tables, adaptability to American requirements, etc. .etc., the game
of strategos may naturally and does appropriately

jections; nor does it
al wants of the few

terminate. Its "Advanced game" thus alVonis to the
professional military man every opjjortimity that
could be desired f<ir pursuing studies cuiHineiK^-d in
more elr»ienUiri/jiild/t to their legitimate termination.
In this, the last branch of the subject, therefore, all
arbitrary assiginneuts of values and moves is of course
entirely out of the question, and improper. The whole
game is recpiired to base itself upon actualities, upon
the results of careful investigations, and upon the tabulated statistics of e>perience, of actu:d practice,
and of former battles and ciimpaigns. Kverythiug in
such a game must be subjected to the most .searching
military scrutiny, and nothing is allowed up<m the
map which does not conform to the very best of miliEach of
tary information possessed and attainalile.
the essential elements of distance, time, and topography must have its peculiar weight duly considered,
and throughout the directions, rules, order of procedure, tables, etc., etc., devoted to the playing of tlu'
"Advanced game. "the const aiUi-ndeavor will be seen
to represent the mimic battle or campaign in all its
features save the dreadful wastes of blood and iron.
The te.\t-book contains all tlie rules for the use, and
minutely describes the employment of the outfit in
each of its several applications. It also serves as a
sort of general military "hand-book," being replete
with references, precepts, rides, suggestions, data.and
tables, all of which have special and intrinsic statistical value over and above their mere uses in the
game room. Considered liy itself, it is, in fact, a study of the bearing of military statistics upon war, on
lii'ld and map, and is a most comprehensive military

and

W'nr (Idinr.
of any Athenian General
.\lso wrilleu Strutigox.
OlVicir.
STRATEGY.- In tracing out the movements of ancient armies, as far as we have the means of doing
so, and from the often very obscure narratives of historians, it will be observed that in some features they
conform very closely to those of modern armies,
whilst in othersthey dilTer most essenliallyfrom them.

work.

See

Krirt/nnpitl
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which

Tiie

title

this

conformity

is sei'ii.

and which

pertain only to the general operations of a cami)aigii
belong to that branch of the military art whicli has
received the appellation of Ktrntiyi/. Whilst those in
which a marked difference is noticeable, such as the
manner of conducting marches, dispositions for battle, the arrangements of encampments, etc., belonging to the domain of twtks. For example, the famous expeditions of Hannibal and Napolon over the
iVlps present more than one point of reseinblauce iu
their general features: whilst the battles and combats wliicli afterwards followed have no points of
comparison. The reason of this is, that general operations are controlled by the toi>ograpliieal features
of the seat of war ; whilst those of a partial character, mere evolutions, or, iu a word, tactical combinations, depenit solely upon tlie weapons with which

troops have been armed at dilTerent epochs. The
study of military history thus becomes very instructive in a strategical point of view, wnilst,oa the other
ban I, in endeavoring to apply the notions, gleaned
from the .same source, <m the tactics of the ancients.

1

j

to our modern aniiies. errors of the most grave characKvery servile imitation in
ter might be committed.
this latter case- an error which iiiori' than one man
of talent has fallen into, from not having sutticicntly
weigheil the enoriiious dilTerence that exists between
what are known, in the present day, as tirearnis,an(l

weapons for like purposes used by the ancients,
and the cimsequences which must necessarily ensue
from this cause in the arrangement of troops for combat— is greatly to be de|irecated
the

From

the forgoing remarks, it will lie inferred that
is, in a peculiar sense, the science of Generwhilst tacti<s, in all its
als in command of armies
ramilications,from the elementary drill of the soldier
to orders of battle, from the biroiuic of an out]iosl to
the encamimient of an army, now belongs to ollicers
of all grades. Yet witii these marked dilierences, it is
sheer peilantry to pretend to detine the precise limits
of these two prominent branches of the military art,
as they ])resent a multitude of exceptions in which
they approach and run iulo each other. Tactics if
we restrict its meaning to the evolutions and maneuvers of troops on the held of battle, may be taught
with mathematical exactness, because every movement is accurately prescribeil, and the more so the
lower we descend the scale of this branch of military
knowledge. But this is far from being true of strategy, be<ause,in the calculations involved in its operations, a great many considerations enter which do
not admit of exactcomputation, and thre upon which
successor failure essentially depend; as lime, the
character of the roads over which the army has to
move, the nature of the obslachs which lie between
it and the enemy, the moral cpialities and activity of
the enemy's forces, etc., etc.
The following extracts from KibmindH' Art and
Sriinrenf Wiir. will give the reader valuable inforniiilion conicrning the main pr'uu\p\v9 of utrategi/ and
their application in modern warfare
\ iiointis said to be HrdUgiaU when it is so situated that its possession will lie of decided advantage
loan iirmy. Citiesat the junction of large rivers, or
coiiirolling the crossing of a river or a pass throiigb
the mountains, or at the meeting of several important roads, are goodexamjiles of this class of points.
It is evident that these places are more numerous and
of more consequence in a broken than in a level
country. In the latter jilace a jioint might become
strategical liy being strongly fortitied.
Owing to the extensive system of railroads now
operated in nearly all countries, and to the great
facility they olVcr for the movemeut of troops iiiid
supplies, a railroad center is now a point wliicli it
may be very desirable to orcupy.
In our own country. New York, Philadelphia,
Chicago, St. I.ouis. Vandalia, Cincinnati, etc., are all
])romiiient illustrations of such points, and there arc
many others whose position will not apiiarenlly have
muck iiitlueiice on ;i campaign, hut by bi'ing broUL'lil
by its acciileuts within the sphereof operations of an
iirmy, niustbc' lielil at all hazards. In every country
there are always some places which are more iinporl;iiil than others, the possession of which b_v an
opposing force would usually be decisive.
The following are some of the reasons why the occu|)at ion of great railroad centers in the theater of
ojieralions would lie advaiilageous to tiie General in
comiiiand of an army. They enable him to draw
his supjilii's and re-enforcements from a great extent
of country, to separate his troops for subsistence,
and to concentrate them for battle; to gain rajii i
and early information of the enemy and bis movements, for there are always telegrajih lines along the
railroails centering at a common jioint
to move his
forces rapidly to any point threatened by the enemy,
strategy

;

:

;

etc.

In a mountainous country, the strategical points,

although few in number, are generally very prominent
The junction of several valleys, or roads aloni: the
crests of several ridges, would naturally be of great
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value to an army occupyin<; it, as the forces mislil
operate in any one of tlie valleys or alons; any of the
roads witli an equal facility, while the enemy, once
committed to one line, could not chani;e to another
without great labor and loss of time, necessitated by
the retrograde movement resnltins from the dillirulty of crossing the intervening spurs or valleys.
In the campaign of 179G-i)7, in Italy, Honnparte, by
causing the redoubt which closed the pass of the
Montenotte to be occupied by one thousand two
hundred men, was able to interpose his army between the armiesof the allies Austriaus and Sardinians—and whip them in detail. At this time the allies,
numbering about sixty thousand men, were operating in three columns by three roads separated by
very difficult mountainous country. Bonaparte, with
about thirty thousand men, holding the middle road,
the pass of the Montenotte, very successfully accomplished his plan of attacking in succession the colunms
of the enemy.
The campaign was thus decided
from its inception, and the redoubt of Montenotte,
seconded l)y a small and brave garrison had great influence upon the final result.
The capital city of a country is usually a very
important strategical point. This may proceed, not
from its influence on the military oi)erations of a
(ampaign or from its position, but from the fact that
it is the seat of government the occupation of which l)y
the enemy may have alasting and damaging effect in
a political point of view. During our civil war great
importance was attached to the capture of the city of
Richmond, and all the campaigns of the Army of the

—

marches. It was possible for General Burnside. by
a single march, to interpose his forces between the
two wings, and he was already in a position favorable to a decisive action.
Instead of following this
plan, which had been the purpose of General McClellan, his predecessor, he announced his intention of
making a change of base to Fredericksburg and of
making '" a movement upon Richmond from that
point."
Swinton remarks as follows
"It would
be difficult to explain this determination on any .sound
military principle; for while the destruction of the
hostile army was, in the very nature of things, the
prime aim and object of the campaign, General Burnside turned his back on that armj', and set out upon
a seemingly aimless adventure to the Rappahannock,
whither, in fact, Lee had to run in search of him.
If it be said that Richmond was General Burnside's
objective point, and that, regarding this rather than
the hostile force, he choose the Fredericksburg line
as one representing fewer difficulties than that on
which the army was moving (the line of the Orange
and Alexandria railroad), the reply is, that an advance against Richmond was, at this season, impracticable by any line
but a single march would have
put him in position to give decisive battle under cir:

;

cumstances eminently advantageous to him."
The marches of the troops necessary for concentration, the points where they are to a'ssemblc, and
the arrangements for the needed supplies of all kinds,
will also be considered in drawing up the plan.
It

is thus seen that it is only the general features that
are settled upon in determining the plan of campaign;
Potomac were made with that city as the objective that the marches of each day, the place for camping,
point, with the idea that its fall would put an end to etc., are details which do not enter into this problem,
the war.
This was undoubtedly too much to expect; but are decided upon as the time comes for their acfor the bulwark of the rebellion was not the city of complishment or selection. In drawing up the plan
Richmond, but the Confederate armies, and their the outline maps of the country are made use of;
capture or ovcrwhelmiua; defeat was necessary before those that show onlj' the boundaries, principal cities,
the fall of the city would be a decisive cause of the rivers, mountains, and roads are the best for the
close of the war.
The supplies and re-enforcements purpose. The topographical maps are resorteil to
of the Confederate army were nearly all drawn from when indicating the minor details of the march and
the States south of Virginia,and as long as the avenues camp, and also in studying the natural features of
of supply remained intact the cohesion of the army positions where it is expected to deliver battle.
thorough knowledge of the geograijhy of a connwas assured and it remained a menacing force.
War having been decided upon, it then becomes try is then indispensable, both in planning a camthe duty of tTie Commanding General to determine paign and in conducting the minor operations of the
and la}' out a plan of campaign.
"It is by studyIn forming this war. The Archduke Charles says
\i\.in everything the enemy may do should be foreing the theater of war, that the objective points are
seen, ami measures should be taken to prevent the learnt, and the means which the nature of the ground
accomplishment of his plans.
In an offensive war presents for taking possession of and maintaining
the plan of campaign consists in the selection of an them.
By the aid of this knowledge operations are
objective, theater of operations, base, and lines of combined, that is to say, the way 's examined l)y
operations. The determination of the objective usual- which it is possible to arrive more certainly at the
ly decides the theater of operations; for it will neces- proposed end, and the result to be expected awaited."
.sarily be that part of the frontier which is near the Frederick the Great fought the battle of Leulhen on
objective.
The principles of strategy already laid ground with which Jic was thoroughly familiar, h;ivdown comprise all the considerations which will usu- ing previously hunted over it. It was thus possible
ally govern a General in making his selections of these for him to make dispositions by nutans of which, with
ditferent objects.
Sometimes, however, there may a force of thirty thousand men, he disastrinislj- delie political questions which cannot be overlooked
feated the Austrian Army of eighty thousand men.
liy the General wheu drawing up his plan.
"In 179(), Moreau's Army, entering the Bhuk Forest,
In choosing an objective, which is usuallj' the expected to find terrible mountains, frightful defiles
point first determined in the plan, the caj)it;d of the and forests, and was greatly surprised (o discover,
eneu\y's country is naturally the subject taken into after climbing the declivities of the jilateau that slope
consideration on commencing the work. Its posses- to the Rhine, tliat these. with their spurs, were the only
sion will generally have such a decided effect, both mouutaius,and that the country, from the source of
upon the nation itself, and abroad, that its capture the Danube to Donauwerth,wasa rich and very level
will become the primary object of the campaign. This plain. "In 1813, Napoleon and his whole army supstatement is based on the fact that, when the cap- posed the interior of Bohemia to be very mountainture of the enemy's capital becomes a matter of such ous, whereas there is no district in Kuropemore level,
great importance, it is presumed that the hostile army afterthe girdle of mountains surrounding it has been
will make every e.xertion and sacritice to |ireventthe crossed. which may be done in a single march." The
accomplishment of this purpose: that it must be Union armies labored under very great disadvantages
fought and conquered, before the cajMlal itself is during the rebellion from not having a proper knowlreached.
In November, 18()3. General Hurnside as- edge of the statisti<sand topography of the Southern
sumed command of the Army of the Potomac, which States, and ignorance of these subjects was a fruitat that time was conccntrateil in the neighborhooil of ful cause of grave errors ami great loss.
Wiirrenton.
(xcneral Lee's forces were scattered,
The plan of the campaign, in the case of an army
one wing of his army being near C^ulpepper and the carrying on a defensive war, is called the pUm oj
Other in Shenandoah Valley, and .separated Ijy two difnue.

A
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clianuicr of the war to

iic

curried on by the

defi'Ui'f w ill (Icpi-uii upon the niitional charaeteristics of the people, the nature of the country, the

miniber and

iliseipline of the IroopK, etc.
All these
points will receive attention when devclopini; the
plan of defence.
The (inestion whether an army aclins on the defensive will await the hostile forces within its own
frontiers or carry the war into the enemy's country,
will also ije decided.
In the tirst case the army can
take positions for receivini; battle which have been
selected, sludietl.and stronirly forlilied before hand;
the enemy is uliliged to make large delaclinieiits
from his forces to hold places that it niiglit be dani^erous to leave unoccupied in his rear: the people
can be relied uiion to give timely infornialion of the
enemy's movements
facilities are offered for obtaining guides and spies
the army can operate in
<iny direction with the certainty of iindiiig a base or
.strong points of support.
In case of disaster the
clilficidlies and dangers of retreat are much lessened,
while for the ineniy, und<T adverse circumstances,
the perils are greatly multiplied.
The great objection to this system is that il makes the country sustain all the burdens of the war.
In the second case these relative advantages and
disadvantages will be reversed, but the consideration
of making the enemy contribute the nutans of carrying on the war may outweigh all others, and cau.sc
this system to be adopted.
Particularly will this be
the case when your forces, although not ecpial in
numbers to the enemy, are well disciplined, and not
inferior in other respects.
In the plan of defense it will be determined whether
to meet the enemy on the frontier and dispute his
advance, or to allow him to penetrate into the interior, and then concentrating all energies, nuike the
results of a defeat overwhelming. In the campaign
of 1812, in Russia, Napoleon was drawn on towards
3I0SCOW, which place he found in tlanies and then
began the horrors of that terrible relrcat. wi.ich dej)rived him of a large pro|)ortion of that magniticent
army with which he had startedout onlya few months
before.
Positions that are to be held to the last extremity,
or that are to be abandoned after a certain an\onnl
of resistance; roads that are to be kc])! ready for all
emergencies; points on which to fall back in case of
disaster; places where stores and supplies are to be
accumulated; all these will be designated in the plan
of defense.
The army should be kept well together, ready to
a-ssume the offensive at the tirst favorable opportunity
for a passive defence seldom leads to passive
;

;

;

results.

Movements in war, whether offensive or defensive,
must always be based upon a calculation of time
and distance. 15ut tlieapjilications of this principle
defensive than in offensive war. In the
latter the operations are vaster, the conditiims more
<ire easier in

variable, the elements of the calculation more un<ertain.
At any monu-nt one may be forced to
<-liange his pari, to abandon an iiltack in ordi-rto

defend liiniself and to esc^ape great perils. There is
needed, therefore, a greater genius, to be always
ready to vary his projects, tc execute new combinations.
In a defensive war, the theater isniore contracted; the operations are upon familiar groinid,
the nature of which may be e,\aclJy appreciated.
The combinations being less in number, it is easier
to arrange for them and to confront them. In an
olTensive war genius must supply the want of experience, and guess at the character of the country in
which the operations are made: the points of support upon which we count, vary and sometimes disappear.
In defensive war we act upon a tield prepared and studied; we have fixed pivots of operation; everything may be calcidaled with precision.
A superior genius is then more necessary for offensive war, w Idle a great knowledge of the profession.

the talent to choose judiciously the points of suj)porl. an extreme foresight, with indefatigable activity. may suffice for the needs of detensive war.
Nevertheless, this kind of war is far from being
easy, because properly speaking, a Ueneral is only
reduced to act (JU the defensive when the nutans at
his disposal are inferior to the enemy.
Now, in
modern wars, with eipiality of arms, instruction and
experience, nundiers are of chief avail.
In a military point of view, the offensive has its
gooil and its bad side.
Strategically an invasion
leads to deep lines of opemtion, which are always
(langenuis in a hostile country. All the obstacles in
tlie enemy's coinilry, the mountains, rivers, detiles
and forts, are favorable for defence; while llii' inhabitants and the autliorilies of the country, so far
from beini' the instruments of the invading army,
are generidly hostile.
However, if success be obtained, the enemy is struck
a vital point; he is
de])rived of his resources and compelled to seek u
si)cedy termination of the contest.
For a single
operation, which we call taking the iiiiliiitirt, the
OlTensive is almost always advantageous, particularly in strategy.
Indeed, if the art of war consists in
throwing the masses ui)oir the decisive points, to do
this il will be necessary to take the initiative.
The
attaiking i>arty knows what he is doing and wliat
he desires to do; he leads his massi's to the point
where he desires to strike. He who awaits the attack, is everywhere anticipated the enemy falls with
large forces ui)on fractions of his force; he neither
knows where his adversary proposes to attack him,
nor in what numner to repel him. Tactically, the
offensive also possesses advantages, but they are less
positive, since, the operations being upon a limited
field, the party taking the initiative caimot hide them
from the enemy, who may detect his designs, and by
the aid of good reserves cause them to fail. The attacking parly labors under the di.sadvanlages arising
from the obstacles to be crossed before reaching the
enemy's line ; on which account the advantages and
disadvantages of the tactical olTensive are about

m

;

Whatever advantages may be
e(puilly balanced.
expected either politically or stratcgicaliy from the
offensive, it may not be possible to maintain it exclusively throughout the war; for a campaign offensive in the beginning may become defensive before
ends.
olTensive confers, at the out.sct, the power of
conccntraling on the Hank or center of the enemy's
line of defence, and so turning or breaking it.
The
defender must either o])pose the enemy with an
or
abandon territory in order
inferior force at first,
to assemble his forces at some i)oinl further back.
offensive
war demands great rei)i\ the other hand,
sources, and success itself, if not absolute ;ind decis
ive, entails fresh difficulties on the invader.
And
when he has penetrated very far within the defender's territory, the situations of the antagonists differ
greatly, inasmuch as the army on the offensive is
bound to its base, be that base wide or narrow,
while the defensive forces may base themselves on
any ixprtion of the territory which will sui)i)ly them
and which their front protects.
It is evident, that when one belligerent power
feels secure behind an unassailable fnnitier, and
holds many i.ssues into the enemy's territory, either
by command of the sea or otherwise, il can assemble
its forces unknown to its antagonists upon some
point selected by itself, from whence to make an
eruption into the theater of war. And if the belligerents be divided only by a frontier line— a river
such as the Rhine or Potomac, or a mountain range
such as the Alps— the army that jiasses it w ill nearly
always find itself immensely superior to the force
For the defender's
that can immediately interpose.
army has by the conditions of the defensive been
spre;id so as to guard all i)ossible avenues by which
Thus, in the Waterloo
tin- attack might be nuide.
campaign, Wellington and Blucher, being on the
il

The
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all the roads from the
French frontier into Belgium, along a front of a
hundred miles. Napoleon sudilrnly assembled his
whole army upon the center of their line, and, oc
first entering Belgium, was greatly superior to anjforce which the oppo.sing General could interpose
between him and his object, Brussels. During the
American civil war, Richmond .being the i)c>iiit
arrived at by the principal Northern army, the
Federals could, beliind the screen of the Potomac,
concentrate their forces and advance either from the
Upper Potomac down the Shenandoah valley fnmi
Washington along the Orange railroad to the Rappahannock from Acquia Creek by the Fredericksljurg
and Richmond railway by the peninsula between
the York and James rivers adopting either stream as
a base or from the south side of James river by
Petersburg. They used all of these lines, and frequently advanced at first with numbers greatly superior to those which the Confederates could assemble to oppose them. Thus, the great advantage conferred by the offensive, is the pmrer of coiuentrntiim.
A defensive war is not without its advantages

defensive, were guarding

;

;

;

;

when

wisely conducted. It may be passive or actaking the offensive at times. The passive defence is always pernicious the active may accomplish great successes. The object of a defensive
war being to protect as long as possible the country
threatened by the enemy, all operations should be
designed to retard his progress, to annoy him in his
enterprises by multiplying obstacles and difficulties,
without, however, compromising one's own army.
He who invades does so by reason of some superiority
he will then seek to make the issues as
tive,

;

;

promptly as

the defence, on the contrary,
is weakened by sending off detachments, by marches, and by the privations and fatigues incident to his progress.
An
army is reduced to the defensive only by reverses
or by a positive inferiority. It then seeks in the
support of forts, and in natural or artiticial barriers,
the means of restoring equality' by mviltipl3ing obstacles in the way of the enemy.
This plan when
not carried to an extreme, promises many chances of
success, but only when the General has the good
sense not to make the defensive passive he must
not remain in his positions to receive whatever blows
may be given by his adversary, he must, on the contrary, redouble his activity, and be constantly upon
the alert to improve all opportunities ot assailing the
weak points of the enemy. This plan of war may
be called the defe luvve-offe iishe and may have strategical as well as tactical advantages.
It combines
the advantages of both systems; for one who awaits
Ms adversary upon a prepared field, with all his own
resources in hand, surrounded by all the advantages
of being (m his own ground, can with hope of success, take the initiative, and is fully able to judge
desires delay
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possilile
till

;

his adversary

;

,

when and where

to strike.
of a campaign, to advance
or imt to fideiince is a matter for grave consideration,
but when once the offensive lias been assumed it
must be sustained to the last extremity. However
skillful the maneuvers, a retreat will always weaken
the morale of an army,because in losing the chances
of success, these last are transferred to the enemy.
Besides, retreats always cost more nu'n awAmatiriil
than the most bloody engagements; with this difTerence.that in a battle the enemy's loss is nearly ecjual
to your own, whereas in a retreat the loss is on your
side only.
will suppose an army taking the field:
the first care of the Commander sliould be to agree
with the head of the Slate upon the character of tlie
war; then he must carefully study the theater of wiir,
and select the most suitable base of operations, taking into consideration the frontiers of the Stale and
those of its allies. The selection of this base and the
proposed aim will determine the zone of operations.
The General will take a first objective point; lie will
Belect the line of operations leading to this pomt.

At tha commencement

We

as a temporary or a permanent line, giving it
the most advantageous dire(;lion. namely, that which
promises the greatest number of favorable opportunities with the least danger.
An army marching on
this line of operations wiilhave a front of operations
and a strategic front. The temporary jjositions w hich
the c^irpx d'armie will occupy upon its front of operations, or upon the line of defence, will be strategic
positions.
When near its first objective point, and
when it begins to meet resistance, the army must
either attack the enemy or maneuver to comfjel him
to retreat; and for this end it will adopt one or two
stragetic lines of maneuver, which, tieiug temporary,
may deviate to a certain degree from the general
line of operations, with which they must not be confounded. To connect the strategic front with the base
as the advance is made, lines of supply, depots, etc.,
will be established.
Strategical points and lines are
inseparable, and exist conjointly: a point is not decisive for military operations unless accessible for
all armies, and a line is not considered as being advantageous, so much as the object to which it leads.
The frontiers of States, are either large rivers, or
chains of mountains, or deserts. Of all these obstacles to the march of an army the most difficult to
overcome is the desert mountains come next, and
large rivers occupy the third place.
Some authors have represented that high ranges of
mountains are. in war, inaccessible barriers. Napoleon, on the contrary, in speaking of the Rhetian
Alps, said that, "An army could pass wherever a man
could put his foot." Generals no less experienced
eitlier

;

than himself in mountain warfare have united with
him in this opinion, in admitting the great difficulty
of carrying on a defensive war in such localities, unless the advantages of partisan and regular warfare
can be combinetl; the first to guard the heights and
to harass the enemy, the second to give battle at the
decisive points the junction of the large valleys.
When you are occupying a position which the enemy
threatens to surround, collect all your force immediately, and menace him with an offensive movement.
By this maneuveryou will prevent him from detaching and annoying your flanks, in case you should
judge it necessary to retire. It is an approved maxim in war never to do what the enemy wishes you to
do, for this reason alone, that he desires it.
A field
of battle, therefore, which he has previously studied
and reconnoitered, should be avoided, and double
care should be taken where he has hud time to fortify or intrench.
One consequence deducible from
this principle is, never to attack a position in front
whicli you can gain by turning. Previous to the battle of Austerlitz, Napoleon put in practice this rule,
which he himself gives in his memoirs: "When
30U have resolved to fight a battle, collect your
whole force, dispense with nothing.
A single battalion sometimes decides the day."
Napoleon had
carefully arranged for the concentration of forty
thousand men at Vienna, or sixty-five thousand at
Brunn, according as circumstances should permit.
The Russians, on the contrary, attacked th<- FreiK h
without waiting for General Kssen, who was only a
few days' march distant, and who was bringing with
him nearly ten thousand men. The allies did exactly what Napoleon had wished.
No force .should be
detached on the eve of a battle, because affairs may
change during the night, either by the retreat of the
enemy or by the arriv;d of hirge re-enforci'Uuuls to
enable him to resiune the offensive, ;md counteract
your previous dispositions.
With the purpose of disijcrsing the forces of tlie

—

enemy, we must harass him particularly upon those
]ioints essential to his safely, and promplty seize the
moment in which he has yielded to our feints, to atta<k him upon a weak point with sitiurior numbers.
This is j\ist what is called a feint in fencing plirase,
with the sword in hand, when in single combat.
Two or three slight partial advantages open the

way

for the

more considerable ones 'which decide
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it

It in
is

thus

clciirly

seen liow

fur a General to

assume

tlie initititive in all of his movemi'iits; thus he overrules the desifrn of his enemy, and a first success fre-

ftives an ascenilaniy which is never lost.
Hut the favorable niomeiil nuisl In clearly discerned.
Too irreat a disprnportion in the force and in the various means, would he an insunnoiuitahle ohslacle.
We shoidd wait until the eontidence of tlie enemy

quently

leads

him

into error.
I

by the occasion when offered,
the skillful (Jciierul may always obtain an ailvanlasie
which will permit him to turn the tables on his adversary, and to jiassfrom defensive to olTensive.
This is what ha|ip(Mi( il. remarUably, in 17!M!, in
the immortal camiiaiirn of Italy. The French army,
liavini!; arrived at the frontiers of the Tyrol, and in a
defensive position, found itself mu<li inferior to the
Austrian army, augmented as it was liy the re-enforcements led by Wurmser in person. The enemy's
(ieneral, when atlackinir, had divide<l his force: Ihi'
French (i( niral reuniled his own. and soon a lirst
success enabled him toa.ssume the oll'cnsivc in turn,
.Vfterwards a .series of victories succeeded in combats where the French army was almost always superior in inimbers upon the tield of battle.
To sum
up. all in one word, this division of the art of war
I'rolitinir diliiiently

which applies

to the general

should be observed, that

it

movements

;

I

of armies,

is

movement.

war in North America, GenJackson was (piarlered in the Shenandoah valley witli about tifteen thousand or twenty thousand
men. Opposite to him was a Northern army enterinsr the valley from Harper's Perry, under General
Banks another army under General Fremont, on
the west side; ami another army, under General Sii'gel, just on the east side of Manasscs Gap.
General .lackson descending the valley rapidly, first encountere<i the head of General Fri'monl's column
near this point.
General Jackson retreated rai)i<lly
tor a day or two, until he had ilrawn the head of
Fremont's army away from the main body, and then
he fell on that an<l defeated it.
The two (Jenerals,
iMilroy and Schcnck, wen; beaten and fi'll back on
Fremont, who had just sent olT despatches to \Vushingtou announcing a victory, but who was very glad
to get over the mountains and make his escape, lie
was disposed of for a few days. Jackson proceeded
<lowu the valley, and moving rapidly on iManasses
Gap, fell on a detachment of General Banks troops,
and defealed them. General Bank's, who was down
at Winchester, hearing of what had haiipencd, came
up speedily, and tried to support his unfortunate (!<tachmeut. He met with Jackson under disadvantageous circumstances, and was beaten on the two
days following, and was driven right over the Potomac into Washington.
During the Continental war, in IHOfi, like the two
invading armies in Bohemia, so the two foes of
Austria— Prussia and Italy— on a great scale, were
assailing her (m a double line. In all circumstances
the rule must hold, that the defender in such a case
ought not, except with forces superior to both, to
attempt to make head against both attacks.
The
policy of retarding the attacks of one enemy, and

not strict!}' true, as armies have been destroyed by
strategic operations without the occurrence of pitclied battles, by a succession of inconsiderable affairs.
It is also true that a complete anil decided victory
nniy give rise to results of the sauu' character wlieii
Uiere have been ni> grand strategic combinations.
The results of a battle generally depend upon a uiuon
of causis which are not always within the scope of
the military art; the nature of the order of battle
ado|):ed, the great or less wisdom displayed in the
plan of the battle, as well as the nnininrof carrying
out its dilails, the more or less loyal and enlighteiu'd
co-0|)eration of the ollicers subordinate to the Commander-in-Chief, the cause of he contest, thei)roportionsand (|ualily of the troops, their greater or less
enthusiasm, superiority on the one side or the other
in artillery or cavalry, and the manner of handling
these arms but it is the morale of armies, as well us
of nations, more than anything else, which nnikes victories and their results decisive."
When the nuirth
of an army has been so conducted, that, whrii it meets
the' (Ticmy on the lielil of battle, it has a deciiled advantage over him, he battle which follows will usually be more decisive than in theconlrary case.
A single battle well fought under the foregoing condition,
lias frecjuently been de<isive of tint whole campaign,
and even of the war. The battle of Jena gave Napoleon advantages, which, vigorously followid up in the
manner so jieculiarto him, soon placed the kingdom
of I'russia at his feel, and left him free to turn liisattention to the Kussians.
Battles are classed as olTensive, defensive, and a»
a combination of these two, vi/., offensive-defensive
or defensive-offensive, a. In an offensive battle, the
army moves to attack the enemy wherever found.
• It must be admitted that the assailant generally has
a moral advantage over the assailed, and almost always acts more understandingly than the latter, who
must be more or less in a state of uncertainty." h. In
a defensive battle, the army selects a jjosition in
which to receive the enemy, and does not leave it.
Gettysburg was, for the I'nion troops, a strictly defensive battle
for the Confederates, it was an offensive battle, c. When, in the tirst case, the army leaves
its position at an)- time during the battle in crder to
attack the en< my, it then tights a defensive-offensive
battle w bile for the enemy, the battle is olTensive-defensive. The battle of Chancellorsville was olTensivedefensive for the I'nion troops, and the reverse for the
Confederates.
In the same manner that a nation
may be restricted to a defensive war, a Gen<ral may
be required to tight a defensive battle. Owing to inferior nundjers, having troo])s inferior in disiipline to
the enemy, or armed with an inferior weapcju. a General may be constrained to take a jxisilion and au ait
Iheatlack of the enemy. By takinga strong position,
this inferiority may be counlerbalaMced; and. by assuming the offensive at thei)roper time, hemaygain
a great advantage over the enemy, which, i)roperly
followed up, may give him the victory. TheAustrians were restricted to the defensive at the liattle of
I

always founded upon a calculation of time, distance, and celerity of
it
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Durini; the late civil

eral

;

:

;

i

Kiiniggral/, because they were

loading

armed with

a

muzzle-

and were

inferior to the I'russians iu
numbers and iliscijiline the laller were armed with
the breech-loading needle-gun.
.\ jiure defence can
ritle,

;

never win a battle, it may perhaps enable the troops
acting on the defensive to |)ieserve their position, but
operating in force against the other, is the only de- the most that can be hoped for from a pure defence
cisive mode of operation.
For this reason Colonel is a drawn batth', not a victory. The im|)rovement8
llamley maintained, before hostilities began, that in mo(l<-rn arms have undoubtedly ad<led much to the
.Vustria should at lirst have taken that step which power of the defence, but the attack has been advanced
circumstances afterwards forced on her. and, with- also.
drawing all the forces disposable for the tield,
At first sight, it would appear that the defenc-e
should have held only the fortresses and mountain would gain more from the peculiarities of improved
pas.ses. .secure that, when once she had crushed her fire-arms than the attack.
An army acting on tlie
German foe, she could always, by Verona, issue up- defensive, may have it in its power to choo.sesuclia
on the Italian army in Venetia and drive it over the position, as to oblige the enemy to cross an open
Ho.
it will also probably have time to ascertain the
plain
Battles have been stated by some writers to be the distance of certain fixed points, so as to produce the
chief and deciding features of war. This assertion is greatest effect from its fire. On the other hand, the
;
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advantages that an attackini; force possesses are also
As its Commander has only to
very considerable.
consult his own judgment, he regtdates his movements according to the disposition of the enemj'. He.
being the assailant, has a definite object before him.
and chooses his own way of obtaining it while the
defender has tirst to tind out his adversaries intentions, and then to make the best arrangements for
On the one side, confidence and
frustrating them.
resolution, on the other, uncertaintj' and anxiety.
The defender, if he wish to bring about a decisive
;

result,

must

eventuallj' himself

become the

assailant;

but here the question arises, whether before advancing to attack, he should not exhaust all the material
advantages to be gained from statiouarj- tire, by employing it to the very last moment.
When two armies come in contact the one that acts

on

the offensive or takes the initiative has the power
of selecting the point for attack, and of arranging
against that point a superior force. Tlie defender
does not know where he will be attacked, and has to
provide for several possible, nay probable contingenHe is liable to be deceived, induced to discies.
seminate liis force, and seek to be strong at all the
threatened points, while the assailant need be strong
at one and that the decisive point.
Increased range
and accuracy in weapons have given the attacker the
power of selecting far more advantageous positions
for covering and supporting his attack than former1}'.
Ground which in the days of old artillery might

be simply ignored must now be held by thedefender,
thus compelling him to extend and therefore weaken
his whole line
or it must he abandoned to the enemy, who will quickly make use of it as a. point (pappy ifor an attack; and as the area operated over has
;

thus increased at a much quicker rate than the actual effective range of the weapons, the assailant benefits

considerably.

When the enemy's line is found to be equally strong
along the entire front, so that no favorable point of
attack can be found the possession of which will
carry with it advantages proportionate to the losses

which would follow upon its capture, then the better
plan would be to tlank or turn the enemy, and compel him to abandon his position.
The attack is sel-

dom

confined to one point, but, having selected the
place where the great effort will be made, endeavor
to mislead the enemy by one or more false or feint
attacks, to keep him in doubt as to your real mtentions, and to prevent him from concentrating his
troops to meet your forces making the main attack.
Tactical and strategical considerations both enter the
problem of determining the point of attack the consideration which will govern in any particular case
will depend upon the results which are expected to
;

A

B.

/
/

C

D

Fig.

1.

follow the defeat of the enemy, or the risks to be nin
in attaining these results. The tactical considerations
relato to the advantages which can be gained on the
field of battle: and the strategical to the consequences
of victory. The strategical conditions are more important lian the tactical, unless the difficulties of the
f
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groimd are too great, and the results expected to
follow do not justify the risks to be taken.
Let the army /' in Fig. 1, find the enemy in the
position AB. with one Hank resting on a hill and the
other on a river, with an impassabje marsh in front.
The point .1 is both the strategical and tactical point
of attack
for its capture would crmraand the field
of battle, force the enemy from his line of retreat,
xy, and throw him back "on the impassable obstacle
opposite the left tlank. -1 C, with the right re-enforced would be a befler positionfor the assailed to take,
as in this case an attack at A would compel the assailant to fight with an obstacle at his back, and an
attack at C' would give the assailed the full benefit of
the height. The position -If is also objectionable,
as it presents a salient 1), always a weak point in a
Hue, because it renders both faces liable to be enfiladed.
Suppose an army, acting on the defensive, to have
the position A'}', fig. 2: Us right uncovered, and its
left resting on an impassable obstacle.
The strategical point of attack is y
for. if the left is forced
back, the line of retreat
is exposed.
But the
selection of Fas the point of attack, forces the assailant to fight with his back to the obstacle Z, which
would be very dangerous unless greatlv superior to
the enemy. Rather A' select as the point of attack,
and depend upon vigorous fighting and pursuit for
great results.
Combined attacks, like combined
marches, cannot be relied upon for success. They
.should only be undertaken when the natural features
of the country are such that the enemy can easily
be checked if he attempts to make a counter-attack,
:

:

AB
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the action of tlie troops in the line of battle: consequently the order of inarch must he invariahly detailed so as to allow iif the arniystirst niiuired iicing
near the head of the column.
If the way in wliicli
hattles heirin is considered, it will hr found that
the caxalry of the advanced-guard usually tuid the
enemy and rc]>(]rl his position if he is in a di'fensivc
position, they rcporl (he circumstance: if on the
nvove, they report the force immediately in front of
them. In all prohaliilily they will he driven in on

*

my .be

able lo select places for the corps l)atteries as
they come up: and to facilitate this object he should
place his batteries so as to leave room lor ollieps to
come up in support of them.
The battle of .Mars- La-Tour offers an excellent ex-

ample of the action of an advanced guard on a large
scale, whin meeting an army on the move. The object of the (Jcrmans was to hold the French f.-isl.and
prevent Iheir retreat on Verdun. while the rcnvaiiichr

;

of their army came up.
Thus the troops that tirst
main hody of the advanced-jjiiard. the Com- attacked the French were really acting like all other
mander of which nuist then take up the hest defen- advanced-guards, they were covering the front and

the

sive position he can, to cover the deployment of the
troops in his rear.
If the enemy arc holdins; a defen.sive position, he will not he verv nuuli Irouhled.
because few (tenerals will like lo leave ii carefully

giving time for the deployment of liie army.
The
German (iiiural, Alvensleben, learning from his reconnoilering olliccrs that the Freiicli wereencamped
between Vionville and Uezonvllle, determined to attack them with his own corps, llie lliinl, and what
other troops wire near. At nine a. m., the (iermuns
established between Tronville anil the road by whicli
the French were retreating, four horse-arllllery batteries and three cavalry reginunis, which surprised
the French eneam|)nunts. conqielled the French to
retire and deploy, lacing west across, and at right
angles lo the Verilun road. At eleven o'clock Vionville was taken hy the Prussian infantry and immediately slreiigthened by two coinpanii's of engineers,
and it at once became ix point d'npjiiii round which
the whole Prussian line pivoted throughout the day.
The four horse-artillery batteries wereisoon supported
with four batteries, which tired on the French infantry nuisses, causing them to siitfiT severely
soon,
however, the (Jerman amniiinilion i-oluiniis began
to be exhausted, and the animunilion columns left
at Gorge, although ordered uj) in time, couM only
come up the ravine with great ditlicully and under
a shower of French shells. Then the cori)s artillery
came into action to the east of Tartleville. The operOnce in position it was reation was no easy one.
ceived with a terrible infantry tiri' from Flavigny.
But the batteries held their ground. being shortly supported by four more batteries, which extended the

prepared l)osilionand to i;ive up too soon the advantage of actinjj; on the defensive, orto move until the
plans of the attacker have declared themselves.
In
such a case the Conunander of thea<lvanced-:;uard,
knowing that theeneniy is to be ntta<ked, must take
up such a position that he may protect and cover the

advance of the main body
If tlie

enemy

to the attack.
are not lioldlng a defensive position,

he will in all likelihood be hanlly pressed, and have
some ditlicully in maintaining a point d'lippiii on

which the troops
or

left,

in rear are to

form up

to the right

such as Ilassenhausen, held by (iudin

at

the

battle of Aucrstiidt,
('onser|uently it follows that
those arms of the service whicii can best facilitate
the formation, should benearthe head of thecolunui.
Hence ihere is a very close conueclion between the
tactical action of troojis ona tield of biitlle.and llu'ir
order of march, and it is essentially requisite tliat
the order of man-li, be subordinated to the deployment of the army into line of battle, and this becomes
all the more important as the troops apiiroacli the
actual point of collision. As they do so, the number
• if roads on
wliich they are moving must be reduced,
by the mere convergence of the columns, and hence,
the order of the troops in those columns beconus of

the utmost iniporlanee.
It is further manifest that
there should be no detinite order of march, but the
actual order in which the troops stand should be
regulated by the work to be done, and the nature of
the country.
It is manifestly the object of the officer conun;inding the advanced-guanl to tind a position such as
will compel the enemy to develop a considcndile force
to attack him, and at the same time enable him to
make head against such an attack. Such a position
can generally be found
it is often desirable to occupy a small village or town, loop-hole some houses
or buildings, or form some trenches, which will enatilc!
the advanccd-g\nird to remain in possession of the
ground. It is requisile in many cases to open passages to the right and left for troops to move throuirh
and facilitate the formation; a strong l)ody of engineers should therefore move with the advancedguard.
If the enemy is in position, and does not
show any inclination ti) attack, a portion of the engineers may be (letaile<l to remove obstacles, form any
small bridges that may be required, such as those
that were necdeil for the passage of the Bislritz and
Saner, and facilitate the advance of the troops lieyond
the position taken up by the m:iin liody of ib"e advanced-guard. But as the line of advance of ;in army
acting on the offensive will, if defeated, be generally
its line of retreat, it will be alwavs well to strengthen
some points whicli In case of d'isaster may afford a
rallying place to troops that arc worsted.
But no
position can be properly defended without arlillerv,
eonsequently the Comnninderof the adv:inccd-Lniafd
should have a strong force of artillerv with him,
which he mu.st u.se boldly, to search out" the enemy's
position, compel him tonnmask his guns, and declare himself.
The Conmiander of the artillery of
the advanced-guard has a very responsible otfico
thrown on iiim. He must not only, tind positions for
his own guns, but he should. from'tbe fire of the ene-

:

line of guns to the left towards Vionville.
The lire
of the French infantry, at nine hundred to one thousand two hundred yards, cau.sed great loss, covering
the batteries with a rain of bullets.
The eight batteries in ])osition near Vionville, and the seven near
Flavigny, now concentrated their tire on F'lavigny
and the Cistern wood these tiftcen batliries completely cleared that important position, which felllo
the Germans about twelve o'clock without any serious infantry fighting.
The second French corps,
shaken by the terrible artillery tire, called on its cavalry for siqiport, and a sharp cavalry action ensued,
under cover of which nine of the fifteen (iernuin batteries advanced beyond the F'lavigny road so as to
embrace that place in the German line of battle: three
other batteries advanced almost simullaneously along
the main road between He/.onville and Vionville; hut
these movements were only executed al the cost of
heavy losses; some batteries losing all their ollkers,
others many of their horses.
It will be seen by this abridged account, that the
;

;

'

German guns were not advancing in line with or
Bui the movefollowing in rear of the inhmlry.
ments of the artillery, so far from being rigidly lied
down lo conform to the rules of the infantry, were
tactically independent, that is to say, both the arms
were working each according to its own special peLong
culiarities for the attainment of (me object.
before the Prussian infantry could come on the
ground in any force, the artillery was in position,
preparing the way for it, protected on its flanks by
The manner
cavalry and a small force of infantry.
in which the German artillery was used to extend the
line of battle, till up a great gap in its center, and so
not only occupy a longer front themselves, hut attack their enemy over a Urjier front, is well worthy
they were working tactically together
of notice:
with the cavalry and infantry to debar the French
from the Verdun road, and give time for the deploy-

;
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of the German army. The atlack of the French
cavalry <in the (iermaii balleries was at once mel liy
the (ierman cavalry, au'l the tire of the gun;* beiiii^
then masked, both as regards their own, and to a
certain extent their opponent's tire by the cavalry
tifflit, the batteries seized the opportunity and dasliAt one o'doik the Prussians had
e3 to the front.
two cavalry divisitms, one corps, and twenty-one
batteries in action, the French had one cavalry division, two corps, and twenty-six l)atteries.
The
whole of the Prussian guns were really in three l)atteries, of nine, seven, and live guns respectively,
while the French guns were scattered about. After
one o'clock the French took the offensive, and drove
back the Prussian wings: the center, however, held
fast to Viouville.
In this action the use made of
artillery and engineers to check the F^rench and gain
of
time, the action
tlie artillery especially, in seizing
advantageous places, and rapidly bringing upfresli
batteries, and in concentrating masses of tire oncertain points, are well worthy of close examination.
If the guns had not been with the advance, the
same result could never have been obtained. It is
wortli noticing where the guns inarched.
The
artillery had no special escorts, one battery marching with the cavalry brigade forming the advancedguard, and the other three with the main body of
the division
all the divisiimal arliUery of the third
corps marched between the brigades of the leading
division, the corps artillery between the divisions.
Notwithstanding the eighth Prussian corps hardly
came into action at all, a large number of its battowards tlie close of the day,
teries coming in
supported the exhausted artillery of the tenth aiid
have said that no matter how a
third corps.
battle may begin, the role of attacker and defender
will usually fall to one side, and perhaps change
several times during the course of the day, depending on the number of men engaged at one place, the
strength of the positions, the mode of handling the
reserves, and the number of men defending the

ment

nature of the pursuit. .V vigorous enemy, following up his advantage with energy, will soon entirely
disperse or capture a defeated army.
At the commencement of a retreat it frecpiently becomes necessary to decide whether a f(jrced march will be made,
or whether the retreat will be {onducted bj- regular
marches. With a large army it may be set down as
a general rule that sliort marches should be made,
placing the main relianc(' for safety upon the rearguard. A force<l marcli with a large army is a very
difficult operation under the most favorable circumstances, but when made by a b'aten, dispirited, disorganized arm)', it may lead to the most disastrous
results.

There are
I

\

I

We

sacrifices made by it
necessit}' calls for them.

The

oflicer

t<i

command

;

in dividing the army into two
or three corps, marching at the distance of a day's
march from each other, in order to avoid confusion,
especially in the uuileriel. The third consists in the
marching upon a single front by several roads, nearly parallel, and having a common point of arrival.
The fourth consists in moving by constantly converging roads. The fifth, on the contrary, consists in
moving ahmg constantly diverging roads. A retreat
in

accordance withUie

first

method would

evidently be a dangerous openition with a very large
force, and especially so if the enemy shotild make a
vigorous pursuit. The danger would arise from overcrowding, which might soon convert the retreat into
a rout. The second method might be followed when
the enemj' does not push the retreating armj- too
hard.
When the roads are good the fourth method
would be most excellent, for the army, as it marches
onward in retreat, is constantly concentrating, a very
desirable object to attain. In regard to the fifth
method there are only two cases in which divergent
roads can be followed
1st. When an army has experienced a great defeat in its own country, and the
scattered fragments seek protection within the walls
of fortified places.
2(1. In a war when the sympathies of the whole popidation are enlisted, each fraction of an army thus divided may .serve as a imcleti.s
of assembly in each province
but in a.purely methodical war, with regular armies, carried ou according to the principles of the art, divergent retreats are
simply absurd.
Usually a retreat should be regidated by the same
rules asa forward movement, viz., thedifferent corps
of the army should move on parallel roads within
mutual supporting distances.
This is a point of the
greatest importance, for the anny should alwajs be
prepared to meet an enemy ever -on the alert for a
favorable chance to attack. The crossing of a large
stream by an army on the retreat is usuatly an operation of extreme ditficidty. The trains should first
be crossed, and well cover their passage the army
should take a strong position some distance in advance of tlie point selected for the crossing. The
march of the rear-guard shouUI be so regulated that
it will reach the point intended for it to cross just
after the last of the main body has passed. After the
rear-guard has crossed, the bridge should be destroyed.
A retreat conductetl parallel to a frontier may
often lead to very decisive result^. As this operation
usually exposes a flank to the enemy, it can only be
resorted to with safety when the natural features of
the country greatly favor it. When the line of retreat
is along a large river, or along a mountain, the bridges
anil defiles of which are uniter the control of the retreating army, the advantages are very great. When
this line of retreat is through the enemy's country,
the army can subsist at his expense, and cause him
to bear the full weight of the war; and when the
army's line of retreat is within its own frontier, the
;

i

!

should be unlimited when

the rear-guard should be selected with regard to his
coolness in emergencies, his prudence and judgment
in making dispositions.
"He should be feared and
respected by his enemies." A retreat is alwajs a necessity after a lost battle or after an tmsuccessf ul enterprise.
When a retreat is inevitable, the troops
engaged must first be witlidrawn. This, when possible, should be done by alternate lines, the movement being protected, as much as possible by the
artillery, a portion of which remains with the line
nearest the enemy for this purpose. A renr-ffunrd
of the freshest troops is organized as soon as possible
the pursuing enemy is checked or forced to deploy, when the retreat is stopped and the troops reorganized, and order restored. The army is then
again in condition to confront the enemy. The
sooner all this can be accomplished, the less will be
the losses from the consequences of defeat. The
losses in battle are small when compared to those of
a disorganized, routed army on the retreat. The
nttt'ire of the retreat will depend entirely upon the

methods of arranging a retreat: The
single mass and upon one road.

:

position.

To conduct a nitreat successfully in the presence
of a victorious or superior enemy is tlie most dilficult
operation in war.
Tliis is owing to a great extent to
the effect produced on the nun-ale of the troops as
soon as their backs are turned on the enemy. The
magnitude of the distances and the nature of the
country to be traversed, the resources it offers, the
obstacles to be encountered, the attacks to beappreheniled, cither in rear or in flank, superiority or inferiority in cavalry, the spirit of the troops, are circumstances which have a great effect in deciding the
fate of retreats, leaving out of consideration the' skillful arrangements which the Generals may make for
their execution. It is upon the rear-guard in retreats
that the safety of the army depends, and the efforts

five

first is to march in a
The second consists

conducted

;

and
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I

enemy

is

drawn on without gaining ground towards

the interior, is forced to expose his flanks to attacks
from those directions, and is forced to march through
a hostile country, the inhabitants of which are al-

ways ready

to assist his opponent.

:
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batllc

is

sained

tlu-

defpated

army

shniild

piir-^iud uiiciasinijly. Yi>u have won a -jreal lialrnn after liini
lie, and the > iieniv are in full retreat
Iminmer liini with s;un-*. eliartre witli eavalry. aljove
pa^s
rounil
his
thinks,
all lliinu^
and keep (inshini;
1)1-

:

liini and hitting him from ni<>rnin<r nntil ni'.;lil.
His
forces will .soon cease to lie an army.
The French
after Waterloo, when well lieaten liy the Kn^lish. and
l)iirsued withont intermission by the Prussians.
Hocked back across their frontier a disoriranized
muss without arms. The General who. in pursuit,
acts with precaution, who maneuvers instead of
charsiins:. will never inflict much liarm upon an enemy caution is out of place when you have a beaten
:

army before you. This conduct, which by some may
lietirnied reckless, may at times occasion lossestothe
pursuer, but unless it is practised, yon can never cxThis is the lime
l)eel to crush a relreatiui; enemy.
for cavalry and mounted infantry, if you have any of
When the pursuit is vigorously made
the latter.
many risks nuiy be taken, for it is safe to presume
that the enemy cannot in this case make a decided
stand, or turn on the olfensive with very mucii prospect of success. The commimications of the defeated
army should be seized, if possible, because when
they are jjained the whole innttrifl of the enemy is at
your mercy, and a position may be taken to biir his
"further retreat or attack him in tiank. The latter operati(m will usually be the safer one, because the efforts of a desperate foe may accomplish much in the
former case.
great eftort should be made to se))arate the forces of the retreating army, as in this <ase
a larger fraction of it may be destroyed or captured,
while in the contrary case little damage would lie inflicted.
A road parallel to that taken by the retreating forces offers many advantages to the pursuing
army for. by following this road, opjiortunitiesmay
be presented of nuikiug a flank attack. A retreat,
from its moral effects, always gives certain advantages to the ])ursuing force, even when made by an
army in good condition.
description of Soult's retreat, after leaving Oporto, is taken to illustrate the difliculties which may be
surmounted in operations of this nature. The loih,
8ir Arthur readied Braga,
JIurray was at (iuiinaraens on his right, and Heresford, who had anticipated his orders, was near Chaves, having gent (sylveira
towards Salamoude, with instructions to occupy the
passes of Kuivaens and Mclgassy. But at this time
Soult was lifteen miles in advance of Uraga, liavin'i,
by a surprising effort, extricated himself ifrom one of
the most dangerous situations that a General ever escaped from. To understand this, it is necessary to
describe the country through which his retreat was
will observe that the Sierra <le C'abieffected.
rera and the Sierra de t'atalina line the right bank of
the Tamega
but, in ap|)r(iacliing the Dnuro, tin- latter slants off towards Oporto, thus opening a rough
but practicable slip of laud, through which the road
leads from Oporto to Amarante. llence, the French
in retreating totlie lattertowu had the Douroon their
right hand and the Sierra de Catalina on their left.
Jk'tween Amarante and Braga, which is on the other
.side of the Catalina. a route practicable for artillery
runs through Guimaraeiis. but it is necessarv to reacii
-Vmarante to fall into this road.
Thus, Soult, as he
advanced alon^ the narrow pass between the mountains and the Douro, rested his hopesof safety entirely upon Loiscm's holding Amarante.
Several days,
however, had elapsed since that General had communicated, and an aide-de-camp was .sent on the
morning of the 12tli to ascertain his exact position.
Colonel Tliolo.se, the otficer employed, found Loison
at Amarante, but neither his remonstrances, nor the
after-coming intelligence that Oporto was evacuated,
and the army in full retreat upon the Tamega, could
induce that General to remain there, and, as we have
seen, he marched toward Guimaraens on the 13th,
abandoning the bridge of Amarante without a blow,
and leaving his Commander and two-thirds of the

A

;

A

We
;

army

to

what must have appeared inevitable destruc-

The news of

this iinexpi ilid calamity reached
one o'clock on the morning of the Kith, jusl
as he had i)asseil the rugged banks of the Sonza river;
tion.

.Sonlt at

the wealJier was boisterous, the men were fatigued,
voices weri' lieani calling for a ca|iitulati(Ui, and the
whole army was stricken with dismay. Then it was
that the Duke of Dalnialia juslilied by his energy that
fortune which !ia<l raisid liimlo his high rank in the
world. Being by aSpanish pedlar informedof a path
that, mounting the right bank of the Souza, led over
the Sierra de Catalina to Guimaraens, he. on the instant, silenced the murmurs of the treacherous or
fearful in the ranks, destroyed the artillery, abandoned the military chest and baggagcand loading the
animals with sick men anil musket animunilion, rel)assed tlii' Souza, and followed the Spanish guide
with a hanly resolution. The ruin was falling in torrents, and the i)alliwas such as might beexpectedin
those wild regions, but the troops made good their
passage over the mountains to Pombeira. and, at
Guimaraens, happily fell in with Loison.
During
the night they were joined by I.orge's dragoonsfrom
Braga, and thus, almost' beyond hope, the whole
army was concentrated.
If Soult's
tills

energy in C(unmand was conspicuous ou

occasion, his sagacity and

judgment were no
followed.
Most

remarkably displayed in what
Generals would have moved by
upon (Juimaraens to Braga: but
reach of mind, calculated upon the
less

the direct route
he, with a long

slackness of purhe passed Vallonga, that the bulk of the
F.nglish army must be on the road to Braga, and
would be there before him: on that, at best, he
should be obliged to retreat, flglitiim, and must
sacrifice the guns and baggage of Loison's and
Lorge's corps in the face of an enemy— a circum.stance that might operate fatally on the spirit of his
soldiers, au<l would cirtainly give opporlunilies to
and alreiidy one of the Generals
!lie malcontents:
(apparently Loison was rec-ommcuding a convenBut, with a lirniuess wfirthy ot
tion like ('intra.
the highest admiration, Soult destroyed all the guns
suit after

I

and the greatest part of the baggage and amunition
of Loison's and Lorge's divisions: then, leaving the
high road to Braga on his left, and once more taking to the mountain paths, he made for Carvalho
d'Esle, where he arrived late in the evening of the
thus gaining a day's inarch

point of time.
troops in
the position he !iad occupied just two months before at the battle of Braga: and this spectacle, when
twenty thousand men were collected upon the theater of a former victory, and disposed so as to produce the greatest effect, roused all the sinking pride
It was a happy stroke of
of the French soldiers.
Soult
generalshi]). an inspiration of real genius
now re-organized bis army: taking command of the
reiir-gu.ird himself, and giving that of theudvancedNoble, the French histoguanl to General Loison.
rian of this campaign, says, " The whole army was
astonished"; as though it was not a stroke of consummate policy that the rear, which was pursued by
the British, should be under the General-in-Chief,
and that the front, wlii<li was to light its wav
through the native forces, should have a Commander whose very name called up all the revengeful pasManeta dnnt not mirrtnsions of the Portuguese.
der; and the Duke of Dalmatia dexterously forced
those to act with most zeal who were least inclined
to serve him; and, in sooth, such was Ids perilous
situation, that all the resources of his mind and all
the energies of his character were needed to save
the army.
14tli,

The morning

of

the loth

lie

in

drew

uj) his

;

From" Carvalho he retired to Salamonde, from
The one
whence there was two lines of retreat.
through Huivaens, by which the army had marched
when coming from Chaves two months before the
other, shorter, although more impracticable, leading bv the Poute Nova and Ponte .Miserella into the
;

;
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the guards mounting 'le steep hill, attacked the front,
the ^French made but one discharge, ami fled in con
fusion to the Ponte Xova. The French reached
ded by one thousand Portuguese, with artiller\'; and Monlalegre on the ITth. Sir Arthur, witli the main
that another l>arty had been, since tiie morning, body of the army, halted that day at Kuivaens. The
destroj'ing the Ponte Xova on the Cavado river. ixtli lie renewed the p\irsuit, and a part of his
The destruction of the first bridge blocked the road <avalry passed Jlontalegra. followed by the guards;
to Chaves; the second, if completed, and the passage the enemy was, however, drawn up behind tlie Salas
well defended, would have cut the French off from in force, and no .actiim took place. Sylveira, inThe night was setting in, the soldiers deed, had entered .Montalegre, from the side of
Montalegre.
were harassed, barefooted, and starving; the am- Chaves, before the British came up from Kuivaens;
munilion was damp with the rain, which had never but instead of pursuing, he put his men into quarceased since the 13th, and which was now increasing ters; and a Portuguese officer of his division, who
in violence, accompanied with storms of wind. was despatched to Mi'rshal Beresford with orders
The British army wovdd {•crtainly fall upon the rear to move from Villa Perdrices upon Villa del Key,
in the morning; and if the Ponte Xova, where the loitered on the road .so long that all chance of interguard was reported to be weak, could not be secur- cepting the French line of march was at an end for,
ed, the hour of surrender had certainly arrived. In thougli Beresford, on the lOtli, pushed (Colonel Talthis extremity. Hoult sent for Major Dulong. an offi- bot with the Fourteenth dragoons as far as Ginjo,
cer justly reputed for one of the most daring in the Franchcschi turned in force, and obliged that officer
Addressing himself to this brave to retire, and thus the pursuit terminated.
French ranks.
Soult, on the I'.'th. entered Orense, Init without
man. he said, " I have cho.sen you from the whole
army to seize the Ponte Xova, which has been cut gims, stores, ammunition, or baggage liis men exyou
choose
one
hundred
grenaDo
hausted
with fatigue and misery, the greatest part beby tlie enemy.
diers and twenty-tive horsemen; endeavor to sur- ing without shoes, many without accouterments,
He
prise the guards, and secure the passage of the and in some instances even without muskets.
bridge. If you succeed, say so. but send no other had carried fifty-eisjht pieces of artillery into PortuThus exhorted, gal, and he returned without a gun; yet was his repureport; your silence will sutlice."
Favored tation as a stout and able soldier nowise diminished.
Didong "selected his men, and departed.
bj-the storm, he reached the bridge unperceived of When General Loison abandoned Amarante, he retlie Portuguese, killed the sentinel before any alarm linquished all claims to military reputation, as a simwas given, and then, followed by twelve grenadiers, ple statement of facts will prove. The evening of
began crawling along a narrow slip of masonr}-, the 12th he wrote to Soult that one regiment liad
which was the only part of the bridge undestroyed. easily repulsed the whole of the enemy's forces yet
The Cavado river was in full flood, and roaring in a he, although at the head of six thousand men, cavdeep channel; one of the grenadiers fell into the alry, infantry, and artillery, that night, and without
gulf; but the noise of the storm and the river was another shot being tired, abandoned the only passage
louder than his cry; Dulong, with the eleven still by which, as far as he knew, the rest of tln^ army
creeping onwards, reached the other side, and fall- could escape from its mighty perilous situation witli
ing briskly on the first posts of the peasants, killed honor. The marches and encounters, from the 14th
At that moment, the re- to the 17th, were excellent on both sides. Like the
ordispersed the whole.
mainder of his men advanced close to the bridge; wheelings and buffeting of two vultures in the air,
and some crossing, others mounting the heights, the generals contended, the one for safety, the other
shouting and firing, scared the Portuguese support- for triumph but there was evidently a failure in the
Soult did not
ing posts, who imagined the whole army was upon operations of ilarshal Beresford.
reach Salamonde until the evening of the 1.5th, and
them; and thus the passage was gallantly won.
At ifour o'clock, the bridge being repaired, the ad- his rear-guard was still there on the evening of the
vanced-guard of the French commenced crossing; lOtb. Beresford was in person at Chaves on the
but as the column of march was long, and the road 16th, and his troops reached that place early on the
narrow and rugged, the troops tiled over slowly morning of the 17th. Soult passed Montalegre oa
and beyond the Ponte Nova tliere was a second ob- the 18th, but from Chaves to that place is only one
For the pass in which march.
Again, .Marshal Beresford was in possesstacle still more formidable.
the troops were moving being cut in the side of a sion of Amarante on the 13th. and as there was an
several
miles, at last excellent map of the province in existence, he must
mountain, open on the left for
came upon a torrent called the iliserella, which have known the importance of Salamonde, and that
ravine,
deep
or
rather
gulf, was there were roads to it through Mondin and Cavez
breaking down a
It is true
onl)' to be crossed by a bridge, constructed with a shorter than by Guiniaraens and Chaves.
single lofty arch, called the mltid'ir, or leaper; and that Sylveira was sent to oceup)- Kuivaens and Melso narrow tliat imly three persons could pass abreast. gac}'; but he executed his orders slowly, and MiseFortunately for the French, the saltidur viii» not cut, rella was neglected. Major Warre. an officer of the
but entrenchetl and defended by a few lumdred Marshal's staff, endeavored, indeed, to break down
Portuguese peasants, who occupied the rocks on the bridge of Ponte Xova and Kuivaens: and it was
the further side and here the good soldier Dulong by his exertions that the peasants, surprised at the
again saved the army for, when a first and second former, had been collected but he had only a single
attempt had been repulsed with loss, he carried the drago<m with him, and was without power to exeentrenchments by a third effort; but at the same cute this important task. The peasantrj-, glad to be
The head of rid of the French, were reluctant to stop their retreat,
instant fell deeply wounded himself.
the column now poured over, and it was full time, and still more to destroy the bridge of Miserella,
for the English guns were thundering in the rear, which was the key of all the communications, and
and the Ponte Nova, was choked with dead. Sir all the great markets of Entre Minho e Douro and
Arthur Wellesley, quitting Braga on the morning of therefore sure to be built up again, in which case
the lilth. had come, alioul four o'clock, upon Soult's the people knew well that their laborand time would
It is undoubted that
rear-guard, which remained at Salamonde to cover be called for without payment.
the passage of the army over the bridges. The Soult owed his safety to the failure in breaking those
right was strongly protected by a ravine, the left bridges and it does appear that if 'Major Warre had
occupied a steep hill and a stout battle might have been" supplied with tlie nece.s.sary escort and materials
been mside, but men thus circumstanced, and mo- he would have effectually destroyed them. "Sylveira
mentarily expecting an order to retreat, will seldom did not move either in the direction or with the cestand firinly and, on this occasion, when some light lerity rcquireil of him by Beresford; there .seems to
troops turned the left, and General Sherbrookc, with have been a misunderstanding between thi:m; but

road from Kuivaens to Montalesre.

But tlie scouts
brouglit inti-lligcnff that the bridirc of Kuivaens, on
the little river of tliat name, was broken, and defen-
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niiulo for the numerous inistiikcs necessarily iirisinij in the transmission ,(if orders

aniiwHiMc must bp

speakinir dilVerenl hiufruafies; and for the
dilticiilty of niovinn' troops not accustomed or perfectly willinj; toact toi;i'llier."
Inslruclive lessons
nniy also be learned from the following
Soull
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olli( crs

its

xupihirt.

being

in the

proportion of about une-

jxirty

l/iinl for

the

mppiirt.

•The extreme

<ult<iiiee

to twn-lhinlx for the
front of the advanced-guard
I ''int.

:

from Spain in 1(SI4 (parallel retreat): Frederick tlie
Great from >Ioravia in 175H (parallel retreat)
Napoleon from Moscow in 1813 (parallel pursuit):
;

(iroucliy after Liijiiy in IHlf) (pursuit ): retreat of the
Austri;in army after KoMii;i;rat/in IHiKi: retreat of
tlie ICni;lisli army from (^uatre liras on Waterloo in
1815: Johnstons withdrawal before Shernuin's advance through (icorgia in lM(i4: Lee before (irant in
Virginia the same year. etc.
The conduct of the advance-guard :uid the m:inuer
of executing the marches will always materially iiitfuence strategical oi)erations.
The strength of the
advanced-guard will di'jiend upon the nature of the
country, tiie strengtli of the main l)ody. the ijualily
of the troops, the season nf the year, and upon the
<luty required of it.
If an attack is expected, or it
is rei|uired to take or hold a cerlain position, it will
be stronger than under tlu' ordinary conditions of
nnircb.
Asa rule its strength will vary from »«<fjXh to iiiii-third the total force. The fact that, when
very strong, the duty would recur so often jis to greatly fatigue the men, and if too weak, it might t)econie
an object to the enemy to make an attempt to cut it
olT from the main liody and capture or ilestroy it,
should also be considered when determining the
strength of the advanced-guard The duty slioulil be
so regulated that it will fall in turn to all the dilTerent ilivisions of the army, in this way simplifying
the d<'t;iils of the service, fiimiliarizing all the troo])s
with the duty, and keeping them under the command of their projjer ollicers, which will havea good
flfect on the discipline of the couunand.
The plan
of making details for this duty from the dillerenl
regiments tends to relax dis<ipline by Ijringing men
under officers with whom they are not ac(-ustonied
to serve.
Tlie comjjosition of iin advanced-guard is
usu:dly the same as that of the body of troops which
it is designed to cover
and protect. The advancedguard of an iiriny isgeniTally composed of the three
arms, vi/.
infantry, cavalry, iind artillery: the relative proportion of each depending upon the nature
of the ccnmtry and the resistance it nuiy be required
to make. Following the general rule, the cavalry will
predominate in an open countrj"; in fact in such a
country, nearly all \\w cavalry of an army on the
nuiicli should lie thrown well to the front and on the
Hanks, thus affording the best protection from a surprise, gaining information of the enemy's movements
anil designs, and covering those of its own army,
enabling the General to make any desirable dispositions without the enemy'sknowledge.
In a broken
or rugged country the umin foir^' will consist of infaiUrff. such ground being best adapted to the movements and methods of lighting of this branch of the
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The cavalry in this case should be employscouting, and in couv(^yiug information to the

.service.

ed

in

rear.

The

principle of the formation of an advancedis that it is made up of a niunber of detatcliments, increasing progressively in strength from the
front to the rear.
The object of each of these detachments is to guard against surprise the stronger
body which follows immediately in rear.and to give
the latter time to prepare for attack. This consideration regulates the distances to be preserved between
strong detachments.
When the detachments are
small, the distances need only tobesulliciently great

guard

Cduvin.

.Wain

tlie rear detachment being suddenly brought under lire without notice. The
Kii;.
advanced-guard should be divided into the (ulcaiired
of
jmrtji with its unppurt, the rrxeroe of the advanced- will always consist of a ledding group, or point,
guard. The strensith of the rfKerre should be from three or four men. under a Non-commissioned Ofone-t/ifrd to ifiw-Zuilf of the whole advanced-guard. ficer if possible, sent forward from the advanced
The remainder will make up the adcanced party and party."

to prevcTit the jiossibility of

:i.
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To illustrate the jicncral ilispositioiis nf an advanc- in front of the head of the advanced-guard, would
ed-guard— which arc about the same for all, what- be reiluced. as would also the breadth of front of the
ever their strcnsxth and purpose— tlie manner of ar- scouts, or flanking parties. I'nder such circumstanrauiiiug a guard of on<' hundred and fifty men, in- ces a long extended advanced-guanl would be useFirst.- Fig. .i— a leading less, and the proper direction of march might be lost.
fantry, will be taken.
group of four men under a Corporal, tianked by two The enemy coidd also easily pass through a widelygroups of three or four men each to the right and extended front, undetected, in a dark or foggy state
left rear, not more than one hundred and fifty yards of the atmosphere.
A very rough rule is sometimes followed of asceroff the main route.
The remainder of the advanced
party follows at one hundred yards from the point. taining approximately what the distance should be
At one hundred and fifty yards, a connecting tile be- from the head of the advanced-guard to the head of
tween, the support follows, detaching, when requir- the main column. The distance is to be equal to the
ed, two small flanking groups, to support and keep length of the column of the main body fn rontt, on
At two the assumption that the rear of the column would
in si^ht the flankers of the advanced party.
hundred and fifty yards, connecting tiles being be- then have time to form up for action, before the enetween, the reserve follows, consisting of half the my could pass from where he encountered the head
force.
It may detach to either flank, when desir- of the advanced-guard, to the position taken up by
•
able, one group of men thrown forward, and another the column to receive tlie attack.
group thrown rather back supporting the former.
The division of the advanced-guard into advanced
Kone of these flanking groups should extend their party, support, and reserve, admits of a sul)-divisioD
distance laterally from the main route over four of duties which is very desirable. The nature of these
hundred yards, under ordinary conditions. A dis- duties leads us naturally to fix the position in the adtance of three hundred yards separates the reserve vanced-guard of the several arms when combined.
from the main body, which is thus eight hundred Mobility is undoubtedly necessary for the advanced
yards, or nearly half a mile, from the leading group files, and reconnoitering their duty.cavalrymnst thereof the advanced-guard.
fore be at the head
and not only at the hi ad but to
In the case of an advanced-guard or cavalry^ of reconnoiter to the flanks, for infantry employed on
about the same strength as the foregoing, the lateral thisservice.to any distance, would delay the advance,
distances would be increased to two hundred, three and the men be soon exhausted by the extra fatigue.
hundred, or even a greater number of yards, depend- The advanced party, and also the leading portion
ing upon the nature of the country; and the distances of the support, would therefore, be cavalry.
But
between the different portions of the guard would be cavalry should not compose the whole of the supincreased in proportion, until the total distance from port, as cavalry meeting hostile infantry would natthe point of the advanced-guard to the nuiJn column urally be checked.
The support, then to fulfill its
would be one thousand five hundred or two thou- complete mission, should include infantry.
A few
sand yards or even more in a very open country. The engineers should accompany the support, in order to
Commander of the advanced-guard remains with the be near at hand when required to repair a broken
reserve. It marches on the main route always ready bridge or assist in removing an ob.stacle to the adto move quickly to the front or flank if required. vance.
The pioneers of infantry would also march
When possibIe,flanking patrols from the reserve move with the support, to render like service. The reserve
on each flank. They are to examine houses, farms, woidd be composed of all the three arms, in order
etc., standing back from the route, and preserve con- to withstand the enemy and fight him.
Infantry at
nection with any columns that may be advancing on the head, followed by the artillery, then by more inother roads to right and left. Should there be any fantry, and finally by the remaintler of the cavalry
flghting it is dcrae by the reserve.
The advanced not employed in the advance.
The engineers not
parties, feel, observe, and reconnoiter, but when it with the support, would bring up the rear of the adcomes to pushing home an attack the reserve must vanced-guard. The circumstances under which guns
be brought up as quickly as possible. This does not would require to take a more forward place in the
mean that the advanced parties will not usually be march of an advanced guard are of rare occurrence.
able to sweep back the enemy's feelers and scouts if In a mountainous or hilly country, much enclosed.a
they are encoimtered. So much they will doubtless few gims might perhaps accompany the support. In
be able to effect, but should more serious resistance such a country they would be comparatively safe
be met with, it is their duty, even at the cost of de- from sudden attack or reverse, the enemy being hamlay, to obtain re-enforcements, or to fall back on the jjcredinhis movements by the ground. and they would
larger body in their rear, so as either to ensure the l)e close at hand when rei|uired for any special seradvance being pushed successfully, or that such ob- vice, such for instance as silencing the enemy's guns
stacle to the enemy's nearer approach be oft'ered, as brought to bear on points which nuist be passed i)y
shall give the main body time to prepare for action. the advanced-guard. A couple of guns are also someThe principle on which such rules for action are times of use with the support, in order to clear the
based is that it is the essence of the duty of an ad- road in front without loss to the infantry.
vanced guard to be surfexs/ul in rejjulsing the eneMarches are of two kinds. 1. Those made beyond
my or in holding him back a sufficient time. The striking distance of an enemy, called rw/^*^ marches.
distance of the head of an advanced-ginird from the 3. Those made in the immediate vicinity of the enmain column varies according to circumstances, and emy, called strategiml and tnctiml marches the latcannot be dictated by rule. It may, however, be ter being in sight of the enemy. Marches of the
fairly remarked with reference to the principal duly second class are termed utraUgical because they are
of the advanced-guard, that if the main body requires usually made in connect ion with some s<n/?<'j(f«i comto be afforded a long time to prepare forthe engage- bination.
In marches of the fir>t class the comfort
ment in other wonis, if the column of the main body of the men is an object of the first importance, unbe deep,and would take much time to form up the less there is some urgent reason for rapid concentradistance of the head of the advanced-guard must be tion, when every other consitleration must give way
a long way in advance.
But if the country is diffi- to it. In the second ease comfort must give way to
cult to traverse, and the enemy's advance. can be eas- security.
In both cases the marches should be so
ily retarded, the head of the advanced-guard need conducted that the troops will arrive at their destinot be so far iu front as if the country is open, and nation with as little fatigue as possible. Great care
the advances of the enemy would be uninterrupted. should consequently be exercised to see that the
Or.if the advanced-guard is strong. an<l can liold the troops are not obliged to make any unnecessary moveenemy, it need not be so far in advance as if it were ments. Particularly discouraging is a counter-march
weak, and liable to be driven rapidly back. Again without any object accomplished, as when caused
in thick or foggy weather, or at night, the distance by false information; it is fatigue endured without
;
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ritiirn. Siicci'ss in wiir will (It-penil iu u great (It'srcc
iijioii the muuiior in wliirli llic marclies arc couduttat a givt-n time, can have the
Tlif Ctcui ral.
I'll.

who

greatest number of Iroojjs at a given point anil in the
Lest <(>nililion for lighting, is bound lobesiueessful.
"Let rae see twoarmicson
General Wolselev says
the march, and 1 believe I could tell you the respecThe tiluess of troopsfor
tive lighting value of each.
the great tinal struggle, when they at last meet their
enemy, must ever depend greatly upon the manner
:

which their marches have been arranged. Men
overmarelied. or wliose health and comforts have not
been duly atlended to whilst on the march, can never be e.\pecled to go in at an enemy whose men have
been well cared for by an able stall' administration."
One general principle should be followed in all
iu

ten to twenty miles a day. The latter distance will
therefore lii'"tlie longest'ordinary march for troops
of this branch of the service; a "longer march than
Iwenly miles will then be a foried march. Cavalry
at a vvalk will usually march three miU'S an hour:
moving at a trot it can make five miles for a fewhours. Forced marches, continued for several days,
are more severe for cavalry than for infantry. AVhen
it is possible, cavalry and horse arlillcry should
march by a dilTcreut roiid from the inftuiliy. as it is

very fatiguing to horses to keep |>ace with men on
If this camiot be done, hirL'i- inlirv;ils should
be allowed Ix'tween the moimled and dismounted
branchis of he service when on the march. Inlessthe
country is deej) or very much cut up by canals, cavairy can generally make its w;iy across the fields,
having a detiiclmunt of moinileil sappers with tool.^
foui.

I

marches, viz., to have as many coluums as possible
and march them upon the greatest possible front. carried on ))aik-horscs for the purpose of opening
This will be deciiiedby the number and nature of the ways through and overobslacles. Th<- |)acc al which

The greater
the more closely may the
above rule be followed; as the enemy is approached,
the more nearly should the marching approach the
liattle front. .Several roads, sensibly parallel, and but
a few miles apart, fulfil this coudition most favorroads leading in the desireil direction.
the distance from the

enemy

ably-.

The following genei^l rules should be observed in
marches; 1. The several branches of the service

all

shovdd alTordcaeh other mulu;d proleclion, ;ind their
position on the line of march should depend or, the
nature of the country. 2. The order of march should
be such, that by short, simple, and rapid movements,
3. That at no
it can Ijcconie the order of battle.
time, and under no pretext whatever, should the
slightest deviation from the strictest discipline be permitted. The march of an army corps over a single
road is a very tedious and fatiguinj' operation. The
march of the several divisions should be so regulated
that llu-y will not interfere,

and so the short delay

of

Let us suppose the
one willuot alTi'Ct the others.
case of an army corps of thirty-five thousand men.
marching on a single road, and see what space would
be taken up by it. The advanecd-guanl- consisting
of a brigacleof cavalry, four regiments of infantry.
batteries of horse artillery, a company of enginand a pontoon train from the extreme front to
the extreme rear, would cover about four miles of
road; the main column about thirteen miles the train
four miles. Allowing an interval of one mile between
the advanced-guard and the maincolunm, and twenty per cent, for opening out ou the march, and the
corps will cover about twenty-five miles fif road.
The rear-guard would have to make a forced march
in order to reach the exircme head of the column in
one day. General Mcl'lellau, referrinji to the disadvantages arising from the use of a single road for the
march of a large army, says " If I had marched the

Iwo

—

eers,

;

:

army (about one hundred thousand men)
one column along the banks of the river instead

entire

in

of

the lroo])s at the liciid of a long coluuui miircli is far
frimi being a matter of indilTereiice it should be uniform and slow. If the rate of marching at the head
of the <-olunui is not uniform, the troops in rear will
be unnecessarily fatigued, as they will be obliged to
go alternately fast and .slow in order to keep the
If the rate is too fast, the column
l>ro|)ir distances.
will be drawn out iind the nundjerof stragglers greatly increased.
]{'iitt>
marches become marches of vnitcdilrtiUnii
when made for the purpose of bringing different
hollies of troops tog( ther at a specified place or
iSlnitiplaces at a time fixed upon before hand.
g/'cjil marclies become marches
of timncurer when
so made that they render untenable the position
occupied by the enemy, forcing him either lo abandon it or 1(^ accept battle under adverse circunistances.
Ill this class of marches secrecy, t'clerily, and
The
good order are the first csscr.tials of success.
campiiigu of IW.") furnishes a most notable example
of these two classes of marches. At the opening of
the campaign, Napoleon's entire army was distributed from liie Texel to Ijrest along a front of about
five hundred miles.
I5y most admirably iilanned
marches of ctinceiitratinii. he tiroughl the first and
second corps- thirty-seven thousand men from
Hanover and Holland to Wurlzburg. between .September IHIli and 20tli the third, fourth, fifth, and
sixth corps and the reserve— one huiiilred and thirtyeight thousand lucn — from France totlie Khinc, between .Manheim and t>lrasburg, between September
2Ist and 24tli.
The seventh corps was to reach the
With the
Hliine al Sirasburg after the others.
corps in these positions the marches olciniuntralion,
Each corps moved in three diviwere completed.
The Austrians, al
sions on three consecutive days.
I'lm, expected Napoleon to make a front attack, by
passing through the defiles of the Black Forest.
Their grounds for this belief were based upon the
Hul Najioleon's
operations of jirevious campaigns.
plan of campaign was entirely different from any
The main body
that lia<i |)reviously been followed.
of the French force being on the right helped lofix
Mack, the Austrian Commander, in his error. Napoleon, making a strong demonstration in front of
the Austrian position, pivoted on his right, and concentrated his entire force on the Danube, between
Dcmauwerlh and Ingolstadt, in the rear of I'lm. thus
separating the Austrians from the Uussians who were
L'lm
already coming up the Danube to their relief.
was llius ren<iercd untenable and Mack was so comThe marches of the French
pelled to capitulate.
;

—

;

n\>im Wvv ililTcrenl parallel roads, the columns with its
tniins would have extended about fifty miles, and the
enemy might have defeated the advance before the
rear could have reached the scene of action."
march is said to be/('rf<'rfwhenit is longer than
the ordinary marches, and is made for the attainment of some particular object. Forced marches are
very fatiguing, and they should therefore be resorted to only in cases of urgent necessity, and then but
few such marches should be made in succession. On
the eve of a battle they are freipiently necessary in
order to facilitate the concentration of troops. Kspecially will this be the case with the large armies of army from the Hhine and 'Wurlzburg were marches
the present day, which cover a great exier.t of coun- oiinaiiriirrr, aiding by their direction a strategical
Deperidimr upon the con- combination.
try while (m the march.
Xfl'ink march is one whose direction is parallel,
dition of the roads and weather, anil the size of the
Such a
column, infantry will march from one to two and one or nearly so, to the enemy's position.
half miles an hour. Allowing ten hours as the limit march, when made in the immediate presence of
of the greatest ordinary march, and time for the nec- the enemy, is usually a very delicate operation to
essary halts which should be made for at least five successfully accomplish, and should rarely be resoror ten rainutca each hour— infantry can march from ted to. As the distance from the enemy is increased

A

—

;
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the difficulties of a flank march diminish, and when
they are made at a distance of several marches from
him, with good protection for the exposed flank,
they will not ditt'er from ordinary marches. One of
the most brilliant examples of a successful flank
march in the presence of the enemy, was that of the
rebel general Stonewall Jackson, made during the
General
battleof Chancellorsville, May 2d, 1863.
Hooker determined to fight a defensive battle and
Genstrengthened his position for this purpose.
eral Lee, Hooker's opponent, finding a front attack
on his position impracticable, sent General .Jackson
with about twentj-two thousand men to attack
Hooker's right anil rear. The position of the Union
forces is shown in Fig. 3, also the direction of
The column on the march
.Jackson's flank march.
was at no time more than two miles from the Union
lines, but was concealed from them by intervening
timber.
It is said that General Lee, previous to the
battle, had a road cut through the timber from
Jackson's position to the Brock road, with a view

only one division should march by each road. The
largest unit that can at all conveniently march by
one road in a continuous column is an army corps
but its pace will be verj- slow, and great fatigue will
be entailed upon men and horses. Orders for a march
should contain: 1st. General direction and oljject of
march. 2ud. Date, hour, and order of the march, and
the roads to be followed by each division, etc. 3d.

Formation of advanced or rear-guards, and special
instructions for flanking parties and detachments of
all sorts.

4th. Instructions for field hospitals, reserve

ammunition, engineers, pontoons, and military portion of the train generally. 5th. Instructions for supply of troops and orders for baggage and provision
columns. 6th. Position of General on the march,
and of headquarters for the night. It is quite evident that as the success of strategy is mainly dependent on accurate calculation of the powers of marching, the most brilliant conceptions, and the most profound combinations, must fail if the troops do not
move over the distances calculated on, and do not
occupy the prescribed relative positions to each other.
Similarly, when the head of a column is attacked,
the most skilful tactics will not help it, if the artillery, cavalry or infantry that are required for any
particular action cannot be found, if the roads are

The full effect expected
of making this maneuver.
from this flank movement was not realized, owing
to the loss of General Jackson, who was mortally
wounded and taken from the field just as he was
about to follow up the advantage given by Ins new
This march and the blocked, and re-enforcements cannot be brought up,
position in the line of battle.
subsequent attack had, however, a decided in- or ammunition be got at consequently the art of
fluence on the fight, and, in connection with other Uiarching forms a most important portion of the
events, determined General Hooker to withdraw his .science of war. The increased power of weapons enThe L'nion ables a small body of men. who know they will be
forces across the Rappahannock river.
force controlled by General Hooker numbered about supported, to hold a position longer than formerly,
one hundred and twenty thousand men; the Con- this enables an advanced-guard to check an enemy,
federates had about fifty thousand men.
compel him to deploy, and bring up his artillery
(hmhhud marches are those made for the purpose before be can make an impression consequently
of attacking two or more points of the enemy's po- the distance apart of columns on the march, or the
or, they may be undertaken front of an army moving in proximity to an enemy,
sition at the same time
in order to have several corps, marching from dif- may now be enlarged to an extent that formerly would
ferent directions, reach a certain point at a fi.xed have been unsafe.
It is a matter of no little importime. The nearer this point is to the enemy the more tance as affecting rapidity of marching and punctudiflicult will be the operation, owing to the oppor- ality of supply.
;

;

;

tunities olfered of attacking the separated corps in
These operations are open to the same obdetail.
jections as diversions, their object frequently being
defeated by similiar causes. Marches through obstructed country depends for success upon the manner in which they are conducted. The difficulties to
be encountered by the advanced-guard will in this
case be increased, and upon its efficiency will depend
the safety of the army. Forests, streams anil mountains will have to be crossed and defiles traversed.
The disposition to be made for the accomplishment
of these objects will depend upon the circumstances
in each particular case; whether the enemy is present in strength, is strongly posted, and the opposisition that he will probably make. It is the province
of the advanced-guard to develop all these facts, so
that suitable arrangements may at all limes be made
by the Conunanding General. The general r\de is not
to compromise the safety of any cousiilerable body
of troops ill such posit ions, and therefore they should
not be entered until the country has been tlioroughly scouted in every direction. Each division should
act as a support to the one that precedes, and the
march should not be resumed until all the troops
The safety of
have traversed the dangerous zone.
the trains pertaining to an army on the march is a
In a forward
consideration of the first importance.
movement they follow the columns of march, anil if
the flanks of the army are protected they may follow either indifferently, or both. I'lider other circumstances they should follow the flank which affords the best protection, otherwise they should be
placed in rear of the center. On a retreat the trains
will be in advance of the army. Xight marches with
large forces are very difficult operations for obvious
reasons.
They are. however, a necessity in certain
cases, as on the retreat iu order to gain a march on
the enemy, wlien making diversions, etc.
In moving an army it is desirable, if possible, that

The functions of outposts are to hold an enemy in
check until the armj' is prepared for action and is
ready to receive him; to ena'.ile the army to rest by
securing it from surprise by the enemy and to prevent the enemy's reconnoitering parties from approaching sufficiently near the position of the army
to gain any information concerning it. Armies in actual iiresence of each other form order of battle, and
Armies
in this case outposts cease their function.
at a distance from each other, when the nature of tlie
country and their means admit of it. cover their front
and flanks with cava'ry, one or two or more marches
and in this case, since these troops would
iu advance
give notice of the enemy's movements and time for
preparation, the other outposts behind these would,
;

:

for the moment, find their u.ses limited to preventing
the passage of deserters on the one side, spies on tl'e
other, and to giving protection from sudden raids of
parties of the enemy which might break through the
cavalry cordon. It is when the cavalry line does not
e.xist. or has been withdrawn, while armies, though
not in presence, are within striking distance, that
outposts assume their full value. The withdrawal of
the cavalry may follow either from the force of that
arm on one side lieing overmatched, or because one
army awaits the other in position. In this last case,
when the opposing lines of cavalry covering their respective armies come into collision, the cavalry of
the army which takes position, even though for the
moment victorious, must in the end give way because the advancing army will push on troops of all
arms, while the stationary army cannot do so. seeing
it intends to fight elsewlien'. and cavalry alone cannot
oppose ;i combination of arms. The army in position
therefore, places its outposts, and its cavalry retires
through them. Tlie enemy's cavalry is checked by
the outposts.
The enemy thereupon either proceeds
at once to reconnoiier and attack the position, or
himself takes position, covered by Am outposts, with
:

—
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next day, or nl fi more
or of mamMivcrins. To observe his
(llie enemy's) a|)])ri)a<li from a dislanee. ami to reeos;nize, if possible, its true rliara<ler: to resist up to
a eerlaiii jtraetieable point, and then fall back in eoncert and (Tood onler. eontinuini; to retard the enemy,
sueli are the functions whieli are denumtled from
a line of posts extendins across valleys and over ridges, sometimts in wooded ground, sometimes in enclosures, sometimes in an open country, sometimes
along a front the issues of which are close defiles
each variety of the conditions calling for an appropriate disposition; while the whole attenuated line,
which thus ojiposes itself to the onset of an army, is
to maintain concentrated action tliroughoul.
The arrangenienl of tlie dilTerent component parts
of the outposts is similar to that of the advancedguard, and their duties have nnnh the san'.e character, dilTering, however, essentially in matters of detail and mode of execution. In order to ])iTform these
duties pro))erly, etflciently, and with the minimum
amount of fatigue, the combined action of the two
arms, infantry and cavalry, is absolntcty necessary.
The infantry isreipiired to resist the enemy's a<lvance,
anil the cavalry to watch him, obtain information of
Ills movements, and to promiilly transmit theknowlThe relative proportion of
cilge gained to the rear.
these, two arms in any case will be detcrmini'd by the
which
the army is operating.
nature of the country in
If the country is level and open the cavalry can biemployed to the best advantage, and it would therefore be largely used, especially during the day, but
at niiiht. it should be replaced by infantry as far as
practicable.
In a rough, close, or broken country
infantry would be princiiially em|)loyed at all limes.
Infantry and cavalry on this duty shotdd never be
placed toffether in thi' same line, on account of the
danger which wo\ild result from a Hank attack on the
former, rendered possible by the latter being forced
back from its position. Owing to the similarity of
the two duties advanced-guard and outpost- it is
<iesirable that the names of the component parts
should as far as practicable be the .same for each.
In many instances, after the day's march is finished.
the advanced-guard, when not too much fatigued, is
also required to perform the duties of outposts, in
which case very little change woidd Ije necessary in
its formation in order to adapt it to its new service.
There are two systems of outposts, viz., the eordan
In the first .system a
system and the patrol system.
line of s(tntinels is so arranged that the enemy, either
xingly or in parties, cannot by any possibility pass it;
in tlie second case constant patrols are made, which
are expected to detect parties of the eneniv attemptin!; to pass, without calcidating to entirely bar the
way to individuals. When the weather is dear and
theCountry com|)arativel}' open, the n/rdoii system
is very effective, but in a very broken country, or
when the weather is stormy or foggy, the large number of men reciuired to properly perform the service
makes the duty very arduous. The /wfn// system tinder these circumstances would prol)ably be i>referred,
sentinels being placed on all the avenues of iipproiich,
and a thorough system of patrols being enii)loyed to
I'njirevent the enemy from penetrating the lines.
<ler all comlitions of country an<l weather, a combination embracing the best qualities of each system
might be devised. To illustrate the manner of arranging and placing outposts, let us suppose that an
.-irmy corps has taken position in fairly open ground,
and the necessary arrangements are to be jirovided
for its security. For this purpose the troops detailed
for outpost duty will be posted in four lines, ;is fol4. Re-,
1. Sentineli. 2. PkkeU. H. SupporU.
lows

the

inlcnlii)ii of attiU-kiii!;

coiivctiicnt
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—

four hundri'd yards apart for infantry, and up to six
hundred yarils for cavalrv niountid sentries calliMl
redrtt-is.
Sentries should not be more than four
Vedethundred yards in advanci' of their pickets.
tes may be as far as six hundred vards from tlnir
pickets. .Sentries or vedettes should have clearly in
view all the men of the jjosts on each side of them,
and no ground in front of the two adjoining posts
should be unseen bv the sentries of both ])osts. At
night, sentries should be placed so as, if po.ssible, to
bring anyadvancing person against the skyline, they
themselves remaining in shadow but, as it is imixissible to continue the conion system with strict
effect at night, sentries would in general be only
placed on the roads, anil ullier lines of approach.
Vedettes would be withdrawn altogether at night,
unless there were no infantry available, in which
case they would then be placed on the roads or the
passages through which an enemy is most likely to
;

advance.

The strength of jiickel will be determined by the
furnishes sentries or
number of posts for which
ii

it

vedettes, in addition to the men required for detached |)ost9, and for ])atrolling duties. The picket acts as a support, or a sort of ;inchor, to the sentries, vecleltes, or detached jiarties which it furnishIt is therefore iiosted in tiieir rear, if possible
es.
centrally, and on a main rotite or thoroughfare.
mounted orderly or two should be attached to an inPatrolling duties must alwaj's be
fantry jiicket.
allowed for. the niiniber of mi-ii required being determined by theCommandcr of the outposts according to eirciinislances; with <avalry ])ickets the projiortion would generally require to lie large, about
iiiie-fiiiirth to one-third of the whole picket.
Detached parlies are of a strength iiropnrlioned to the duty
I'"rnni two
to four
u]»in which they ar<' sent.
double sentries are quite suflicicnt for an infantry
])ickel to furnish ;uiil two to three double vedettes
the infantry
for ii cavidry picket.
It follows that
])icket would observe from six hundred to eight
liiindred yards of front, whilst the <'avalry picket
would walirli a front of oni' thousand to one thouThe jiickets themselves
sand five hundred yards.
niiiy be from four hundred to eight hundred j-ards
froin their supports in the case of infantry, and

A

from one thousand two hundred

to

two thousand

case of

cavalry.
Infantry i)icketa
would thus be from six hujidred to eight hundred
yards from one ;inother, whilst cavalry pickets
would be from one thousand to one thousand six

yards

in

the

hundred yards ai)art.
These figures are of course purely approximate,
as the nature of the ground and other r'ircumstances
must immensely affect the dispositions in any particular cas(; in a perfectly o])en country, in clear
weather, for instance, the distance and intervals
would no doulit be much increased. The [irinciples

however, by which they should be <alculatcd are
The ])icksimple, and ought to be borne in mind.
ets,

whilst being placed centrally as regards their

should be close enough to aid ;ind support
one another in relrc:it.an eti'cicnt thinking fire being
mutually provided for in the case of infantry. They
should not be too close in front of tin ir supports, as
the latter iniglit in such case be demoralized by the
pickets being suddenly driven in upon them, nor. on
the other hand, too fiir distant to ])revent the supsentries,

ports from

itdvancing in time, to ;iid the jiickets
pressed.
From twenty-five to fifty
men for infantry, and from twenty to thirty for cav;ilry. arc generally sufficienl for ordinary iiickets.
Wiiere large det;iched jiarties arc furnished by a
picket, its strength must be jiroimrtioniUly increased.
A picket should be. if possible, posted on the route
ierre.
Each picket furnishes a chain of double sentinels by which the enemy will proliidily advance, and a
;iilvance of its
to watch tli<- <()untry in front, and to connect with cavalrv jiicket should hiive ground
the neighboring pickets. No more ]X)Sts shoukl be es- position fiivorable for ;iction, in case, it nuiy be netablished than are absolutely necessary. In f;iirly open cessary to take the otTensive ill order to check the
The position of the picket ought to be so
ground by davthevmavbe from two hundred to enemy.

when

liiinlly

;

m
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far concealed tliat the enemy can only discover it by subdivision, therefore, in the one case, would be, for
attacking; but, there must be free movements in all the reserve one-third, for the support one-third, for
in the other case, for the redirections, and especially easy means of communi- the pickets one-third
cation, both with the flanking pickets and the sup- serve one-half, for the support one-fourth, for the
In all cooking, eating, feeding, and pickets one-fourth, of the whole strength.
Tlie reports in rear.
watering arrangements, two-tliirdu of a picket of serve ought to be placed out of sight of the enemy,oceither ann must always be ready for immediate ac- casionally divided into two parts, on a principle route
tion, and none of the men .should stroll at a distance or routes of retreat to the main body.
Its functions
from the arms.
are to move to the re-enforcement of the supports if
The line of resistance— that is, the line where the necessar)', or to occupy a good defensive position for
first important stand is to be made
liaving been de- the troops to fall back upon if required.
The discided upon in the first instance, the supports are also tance from the line of supports must vary considerplaced at convenient positions thereon, ascentrallyas ably according to circumstances, but would range
;

—

SENTINELS.

y

%

%
PICKETS.

#

X

%

/

SUPPORTS.

\

X
X

\
X
X

RESEKVK.
FiL'. J.

possible to their own group of pickets in front, and
Supclose to or on the main avenues of approach.
ports should be of a strength equal to all in front of
them, and oue support to every two or three pickets
will be sufticieut. The strictness of routine laid down
for the pickets may be somewhat relaxed in the ease
of the supports; but they must be always ready to
march, day or night, at a moment's notice to any point
required, or to stand on the defensive.
The reserve is intended as a general support to the
It consists generally
lines of pickets and supports.
of from one-third to one-half of the whole strength
This leaves, for the sui)ports and
of the outpost.
pickets, either two-thirds or one-half the wliole. The

imder the more ordinary conditions from five hundred yards to one thousand yards for infantrv and
from one thousand two Inmdred to two thousand
yards for cavalry. The reserve may bivouac, rest,
cook, eat, and smoke, but should ahvays be ready to
act at

tile sliortest notice.
Kig. 4 represents the outposts arranged in jiccordauce with tlie foregoing

principles.

When the enemy is able to bring his artillery into
action the attack may be considiTed to have coni^
minced. As it is the" duty of the supports to hold
the enemy in check until the army is ready to receive him, il follows that they must be placed beyoiul elTective artillery range of the position, which

UTSATEOT.

may be

tiikcn

(is

two

llimisiind five liundrcil ysinls.

wmilil (lirii be fnini Ibric thoiisiincl tbroc btiiKircil tn three thoiismul seven bwiiiireil
vards in the ease (if infanlrv, anil from four thnusaml three biMKireil to live tliousand one Innxlred
yards in the easi- of cavalry, in advance of the main

Till'

liiii'

body.

iif

No

si-nliiicls

rule can be

determined which will res;noccasions and nniler all

late these distances for all

conditions.

The

distances in

all

cases will also de-

pend upon the nature' of the country, the olijects to
be obtainiil by the outposts, and other peculiar circumslances always alli-ndinc; each i)articular case.
Chanites in the position of a portion of the outpost
They
line will usually becomi' ni'cessary at niijhi.
should be carefully arranged before dark, and put
into execution just as the light is failins; so as not to
be observed b_> the enemy. Bridges, main routes,
and obligatory points of passage sbmdd be occupied
by the pickets, the supports being pushed dose u|) to
Advanced sentries being of little use during
tbeni.
the dark hours, except on the roads, footpaths, and
other avenues of apjiroacli, the :iuud)er of double
sentries in a close country run usually be reduceilat
n:s:ht.
If extra ummi are thus set free they should be
employed on patrol duty, which nnisl be more frci|uent in front of the line as the double sentries are
fewer in number. On the other band, in a conipar
atively open country, the number of approaches to
be walclied may even exceed the nuniher of day
posts. Here there would be no saving of sentries, but
the patroling would probably not rei|uire to be so incessant.
In order to. make these dispositions it may
become necessary to contract the outpost line, but in
such case the original posts would he resumed on the
approach of daybreak. This should. howevi'r. be effected with as much care and jireliminary examination of the ground as at the previous occupation.
With a mixeil force cavalry would usually be with-

This wunld beespi'orenclosed country. But
should it be necessary to retain them during the
night on ae<-ount <if the absence of infantry to replace them, they must undergo a thorough change of
position. The posts with wide extended view suitable for the cavalry vedette by day are valueless at
nisrht. and stationary mounted men can only watch
roads or deliles after dark.
Cavalry pickets which have been in open ground
during the day must now be placed on the roads,
where they can have free movement from front to
rear, double vedettes being immediately in front of
tlie pickets advanced a short distance up each apl'rincip:d reliance must be ])lai-eil upon the
|)roach.
watchfulness of Ihe patrols, which are kept conslaiilThe enemy can only
ly in motion during the night.
himself move in any force upon the roails and if

drawn from
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the front at night.

cially the case in a difficult

:

these are vigilanlly wat<-hed and examined for some
distance to the front during the dark hours, a certain
amount of security against surprise is thereby obtained.
1. VisPatrols from outposts are of three kinds
:

iting patrols. 2. Ueconnoitering patrols. 3. Strong
Vhititif) piiirol.i consist of an Ollii-er. or a
patrols.
X'in-conimissione(l Ollicer, and one or two men.
They are sent out from each picket bit ween reliefs.
their duties consist in keeping up the communication between the i)icket and its neighboring pickets, as well as with its support in rear, and with its
detached parties in advance. Visiting i>atrols are
especially necessary in a close country anil in bad
weather. In an open coimlry. with clear weather,
they may be niucb less ofteusentoul iluring theday.
RecmtnolterhigpntrnUwrv sent forward a imileil distance, not exceeding from half a mile to a mile for
infantry, in advance, to examine ground which cannot be watched by the cenlries. and to give notice of
tbc enemy's approach. They commonly consist of
an Officer or Non-commissioned Officer, and two to
four men. Cavalry may be safely despatched to a
much greater distance than infantry. The tiermans

and

I

and French call the smaller of these patrols l)y names
which signify crawling or cree|iing in the case of inStrung
fantry, and seirecy in the case of cavalry.

same character as the last, but of
larger force and not neces.surily secret.
If of greater
strength than a dozen men they would l)e furn:shed
from Ihe supports or reserve. Sometinu-s a company
or troop, or even a larger body, would be despatched
on such duty. They should not procei'd farllierllian
about a, mile for infantry, from the line of sentries,
and even then wit!' mounted orderlies allaclied, for
the purpose of conveyinir informalion rapidly to the
rear.
The object of strong patrols wnuld gencTally
be to obtain early informalion of Ihe enemy's movements when he is at a distance, to ward olT his patrols, and to prevent surprise; sometimes to engane
a post, in order to ascertain the enemy's slrem;'.!,
thus acting on the offensive. Above all tilings, strong
|)atrols should avoid unnecessary tirin;;.
Firing signilies. to those in rear, that Ihe patrol has not only
seen the enemy, but that the enemy has si'cn the patrol, and is advancing.
An incessant lire, kept up in
n'tirinir. intimates that the enemy is in force and is
pressin.ir the pursuit, but this signal should be abstained from unless it is necessary to arouse the troops
in rear; the outpost line must be most careful not to
occasion false alarms, which are hurtful to Ihe iw/riile
As a general rule, it would be best lo
of the army.
retire steadily, if jKissible unperceived. as soonas the
enemy is touched tipon but sometimes, if opportunity serves, a prisoner or two may be captured, in
order to obtain information.
pdlri'iU are of the'

;

ArtiUrry

trith (lutpi/nU.

Artillery,

if

added, would

usually l)e with the reserve, when the guns should
be posted so as to cover the retreat of the advanced
portion of the outposts, or else be held in readiness
close to a main route to proceed at once to any required point as the atla<k of the enemy develops it.self.
Guns are. however, occasionally more lo the
front, when, without unduly risking their safety,
they can be placed so as to command ground which
must be pa.ssed by thi^ <'neniy in bis advance. The
enemy may thus be forced lo lose time by deiiloying
when still at a considerable distance. The guns posted near the front line should be .safe from surjirise,
and either out of range of Ihe enemy's elTeelive rille
lire, or prolecled from it by skirmishers Ihrown out
\\ ilh iiroper preeaulionsan
in advance of the guns.
artillery oulpost may often be placed in an advanced
jiosilion, probably on a Hank, where, beingwell covered by the guns of the main body, it need not retire
until it has acconi])lislied its object, supiiorting Ihe
For
infantry as they fall liack from jioint lo point.
this and other purposes of d<'laying Iheenemy. however, advanced guns must avoid taking position within arlillerj' range <if ground which Ihe enemy's liallerics could reach and take post on unperceiyed.
llorse-artillery acting with cavalry may sometimes,
if well supported, be pushed still farther to Ihe front,
for the purpose of making the enemy develop his attack early in the day.
The chain of oul posts should cover not only tlie
front fif an army, but should also extenil well around
the Ibiiiks, in order to guard every avemie by which
the enemy might by any possihilily approach. When
thearmy remains in one place for any length of time il
is advisable to strengthen the outposts by means of
All the heights from which
ahatlis, slashings, etc.
the enemy could obtain a conunanding view of Ihe
coimtry in the viciinty of thearmy should lie incluile<l within the chain of oul|)osls, and if this is not
practicable, then should such heights be oc<upied by
detached bodies of troo])s to prevent the enemy from
making use of them forthe puriiose of reconnoitcring.
When an army has to withdraw at night from the
presence of the enemy it becomes an object to conceal the movement as long as possible, and for this
purpose the outposts are nsua'ly left in position un
I'liilir liesceireu instances the sentinels
il daylight.
should be particularly on the a!ert, and patrols shouiil
I

I
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frequcatlyiiiade to prevput spies o ber deserters from
jjiviiif; tlie enemy information of the movement. Tlie
troops should constantly be prepared for an attack,
uliich would certainly follow should the (h-parture
of tlie army be discovered.
It also becomes a part
of the duty of the outposts to keep the tires liumini;
as usual so that the suspicions of the enemy may not

holding with a strong force
the position.
tain

to

result

To

all

illustrate the

the roads leading to
dangers almost cer-

from an imjiroper arrangement of

troops in position, reference is made to the battlefield of Gettysburg. Fig. .'i. The result of the C^mfederate reconnaissances was to ti.x upon the ground
opposite Lougstreet that is, the left and left center
held by Sickles' corps as the most practical)le point
* *
*
of attack.
In the original ordainment of
the line of battle, Sickles' corps (third; had been instructed to take position on the left of Hancock, on
th6 same general line, which would draw it along the
prolongation of Cemetery Kidge, towards the Round
Top. Now, the ridge at this jtoint is not very well
defined, for the ground in front falls off into a considerable hollow. But at the distance of .some four or
five hundred yards in advance, it rises into that intermediate crest along which runs the Enimetsburg
road.
General Sickles, thinking it desirable to occupy this advanced position which he conceived
would, if held by the enemy, make his own ground
untenable assumed the responsibility of pushing
The motive that
his front forward to that point.
prompted General Sickles to this course was laudable enough, yet the step itself was very faulty; for
though to superficial examination the aspect of this
advanced position seems advantageous,it is not really
so and prolonged to the left, it is seen to be posiIt affords no resting place
tively disadvantageous.
for the left flank, which can be protected only by
refusing that wing, and throwing itbaek through low
ground, towards Round Top; but this, in turn, presents the danger of exposing a salient in a position
which, if carried, would give the enemy the key-point
General Sickles' disposition of his
to the whole line.
troops had precisely this character. * • On tliis obmember.
General
Lee determined to make
truding
" It appeared that
his attack; for, as he states:
if the position held by it could be carried, its pos.session would give facilities fur assailing and carrying
the more elevated ground and crest beyond." This
eccentricity in the placing of Sickles' corps did not
become known to General Meade until about four
o'clock, when he arrived personally on thetield: and
though he then saw the danger to whicli that corps
exposed itself, it was thouglit to be too late to correct tlie error; for just at that moment, Longstreel.
under cover of a powerful artillery tire, opened his
attack, and all that remained for General Jleade was
to support Sickles as far as could be done in the
emergency. The final result of this attack was to
carry the position occupied by General Sickles, after
serious losses and a stubborn resistance on the part
of the Union troops; but there then rcmaine<l the
line wliicli should have been occupied in the first instance, and the efforts to carry which resultetl in
Lee's defeat.
Rivers, like mountains, strengthen the relative defence; but one of their peculiarities is, that they are
like implements of hard and brittle metal, they either
stand every blow without bending, or their defense
breaks and then ends altogether. When the river is
very large, and the other conditions are favorable,
tlien the passage may be absolutely impossilile. liut
if the defense of any river is forced at one
point,
then there cannot be as in mountain warfare, a persistent defense afterwards; the affair is finished with
that one act, unless that the river itself runs between
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Particular care should be taken not to post troops
on any point from which they cannot reacli the

enemy with their lire, and from which they cannot
move to the assistance of the troops at other points.
Nor should troops be placed in advance of the jreneral line where t];ey might iie liable to be cut off by the
enemy, without providing for their safe retreat by
i

peculiarity of rivers in relation to war is.
cases they admit of very good, and in
general of better combinations than moimtains for a
decisive battle.
Both again have this property in
common, that they are dangerous and seductive objects which have often led to false measures, anil
placed Generals in awkward situations. Positions
may be selected near rivers either for the defensive,
to prevent an enemy from passimr. or for the olTensive. to force a passage.
In selecting a position to
guard a river or an extendeil line of frontier, when
that in

many
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to batter the bridge while buihling.
is convenient to have the bank
it

iiicnaccii liy l)ic Piieniy. it will not lie advisable to
the army ill!" si'vtTul I'liiial portions and I'n<leavor to watcli ciicli point suitaljlc for crossini;, or
<livi(lc

pass liy which Ihc cMcmy may ililn'iiche : l)Ut,
placing; the main body in a central position, watch
the dilTcrent bridges and pusses withstronsj; detachments, and, when the enemy has developed his point
of attack, advance with the main body to meet him
and dispute his passai^e. For example, let us suppose an army of eiijlily thousand acliii;; on tlie defensive against one of one hundred ami twenty thousand separated into three corps of forty thousand
each. To oppose to the enemy three corps of e<iual
strensith, we would have but about twenty-six tliousand in each, and conseipiently would lind ourselves
inferior in numbers on all points.
If, instead of this,
we opposed to each fraction of the enemy a corjjs of
from twelve thousan<l to fifteen thousand, it would
be sutlicieiit to hold forty thousand in check, whilst
our main body, consislinn of from thirly-live thousand to fort}' thousand, holdinij; a central jiosition,
could move on the point lirst menaced, and, being joined by the corps of observation, would olTer
to the enemy an ctTective force of lifty thousand combatants, which, all other things e(iual, should beat
the enemy.
The i>rinciple is not the less true, and
the rule not the less imperative, even when the dispariIt may happen that, with
ty of force is far greater.
every elVort, we may not succeed in olitaining the
preponderance of numbers on any point; still the
only chance of success lies in conrentrating all we can,
and trusting to skill, promptitude, vigilance, and
History furnishes brilliant
audacity, to do the rest.
examples of what a great General can accomplish,
<'Ven under apparently the most discouraging state
of things, by promtitude and rapidity of movement
in throwing his reserve tirst on one and then on another of the enemy's fractions. >ia|)oleon's campaign of 1814, in France, fully illustrates the application of these principles.
The ))assage of an unfordable river in the presence
of an active enemy is an operation of the most difficult nature. A crossing maybe forced, or stratagem
may be resorted to for the purpose of deceiving the
enemy as to the point selected, and thus the undertaking may be successfully accomplished before the
enemy can concentrate to vigorously oppose it. As
on the defensive, it is not best in this case to separate the army into several corps in order to force a
passage at several points, but menacing several, to
select one or two, and then by a rapid march to endeavor to reach them and elTect the passage before
the enemy is fully prepared to prevent it. In selecting a i)oint to cross a river, it is well to bear in mind
that in the bends the current is not so rapid as elsewhere also that small islands are generally located
there, which may greatly aid the crossing and the
•construction of the bridge.
The following general rules embrace nearly all the
points to be observed in the passage of a river in the
vicinity of the eneiu)':
1.
It is essential to deceive the enemy as to the
point of passage, that he may not accumulate an opIn addition to the strategic dejiosing force tliere.
monstrations, false attacks must be made near the
real one, to divide the attention and nutans of the
enemy. For this purpose half of the artillery should
be employed to make a great deal of nuise at the
points where the passage is not to be made, whilst
perfect silence should be preserved where the real
;

3.

Is

to

be made.

The construction

ered as

of the bridge should be covtroops sent over in boats,

much as possible by

for the purpose of dislodging the enemy, who might
and these
inlerefere with the progress of the work
troops should takejinssession at once of any villages,
woods, or other obstacles in the vicinity.
3. It is important also to arrange large batteries of
heavy caliber, not only to swee|) the opposite bank,
but to silence any artillery the enemy might bring up
:

For this purpose
from which the

l)assage is ma<le s(nnewhal higher than the other.
4. Tlie iiroximity of a large isl.nnd near the enemy's
liank gives great facilities for i)assing over troops in
boats and for constructing the bri<lge.
In like manner, a smaller stream emptying into the larger one
near the point of jjassage, is a favorable place for collecting and concealing boats and nuiterials for the

t'Scli

attempt
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bridge.
*

well to choose a position where the river
a re-entering bend, as the batteries on the
assailant's side can cross their lire in front of the
point where the troops are to land from the boats,
and where the end of the bridge is to rest, thus taking the enemy in front and Hank when he attempts
to oppose the passage.
The locality selected should be near good
g.
roads on both banks, that the army nuiy have good
commuiiiciilions to the front and lo the rear on both
banks of the river. For this reason those points
where the banks are high and steep should he caref).

It is

makes

fully avoideil.

The

rules

for prev<'nting a passage, follow, as a

matter of course from those for eflecling it, as the
<luly of the defenders is to counteract the efforts of
the assailants. The most important thing is to have
the course of the river watched, without attemi)ting
Concentrate rajito make a defense at every point.
idly at the point threatened, in order to overw helm
his
army shall have
the enemy, while a part only of
passed.

A long line of river cannot be successfully defended against the jiassage of an enemy who is provided with a sutlicient pontoon train. On this account the army defending the river should be well
concentrated, with its line of retreat well secured,
and inliict as much damage as iiossible on the enemy
The passage of a large
at the point of crossing.
river by an army on the retreat, when hardly pressed
by the enemy, is one of the most ditllcult operations
The points selected for
to be performed in any war.
the passage should present the most favor'ible features to enable a snndl boily of troops to hold a
larger body in cIicc'k for a considerable time, so the
enemy cannot press too hard upon the troops that
Every precaution should be
have to pass last.
taken to deceive the enemy as to the ])oint of crossing, which, when once selected, should be reached
as soon as possible. The marcli should be so arranged
that there shall be no crowding at the crossing, each
body of troops reaching the designated place when
the bridge

The

is

clear.

pa.ssage of

theDouro. by Wellington,

May

18,

1809, illustrates all the details of such an operation,
anil shows with what small means it can be successfully accomplished. The passage of the I)ouro,by Sir
Arthur Wellcsley, ISthof .May, lHO!l,was immediately
after the river had been passe<l by the French, imder
hioult, continuing their retreat, and destroying the
bridge across it from Villa Nova to Oporto. 8oult,

Salamanca, would be more formidable than Soult
Oporto, and hence the ultimate object of the
campaign, and the immetliate safety of Ceresford's
corps, "alike demanded that the Douro shouhl be
quickly passed. But, how force the passage of a
river, deep, swift, and more than three hundred
yards wide, while ten thousand veterans guarded
the opposite bank? From the iumniit of the height
of Sarea, the English General searched all the oppolie
site hank and the city and country beyond it.
observed horses and baggage moving on the road to
Vallonga. and the dust of columrs as if in retreat,
and n<) large body of troops was to be seen under
arms near the river. The French guards were few,
and distant from c^ach other, and the patrols were
but a large unfinished
neither many nor vigilant
building standing alone, y<t with a short and easy
access to it fnnn the river, soon fixed Sir Arthur's
attention. This building, called the Seminary, was
at
at

;

;;
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surrounded by a high stone wall, which eoniing ions were in the Seminary: and Hill, advancing to
down to the water oii either side, enclosed an area the enclosure wall, opened a fire upon the French
sufficient to contain at least two battalions in order columns as they passed, in hasie and confusion, by
of battle the only egress being by an iron gate open- the Vallonga road. To the left. General Sherbrooke,
ing on the Vallonga road. The structure itself com- with the brigade of the guards, ami the Twenty-ninth
manded everything in its neighborhood, except a regiment. w;is in the town, and pressing the rear of
mound, within cannon shot, but too pointed to hold the eneni}-, who were quitting it. In the center Gena gun. There were no French posts near, and the eral Hill, holding the Seminary and the wall of the
direct line of passage from the height of Sarca, enclosure, sent a damaging fire into the masses as
across the river to the building, being to the right they passed him; and his line was prolonged to the
hand, was of course hidden from the troops in the right, although with a considerable interval, by Gentown. Here, then, with a marvellous hardihood. eral Murray's Germans, and two squadrons of the
The remainder of the army
Sir Arthur resolved, if he could find but one boat, Fourteenth dragoons.
to make his wa.y, in the face of a veteran army and kept passing at different points; and the artillery,
a renowned General. A boat was soon obtained for from the hciglit of Sarea, still searched the enemy's
a poor barber of ()|)orto, evading the French patrols, columns as they hurried along the line of retreat.
had, during the night, come over the water in a The passage of the Douro, at Oporto, would, at first
small skiff this being discovered by Colonel Wa- sight, seem a rash undertaking but, when examined
ters, a Staff-officer of a quick and daring' temper, lie closely, it proves to be an example of consummate
and the barber, and the prior of Amaranle, who gal- generalship, both in the conception and the execuThe careless watch nuxintained b}' the French
lantly offered his aid, crossed the river, and in lialf tion.
an hour returned, unpcrceived, with tliree or four may, indeed, be called fortunate, because it permitlarge barges. Meanwhile, eighteen or twenty pieces ted the English General to get a few men over unpcrceived but it was not twentj'-five, or twentj'-five
of artillery were got up to the convent of Sarea
and Major-General John Murray, with the German hundred soldiers that could have maintained thembrigade, some squadrons, and twogun.s, reached the selves, if heedlessly cast on the other side. Sir Ar" Let them pass," was
Barca de Avintas, three miles higher up the river, thur, when he so coolly said,
his orders being to search for boats, and to effect a prepared to protect them wlien they had passed. He
passage there, also, if possible. Some of the Brit- did not give the order until he knew that JIurray had
ish troops were now sent towards Avintas, to sup- found boats at Avintas, to ferry over a considerable
port Murra)' while others came cautiously forward number of troops, and, consequently that that GenIt was ten o'clock
the eral, descending the Douro, could cover the right
to the brink of the river.
enemy were trantpiil and unsuspicious; and an offi- flank of the Seminary, while the gims planted on the
cer reported to Sir Arthur Wellesley that one boat heights of Sarea could sweep the left flank and search
was brought up to the point of passage. " Well, let all the ground enclosed by the wall around the
the men cross," was the reply and upon this sim- building. If General Murray's troops only had passple order an officer and twenty-five soldiers entered ed, they would have been compromised if the whole
the vessel and in a quarter of an hour were in the army had made the attempt at Avintas, its march
would have been discovered but in the ilouble passmidst of the Frentdi Armj'.
The Seminary was thus gained without any alarm age all was secured the men in the Seminary by the
;

I

\

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

being given, and everything was still quiet in Oporto;
not a movement was to be seen not a hostile sound
second boat followed the first,
was to be heard.
and then a third passed a little higher up the river
but scarcely liad the men from the last boat been
landed, when a tumultuous noise of drums and shouts
arose in the city confused masses of the enemy were
seen hurrying forth in all directions, and throwing
out clouds of skirmishers, who came fiu'iously down
on the Seminary. The citizens were descried gesticulating vehemently, and making signals from their
houses and the British troops instantly crowded to
the bank of the river Paget's and Hill's divisions at
the point of embarkation, and Sherbrooke's, where
the old boat bridge had been cut away from Villa
Nova. Paget himself passed in the third boat, and
mounting the roof of the Seminary, was immediately
struck down, severely wounded. Hill took Paget's
place the musketry was sharp, voluble and increasing every moment as the number accumulated on
both sides. The enemy's attack was fierce and constant
his fire augmented faster than that of the
British, and his artillery, also, began to play on the
building.
But the English guns, from the convent
of Sarea, conunanded the whole enclosure around
the Seminar}-, aud swept the left of the wall in such
a manner as to confine the French assaidt to the side
of the iron gate.
Murray, however did not appear;
and the struggle was so violent, aud the moment so

b)' the streugtii of the building, and by Murray's troops; the latter b}' the surprise on the town,

guns,

;

which drew the enemy's attention away from them.
Hence, it was only necessary to throw a few brave
men into the Seminary unperceived, and then the
success was almost certain; because, wliile that
building was maintained, tlie troops in the act of
passing coulil neither be prevented nor banned by
the enemy. To attain great objects by simple means

A

;

is

the highest effort of genius.

Other celebrated examples of the successful passage
of rivers in the presence of the enemy are given iTe-

;

low.

:

1

;

;

Arthur would liimself have crossed,
but for the earnest representations of those about
him, and the just confidence he had in General Hill.
Some of the citizens now pushed over to Villa Nova
with several great boats Slierbrooke's people began
to cross in large bodies and, at the sanu- moment, a
loud shout in the town, aud the waving of handkerchiefs from all the winilows, gave notice that the enemy had aliaudoned the lower part of the city and
now, also, Murray's troops were seen deseeniling the
right bank from Avintas.
B}' this time three battal-

critical, that Sir

.

;

;

;

It is the details of these operations whicli
should be partieularlj- studied, in order to render the
lessons derived from them instructive and \iseful.
Passage of tlie Rhine at Tholhuys, by Louis XIV. in
1673; the Rhine at Kehl, aud the Danube at Hochstadt, in 1800; the Danube at Essling aud Wagram
in IHOil, by Napoleon
the Beresina at. Borisov in
1813, by Napoleon
the Danube at Satounovo, by
the Russian army, in 183M; the Rappahannock at
Fredericksburg, by Burnside, in 18G3; the Rapidan.
by Grant, in 1864, etc., etc.
With respect to tlie proportions of the different
arms of the service of which every army is composed,
regard is had to the relative importance of each. Infantry is placed first in order, and usually comprises
about four-fifths of the entire strength. The proporof cavalrj- de|H'uds ujion the nature of the country
in whicli the army is to operate, being larger in aii
open country, which is favorable for its action, than
in a broken or wooded country.
It generally forms
about one-fifth the entire force.
Artillery, ranked
tliird in the order of importance, is in the proportion
of about three guns to one thousand men. An army,
therefore, of one hundred thousand men, would consist of eighty thousand infantry, twenty thousand
cavalry, and three hundred guns.
The proportion
of artillery de|)eu(ls upon the character of the troops,
and the nature of the country in which thev are to
;

;

I
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face of the ground, as far as its nature or character
in a military point of view is concerned,
(iround
may be divided into the following kinds: Kti n ground,
the nature of which olTers no obstacle whatever to
any kind of formation or movement of troops; rut up
gnitinil woiilil be precisely the reverse of this. Open
ground, the nature of which offers no obstacle to the
vision in any direction ; fonrfoUd ground \s the reverse of this. J'(i«Mi/>k grouiut,OT ground the nature
In the campaign in or character of which offers no obstacle to the passone-third to one-hiilf tiie total.
Uohcmia.iu 1H(K!. the Prussian army was constituted age of troojis: iinpoMiiblc ground is the rever.se of
It is evident that these definitions have not
as follows: Kllie army, forty thousand men and one this.
hundred and thirly-tive guns: first army, eighty-one only an absolute but a relative meaning as well, when
ap|>lied exclusively to the dilTerent arms, hviiground,
thousand men and two hundred and seventy guns
second army, one hundred thousand men and three in a mathematical sense, does not exist at all the
expression, however, is used to designate ground in
hundred and sixty guns.
careful reconnaissance is important in both tac- which there appears to the eye to be no liereeptible
A general recon- change from rise to fall, which <loes not affi-ct the
tical and strategical operations.
naissance has for its object the obtaining of detailed action of the three arms, and which jirevents the forhid,
and accurate information of countries and their mation or movement of troops umler cover.
armies that will be of a.ssistancc in case of war. It an isolated elevation of ground, with slight slopes.
comprises within its scope our own as well as other lleighU, or ridge of heighU. extensive elevations, with
KmimnUon, an isolated elevation of
countries, for the data obtained may be used in prose- slight slopes.
cuting military studies. and as an aid to a Gcnenil iu considerable height over the surrounding country.
drawing up his plan of operations, which includes KpUiteiiu, an extensive elevation of the ground, havthe movements of tro<ips necessary for concentration ing a summit with a nearly Hat surface. In reconas well as their employment after this has been ac- naissance reports it is desirable that cither absolute
complished and tliey are ready to meet the enemy. or relative allituiles should be given. Depressions
Tables of statistics, giving population, miinufaclures, in the ground are the reverse of elevations, and may
iiidustriesand concerning the roads, railroads, canals. be classed as a diprexiion^ gorge, riiviin, and nilUy,
rivers, important improvements, head of cattle, and and should be especially described, both as regards
the sections of country where they are most nunier- their dimensions and steepness of slope. IliUy ground
ous.etc; geographies, general andmililary;reports,of belongs to a tlat country or where a Mat country
all kinds, etc., will all be found of great assistance in merges into a mountainous one: the elevations in the
compiling the reiiuired informatiou. IJut. however grounii are slight both as regards height and steepcompleti'and exhaustive these sources of information ness of slope, and alTeet the movements of troops
may be, otVicers of the army should freciiiently he only to a small extent, but at the same time enable
sent ti dilTcrent countries to examine and report troops to be formed and moved up under cover. The
not only upon their military systems, but upon any action of the three arms is siniilarlyafTecl<(l, inasmuch
subject which may become important iu a military as by choosing certain elevated points a greater field
This method not only serves to re- for the action of firearms may be obtained. Mounpoint of view.
tain possession of much thatmighl be of greatutilily lainout country affects the movements and action of
in planning military operations, but it enables otHcers troops to a very great extent by high elevations on
lo gain personal experiences of peoples and tluircu.s- the ground, steep slo[)es, and the rugged character
toms. which might be invaluable to tliemand lo their of the surface, and very of'.;:i restricts troops lo the
In a reconnaissance roads or to the p;itclies of passable ground found
country, in the event of war.
There is also great
of this nature great care should be taken to particu- here and there in the valleys.
larly notice those subjects which cannot be found in ditlicully iu housing and feeding troops on the counpulilished reports. statistics, etc, and lo make the ex- try, and in very high mountains (over three Ihou.sand
amination and report most thorough in these respects. meters) it is only possilili- in the case of small deThe course of study prepanitory to those journeys tachments. Large bodies of troops would have to
neces.sarily imposed upon officers to tit Ihem for the depend almost entirely on supplies brought from a
duty, would also be of great assisl;ince iu tlu' train- distance, espeiially as regiirds food. As regards the
ing ])roper for their profession. C'anaila and Mexico nature of the surface of the ground, it is usually debeing contiguous lo our frontiers, we might derive scribed as having a rocky, clayey, loamy or sandy
great benefits from a thorough knowledge of these sub-soil, which is genenilly covered with a layer of
mould i>f variable thickness, on which vegetation
countries.
Ciround is described as mrkywXwn tlie
•S/wc/i/i reconnaissances are made with reference to takes jilacc.
the actual military situation at the time, and a report rocks protrude beyond the surface uncovered with
of them is usually maile at once, frequently upontiic earth or soil, and as utony when the surface is covspot. They are divided into two classes, viz., t^'po. ered with a layer of loose stones. Soft aririt gniund
griiji/iiMl and armed.
may be described as ground not li;iving a firm surTiifyogniphmd reconnaissances are undertaken for face. The marsh, bog, or swam|i are to be considthe purpose of obtaining accurate and detailed knowl- ered as tracts of ground left in their natural slate;
edge of the theater of operations. Tliis knowledge they may generally be looked upon as tracts of wet
obtained, the General in <(immand is enabled to ar- country that are impassable.
SUtpeK.
Slopes may be either gentle up to .I",
2.
nuige his troops on the march with the condition of
mutual support fulfilled to select positions for giv- steep 0%'cr 211°. and very sieep over 30". Slopes are
ing or receiving battle, when acting on the olTensive best given in degrees. Gentle slopes offer no obstaor defensive; to select suitable camping places; and cle to the movement of troops. Aslope of 10" has a
to prejiare the means for passing or avoiding those considerable effect on the movements of infantry in
obstacles which are always to be found on the line close format ion; cavalry cannot charge downhill!,
of march of an army, a.s rivers, marshes, etc.
It is and only wtih difficulty uphill ; artillery can only
important that officers should follow a regular sys- move uphill with difficulty, and the drag or brake
tem in prejiaring reports of reconnaissances, other- has to be applied going downhill. The movements
wise, what w.iuM be perfectly dear and intelligible of c;ivalry and artillery cannot be carried out in an
to Ihem at the lime, might mi.slead the person who orderly manner on any slope of 20". except as single
For this horsemen. Slopes of 30" may be considered as imis to depend upon them for information.
passable for the infantry in close formation; on the
rea.son the following definitions are given
1. Gviuiul. By the word ground is meant the sur- steeper slopes, i.e., up to 45", single men can only

bf eiiiplcn-'Mi. Tlic sroatcr tlie i-fflcioncy of the Iroops,
The propcirtlie liss "limy be tlic iiumbtr (if guns.
tiiin wimld illsii be less in ii wiiinled nr brdken, lliaii
iu ail upeuor level icmiitrv; llie former biiuj: less u<lThe
vanlagedus for llie etlieaey of llie artillery.
proportion of light to heavy guns is also regulated
country
with
by similar causes. When operating in a
but few good roads, the former sliouUl preilominate,
otherwise, the heavy guns will vary in number from

;

;

A

A

,

|

;

[

:

j

;

;
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climb up with the very greatest difficulty, if at all.
3. Water.
Water as belonging to the natural features of a countrj-, is also important in a military
point of view. Water may he eitlierr«n.«(Vi^or stUi.
Running water niaj- be classed according to the size
and importance of the stream. as ricer,rir,ulH, stream
or brook. Still water maybe classed 9Aiiea,(>ctan,,h<iy,

ture of the stream they cross, etc.: whether bordered by fences stone or wood ditches, liedges, etc.;
the nature of the country on either side of the road,
whether open, wooded or cultivated, and the nature
of the crops: the distance between prominent points,
both in miles and the time required on the march
good positions for the defensive, and the probable
number of troops that can be placed in them to advantage; towns,etc., through wliich the road passes;
points where other roads cross or join; their rtirection and condition, etc.

—

RiMtdi,

et''..

Among

the arliticial features of a

country land communications are of special importance, especially railways, wliich may be classed as
railirnyii or tramtraya.
The military importance of
the latter is almost nil; but, on the other hand, the
former are of the very higliest importance. Ke.xt come
the high-runds of a coimtry, /.'., the roads that have
been scientiticallyconstructed and liave^been regularly
kept in repair. The expressions, onintry-roads, croas
roadu, forent road-t, and mcadoir roadn.aW convey their
own meaning, inasmuch as all of them serve for
some particular purpose, which their names indicate, and do not directly join two important towns
or villages. Pathx or tracts, that can only be used
holby foot passengers, may be siyXed foot-paths.
low road is a road, the level of which is sunk below
that of the adjoining ground.
pass may be considered as the road over a chain of nionntains joining the two countries or tracts of country divided by
such chain.
dfjlle, as generally accepted, means
the contraction or narrowing of passable ground,
such as a mountain defile, the defile over a dam, over
Rivers, etc., are crossed by means of
a, bridge, etc.
bridges, ferries, or fords. The former may he classed
as permanent or floating; and again,according to the
materials the}" are constructed of, and the plan of
construction. Ferries vary according to the nature
of the floating means of conveyance and method of
transit from one bank to the other.
iMitd may be
classed as park, garden, meadow, plough, grazing,
or uncultivated land, and woods or forests. Woods
that have been regularly planted and laid out are
called forests.
Hahitatioiu may be classed as either
towns, market towns, villages, or hamlets, and as
single houses. Fortifications may be classed according to the size and the particular object of the work,
as hatttry (intended for guns onlj). reduuH (a fieldwork intended chiefly to be used by infantry), /(/ri, a
closed permanent work of small dimensions^/'J/'iress
(a permanently fortified town).
The expression before, behind, this side of, that side of etc., should always, if possible, be avoided, as the meaning they
convey almost invariablj' depends on the position of
the observer at the time. In by far the greater number of cases it is advisable to use geographical expressions (such as north, south, etc.) instead. But
on the other hand, in the case of a water-course rimning, for instance, from east to west. the expressions

I

The I'ne. Whether single or double through1.
out, or double for certain distances
the location and
length of the sidings general condition of the roadbed, class of rails used, and length of time con;

;

A

considered

b\- officers

guidance of a General

main points wliich should be
making reconnaisances for the
in command of
RO.VDS.

an army:

structedand worked, which will determine the weight
of the trains that can be safely run
the bridges,
tunnels, and crossings on the line, giving the materials of which they are constructed, the width and
height of each in the clear. The coiLstruction of
iiiipnrlant bridges and tunnels on the line should be
considered in connection with the question of how
long their destruction, eiti.er intentionally or by the
enemy, w ould interfere with the working of the road.
The guage. Whether broad or narrow, (iraditnt*.
State the length and difference of level of each. The
gradients will affect the size of the trains that can
be safely run over the road, and the traction powei
required to haul them.
Curves. The radius of each
curve should be given. The number of sharp curves
on the line will influence to some extent the speed of
trains.
Distance bettceen stations.
On single lines
only those stations will require attention which are
provided with sidings where trains can pass. On
double lines the distance between telegraphic stations
will regulate the intervals between ccmsecutive trains.
2. Stations.
Number of tracks from which cars
may be loaded or unloaded at each station number
and location of turn-tables and switches platforms
available for loading or unloading supplies and troops
of all arms, or facilities for making platforms, and
spaces suitable for forming troops while loading
number and capacity of storehouses, and their location with respect to the lines of the road ; txtent and
location of water supply, and whether available for
;

A

pressions.
Tile following are the

BAXLWAYS.

I

A

north bank and south bank should never be used,
but Invariably the words right and t^ft bank, as well
as the expressions above and below.
Similarly, in
speaking of a ravine, the expressions right side and
left side of the ravine should be used.
In this case
the observer should invariably fancy himself at the
highest point of the stream or valley, and facing towards the mouth or opening, when using these ex-

—

;

lake, priul, or />""<, and as parts of the sea, as ff«fy.
lay, luirbor, or roitdslecul.
i.
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;

;

\

men and

animals places where refreshments can
be procured, etc.
Means of carrying on the traffic. The watering
3.
stations with themeans and qu:inlity of supply fuel
stations, with kind and quantity of fuel usuaUy kept
on hand number and location of construction and
repair shops
location and capacity of the engine
houses system of telegraphs and signals, witirthe
number of lines availabTe for militar)- purposes.
RoUing stock. Number, condition and power
4.
of engines number and condition of cars of all kinds
suitable for carrying troops of all arms, supplies and
animals materials for repairs, etc.
.5.
Administration.
Personnel of the stations,
lines, engines and trains.
6. Division of the line.
Give the usual runs of the
engines, stations where the personnel of the engines
and trains is changed, and where the trains pass under the control of other lines.
Dutifs.
The personnel of day and night ser7.
the roster, and length of the tours of duty;
vice
order of duties and extra duty ordinar}- and extra
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

traffic, etc.

When railroad lines are to be u.sed for militarjTheir classification and length; their breadth, which purposes, it is very desirable that the personnel of
will regulate the front of tlie column of marcli, and the roads should be continued in service
that the
an}- contraction, or enlargement of the road should management of the lines should not he changed exbe noted; the nature of the road-bed, stating whether cept when absolutely necessary: for in this way will
the necessary materials for repairs can be found in the assistance of those who are accustomed to the
the vicinity
the inclines, slating the gradient and duties be secured to the best advantage.
BrvnRS.
whether diflicult parts of the roa<l, can be avoided
the defiles, their nature, length, breadth, etc., and in
1.
Length of the portion of the river to be reconof
which
of
bridges,
the
materials
they
are
noitered.
the
general
direction,
and any very great
the case
constructed, the weight they will safely bear,the na- deviations from it.
;

;

:

i
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I.

and the latter ipieslion, the following points should be contowns ur sidered
villages of impiirtanee.
Buildings (stone, wood, mml).
1.
Depth ill ileepest pliiees in tlie stream, uv<Taye
y.
3. lliiw enclo.sed (walls, hedges. banks and ditches).
depth, as well as the depth at points of special iin3. Knlrances (number and description).
porlancf (as mentioned under 2j.
4. Streets and .squares (extent and position as reThe banks. Iieiiihl above mean level of the gards each other; any obstacles to communialion).
4.
rver, slope and peculiar character. embankmenU or
Large solidly constructed buildings, well adapt.5.
artitlcial banks.
ed for rcduits, such as churches, etc.
(>.
5.
Bed and character of the bottom, whether
We:ik points in the de'^nse, and how far capanreiKllli,

2.

brciultci

viz..

at jiassaucs

tlu>

over

avermrc
Ilii-

rocky, slouy, gravel or nmd.
the bed.

Iiniidlli

riviT auii at

:

Periodical cliangesin

Islands, wlu'tlier cultivated or passable.
Fall and rapidity of the current per second.
7.
The fall is dight if the rapidity i>f the current is from
11.8 to 37.5 inches, iiUMUraU if from 3.3 to 'A.'i feet,
nipiil if from 3.3 to G.5 feel, and eery rapid if U.8 feet
6.

or more per second.
Whether navigable for ships or boats, together
y.
with data on the waterfaring population, boats, ferries, and ships, especially steamers, and purposes for
'which used. Any alteration in the volume of water
according to the time of year should be noted and
given.
Artificial arrangements such as sluices, dams,
9.
weirs, etc., giving their ])osition and construction
and the etfect they have on regulating the volume of
water in the riv<T.
Tributaries should, if necessary, be similarly
10.
described.
The valUy of the river. The depression and
11.
extent, whether passable or crossed by roads
cultivated towns and villages, especiallj- those situated
on the banks of the river, stagnant pools or creeks,
and marshy places; elevations on the ground, dams
and dj'kes, should be especially noted. iSides ot tlie
valley, distance from the river and from each other,
relative heights, nature of the ground, whether steep
or pasiiable roads and cultivation.
;

;

Materials (wood, stone,
brick or iron construction, on piles, arches, girders,
etc.); breadth, length, and height of roadway above
mean water-level whether any part can be temporarily drawn up or removed; the weight the bridge
can support, and whether passaljle for the dilTerent
arms the approaches on either bank, whether easily
destroyed and restored.
13. Floating bridges. Such as bridges of boat, pontoons, or rafts, giving size, coustriu-tion. and weight
the bridge is capable of supporting, the number of
boats, etc., the bridge is formed of, and the time taken in opening and closini; the briiljre.
14. r'erriesandJti/inguridgeK. Weight the ferry or
bridge can svipport, giving the time taken in crossing,
together with the number of men, horses and gims
that can be taken over at a trip.
ir>. Fnrdf.
Giving position, direction, depth, botford 3.38 feet deep is passable for infantry,
tom.
4.71 feet deep by cavalry, and 3.8.5 feet deep by arI'triiuinent bri/lgen.

13.

;

;

;

A

tillery.
l(i. Fntorahle jwititionx for thnncing milit'iry/iridgi.i.
Giving approaches on either bank, construction, and
whether assistance could be obtained on the spot in
the way of bridging materials, workmen or trans-

port.

ble of being rcnicdied.
7. The surrounding country, whether favorable to
the attack or defense. Tlie number of troops considered necessary for an obstinate <lefense of the
place, or the distribution of troops for the same,
woidd not be given unless refpiired by special order.
As regards giving the troops the use or benelit of
the jihu'c, the following points should be considered
1. Number of bouses, with the ninidier of men. etc.,
they would contain. 2. Number, occupation, anil
trades of the iiduibitants. 3. Stores, depots, factories, bakeries, mills, 4. Facilities of transport by rail,
river, road, or canal.
:

WOODS.

The following points should be considered in mak1. Position and exing a reconnaissance of woods
:

tent. 2.

Large places are generally situated in valleys, and
moreover, require a large force to be effectually held.
It should also be stated in a reconnaissance of a
place whether it is suited for defense, and more
especially in.iependenl defense; i.e.. if the intended
garrison could hold out unassisted for any considerable lime against a superior enemy. As regards the

Nature and contigurat ion of edges.

paths, tracks,

and

3.

Hoads,

The kinds

of trees anil
undergrowth, with thick and clear spaces, clearings.
5. Nature of the soil with reference to the ground
being passable oil the roads, etc. fi. Obstacles to
movements, such as streams, water, marshy places,
7. Villages, etc., in the woods, with any clear
etc.
vistas.

1.

spaces round them.
V.tLLEVS,

AND LOW LYING OROrND.

reconniiissance report on the above should give
information as regards
1. Situation and extent. 2.
Nature or character of the ground, whether cultivated; peat-bogs, marshes, ditches, etc. 3. Koads. paths
and tracks. 4. Whether the ground off the road, etc.,
is passable for the ditTercnt arms, an<l how far the
state of the ground varies at ditTercnt seasons of the
year.
.V

:

MOUNTAINS.

The reconnaissance

of mountains is a very ditlicult undertaking, inasmuch as the vision is geiuially
much obscured, especially when the mountains are

wooded. Good maps are consequently indispensVery particular attention should be paid to
places where troops can to a certain extent deploy

able.

for action; otherwise the chief points to be consiciered are whether or to what extent troojis can be
moved, housed and fed. The reconnaissance report
should furnish information of the following points:
1. Position,cxtent,shapi-and relative heights Main
and secondary ridges or spurs, jjlateaus, chief and
seconilary valleys .should all be con.sidered. giving the
steepness of the various slopes.
2. Surface.
The actual surface or cove-ing of the
mountains (rock, stones, deljris, earth, etc.), marshy
or rocky places, cultication (forest ploughland, meadows,) towns, villages, etc., with the resources they
contain.
3. Water, lakes, rivers, streams, etc.
,

paths and passable ground, esground where troops in formation
could move ott the roads, etc., (generally only found
in valleys, or on ridges).
5. Special military considerations, such as positions,
places for bivouacking, or where defiles, passes, etc.»
could be blocked, etc.
4.

TOWNS, villages, etc.
Inhabited places are of importance as points of
d'a/ypui in fighting, and as places where troops may
be housed, fed, or eciuipped.
Large towns or villages are important in the latter sense, whereassmall
places are more so for fighting jiurposes, because
the latter only are so situated (though rarely it is
true) as to command all the surrounding country.
crriEs,

—

Roads,

tracts,

pecially notini'

FORTRESSES.
past history of the fortress should be thoroughly studied, especially that of its constructions,
and of any sieges that it may have undergone, certain of the most important details of which should be
given in the reconnaissance report.
2. Next, general geographical and strategical questions should be gone into and examined, "fhis entails
a reconnaissance of the surrounding country, which
1.

The
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should be made from an intpndingbesieger's'point of works on

statistics, but as a rvile, the Information
thus obtained has generally to be differently grouped
to be of value for military purposes.
The following
points should then be considered,
(^narUrit
and
ciiinpx.
3.
Xumber and description
of the towns, villages, etc., giving the number of inhabitants and the number of fireplaces in each; the
public buildiugs and supplies of wood and straw
should be noted in each separate place.
4. Protmonn.
I'roduce of cultivation and meadows, head of cattle, stores, mills, industries and
tions. Casemated covers, caponnifc'res. powder maga- trades, especially bakeries, breweries, distilleries,
zines, reduits, casemates for the garrison, bomb-proof wine and tobacco produce.
5.
Vluthing (ind tquiprntiit. Linen, cotton, cloth,
hospitals, arsenals, and stores for provisions, have of
and leather factories.
late years gained much in importance.
6. Samtary e»tabUahmenU.
4. Next the sluices belonging to the place regulatHospitals, infirmaries,
ing the level of the water La the ditches and ground and baths.
7. Means of transport.
near the works, the system of counter-mines if any,
Rolling stock of railways,
the entrenched camp, whether partially formed or horses, mules, and 3'oke oxen description of carts
projected, together with any works of defence that and carriages with draught navigation.
8. Armn and warlike sture».
would be undertaken to give additional strength to
Small-arm factories,
the place were a siege expected, should be gone into iron foundries, stores of metal and timber, powderand described, giving the time the latter would re- mills.
9. Money.
Monetary system, duties and taxes.
quire with the labor and materials available on the
10. 1 nhdhitanU. Militarj' system and organization,
Similarly the artillery armament of the place
spot.
any special organization for llie defense of the counshould be examined and described.
.5
Finally, the town itself surrounded by the forti- try, such as national guards or local rifle clubs; defications should be examined separately by itself as a gree of education and political feelings.
11.
place of habitation, and any considerations which
Reconnaissances made without preparatorymight affect the defense of the place, either advanta- work can only be useful as a means of verifying milgeously or disadvantageously, should be studied and itarj' considerations of high importance, or completinjj
described: also, whether with due reference to aU the our existing stock of information. As regards the
above considerations, the proposed garrison of the latter, it is worthy of remark that documents and
maps, made for local use only, and consequently but
place appears sufficiently strong.
little known elsewhere, are often to be obtained on
6. In conclusion, a general re>mme should be made,
showing the advantages and disadvantages presented the spot itself, and afford much valuable information.
by the works of the place, and the neighborhood of
BEPOBT.
the fortress, in the case of investment or blockade,
As regards the general form of making a reconnaisattack "(ie the fi>rc<:" by surprise or escalade, bomsance report, it is generally advisable to make it in as
bardment, artillery attack, or regular siege with abstract
or even tabulated form as possible.
For inbreaches and assault, with special reference to the
stance, it should not be necessarj- w-lien seeking for
weak fronts of the fortress.
information on a given point, to have to wade through
LAKGE TEACTS OF COtTSTEY.
the whole report to the end a short index of the
contents as well as a logical arrangement of the sub1. In the reconnaissance of large tracts of country,
the first object should be to e.xamine and describe the jects facilitates the work of rapidly examining the regeneral character of the covmtry for military pur- port. It is, moreover, desirable to have a great deal
of important data or information without arguments
poses.
3. For this purpose a country has very often to be or reasoning, as the latter can only be made on defindivided into sections according as the latter are favor- ite suppositions. A report which is not definite in it.s
able or otherwise to military requirements, as regards information is but little better than nime at all to
the marching, fighting, quartering, feeding, etc., of make an incorrect or false report amoimts to a miliThe country should be considered both as tary crime and a report which is larger or more
troops.
regards its orography and hydrography, paying spe- voluminous than is necessary, often fails to fulfill the
A report should be as brief as possicial attention to important rivers, etc., and the gen- object desired.
eral character and configuration of the ground (moun- ble when it accompanies a map or sketch as " explanations." Further, it should always be borne in miml
tainous, hill)-, and flat country).
3. Next, the communications both by land and wa- that every reconnaisance report is an oflicial report,
ter should be carefully examined, f.^"., railways, high- and that, consequently, the officer making the reconroads and navigable rivers and canals. The state of naissance is responsible for the accuracy and truth
cultivation of a country is also of importance and of his personal observations. The latter should therelarge tracts of forests or woods, valleys and low-lying fore be kept quite distinct from that part of the reground, etc., should be specially reported on. Final- port which has been compiled from the infoi-mation
ly, the inhabitants (numbers, nationalities, religion, and observation of others.
occupation, characteristics, etc..) should be considBOUTE SKETCHDJO.
ered, together with the towns, villages, etc.. with
There is a branch of topographj-, which, from the
population of each, paying of course, special attenimportance sometimes assumed by it, should be
tion to fortified places or points otherwise of military
mentioned under the subject of topographical reconimportance.
naissance, in connection with which it is frequently
STATISTICAI. KECONNAISSAN'CES.
used, viz., route sketching.
The object of route
1. Statistical reconnaissances complete the detailed sketching is to represent The route passed over by
But it would an observer, together with so much of the coimtry
series of reconnaissances just given.
be a mistake to fancy that the necessary information in the immediate vicinity and within view-, as may
collected
during a tour from in any waj' affect militarj- operations. The sketch
for the same could be
observation only. Consequently a preparatory study, is usually accompanied by notes giving explanations
the
question
by collecting in- of any features that strike the observer as being
going thoroughly into
formation from every kind of book and printed mat- of particular importance.
Information gained in
this manner may frequently be found of great aster, must first of all be undertaken.
nowaday.s
description
is
rendered
this
sistance in arranging the details of a campaiiin or
2. Work of
comparatively easy by the publication of certain of a battle. It is not proposed to treat of the sub-

view, that is the best way of obtaining a correct insight into the defensive properties of the place, at
least 88 regards how far an enemy's approach can be
best observed, the ground round the fortress com
manded. and an investment prevented or obstructed.
3. Next. in the reconuais.sance of the interior of the
place, the general system of defence,tliee/t/v-(Vt^€with
its ditches,outworks, advanced works,detached forts.
and covered communications, should aU be considered,
both as regards plan, section, and s3-stem of fortifica-

1
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;

;

;
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ject in lliis work, mil the details of thr ilutv, as The men should be s<-lecl((l from the Ix'st material
will as lliosc piTtaliiiii!^ to rcfonnaissKiirc, will hv the army alldrds. their i|ualiticalioiis being similar to
found in a I
k iiilillid " Military Skctcliiiii; and those of the officer in charge of the parly. As a genHcconnaisancr," liy Liiiit.Col. Iliilcliison 'ind Cap- eral rule, the detachmenl should be small, iis a fewlain .MacUrij;or, of the Jirilish wrvicc.
men can conceal their march and jire.sence from the
Tlic olliccr sclccti-d for the duty of condtictinir a enemy much better than a troop or company under
rrconnaissaiii'i', should be one who has been specially similar circumstances.
(treat care should be exercised when approaching
mslru<ted for the purpose. The duty reiiuires an
•Such points
ollicer who hasa particularly L'ood military judgment, any jilace favorable for an ambuscade.
and who ha.s previously inadea lliiiroui;h stu<ly of the shoulil be can-fully examined by one or more men,
>uhject.
lie should have a mind that can readily detached for the purpose, before closing in on them
L'rasp details and retain them; lie should be familiar with lhc])arty. All rcncontcrs with the emniy should
with the <liirerent arms of the sirvi<-e. thi'ir placing; lie (;irefiilly avoided, as the main obj<<:l is to gain
lor mutual sujiporl, and their adaptability for action know ledge of his forces, positions, and luoveiiients,
miller the varyins; features of ground.
The faculty without exposing the presence of the parly making
Even very sniiill parlies of die enemy
of correctly eslinialimr distances by the eye will be the s<-out.
of great as.sistance to an olHcer in |)erforniing this should be allowed to pass, as the main object of the
duty.
Tins faculty, although iiulwral to some, may scout might be lost by an attem|il to c:iplure them,
by practice be ac(|uired by all. The olliccr should by the escajie <if some one nicmber of the parly, out
be proviili-il willi all the materials necessary for mak- of siLrhl or overloiiked for the iiiniiienl. Tin- detaching and recording his observations: good maps of menl should avoid the traveled roads, keeping near
the cduiitry to be examined, a tield glass, writing them. however, by movingalongthe byways, through
materials, etc.; good guides— the best will usually be the woods and fields. It should lie very careful about
found among that class of people whose duties take making any noise, should not be allowed to build
them about the country a good escort, preferably tires or the men even to smoke at night, when in the
It keejis well to<av:dry. as offering the necessary essential of moving immediate vicinity of the enemy.
(piickly, and of furnishing the means of forwarding getlier, depending upon a few ineuinadvance.marchRipidly the information obtained.
ing in tlispersed order, to give timely notice of any.Vn olliccr tamilar with the duties prescribed should thing suspicious ii; the vicinily. If any considerable
be able to make a general sketch of the country. giv- force of the enemy is discovered, the detachment
ing the details set forth, during the temporary halts should be entirely <on<caled f rom view, but in such a
necessarily made on the march for the purpose of position thatall theenemy's movements may be seen,
resting his escort and obtaining information.
The and his exa<t composition, direction of. march, and
great value to an army, of officers who are thorough- numbers ilelermined, when a detailed stalcment of
ly conversant with these duties, and the great assist- the information obl:iined should be made in writing
ance to thettcner.d in commiind that the information and sent to lliecomiiiaiiding General by two of the
G<'neral I'ope, durg:iined by them is in carrying out bis jilan of cam- most reliable men of the party.
paign, are fullv illustrated bv the eveiils of the wars ing his campaign in Northern Virginia, received acof iSOG, and of IHTO-il. The"Pnissiau staff was most accurate information in regard to the Hank march
thoroughly organized, and the intlueiice the officers of (ieneral .lacksoii, from Colonel J. S. t;lark. of
<'oniposing it. e.xerted in bringing the campaign to a the staff of General IJanks. That ollicer remained
.successful issue, is readily apparent after a careful all day in a ihtIIous position, within sight of .lack.study of the detailed operalions of these wars has son's moving column, and counted its force, which
been made.
he found to be thirty-six regiments of infantry, with
the priiper |iroportion of batteries, and a consider.\ii armed reconnaissance, when made with a small
If the object be to gain inforforce beyond the outlaying sentinels of an army, for able cavalry force.
the purpo.se of obtaining information of the enemy, mation of the enemy's presence or strength at a ceris usually termed a patrol, nc^mt, or neerH, reainnais- tain place, the ofiicer, when he lias reached the immiiice. Tile best hour for the troops to .set out on this mediate vicinity, will conceal his detachment in Hie
<luty is about dusk, or sometime during the night. best manner possible, and taking two or three of his
They can at this time more easily pass between the best men, will approach as near as lie can without
If essential to
outposts of the enemy, and when daylight comes they discovery, to gain the desired end.
will then be on the ground which it is desirable to ex- send information sjieedily, a few men may be left at
simine. Again, if the departure vt the detachment is intervals along the line of march, to in turn take the
discovered by the enemy, another route can be taken message and forward it. Upon the return of the of•luring the night. The offlcer selected for this duty ficer to his station, he should make a report in writshould be daring, courgcous and capable of enduring ing of his scout.
recoimaissaiKte in force is generally made just
great fatiijue; jie should be a good horseman have
good eyesight, a mind quick to grasp all details, be before a battle, for the purpose of forcing the enemy
prompt to act, and he should have a retentive mem- to develop his strength and dispositions. The time
ory.
He shoiilil be familiar with sketching, so as to selected is usually liite in the day, in order that night
be able to represent any portion of the enemy's works may be depended upon to put an end to the fighting,
or position, or to convey a good and intelligent idea an(l to give the commanding General an opportunity
of the ground which it maybe the intention to occu- to make any change in the arrangement of his troops
lie should be provided with a good field glass, which the facts gathered from the reconnaissance
py,

—
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with maps, and with all the materials necessary to
record the information gained. A good guide is also
indispensable, one who is thoroughly acquainted with
the country, the byways, short cuts, etc. The offlcer
should be given full instructions, in writing, if necessary, of the object of his scout, and he should entirely mulerstaud them before starting out on his
mission.
He should know the distance taken up in

column by the sub-divisions

of the different arms of
the service, so he can readily estimate the strength
of any force of the enemy which may come under his
observation.
He shoulii be furnislied with a detail
If the counsuitable for the work r iiuiri'd of him.
try is open, the escort should be composed »f cavalry: if it is broken or rugged. infantry should betaken.

rendered necessary. The enemy should be
threatened in such a manner as to lead him to siq)])0se that a real attack is intended, and to fone him
During the
to discover his strength and position.
advance reconnoitering officers should be w ell to the
front, seizing upon every point of advantage for a
good lookout, noting the details of theenemy's posi-

may have

tion, marking where his troo])s and guns are placed,
and estimating distances. The reports and notes
(rapid outline landscape sketches soiiK'times added)

when

put together on rclurn. will
the (jeneral commandCare must be taken that the Tiiovement does
in;:.
not lea<i to a general act ion for which the force is not
prepared. By advancing for the reconuaLssaucelale,
of these officers,

affiird

valuable

iiifiiriiialinn to
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to withdraw,
to put a stop to

difficidt

Commander

the tight.
A rfconnainsance in fi/rce may be made under the
immediate supervision of the Gcnerai-iu-Cliief or bja detachment of lroii])s of all arms, selected for the
purjiose, and under the direction of a subordinate
commander. In the first case, there would be a general advance of the whole line, as if for the purpo.se
of bringing on a general engagejiient. showing a
The forward
strona: line of skirmishers in front.
movement may be preceded b\' a charge of cavalry
for the ca])ture of some of tlie enemy's outposts or
sentinels, from whom information of a very valuable
character may sometimes be obtained, especially
when they are from (lifTerennt fractions of the enemy's
forces.
The artillery should be brought into action
in order to cause the enemy to open tire with his own,
thus revealing the ijeneral disposition of his forces,
key points, etc. The General follows the movement,
taking station where he can most readily overlook
the enemy's line, and, having gained his object,
causes the troojjs to be witlidrawn to their position.
Care should be exercised that any success obtained
at any point of the line, be not so closely followed up
as to prevent the withdrawal of the troops at the proper time.
Or, if during the movement, it is found
that an important position has been gained, owing to
the failure of the enemy to properly guard it, and
which it may be desirable to hold, dispositions should
at once be made for that purpose, by sending re-enforcements forward, causing the troops to entrench,
An operation of the second class is more diflietc.
cnlt, requiring great tact and good judgment on the
part of the otHcer in command. Depending upon the
nature of the country and the object to be gained, the
detachment will be formed of one or more arms of
the service. The troops selected, usually a division,
or perhaps the advanced guard of an army, will l)e
handled as in the first case, the additional precaution
being taken to see that the line of retreat to the main
body of the army is in no way compromised. To
render this secure, the flanks of the attacking body
of troops should be well protected by patrols of cavalry and by skirmishers.
Minor operations made by small parties and usually called pntrola, are continually carried on, both
within and beyond the line of advanced sentinels of
an army. In thefirst case, to examine well the ground
between the sentinels, also the ground between the
line of sentinels and their respective outposts. In the
second case, to examine the country between the lines
of the two armies, to ascertain what changes ma}have been made during the night. In this way small
affairs of detached parties are brought on, the object
being to take prisoners and thus gain information.
The great objection to a rewnnaissanre in fi>rce is
that, as the troops are used to unmask the enemy and
make him develop his position and forces and then
withdraw, the operation partakes of the nature of a
retreat, and is liable to have a somewhat demoralizing effect upon them. From commanding ground,
orbefore an enemy who is negligent in covering his
front, much may \iv learnt by a practical General
Napoleon spent
without making an actual attack.
part of the day before Austerlitz at the outposts,
while in his front, the valley of the Goldbach. and the
opposite slopes, were covered with cavalry skirmishers, amidst whom rode experienced officers, from
whose observations, joined to his own, the Emperor
deciphered accurateh- the movements and designs of
the adversary.
Marmont says, " Nothing should be neglected by
which we may obtain exact information: and the
surest method is always to be in contact with the
enemy by means of light troops, frequently to liave
small engagements, and to make prisoners, whose
answers are almost always simple and sincere. More
is learned through them than by means of the most
The latter often confound the names
faithful spies.
,
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of corps and of Generals, and form very inexact
estimates of the strength of the troops, concerning
whom they report."
" Two j^russian officers of tlie staff of Prince Frederick Charles, the afternoon before the battle of K6niggratz, boldlj' approached the Austrian lines, observed the jiositions of the Austrian troops, and,
though both pursued and assaulted by cavalry, got
safe home, and brought to their General certain intelligence, which allowed him to frame the combinations which resulted in the morrow's victory."
•'
The eyes of the Austrian Army on more "than one
occasion during the campain (IHtiOj failed.
Their
patrol system was very much inferior to that of the
Prussians. Its inferiority seems to iiave been due to
the want of military edvAMtion, among the officers to
whom patrols were entrusted. In the Prussian Army
special officers of high intelligence were always
chosen to reconnoiter. The Prussian .system never

never allowed a surprise. TheAustrians Tere
repeatedly surprised and taken unprepared."
When an enem}- is at a distance and his movements
are unknown, he is often more to be feared than
when close at hand and underobservation. He must
not therefore be lost sight of because he is some way
off: but on the contrary he must be watched in such
a manner as to observe his movements closelj- with
a view to estimating his designs, and at the same
time to prevent his attempts at reconnais.sance with
like intentions. A fatal n)istake is too often made by
cavalry, in supposing that it is sufficient to reconnoiter the enemy and return with a report, or even
to reconnoiter in a certain direction and report that
no enemy is seen. It is not only necessary to find
the enemy, but when found, to keep him under constant observation. For this purpose detached bodies
of cavalr}- should be advanced to the front of an army,
interposing between their own troops and the enemy
failed,

a veil or screen, behind which there is immunity
from surprise, and in the extreme front of which
feelers, or reconuoiterers are actively employed, collecting intelligence for transmission to the rear.
These duties would be either performed by the
"divisional cavalry" or else by the "cavalry division,"
according as the operations are on a small or on a
large scale.
By the former is meant the cavalry
attached to a division.
If several divisions are
acting together, the cavalry of each would cover the
immediate head of its own column on the march,
reconnoiter the country to its front and flanks, and
link the column to others, just as in action it would
fight on the flanks of its own division, crown its success or cover its retreat.
]5y the latter is nteant the
division or brigade of cavalry, which is an independent tactical body, having relations to the whole army
of a similar nature to those borne by the divisional
cavalry to its own division. It therefore furnishes
the advanced cavalry for screening and reconnoiterins
duties, when several columns are moving forward
in comljination.
Should a division or smaller column of three arms be acting by itself, a portion of
its cavalry would generally be detached to the extreme front for a similar piiri)ose.
A force of considerable strength i.s usually employed on this important service.
The principle
adopted is that of retaining a support in rear, from
which smaller parties are detached to the front and
to the flanks, these parties in their turn sending out
smaller fractions, until the whole assumes theform
of an open fan, upon the outer edge of which the
patrols are reduced to a strength of some eight or
ten men, which in their turn may be coverediu extreme advance hj groups of scouts of two or three
men together. This action of the cavalry may perhaps be best appreciated by its being described as a
moving outpost chain. A" regiment of cavalry may
thus be sent out to a distance, varying, according to
circumstances, from ten miles toouc or two days'
march, in advance of the army it serves to cover.
One sqmidron mov^ still farther to the front, one to
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eacli flank, while the rcmaininir squadron acts as a reserve In tlie otliers.
Kaeli of these siiuadrons now

resources of the country, the facilities and obstacles
presents for advance, and the general lines of coniin extreme advance sends i)atrols to its frfmt and numication.
flanks, as re(|uired l)y the nature of tlie ijround and
[Strong reconnoitering parties may push their resupi)09ed position of tlie enemy. .V support, consi.st- connaissance far beyond the zone of the smaller reins: of from one-third to one half the scpnidron, re- connoitering patrols. They are generally ordered out
mains in eacli ease in rear, movinc alim^ a central by the Cieueral or Brigadier, their force and comporoute. The patrols in their urn detach scouts so that sition depeniling miicli on the nature of their mission
every part of the irround may be thoroughly ex- and of \\w country, and on the necessity or nonneamined. Thedistances to which the advanced squad- cessity of c(mcealing the march of the parly. A troop
rons shotdd proceed from the si|uadrons in reserve, of cavalry is often sent on such a duly, a stafT-otticer
and also the intervals to be preserved between the accompanying the force. If the country is close, hilly,
squadron in advance, must depend so imich upon and wooded, infant'v may be selected in preference,
the nature of the country and upon the position of a few mounted men being attached as orderlies; but
the enemy, that it would be hard to frame any abso- more usuallv still in a varied <-oinilry, infantry is
lute rule on the subject.
joined to cavalry as its support. The infantry would
It is, however, suggested that, while the advance accompany the cavalry to certain |)oints, past which
should be extended as much as possible in order to the horse nuist fall back in retiring. These points the
avoid employing too many men u])ou the service, care infantry would hold to secure the retreat of the cavshoidd invariably be taken that all the bodies in front alry, which latter would then advance rapidly to the
be able to fall back securely upon their supports, in front to complete the n-connaissance. The cavalry
case of the enemy being met in force.
in its turn would cover the retreat of the infantry
It is recommended that the distance to which each patrol may across any omcii ground.
detach itself from its inunediate support be restrieteil
The addition of infantry gives to such reconnoiterto four or five miles, or as much ground as can be ing parties a strength ami power of resistance which
passed over in one hour in ordinary country. On oc- cavalry can never attain by itself. The emjiloymenl
casion, however, a ])atroI may be despatched on in- of artillery tends towards a similar eml. and the espedependent service for much longer distances, relying cial mobility of horse-artillery renders it most approentirely upon its own resources.
It frequently be- priate for such service. Artillery is nevertheless selcomes necessarj- for scouts to be sent to considerable dom added to an ordinary reconnoitering parly, its
distances from their supporting body; but each group, use being generally confined to a reconnaissance in
though out of sight ami hearing of the next, should force, or a special reconnaissance. Hut although guns
always know the general position of the groups on are not much employed upon this kind of duty, there
either flank of its own patrol, and of the squadron may still be occasions where artillery would prove a
from which the patrol is detached.
useful addition to the other arms, as. by its assistance,
woods or other, iispicious places, within range, could
CONNECTI>'<J POSTS.
be effectively examined or cleared of the enemy's
In proportion as a reconnaissance is pushed further
presence, without the necessity of a close approach.
to the front the necessity for maintaining some system of constant communication with the rear be- Guns can also cause the withdrawal of parties of the
comes more apparent. It nuist be regarded as a first enemy from small defensive positions by acting on
their flank.
essential condition, that the intelligence procured by
Whenever the several arms are combined in a strong
a reconnoitering party be transmitted at once to the
cavalry is always well to the
main body. It is also needful that a detached patrol reconnoitering party,
front in the advance, so long as the ground permits.
should be in a position to receive orders from the rear
The infantry in rear takes up successive positions
as quickly a.s possible. Hence arises the necessity for
favonble for defense, as it advances, so that if at any
connecting posts, when reconnaissances are being carmoment the cavalry is driven back it will be protectried on at some distance in advance of the main body.
The posts are placed on the main routes, generally at ed in Its retreat by the infantry. In the return march
the infantry takts the lead, unless hardly pressed in
positions which can be found easily, sucl'i as bridges
close country, when the cavalry is sent on in front.
or remarkable or well-known buildings, and they are a
Troops are usually drawn up. or formed in two
established bv each advanced party as it jiroceeds to
ways, viz., a. In rtilnmii; the habitual disposition
the front. The posts should be two or three miles
when on the march, and for facility of movement
apart, or the distance an orderly could, in case of nean 1 maneuver. /'. In liuf which is now as a rule
cessity, pass over at a gallop without pulling up. A
The fornuition in
the order on the field of battle.
post should not consist of less than three men, one
deep columns of attack, formerly employeil with
of whom must always be ready to mount at an insuch great effect on the battle field, will now very
stant's warning, whenever a messenger is seen apchange in the manner of handproaching, for the purpose of carrying on the des- rarely be used. This
due entirely to the great improvement
patch to the next post. The orderly who brings in a ling troops is
last twenty years.
message returns to his post after a short rest, and in the fire-arms of the
INKANTKV.
takes back with him any orders for the advanced
It maj' be said of infantry that it is by far the most
The pace at which an orderly should ride,
party.
important factor of an army. Cavalry and artillery
the exact place, and hour of despatch, "should be writcertainly render important and essential service at
ten on the outside of the message.
some period of every campaign, or during some
8TBONO BECONNOrrERING PAKTIES.
phase of every battle but good infantry is abeoA strong reconnoitering party would be detached, iutely necessary for the accomp'.ishment of any
either from the main body, or from the reserve of the great operation in war. Infantry is undoubtedly the
advanced covering detachments,
e.. from the remain stay and the backbone of all armies, whether
serve of the advanced-guard on the march, or from it be vieweil in the light of numbers, or its action on
the reserve of the outpo^cs at the halt. The Com- the field of battle.
Its fire is more ileadly than that
mander would receive before starting the most pre- of artillery, its action is sure, while that of cavalry
cise instructions as to the object to be effected.
He is fitful. On the infantrj' of an army the brunt of
might be ordered, for instance, to search for the po- the fighting falls, it suffers more in action and
sition taken up by the enemy, and to ascertain the more on the line of march, and to it the acticm of
numbers of his troops by sucli indications as may all other arms is subordinate. Artillery fire but to
come under observation without disdosing his own pave the way for an infantry attack, or to check an
proximity or he might be directed to feel for the infantry advance. Cavalry charge but to confirm
enemy in a particular~quarter until he should bit upon an infantry victorj- or to check a pursuit, engineers
him. Or else he might be directed to report on the open roads and make bridges, to allow infantry to
it
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they strengthen positions, and tlirow up earthworlis, but to protect and cover llie infantry, or to
enable a small body to che,-k a superior force. On
infantry tactics the whole superstructure of military
operations must be built. But it must be borne in
mind that in any tactical action, one arm of the service without the other is really incomplete, and the
true function of tactics, is to so apply the action of
each arm, that not only its si)ecial power shall be
de%'eloped, but that it shall be developed at the time
and place requisite for the support of the other
pati?:

arms.

handling small groups or bodies of from ten to two
hundred men but while this indepeniience is developed, it must be held in hand and directed, it
must be freedom, not license. It must be caref;d!y
watched by a Commander who has reserves in hand
to support it. either by completing the victor}- or
checking defeat and above all it necessitates inost
careful training on the part of the soldier.
The first troops that come into contact with one an;

;

other before battles are fought, are small detacliments. Militarj- history necessarily passes overmuch
that is done by these small bodies but there can be
no doubt that the correct leading and handling of
these small bodies, conduce greatly to bringing the
action of larger bodies to a successful conclusion. At
the beginning of any great battle, there are numerous struggles for important points, indeed great battles are often brought about by the necessity for
supporting small detachments seeking thusto obtain
;

The Austrian

infantry has always proved inferior
to that of other powers with which it has recently
been matched. The excellence of the other branches
of the army has never been able to atone for
The infantry of an army is
this one fatal defect.
its mainstay.
battle, it is true, may occasionally
be decided by the vigorous action of cavalry, as was
the case at Maren^; sometimes be influenced by the
happy concentration of artillery, as was seen at
Wagram and Solferino; but success can never be
contidentiaUy relied upon in war, unless thetighting
powers of the infantry may be fully trusted.
The infantry by its lire disables the enemy and
prepares the way for the efficient operations of the
cavalry and artillery; the infantry by its charges
wins battles, carries and defends positions. Infantry has great powers of endurance, is capable of giving or receiving battle in almost any position, and is
peculiarly free from those casualties, which in imforseen emergencies frequently paralyze the other
arms. The essential qualities of a good infantryman
are: coolness under all circumstances of danger, selfreliance and independence in action, judgment In
deciding when to take advantage of cover, and when
to leave it in order to move forward again; he should
be a good marksman, as the main reliance of infantry is the efficacy of its fire; he should know
when to husband his amunition, and when to deliver his fire with the greatest rapidity; for rapidity
and accuracy of fire at the proper moment are now of
supreme importance in the decisive phase of a battle.
The genius of the Commanding General is the greatest aid in winning a victory, infantry ranks ne.\t.
The cavalry and artillery render impjrtant service
on the field of battle, and in the retreat and pursuit;
the infantry often finds itself in positions and under
circumstances that would be most disastrous, if not
supported by these arms; and by their aid successes
gained by the infantry are often made complete. Infantry can win a battle, but calvary and artillery are
necessary to destroy the enemy by a vigorous pursuit. The history of all wars and of all nations contirms these conclusions.
Infaatry acts defensively by its fire and ofifensively
by its charges. On the field of battle it is invariably
employed in one of these ways, or in both combined.
On the field of battle two bodies of infantry will
seldom come into actual contact. In making an attack the assailant will either be repulsed and ilriven
back by the effect of the fire of the assailed, or,
when the former reaches a certain point in its advance, the latter will abandon its position. Infantry
on the field of battle, when stationary. should always
lie down; it is tlms always to a certain extent concealed from the eneraj's view anil protected from
his fire.
The introduction of breech-loading rifled
arms has radically modified the tactical formatiims
of infantry; this being particularly true for offensive
movements. Formerly, the fire from troops in a

A

body was mainly relied upon to produce
results
now, the mam object is to develop
;

telling
to the

independent action of each individual soldier and the fire from each rifle. It appears,
therefore, that both in defensive and oflensive fighting tactics, one great object is to develop the individual action of the man, whether in the use of his
weapons or as a unit. Forofiicers this development
of independent action is the power of leading and
fullest extent the

Now it is undoubtedly
one of the consequences that flow from the use of
modern anns, that troops once actuallj' engaged can
some advantageous ground.

if ever, move to the right or left. Maneuvering under fire, always difficult, may now be deemed
almost impossible: once troops are really engaged it
woidd appear that their movements must be either
forward or backward. Fresh troops may be brought
up from the rear to feed the fight in front, but such
movements as those made by Massena at Wagram,
are at the present day impossible.
The actual success of operations in war must primarily rest on the action of small bodies good previous strategical movements, a correct formation of
the order of battle, a proper selection of the points to
be attacked, will make the success, when obtained,
of far greater importance
but the actual success
must ultimately depend on the correct handling of
small bodies of men.
The question how a small
body of men should be handled iu actual fighting has
now become of far greater importance than formerImportant as affecting the individuals concernly.
ed, perhaps more so, as reacting on larger bodies.
This is one of the features of modem fighting, and
one which must be carefully considered.
"battle
under existing circumstances is a series of small battles or fights iu which bodies of troops, perhaps not
greater than a brigade, are engaged, and each of
these bodies must be tactically complete, must work
for one object, and seek to carry one point.
It has been said that for the future no direct attack
can possibly be made on troops occupying a position,
and that all attacks must be made on the^flanks but
experience shows that attacks on the flank, unless
supported by a strong front attack, can always be
met and defeated, "fhe battle of Wagram, and perhaps still more, the counter-strokes delfvered at Rossbach and Salamanca, show, that unless front attacks
are made at the same time, flank attacks are uulikeconsequently, however difficult and
h' to succeed
dangerous such attacks may be, j-et it is requisite
that they shoidd be made, in order that the change
of front, which any well-disciplined army can make
if unopposed, maj' be prevented.
said that on the German side the intention was
generally evident of attempting to turn the enemy.
But the fight often developed itself in such amanner
that, after preparing the way by artillery fire, the
Germans made a vigorous attack upon the French
center, without waiting for the effect of the movement on the flanks, 'fhis mode of acticm lias often
been criticised, and attention has been called to the
enormous sacrifices which it has generally entailed
but these critics forget that, when you wish to force
the enemy to fight, a fairly sharp attack infront is necessary to hold him fast, otherwise he would avoid the
turning movement which is meanwhile going on, either by a timely retreat, or by throwing himself upon
the turning column and attacking it, whilst executing its movement.
The offennite.
In order that a force on the offeo

rarely,

;

;
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may be able to develop with
imum of iittiiokini; power, iinil make

sive

effect its

use of

maxi-

to tlie
utmost, il slidiild ailojit a furiiiiainii favorable, as fur
as possible, to the folluwinj; rc(|uirenienls k. To the
very greatest iiiol)ility.
/>. To tlie
sjrealest possible
security from the effects of the enemy's tire. '•. To
the irrealesl possible development of its own fire.

'

it

aetiiii;

on the

'ground; to effectively support the skirmishers, that
IS to .say, to be able to feed them with fresh nun, the
supports shoidd be two hundred to two hundrcil and
The main boily nuisl hi' able
fifty yards in the rear.
to (TOSS the interval that divides them from the skirmishers in about fiv(! minutes, or they must be five
hundred to six hundred yards olT. Consistent willi the
due performance of these funii'ons the supporls and
main boih' may be in any for iiation thai from the
shajie of the ground, or other circiunslances, will
l)rolect them best from loss, w'.iether that fornuition
i)e extended order, line, or colunuis, and they must
change from one formation to anothiT as (juickly as
])ossiblc. The ]irinci|)les which govern the formaliim
of troops for alla<-k can only be given, their appliiation must depend on the knowledge and ability of the
;

offeimire. the -ireat object

1

to he attained is, to devise some means by which they
can, with some decree of organization rcniainiiii;,
reach a point sutlicienlly mar the enemy's posilii>n,
to enaljle tlieni to carry it liy a ixrand and cimcertecl
rush forward. To cimteml that this roull can now
be obtained by troops in the old formation incolumn,
or even drawn up in two ranks, is contrary to all the
teachings of the past few years; which leads us tocon<hidc that such an operation would be attended with
the most disastrous results.
The results of recent
wars teacli that the pro|Mr formation for troops acting on the iijf'eiisipi is in successive lini's of skirmishers.
The intensely effective ami contiiniiMi; rollini;
fire of the Cliassepol nuide it clear to all our (omjnanders that a strong deployment of skirmishers
was absolutely necessary, so as to answer the enemy's tire in an effective manner, not to expo.se too
strong supjiorts to its elTects, and at tlu- same time
prepare tlu' way for our attack. In the course of a
long eonversaliou on this subject, General Skobeleff
expressed himself as follows:
"The only formation in which troops can success
fully assault intrenched i)ositions is in successive
lines of skir)iii:i/ier«.
Tlu> division General must beperfectly thoughtless of his own comfort or safety,
and i)Ut himself between the skirmishers and the reserves where he can feel the jiulse of the bailie and
liave his troojis in his own luind.and judge of the moment when the sucessive l)atlalions in reserve sliould
be .sent forward. There are in every command a
small percentage of cowards who will slink away at
the first opportunity, a certain numlxr of men of
rash bravery w ho will go too far forward and get
killed, and the great majority of men of ordinary courage, but liable to wav<'ras the tight gets hot The reserves must l)e sent in at tlie moment when the reasonabli' Ijrave men have been long enough engaged
and mel with enough resistance tobegin to feel nervous, but bi'fore they have actuallv Ijcgun to retreat;
and it is in deciding U|)onthe opportune moment for
sending forward his reserves that the art of a division
Commander consists. Sudi are the ojiinions of the
General who made more open assaults than any other
in this war, and who never failed in any one of them
to carry the works which he was ordered to attack.
The expression ' loose order" has been often employed to describe this mode of attack, but the expression is an inaccurate one. The attack is not loose,
which rather means a careless haphazard action, but
it is the inilivffliiiil action of the soldier fighting in
extended lines
the real facts being that such a
method of lighting demands not only greater iixlividual exertion and intelligence, but far higher and more
complete instruction on the part of both officers and

('ouHu.ander in adjusting his fornuition to suit the
ground he is working over. Thus the more cover
there is to take advantage of, naturally the snudler
will be t he loss, and conseqiu'utly he support ing bixly,
whose functions are to supjily the loss<>s of tiie skirmishers, may be reduc'cd, and the length of tin- skirmishing line increased, at the sanu' time that the intervals between the lilies may be diminished.
]tut
the original question embraced more than the formation of the troops.
It was, how shall the shot-swept
zone be crossed ?
I'ulting irregularities of ground out of consideration, this zone is swe])t by tire of different kinds, in
t

dilTerent places,
a. The artillery lire, which may be
said to begin at about two thousand five hundred
yards, h. The unainu'd or random fire of the infantry,

which may b'gin to tell at about one thousand one
hundred yards, c The aimed fire of the infantry,
which will begin to tell at about six hundred to seven
hundred yards. Artillery employed in defending a
posit i(m do not fire so much on advancing infantryin the early stage as on the attacking artillery, in addition to which the actual loss b_y artillery fire in action is comparatively small, being from one twelfth
to one fourteenth of the loss caused by the musketry
fire.
Hence it may, speaking in general terms, be
The imaimed infantry fire produces
disregarded.
many losses, and it appears that the effect of such
fire may be mitigated by observing where it falls most,
and avoiding those places.
The fire that causes heavy losses, and checks advancing troops, is undoubtedly the aimed or directed
lire of infantry.
The sooner and (juicker the space
between, where the deployment of the troops takes
place, and the enemy's position is crossed, the better;

;

mea.
It appears generally that troops formed for attack
should bo formed in at least three bodies, and that
these bodies should under one direction work for one
object, and be closely linked together, and be of such
strength, that each shall be a considerable force. We
thus arrive at the formation of a skirmishing line, a
supporting line, and a main body. Taken together
these three form the first line. It furthera])iKarslhat
the men placed in the skirmishing line should be extended so as to diminish loss, increase accuracy and
rapidity of fire, while at the same time a heavy and

destructive

fire is

maintaine<l.

The

functions of the

skirmishing line being to crush and overwhelm the
enemy witFi bullets. The objects of the supports being to fill up gaps among the skirmishers, and .so sustain the intensity of their fire. The duty of the main
body being to advance the moment the enemy is suf-

ficiently shaken, and to drive him out of bis position.
The (listance between these three bodies must be
goviTiU'cl partly by the work hey have to do. partly
by the trajectory of the arms in use, (larlly by the
I

:
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;

but if crossed at the double, one of the objects of the
skirmishing line, crushing the enemy with bullets,
would notljc accomplished, hence, such a method of
advance, even if it were possible to run over the
two thousand yards without slopjiing, would he undesirable.
But it seems desirable that the first one
tliou.sand yards should be crossed without firing, and
It will be shown hereafter,
as rapidly as possible.
that the attacker's artillery usually fires on the enemy's infantry, not on his guns, hence, until the attacking troops reach the zone of dangerous infantrj'
fire, or about one thou.sand one hundred yards from
the ])osition if possible, they should advance without
firing, and as quickly as they <'an, without being disordered, once the dangerous zone of infantry fire is
reached, not only will thej- begin to sufTer, hut the
|)Ower of infiicling loss on the enemy bj' means of
their own fire begins, and about this stage of the advance the skirmisliers must begin to fire. How should
Bearing in mind that the functhe}' then advance?
tion of the skiruiishing line is to keep up a continuous
rain of shot on the enemy, and expose themselves as
little as possible, or to develop the offensive power of
the lireech-loader, while rediuing the destructive effect it has when used on the defensive. Bearing this
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mind, it appears that tlie advance may be made in with the old skirmishers, Ijccause closing the latter
a succession of sliort rushes, lying down, tiring rap- to a fiank was usually not to be thought of thus
idly, and again running on.
Ttiis maneuver may be men of many different battalions and regiments were
performed in several ways ;the whole line may so act, intermingled.
or alternate men may so act, or alternate portions,
Companies will get mixed up. Long range weapsections, subdivisions, or companies may so act. Tlie ons compel an advance in extended order for lonwfirst method entails the disadvantage of there being distances, and do what officers may, men under such
a time, however short, yet a small appreciable time circumstances, exposed to a heavy tire, do get out of
when the lire ceases. The second method has this order. There is no use blinking this fact it is imobjection, that the party in advance are sure to mask possible that it can be otherwi.se, so long as human
the tire of those in rear more or less, and that soldiers beings possess different physical and moral endoware peculiarly apt to be discouraged by losing men ments.
Some men will fje eager and anxious for the
from their comrades' fire, and that the men are apt work, ethers will hang back, and their courage gradto get out of hand, and the officers find their control ually ooze away.
Some can be influenced by examreduced. The rush forward of an extended line in- ple and encouragement, others cannot some are
variably draws the enemy'sattentiou, and consequent- stronger and better able to keep up than others, conly his fire on that portion; this is the moment for the sequently we must expect such a mixing up of comother portion to seize and rush ou too, hence there is panies amongst the skirmishing line.
It is better to
an advantage in the alternate rush of portions.
foresee and provide by training that an evil which
For what distance should these rushes be made? will take place may be as little of an evil as possible,
Tiiey should be of such a length that the men should than attempt to guard against what all experience
not be exhausted and out of breath after making shows cannot be guarded against. No army ever
them, even when the distance is run over as rapidly went into action with better drilled or steadier "troops
as possible; for this reason, it would appear that than the English did at the Alma
they were the rethese rushes should not exceed about sixty yards, but sults of years of careful drill and the finest and most
should be adjusted so as to obtain cover if cover perfect organization and system that any army ever
exists, the rush should be from cover to cover.
Be- had, and yet what was the force that first carried the
fore advancing, the officer commanding the bodj' battery at the Alma but a mob, composed of various
about to make the rush should select the place he is regiments, brigades and divisions mixed up together,
going to, point it out to his subordinates, and at a and such must ever be the case where a rapid adgiven signal he should dash to the front, his subal- vance under a heavy fire is made by a be dy of troops
tern and men following
on getting into his new po- for any distance. The wisdom of introducing any
sition he will get his men under cover as quickly as complication, with the object of preventing compossible, kneeting, lying down, or standing, as may panies being mixed, is at least questionable.
best cover them, and will open fire at once, and fire
The principles cm which troops should be formed,
steadily and deliberately until the company on his and whicli govern their advance, being such as have
flank is rushing, when he should fire a few rounds as been described, it is desirable to endeavor to realize
quickly lis he possibly can, to cover its advance. It as clearly as possible the circumstances under which,
should be a standing rule that when any body of and the reasons why an attack is made at the present
skirmishers is rushing to the front, those on its im- day possible.
At a distance from the enemy's posimediate flank should fire rapidly to cover its advance tion, varying according to the nature of the "ground,
and reduce the effect produced by the cessation of and the state of the atmosphere, but perhaps lying
its fire.
within the limits of two thousand five hundred to
It is the function of the supports to fill up the gaps three thousand yards, troops will have to deploy and
in the skirmishing line, hence, companies must get quit the close order in whicli they have previ'ously
mixed up together, it is perfectly impossible to pre- been formed, j^mp an atUu-kon ati ehirmy prexupposes
vent it. But it is possible, by careful training to ob- II snpn-ivrity nf foire at the plaef w/iere the attack is
viate, or rather tomitigate, the evils that might ensue. made.
War, whether vieweil tactically or strategicMeanwhile the German line of skirmishers was ap- ally, is but the art of l)eing the stronge"st at the right
proaching the enemy by a succession of rushes. This place at the right time. "This superiority of force
was either done b_y taking advantage of cover.orelse may be numerical, moral, or local, or it maybe comthey would advance about a hundred pacesat a run, posed partly of all three, but for an attack to have a
throw themselves down, and Ihr-n run on again. In reasonable hope of success, the attacked at ^e point
tliis manner the line of skirnushers got part of it
the attack takes place miM be superior.
wilhiu four hundred paces, part to within from one
Now, when the first deployment takes place the
to
hundri'd and fifty
three hundred paces of the en- attacker's infantry will suffer but slightly from artilnature
emy, according to the
of the ground, seldom lery lire.
But t"lie assailant's artiilery will shake
without suffering great and mevitable loss. This ad- down walls of villages, farms or housesin which the
vance would occasion separate strokes and counter- defenders are posted, thus driving the infantry out.
strokes, which naturally caused the ti<le of battle to Their artillery will cousequenlly'become the object
roll backward an<! forward.
At this period the tight for the defender's guns to Hre at",as it will be staticmwould attain its highest pitch of intensity. The tire ary, or only advancingoccasionallv, and in ma.sses of
i>f the breech-loaders on both siiles resoiuided unseveral batierics.
Hence the infantry will, in this
ceasingly, and the work of commanding became the first stage, suffer but little from the direct or aimed
more and more difficult. (The distances which we fire, although a few losses may be occasioned bv stray
here give are modified of course by the nature of the shots.
As the infantry ad"vances, a large portioii
ground and other circumstances;. As a general rule of the artillery will advance also, not toget"her,but bv
tlie German infantry had their sharpest musketry alternate batteries, or brigades of batteries: so tha't
fighting at from about five hundred to one hundred a tire will be always kept "up.
It will probably adand fifty paces, under peculiar circumstances even vance thus, until it gets near to the extreme range of
at closer quarters.
the infantry tire, or about one thousan<l to one thouThese were doubtless the right tactics and suited sand four hundred yanls from the enemy's position.
to the present arms, because one should use the of- The moment the first or skirmishing line "of the infanfensive power of the breech-loader before attacking try comes near enough to the enemy's position to bean enemy in position. An immediate rush against come a mark for its aimed or direct" tire. say about six
such a position, even if made by strong line, of skir- hundred to seven hundred yards, the tro()ps in rear,
mishers, would as a rule fail. If fresh deta<'hments tliatistosay,tlie supports and main body, will suffer
come up from the rear during a stationary musketry but little, except from the unaimeil or random fire.
tiglit, whether to strengthen the line of fire or to
The lire of the assailant's artillery and the tire of his
make an attack, it was necessary to double these up skirmishing line will liave the ciVect of drawmgon
in

;

;

;

;

;

;

.

;
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them both the cm-my's artillery and infantry flre.and by the enemy's bullets. Hence the officer commanding the supports, must watch the fnmt, or skirmishit bef"me» ponxiHe t" bring i/p the main biidy, in
ing line, and send up men when he sees they arc rea much dmer fiirmation t/i'in in uftfii svp]x>!<ed.
Now here is one of the strong points of the iittnck, quisite. The nearer to the skirmishers the supports
are the more they will suffer, but if too far off they
lie weak points of the defense.
and riet Terxa one
The defenders, ilo what they will, instiuctively rtre will cease to act as supports. It apjiears that the
on the troops that are doing them an injury, and con- supports will suffer less, that is to say, the)' will atsequently the main body of the attack escapes, or tract the enemy's fire less if they advance in small
The distance at which he supports are
nearly escapes, from all but the unaimed or stray groups.
shotsthat have missed the skirmishing line. Hence from the skirmishers must be left chi tly to the offiheiu-e

i

i

I

cer commanding those supports, but then it should
rarelv exceed three hundred yards.
As the skirmishing line advances t ,w;.rds thr' enemy, and Iiegins to get into tlie zone of aimed fire, or some six
hundred to seven hundred yards from the enemy,
the stijiports must be fr^elv pushed on, and take their
l)laces in the skirmishing line, and as the ailvance of
the skirmishers will, from the fact of their moving in
successive rushes, be somewhat slower than that of
the siqiports, the latter will close on them, and the
main Ijody will also close somewhat on the suiiiiorts

lire both of the artillery supporting theattack.aiid of the infantry skirmisliing line,
hiust be continuous, carefully directed, and brought
to bear on the portion of the enemy's position, where
Bui no tire, however
an entrance is to be forced.
heavy, well-directed, and continuous, will drive good
troops out of position. A heavy cross-tire of musketry
and artillery may shake the morale, and disorganize
the defenders, may kill and wound many, may induce many of the less brave individuals to leave the
position, butstill the really brave men will remain to
tight it out. So long as they have aramunitiim these
men will hold their position, and it is only the advance of superior nundjers that will finally compel

in every attack the

and consequently be

it will experience less loss,
less retarded).

(as

The Commander of the supports must during hia
advance seek to find out the places where his assistthem to retire.
position
is
based
entirely
ance
may he most usefully sent. The best points for
The attack of an enemy's
on the science of the attack of a fortress. A mass the attack may be found when about eighty to one
of artillery lire is concentrated on certain jxiints; hundred yards from the enemy. As the fire is kejit
under cover of that tire the infantry advance \mtil up the main body will advance, and when it comes
Again the infantry tire is mar the line of supports the latter should rus!: tot'.e
added to the artillery front and join the skirmishers. The following rule
tire of the attackers, a breach is made in the ene- should become ahsolutj. the moment the main Iiody
my'8position,and through that breacha formed body arrives near what is left of the line of .supports.
of men is pushed. wlio make a lodgment there. Such They should dash to the front and join the line of

checked by infantry tire.
subdued by the infantry

fire

in general terms is the attack of a fortress, such in
general terms is the attack of a position, with this
difference, the former is the work of days,the latter
that of hours. The necessity of bringing up a sufticiently strong body formed, in hand and luider control. to drive out the defenders.occupy their positions
and reap the residts of the tire is manifest and the
question arises, how shall this body he brought up ?
It must conform more or less to the movement of the
skirmishers at what distance from them shouUl it
be, and in what formation? The three distinct zones
of fire, through which troops must pa.ss in moving
these
to the attack, have been alread}' described
zones must govern the formation of the main bo<ly.
When entenng the zone of artillery tire which may
be said to begin at fnmi two thousand five hundred
to three thousand yards from the enemy's guns, the
main bodies should be so formed as not to offer a
mark sulBciently large to induce the enemy to turn
The great object of the defense
his gunson tliem.
is to retard the attack. and as the attacking artillery
will at this, the first stage, be partly in action. partly
moving up with the skirmishinir line, the defenders
must, if this force lie,as it should be, a |)owerful onr.di-

skirmishers in oriler to give the impulsion requisite
to cross the last and most dangerous zone of all, and
finally give the assault.
If an attempt be made to realize the state of affairs
at this period of the attack it will be seen that the
skirmishers, re-enforced by the supports, are within
two hundred and fifty to three hundred yards of the
enemy that the main body is some three hundred
yards in rear of the skirmishers the livisional artil;

;

perhaps some one thousand two hundred to one
thousand four hundred yards off, supported by a
portion of the corps artillery occujn'ing advantageous
places up to two thousand yards off, and all bringing
a heavy cross-fire on the enemy's position the second
line of troops following up in the rear of the main
body of the first line, and perhaps some five hundred to six hundred yards in rear of it, a tremendous
rire being maintained by the now thickened skirmishers, and the whole front covered with clouds of
smoke. Such a state of things cannot last long; the
skinnishers may get a hundred yards nearer, and
the main body getting closer to them, must prepare
gradually converging, the vato carry the position
rious portions of the main body must jmsh rapidly
lery

;

;

;

;

I

and drive the enemy out. ^VIlile the second line seeing the advance and hearing the cheers
that accompany it, should push rapidly on also, ready
the skirmishers, the main body may advance and ex- to support the attack, meet the enemy's reserves, and
What should the skirmishers
perience but little loss.
(Jn arriving at from one confirm the success.
thousainl two hundred to one thousand four hun- do when the main body advances? The skirmishers,
dred yards, the unaimed fire of the infantry will be- who have borne the heaviest part of the fighting, will
gin to tell, and at this point the formation of the undoubtely have got much excited, and heated
main body may be again extended. The formation they will have been brought close up to the enemy's
requires to be such as will enable the men to advance position, and Ijy that tinu' all the men whose heart
with speed without being demoralized: and this a\t- is not in the work will have disappeared, oflicersand
pears to be more likely to be attained by small col- men who have worked through the zones of fire that
have been described, wlio have seen comrades and
umns than by either a line or extended formation.
all their attention to itaiid not to the main liody.
Formed in such a way, and kept at from five hundred and fifty to si.\ hundred and lifty yards behind

to the frcmt

rect

|

j

i

i

I

1

I

I

The action

of the supports during the time that
elapses from the troops coming under fire should be
now considered. The duty of the supports is essentially to keep up the tire of the tirst line, and fill
gaps. It is not so much for re-enforcing the skirmishers that they are requisite, the skirmishing line
should originally consist of a " sufficient number,"
their function is to keep that line up to " the sufficient number," feeding it to fill up the gaps caused

I

!

friends dropping, will be in sucli a stale of nervous
excitement that the cheer and advance of the main
body, will, no matter what orders are given, carry
them to the front. The idea of leaving skirmishers
King down is contrary to the fundamental principle
(if the attack, wliidi is that all the disposable forces
should be applied and leaving them behind really
This line left behind cannot fire
leads to nothing
effectively on the eiiemv, it cannot collect and reform
:
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the debrU of the troops crushed by the enemy's fire, necessary to bring up your skirmishing line to between two hundred and four hundred paces of the
it will have done enough, and suffered too much already fur that. Judgiuj; by all e.xperience, what it enemy's position, and to overwhelm with a concenmust do, is to push on with the rest. To leave it trated and uninterrupted fire the particular part of
lying down is in the most lavorable case a useless it on which you intend to direct your assault.
3. In order to do this, the attacking force should
theoretical course to pursue, generally it will be a
be divided into an advance and moin body.
dangerous one.
3. These two bodies should be in such proportion
The moment the position is carried every effort
must be made to hold it. The troops should be re- to one another that from one-fnurth to one-half of
formed.
heavy fire should be poured ou the en- the total strength should be alloted to the advance.
4. The advance is again divided into skirmishers
emy as he retires, and tlie second line following
rapidly, must endeavor to occupy the ground, and and supports; the former bringing ai many rifles into
coming up in regular order can do so far better than play as the nature of the ground will allow, the lattroops whose nerves have bepn wrought up to the ter being intended to make good the losses of the
highest pitch of e.xcitenieut by a successful attack. former, must, (m open ground, be of equal strength
The nature of the attack described is illustrated by to them, but under favorable circumstances need
Figures 6, 7, 8, 9, and lU; but although such sketches only be half as strong.
.5.
The better the cover afforded by the ground the
are useful as giving expression to ideas, it should be
clearly understood as regards the supports and main greater may be the extension of the skirmishers durbody, that there can by no possibility be any dffinite ing their advance. The limits to be assigned to this
or fixfd formation.
The formation to be adopted extension depend on the necessity which exists of
should be entirely suited to the ground, thus one ensuring unity of command throughout the attack,
and of being able to concentrate the skirmishers' fire
upon one point. The front of one thousand men will
range between three hundred and five hundred paces.
300 vards.
6. For the sake of unity of command it will be
"x
advisable for every battalion taking part in the attack to form its line of skirmishers with one company and its supports with another.
7. The skirmishers should advance from the extreme range of the artillery fire bearing upon them
as far as the extreme effective range of the enemy's
companies.
Supports 3
infantry fire in one body. The company which furnishes them should always be extended in one line before it becomes a target for the enemj''s fire, even if
at first it had formed some supports.
This advance
from one thousand two hundred to eight hundred, if
paces
of
the
enemy, takes
possible, to six hundred
Stage.
First

A

I

'

300 yds.

I

Skirmisher hne
8500 yards from

Main Body

,

'

the main position
of the enemy.

-4 companies.

'

Fig.

6.

of the supports may be in column, another
in line, and after advancing one hundred yards the
formations may be entirely altered, the company in
column being extended, and that formerly in liue
now in column; similarly for the main bodies.
Von Scherff divides the attack into three stages,
and lays down certain general rules to govern the
formation and conduct of the troops during the progress of the attack. Every attack has to go through
three stages ". The period of preparations, b. The
miinient of accomplishment, and of the greatest strain
on the faculties, and c. The period of reaction and

company

I

Second
Skirmisher line
1300 yards from

Stage.
the main position
of the enemy.

..g

»>

?
I

:

of recovery.
The preparatory sUige. This expression docs not
mean the same as " opening of the tight." The latter
implies the several acts of reconnoilering the enemy
Ki-. 7.
and the ground, of gaining time for deployment, of
coming to a determination upon the object to be
be
without opening fire, indimay
as
long
as
place
fought for, and upon the means to be employed: that
vidual firing by word of command being only allowis to say, of making your dispositions and giving
out your orders. In the observations which follow, ed when you can no longer dispense with its animatwe will look upon this period as passed by, and will ing effect, or when special reasons for it arise (such
treat of the "preparation" simply as the first step as the necessity of driving in advanced parlies of the
of an attack, the direction of which, and the means enemy, etc.). As soon as the line of skirmishers
to be employed in making which, have already been reaches the zone of loss from aimed infantry fire it
changes its mode of progression to that of the alterquite settled.
1. In order to prepare the way effectively it is nate rushing forward a.ui\ lying doirn of separate frac-

;
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line from division colunms.
soon as the main body has arrived within
about fifty paces r)f the line of skirmishers, now reenforced by the whole of the supports, the cummand-

As

when wished form open

far us it is po8.'>ilile (the nature of tlie
llie ndvantaiji' taken of parlii-iUarly fav
oruble nioniiiils fnrniin;; exceptions), tliese ruslies
are made liy whole divisions, and not over more than
from fifty to eiuhty paces at a time: whether in succession front a Hank or che<pier-wise is immaterial.
:ion9.
i^roiind

and

0.

.\s

ing orticer gives the signal for the assault, which will

be nnide by both advanced and main body liigether
in doulile linu', as lively a fire as possible being at tinsame time kept up by the advanced troops during
the moveminl. whicli continuesthus to within about
twenty or lliirly paces of the eueniy. thin tirminating in a rush at full speed with a iheer.aiul the po-

Eaeli time, the divisions whicli are halte<l and lying
down cover by a steady, well-direcled tire the advance of the others. Only when the skirmishers have
advanced to within the most elTective rani;e of the
enemy say from four hiindre<l tolwo hundred paces
- will an unmistakable command or signal be given,
upon which a nipid iiKhpeiuknt fire, as much concentrated a.s possible upon a |)oinl previously indicated, will be opened and will be maintained until
the moment of the actual assault.
H. The distance of the supports from the .skirnushers and their mode of advance, will be regulated as
jirovided.for the portion of the attacking force, which
remains in close order.
i). The skirmishers will be re-enforced by the supports, as far as practicable, by doubling in .separate
fractions between separate fractions of the front line
but the details of execution will always be subordinate to producing the best possible ellect upon the

—

sition

is

nuike

it

carried. The advanced troops will generally
a point to envelop the jxiint of entry whilst

main body converges upon it and breaks in.
The trooi)s which force the position must aim at
gaining the further border of it. so as to be able from
the

7.

thence to pursue the retreating enemy with theirfire.

and every porlii>n of the attacking force will try to
do this without regard to their original subdivision
into advanced and main body.
It will not signify if
at tins stage portions of the main body companies
pass beyond or mingle with fra<tions of the advanced
com])anies, which may yet be engaged with the enI'niy within the limits of the post which has been
fon-cil. An immediate rush forward beyond the bor-

enemy.
T/ie stage
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der of the jiosition

of exerutiim.

Whilst

it

was the task

pave the waj' for the attack, the
of breaking the enemy's power of resistance by
employing the greatest possible amount of striking
power, devolves upon the exenition. The conditions
for successfidly carrying out an attack, as far as they
depend on the Commander's dispositions may be
summed up as follows
1. Every inde|iendent body of troops intended to
take part in an attack sliouUl have a distinct objective assigned to it by superior authority, and should
direct its efforts against this point, without cessation, with its whole strength, and in the most direct

work

:

'

way.

hundred paces.
4. The main body may get over the ground from
first coming into action until reaching the zone of
unaimed infantry fire, that is. until within one thousand five hundred or one thousand two hunilreil paces
of Iheenemy, in little columns, if the attention of the
defender's artillery is so much occupied by that of
the assailant, or by his advanced skirmishers, that it
cannot direct its fire on tiie main body.
5. From this point onwards, when cither the mass
attracts the fire of the enemy's guns or begin to catch

altogether inadmissible.

The

a.ssailanl will

\\\e preparati'iii to

3. The troops must he deployed fur the attack as
soon as they come within reach of the enemy's artilThey shoidd be divided into a main and adlery.
vanced body, the former keeping within live hundred paces of the advanced skirmishers; in open
ground, and un<ler favorable circumstances, nearer
to them.
3. The support of the advanced skirmishers should
as soon as it becomes a mark for the enemy's guns,
assume by degrees a more and more extended for.
niation bcliind the skirmishers, first deploying from
column into line, then spreading out so as to leave
intervals between the divisions, and finally making
each division expand into an open line.
The Captain of the support will use his own discretion as to
re-enforcement
the
both
with rethe
of
skirmishers,
gard to time, place, and amount, establishing himself as clo.se as possible liehind them with w hatever
parts of his comi)any remain in hand, and finally
throwing himself with these remnants into the line
of skirmishers to take part in the heavy firing, w hen
the main body has approached within eighty or one

is

do much better if he at once jjrepares
As
the point which he has captured for defense.
soon as the success of the attack may be considered
complete, every officer must do his utmost to restore
order as quickly as i)ossible in his immediate neighborhood, and by degrees throughout the whole mass,
in spite of the over-excitement or reaction which will

of

I

probably prevail.
The tliird nUige "f the atUiek. We hardly reqvure
theoretical argument or a graphic desclrijition to
prove that troops which have made an attack, as it
neces.sarily must be made, in th<' maimer above described, will have expended almost all their power
for a certain time, ami rec|uire a [leriod of repose
which should, at least, last until the disiirder which.
as we liave already asserted anil still conlidenlly
maintain, is insi'parable from such operations has
been to some extent remedied. This third stage has
at all limes been an extremely dangerous period for
the assailant, a period in wliich the laurels which
have Deen won at the price of blood, have often been
again torn from the victor by a counter-attack of tin
enemy. Hence it has always been the aim and het

|

j

|

j

task of the Commander when making his general dispositions for the attack to provide for this ni<iment
of depression, ami in e.\aniining this part of the question we come to this dillicult point, the subdivision
of the force into separate lirw» of battle.
The following principles will be sufficient to regulate their general employment in the attack, in reference to the third stage now discussed.
1. An attacking force of inori' than two or three
battalions must needs be formed in more than one
line of battle, so as to be able to meet any counterattack of the enemy ,the possibility of which must be

kept in view.
2. A second line of battle becomes ncccssar)- w hen
the frcmt of attack is so wide lliat a charge made
against it cannot be met directly by the wings of
the assailing force, namely, if the front exceeds the
ransre of a rific-ball. say from eight hiindreil to one

A third line of battle
thoiisand two hundred paces.
is requisite to help the ailvanced troops to tide over
the weak moment of reaction through which soldiers
wdio have met with stubborn resistance will naturally
pass, and of which the defender is likely to take advantage for making a count' r-attack either <in the
his rilie balls, it should resolve itself into company Hank of the stormers as they advance, or on the posicolumns, with intervals of from forty to eighty paces, tion which they have just carried. Therefore, while a
in which formation as near an approach as possible second line of battle is only necessary under certain
should be made to the advanced skirmishers, say to conditions, a third line can never well be dispensed
within from six hundred to four hundred paces of with that is to say. we shall always find it advisable
them. During this advance each company may. at to keep back a certain portion of the line to follow
the discretion of its Captain, either deploy or else after the fashion of a third line.
:
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3. From a iiiiarter to one-thini of tlie total force in strength thereby, and this, too, at the e-vpense ot
"f heoretically this deduction seems
will usually be suificient for the third line, and the of the 'ifferwive.
second may be much weaker. Tlie former will meet natural enough, but the result of recent wars teach
the enemy's counter-strokes by actin<r on his flanks, us conclusions entirely different. Fire-arms and gunand. according to circumstances, will serve as an powder first rendered the defensixe possible for an
"outer" reserve after the position has been carried, army operating against another in an open countrj-.
the latter will fiil up Previous to these inventions, the weaker part}- was
or will undertake the pursuit
accidental jcaps in the front line, oppose a purely de- forced to take refuge in walled cities and there await
fensive action to the attempts to break through, or the enemy and the latter was then forced to resort
In the open field both parties
to siege operations.
clear out his stragglers after the position is won.
for, had either side concluded
4. The usual distance of the second line of battle took the offensive
from tlie main body of the first line will be three to stand on the defensive, it would have inevitably
hundred paces, so that it may not sliare the losses of been beaten.
the latter.while the third willfoUow at the distance of
In 1S.59. the Austrians, provided with rifled smallfrom eiglit lumdred to five hundred paces, so regu- arms, stood on the defennite, and were beaten. It is
lated that it may be at hand when its support is re- true that in this war the French had rifled cannon,
quired. While the corps composing the second line but their infantry was generally armed with the
of battle will, in accordance with the duties required smooth-bore musket.
of them, be disposed so as to cover the intervals of
The French have usually followed the defmshethe first line, those of the third line will also be most offeMVoe system that is, they have stood on the d(advantageously posted on the flanks with a view to fennixie until the enemy fuUy developed his plan of
the part assigned to them, which, however, does not attack, and then, at the proper time, assumed the
prevent them from being at first kept together in the offensii:e, with results that are well known, The first
center so as to be available for use on either side. Napoleon reaped his greatest success bj' following
But anyhow they must be drawn to a flank in the this system. Austerlitz is a brilliant example of a
extreme case, of having to cover the retreat of the battle fought on this plan. In 1870, the French stood
first line after its repulse.
on the defenme contrary both to their nature and
5. The combined action of the second and third traditions
and were beaten. In 1878-79, the Turks
lines of battle with the first will depend too much also stood on the defeimte, and they in turn were
upon circumstances to become the subject of regula- beaten. Of course in all these cases there were certion. It wUl generally be convenient to place the corps tain causes which contributed to the choice of the defeiishe, other than the advantages supposed to be
300 yds.
X inherent in it but still, confining the miud to the
simple question of improved ireapvnx, it is somewliat
I

I

1

;

:

:

;

—

—

X

;

X

singular that the side which assumed the presumably
stronger system, the defennive, y<s.s invariably beaten.
Before entering into the subject of the tactics to be
followed by infantry holding a difeimve position, it
is proposed to make a simple calculation illustrative
of the relative powers of the breech and muzzle-loading rifles on the defense. Let us suppose a force of
two hundred infantry manning the interior crest of
a redoubt. With the present breech-loading rifled
musket this number of men can deliver eight thousand shots in four minutes, allowing si.x seconds per
shot for loading, adjusting sight, aiid aiming. This
number of shots can be delivered while the enemy is
pa.ssing over a distance of about sis hundred yards
—limit of effective fire of the mut^ loading smooth-

8

I

J

?

I

X

^1

•

X
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ot the enemy.
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in second line, under the same command as those in
front of tliem in tlie first line, wliile the third had
but tlie Combetter form an independent command
mander of the whole force must have full discretion
in tlie matter.
;

Thedefnutire.

The improvements made in

fire-arms

during the past tbirlyyears seem to carry witli tliem
the conviction that the dtfeiisire has greatly gained

Second Line.
Fig.

>.

'1
:
1
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bore nuiskft-at the double lime, nnd witlioiif any this superiority there must be on the .side of the defense large' reserves kept ready in hand to be moved
liall or delay, and under
lie most favorable eondi
the moment the attacker's project is developed, and
'I'lii- .<anie niinibrr of men. armed
lions of jrround.
with the ;HHj.t^ -loailer, ean ilelivironilhoiisand two siillicienlly near to be brought up in time to drive
hundred shots— allow ins; lliiee shots In twoniimiles the enemy back: not merely to check his advance
Such reserves
under the same conditions. Supposin;; tliat one after he has |)enetraled the position.
y;hot in twenty-tive is efTeelive, we will liave tliree; must be in the hands of the Generals <i>inmiinding
liundreil and twenty men hit in tlie lirst instance. the divisions and c(>rps. rather than those of the
and forly-eiirht in the second. Tliin rcniemlierin^ (Jeneral-in-t liiif, and hence it follows that these bodthat the breecli-loader will i)ri>v<- falal at three limes ies should each form its own reserve.
On the defensive it may fairly be rpu'slioned if n
theclTeclive raie.re of the mn/./.le-loader. an<l some
The breech-loader
idea may be foriiicd of the irreat superiority of the deployed line is now reciuisile.
former arm. especially when employed in positions enables an extended line to deliver more lire now
It will perhaps
where the distances had been j)reviously measured than a closed line in former days.
and marked on the irround. ^Ve can thus see ^ood be wiser. Iherefore. to keep a large portion of the
reasons for the opinonhr indicaleil for troops acliiii: lirst line until the atl.-ick has developed itself, and
on the offeiinii-e. and are also enabled to form an idea then to use il in thickening the line of skirmishers
of the tactics that shoidd l)e followed by the difcnw. where most Ihrealened/ f^ucli ameUiod gives nuich
This clianire in Ihe condilions of infantry tire has adililional power to the men who see themselves
reversed the relative defensive value of [ground. supported by those behind, and who feel that they
The
Formerly tcround tliat most abounded in cover was are not left alone to cojje with Ihe attackers.
rejiardi'il as very stron-^, while the reverse was held sudden increase of the defender's lire, by a large reof srround that was level, o|)on. and e.isily ajiproached. enforcement of Ihe supjiorls, has a powerful elTecl
Kow. the latter requires but comparatively few men in checking the enemy's advance. Il a]>pears, from
to hold il, for no troojis could live to cross it \uider the testimony of all conlinenlal writers, to be Ihe
The former is I'xperience of recent war, thai volley liring cannol
a heavy musketry ami artillery lire.
now Ihe place that reijuires most defenders, for il is be used, and that independent tiriuLC, which enables
the locality where Ihe opposin;; troops can find tlial each man to judge its own time and aim, is far more
cover so essential to prolecl them from the heavy lire elTeclive.
It would apjiear, therefore, that in holding a deof troops in jiosition and jirolected from return lire
by the works that forces on the defensive now inva- fensive position, the skirmishing line in front should
be supported exactly as in the attack, and this all the
riidily shelter themselves behind.
The jxiwer that imiiroved arms have jiiveu to the' more so, as in most defensive positions, Ihe supports
defense is thai of keei)injr the attackers for a longer which feed the front line may be much closer than
time under a heavy tire than formerly it is also slated in III!' attack. In occupying any defensive iiosition,
that the defenders derive nunh advanlaij;e from the small bodies of troops of all arms should be told oil
a.
Their lire is delivered by men al favorable ])laces to make an advance on the enfollowiiif; causes
in position, who can take a better and more correct emy and check his movement.
Such a force advan//.
«ini.
That the force actinir on the defensive may cing a short distance from the main ))osilion disconbe better covered and jjrotecteil than that acting on certs the as.sailant. compels him to direct his fire ou
the olTensive. suffer less loss, and conseciuently be
800 yds.
coolerand less excited, c Thai tin ground may be
_
X
X
better studied by Ihe defensive than by the attacking
force, and not only can advantage be thus taken of
its conformation, iiut alsoaddilioiud force may be obtained by removing men from where they are of no
use to im|)ortant i>laces.
If, however, these advantages, or sujiposed advantages, be analyze<l, they will l)e found to have hardly
the importance that they at lirst siiihl apjiear to jiossess.
Willi reference to the llrsl. il musi nol be forgotten that the assailants move rapidly and by rushes
of alternate fractions, which tends to disconcerl the
aim of the defenders, who are ever tiring at a riuining target, while the attackers are tiring at a fi.xed
I

—

[

I

:

t

target
tlierefore the superiority of the ilefense in
thiscas<' does not seem to be very great.
With reference to the second il apjiears that the concentra-t
tion of tire on one spot sodenmralizesa defender that
he can be neillur cool nor <alm. The lire of the attacker is always convergent, that of the defender
divergent.
Further, the advance of troops takes!
:

Fifth

General
Skirmish line
20(1 vards from

Stage.

i
§

j

them away from the dcul and wounded, who are
behind.
The defenders must remain in one
place, and tlie dead and woundeilcan with ditlicnlly

Advance,
the main position
of the enemy.

I

I

[

left

be removed, hence the tiiorntt of Ihe defenders will
Willi reference to the Ihird. there can
suffer most.
lie no doubt thai the defense will benelit greatly from
its superiority in this respecl
and il is not only in
its fire, but the ])ower to bring that fire to bear on
proper places, that the defender owes his superiority.
Il would ai)pear that for the <orrecl holding of a
defensive position, arrangements should he made to
bring a very heavy artillery andiufanlry tire on the
altackers at the verj- beginning of Ihe action, and to
hold a few powerful reserves in band, to atlaik and

Fiu'.

lire,

;

drive out any troops that may obtain a lodgment
within the general line.
The as.sailant to jiave a
reasonable hope of success nnist be superior at the
point where the attack is made. Isoiv to coiiuteract

'

|

new opponc

10.

the actual defenders from
with renewed vigor.
Forthispurpo.se small posts in front of a position are
of great value, but they should not be surrendered
or evacuated at the lirst attack, they should be lirndy
held, and to do this they must be supported froiii
the rear.
There is a tendency on the part of the assailants to
avoid the center of Ihe defender's jiosition as being
that where usually the lire is heaviest, and to turn off
to the flanks, and to cover their advance by seeking
out the places nnswept or only partly swept by fire.
Such movements must leave gaps in their line, and
the

nt, relieving

and enables them

to act

STRATEGY.

these gaps, if not filloil up from tlip supports at once
are the verj' points fa voral)lc for the (Ufeuilers to attack, and by so doing threaten the assailant's ad-

But in niakiiig such forward
vance on tlie flanks.
movements, tlie greatest care is requisite that the
main position be not lost, and hence arises anotlier
necessity for reserves. Generally, both supports and
main body may be nuich nearer the skirmishing, or
firing line,

than
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when

attacking.

The only

thing

is

to place them so that they shall escape tire as much
as possible; but especially in the defense it must be
remembered a small reserve that arrives when it is
wanted, is iutinitely superior to a strong one that
late. Early deployment and a long march
over ground, in extended order, exhausts an assailant: The defender should therefore seek to make the
attacker deploy as soon as possible. But it is questionable if tins should not be rather done by bodies
of cavalry and artillery, pushed well out to the front,
and supported by infantry, who, using the coiUaining power of the breech-loader, will make the attacker deploy; rather than by long shots from the

arrives too

4. So as under all circumstances to be able to hold
a position once occupied, this tirst line needs a reserve
(main-body), varying in strength, according to circumstances, from equal to down to one-third or onefourth of its own numbers; this reserve serving pfissivdy to garrison a mhtit or to furnish active support,
under one and tlie same, or under separate ecmimand,
according to wliich part it phiys, but never more than
from three hundred to four hundred paces in rear.
5. Unity of command in the direction of depth is
desirable as long as the rescr%'e is visible from the position of the first line, whilst in the direction of width
its extent depends upon the unity of the work in hand,
which again chiefly depends upon the nature of the

ground.

The value and necessity of a second line of battle
more evident for a defensive than for an attacking force; but its strength, and the manner in
which it is drawn up and handled, depend entirely on
the nature of the ground, according to which it will
come into action either as an 'inner' or 'outer' reserve,
for the latter of which offices a third line of battle wiU
main positions which are not efficacious, and mark often become necessary when the numbers are large:
the position held, better perhaps than anything else. and its operations will be conducted almost entirely
The basis of a pure defense should be to tight the on the principles of the ott'ensive return (the more so.
attack only at the distance where its tire produces the larger the dimensions of the forces engaged), even
the greatest effects. But though this is so, it is re- when it does not of itself attempt to produce a deciquisite to profit by the extreme range of arms and sive result.
Above all, an infusion of the offensive
by the aid of small detachments entrusted to selected element should never be wanting in the pamite defense
officers, to keep up a lire on the sreueral advance of even in the smallest particulars.
7. It should be a principle of the passive defense to
the enemy. The first line (s/cirmimiuff urjiriitg line)
will seek, by means of the most rapid tire, to keep open fire on the enemy only when he comes within
All the same it will be
the last halt of the eneraj-'s skirmishers or that pre- the most effective range.

off as possible.
All the
of the tire, will be developed
assault
for
three
hundred to four
against the actual

ceding the assault, as far
intensity, all the

power

The defense should be convinced,
that despite its fire, it ma}' become necessary to use
the bayonet, and that this resort is less dangerous
hundred paces.
than a retreat.
All defensive action which
composed of two elements;
resistance and counter-attack. The (kfensive-offenxive
aims at the same end as does the offensive, but in a
Whilst the latter begins by shatdifferent manner.
tering the enemj-'s powers of resistance so as next to
destroy his capacitj- for lighting, the former attempts
to obtain the same result by previously breaking the
enemy's powers of attack. The difennire holds it to
be easier to break the power of attack than that of
resistance, and therefore begins by only warding oft'
the enemy's blows; but if it desires to smash its adversary, it is obliged at length to make use of its owu
powers of offense, in place of those of defense which
have hitherto been called into play.
Principles of the passive defense.
1. The passive defence must, in order to reserve as much force as pos.sible for the decisive offensive return, endeavor to
perform with a minimum of strength the double
task of shattering the enemy and holding the position.
2. Whilst the choice of position has mucli to do
with the successful performance of this task, the
mode of occupying it will also affect the result.
The troops employed in the passive defmsf should
be eoui'eutrated at points iireviously recognized and
indicated as keys of the position, unity of command
being preserved at each of these points, whilst the inT/ie defensive-offensive.

aims

at a decisive result is

tervening space should only be observed.
3. The principle of the line-formation will govern
the disposition of the troops at each point occupied,
i. e.. as many rifles as possible will be brought into
action in first line. One man to a pace in this line of
skirmishers will best meet this demand, and a line of
supports half as strong as the tirst line, and approaching as close as practicable to it will be sutlieient, as
it IS assumed that both lines are well under cover.
Upon these two bodies, forming together the first line
of the defenie, and which should alst) invariably be
imder one Commander, devolves the task of shattering the assailant's power of attack.

6.

are mucli

necessary to take advantage of the extreme range of
the arm by detaching small parties to fire, under the
control of their officers, on the enemy's general line
of approach, as far as it is known. The first line will
by a lively fire, and eventually by rapid independent
firing, keep the enemy's skirmishers at as great a distance as possible when they are taking up their ground
previous to the assault, for the defense will be best
served by their being hindered from establishing
themselves firmly at this moment. Every tire-arm
should be brought into play to the fullest extent
against the actual assault at from four hundred to three
hundred paces. The defenders nuist be convinced
that it maj- be necessary, after all, to have recourse
to the bayonet, and thai this would be less dangerous
to them than to give way.
8. From the very nature of the work, a defensive
action can only be carried through in extended order.
to adopt which, from the very first, both supportsand
reserves may easily be forced. iStill even with troops
thus extended, the power of concentrating fire must
be preserved, although it will rarely now be able to
The intermixture of skirtake the form of a volley.
mishers with supports will, for the defen-^e as for the
attwk, be generally the only form of re-enfi>rcement
possible, although exceptions to this rule may occur
in the earlier stages of the fight, exceptions always
to be made use of.
The principles which present themselves to us a.s
a consequence of this study of the second stage of
the defennive.offtn.iivf are pretty nuieh as follows:
1. 'The defensire.fff'ensive must carefully separate
the troops intended for the two purposes of defense
anil counter-attack: allotting to the former as far as
possible a minimum of force, if the position be favorable.
'2.
The strong main bodj' is intended to deal the
counter-stroke best of all on the enemy's flank just
as he is advancing tostorm the position: otherwise, at
least as soon as possible after the assailant has forced
his wa\' in: only as an exceptional case, when the assailant makes gross mistakes or shows timidity,
should the counter-attack be made before the tire of
the defense has had its full effect.
3.
The counter-attack as an act of offense is governed entirely, both as to form and execution, by
the same priiiciples which regulate the attack, thai
I

is

to say,

it

stutic-

slioulil

be quick, concfnlratiil. ami
.

.

,

tack should be followed up by a reserve of fresh
still bv infantry, or the results
'1 he enemy's brokin troops
will hi' but leiiiporary.
would soon be able to rally under the prolecliou of
the reserves and again show a linn front. Cavalry
should never await a charge at a hall; \vlien it is
founil that the enemy is about to charge, your cavalry should at once charge to meet him.
^Vhen cavalry is obliged to charge over unknown
ground the line should be preceded al some ilislancc
by a few horsemen to give warning when an obstacle is met. Neglect of this precaution has fre<|uenlly

I'ner-

cavalry, or better

,

position cliostn for the body of troops inni:iku tlie counter-attack, is one of tlic
proliniosl aifHcult as well as tlii- most iniportaut
lems which a Conimanilcr has to solve. Heini; enami phice,
tirely ilepenJent on circumstances for time
the otTensive return can only produce a decisive reTliis considerasult if made at llie ris;ht moment.
4.

The

tindiU
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must !;uide tlie Oommander in selcctinij a posiand iilso in (U'cidiuj; upon Ilie further dispositions and orders which are certain to be required.
The only principle which can belaid down is to keep led to disaster. \\. the bailie of Lei| sic. in IHia,
Die troops concealed under cover, if possible behind .Mural made a grand cavalry charge on the allied
tion

tion,

capluriiig Iweiily-six guns; he ca/rfi'd everything before him until he reached the village o? (iiilden Gossa, in the vicinity of which the grniin<l hail
not been reconnoitered, and the nature of which could
not be .seen from a distance. At this place the French
were suddenly cheeked by a great hollow, full of
Tlie allied infantry, fatrees, buildings and ponds.
vored by this cover, opened a deslrmtive fire upon
them, and the Hussian cavalry suddenly char^ting
them in Hank, they were driven back with great loss,
leaving twenty of the guns they had c;i|)lured.
The true uses of cavalry are the follow iug: to
watch the enemy and gain informal ion of his numbers, position and movements; to jirotect the formation of infantry by charging when first the army
comes into the presence of tlie enemy, holding him
in check until the iiifHUliy is well in posilimi and lan
act; to charjre troops tlwit have been repulsed in an
attack: to follow them up and reap every advantage
from the success gained; or the reverse, to cover such
troops until they can reform and hold tbiir own
against a counter-attack of the enemy; to furnish the
means of protecling the front, rear ami Hanks of an
army, guarding it from surprises, gainuig informaci'iilir.

a Ihmk.
Tlie combination of defense nnd counter-at.'i.
tack, and the necessary transition from one to the
other are of such direct and decisive con.sequcnccs
to the dffensire-iiffi iimee. that this form of action is
only to be recommended if the Commander be thoroughly competent and the troops extremely lit to

maneuver.
C.tVALKT.
of cavalry for grand charges in mass, as
illustrated by the battles of Napoleon, is now passed.
To attack w"ith cavalry, troops ingood condition and
armeil witli tlie modern weapon, would be a useless

The use

sacritice; still, circumstances might arise, when this
sacrifice should be made in order to avoid a greater,

or to accomplish a result which could not be otherwise obtained. At Mars-la-Toiir, August Iti, 1870,thc
German cavalrv charged the French infantry in order to check the latter until re-enforcements could
come up. This object was gained, but at a great
The
sacrilice; it could be gained in no other way.
German infantry engaged was inferior in number to
the French, was greatly exhausted, and its ammuTime must be gained to alnition was giving out.
low the German re-enforcements to reach tli<' ticld
and deploy. The cavuh-y charge acciimplishe<l this
olijecl, aiid victory was rendered possible by their

to its success, and preventing
obt;iining knowledge of Its ninvemcnts; to charge the guns of an isolated battery when

'

tion
the

which

will

le;id

enemy from

the latter is not provided with the recpiisite infantry
appears that the action of cavalry on an actual supports, operating for this purpose by the Hanks.
Kecent events have shown that the diilies of cavhallle-tield must now be generally limited to watchin;: the Hanks, cliecking the action of the hostile cav- alry, not onlj' as covering the advance of an army,
alry, attacking Broken and repulsed infantry. There as outposts or reconnoiterers, but also on the actual
are, however, many instances wlien an able cavalry field of battle, are perhaps more brilliant than ever.
leader can seize opportunities to use liis aim with True it is that the (pialilies and knowledge now regreat elTecl. Sucli opportunities do not often occur, quired of cavalry ;ire dilTereut from what they were,
but when they do, the success achieved will generally or to put it more correctly, the same qualities and a
he very great. The reason for this restricted action great deal more besides are needed. Quickness, coolof cavalry will readily be perceived when the great ness and gallantry are now as always rcijiiisile in a
increase of range and rapi<lity of lire of the modern cavalry soldier. IJut more still is needed, knowledge
arm, both of the infantry and'artillery, is considered. of country, knowledge of what the requirements of
The (hmgerous zone of infantry tire is from three to the troops are, power of observation and description,
four times as wi<le as formerly, while tlie rapidity of ability to seize instinctivi'ly the object of the ComThe same may be mander-in-Chief, a certain accpiainlance with enfire is almost intinitely greater.
Cavalry re- gineering, all these are now necessities for a cavalry
said to a great extentof artillery tire.
His sphere is greatly enlarged, ami to fill it
quiring open, level ground for its movements, it la- otlicer.
bors under great disadvantages: for tliesc arc the properly his nnlilary know ledge must be far more exconditions most favorable for artillery and infantry tensive than that involved in leading a si|uadronand
keeping it eireetivc'. all imporlantas the latter is. as
fire.
Cavalry in the field requires more care than the the basis of everything else. Far from doing asvay
other arms and is less easily handled. Its eflicicncy with cavalry, modern events have clearly shown that
is depeiidi'nl upon the comlition of ihc liorses; it re- there is no arm of the service from the correct manquires ground favorable for its action; it becomes agement of which the army can reap more benefit.
dispersed readily, ami is liard to hold in hand. An If its action be paralyzed, from any cause, there is
attack of cavalry on infantry should, if possible, be none the want of which will be more severely felt.
Even before crossing the frontier the cavalry divimaile upon the flanks: in combats of cavalry against

elTorts.
It

I

1

cavalry, front and Hank attacks combined will usually olierthc best chances of success.
reserve is a very important feature with cavalry:
for, whatever the success gained by the first line it
soon becomes disorganized, and then tlie side ^vhicll
can bring fresh troops into the action will usually

;

A

Success to be lasting should he promptly followed up; cavalry is weak immedialelj' after a successful attack, for its horses are blown, it becomes
scattered, and in the confusion orders are seldom
heard or lieeded. Under such circumstances the atwin.

I

sions in the center of the arinj- were pushed to the
Their mission was above all to pursue and
front.
keep in conlaci wilh tlieenemy. They threw forwanl
strong dctiichments which everywhere forced the enemy back, and sought to discover the direction of his
march or his new jjosilion. If they found the way
clear before them, they sent cm officers' jjatrols, witli

orders to push forward at aiiy risk until they came
upon the foe. These piirlies were despatched in all
directions and performed their duties generally with
equal ability and dcteriiiiuation. It is they who spread
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the fear of " les Prussiens" many miles in front of
the army corps' advance-guards; to them cities like
Nancy opeueil tlieir gates witliout an attempt at resistance; and if here and there a cavalry patrol some
days' marcli in advance of the division was dispersed
or cut off, one or two horsemen generally made their
•way back to give intelligence which was wliat was
wanted. Requisitions and foraging excursions were
made to great distances, magazines were destroyed,
railways and roads rendered impassable, telegraph
wires cut, in one word, the communications of the
French Army rendered insecure.
As an additional result of the use to which our cavalry was p>it, we may mention the perfect security
and tran()uillity enjoyed by our army corps on tlie
marcli and in camp, in rear of the. cavalry divisions
puslied forward half or a daj's march to llie front.
Tlie army corps liad not, as a rule, to trouble themselves with outpost duty, but onlj-to provide for tlie
immediate security of the bivouac or cantonment.
The infantry was therefore relieved of mucli liard
work, being in great measure exempt from tlie wearisome and harassing picket duty. Tiie caviilry divisions were kept in advance as long as possible, and
were often only withdrawn at tlie moment we advanced to the attack on the day of battle, if the
round appeared too imfavorable for horses. Before
§ edan our cavalry divisions were close to the enenn-,
and prevented liim from getting certain intelligence
of our movements. Under cover of these same divisions the operation of surrounding the French was
partly accomplished, and the German Commanders
would liardl}' have got information at the right time
of MacMalion's departure for liheims and thalons
had the cavalry masses not been pushed far to tlie
front.

Cavalry should always be posted ou ground where
can operate freely and be protected from the enemy's fire as much as possible. A large proportion
of cavalry- should he held in reserve, as it is thus
fresli for any emergencj'. It can also be used to great
advantage in deciding the conflict when tlie enemy
has exliausted all his means; for the General who can
at this time bring fresh troops into action is sure to
win and reap tlie greatest results from his victory.
The formation of cavalrv for the attack should be in
line, as it is thus less exposed to the sweeping lire of
it

them there

until the infantry came up and turned
their left flank, an operation which resulted in the
defeat or capture of nearly one-third of General Lee's
entire force. On April Uth, at Sailor's Creek, General
Sheridan, w ith his cavalry, cut r>ee's line of retreat
and held Ewell's corps in' check until the infantrv
came up, when the Confederates threw down their

arms and surrendered.

Acting thus in a double capacity the cavalry contributed'^in a great measure to
the successful termination of the campaign. Moving
rapidly as cavalry to intercept the line of retreat"^
then dismounting and acting as mfantry to hold the
enemy in check imtil the infantry came up. the result did not long remain doubtful.
The question of how flanks are to be protected during an attack in extended order is one that continually crops up. and one to which as yet, no satisfactory answer has been given.
This weak point of the
infantry attack is precisely that on which the cavalr;- sliould fasten, and it is that where knowledge of
ground, quickness and decision will continually afford to young officers in command of small boJlies,
an opportunity of performing brilliant feats. The
action of cavalry supported by horse-artillerj- on the
flanks of an army will be of the greatest importance
by extending the" line occupied by the troops on the
defensive, the enemy, if he attempts a flank movement, must consequently be thrown further off, and
compelled to make a longer march. And the action
of a powerful cavalry supported by artillery on the
head of the columns moving to a' flank w"ill at all
times delay their progress, and give time for the
arm3- acting on the defensive to maneuver. But to

work

cavalr)- and horse-artillery in this manner it is
requisite that they should be "boldly used, and advantage taken of the rapidity of their movement,
they must not be kept close to or haneing on the infantry for support, but must act boldly, seek to find
out the enemy's flank movement, and once ihose

movements have declared themselves, the cavalry
must act on the head of his columns whenever
troops move to outflank an enemy in position they
must always move in l<mg columns, for they attack
to a flank and not to their front.
Hence, tlie front
;

<

being narrow, they themselves ma\' be over-lapped
and taken on the flank.

Ko army that is able to maneuver, and the cavalry of which is properly posted, and does its duty,
should ever, under any circumstances, be surprised
by a flank attack. The position of cavalry should
be on the flanks; that is to .say, there should be no
mass of cavalry on the roads, following or leading
the army, but the whole countrj- should be filled
with horsemen, working on a broad front, pushing
on at all times, if checked simply halting, while
those on the right and left turn whatever slops the
advance. In the rear of tho.se feelers must be the
supports on which they retire, and again in rear the
main bodies. All information from^ wide front is
brought into the main bodies, there collated, tabulated, and telegraphed back to the directing head in
rear.
Thus the cavalry of an army resembles more
than anything else the feelers of some insect, pushed
out in front, and conveying impressions to the animal, which guide its movements.
To accomplish
this duty thoroughly and completely the cavalry soldier must be trained as an individual, not merely as
a unit of a large mass.
His individual knowleilge
;inil ability must be continually improved and also
strengthened while at the same time his powerof acting as a fraction in large m;isses should lie kept
steadily in view.
Thus, the cavalry soldier requires
to be all he has ever been, togetlier"with a great deal
more he has hitherto not been. There are but few
On March Slst, 18ti.5, at Five Forks, having dis- things more remarkable than the contrast of the
mounted the cavalry ami placed it behind temporary French and Prussian cavalry during the recent war:
breastworks, .Sheridan was able to repulse an attack the former guided entirely by ohl rules and ideas,
made by the Confederate infantry; the cavalry was the latter guideil not only by new ideas suitable to
armed with carbines. On April 1st his cavalry "drove altered circumstances, biit with those ideas carefulthe enemy into their works at Five Forks, and held ly based on the old customs.

artillery

and

infantrj-.

Celerity being one of the main features of good
cavalr}-, its value in the pursuit is incalculable.
It
can keep close on tlie flanks and rear of the retreating enemy, compelling him to remain constantly on
the alert
it can take advantage of everj- opportunity
to rush in and capture his disorganized forces, operating for this purpose on the flanks, where it is less
exposed to a direct tire. In the pursuit, cavalry usuali)' has associated with it horse-artillery, which,
continually harassing the flying and disordered enemy
by its demoralizing fire, prepares the way for the efficient action of the cavalry.
Provided with the breech-loading fire-arm one valuable feature of cavalry is the ease with which it
may be used as mounted infantry. Moving with
great rapidity to a threatened point it can be dismounted and take position to receive the enemy's attack, in this respect being nearly tlie equal of the best
infantry while the facility with wiiicli it can be deployed and moved, may, by being used at just the
time fresh troops are needed, decide the action in favor of tlie General sending it forward. General Sheridan, in bis operations in the Slienandoah valley, in
1864, used his cavalry as a mask, behind wliicli he
formed his infantry and concealed its movements until it fell with great ett'ect upon the enemy's flanks.
:

I

:
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gallant charges

made by

the Frencli cavalry

ugiilnst the I'riissiaii infantry when the latter were
not (lisiinlereil wire iicrfiitly iisiliss ami eH'ceted

(Jcmian cavalry
cme oceasion shows that the sueeesstul attack of cavalry aijainst breech-loaders and rilled
artillery, although exceeilinjily dangerous, is by no
means impossible.
On the HUli of Ausnst. the
French army was sei'kini^ to retreat on Venlnn from
nothins;, allhoiii^h the fael that the
liid

sueeeed

<>u

Met/., a small imrlion of the I'rnssian infantry only
was up on the south of the Verdun roacl, anil it became a matter of ilie utmost necessity to pin the

French to the i^round and keep them there luuil the
remainder of tlic> Frussian army could come up.
Tlie Frencli tirst line was extended into a loni; line
Several bri;.ra(les eharirins; on variof skirmishers.
ous points at full gallop and with the most reckless
bravery, overwhelmed the tirst line
then cominj;
upon the supports broke several battalions, and rode
through several batteries, wire at leni;tli repulsed by
the masses which they encountered further on, and,
beinj; attacked by French cavalry, retired luider a
The French, surprised by the impetufearful tire.
ous onset of the German squadrons, paused in their
advance, lime was jiained the (ierman re-enforeenients, which eventually decided the victory, came
into line.
The attack had a irreat elTect on the fate
of the day. Our cavalry sacriticed a third, some
regiments, indeed, half their men, to brim; the
French to a .stand-still. Hut here lies the dilTerence
between this charge and the great cavalry attacks of
former days, that the latter themselves decide,! the
victory. The duties of cavalry in the lield may be
divided into two classes. These duties, although
similar, are sulliciently distinct to produce a real ilivision.
1st. The duties of the cavalry attached to a
division of the army.
'id. The duties of the cavalry
division.
In the Prussian army a regiment of cavalry is attached to each division. The duties of this
cavalry are to cover the head of the division, examine the country, provide small parties to look out for
the enemy in various directions, feel for and communicate with troops marching on roads jiarallel to
:

;

that its own division is marching on, keep up the
communication with troops in front and rear, and
thus link the component portions of the armj-corps
together, and, lastly, to provide orderlies and escorts.

The

duties of the cavalry division are sinu-

but on a far larger scale it iias to keep the army
aciiuainted with every movement of the enemy, ti)
liarass him and to conceal the movements of itsown
lar,

;

by keei)ing

side
in

advance,
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.so

what goes on

a strong curtain of posts constantly
ihat the enemy shall know nothing (if
within that curtain, to connect the

j

I

longer. 2nd. That it must move about far less than
formerly. .Mobility is an essential for good artillery,
as it is for all arms, but it is the puwir to move rapiill)' when required, not continual movement, that is
necessary. Artillery when moving is \iseless. siiirers
injury, and does no good.
Breech-loaders luive enabled infantry ti advance tiring if required. Siuh
is not the case with artillery, which can only fire
when halted.
If the problem of the proper use of artillery on the
lield of battle be considered, it Iieconies at once apparent that its chief fimction is to pave the wuv for
an attack. It may be accepted as an axiom tluit the
success of an infantry attack, on a body of infantry
favorably posted, is, with anything like cijual numbers, very doublfid.
The position taken up by the
troops on the defensive is sure to be always more or
less dilticidt of apiiroach, and there are sure to be
houses, walls, farm-yards, villagi'S, used as jjnintsof
support
in such jilaccs, or behind even the smallest shelter-trench, or in rifle-pits, an enemy usually
suffers but little from the lireof attacking infantry, and
at the same time can iidlict lo.ss all the more that he
is sheltered and jireserves coolness and can use bis
weapons deliberately.
It is then the province of artillery to drive the defenders out of such places, and shake their tiU'rnli by
a heavy concentrated lire, which will enable the infantry to advance to the attack.
If it was wished to
open the battle in earnest, no time was lost in del)loying a strong force of artillery, which generally
took post in a coimectcd line at the distance of from
two tliousand to three thousand jiaccs, eiuleavoring
by its fire to cover the deployment of the main body
and to shake the enemy. Tlie divisiiMi artillery and
the greatest part of the corps artillery of the army
corps engaged, were usually employed for this purpose.
The German artillery was emjiloycd on the
largest scale in this manner at (Iravelotte ami at Sedan. Long lines of guns kept up a fearful fire upon
the French positions, shattered their formations, and
silenced their batteries.
One of the most ini))ortant facts gained from the
experience of recent wars is that artillery tire cannot be nudntaiiied against infantry lire at a luucli less
distance than one thousand yards. \V"hen. tlicrifore
in action, artillery is subjected to infantry fire within
this distance, and at the same time the; cannoneers
are not hidden from the enemy's view by the natural
feiitnres of the ground, or otherwise protected from
:

his fire, it must be withdrawn beyond that range, or
soon be destitute of gunners and means of
it will
moving or fighting. In action artillery usually begins the fight by opening fire to cover the deploy-

various army-corps moving together, and keep each ment, formation, and advance of the infantry. The
informed of the action of the other.
experience gained from the war of 181)6 shows that
artillery was of great im|)ortanee for supporting and
ARTILLKRY.
covering the more important movements of other
The introduction of rifled artillery and breech-load- troops.
ing arms has caused considerable modiliiations in the
There is nothing which tends to produce so great
action of artillery in the fltld. These moilitieations a moral effect as a heavy croes-fireof artillery. The
are based partly on tlu' nature of the ini'antry light- best troops in the world get shaken and ilemorali/ed
ing, partly on the i)iculiarity of the ritled gin"i itself. by such fire.
Loop-holed houses or walls rapidly
It is undoubtedly true that rifled artillery is far more become untenable, and the shells search out Ihe
powerful in accuracy and elTect at long ranges than trenches or rifle-pits. The effect of a given mnnber
smooth-bore guns. But at short ranges it" is very of guns i)laceii so as to bring a converging fire on a
questionable if such advantages exist, and this is ail jxirtion of the defender's jiosition is very much greatthe more the case that at short ranges the effect of er than if they merely brought a direct fire. A dirifles on artillery is now very greatly increased.
rect fire may be more or less guarded against, but a
With smooth-bore guns, the accuracy of laying at cross-fire on a jiosition produces the moral effect of
short ranges was hardly reipiired, the gun even bad- an attack both on a flank and in front. There are
ly laid was sure to produce a good elTect.
With ritle therefore two general rules for the use of artillery;
projectiles this is not the case
to produce the full it must act in large bodies, and must seek to bring a
effects of a rifled artillery, careful attention is at all converging fire on the point aimed at. On a field of
times required, and this attention can hardly be giv- battle every effort shoulil be made to get large mnnen at short ranges, when the gunners are sulTering bers of batteries into line inider one command, esnnich from infantry tire. Two things follow from [xcially during the earlier stages. The strategical
this
1st. That if ihe full value of rifled artillery is employment of artillery in modern warfare will be.
to be brought out, it must come into action nuich more fully noticed in the article War. .See AHUtiry,
sooner than formerly, it must continue in action much Citrdlrii. Jnfautry, Taetioi, and War.
;
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STREAK.— The tires of the wheels of the wooden
arlUUry-iarriatre are eoin])Ose(l of six short pieces of
iron, called streaks, eatli of whieh is placed over
the junction of two felloes, and secured with four
By usins; a drenk instead of a
bolts and two nails.
ring-tire a wheel can be repaired in the tield, for as
of
small size, they can be transported
the streaks are
witli a liattery.aud heated ill the ordinary tield-forge.
STREAMERS.— Small paper cases tilled with a composition consistiny; of 3 parts of niter, 1 part of sulpliur, H! parts of tine mealed powder, and 4 parts of
charcoal. The cases ranire from .3 to .4-inch diameter, and from 3 to 4 inches long, made of 4 turns
One end is closed, and the case is
of No. 7 paper.
number
charged and primed like that of a lance.
of streamers produce the elfect known as rain of tire.
(

'(impitxitimix

and

;

Fireirnrkx.

STREET FIGHTING.— lu an enemy's country the subject is much simplitied; a town so occupied is all ini-

readily ascerlained what part or parts of the town are
so occupied as to render the movement of the troops
through the open .streets unadvisable. An endeavor
sliould be made to isolate those portions by detachments of troops posted at all the approaches to tlieni.
Tliis of itself would throw the rioters into a most uncomfortable and false position; they would find themselves shut up without any internal orgaMiz;ilion to
enable tliem to act to any useful purpose, or to make
any combined, forcible effort for their release; or, indeed, if they could do so, it would have all the effect
of fin eitcapf instead of a victorj'.
Nor would it be necessary, under such circumstances, that these detachments should be at all large,
numbers of them being supiiorted by some general
reserve. Active measures, liowever,niight at the same
time be carried on against any portions of the houses
that it may be considered advisable to force, f(.r the
purpose of confining the resistance within narrower
limits, or for subduiug it at once altogether. Although
in towns the attack of a mass of hou.ses is formidable,
and almjst impracticable to troops unprepared for
such anoperation.it will not present much difliculty
to a systematic proceeding. One great defect for defense in a house or street is its want of a flanking fire,
although ever)' part may obtain a support from the
opposite houses in the same street. If. therefore. only one side of the street is occupied, individuals or
parties moving close along that side are in security,
except from the chance missiles tliat may be blindly
thrown down from the windows. Nothing of that
kind could prevent two or three soldiers, under cover of a partial fire of the windows, from passing up
and breaking open the doors; by which means, the
troops being admitted, possession of the entire building would soon be obtained.
When, however, from any peculiarity of the building, or of others contiguous. or from the circumstance
of both sides of the street being occupied in force,
such a mode of proceeding would be too hazardous,
the soldiers might make an entrance into the nearest
available house in the same block of buildings, and,
supported by detachments of troops, work their way,
through the partition walls, etc., from one house to
another; or by the roofs or the back premises, where
the defenders will be quite unprepared to oppose
them, or, if they make the attempt, would not have
the same advantages as in front; small parties, if necessary, keeping up a fire on the windows from the
walls of the bac-k yards, or from the opposite houses,
would effectually cover these advances of the troops.
To carry on such approaches, the men should be provided with an assortment of crowbars, sledge-hammers, short ladders, and, above all, some bags of powder not less than 5 orC lbs. weight.
In these desultor)- operations in the defiles of streets
and houses, the troops should not be in heavy columns, but in small delachnients well supported: :iiid
b)- acting thus in ordcr,and on system, the effect will
be the more certain, as a popular movement is, necessarily, without subordiuiition or unity of action, and
peculiarly subject to panics at any proceeding differing from what had been anticipated. .See Unit.
STREITAXT.— The battle-axe among tlie Germans.
Wiiin tlu' handle was greatly lengthened and when
it was used by foot-sofdiers, it was called /'((.M-.n^mi
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mical, and imder the most desperate state of opposition; consequently in t!ie attack there is no respect
to person or property. If the houses are combustible,
a ready means of subduing the place is within reach:
and if not, it is forced in dilTerent directions by siege
operations, as practised 1)}' the Frencli at Saragossa.
On occasions of internal dissensions anil insurrectionary movements, the case is different the efforts
of the troops and of the well-disposed citizens are
greatly impeded by the difficulty of distinguishing
between friend and foe. or of the premises or property with which it may be justifiable to interfere. Tliis,
and the very natural and proper anxiety to avoid
bloodslied and injury to one's own countrymen, frequently lead to a habit of temporizing witli the circumstances, and by this indication of timidity and
weakness give such confidence to the rebels as to enable them, and perhaps with comparatively insignificant numbers, to gain in moral effect as the others
lose: by degrees the wavering and the timid are led
to join them; the troops themselves imagine tliat there
is declared power manifested that is not to be opposed,
and thus the former obtain a complete ascendency,
which tlie exertion of more firmness and system at
first would effectually have prevented.
The best institutions of any country become endangered by sucli a bad state of things; but a remedy
may be found in a more S3Stematic manner of proceeding. Tlie troops should never \yv brought into the
presence of the insurrectionists until fully authorized to act -the consequence would be that the very
appearance of the soldiers woulil be a warning to
every one of the immediate consequences of prolonged opposition, which would prevent further confiict,
or make it very short. In order to promote the power of vigorous action by ilie niilitiiry. and to prevent the innocent from suffering .the most solemn
warning sliould be issued, in case of tumult, against
the presence in tlie streets of all woiiien, children,
and persons wlio do not join in the troul)les, intimating tliat the conseipiences of any bad result from their
being tlius incautiously expo.sed must rest on tlieni.selves. These are neces.sary preliminaries to tlie consideration of the means of attacking an insurrectionary force. When disturbances are to be put down in
a town, cavalry, artillery, and infantry can act with
full effect, and with every advantage of organization,
so long as their opponents occupy tlie open streets. tllX.
If barricades are constructed across them, the cavalry
STRENGTH.— The term siraipt/i.tis applied to a canbecome unserviceable; the infantry, however, have non-metal, should not be confinedto ItitJiiU' strength
still force; for one side of an ordinary barricade is as alone, which expresses the ability of any substance
good as tlie other, and the infantry can cross any of to resist rupture from extension produced by a simple
them without diflieiilty.
pressure, as a weight, but shouhi embrace a knowlBut when it is, found that the insurgents have had edge of its ehtxticTty, diiHUity, and cryitUiUiiu Mrin:
recourse to the inos' determined means of resistance, ture. which affect its power to resist the enormous
\yy occupying the interior of houses in support of bar- and oft-repeated force of gunpowder— a force which
ricades, the mode of attack must be adapted to the resembles a blow, in the rapidity of its application.
circumstances. The oper:ition should be conducted It has been shown by experiment, that the feeblest
under due deliberation, nor would any triumph be strains produce permanent elongation or compresconceded by care being taken that the use of a cover sion in iron: and the same is probably true of all other
Perfect elasticity cannot, therefore, be
materials.
It will be
sliall not give the impression of defeat.
;

i
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STRENGTH OF MATERIALS.

tion rapidly increases until rupture lakes place. The
extension of wrought-ironisabout ^ji,',,-,,! of its length
l)er ton of strain i)er scpnire inch, and that of cast-

iu solids, although dilTfrent sulistances posIt follows tliiil ciicli disin dilTcrcnt dcirn-cs.
cliurire, liowi-vcr small, must impair the slriMiglli <if
a cannon, and an ordinary discliaigf rt'iioatcd a sufIn the selecticii'iit nunila'r of times, will burst it.
tion of a durable cannon-metal, it is vcrj- necessary to
know, not only the ultimate ru])lurinj: force, but also

found
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iron TiftViy
Tl't' limit of elasticity of wrought-iron is
attained under a strain of 12 tons per sqiuire inch
and in the case of American jjine 1^ ton per scjuare
inch.
('umpremiion, or Cnmhing^train.
The strength of
liieces of stone, wood, or iron, whose height is small
in proportion to the area, and which absolutely crush
under the strain, is i>roporti<)nal to the area of their
horizontal section. The following table gives the resistance to crushing of some of the more comuunj
materials:
Cast-iron
50 tons per square inch.
"
"
"
AVrought-iron.
10
Brickwork
;iO tons per square fool.
•

;

—

the relation lielween lesser forces, and the extension
and I'ompression produced by tliem. and the peruuinenl extension which always remains after these
forces are withdrawn, or what is technically known
This knowledge will be
as the •iH'rmanent set."
useful in regulatingthecharge of a cannontosiut the
reqtnred en(Uirance. Of two metals that possess the
same tenacity and elasticity, it is evident that it will
require more "work" to rujiture the one which pos.

...
.

sesses the greatest amount of ductility. The size and
arrangement of the crystals of a mefa). have an important inllueiicc' on itsstrength to resist a particular
force. This arises from the fact that the adhesion of
the crystals, bytlie contact of their faces is less than
the cohesion of the particles of the crystals them.selves, and that consequently, rupture takes place
along the larger, or the i)rincipal crystalline faces.
metal will be strongest, therefore. wIumi its crystals are small, and the principal faces are ])arallel to
tlu' straining-force, if it be one of extension, and perpendicular io it. if one of conqiression. The si/.e of
the crystals of a particular metal depends on the
the most rapid
rate of cooling of the heated mass
cooling gives the smallest crystals. Practically, there
is a limit to the rate of cooling of certain metals
cast-iron, for instance, is supposed to change its
nature by losing a jiortion of its uncondiined carbon,
when suddenly <'ooletl. as in iron moulds. The position of the principal crystalline faces of a <(>ollng
solid, isfcnunl to be parallel to the direction in which
tiie heat leaves it. or in a direction |)erpendicular to
the cooling surface. The result of thisarrangement
of crystals is to create planes of weakness where the
bee Vooling,
<litTerent systems of crystals intersect,

Sandstone
Linu'stone
Deal

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Oak

Up

"

200 ••
490 •
450 "
650

to a certain strain,

which

is

called the limit of

diminutions in length of the body are
proportional to the compressing force; and are prac-

elasticity, the

A

tically the same in amount as the elongations in the
case of tensional forces. In the case of wronghl-iri>n
the limit is 12 tons per S(piare iiuh: after that strain,
its shape and pro])orlions become permanently altered: and where these are of consequence, as in most
|>ractical cases, we come to the limit of its utility,
which is reached when the load is about 1(5 tons per
square inch. It then oozes away beneath an additional strain, as a lump of lead would do in ,, vise.
The
mode of ultimate failure of cast-iron isipute distinct
from that of wrought-iron. It crushes suddenly by
the sliding olT of the corners in wedge-shaped fragments, being a crt'stalline nuiss, without suflicient
ductility to allow of its bulging horizontally; the angle
of rupl ureal which these weclges slide off being tolerably constant, and varying from 48" to .58". The
linut of elasticity is attained in cidjcs of deal tinder
a compression of about 100 tons per square foot; and
and Sin iiffthiif MuUrinlH.
STRENGTH OF MATERIALS.— The strength of ma- in those of oak, 150 tons jier scpiare foot,
FilUirH, round or stiuare, may he divided into three
terials will dcpciiil u]ion their physical constitution
viz., their form. texture, hardni-ss, elasticity, and duc- classes -1. Those whose height is not more than 5
The resistance of materials in all engineering times their diameter 2. Those wiiose height is betility.
works is tested in reference to various strains such tween 5 and 25 times their diameter; 'A. Those whose
strains are— 1. Kxtension or tension: 2. Compression height is at least 25 times their diameter. The first alor crushing; 3. Transverse or cros.s-strain 4. Shear- ways follow the same laws as cubesor pieces of small
height above discussed, and are absolutely crushed
ing-strain; 5. Torsion or twisting-strain.
hxtfiuiiitii.
When a rod is suspended verticall.v, their strength almost invariably being proportional
and a weight, attached to its cml tending to tear it to their cross-section. The second are broken across,
asunder, all its fibers act eipndly. and its strength partly by crushing and partly by bending. The third
evidently depends on the strength of the individual give way pun'ly from liending as with a transverse
fibers and their number, that is. the area of cross- strain, and their strength is found by ex|)erimeMt
section of the rod. Tlie following table gives the re- lobe directly proijorlional to the fourth power of
sistance to rupture of some of the most common ma- their di;imelers, and inversely |)roportional to the
square of the lengths. Thus in the case of two long
terials
pillars of ecjual length, but of which one has its diPer Sq. In.
ameter just doul)le tli;il of the other, the strength of
200 lbs.
Fine sandstone
'•
the former will be just It', times that of the latter;
SOO
Brick
"
from which will be apparent the advantage of the
Conunon lime
50
tubular form for pillars, as it gives a large diameter,
240 "
Portland <-emenf
combined with lightness.
In the case of long col5 tons.
Deal (timber)
umns having Ien;;ths25 or more times their diameter,
Cast-iron (ordinary)
Gi "
"
if we represent the strength of a long cast-iron colStirling's toughened
12i
2:»to24 "
umn of ;iny dimensions liy 1000. the strength of a
Wroughl-iron. boiler-plate
wrought -iron column of the .same dimensions will
bars
25
GO '•
be 17.50; of casl-stcel, 2500; of Danzig oak, 110; and
Cast-steel
Ropes (hemp), four-lifths ton perpound weight per of red d<al, .SO.
Tninsrime or Croaiuiitr'iin .—\\'\\vn a beam fixed
fathom.
With regard to the elongati<in of materials under at one end is loaded with a weiKht at the other, it is
tensional strain, it has been oliserved that ui> to a bi'nt from its original foriii.i:nd takes a curved shiqie.
<ertain limit, which is dilTerent for different sub- The fibers on the upper or convex side of the beam
stances, the elongation is projvirtional totheexlend- are extended, tind tluise on the under orconciive are
compressed while at thi' middle of the beam, there
ini: force, a physical truth the promulgation of wliicli
are fibers which are neither exlen<led nor compressis due to Ilooke: upto thislimit also the body nearly
recovers its original form on t he removal of he force: ed, where the compression ends and the extension
this limit is called the limit of elasticity. When this begins: this surface of fibers is called the neutral
surface. As long as he beam is not strained beyond
liitiit is passed, the permanent elongation or destruc:

;

;

:

;

:

—

:
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'\V=C'

{a.)
I

Where W-=
d
I

C

l)reaking weight in tons.
in inches.
^= depth of beam in inches.
length of beam in inches.
a constant number for beams of the
same material, to be determined by

^ breadth of beam
=

=

experiment.
borne out by experiment that is to
say, the constant V lieing determined by experiment
on one beam, the slrengtli of any other is found bjmultiplying its breadth by tlie sipiare of its depth
and by the constant Cand then diviiling by its length.
In the case of a beam supported at each end and loaded by a weight in the middle, the strength is also
given bv the formula,

This result

—

is

{/,.):

I

i\ in tiiis case, is 4 times the value of C in the
fiirnuila for a beam loaded at one end.
The truth of

but

may

besei'i from the consideration that the beam
be treate<l as if it were two beams, eacli fixed at
the middle point at one end, and pressed upward by
the reaction ol the supports at their other ends. This
lliis

may

W

reaction isevidently eipial to

I

—o

:

so that the breaking

weight of the whole beam, supported

at

both ends,

beam

resolves itself into that of a

W

on by the weight at one end

—

2

;

of length

this

by

-,

acted

2
formiilA (a.)

/

2
or,

W=4C — =c—
I

I

therefore,

c=4C

or

C=^ e.

Experiments on the transverse strength of beams are
generally made by loading in the miVldle beams supported at both ends. The foUowinit table, from experiments by Mr. Barlow, gives the value of c for
beams supported at each end and loaded in the middle

:

Tons.
Cast-iron

13^

Wrought-iron
English oak

13
2!
oj

Ketl pine

These numbers when substituted

in the formufa give
the breaking-weight, one-third of this will be thesafe
load in practice. The transverse strength of castiron is considered so good a test of its value, that in
specifications of iron-work, it is generally required
to be of such a quality that a bar of it, of certain dimensions, will bear a specified weight at the center;
for e-\ample, "that a bar of it, 42 inches hmg, 2 inches
deep, and 1 inch wide, set on bearings 36 inches apart. shall bear, without breaking. 30 cwt. suspended in the middle." If a beam be loaded uniformly
over its length, it will bear twice as much as if the
load be condensed at the center. Also if the load be
placed some distance from the center, the load it will
bear is to the load borne at the center inversely as
the rectangle of the segments into which the beam is
divided by the point of application of the load are to
one another, from which it follows that it will bear
a less weight at the center than at any other point.
Since the strength of a rectangular beam is proportional to the square of the depth, multiplied by the
breadth, it is evident that by increasing the depth
and by diminishing the breadth we shall.up to a certain limit, increase the strength of the beam without
increasing its weight; for an^examplclet A and B be
the sections of two beams, of which
is 2 inches
broad and 2 deep, and B 4 inches deep and 1 inch
broad, they are of the same sectional area viz., 4
sq.in.. but the strength of B is to the strength of
as 4" X 1 is to 3= X 2. orasl6 to8, thatis2 to 1, that
is to say. B is twice the strength of A.
Hence arises
the advantage of the double T-forms so generall)used in iron girders, the strength of which forms are
proiKirlional to the area of the^top or bottom plates
multiplied by the depth. For a beam of this form
loaded at the center, the following formula will eive
the breaking-weight

A

—

A

ad

AV=C
I

"^ ""^ '"P *"' Ijot'o"^ flange in
(
S(i. inches.
(4 times the destroying load per sq.in.
'
of the material, imderdirect tension
or compression in tons.
(
if^ depth of the beam in feet.
/= length between supports in feel.
breaking-weight at the center in tons.
For cast-iron beams, when "the area of the bottom
fiange is niadeO lin\es that of thelop. which has been
found by experiment to bethe best arnuigement.and
the strength is measured by the tensional strain, supported by the bottom flange, that is, «4 tons per sq.
inch.

Where «:=

W=.-—

;
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the limit of it.s elasticity, the extensions and compressions for a given strain are nearly equal, and
therefore the neutral surface passes throuirlitlie center of gravity of the cross-sect ion of tlieheam. If we
strain the beam beyond this limit, and approach the
breaking-strain, the extensions and compressions are
no longer equal, and therefore the position of the
neutral surface is not readily determined. For example, in the cases of stone and cast-iron, the amount
of compression is much less than that of extension,
and in the case of timber greater. Also the exteu.sions and compressions are no longer proportional to
the strains. From these causes the position of the
neutral axis, and the amount of strain on the different parts of the cross-section at the moment of rupDifferent
ture, cannot be determined by theory.
theories have been proposed to determine the relative strength of similar lieams, while their absolute
strength is left to experiment. That of Galileo consists in supposing the beam incompressible, and that
it gives waj- by extension turning round lower edge,
each point of the section giving an equal resistance
before rupture. That of Mariotte and Leibnitz supposes the beam in like manner to turn round its lower
edge, but considers that tlie resistance given out by
each point of the section is proportional to its distance from that edge. The theory now generally adopted consists in supposing the extensions and compressions to continue up to the point of rupture proportional to the strains, as is actually the case up to
the limit of elasticity, and therefore, that the beam
turns round a neutral axis, passing through the center of gravity of the cross-section, the force given
out by each point being proportional to its distance
from the neutral axis. This last theory is found to
give the best results in the case of timber or wroughtiron, especiall)- wrought-iron arranged in the forms
usual in girders.
The second represents nearly the
method of failure of stone, and the first that of castiron.
Though none of these theories give accurate
results, they yet give us means of determining, from
particular experiments, the strcugth of any other
beam whatever. For example, these theories agree
in giving the strength of any rectangular-beam to be
proportional to the area of cross-section multiplied
by the depth, and inverseh- proportional to the length
of the beam, since the strain increases directly as the
length. This, when expressed mathematically, is

b

—

:

C=

W=

-'

"'*" ^^^'^

.
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er is once laid ilown. The latest pattern consists of
a tarred canvas bottom. alla<hed to two ash poles
which are kept at Ihe required distance apart by two
jointed galvanized-iron rods.
It is lilted with f(iur
short iron legs. and has a |)illow sicureil lo the hcail.
The Indians make a godd stretcher as follows, Fij?.
Three cross-pieces are well lashed to two elastic
1.

tons.

For wrought-iron beams,

C=4x20=yO

tons for

thi'

lower

flansre,

and C^4xl'i=ti4 Ions for the upper tiauge.
In beams supporleil al both eiiils.llic strain is irreatjrinlers ure llierefore usually made
strongest in llie middle, ami taper toward the ends.
Hlitariny Strain.
'\'\\\s force is seen
when a plate is cut h\ shears, or when u
riveted or bolted joint is lorn asunder.in
which ease the rivets are sheared across.
The elTeet of it is to cause the particles
in one plane to slide over tliose in ano.
ther tills is resisted by their mutual co.
herenee.and the magnitude of Ihe nsistance depends ou the number of (he particles, tlial is on the area of cnissseetion
of the body sheared. TliefoUowing laws
are Ihe result of experiment:
l.The ultimate resistance to shearing is proportional to the area of section of the bar sheared.
2. The ultimate resistance of any
bar to a shearing-strain is very nearly Ihe
same as the ultiniale resislanee of Ihe
same bar to a direct longitudinal strain.
Torsivn. If one end of the shaft oraxle of a wheel is immovably tixed, and a
power also acts at Ihe circumference of
the wheel (or at the end of a lever or a winch), the
power may be so increased as lo IwisI the shaft as
sunder at its weakest point. If a shaft .\ has twice
the diameter of another shaft 15. there will be four
times ;is many tibers in Ihe section of fracture of A.
to resist the twist, as in that of li.
I5ut as the separation takes place by the one end of the fracture turning roimd upon the axis of thesliafi, making Ihe ends
of the separating libers describe circles, those tiljers
that are furthest from the center will have Ihe greatest power of resistance, and tlie stun of Iheir moments, or their united elTect. will he in proportionto
their mean distance from the center. This mean distance in .Vis twice thai in 15; and, therefore. the resistance in
is 2 X 4, or « times Ihe resistance in 15.
Generally the strength of iili(ifl« to reMiHt ttirsion in as
the cubes of their diiimeUrs.
The torsive strengths of
shafts 1 in. diameter, and with weights acting at 1
ft. leverage, being foimd by experiment (or dili'erent
materials; the strength of shafts of oilier dimensions
is found from these "constants " by nniltiplyiiig bv
the cube of the diameter, and dividing by llie length
of the lever.
It is evident that the torsive strength
of a hollow shaft will be greater than that of a solid
one of the same (luantily of material, on the same
principal that its transverse strength is greater. The
rule used by Boulton and Watt for calcidating the
diameters of their wrought-iron shafts was as fol-

est in the niicidlc;

—

;

—

—

A
,

lows

:

is

found

lo

in inch.

=

Diameter of shaft

240

in inch.

See Ti'tiitg-mtwhine.
STRETCHER.— .V portable

wounded man

feet long.

This frame-work

is

then supported over the wounded num as he lies on
his blanket or canvas and Ihe latter is securely fastenedlo the frame. Oiu- cross-piece is in front of the
feel, another behind the head, and a third one being
over Ihe man. will sle;idyhim in the transport. Small
twigs may forma frame-work, which, covered with
a biankelor coat will i)rol<(t the sick man from the
After a light Ihe Indians carry
sun, wind or rain.

woimded

great distances, pahinipiiu fashion. If
may transport a litter instead of Ihe stretcher. In "this event the [loles should
be very elastic, about eighteen feet long, united by
cross-pieces Ihree-and-a-half feel long, the ends being (irmly secured to tlu' sides of Ihe animals by very
strong fastenings. The Indians often use one horse
with this lilter,allowing only one end to trail on the
ground. AVhen only one animal can be spared, great
caution nuist be exercised in jKissing over broken
and rocky ground. Assistant Surgeon A. llartsull',
United Siaics .\nny. has furnished the details of an
improvised sir, tchcr and travee. The drawing. Fig. 2,
shows Ihe maimer of its construction and use. When
detached from the mule it forms a very convenient
stretcher.lieing made of light poles, usually the Indian
teepe poles. Carrying the slrelcher on Ihe shoulders
should be avoided if necessary to do so, the front
and rear bearers of the stretcher should be "out of
step," a man of equiil height, strength. and length of
step, so fur as may be |)r;ieticabl<', should be selected.
Iheir

horses can be spared they

:

In
stretcher should be kejit horizontal.
The following stretchers may l)e readily extemporized:— Roll a small stone or any other hard object into each corner of a bhmket, ;iii(l ; bus form projections which will prevent the slipping of the siringsor
thongs with which the blanket may be made fast la
Strips
a frame of poles (or ritles lashed together).
of the blanket may be used as strings. This stretcher may be still further simplitied and less material
required when two comers of the blanket are fastened lo a short cross-piece at the head, while the other
end is gathered up and tied logether to the main pole.
The ])ressure of the pole on Ihe shoulder 'mostreailily borne on the shoulder) when bearing the stretcher, may be diminished by a short pole or gun held
lever-wise over Ihe other shoulder,so as to take some
portion of its weight. Fig. 3.
Four rifles and" two coats, in a great emergency,

the following variation gives safer practical results:

or

I

horsepower.
/ 120 X
Thesiek or wounded man should llien becarried with
VHevolu. per minute.
Ihe direction in which he is moving.
make the shafts ralherloo light; and his face toward
crossing ditches, dikes, hollows, fences, etc., Ihe

Diameter of shaft
This

Flg.l-

poles, eight or ten

X

horse-power.

J Uevolu. per minute.
litter

forcarryinga sick

oil Ihe lield of bailie.

It is

so call-

ed from cross-pieces or streti'liers keeping the poles
separate and Ihe canvas stretched, thus producing a
firm but soft surface for the disabled man lo lie upon.
The requirements of a good tield-strelcher are: Firm
but not hard support for Ihe patient, and (me easily
cleaned of the blood and dirt lightness, lo facilitate
carriage by bearers and strength, to resist shocks and
rough usages of war: simplicity of construction, combined with capability of folding into a small compass
for packs.
There must be no detached pieces, which
Provision should be made for
arc liable to be lost.
keeping the patient oil the ground when the stretch:

j

—
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may be made into a stretcher. The sleeves of one
coat are turned into the inside.
Tlie rifles are then
passed lliroug^ the sleeves (muzzle to muzzle) and
tirmiy laslied together, when eacli coat is Imttoned
through the front. For a man who can sit up, one
rifle tlirougli the sleeves of a
coat, and the coat-tail lashed to
another rifle, will form a good
stretcher.
The sick man may
bear against one of the bearers

1

The duty of ntn'ki'ng tent« is performed by

the soldiers

who
[

I

I

inhabit them, and is carried out in accordance
with rules bearing on tliat subject.
To itTike a gin.
To dismount or take down a gin. To utrikt a camp.
The act of breaking up the camp. This is perform.

—
—

hung down. A
made by suspending an ox, mule or horse
hide between two poles, or by
interlacing the belts and gunstraps. Even the knapsack may
be fastened between the poles
or rifles so as to form a good
transport. Wlien it is possible to
transport a wagon, a stretcher
and

let

his legs

stretcher

may

be

made

of belts, ropes, etc., may
its sides within, or
better the bottom of the body of the wagon may be
filled with blankets, very small branches covered with
straw, hay, ferns, ruslies or any soft material.
person who is unable to walk, but who can sit and practically support himself, may be transported by two
men, who either support him on a short pole held

be hung from

A

Fig. 2.

ed according to orders issued over night, which detail the liour for assembly, and tlie hour for reveille,
as it is very desirable that the men should not be disturbed sooner than is requisite. Immediately after
the reveille has sounded, the cooks should prepare
coffee for the troops; wliilst this is being got ready,

the men pack up their blankets, and place them iu
the wagons.
When they have finished their breakfast, fires should be extinguished, and tents struck
and rolled with their bags. All trenches and latrines
slinuld be filled up before the men leave the ground.
STRIKER. 1.
species of steam-hammer, striking in a manner similar to the trip-hammer,but operated directly from the engine, the cam-wheel being
dispensed with. It may be adjusted to strike either
vertically, or horizontally, or at any angle, and is designed as a substitute for the blacksmith's assistant,
known as the striker, on heavy work. 3.
term
commonlv applied to a soldier-servant.
STEIKING EFFECT.— The term penetration, when
used iu connection with a projectUe, means the reFig. %.
between them, with his arms upon their shoulders, sistance it is capable of overcoming at the time of
or form a seat with their hands and arms like the striking an object. The resistance overcome is the
chairs made by children in their games. Fig. 1. In case work performed, and is made manifest by the crushof great emergency, after knotting together the ends ing effect of the blow, or by the penetration of the
It implies both pressure and motion.and
of a blanket, two men could be laid in the bights and projectile.
transported, one on each side of the horse, the cen- is expressed in foot-pounds, which for convenience,
are reduced to tons of ? "JiO pounds each.
It is tlie
living force of mechanics, expressed mathematically

—

A

A

w

0*

by

;

in

which (c^weight of projectile

in

pounds;

=

gravity, which
g
York, is equal 3'2.16. To apply tliis formula, suppose a projectile weighing 'tOO
pounds strikes the side of an ironclad with a velocity

«j=velocity of projectile in feet
in the latitude of

New

of 1,000 feet,

we have

;

^,

..

li-^

'

=

1

73631 .8 foot

pounds; by dividing 2240, gives 3470.3.5 foot-tons as
the force or energy of the blow.
It has been ascertained by experiment that the retral part of the blanket being laid across the horse's
back and secured. The Indians frequently transport sistance offered by armor-plates to penetration by a
given
weight of project ile.the energy of which is contheir children in this manner. See Litter axiiX Tracee.
STRETCHER-BEAKEKS.— .Men of the British Army stant, varies directly as tlie diameter or circumference of the projectik';hence, in order to find the peneHospital Corps whose special duty in war time is to
Fig.

4.

carry the wounded from the battle-tield, to the ambulances, wagons, or field-hospitals. The ambulance
Committee has recommended that 150 of these men
should be attached to each division, and 36 to each

trative

power

of a shot,

it is

customarj' to divide

its

energy l)y the number of inches in its circumference,
and wlien projectiles are compared iu this way they
can be classed as regards their power of penetration.
It will be seen that because a shot has great energy
brigade of cavalrj'.
STRIKE. There exist several definitions of this it does not necessarily have great penetrative power,
word, but the most common is to touch or to hit. To the latter depending so largelj' on its diameter. For
strike a blmr, in warfare, is to make such an impres- obtaining the penetration in ^vroiight-iron, Captaiu
sion on the adversary as probably to insure victory. Noble's formula is used which is F—a x'^
To strike a tent means in castrametation to loosen
in which F=numl)erof foot-tona
4.13617 X a
the cords of a tent which has been regularly pitched.

—

F= —

;

;
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=

dia- 80 many holes, and the concentration of the effort of
per inch of the projectile's circumference, d
1,384. i^=(lepth of rotation at these j)oints, .seriously affects the endurmeter of projectile in inches, a
ance of the jirojectile. The system of studdiu'' to acpenelniliiill.
STRIKING VELOCITY.— The velocity which a pro- commodate the increasing spiral, may be readily under.stood by a reference to the following diagram,
jr( lilr lia^ i>ii impact.
STEINGHALT. A peculiar catcliinixiipof a horse's showing Palli.ser's differential studding and in wliicli
EE, 1)1) represent the groove at the seat of the proIt is most
limbs, usually of oue or liotli hind limbs.
noliieable when the animal islirsi brouixlitout of the jectile; ar.d A.\, lilJ represent the groove at the
The object sought Is
stable, when he is excited, or made to turn siuhlenly muzzle, () anil () are studs.
rriund: it is a variety of chorea or .St. Vitus's dance. to combini- a double bearing with an accelerated
The dilhculty lies in the fact, that since the
Altlii>u;:li a serious eye-sore, it does not interfere with spiral.
angle at which the grooves are inclined is continuusefulness, and is (juite incurable.
STRIP.— A technical term applied to the accident ally increasing, the gun would be trying to turn the
of a projectile issuing from a riHed gun, without as- fore part of a rigid p'ojectile faster than the hinderpart, which would be imi)ossible. To ovcrconu' this
suniinj the spiral turn.
STRIPES.— A term sometimes applied to the cliev- difficulty, the rear slud is made larger than the front
one.
Thus, at starting, the three rear studs do all
mii^ DM tlie coats of X(>n-commissi(med Ofticers.
STRUT. A term employed to express theoblifpiity the work of turning the projectile, since EE is the
of tile lower or working spoke of a wheel of a gun- driving-edge of the groove when it commences to
move. This work is inconsiderable, as the angle of
carriage.
See Wlierl.
STUB. 1. A kiurl of iron formed from old horse- the tNvist at first is zero. Hut as the projectile travshoe nails. It is used especially for gun-bairels of els along the bore, the friction will wear down the
.superior quality. The stubs are put into a tumbling- rear studs, and the assisUmce of those in front will
box to brighten them, removing all rust and dirt. be gradually called into play.
They are then combined with from 12 to .50 percent,
Tlie rear stiuls are made large enough to fdl the
of steel in blocks of the same size as the ntuhx. The grooves: the size and position of the front stud is
combined metals arc pu<l(lled, hammered, heated, thus determined. Draw AA tangent to the larger
tilled, and rolled into ribbons, to be wound in coils stud at C. and niiiking an angle AAII -= final angle
around mandrels, heated to a welding \\vaX. jumped, of rifling. From O, the center of the rear stud draw
and linished by a hammer on the anvil. 2. A sta- OO, making OOII
It will readily be
i AAII.
tionary stud in a lock which acts as a detent for the seen that a circle described with any point () as a
tumblers w^hen their slots are in cnsaeement there- center along the line OO, and the perpendicular OP
with.
fall upon BB as a radius, will touch 1)1). and
STUD. A place where horses are bred or kept. In that the projectile will freely enter the gun, and that
England, the Government does not, imder this name, the bearing-edges of the stud will all press equally on
possess any such establishment. Horses, when want- the driving-edges of the grooves as the projectile aped, are purchased in the market, and distributed to proaches the nuizzle.
the different regiments of tlie mounted brunch of the
The front stud touches the driving-edge on enter,
service.
In India, on the Bengal side, the Govern- ing the bore, and the loading-edge when well home;
ment of that country possesses stud depots at Gha- and the rever.se action occuring in firing, the share
zeepore, Uuxar, anil Kurrentadhee, in the Central it takes in the work of rotation is verj- small, for unProvinces, and two in the North West Provinces, til the driving-edge meets it, the whole pressure is on
at Ilaupper and Saharunpore.
They are under the the rear stu<is. Its chief use appears to be to steady
control of otlicers of the Armj' specially appointed, the projectile.
belonging to the Stud JJtpaitmftU. When the studs
These projectiles must be handled and stored with
do not produce a sufficient number of horses, they great care to prevent the studs being bruised and inare purchased either in the country or in the Colonies. jured so as to jam in the bore, or fail to grip on the
STUDDED PROJECTILES.- Thestuds of this cla.ss grooves in firing. They are liable to break up in the
of projec tiles are usually of ronze, the proportions bore if fired a second time, and the studs are liable
of the alloy being from seven to ten parts of copper to sheerand thus prevent the centring of the projecto one of tin. which is sufficiently soft to enable the tile. See Palliser rrojectile*,ProjeHile>i,&nA Scott Pmstud to be attached to the projectile by pressing it jeetile.
into under-cut hoL-s in the latter, causing the end,
STUIC— An Irish war-bom, commonly made of

=

'

'

—

—

=

—

Driving-edge of proove at scat of

aliol-

Driviug-odge of groove at muzzle.

Loading-edge of groove

at seat of shot.

liOading-edge of groove at muzzle.

hhich

cupped or hollowed out, to expand and to
tirmly in it is swedged cold into the holes.
The studded projectiles are peculiar to the Woolwich
or French system of rifling. In the Woolwich projectile the rear stud is the larger, and does the work
of rotating the projectile; in the French system, the
rivet

is

it.self

:

bronze and richly decorated^

STURM SYSTEM OF FORTXTICATION.- This system imitates Ci>ihorn.iUi(l coudnnes both the bastion
and lenaillc tnicicL's.
STURTEVANT ANVIL.—A

some

motable cone, against

metallic cartridges, is
front stud is the larger one.
The practice of using exploded. By the use of lliese anvils, the exploded
studded projectiles may be said to liave been discon- caps are easily pushed off without the necessity of
tinued in the French service in favor of a better sys- any special instrument. The rod which is used for
tem. In studding a projectile, two rings of circular pressing down the wads when loading the shells, will
holes are usually cast in the walls, the number of als o an swer for pushing off the exploded caps.
lioles in each ring corresponding to the number of
STYLET.
small poniard or dagger: a stiletto.
grooves in the gun. Tlie weakening of the walls by
SUB.— -\ familiar abbreviation used in the British

which the fulminate,

—A

in

STTBAH^AK.

army
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any Inferior Officer. has been confined to small masses which had been
Government, the disrupted eitlier liy surface blasting or by drilling of
It now desisnates
holes from a platform or scow from the surface, untitle of a Governor of a Province.
a native officer, holding a rank ecjuivalent to that of der the manipulation or direction of a diver below.
Some of these operations had been carried on by
Captain tinder European officers.
SUBAHDAE-JtAJOE. —The native Commandant of General Foster in Boston Harbor in 180T and 18ti«.
on two rocks which lay directly in the channel. These
an Indian regiment of infantry.
SUBALTERN. A Commissioned Officer below the rocks were drilled from the surface by means of a
rank of Captain. But strictly speaking every officer novel apparatus.a tripod being let down on the rock
is a subaltern to the grades above him. as the Cap- and the drill-bar raised by a chain from the vessel.
After the holes were drilled they were cleaned with
tain is subaltern to the Major, and so upward.
SUB BRIGADIER. An officer in the Horse Guards a composition of chlorate of potash known as "Oriental Compound" and fired bj- a friction exploding mav.'lio ranks as Cornet.
to signify a Subaltern, or

SnBAHDAB.— Under

the

>Io<;iil

—

—

SOB-CALIBER PROJECTILE.— .V

;

I

I

;

The

1

]

projectile is rotated by a brass disk attached to the rear a modification of tlie lietd nystein.
The it,ib-e4iliber system will not allow the use of the
most effective shells or projectiles and this modification does not reduce the area of the shot to the air.
as well as to the target. The wood covering is torn
off when the shot enters the armor.
SUBDIVISION. The part of a regiment on parade
distinguished by a second division. Thus, a company divided fonns two subdivisions.
SUBDUR.— In the East Indies, a term signifying a
Chief.
SUBMARINE-BLASTING.— There are two methods
of submarine-blasting in conunon use in the United
States, where all tiie most notable instances of large
work have taken place. The fiist method to be noIn this case a
ticed is by the shaft and timnel plan.
shaft is sunk very near or through the water, then by
driving tunnels from the shaft, enougli space is excavated to give opportunity for the distribution of
the explosive. Holes are d.-illed in the roof or pillars, or both, and the disruption of the rock is produced by a simidtaueous discharge of the explosive
charges. After the explosion follows the dredging
the (U'hrin. The other method is by drilling vertical
holes from the floating scow, on which the drilling-machines are placed, charging tlie line of holes,
withdrawing the scow a suitable distance, firing tlie
charges, ami dredging the <W///.x. The operation is
repeated by drilling another line, and then firing the
charges. Still another mctliod of breaking rock under water has been practiced, although not in com-'
mon use, except to break isloated rocks of moderate
dimensions, and as an adjunct to the plan of shaft and
gallery and simultaneous explosion of a large nimiber of holes, where the proximity of valuable buildings to the scene of the explosion recjuires theuseof
the smallest practicable amount of explosive material, to thoroughly shatter the rock, and to break the
high
larger pieces afterwards by the explosion of
explosives " on top of the masses which are too large
for convenient handling by the dredgiug-machine.
The history of the submarine work in the United
States shows but little done until after the close of the
Civil AVar. and that chieHy by the last mentioned
method of "surface blasting." The operations have
been uncU'r the direction of^tlie olficers of the Engineer Corps of the .\rmy and highly creditable to them
In this article an attempt will not be
in every case.
made to trate all of the earlier efforts to break and

both.

—

I

I

I

;

—

make
tain, a

,

'
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'

,
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remove rock under water, but to give an explanation of the methods used in the most notable instances,and to a<ld that prior to the blasting of "Blossom Rock" in San Francisco Harliorin ISTO.the work

6(J0 cubic yards in one of these rocks cost
about fifty dollars per cubic yard, and occupied 2!)0
days in drilling and blasting. Blossom Kock was an
obstruction in the harbor of San Francisco about
4..500 feet from land, and was entirely submerged.
Mr..\lexander W. Von Schmidt, C.E.. undertook its
removal by a tender to complete the work for a definite sum of money, which was accepted by Colonel
R. S. Williamson, Corps of Engineers U. S. Army,
the Engineer in charge of the Department on the West
Coast. His proposition was to remove it so as to
leave 24 feet of water at low tide over it. A crib was
made and floated over the rock, and balla.st [lut in
it around the center compartment which was to be
used as a shaft for the entrance of men, and removal
of material.
A boiler-iron tube rested on top of the
rock in the center of the crib, and sand bags and cementing material around the tube kept the water
The rock was not hard and was to a large exout.
tent picked and pried out. although some blasting
was done. After the shaft was sunk 31 feet (3 inches
an excavation was made l-td feet long b}' 60 feet wide,
and 12 feet high. In this excavafion and near the
outer edge were placed 'iH barrels having an average
capacity of 60 gallons each. and seven old iron tanks
each filled with blasting-powder. The barrels and
tanks containetl in all 43,000 lbs. of Soda Powder,
which was fired by means of electricitj-. In order to

chine.

projectile for can-

diameter tlian the bore
of tlie gun from wliich it is Hred, but having a sabot
large enough to 1311 the bore, allowing the usual windage or with an expanding sabot, which is forced out
so as to fill the bore when the gtm is tired. This description of shot is intended for ptmching armor at
hiarh velocities. In its simplest form it is a steel pro
and
jectile, covered with wood simply to center it
is attached in the rear to a piston the full size of the
compared
with
bore, so that its weight is verj- small
the full-caliber projectile of equal length, while the
area upon which the powder acts is the same for
ni>u or sinall-arnis. of smaller

i

the combustion of the Soda

long tube

filled

with

Powder more cerpowder was

fine rifle

placed in the center of the barrels, and the electric
exploder was placed in the middle of that. The explosion took place on the 33d day of April. 1870. and
threw a column of water, estimated at 200 feit in
diameter, to a height of 200 feet. On measuring the
depth of water.it wasfound that there was not space
enough excavated to hold the broken rock and limbers, and it was estimated that it would have required an excavation 10 feet deeper to have accomplished that result. The timbers in this ea.se, as in all
others since, have been great barriers to the settlement of the broken rock into the excavated space. as
the timber under water is very little injured by an
explosion except where the explosion comes in direct contact with the timber. Another fallacy was
exposed when the current of water failed to carry
away the small broken debris.and the workreiiuired
dredging,wliich was done in a crude way with lieavy
iron rakes hauling the debris off into deep water. In
this, as in other cases, the cleaning up of the bottom so that no isolated stone should project enough
to reduce the depth of water below 24 feet at low
tide, was expensive, and the contractor was obliged
to go over the work the second time, after his conclusion that he had fulfilled his contract. The liability of missing a few stones in dredging to a line
is very great, and is the cause of much expense in
submarine operations.
The next submarine excavation of note under the
shaft and tunnel system, was at Hallets Point, inNew
York Harbor, and it attracted much atttenlion all
over the world. The point was a dangerou* one for
vessels in passing from Long Island Sound to the Harbor of New York, and its successfid removal was a
part of the genend system of harbor improvements
designed bytien. John Xewtoii. Corps i>f Engineers,
U. S. -Vrmv. uiiiier whose charge this work came in
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exploder.which was done by the three year old daughter of General Newton on the 24th day of September,
1876, and a column of water and dirt was sent to a
height estimated at 114 feet l)y one photograph taken.
It is probable that the column was tlirown higher than
shown in tlie potograph. The shock was felt in the
city of New York very perceptibly, and as many people had been seriously apprehensive of the results by
The
shock, great relief was felt when it was over.
shock was noted at a distance of many miles, and
was especially noted because ot its noveltj". While
no serious damage was done, the shock was sufficent
to indicate that great caution was to be used in increasing the amount of explosive, to be used to the
cubic yard of rock in future operations in localities
near buildings. The rock was thoroughly shattered,
but some surface blasts were necessary to prepare
.5.900 some of the larger masses for the dredge.The dredg,56,860 ing was done under three contracts, made at differ62,760 ent times during the years from 1876 to 1882. All of
49,8794 this work of excavtion was done by day's work,
3,680 under the direction of General John Newton, who

1869, anil by whom tlic plan has beon patiently and
persistently followed, under very discouraijing conditions, ever since, with rare tlioughtfulness and skill.
shaft was sunk near the edge of the water, to a
depth of 37 feet I)el'jw the surface of the rock, and
galleries were driven radiating therefrom, leaving
The area of excavation
pillars to support the roof.
was about 3} acres. Tlie roof averaged about 10
feet thickness. The roof and pillars were drilled and
cliarged with dynamite, (in this instance a coinposition of nitro-glycerinc and nitrate of soda or saltpeter
was used, commonly called Rendrock, Vulcan, Giant
The following is a
Powder, or Dynamite Xo. 2.)
statement of quantities of explosive, and number of
holes.
Area of excavation.about
22 acers.
47,461
Cubic yard of excavation, about

A

Cubic yards in piers,
Cubic yards in roof,
Cubic yards broken by

blast,

Total explosive used in pounds.
Xumber of brass primers '^exploders)
Xuraber of feet of leading wire.
Number of feet connecting wire,

Xumber

of cells in tiring batterj-,

was assisted by Capt.W. H. Heuer and Capt. James
100,000 Mercur. See Fig. 1.
The next work of similar character done by sub9G0

1.50.000

CHAUT

The explosive was placed by the contractors In fin stantially the same system, was Flood Rock, which
tubes. having a screw metal cover with rubber pack- was exploded Oct. 10. 188-5. This is the second iming, and the cartridges were shipped from the factories portant step in the plans of General Newton for the
in that condition. Much care was exercised to keep improvement of the Harbor of New York, and the exthe outside of the cartridges face fromnitro-glyceriue, ecution of the work lias been so accurately anil hapand to prevent leakage. because the fluid. being explo- pily described by Lieutenant Geo. McC. Derby. Corps
sive by itself might Hre tlie charges if the net portion of Engineers U. S. Army, and assigned to tliis imof the cartridges happened to come in contact with portant work,
in a paper printed in the Sanitary
a rock by falling during the operation of loading. Engineer of December 3, 1885, that it is copied liere
The loading was successfully performed, and the con- as the best description that can be given. The imnections by guttapercha covered wire were made. portance of clearing this channel was early ri cognizThe fu.ses or exi)loders used were made by the Laflin ed, and many attempts were made to afford relief.
Hand Powder Co., and are known as "the •• plati- The first work was done under the direction of Mr.
num fuses." The electro motive force was created bv E. Merriam. in 1851. and subsequently by Major
a 960 cell battery. The circuit was closed by tiring an Eraser. Corps of Engineers. By tiring large charges
.
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cif llic

a ilay'8 work.
On Way's Heef the results were
e(|ually unsatisfactory.
The contractor failed <'om.
pletely
in removinsi
the
rock to the re(|iiired
depth, thouirli he succeeded in collectinij under the
contract .•*(;',), 000 for takini; the top oft it. After
these costly failures, the contract system was aban-

rocks. Ilicy sucrepdod

Mow

in brcakini; otT Ihc niiriri-d points ii]id
ins iIk'"!
into deep water. Hut, once the reefs were reduced to
coiupiiriilively sniootli siirfiices, this imcIIkkI bet auie
of little avail. By IStiT many lliousauds of dollars had
bcpu expended, and while the removal of the high-

Uock, Fryini; I'an, and Way's [{ecf
had undoid)tedly been of ^reat relief to vessels of
light draft, the lOlal vohnne of the obstructions had
been but very little reduced. At this time the work
wa.s put in chari:eof (ieneral John Newton, Corpsof
En<rincers. l'. S. Army, who submitted the same year
to tlie Chief of KnL'ineers the first complete and |iracticable scheme for the im|)rovenunt of Hell Gate.
est points of I'ot

He proposed the removal of all the dansjcrous reefs
to a (le))th of twenty-six feet at mean low water, and
submitted detailed estimates of the cost of the work
and the required time to complete it. This project
which was al lirst only approved in part on acconnl of
itsniajinilude.was, after the successful deniolilion of
the reef at Hallet's Point, adoijtcd in its entirety. Tli<'
first appropriation became available July Sl.lWiS.aud

\

i

doned, and the work proceeded on (Jeiii'ral Newton's ])lans under his own manairi'inenl.
lie proposed to remove the large reefs by tunnclinf; under
them, and for use on the smaller reefs he designed a
large scow, built to withstand collisions, carry in-j
heavy drop drills working through |)ipes to avoid
the current, and operated by means of llcxibie <-onlU'ctions by engines on the scow.
This machine has
been collided with as often as four limes inone day.
with suflicient force to break herll-iiuh anchor
chains, and has succeeded in accomplishing her work,
though not at tigures comparable with the cost of
such work luidcr ordinary circumstances.
Work was conuncni-ed on this jiroject in Jidy, \H('t'.K
and according to the estimate it .should have been
completed in ten years at a cost of !!i5,13!),r'0. Six-

SKETCH:
SaflWiHS THt CoNTouai erTBC

SuRnCEof

FLOOD ROCK
>IN0THE

Location oftme Gallchies undcr
«i

TT

it

T-

-,,v-_^-w-«7, ;-«',

nil

Fig. 3.

General Xewton bogan work by advertising for prn- teen years have now elapsed and there is still three
pcsals to remove Frying Pan, and certain other small years' work to be done, all progress havinir l)een rereefs undercontract. These resulted in contracts being peatedly cut short by the failure of apjiropriations,
made for the removal of Fryini: I'an in twelvemonths and the funds having at no time been furnished by
at ftlT.HOpercubic yard. andNVay's Heef in eighteen Congress with sutlicient liberality to admit of the
months al ^44.'iSl p(-r ctdiic yard.
work being jirosecuted regularly, rapidly, and ecoAfter eleven months' delay in preparation, the con- nomically. The cost of the work has iieen largely intractor erected on Frying I'an an elaborat(^ drilling creased by this jiolicy, but thanks to the improveplant, consisting of "a cast-iron ring thirty feet in
(liameter, weighing many tons, mounted oil adjustable legs, aiul carrying a number of steam rock drills.
Similar means have since been used almost everywhere for breaking the rock undcr water; but in
Hell Gate the very vi(.lent currents, c<mil)ine(l with
the treniendou.s tfatlic, render unavailable any sort
of machinery that will not yield to a forcible collision without breaking.
The plant on the Frving
Pan was run into and wrecked before it had done a

ments

in

machinery and explosives, and

to rigid

economy
not

in expenditures, the original estimate is
likely to be exceeded. Tiic results that have been

achieved so far
Fig. 2.

dale are shown in tlic sketch
Shell Drake, and Hallet's Point

in Hell

Way's Keef.

have been entirely removed, and Pot Kock. Frying
Pan, and Hell Ta"p so far reduced as to cease to be
Flood
obstructions to any but the largest vessels.
Uock, including the damrirous reefs known as the
Gridiron, Hen and Chickens, and Nigger Heads, was
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Flood linck. Interior view of Tunnel, showinir the loeation of holes and method of loadine
the explosive contained in tliiii copper case-;.
The Illustration shows two men carrvinir the
loaded cases, and one man pushiu'^ tlicin in the holes. After tlie holes are tilleil with Flackaroek within a
few iaohcs of their mouths, a short case of Dynamite is inserted and left pro.jectine to assist in producing
explosion bv "sympathy." The upper portion of the Drawing gives a sectional view of the Tunnel, taken
Fin.

">.

them with

by Harper Brothers.
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on October 10 broken up to depth of tbirtj- feet at small charges being used and generally only one
mean low water, and tlie work of removing the drill-hole at a time being tired. The effect of "this is
dihrin is in progress. Loaded ships drawing twenty- that 'i.'i pounds of explosive. and 11.97 feet of drillinK
'

:i

feet of water pass througli Hell Gate without were recpdred per cubic yard excavateil
the gal
danger, and wrecks on the rocks are now of very leries aveiaging lOx 10' In cross-section. Far cheap
rare occurrence, and willi great care may be avoided er work coidd have been done had it been considered desirable to tire larger charges and several at tlu
entirely.
The methods pursued by General Xewton at Flood same time. One seam broken into was over ten
Rock were substantially those that he had tested inches wide and 100 feet long, willi nothing but mud
with such success, though on a comparatively small and san<l in it to keep the riverout. Sucli seams were
scale, at Hallet's Point.
Two shafts were sunk on always walled up solid with Portland cement as fast
the ridge of the reef.and from them two sets of paral- as they were opened out. Another seam, from one
lel galleries were run at right angles to each other, inch to four inches wide, was found to extend from
undermining the whole nine acres of reef, and leav- one side of the reef to the other, a distance of over
ing It standing on pillars about tifteen feet square and 400 feet.
By tapping it with drill-holes the stream
about twenty-five feet apart from center to center of water in if was fo\Hul to be 3-50 gallons a minute.
(Fig. 3). The roof in the cross galleries was then It being impossible to go around it or under it, it
blasted down, leaving it as thin as the character of was decided to cut through it.
As it was large
the rock and the location under the river-bed would enough to carr}- thousands of gallons, means had to
.«ix

:

I

i

shown

in section(Fig. i).
The cr.)ss-galat right angles to the stratification,
so as to reduce the amount of timbering to a nnniaccidents from falling rock being inadmis.sible on account of uncertainty as to the character of
the roof above and the proximity of the river. The
average thickness of the roof was IS.s feet, far more

be taken for protecting the completed part of the
work in the event of the water coming in with a rush
when the blasts were tired, breaking into the scam.
mum
This was accomplished by building across the gallery where the cxperimeul was to be tried, a heavy
door capable of standing the pressure of the river,
and of being closed by a long line leading to higher
than was desirable, but as the penally for cutting it ground.
After crossing this seam a succession of
too thin was the probable loss of all hands and work others was encountered, that gave constant trouble
worth nearly *1. 000. 000, no unnecessary risks were seemingly without end. until the whole work was
permit, as

leries

were run

:

taken.
The least thickness was ten feet.
Though
the soundings on the reef were very close, and taken
with great care, they would not distinguish between
soI'jI rock and loose bowlders bedded together and
On this account, and the
overgrown with shells.
danger of breaking into large seams, the galleries
had to be carried forward with great caution, only

finished.

The precautions

necessary, and the delays to all
much water, combine to make
this class of work far more costly thanordinarj' tunneling, but one of tlie fruits of the precautions is
found in the fact that at Flood Rock 21,669 feet of
timnels were divcn. 80.232 cubic yards of rock exca-

hands caused by so

A

SUBMARINE

BI.ASTINQ.

drilled efficiently after radical iniprovementB
made in the best rock-drills in use elsewhere.

iibout 4*(0,(IOO pounds of liiiili cxplosivos
\V<- arc
loss of only onp num.
all fuiniliar with the gn at cost in human life of nil
the crciil tiinncliiii; operations in this coiinlry. a cost

valed,
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consumed, with the

were

— See

Fii;. 5.
The average cliarire per hole was 22. .I
pounds, which permitted a reduction in the amount
of drillini; re(|uired from O.SKi of a fool per cubic yard
broken at Hallct's l'.)int to 0.42 of n foot.
ftrillholes of such lariie caliber are not i.'cnerally used in
this country: probably because the rock-drills ia use
are not adapted to drillin;? them.
Miwt remarkable
results were, however, obtained at .Varllierj; Tunnel
with holes of this diameter.
By lakinc advaiitasre
of progress made in mining machinery and explo-

which prohably reached anui.vimum at the St. (JotIhard Tunnel. where the mortality ran up to ;i77 lives
lost. Before work was commenced at llallefs Point it

was intended

to e.\cavnte a cavity sufficiently lar<:o to
receive the dihrin from the roof and leave a depth of
2fi feel at mean low water immeiliately after the tinal
blast but on account of the extrae.xpcnseof timbering and the fact that it recpiires 1.4r> cubic yards of
space to contain one cubic yard of roof after it is
broken, this ])arl of the project was modified, as it
was believed that the required depth could be obtained more economically bv drediiini; a portion of
the'ie^nii.
K.xpcrience at liallel's Point proved the
correctness of this view, and at Flood Hock the priu.

;

and making the improvements in methods
outlined above, (ieneral Newton had been able to
reduce the cost of jireiiaring the mine for thi' reception of the final charge from j:7.'.l2 to :i'2.l)!) per
cubic yard to broken as comparc-d with bis work at
llallet's Point.
To secure an tijually satisfactory resives,

li^Mi—li

likv...^—

Fig.
riple was carried still further, the rule there being to suit on the cost of the blast itself, an elaborate set of
run just as few galleries as possible consistent with experiments was planned and carried out in the earthe proper distribution of the finalcharge. It was this ly spring to obtain more sim|)le methods of firing tiie
policy, which is nevertheless uncpiestionably the cor- liiine and to extend the list of the available explorect one, that caused so much disappoiiilment among sives, which was then practically limited to dynathose who ex])ecte<l to see Flood Kock disappear from mite or other niiro-glycerine compounds.
These experiments resulted in proving beyond
view entirely wlien the mine was fired. It is a matter of some sujjrise tliat so many should have expect- (piestion that all the electrical connections between
ed such a result, as it had been repeatedly publishi-d the drill-holes and the battery could be entirely disthat no such cfTect was looked for or intended by pensed with, as the explosion of a ten-pound charge
those in charge.
of dynamite would tire with absolute certainty, un.Vfter the completion of the galleries, the root and derwater, another charge of dynamite packed in a
the pillars to a depth of thirty-three feet, mean low thin elastic envelope at a distance of twenty-seven
,

m

p^JilJ!

iffir

i

$

ji
B

ATT C «X

Fltf. H.

water, were drilled with holes enough to contain
0.79 of a pound of No. 1 dynamite for every cubic
yard of rock, and every 7,000 pounds of water overhead, amounting to 1.(34 pounds per cubic yard of
rock broken. The holes slanted upward at angles
of (iO" and 4.'i'^ the former, along the center of the

I

'

;

gallery, were eight feet deep: the latter ten feet, to
reach" as far over the pillars as possible. These
lengths were often reduced by the drill cutting into
seams open to the river. The holes were of such a
diameter as to receive <i rigid 'i\-inrli rartridgt
throughout their entire length: 113.102 feet of such
holes were re(piired, and owing to their unusual
size, and their upward inclination, they were only

i

I

I

They also proved the efficacy of means prefeet.
viously discovered at Flood Kock, of firing long narrow charges of rackarcxk, an explosive so inert (Out
conse(iuently so safe to handle) that ii pistol bullet
may be forced into it at short range with impunity.
See Rarkarock. This explosive was afterw;ird adopted for the great blast, its strength inider water being
somewhat greater than that of No. 1 dynamite, its
cost but little more than half, and it having the very
great advantage thai any (|uantily could b<' kept in
store without'danger

i

:

1

lo.New York City, as

it

need

only be made explosible just before being taken into
the"mine. The total cost of the final blast at Hallct's
Point was -f 81,092.24 at Flood Rock it was about
;
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*106,509.93. though the blast was 5.6 times as large.
of the mine was commenced July 30.
the Contractor having already delivered at the woriis
100,000 pounds of rackarock to begin on.
The explosive, consisting of 7'.i ])arts of finely ground chlorate of potash and 21 ])arts of di-nitrobenzole, was
mi.ved in smallbatchesina leaden trough and packed
at once into cartridge cases 3j inches in diameter,
and 24 inches long, made of copper 0.00.5 of an inch
thick (Fig. 4). Into each cartridge was inserted a
small exploder containin!: 30 grains of fulminate reinforced by one oimce of djTiamite. The dynamite
Wis not essential, and was only tised on account of
the hesitancy of the manufacturers to produce a larger primer of fulminate of mercury, this latter doing
all the work of maintaining and transmitting the deThe cartridge being loaded, its lid was
tonation.
securely soldered on by a method devised at Flood
Rock, using an alloy melting' at
Fall., and a
soldering-iron heated by blowing through it a jet of
42..")28 cartridges were thus soldered
wet steam
without accident. See Fig. 0. The boxes for carrying the carlriilges to the minecontained twenty each,
and were removed as fast as filled: so that the amount
of explosive on hand above ground was never enough
to do more than local damage in case of accident.
All the loading in the mine was done by a gang of
twenty picked men. who worked from eight to
twelve hours a day, from Jidy 30 to October 9, putting the cartridges into the drill-holes. They showed
no timidity and did not become reckless their caution and steadiness were most commendable, as the
accidental explosion of a single cartridge would certainh' have resulted in the drowning of all who were
not blown up.
They only dropped one cartridge,
which is verj- much to their credit, as the galleries
varied in height from four to thirty-three feet, up
ward of 9,000 feet requiring scaffolding to reach the
holes.
The scaffolds used were made in sections
that could be boiled together. and built to any height;
they were mounted on the mine cars, and moved
along on a portable track. The cartridges were kept
from sliding out of the drill-holes by stout brass
wires, which are shown in the sketch. Fig 7.
In all
cases the last cartridge put in was dynamite, which,
in addition to being held in place by the wire springs
on its sides, was securely wedged in the hole with
wooden wedges. About six inches of it were allowed to project to receive the shock from the initial charges connected with the
battery.
Every
dynamite cartridge contained a tliirty-grain fulminate
exploder, experience having shown tlie value of such
an exploder in preventing an explosion of the second
onler.
The copper cartridges were only 0.00.5 of an
inch thick, tinned on the inside. They had been tested by submersion in the river for three months, and
by standing for a like period loaded with rnrkan/fk
in a warm room. Xevertheless, a considerable number of cartridges in the mine showed signs of corrosion some weeksbefore the blast. Fortunately, where
this occurred, the odor of the nvkanirk and other indications made it known at once. The cause was
soon found to be sulphur in the water running in
certain drill-holes, which in a few cases was so strong
as to completely dotroy the copper in a couple of
weeks. Fortunately, tlu' number of such holes was
not large, and the cartridg :- were safely withdrawn
before any great number were damaged, and protected by being dipped in a wax made of rosin, beeswax and tallow. The holes were particidarly. bad
under the ground made to receive the buildings
and machinery, wliicli was largely composed of
ashes.
Many coal-barges have been lost on the reef
at various limes, and may have caused the trouble
in other parts of the work.
This was the only
unforseen difficulty that arose during the loading. It
was remedied at small cost, bul it caused great inconvenience at a very trying time. The number of
pounds of /•rt'-Avjr'x'A- "put "in drill-holes was 240.399:
of dynamite. 42.331 total. 282.730 pounds. There

'were 11,789

drill-holes in the roof, and 772 in the
total amount of rock to be broken by
the final blast was 270,717 cubic yards, covering an

The loadiug

|;illars.
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area of about nine acres.
The primary charges, whose office was to fire
those in the drill-holes, were placed along the galleries at intervals of twenty-five feet.
They coii^sisted
of two 24x2}-inch thin "copper cartridges" filled with
No. 1 dynamite, solidly packed, lashed" upon a horizontal timber at a height above the floor, varving
from three to twelve feet according to the height of
the gallerj-.
On top of these was lashed a rigicl
brass shell, 8x2 inches, containing about one-half
pound of dynamite put in loose, and a platinum fuse
connected by wires with the battery on the surface
at the head of the shaft.
In the first case the dynamite was packed tight so that it should explode by
sympathy in the event of its own fuse failing and
in the second, put in loose so as not to be affected by
water should the brass shell be imperfectly corked.
As far as practicable, in all ca.ses adjacent cliarges
were put on different circuits, so that if any circuit
failed from any fault in the connections, its charges
would still explode, both of the adjoining charges
being within s\-mpathetic range and on two different circuits.
There were .591 of these primary
charges arranged in 21 circuits of 2.5 each, and three
circuits of 22 each, all coming together at the poles
of the batterj-.
Some of these circuits were nearlja mile long.
The fuses made especially for Flood Rock had a
resistance of 1.73 ohms cold, and 2.76 ohms at explosion.
They only required 0.205 amperes to fire
a single fuse, or 0.61.5 amperes to fire a series.
factor of safety of two was used, and double this
current was sent through every fuse at the final
blast.
The battery was a most excellent one. Each
cell had an electro-motive force of 1.9.5 volts and an
internal resistance of only 0.01 ohms.
The platc)
were six Inches by nine inches four carbon and
three zinc in each cell, separated by only one-quarter of an inch.
The ordinary bichromate solution
was used. There were sixty cells, all coupled in
one series, two large mercury cups constituting the
poles.
The twent^'-four lead wires dipped into one
of these cups, and the twenty-four return wires terminated in a third. Between this third cup and the
remaining pole of thebattery stood the circuit-closer,
(Fig. 8).
It consisted of a "stout iron cup containing
mercurj', in which sat a thin glass tumbler, also partially filled with mercury.
Two large strips of copper connected the mercury in the iron cup with one
pole of the batter}-, and that in the glass with the
cup containing the return wires. It is evident that
to close the circuit through the fuses it would only
be necessary to break the tumbler so as to let the
mercur}- in it mix with that in the iron cup. To do
this at the proper moment, a if-inch iron rod four
feet long, terminating at the top in a small round
disk, stood with its point in the bottom of the glass.
It was long enough to pass through the roof of the
battery house. An ordinarj- 3()-gVain platinum fuse
connected with a small battery at Astoria was laid
on the disk and stuck on with a lump of wax. It
had been previously determined by experiment, that
the blow struck by this fuse on exploding and transmitted by the iron rod. was so sharp as to reduce the
tumliler to dust without splashing the mercury so as
to risk closing the circuit imperfectly. This disk l)eing a foot or more above the roof, tliere was no danger of the explosion of the fuse cracking the batteryjars or doing other damage to the connections inside the battery-house.
The mine was flooded by
two syphons, one twelve inches and the other sixteen inches. They were started at noon October 9,
and the mine was full at 3:.'i0 A. M. October 10.
General Newton set the time for the explosion at
11 A. II., but it did not occur until ahout 11:13. This
delay was due to tlie electrical arrangements for
firing the mine not being ready by 11 A.">I.: thougU
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The net rosnlt, however, will show us an
iniprovcnunt of not less than tliirly |ier cent, and
probably more. Pending the awarding of the contrad for dreilging, a large scow beliuiging to the

doiu'.

ciimiininfil al 4:^0 A. M., runnini; tlii'
from llie rock to the Astoria shori'. all
cviTylhiui;
till- ]irc|>ariitioiis coulil not !« made and
Tlic niiiu' was
tcsti'il any sooner lliaii lliiy win-.
tiriil as soon as llu- battery ami connfctioiis were

work was

Icirpcilo
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(iovernmeiit was set to work removing the broken
as possible.
The
ready. Tlie explosion oeeuVred over tlie wliolcarea stone as soon after the explosion
of the reef, as shown by rausies on shore, together large blocks are shnig with chains by divers, anil
with several instantaneous pliotosjraphs taken from hoisted out. From fifteen to thirty tons of rock are
Though all the eharges exploded al the thus removed daily al an expense to the (Jovernall sides.
same instant. tlic'^i'lTeet above the wiiter-snrface va- ment of a little /<M than tlie ainoiinl |)aiil the conThe contractor has two large grapples at
ried in iioint of time as well as in appearau<'e with tractor.
the strensrth of the roek and the depth of the water. work and is averaging just about rjO tons pir ilay.
There was no loud report and no dangirous shock (ieneral ,loliii Newton, though lately promoted to
through the earth, lliougli a slight vibration was ob- be thief of F.nginecrs, I'nited States Army, still reserved as far away us I'anihridge, Mass. A few tains the improvement of Hell (iaie in his own
panes of glass were broken in the neighborhood, a hands. The pleasant duly of assisting him has at
number of loose ceilings c;i!ne down, and several difrcri-nt tinn'S since lS(iT"fallen to llic lot of Capbricks were shaken from the chimney of a house near tain W. 11. llcuer, Ca|ilalM .liuiics Mcriur. Colon<-l
the water's edge in Astoria. 'I'liiswas all he damage Wiillcr McFarland. aud Lieutenant Derby, Corps of
done, but it was enough to show that the amount of Enu'liieers.
To tlie admirable paper of Lieutenant Derby should
explosive lired was ipiite as large as ordinary pruSeveral handsome engrav- be added a description of the special bit invented by
dence would warrant.
ings, made from photographs taken at the time of him. and used in making holes with less reduction in
The work
the Flood Kock explosion, may lie seen at the close diameter than with the ordinary X-bil.
of this Volume among the illustrations under High of drilling holes in the roof, and to a small extent in
the columns for the charges of powder for the final
fiJxphnirt'H.
When the water subsided the surface of the river blast, was commenced with Iheordinary X-bit. As it
was covered with a thin mist of reddish fumes. It seemed necessary to use metallic carlri<lges a variety
has been suggested that these fumes indicated an ex- of diameters _(of cartridges) were used on account of
plosion of the second order. Lieutenant Derby, how- the holes beiiig so much smaller at their ends than
Although the first X drill-bit was
ever, reports that he has often observed them on a at their mouths.
small scale when firing either dynamite or rackarock •i\ inches, it seemed impossible to ii.se a cartridge
under water, when there was no reason whatever for larger thon "2 inches diameter at the enil of the hole.
suspecting anything but a complete detonation. If This fad lead to experiments on llie ]iart of Lieiilcnthey are not ])roperly one of the products of tlie re- aiit Derby, which lead to most happy results in llie
In
action in an ixplosion of the first order ordinarily, it )iro(lii( linn of what is known as the tubular-bil.
this bit the cutting surfaces are so dislribuleil as to
is probablcthat they arc caused by the action of some
of these products at a high temperature on the finely- utilize the power applied with a greater economy.
As used at Flood Hoi'k, the ilrilling-bar was hollow,
divided water.
The
diver was put down on the reet as soon after the having a ciittingtool on its end also hollow.
Wherever examined it was cutting-tool half six cutting-points, and in its operaexi)losion as possible.
found shattered and cracked: the surface-blocks very tion a little core was formed, which disappeared,
large, but in good siiape to be dredgid witharcason- however, under a slight blow from the end of the
More could not drill-rod. The debris were washed out as fas: as
•ible amount of surface-blasting.
have been expected. Proposals were advertised for made, and cimsequently little force was spent in
at once, and a contract let (October 21 for the removal pulverizing the rock after it was broken ofT. The reof 80,000 ton.s, at $8.10 per ton, the contractor to do sult of this was the drilling of 73,984 ,'„"(, feet of holes
his own surfacc-blasting. The first contracts on Hal- for the final blast, .')!>..'> per cent, faster than with the
X-bit, and making the holes of at least i'i per cent,
let's Point were let at *3.40 and ¥2.2!l, but the (iovernmeut agreed to break up the large blocks. When srreater area at the bottom. This permitled the u.se
the third contract was let. on the same terms as to of cartridges 2J inches diameter and in many of the
surface-blasting as the Klood Kock contract, the price holes even ".i] inches could have lieen useil. although
was *;i.lil. It is considered therefore that *8.1!) for the bit at the start was only Hi inches in diameter.
Flood Hock is, on the whole, a very satisfactory price The experiment to determine these comparative refor the first contract, as the removal of the top layer sults continued through months, and an average is
As be- made on :W,119 feet drilled with the X-bil aiKT*.!,is by far the most dillicult jiart of the work.
The total number of
fore slated, the cost of running tunnels under a river- '200. 7r) feet with the tubular.
bed, keeping as '/"" to thi' water iis possible, cannot feet drilled for the final blast, which was done enbe coinpareil with that of tunneling umlcr ordinary tirely by the Little Giant drills, was li:t.101|V'„ feet.
circinnstances. piirticularly when the engineer is re- Very much of this work was done in the roof, which
(piired by law to pay the same wages for eight hours' in most jilaces was too high to be reached except by
work as a c<mtractor would pay for ten, and the ))lacing the column on the top of a temporary stagsame munificent (Jovernment supplies the funds at ing erected for the purpose. As but few holes (-oufd
such a rate that only two years in ten can he work be reached in one setting of the staging (generally
his whole plant, and three of the remaining years two) much time of the eight hour shift was occupied
must stop altogether, while such items as pumping, in moving.
sui)erintemlcuce, ami care of plant run on, work or
The ordinary forms of bits are forged on the ends
of steel bars of diflerent lengths, the diameter on
no work.
Comparing the results at Flood Rock with those each additional length decreasing slightly toconform
at Hallet's Point, however, where the circumstances to the wear on the shoulders of the preceding bit.
were much the same, we find the cost of mining a On the opposite end a head is turned or forged to fit
cubic yard of rock has been reduced 34^ i>er cent: into the drill-cliuck. In very loose, seamy rock a
I

A

!

much improvement in such work Z-shaped

Any
bit is sometimes used to advantage.
tunneliug blacksmith can dress and. in a short time, make the
The total cost of the work so fur done bits. Miirh th'pciKh itpi>n their I>(-ing ]Yr"perlif ilnnsi'd
srenerally.
on Flood Hock amounts to $2.".('.i per cubic yard of iind Uinprred. and their form and manner of culling
the total amount of rock broken $!).G6 less than the secures a greater saving as compared with haml ilrillA considerable ing where both en<is of the steel are woni away racost of breaking at Hallet's Point.
portion of this gain will, however, be expemlcd on pidly. See RiM-.k Drill, Submnriite-dr tiling &u<i Hublarger
amount
of
proportionately
dredging to be iiinrint Mintn.
the
showing at
during the

least as

last

decade as has ocrurred
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SDBMAETNE-DEILLING.— Priviousto llie invention 4th. Ebb-current assumes near the northeastern ex|iowiT(lrill> siiliinarini' drilling: had many costly tremity of Way's Reef a velocity of over three
jiauliniitatiuns.
It is very duulitfiil if many of tlii' operatical miles per hour during the mean ti<ies. 5ili. The
tions now undertal<en for the removal of submerged change of current happens near the stands,
fiih.
if

reefs woiikl ever iiave been sin cessf ul liad it not been
for that valuable auxiliary, the steamdrill. and the
useful appliances that attend it. When, in 1832. Congress made an appropriation for the removal of the
rocks at Hell Gate. Major Frazer. of the Engineers,
began operations according to the metluxls suggested by Maillsfort and the result was an expenditure
of eighteen thousand dollars in knocking off the jagged points ot the rock by surface-blasts. When the
smoother top of the ledge was reached surface-blasts
had no effect, and in order to n>ake further progress
it was necessary to drill the rock for the insertion of
explosives.
The probleiii admitted of two methods
of solution. First, drilling through the water nto the
rock. Second, going under the rock surface with a
network of mines and galleries, and breaking up the

rise and fall of tides is in Pot Cove 6 feet. 7th.
About 400 feet to the eastward of the reef the water
reaches a depth of Go feet at mean low-water, and to
the westward of the reef the depth of water is about
40 feet. Ranges were established for locating the

-Mean

:

center-anchors with regard to this condition, favoring the direction of the stronger ebb-current, and allowing about 450 feet of chain for the (east J forward
center-anchor and 350 feet for the (west) aft centeranchor. The (south) portanchors were carried close
in shore, in order to take advantage of the less disturbed waters of Pot Cove for change of position of
the scow when it is moved off the charged drill-holes.
The chain then employed did not allow a large scope;
still it was found necessary to change the position of
the ancliors but four times".
Independent of the center-anchor ranges, seven signals for sextant-observations were erected along the Astoria shore, and additional sets of ranges for indicating the center-line
and the two ends of the reef.
A large tide-gauge
staff, which could be read from the deck of the scow,
was set up, to secure a constant and reliable reference
to mean low-water.
The average working force of the United States
steam-drilling scow, while engaged on Way's Reef,
numbered thirty-seven men, consisting, besides the
reporter,of one mechanical draughtsman, two divers,
one chief carpenter, t .vo carpenters, one engineer,
eight drillers, one blaster, one blacksmith and two
blacksmith helpers, twelve sailors, two firemen, one
time-keei)er on the dre<lge. and one tide-gauge keeper on board of the scow. This crew was divided into
two gangs. The day -gang, tliirtj' strong, commenced
operations at 7.30 a. m. and continued work, under
ordinary circumstances, until 4.30 p. m. The running of anchors, placing the scow in position, lowering the dome, charging and firing the drillholes and
surface-blasts, and the survey of the open frame were
committed to their charge. The night-gang consisted of one diver and four sailors, making submarine
surveys, and marking, >vith weights, the points for
drilling.
If drilling continued at night, the force of
the night-gang was augmented by the required number of drillers and firemen, taken from the liay-^aug.
They also connected the plugs which stop each drifihole with plug-lines and hoisted the dome. Ever\'
week the perKiniiul of the night-gang was changed.
Each position of the dome was located during the
drilling operations, by means of sextant observations,
both in reference to the center ami the center-line of
I

I

roof and its supports by a simultaneous explosion of
the whole mass. The first-named system was considered impracticable at that time, and it doubtless
was. The steam-<lrill had not been adapted to submarine work. The chain-drill involved the assistance
of divers who couM not work in the swift current of
Ifill (iate.
I'nder favorable circumstances progress
with these clumsy appliances was slow, andthefleet
of barges which must be employed over the rock was
in constant danger of collision with passing vessels.
These were the main reasons which induced General
Xewton to adopt the system of submarine-mining. It
isdoubtful.in view of the improved appliances which
have been successfully introduced, subsequent to the
beginning of operations on Hell Gate, if the undermining system will ever again be resorted to. We
look upon the stupendous operations of Hell Gate
with wonder and admiration, but we can learn nothing, so far as the general system is concerned, that
will guide us in the future.
Hell Gate, therefore,
does not come under the title of submarine-drilling;
the process employed there differs in no important
feature from all the general systems of mining and
trenching employed throughout the United States.
It is scarcely necessarv to add that mining at best is
far more expensive than open cut work, and is onljresorted to where open-work, or the bench process,
is impracticable.
The United States steam-drilling scow was first introduced in the spring of IKGi), for the removal of
reefs in Xew York Harbor.
At the time of its conception little was known of the use and adoption of
the steam-drill in submarine work. The drilling-scow
consists in the main of an enormous barge With a
well through its center into which is fitted a metallic the dome. These positions were plotted, and finallv
dome. This dome is lowered to the rock, and drill- transferred upon the drill-hole sheet, upon which each
ing progresses through tubes inserted in the surface separate hole, as actually drilled, charged. ai:d exof the dome.
Perhaps the most successful work ac- ploded, was carefully laid down. Wheiiever ledges
complished by this scow was the removal of Way's of rock occurred drawing lessthantherequired depth,
Keef in New York Harbor, in 1H74. Following is a the dome was lowered upon them and drilling instifull report of the operations:
Small rocky jHiiuts projecting above the 21!tuted.
Wiu-n drilling was first commenced the maximum foot curve were surface-blasted.
Advantage was
length of Way's Reef measured 235 feet and its max- taken of the knowledge of tides and tidal currents to
imum width 115 feet within the 2fi-foot curve, and work nearer the shore-end of the reef during springits maximum depth was 17.4 feet at mean low-water.
tides, and the channel-edge was visi'ed during and
The reef runs in a north-easterly direction, and con- near neap-tides. This management had the addisists of gneiss, vertically stratified.
While the scow tional advantage of reducing the force as well as the
was imdergoing repairs, (the dome being provided number of collisions. Three collisions happened,
with a new set of enlarged drill-pipes for allowing nevertheless, while anchored over Way's Reef, but
the use of larger drills, and the luiU of the s<-ow be- all of them without noteworthy damage to the coling stiffened by means of two keel-logs.) during the liding crafts. Tin cans of conical shape, allowing
month of July, 1874. the character of the tidal cur- about three-eighths inch play with the sides of the
rents was then investigated. and some soundings were drill-holes, and in length equal to the depth of the
taken off Way's Reef. The results of these observa- hole, were used to contain the charges of nitro-glvtions were
In shattered rock, where a tilling of thedriil1st The ebb-current runs swifter than cerine.
the rtood-current over Way's Reef.
2il. That the ve- liole could not be prevented by the use of the woodlocity of tidal currents gradually <liminishes from the en drill-hole plug, an empty cartridge was inserted
channel-end of the reef toward the shore-end. 3d. into the hole directly after the wi;hdrawaIof the drill.
Maximum ebb and flood currents set in nearly oppo- \ second cartridge, well charged with the explosive,
site directions, the angle of the divergence being 20°. equal in length to the first, but of smaller diameter.
,
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inscrlcil in the ciiipl y tin luhc. A stopold riipc • sliakiiij^s" was fdriiil iiilo
and si'tiiri<l Id llic nuiz/.li' of llic tilled cans, in order
to prevent the spillinjr of the explosive tliiid in low-
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the drill-holes by the introduction of 5}-inch bits iu
place of the original ItJ-inch bits, while retaining the
primitive distame between llii' drills, the rock was
well broken up by the blasts. Thus a vital point was
gained in submarini' dredging. Care was taken to
kei'p both dredge and scow steadily busy.
In the
beginning, and until more favorable arrangenuiils
could be made, the dredgi'd (/<ArM was dumped by
the scow-force, with permission of riparian owners,
within the established bulk-head line of 1K.")T, along
the Astoria shore.
Afterward thi' Commissioners of
Public Charities and Correction made application to
take loaded scows away, and used the dn'dged material for tilling in at Hlackwell's Island.
The scows
had anaverage capacity of two hundred and fifty tons.
The Commissioners, in discharging or diimiiing this
material, frequently <'xposed the scows to hard rul>s.
and the owiwrs de<lined to have them further em-

iiiailf iif

C'jiindrieal and prismatic cartrid'^eswere usetl for siirfaee-lilastiiii;. Tlie form and
dimensions of tlie sliells were suited to the contii;nration of the liottom, projertini; above the '.Jfi-foot
curve, and suhjicl to removal. Yliese elmmes were
provided with weisrhts and lines, to secure close conThe nilro-irlycerine was
tact to the rocky surfaces.
furnished hy the .Messrs. Mowbray, Ciilhert it WarTlie nilroren.
It stood well all ipialitative tests.
:ly<eriiie was stored in the niapiziiie on Flood Hock
until the lloaliii!; ice iiilerfered with coinmunication
between the rock and the scow. From this time out,
from the end of Deci-mher, 1ST4. the nitro-irlycerine
was carefully si'cured on board the scow. The frozen
nilro-i;lyceriiie was warmed in a larsie wooden tank,
lillcil with Wilier not e.xceedini; in temperature H/)"
Fahrenheit. The tins containini; the explosive were
placed directly in the tank. This manipulation was
commeiued about four hours before cliaririnj; the
holes.
I'revious to the explosion of the cliari;i's the
reinaininir stock of nilro-slyceriue was sent olt about
(iOO feel from the reef in a row-boat, in order to remove it without the s]>liere of explosion by couciis.sion.
The drilliiiir-scow was Avilhdrawn a distance
of 1">0 feel for charges below one hundred and seventy-tive pounds, and a distance of about 'iW feet for
cliarares upward ami to five hundred jiounds. These
distances were all excee<led whenever the holes were
drilled into the more projectini; part of the reef, and
particularly whenever the <lirection of a hole, owim;
to the " canlint;" of the dome, inadea "blowing out"
in the direction of the scow probable.
Durini; Iheinoiithof September, 1874, experiments
were ma'de with the fuses olTered in the market, to
test their ca])aci1v and merits in explodini; frozen niinvestigations resulted in the
Iro-slycerine.
'I lieso
construction and adoption of two improved fuses, one
frictional and one for voltaic electricity, which are
safe to handle, are impermeable to water, and fully
reliable to explode frozen nitro-glycerine. 8aid fuses
contain in the bottom of a stout copper cap twentytive grains of fulminate of mercury, which effects the
initial explosion of the nitro-glycerine charge.
The
erini; tlie ehari;es.

ployed ill lliis manner. They were afterward unloaded wilh Iheworking forci' of the scow, until .Morris it
Cumings.for the sake of using the stone, undertook
this labor at their own risk and expense.
After the
grapple-machine had nearly cleared the reef of the
lUhriK,

it

was transferred

to the llarlein Hiver,

where

removal of the old liridge-abutliients obstructing navigation between Fast due hundred and Fourteenth .Street and Ward's Island, .t
stone-rake attached to the steamer (ieneva was now
employed to complete the removal of the blasted rock
by sweeping it into deeper water on both sides of the
it

wasemi>loved

intlie

center-line of the reef.
Uetween the lime of the arrival of the 8C0W over
Way's Hicf, at Vi.\'> i>.m. August 4. 1874. and to the
dale of the successful ri'iuoval of the reef, 4.
p. m.
January "20. 187r), about IIM hours were occupied in
the syslemalic surv<'y and re-survey of the wh(>le reef,
by means of divers, following a horizontal liar to be
dragged over the rock and lowered to the recjuired
deptii, corrected for the stage of tide by reference to
the tide-gauge reading. Tiiis horizontal bar. a 3-inch
iron liipe, 18 feet long, was fastened at its exireinities
to two wroughl-iron uprights graduated in feel and
halves.
The whole frame could be raised and lowereil to any depth by means of windlas.ses secured to

W

i>oiiloons.
When sweejiing with this
'•sounding-machine" the uprights were held by guvs
Kacli time the frame struck, the
in a vertical plane.
fulminate-charge itsi'lf is tired by Brown's Xo. 4 com- character of the obstruction was thoroughly examposition in the fuses for friction-batteries, and by the ined. Loose stone was either hoisted on deck or rolled
ignition of gun-cotton in Ihi^ fuses for voltaic elec- into deeper water by the divers. Imbedded rock was

two coupled

tricity.
In the tirst case, the electric spark, jumping submilleil. as the case seemed to call for, either to
across between the ends of the connecting-wires, de- drilling and blasting or to surface-blasting processes.
composes the jiriming: in the secon<l case, line pla- An additional verifying sweep was made after this
tinum wire, heated liy the voltaic action, tires the operation. If the result was not entirely satisfactory,
gun-cotloii priming. In both fusesthe priming is con- the attempts to comiilete the removal were continued
tained in hollow cylindrical wooden cases. Paper until the frame iiassfd freely over all previous obstrucdisks cover the priming and jiress it to the wires. tion>. In all, the dome was lowered sixty-tive times
These woollen iiriming-casesact as plugs for the stout for drilling purposes. I)rill-|iipes were someiimes
copper caps into wliicli ihey are forced. The water- shifted in position with a view of producing a larger
tight union between cap and plug is secured by in- number of sound-holes.
Sometimes the dome v.a.'

i

denting tlie former into the wood of the latter. In
addition, the fuses are steeped in a mixture of bee.swax. rosin and tallow. Smith's friction batter}- and
Bunsen's trough-battery were employed for igiiiling
the fuses used as motors in exploding the nitro-glyoerine charges. Gutta-percha-covered wires fonned
the connection between battery and charges. .Much
wire was saved by the substitution of under-ground
conductors in the place of a eontinuous-wire circuit.
Owing to the close iiroximily of the shore-line, limiting the inaxiinuin cliarge to about /iOO pounds of nitro-glycerine, tlie number of holes simultaneously
tired was reduced to nine. No; one misfire lia|)pen(;<i.
The blasted rock was taken up by Messrs. Morris it
Cuming's dredije. wliich was set to work when the
(It firii of the blasts had spread over the greater part of
the reef.
Tlie effect of an average blast on this reef is to covCT with iti'lfriii the rock within a circle of about 40 feet
diameter. Owing to an increase iu the diameter of

shifted in position fortius piirjiose also. In addition
to the 05 drill-hole blasts, 10 surface-blasts were ex-

[

ploded

The following
[

is

a rexumi of the drilling, dredging

and blasting operations: Total number of holes drilled,

|

•2(>2:

total

number

of feet drilled, 2.13(J.4.

amcnint of exjilosives used
1(>

I

!

I

(i/i

The

total
drill-hole

1").;!<I8 ])oun(ls 12 ounces nitro-glycerine.
For
surface-blasts. 1.481 pounds nitro-glycerine and ;J8
pounds 8 ounces dynamite. Cubic yards of rock removed, 3,02i). Total time of dredging, 8G days, 10
hours.'21 minutes; total time of stone-raking,ri8 hours,
3") minutes.
Average number of feel of drilled holes
to each cubic yard, 0.7. Aver.ige number of pounds
of nilro. glycerine to each cubic yard. 5. .14. Average
number of feet of holes ilrilled by each machine per
Average ilejith of boles. 8.13
shift of 8 hours, (i.r>.
feet.
Average cost of linear foot of hole drilled, including pla< ing of scow, lowering dome, expenses for
drilliug,cosl of sharpening drills, expenditure of steel

blasts.

i
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hoisting up dome after drilling operations, and iieav- days in excess of the previously estimated time, reing off Sfow. i{t2.05. Average cost of sliarpening a moving 3.000 cubic yards of rock and 200 cubic yards
Average number of feet drilled to each of bowlders. This gives an entrance into Eagle Hardrtll. *1.41.
sharpening, HAS. Expenditure of steel to each foot bor of 130 feet in width, with a de|>th of 14 feet beof hole drilled. 2 pounds 7 ounces. Average cost of low low-water of February', 1H68, which is in accorddredgingand dumping one cubic yard of <f«*r(«,^4.2'J. ance with the project as approved. In carrying into
effect the project as originally submitted, experience
Re-scme of Opekatioss.
suggested but slight modification of the details while
Total anifiunt of explosive used for
(« (Irill-hole blasts
15,308 Ibs.lSoz. in the general plan no change has been suggested
which would have added to tlie value of such originTotal amount of explosive used for
1,48-tlbs. 3 oz. al plan or the economy of putting it into operation.
1() surface blasts
2()3 It ma}' be of value to examine the operations of drillTotal number of holes drilled
2,130.4 ing, blasting, and dredging in detail, and make thereTotal number of feet drilled
3,029 from such deductions as seem to be justified.
Cu. yds. of rock taken up by dredge
$18.20
The great obstacle in drilling was the deposit of
Total cost of 1 cu. yd. rock removed
The I'. S. steam drilling-scow was built at a cost of gravel, sand, and bowlders covering the surface of
several hundred thousand dollars, and has outlived its the rock. It was nearly overcome by the use of drillusefulness.
Simpler and more effective means are pipes, as described in the report of 1876. During the
now employed which give by far more economical re- season of 1875 tlie drilling was pushed far ahead of
the blasting. The unexploded holes were protected
sults.
In the year 1877 an interesting work was carried from filling with sand and gravel bj- woo(len plugs
on in Lake Superior for the removal of the reef ob- with weights attached. These were torn out by the
structing the entrance to Eagle Harbor, Michigan. storms and ice of the winter of 1875 and 1876, and
the holes thereby lost. This is the cause for the disFollowing is a report of the work:
After the approval of the project as submitted by crepancy between the number of lioles drilled and
Maj. F. U. Farquhar, Corps of Engineers, U. S. A., blasted in 1875. Duringthe .seasons of 1876 and 1877
and the purchase of machinery and supplies to carry nearly 90 percent, of the drilling was utilized: a large
the same into operation, the work of drilling and blast- part of the 10 per cent, lost was due to the abandoning commenced July 1.5, 1875. and continued until ment of the holes, soon after starting the same, on acNovember 1. Upon the re-opening of the liarbor,May count of the presence of small masses of copper,
which prevented the further advance of the drill-steel.
1.5, 1876, the work was resumed, essentially upon the
same plan as of the previous season, and continued This dissemination of copper through the rock threatuntil the closing of the harbor in Xovember.
Upon ened at one time nearly insurmountable difficulties.
May 24. work was resumed, and continued until Sep- It occurred where a vein, and laterals thereto, intertember 1.5,1877, at which date the removal of the rock secting the rock, carried large quantities of copper.
was completed. Upon the resumption of work in 1877
single mass of pure metallic copper weirfiing over
about one month of drilling and blasting was neces- 600 pounds, together with over 1,000 pounds in masssary to complete the progres.sivc part of this division es varying from a few ounces to several pounds, were
In
of the work this was at once undertaken, and ar- removed from an area of about 200 square feet.
rangements made for the emploj-ment of a dredge to holes having an average deptli of 7.3 feet, about oneremove the broken rock. After a careful examina- half the cosl of labor in drilling belonged to the first
tion of the dredges obtainable, and propositions f.-om 2 feet.
The entrance of the drill-pipe was generally
their owners for their use and operation, selection was secured at this depth, protecting the hole from furthmade of a modified "Otis" machine, owned and oper- er danger of filling. It was this experience which led
ated by Messrs, Williams
Upham. The eipupment to increasing the distance between holes and drilling
was to consist of a dredge, tug, and stone-scows. ful- to a greater depth. The change of practice in this
ly manned by experienced crews: the owners to pay respect will be seen by an inspection of the table on
all expenses of operating and keeping the equipment page 314.
in repair.and assuming all risks to their property. The
The following is taken fromthe final report of Jlr.
contractors were guaranteed not less than 600 hours' L. Y. Schermerhom, .\ssistant Engineer, on the rework, provided the equipment was at all times adapt- moval of the rock obstructing the entrance to Eagle
ed to and capable of performing the work to be done. Harbor A resumeoi operations during the three last
The whole to be under the supervision and direction seasons may be of interest, the details having been
of the Engineer in charge. For such service the fol- given in the reports of 1875 and 187i).
lowing rales were to be" paid in full of all demands.
During the last season the holes were drilled to 20
viz, -l^ia perhourfortime actually engaged in remov- feet below the surface of the water, or about 4.5 feet
ing rock, and ^-i per hour for time 'otherwise work- below the bottom of the intended excavation. It was
ing time, and not to exceed 10 hours in any one day) expected that as dre<lging progressed further drilling
during which the condition of the lake was such as and blasting would be necessary, both in breaking
to prevent work, or for such time as the Engineer in up masses of rock too large to be removed by the
charge should for anj- cause, elect that no dredgim; <lredge and in reducing points above the bottom. This
be done.
division of the drilling and blasting required 65 adThe dredge used was well adapted to the work, its ditional holes, with an aggregate depth of 390 feet.
double engines givmg strength and rajiidity of move- Thirty holes in this latter'drilling v.ere expended on
ment, and its short length, Oofeet, allowed "it to with- rock broken in two large masses, while the remainstand the almost constant swell, permitting work in ing 35 holes were to retiuce points which the dredga sea such as would have forced a longer dredge to ing showed to be above the bottom. In drilling these
stop.
holes the platform hitherto employed was replaced
It could be (piickly moved from one position to an- by a single tripod conveniently arranged.
Uron the
other, which was an important consideration, since platform of this tripod the drill was placed, and the
the area worked over was larire when compared with tripod and drill together easily and <iuickly moved
the (|uantity of rock to be removed, .\rrangements from point to point liythe derrick of the lioislingwere ix'rfecled with Messrs. Williams ife Upliam ear- scow. This arransement occupied but little space,
ly in .lune. but necessary changes in the ma.^hinery and covdd be placed with certainty over the points
prevented the beginning of dredging before .Tune 2(i. where drilling was recpiired. It might well be used in
This was nearly ime month later than had been pre- drilling isolated bowhlers obstructing river-beds or
viously estimated. and delayed the completion of the harbor-entrances the entire cost was less than ;j2.">.
work nearly a month beyond the expected time. The
In nearly every case where reduction of high points
dredge completed its service on September Ct. haviu:; was required it was for less than 1.5 feet in deptli.
been engaged through an interval of i3 days, or 3
notice of the sketch showing the location and ex-
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lent of points re(|uiriii'j rcdrillim; and liliislin^. slimvs
il was nearly eonlinetl to thai part of the Icdne which
consisted of anivirdaloid-trap. traversed liy sc'anis of

both vertical and horizontal planes, which
rock to fract'ire in small cubes, and more
In this parliculur rock
like rotten shales than trap.
the explosives throw out <iuite limited craters, leavThis peculiarity
ins; hiiih points between the holes.
in fracture was not recognized luitil developed by
bad it been known earlier the holes
tlie drednins;
would have beiii placed with less distance between
them. The ten<len<y of the explosive to simply throw
off the collar of the hole was shown in tin- imier part
of the reef, which {(insisted of a belt of sandstone
and e<mij;loinerate. This dilliculty was at once obviated by placing the holes nearer logether (about !>
feet each way) and usimr i|uite lisrhl elmrues of the
slower explosive, or No. 2 dynamite. In the crystalline trap the rock was in all eases broken to the bottom, and without doubt of the .satisfactory residts.
The holes miirht have been placed at greater distances ai)art or the <iuantily of dynamite ndirhthavc
been slightly reduced. In the matter of exjilosives.
the action of the No. 2 dynamite was more satisfactory than the No. 1, in that the former, for the same
amoimt of nitro-glycerine, produced a fractureof the
rock extending to greater distances frcun the hole.
The No. 1 dynamite broke in much smaller i)icces.
but the action was contined to the immediate vicin-

chlorite

i:i

caiiseil the

:
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the low-water plane of February, ISfiS. The reading of the gauge during the lime dredging was done
was fnun 1.3 to 1..") abovi' this plane. An cxaniinatiim of the gauge-rcjidings, taken at Superior City
and ilarquette. establish this plane at least ll.3below
the lowest water had in I.") consecutive years during
the season of navigation. The dredging passi d over
the area of work in cuts having a widili of 20 feet,
and in direction parallel to the c-enter-liue of the entrance.
The dredging was earned to the full de|>(h
wherever the rock was sullicicnlly broken. When
extremely high points or improperly broken rock
was met with, the dredge thoroughly removed all
superposed fractured rock. This was imperativi-.
since further drilling be<-anH' nearly im|K>ssible imtil the broken rock was removed from the surface.
In this the dredge had to l)e fre(piently moved and
These high points, although
changed in position.
singly occupying snudi areas and containing small
volumes, occurred at such frcipient intervals as to
require the second passage of the dredge over a large
The rock had an average
part of the entire area.
weight of Ul'.l.4 pounds per cubic foot. The rock was
carefully nuasured by the scows' displacement of
water: a memorandiun of volumes occupied in the
scows by the broken rockand solid rock therein contained, shows that one cubic yard of solid rock nuidc
1.S3 cubic yards when dumped in scows. The larger
masses of rock were chained by the iliviranil removed by the hoisting scow: they were usually much less

of the hole. The No.
and No. 3 were generally
used together, jilucing about one-half of the No. 1 in than one cubic yard in volume. The rock dumped in
the bottom of the hole: this was follow eil by the No. scows averaged less than one cubic foot pieces. The
2. while upon the top was placed the remaining ipian- dip of the rock was towarils the north, and at an
this required the
tity of No. 1, in one of the cartridges of which was angle of 30*' fnmi the horizontal
placed the exploiling-cap. The energy of the tinal progressive movement of the dreilge with the dip,
explosi(m seems to depend, within certain limits, on so that advantage migbl be taken of the tendency of
the character of the initial explosion, /, (., a strong the dipper to follow the stratification, and thus work
At the same time the p<isition
initial explosion producing a more complete reso- below the bottom.
lution of the nitro-glycerine into its gaseous consti- of the Ijeds and planes of cleavage constantly 'ended
For tliis reason the exploding-cap was plac- to leave the bottom of the excavation serrated in
tuents.
ed in a cartridge of No. 1 dynamite (which is per- section, and against these projections the dipper was
ceptibly (|uicker in explosion than No. 2.) securing constantly abutting. The ilredge was obliged to adthe explosion of the No. 2 dynamite by the action of vance from the inner to the outer part of the reef,
the upper cartridges of No. 1. There are now otTer- for tlie reason previously given, and also since by so
ed a large number of explosives, in all of wiiicli nilro working the almost constant swell was met by the
Any other position would have
gly<erinc is the cs>ential explosive agent. ( ompi- bow of the dredge.
tition has led to a considerable reduction in prices, permitted work only during the smoother condition
which may be easily obtained by the omission of a of the lake.
The cost of <lredging rock depends outside of the
part of the nitroglycerine they previously contained. Since the value of the explosive depends entire- adaptability of the dredge to the work to be done
ly on its nitro-glycerine, some means sbonlil be had of upon the following <iinilitions
1st. Degree of rock-fra<ture.
easily determining this amount. It is claimed by the
manufacturers of dynamite that it <ontaius the fol2d. Position of nuk-beds and stratitication.
lowing proportions of nitro-glycerine, viz: No. 1, 75
3d. Depth of rock to be removed.
4tli. I'rote<tion against sea and wind.
per cent.: No. 2, 33 per cent.
The first dependson the details of drilling and blastThe following tabulated statement shows the details of drilling and blasting by the seasons in which ing. Within limits it is cheaper to expend in thoroughthe work was done
ly breaking the rock into comparatively small masses
it}'
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removing too coarsely broken rock. The second,
or position of rock-beds, presents the best condition
when thin stratification and horizontalitj' exists, and
the most unfavorable when the beds are tilled at an
angle something less than 45*^, or when stratitication
does not exist. Yet even then these advantages
largely disappear when the fracture is carried well
below the intended bottom of the excavation and
for this reason it seems better to carry the drillin<;
It
rather excessively than otherwise below bottoni.

Possible time from .lune 26 to
September 6, inclusive
Days and parts of days dredge

in

"
was working
T.
Average time made per day...
Used in making repairs in oth.

erwise working-time

Used

;

in

making repairs

weather

in

days.
1^ "a hours.

83

hours.

46

200

hours.
cubic yards.
cubic yards.

l.'jO

ciibicyards.

3,000

Bowlders removed by dredge.
Rock, coarsely broken, removed by aid of diver and hoisting-scow
Average depth of rock removed.."

Maximum

2i\

depth of rock

moved

days.

47

bad

."

Rock removed by dredge

would have been better at Eagle Harbor to have
pushed the drilling to greater distances below bottom
than it was. The increased depth (see table page
314) of 1877 gave better results than those obtained
from even 1876. Where horizontality of bed obtains
this is not so essential, since advantage in dredging
is had from the floor-like bottom then obtainable.
The third condition, or depth of rock to be removed,
depends upon the fact that the time occupied by the

63

feet.

re.5.0

feet.

Area of excavation
35,000
square feel.
Average amount of rock removed per hour by dredge.
.5/,,'Vf cubic yards.
The cubic yard of rock herein mentioned means,
prism measurement. The material removed, reduced to scow measurement, becomes .5.!)(i4 cubic yards.
In the removal of rock in the Detroit River and
elsewhere, along the Lakes, Messrs. Dunbar employed a scow held m place by spuds and anchors. Upon
the face of the scow were mounted four Ingersoll
drills which were guided bj' ways.
This system has
given good results, although it would not apply in
rough waters, or where there is much rise and fall of

dipper in descending, moving along the bottom, ascending and dumping, is the same whether the depth
of the rock to be removed will entirely till the dipper or only in part. This depth is limited by the dimensions of the dipper, and if it have a capacity of
about a cubic yard, its depth will be about 3.6 feet.
It is manifest that a less depth of broken rock than
3^ feet will then require nearly as much time in removal as the depth stated. A greater depth than 3i
feet would allow the formation of a bank before the
dipper, through which it, in the ascent, could readily obtain the material to fill it to its entire capacity.
Again, as the depth to be removed falls below 3.i tide.

Besides, the drills being tlxed in place, holes.

hnianiie-^lrili

the dredge must be moved frequently, adding
to the time practically lost.
It then seems"permissible to say that under circumstances otherwise similar, if the cost of the removal of rock having a depth
of 3, .5 feet be taken as 1, then the cost for all depths
less then 3..'3 feet will be nearly equal to 1 and for
depths greater than 3. .5 feet about proportionate to
the increased volumes moved. This presupposes the
rock to be fully broken to the required depth.
The fourth condition, or protection against sea and
feet,

•

owing to the change of the current. The
most formidable obstacles in the way of the removal
1. Sand, mud, or gravel
of submerged reefs are:
of the hole

,

wind,

fall

bejond comparison, except in any one loand all that can be said is that from" the ex-

perience of the seasons of 187.5-'76-'77 the most favorable time for such work on Lake Superior is in the
months of June, July, and August, during which
time it is not safe to allow a smaller amount of lost
time through bad weather than about one-sixth, and
it may in any one season be as much as one-fourth.
The following summary shows the details of the

dredge-work
AVorking-lime, actual
Lost time, bad weather

•'>76/„

lOO^g

hours.
hours.

2. Swift currents.
3. Rise and
of tides. 4. High winds and rough water. H.
Danger of collisions with passing vessels. To overcome these difficulties, Mr. William L. Saunders, has
designed and quite successfully applied the submarine plant as illustrated and here described.
This plant consists in the main of a barge containing boiler, blacksmith's shop, diving apparatus and
pump, floatable platform or drill-stage, provided with
spuds by which it is elevated above the surface of
the water two or more steam-drills, mounted upon
an "A" frame or platform to facilitate moving them
about the deck: and cylindrical conically tapering^
tubes, with an ejector device attached; these tubes
being let down to the rock through trunk-ways in
the deck of the platform, and the process of drilling

overlying the rock.

is

cation,

cannot conveniently be placed in angular positions
and even if arranged to be so placed, a rise or fall of
tide would cause the drill steel to bind at the collar

I

;
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llictlmrninij; bciiii; carried

on

are employed,

llirmiffli tlicUilx-s.

barge

it

is

only necessary to secure the tubes

in position, when the state of water enclo.sed within
will admit of free working of the drill-steels- and free

may

be of any ordinary di'si^^n, and is
moored in position by four anchors, one at each corTlie drill-slaije is made of very .strong limbers,
ner.
bound together mulernealh.
Till'
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charging of the holes. The tides rise and fall undernealli the stage without alfecting the position of the
The spuds are free to slide through trunk-ways drills. High winds and rough weather within cerHeavy pidly-blocks at eadi tain limits are not antagonistic to the operations. In
ti.xed to the platform.
spud-loj) .serve to raise tin' plalforni above the sur- the eveiil of a collision with any jiassing vessel the
There are three gallows-frames, spuds of the side-stage act like spriiig-pih'S in a ferry
face of the water.
one at each end, and one in tlie middle of the plat- slip, and the most serious result would be t<i break
form these serve to hold a ))ipe which is free to roll all thesimds, which might be rei)laced at but sliijht
about in a b()ri/<intal position over the top of the expense. It is no exaggeration to say that the llell
frames. To this ])ipi- are hung blocks and tackle Gale rocks might have been removed with such a
which command any position over the deck, and plant as thisoiie at (me-l bird the expense and in oneserve to lift tin- drill-steels, etc. The drill-stage is quarter the time of that involved in the present methmade tioalabh' by means of empty barrels or water- ods of undermining.
tight tanks placed underneath.
Followiiiir is a report of the operations on Black
Tlie barge is moored to within lifteen feetof one
Tom Heef, New York Harbor:
end of the drill-stage, and the two are connected by
The ejector-tubes Date of beginning of operations
a gang-plank, steam-hose, etc.
May 2d, 1881.
are made telescoping so tliat they may be adjusted Actual working days
344.
These tubes con- Days lost in eipiipment of Barge No. 4
'20.
to various elevations of the rock.
sist in the main of two telescoping cylindrical sec- Davs lost Ihrousih winter and storms..
35.
On the lower end Lineal feet of hole driUed
IT.fJriM.
tions, made of >io. 8 boiler plate.
of one of these sections is attached a casting taper- Lineal feet of elTective drilling
K^/iUT.
T.
"[.TM.
ing conically to a four-inch opening into which is Number of holes drilled
1,11211.
inserted a piece of four-inch tubing; this tubing Number of holes <liarged
forms the lower end of the apparatus or that nearer Number of holes blasted
1,542.
Where there is an accunuilation of nni- Average depth of hole
the rock.
10 jVj ft.
tcrial over tlu^ rock a common ejector is attached to Average distame between holes
4
ft.
the side of the conical casting, and is connected di- Area drilled over
32,101) sq.ft.
Hy forcing a Ko<k removeil
rectly with the inlerior of tlie lube.
5,13ti(U. yds.
-stream of wali'r through this ejector the overlying Kxplosive used (dynamite)
20,4(ilJ lbs.
nuiterial is pumped from underneath the tube, al- Number of exploilers used
1.844.
lowing it to readily sink until it rests on the surface Number of drilling-machines u.sed
3.
The steam-drill being placed over the No- of -steels used (octagon li in.diam.;
of the rock.
18
'
mouth of the tube, a drill-steel is here inserted, and a Long! st steel used
28 ft.
hole drilled to the re(iuired depth. The lower end Shortest steel used
10 ft.
of the conical attachment serves to ijuiile the steel in Largest diameter of bit
3^ in.
'•
starting a hole, and prevents
stei)])Uig."
When the Smallest diamel( r of bit
2{ in.
the
length
of
tlu' feed of the Greatest depth drilled without change of the
drill has been driven
steels
uiachiue, ane.vtension piece is inserted over the shank
12 feet.
of the steel
the machine is wound up again to the Average depth drilled to each dressing of
top of the screw-fee<l, when the chuck being clampsteel
y feet.
ed on the top of the extension piece, the drill is driven Average loss of gauge per 1 inch feet drilled 0.03 in.
further on till the reciuireil depth is attained; the Total loss of steel bv abrasion and dressing
drill is llieu removed from the tube, and a graduated
rm feel
,.:
304.48 lbs.
plunger, or ram-rod. inserled to as<-erlain lie exact Greatest lin. ft. drilled in 1 day, Nov. 14,
18H1
depth of the hole. Dyiiamile enclosed in tin cans is
IGiifeet.
then suspendeil into the tube, and pressed down to Expenditure for coal, 200.10 tons
*828.03
the bottom of the tube by means of the plunger. Kxpendilure for water
500.55
The connecting wires are then attached to a piece of Kxpenditure for hose
491.18
cork and thrown down into the drill tube, which is Connecting wire used, 77.{ lbs
52.08
ne.Nt lifted on deck, and the floating cork with w ires Rubber tape lorcovering connections,? rolls
12.25
picked up, led to the battery and lind. The pro- Kxpenditure of steel to each lineal foot drillgress of drilling is very materially facilitated by feed-tO.UO 32-100
ed, 0.:iU of an o/.
ing down into the hole and through the ilrill-tube, Explosive used to in each lineal foot drilla length of one (piarler-inch pijie. at the U|)per end
eil, 1-lOlbs
0.53
of which is attached a hose, which connects it with a Uock removed, to each lineal foot drillpump; then a stream of wa'.er is fed upon the drill0-2!l<u.yds.
ed
ing-bit, i)reveiiling the accumulation of cuttings un- Cost in labor to each lineal foot drilled. 0.52
<ler the bit or in the shape of a collar just abiive it. Cost in coal and water to each lineal ft.
This small pipe follows alongside the drill-steel, but
drilled
0.07J
is not injureil by it, except if be allowed to get un- Cost in repairs to plant to each lineai
dernealh the bit.
O.O'.i
foot drilled
The ilrill-stage, being elevated above the surface Cost in repairs to drills to each lineal
of the water, is not affected by winds or tides, nor is
foot drilled
0.00 .53-100
it neces.sary to remove it before blasting.
A -severe Cost in repairs to ejector pipes to each
blast will only break a spud, which can readily be relineal foot drilled
O.OIJ
In submarine-blasting jiieces of rock are Cost in hose to each lineal foot drilled. 0.02 8 lb
placed.
-seldom thrown above the surface of the water. The Cost in wire and tape to each lineal foot
upheaval of the water has no injurious effec; upon
drilled
0.00 3 10
the drill-stage, but with a barg( the ellect would be Average cost iier lineal ft. of hole drilled 1.20 05 lOii
disastrous ui springing leaks in her limbers and in- Expenditure of steel to each hole chargWith such a plant as this, in
juring the machinery.
*0.03 30-100
ed, 0.24 lbs
connection with the ejector tubes, all the difficulties Average exjilosive used lo each hole
encountered in submarine-drilling may be overcome.
5.80
charged. 12.56 lbs
Holes can be drilled charged, and blasted through Average rock removed lo each hole
as much as si.x feet of overlay of material- Swift
3.15 cu. ,vls
charged
currents will not atfect the platform- and as no divers Average exploders to each hole
1.13
;

[
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terfered with the progress of the work to such an exAfter tlie
tent that but little headway was effected.
u.se of the ejector-pipes no f urtlier difficulty from this.
source was experienced. See Bkuting, livck l>riU^
Subniarine-hlnstiny. and Tunneling.
SUBMABINE MINES.— The term Un-pedo. when employed in a military sense, designates tho.se contrivances for producing explosions calculated to act destructive!)' against an enemj- coming into their im-

Price in explosive.)

Average cost of tlie lal)or to each hole
charged
Average coal and water to each hole

•t-65

0.81

charged

Average
Average
Average
Average
Average

repairs
repairs
repairs
repairs
repairs

to
to
to
to
to
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plants charged

IngersoU

0.!)6

0.03
0.10
ejector pipes
hose toeacli charged 0.30
drills

wire and tape

0.03

7-10
7-10
4-10
1-10
9-10

mediate

vicinit}-.

are chiefly used for obstructing rivers and
entrances to harbors, and are either stationarj' or
capable of movement. When stationary they are
caWed sulrinarine mines, leaving the teim toi-peff" for
all offensive and movable combinations of this nature.
The use and application of tlie latter fall more
particularly to the province of the Navy, the former
to the Arniy, and, employed as an auxiliary to shore
batteries, constitute a branch of service naturally lielonging to or intimately connected with the artillery

They

8-10
1.3.82
Average cost per hole charged
Average depth drilled to each whole... 3.44 lin. ft
cubic yard of rock removed, "(effective 3.23 liu. ft
Average explosive to each cubic vard of
*1.84
rock removed, 3.98 lbs
Expenditure of steel per cubic yard of
8-10
0.01
rock removed, 1.23 oz
Cost in labor cu. yd. of rock removed.. 1.79
0.25
Coal and water
<

'.

Repairs to plants
Repairs to drills
Repairs to ejector-pipes
lleiiairs to hose, cubic yard
AA'ire and tape, cubic jard

0.01
0.05

0-10
8-10
2-10

O.Oi)

r.-10

0.01

2-10

0.30

arm.

Submarine mines are applical)le to almost any situation liable to be attacked by ships, but in ever)- instance they should be so arranged as to be covered
by the guns of forts or detached batteries, so that,
while acting as outworks of these latter, they will be
protected from destruction by boats from a hostile
Tiie comparatively small cost of this species
fleet.
of defense allows of its extensive use as an agent to
deter an enemy from approaching a fortified position,
and to cause him to begin the tedious and dangerous operation of clearing the diaunel. or vo land and
attempt the capturing of the place without the aid of
This in most cases would enable the dehis ships.
fenders to hold out until the arrival of a relieving
Submarine mines may be classed under two
force.
heads, viz.: Meclianical, tho.se which depend for explosion of the charge on mechanical means, such a&
the simple percussion of a vessel conuug in contact
with them and Elertrieal, those which are fired by
electrical agency, either by tlie vessel clo.sing the circuit, or at will from the siiorc.
The former class, or mechanical mines, are capable
When once placed in a
onl)- of verj' limited use.
cliannel tliey make it equally impassable to friend and
foe.
They are, therefore, only applicable to certain
as", for example, when it becomes necessary
cases
to block up a cliannel completely, that is to say. to
render it altogether impassable until the mines have
been removed. Thej- might, however, be employed
on a flat beach, dry at low water, to cover the flanks
of electrical mines" defending the navigable channel.
In such case they could be plantetl or removed at
low water with comparative security. Tlie number

4.37 3fi-100
Cost per cubic yard
COST OP PLANT, INCHJDING ALTEBATIOSS, ADDITIONS,
ETC.

Barge No.

4, hull

Drill-rtoat
Drill-float

No. 1
No. 2

and equipment

*C,640.00
4,09o.70
4,987.40

Store-room account including repairs, alterations, coal and water, cost of machinr),663.49

ery, etc

.i!21, 386.59

Expenditure in labor
Expenditure in explosive

9,203.88
9,461.00

*18,664.88

;

Total expenditure
Cost per cu. yd. on total expenditure

1140,051.47
7.79

OPEKATIXG EXPENSES.

Labor
Explosives
Actual repairs to plant, (breaks,
Repairs to Ingersol! drills
Kteam and water hose
Repairs to ejector-pipes
^'ire and tape used
Coal and water

loss, etc).

"...

Operating expenses
Cost per cubic yard.
Pay-roll per day

.*9,203.88
9,4r.l.00
1.575.57
93.31

.J22.430.39
4.37
.t26.76
2.39
1.45

Coid, 0.58 tons."

Water
Explosive, 59.48 lbs

of electrical cables, etc.. re(iuired

.58
.

rangement by which they could be exploded at will.
as the most e"ffectual way of getting rid of them w hen

i

Average cost per day
Average cu. yds. rock per day
Average cost per cu. yds
!

.•ti65.50

14.93
4.33

The contract jirice for reniovinir this rock by dredgwas *1.95 per cubic yard. Many items in this

ing

report, mitalily the cost of plant, are very mucli hiirlicr tlian Ihi'v need be.
The prices given include all
the experimental work done prior to the introduction of tlu- improved methods of operation.
This

New York

would be reduced

ilechanical mines are not
applicable to harbors of refuge, in wliich merchant
It would, furships might run to avoid an enemy.
thermore, be absolutely necessary "to make some ar-

by such an arrangement,

27.50

Actual repairs to plant per day....
Repairs to drills, per day
Loss of steel, per day. 1.15 lbs
Repairs to ejector-pipes, per day.
Losses in hose, per day
Losses in wire, per day
Losses in tape, per day

rock was situateil in

;

91.18
267.54
64.33
1,323.53

Bay. near Bedloe's

Island. It was of granite formation, varying in texture from a soft muddy pyrites to a hard mixture of

hdrnbUiide and (|uariz. The surface was covered by
a deposit of mud, sand, and gravel, which at first in-

it became necessary to clear the channel, as the process of removal in the ordinary way, liy boats, would
be far too dangerous an ojjeration to undertake. On
the other hand, submarine mines of this description
possess the advantage of capability of being kept in
store and ready for use ^t short notice; they recjuire
no knowledse" of electricity in their management,
and they might be used with aiivantage in certain
cases where "electrical submarine mines are not ob-

tainable.
class of submarine mines, those to be
bv electrical agency admit nf a much larger field
"
They may be fired either at
for their tniploymenl.
will bv an obse'rver, who, jiidging from the position
of the vessel, closes the circuit, so that the charge
may be exploded at the right moment: or that the
vessel herself may be made to complete the circuit,
The
causing a current to pass and fire the charge.
disadv'aulairesof electrical submarine mines, as com-

The second

fired

.

1
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The object to be obtained in arranging any Kysteni
of mines for tiie defense of a channel, is to place
them in such a posiiion that a vcsmI pa.ssiug along

fired mechanically, are the niultiplicity of wires rc(|uiri'(l unci llic iieccssiiy of Imvins;
a ccrtnin number of espeeially trained men. This

pared with those

that chamiel must, at some one moment, whatever
ailalways course she may take, come Hilhui a railiiis of deabsolutely umler lie eoiilrol of the oliserver in cliarij;e structive elTect of one of the mines. This would be
of them.
Hy simply detacliins the batteri used in easily attained by placing these mines in one single

number, however,

is com|i!iriilivel}-

vanlaiies of eliclrieai

mines

small

The

are, that they are

I

row across the channel, so

that their circles of destructive elTect nuiy at least touch each other. To
this simple arangement there are. however, prac'tical
dilticulties
among which is the danger of entanglement between mooring cables of adjacent mines, or
theirelectrical cables, especially when there isanebb
and tlow of the tide. ^\ he ii mines are very close together, it is impossible, with the most jn'rli'd mooring arrangements, to prevent entanglements of this
nature, imrticularly when laying down the mines and

them they become perfectly harmless, so that
friendly vessels may pass over them with safety,
which is not the case with those arran<:ed for nietirini:

all

Again, they can be rendered acclianical iiinition.
tive at a moment's iiotice by re-connect ini; the battery.
Hj; means of electrical contrivances, arraiiijeiiie'nls are so elTected that vess^'ls passim; over mines
ijive notice of their presence without explodiu'.; the
mine. In this respect electrical submarine mines
are a great safeguard again.st attack by surprise, and
Nor
against vessels passing at night, or in a fog.
«an they be tampered with by an enemy williout its
being immediately known. and exactly what mine. In
the electrical system, when a mine is exploded, or
becomes inelfeclive from any cause, another can be
laid down in it place, and without danger, by simply
making the neiglil)oring mines inactive for the time
being. Another important advantage of this system
is the power of testing electrically, without going
near it, the condition of each separate charge at anv
time after submersion, and of ascertaining, with almost al)solute certainty, whether it can he tired or
not.
Xone of these advantages ai)pertinn to mines
of the mechanical system.
The following general rules govern in selecting
nitcs for these mines
1st. They may be UM'd in combination with tloaling obstructions, as booms, or with
grounded obstructions, as simken vessels, etc., or
williou' them.
2d. They shouhl be ])laced in such
positions that the ex|>losions will not injure any pas,sivt' obslrnclions comhineil with them, or destroy the
electric cal)les of adjoining mines,
'.id. Al Icast'lwo,
and, where practicable, more, rows of mines sliovdd
be arrauge<l across the channel to be defended. In
deep water, it is more necessary to employ several
lines of mines than in shallow, because in the latter
case a vessel sunk by a mine would her.sclf offer an
impediment to others following but in di'cp water
the exph)sion of a mine leaves a gap. through which
there is a safe passage. 4th. Subiuiirinc mines should
be placed in the channel through which large vessels
only can pass
the shallower places being, in all
cases where such a course is practicable, rendered
impassable by passive obstructions resting on the bottom. .")th. Submarine mines should be placed in the
narrowest part of a channel. The advantaiies of such
a position are evident, as a smaller number will answer the purpose. I'ltli. \\ hen tlie depth of llie water
anil other circumstances admit of it. a submarine
mine should always rest on the bottom. Under such
circumstances, all complications originating in mooring arrangements are avoided; its position is more
easily <letined, and it is not so easily displaced l}y accident, or discovered and destroyed by the enemy.
Till. Xo indication of tUeir jxisilion should be allowed to appear ou the surface of the water. I'nder
certain conditions it may be impracticalile to conceal
them altogether: as. for example, where there is a
large rise and fall <)f tide. yth. 'Wlien. from the
deptii of the water, the charges cannot be placed on
the bottom, they should be so moored as to float from
to 40 feet below the surface.
l.")
In ]>laces where
there is a considerable rise and fall of lldi'. special arrangements would be necessary for this. tith. The
place in which the batteries and other instruments
connected with the ignition of electrical submarine
mines are arranged, should be in those j)ortionsof the
defensive works which are likely to !)e held longest,
so that a command may be kept over the mines to
the latest jHissible moment in the defense, loth. The
position of the mines sliould be well covered by the
hre of the guns of the forts or shore batteries of the
place tol)edefendeil,to prevent destruction lij- boats.

;

when arranging I lie gear in connection therewith. The
aminalion

'

grappling

is

:

[

,

i

^
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also alTorils facility in determining what ])articu
it is necessary to ex|ilode to strike a vessel
attempting the (lassage. 80 much depends upon local
circuinslarues — such as the nature of the channel or
roadstead to be defended, the itroiiabic means of attack al the disposal of an enemy, and the <lrauglit of
water of the vessels of a hostile Meet, etc. that a
great deal must be left to the otlicercommanding the
defense. The size, strength, and character ol the
vessels to be guarded agaiiist will determine the power of the mines to be used.
Xeitlier experiments nor observations in actual
It

lar ndiu-

;

;

for. and raising a nnneforexgreatly increased by this very close approxinuition." Again, when mines are very close to
each other the explosion of one is very likely to injure its neiirhbor
or, where an el< ctrical system is
adopted, to ilisturb the imrlicular me<'lianism of the
system. It becomes necessary. therefore, to allow some
latitude, in order to obviate these dilticulties and at
the same time to preserve the theoretical [irccision
and closeness of a single line. This is elTected by
placing the mines in two or more lines, al a distance
from (-acli ollur something greater than the radii of
This arrangement
ileslru<tive elTect of the mines.
overcomes the great objection that attaches to a single line, which, in case a breach is once elTected. affords a safe passage UDlii '•(•paired. It likew ise makes
it nii)re dilticull
for an enemy to discover the limits
to the area of danger, and consei|Uenlly weakens the
elVorls of tlu' ciiemy by the moral elfect of uncertainty. The arrangemciit inlines isthe best, both for
facility in laying the mines so as to space the area
with cerlainly, and for lindlng their positions when
it bi'comes necessary to raise them for examination.
dilli<-ulty of

]

liiive yet determined, except approximately,
the size of charges necessary to pirform Die work
reiiuired of mines under the vari<ius circumstances
that would arise in service. The stnmger the vessel,
the greater, manifestly, will be the charge required
to destroy it. As a general rule, the strength of vessels
increases according to their size; likewise does their
dniught therefore a mine of sullicient jiower to destroy a large vessi'i will evidently destroy a smaller
one, and this notwilhstanding the charge be placed
at a depth siiilalile for the larger vessel and of the
conseipient intervening cushion of water. The depth
of water in a channel (iecides very closely the character of vessels that can jmss this, for war vessels, may
be i>lace<l al l.") feet for the minimuin. Furlhennore,
it has been decided that a charge of 'J.tMIO pounds of
gunpowder, if projierly placed, is snlhcienl to destroy the largest vessell This, iherefore, is laid down
as the maxinuim charge to be used in any one mine.
.\ rule for approximately determining the charge for
depths of water from ^'> to 40 feet is, that the sijuarc
of the depth in feet fjives the ipiaiility in i)ounds of
gunpowder reipiired. Gunpowder lieing the most
coiiiiiion and best known of the explosives, is taken
•IS the standard.
So far as is known, the explosive
elTvct of gun-cotton, when used for submarine mines,
is about four times, and that of dynamite about ten

warfare

;

;
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in rear of the mines, as at B.
the galvanic battery, from whicli runs a
to station B,
conducting-wire through the station
and connects at the latter point with a series of keys,
through which the current can be closed to eachof

times that of gunpowder, weight for weight. The
character of tlie bottom on whicli siibmarinc mines
are planned has considerable effect on llieir destructive power, a yielding, muddy bottom, being much
In the
less favorable than a hard and resisting one.
foregoing rule, about ten per cent, should be added
to the charges when the bottom is soft, or when the
mines do not rest on the bottom. The distance apart
at which two mines on th" same line may be placed
.so that the explosion of one will not injure the other,
depends upon the size of the charges employed. For
the ma.ximum charge 2.000 pounds— this interval
should not be less than 200 feet: for charges not exceeding 500 pounds the interval may be reduced to
lOOfeet. This necessary interval between the charges
in a line is one reason which renders the employment
of two or more lines of mines essential to a proper
maintenance of tbe defense. It also sufficiently explains the object to be attained in placing them in
such a way that the charge in the second line shall
cover the intervals in the lirst, and those in the third
shall cover the intervals in the second, and so on.
For mechanical mines various contrivances have
been used. All those constructed on the principle of
the gun-lock have, however, been found to soon become worthless from oxidation and incrustation of
the more delicate parts. A very simple form is the
nipple, upon which is placed a percussion-cap, but

and the other directly

C represents

A

—

Fig.

A

this is apt to become damaged when immersed* Another kind is the well-known sulpluiric-acid fuse,
formed on the principle of ignition by sulphuric-acid
dripped upon a mixture of eqmd parts of chlorate of
The sulphuric acid is placed
ixjtash and loaf-sugar.
in a small glass globe, which is so arranged as to be
broken by the blow given on touchinir the side of a
vessel, andthe acid set free, falling u|wn tlie mixture
of chlorate of potassa and loaf-sugar, produces the
required ignition.
The ignition produced by this
means is comparatively slow; it has, however, been
foimd that an addition of one-third of ferro-cyanide
of potassium to the mixture of equal parts of chlorate
of potash and loaf-sugar produces an ignition as rapid as that of gunpowder. The glass globe is best inclosed in a lead tube, which, by bending {>r being
crushed by the blow, breaks the glass. This is the
fuse sometimes used for land torpedoes. To secure
the fuse and charge from moisture, a conqjosition
nuide of 1 part of tallow, 8 of i)ilch, and 1 of beeswax will be found good. To this may be added a
little gutta-percha, which will have a tendency to
harden it. This composition, when softened by lieat,
The great superiis pressed around the fuse-plug.
ority of electrical fuses over mechanicaT. causes the
latter to be employed only under exceptional circumstances.
The universal use of the electric telegraph
makes it easy to obtain all material and apparatus
necessary for tiring submarine mines: even fuses are

article of commerce, and there is no ditliculty. if
required, in obtaining the services of electricians or
other operators capable of arranging and manipulating all parts of it.
Tlie etliciency of a system of mines will depend upon the accuracy and certainty with which they may
l)e discharged at the proper moment.
This may be
done at will. or the vessel herself may be so made as to
strike a circuit-closer.
When the mines are placed
in position, accurate bearings of each one are taken
from two secure points of observation. These stations should be within the defensive works, and selected so that the lines passing from them over each
mine shall intersect in such a maimer as to give as
nearly as possible a right angle, or at least an aniile
not too acute. The mines have each a nundjer, and
the intersecting lines are correspondingly numbered:
it is therefore obvious that when a ship is observed
from both stations to be upon a line having the same
number, she will be at the interse<tioii of the two
lines, or over the mine having a like nunU)er.
The
simplest form is where one of the stations is on the
prolongation of the line of mines, as at A, (in Fig. 1),

1.

the mines 1,2, 3, etc. Till the key at
is pressed
down, no current can pass from the battery, C", past
the station A: but directly it is pressed down, the circuit is so far completed and the line is charged up to
the station B. From the station B is a series of electric cables (B 1. B 2. B 3. etc.) attached to a series of
contact-points, perfectly distinct and carefully insulated from each other: these cables pass to the mines
(1, 2. 3, etc.) through the fuses in connection with
them and to the ear^h. At the second station, B, we
have, therefore, a second break in the electrical current, and it is easily seen that in order to pass the
current through, and lire any particular fuse, both
these breaks must be bridged over, under which circumstances the current of the battery will be completed and the mine tired. Let it now be supposed
that a vessel is approaching this line of mines. As her
bow passes across the prolongation of the line B 7
the observer at B puts down key Xo. 7 in connection
with mine 7: but as the ship has not come on to the
line from A passing through the line of mines, the
observer at
does not put down his key, a break
still exists in the circuit, and no current can pass to
tire the mine 7.
When the vessel passes the line B 7
the observer at B allows the kcj- to spring up and
break the connection. As the vessel passes the line
B C> the observer at B presses down key >i'o. 0, but
as she is still not on the intersection of the lines B ti
obtained, and
and
(i. the same result as before is
the mine 6, will not be tired. Let it now be supposed
that she passes on in her course till she arrives over
the mine 3; in this position she is on the intersection
of the t wo visual lines A 3 and B 3: the observers at
and B in this case both put ilown their respective
keys simultaneously, the current of the ballery is
completed through the mine 3, and that mine will be
(ired. .\s before mentioned, it is advantageous to have
all of the lines of mines directed on the one point (A).
The mines of the second and third lines are connected to the station B precisely as are those of the lirst
line.
In the case of a vessel passing through an interval of any two mines of the first line. at such a distance as to be out of the radius of destructive effect
of either of them, as, for instance, at the point Y. between 3 and 4, it is easily seen that at the moment of
passing the first line of mines, when the observer at
A wauld have his key down, she would not be on
the prolongation of any of the visual lines from the
station B to any of the" first line of mines, and as the
observer at B would not under such circumstances
press down on any key. she would pass on to the second line and run upon the mine at A, which would
be exploded as just explained. Instead of having
the wire and key at A, as above explained, an ordinary signal flag may be used for transmitting preconcerted signals. This, however, would require the
observer at 15 to have an assistant to look out for the
flag, and is altogether inferior to the fomier method.
It Tikewise has flie disadvantage of informing the enemy of the position of the lines of mines.

A

A

A

an

'

1

'
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As in many cases it would not be practicable to a more accurate means of obtaining the intersections
have a gtatinn on such ii position as A, so fur nilvan- becomes nercssury: tlie pickets hiive. moreover, the
Ci'il towards the poitil of atlHck, with Ihe rorrespond<lisadvantiij;e of heiug easily disturbed mid ditlicult
inj; dunjrer of heiiii: eiii olT liy an enemy, another to replace in an accurate position if onee moved.
In
coml)ination l)ecoiius neeessary: this is shown in order to obviate as far as possible these defects, an
Fig. a. Two stations, A and li, well within Ihe de- iustriuneni has been <levised liavini;a lelescope. with
cross-wires, mounted in conneelioii with a series of
contact-points and a movable key.
It consists of a
heavy cast-iron stand, on which is placed an iron npri>;ht arranged to carry the lelescope, allowing it a
hori/ontal motion around llu' nprigljl
it has also a
vertical motion.
Concenlrii' with tin- upright is a
circular arc, descrilxd with a radius of about IM
inches.
On this uri' are arranged Ihe eonlacl-poiniK
for the cables rumiing to Ihe mines or to Ihe other
station. Allaehed to Ihe upright, below the telescope,
is a horizontal arm. which moves around with the
|

'

:

fensive works, are selected in such a position tliat
the lines passing from tiuMu over Ihe mines shall intersect in such a manner as to !;ive a larsre ansle.

When

tlie mines were placed in position, accurate
bearings were taken to each from both of these stations. The galvanic-battery is pliice<l at .\., one pole
being connected to the earth, while Ihe other is connected with a center from which radiate a series of
contact-kej-s. From the coulacl-points of these keys

|

a series of cables, corresponding in number to the
munbiTS of the mines, pass to the similar contact
poiiits of a like set of keys at station H, and from the
l)ivots of the keys at B an electrical cat)le i)asses ti
each charge. In this case, tlierefore. each mine has
a si|)arale key at station
as well as at station IJ,
each perfectly distinct from any other and well in-

]

A

telescope. To this arm is attached a (onla<t-key, adjusted to touch the contact-points on the are." Tlic
arc is graduated into divisions, liy means of which
the positi(jn of Ihe contact-points nuiy be registere<l,
so that in Ihe event of their being accidenially displaced they may again be fixed in true relative position with faiilily.
The arrangement of a .system of submarine miius
in lines possesses the disailvaiitiige that if Ihe enemy
has once ascertaineil the ])osition of one mine of a,
line, whether l)y explosion or by any accidental circumslance, he would know within what limits tlie
others were to be looked for. In order to obviate thi.><
disadvantage, it would always lie lucessary to scatter a few mines in irregular intervals in front of the
advanced line— to set lliem as skirmishers, retaining
the mine formation for the main defense.
These advan<cd nnnes might either be simiily electro-self-acting, or arraiiL'ed for ignition on Ihe same principle
as those of Ihe main sysli'm. as circumslances refpiireil. As it isnotadvisalile to expend heavy charges
against small boats, these a<lvanced mines sIkjuM lie
comparatively small, so as to be used against Ihe
lioals of an enemy seeking for the mines and circuit-

sulated therefrom, but the whole culminalins: at A
in Ihe single battery C. In eacli <'ircuit. corresjiond- closers,
ing to any particular mine, there are, therefore, two
The lirsl object of an enemy woidd be to clear a
breaks, one at its particular contact-key at station A. passage of sutlicient wi<llh 1h rough Ihe system to enand the oilier at its corresponding key at station 15, able him to pass freely in and for this pur])ose he
and till these breaks are bridged over, by i>ressing coidd emjiloy driflers. with or without draggingdown the contact-keys siniullaneonsly, the circuit of grapnels, for Ihe purpose of either tiring some of the
the batterv will not be closed and the mine will not charges by striking the circuit-closers, or gra|)Iing
be tired. In this way it is easily seen that if key No. and destroying the eleitri<al cables and other gear.
1. for exaiu|)le, is ])ut down at station A, and key No.
These driflers may be boats allowed to float in with
2 at station H. there still remains a break in each of Ihe tide or wind.
In onh'r to slop such a system of
these circuits: in circuit No. 1 at H and in circuit attack, a liirlit boom or strong lishing-nets would l)e
No. 3 at .\. and neither of lluse mines will be fired. useful, and should be employed whenever circumThe object of this arrangement will be seen by trac- stances iiermil. To stiipdrift<Ts with dragging-gra|)ing the course of the vessel (x; approaching the line nels, it is a good plan to lay three or four heavy chainof mines.
She first arrives on Ihe line of .) from sla- cables at intervals a<ross the channel, in advance of
tion A, and simultaneously on that of 1 from station tlie .system of mines.
The grapnels would calili in
15; the observer at A puts down key No. r> and Ihe
these, and the weiglit of the chains would l)e sufliobserver at 15 key No. 1, without, of course, firing any cienl to bring up tlic drifters before arriving at the
mine. Again, as she reaihes the position Y, the oli- mini's.
.server at A puts down key No. 4 and the observer at
The night would unfpiestihnahly be the safest lime
Bkey No. 2, without anv circuit being closed. When for the enemy to carry on operations of Ibis naliire,
she arrives at 3 both observers put down keys No. 3 and it would be necessary to employ boats to row
simultaneously, and the mine is Hred and tlie vessel guard in order to watch his proceedings. The mode
struck. In carrying out Ihe system above described, of comniunicalion with these boats is a matter of conit has been found that with a series of very small
siiieralile imporlancc'. and some means of rapidly
wooden pickets, jilaced in a radiating form from a Iransmillinginlelligence isalisolulcly necessary. Tliis
central point of observation, at a <listanceof al)out 20 can, of course.be done by the system of flashing sigfeel. and with pieces of twine passing from the cen- nals, but the lights in such case would be a di.sa<lter over Ihe pickets in the direction of the mines to vantage.as tliej would indicate to the eiKMiiy Ihe posiindicate the bearings more accurately, a verv good lion of the gui'rd-ooal.
In order to obviate this, a
practice has been obtained. The observer, w'ith his system has lieen devised by which a boat-rowing
eye at the central jiicket and his hand on Ihe contact- guard can be put in electrical telegraphic commiinikeys, puts the correspomlingonc down as the object lion with a fort or guard-ship, by simjily paying out
passes the bearings of each. A man soon learns by an insulated wir- allaehed to a telegraiih instrument
practice the distance he may allow on one side or in the fort or ship, and carrying a secoixl instrument
other of the liearing-line, and with orrlinary care and on board the boat. Should the guard-boal be purnerve is soon able to make contact at the riirhl mo- suerl, it would only be necessary to detach Ihe elecinent. The system of pickets might probably he used trie cable from the instrument and to throw it overelTectually up to half a mile, hut at greater distances board, with a buoy and line attached, and pull away
|
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Several systems have been devised for illuminating
channels at niglit by means of tlic fk-ctric lisrht, the
Drummond liglit, magnesiuin liglit, etc., and there is
ni) d()ul)t that, when practicable, such devices should
always be used. See Ca.ie, Electri/^ C'liOlig, Mo'friug.

those authorized to be furnished for sales to officers
and enlisted men, and foragefor beef cattle, etc. .called
subsistence stores. 2. The necessary means of issuing and preserving these stores, such as stationery,
scales, measures, tools etc., called subsistence prop-

and Torpedoes.

erty.

SUBOEDINAEY.— In

Heraldry, a name given to a
certain class of charges mostly formed of straight or
curved lines. Heralds vary a little in ilieir euunieratiou.but the following are generally held to come within this category: the bordure, the orle, llie tressure,
the flanche, the pile, the pall, the (juarter, the canton, the gyron. tlie fret, the inescutclieon, the lozenge,
the fusil, and the mascle. Also written Hitburdimite
Ordinari/.

—

SUBOKDINATION.
Subjectiou to tlie will of another; luuler command; readiness to submit one's self
to the orders of superiors. In the Army, tliis feeling
cannot be too deeply instilled into all ranks. Without it, no body of men could work together: like discipline, it is the mainspring of order and unless it
reigns supreme in everj' regiment, confusion and every
imaginable evil must ensue. In effect as James, in
his •Military Dictionary," states, it is suh„rdin(ttifjn
that gives soul and harmony to the Service it adds
strength to authority and merit to obedience, and,
wliile it secures the efficacy of command, reflects honor upon its execution. li\% siihurdiimtiiiii \\\nc\i prevents every disorder, and procures every ativantage
to an army.
term in politics, used in two differSUBSIDIES.
ent senses: 1. It is applied in English polilicid history
to ta.xes levied not immediately on [jropcrly, but on
persons, in respect of their reputed estates in lands
or goods or customs imposed on any of tlie staple
commodities in addition to the custuiim magna et antiqua.
Thus, 30,000 sacks of wool were granted to
Edward III. in 1340, in aid of the war with France.
Subsidies were granted on various occasions to .Juincs
3. The same word is used to deI. and Charles 11.
note money paid by one State to another, in order to
procure a limited succor of auxiliary troops, ships of
war, or provisions. In the time of the war willi the
Revolutionists of France and Napoleon I., Great Britain furnished subsidies to foreign powers to a large
extent, in order to engage them to resist the progress
In questions regarding subsidies, it
of the French.
is lield that the State furnishing the succor does not
tliereby become the enemy of the opposite belligerent;
it may remain neutral in all respects, except as regards the auxiliary forces supplied. Such, for example, was long the attitude maintained liy tlie Confederate Cantons of Switzerland while giving troops
to the various European powers, they were in the habit, at tlie same time, of preserving a rigorous neuTiic service of Swiss regiments abroad is no
trality.
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longer sanctioned.

The Federal Constilutiouof Switz-

prohibited the conclusion of
military capitulations; and on July 30, IH.'ii), a proclainati<in was issued by the Federal Council, forbidding any Swiss subjects from talking service under a
foreign Power witliout the authorization of tlieCounerlanil, of Sept. 12, 1H48,

cil.

SUBSISTENCE DEPARTMENT.— The Subsistence

Under sections 1144 and 11 49. lie vised Statutes, the
Subsistence Department provides for sale to officersand enlisted men tobacco and certain other articles,
in addition to the component parts of the ration, which
may be designated by the Inspector General of the
Army. Lists of these articles are from time to time
issued from the office of the Commissary General of
Subsistence.
The United States Subsistence Department consists
of one Commissary General of Subsistence, with the
rank of Brigadier General two Assistant Commissary Generals of Subsistence, with the rank of Colonehthree Assistant Commissary Generals of Subsistence, with the rank of Lieutenant Colonel; eight Commissaries of Subsistence, with the rank of Major: and
twelve Commissaries of Subsistence, with the rank
of Captain.
See fnmmismiridt, anil Siipplieg.
SUBSISTENCE MONEY.— An allowance granted for
the subsistence of soldiers who, wliilst in imprisonment in cells, or courtnement in the guard-room, forThe'-regulatcd rate in England
feit their daily pay.
is lid. a day.
SUBSTANTIVE 'RATHK.^Solid or permanent rank,
such as confers upon an officer the pay of his rank
with the position and precedenceattendiug.it. Thusa Major drawing a Major's pa)', and consequently enjoying a Major's position in his regiment, is an example of xuAitantice rank. See Rank.
SUBSTITUTE. In Nations where conscription-is resorted to for the supply of .soldiers for the Army, the
lot often falls on those unwilling to serve in person.
In such a case the State sometimes agrees to accept
the services of a substitute who is of cquallj' good
physique. Unless the levy be very extensive, or the
term of military service very long.substitutes are readily found among military men who have already served their prescribed period. Of course, the substitute
must be paid for the risk he runs. His price depends,
like all other saleable articles, on the demand and sup-
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ply.

SUCCEED ANT.
otlier.

In Heraldry, succeeding one an-

following.

SUCCESSION OF RANK.— A relative gradation, according to the dates of commission.
SUCCESSION WARS.— Wars of frequent occurrence
in Europe, between the middle of the ITtli and the
middle of the 18th centuries, on the occasion of the
The most important
failure of a Sovereign House.
of these wars was that of the Orleans succession to
the Palatinate (16811-97), closed by the Peace of Kyswick of the Spanish succession (1700-13); of the
Polish successi.)n (1733-38), closed by the Peace of
Vienna: of the Austrian succession (1740-4JS): and
of the Bavarian succession (1777-79), called, in ridOf tliese, thesecoml and the
icule, the potato-war.
fourth were bv tar the most important.
SUCCESSIVEFORMATIONS.— Successive formations
include all those formations where the sevenil sub;

Department, under the direction of the Secretary of divisions arrive successively on the line of battle ;
War,provides for the purchase, issue, and sale of sub- such as /;'w7it into line, the deployments of columns^
sistence supplies, and such articles, for sale to offi- formatinniiinto linebytieomtytements, changes offront,
cers and enlisted men. as are from time to time desig- etr.
In all successive formations, except formations
nated liy the Inspector General of tlie Army, anil the into line by two movements, the Field-officer who i»
distribution and expenditure of tlie money appro- at the head of the column, or nearest the point of rent,
priated by Congress for the subsistence of the Army. eslablishes two markers on the line opposite the right
As soldiers arc expected to preserve, distribute. and and left tiles of the subdivision tirst to arrive ou the
cook their own subsistence, the hire of citizens for line. The markers face toward the point of rent, that
any of these duties is not allowed. When bakeries is, the point where the right of the battalion is to
are not managed by the Subsistence Department, rest, if tlie movement be from right to left, or where
their expenses for hops, 3'east, furniture, sieves,cloths, the left is to rest W'lien the movement is from left to
the hire of bakers, etc., are \tidi.\ from the. pout fund, right.
If the formation be central, they are placed
to which the protits then accrue.
Subsistence sup- on the line, in front of the leading subdivision, facplies comprise: 1. Articles composing the ration, or ing each other.
In all formations from a hall, the
ttuthorized to be issued in lieu of parts of the ration, markers are established at the [ireparatory command

SUCCESS OF AHHS.
indicuting

tlie direction in wliicli the line is to j-xlend:
nmrcliiU!;. they liaslen toward the pohU nf rent at
tlie preparatory coinniaiul, unci are established at the
if

'

ciimnian<i mmr/i. In liie formations, on rii;ht (or left)
into line, the tirst marker is es'ablished subdivisiondistanee to the rii;lit or left of the head of the col•unm. In the formations front into line, the markers
are established sniidivision-distanee in front of the
head of the eohinin. In the deployments, tliev are
established three yards in front of the liead of the
column, when the deployment is on the llrst subdivision, and six yards in front of the column, when
the deployment is on a subdivision in rear. In <han;;es
of front, the lirst n\arker is posted company-distance
to the riirht of the tirst or left of tenth company, accordini; as the change of front is to the ri^lit or left.
Tlie line is prolonsied. by the cuide of eacli company
who is farthest from the iioint of rest the guides are
assured, as they .successively arrive, by the Fieldotlicer who is at the head of the column or nearest
the point of rest.
If the formation be central, each
Fielil-orticer establishes the guide of his own wing.
When the line is to be formed facing to the rear, the
markers are so posted as to permit the leading subdivision to pass between them after which the second markers close to a little less than company-distanci' from the tirst
if the formation be central, both
markers clo>e toward each other. Each ginde so
posts himself that his subdivision may cross the line
of battle between himself and tin- guide next in front,
after which he closes to subdivision distance.
SUCCESS OF ARMS.— That good luck, or fortune,
which atlinds military operations, and upon which
the fate of a nation frequently depends. .Success is
in(lispensal)le to the re]iulation of a General.
It often hallows rash and unaulliori/eil measures.
SUEDOISE.— A species of light cannon wliidi superseded {\w hatlifr-ifuii. It was much stronger. Init
very light and suitable for mountainous country like
i
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extraction.

Sul|)liiir is uiitit for

making

giinjiow-

derin its crude slate, therefore it rei|uires to be refiiied or separated from all foreign matter. This is done
by a ])rocc-ss of melting, and is completed in twii distinct o|)erations. namely, those of subliming and distilling.
I5y the melting process, all earthy matters

the pot.

From

the dome-shaiied cover two good pipes proeach other, one to the subliming-dome. the other to the dislilling-tank. or r^reicing.jhit.
The lirst pipe is furnished with a throttle-valve, I), w hicli can be closed oropeued by a handle from without. The other pipe is incased in a water-jacket, and can readily be dosed or opened by
means of a valve. When distilling, a constant flow
of water is maintained through the water-jacket. An
escape-iiipe litted to this jacket allows of the escape
of the water when there is a sudden development of
steam caused by the heat cjf the siiliihur-vapor. The
reeeiving-i)ot. C, is merely a large circular vessel of
cast-iron, which is set cm a frame inserted in small
trucks.
There is a large circular opening in the lid
through which the meiteii suliihur can be ladled out
when necessary. This opening is closed by an iron
lid similar to that of the melting-pot. in which is also a small plug-hole through which the dtpth of the
melteil sulphur in the receiving-pot can be gauged
small iiipe leads from another
with an iron rod.
opening in the lid of the receiving-pot into a square
wooden chamber lined with lead to receive any new
condensed vapor, and saves it to deposit its sulphur
This chamber is provided
in the form of JlmrerK.
with a tall chimney, also of wood, containing a series of ste|)s or trajis to catch as much of the Jtu-irem
as possible.
The subliming-domeisalarge dome-shaped building of brick, E. The pipe for the sulphur-pot enters
it nearlhe top. The chamber is lined with Hag-stones,
and the floor is covered with sheet-lead. It is provided with two doors, an inner one of iron, an outer
one of wood lined with sheet-lead, both close fitting,
through which passes a pipe to allow the escape of
air.
This pipe terminates in a vcs.sel of cold water.
If distillation alone is to be carried on, about .IJ cwt.
of cnide-snlphiir are ]ilaced in the potc^ach morning.
An extra hunilred-weight must be put in if both distillation and subliming are to be carried on together.
The fire being lishteci, the conical cast-iron plug is
left out of the hole in the lid of the pot. the passage
c'ced at right angles to

|

and his sureties.
SUIT OF SPLINTS. -An armor composed'of imbricated plates, and worn in the llith century.

A

which ri.ses to the surface
and which is withheld
when iiouring to prevent porous and rough casting.
"When desired that a heavy casting (such as a gun of
scoria

mi-U\\\n\\\i! liidle.

several tons) should be especially solid, it is always
poured on end. and. in addition also to the length required, a continuation of the mould upward is made.
In this piece the milage rises, hence its name. When
the casting is cold, the portion added is cut oflf. and
-with it. the impurities which floated up there are reI

SULTAN— SULTA UN. —An Arabic

word, signifying
" mighty man." and evidently closely connected with
the llebrew word nlinliHo rule. In the East it is an
ordinary title of Mohammedan Princes, and is also
used in private life as a title of courtesy for people of
high rank. It is given, finr ej-ctllenct to the Kiiler
,

of Turkey, who assumes the title 8ultan-es-Selatin.
or Sultan of Sultans.
It is also applied to his mother
and his daughters the word in Turkish having no
grammatical gender, and corresponding also to the
Princess. The wife of the Sultan is not now entitled

It

and large <|uantiis ofti'n found mix-

:

<iuent

moved.

.salts.

the vicinity of volcanoes,

having considerable tajier. through which tiic' pot is
charged. The cast-iron |>lug which closes it fits sufliciently tight to prevent escape of sulphur-vapor,
particularly if a little sand be thrown over it
but at
the same time it acts as a safety-valve, being lifted
out if an unusual pressure of vapor is exerted inside

—

molten

comliined with various

are left at the bottom of the retort or vessel in which
the melting is carried on. and the pure sulphur, in
the form of vapor, passes upwards, and is sublimed
and distilled by condensation at two distinct periodH
of its temperature.
The rclining-apparatus employed consists of u large
jiot of c'ast-iron, .\. set in brick-work, the metal being very thick. Round tlietopfilge is shrunk ;i strong
ring or tire of wrouglit-iron to prevent splitting by
explosion. On the top is litted a large dome-shaped
cover, also of cast-iron, secured to the pot by three
wrought ircm tie-rods, which are secured by screwbolts to a wrought-iron ring passing round the neck
of the cover.
At the top of the cover is a circular
opening litted with a heavy cast-iron lid, the weiglit
of which is siillicient to keep it in its place during
the relining process.
In this lid is an iron plug-hole

:

SULLAGE.- The

in

tii'S are imported from Sicily. It
ed with metallic ores, such as copper, iron, etc., but
not to such an extent as would commercially justify

)

Switzerland. It was provided with runnions and
could be transported on a carriage when desirable.
SUISSES. The Swiss soldiers who were in the pay
of France previous to August 10. 17!)2. "Suisses"
was also a general term u.sid tosignify any stipendiary troops.
SUIT. In all cases where the pay or salary of any
person is withheld, in consequenee of arrears to the
United States (and salary can be legally withheld
from no other cause except by the sentence of CourtMartial), it shall be the duty of the accounting officers, if demanded by the party, his agent, or allorney. to re])ort forthwith to the agent of the Treasury
Department, the lialance due: and it shall lie the duty of the said agent, within sixty days thereafter, to
order a suit to be commenced against such a deliu-

to the epithet Sultan or Sultana, as in former times.
SULPHUR.- Sulphur, like saltpeter, is never found
in a pure c oniiitioii. but is mixed with earths, and
is oflrii

:

«if till'

SULPHUR.
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inio the dome is opened, and that into tlie receivingpot closed. 'Bhe heat is niain:ained for three hours
iQl the sulphur is of a proper temperature for distillation.
The vapor which first rises from the pot is
of a pale yellow color, and as much of it as passes
into the dome falls down condensed as Jlowern ofnul.
phur. But at the end of three hours the vapor becomes of a deep reddish-brown color, showing that
the temperature of the melted sulphur has reached
the proper point.
The plug must then be inserted in the lid, the communication to the dome closed, and tliat leading to
the receiving-pot opened, allowing the heavy vapor
to pass through the pipe surrounded with the water-

and

'

|

j

j

,

'
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this is afterwards cleaned out. These ''flowers."
of sulphur are unlit for making gunpowder, on account of the acid the}' contain, and unless required
for firework purposes or compositions, they are returned to the melting-pot with a fresh charge of the
crude-sulphur. The crj-stalliue or distilled'sulphur
only is used in making gunpowder, and forms ten
per cent, of it by weight.
To test sulphur, burn a small quantity on a piece
of white porcelain, and. if fit for the manufacture of
gimpowder, there should be .scarcel}- anv residue: or
if dissolved in boiled distilled water, bhie litmus paper, when dipped in it, should not be discolored. .See

Gxmpmrdf.
by means of which a constant circulation of
SUMMERS.— Supports for the bottom boarding of
cold water is kept up round it. In this way the sul- the carriaire body, placed parallel to the frame-sides.
phur-vapor is condensed, and runs down into the
SUMMONS. To secure the attendance of necessan'
receiving-pot as avery clear orange liquid, resembling and material witnesses before a General Court-Martial. the Judge Advocate should usually

jacket,

—

proceed as follows
1st. If the witness
:

and stationed

is

an enlisted man,

in the particular Military

Geographical Department, a summons
should be addressed to his Post C'ommander.by whom an order should then
be issued for compliancetherewith. If
the desired witness should be an officer
so stationed,;]the summons is then sent
him through his Post Commander, by
whom orders should also be issued to

him to attend but in military
emergenciex the PostCoramandershoidd
in either of these cases, first refer the
matter to the Department Headquarters, with a view to obtaining a delay in
compliance, so that an officer may be sent to supply
the place of the one summoned, or. if this is not practicable, to invite the Court's attention to the possibility of taking the otficer's deposition.
Militarj- or
civUian witnesses at some distance, irithmit the State,
Territury, or District where the Court may sit. but
within the particular Department, need r.ot usually
be summoned, in cases not capital, but the testimony
taken b3- deposition, unless the Court should deem
their presence indispensable or delaj- prejudicial to
the service.
2d. The testimony of witnesses uithmit the particular Department, and out of the State, Terrritory, or
District, should, except in capital cases, be taken by
deposition, unless the Judge Advocate, is prepared to
certify that, "under the peculiar circumstances of the
case, and to administer justice, it is not practicablto take the desired testimony by deposition under the
91st Article of War." In such case the summons, or
subpoena, as the case may be. and the application of
the Judge Advocate, thus certified, should be sent
through Department to Division Headquarters, to be
forwarded to competent authority. This Article of
War only makes provision for the use of depositions
of witnesses provided they reside beyond the limits
of the State. Territory, or District where the Court
may be convened. Such depositions cannot be taken
nor read in evidence where military offenders have
been charged with the violation of an Article of War
the penalty for which as in the 21st, 39th and 42d
Articles, may be death.
3d. Under the former Articles of War, the depositions of citizen witnesses residing within the State.
Territory, or District might be taken on due notice, in
cases not capital, even without consent of opposite
of the law has been repealed.
This provision
party.
_
.
.
When, however, the opposite side will freely con.sent
of record" the depositions, in cases not capital, of
civilian witnesses who reside within the State, Territory, or District, may, in order to prevent a failure
or delay of justice, be taken, with consent of Court,
on interrogatories and cros.s-interrogatories prepared
by each side- This would be more particularly the
case where the witness is unable to travel by reason
of old age,sickneas,bodlly infirmity or imprisoiuuentenable

molasses in color and consistency. The person who
watches the operation knows, bj' gauging the depth
of the melted sulphur in the receiving-pot, when the
greater part of the material has distilled over. He
then lowers the fire, opens the communication into
the dome, and cuts off that leading to the receivingpot, allowing the remaining sulphur to pass off into
the dome as flowers. A low fire is maintained till
the whole has been driven off, leaving the earthy residue quite free from it, and consequently loose like
coal-ashes, so that it may be easily ladled out before
re-charging the pot.
AVhen both subliming and distillation are carried
on at once, the first part of the process would he e.vactlj- as described above
but when the distillation
was finished the fire would be maintained for the remainder of the day. but somewhat lower, to drive
off the quantity required into the dome. And in this
case the subliming process would be carried on for
several days, and the pot and domenever allowed to
cool down altogether until the required quantity of
flowers of sulphur had been obtained.
It is of the greatest consequence that all the fires
should be carefully regulated in all cases: for if the
heat become too great and the temperature of the
melted sulphur be allowed to rise to 8:^fW. the vapor
disengaged at that temperature is highly e.vplosive
when mi.xed with common air and if the plug be
driven out by the pressure of the vapor, or if air be
drawn into the pot through some leakage in the pipes,
an explosion invariably happens. When the distilled
sulphur in the refining-pot has cooled down sufficiently, -which it will do in the course of an hour or
two. it is ladled by hand into wooden tubs, and allowed to solidify. These tubs are conslructeil of a
number of loose staves held together by broad wooden hoops, which can be struck off when the sulphur
has !<et. allowing the staves to fall asunder and leave
it as a solid cylindrical mass.
The cold and solid sulphur is broken into lumps,
and is ready for use in the manufacture of gimpowder.
The vapor remaining in the retorts is now allowed to pass into the dome of the subliming chamber, until all is evaporated as " flowers," leaving
nothing but the earthy matter behind in the retort.
:
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more slowly than rocket composition. Tliey arc alIll order li> siibp<viia H witness, it must be made to
^,
..
r
,r .1.
.1.... 1.;.. «....<:
t... .)....
,.,..!.... f^
.:
-i.
laclied t.^
to 1.
wooden
frames,
to give
long_ -rays oft sparkllie siitisfailiiui of the Coiirl Ihiit his testi
appear_ to .1
moiiy is "nmteriiil iiiul iieiessiiry." iiml Hie f'l't eiiler- ling light. The choke is sometimes made by drivIhiftllnitt siibpfeiiiis slioiild then ing day in the end of the case, and boring a hole
ril on llie rici>r(l.
through it for the escape of thi' tlame or the clay is
lie sent to the nearest Post ('omiiiiiiidcr for service.
driven on a short nipple, forming the choke. Sunif Hie witness resi<hs within the Department, or else
to Deiiartineiil llea(h|uarters. unless otherwise spec- cases are generally made from .75 inch to I..I inch intheir exterior diameter being (|uitc
ially directed liy tile Department t'oniniander. Serv- terior diameter
The length of liie ca.se
ice is made, under llie laws of tlie I'nited States, by double that of the interior.
witness; and y>r""/of]niay vary according to the time they are reipiired
deliverins; tlie siibpoMia to tl
toburn.
The <liaineter of the choke is about
the
service, liy retMriiint; tlie duplicate original to the
Judge Advocate witli an alHdavit iiulorsed to the ef- interior diametiT.
drive
atliant
To
the
case,
set
it
on
the
]ilaceit
niiiple, and
fect that, on such a day, date, and |>l!iee. the
permiinUy served the within-named witness, by de- in a wooden mold; pour in aladleful of composition
give
ten
blows
with
malkt
continue in
within
is
and
it
the
which
the
a
liverinj; to him a siibpo'iia. of
complete copy. Any military person, or civilian of the same way till the case is tilled to the reiiuired
competent discretion, can serve the subp(ena but height put in a charge of ritle-powiler, and over it
When the cases are tilled,
Jlilitary wit- drive alaiileful of day.
service by mail is /iwt a legal service.
prime them by inserting in the choke a strand of
nesses are, in practice, nummoiud hy an official com
ijuick-maleh doubled in the middle and secured by
nuinication through the regular military channels
riie iittendance of a civilian is secured by sulip<ena driving a little more composition on it with a lancedrift.
I'.'iste on each end of the case a strip of paiu due form
Should the witness fail to appear on due and rea- per .I inches wide, projecting li inches over the end
sonable notice, the Juiigc Advocate has, by section of the cover, and forming an envelope to inclose the
Sun-cases are fastened to the frames in the
1203 U. S. Uevised Statutes, " power to issue like leaders.
process to i-ompel any witness to appear and testify ]ilane of the frame by means of iron win', or with
strong twine. See Fir(iri>rk>i.
at the Courts of criminal jurisdiction within the State,
SUNKEN BATTERY. - A battery in which the platTerritory, or District where such Court may be convened." This power includes also the jiowiT to ex- form lies below the natural surface of the ground.
erule such (irocess through some olficer. who shall Sudi a battery possesses the advantage of being more
be specially charged with its execution. The .ludge (|iiickly built.
The parapet of the battery and the embrasures are
Advocate should, therefore, present to the Court, and
have attached to the record, and therein noted, the revetted either with gabions, fascines, or sand-bags;
The requisite slo|)e
duplicate subpoMia and affidavit of service, thereby or with a combiMation of these
Is given to the gabions of the first tier by placing a
showing—
1st. Tliat the subpcena was seasonably and person- row of fascines under them, along the fool of the iually served on the witness. :2(|. That
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|
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the witness

is

He

a material one.

should then formally move the Court
for a irrit t>f atUicliinent against the
contumacious witness. If the motion
is granted, depi'nding on whether the
witness has otTered just exiuse for
a non alle'idance. the record should

show

it;

Section of a Sunken Hiittery rtviticii «

itii

fuKciiit'K.

and the .ludge Advocate

unli'ss otherwise sjiccially directed by
the Department Commander, apply to the Post (Joinniaiider nearest to the place of residence of witness,
if within the particular I)e|iartinenl. for the name of
some military officer to serve the process. and formal
Iv direct thi^ irrit aj nttn-limutl to him. and attach
thereto a certified co]iy of the order convcniMg the
Court, and copies also of the original subpcena anil

should then,

]

|

The Post Commander
(barges and specitications.
should thereupon furnish the officer a sufficient force
for the execution of the process. whenever such force
If the witness resides
shall be actually rei|uircd.
without the particular Department, the Judge Advocate should trsnsmil the irrit of ntUn-luiteut, with its
annexed certified copies of urdtrn convening Court,
siiltpmna^a.m\ e/mrgixio Department Ileadipiartcrsfor
transmission, properly signed and tilled in. except as
to the n-(iiiii' of the nffirer who may be subsequently
indiiiile(l to serve the writ.
Sec Coiirt-MnHial.
SUMP FUSE. - A thick kind of fuse used for blasting under water. The fuse composition is enclosed
in a hempen cord, which is twisted, overlaid with another cord, and varnished. Theend is jilaced in the
waterproof cartridge and tied the end of the fuse is
then <lipped in pitch, and the protected fuse is ready

phicc'd

SUMPITAN. — A weapon Wkc a. mbercune and about
seven feet long. It istpiite effective at 100 or 12.') yards.
The arrow driven by this weapon is calleil a utriipit.
SUMPTER MULES. -Baggage mules of early English
armies were called xumptirmuleK. The term is obsolete now in the British, but is still retained in the

company and regiment he

American .\rmy.
cases

made much

like those

and filled with a composition which burns

anotlier.

- -The Su piTintendents of I lie Xallonal Cemeteries are
selected from meritorious and trustworthy soldiers,
either Commissioned Officers or enlisted men of the
Volunteer or Regular Army, who have been honorably mustered out or discharged from the Scrvi(-eof
the United States, and who may have been disabled
for active field-service in the line of duty.
Applications for the appointment of Su])eriiiten(lenl should
be addres.sed to the t^uartermaster (ieneral of the Army, and he accoinjianicd by testimonials of responsible persons in sujiport of the a'.jove requirements.
They must be in the handwriting of the applicant,
and must give his full name, length of service, the

for duty.

SUH-CASES.— Strong

upon

SUPERINTENDENT OF NATIONAL CEMETERIES.

;

for rockets,

terior slope.
Another row of fascines is laid on the
to|i of the tier, along the interior slope, on which the
gabions of the second tier rest. The re((uisite height
is given to the parapet either by iilaeimi sods on the
top tier, or by earth alone.
When sand-bags arc
used they are laid in single courses along the interior slope, and as headers and stretchers; thecoursc.H
lireaking joint.
To give tlie bags greater durability
they sliould be im|)regnated with tar before being
filled.
See /!att^nr«.
SUPERANNUATED.— Incapacitated for all service,
either from aire or intirmitv.and jilaced on a ])ensioii.
SUPERCHARGE.- In Heraldry, a hearing or figure

i

last served in, date and
cause of his discharge, and his present iilace of resiAll applicants, before being appointed, arc
dence.
examined by a Board of Ofiicers to he convened by
orders from the Adjut:iiil (ieneral's Olfice, in the Department where they may he residing or serving.
In view of the responsibility attached to the posi-

SUPERINTENDENT OF RECRUITING SERVICE.

tion of Superintendent, and his not being generally
under the direct supervision of a Superior Ottieer, it
is of great importance tliat none but men of excellent
character should be appointed. Ai)plicants for the
position must therefore fulfill tlie following conditions
1. They must have served in the Army of the
Unite<l States, either Regular or Vohmteer, and nuist
liave bi'cn disabled for active field-service in the line
of duty, but the degree of their prenent dixaHlity inuHt
not he sii-ch as to impair their efficiency in charge of Veineteriex.
3. They must be of steady, sober, and correct habits.
3. They must have a fair degree of intelligence and education, and must be able to write
legiljly.
An applicant having passed a satisfactory
examination is, if selected for appointment, required
to serve a probationary term of si.\ months as an assistant at such Cemetery as the Quartermaster General may designate before being definitely appointed:
but he is not placed in charge of a National t'emetery, temporarily or otherwise, during his probationary term of six months. Applicants thus selected are
Iiiredbj- the Quartermaster's Deparlmeut, at the rate
:

of if40 per month, and furnished with transportation

from and

to their

SUPPLEMENTARY TRIGGER.

;^,-25

homes.

If at the expiration of this probationary term the
applicant has shown his fitness for the position, he
is then eligible for appointment when a vacancy occurs.
Sliould there be no vacancy at the end of the
term, his employment will cease. He is then, in his
luni, duly appointed as vacancies occur. The number of candidates on probation will at no time exceed
four.
The pay of Superintendents is $75, $70, $65,
$U0, per month, according to the grade of the Cemetery to which they are assigned, with quarters and
fuel.
Except under special authority from the War
Department no leave of absence for a longer period
than ten days can be granted Superintendents of National Cemeteries during the growing season, from
April to September, inclusive. Superintendents of
National Cemeteries are not liable to trial by CourtMartial under the Rules and Articles of War. See
Battle-ground Cemeteries, National Cemeteries, and
Post Cemeteries.

SUPERINTENDENT OF RECRUITING SERVICE.

A Field-officer detailed by the Adjutant General of the
Army, and charged with the supervision of recruiting.
As soon as a recruiting station is designated,
the Superintendent sends the estimates for funds to
the Adjutant General, and requisitions on the proper
Departments (through the Adjutant General) for the
clothing, camp equipage, arms, and accouterments.
Subsequent supplies for the stations in his district are
procured by the Superintendent on consolidated estimates
these are made as required for funds, and
every six or twelve months for clothing, e(iuipage,
arms, and accouterments. The Superintendents make
such transfers of funds, clotliing, camp and garrison
equipage, and accouterments to their officers as may
be required. In all cases recruiting officers send their
estimates direct to their Superintendent.
Branch or auxiliary rendezvous will be established
only by orders from Superintendents. They should
never be more than fifteen miles distant from the
main rendezvous. Superintendents may order officers to visit their branch rendezvous not oftener
than once a week. The Superintendents will report
all Commissioned or Non-commissioned Officers who
may be incapable or negligent in the discharge of
their functions.
When a recruiting party fails to get
recruits from any cause other than the/uw/i of the
officer, the Superintendent recommends another station for the party. Whenever the number of recruits
in any depot becomes too large, the Sujierintendent
reports to the Adjutant General for instructions in reference to sending detachments to regiments, stating
the number disposable.
When recruits are sent from a depot or rendezvous
to a regiment or post, a muster and descriptive roll,
and an account of clothing of the detachment, are given to the officer assigned to the command of it and
;

:

a duplicate of the muster and descriptive roll is forwarded to the Adjutant General by the Superintendent, who notes on it the names of all the officers on
duty with the detachment, and the day of its deparWhen a rendezture from the ilepot or rendezvous.
vous is closed, the Superintendent gives the necessary instructions for the safe-keeping or disposal of
the public property, so as not to involve any expense
for storage.
The Superintendents transmit to the
Adjutant General consolidated monthly returns of
the recruiting parties under their superintendence,
according to directions on flu- printed blanks, accompanied by one copy of the enlistment of each recruit
enlisted within the month.
See liecruiting, Hecruiting Depot, and Ileeruits.

SUPERINTENDENT OF THE MILITARY ACADEMY.

— Tlie Superintendent of

the Military

Academy, ap-

pointed by the President has the immediate

command

and government of the institution. Lie directs the
studies, academic duties and field exercises, and renders to the General-in-Chief all recpiired reports, returns, and estimates concerning the Academy. In the
absence of the Superintendent, his authority and duties devolve on the next in rank wlio is eligible to
command in the Army. See United States Military

Acadony.
or

SUPERIOR OFFICER. — Any officer of higher rank,
who has priority in the same rank, by the date of

his

commission,

etc.

SUPERIOR SLOPE.— In

fortification, the upper surIt is arranged so that a soldier
face of the parapet.
behind the interior crest can reach with his fire a
point near the crest of the counterscarp. This line
of fire should pass within three feet of the crest of
the counterscarp, and need not go below it. By this
arrangement, the soldier can sweep with his fire all
the ground beyond the ditch.
By giving the superiit will be found
or slope an inclination of exactly
that this condition will be fulfilled in an ordinary
field-fortification.
If the line of fire along this slope
does pass more than three feet above the crest of the
counterscarp, the inclination must be increased. The
angle must be limited, because as it is increased, the
weakness of the parapet near the interior crest is increased. The limit of this inclination is |.
If a slope of \ does not bring the line of fire within
three feet of the counterscarp, the inclination cannot he increased. It is better in this case to construct
a slight glacis, so as to bring the assailants under the
Care must be taken that the upfire of the parapet.
per surface of the glacis is kept at least five feet below the interior crest of the work.
It is well to state that a slope for the upper surface
It weakens the
of the parapet is a necessary evil.
parapet by making it thin near the interior crest, and
wears
away
qiuckly
imder the acthis thin portion
tion of the weather and the enemy's fire. Still, if it
had no slope, it woidd mask the enemy when near
the work. See Field-fortifkation.
SUPERNUMERARY.— A term signifying above til
number, and, when applied to an officer in the Army,
,',

on being detached from his regiment on
any other employment, he becomes supernumerary, and has his place and duties in the regiment
taken by another officer, promoted from tlie next lower
rank. Under these circumstances, the officer in staff

means

that,

staff or

is in excess of the regulated number of
officers of that grade, and is .shown in italics in his
regiment as the same. After serving five years away

employment
from

his regiment in the English Service he returns
and remains a supernumerary, until absorbed;
or shoidd his regiment be in India, or ordered home,
he must then rejoin his regiment
SUPERSEDE. To deprive an officer of rank and
pay for any offense or neglect or to jilace one officer
to

it,

—

,

over the head of another, who

may

or

may

not be de-

serviniT.

-A

trigger of preciSUPPLEMENTARY TRIGGER.
sion (Steicher in Germany invented in the year 1543
at Munich.
It coidd be "fixed to wheel-locks.
)
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SUPPLIES.

SUPPLIES.— The departments

of supply to the Army markets and fairs, the periods of these commercial
TIk- Onlniiiicu l)c|mrlm(iit. which provides galhcrinjjs, and tlie much more important objects of
cinluaiicc and irdniiiRc stores; 2. The t^iiartirmaslcr their Iraltic.
li.
The subsistence wliich nii-ilil most
Deparlnieut. which furnishes iiuarters, foraire, trans- convenieutly be substituted in lieu of those estabportalion, dothinii, cainj) and garrison equipage; -i. lislied by our regulations, and the relative proporThe Subsistence Department, which furnishes sub- tion to be established in such substitution. 7. The
sistence; and 4. The .Medical Department, which pro- different branches of commerce and industry. 8. The
vides medicines anil hospital stores.
The t)rduance means of re-mount, both as rcganis cavalrvand genand .Medii-al Departments, requiring special knowl- era! transport, it. The manufacture of cloth, leallier.
edge for their peculiar iluties, could not be relieved and other material, suitable for the iir [mration of
of any part of the duties belonging to them respect- clothing. e<iiiipinents, harness, etc. 10. The articles
ively: but the want of connection between tlul^uar)f consumption drawn from other countries, the des.
lerniaster's and Subsistence Departments may in war iginition of those countries, and the objects of exbe attended with serious inccmvcnience, ami no good change in importations and exportations.
11. The
reasons whatever, it is believed, exist for not uniting weights, measures, and coinage, with relative value
the two departments in one. Under the comnuuid of to our own.
12. The current ])rices of articles of
one Chief in the tield, acting, of course, in subordi- ccmsuniption. Ki. Barracks, (piarlers, hospitals, nnignation to the Commander of llie Ariny.sucha Depart- azines, ami other establishineiUs of admiiiistratioii,
ment might originate and direct such measures for and their c:ipa<ities. throughout the various towns
the supply of the army as had nut been provided for; and fortres.ses.
14. The most convenient spot for
control expenditures; insure a prompt and correct forming temporary establishments,
l.'i. The prin<iaccountability for all disljursemenis and all distribu- pal points of communication by laml and sea. with
tions, and do away with all antagonism of interest the distances between them, distineuishiiig the <lifcaused by the requirement that one Department shall fcrent routes and indicating, as regards the roads,
furnish subsistence stores, and the other traiisporl>
the spots at which tliey cease to be passable for <arTliese with clothing and other supplies furnished by riages
and as regards rivers and canals, the placfs
the Quartermaster, Ordnance, and .Medical Depart- where they cease to be navigable.
l(i.
In the large
ments. are the great wants of a soldier in active ser- towns or fortresses the nature and (piantitics of tie
vice.
well-armed and well-c(|uippcd soldier can- provisions stored therein, the mcansof grludim; corn
not dispen.se with food, transportation, and clothing, and baking, the principal nuTcantilc linns, ami the
and the means of providing sucli netessities in war heads of large manufactories or workshops where
demand earnest thought.
it would be safe to deal for military supplies.
One
have seen military administration in times of may easily conceive how useful sudi adminible slalistics
peace conducted upon complete principles and reguwould be. On the outbreak of the war the
lations; services regularly organized, and elticieutly Jlinister would feel no uncertainty at all either as
to
-upported by the natural resources of a fertile and
the nature or the extent of the arrangement he
industrious country: sulficient funds always avail- should have to nuike for himself. or as to the iiislrncable: the immediate supervision and i)rotectioii of lions to be given to his Conunissary (ieneral.
the war nunistry; independence assured to the con- many false moves would thus be avoided; bow nuiny
trol of military expenditure and consumption by useless and lieavj- expen.-es saved; how many unwell-<letined laws; nothing wanting, in short, to satis- known and lost resources would thus be discovered
fy all the wants of the army, and to provide them and employed for the benefit of the army and therewith regularity, or<ler. and economy. It is not so.it lief of tlie country which has to supi^irt it. .V comrannot be so, in a state of war. In the tield the fre- missariat should always regulateits arrangements on
ipiency of movements, the rapidity of marches, the the double chances of presumed successor failure,
uncertainty of events, the ever-varying chances, the ac<-ording to the pecidiar nature of the war to be unimperfection of means, the insuHieiencyof resources dertaken. In the event of success, then in proporthe time ever too short for all that has to be pro- tion to the advanceintothe enemy'scountry.it shotdd
vided and done embarrass, retard, and paralyze ad- form its depots in the rear of the army, and establish
nnnistrative action. Every emersrency exaits its im- by stages, on the line of operations, bakeries, magamediately appropriate measure, and the least fore- zines, hospitals, convalescent stations, regular conseen accident may in a moment frustrate the most voys, etc., always taking care to select localities with
wise arrangement, and upset the surest calculations, reference to the most favorable means of conunuuiThe duties of administnition now assiune an entirely cation and of defense. In the case of a reverse, the
new character; they become immense in their extent, army falling back upon itself will thus lind its a<llimited only, indeed, by the intelligence of the -Vd- minislrative services secured by means of the supininislrator himself, who is charged with their exe- plies which prudence shall thus have c(dlected. The
<-ution.
The tirst of all rules, that which the great- rights of war, which are always but '.he rights of the
est Captainsand the most enlightened Administrators most powerful, tempered orly by the interests of him
have never failed to enforce in their writings, and of who wields them, render an army, whatever it may
which experience has everywhere proclaimed the be, absolute master of the provisions and otheru.sevalue. is the formation of depots beforehand, and to ful resources which exist, whether they have been
such an extent that the army may not only be sub- provided as depots by the enemy, or destined for
sisted during the opening of the campaian, but as other purposes. Administration re((uires a numerous
long after as the interestsof military operati(ms may permn/ifl, active. Intelligent, and faithful, always
re(inire, or as distances may permit.
certain mi.s- ready to avail themselves of supplies for future ti.se,
trust of the country about to become the seat of war for transmission elsewhere, or for inuuediate distriis indeed prudent, for it is genendly a countn,- unbution tf) the troops, wherever they may be stationed,
known to administration, or perhaps scantily or illconunissariat requires an extensive and perfectly
known, and which cannot fail to be opposed to its organized transjjort this is Ihe 'ine g>ia lum to enoperations, since they are so apt to wound it in its able an army to subsist in the tield.
Transport is ininterests or in its feelings.
The subjects of which a dispensable, and must be obtained at any price ; it
knowledge appears the most important are: 1. The \nn>i\, \\wT>:u\vT.hcii'rU iuiaptrdt'>thel<tmlily,inoTi\nT
divisions of the territory into governments. provinces, to be able to follow or rejoin bodies of troops in all
counties, or departments; into districts, cantons, etc
directions. Thus it is to be understood that thecoim2. The organization of its territorial, military, civil, try occupied must be expected to furnish a large pro.
and financial administration. 3. Its natural products, portion of the requisite transport. Although acting in
4. The periods of seed-time and harvest of every des- the midst of a state of things essentially mimical to
iription of CTain, and the proportion between (local) fixed regulations and established forms, the commisproduce and consumption. 5. The localities of large sariat should prescribe for itself a strict and scrupu-
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In the face iif so many pressing and
lous system.
urgent wants, which, if not supplied witli regularity,
may disturb the dist-ipline and compromise even
the honor of the army, it is not enough for the Administrator to prove himself both iutelligeut and economical in the dispensation of resources obtained
with difficulty and labor lie sliould further, courageously attacking all stbiises and repressing with severity all wastefulness and fraud, secure to himself
the means of justifying his expenditure and distribution by authentic accounts, a duty but too rarely accomplished, but wliich should never be permitted to
be neglected. War, it is said, should feed war; the
a.xioni may be true if not just, but in no case should
circumstances maj' occur,
it be pushed to extremes
indeed, to render its application impolitic and dangerous. Under no circumstances, however, can the
enemy's country under occupation be altogether relieved from the charges of war: it must inevitably
bear a large share, even though its contributions may
occasionally be considered as advances only. But
whatever their nature, these exactions from an enemy's country should be imposed with discernment
and moderation, with reference to the population and
the nature of the produce, the geographical position
and the wealth of the country and, when possible,
with consideration for the feelings of the vanquishPillage a country and you reduce the inhabied.
tants to misery ,to despair, to flight, and thus not only
deprive yourself of assistance, but in the day of reverse tind implacable and cruel adversaries. All that

points, the people should be invited, either tlirousrh
the local authorities, or the agency of private individuals, to furnish whatever is required, with the understanding that the usual price will be paid for the
supplies brought in. and that the headtjuarters of the
army will prove a profitable market to them.
When confidence in the good faith of the purchaser
has been once established, the population of a country occupied by a militarj- force will be generally willing to sell, and should a disposition to hold back supplies in the hope of enhancing their value be shown,
the interposition of the local authorities should be
sought in preference to the adoption of arbitrary measures. Conciliation and firmness, temper and justice
combined, will seldom fail to induce the inhabitants,
even when their sympathies tend in another direction, to contribute to the extent of their means to the

;

;

maintenance of the army quartered upon them. Amid
a hostile population a conquering army should exercise its power with everj' possible regard to justice.
Fair treatment may reconcile a jieople to the (iresence of a conqueror, and induce it to submit to superior strength. Ko effort should be left untried to
produce such a result, since a resort to force. although
it may provide for the immediate want, inevitablydestroys the sources of Supply. The best course to be
adopted in levying supplies in an enemy's countrj- is,
having first ascertained the resources of the district,
to demand, through the local authorities, the head
men of villages. or other channels, that certain quantities of provisions .should be brought at a given time
to the headquarters of the army, care being taken
that the demand be not bejond the means of the district, and a fair price should be paid whenever a disposition is shown to comply promptly with these requisitions. Such a measure will rarely fail of effect,
and when the inhabitants feel certain that there is no
alternative between selling their produce and having
it seized, they will submit to the necessities of war in
its least aggravated form, and jield to a compulsion
which, though it do violence to their national feelings, consults their individual interests. Xur is it only in the supply of provisions that the theater of war
should be laid under contribution labor and transport may likewise be attained by means of judicious
administrative arrangement. The .stern rules of war
justify the exaction of all the resources within its influence; it is for administration to render these exactions as little oppressive as possible when dealing
with a class of people which, as a rule, is the most
innocent of the causes of war, the most exposed to
its ravages, and the least benefited by its results. In
proportion as tact and moderation are displayed by
the agents employed in levying supplies upon the population, so will the resources of the countrj- become
available and productive.
Violence and wrong will
convert the peaceable peasant into a desperate and
conciliation and fair-dealing may
implacable foe
make him. if not an ally, at least a profitable neutral.
Interests far beyond the hour may be involved
in the action of military administration under such
circumstances, and the seeds of rancor or good-will,
sown to-day on the scene of contending armies, may
bring forth fruit to influence the destinies of nation's
long after the combatants themselves have ceased to
struggle.
A\*iren it is necessary at established stations that a
prompt settlement should be effected for all services
rendered to the army, and that every engagement
entered into by the commis.sariat shouhl be most
scrupulously complied with, how much more so is
this the case in the field. The love of gain
that mainspring of human action under all circumstances. and
in all places
is seldom appealed to in vain
but the
feeling must be supporteil by confidence; forone man
who will run a risk for a remote prospect of reward,
a hundred wi'l toil for a certain remuneration, and
it should be one of the first aims of administration to
inspire all classes among which it is called upon to

can be done when a country yields nothing is to form
depots wherever bodies of troops are quite likely to
be stationed; to have the largest possible reserves at
headquarters and to be prepared with a sufficient
;

land transport establishment to carry all recpiisite
supplies in the event of an advance or a change in
position.
But this is an exceptional state of things;
in general the country can be placed under contribution, either voluntary or coercive, for the supply
of provisions and forage, and the Commissariat Officer then enters upon his legitimate functions. Several measures are then open to his adoption; he may
avail hini-self of the enterprise of local contractors
he may make his purchases directly from the owners
at the market price; he may tix an arbitrarj- rate for
the different articles of supply and lastly, he may
levy contributions on the people and compel them to
furnish according to their means the provisions required for the army. His own judgment must guide
him in the choice of these measures. The employment of contractors, in times of peace undoubtedly
advantageous, is attended with many objections during a period of war. Sir Randolph Houth >ays truly,
" the best and surest contractor is the country occupied by the troops and its natural resources carefully
and duly economized;" and he proceeds to cite instances within his experience of the inconvenience
arising from the too great conlidence in contractors
" who swarm about an army when it is prosperous
to prey upon its wants, but are the first to fiy in the
event of a reverse. The commissariat lias to consult
at once the wants of the army, the welfare and economy of the State, and the resources and feelings of
the country wliere he may be acting. To seize supplies, unless from an enemy in arms, is to be deprecated
and to pay for them more than their value is
equally objectionable unnecessary force creates an
ill feeling which maydefeat the objects of iidministration
to submit to imposition enhances the difficulty
of the Service
but a conciliation and fair dealing,
backed by decision, will never fail to prove a good
policy and enable the army to procure supplies without unnecessary expense to the public or uselessly exasperating the population. If the territory be tliat of
a friendly or neutral power, everj' effort should be
made by the commissariat to arrive at a just estimate
of its resources in grain, cattle, fuel, and oilier articles of supply, to ascertain their current market value,
and having obtained all possible information on these act, with a
;

;

;

:

;

:

;

;
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full

and

entire confidence in

its

good faith.

SOPPLY DEPARTMENT.

A brcuc'li

SUPPLY

;

llic lesser IJaroiis from the Scottish Parliament,
and established a systematic parliamentary representaliim, was iiol held to interfere with this armorial
privilege, and it is yet the practice of Lord Lyon to

ed

I) iiivolvfsinorc llian iiiimcdiiilc <onixrinaiicnilv dcslrovs iv«?/7.
department". A liraiuli of llic I'ontrol

of

Sfqiicnccs

fail

il

l)t|Kirliin Ml, iiin\ aliolisliiil. unil replaced bv llu'
<'c>iiiinissariat Deparlimiil. This dcparlineiit lias for

grunt or confirm supporters to

name

implies, the priividiiii; of an
army willi food, wlietlier in time of peace or war.
SUPPORT. All aid; a sustaiiiiiiir power. In military maneuvers, llie term KiipfTtx is niveii to a technical formation, lieins; tlie secoml line 'n a battle,
vitlier in the attai'k or the defence.
SUPPORT ARMS. Thi'.t position in the Manual of
Arm- lAiMUii-d as follows: Tlie Instructor commands. 1. Siijiji'irt. 2. Arms. The piece is carried in
front of the center of the liody: irrasp it with the left
hand at the lower banil. and raise this hand to the
at the same lime <:rasp the [liece
heiirht of the chin
with the riirhl hand, four inches below the hummer.
(Two). Curry the piece opposite the left shoulder.
pass the left forearm extended
barrel to the front
between the riirht hand and Ihehanimer. support the
haninier on the left forearm, the left forearm liori7.<intiil. the wrist slraiirl'l(Three). Drop the rislit
hand liv the side. Sec ^fllHl/|ll of Arm.H,y\jx. :i.
SUPPORTERS. In Heraldry. tisures plai-edon each
.>ii<ie of an armorial shield, as it were
to support it.
They seem to have been in their origin, ii purely decorative inventi<in of medieval seal-enirravers, often,
however, bearini; allusion to the arms or di'scent of
the bearer: but in the coiirsi'of time, their usi' came
to be regulated by aiilhority. and they were considered indicative that the bearer was at the head of a
family of cmiucnce or distinction. The most ii.siml
lis

ciUjecl. as ils
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all

minor Harons who

th<-

repn'senlatives of

h.id full Imroiiial right prior to

A

that date.
limited number of heuds of impiirtunt
families, including the chiefs of the larger lliirhland
clans, apart from eonsidi-rations of barony, ])arti<iimle in the right to siipjiorters. I^yon is also cousidereil to have it in his power to confer them fXffrntia,
a prerogative which is but sparingly exercised, one
of the instances of such di'parlure from strict rule
haviiii; bicn in favor of Sir Walter Scott.
Kovii
Scotia Baronets us such have no right to supporters,

though many bear them in respect of baronial niialiliealion.
The lion and uni<orn. familiar in the royal
arms of the L'nited Kingdom, were adopted, the former from the achievement of England, and the latter
from that of Scotland jirior to the uniling of the
crowns. In the more modern Heraldry, supjiorters
generally stand cither on an escrol, containing the
motto, or, more ]>roperly, on a carved jianel of no
definite form, which in Scotland is known by the
name of a compartment. See Jliraldrj/.
SURCINGLE
girth made of strap-leather and

:

:

—A

attached to the saddle. Il consists of a long body
anil short straji.und is buckled with exactly the same
degree of tightness as the girth, the buckle being
]ilaccd so as just to touch the lower edge of the near
Ihip r.f th.-s;uldle.

SURCOAT. .\ tunic worn by Knights of the Middle
Agi'S over the coal of mail
itwas usually made of
silk of one uniform color, but sometimes variegated,
somilimes richly embroidered.
SURFACE. In forlilication, that part of the side
which is terminate<l by the Hank prolonged, and the
angle of the iiearesi bastion the double of this line
with the curtain is ecpial to the exterior side.
SURFACE GAUGE. .\ii iiiiplcnieiil for testing the
.•iccuracy of plane surfaces.
Th<' hundreds of uses
of the oiirfacr-gaiige in modern armories make every
improvement in ils constrmtion and adaptability of
value to the practical, exact mechanic. One of the
botherations of the ordinary surface-gauge has been
that to set it exact, dependence has been made wholly
on the adjustability of u set-screw, which demanded
Snpporrt^rs— .\riiis iif Ilul<e of ,\rj^ylc.
re]ieated trials on the "cut and try system."
is
It
supporters are animals, real or fabulous but men evident enniigh that it is possible lo chang<' this trial
in armor are also frecpient, and savages or nuked method to that where positive exactness shall be the
men, often represented with clubs, and wreathed rule, so that the carrying arm (jf the gauge points
about the head and middle. There are occa.«ional shall be as easily adjusted to exactness as the jaws
but rare instaiures of inanimate supporters. On early of the spring-calipers. The most approved jialleni
seals, a single supporter is not unfrcquent, and in- of this gauge is drop-forged of bar-steel, and it is
stances are very coinmon of the escutcheon being tinished in a thorousxh manner and hardened. It is
placed on the breast of an eagle displayed. The coni- much of the usual style, except the employnieni of
nioii rule, however, bus been to have a supporter on two sliding-suugs, connicted by u screw encircled by
each sideof 'he shield. The dexter supporter is very an open spiral-spring. The upper snug is split ami
often repeated on the sinister side, but the two sup- is held in place at any position on the uprigh't stuiidporters are in many cases difTerent
when bearer re- ard. by means of a simple thumb-nut lhuttclam|)s the
presents two ilitTerent families, it is not unusual for split snug on the standard. This snug is connected
a supporter to be adopted from the achievements of to one below by means of a screw encircled by an
each.
This lower snug supports
In Englan<l. the privilege of bearing support- open spiral-wire spring.
iTs as now delined belongs to the Sovereign and to the marking points, consisting of a piece of steel
the Princes of the Hlood. Peers and Peeresses, and wire, which are held in the usual way by means of a
the heads of a very few families not of the peerage, thiimb-nu' on a clumi>ing-screw.
whose right is based on an ancient patent, or very
In operation, any movement, up or down along
No right is recognized by the College the line of the standard— or around its circumference,
early usage.
of Arms as belonging to the sons of peers bearing of the upper snug, will, of necessity, be accomplishcourtesy titles. Knights of the Garter and Knights ed by the lower snug in consequence of the connec
Orund Cross of the IJath are dignified with support- tion of the screw but the lower snug may be raised
Support- or be lowered by the connecting-screw acting with
ers, which, however, are not hereditary.
ers have also been assigned to the principal mercan- the s])iral-spring. so that while the upper snug is
tile <ompanies of I^ondon.
In Scotland the u.se of held lirmly in place by its binding-screw, the lower
supporters is somewhat less restri<-led. The distinc- snug, carrying the points, may be carefully and extion was iniicli less wide than in England between actly adjusted to surface measurements, and when
the greater and the lesser Barons, and the right to in position the tension of tlie spring and friction of
supporters was considered to belong to the latter, so the .screw will hold th.; points exactly where they
long as the baronial status conferreil a right to sit in have been adjusted.
The advantages of this srauge are not confined to
Parliament. The Act of 15t<7, which fii.allv exclud:

:

;
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close adjustment after the principal snug is tixeil
as closely as possible to the surface to be gauged,
but comprehend also a swinging around of the gauge
points to reach surfaces out of one direct line without disturbins tlie standard, ^iee Gngi'.
SUHGEOK.— A StalT Officer of the iledicul Department. Jle has the rank of ilajor. but in virtue of
such rank is not entitled to command in the I Am- or
any .'^taff Departments of the Army. In tlic British Army. Surgeon is the grade in which an officer
enters the Medical Department, and from which lie
is ])romoted in about 1.5 years to the rank of Surgeon
Major. He may be atlached to a regiment, or serve
w itii a ilistrict hospital pay and duty being [iractically llie same in either case.
The pay rises gradually from 4182 10s. to i'Sl!) 7s. fid. a year: and the
Surgeon ranks as a Lieutenant for si.\ years, and afterward as Captain. In the Medical Department of
the Xavy, Surgeon is also the jvmior rank, reckoning
for precedence as a Sublieutenant for six years, and
afterward as a Lieutenant.
The pay varies from

:

•

—

:

a vear to i'yi0.5s. fiee J/edimi iJepartiin nt.
officer with the rank of
Brigadier General, charged, under the Secretary of
War, with the administrative duties of the Medical
Department. The medical supplies for the Army are
prescribed in the Standard Supply Table, furnished
by the Surgeon General, and issues are governed by
it, except as to size of packages, which maj' be regulated by circumstances and quantities; required.
£21(0

;

j

l.")s.

SUEGEON GENERAL.— An

!

The Surgeon General

then in the companies arc conducted to
the hospital by the 1st Sergeants, who each hand to
the Surgeon, in his company-book, a list of all the
sick of the company, on which the Surgeon states
who are to remain or go into hospital: who are to return to quarters as sick or convalescent: what duties
the convalescents in quarters are capable of
what
cases are feigned: and any other information in regard to the sick of the company he may luive to communicate to the Company Commander.
SDBGEEY. It is impossible for any civilized nation
lo place too high an estimate upon this branch of the
public service. Without the aid of a properly organized Medical Staff, no army, however well organized,
could successfully carry on any war, even when it is
one similar to our late Uebellion, or of a strictly
civil character. Xo men of any sober reflection wcmld
enlist in the service of their countrj-, if tliev were not
positively certain that competent Physicians and Surgeons would accompany tliem in tlieir marches and
on the field of battle, ready to attend to their diseases
and accidents. Hence military surgery, or, more correctly speaking, military medicine'and surgerv. ha.s
always occupied a deservedly high rank in the public
estimation.
Dionis, a Surgeon far in advance of his age, in referring to the value of medical services to soldiers,
exclaims, with a burst of eloquence: "We must then
allow the necessity of chirurgery, which daily raises
many persons from the brink of the grave. IIow many
men has it cured in the army! How'many great Commanders would have diedof their ghastly wounds
without its assistance: Chirurgerj- triumphs in armies and in sieges. 'Tis true that it.s empire is owned:
'tis there that its effects, and not words, express it,s
call the sick

i'.s

requires sanitary reports from
the various Jledical Officers on duty, from time to
time, and on the following subjects:
1. On the food of tlie Army, its quantity, quality,
and mode of preparation. AVhat is the character of
the articles forming the regular ration as furnished eulogium."
to the post?
What is the average amount of saving
The confidence reposed by soldiers in the skill and
for post fund?
What articles of food, and in what humanity of their Surgeon has often b.een of sisnal
amount, are purchased liy the i)0st fund, olitained service in supporting t'hem. when exhausted by hunfrom post garden, or by hunting and fishing? Ice, ger and fatigue, in their struggles to repel the adhow obtained, and in what quantities furni.slied ?
vancing foe, or in successfully maintaining a siege
How is the cooking done for the men ? Give bill when the prospect of speedy surrender was at liand.
of fare for a week at different seasons. Is the food Who that is versed in the historj- of our art does not
of the men inspected dailj- ? How often is it inspec- remember with what enthusiasm and resolve Amted by the Jledical Officer? Have any complaints-been brose Pare, the father of French surgery, inspired
made by the men about the foorl. and have any cases the souls of the half-starved and despondinff garrison
of disease occurred which may be attributed to the at Metz, in 15.52, when besieged by KKXCWft men unfood or its mode of preparation?
If so, specify. der the personal command of Charles v.? Sent thither
Character of kitchen and bakery fixtures. Has any by his Sovereign, he was introduced into the city
special apparatus, such as the Warren cooker or the during night by an Italian Captain and on the next
felt box, been tried?
If so. give results.
Character momins, when he showed himself in the breach, he
and amount of extra articles furnished by the Com- was received with shouts of welcome. '
shall
missary Department for officer's use. Diet of the sick not die," the soldiers exclaimed, "even if wounded:
and hospital fund. Remarks, suggestions, and rec- Pare is among us." The defense from this time was
ommendations.
conducted with renewed vigor, and the French arm}2. Duties of Medical Officers in scouting parties ultimately completely triumphed, through the sole
and expeditions. Nature and amount of medical sup- influence of this illustrious Surgeon. Xonian in the
plies required; how carried.
Means of transporta- French army under Napoleon rendered so manv and
Remarks.
tion for wounded.
such important services to the French nation as Lar3. On military punishments and their effect on the rey. the illustrious Surgeon who accompanied that
healtli and morals of the soldier.
Give instances, mighty warrior in his varicms campaigns. everywhere
recommendations, etc.
animating the troops and doing all in his power to save
4. Per.sr.nal cleanliness of the men.
What are the them from the destructive elTects of disease and inpost regulations, if any. with regard to bathing? jur}-. His humanity and tenderness were sublime
What facilities are afforded? How often are the men's and so highly was liis conduct, as an honest, brave,
^

;

[

;

We

;

blankets washed?

and

The above report must be forwarded promptly
throusrh the proper channel to the Medical Director
on or l)efore January 1st. iledical Directors will forward tlum through the Department Commanders,
with tlH'ir own observations and comments on the
poinl> above nfirred to. i'^ve Mediail Department.
SUEGEON MAJOR.— Medical Officer who is attached to and in medical charge of a regiment. He
is a.ssisted by one or more Medical Officers subordinate to himself. As Senior Medical Officer, he remains always with the headtiuarters of the regiment
when anv porlion of it is detached.
SOBGEON S CALL.— The signal for assembling the
sick who are reported lo t:ie Surgeon. At Surgeon's

A

Surgeon, appreciated by Napoleon, that
he bequeathed him a large sum,with the remark that
••
Larrey was the most virtuous man he lia<l ever
skillful

known."
l

Tlie injuries inflicted in war are, in every respect,
similar to those received in civil life.
The most common and important are fractures, and dislocations,
bruises, sprains, burns, and the different kinds of
wounds, as the incised, punctured, lacerated, and
gunshot. With the nature, diagnosis, and mode of
treatment of these lesions every Army Surgeon must,
of course, be supposed to be familiar
and we shall
therefore limit our remarks to a few practical hints
respecting their management cm the field of b.iltle
and in the ambulance, ilost of the cases ol/nicttira
:

—

,
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and ai)])lied so as to form a complete coaling, the
most soothing and ellicient means. The dressing is
linished by enveloping the jiarls in wadding, coiitined by a moderately tight rollir.
It shoidd not be ri'-

occur on

tlic ticlil of Imttlc arc the result of
injury, luid arc frc(|iiciilly if not irciicral1_V, attended l)y such an aniounl of injury to the soft
parts an<l also to the hone as to lU'Uiand amputation.
The hone is often dreadfully coniniinulcd. and conThe more
se(|ucnily utterly uilit for preservation.
simple fractures, t>n the contrary, readily admit of
In
the retention of the lind>. without risk to lif<-.
transporting persons alTi'cled with fractures, whether
simple or complicated, the utmost care should be
used to render them as comforlahle as i)ossihlc, by
placini; the ii:jured limb in an easy position, and apIilyinsr. if it need be. on account of the distance to
which they have to be carried, or the mode of conveyance, short side splints of binders' board, or thin
wood, as a shingle, or junks of straw, sjenlly conlincd by a roller.
l>'or want of <lue pncaulion the
ilaniicr to limb and life may be nnilerially auirmentPermanent dressings .should be applied at the
ed.
earliest moment after the patient reaches the hospital.
If the fracture be attended with splinlerinij; of the
bime. all loose or detached pieces should at once be
extracted; a proceedin;.; which always sim|)lilies llic
CR.se. inasmuch as it prevents, in great measure, the
frightful irritation and suppuration which are sure to
follow their retention.
When Ibis point has been
properly attended to. Ihr' parts should be very neatly
lirouglit together by suture, and covered with a compress wet with blood. As soon as intlammalion arises
not before water-dressings are employed.
suitable opening, or bracket. sho\ild be made in the apliaratus to facilitate drainage and .'.rcssing.
I'tinliiriitioiiH. accidents l)y no means common in all
military operations, are treated iiccording to the general rules of practice; they should be siieedily reduced, without the aid of chloroform, if the patient
is faint or exhausted
with chloroform, if he is strong
or reaction has been fully established.
The operation may generally be successfully pcrfornu'd by simple manipulation
if, however, the case is obstinate,
pulleys may be necessary, or extension and counter-

wliicli

iiunslidt

—

—

I

A

;

;

made by

judicious assistants.

/iniims, or contusions, unless alleiided with pull)itication. disorganizalion, or destruction of the tissues, are best treated, altirst. until the pain subsides.
with tepid water impregnated with laudanum and
sugar of lead, or sonu- tepid spirituous lotion, and
afterward, especially if the patient be strong and robust, with cold water, or cold astringent lluids.
If
the injury be deep seated, extensive, and attended
with lesion of very important siruclures, the case
will be a serious one. liable to be followed by the

;

worst conse(piences, rc(|uiriug. perhaps, amputation.
i^priii/ix are often accompained with excessive pain
They
and even severe constitutional symptoms.
should be treated with the free use of anodynes and
al'jo with warm water-dressings inedicaled with laudanum, or laudanum and lead. The joint must be
elevaled and kept at restin an easy position. Leeches
may be applied, if they can be obtained otherwise,
if plethora exist, blood nniy be taken from the arm.
By-aud-by sorbefacii'nt liniments and friction conu^
in play.
Passive motion should not be instituted too
soon.

Among

1st, to relieve shock; 2d, to arrest hemorrhage;
8d, to remove foreign matter: 4lli, to approximate
and retain the parts; and 5th. to limit the resulting

inflammation.
1. It is unnecessary to ('.escribe minutely the symptoms of uliock. as the nature of theca.se is sufflcicntly
obvious at lirst siglit. from the excessive palor of the
counti'UiUU'e. the weakened or absent ijul.se, the confused state of the mind, the nausea, or nausea and
vimiiling, and the excessive bodily prostration. The
case niusi be treated promptly by free accessof fresh
air and the use fif the fan, by loosening the dress or
the removal of all sources of conslriction, by dashing
cold Wilier into the face anil upon the chest, by rccundK'iU'V of the bead; and by a draught of cold water, or water and sjjirils, wine or harlshorn. if the
piilient c;ui swallow; aiih'd. if tlw case be urgent, by
sinapisms to the region of the heart, the inside of the
Ihiglis and sjiine, and stim;duting injections, as brandy, turpentine, nuislard, orammonia, in afcw ounces
of water. No tluid nuist be put into the nuiuth so long
as the power of deglutition is gone, lest some of it
should enler the wiii(ipi]>c. and so occasion sufTocation. Whatever the cause of ihesho;,-k may have been,
let the nu'dical attendant not fail to encourage the
sulTerer b\' a kind and soothing exjjression. which
is often of more vjiliie in recalling animaticui than
:

;

war arc burns, and, occaThe former may be produced-

the accidents of

sionally, also scalds.

nioved. unless there is nuich discharge or swelling.
for several days.
If vesicles exist, they should previously be (Jpi'ncd with a needle or the poini of a
bistoury.
A liniment or oinlmeni of glycerine, lard
or simple cerate, and subuilrale of bisnuilh. as suggested by his frien<l. I'rofessor T. (i. Hicliardson. of
New Orleans, is also an excellent rcnu'dy, and may
he used in t!u' same nuinncras the white-h'ad painl.
In the milder cases. <'arded colton. cold water, water
and alcohol, water and lauilanuin. or solutions of
lead and I'ludanum. generally alTord prom])t relief.
.Viuiiulalion will be necessary when there is extensive deslruclion of the muscles, bones, or joints. l{eaclion must be jiromoted by the caulious use of stimulants; while pain is allayed by mor|)Mia or laudanum given with more than ordinary circumsjieclion
lest it indu<e fatal oiipression of the brain.
In burns
from the explosion nf yiiiijx/mlir, parti<'lesof tins substance are often buried in the skin, where, if it be
not removed, they le;ivc disliguring marks.
The
best way to get rid of them is io pick out grain after
grain with the point of a narrow-bladed bistoury or
cataract needle.
The subject of imundji is a most important one in
regard Io lield-])raclice. as these lesions are not only
of frecjuent occurrence, but ])resent themselves in
every variety of form and extent.
Their gravity is
intluenceil by numerous circumslaiui's which our
space does not permit us Io specify, but which lie
intelligent reader can readily appreciate.
In niaiijcases death is in.^tantani-ous. owing to the shock, or
shock and hemorrhage in others it occurs graduidly
with or without reaction, at a ])eriod of several hours,
or, it nuiy be, not under several days.
Sonieliines
men arc cleslroyed by shock, by, apparently, thenu)st
insignilieanl woimd or injury, owing, not to want of
courage, but to sonu' idiosyncrasy. The indications
presented in all woun<ls, of whatever nature, are
I

;
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by ordinary tire or by explosion of gunpowder, casual or from the blowing up of a redoubt, bridges,
liouses or arsenals, and vary from the most trivial to
the most serious lesions, involving a very great ex- the best cordials.
During an actual engagetnent. the ^ledical Officers
tent of surface or tissue, and liable to be followed by
the worst consequences. Such injuries always re- as well as their servants, should ciirry in their pock(|uire prompt attention; for. apart from the exces- els such articles as the wounded will be most likely
sive pain and collap.se which so often accompany to need on the tield of battl<>. as brandy, aromatic
them, the longer they remain uncared for, the more spirits of hartshorn, and morphia, put up in suitable
doses.
likely will they be to end badly.
2. The hemorrJiage may be arterial or venous, or be
Various remedies have been proposed for these
Dr. Gross has always found while-lead both arterial and venous, slight or profuse, primary
injuries.
paint, such as that employed in the arts, mixed with or secondary, external or internal. The scarlet color
linseed oil to the consistence of ver^- thick cream, and saltatory jet will inform us when it is arterial
j

;
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the purple liue and steady tlow, when it is venous.
When the wound is severe, or involving a large arlery or vein, or even iiiiihlli--sizcd vessels, the bleeding" may prove fatal in a few minutes, unless immeHundreds of persons
diate assistance is rendered.
die on the Held of battle from this cause. They allow
their life-current to run out, as water |)ours from a
hydrant, without an attempt to stop it by thrusting
tlie finger in the wound, or compressing the main arThey perish simi)ly from
tery of the injured limb.
the"irignorance, because the Hegimcntal Surgeon has
failed to give the proper instruction. It is not necessary that the common soldier should carry a Petit's
tourniquet, but every one may put into his pocket a
stick of wood, si.x inches long and a handkerchief or
piece of roller, with a thick comiiress, and l)e advised
how, where, and when they are to be used. I5y casting the handkerchief rouuil the limb, and placing the
compress over its main artery, he can, by means of
the stick,produce siich an amount of compression as
to put at once an effectual stop to tlie hemorrhage.
This simple contrivance, which has been instrumental in saving thousands of lives, constitutes what is
called the jield tourniquet. A fife, drum-stick, knife,
or ramrod may be used, if no special piece of wood
is at near hand. Tlie most reliable means for arresting
hemorrhage permanentl}' is the ligature, of strong,
delicate,
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well-waxed

silk,

well applied, with one end

cut off close to the knot. Acupressure is hardly a
proper expedient on the battle-field, or in the ambulance, especially when the number of wounded is considerable.
The ride invariably is to tie a wounded
artery both above and below the seat of injury lest
recurrent bleeding should arise. Another ecjually obligatory precept is to ligature the vessel, if'practicabfe, at the place whence the blood issues, by enlarging, if need be, the original wound. The main trunk
of the artery should be secured only when it cannot
be taken up at the point just mentioned. Lastly, it
is hardly requisite to add that the operation should
lie performed, with the aid of the tournii|uet as early
as possible, before the supervention of iiiHammation
and swelling, which must necessarily obscure the
parts and increase the Surgeon's embarrassment, as
Venous hemorwell as the patient's pain and risk.
rhage usually stojjs spontaneously, or readily yields
to compression, even when a large vein is implicated.
The ligature shoidd be employed only in the event of
absolute necessity, for fear of inducing undue infiamTor.iinn is unworthy of confiilence in fieldmation.
practice, and the same is true of «<y;>t/M,except when
the hemorrhage is capillary, or the blood oozes from
numerous points. The most approved articles of this
kind are Monsel's salt, or persulphate of iron and the
perchloride of iron the latter deserving the preference, on account of the superiority of its hemostatic
properties. Alum and lead are inferior styjUics. Temporary enmi>ressioti maybe made witli the tourniquet,
or a compress and a roller. It may be direct. as when
the compress is applied to the orifice of the bleeding
vessel, or indirect as when it is ap|)lied to the tnmk
of the vessel. at some distance from the wound. Constilutional treatment in hemorrhage is of paramount
importance. It comprises perfect traii([uillity of mind
and body, cooling drinks, a mild, concentrated. nourishing diet, especially when there has been excessive
loss of blood, anodynes to allay pain, induce sleep,
and allay the heart's inordinate action, fresh air, and
a properly regulated light. Internal hemorrhage is
more dangerous than external, because it is generally
inaccessible.
The chief remedies are copious vene.section, elevated position, opium and acetate of lead,
cool air and cool drinks. Exhaustion from hcmorrhage shovdd be treated according to the principles
which guide the practitioner in cases of severe shock,
Opium should be given freely as soon as reaction begins to quiet the tremulous movements of the heart
and tranquillize the mind. W'hen the bleeding is internal, the reaction should be brought about gradually, not hurriedly. lest we thus become instrumentj
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promoting or re-exciting hemorrhage.

Second-

ary liemorrhage eonies on at a variable period, from
a few hours lo a number of days: it may depend upon
imperfect ligation of the arteries, ulceration, sof'eumgor gangrene of thecoats of these vessels, or upon
undue constriction of these tissues by tight bandages.
In some cases it is venous, and may then be owing
to inadequate support of the parts'.
Whatever the
cause may be, it .should be promptly searched out,

and removed.
'A.
The third indication is to remove all foreign
matter. This shoidd be done at once and effectually;
with sponge and water, pressed upon the parts, with
finger, or finger and forceps. Not a particle of matter,
not a hair, or the smallest clot of blood must be left
behind, otherwise it will be sure to provoke and keep

uj) irritation.
4. As soon as the bleeding has been checked and
the extraneous matter cleared away, the cdL'es of the
(round are gently and evenly approximated7aud permanently retained by suture and adhesive plaster,
aided, if necessary, by the bandage. The bestsuture,
because the least irritating, is that made of silver
wire; but if this material is not at hand, strong, thin,
well-waxed silk is used. The adhesive strips are applied in such a manner as to admit of free drainage.
The bandage is required chiefly in injuries extending deeply among the muscles when this is the case
its use should be aided by compresses arranged so as
to force together the deep parts of the wound.
5. W'hen the wound is dressed, the next duty of
the Surgeon is to moderate the resiUting inflammation.
For this purpose the ordinary antiphlogistic
means are employed. In general, very little medicine will be reipifred, except a full anodyne, as half
a grain of morphia, immediately after the patient has
sufficiently recovered from the effects of his shock,
and perhaps a mild aperient the ensuing morninsr,
especially if there be constipation with a tendency \o
excessive reaction. The drinks must be coolins. and
the diet light and nutritious, or otherwise, according
to the amount of depression and loss of blood.
In
the latter event, a rich diet and milk-ptmch may lie
recpiired from the beginning. A diaphoretic drai"ight
will be needed if the "skin is hot and arid, aided\v
frequent sponging of the surface with cool or tepid
water. General bleeding will rarely, if ever, be retpiired
certainly not if the injury is at all severe, or
if there has already lieen any consiilcrable waste of
blood an<l nervous Huid.
Much trouble is, at times, experienced both in the
civil and military practice, especially in very hot
weather, in preventing the access of tlies to the dressing.
The larviB which they deposit are rapidly de;
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veloped into immense mttggots, which, creepingover
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the wounds and sores of the patient, and gnawing
the parts, cause the most horrible distress.
The soldiers in Syria, under Larrey, were greatly annoyed by
these insects, and our wounded in Mexico als'o suffered not a little from them.
The best prevention is
bran, or liL'ht saw-dust, with which the injured parts
should be carefidly covered. The use of cotton must
be avoided, inasmuch as it soon becomes hot and
wct— two circiunstances highly favorable to incubation.
The best local ajiplications are water-dressings, cither tepid, cool, or cold, according to the
temperament of the patient, the tolerance of the
parts, and the season of the year. I'nion by the first
intention is, in all the more simple cases, "the thing
aimed at and steadily kejit in view, and hence the
less the parts are encumbered, moved or fretted, the
more likely shall we be to attain the object. The
medical attendant should have a constant eye to the
condition of the /itoWcr »fter all severe injuries, of
whatever character, as retention of urine is an extremelv common occurrence, and shoidd always be
promptly remedied. Attention to this point is the
more necessary, because the poor patient, in hi.s
comatose r insensible condition, is frequently im
able to make known his wants. Such. in a few words.
<
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are the general principlos of treatment to be follow- is of grave importance, both in a practical and in a
ed in nil wounils Imt tlicrc iirc some wounds wliirli medico-legal jioint of view but its solution is, imSomtliiiies the
arc chaniclrriziil liy iicculi.irilics. and llicsc peculi- forliinalily, not always jiossible.
arities are of such practical iuipurlance as to reipiirc openings of enlrance and exit are materially modifiiliis
eonsi<lcrali<)ii.
Of
nature
are
puncturintroiluction
non-escape
of ii foreign
separate
ed by the
but
body, as a piece of breast-plate, licit, or buckle, along
ed, lacerated, and guusliul wounds.
Punctured icuuiiih are inlii<Ied liy various kinds with the ball, which alone passes out, or by the fiatof weapons, as tlie lance, satier, sword, or bayonet. tening of a ball against a hone, or its division by r
In civil practice they are most irencrally met witli as bone into several fragments, each of which may af.
the result of injuries intlictcil l>y nails, needles, splin- terward iiroduce a scparateorilice. tienerally speakters, and fraiinunls of bone.
They often extend in- ing, the missile, at the place of enlrance. carries ato llic visceral cavities, joints, vessels, and nerves; way a piece of skin, and rends the skill w here it esand are liable to be followed by excessive pain, ery- capes, the former lieiiig often found in thewiiiiiid.
sipelas, anil tetanus seldom Ileal by adhesive action: liullels sonielimes glance, bruising the skin, but not
and often cause death liy shock or by a hemorrhaire. penetrating it: at other timi'S they cITecl an enlrance,
When the viilneralini; body is broken off and liuried, but, instead of passing on in a straight line, an- deit may be dillicult to lind and extract it, especially
Heeled, coursing, perliaps, ])artially round Iheliead,
when small and deep seated. When this is the case, chest, or aJidomen, or round a limb. .Such results
the wound must be freely dilated, an eye bcini; had are most commonly caused by a jiartially spent bulto the situation of the more important vessels and let coming in contact with bones, aponeuroses, and
nerves.
In other respects, the general ])rinciplcs of tendons: and the round is more frciiueiitly served in
treatment are similar to those of incised woumls. this way than the conical, (iunshol wounds bleed
Opium should beadmimstereil lars;ely and, if much l)rofusely only when a tolerably large artery has been
tension supervene, or matter form, free incisions will injured, and in this event thcv may speedily jirovc
be necessary.
During the Crimean War. however, manj
fatal.
In Uu-eratfd winindH the edges should be tacked to- cases occurricl in which there wasuo immediate hemret her very gently, and large inter-spaces left for a orrhage, imperiling life, notwithstanding the limbs,
drainage.
A small portion will probably unilc by lower as well as ujiper. wc-re left banging merely by
the lirst intention the remainder, by the gramilaling the integuments.
Under such circumslaiices, I'litirprocess. All such wounds nearly always su|)purate nieiliary hemorrhage, as it is termed, is a]it lo show
more or less profusely, and some of the torn and itse'f as soon as reaction takes ])lace - generally withbruised tissues not unfrcquently perish. The same in a •^ew hours after the accident. The jiain is of a
bad consequences are apt to follow them as in punc- dull, burning, smarting, or aching character, and the
tured wounds.
Warm water constitutes the best patient is jialc, weak, tremulous, nauseated, and dedressing, eillu'r alone or with the ailditicm of a liille spondent, ofti'ii in a degree far beyond what might
spirits of camphor.
Opium should be u.seil frecl.y lie ex])ecled from the apparent violence of the injury,
internally, and the diet must be supporting.
and tli:it, loo. jierhaiis, wlien the individual is of the
Uuiinhot intundx, iu their general character, partake most tindaunteil courage and self-possession in the
of the nature of all lacerated and c<intuscd wounds. heat of battle.
At oliier times a man may have a
They are, of course, the most common and danger- limb torn off, or be injured in some vital organ, and
ous lesions met with in military practice often kill- yet hardly experience any shock whatever; nay, pering instantly, or, at all events, so mutilating the i)a- haps be scarcely conscious that he is seriously hurt.
tient as to destroy him witliin a few hours or days The jiain and prostration are always greater, other
after their receipt.
The most formiilalile wounds of things beiiii; e(|ual,wlien a bone lias licen crushed or
the kiiul are made by the conical rille and musket a large joint laid o|>en, than when there is a mere
balls and by cannon-balls, the latter often carrying Hesh wound.
The gravity of gunshot wounds of the
away the greater |)ortion of a limb, or mashing and jiiiiiU has been recognized by all practitioners, both
piilpifying the muscles and viscera in the most fright- military and civil, from time innneniorial. The prinful and destructive manner
while the former <'om- cipal circumstances of the jirognosisare the size and
mit terrible ravages among the bones, breakingthem complexity of the articulation, the extent of the ininto mimerou". fragments, each of which may, in its jury, and the state of the system. A gunshot wound
turn, tear up the .soft tissues in a way perhaps not of a ginglymoid joint is, in general, a more dangerless mischievous than the ball itself. The old round ous all;iir than a similar one of a ball ami-socket
liall is a nmcli less fatal weapon than the conical,
joint.
The structures around the articulation often
which seldom becomes flattened, and which has been suffer severely, thus adding greatly to the risk of a
known to pass through the bodies of two men and lind) and life. Of
cases of gunshot wounds of diflodge in that of a third some distance off. When a ferent joints, related by Alcock, 33 recovered; but
ball lodges it makes gencrall)- only one oritice
but of these 21 lost the limb. Of the 32 that died no opGunsliot wounds
it should be remembered that
eration was performed upon 18.
it may make two, or
three, and even four, and at last bury itself more of the smaller joints, even those of the ankle, often
or less deeply. Suehcasesare, however, uncommon. do very well, although they always reipiire long and
Should the missile escape, there will necessarily bi- careful treatment. Ijcsions of this kind, involving
two openings or, if it meet a sliar|) bone and be the shoulder, are freiiuently amenable to ordinary
thereby divided or cut in pieces, as ,sometinies hap- means. If the ball lodges in the head of the humerpens, there may be even three. Tlie orifice of en- us, it must be extracted without delay, ils retention
trance and the oritice of exit ilifTer in their appear- being sure to excite violent intlamiiiatioii in the soft
ances. Tlie first is small, round, and often a little parts, and caries or necrosis in the bone, ultimately
discolored from the explosion of the jiowder the necessitating amputation, if not causing ilciith. (\\\nother, on the contrary, is comparatively large, slitnot wounds of \he knei'-jin'nl are among the most
like, everted, and free from color. These dilTerences. dangerous of accidents, and no atteni|>t should be
however, are freipiently very trilling, particularly if made to save the limb when the injury is at all exthe ball be projected with great velocity and it do tensive, especialh' if it involves fracture of the head
not encounter any bone. The o])(ning of entrance of the tibia or condyles of the femur. Even extenmade by the round ball is often a little depressed or sive laceration of the ligament of the patella should,
inverted, hut such an appearance is extremely un- I think, as a general rule, be regarded as a sufiicient
common in wounds made by the conical ball. It is cause of am|)Utation. In 1H.')4, Macleod saw ujiwards
often a matter of great importance to determine, of forty cases of gunshot wounds of the knee in the
when two openings exist in a limb, whether they French hospitals in the Crimea, and all, except one,
have been made by one ball, wliiih has passed out, in which an atleni|)t was made to .save the limb,
or by two balls, which are retained. The question jiroved fatal. Of nine cases which occurred in In:
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dia not one was saved. G\Uhrie never saw a patient
recover from a gunsliot wound of the knee-joint
and Esmarch, wlio served in tlieiSclileswii^-IIolstein
Wars, expressly declares that all lesions of this kind

demand immediate amputation
in

bad cases of these articular

made

of the thigh.

injuries,

When,

an attempt

is

to .save the limb, the patient too often perishes

within the first three or four days, from the conjoined effects of shock, hemorrhage, and traumatic fever.
If he survives for any length of time, large abscesses are apt to form in and around the joint, the
matter burrowing extensively among the muscles,
and causing detachment of the periosteum with caries

and necrosis of the bones.
MuHcles, badly injured by bullets, generally suppurate, and are verj' apt to become permanently useSpecial pains should therefore be taken to
counteract this tendency during the cure. Large
shot and other foreign bodies sometimes lodge among
these structures, where their presence may remain
Cannon-balls often do
for a long time unsuspected.
immense mischief by striking the surface of the body
obliquely, pulpifyiug the soft structures, crushing
the bones, lacerating the large vessels and nerves,
and tearing open the joints, without, perhaps, materially injuring the skin.
A very terrible form of
contiiiiiiiii is often inflicted upon the upper extrendty
of artillerymen by the premature explosion of the
gun while in the act of loading; causing excessive
commotion of the entire limb, laceration of the soft
parts, and most extensive infiltration of blood, acless.

companied, in many cases, by comminuted fracture,
and penetration of the wrist and elbow joints. The
constit\itional shock is frequently great.
If an attempt be made to save the parts, diffusive sup|iura-

and more or

gangrene, will be sure to folAn atinto imminent jeopardy.
tempt in such a case to .save the limb would be worse
than useless, if, indeed, not criminal; amputation
must be promptly performed, and that at a considerable distance above the apparent seat of the injury,
otherwise mortification might seize upon the stump.
In the treatment of this class of injuries, the first
thing to be done, after arresting the hemorrliage and
relieving shock, is fo extract the ball and any other
foreign substance that may have entered along with

tion,

low, bringing

less

life

the next being to guard against inflammation and
other bad con.sequences. In order to ascertain where
the ball is, the limb sliould be placed as nearlj- as is
possible in the position it was supposed to have been
at the moment of the accident.
A long, stout, flexible, and blunt-pointed probe, or a straight silver
catheter,wlien conveniently at hand, is then carefully
passed along the track and gently moved about until it strikes the ball.
In many cases the best probe
is the Surgeon's finger.
Valuable information may
often be obtained by the process of pinching, or digital compression, the ends of the Augers being Hrmly
and regularly pressed against the wounded structures, bones as well as muscles, tendons, ami aponeuroses.
Occasionally, again, as when the ball is
lodged in au extrendty, its presence is easily detected by the patient, who may make such an exandnation as he lies in bed.
The situation of tlie foreign body having been asit.

,

I

i

dressing-forceps, as usually furnished Surgeons, generally answer quite as well, especially the former,
the latter being adapted only to cases where the foreign body is situated a short distance below the surface, or where the wound is of unusiud dimensions,
admitting of the free i)lay of the instrument. During the extraction, the parts should be properlj- supported, and if the wound is not large enough for tinexpansion of the instrument, it must be suitably enlarged. When theball is lodged ashort distance from
the skin, it may often be readily reached by a counter-opening. When a bullet is imbedded in a bone,
as in the head of the tibia, or in the condyles of the
femur, and the parts are not so much injured as to,
demand amputation, extraction may be effected with
the aid of the trephine and elevator.
Sometimes a
bullet-worm, as it is termed, an instrument similar
to that used in drawing a ball from a gun, will be very
convenient for its removal. The operation being completed, the parts are placed in an easy, elevated position, and enveloped in tepid, cool or cold water-dressings, as may be most agreeable to them and to the
system. The best plan, almost always, is to leave the
opening or openings, made by the l)ullet, free, to favor drainage and prevent pain and tension. If the
track be very narrow, it may heal by the first intention, but in general it will suppurate, and portions
of tissue may even mortify. Erysipelas, pyenua, and
secondary hemorrhage are some of the bad consequences after gunshot injuries, the latter usually coming on between the fifth and ninth day, the period
of the separation of the sloughs.

AMPUTATIONS AND RESECTIONS.
In endeavoring to decide so important a (pustion
as the loss of a limb, various circumstances are to be
considered, as the age, habits and previous health of
the patient, the kinds of injury, and the nund)er, nature, and importance of the tissues involved. In military practice amputation must often be performed
in cases where in civil practice it might be avoided.
It may be assumed, ;is a rule, that yotuig adults bear
up under severe accidents and operations, of her things
being ecjual, much better than children and elderly
subjects the strong than the feeble the temperate
than the infemiierafe the residents of the country
than the inhabitants of the crowded city. The following circinnsfances may be eniunerated as justifying, if not imperatively demanding, amimtation in
cases of wounds, whatever may be their nature:
Isf. When a iiinb has lieen struck by !i c;iiinon-l)aIi
or run over b_y a railroad car, fracturing the bones,
and tearing open the soft parts, amputation should,
as a general rule, be performed, even when the injury done to the skin and vessels is apparently very
slight, experience having shown that such accidents
seldom do well, if an affenqit is nuide fo save the
limb, the patient soon dying of gangrene, pyemia, oi
;

;

;

typhoid irritation. The danger of an unfavorabh
term illation in such a case is always great <T when :li<
lesion effects the lower extremity tlian when it involves the superior.
2(1. No attempt should lie made fo save a limb when
in addition to serious injury done fo the integuments,
muscles or bones, its principal arfer>, vein, or nerve
has been extensively lacerated. or violently confused,
as the result will be likely fo be gangrene, followed
by death.
3d. A lacerated or gunshot wound penelrafiuL' a
large joint, as that <if the knee or ankle, and aecomjianied by cominuled fracture, or extensive laceration

certained, file bullet-forceps, siqiplied all Surgeons
in the field, take the place of the ]H-ol)e, the blades,
which should be long and slender, being closed until tlu'V come in contact witli the ball, when they are
expanded so as to grasp it. care being taken not fo
include any of the soft tissues. If there Ix' ;iny loose
or detached splinters of bone, wadding, or ollierfor- of f heliganients of the articulation, will, if left to itcign material, it should now also be removed it be- self be very proTie to terminate in mortification, and
ing constantly borne in mind that, wlule a l.all may is therefore a proper <'ase for early amputation.
occasionally beeomi' encysted, and is at all times, if
(iunshot wounds attended with severe com4th.
smooth, a eomparatively harudess tenant, such sub- munition of the liones. iIh- fragments being sent widestances always keep up irritation, and should, there- ly around among the soft parts, lacerating and bruisfore, if po3sil)le.be got rid of without delay. Although ing them severely, geiuTally require amputation, espreference is commonly given fo flie bidlet-forceiis, pecially in naval and nnlilary pra<-lice,
properly so called, as an extractor, the polypus and
oth. Kxfeusive laceration, contusion, and stripping
;

,
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unnecessary pain, exposed tolo.ss of blood, or carried
till' iiilcffumciits, ooiijohicd willi fnicture, dislocution, or cfniiprt'ssioti uiul pulpilinition of tlic in a position incompatible with his exhausted conVast injury is often done in this way, by igmiistlis, will in sfi'ncral, be a propiTCHiiso for the re- dition.
uoraiit persons liaving charge of the ca.se, and occaninvii! of II liiiili.
sionally even by practitioners whose education and
Aiiipiiliitioii is not to be |)erfornu(i, in any casi',
until siilHcicnl reaction lias taken place to enable the common sense should be a sufficient guarantee against
patient to beartlie aiUlitional sliiick ami loss of blood. such conduct.
Little need be said here about the met/iudu of am.V.S lone as lie is deadly pale, the pulse small and
thready, the surface cold, and the thirst, restlessness. putation. In cases of emergency, where time is preand jactitation excessive, it is olivimis that recourse cious, ami the number of .Surgeons inadequate, the
to the knife must be wholly out of the (piestion. The ll.ip o])eratiou will certiiinly deserve a deciiled preproper treatment is recumbency, with mild sliiuu- ference over the circular, and, probably, over every
lanls, sinapisms to the extremities, and other means other. The rapidity with which it may be executed,
calculated to re-excite the action of the heart and till- iibnndant covering which it affords for the bone,
brain. I'ower beinj; restored, the operation, if deem- and the facility with which the parts unite are (pialilies which strongly recommend it to the judgment of
eil ne<'essay. is proceedi<l with, due reirard being had
The Haps should be long ami
to the prevention of shock and hcmorrhaire. the two the iMililary Surgeon.
One of the i;reat well slia|>ed, and care taken to cut off the larger
thinsis now mainly to be dreaded.
obstacles abi in iniiiuiliale amputation is t he ditliculty nerves on a level with the bone, in order to guani
which theSuriieon so often experiences in respect to against the occurrence of neuralgia after the wound
the cases demanding the operation, and the uncer- is healed. Whatever method be adopted, a long stump
tainty that none of the internal organs have sustained should be ainieil at, that it may afford a good leverNo blooil should be
fatal injury; a circumstance which woukl, of course, age for the artificial substitute.
conlra-indicate the propriety of such interference. lost during or after the operation, and hence the main
Cases occur, although rarely, where, notwithstand- artery of ilie limb should always be tlioronghly coming the most violent injury, or perhaps, even the loss jiressed by a touniiquet, not by the lingers of a.ssistof a limb, there ishariily any appreciable shock, and ants, who are seldom, if ever, trustworthy ou such
in such an event, the operation shouhMie iierfornied occasions.
Amienthetics should be given only in the event of
fin the spot.
The results of the military surgery in
the Crimea show that the success of amputations was thorough reaction; so long as the vital powers are
very fair when performed early, but most unfortu- depressed and the mind is bewildered by shock, or
nate when they were put off for any length of time. loss of blood, their administration will hardly be safe,
This was the case, it would seem, both in the Eng- unless the greatest vigilence be employed, and this
lish and French Armies. Should amputation ever be is not always possible on the field of battle, or even
performed in spreading gangrene? The answer to this ill the hospital. Moreover, it is astonishing wliiil lillh^
may sulliriiig the patient generally experiences, when in
<luestioii must depend upon circumslaiKcs.
give our sanction when the disease, although rajiicl, this condition, even from a severe wound or operaoff of
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limited, and when the patient, comparatively
stout and roliusl. hits a good pulse, with no serious
lesion of a viial organ and no despair of his r«!Covcry,
but a cheerful, biioy.niil mind, hopeful of a favorable issue. No o|ieration is to be done when the reverse is the case; if it be, the jiatienl will either perish on the table, from shock and hemorrhage, or from
a recurrence of niorlitication in the stump. Lacerated, contused, and gunshot wounds are often of so
frightful a nature as to render it perfectly certain,
even at a glance, that the limb will be obliged to be
.sacrificed in order that a better chance may be afforded for ))reserving the ])alient's life.
At other
limes, the injury, allliough severe, may yet. a]iparently, not be so desperate as to preclude, in the opinion of the practitioner, the possibility of saving the
parts, or, at all events, the propriety of making an attempt to that effect. The cases which may reasonably require and those which may not re(niire interference with the knife are not always so clearly and
distinctly detinedas not to give rise in very many instances, to the most serious and unpleasant appreiiension, lest we should be guilty, on the one hand,
of the sin of commission, and, on the other, of that
of omission or. in other and more comprehensive
terms. that, while the Surgeon endeavors to a void Seylla, he may not unwittingly run into Charvbdis, mutilating a limb that might have lieen saved, and endangering life by the retention of one that should have
lieen promptly amiiulated. It is not every man, however large his skill and experience, that is always able
to satisfy himself, even after the most profound deliberation, what line of conduct should be pursued
in the.sc trying circumstances: hence the safest plan
for him generally is to procure the best counsel that
the emergencies of the case may admit of. But in
doing this, be must be careful to guard against procrastination: the case must be met jiromptly and courageously; delay even of a few hours may be f;ital. or
at all events, place limb and life in imminent jeopardy. Above all, let proper caution be used if the patient is obliged to be transported to some hospital. or
to a distanthome. that he may not be subjected to

tion.

IS still

In the war in the Crimea, the British used chloroform almost universally iutheiroperations; the Kreiich
also exhiliited it very extensively, and Baudens, one
of their leading military surgical authorities, declares
that they did uot meet with one fatal accident from
it, although it was given by them, during the Kastern campaign, thirty thousand times at least. The
administration of chloroform is stated by JIacleod to
have contributed immensely to the success of pri-

mary amputations.
The ilresnings should be applied according

j

I

to the
principles laid down under the head of wounds. The
sutures, made of silver wire or tine silk, should not
be too numerous, and the adhesive strips must lie .so
arranged as to admit of thorough drainage. A bandage should be applied from above ilowiiward, to control muscular action and afforil support to the vessels;
the stump rest iqion a pillow covered with oil-cloth,
and the water-ilressing be used if there is danger of
over-action.
Pain and spasm are allayed by ;inodynes; traumatic fever, by mild diaphoretics. Copious pnr^'iiig is avoided the drink is cooling and
the (lilt must be in strict conformity with the condiThe first ilressings are
tion of the patient's system.
removed about the end of the third day; after that
once or even twice a day, according to the nature and
quantity of the discharges.accuniulatiou and bagging
being faithfully guarded against.
The following ;<^<^/«^»cA of amputations, both in the
continuity of the limbs and of the articulations, posThey
sess peculiar interest for Jlilitary Surgeons.
are derived cliieHy from a review of Mr. Slacleod's
" Notes of the Surgery in the Crimea" in the North
American Medico-Chirurgical Review for Jan., IKIiO.
The number of cases given by Macleod is 7:i2. with
a mortality of 201. Of these, 6.')4were primary, with
Ki.'i deaths, or 20.22 percent.: and 78 secondary, with
The mortality of
3(i deaths, or in the ratio of 40.1.
the greater amputations— as those of the shoulder,
arm, and forearm, and the hip, thigh, knee, and leg
was .39.8 per cent, for the primary operations, and.
CO per cent, for the secondarj'.
;

:
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ReMctiiiio is one of the aids of conservative surgery,
The increase of mortality from amputations as wc
approach the trunk has long been lamiliar to Sur- and military practice affords numerous occasions for
Tlie operation, however, is not
geons, and the results in tlie Crimea have not changed its employment.
our previous knowledge. Thus the ratio of mortal- ecpially applicable to all tliearticulations. Hesection
afihn shtmkUr-joint has hitherto afforded the most
it)' of amputations of the fingers was 0.5; of the
forearm and wrist, 1.8; of the arm, 22.!); of the shoul- flattering results. It is more especially applicable in
der, 37.2: of the tarsus, 14.2; of the ankle-joint. 22.2; cases of gunshot injuries, unattended by serious leof the leg, 30.3; of the knee-jniiit, "lU.O; and of the sion of tiie vessels and nerves of the lind), or severe
thigh, in its lower third, -"jO.U, at its middle, 50.3, at laceration of the muscles and integuments. A porthe upper part, biii.H, and at the hip, lUO.U. The limb tion of the humerus, embracing, if necessary, froni

four to five inches in length, together with a part or
even the whole of the glenoid cavity of the scapula,
may be safely and expeditiously removed under such
circumstances, and yet the patient have an excellent
use of his arm.
Williams mentions 19 cases of gunshot wounds of
the shoulder-joint in which resection was performed,
Baudens saved 13 out of
of which 3 proved fatal.
14 eases, and the British Surgeons in the Crimea lost
recoveries in 44 cases, or a mortality of 90. S) percent." 2 patients only oiit of 27.
Resection of the «rto(0 has of late engaged much
Some of the primary cases died on the table; and all
the rest, except two, before the tenth day. In the attention among military men, and although the reSchleswig-Holstein war, amputation at the hip-joint sults are less flattering than in the operation upon the
was performed seven times, with one cure. Mr. shoulder, they are, nevertheless, highly encouraging.
Sands Co.x, recording the experience of civil and Of 82 cases which occurred in the Schleswig-Holmilitary hospitals up to 184G, gives «4 cases, most of stein and in the Crimean campaigns, only 16 died, or
them for injury, with 20 recoveries. Ur. Stephen I in about 5.
The itriitt-joint has seldom been the subject of exSmith, of New York, has published tables of 98 cases,
showing a ratio of mortality of 1 in 25. In 02 of these cision doubtless, cases not unfrequenlly occur in
cases, the operation was performed in 30 for injury, which it might be resorted to with advantage.
Dr. George Williams has collected the history of
with a mortality of 60 per cent.
Amputation in the upper third of the thigh was II cases of excision of the hip-joint for gunshot inOf this
of which occurred in the Crimea.
performed 39 times, witli a fata! result in 34. Of these jurv,
cases only one was secondary. and that perished. Am- number 10 died. Of 23 amputations at the hip-joint
putation of the middle third of the limb was per- by English and French Surgeons in the East, all died.
Excision of the k?iee-jmnt for gunshot injury holds
formed in 05 cases, of which 38 died. Of these cases
50 were primary, with 31 deaths, giving thus a mor- out no prospect of advantage, experience having
tality of 53.3 per cent.; 9 cases were operated upon shown that, when the articulating extremities of the
at a" later period, and of these, 7 dieil, or 777 per femur and tibia are fractured by a ball, the proper
cent. Amputation of the lower third of the thigh remedy is amputation.
The ankU-joint hasheen resected in a few instances
was performed 00 times, 40 being primary, with a
inortalitj- of 55 per cent., and 14 secondary, with a only for gunshot injuries, and the results have thus
When the joint is
far "been by no means flattering.
jnortality of 71-4 per cent.
Amputation at the knee was performed primarily seriously implicated, amputation will undoubtedly
in 6 cases, of which 3 died, and once secondarily, be the more judicious procedure.
Resection of the bones in their continuity is seldom
with a fatal result. Chelius refers to 37 cases of amputation of the knee, collected by Jwger, of winch l)racticed in this class of injuries, and experience has
22 were favorable; and of 18 cases recorded by Dr. offered nothing in its favor. The operation was perMarkoe, of New York, as having occurred in the formed severaf times in the Crimea, but proved inpractice of American Surgeons, 13 got well. These variablv fatal.
cases, added together, afford an aggregate of 61, with
The after-treatment in resection must be conducted
a mortality of 21, or 34.4 per cent.
upon the same principles as in amputation. The
The leg was amputated 101 times, with 36 deaths, measures must, for the most part, be of a corroborator a mortalit}- of 35.6 per cent. Of these cases 89 ing nature. The limb must be placed in an easy posiwere primary, with 28 deaths, and 12 secondary, with tion, and be well supported l)y a splint or fracture8 deaths. Amputation at the ank-le-joiut was perform- box, to prevent moliim. The operation is liable to
ed in 12 cases, death following in 2. Of these cases be followed by the same bad effects as amputations.
3 were secondary, and all favorable.
ILL CONSEQUENCES OF WOUNDS AND OPERATIONS.
The arm was removed at the shuulder-juint in 39
cases, with a fatal issue in 13, or 33.3 per cent., 33
The bad consequences to be apprehended after
being primary, with 9 deaths, and 6 secondary, with wounds, amputations, and other operations, are traua fatal issue in 4. If we couple these cases w ith 21 matic fever, hemorrhage, excessive suppuration,
that occurred during the previous period of the war, erysipelas, gangrene, spasm, pyemia, and tetanus.
Traumatic finer XKwaWy sets in within the first
we shall have an aggregate of 00 cases, with 19 deaths,
'a.
or a mortality of 31. G per cent. The advantage of few hours after the injury, or soon after reaction has
"
In camp practice its tenprimary over secondary amputation of the shoulder been fairly established.
h;is long been known to Military Surgeons. Tims, of il'Micy generally is to assume a low typhoid characr.t primary cases mentioned by Mr. (iulhrie as havter, especially if there is much crowding of the sick,
ing occurred between June and September, 1831, 18 with imperfect ventilation and want of cleanliness.
recovered, while of 19 secondary cases 15 died. The Not unfre<iuently it displays an endemic or epidemic
experience of the late Dr. Thomson, in Belgium, is disposition.
equally decisive.
The treatment must be exceedinscly mild; the paAmput;dion of the upper iirm was performed 102 tient will not bear depletion, but will, notwithstandtimes, with dealh in 25 rases, cir a mort;ilily of 24.5; ing his fever, probably recjuire stimulants and tonics,
90 of these cases being prim:iry. Of the 6 secondary wflh nutritious food "and drink from the very comcases one-half proved fatal.
mencement. -V gentle anodyne and diaphoretic mixThe foreiirm wiis amputaled primarily 52 times, ture, as morphia and antiimmy in camphor-water,
and the hand at the wrist once, with only 1 death
may be needful, in the early stage, to quell tlie fictiwhile of 7 secondary operations on the same parts, 2 tious excitement or attempt at over-action.
h. The likelihood of secmdary hemorrhage must be
died.

was removed

at the latter joint in

10 cases, all of

which rapidly proved fatal. The French had 13 cases,
primary and secondary, with no better luck.
Legouest has published a table of most of the recorded cases of amputation at the hip-joint, for gunOf these 30 were primary, and all
shot wounds.
ended fatally; of 11 intermediate, or early secondary,
3 recovered; and of 3 remote, one recovered. "Thus,"
says Macleod, " if we sum up the whole, we have 4

;

;
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kept in view in these cases; much maybe
ilonc to prevent it liv the proper use of the lipiture
at the lime of the opcniliuii or <lrissiiii;. but it is oft-

also occasionally existing in the joints. The treatment
is essentially the same as in erysipelas.
'J'nii/m<itic tela/iiiK is not very lominon in miliA.
en unavoidable, espeeiiilly in nunshot wounds, ow- tary practice. It is most liable to sliow itself in tropiing to the injury susliiiued by tjie eoals of the vessels cal countries, in hot. damp weather, and in i)er.sons
by the grazing of the bull. However induced, it of a nervous, irritable teniperanieiit, occasionally sushould receive the most prompt atteiilion. inasmuch pervening upon the most iusigniticant injuries, as,
In India the disease is
as the loss even of a few ounces of blo.id may prove for exam|)le, a mere scratch.
often provoked by nnextraeted balls, and both in that
destructive to the alreadv exhausled system.
Spa-nin of the musiles is not peculiar to ampu- country and on the continent of Europe the operation
c.
tations; it »hvn exists in a most severe deirree ill, which was most frecpiently followed by it, duriiiL'the
.\nodynes| recent wars, was amputation at the shoulder-joint.
ca.ses of fractures and lunshot wounds.
The elleets of sudden vicissitudes of feiuperaturo
in full doses, with a little antimony, the use of a mo'1 hey
are
derately-tight bandage, and warm watci-dressing. in developing tetanus, are well known.
medicated with laudanum and acetate of lead, are most striking in tropical regions, when the change is
from hot to cold, or from dry to wet. Larrey hadn'the most appropriate measures.
(/.
I'rifit^e suppuriition may be looked for in near- peated opportunities of observing the development
ly all bad wounds, whatever their character, and also of the disease under such circumstances. both in Egypt
After the battle of Ihnilzeii. the exin many of the amputations |»Tformed on the Held and (iermauy.
of battle. The exhausting etTects must be counter- ]iosure of the wounded to the eohl night air jiroduccoiled over one hundred cases of tetanus, and a very large
acted by supporting remedies, as (luiiiine, iron,
liver oil. and brandy, with frequent change, of dress- number siilTered from a similar cause after the battle
is
pre- of Dresden.
Bagging
Like effeets were witnissed at Ferozeing, cleanliness, anil ventilation.
Ihiudciis.in his In atise on
pore and Chillianwallah.
vented by counter-openings and careful ban<laging.
itself
within
the
gunshot wounds, states that the intlui-nce of cold and
Erynipelits usually manifests
c.
moisture in ilc-velo|)ing thedisease, during the French
first thirty-six hours after tlie injury or (i]i(Taticiii
is
campaigns in Africa, was most strikim:. Of forty
often assumes an endemic or epidemic chara<ter
easily distinguished by the peculiar reddish blush slightly wounded men, jilaced in a gallery on the
rapidly spreading over the surface, together with the ground tloor. duriiig the prevalence of a northeasterstinging or smarting pain and increased swelling; ly wind, fifteen were speedily attacked with tetanus.
and should be treated with dilute lincliire of iodine, Similar elTccts have several times been noticed in this
Thus, after the battle of Ticonderoga, in
or anodyne and saturnine lotions, (piinine and tinc- Country.
1758, nine of the wounded, who were exposed the
ture of iron, with nutritious food and drinks.
/'.
tjiingriui' is sutticiently conimou .afler severe whole night after the action, in o])en boats upon Lake
lesions on the batlle-tield, especially tliat variety of George, died of locked-jaw and during our war w ith
During the "Cri- Great liritaiu, most of those who siitTered on board
it denominated hospital gangrene.
mean war, this form of gangrene raged with extra- the Amazon, in the engagement bi'fore Charlestown,
ordinary virulence and fatality among tlie French in were attacked with this disease a fortnight aftir. in
It also prevailed
consequence of a very sudden change of weather, the
the hospitals on the IJosphorus.
about the same period within some of the hospitals wind blowing cold and wet.
The extremes of heal and <-old both favor the proin the south of France, ami it is asserted that the
• Euphrate." a transport ship, in her voyage to the duction of tetanus. In the East and West Indies,
Mediterranean was obliged, from this cause alone, to the slightest prick of the finger or toe is often siillithrow sixty of her men overboard within thirty-six ( lent to induce the disease, and the inhabitants of the
hours
After tin- taking of the (Quarries and the as- -Vrctic regions not imfreiiuenlly sulTer in a similar
Dr. Kane, in his memorable expedition,
sault upon the Uedau. during the heat of slimmer, in manner.
18.>'), the English .Surgeons lost a number of their
lost two of his men from this alTection, and he adds
cases of amputation of the thigh from moist gan- that all of his dogs pi-rished from a like cae.se. The
grene of a decidedly rapid character, the system! ;«"/-6(//Xy from traumatic tetanus is notorious. HardNearly all perish in two or three
having been literally overwhelmed liy the poison. ly one recovers.
When hospital gangrene is endi-mic, il attaiks not (i.iys from the attack. The most reliable remedies
only open wounds and sores, but also the slightest are opium, in the form of nii>rphia or aeetated tinc^tl•adily

;

;

:

:
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Persons laboring
scratches, cicatrices, and stumps.
under diarrhiea, dysentery, and scurvy are most obnoxious to it.
The proper remedies are sequestration of the patients, the free use of the nitric acid lotion, iodine to
the intiamed skin, charcoiil. port wine, or yeast cataplasms,and fre((uent ablutions with disinfecting tluids
aided by opium, iiuinine, tincture of iron, lemonMopping the afjuice, and other supporting means.
fected surface freely with strong nitric acid often answcrs an excellent purpose. The favorite remedy of
Poiiteau was the actual cHiilery.
Pyemia, the purulent infection of the French
g.
writers, is one of the greatest dangers after severe
wounds and operations. It was the great source of
the mortality after amputations. especially secondary,
during the war in the Crimea. It usually comes on
within from three to eight days after the injury, and
Its characlcrislic symptoms
is nearly always fatal.
are rigors, followed by copious sweats, rapid failure
of the vital powers, delirium, and a withered appearance of the countenance, frequently conjoined
with icterode, tinge of the eye and skin. On dissection, the large veins leading from the stump or
wound ar.» found filled with pus. with redness of the
lining menilirane: and abscesses, usually small and
tilled with unhealthy lliiid, arc seen scattered through
the lungs, muscles, and cellular substance, matter

ture, in hirgedoses. in union with campliorand antiTlie etreels of Indian hemp arc iiiuertain.
Chloroform will mitigate pain and spasm. Amputation, except, perhaps, when the wound alTects a finger or toe. will be worse than useless, as will also be

mony.

To prevent the
disease should be our business, ami to do this no
wounded person should ever he exjiosed to the cold
.l/(cr
night air, or to currents of air at any time.
amputations, howecrr trifling, 'i]>fci(U direrUiim fhould
iie. given upon tins puint.
eoiinter-irritalion along the sjiine.

DISEASES ISCIDEST TO TBOOPS.
|

i

which attend armies, or molest .soldiers in camps, garrisons, and hospitals, and v.hieli
so often decimate their ranks, and even at times, almost annihilate whole reirinieiits. are the difTennt
kinds of fevers, especially the typhus and typhoid, dyThese are emphasentery, diarrhcea. and scurvy.
tically, the enemies of military life, doing infinitely
more" execution than all the weapons of war, however adroitlv or ellieiently wielded, classed together.
Pneumonia^ pleurisy, anil hi|>atilis, of course, slay
their thousands, anil various epidemics, especially
cholera, not unfrequently commit the most frightful
ravages. "War." says .lohnson. " has means of de-

The

diseases

more formidable than the cannon and the
Of the thousands and tens of thousands tlipt

struction
,

sword.

—
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have perished, how small a proportion ever felt the
stroke of au enemy I" Frederick the Great used to
say tliat fever cost liimmure men tliau seven pitclied
battles, and it lias long ijten a matter of history that
more campaigns are decideilby sickness than by the
Tte great mortality which attended our
sword.
armies in Mexico was occasioned, not by wounds
received in battle, but by the diseases incident to men
carrying on their military operations in an inhospitable climate. badly fed, subjected tofatiguing marches
and obliged to use unwholesome water. Thousantis
perished, during their absence, from fever, dysentery,
and diarrha'a, and a still greater number from the effects of these diseases, after the return of the troops
to their native soil. The latter affection, in particular.pursued man), like a relentless foe, to their graves
long after they hati been cheered by the sight of their
homes and friends. In the war in the Crimea disease destroyed incomparably more soldiers tluin tlie
sword, the musket, and the cannon. Typhus and
typhoid fever, dysentery, diarrlKea. scurvy, and lastly, malignant cholera, annihilated vast numbers, botii
in the British. French, and Russian ranks. According to Dr. Madeod. whose " Notes on the Surgery
of the War in the Crimea," are so well known to the
profession, the proportion of those lost among the
Britisli by sickness to those lost by gunshot and
other injuries, was, during the entire campaign, as
1G,3U to 17(51, exclusive of those killed in action.
The difference he supposes to have been still greater
among the French and Russian forces. In December,
lS5i, and in January, I8o.i, not less than 14,000
French .soldiers were admitted into the Crimean ambulances on account of disease, whereas, during the
same period, only 1,.^00 were admitted on account
of wounds. Of the whole number nearly 2,000 died.
During the last six months of the campaign, in which
the city was stormed and taken, tlie French had SUSS? wounded as an offset against 101. 13S cases of
disea.se. At Walcheren, in 1809, the British lost onethird of their troops by disease, and only 16 percent,

bv wounds. In the Peninsular war from January,
1811, to May, 1814, out of an effective force of 61,500 men, only 42.4 per 1000, says Macleod, were lost
by wounds, while 118.6 were lost by disease. The
of sick that may be expected to be constanton hand during any given campaign is estimated,
on au average, at 10 per cent. but this proportion
must necessarily be exceeded, especially in an invading army, with raw, undisciplined, and unaccliniatThis was eminently true even in the
ed troops.
Crimea, in a climate comparatively healthy, within
a few miles of the sea.
We may well imagine what
would be the effects of tlie climate of the South upon the Northern troops, if they were to pass far.during the hot season, beyond Mason and Dixon's line.

number
ly

:

'

but little from intermittent fever, whereas this disease did great mischief among tlie French, causing
serious mortality, either directly or indirectly, besides disqualifying large numbers for service. Scurvy
was another dreadful enemy which the British and
French troops were compelled to encounter in the
Crimea. It prevailed more or less extensively for a
long time, and served to impart its livery totlieother
di.seases of the soldiery,

masking

their character,

and

remarkably augmenting their virulcncy.
Considering, then, the frequency of the occurrence
of the.se diseases, and their excessive fatality, it behooves the Military Surgeon to use everj' means in
his power to suard, in the first place, against their
outbreak, by the employment of proper hygienic or
sanitary measures, and, in the next, to treat them
with all possible diligence and judgment when their
development is unavoidable. It is, of course, impossible, in a work of this description, to enter iutoany details upon the subject but there are several
points which cannot, we conceive, be too forcibly impressed upon the mind of the military practitionerwe refer to the great, the paramount importance of
1st, proper isolation of the sick, or, what is thesame thimr, the importance of not crowding them together 2d, free ventilation 3d, bodily cleanliness;
Ith, little medicme; 5th, a good supply of fresh vegetables and fruits, especially oranges and lemons;
Painful experi6tli, careful and tender nursing. .
ence has shown, in all parts of the world, that the
crowding together of the sick and wounded is one
of the worst" calamities that can befall them. For
want of this precaution, diseases, otherwise easilymanageable, often assume an epidemic character, or,
in the absence of this character, often baffle the best
directed efforts for their relief. When the wounded
are crowded together they frequently become the
victims of erysipelas, hospital gangrene, pyemia, and
occurrences which, under better regulaphlebitis
tions, might in many cases be entirely preventedOf the propriety of constant and thorough ventilaticit.
essential
it is unnecessary to speak. If pure air is so
in health, it is easy enough to see how important it
must be in sickness.
Clmnliii(«.i of bodv should be regarded as a religious duty it mav be effected with the sponge and
tepid, cool, or cold water, according to the exigencies of the case, and cannot be performed too frequently or too thoroughly, care being, of course,
taken iiot to worry or fatigue the patient. In some
instances the water may be medicate<l with commoa
salt, potassa, vinegar, or Labarraque's solution. Xohing is geuerallv more grateful to the sufferer, in the
different\inds of fevers, than frequent sponging of
the surface with cool or tepid water. The use of
heroic mediciius, or of any medicines in large doses,
in these diseases, and also in cases of severe wounds,
cannot be too severely reprobated. More men, there
;

;

:

:

;

t

Disease, in its worst form, would be sure to invade
and thin their ranks at every step. Fever typhoid,
typhus, remittent, intermittent, and yellow- dysen- is reason to believe, liave been killed in this manner
tery, diarrhoea, scurvy, pneumonia, and inflamma- in the armies and navies of the world than by the
tion of the liver woulrl accomplish mon-, inlinitely sword and the cannon. Let medicines, then, be admore, for the Southern cause than all tiie weapons ministered suaringly. Lrt the stcretimu he icell Keen,
of war that could be placed in the hands of Southern to : bat purge little, and une deprennant^ vith all ponpeople. Typhoid, typhus, and yellow fever, dysen- xihle irnriitesK. Give iced water, but not too freely,
tery, diarrluea, and scurvy would, in all human pro- and lumps of ice when there is much thirst with gasMild diabability, soon become epidemic, and occasion a mor- tric irritability and e.vcessivc restlessness.
tality truly appaling.
The Southern soldier, on the phoretics and anodvnes will, as a general rule, be
contrary, tlioroughly acclimated as he is, would suf- highly efficacious, but the latter should be exhibited
fer comparatively little.
with great caution whenthere is cerebral oppression.
The British in the I'rimean War lost .5910 men from Lemon-juice and potassa are indispensable in scurvy,
diarrhoea and dysentery, the whole number of cases or where there is a marked tendency to scorbutic
having been .53,442, affording thus a mortality of 11 disease. Quinine is one of the great remedies in most,
.26 per cent. Cholera. of wliic-h there were 7.57.0 cases, if not in all, of these diseases, especially when, as is
altogether, destroyed 4513. or in the ratio of .5!)..57 so often the case, they are associated with a malaper cent. Typhus fever killed 38.5 o\it of 828 cases: rious origin. The good average dose is from two to
fever, not typhus, 3161. out of 30,376.
The French live grains, repeated from three to live times in the

—

and Russian troops suffered in still larger numbers
from these diseases. Macleod asserts that the former
lost their men by typhus fever liy thousanils.and the
latter by tens of thousands.
The British suffered

twenty-four hours: When marked debility prevails,
the be"st stimulants arc brandy, in the form of milk
punch or toddv, and Madeira, port, or sherry wine.
Immense suffering and loss of life are often occasioa-
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haps bleeil, and that pretty freely, at the very coninu'Uccnu'nt of an alta<k of dysentery: at all events,
leech very copiously, but we would certainly draw
blood sparingly if the I'ttack had already nuule serious constitutional inroads.or if it was of an e])idemic
character: and, as to giving mercury with a view to
I)tyalism, however slight, few men would hardly be
character.
so fool-hardy.
The India practitioners do not, it apThere is n form of di/KiHterff. very common in In- pears, emi>loy (juinine in the tre:iliueiil of this form
dia, which is exceedinirly apt. when larsje masses of of dysentery: a remedy so extremely needful in many
troops are hahilually congreirated toiietlier.to assume cases of this disease as it prevails in this c'ountry, esan epidenuc character and it is for this reason that pecially in our Southern latitudes, where it is not uuit has often l)ein supposed to be conta-rious.
For freipiently of a nuilario\is origin.
such an opinion', however, there does not seeinlnbe
The rlirdiiii- form of India dysentery, termed heany valid rc•a^(lll. Halliuirall, who witnessed at least patic llux.more fre(|Uenlly attacks persons who have
J.tJOO cases of this disease, asserts that he never once been for some time inured to that cliniale, and is almet with a circiunstance tendinir to create such a sus- ways associated with biliary derangement. " This
picion; and the views advanced by this eminent Sur- thix, like the other, often assunus at its commencegeon are those now pretty ixcnerally, if not univer- ment the apjiearance of a common diarrh(ea,and be.sally, entertained by the iJrilish practitioners in In- comes afterward characterized by freipient and sedia.
"The remote causes of dysentery in India are vere tits of griping, resembling colic pains, |)articu<onceived to be heat, j)articularly when combined larly urgent about the undjilical region. Each attack
with moisture: the innucdiate and indiscrinuuate use of griping is generally succeeded by :i call to stool,
of fruits the aliuse of spirituous liciuors, and expos- anil the evacuations are always unuatund in color
virc to currents of wind anil to noxious night-dews." and consistence, free fro:n any admixture of blood,
Troops recently arrived from Europe arc particular- but generally of a yeasty or frothy appearance, and
ly prone to the disease.
accompanied with large discharges of flatus; while
Tropi<al dysentery presents itself in two varieties in ])assing they are attended with a sense of scaldiDjj
of form, the iifliit( and the rlirnnic. The first, which about the anus. The piitient, iifter each evacuation,
is an extremely fatal disease, is seated in the rectum feels considerably relieved, and hopes to enjoy an
and colon, the l.-iltcr beinj; often involved throUL'i. interval of ease, but the recurrence of the griping,
nearly its entire extent, and it frctpiently <omniils accompanied with a sensation of air |)assing through
very serious, if not irreparable mischief in these the bowels, and succeeded again by a call to stool,
structures before the patient and theatteuilant are a- give him little respite. From the commencement of
ware of its true character, owins; to the absence of the attaik. the patient complains of nausea, want of
urgent i)ain and pyrexia. In general the attack is relish for his food, and i)reternatural thirst, attended
ushered in by the ordinary symjitonis of diarrlwea. often with a disagreeable taste in the mouth. The
such as griping pain in the bowels and frei|uent calls tongue is furred or loaded, and not unfrei|uently covto stool with excessive straining, the evacuations be- ered with :i yellow bilious coat. The ])\dso is ijuicking, at hrst, thin and copious but without fetor and encd :uid the skin jiiircheil."
but little streaked with blood. Tlie tongue, skin,
I'liiiUrii imtrhuK must, necessarily, in this Countrj',
and pulse are nearly, perhaps entirely, nornuil. ( irad- especiallj' in our Southern latitudes, and during the
iially the pain becomes more violent, as well as more hot summer months, be a more or less frequent atfixed, and is felt in both iliac regions, or even along tendant upon camp life, although much nniy l)e done,
the whole track of the colon: tiie discharges consist by u proper observance of hygienic laws, to prevent
chielly of blood and mucous, orof a fluid rcsi lubling it. When the ilisease l)reaks out it c:nnu>t lie arnstwater in which fresh beef has been macerated: the ed too >peeilily. The most apjiropriale remedies, ])ar.
tongue is covered with a white coat the skin is eith- ticuliirly in its earlier stages, are jierfect quietude, ab«'r hot and dry, or bathed withilanimy persi)iralion:
stinence from driidi. sin;i]iisms to the epigastrium,
and the straining is so excessive as to occasion pro- and :in etliiient dose of morphia jmil camphor, or even
lapsus of the rectum. The pulse is, even at this stage, morphia ainne. If torpor of the liver exist. blue mass
often but little atfected, being, perhaps, only some- or a few grains of <;donu'l may be advantageously
what increased in (luickness. Sometinu-s, however, combined with the anodyne. The swallowing of
it is very full, bounding, an<l vibratory, and without
snudl lumps of ice will greatly assist in allaying the
much velocity, and when this is the case it always, gastric irritability. A nnistard and salt emetic will
according to liallingall, forebodes evil. Toward the be indii'ated if the slom;uh is loaded with ingesta.
close of the attack, the passages are fre(|uently in- The l>owels are ijuietetl w illi an anodyne enenui: and,
voluntary and intolerably fetid, gangrenous portions to relieve thirst and reduce heat of skin, the surface
of the nuicous coat of the bowel are sometimes ex- is frequentlysponged with cool or te|)id water. A
truded, and the surface of the body emits a peculiar combination of carbonate of potassa and acetated
cadaverous snu'U, The average periodat which death tincture of opium, with fresh lemon-juice, in pei)peroccurs is about one week, but many cases linger on mint or camphor water, will often act like a charm
much longer.
in relieving the gastric aiul intestin:d irritability, the
The remedies upon wliicli the India |)ractilioners cranqis. :itul other distressing symptoms.
mainly rely in the treatment of this horrible form of
The exposure of the soldier, both in the teut and
dysentery consist of venesection, mercury. and oijium, on the held, renders him extremely ])rone to rlieumnleeches, diaphoretic's, warm bathing,blisters,and ene- tism, frequently attended with high inflammatory exnuila being employed as auxiliaries. Venesection is citement and severe pain. Sucli an attack is often
always practiced early, and, even when the patient effectually put to flight if, at its incejition.il be treatJ9 not very robust, bodily, it being, appaniilly, re- ed with a large anod\ne and diaphoretic mixture as
garded as the sheet-anchor of the physician's hope. flfteen :.'rains of Dover's powder, a third to half of a
Calomel is administered in doses of from ten to twen- srain of sulphate of morphi:i with a fourth of a grain
ty grains, along with two or three grains of opium, of tartar emetic, or, what is jierhaiJS still better, a
twice or thrice in twenty-four hours; and, while |)ro- drachm of the wine of colchicum in union with a full
Wlien the dise;ise
fuse salivalion is discountenanced, production of a dose of nu)rphia or black drop,
flight ptyalism isgenerally aimed at. Such treatment has already made some progress, an active purgative
as this seems altogether frightful to a modern Amer- shoidd precede the exhibition of these medicines.
ican practitioner; and it strikes him as imneccssarily
Sore thro;it. tonsillitis, and catarrlml affections, or,
harsh, and as well calculated to augment the mortal- what in common language are called mlilx, are very
We might, in this Country, per- common among soldiers, especially the raw troops
ity of the disea-se.
for llic vviinl of frosli vciiotablcs and fruits in milihiry opcriiliotis, iis well as in llu' irarrison and the
liospilal.
A daily supply of tlu-se urlic-jcs slioidd,
tlicrcforc, he provided al almost any hazard an<l expense.
In all low stales of the system, however induced, the strength can never he rapidly hroui;lit up
without a diet which partakes more or less of this
vii
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Ca/rlmncUs, boils, and abscesses, wliich are of freand unaccustomed to camp life. The moment such quent occurrence in army practice, demand prompt
disease sets in, no matter liow liirht it may be, tlie attention, tjoth on account of the suffering they inperson sliould be compelled to rejiurt liimself at the duce and the disqualification they may entail for temSurgeon's quarters, in order that he may receive the porary duty. They should be opened early and fr<enecessary attention and advice. Generally an attack ly, and no time be lost in amending the general health
of this kind will promptly yield to a tritlini^ prescrip- by gentle mercurial and other purgatives, alterants
tion, as a little hot drink, a mild aperient, or, better and tonics, particularly quinine and iron. The most

just mustered into service.ill olotlied, inexperienced,

quarter of a grain of morphia, a grain of opium,
or a large dose of Dover's powder. In an army not
under strict discipline, or where projier care is not
observed in enli.sting, mania d patn is very apt to
sliow itself,much to ifhe annoyance of the nurses and
the physicians. If, in such a case, the patient be not
well secured, he may, in his perverted military ardor,
do serious mischief to lumself and to his attendants.
moderately active mercurial purge at the outset of
the disease will often go far in quieting the system
and in abridging the aftack. After the medicine has
operated, a mild opiate and sedative treatment will
generally be the most soothing. Alcoliolic stimulants
are, in general, to be withheld.
Nostalgia is another complaint liable to assail the
soldier, even the hardiest, especially if he is a person
of very strong domestic attaciiments, or engaged in an
" affaire du coeur." It is most apt to show itself in
soldiers enlisting for the foreign service, or in those
who are forcibly expatriated, and is often attended
with great suffering,terminating in confirmed melancholy. It is characterized by a love of solitude, a
vacant, stultitied expression of the countenance, a
morose, peevish disposition, absence of mind, pallor
of the cheeks, and progressive emaciation. Many of
Bonaparte's troops, during the campaign in Egypt,
suffered from this complaint;some in a very distressing degree. In this Country, nostalgia will not be
likely to occur, at least not to any extent, as our people are essentially of a roving habit, and of an eminently social disposition. The treatment is rather
moral than medical; agreeable amusements, kindness, gentle but incessant occupation; and the promise of an early return to home and friends constitute
the most important means of relief.
Ophthalmia is one of the annoyances of the soldier's
lifi'.
Litible to be occasioned by cold, it is capable of
assuming several varieties of form, and sometimes
The granular
prevails extensively as an epidemic.
and purulent, in p.articular, are to be feared, as they
frequentl}' destroy the sight, and even the eye, in a
few days, occasioning intense suffering. To ascertain the condition of the parts, the lids must always
be gently everted with a probe or the finger. The
greatest cleanliness should be observed in these affections
the patients sliould, if possible, be sequestered; at all events not be permitted to use the same
basins and towels; the light should be excluded from
the aiiartment; and the general and local treatment
should either be strictly antipldogistic or of a mixed
character, partly antiphlogistic and partly stimulant.
The applications should Oe of the nuhlcst dcscri])tion, especially tliose intended for the inllamed surface.
The syringe is frequently used t<i wash away
the .secretions. Strong collyria generally do innnense
Blood
liarni in all forms and stages oif opiitlialmia.
m;iy be taken from the arm, or by cups or leeches
from the temples, if the symptoms are unusually
urgent and the patient plethoric. In rheumalic inflammation of the eye, colchicvnu and morphia, givt'u
freely at bedtime, will be of immense service. When
fnreign matter '^i'\9, into the eye, or becomes imbedded in tlie cornea, speedy removal must be effected,
and the parts afterward treated witli rest, cold or
tepid bathing, gentle aperients, and seclusion fmm
light.
Particles of steel and other sharp bodies are
picked out with the point of a delicate bistoury, or
cataract-needle. The effects of lime and otluT alkalies are neutralized by syringing the eye freely witli
a weak solution of vinegar: those of nitrate of silver,
with a weaic solutiim of common salt a thorough coating of olive-oil being afterward applied.
8till,a

A

;
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appropriate topical remedies are tincture of ifxline
anil warm water-dressings. In carbuncles the affected structures, after free division, will generally require the thorough application of sonu' escharolic or
detergent stimulant, as Vienna paste, nitric acid, nitrate of silver, or acid nitrate of mercury.
Frast-hite isextremely common among soldiers during the cold, wet weather of winter.
Thousands of
the French troops perished from this cause in Kussia,

during Napoleon's retreat from SIoscow. Frost-bite
was very prevalent among the English during their
first winter in the Crimea, and the French suffered

numbers, as well as more severely.
habit which the men had of sleeping in tlieir wet
boots, at one time almost univer.sal. contributed greatly to its production, wet and cold combined dinnnishing the circulation and vitality of the feet and toes.
On the 21st of .January, 188.T, wiien the thermometer
stood at 5°, not less than 3.500 cases of frost-bite
were admitted into the French aml)ulance. and of
in still greater

The

tliese 800 died, death in many having no doubt been
expedited bj' erysipelas, pyemia, and liospital gangrene. Weak and intemperate persons are most apt

to

have

frost-bite

and

to perish

from

its effects.

In the treatment, in incipient cases, clotlis, wrung
out of cold water impregnated with a little spirits of
camphor or alcohol, should be applied, or the parts
be covered for a few minutes with snow; or immersed
in cold water. On no account must tliey be exposed
to warmth, either moist or drj-.
Excessive reaction
is controlled l)y lead and laudanum lotions, or dilute
tincture of iodine. If gangrene occurs, the ordinary
measures, local and general, are indicated. All rude
manipulation in dressing the injured part greatly
aggravates the disease. In general, spontaneous amputation is waited for, experience having shown that
operative interference, even when the part is perfectly
black, and attaclied only by a few living shreds, is
extremelj' prone to be productive of excessive paiu
and constitutional irritation, often proceeding to an
alarming extent.
Among tlie very great evils, both of civil and military practice, are hed-sore.i, winch, unless the greatest
possible precaution be used, are sure to arise during
the progress of acute diseases and of severe accidents,necessitating protracted recumbency. The hip.^
anil sacral region are their most common sites, with
the heel in cases of fractures of the leg. The earlier
symptoms are a sense of prickling, as if the part were
rubbed with coarse salt, or a burning, ilcliing or
smarting pain, witli a brownish or livid discoloration
of tlic skill, and slight swelling.
Then gangrene ensues, followed by horrible suffering.
To prevent these sores, which often ))r;ive desiructive to life, when there is already much exliauslion
from previous suffering, the posterior surface of the
body should be frequently examined, iiarticiilarly if
the patient is in a state of mental torpor, and pains
taken to ward off pressure by the use of air cushions
and other means. The parts should be spjiiged several times a day with some alcoholic lotion containing alum, or painted with a weak solution of iodine.
If gangrene or ulceration occurs, a yeast or a jiort
wine poultice is used, the separation of the slough is
aided with the knife, while the granulating process
is promoted by the usual remedies.
rii-er.i of the leg are causes of disqualification in
enlisting, but they soinetinies oceur after the soldier
has entered the Service, from fatigue, injury, or undue constriction of the limb. However iiuluced, they
should be managed as any other forms of intlammalion, recumbencj- with elevation of the affected parts..
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tepid watcr-ilr('ssins;s, a restricted diet, and eooling
pur);atives coiistiliilini^tlie nuisl important elements
of the treatment. When tlieliealini; ])ro((Ss 1ms fairly conimcneed, the lejj; shoiiUi be supported with the
roller, or adhesive strips. As preventive of iileersof
the leg, the limbs shonld be daily washed in eold
water, in Castile soaj), and no soldier should be jiermitted to wear garters.

STTRGEKY.

ous draught, answers the purpose. Whatever expedients be employed, the Surgeon cannot exercisi;
too nuich aildre.ss, otherwise he will be almost sure
to be batlled.

Jlental alienation, or mniiin, \mless the result of
inebriation and of acute disease, generally comes on
gradually, lieing proceeded by a marke<f change in
the moral character of the individual, lo.ss of appetite
and sleep, and other evidences of general disorder.
FEIONED DISEASES.
(ienuiMc thafiuM is also gradual in lis approaches,
Soldiers, inlliieueed by a desire to quit the Service, and, when fully established, isinvari:djly attended l)y
to revisit tlieir homes, or evade active duty, will not a peculiar listless state of thecountename with mori;
Uefon; a final decision
hesitate, at times, to play the part of impostors, feign- or less change of the voice.
ing diseases, or even inllietiiig upon themselves more is given, a careful ins]M'ction of the ears should be
or less serious iajuries. with the hope of aceomplisli- made, to a.scertain whether there is any obstruction
ing their designs. This deception, technically called or appearance of matter. The unexpected discharge
malingering, would be of comparalivcly littli' conse- of a pistol, in a case of feigned deafness, might sud(pience if ii were always, or even generally, coiilined deidy decide the diagnosis.
AmauroKin may be simulated liy the internal use of
to a few mendx-rs of a regiment; but when it is rememliered that it is lial)le to become epiilemic, spread- belladonna, or by the direct ajipiicalion of this artiing from individual to individual, it assumes a deep cle to the eye, causing dilatation and immobility of
importance, well calculated to arouse the attention the pii|)il. These effects are often accompanied by
both of the Medical Olticeraiid of tiie .Military Com- unnatural vascularily of the conjunctiva, an<l they
mander. Its effects then l)ei(iine eminently demoral- generally disappear spontaneously in a few days. In
izing to the Service, rthicli, if proper care lie not em- genuine amaurosis, loo, there is always a dilated conployed to detect and piuiish il. niiglil seriously suf- diliou of Ihe vessels of the eye.
Feigned (7»7(/w.vdilTers from the real in theabsence
fer, espi'cially when such an outbreak occurs on Ihe
eve of a battle. (Ireal ingenuity is often displayed by of lividily of the countenance, the want of froth at
malingerers, reipiiring no little vigilance and skill on the mouth, and the partial characler of the convulthe part of the Surgeon for its successful exposure, sions. The pupil does not conlnict as in the genuine
and yet it is not less necessary for Inj own credit than disea.se, tile general sensibility is much iinimpared,lhe
for the iKinor of the Service that he sliouUl not per- tongue is uninjured, the nails are not discolored, the
mit himself to be deceived. The number of diseases, hand, if opened, is again lirmly shul, and Ihe indiimilal<'d by this class of dissemt)lers, is surprisingly vidual often watches with his eyes the impression
great, and there is also (piile a listof self-inllicled in- Ihe attack is making upon the by-slanders. The apjuries.
Among tli(! f<irmer are various mental dis- plication of a heated case-kni/e, or of a cloth wrung
eases, as mania and imbecility; deafness; amaurosis; out of hot water, often speedily reveals the imposiepilepsy; paralysis; luemateniesis Inemoptysis gas- tion.
Parnlynh is freipn-ntly imitated, but is generally
tritis; fiisentery and diarrluva; alTections of the heart;
rheumatism; lumbago; wry-neck: contractions of the easily delected, simply by watching Ihe patient, lickjoints; incontinence of urine: tiloody \irine: and si one ling his feel when lic' is asleep, or threatening liiiu
The disease, when it attacks the;
in the bladder; among llie lalter oplitli:duda, op;icity with the hoi iron.
of the corne;i. o'demaof the lin\bs, wounds, and am- lower e.xircmity, is nearly always occasioned by apoputations of the lingers. Spac<' will not permit us to plexy, and isllieii generally associiilcd with menial
enter into any details n-specling this important sub- weakness and dilliculty of arliculalion. Partial paralject.
Weshall, therefore, only present such facts as ysis of the upper extremity is frecpiently iniluced
may be supposed to be; of special ])ractical iiUerest. by lying upon the arm, by suppression of the cutanFirst of all, the Medical Ollicer should weigh well eous perspiration, and disease of the spinal cord.
/l<ie»nitcme.iiJt miiy be simulated by swallowing
in his own mind the nature of the disciise for which
a soldier ajiplics for a certiliciite of discharge, or in- blood, or iin infusion of logwood, and ejecrmg the
Ihild afterward by vondling. It should be recollectability to perform duly
If the case is one of recent
standing, it will be well not to come to too hasty a eil that llie real (ii.sease is almost iiivaribly connectconclusion as to its diagnosis, it should be examin- ed with serious organic lesion, as ulceration of the
ed anil re-examined before any delinite opinion is stomach, induration and enlargement of the liver, or
given.
Day by day new facts may be developed, re- visceral obstruction, and thattiie pal lent, consequentvealing the Irue character of the atTection.
If the ly, will exhibit all Ihe characleristicsof a sick jierson.
patient is really sick, or alTecteil with some serious Soldiers sometimes counterfeit lunimptuxix by cutchronic disorder, Ids general appearance will h;irilly ting the gums, or chewing substances impngnated
fail to afford some evidence; of ilsexislen<e. The i)alwith coloring matter.
case is related by (iuthrie,
lor of Ihe coimtenance, the functional disturbance of in which a man, for this purpose, swallowecl a piece
organ,
prostration,
the
the sidTering
the bodily
want of cork very full of pins. Tlie immediate elVect was
of appetite, and the gradual emaciation will almost Inemoptysis, and the remote one dciilli by wounding
unerringly point to the nature and seat of the disease. the carotid artery.
(Titnlritin n\ay be simulated by sjiontaneous vomitWhen, on the other hand, the mal.idy is simulated,
all, or nearly all, the usual phenomena of disease will
ing, a faculty possessed by some persons, and by
be absent. Imposters, moreover, are generally very preteniled i);iin in the epigastric region. The attack
zealous in talking about tlii'ir disorders, or in obtrud- is in general speedily yields to a large sinapism and a
ing them upon the notice of their Surgeons, whereas brisk emetic.
those who are really sick and suffering make coml>y.v itUri/ and iViarrh(nt are occusioually feign(;d
paratively little complaint.
malingerer may often by exciting, artiticiall)', irritation of the rectum, by
be dete<'ted by <arefully watching his movements, mixing blood with the alvine evacuations, or by borcoming suddenly upon him when he is asleep or when rowing the discharges of persons actually affected
his attention is directed to gome one cIm'. tickling his with these diseases.
In genuine dysentery ami diarfoot when he feiirns jiaridysis, or pricking his back rlnea there are always well-marked conslilulicmal
when he pretends to lie laboring under hnnbago. phenomena, which are of cour.se al)sent in Ihe sjiuSometimes a deternuned threat will promptly restore rioiis. Careful watching of the patient and compellhim to a sense of his duty, as the application of the uig him to use a dose stool will .soon remove any
actual cautery in incontinence of urine, rheumatism possible doubt that may exist respcctingtheniitiire of
Now and then the case.
of the joints, or mental indiecility.
Disease of the Ittart. in the form of palpitation, may
the exhibition, in rapi<lly repeated doses, of a nause;
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said, be produced by tbe use of bcllebore.
Ilutcliinson, of Enc;land. refers to an epidemic of
kiiiil
amriug
the
members
of
the
ArtilMarine
tliis
lery. Organic cardiac disease could easily be detectstethoscope.
the
ed witlj
Jtheuriiatism being a very common disease among
soldiers, is often counterfeited; but the cheat is of
easy detection when it is recollected that the real affection, especially the acute form, is attended with
more or less swelling and constitutional ilisturbances.
When liwihngo is made the subject of deception,
the attack seldom king withstands the application of
rash remedies, or the threatened use, if speedy relief do not arise, of the hot iron.
Contraction of \\\e:jointK, a not unfrequent source
of imposition, is easily detected by tlic use of anesthetics, or simply by pricking the parts suddenly
with a needle when the |)atient is off his guard.
Whenever wry-iur/,- is simidated, both the sternocleido-mastoid muscles are rendered rigid by the effort at deception whereas in the real disease the
contraction is confined to one side.
:
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PotassiB Carbon, gr. x
Aqua? Destil. 3ss. M.
In rheumatic and goutv affections, taken at bedtime, and followed by a mild aperient next morning.
The following will be found to be pleasant and efficient diaphr/retics
I{.

— Spirit.

—

Mindereri, 3iv

:

Sp. -Ether. Nitrici. §ii

Morphi;c Acet. gr. i. M. S.
Tablespoonful everj- two or three hours. If there be
much heat of surface, we may add to each dose tlie
eighth, twelfth, or fifteenth of a grain of tartar emetic.

/?.— Potassa' Carbon. 3i
Morphia' Sulpli. gr.

i

Sacch. Albi. 3ii
Sue. Limonis recent. 3ii;

AquiP Menth.

v. Destil. 3ii>ss:

Sp. ^Ether. Nitrici. ^ss. JI. S.
Tablespoonful every hour or two.
The effervescing draught, so valuable in irritability of the stomach, is composed as follows
/?.
Sue. Limonis recent. 3j'
Sacch. Albi. gjiss
:

—

Aquae Destil. gji. M.
In this connection we notice some valuable forJi.
Potass;p Caroon. gi
muhe, or medical, surgical, and dietetic prepara
tions, as given by Dr. S. 1). Gross, in his Mamial «/
Aqu!t Destil. §ji. M.
Military Surgery, from which work the substance of Put two tablespoonsful of the lemonade with one of
the alkaline solution, and let the mixture be drunk
this article has been taken.

—

General Remediex.

while effervescing, repeating the dose at pleasure.
As antiperiodiex quinine and arsenic are the main
tioned the following: all drastic articles should, if reliance of the modern practitioner. The former may
possible, be excluded from the prescriptions of the be given \>y itself, in pill or solution, in doses varyMilitary Surgeon:
ing from two to ten grains, according to the urgency
a. Massa; ex Hydrargy. gr. x
of the case or state o^ the system.
The usual do.siPidv. Ipecac, gr. i.
is ten grains everj^ eight, ten, or twelve hours, until
the paro.xysm is arrested.
It the s^-mptoms are unM. ft.pil. ii.
A mild laxative in dj'spepsia and disorders of the usually violent, we need not hesitate to administer
or
even
fifteen
twenty grains at a dose, being of course
stomach and liver.
careful to watch the effects, which will generally be
Ii.
Extr. Colocynth. c;
Il3(irargy.
more
pleasant
Massie ex
if a little morphia be combined with
the quinine.
Pulv. Rhei. v. Jalapie. aa gr. x
In chronic, or frequently-recurring intermittent
Ant. et PotasssE Tart. gr. ^\.
and neuralgic affections, arsenic forms a valuable,
M. ft. pil. V.
An active, antibilious purgative, from three to five and, indeed, in many cases, an indispensable addibeing an ordinary dose. Calomel may be substitut- tion; also iron, if there be any evidences of anscmia.
ed for the blue mass, if there is much disorder of the Many prefer the arseniousacid to Fowler's solution,
convinced that it is much more efficacious and at the
liver and secretions.
The safest emeticn are ipecacuanha, infusion of eu- same time less apt to cause nausea and anasarca.
patorium, perfoliatum, and mustard and common The following formula will lie found advantageous:
a. Acid. Arseniosi, gr. iss
salt, an even tablespoonful of each to halt a pint of
Quini.ie Sulph.
tepid water, one-half to be taken at once, the remainder, if necessary, in fifteen minutes. Sulphate
Ferri Sulph. aa 3i
Morphiae Sulph. gr. i
of copper or zinc will afford the most prompt emetic
Extr. Nucis VomicfB, 9i.
effect in case of great urgencj', as in poisoning.
The following formida will be found very serviceM. ft. pil. XXX.
able in the earlier stages of most inflammatory affec- S. One every five, six, or eight hours.
tions, especially the cutaneous, articular, and trauQuinine is also one of the best tanifs, and it may
matic, unaccompanied by disease of the alimentarj' always be beneficially combined with other articles,
as iron, gentian, (juassia, nux-vomica,and capsicum.
canal
The fluid extracts and aromatic tinctures of bark
if.
Ant. et Potass. Tart. gr. iss;
and gentian will also be found useful. One of the
Magnesiie Sulpli. §i:
best chalybeate preparations is the tincture of the
Morphi* Sulph. gr. ss;
chloride of iron, in do.ses of from twenty to twentySacch. Albi. 3"
five drops three or four times daily.
AqusB Destil §vi. M.
EipectoranU con^XWMe a large class of remedial
This is the autimonial and saline mixture of which
repeated mention occurs in the preceding pages, aud agents, but they nearly all deri%-e their active prinso commonly used in surgical as well as medical prac- ciples from the admixture of tartar emetic, ipecactice. It maj' be rendered depressant by the addition uanha, or squills.
They may generally be usefully
which is half an ounce, repeated every combined with potassa and anodynes, being rendered
to each dose
two or three hours of from three to eight drops of palatable by sj-rup or sugar.
the tincture of veratrimi viridc anodyne, or diaphNurses should be familiar with the manner of adoretic, by laudanum, or morphia: anti-periodic, by ministering fnemata or injections, as frequent occaquinine; antigouorrho-al, by copaiba, gum-arabic be- sions arise for their employment
They may be caing used, in the latter case, as one of the ingredients; thartic, as when they are designed to empty the lowand antirheumatic, by colchicum. If quinine be used, er bowel, or to promote the action of other remedies;
the addition of aromatic sulphuric acid will be re- stimulant, as in case of excessive exliatistion nutri•quired, which is also an excellent solvent of the salts. tive, as when food cannot be taken by the mouth;
Ji.
Vini Colchici Sem. 5i
anodyne, when it is wished to allay pain and induce
Morphia' Sulph. gr. ss
sleep.
1.
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more simple purgatives may be men-
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into strips of suitable length and breadth, warmed by
holding the back against a smool h vessel, as a pitcher
or tin case, and applied in such a manner as to briuj^
the middle of each piece over the wound, the edges
of which are, meanwhile, carefully siijjporled by an
suitable space is hfl between Hie strips
assistant.
for drainage. If things progress favorably, subsliluIf
tion need not be made under three or four days.
the wound be large, only a few of the strips are taken
olT at a lime. lesl. all siipjiort being lost, the edges
should 111- forcibly separated.
Before the soileil dressings are removeii. everything
intended for the new should be prejiared. or put in
The strips of plaster should be reits proper jilace.

A

A

moved

Willi great gentleness.
the injured parts are covered wilh hair, the surface must always be shaved before theapi)li< iilion of
the dressings.
I'niper material for xiitmrH should always be kept
on hand, ready for use. The silver wire is the best,
as it is less irrilaling than any other. Silk, however,
answers exceedin<;ly well; the thread should be rather
thin, and be well waxed. Saddler's silk is the article
used for the ligalion of large arteries.
.Vnioiig the more common and useful iingiitiits for
dressing wounds, burns, abraded surfaces, or lissures,
are the following:
If

irril;ile lh<' rectum.
inicclionsmay consist of laudanum. black
drop, morphia. Iiyoscyamus, or of belladonna, either
alone, or variouslj- coiid>ined. and administered wilh
about two ounces of te|)id water, or some demulcent

not to oppress and
Aui'di/iir

fluid.

best !>yringi' now in \ise is the gutla-jicrcha.
is not li-.ii)le to be deranged, and which has
It should be
the ailditional advantage of durability.
of various caiiacities. from eight to sixteen ounces,
according to the intention to be fullilled by it. The
no/./.le must be well oiled previously to its introduction, and care taken that no air be pushed into the

The

which

bowel.
2.

To

— Tinct.

l)e

nio])

Ji.

lodina".

;

"

Opii. '3j.

;

The bestrfwVi/»<'A(H^iare chlorideof soda, chloride
of lime, Ijabarra(|ue's solution, and the hyiiermanganate of potassa, of which an abiin<lant siqiply should
always be on hand in every hospital, free use of it
being made, by sprinkling and otherwise, upon the
dressings, as well as upon the bedding and Hie rooms.
The Kpiingei about a hospital should be of the softest kind, jierfectly clean, and always ready for use.

M.
,

,
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the preceding, beuig parlicularly val-

uable, iu inflammation of the joints,
en surfaces.

iind

on unbrok-

The cnvv/i. »/'fi</';'-r7;r.w/H7 consists of w;irm water.
simple or medicated with huidanum. ;uelate of Iciid.
or any other ingredient thai may be desired, applied
upon tlannel or muslin clolhs, jiropcrly folded, and
covered wilh oiled silk, to coiiliue heat and moisture.
The

articles should never be emjiloyed upon
ditferent ])ersons, especially where there are foul or
specific sores, as contagion might thus be communicaled by direct inocculation, as has, for example, so
often happened during the prevalence of hospital

The same

comi)()sed of cold water,
also simple or medicated, applied with cloths, the
jiarts being constantly exposed to the air to p'oinote
evaporation. The cloths are wet whenever they become heated or dryish, the water being pressed upon
cold water-driKKiny

is

gangrene.

them from a sponge.
Water-dressing. if long continued, will occasionally
cause irritati(ui, itching, and pnstulation of tlieskin.
rendering it necessary to replace them with cataplasms, or other soothing remedies.
Among poulticfs decidedly the best, for ordinary
purposes, are Haxseed and slippery elm. The former is made by mixing a suitable quantity of linseed
meal with hot, or. what is still better, boiling water,
and rapidly stirring it into a thick mush-like consistence. The mixture is then spread upon a fold of
cloth, in a layer a third of an inch thick, when it is
covered with bobinetor gauze to prevent it from adhering to the parts. A pieceot oiled silk, larger than
the poultices, is placed upon its outer surface, to reThe elm, and. in fact, all
tain heat and moisture.
other cataplasms, are prepared and used upon the
same principles as the linseed. Like water-dressings,
poultices may be simple or medicated, according to
They should be changed at
the object proposed.
least twice, or, in warm weather, even three or four
times in the twenty-four hours.
Adhesive platter \& cut. in the direction of itslength.

M.

i.

Bismuth. Siibnilr. 5ij- ^IExtremely soothing and valualile is the superticial
excoriations, slight burns. and eczematous affections.
Turner's cerate ni;iy be employed for simihir purposes, but should always be considerably dilulcd.

;

I'otassu' Nitral. ;)ij

Ji,

the.se

I

Subacet. 5j
Pulv. Ojiii. 5J. M.
To be put in half a gallon of h<'l. water, and the solution to be us<'d warm or cold, as may be deemed best.
Laudanum may b<' substiluled for the opium.
A'.— I'ulv. Ammonia' Ilydrochlor. 5j

To be used as

(Jpii, 3ss;
Pulv. Hhei, 9i

ingredients may advantageously be added,
in many cases of healing sores, or eru])tions reciniriug a mild stimulus, a drachm of llie oiulmeiil of the
nitrate of mercury, a few drojis of nitric acid. wo
drachmsof oiutmeni of acelile of lead, a small quantity of myrrh, or of balsam of Peru, or from six to
eight grains of sulphate of quinine.
7f.— Ung. Cetacei, §i

To

ItiiiiidicH.

^1Sp. Vini Uectitic, aa 3japplied with a large camel-hair pencil, or cloth
Tlu' i)ure tincture of iodine is seldom used for

— I'lumbi

— Pulv.

Ung. C'etace

— Topical

local |)nrposes.
li.
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cMluirtic elTcct niiiy rriulily be iiuliiecil by an iiijfclion of a pint an<l a Imlf of cold water, or water
in whicli a little ground nuislani or e(ininionsall 1ms
iK'eu slirreil, a niiMuri-of warm water and castor oil;
or an infnsion of senna, or s<iina and Epsom salts.
Turpentine is ])artieularly indicated when the bowels
are distended with llatus.
Stimuliiting injectioiis may be made of brandy, alcohol, nuistard. salt, or spirits of camphor or turpentine, mixed with more or less water; and they are
often extremely serviceabh' in |)romotini; reaction.
Niitritire eilemata may be necessary in the low
slaves of fever, and in sjunshot and other injuriesaltende<l with lesion of the gullet. The best ingredients are essence of beef, strong beef-tea. brandy, or
brandy and milk, introduced in small (juantity so as

It.

;;

3.
Dietetic Preparntiaits.
diet of the sick-room has slain its thousands
Broths, and slops, and jellens of thousands.

The
and

and custards, and ptisans are usually as disgusting as they are pernicious. Men worn out bj- disease
.•Old injury must have nutritions and concentrated
Tlie ordinary jireparations for the sick are,
food.
in general, r.ol only not nutritious, but insipid and
lies,

llatuleiit.

Nitrogenous

fooil is

what

is

needed, even

.\ninial soups
the cpiantily taken be very small,
are among the most efficient su|)porters of the exif

hausted system, and every medical

man should know

to give directions for their preparation. The life
of aman is his food. Solid articles are of course witliheldin acute diseases, intheir earlier stages, but when
the patient begins to convalesce they are fre(iuently
liorne with impunity, and greatly promote recovery.
and
.VII animal soups should be made of lean meat
their nutritious properties, as well a.s their flavor .may
vegetable
be much increased by the addition of some
substance, as rice or barley. If the stomach is very
weak, they may be diluted, or seasoned w ith pepper.
Essence "fbeif, so frequently given in the low stages

how

;

,

:

BIBMOUNTED.

of fever, and in the exlianstinn consequent upon severe injuries and ojierations, is prepared hy euttins;
from a quarter to lialf a pound of lean l)eef into thin
pieces, and puttiuic it into a wide-nioullied porter
bottle, corked tightly, and placed in a kettle of cold
water, winch is then heated till it boils. After it has
been digested in this way for a few hours, the juice
is decanted, and seasoned with salt and pepper,wine
or brandy.
Beef ten. much less nourishing than beef essence, is
made by putting a quarter of a pound of lean beef in
a pint and a liaif of water, and boiling it for fifteen
minutes, a few blades of mace being added during the
process, and the fluid well skimmed.
To make chicken broth requires half a young chicken
and a quart of cold water, with a teaspoonful of rice
or barley, the whole being slowly boiled for two hours
under cover, with proper skimming.
Chicken jelly is prepared by putting a chicken, cut
up,all theboues broken, in a stone jar, closely covered,
and retained in boiling water for three hours and a
half.
The liquor is then strained, and seasoned with
salt

and mace.

Vegetable Hoiip

is

composed of two

Irish potatoes,

one onion, anda pieceof bread, with aquart of water,
boiled down to a pint in a closely-covered vessel, a
little celery or parsley being introduced uear the close
of the operation.
Salt and pepper are added at plea-

To form rice jelly a quarter of a pound of rice flour
and twice that quantity of loaf-sugar are boiled in a
quart of water until the whole becomes a glutinous
mass, when the jelly is strained off and flavored.
SajroJcW^ is composed of four tablespoonsful of sago,

i

vored for use.

The

best iriacK for the sick are Madeira, port, and
In cases of gastric irritation, champagiio
sometimes produces a decided and excellent effect,
sherry.

j

;

efficacy of the various dietetic pre-

parations here described may be greatly increased by
the addition of mace, lemon, wine or brandy.
When
salt, or salt and pepper are used, the patient's own
taste should be consulteil.
Great care should be employed in making tliese compouuds that they are not
scorched. To prevent this a douljle boiler should be
used.
Milk-punch, an excellent article when a stimulant
is required in conjunction with a nutrient, is made
by mixing good brandy with cold, fresh nnlk, in the
proportion of about one ounce of the former to half
a pint of the latter.
Sugar and nutmeg may be added to make the mixture palatable.
Wine-whey, well made, may be rendered of great
service to the sick.
It is prepared by adding a pint
of fresh milk, as soon as it reaches the boiling-point,
as much good Madeira or .sherry as will coagulate it.
The mixture is then strained, and sweetened or fla-

—

i

;

;

and

:

A

stantly stirred.
Oatmeal gruel is comi)osed of two large s])oonsfid
of oatmeal and half a pint of milk, stirred into one
pint of boiling water, and allowed to simmer for thirty minutes, when it is strained through a hair sieve.
dornineal gruel is prepared in a similar manner.
Arrow-root pap consists of a large tablespoonf ul of
this substance made into a paste with a little cold
water, which is then stirred into a pint of boiling
water, and kept on the fire for ten minutes. The
nourishing properties of arrow-root pap may be
heighteneil by using milk instead of water in its preparation.
Milk toast is often much relished by the sick and
there is a very excellent jelly for invalids made of a
thinly sliced and slightly toasted penny roll, boiled in
a quart of water luitil it becomes a glutinous mass,
when it shoidd be strained upon a few shavings of
flavor

;

:

one quart of water, juice and rind of one lemon. and
enough sugar to render it agreeable. After the mixture has stood half an hour, it is boiled until all the
particles are entirely dissolved, the mass being con-

lemon-peel.

quieting the stomach as well as the system at large.
Egg-ii"g,cons\iit!i of an egg, the white and yolk of
half a pint of cold
wliicii are beaten up separately
water with a little loaf-sugar is then added, toselher
with two tablespoonsful of brandy. See Military
Snryiry.
SUEMOUNTED.— In Heraldry, the term used to indicate that one charge isto be placed ovi-r another of
different color or metal, which ma}' respectively be
blazoned Sable, a pile argent surmounted by chevron gules; and, argent, a cross gules, surmounted by
anotficr or.
See Heraldry.
SURPRISE. Surprises and ambuscades depend for
their success upon the same point, that of being able
to attack the enemy suddenlj' when he is not prepared to resist. The term xurprine is applied to imexpected attacks upon an enemy's position: that of
amlmscnele where a position is taken for the purpose
of falling suddenly upon the enemy when he reaches
it. Secrecy, good troops, and a thorough knowledge
of the localities, are indespensable to the success of
either of these operations.
In planning a surprise,
the oftioer must spare no pains in ascertaining the
face of the country leading to and in the immediate
the character and
vicinity of the enemy's position
disposition of his troops; and the state of preparaInformation
tion of the defenses of the position.
may lie obtained on these points from spies, deserters, inhabitants of the locality occupied b.y the enemy, good maps. etc. The troops to be employed
in the expedition, as well as the other necessary arrangements, will depeud upon the information gained on these points. If the position be an intrenched
cavalry
one, infantry will constitute the main force
and artillery can be of little other use than to cover
the retreat of the infantry, and to make prisoners of'
body of
those who may escape from the position.
engineer troops or of picked men used to handling
tools, will accompany the infantry, and willcarry with
them such implements as may be requisite from the
character of the defenses, as axes, .saws, crowbars,
If the position be not insmall scaling-ladders, etc.
trenched, as an open village, etc., cavalry may perform a very important part, by a sudden dash among
the enemy, in creating confusion and alarm. As the
success of the affair will greatly depend iqion the secrecy with which these preparations are made, and
the celerity with which it is conducted, all orders for
collecting the necessary implements and assembling
the troops, should be given at the shortest notice
no more troops should be taken than are indispensaand they should carry nothing with
bly necessary
them but their arms, and the requisite amoimt of ammunition. Midnight is the best hour for snuill bodies
as they must
of troops to carry out such enter])ri.ses
effect all they desire to do anil be off before dayfew hours before daylight is the best time
break.
as the dawn of day will be
for large expeditions
favorable to their retreat, by which time they will
have been able to effect their purposes. The season
of the year and the state of the weather shoidd be
iaken advantage of. Winter and bad weather are
most favorable, as the enemy's sentinels and outposts
will then, in all probability, be less on the alert, and
more disposed to keep under such shelters as they
can procure. As our purpose may be divined by the
enemy, measures should be taken against such a contingency. These will maiidy consist, in securing by
detachments all defiles and roads by whieli our retreat might be cut off; aud by designatuig a rallying
point, on which our force will fall back, if repulsed,
which slioidd be strongly occupied by cavalry and
In
artillery, if they constitute a part of the force.
conducting the march, the troops will lie kept well
order
silence
observed.
the
greatest
and
be
together;
Instead of the ordimiry precautions of iin advancedguard and flankers, reliance should rather be placed
upon a few active and intelligent scouts, to gain timely notice of any movement on the part of the enemy.
Concerted attack upon several points are good means
:

sure.
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Greene, look direction to the lefl, entered the Pennington road one mile from town. The pickets ou
both roads lnhaved well, but were i|uickly swept
away by the force w hicli now hasteiUMl to its achievemenl. Washington moved directly to the junction of
King and (^iieen streets. I'nder his direction Colonel

c-oiifusion and piinily/'m;r the cni'iiiy's efllicy ciiii In- successfully carried out: liul.
as they niav reipiire some of the ilela<hnieiil> tn make
considenilile circuits Ici reaeii their points, much will

of

crt'iiliiiir

forts,

when

depend upon clianc<' as to
cases, some signal must he

their success.

STTHPHIEE.

In such

a^'irreed upon, to let the
detaclunenls, already in posit ion. known when those,
which are likeliest to reacii theirs latest, are ready
1ml this may have the inconvenience of frivinjr the
alarm to the enemy. Kockets may lie used for this

Knox |ilaced Forrest's battery of six guns in position
so as to command both streeis. The Hessians in vain
alleinpted to rally, the surprise was comiilele. and
linding retreat cut off in all directions, surrendered
to the number of aliout one thousand. TheAmericaus
lost three killed and three wounded. A few skillfully
handled guns delemiined the action.

:

purpose, and also to give notice to the troops to retire toaelhcr.
The retreat after a succissful issue
should be conducted with the same promptitude as
the advaiue. 'Pime must not lie lost in waiiinj; too
THK STOIiM OF KAUK.
loni; for all the detaelunenis to come in al the rallyThe storm of Kars during the Unsso-Tiirkisli war
ing point, as the safety of the whole command luiglil
111- compronii.sed.
of lf<T7-T8, is given as an exainpli' of the successful
The followini: examplrs.takcn frtun EfimutuPn Art surprise and cajiture of a ])ositioii defeniled by a largo
aiul Heiem-e iif^\'iir. arc interesting in this connec- body of men. Tlii-i was thelinal act of the campaign
Armenia, and one of the most remarkable exill
tion
I

:

HE.S.SIAXS

srnPRISED AT TKENTOX, 1776.
I

On the SSlh day of Decendier,177r>, a total effective force of not (piite one thousand live hundred and

ploits in military annals.
The fort iticat ions consisted of a masonry citadel,
and twelve detached forts. The various forts present-

ed dilTercnt triiris and dilTereut ((mstructions. The
constituted the garrison of Trenton. The forts ordered to be carried were the following: Fort
<iimmand had six ]iieces of artillery, but <-ontrary to Ilafiz I'aslia was as(|uare redoubt. four hundredyards
the iireviousadviee of Colonel Donop. there were nei- (ma side, with bastions al the angles, ditch IwclVe by
ther tield-works nor defense of any kiiul before the six feet, and a casemated barrack in three tiers closFort Kauly coiihi>leii of two small
ferry or at any of the approaches to the town. One ing the gorge.
such work on the summit, at the fork of King and si|uare redoulits about one hundred and fifty yards
Queen streets, and (me on Front str<'el woidd have on a side, and in rear of them a lunette with fa("cs in
sericnisly endangered the American movement, es- the form of a bastioned front and closed at the gorge
pecially under the circumstances of severe weather, with a casemated barrack. The ditch was twelve by
which almost disarmed the assailants. It was Christ- six feet. The develoiimeut of the line <if fire was over
mas, a holiday in great favor with the troops which two thousand one humlrcd yards. Fort Stouvari was
composed the garris<iu. It is enough to slate that a simple lunclle willmul dilclies. Of the other forts,
military negligence was absolute. The disposition of some had ditches, others not.
The coiinlerscarp ol
the American Army for the attack wasemincntly bold all the works having ditches was arranged with a
UrilVm was expected still to occupy ban(iuette for infantry fire over the glacis. Tliese
jind judicious.
the attention of Donop, us if those demonstrations works presented in general certain (jualities advanacross the river were but the feverish action of local tageous to the defence, /. f., they were (partly) on
militia. A small center colunui under (Jeneral Kwing, commanding ground, they were so near together and
whose brigade reported but live hundred and forty- so constructed that their artillery lent mutual supseven rank and tile for duty, was to cross just lielow port. and the rocky ground precluded all idea of minThe total armament of the jilacc
Trenton, to occupy the bridge across the .\ssanpiuk, ing against them.
and thus sever communication with Dollop's corps at is about two hundred guns (:il);i were captured at the
IBordentown. Still further down the river, as a con- assault, including a large iiroportion of field-guns).
straint upon the possible movement of that corps to The total development of the line of fire f(jr infantry
the support of Colonel H.alil (atTrenton), the right wing is about six thousand yards. Allowing two men to
under Cadwalhuier, was ordcrcil to cross al JJristoi, a yard and fifty jier cent, in reserve, the iiroper garbelow Bordentown.wilh view to a direct attack upon rison would be eighteen Ihousancl infantry, and, with
Donop from the south, and thus co-operate with the twenty-tivc nun to a gun. five thousand artillery, or
militia in that (piarler. (ieueral Washington reserved in all twenty-three thousand.
This was almost exfor himself the conduct of the lefl wiug.consisting ot actly the strength of the garrison at the lime of the
two thousand four hundred men. which was to cross assault. Thirty thousan(i infantry, with fifty-three
nine miles above Trenton, atMcC'onkey's ferry. licarn- s(piadrons and one hundred and forty-four guiis were
ing tliat Maidenhead was almost without garrison, constituted the army of investment of Kars.
The train of reasoning which induced the assault
t'xcept a troopof dragoons, it was the ]>ur|iose of the
American Commander also to include thai sub-jiost is thus explained in the Orand Duke JMichacl's report:
within his raid. It was also expe(t<-d tliat (Jeneral "Careful reconnaissances of the ground and of the
Putnam would cross fnun I'hiladelphia, early on the defenses of the jilace, and the iiiforinatioii gathered
The plan em- concerning the elTcctive strength and morale of the
2tith. with al least one thousand men.
brace<l t he deliverance of the left bank of he Delaware. garrison, and concerning its provisions, proved each
The right wing landed a portion of its troops; but on (lay more clearly that, although the defeat of Moukaccount of the ice could not land the artillery. and re- hta Pasha's .\riny may have had a certain demoralizturned to Bristol The center of the coluinn failed to ing effect upon the defensive strength of Kars, yet
The left wing of the army under the capture of this town was none the less an extremet'fTect a landing.
Wasliington. accompanied by (jncne and Sullivan as ly ditticull exterprise. The excellent armament of
division cnmmanders. formed evening parade under the fortifications of Kars. the resolution of the garricover of the high ground just back of McConkey's son to fight to the last extremity, the well known
ferry.
It was designed to move as soon a.s darkness firmness of Turkish troops in sieges, and the difficult
set in. so as to comjilete the crossing at midnight, and conditions in wbicli the troops of investment were
enter Trenton as early as five o'clock in the morning placed, hardly ]iermitted the idea of sitting down to
of the 2l5tli. It was cold, snowy, and tempestuous. a siege of which it would have been difliiciill to foreThe landing of the artillery was not efTected until see the end. The only way to put an end to this state
three o clock, but the army did not march until four. of affairs was to gain possession of Kars in open asRetreat could not be made without discovery, annoy- sault. The line of forts on the southeast, situated on
ance. and consequent disheartening of his troops, and the right liank of Kars river, ITafiz, Kanly, and SouSullivan's vari, and the town itself, where all the depots and
late as it was the advance was ordered.
division moved bv the river mad. Washington w ith provisions of the garrison were concentrated, were
fifty

men

t
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chosen as the principal (ibjcotivc. partly on acrouut
of tlie conformation of tlie uroiiud, and'partly on account of tlie t;iluatiou and relative strengUi of the defenses commanding the appnjaches of the place. It
was at first thougirt that it might be possible to reduce the place by bombardment alone, but this was
soon seen to be an illiisiou the Turks began con;

It was all tlie more necesstructing new batteries.
sary to iuvsten the end the assiuilt was decided upon." It only remained to Hx tlie place and the means.
In front of "the line of the forts, which was to be the
principal objective of the attack, the ground alTonled within musket range of the works hardi}' any shelter, and not a single favorable position for lield artillery.
The enormous extent of the line of tire. Hanked by several bodies of troojis, successive rows of
trenches and artiticial shelters, the almost incredible
range and intensity of tlie Turkish infantry tire ou
the defensive, threatened enormous losses in case of
an attack by da.vlight. ()n the other hand, anattack
in the darkness of a night without a moon might lead
to a catastrophe.
It was necessary toawaitthetime
when the moon, remaining nearly all night above the
horizon, would light up tlie lield so that there would
be no danger on the one hand of making a mistake
in the road, and on the other baud of revealing our
movement to the enemy from a distance, and thus
giving time to take his own measures and to direct
a murderous infantry tire upon us. The greatest secrecy was observed, and the Turks do not seem to
have had the least suspicion of what was going on.
:

They had

in fact

men — two-thirds

concentrated over fifteen thousand

—

in their forts
of their whole force
on the Shorak mountains, on the left of the river.

The orders giving

the general direction for the
1. The troops investing
assault, were as follows:
Kars are to gain possession of Forts Souvari, Kauly,
and Haflz Pasha. 3. The attack must be made uiiexpeHedly, and efforts must lie made to take prisoner
or else destroy the garrison of these forts, and to get
possession of the guns in them. 3. At the same time
as the attack of these forts, dfnuiiiKtriitiniis will be
made against other points of the enemy's line of defense, in order to distract his enemy's attention and
the troops from the real pointof attack. 4. TheseA'Wonutrdtionx may be converted into real attacks, taking advantage of the enemy's coifusion or other favorable cirinimstances, but only by small bodies, as
Such
experiments, in order to avoid great losses,
attempts may be made also by the troops charged
after
this
latter
has
been
principal
attack,
with the'
executed Fort Tchim and the wall of the town are
specially indicated as the objects of these attempts.
Under entirely exceptional circumstances, such for
example as a case of complete panic on the part of
the enemy, such an operation is authorized with reference to Karadagh, but without losing sight of the
difficulties of its execution.
G. After having gained
jiossession of Forts 8ouvaria, Kaiily, and llatiz, the
first duty of the troops will be to establish themthey will not evacuate these
selves solidly there
works except in case it should be absolutely impos.'i.

:

:
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to maintain themselves in

them: and

in this

case they will bring away the prisoners and trophies,
and will destroy, as far as possible, all the enemy's
means of defense.
In order to carry out all these instrucli(nis, fivesep-

and implements of various kinds. With each column was also a squad of artillerymen, with tools for
spiking or dismounting the guns. On the evening of
the ITtli all the troops assembled at the points indicated, and about K.iJO p.m. the columns moved forward. A perfectly clear sky and the full moon, whicli
had just risen, gave promise of a clear and calm
night.
A solemn and cold silence reigned in the air,
anil the most attentive ear could not have distinguished any noise in the least alarming. The dimlysccn line of our skirmishers was advancing prudently, step by step, followed by the troops fon the assault, which at first marched in comjiact columns,
then, as they approached the line of attack, formed
in deployed order in company column.
About nine
o'clock some shots were heard at Turkish outposts,
and then, as ours did not reply, they ceased.
(July
our batteries at Djavra, as a signal, opened a cannonade against the heights of Tekmass, attracting the
atteiition and forces of the enemy towards this point.
But not half an hour elapsed before a musketry-fire
of the Turks burst forth along the whole line of attack, and after a few nnnutcs the works and trendies
of the forts which had been attacked began a continuous tiring.
Tlielitlle column of Prince MelikofI was the firstto
reach its destination. A<lvancing without firing a
shot and capturing the Turkish pickets, it nislied into Fort Souvari about half-past nine p.m., almost before the Turks knew they were approaching: tliey
then killed the Turkish garrison witli the bayonet,
sjiikcd or dismounted tiie guns, and in less than half
an hour left the work, broke through some Turkish
avalry which came to attack them, and rushed ou
to the bridge over the Kars river in order to attack
Fort Tchim on its left flank and rear.
Grablie's two columns, assaulting Fort Kanly, had
more serious difficulties They arrived in frontof the
work about ten p.m., and crossed, with some little
difficult}' and under a heavy fire, the obstructions in
the shape of pits in front of the work.
On the right,
a few hundred volunteers swarmed over the parapet
eastern
redoubt,
of the
and as (piickly as ])ossil)le
killed all the defenders wJio remained in it; they
the
then rushed ou
eastern fiank of the main work,
got possession of part of its parapet, and stayed there,
awaiting the arrival of the rest of their column, but
unable to get any further forward in the face of the
superior force of the garrison. The rest of the column, however, seeing a redoubt occupied, inclined
to the right to attack the trenches and a little lunette
with four guns, situated between Kanly and llafiz.
Having gained possession of these trenches and tlie
lunette, ihev began to reform and advance to the relief of their comrades who still held on ujiou the parMeanwhile, or. the left.
apet of the eastern face.
Count Grabbe, led his column in jiersonand on horseback, ;iud passed around the flank of the western redoubt and attacked the nuiin work, jiartly in front
against the western face, and jiartly by turning its
extreme western flank and endeavoring to enter tlie
work in rear. The troops with great difficulty gained possession of the covered-way, reformed in the
ditch, and at eleven o'clock portions of the :ird Grenadiers and the Toth Regiment rushed over the parapet
at the same time that a part of the Uifie Battalion
entered the work from the rear. A fierce lian<l-tohand figlit tlien took place in this angle of llie work,
<

of assault were formed and two colof demonstration, and about tive thousand men the traces of which were found in five hundred Turkbeing held in reserve. The artillery was not to fol- ish dead which lay in a small place there the next
low the troops, but was to remain, ready for action, day. But although a good portion of the garrison
near the reserves, until daylight or the recei])t of fur- was thus exterminated, the rest look refuge in the
ther orders. The cavalry was to be stationed at im- stone barracks at the gorge, which had two tiers of
portant jioints and await orders. The concentration musketry fire, and several small nuirlars in barbette
of the troops was to commence at dark, the forward on top, and did great damage to the Russians atsucli
movement at eight p.m. Profound silence was to close quarters. Colonel Belinsky then took some
be everywhere observed, and no smoking allowed. volunteers, passed round to the rear of tlie barracks,
The 'M\ "engineer battalion was <livided u)) into small and tried to break down its doors but they were of
Tliis at.squads and distrilmted among the various columns, iron, and he made no impression on them.
each squad carrying its ladders, liynanutc-cart ridges. tempt having failed, il iHcame impossible for the
iirate

columns
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;
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in tin' works under the rain of liul- a fortress to stirrender; it may have to do so from
Turks sliowcnil on llicni from llie being starved out by the besiegers. The greatest surthe biirracks. and tluy wore tlu-rcfori' render of troops in the field that we are acipiainted

troops to roniain
lets

wliicli

IIk'

ioophok-s of
obligi-d to return to

the diteh, leaViuL', however, a
the <Tesl of tlie parapet,
who naie the Turks a very warm reception whenever
they attempted a sortie from the harraeks. The
barracks linally surren(Krcd just after the Russian

line of

men

down on

lyini;

up with dynamite.
Commander was ready to blow
Tliree liundred men w"ere all that remained of Fort
it

Kanly. With aliout the same details all llie works upon the riiiht bank of the Kars river ])assed into the
hands of the Uussians.
As dayliirhl dawned about live a. m., the whole
scries of fnrlilicalions on tin- riirht bank of the Kars
Hiver was inpossession of the Russians: but the coinmandini; forts on the lieisjlits held out. and he Turks
had slilfbetween twelve "thousand and tifleen Ihousaml men, somewhat demoralized, but still capable of
tightins;. on the left bank of llu' Kars. Massinir these
the Pasha determined to make an cirnrt In break
throU!;li in the diree:inn of the villajres of Samovat.
Aravartan, and Ho/.s:ala. anil thence windini; tbrouLili
llie mountains, gain the Er/.eroum road. As the day
dawned litis movement la-came clearly delined. and
Lieutenant General Uoop. commanding on the left
bank, took what measures he could to stop it. by
I

disposing the cavalry, stationeii near these villages,
to take the columns "in Hank while his infantry retained them in front. Tlie |)rineipal ccdunui of the
Turks, near !5o/.gala, seeing itself surrounde<l, laid
down their arms but at Samovat and at Aravartan
they broke through the Russian infantry and con" The
tinued their march towards the moimtaiiis.
Cossacks were after them with the tittiiost energy,
and attacked them vigorously in Hank, causing a
loss of several hundreds of men among the Turks,
and delaying them wliile annlher portion got on their
;

road in front and headed them olf. They surreiulered here and there by batallions, until limdly there remained but one detachment of about one buiulred
and lifty mounted men, Hying in llu' direction of the
Olli road. Tlie t!ossacks put after them. sabered about
a hundred of their luiinber whose horses were exhausted, and chased the r<'st for about lifteen miles.
Then their own horses gave out, and they had to
Kars was wholly iti possession of the
give it up.
Russians, It was a good night's work a fortified
place of the first order captured in open assavilt with
seventeen thousand prisoners, three hnndreil and
three guns of various calibers, twenty-five thousand
or more small-arms, and an immense iiuantity of p'o.
visions and material of all kinds. Two thousand five
hundred Turkish bodies were found dead on the
field.

The Russian

losses

were two thousand two

hundre<l and seventy-three.

The campaign in Armenia, begun by the Russians with insutlicieni forces,ttnd clieckedfor a while
finally ended in their comjilete victory and the overwhelming defeat and destruction of the Turkish
forces.
Its fat(^ was decided by the battle of Alailja
Dagli and the storm of Kars. and these iire anuing
the most brilliant feats in Russian military annals.
The more the latter is studied, and the stubborness
of the defense is considered, the more certain it appears that those who lay down as a proved principle
of modern tactical warfare that fortifications defended by breech-loaders camiot be carried in open asKars was
sault, have made a hasty judgment.
stormed without any artillery i)reparation at all its
success was due to the skilful dispositions made beforehand, and to the individual courage and endurance of the men. In both cases hand-to-hand fights
finally decideil the battle.
Sec Amhunrtuie.
SURRENDER. To give up possession of anything.
In battle, when unable to make good one's retreat.
or in the case of a fortress being unable to stand out
against the attack of the besiegers, to surrender is
then to lay down arms ami to give up the garrisim
as prisoners of war. Not by fi>rie of arms alone has
;

—

Army

with

dan

:

in late years is that of the Fremli
at
of fortres.ses, that of Strassburg, of Jlet/.,

Se-

and

others in France (luring the Frauco-CJerman war of
1«70 71.
Tu Kiirrnidfr tit dixcreti'm means to give oneself up,
or to deliver tip an army or a fortress, into the hands
of a victorious (Jeiiiral without stipulatintranvtirms.
SURTOUT. In fortification. the elevation of'theparapit of a work iit the angles to protect from enfilade
lire.

SURVEYING, l.and-surveying may be considered
the earliest practic.'il application of the art of geometry {)r earth measurement, and must have been in
some more or less rude form coeval with agriculture
and the division or approjiriatioii of tlie soil. In Rome,
surveying was c<insidered one of the liberal arts, ami
il.e measurement of lands was intrusted to public
officers who enjoyed certain privileges; ami it is
prcibable that the system of iiieasurc'iiK'nt jiractised
liy them was very similar to our jilane-surviying with
the chain and cross-stafT of the present day, and has
been handed down to us through the femhil period.
An examination of ancient records and title-deeds
will show that both areas and boundary-lines of the
(litTerent inclosures forming fields, hundreds, townlands, etc.. are often laid down with a considerable
degree of accuracy. l.and-surveying may be considered under the following heads: (a.) I'lane-surveying with the chain, and without tlie aid of angular
instruments, except the cross-stall or fi.xed angle of
90". (i.) Jlodcrn engineering surveying, in which
angular instruments are used. ('•.) Coast and military surveying, (r?.) Trigonometrical surveying. The
fundamental rule of every descri|ition of hiiid-surveying.from the liumble attempt of the village seliuolniaster to l;iy down an irregular garden-piot, to the
trigonometrical survey of a large extent of the earth's
surface, when the aid of the most refined improvement of modern science is indispensable, is simply to
determine three elements of a triangle, and thence
to calculate its area.
In plane-surveying with the
chain, the three sides of a triangle, ABC, are supposed to be accessible, and are carefully measured
on the ground, and then laid down orjilaited to scale
on paper, when an accurate figure of the triangle will
be obtained, on which the length of the sides can be
marked. To get the area, however, it will be necessary to determine the length fif the jierpeniiicular line
Al). and this is usually done (when ])(issiblej on the
ground by means of a simple instrument called a
cross, which consists of two sights or line grooves at
right angles to each other, and being placed on the
line BC (keeping B and C visible in one of the sights),
nearly opposite the angle A, is moved gradually till
the aiigle A is intersected by the other sight. The line
AB can be also laid down on the drawing, and its
length found by .sc:ile. and arterward verified <in the
groinul. or it may be atonce laid dow n on the gnnind
by the use of the chain alone. An improved rcllecting instrument, called an optical sijuare, is also often
used for this purpose. Any boundaries along the
lines or sides of the triangle,
-VBC, can be deterniinecl by
the use of offsets or insets.
as they occur on right and
No matter
left of the line.
what the form of the surface to be surveyed iiiiiy be
polygon. Iraiie/.iiim, or
trapezoid it may thus be
determined by a judicious
subdivision into triangles: and when the survey is
not of a ver)' extended nature or character, and
when no serious obstruction exists, chain-surveying
is both accurate and expe<iitiou8. esiieciall}- if the
proof or tie-lines are properly introduced, for llie purpose of testing the accuracy of the work. In every

—

StJEVEYOE GENEEAL OF OEDHANCE.

ilesrripUon of surveying, it is best to make the original triangle as large as possible, and to work from
a whole downward, ratlier than build up a large triangle by the addition of the several small ones, as is
sometimes done.
Wherever buildings or any other impediments are
found in the measurement of a straight line, they are
generally passed by the erection of short perpeniliculars sufficient to clear the obstacles, and a line parallel to the original measured as far as they e.xist,
when the original line can be again resumed. Differences of level, occurring in measuring a line where
no instruments are used, are generally compensated
or allowed for by the judgment of the surveyor. In
registering the dimensions taken on the groimd, such
as sides of triangles, offsets, intersections of roads,
fences, etc., and everything required to make a perfect
delineation or plan of the surface, surveyors use what
is called a field-book, the mode of keeping which
varies very much with individual practice.
Some
surveyors use hand-sketches or rough outlines of the
form of the ground, and mark the dimensions on
them, while others use the ordinary form of fieldbook, or combination of the two methods, which
perhaps is the best when any difficult complications
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same. We give below the field-book of the assumed
survey of the triangle ABC, with the different offsets

and

insets on its sides, and where the roads, fences,
streams, etc., cross them, the detail of which can be
obtained by subdividing the triangle into smaller internal ones.
The figure can thusbe laid down from

the
i

book, and
-'

area calculated by the formula

its

and the

offsets

and

insets calculated

and

2
added, or deducted.

Ponds, plantations, and enclosures of different
kinds may be surveyed with a chain, especially if
their form be such that they can be convenientlv included in the area of a triangle, the correctness of
which, being proved by proper tie-lines, the form,
area, etc., may be ascertained by off.sets or insets.
8UEVEY0E "GENEEAL OF OEDNANCE.— One of the
three great Officers of .State in England, whose Department has the supply of all kinds of stores, transport,

and quarters.

SUEVEYS OF THE PUBLIC DOMAIN.— The

records

of the Land Office furnish a gigantic illustration of
the evils of badly-directed scientific work.
large

A

SURVET8 OF TNE PUBLIC DOMAIH.
mill

voikKt

uliules; thai tlir laiiils siirvcvpfiarp Irvcl.

hilly, (ir nilliiis; thai saiiilsKuu'sarc fcmiiil here, linirstoni's tlieri', or j;ranile i-lsewhiTc: aiul so the rct'ortls

of useless farts liavc lit'eii piled upfnuii year to year
That all of
until they are liurieil in their own mass.
this labor and expense litis lieeii lost to science, may
well cliallin;;e the altenlion of the learned men of

America, and when iimperiy

iiinlerstoiMl.
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they will

It is scarcely
not be slow in deniandim; a reform.
ni'cessary to indicate a nieihod liy which these evils
can be ciirrecteil in the fiiliiri'. There is one. and but
one. adequate and inexpensive melhoil. The initial
points should be connected by a triaiiijulation with a
system of short liasc-lincs acciiralely iiicasured, the

latter haviiii; their latitudes, lon^ritudes. altitudes, and
iiziniiillis properly determined, and from the jreodelic piiinis eslablisiied in this IriaiiLrulation all tlielini'S

of llie purcelinii surveys sliould be checked, and the
dat um jioiiils in the parcelins surveys should be marked w ith imperishable monuments of stone or metal.
]Jy such a plan tlie boundary lines of parcels could be
accuralcly and permanently fixed and easily identified.
Thecorner-posis wouldnot be iminedialily destroyed
by natural agencies, and if lost by accident or removed by desisrn. they could be easily and accurately replaced, and the whole basis of the system, in its
jreodetic points and triangles, would remain while
bills and luoiintains stand and the stars shine.
In
this manner a proper parcelina; of the public lands
would be made, and at the same time all other scienlilic purposes of a survey would be subserved. It
is ipiite unnecessary to represent the importance of
n u'ood triironometric survey for scientilic purposes.
It is rather of its utilitarian purposes that we would
here speak, and especially of its importance to our
system of surveys of the public lands. Not only would
tiie use of a primary triaiurulation as the basis of landsurveyins; remedy the principal defects of that system, but it would be a means of irreat economy in the
linal <()st. and would have the immense advantase
of renderiii'.; much of those surveys both unnecessary
anil inexcusable, and would distribute the cost over
the comini; years in a manner least burdensome upon
the revenue.
The relatively small proportions of the land remninini; in the possession of the Government which
is useful for industrial purposes has had. in the last
fi'W years, the effect of locatins the incomina; Jiopiilation of the far West upon scallend districts where
water can be found. and these settlements are separated from each other by mountains or by broad expanses of barren plains which. for many years to come,
will not be sold nor turned to any economic use except in very rare instances.
And yet a survey is as
essential to the title of the homesteader of \Vyoniini^ and Idaho as to the old settlers of Ohio aiu' Illinois. To make that survey by present methods. and

come

the datum-iioints or origins of local surveys of
which lie in their vicinity. Uul wliile a
trigonometric survey, if conducted with pro|ier accuracy, is in one sense un ex|)ensive undertaking,
there may be danger of overesiimaling its relative
cost.
It could not be more expensive than the present land surveys which yield such iioor and perishable results.
But even here it is well to remember
that a Iriangiilalion. with a secondary and tertiary
system of triangles. need not be at once extended over
the enlirc domain. nor even overa very large proportion of it. Population inlhefarWest has shown a tendency to duster around a number of localities of relatively small extent, while he greater portion of the
region is uiioccupiid.
riie primary points imce deterniineil in a few narrow belts, it w ill be practicable
to expand a net of inferior Iriangjis over tliosi- localall ilislricis

I

which need surveys while llii' barren w astes may
a survey is needed for them.
It will always be jiracticable to regulate the extent of the triangulation, and to aila[>t it to wants as they arise.
The greatest economy of this melhoil would arise
from liie fact that it would dispense with the unneities

be

left until

cessary work of the ])risint land surveys. Iteialling
here the fact that under the ])r<'SPnt method the work
is done by contract, il obviously becomes tlie pecuniary interest of the deputy to survey as much land as
])raclical)le provided il will yield liim a protit.
To
a considerable extent be has discretion in the selection of tlie districts which he has to survey, and being governed solely by ciinsiilerations of protit. naturally, and (luile lawfully, selects such lands as can
be surveyed at least cost to himself without regard to
their present or even iirobable occupation by settlers.
.M.nny millions of acres have thus been parceled without the slightest necessity, the lands being worthless,
and the land marks have been allowed to perish, and'
all useful results have perished with them. We have
but tocontrast this prodigal and wasteful method with
the permanent and ever-useful resultsof a triangulation in order to recognize the immense advantage of
tlie latter.
Throughout the Kocky Mountain region
a great portion of the values of the public domain subsist in the mines of gold, silver, cinnabar, lead. etc.
The surveys of these mining lands are carried on by
methods even more poorly adapted to reasonable re(piirements than those of the agricultural lands. The
iracts of mineral lands containing ores of jirecious
metals, title to wiiiih are conveyed from llie general government to individuals, are surveyed by methods so inaccurate that the surveys themselves are of
little value in identifying parcels, and in the courts
the records of such surveys are of no value, parol
evidence being necessarily substituted: for in general the values of the mines exist within narrow horizontal limits and should resurveys the inaile following original records it would always be [irobable that
in conformity with exislini; statutes, it is necessary sites thus obtained wnuld not coincide with the orito run lines from standard meridians and parallels ginal one but would be in jiart or in wholeestablished
or from established township corners, and these lines on other grounds. I'nder the law the surveys of minmust be "marked and measured" before the contrac- eral claims are connected eil her with the corner posts
tor can receive his payment. Connections of isolated of the land surveys or with •'mineral monuments
districts must thus be made through a seriesof town- and this connection is made by lines run with comship corners. The futility of makiuar such comers jiass and chain, and it should be remembered that the
whi-rever they may chance to fall in the mountains mines are in the mountains where the use of these
and deserts, by such perishable devices as are au instruments involves the greatest expense and secures
thorized by law, needs no remark. The inaccuracy the least accuracy. To this primitive and almost barof such measurements in a dittlcull country is a con- baric system of surveying the mineral lands may Insequence equally obvious. The whole system is one attributed a large part of the disastrous litigation in
which from the peculiar character of the western re- which the mines of the Kocky .Alountain region are
gion renders necessary a very lara;e amount of sur- involved. We need scarcely say that such surveys
veyinsjwhich serves no useful purpose except to con- are so inaccurate as to be of no valuewhatever in denect isolated districts and such connect ions are from termining the position of the claims themselves. It
the nature of the case grossly inaccurate. To such thus happens that when in a mineral district many
a method the trigonometric method stands in the claims have been surveyed, an attempt is made in the
strongest possible contrast. Hy a judicious selection surveyor-general's office' or, in the General Land Ofof natural and conspicuous geodetic stations scatter- fice in Washington, to plot a number of such claims
ed over the land, all supertiuous surveying may be on a common chart, the several surveys are foun<l to
entirely avoided.
The latitudes and longitudes of be inconsistent with each other, and overlap or fail
such stations being once determined, they may be- to connect. The claims themselves should be plotted
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on properly constructed topographic oliarls and be
connected witti each other by triangiilation, and tlie
whole connected with the general system of triangulation which must be carried over the country. iJvery
mineral district should have a thorougli topographic
survey, and at convenient points tlirougliout the district monuments should be erected and their absolute
and relative positions determined l)y tixing their angular relations to eacli other and to he geodetic points
of the general triangulation, and thus every miner
would have an accurate, simple. and inexpensive method by which the position of his claim could be tixed.
But such properly constructed charts necessarj' for
the identification of mineral claims and the proper recording of conveyances would meet all other wants.
It would be a sutiicient guide to the engineer, for all
general purposes, in the location of highways and
hydraulic works, and a sufficient map for all scientiIf the work were properly done in the
fic purposes.
I

first instance, so as to be sutHcient for all reasonable
requirements, no duplication of the work would be
necessary for any other purpose.
In the administration of the Land Office, there are
important facts that should here be considered. The
following classes of lands are recognized under the
laws
1. Agricultural lands or lands valuable for
agriculture without irrigation or drainage. 2. Swamp
lands valuable for agrilands.
3. Irrigable lands
culture only with irrigation and designated in the
law as "desert lands." 4. Timber lands,
Liveoak and cedar lands. G. Mineral-vein lands, or lan<ls
containing veins or lodes of gold, einnahar, copper,
7. Placer lands, or lands containing plalead, etc.
cer mines of the precious metals. 8. Coal lands.
(Vide. Revised Statutes of the United States. 1H78,
title 32, chap. 6
title 33, chap. 10, sees. 3458-2468.
inclusive; and title 33, chap. 11. sees. 3478-3490, inclusive.
United States Statutes at Large, vol. 19,
chap. 107. Statutes of the United States passed at
the .second .session of the Forty-fifth Congress, chap.
1.51.) An examination of the laws thuscited will show
that the classes of lands mentioned above are therein recognized, and in the administration of the laws
relating to these lands those belonging to each specific class must be determined; but no adequate provision is made for securingan accurate classification,
and to a large extent the laws are inoperative, or
practically void
for example, coal lands should be
sold at ten or twenty dollars per acre, but the Dejiartment having no means of determining what lands
belong to this cUiss, titles to coal lands are usually
oblaiued uuderthe provision of statutes that relate to
other classes; that is. by purchasing at 4>1.35 per acre,
or by homestead or pre-emption entry. An examination of the laws will exhiliil this fact that for the
:

;

."j.

:

;

contemplated therein a thorough surnecessary .embracing the geological ami physical characteristics of the entire pulilic domain. The
only provision under the General Ijand ( )tfice for such
a survey is contained in the •• Instructions to the
Surveyors-Cieueral" (i-ide p. 18, aud paragraphs under the head of ' Summary of objects and data to
be noted.") In the performance of those duties the
deputy surveyors, who do the work under contract,
fail entirely to provide the facts n<'cessary to the
proper adunnistration of the laws, and, in practice,
the fads upon which the transactions in the Department are based are obtained, not from cxperls emclassification

vey
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is

Government ( )fticers and competent to pertask, but on affidavits ma<le by the parties
interested, or by persons selected by them, and the
history of the Land Oltice abundantly exhibits the
fact tluit States and individuals have to a large extent obtained titles to lands from the general governploye<l as

form the

ment under fraudulent representations. From the
above statement it will be apparent that a thorough
survey of the geology and physical classification of
the entire domain is necessary to the administration
of the laws relating thereto.
The importance of such a survey in the industrial

interests of tiie country requires brief mention. The
greater part of the lands yet remaining in the possession of the general government either needs protection on the one hand from overflow, because of
excessive liumidity, or irrigation on the other, because of excessive aridity. The utilization of all
such lands depends upon the correct solution of great
engineering problems. Large portions of the public
domain on the Gulf coast are swamp lands: the great;
river valleys of the South are flood- plains, which must
be protected from the waters which periodically flow
over them vast areas of swamp and lakelet lands
exist in the region of the great lakes that must be
redeemeil by drainage the western half of the L'nited States is comparatively arid: in more than fourtentlis of our national area, exclusive of Alaska. agriculture is dependent upon irrigation, aud here the
lands are to be used only by the utiliziition of rivers
and minor streams that are chiefly fed by the snowfields of the Rocky Mountains. The rapid migration
which has been greater during the past ten years
than in any similar portion of fhe history of the United States, is pushing, in middle latitudes, quite to
the verge of possible agriculture without any irrigation, and soon all the lands in the humid aud subhumid region belonging to the general government
willbe exhausted and future settlers on public domain
will be compelled to resort to the lands to be drained or to the lands to be irrigated. On the Floridain
peninsula, millions of acres, valuable for the growth
of sea-island cotton or sugar, can be redeemed by
the drainage of Okechobee Lake: on the Gulf coast,
millions of acres of swamp-land can be redeemed by
protecting them from tide-water
in the great floodplains of the South, millions of acres of the richest
land of the continent can be redeemed by protecting
them from periodic river fioods in the regicui of the
great lakes, millions of acres can be redeenu'd by the
drainage of the swamp and small lakes aud in the
Rocky Jlountain region, very nuiny millions of acres
of land can be redeemed by spreading the rivers over
the plains and valleys. Some of the engineering problems thus indicated have important nuitual relations. The time must soon come when all the waters
of the Missouri will be spread over the great plains,
and the bed of the river will be dry. A large part of
the Arkansas must also be taken out to fertilize the
lands adjacent to its upper course, and still further
south the waters of the upper ramifications of the
Red River must be used. The utilizjition of these
waters flowing during the season of irrigiilion,,and
the storage of the surplus, will have a most important effect upon the Jlississippi, and will relieve the
great Valley Plains to some extent from the devastating floods to which it is periodically subject.
It
has been pointed out. and it is well known to the
scientific men of the country, that the present .system of protecting these lands by levees is not only
excessively expensive but entirely inadequate, and it
has been further shown that it is practicable to redeem these lands by the storage of the waters.
The average cost of the land surveys. from the lime
they were instituted to the present, has been someflung more than twenty dollars per square mile. In
the earlier years it was much less: in later nuicli
more, for obvious reasons. The mountainous region
of the West presents many more difficulties than the
plains, prairies, and level lands of the East. At present, these surveys cost from twenty-five to thirty dollars per square mile, and if the present systeni continues tl'.e cost must steadily increase because of increasing difficulties. After a careful consideration of
this subject, and some familiarity with the methods
and cost of land surveys ami of the geographical and
geological surveys of this country, and. to some extent, of those in Kurope, we are of opinion that all
necessary geographic surveys, including the parceling of the lands, coidd be m;ule williin the expense
now incurred for the land surveys. Throughout the
Western half of the United Slates .ill geographic work
;

;

;

;

;
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almost entirely the nature of the work.
There are good reasons why ethnologic researches,
or investigations relating to the North American Indians. should be fostered by the general government.
The work is of great imignitude: more than four hunous country. wIutc salient points for triansrulation dred languages belonging to about sixty dilTcrent
are ainindant. and from its numerous elevations the stocks having been found within the territory of the
I'niti'd States.
Little of value can be accomplished
intervenini: valleys are readily eonunanded.
For the same reason, viz., excessive aridity, and in making investigations in other branches of the field
the destilulion of veiretation residting Iherefrom, a without a thorough knowledge of their languages.
geological survey can he carried on at a compara- Their sociology, mythology, etc.. are not properlv
Not covered hy soils and vegeta- known until the people themselves are inKlcrstooH,
tively slisrhl cost.
tion, the whole co\intry is an open book, where ^eo- with their own concepticms. opinicms, and motives.
loiricai structure and distribution are plainly revealed, The subjects of study are remfite from the centers of
and the ireoloirist is often able to discdvir at a single civiliz;ilion and culture, iind thus iiiiiecessible t" the
glance from some eminenci' w hat in regions favore.l '.'reat body of Americiin schohirs. The field of ri'with a greater luimidily would be found out only search is speedily narrowing because of the ra]>id
after weeks or even months of jialient toil. In com- change in the Inciian population now in ])rogress: all
paring the cost of the surveys which should be made habits, customs, and opinions are fading away; even
in this country with those inade in Europe, the di- languages are disappeering: and in a very few years
verse purposes for which these surveys are made it will lie impossible to study our North .\incrican In-

can

l)c

pt'rfornu'd

iit

ii

slijrlit

er, neglecting

compiiriilive rosl.oniic-

oounl of

(crliiin phvsiciil <i)ii(lili<>iis fxistiiii: tliercBpi'iiusc of iiridity llic country is liirgi-ly ilcstiin.
tiite of linil)iT.aii(i iIk' iirfscnce of limber jiroiitly increases till' <-ost of this work: it is also a niountiiin-

slioiild receive attention.
surveyed, in comparison

and natural wealth, are small in .\nierica the
areas to be surveyed, in comparison with the population and wealth, are great: in Kurope, large standing armies are sui>ported, and the several governnients stand ever prepared for war: by those Nations
which have or are executing the most elaborate surveys,the object is to prepare detailed charts of every
possible battle-field within their dominion, which, in
fact, embraces the whole area of their territory. Tlu'
relation of the I'niled States to adjacent Nations on
thecontinent is stichlhat ourStatesmen do not think
it necessary to support a large standing army. and in
the organization of a survey of the Tnited States it is
not necessary to consider this military purpose. We
need not construct maps on a scale so ehiborate as we
should were we compelleilto consider the whole iirca
of the country as a succession of battle-fields: but
general charls.sutliciently elaboratefor econoinieand
scientific purposes, would serve all purposes of military strategy or the planning of campaigns.
In discussing geographic surveys, we may divide
the subject-matter into two parts'; first, the survey
and representation of the natural features. which we
may call the nature portion of the work: an<l.secon<l.
the survey and delineation of the more prominent
works of iniin upon the surface of the earth, this we
mav call the itiUure portion. In the surveys made
for military purposes this culture part receives relaAgain, in those countively enormous attention.
tries of Europe where the most elaborate and expensive surveys are executed, the lands are in great
part included in hirge estates which belong to the
landed gentry: the fcv; owners ;ire all powerful in
the administration of the severid gov<rnmenls. and
it is considered by th<-m that the culture of every estate, its forests, its fields, its orchards, its walls, its
hedges, its ditches, its buildings, etc., shoidd be a
matter of public record: that the extent, characteristics, ami appurtenances of every estate should be
thoroughly understood, in order that the position
and importance of every great family in the social
These reasons for
fabric may be clearly set forth.
an elabonite survey do not exist in this coimtry,aii(l
in such a work, carried on by authority of the general government, should receive but slight attention.
The position of towns, highways, etc., should be determined and marked, but the vast details of culture
should be omitted. The nature part of the surveythe cidture portion in this Cdunlry is
is permanent
rapidly changing, and if nuuiicipalilics, townships,
counties, or States should desire to prosecute detailed culture-surveys, the proper charts representing
the nature portion w<mld be furnished ready to their
hands. In fact, these smaller units of our iiolilical
orsanizationdo engage in these enterprises. and very
many districts, townships, and counties have prepared elaborate charts of their areas; generally, howevtion

<lians in their primitive condition except froiu recorded history. For this reason ethnologic studies in

In Kurojie the areas to be
with the extent of popida-

America "should be pushed with the utmost vigor.

:

:

cogent reasons leading to the
In the whole area of the I'nitcd
States, not including Alaska, there is not an imporThe rapid
tant valley unoccupied by white men.
spread of civilization since 1840 has placed the white
man and tlw Indian in direct confiict throughout the
whole ariii. and the •Indi;in problem" is thus forced
upon us, an<l it miiKt be solved, wisely or imwisely.
.Many of the dillicullies are inhen-nt and cannot be
avoided, but an ecjual number are unneci'ssary and
are caused by the lack of our knowledge relating to
the Indians tiiemselves. Savagery is not inchoate civilization
it is a distinct status of society, with its
IJut there are other

same conclusion.

:

own
and

institutions, customs, philosophy,
idl

and

religion;

these must necessarily be overthrown before

new inslilutiims. customs, philosophy and religion
can be introduce<l. The failure to recognize this fact
has wrought inconceivable mischief in our management of tiie Indians. For the proper elucidation of
this statement a volume is necessary. but we shall have
to content ourselves with some brief illustrations.
Among all the North American Indians, when in a
primitive condition, personal property was almost imknown; ornaments and cloiliing only were recognized as the property of the individual, and t'leseonly
to a limited extent." The right to the soil as landed
property, the right to the products of the chase, etc..
was inherent in the sens, or elan, a body of consanguinii, a group of relatives, in some cases on the male
sidc\ in others on the female, lidieritance wiis never
to the children of the decciised. but always to the
gens. No other crime was so great, no other vice so
idjhorrent, as the attempt of an indiviihnil to use for
himself thiit which belonged to his gens in common:
hence the jiersonal rights to property recognized iu
civilization are intensely obnoxious to the Indian. He
looks ujion our whole system of property rights as an
enormousevil and anunpardonalilesin. for which the
gods will eventually punish the wicked iinil blasphenious while man. From these opinions, inherent alike
in their social institutions and religion, arises the
difficulty which the Government has always met in
obtaining the consent of the Indians to the distribu-

among them in severalty. Tribes have
been willing to receive lands and distrilnite them
themselves "among their gens. Among those Indians
who have been lontrest in contact with the white man,
tion of lands

1

I

as the tribes in Indi;in Territory iind .Minnesota, much
])ropertvhas been accumulated, and with the increase
of their' wealth the ([uestion of inheritance and indi-

viduid ownership has at last spontaneously sprung
up, iind at the present time these trihi-s are intensely
the parties holding radical
agitated on the subject
senlinu'nts are rapidly increasing, and it is prolial)Ie
that soon, among these tribis, tlie c\istoms of civilization in this respect will be adoptetl. Among all
:

SITS

EVAFSACK.

ancient customs are still adhered to
In tliis matter, and man)' others of a
similar character relating to their customs and belief,
we must either deal with the Indian as he is, looking
to the slow but irresistible iuHuence of civilization
with which he is in contact to effect a change, or we
must reducct liim to abject slavery.

Other tribes

tlie

with tenacity.

to transform a savage into a civilized
a law, a policy, an administration, through a
great conversion, "as in the twinkling of an eye," or
in months, or in a few years, is an impossibility clearly
appreciated by scientific ethnologists who understand
the institutions and social condition of the Indians.
This great fact has not in general been properly rec-

The attempt

man by

ognized in the administration of Indian

affairs.

A

few of the wiser missionaries, and a few otficers of
the Indian Bureau, have recognized some of the more
important facts, but in general they have been ignored. Again, we have usually attempted to treat
with tribes through their chiefs, as if they wielded
absolute power: but an Indian tribe is a pure democracy: their chieftaincy is not hereditary, and the
but the representative, the speaker of the

chief

is

tribe,

and can do no act by which

his tribe

is

bound

without being instructed thus to act in due and established form. The blunders we have made and the
wronss we have intlicted upon the Indians because
of a failure to recognize this fact have been cruel and
inexcusable, except on the gnnmd of our ignorance.
Within the United States there are about sixty radi-

The history of the
cally distmct stocks of Indians.
Countrj- shows that no coalition between tribes of different stocks has ever been successful a few have
been attempted, but these have been failures. A
knowledge of this fact, and the further knowledge of
the extent of the several stocks as they have been
classed bj' linguistic affinities, would be of great value
in our administration of Indian affairs.
In the late
Nez Perce war much fear was entertained lest the
Shoshones and Pai Utes of Utah and Nevada would
join with the Nes Perces in their revolt, and the officers of the Army, as well as those of the Indian Office,
:

wcre exceedingly anxious in regard to this matter
and the papers were filled with rumors that such a
coalition had been made: the result proved, wliat has
been confidently predicted, that no such alliance could
be formed, and tlie Shoshones and Pai Utes were enSee Surceying.
listed to fight the Nez Perces.
SUS KNAPSACK.— This is a combination of knapsack and shelter-tent. When the soldier does not
pitch histent, he can rest vipon it on the ground. A
portion of it being waterproof, shelters him from all
dampness and ulterior sickness, while he can use the
ends of the tent for a covering, and an inner pocket
(intended to receive wearing apparelj for his pillow.
:

By a novel system of strapping the weight is supported from below. In fastening the small upper
strap to the

first

BUTCLIFFE
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hook the knapsack becomes

so firm-

placed on the shoulders that it cannot be forced
down and made to touch the back. By connecting
the higher and larger straps with the second hook
the knapsack is brought higher upon the shoulders,
and a constant change in the bearings of the weight
can be produced, to the great relief and comforfof
the sohiicr.
SUSPENSION BRIDGE.— A bridge made of rope or
Ij'

chain, and employed in military operalicuis to effect
a passage across an opening where uo intermediate

GOTJ.

points are obtainable. Suspension bridges can be
made also, in cases of emergency, of .lones' iron gabion bands, joined together by bolts and nuts, and
used from one to four thicknesses according to the
strength required.
SUSPENSION OF AEMS.— short truce between
hostile armies to enable them either to burj- their
dead or to treat with the view of making proposals
for surrender, etc.
STJTCLIFFE GUN. —The 3". 1.5 breech-loading rifle
field-gun devised for trial was procured by convertin" a 3-inch service wrought-iron muzzle-loader to a
breechloader, on the Sutcliffe plan, and adding such
other alterations as to ritling and chambering as the
character of the piece demanded. The breech mechanism is essentiallj- the same as that described for
the 9-inch Sutcliffe gun, the slight points of difference resulting chiefly from the lighter caliber of the
field-piece, and from the fact of its being a converted gun not a new construction. The gas-check is
of tlie Broadwell pattern, single-lipped. The interior
diameter of tlie breecli-screw is sufficient to admit of
the ready insertion of the cartridge and projectile.
The rifliiis consists of eleven lands and grooves each,
of equal width. 0".4.5, the grooves being 0".0.5 deep
witli edires parallel to a line passing through the
center of the bore and the middle point of the groove.
Tlie pitch is imiform. and makes one turn in 11 feet.
The chamber of this piece is a powder-chamber
merelv. the projeclile occupying no part of it when
the piece is loaded. Its diameter is that of the bore
plus twice the depth of the rifling therefore the
bottom of each groove may be said to be a continuation of the surface of the chamber. The cylindrical surface of the chamber is connected with the top
of each land by a bevel 1 inch long, or having an in-

A

—

:

The chamber is .5i
clination of one in each twenty.
inches long, (practically, .5 inches when the projectile it is inserted,) and will accommodate a li pound
charge of powder. There is no vent in thenormal
position on top of the piece.
The drawing shows a section of the Sutcliffe 9-

inch breech-loading rifle. A, is the cast-iron body
of the gun. B, is the steel tube, which, instead of
the usual rc-inforce of a jacket shrunk upon it, is
simplj' made thicker or of greater exterior diameter
throughout the lower half of its length. This tube
is inserted from the rear and by means of hydraulic
pressure.
It is secured from being thrust "forward
under the action of firing b\- the shoulder S. formed
by the beveled junction of the larger and smaller portions of the bore of the casting and l)y the steel muzzle-collar C, and is prevented from turning in the
casting by crew-pins I I, which are tapped "through
the casing and a short distance into the tube.
The breech-mechanism works in the cast-iron casing, and is independent of the steel tube.
It consists of a hollow steel breech-screw, F. working in a
corresponding female screw cut on the interior of
the breech, and having attached to its front face by
means of a pin.i. a cylindrical steel breech-block D,
of the same diameter as the screw between threads.
The pin h is of steel, and is attached to the face and
nearthc periphery of the Ivreech-block,and about it.as
a pivot, the block is free to tuni. Only once during
a revolution are the breech screw and block concentric.
In this relative position they are inserted into
the breech. luunediately in rear of the tube a slot or

SUTLEB.
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obli(Mii' pofkpt is cut in the rasing for the rccoption
of tin- block, when tlic lirccch is opened, unil into
wliich the block rolls us the Ijreech-screw is reversed,
thus exposin:^ the powder-clmnil)cT. The interior diameter of the breech-screw is such as to admit of
the free passa!;e tlirous^h it of the <harge.
The screw is operated b_v means of a pinion attached to the hree<li ami working In a toothed segment
on the shoulder of the breec'h-screw. This segment
is attached by mean.s of set-screws, and may be removed at pleasure. A handle is attached to the pinion
for the application of power.
The front face of the
breech-blcick is rei-essed for the reception of a liardened steel disk, called the obdurator i)late. which
abuts against the gas-check, a Hroadwell rins.when
the breech is closed. This plate is removable, and
on being imlented or bruised <tu\ lie replaced. The
gas-check projects 0".r) beyond the face of the steel
lube. The rilling consists of thirty-six lands and
groves ea<h, of C(|ual width at the mii/zle. but the
ninds gradually narrow toward the breech, until their
jun<'lion wllli the chaMiber, al which ])olnt they are
0".l less In width than at the luu/zle.
The twist is
one turn in liO calibers, or i~> feet. The axis of the
chamber is eccentric with that of the bore, being
placed 0".l).'> above it, in order that the axis of the
project ll(^ in the operation of loading) shall be coincident with the axis of the bore.
The dianu'ter of
the cluunber is 0".;t larger than that of the bore.
which, in connection with the eccenlriclly. gives to
the surface <). uniting the bore and chamber, the
form of a truncated cone. The chainl)cr is of a sl/.c
sufTlcienl to contain the cylindrical body of a "J'iOpound projectile, and a maxlnuim cluirge of about 45
pounils of powdiT.
The gnu has two vents, one in the normal position
and Ihi' other Ihnmgli the center of the breech-block,
either of which may he closed while the other Is being used. Tlie |)rnjectlle for this gun is the ordinary
lead-coated one, having a series of parallel ribs upon
The coating may be atth(' surface of the coating.
tached mechanically, by l)eing cast on and held by
under cuts in thi' surface of the projectile or chemically, by a soldering process, both uu'thods being
used. The diameter of the projectile between ribs
is nine inchi's, the exact c.illber of the gun, anil the
ribs project beyond this diameter ()".2, being a Utile
The projectile,
in excess of the depth of the rilling.
therefore, on biing inserteil In the gun. will slide forward until the front rib meets the rlHIng. where It
Upon illscharge, each of the lands ))lows
will rest.
a groove in tlie ribs, and this comniunlcales the roWeight of
tation due to the twist of the rilling.
cored shot '.^tib pounds. Tlie steel tube In this irun
(

;

thi' liochum Sleel Company.
Bochuni, Prussia, and was forged from a single ingot.
Th<' s!eel breech-block anil breech-screw were
obtained from Flrlh it Sons, Sheflield, England, the
screw being tempered in oil. The tube was made of
Huch extra thickness as to admit of being bored up
to 10 inches, should the experience gained In the
proposed trial of 'i'lO rounds, and with a caliber of
9 inches, warrant such a course. The gun was manufactured at the West Point foundry, and being of a
larger model than any previously ca.st there, some
time was consumed in making the necessary prepara-

was manufactured by

IMameter of breech-block
Diameter of breech-screw, exterior, with
threads

Diameter of breech-screw collar
Diameter of vents
Thickness of tube (greatest)
Thickness of lube (least)
Distance between rimbases
Distance from face of muzzle to center of

bevel

muzzle
from muzzle
Exterior diameter 80 inches from nuizzle

Exterior iliameterof collar at breech
Exterior diameter 30 inches from breech
Exterior diameter, maximum
Dianu'ter of bore
Diameter of cliambcr
Diameter of gas-check, exterior
Diameter of trunnions

27.00

:.

engthof chamber, exclusive of bevel on lands 120.50
Length of Ijcveled junction of chamber and
I.

bore, top

3.50

Length of beveled junction of chamber and
bore, bottom

1.75

Total length of bore
147.50
Length of breech-screw, inchiding shoulder. 28. .50
Thickness of breech-block. In direction of bore 12.40
3<'i
Xumber of lands and grooves
Depth of grooves
0.00
Width of lands, at chandier
0.2920
Width of lands, at muzzle
0.3920
Total weight of gun complete
44804 pounds.
See Orilndnce.

SUTLER.— A camp-follower who

sells

drink and

provisions to the troops. In tlie British Service, the
.iiit'.tr\s a vendor of provisions allowed by the (Quartermaster General to follow an army In the lield. for
the purpose of sui)plylng the soldiers with such luxSutlers arc
uries as they can alTord to purchase.
under nuirtial law, accompany the baggage on the
march, and are narrowly watched, and severely punished if found guilty of any Irregularities toward
eilhcr the soldiers or Inhalillants of the country.
In
the French Army a soldier in each regiment is licensed to act as sutler, and is called nitandier. See
('(iiiteeii and /'<«< Trmlfr.

SUTTINGER SYSTEM OF FORTIFICATIOK
system was very

slnillar In IIkiI of lilnipliT,

This
advoca-

the Interior defense anil supjiressiMg the curtain.
are double throuiihout the svslem.
A feudal Lord. Accnrdlng'to the feudal system, as developed In northern Europe, every
owner of allodial lands was conii)elleil to acknowledge himself the vassal of a SuziTain and do great
homage to him for his lands. The term was applied
less to the King than to his vassals, who had subvassals holding of them.
SWAD. A newly raised soldier. Usually written
i'lradh-in.
The term Kimd'lie is applieil to a dischargtlii'.;

The r.'iiuparts
SUZERAIN.

—

ed soldier.

SWALLOW

TAIL.
In forliflcatlon, an outwork, dlfa single lenallle, since its sides are not
parallel, like those of atenallle: but if prolonged,

from

ferluL'

would meet and
curtain.

forms

—

E.\terior diameter of gun at
E.\terior illamctir 40 inches

18.00
22.00
0.20
3.75
2.025
48.10

trunnions
118.70
Distance from face of breech to center of
i;i"i.70
trunnions
Length of rifled portion of bore, including

tions of plant, etc.
The following are the principal dimensions of the

gun:

10.50
its

Inches.
31.12
23.84
31.11
25. U7

fortn an angle on the middle of the
head, or front, being composed of faces,
re-entering angle.
The redan, shown In
the drawing, delivers its
tire over a part of a circle
but has no front hre. If it
be necessary to have a
tire in the direction of the
capital, it may be obtained by using the blunted
redan, wiilcli is constriictO ed by stopping the faces
Its

at points, as

Land

F.

and

connecting these points by a straight parapet. Two
redans are sometimes placed side by side and joined
to each other, making a work known as the double
sometimes the outer faces of the double re4(i.84 redan
47.38 dan are inaiht much longer than the faces which are
'.I.OD
connected, in which case the work receives the
H.30 name of priest-cap. or swallow-tail. See /'iilil.imr/.f.
12..')0
SWEEP-BAR, .V transverse horizontal bar which.
13.00 in wagons, connects the hinder ends of the futchells
:

SWIHHIHa,

SWEEP PLATE.
togetht-r, forming with them and the
(juadrangular frame.

splintt'r-l)ar a

—A

easier to clean, and obviates certain injurious strains
that would otherwise arise from unequal cooling in
fabrication.
See Cnnmin.

SWEEP PLATE.
flat, horizontal, ring of metal,
SWIMMING. The art of swimming is so exceedaffixed to the fore-carriage. The under surface of the
irheel-plate rests on the upper surface of the sweep- ingly useful, not onlj- as a bracing summer exercise,
pliite, which latter sustains the weight of the front but as a means of preserving life, that it sliould be
portion of the body. The two plates have their cen- acqtiired by every military jierson. Considering the
numerous risks run by all human beings, especially
ters in the axis of the mahi-pin.
SWEETLAND CHUCK.— form of chvick much used by the inliabitanis of all maritime C'ountries,of being
in arsenals and armorie3,beiug adopted for eccentric, accidentally plunged into the water; and liow greatconcentric, or universal work. The drawing repre- ly the chances of being saved are increased f)y the
The de- power of keeping one's self afloat for even live minsents the entire mechanism of the device.
sign of the imiirovement is to make the chuck inde- utes, it is surprising that the art of swimming does
pendent as well as universal, thus combining two not form an essential element of education among all
chucks in one. In the recess undemeatli the rack classes. Of late years, this manly art has been made
are the cam-blocks, beveled to correspond with the to form a part of the regular instruction at the Unibevel recess in the rack. The cam-blocks are held ted Slates Military Academy. Consult Farrow'K MilYork, 1881.
in place by the convex spring-washers, which allow itary (jyinruufticx.
The (irst care of the intending swimmer is. of
tliem to be moved to or from the center without disturbing the nuts, the friction being sufficient to hold course, to lind a proper piece of water in which to
them in place. When moved to the outer portion of learn his first lessons. The very best water that can
the rack they connect the gearing, making the chuck be found is that of tlie sea, on account of its saltness
universal; and when moved inward tlicy disconnect and bitterness, whereby two great advantages are obthe gearing, thus making each screw independent. tained. The first advantage is, that, on account of
The advantage of making each screw independent. the salt and other substances which are dissolved in

—

A

New

without disconnecting the others from the gearing,
a feature not combined in any other chuck, and is
an improvement fully appreciated by the mechanic
wlien adjusting tlie jaws for eccentric, concentric, or
universal work. Forinstance, the chuck having been
used independent, the workman wishes to change to
universal, the jaws are moved inward imtil the outer
end is true with the line on face of chuck; now, each
screw can be engaged with the rack separately by
If one jaw is found
sliding the cam-block inward.
to be out of true it can be disconnected and reset,
leaving the others in mesh undisturlied. This chuck
has a large hole in the center, and will allow a drill
or reamer to pass through work without injury to the
See ( hack.
face of the chuck.
SWELL OF THE MUZZLE.— Inasnuich as the metal
situate<l inunedi;itily at the n\uzzle is supported only
in rear, it has been usually considered necessary to
is

increase its thickness, to enable it to resi.st theactio'i
This enlargement is
of the projectile at this point.
At present he pract ice
called the .v/ccM of the muzzle.
is to reduce the diameter of the swell of the muzzle
of all camion, and particularly that of heavy iron
,

t

the sea-water is so much heavier than fresh that
gives more support to the body, and enables the
beginner to float much sooner than he can expect to
do in fresh water. The other advantage is. that the
taste of the sea-water is so nau.seous that the learner
takes very good care to keep his lips tightly shut, and
.so does not" commit tlie common error of opening the
mouth, which is fatal to all swimming, and is sure to
dishearten a beginner by letting water get down bis
throat and half choke him.
Of course the salt-water floating-baths furnish the
best means for a beginner. ]?ut where these do not exist there is nothing better th;in a sloping sandy shore,
where the tide is not very stroiur. In some places the
tide runs with such force, that if the beginner is taken
off his legs he will be carried away, or at least will
have great ditliculty in regaining his feet. Take especial care of the holes, for there is nothing so treacherous.
A hole of some six or seven inches in depth
and a yard in diameter looks so insigiiiflcant when
the water is out that few ])ersous would take any nolice of it
but when a novice is in the water, these
few inches may jusi iimki' he difference between safety and death. On sandy shores large stones are commonly the cause of holes. They sink rather deeply
into the sand and form niinialure rocks; round which
the water courses as the tides ebb an<l flow, thus cutKven when
ting a channel completely about them.
the stones ;ire removed, the holes will remain unfilled

it,

it

;

I

cannon, designed to be tired through embrasures.
By a late order of the War Department, the swell is
In
to be hereafter omitted from all sea-coast cannon.
field and siege-howitzers, the muzzle band takes the
place of the swell. All projections on the surface of
cannon, not absolutely necessary for the service of
the piece, are omitted in cannon of late models. This throughout several lidos.
The next best place for learning to swim
omission simplifies their construction, renders them

is

a river
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with 11 flm- sandy bed, clear water and no weeds. and bone, is much heavier than water, it follo'ws that
"When such a spot has been fmind. the next eare is to the head would hang down and the shoulder-blades
examine the bed of llic river and to remove verv care- would appear aliove the surface, being buoyed upbv
fnlly evervthiu;; that iniaht hurt tlie feet.
The hands and arms, of course,
If i)uslies till' air-filled lungs.
should grow on the banks, look out earefullv for follow lluir nalural inclination and fall forward, thus
broken scraps of bouijhs. which fall into the stream, turning the body on its face. This, then, is the nabecome saturated willi water, sink to the bottom, an(l tural position of a living human being in the water,
beconu' tixeil with one of tlie points upward. If lui- provided lie does nol attempt to struggle or alter his
man haliitations shmdil be iwar. Ix'ware of l)rokeii (losition. .\nd the knowleilgc of this fact is the key
class an<l croekerv, frajrments of which are jjjeneral- lo all swimming on seientitic |iriiiciples. .\ considerly lluu;^ into tlie river, and will inllict most ilaiij;er- alile jiart of the body remains above the water, but it
ous wounds if trodden on. If the bed of the stream is the wrong imrt, as far as the priservalion of life is
should be in the least muddy, look out for mussels, concerned. We want to breathe, and it is very clear
which lie imbedded almost to their sharp ed';es,that that we c:»nnot breathe through our shoulders, 'Thereproject upward, and cut the feet nearly as badly as fore the first point in swimming is to reverse the nabroken irlass.
tural order of things, and to briiiir thenostrils above
As tile very essence of swimming lies in contidence, the surfi'.ce of the water. The mouth may beset aside
'

i

it is always belter for tlie learner to feel secure that
he can have the water wlieiiever he likes. Therefore,
let him lake a light rope of good length, tic one end
to some lirm object on the bank, aiid let the rest of
the rope lie in the water. .Manilla is the best kind of
rope for this purpose, because it is so light that it
floats on the surface instead of sinking, as is the case
•with an ordinary hempen rope.
If there is only sand
on the shore, the rope euii be moored ipiite Hriiily by
tying it to the middle of a stout slick, burying" the
stick a foot or so in the sand, ami tilling uplhe trench.
You may pull till you break the ro|)e. but you will
never pull the stick out of its place. If you are ra-y
nervous, tie two sticks in the shape of a cross and
bury them in like manner. The rope need nol lie a
large one. as it will not liave to sustain the whole
weight of your body, and it will lie found that a cord
as thick as an ordinary elotlies-line w ill aii-^wer every
purpose. On the side of a stream or pond, tie the
rope to a tree, or hammer a slake in the ground. A
stick eighteen inches in length, and as thick as an
ordinary broomstick, is (piite larire enough. Hammer it ratiier more than two thirds into the ground,
Jind let it lean boldly away from the water's edge.
The liest way of fixing the rope to it is by the clovehitch." Xow, having therojie in your hand, goipiietly into the wixivvliafkirard, keeping your face toward
the bank. As soon as you are fairly in the water,
duck completely beneath tlie surface. The learner
should next accustom himself to the new element by
moving about as much as possible, walking as far as
the rope will allow him, and jumiiing up and dow n
.so as to learn by actual experience tlie buoyancy of

the water.

—

Fhidtingon thf Bark. Take care that the cord is
within easy reach, so that it may be grasped in a moment should the novice become nervous, as he is
rather apt to do at first. Take it in both liands, and
lay yourself very gently in the water, arching the
spine backward as much as possible, and kecjiing the
legs and knees perfectly straight and stilV. Now press
the head back as though to force it bet weenthe shoulder-blades.
Wlien you are thus lying in the water,
you will tiiid that you are almost entirely upliehl liy
its sustaining power, and that the only w"eiglit which
pulls on the rope is that of your hands and arms,
which arc out of water, and which, therefore, act as
dead weight. Now let your arms sink gradually into the water, and you will see that the weight oii the
rope is iiroportionately lessened; and if you have only courage to put them entirely under water, and to
loose the rope, your body will" be su|)ported by the
water alone. 'These are facts but we may
as well
"
have reasons.
IJulk for bulk, any human being weighs considerably less than water, /. «.. at the temperature of or<linary sea or river water.
Now. as the lighter substance will float on the denser, it follows that tlieliuinan body will float in water. Suppose thai a liviii',;
person in a fainting condition, and therefore unable
to slriiirgle, were to fall into the water: some part of
the body would remain above the surface. But as
the head, wliich is one solid mass of brain, muscle

j

altogether. because there is no necessity for that aperture in swimming.
It is meant for eatim; and for
talking, but was never intended for breatliiiig,w hich
is the only function that a swimmer regards.
Swimming, therefore, resolves itself into the ability lo keep the nostrils above water: and the diHiculty lies ill the fact that the nostrils are set in the heaviest part of Hie whole body, and that which is absolutely ecTtaiii to sink below the surface unless continual elTorts are nuule to keepil in its right ])ositioii.
It is evident that the simplest method of attaining this
object is to reverse the entire position of the body.
Lei, therefore, the learner be (m his back, let him arch
the spine in directly the opjiosite direction, and bend
the head backward instead of letting il hang forward.
The result of this cliiinge of posture will be at once
apparent. The heaviest part of tin- body, the back
of the head, will be partly su])ported by the water,
and partly' by the air which fills the lungs. The nostrils will then become the lightest part of the body,
and will, of course, be above the surface when the remainder is submerged. I'raetically, the bather will
find this result. If he will assume the attitude which
has been described, and will be content to keej) his
lips tightly shut and his limbs perfi-ctly sti!!, he will
tiiid that when he lakes an inspiration the face will
rise almost entirely out of the water.
At each e.\
piralion the face will sink as far as the eyebrows and
lower li]), hut iw fiirthtr, the nostrils being always
left free for the passage of air to the lungs.
.\nyone who will give this plan a fair trial will gain
more real knowledge of swimming in an hour tliaii
can be obtained in a year by mere pnictical leaching.
So powerful, indeed, is the buoyaiKy of the water,
that if anyone, whether he can swim or not, will only
lie in the attitude that has been described, and will
not stir hand or foot, he canru'l n'nk if ?ie trie-x.
cork will sink as soon as he. So impressed are we
with the extreme value of floating on the back, that
we reconinien<l our readers to practice il. and nothing else, until they feel jierfectly confident that, when
they lie in the proper attitude, the water cannot fail
to support them.
If the bather wishes to lie quite
horizontally on tlu' surface of the water, he can do
so by stretching his arms as far as possible over his
head. Their weight will counterbalance that of the
legs, and will cause the toes to appear at the very
This position is sometimes called the Imi'Isurface.
iinr^.
The directions which we have given are intended for those who are obliged lo bathe in fresh
water. Those who are fortunate enough to bathe in
the sea will find the lesson much easier. The water
supports the body so much more iierfectly, that even
during an expiration the face selilom sinks lower
than the chin, while a fair inspiration raises the whole
face out of the water.
Sirlmming on the Back.—'\\\\n\ the learner has
learned to lie on his back without moving hands or
feet, let him gently paddle with his hands, keeping
the fingers together firmly, and scooping the water,
He must be careful to
as it were, toward the feel.
keep the hands below the surface, and the head well
back. Most persons, when beginning this move-

A

i

:

j
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downward and

tempted to raise the head so as to see
wliether they are moving, or, if so, in which direcConsequently, the water no lonj^er supports
tion.
the head; its weight is tlirown on the body, and
down goes the swimmer. When tlie learner lan propel liimself at a moderate pace head tirst, he should
turn his hands round and scoop the water toward
his head, thus propelling himself with his feet first.
It will be found that thecourse can easily be directed,
merely by using one hand rather more forcibly than
Having learnt this simple paddling prothe other.
cess, the young swimmer now begins to use his legs.
It is possible to paddle for a considerable distance bj'
using the hands alone, and there arc sometimes circumstances when this process is invaluable. If, for
example, the swimmer should be seized with the
cramp in his legs, he is certain to be drowned if he
does not have recourse to this expedient. Of the
inent, are

forward

the backs upward.

in the water,

Xowlean

gently

pushing your hands out before

you until the arms are quite straight, and just before
your feet leave the bottom give a little push forward.
You will now propel yourself a foot or two t.)ward
the land. Try how long you can float, and then
gently drop the feet to the ground. Be careful to
keep the head well back and the spine arched. Repeat this seven or eight times, until you have gained
confidence that the water will support you for a few
seconds.

Now

go back to the spot whence you started, and
Lay yourself on the water as
try to make a stroke.
before, but when the feet leave the bottom, draw
them up close to the bod)-, and then kick them out
quickly. When they have reached tht'lr full extent,
press them together firmly, keeping them quite
This movement will
straight and the toes pointed.
drive you onward for a short distance, and when you
feel that you are likely to sink, drop the feet as before.
Start .again and make another stroke, and so
on until the w-ater is too shallow.

otiier dangers we shall speak presently.
although the swimmer can propel himself, it is
a very slow process, and he naturally would wish to
get on at a faster rate. This is done by striking out
the legs, with the feet wide apart, and then bringing

cramp and
Still,

them together again.
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At first you will hardly gain more than an inch or
two at each stroke: but after a little practice you will
are simple enough; but some- gain more and more, until jou can advance three or

All these directions
thing more must be mentioned. People generally
fancy that the progress of the swimmer is only caused
bj' the pressure of the soles of the feet against tlie
water, and the usual opinion is that the fastest swimmer is he who has the broadest and the fattest feet.
Of course, the pressure of the feet has something to
do with it, but the chief part of the work is done,
not by the feet, but b}' the legs. Wlien the legs are
spread, they inclose between them a mass of water
of a wedge-like shape, and as the}' are drawn together, the body is urged forward, in much the same
way as a vessel is propelled by a screw. In fact, the
principle of the inclined plane comes into operation,
and the swimmer is forced onward just as the sails
of a windmill are driven round by the air, or the fan
of a smoke-jack is turned by the ascending currents
'When a good swimmer is lying on
of the chimney-.
his back and propelling himself as fast as he can, he
always gives a kind of half-turn to the body, so as to
obtain a screw-like action of the legs, thus increasing his speed without increasing the force of his
Steering the course is easily managed by
stroke.
means of the legs. The left leg is allowed to remain
still, and the right leg is used, when the bod}- is to
be driven to the left, and vice versa when it is deThe young
sired to go in the opposite direction.
swimmer must remember that wlien he brings his
legs together they must be kept quite straight and
the knees stiff. The toes should also be pointed, so
as to offer no resistance to the water.
Swimming on the back is a most useful branch of
the art, as it requires comparatively little exertion,
and serves to rest the arms when they are tired with
the ordinary mode of swimming. All swinuuers
who have to traverse a considerable distance turn occasionally on the back. They even in this position
allow the arms to lie by the sides until they are completely rested, while at the same time the body is
gently sent through the water by the legs. Let
swinnniiig on the back be perfectly learned, and practiced continually, so that the young swimmer nuiy
always feel secure of himself when he is in that position.
The feet should be kept about twelve or
fourteen inches below the surface of the water, for, if
they are kept too high, the stroke is apt to drive the
upper part of the head and eyes under the water.
i^inlmmiitg on tlie Chest.
In order to begin with
confidence, walk into the water until it is almost as
high as the chest, and then turn toward the laud, so
that every movement maj' carry you from the deeper to the shallower water. Next place your hands in
front of the chest, the fingers stiff and pressed together, and the thumb held tightly against the forefinger.
Do not press the palms together, as some
books enjoin, but hold the hands with the palms

—

I

,

four feet without putting the legs to the ground. It
is a good plan to start always from the same spot,
and to try in how few strokes you can reach the land.
The action of the legs is verj' simple; to use the
arms to best advantage, place yourself with the face
to the shore, as already directed, and make the stroke
according to the regulations. But just before the
force of the leg-stroke is exhausted, spread the arms
as widely as iio^sible. turn the palms of the hands a
little outward, and bring them toward the hips with
a steady, regular sweep. This movement will have
two effects. It will support the body, and it will
continue the propulsive force which was just given
by the legs. Be ver}' careful not to hurrj' tins stroke,
and especially not to shorten it. Beginners generally make six or seven little strokes, keeping their arms
bent during the whole time but in correct swimming the arms should be sent forward to their utmost length, and the hands brought to the hips in a
slow, unrtorm sweep. Let this be practiced over and
over again, until it is perfectly learned.
When swimming on the chest, take particular care
to avoid an error into which the beginner almost invariably falls. Being extremely anxious to keep the
nostrils well above the surfaeeof the water, the swimmer is apt to press his hands downward, so as to
raise his head and neck, and often part of the chest,
Xow, it is scarcely poscomplete!}- out of the water.
By so dosible to make a worse mistake than this.
supports
a considerable
ing, the swimmer actually
weight in the air, and might just as well hang some
four or five pounds weight of lead roimd his neck.
In the second place, he tires his arms needlessly by
forcing them to perform a wholly unnecessary action.
They will have quite enough work to do in making
the ordinary stroke, without adding to them the labor
The very prinof supporting the head above water.
;

on which all swimming is founded is that of
making the water support the body, and, therefore,
of supporting every part of the body by the water.
ciple

even a finger be lifted above the surface, the unsupported w^'ight of that finger tends to press the
So our advice to our readers is:
l)Otly under water.
If

First practice tlie stroke quietly and repeatedly, putting down the feet after each" stroke is completed ;
theii try to manage two strokes without putting the
feet to the ground then try three strokes, and so on,
until you can make some four or five strokes without
Having achieved thus much,
distressing yourself.
make you^ mind easy you have conquered the art
you can msike five strokes, you
of swimming.
can tnake fifty, provided you do not liurry them.
Shoulil you feel yourself getting tired, or if a feeling
;

:

When

come over you. tlie remedy is
Turn on your back, and paiUUe along

of nervousness should

easy enough.
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quUtly until your arms arc nsinl.
iiikI proceed on your course.
Ill

Tlirii iiiru

ovit

connection with the ordinary breast-stroke

we

must mention one viry important point, namely, the
manner of takins; breath. If the swinuner lies,ashe
should lie, as low as possible in the water, he will
liml that at each stroke the w.'iter reaches to his lips,
If,
will son\eliiuis curl even over his nostrils.
therefore, he wiTc to lake an inspinilion while he is

and

makins; the stroke, he would immediatily draw some
water into his lun^s, and the only result would be
In- would bcL'in
would probably sink.

that

to

choke and

to coU!j;li,

and

be makes a habit of
from hislunijsas he makes the stroke
IJut

if

expellini; llu' air
need fear no danicer of tin- kind, for the expelled
air will drive away the water; and ev<'n if his nostrils shonlil be coven-d, thi'V would not take in one
It naturally follows that the proper
slight drop.
lie

time to take breath
to

make

is

while the arms are beginning;

the stroke, and

when

almost expended.
VaruiHoiM ill Hirimmiiig.

slrokc

is

the force of the leg-

—

We now come to a few
most useful variations in ordinary swimming;.
The lirst and most important of tliese, enabling; the
swimmer to last a loiij; tinii-, is the .•«(/< -kO"X<, which
is thus nianai;ed
The swimmer, lyin;;, let us say,
on hisriiiht side, stretches his ris;ht arm out as faru.s
lie can reach, with the hand held edgew ise, so as to
the left hand is then
cut the water like a shark's tin
])laced across the chest, with the back a;.;ainst the
riitht breast, and the swimmer is ready to begin.
lie commences by making the usual stroke with his
of the

:

;

being undermost, doing the great
Before the impetus gained by
cr share of tlie w ork.
the stroke is all expended, the right arm is brought
round with a broad sweep, until the palm of the
hand almost touches the right thigh. At ,the same
moment the left hand makes a similar sweep, but is
carried backward as far as it can go.
When the
swiniiiKr tinds himself becoming tired, he turns over
on his left side, and the change of action will rest the
limbs almost as much as actual repose would.
TrciulinyWittir.
This is employed whenever the
swimmer wishes to raise his head as high out of the
water as possible, anil is |iarti<ularly useful if he is
reconnoitering, or if he is trying to save a drownir.g
jierson. or if he wishes to grasp a bough or a rope
above his head. The best mi'thod of making the
stroke is as follows: Kei'p the body perpendicular,
and make precisely the same stroke with the legs as
This action will keep
is done in ordinary swimming.
the head freely out of the water, and if assisted by
the hands, the body will rise as far as the shoulders.
legs, the right leg,

—

Sii>ii:iiiiiny like

chest and
actly as a
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a

J)iig.

— The

swimmer

lies

on

his

moves his hands and legs alternately, exdog does in swiruming. The chief use of

this stroke is that it alTords a change(jf action to the
muscles; anil if the swimmer has to traverse ;uiy
considerable distance, .say a mile or two, he will tind
that a few occasional minutes employed iu swimiiiiiig like a dog will be very useful in relieving the
strain on the muscles of both legs and arms.
Diriiig.
\i is, of course, a great thing to be able
to support the body in the watir; but the swimmer's
ed\ication is only h:df completi'd until he knc^ws how
to dive.
-Many lives have been saved by the ability
to dive: many have been lost from its absence. The
first object is to keep the eyes op<'U while under water.
In order todo this, sii.kyourself well under the
surface, hold your hand before vfiur face, and try to
look at it. Don't be afraid of water gelling into the
eyes.
A chance droj) of fresh water tlirled into the
eyes will make thein smart, but you may keep your
eyes open even in salt water as long as you like without the least irritation.
When the young swimmer has learned that he
really can keep his eyes open underwater, he should
drop to the bed of the sea or river, where it is about
fourfeet in depth, some white object one of the wellknown alabaster eggs used for deluding sitting-hens

—

—

is as good an object as can be found; or a lumi) of
chalk, or anything of a like nature, wii; do very well.
Now try to stooji and lift the egg. and vou will lind
two results. The lirst is that the egg will look as large
as a hat, and the second is that you will tind very
great dillieultyin geltingto it. Now- try another way
of getting to the egg. Droj) it as before, spring up UH
high as the waist, bend your body will forward,
throw the feet in the air, and try to reach the egg
bead foremost. .Vt lirst you will lind this rather dimcult, but after very littie practice it will come easy
enough. IJe careful to stand at some little distance
from the egg, or you will overshoot it. Next drop
the egg. go back some eight or ten yards, swim toward till- object, and dive lor the egg from the swimming posture. This is not very easy at lirst on account of the ilillii'ulty in getting the chest bi low the
surface. If, however, the lees are thrown well uj) in
Ihe air, the weight forces the body under the water.
The next object is to try how far the sw imnur can
proceed under water. iSwiinming under water is managed in nearly the .same manner as s» imming on the
surface.
But, in order to counliract the continual
tendency upward, the sw inimer must :ihvays keep bis
teet considerably higher than his head, so that each
stroke serves to send him ilow rnvaril as well as forward. One of the chief dillieullies in diving is In
keep a slniight course, because there is .seldiin anything under water by which to steer.
In a river,
when the water is char, it is generally easy to look
iipw.'iriland watch the trees, posts or other objects
on Ihe banks; but in the sea it is a very dilTcrcnt business, ;ind the swimmer must hiive learned to make
his stroke with great regularity before he can ilivc in
a straight line.
After the beginner has accjuired the art of simple
diving he should try to achieve more dillicult feats.
He should learn to dive at a considerable distance
from any object, swim towards it by guess, and try
to bring it to the surface.
He shouid throw two,
three or more eggs into the water, anu try bow many
he can recover at a singli' ilive. When he has attained a sulticient mastery over the water, he shoultl
stand on Ihe bank or in a boat, throw out an egg,
dive after it. and catch it before it reaches the bottom.
Tlif JliiuUr.- Next, the young swimmer should
learn how to enter the water in a jiropir and graceful manner.
It is as easy to enter Ihe water gracefully as clumsily, and only reipiires a llllle care at
lirst.
.Most beginners are dreadfully alarmed when
they are told to jump into the water bead lirst. They
cannot rid themselves of Ihe instinctive idea that

their

heads will be dashed to pieces,

{'onseiiuently,
try the •' header," they only come Hal on
the water with a Hop and a great s|>l;ish. and hurt
themselves consideridily. the blow agjunsi the water
h;iving ;ilmost as stinging an ellect as a stroke from a
birch rod. It is advisable for the begiimer to go to the
bank of a river where the water is only a lew inches
below him, and there make his first attempt at a
header. He should stoo[) down until he is nearly
double, ])ul his hiuids together over his head, lean
over until they nearly touch the surface, and then
([uietly glide, rather than fall into the Wiikr.
At
lirst he will be sure ti> lose the jircjiier atlilndc. but
in a little time he will manage without dilliculty.

when they

This should be done over and over again, and eaih
time from an increased height.
Next, the learner should lake a short run, and
leap head tirst into the water from the place where
he took his lirst lesson at plunging, so that the water is no great distance from him.
He should then
remain (|uitestitT. slniight and still, and see how far
his impetus will carry him. This is technically termed 'shooting." At last he should accustom himself
to leap from a considerable height, say from ten to
twenty feet, and to do so either running or standing.
In diving from a height, keep the body, arms and
legs pertectly

Any one who

and all in the same right line.
do this can leaj) from extraordinary

still',

will

:

swnouNG.
lifights

without

tlie least

fear of (langcr.

The

liands,

joined over the head, form a kind of wedge, wliicli
cuts its way into the water and opens a passage inThe head is so bent over
to wlncli tlie bodj- passes.
tlie chest, that even the slight shock which ensues
when the water is reached only cfTccts the crown of
the head, which is the part best able to bear it.
In Juinping mit of a Boat, the best waj- is to go to
the stern and leap over, as thus there is more resistance to the feet obtained than by leajiing over the
siile
and in getting into the boat again, always come
&wim toward the
to the stern, never to the side.
boat with the feet high. Grasp the stern with both
hands, and kick the feet on the surface of the water,
so as to keep them up; otherwise the legs will be
Ruckeil under the boat. Givea vigoroiis kick with the
feet and a spring with the hands, and you will soon
be lying on your breast over the stern then to craw!
fairly into the boat is easy enough.
;

;

Cramp. — Perhaps more good swimmers have been
drowned by cramp than by an3'thing else, and only

who have

from it can conceive its faStrong men and good swimmers, when
tal power.
seized with cramp, have been known to sink instantand nothing can
ly, overcome with the sudden pain
those
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suffered

;

save the victim but the greatest presence of mind.
The usual spot where the cramp is felt is the calf of
the leg, just below the knee and it sometimes comes
with such violence that the muscles are gathered up
into knots. There is only one method of proceeding
Turn on the back at
under such circumstances.
once, kick out the leg in the air, disregarding the
pain, and rub the spot smartlj' with one hand, while
the other is emplojed in paddling toward shore. Draw
The
the toes forciljly upward toward the knee.
causes of cramp are generally twofold. The principal cause lies in indigestion, for it is seldom that a
person in really good health is attacked by this malady. The second is over-exertion of muscles that
have been little used; and therefore too strong a legstroke should always be avoided.
Saving a, Drmrning Person. Only experienced
swimmers who have great presence of mind can
hope to save a drowning person. The chief difficulty
lies in the fact that a person who cannot swim feels,
in deep water, much as if he were falling through
air, and consequently clutches instinctively at the
nearest object. And if he succeed in fixing a grasp
upon the person who is trying to save him, both will
probably sink together. Therefore every precaution
should be taken to prevent such a misfortune, and
the drowning man should always be seized from beliind and pushed, as it were, in front.
Should he
succeed in tixing his grasp, the only remedy is to
will
be
found
dive, when it
that he will loosen his
hold on finding himself below the surface, and will
allow his rescuer to take a better position.
Treiitment of the Apparently iJrownefl .- -"When animation has become suspended, the bodj' .should be
treated without delay, as follows
Having sent for medical assistance,
1. Position.
blankets and dry clothing, phice the body in the
open air, with face downward, whether on shore or
afloat; expose the face, neck, and chest to tlie air,
and remove all tight clothing from the neck and chest.
The points to be aimed at are— first, the restoration
and secondly, after breathing is reof breathing
;

—

—

;

by the mouth, and the
forward, leaving the entrance
into the windpipe free.
Assist this operation bj* wiping and cleaning the mouth. If there be only slight
breathing, no breathing, or if the breathing fail, then
proceed to excite breathing.
3. To Excite Breathing.
Instantly turn the body
on the side, supporting the head, and excite the nostrils with snuff, hartshorn, or smelling salts, or tickle
the throat with a feather, etc., if at hand. Hub the
chest and face warm, and dash cold water and hot
water, alternately, on them.
If there be no success,

fluids will

tongue

more

readily escape

itself will fall

—

instantly endeavor to imitate breathing.
4. 2'o Imitote Breathing.
I'lace the body on the
face, raising and supporting the chest well on a folded coat or'bther article of dress. Turn the body very
gently on the side and a little beyond, and then briskly on the face, back again, repeating these measures
cautiously,efficiently,and perse veringly, about fifteen
times in the minute, or once every four or five seconds, occasionally varying the side [By placing the
patient on the chest, the weight of the body forces
the air out
when turned on the side, this pressure
is removed, and air enters the chest.]
On each occasion that the body is placed on the face, make uniform but efficient pressure with brisk movement on
the back between and below the shoulder-blades or
bones on each side,removing the pressure immediateDuring the
ly before turning the body on the side.
whole of the operations let one person attend solely
to the movements of the head and of the arm placed
under it. [The first measure increases the expiration
the second commences inspiration.] The result
is inspiration, or natural breathing— and, if not too
late, life. While these operations are being proceeded with, dry the hands and feet, and as soon as dry
clothing or blankets can be procured, strip the body
and cover or gradually reclothe it, but taking care
not to interfere with the efforts to restore breathing.
These efforts will generally prove successful in less
than five minutes; "if not, proceed at once to imitate
the movements of breathing.

—

.

;

—

—

Stand
5. To Imitate the Movements of Breathing.
at the patient's head, grasp the arms just above the
elbows, and draw them gently and steadily upwards
above the head, and keep them stretched upwards
for several seconds. By this means air is drawn into
the lungs. Then tuni down the patient's arms, and
with the assistance of another person, press them
gently and firmly for two seconds against the sides
of the chest.
By this means, air is pressed out of
the lungs. Repeat these measures alternately, deliberately, and perseveringly, about fifteen times in a
minute, until a spontaneous effort to respire is perceived, imraediatelj- upon which cease to imitate the
movements of breathing, and proceed to induce circulation and warmth.
Begin
6. To Pnmwte Warmth and Cirnilation.
rubbing the limbs upward, with firm, grasping press,

—

ure and energy, using handkerchiefs, flannels, etc.
By this measure the blood is propelled along he veins
toward the heart. The friction must be continued
under the blanket or over the dry clothing. Promote
the warmth of the body by the application of hot
fiaunels, bottles of Iiot water, healed bricks, etc., to
the pit of the stomach, the arm-pils, and to the soles
of the feet. If the patient has been carried to a house
t

stored, the promotion of warmth and circulation.
The elTorls to rextore breathing nnist be commenced
immediately and energetically, and persevered in for
one or two hours, if necessary. Efforts to promote
warmth and rirnilatinn, beyond removing tl;e wet
clothing and drying the skin. must not beniaile imtil
the first appearance of natural breathing; for if circulation of the blood lie induced before breathing has
recommenced,the restoration to life will be great fy en-

after respi'^alion and been restored, be careful to let
the air play freely about the room. On the restoration of life, a teaspoonf\d of warm water should be
given: and then, if the power of swallowing has returned, small quantities of wine, warm brandy, and
water.or coffee should be administered. The patient
should be kept in bed. and a ilisposition to sleep encouraged. This treatment should be persevered iu

dangered.

Prera>itiiins.—Ohs.eT\e the following precautions
Prevent the imuecessary crowding of persons
around the body, especially if in an aiiiirtment. Avoid
rougli usage, and do not allow the body to remain on

2.
tilt

—

To Rextore Rrenthing. Place the body on the
ground with the face <iownwards, and one of
arms cnder the forehead. In this position all

floor or

for

some hours

7.

:

until recovery

is

made.

SWING.

SWORD EXERCISE.

3:)8

Sergeants, with cavalry, wear swords for ctitling and
thrusting.
In the >favy, all officers wear similar
swords: and the men in lime of a<-lion. heavy backed swords, called rutlmvun. In the French Service
nearly all the troops wear a combinalion of the sword
inriilary excitant.
SWING. —The distance from the head center of a with the bayonet, called a sword-bayonet. See JiruudThe sirhig nir„rii. I'HtioMK, Feitciiiff, Rapier, Haber, dcimiter, smd
lalhc to the bed or ways, or to the rest.
•
determines the diametric size of the object which is Smfilf-aniiM.
This limit is
SWORD BAYONET. Sliorl arms, like /•nrhinex. are
<iipable of l)iim; turned in the lathe.
The Kioing 'if the nut is somelimcs furnished wilh a liayoiuM made in the
called the (iriiiy <;/' the /«</.
The back of the handle has a
tlie size wlucli will rotate above the rest, wliich lies form of a sword.
groove, which fits njion a stud upon the barrel, and
upon the l)i'd.
very simple form of rotary the cross-piece has a hole which fits the barrel. The
SWING CRANE.
crane, in which eacli meml)er of the frame consists bayonet is prevented from sli|)ping off by a springthe sword-bayonet is ordinarily carried as a
of a single iron beam, and in which the hoistiui; chain catch
passes over a tixed sheave at tlw outer end of Ilie side-arm. for which purpose it is well adapted, havjib, so that the only motions are those of hoist ini; ing a curved cutting-cdi;e as well as shar]) |)oint.
SWORD BEARER.- In Monarchial countries the
and lowerini;. and of rotation. This construction is
applicable to cranes of capacities from IDIMol.Onil titli' given to the I'ulilic Officer who bcarslhe Sword
Knig/itu Sirnnl-/iiiirtr.i formed a commupounds. For larger sizes it is usually preferable to of State.
employ a trolley. Each member of the frame of this nity similar to. though much less distinguished than,
crane consists of a single wrouglit-iron I-beam, suit- the Teutonic Knights.
SWORD BELT.— .\ belt of suitable material, worn
ably connected at their intersections. As the load is
not to be removed inward upon the jib the latter is over the right shoulder of an officer, and supporling
although, where de- his sword. The sword-belt is little used at present,
usually supported by a brace
sired, a tension-rod may be snbslituled forllie braec. the sworil hcing suspended from the waist-belt.
The following patterns of belts are prescribed for
The hoisting-gear consists of a pocketed chain-wheel,
driven liy spur-gearing, with frictional safety rachet use in the United Slates Army:
so
Fit nil OJtu-erK. -A waist-belt, not less than one and
that the load is always
upon the primary shaft,
self-sustained in any position and cannot run down. one-half nor more than two inches wide, with slings
Lowering is easily effected by reversing the motion of the same material as the bell, with a hook attached
of the crank, but ceases automatically whenever this to the bell on which to hang Ihe sword. The sword
Kotalion is effected by and sworil-bclt are worn outside lh<' coal, and, by
motion is discontinued.
simply pushing or pulling the suspended load, and all officers below the grade of Brigadier General, outthe construction of the top and bottom pintles uiion side the overcoat.
Firr Oi iierdl Ojficern.
Of red Russia leather, with
which the crane revolves is such as to reduce friction to a minimum. This crane is especially adapted three stripes of gold embroidery.
tlu- back unless the tonsriie is secured. Under no circumstances hold the body up by the feet. On no account phice ill H warm liiilli.iiiilrss uiidiTiiii'diciil direitiou.and even then it shoulil Ije employed as anio-

—A

;

:

to light work in arsenals, machine-shops, etc., and
for use in loading and unloading in stations, wharfs,

and warehouses.

See Criiiun.
SWING SAW. .V buzz-saw hung on a pivot, so
that it may be swung down to cut on blocks which,
by reason of their weight or their shape, cannot b<'
conveniently fed to the saw. This saw is well adapted to the general heavy and irregular work in arsenals. In most machines of this class, the swinging frames being hung directly ujion the fast revolving shafts, cause excessive friction, resulting in loss

—

of power and rapid destruction of the bearings.
In
the I'ryibil macliine. these disadvantages are avoided by hanging the swinging frame U])on the outside of the bearings.
The frame is of wood and the
arbor of steel, running in adjustable boxes. This

arrangement is now commonly used with saws up to
eighteen inches diameter, or more.
See JiaiuUiaio
yf<ti'hine,

SWISS GUARDS.— Troops first employed in the
French Service in 1016. It was the policy of the RoyFamily to render these liuards personally faithful
to themselves, and estrange them from the other soldiers and commonpeople.
well they succeeded
was shown bv the slaughter of IT'.fJ at tlicTuileries.
[jkm
Lnj-erne,
The
erected in IH21, commemorates
of
their valor.
The Swiss (Juard also existed in France
under Louis XVIII., and up to 1830.
holy of
Swiss Guards have long acted as the Pope's Guard at
al

How

A

the Vatican.

SWIVEL GUN. — In

artillery, a gun tixed on a swiveither on the back of an animal, such as a camel,
or on a wall, or any commanding position.
SWOED.— well-known weapon of war. the introduction of which dates beyond the ken of historj-. It
maybe defined as a blade of steel, having one or two
edges, set in a hilt, and used with a motion of the
el

A

whole arm. Damascus and Toledo blades have been
brought to such perfection that the point can lie made
to touch the hilt and to fly back to its former position.
In the last century, every gentleman wore a
sword now the use of the weapon is almost confined to purposes of war. In the Army, all officers and
;

—
For all Field-ojicrrs. — (^ne broad stripe of gold lace

on black enameled leather, according to pattern.
For all OJfO'ers of the (rem raj, Stuff, aiul Staff Corpa,
Four stripes of gold,
below the rank of FieltLoffir^Ts.
interwoven with black silk, lined with black enam-

—

eled leather.
For Ootujiany OfjluTHof ('a\^alry. Artillery, and fiiFour stripes of gold lace, interwoven with
fantry.
silk of the same color as the facinsis of their arms of
service, and lined with black enamele<l leather.
For all StorekeepiTK. Same as officers of the General Staff of the same rank.
On undress duty, marches, and campaigns, officers
may wear a |)Iaiii black leather belt.

—

—

plat(s worn by all officers, is gilt,
two inches wide, with a raised bright

The sword-belt
rectangular,

rim: a silver wreath of laurel encircling the "Arms
of the I'liited States;" eagle, shield, .scroll, edge of
cloud. and rays bright. T\\v nvMn'- plurilntsunum"
upon the scroll; and stars of silver.
The sword and belt are worn upon all occasions of
duty, except stable and fatigue. Wlien not on military duty, officers may wear swords of honor, or the
prescribed swonl, with a scabbard, gilt, or of leather

K

with

i;ilt

iMouulings.

SWORD BREAKER.— A pecidiar weapon of the Middle Ages, intended to catch

and break the adversary's

sword.

SWORD EXERCISE. -Sword

exercise differs from
weai>oii employed
has one cultiiig eilge as well as a point, and is therefore iiileiidedtocut and thrusl. The sword is the arm
of all Ollicers in the .Vrmy and Navy, of many Nonconiissioned Officers, and constittites the sole mode
of attack and defense for the officers of the British
certain degree of proficiency in its use
volunteers.
is therefore always serviceable. In practice, the usual substitute is a stout, straight stick. ealleda 'singlestick, "having a basket -handle to protect the knuckles.
The position of the combalant is the same as that a.*sumed in fencing with the foil: the lunge is similar,
as are also the 'advance" and "retreat," and other
minor points. According to the instructions of drill
fenciin;

'villi

Ihe

A

foil:

in that, the

I

^

L

;

SYNCHK0N0U8 MULTIPLEX TELEGEAPHT.

SWOKD-KNOT.
masters, there are seven cuts, with seven corresponding guards, and three thrusts. The theoretical directions of all these are shown in the drawing, which
represents a target placed o])p(jsitc a pupil, so that
he maj' see the motions he is expected to perform disThe center of the target is supplaj-ed before him.
posed to be in a line with the center of his breast.
The cuts proceed from the circumference towards
the center along the thick lines. Nos. 1, 3, and are
inside cuts, and attack the left cheek, left side, and
inside of the right leg respectively; 2. 4 and li are
outside cuts, attacking the enemy's right cheek, righi
side, and right leg on the outside. No. 7 is a vertical
The dotted lines show the
cut, aimed at tlie head.
position of the sword in the several giuirds by which
the cuts are opposed. The sword-handles illustrate
the situation of the right hand with reference to the
center of the body. The points or thrust are shown
by the black circles. That towards No. 1 should be
directed with the wrist and edge of the sword upwards to the right: towards 2, with the edge upwards
to the left; and in the 3d point, with the wrist rising
to the center, and theedge upwards to the right. The
"parry" is an additional defensive movement, and consists in bringing the wrist nearly to the right shoulder; whence as center, a circular sweep of the sword
is made from left to right.
considerable latitude
is allowable in regard to the cuts, as to the part of the
adversary's bodj' at which they are directed, provided the general inclination of the blow be observed;
similarly, the cut may at times be parried by a guard
.'5

A

RTE

lOJTS

then to avoid the rider's blows. while hehim.self may
be attacked with imi)unity in almost any direction.
h>ee Fmrin'].
SWOED-KNOT.— A ribbon tied to the hiltof asword,
serving as an ornament and to support the sword
when it is drawn and dropped down at the side or
front. In the I'nited States, all General Officers wear
a gold cord with acorn ends; and all other officers
wear a gold lace strap, with gold bullion tassel. The
enlisted men of cavalry wear a leathern strap with a
bullion tassel of

same

material.
fencer; a gladiator; one who
exhibits his skill in the u.se of the sword. The term
" Swordsman" is usually applied to a Professor of
the Science of Fencing.
ilie

SWOKD PLAYEK.— A

— An Indian term meaning a long
the sword of the kingdom.
SYMBOL. — In a military sense, a badge.
SYEF.

Syef-nl-Mnlk

resiment

sword.

is

in the British Service

has

its

Every

badse.

SYNCHKONOUS MULTIPLEX TELEGKAPHY.— The
synchronous system of telegraphy

is as important an
improvement over the old quadruple.x system as the
quadruplex system was on the ordinary single wire
system that it superseded. By means of the devices

pertaining to the synchronous system with a single
wire six distinct Morse circuits may be obtained, each
of which is capable of operation up to the highest
rate of transmission by tlie most expert operators.
Twelve circuits are similarly obtainat)le, each one 6f
which may be operated at the rate of twenty words
per minute, or nearly equal to the average rate of
transmission. Or by the employment f>f printing instruments, thirty -si.x messages may be transmitted
simultaneously over one wire at a rate of speed which
will be recognized as a fast circuit for this purpose
or gevenly-two printed mes.sages may be transmitted
simultaneously over a single wire, at a rate equal to
one hundred messages during the ordinary business
hours of the day, and with either the Morse or the
printing instruments these messages nuiy he sent all
in one direction or any number, within the limits
named, in either or both directions at the same time.
It is confidentlj' expected that in the near future this
system will be developed so as to far exceed these

The advantages of the entire independence
of these circuits one from the other, so that they may
be worked in any direction that the business may
require, will he obvious, since it frequently happens
that the great bulk of the business originates at one
end of the line.
There are Morse circuits worked in this Country at
an average of fifty-five words per minute tiirougho\it
the day
but twenty-tive words per minute is considered a good average day's work. Allowing twentytive words for each dispatch, including the date, address and the signature, an operator would transmit
sixty messages per hour, or six hundred messages
would constitute a day's work of ten hours. Ai>plying to these messages the mininuun rate of twentytive cents eacli, the earning eaiiaeity of a Morse wire,
results.

3"-:

POINT

Other than that intended especially for it, according
to the discretion of the fencer. In engaging, or joining
swords, with the enemy, press the blades but lightly
together, so that the hand and wrist may be readily
susceptible of any motion.
In making the guards,
care must always be taken to receive, if possil)le, the
feeble of the enemy's blade on the forte of your own,
so as to offer the greater opposition.
It shovild also
be borne in mind that, in all cuts at the leg, when at
proper distance, the shifting of your own leg, and delivering a cut at the same moment, becomes the most affording but one circuit, would be :J1.")() per day. If
effectual and advantageous defense, i)articularly if this wire were operated under the qua<iruplex sysyou happen to be taller than your adversary, as you stem of the Western I'nion Telegraph Company, it
will then probably be out of his reach, while he is tnight earn four times this sum, or *tiOO per day of
withinyours. Contending with bayonet or pike, the ten hours, under the most favorable conditions. "The
most effectual guard is tlie,^th. which, if well timed, Standard Multiplex Telegraph Company, with its
enables the swordsman to seize the musket or pike synchronous system, will ol)tain from this same sinwith his left hand, and then make the I'.lh cut at his gle wire six circuits, which can be easily worked at
opponent's neck. In an encounter with the rapier, the rate of thirly-Iive words per minute; but placing
the best cuts are Nos. 3 and 4, as they attack the ene- the rate of transmission at a message per minute. the
my's arm, which must be advanci'd within reach be- earning capacity would be Sl'OO per day; or by operfore he can touch your body .and also constitute a de- ating twelve circuits over a single wire, and working
fense against his thrust.
no matter each circuit up to its capacity of twenty words per
If the enemy
how armed— be on horseback. the dismounted swords- minute, eacli of the twelve operators would transmit
man (provided he liave proper nerve and atrilily) lias four hundred and eighty messaires per day of ten
decidedly the advantage. Endeavor to place your- hours, amounting to .>120. or for the twelve operself on his left, where he has less power of defending ators, .?!1. 440 ])er day of ten hours.
As nearly all
himself or his horse, and cannot reach to so great a telegraph lines are occupied with business during
distance as on his right an attack on the horse will the greater portion of the nisrbt. the foregoing esliprobably render it ungovernable, and it becomes ea.sy niate of earning capacity, based on ten hours' work.
;

—

:

:

SYSCHRONOnS MULTIPLEX TELEGRAPHY.
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SYNCHRONODS MULTIPLEX TELEGRAPHY.

York may instruci llu' central office to disconnect
him from" bis regular correspondent in riiiladi'lpbia,
and conin'ct liim with any subscriber with whom he
terued.
conimuiiicale in New York, Itosloii
Bevontl tlie Morse system of transmission, now- may desiri to
su<h length of lime as his business
evfr,"eoinparisou between the synchronous system or iialtimore for
subscriber in any <ily may comand the other methods of i>peralion cannot be car- recpiires. Thus a
municate with all Ihe subscribers in his own or in
ried, since bv no other system yet invented tan a
working distance. Il in
single wire be successfiiHv divided into thirty-six or other cities within ordinary
is

below

till-

po.ssibilitifs; bill the siiiiu-

holils goDil so far as the

compiirison

systems of operation are tou-

proposed, also, lo introduce a new feature in telegraphic iiilir<onrse which has long been lucded, but
to divide a w ire into which could not be reaclii-d by Companies using the
without too great cost.
a )ars;e number of (listin<-l circuits tliat will of neces- ordinary systems
The gnat success ill the capacity of each single
sity "work a rcvoUition in the telegraph business.
Heretofore, by tlie (juadruplex system, only two cir- wire afrorded by Ihe synchronous .system will admit
iiUtm'iirkOT rdiirenutliDiin for any percuits could Ij'e rented lo subscriljers, .so that each of lelegraiihic
would be independent of the other, and for this ser- i(Hl of lime desired at a very moderate cost. If a perilli a
vice each sid)scriber was obliged to pay nearly the son in New York should desire lo converse w
Boston, by ap])lyiiig at any New Y'ork offull price of a single wire in order adeiiuately to re- person in
munerate the Company. If the subscriber's busi- fice of the Company and L'iving the name and addesired
ness would not warrantsuch an expenditure he could dress of the iiarly in Boston with whom il is
jiromplly
not beaccommcHlaled.as no more circuits were obtain- lo <omiiuinicale, a messenger would be
In addition to the rental of the dispatched fmm the receiving office in linslon to
able over the wire.
wire, the expense of skilled operaters has maile the bring Ihe jiarly wanted lo the most conveniiiit otlice
iiurden so great that but a few of the leading Itusi- in Boston, where a circuit, ecpiipped with printiujr
ness tirms in the large cities have been able to em- instrunu'nts, which the interviewers may operate,
ploy private <'ircuils, and even have been compelled would be furnished them; or, if i)referred. a SIor«e
ojierators, would transto pay for many times tliecapacity that their business circuit, duly (Mjuipped with
Kor this service reasonable
act the business in hand.
reipiireil.
"The adaptability of the synchronous system to all charge would be made by Ihe miuule, hour, or day.
general demands will be readily recognized as highly If on special occasions parties should want a circuit
advantageous. Should a party using the seventy- for a day, week, or month, they coulil be readily acsecond part of a wire liud thai his business retpiired coniinodaled,lhe object being to bring the telegraph
greater tacilities, he could be accommodated to any within the reach of everybody, and lo adapt its facilextent desired l>y increasing the capacity of his cir- ities to the wants of all, either by the use of jierniamerchant nuiy find a circuit consisting of nenl private facilities, temporary facilities, affording
cuit.
the seventy-second part of a wire sufficient for his opportunities for <-onversalion, general transmission
business, but if he found it necessary to increase his of niissag<s, or by Ihe exchange system, which will
facilities he may have a thirty-sixth of a wire and bring subscribers in Ihe same or distant citii'S into as
The new printing clo.se relalionshii) as is now enjoyed between teleoperate it by the" Morse systeni.
instruments" may be operated liy anybody, without phone subscribers within the cities.
Congress is at the present time giving considerable
experience or kiiowledge of telegraphy and unlike
the telephone, which admits of but one message at attention to Ihe subject of telegraphy, and there is
a time,— so that if thirty-six subscribers were ac- scarcely a doubt but that in the near future the great
corded the use of a single wire one would use it to liiilk of correspondence will be done by lelcgrapli,
tlieex<-lnsion of all the others, while his message was either under government control or by corporations.
Improvements in electri<al ai)paratus are all in llu'
being transmitted.— the subscrilier to ihe synchronous" system would at all times be independent of direction of an increaseof Ihe cai)acity of wires, simconscfpiently lessening llie
tlie others, so that he could communicate instantly plifying Ihe operation and
Therefore, it is but fair to preiiictthal in the
and to any extent necessary or to the full capacity cost.
In this way a Company having six near future messages will be transmitted by telegraph
of bis circuit.
wires between New York and IJostou or between almost as cheaply as they can be handled by the postany other points, might rent out four hundred and office. The following figures, to which criticisms of
ttirty-two circuits, each consisting of the seventy- those liest acipiainled with jiractical lelegra|)hy have
second part of a wire, or two hundred and sixteen been invited, prove conclusively that the multiplex
circuits, each constituting the thirty-sixth part of a telegraph system may be conveniently operated for
wire, or seventy-two Morse circuits of almost the the transmission of messages or correspcjndence at
capacity of ordinary ^Morse wires, or thirty-six Morse one-quarter of a cent i)er word between cities, say
<-ireuils, admitting of the fastest transmission possi- four hundred miles ajiart. and with jirofit to the ComTelegraph experts agree that a telegram of
ble by the most e.xpert operator, and in all respects pany.
eipiaito thirty-six separate and independent wires. ten words cannot be |irofitably Iransniiltcd and deKach wire may also be readily divided into seventy- livered over a circuil-lo-a-wire system, for less than
One wire twenty-five cents. If the capacity of a single win.secoiids, thirty-sixths, twelfths or sixths.
may be divided to accnmmodate twenty-four sub- be increased sixfold the c-ost can be reduced monTo show
scrllurs with the seventy-si cond facilities, twenty- than half and still leave a larger profit.
four with ihirly-sixth facilities; the Company re- the working and earning capacity of this system over
taining two Jlorse circuits for the transrai.ssion of lines bi'lween New York and Boston,— all messages
Between cities of about fifty lo be stamiied, drojiped in the post-oflke at either
general business.
thousand inhabitants one wire would accommodate city and delivered by Ihe carriers, as proposed by
a larare number of subscribers and at the same time the Governmenl. the following estimate is jiredicted on a line of ten wires, Ihe distance being in round
alTord ample facilities for general business.
Even should the telephone become electrically figures, say two hundred and fifty miles
praitiiable between cities widely separated, it could Ten wires. New Y'ork to Boston, constructed in the
best manner and ready for operation, !i'2,0fK) per
not compete with this systeni of dividing single wires

seventy-two circnits.

eacll circuit

from tlie others as
It Is ability
inde|;endent w ire.

and

disliiut

if

beinir as separate
consisted of an

it

A
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—

;

—

|i500,0()0
mile,
subscribers, for in the case of Ihe
Five offices at each terminus,
subscriber uses the wire to the exclu- Equipment
20,000
say .*2,000 <'acli,
sion of all tha others, while with Ihe inilependent
•f.'iSn.OOO
circuits there is no delay, no publicity and a printed Total cost line and office equipment,
These ten wires would be ca])al)le of the dilTereut
record is made of every word sent or received by
vach subscriber. The exchange system may l)e car- divisions as lo circuits ;iiid capacity for each, either
.Tied out betw een cities, so that a subscriber in Xcw tiy Morse orthe print iugsysteins.as already set forth

among numerous

telephone

(Uie

—

.

.

.

•
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small-u'raui. and pnmmg. which were carried in barThe axle-trees, which were of
rels of three sizes.
wood, varied for the different wheels, as well as for

but

b}- takinsr the most conservative estimate as a
basis, that of six Morse circuits for each wire, and
the ordinary rate of transmissiou, twenty-five words
per min.ite for each circuit. as a basis, the results cannot fail to impress everybody witli tlie fact that by
multiplex telegraphy alone arc cheap rates possible.
Ee.serviuy; one of the circuits for tlie conduct of the

business, there would be under tli is organization fiftynine circuits for public use. 5'J circuits at 25 words
per minute each. 147.5 words per minute, and 88,500
words per hour
For 21 hours, 2.124.000 words, or
per annum. 775,260.000 words, wliich at j cent per
word would yield, $1,938, 150. Assimiinsr that from
interruptions lo the wires, from lack of business to
occupy them, or from any other cause. that the operation of these 59 circuits should be confined to 1!2
hours per day, the results would sliow a gross earning per annum of .'6'069.U75,
Tlie outlay to accomplish this service on most liberal and comprehensive estimate, including interest
on the cost of construction and equipment, and providing for adequate service througnout the entire
twenty-four hours, would be as follows
360 operators, 8 hours per day each, at
:

:

—

Per Year.

75 per month

$.324,000

50 clerks, at *45 per month
25 linemen, at i75 per month
6 balterymen, at 875 per month
60 messengers, at *16 per montii
Executive officers. Superintendents and

Managers

27,000
22,500
5,400
11,520
28,800
15,000
12,000
30,000
31,200
42,580

Battery and material for repairs

Rents
Stationery
Interest on *.520.O00 at 6 per cent
Incidentals, taxes, etc

$550,000

Showing total earnings
Expenses

$969, 075
550,000

'
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the different guns. The gun-carriages were without
limbers, and had only two wheels, the shafts being
attached to the trails, which often dragged along the
ground.
No spare wheels were used, except for
pieces of large caliber anti for facility of transi)ortation there were put on an axle-tree, so as to form
a carriage.
With the exception of replacing injured
wheels, all repairs were made on the spot, from the
resources of the country, and no spare articles were
carried with the train. There was no established
charge of powder for the guns although a weight
equal to that of the shot was generally used. Such
was the character of the artillery which accompanied the French armies up to the middle of the seventeenth century.
In the reign of Louis XIV., the calibers of cannon
were gradually changed by the introduction of several foreign pieces. There were 48. 32. 24, 10. 12. 8, and
4pdrs.:and those of the same caliber varied in weight,
length, and shape.
Uniformity existed in general in
each district commanded by a Lieutenant General
of Artillen,-, but the cannon of one district differed
from another. Each district had (for six kinds of
cannon) six carriages, with difl'erent wheels, and three
kinds of limbers, with different wheels, making nine
patterns of wheels, without counting those for the
platform wagons used to transport heavy guns, the
ammunition carts, the trucks, and the wagons for
small stores and tools. Spare carriages were carried
into the field, but those of one district would not fit
the guns of another.
There was but one kind of
powder, and this was carried in barrels. The charge
was usually two-thirds the weight of the projectile,
roughly measured. Besides this, the powder often varied in strength according to the district from which
;

;

it

came.

In 1732, General Vali^re abolished the 32-pdr., as
being heavj- and useless, and gave uniformit.v to the

five remaining calibers.
Toward the end of the 18tli
Here we notice a net profit jjer annum of $419,075, century, mortars, or Dutch howitzers, were somebased upon /(«//the capacity of the wires being oc- times attached to field-trains for the latter, a small
cupied during the twenty-four hours equal to over charge, and caliber of 8 inches, were adopted. There
eighty per cent, of $.520,600,the cost of construction. were also light 4-pdr. guns attached to each regiment.
This estimate shows that by the synchronous multi- L'p to that time an army always carried with it heavy
plex system, messages of twenty words each may be guns (24-pdrs. and light guns (4-pdrs.J, which were
profitably transmitted at five cents per message, with combined in the same park.
Vali^re established a
two cents additional for postal delivery.
See Field system of uniformity for cannon throughout France
Tekgraphi/. and Telegraphy.
but such was not the case with the carriages and
SYNTAGMATARCH.— The syntagmata with 16 files, wagons used with them. Great exactness was not
which was the army unit, and corresponds to our then sought for. and there existed as many plans for
battalion, was commanded by a tSy nlagm<itarc/i ,v,-ho constructing gun-carriages as there were arsenals of
was stationed in front of his command, having an construction. The axle-trees were made of wood,
Adjutant on his left a Color-bearer immediately in the limbers were very low, and the horses were at:

:

),

;

:

his rear; on the right a Ilerald-at-Arms, to repeat the
commands: and on the left a Truiupeter.to sound the
signals. In tlu- rear of the syntagnuitach was stationan officer who was tlie seconel in command. See
Lorhf'i.

SYSTEM OF AETILLERY.— The principal qualities
to be observed in establishing a system of artillery
are simplicity, iwiliility and p^mr; and the improvements which have been made in artillery in the last
four hundred years have had these qualities steadily
in view.
The AnuTican systems of field and siege
artillery are chielly derived from those of Franc'C.

Toward

the middle of the sixteenth century, the various giuis of the French artillc-y were reduced to six.
The weights of the balls corresponding to these calibers were33j, 15}, 7], 2|, li. and
lb. respectively.
J
This range of calibers was thought to be necessary,
for the reason that it required guns of large caliber
to destroy resisting objects, wliile guns of small caliber were necessary to keep up witii the movement of
troops. Each of the five principal calibers was mounted upon a ditTerent carriiige. and the aininunition,
stores, and tools were carried (Ui dilTerent store-carts.
Three kinds of powder were used. viz. large-grain.
.-

tached

in single file.
In 1765. General Gribeiiuval founded a new system,
by separating the field from the siege-artillery. He
diminished the charge of field-guns from a half to a
third of the weight of the shot, but as he diminished
the wiiwlage of the projectile at the same time, he was
enabled to shorten them and render them lighter,
withoiut sensibly diminishing their range.
Field-artillery then consisted of the 12, 8, and 4-pdr. guns, to
which was added a 6-inch howitzer, still retaining a
small charge, but larger in proportion than that Before used.
For driiught.tlu^ horses were disposed in
double files, which was much more favorable to rapIron axle-treis. higher limbers, and traveliil gaits.
ing trunnion-holes, rendered the draught easier. The
adoption of cartridges, eV'vating-screws, and tangent-scales, increased the rapidity and regularity of
Stronger carriages were made for the fightthe fire.
er guns, and the different parts of all were made with
more care, anil strengthened with iron-work. Uniformity was established in all the new constructions,
by comiH'lliiig all the arsenals to make everj- part of
the carriaiies. wagons, and limbers according to certain fixed ilimcnsions. By this exact correspondence

,

.

SYSTEM OF FORTIFICATIOR.

of all the purls of the ciirriaiic spare parts eould be
rarried into the Held ready made, to relit. Thus an
e(|iiipiiieiit was olilained whieli eould be easily repaired, and could be moved willi a facility hitherto
\Mikno\vn.
In order to reduce the number of spare
arlicli'S necessary for repairs, (Jribeauval srave, as far
as practicable, the same dimensions to those thinL's
which were of the same nature. The excellence of
this system was tested in the wars of the French Uepublic and Knipire.
In IS'JT, the system of (iribeauval was chanjieil by
introduciuir the 'J4 and ;i2.pilr. bowil/ers, lenirthened
to correspond willi the Sand 12-pdr. truns. and abol.Vfterishins the 4-pdr. uun and (1-incli liowitzer.

ward some important improvements were made

umler four beads, to each of which Engineers generhave applied the term nj/ntfiii "/' /"rlijiciitinii.
These four classes are, 1, the rimilitr ryiiOiii; 2, the
ally

/M/lygiiiial Ki/«tnii ;

'i,

the IfmiilUil fi/nUin

:

4,

the

Ihui-

The Urni mttliml tiffurtifirntii'ii is now
usually applied to the manner of fortifying which is
generally iiri'valciit in anv country, or to the mode

tiviitd Hyi'teiii .

adopted by an individual
Vaubiiii'K mctliixl.ttr.

;

diriiuui

as the

The cimilur

>iiti/i"il,

xyntt^n consists of

an enceinte, the plan of which

i

linear.

is circular or curviIn the polygonal xysUin the plan is eilher a

polygon with salient angles alone, eacli side of which
is Hanked by a casemated caponniere, phued in (lie
ditch, and miihvay between the two salients; or else
each side of the polygon is broken inward at the center, so as to form a slight re-entering, to jirociire a
casemated lliiiikiiig arrangemiiit for the capoiinieres,
which occupy these re-cnterings, and alxi, in some
ca.ses,to Hank works in advance of the enceinte. The

in

copied from the Knjilish system: the number for all the tield-camxinwas reduced
to two, the wIk'cIs of the <?iirria<;e and Ihnlier were
made of the same size llie weiu;lit of the limber was
red\iced. and an ammunition-chest placed on it; the
method of connecting the earriai;e and limber was
siniplitied, and the oi)eratious of limberin;; and unlimberins greatly facilitated: and the two tlasks
which formed the trail were replaced by a single
piece, called the xOtr/i-. which arrangement allowed
the new pieces to turn in a smaller space than lliat
the

SYSTEM OF RIFLING.
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carriisiies, chiefly

;

Uiuiilled nysttm consists of a tenailled line, the re-entering angles of which are between OC^' and 100",
and the salient angles not less than 60''. In the
\bastioned xyiiteiii, the bastions usually consist of two
I

'

and two Hanks, both extremities of the Hanka
being connected by curtains. See ('hoHiuurd Syi'tem
ufFortifiattuiH,CormirnUiignf SyaUin of Kortifieatuin
Kiuxinte, Firrtifiratloji, Ger>naii {•'ystt-m of hortifirare()uired by the old ones.
In lySO, the Emperor o' the French caused a long tioii, Moiitalembert SynU-in of Fortificatiim .Noitft HyitSfries of experiments to be made, at the principal tern of Fortific/ition,Polygonal SyxUin of Fortffieation,
Artillery Schools of France, to lest the merits of a new TetuiilUd SynU'tn of Fortific<ition,tinA Vauban SysUm
The of Firrtification
.system of tield-art'llery proposed by himself.
SYSTEM OF RIFLING. \n essentia] means of givprincipal idea involved in this sysl< in was, to substitute a siu'tle gim of medium weight a:](l caliber, ing rotalioii 1o a proje<'lile. The Iw isl of the grooves,
capable of liring shot and shells, for the H and 12- the lenglli, diameter, or form of the projciiile, mubl
pdr. guns and 24 and 32-pdr. howitzers, then in use. depend upon the purpose for whi<h a gun isreqiiired,
The caliber selected was the 12-pilr. The favorable no matter upon what system it may be riHed. Inresults of all these experiments, and the simplicity of ventors often claim principles which are as appliAs regards prethe system, led to the adoption of this, the Xapo- cable to one as to another system.
leon gun, as it is sometimes called, into the French cision of fire, one .system will give as good results,
Service and others of similar principle were intro- for all practical purposes, as another, provided the
(hiced into various European .siTvices, and also into conditions of cliiirge, projectile, and twist of grooves
our own. As this piece unites the properties of gun are alike, and the riHing of the bore and the manuand howitzer, it is called the i-aHwii-iiliuxltr, or gun- facture of the ])roje<iilis have bcin ]ierfonned with
the same amount of care and skill in both cases.
howitzer.
The conditions that are especially desirable in evThe past <iuartcr century has been prolific in improvements in guns and all ordnance iiiaterifl. The ery system of rifling for ordnance are 1. Accuracy:
principal ones may be summed up as follows; 1st. 2. Perfect rotation, due to the twist, as indicated on
Introduction of guns of heavy caliber, constructed of the recovered projectile by proper marks of the riHing
cast-iron, wrought-iron, steel, or a coinbinalion of on the rotating device: 'A. Steadiness or smoothness
those metals. Tills increase in size has been rendered of flight, as indicated by smootlinessof sound 4, Abpossible by the increase in knowledge of the physi- solute non-liability of the projectile to jam w ithin the
Json-liability to
cal properties of the metals, and consequent im|)rove- gun, either in loading or firing:
mcnts in the methods of working, especially with strip, either within the gun or during flight, even w ith
Muzzle-loading smooth-bore guns of the heaviest charges; 0. Must not injure the gun by
large masses.
relatively small power have been n'placed by heavy breaking. ni>r produce unnecessary torsional sirains
rifies, both muzzle and breech-loading, varying in of any kind by wedging, etc.; 7. Entire absence of
weight from IH to 100 tons, reaching a caliber of 1« balloting 8. .Maximum capacity for bursting charge;
inches, and tiring prt)jectiles weighing in some cases 0. Uniform and moderate pressures; 10. Iniform
over 22011 lbs. At a distance of 10(10 yards, these are and high velocities 11. Uniform and good ranges:
capable of piercing armor-plates varying in thickness 12. Absolutely safe to fire over the heails of our own
from 14 to over 2T inches. 2d. Introducti(m of spe- men a contingency constantly arising in both land
cial powders having a progressive action upon the and sea service: 13. So strong and safe in principle
as to allow a wide margin for all errors of manufacprojectile during its passage throngb the bore.
3(1.
I'se of wrought-iron and steel for field, siege, and ture, and even inferiority of the materials; 14. Nonsea-coast carriages, and for covering shijis of war. liability to injure in store, handling, or transportation;
Many improvements in sea-coast carriages and the 1.5. Not too exi>ensive. If an inferior ijualily of powaddition of mechanical appliances have been render- der is employed, the pressures, velocities, and ranges
<(1 necessary to insure ra|)id and easy handling of the will be irregular, and the accuracy correspondingly
4th. Introduction of special shot and impaired: but none of the other conditions should
liea\-y guns.
shell for the penetration of armor-plates, and in the be affectc<I.
It will be observed that in many of the systems of
lield and siege services almost exclusive use of special shell and Shrapnel. 5th. Introduction of breech- rifling in use, one cr more of these conditions have
loading small-arms of great range and accuracy, and been .sacrificed to some extent, to secure a closer comof diminished caliber. The success of these arms ren- pliance with others thought to be of greater impordered necessary the use of metallic-case cartridges, tance, or of easier attainment. See Comprtuxive Synnth Use of machine-guns and repeating small-arms. Um of liijling, English Syntfrn of RifliTig, Expanidve
SynUm of Rifling. FUmged Syxtetn of Rifling, Germnn
See Artillery, and Oninantf.
SYSTEM OF FORTIFICATION.— Although an infi- System of Rifling, Pnrrott SynUm of Rifting, Prott
nite di'ersity of figures niiiy llius be presented in the Ki/Htfrn of Rifling, Vfirasneur SynUtn of Rifting and
outline or plan of the enceinte, they may all be classed Whittrorth SynUm of Rifling.
faces
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TABOB.

T
— The arming: of an archer's gauntlet or glove.
TABABD. — A military sarment in general use in
TAB.

Montenegro, and Turkey, but is now being rap
by the Peabody-llartini system.
the latter half of the lotii and the beginning of the The "Tabatiere" .system has been almost entirely
16th centuries, which succeeded the Jupmi and Cy- superseded in the French Army by the Chassepot,
cloji.
It fitted closel}- to the bodj'. was open at the first as a paper-cartridge gun, and lately as a metalsides, had wide sleeves or flaps reaching to the el- lic-cartridge gun.
See SmaU-arms and Snidtr Gun.
bow, and displayed the armorial ensigns of the wearTABLE.— The eyes of some shells, as the Shrapnel,
er on the back and front, as well as on the sleeves. are divided into two parts.
The larger portion on
About the middle of the 16th century the tabard the exterior is called the e^e proper, and the conceased to be used except liy the Otticers at Arms, tracted portion, next to the interior, is called the tawho have down to the present time continued to wear blf.
tabards embroidered with the arms of the sovereign.
TABLE-MONEY.— An allowance granted to GenerTABATIEKE GDN.- The French and English sys- al Otticers in the Army, and Flag Officers in the Xayy,
tems of altering small-arms to breech-loaders are sub- to enable them to fulfill the "duties of hospitality
stantially the same, the only difference being the rel- within their respective commands. It varies accordative size of the different parts.
The FYench system ing to the locality or importance of the appointment,
is known as the " Tabati^re" or tobacco system, and £3 3s. a day being the maximum, except under very
is represented in the drawing.
The English system unusual circumstances.
is named '• the Snider." after its American inventor.
TABLES OF FIRi;.— The nature and purpose of a
Tlie number and function of the several parts are table of fire should be explained in connection with
similar.
The receiver or breech-frame is represent- the Subject of pointing cannon.
A properly coned by the letter C the breech-block by the letter V. structed table of fire, for a particular piece, containa
The breech-block is hinged to the receiver in such a the range and time of flight for each elevation, charge
way that it can be revolved at right angles to the of powder, and kind of projectile. Its puqjose is to
bore in opening and closing the breech, and slid back assist the artillerist in attaining his object without
and forth on the liinsre pin to withdraw the empty waste of time and ammunition, and also when the efcartridge-case.
The lug c h 1 is the tongue of the fect of shot cannot be seen on account of the dust
breech-block hinge the extractor is attached to the and the smoke of the battle-field. The first few shots
generally produce a great effect on the enemy, and
it is very important
that they should be dirtcted
with some knowledge of their results, which, in the
field, can only be attained by experience, or from
the data afforded by a table of fire.
The following is the form of a table of )ire for guns
and howitzers:
KUTD OF
;

;

axis of the hinge so as to move back and forth with
the breech-block; when closed, the extractor tits intaa recess in the receiver, with its point under the
rim of the cartridge-head the spiral sprins s p forces
back the breech-block and extractor to tiieir places
after the shell has been extracted to tlie position for
closing the breech. The catch for holding the breechblock in place differs in the two systems. In the
Snider it is a small pin. inserted well into the receiver
and forced forward into the breech-block by a spiral
spring. In the " Tabatiere" system it is a flat spring.
/. which is held in place by a screw at the rear end
of the breech-block and fits into the small slot cut in
the receiver. In the Snider system, the firing-pin s t
is secured by a screw-nut worked by a wrench
in
the French system the same piece is held in place by a
thumb-screw nut. In both systems the breech-block
is only locked at the moment of discharge, and then
by the pressure of the hammer on thefiring-pin. The
;

;

Snider system was
in the British

at

one time exclusivetvemploved
also in the armies of Ser-

Army, and

via,

idly superseded

UA

TABORITE.
TABORITE.

A Roman soldit-r iirmcd

witli

ii

hook and over the wliole.
This is a
very <|uick.working tackle and a strong purchase.
I' sedfor Iioisling entirely. Wlienavery heav, weight
is to be raised, the standing parts should be allached
to the slings by a lislierman's bend, instead of to the
block. Tiie «/z* of blocks is expressed by \\\v kiiytli
of the »hil in inches
if ropes of unusual size are to
be used, it should be specitied in making re(|uisition
for blocks. Tackles are also designated by the number
of sheaves employed; as tirvfiM (two single blocks),
tlirnf'ikl (double and single block), etc. A ninuxiiig is
a seizing placed around a hook to prevent it from
sjiri'ading i>r unhooking, and should always be ap]>lied as follows: Take several turns of yarn or spunyarn around the point and back of the hook, and
fraj) the ends around all the turns.
The liigld of a
hook is the miiMle of the bend of the hook part.
.1 twhU is said to be
two blocks" when the entire fall is hauled through, so that the blocks are in
contact. ToorrrhiiiiUi twkU is to separate the blo{'ks.
This is best done as follows: Hook the upjicr block
lirnily. or let one or two men hold it; let one or more
men take hold of the lower Iilock anil haul, while one
man lights the fall through the upixT block by hauling the running iiart throtigh it.
If necessary, let
another hand light the second part through. Ro])e
should alirni/ii be stopped up, eitlur with tlie end or
with rope-y;iru stoi)s, to prevent it getting into a
snarl.
When using ropes for hauling, thej- should
never be dragged upon the ground. 7 o iiU/p up a anl
the eye of the

ilouble-

fdiiiil ;i\f.

TABORS.

All iatreuclinient of

baggagefor defense

ai;iiiiist ciiviilrv.

TACES. .V species of kill armor, or iron pclllooat,
foriiud (if niirrow plates, in llieir contour adapted to
cover the ligure, and so arranired that each one
would slii;litl_v overlap the one below it. It was

;

fund) H.
A kind of velociraeter for measWaltmaim's,
urins; the velocity of nmvin;; bodies.
for nieasurini; the speed of tlowing liiiuids, has several spiral vanes on a shaft carrying an endless screw,
which turns a series of geared wheels. On being
placed in a current, the vanes assume a position perpendicuhir thereto, and their rotation actuates the
clock-work mechanism, which is graduated to iudi<ate the velocity in miles per hour, or other units of
measurement. See Cnrreiit ilitir.
TACKLES. ^.V tackle is a purchase formed by reeving a rope through two or more blocks, for the purpose of iioisling. The following are the inor<' important tackles used in the movement of iieavy guns
and military stores A whip is the smallest purchase,
and is made l)y a rope rove through one single l)lock.
A gii n-t(t<'/ilf pirrr/tdm' is a ro])e rove through two single l)locks and uuide fast to the strap of the upper
block. The iiarls of all tackles between the fasts and
sheave are called the sUiiidmg parta ; the parts between sheaves are called running parU; and the part
sonuliiMis

i".\\\id

TACHOMETER.

•

:

which

A

is

liikcii lioUl

of in hoisting

is

when- the block

called the full.
of one whip is

TACKLES.

ff

)'<]<!'

irilh

t)ii- i'],il.

Lay

off

two orthree tunis

of the

\

and take a clove hitch around all parts of one
made fast to the fall of another. .1 biff-tnckle jmreha»e side of the coil. Do the same on the other side. If
is a single an(i a double block
the end of the rope the rope should be rove in a la<kle, run it '• two
being fast to the upper part of the single block, and blocks." and make the (irst hitch iirounil the fall bethe fall coining from the double block. A hilf tackle tween the blocks,
llcfore reevins; a rope in a block,
irfiip vi>i»t. irliip is

coil

j

I

;

of another luff tackle is called biff npni,
tn^-kle, or tiiH UirkU. is a lufT-tacklipiircha.se. with a hook in the end of the single block
to
and a tail
the upper end of the <louble block. One
of these purchases with a short fall is kept on deck,
hand,
in
merchant
at
vessels, and is used to clap upon standing and running rigging, and to get a strain
upon ropes. A ru n ner tarkk\<i a luff applied to aj
runner, which is a single rope rove through a single
block, hooked to a thimble in the eye of a penn;int.
A xinglf linrlim is composed of two single blocks,
with a hook in the bight of the running part. Reeve
the end of yotir rope through the upper block, and
make it fast to the strap of the lly block then make
fast your book to the bight of the rope, ;ind neve the
other end through the tly block for a fall. The hook
is made fast by passing the bight of the rojie through
iijion

luff.

the

A

fall

iruitch

,

,

]

:

the turns should be carefully taken out to jirevent
twisting when the weight is lifted.
This is done by
stretching the rope out to its full length and tuniiiig
it in the opposite direction to that in which it is laid
up. until all the stilTness disap|)ears. Blocks should
be overhauled very often to see that the sheaves are
working properly on the pin and that they work
smoothly.
If tlii'V ilo not. turn the jiiii end for end,
and rub a little bhicklead (ixniphilc) on tliini to lubricate lliem, also on the sides of the sheaves where
they rub against the shell.
When hoisting with
tackles they should never be allowed to twist.
If
they show a tendency to do so. insert a bar in the
block or sling, and use it as a lever to hold it slraiffht.
It frequently happens that the men cannot apply their
full strength in the direction in which it woiild be
most effective. In such cases hook a single block to

TACTICAL MARCHES.

some

object about two feet above ground and reeve
the end of the fall tlirouirh it, so that the men can add
their strengtli to their wcit^ht and inure men can apNever trust tlie suspension of a
ply themselves.
weight to holding it by the unaided strengtii of men.
If it is possible to get a turn around any tixed object,
even in raising or hauling a weight, it is best to take
a turn, as all that is gained is then saved. Always
select such blocks that the fall will run freely through
tliem. and not ride upon the edges of the sheaves. If
The rope should
it does, it will be certain to cut out.
not (unte till the score or groove on tlie sheave.
In
The sailor's
this way excessive friction is avoided.
ma.xim is, "Small ropes and big blocks." The power
gained by using tackles is as follows Two single
nearly doubled; lutl tackle
blocks, or gun tackle
(double and single block) doubled. If the double
two double blocks
block is movable
trebled
power X 3,1 double and treble blocks power x4;

—

—

:

—

—

;

—

;

—

two treble blocks power x 4|; whip upon whip, single Burton
trebled. When one tackle is applied to
the fall of another, the power obtained is found by
multiplying their respective values together. No advantage can be gained by using a greater number of
sheaves than two treble blocks in one fall. See Bhirkx^
Cordage, IJifferentialPuUey-block, Hooks, Knuta, Pul-

—

ley,

and Rape

TACTICAL MARCHES. —Marches made

in the immediate vicinity of the enemy, and so near him tliat
they may be observed by him. Since these marches
are so near the enemy, greater precautions are required to guard against an attack than are necessarj'
Tactical marches differ from
in strategical marches.
route and strategieal marches intlie nmnber and sizes
of the wagon-trains accompanying the troops on
the march.
IJoth in ro}ite ami straUgiml marches
the troops are cund)ered with long and unwieldy
wagon-trains carrying the baggage and supplies of
the army, whereas in a tactical march there are
none, or the trains are reduced to a minimum.

Since the enemy may attack the moving columns at
any moment, everything is sacrificed to the important one cif being ready to tight at sliort notice, and
oidy su))plics enough for a
the army carries witli
few days, aiitl little or no baggage. Everything not
essential for feeding the troops and not necessary
for lighting is left behind the army while
it
is
making a tactical inarcli. See Mardies and RouW
it

Mnrehes.

TACTICAL POINTS.— All points on a field of battle
which may impede the ailvanee of an enemy to attack Vdiu' position, or which may facilitate the advance of your army to attack the enemy's position,
are tactieitl points, and should be occupied. Tactieal
decinive points are points on a field of liaffle which
when occupied by an army, will enable it to make an
attack on the enemy, whose success would be decisive on the issne of the engagement: and all jioints
i>n

a field of
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liattle in ])ossessiou of

the

enemy

wliieh

will enable him to frustrate the attack on any part
of his position, or which will enable him to impede
or intercept the line of retreat, if repulsed, are toeliaildecisire points for offense. Reverse the comlitions,
and we will obtain the tactical decisive points/"/' rfr-

fense. The flanks and most
position are, in general, the

advanced salients of the
most decisive points.
TACTICAL UNIT.— The term (wtieidvnit is arbitraiy, and nuglit be used to ajijily to larger or smaller li'idies (if troops.
I'sually a liaHali(m is a tactical unit of infantry. a squadroii of cavalry, and a battery of artillery.
TACTICS. -[Strategy is the art of maneuvering armies with a reference to the objects of the whole
campaign the securing of communications, the cutting off an enemy from his base, throwing him into
a ])osifion wliere lie must fight at a disadvantage or
surrender, etc.
Tactics has regard to the evolutions
of an army in the actual presence of an enemy.
It
is the strategy of tin' liattle field: the science ofinaneuvering ;iiid combining those military units which

drill, discipline, and the regimental system have
brought to the perfection of machines. It was admirably described by Napoleon as tite art of being the
stronger that is, of bringing an overwhelming force
to bear on any given point, whatever may be the relative strengtii of the entire armies oppo.sed.
The

—

earliest records of battles are those of mere single
combats, in which the chiefs, fighting either on foot
or in chariots, performed great deeds: and the com-

monalty, wlio ajiparently were without discipline,
were held in profound contemijf. With the growth
of democracy arose the organization of the phalan.x,
the advance of which was irresistible and its firmness equally so, if charged in front. If, however,
changed front with great difficulty was much deranged by broken ground; and failed entirely in a
pursuit, or if attacked in flank.
Far lighter, and
more mobile, was the Koman legion. Among Homan
tactics was also the admirable intrenchment, which
they scarcely ever omitted as an additional source of
strengtii for their jiosition.
Events reproduce themselves in cycles: and with
the decaj' of Koman civilization came again the mailclad heroes and ciivaliers— mounted this time on
horses who monopolized the honors of battle,
while the undisciplined footmen had an undue share
of the dangers.
Later in the feudal period, this disparity between knight and fixitmen was diminished
by the employment of bodies of archers, whose shafts
carried distant death.
The adoption of gunpowder
for small-arms altogether neutralized the superiority
of the armored knight. This change brought infantry
info the front place in battle, and threw cavalry into
the status of an au.xiliary.
The French l{evolutionary Wars tended much to the development of artillery as a field-weapon, and Napoleon einpl(iye<l his
terrible engine to its fullest extent a pract i<'e folic med
by the best modern Generals, who never risk ;i m;in
where a cannon-ball can do the work. Frederick
the Great was considered an innovator for fighting
with infantry four deep. During the French war,
the formation of three deep became genenil. and still
obtains in sevenil European armies. Before the battle of Waterloo, the British leaders had ai'quired sufficient confidence in their troops to marshal them in a
double line. It is doubtful whether the advance in
arms of precision will not soon necessitate the formation in a single line, or even a single line in open
order.
It is impossible, in an elementary article of
t his characfer,f ogive even an approach to an essay on
modern tactics, which is an intricate science. "We
can only notice brietly a few of the more important
principles.
The main idea apparent in the German tactics of
1H7II was
front attack is ditlicult, let us try the
flanks.
In the greatest battles of the war, those of
Gravelotte and Sedan, the turning tactics came
prominently forward. At Sedan the turning movement \v:is complete. The losses of the tenth Gernuiu division at Wiirtli prove what a serious matter
it is to make a
direct attack against the brecchloadir. They amounted to about four thou>:iiid men.
It was of course necessary to make vigorousattacks
on some points of the French iiosilion, so as to take
off their attention from the circular enclosing movement of the Germans. Although they (the (Jermans)
were freipiently obliged to nnike front attacks, the
jirinciple of the turning movement alwiiys asserted
itself.
In any case, however, a direct iiif;intry attack sliould always have been undertaken in sutlicient force.
But this wsui too often not the case, so
that weaker forces exposed themselves to .suffer
great losses in long-continued doubtful conflicts,
:

;

—

I

,

:

A

gaining at fhesami' fimi' but little gnnind.
On the defensive the shooting-factii s of the Geriliiins consisted simply in firing at short range, a

which ahviiys Iwid the best results. The
position selected was geiienilly strongly occupied in first line. It w;is rightly judged that a strong
development of fire ;il the commencement of an acliractiei'

niiiin

:
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was necessary and advisable. Separate strong
masses in ri-serve, not a great many little reserves,
were fi)rnicil. If tlu-re was sullicienl lime, the i«isiliiin was divided into sielions and prepared for
defense as well as possible. Onilie approach of
the enenij', the artillery was at once deployed into
a connected line. The cavalry, having iit tirst been
pushed forward to check the enemy's a<lvance, was
then withdrawn behind the line of defense.
' The French opened their musketry tire at verj'
long ranges, from ahoul on«' thousand to one thousand four hundred paces. It is true that even at this
distance we liad men killed and wounded. The ad
vance of the German infantry was never once checkOur infantry extended at least
ed in this way.
one ' Zn^" per company at once. This was. how-

into play, but acts as if there were no such
thing as a breech-loader. On the offensive; in the
lirst period, gallanl. impetuous advances of great
swarms of skirmisliers, wlio shoot too much, and
tlius retard their own movements, often opi'ning tire
at absurd distances. In the second period of tlie war:
badolhcers and inability lo maneuver hence attacks

comes

lion

;

We

unskilfully made anil soon checked.
may infer
that the chief problem which the tactician has to
solve in Hie present day is how to attack in the best
form and manner; al.so how to train his infantry,
the arm upon which he must depend for the assault,
so completely, that ils success will be facilitated, both
by its formation for attack, and by the way in which
it is iiandled in action.
The two direct front assatills made by SkobelefTs
ever, rartHy sulHcient when we came within eiTectual troops, al Plevna, September 11th, and in rear <if
range of the C'hiisseput, about five hundred ])aces. Shipka. .lanuary yth, were conducted in the followAVIuii at about four hmulred paces from llie French ing manner
skirmi.shers, our men were obliged to seek cover, or
The troops were formed under shelter, between
two thousand and three thousand yards from the
if it was level ground, to lie down and to answer the
tire, for which purpose theskirnnshers were usually Turkish lines, in battalion masses (double column of
re enforced bv another "Zug' per company, if this half companies on the center;,
in beginning the action the ritle comjjany of eacli battalion was sent forhad not already been done.
To sum up the characteristic points of theinfantry ward as a thill line of skirmishers, and one platoon
batlle-laclics of IHTO-Tl, it will be necessary in doing (([uarler comiiany), in column of half platoon behind
80 to mention in the tirst place what we did «</< see. the line, al a distance of not more than lifiy paces,
That is to say, im volleys in battle no, or at least a and constantly replacing its losses.
About two liundred paces behind the skirmishers
very few, attacks by troops inclose order if, however, a conii)act body ever did attack, it was always came in the tirst battalion, which moved forward in
a small one, never anu)uiiting to a battalion column. line, not tmiching elbows, but wjlli intervals of about
But we (lid see; Great deployments of skirndshers two ))a<es, (or less) between Ihe nien--a strong skiron both sides long continued grailually advancing mish line in fact— each company having three-fourths
musketry tights, often rolling l)ackwards and for- its slrength in lini', and one-fourth just behind it, in
wards at last, tlic Hank of one parly turned, or else half platoon column, to replace ils losses. The nun
one side exhausted; the other side pressing on in niiived forward preserving a general alignment, but
conseipience, or a rush of dense cloiuls of skirndsh- each man taking adviiiilag<' of any shelter thai lay in
ers who endeavor at any pri<e to dislodge their op- his ]ialli, and rtriiig from behind it, and then moving
ponents not forgetful that, in case of failure and forward again. Another batlalion followed in preretreat, they are deod men.
On both sides great dis- cisely the same order, and al a distance ot about three
persion iiiternungling of troops, aiul particularly in hundnil paces, so that Ihe men could feel that there
broken i;rouiid lience the leader's control dimin- were supports coming behind them.
The riniaining battalion of the regiment was held
ished. \Vilh the Germans more steadiness, and the
in hand liy Ihe division ('ommander until the tight
habit of reserving their lire.
Willi Hie French
more hurry, and the liabit of tiring al long ranges. developed itself, and it could be seen where the most
However great the effect of the arlilU'ry, however, resistance was met, whether the enemy was bringing
euornuius Mas the loss of the French by our shells, any troops on the flunks, etc., the batlalion was then
there was still no example of a really great result directed on the point where it wasmost needed. The
being due specially to artillery. Even the plateau regiments on either side were sent forward in the
of Floing, whicli was ciinnonaded from all sides, same manner. Meanwhile Ihe reserve regiment of
ha<l to 111: slormedliy infantry.
.\iid the same may the divisiiin. always under llieconlrol of the division
be said of St. I'rivat. Single villag<'S were set tire comiiiaiul.er was kei)t under sheller as near as possias the troops already engaged, which
to by shells • • • and were in consequence evacu- ble to the line
ated by the French, but it cannot tie said of such had now merged into two lines (and at poinls where
places that they were of primary inuKirtance. Almost the resistance was greatest into one), began to move
always it was foimd necessary at last to wrest these slowly, to waver, the reserve regiment or a portion
positions from tlie enemy liy means of infantry.
In of it was sent forward rapidly to the point where the
the forward marches of tlie (ierman arnues and of lighting was hottest.
independent corps* we remark an advance-guard of
^\t Ihe battle of Gorni-Dubnik. Octolier24th, eightall arms with cavalry at llii' luiid, even in broken een thousand Russians attacked four Ihoiisand Turks
grounil.
If they come on the enemy, a larger body occuiiying a redoubt of small jirolile with an oullj-of cavalry was often brought to the front to recoii- ing lunette and a few trenches. The artillerj' canThe infantry of the advancing-guard was nonade lasted only from nine lo ten a. m. The innoiter.
usually kepi further back than in IHIiO."
fantry was formed on three siiies of the redoubt, in
To sum up the points remarkable in the tactics two lines of company columns and a reserve. It
employed in IHTO. we remark on the German side
moved forward to the assaiill in lids order, jireceded
". The attack is directed on the enemy's tlank, an by a liiu' of skirmishers.
The liini'tle and trenches
assault on the center following this, sooner or later. were carried, but the men could not reach Ihe reli. In most cases, very powerful arlillery lire to jiredoubt
they liiy down in the ditch of the road and
r. Extensive eni|iloyment of skirpare the way.
under other slight shelter, at dislances varying from
mishers, d. Cavalry action restricted. On the defen- only one hundred lo four hundred paces from Ihe resive, the Germans show generally skilful choice of doubt, and remained there, keejiing up their tire
groun'd, concentration of artillery, and a proper sys- whenever the defenders were visible, louring the
tem of tiring.
afternoon a second disjointed attack was made withOn the French side
".
strict defensive, main- out surcess.
Finally, about dark, a simultaneous
tained against tlank allaeks. b. Isolated counter- rush was made from three siiles. which gained posattacks without sufficient result, r. Likewise very session of the work. The Turks had intlicled on the
strong swarms of skirmishers, d. Want of combin- Russians a loss nearly eipial to the total strength of
ation and superior direction in the employment of their own force, and had them.selves lost about thirartillery,
e. The cavalry behaves very well wliere it
ty-live per cent.
;
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The instances wliicli have been given are the principal assaults in the lirst ha'f of the war; they present many points of reseniljlaiue. In nearly every
case the troopts were drawn up in two lines of company columns and a reserve. The skirmishers were
sent forward, the tirst line followed al one hundred

flanks.

An

attack

upon the flanks by itself unaccom-

panied by a front attack is not advisable, except in
the case of small detachments acting against one another, or unless the attack can be effected bj- surprise, in which case the enemy is unable to meet it
Were a strong force
in time by a change of front.
and fifty or two hundred paces tlistance, and tlien in position attacked solelj' on the flank, it would
the second line. In no instance, liowever, does it quickly form up its reserves to a new front. the troops
For a
appear that there was more tlian one line of skir- of the original front coming up in support.
mishers behind them the troops marched witii dog- flank attack therefore to succeed, it must, as a genged tiravery, in solid line of two ranks, shoulder to eral rule, be accompanied by a frontal attack, suffishoulder, or in company columns with platoon fronts cient to liold the enemy to his original position. An
and they attack upon both flanks combined with a frontal atfar inside the line of rapid effective fire
continued this march until the fire caused al)reak in tack can only be tried under circumstances of great
tlieir lines and a retreat, or until they reached the superiority of numliers, without wliicli it would bework after enormous losses, and held it as the result come a most dangerous operation, enabling the eneof a hand-to-hand fight. The skirmish line was so my to give the counter-stroke at a weak point of a
small in comparison with the main force that it real- straggling line and beat the assailants in detail Ijy
In small engagements
ly amounted to nothing, and the attack was in fact cutting their force into two.
made in solid line. The attack and the forward move- where the numbers are inconsiderable the flank atment were not distinguished. This defective forma- tack may be made alone. In such cases a consideration ma)- arise as to which flank it may be most detion was the principal cause of the heavy losses.
We next observe that, when attacks were made on sirable to attack, where one presents cover for contwo or more sides of a work, they were frequently cealing the movement, and the other. though offering
made not simultaneously, but one after the otlier: no cover, is nearest to t lie enemy's line of retreat. which
so that the defenders were able to move from one side might thus perhaps be cut off. Surprise being here
of their work to another and repulse the attacks in tlie element most essential to success, as carrjing
detail.
We often notice that the reserve was sent with it the greatest moral effect, the flank should
forward, not just before the line began to waver, but certainh- be chosen which affords the means of apThe effect of tliese proaching unobserved, even though the result of acafter it was already in retreat.
dispositions was the same as if the attack had been tion in this quarter may not be so decisive as it
made with only a portion of the force instead of the would be in the other. Should the attack be of
whole, since the new attack liad to gain over again greater dimensions, the element of surprise, and consequenththe question of acovcred approach, become
what had been srained (and lost) in the first.
In the latter part of the war,(and alsoin Skobeleff's of less importance. Here an attack upon the flank
attack at Plevna on September 11th), these faults, nearest the enemy's line of retreat would give best rewhich experience had demonstiated, were not repeat- sults, as being more decisive, so that other considered. In all of Gourko's operations, during anil after ations being outweighed, this course of action would
the pa.ssage of the Balkans, there was no instance in probably be adopted. The moral effect of threatening
;

;

the enem\''s communications woidd also in this case
Sometimes the movement
count for something.
againsta flank should constitute the real attack, that
against the front being only sufficiently maintained
to hold the enemy in position, and prevent his conthe tactics in short of [Sherman's At- centration on the threatened (lank. Here the frontal
their retreat
attack has all the advantages of the defense together
lanta campaign.
The Conmiiinder of a force of tlie three arms act- with the moral advantages of an expected diversion
The nature of the
ing independently, should have the clearest possible to be caused by the flank attack.
conception of theVeneral objects which it is intended ground would influence the adoption of this mode
he should carr_v out, in order that when he comes in of attack, but in any case it would be prudent not to
contact with the enemy he may form a correct de- follow it unless the attackins Commander, if unsuccision as to whether he should attack or act on the cessful, could still cover hisTine of retreat in falling
defensive.
Should his position and means al com- back, or unless as may happen on occasion, he could
mand be such as to allow of either course being pur- still afford to retreat in a new direction and abandon
sued. the preference should generally be given to the altogether his old line of operations,
3. Concentrated attack upon a meak point, to break
attack, in order to secure the undoubted moral advantages which attend this course of action. Hut if tlirough the enemy's line or force his position. This
the nature of his position and resources necessitate mode of attack, if the most ditiicult of execution, is
his assuming the defensive, he should seize upon tlie undoubtedly in case of success the most decisive,
first favorable opportunity of turning the defense in- the enemy lieing broken into fractions which can
subsequently bebeaten in detail. The enemy's line
to the attack.
In offensive tactics we may consider three general of retreat may also thus be arrived at, anil his conimodes of attack, one of 'which the Commander of a mimicatious cut before he can recover himself. The
combined force must select, as the most suitable for attack must always be made with force sutficient
1. Frontal (ittwk. which would nn-an to resist a counter enveloping attack on the part of
his purpose.
a direct advance upon the whole of the enemy's line the enemy: which might otherwise be disastrous in
or position.
As a general rule, this form of attack its results. The increased range of modern guns and
isunadvisable.as even in case of success, the result is rifies has made this attack more hazardous than ever,
not decisive the enemy's line of retreat being un- for a concentrated fire-action can now be brought to
assailed, he simply falls liack to a position more to bear on the assailant, not oidy from all parts of the
the rear.
Tliere may, however, be situations when defense in his immediate front, but in most cases
Unless therefore the
the nature of the ground prevents any other mode from either flank as well.
of operation, or where the frontal allack may be made ground covers the movement in a great degree it
use of to feel the enemy and ascertain his exact dis- should not be attempted. In addition to the above
positions, in preparation for a concentrated attack prinuiry modes of attack, a turning n>^tnment may
upon one of his weak points, as soon as thej' are dis- also be considered. This might be looked upon as
almost a form of flank attack were it not that it difcovered.
In this fers from it in some essential parliciUars. The turn2. <''>mhined tittwk ujwn fmnt nnd flunk.
case the enemy is attacked in front at the same lime ing movement is more often a mrnarf than an attack.
that a i)ortion of the force is directed at one of the for it threatens the enemv's line of retreat so as to

which a

fortified position

was assaulted

in front

having a superiority of force, he threatened the enemy's front occupied their attention with the fire of
a skirmish line, with strong supports posted in the
nearest shelter), and turned their fianks, compelling
I

—

j

I

;

:
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to c'lmniro from or shift liis position before
the conihiil. Tlic iimiieuver differs also
from a Hunk atlaik inusiniu-h as it removes tlie scene
of combat from the position held by the enemy,
while the ttank attack lakes place on one of thetlanks
of the position itself.
The lurninc: movement may be made, either with
a l)ortii>n of the force at command, or with its whole
strength.
In the tirst case, the conditions should
render it improbable, if not im])os»ible, that the enemy could act olTensively in turn upon each fraction
of the divided force, Ofherwise the separate movement should not Vie attempted, as it uuist end in disWhen the ground iiermits, or is favorable,
aster.
cavalry and horse-artillery are specially suited to the
They should therefore nearly
turning; movement.
always form a portion and sonu-liiues the whole of
the troops employed in the service, both because they
can by ra|iid advance produce the moral elTect of
surprise, and because they can more easily avoid deThe relative proporstruction by a superior force.
tion of the" force detached, in such case, upon the
turnins; moveuu'nt, to that retained for the frontal
attack,Can only be ilecided by the circumstances.
If the line of retreat of the assailants must necessiirily be preserved in rear of the main boily. the latter
must keep the larirest anu)unt of force if the retreat
can be made equally well to the Hank, the strongest
force may be detached for the turning movement. It
is evident this mode of attack, by which a portion
of the force is detached from the main body, is not
generally suitable for nunor operations: there may
be occasions, however, where a small force may with
great advantage detach its cavalry and horse-artillery to threaten the adversary's coiuuiunications. In
the second case, if the turning movement be made
with the whole force at command, it is clear that the
fornier line of retreat nmst be abandoned altogether,
or else there should be such complete probability of
success that the line may for the momeut be laid opin to the enemy, for the sake of concentrating the
whole force in the attempt to turn his position.
The above general ()rinci|iles being clearly luiderstood, the Commander of a small force of the three
arnts should have no ditlicully in preparing his plan
of attack and issuing his orders, upon receiving reports of the strenirth and dispositions of the enemy,
and of the nature of the grmnid upon which he nuist
a<t.
In ordinary cases when small forces are engaged, the cavalry rcconnoiters in advanre w ill bring in
sutlicient information for the purpose; but if the en-

forcf
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lif i-ntcrs

;

should be covered by advanced troops, it may le
necessary to make a special reconnaissance, somelimes supported by guns, in onler to arrive at a knowledge of his strength and intentions. With large forces
this would probably be carried out by the advancedguard, the artillery of which, re-enforced where necessary from the main body, would take up w hat may
be called a. ]>niimiiinry nrtillery piisitiun, and open tire
at long range to cover the advance of the troops employed in the reconnaissance. The informatiou re(piired being obtained, the Commander would issue
"
In the case of very small operations or of
his orders.
a .sudden renconter with the enemy these would be
given verbally under other conditions orders should,
Shoidd the force, as it probif possible, be written.
ably would, consist of detachments tmder various
Commanders, it would be necessary that there should
be a grnernl ordfr for all, and also a uperlnl i/riltr addressed to each Comnuinder where separate action is
required.
The general order should be clear, precise, and
lomplete, and as short as strict compliance with these
It should contain
re(|Uiremenls will permit.
1. The conditions or circumsliinces of the intend,
ed action, with what is known of the enemy,
2. The mode of action determined upon, and how
thus for instance, to attack the
to lie undertaken
I'uemy when he is touched on in direct advance, or,
to attack the whole, or a certain part, of a position.

emy

I

;

j

'

fire in rejily,
I

[

:

;

3, The strength, coni]>osition, and s;eneral division
of the attacking force, with nanu's of Commanders
this may be giveti more in detail in the margin of the
order if tbouglit necessary,
4, The preliminary positions to be taken up by
each distinct iiarl of the force with their directi(ms
of attack.
>. The hours at which these posilionsare to be assumed, and at which the forward nuivement or attack is to be commenced.
The position where the Commander of the
(),
troops will be found during the action, to which all
references or nports are to lie made or sent.
These clauses would be sutlicient forasnuill for<e,
but, in o])erati..ns of greater magnitude, it would be
necessary to add
7, The positions of the ambulance and lieldhospitals, and the order of march of the trains of the various colunms.
It must be understood that the dispositions of the
troops thus indicated are only intended for the lirst
phases of the engagenu'nt, f<ir, until the enemy's
(ounter-|ilaiis are lUveloped, the final movenu'nis
The specwhicli dijiiiid thereon cannot lie detiued.
ial orders addressed to separate Couunanders should
contain nothing that nuiytie their hands loo much in
matters of detail. As a rule, they should he told the
thing to do, not the manner of doing it, and within
certain safe limits, to be named, they should be allowed free action.
In ap[>orlioningthe reserves for the different arms,
the Conuuander of a combined force may accept the
following as main principle, modifying its application according to the special conditions of the ca.se.
The various arms re(iu!re reserves in e.xact jiroporlion to their respective liability to fall into confusion
during action. Therefore a reserve is most necessary
forcavalry. next for infantry, especially when attacking, and hardlyat all fur artillery which has no shock
action.
But although a reserve of guns may not lie
re(piired, the arlilliry should certainly have reserves
With such aid the
of men, horses, andamnnmition.
guns can lie withdrawn from action in one ]mrt of
the field, and sent rapidly to another as rc(|uire(l.
During tlu' progn'ssof the earlier arrangements for
the engagenu-nt, w hicli may be said to constitute the
first stage, and if no affair of advam-ed troops has
taken place, the reconnaissance of the enemy and
groimd would be kept up by the cavalry, whose preliminary reports have enabled the Commander to decide upon his first course of action. Great care slioulil
be taken that there is no confusion in forwarding the
reports of the ])atrols, and that their leaders clearly
imderslaud where hey are to send them. The position of the Conuuander of the troops. as nu'ntioned
in the 'orders.' should th'-refore be impressed upon
each patrol leader, whose duty it will be to see that
every man sent back with a message distinctly understands where he is to deliver it.
The reconnoilering would be continued into the secand slaLie, w hich would commence by the opening
of fire by thearlillery from its first position for attack.
Should a ]>relimiiiai-y position have been assumed by
the artillery, it would probably have been imderthe
circiunstances above shown, or else necessitated by
o)iening of the defender's fire at a long range tipon
the heads of advancing columns, in ground where
they could not obtain shelter: in which case theadvanced guns would at once have taken post to open
:

i

'

In either" case, on the dispositions for infantry attack being maiie, this prelinunarv- position would be
quickly abandoned, and the guns moved onto the
fimt jtriiicipal artiVUry pjnition. In its selection it
"must be remembered that the first part of the engagement has for its object the more complete discovery
of the enemy's plans and strength, as well as to cause
him as much loss as possible from the moment he
ran be brought imder fire. The gims. accompanied
by the necessary supports, should therefore be pushed
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well to the front, aud oonio into action at a point se- is most imponant that theCommander of the troopslected with due regard to the direction of infantry at- should be immediately informed, when circumstantack, so far as known at tlie time, and at a rani^e of ces render it impossible for a subordinate Commanfromonethousandeight hundred to one thousandlhree der to carrj- out the orders or instructions, as the
hundred yards from the enemy's general position. failure to execute these may necessitate modifications
The place chosen ought not to be such that tlie aii- and fresh orders to replace the former ones.
By the end of the third stage it may be presumed
vance of the attacking infantry will soon mask the
tire of the guns, and if the ground and the general that the enemy has been forced to show his hand
form of the action permit, a position to a flank will sufficiently for the purposes required of determining
he usually preferable. The artillery need only be pro- the best method of finally attacking him. and the Comtected by cavalrj' or a small force of infantry on its mander's
dispositions are either directed to be
e.vposed flank.
The especial danger to be feared carried out in their original design or else modified
would be the unobserved approach of the enemy's to suit new ascertained conditions.
The artillery, which up to this time has continued
skirmishers or marksmen within effective range.
In the cuse of large forces, the guns wouhf prob- from its first position to support the general advance,
by endeavoring to silence the enemy's guns
ably be massed in one or two strong batteries. No
reserves need be kept back under ordinary condi- and to draw off his fire from the infantry, is now
tions, but all the available guns, deducting an)- re- directed to concentrate its fire upon the intended
quired for a flanking movement, should be quickly l)Oint of attack in order to prepare the way for the
brought into simultaneous action. The object being infantrj- assault. The moral effect of this fire upon
to cover the advance and deployment of the infantry, the defenders will probably be very great, even if
and to draw the tire of opposing batteries, it follows the physical effect upon troops partly behind cover
that a sort of artillery duel will open and continue of "round and obstacles be comparatively trifling.
the engagement, until Ihc attacking infantry comes
Whenever the ground will admit, the infantry are
up to effective rifle range of the enemy's position, supported on the flanks by cavalrj-, which advances
and the third stage of the action is entered upon.
under cover in small columns, with strong supports
The tactics of the infantry wouhl now, with a view close at h.and. and losing no opjiortunity of attacking
to forcing the enemy to show his disposition clearly, any advanced troops of the enemv and warding off
be directed to covering much ground with as few- adverse attacks in return. The very fact of the cavmen as possible in extended order, the main bulk of alry occasionly showing itself on the flanks, gives
the force being kept in small columns. If, however, confidence to the attacking infantry and demoralthere are important points in advance of the position izes the defenders, especially if thev are themselves
wliich it appears desirable to possess, they must be deficient or weak in that arm.
rapidly attacked by tlieinfantr)-.without any prelimThe fourth stage is now commenced, by the ininary demonstration of force.
If an)- high groimd, fantry being finally launched at the selected points
in the course of the advance, comes within reach, from of attack, and it comprises the whole of the
real acwhich the enemy's dispositions can be seen, it shoiUd tion up to the moment which immediately precedes
be immediately occupied by the assailants, even final success or failure.
though not in the direct line of attack. In default of
The infantry here plays the principal part. It is
very high ground, which is not always to be found, a fairly committed to the fight, and having received
church-tower, a high-roofed house, or even a tree, its final impulse in the desired direction^'from the
may be turned into a post of observation bj' an offi- Commander of the force, no power can alter or recer.
80 far the original dispositions for attack may call it, for good, during the remainder of the engagebe probably followed without much deviation biit ment. Its developement of fire-action should rapidonce the action can be said to liave commenced, cir- ly increase as it nears the point of attack, for upon
cumstances often compel the Commander of tlie its weight of tire depends its success.
troops to change liis operations.
The cavalry on the flanks should be now on the
For the purpose of watching the phases of the com- watch, not only to protect the infantry flanks of its
bat, the posit ion w-hich the Commander should assume own troops extended in the advance, but also
to seize
during the engagement ought, if possible, be on an opportunities of approaching unseen the flanks
of
eminence, from whence he can perceive the principal the opposing infantry or artillery, and of tlirowins
portion of the ground over wliich the troops are to them into disorder or demoralizing them, if not
inw-ork. He should not quit this post (duly announced flicting serious injury.
If repulsed and in its turn
in the "order") without exceptionally good reasons, disordered, it must rally under the protection
of
and if he is obliged to do so. an officer should be left the other arms, and a^ain return to exercise similar
behind to direct all reports or messengers to the functions. But cavalry at this stage can only play
new station of the Commander. These injunctions arc a minor part, unless the ground be more than usualof much importance, as nothing could be more de- ly favorable to its action; with the exception,
theremoralizing. during an engagement. than to see officers fore, of strong supports to the cavaln- acting on
the
and orderlies galloping about wildly to look for the flanks, the remainder of this arm would still^be kept
Commander and asking everyone where he is to be in reserve, but not so far to the rear that it couhl
found.
not be brought up quickly if required to make a diThe orders which are necessarily transmitted dur- version or demonstration on either flank.
ing an action by the Commander of the troops are of
The artillery, which during the former stai'es, has
much importance, and should be given with great been of first importance on account of its Ions rani»e,
care.
They should, if possible, lie in general har- now falls into the second place. The circuntstances
mony with the original plan of attack, although cer- of the case must determine, whether it shall keep up
tain mollifications may become necessary. " They its tire on the enemy's ^uns to relieve its own
infanshould not descend to rtetails which are better left to try, or whether it shall tire on the enemy's troops.
Commanders of corps, nor sliould theCommander of As the rule to be followed, is, that it shall tire on that
the troops interfere in the execution of his orders, arm of the enemy which is for the time the
most imfurther than to assure himself that they are carried portant, the enemy's infantry will, in all
probability
out.
He should be satistied on tliis point by means be now the object. In either case, a moment may
of constant reports and communications wliich must arrive during this stage, when a second
position
bi^ kept up, witliout interruption during the action
more in advance is necessary for the iruns, on acbetween him and the Commanders of separate corps count of their tire becoming masked iTv their own
and detachments. When the reports cannot be sent advancing infantry. If a portion or the whole of the
by an officer, they should be written, and in sucli guns can, in such case, be atlvanced rapidly and
case be numbered and dated with the e.xact hour placed in a good position (especiallv on
a flank,
uiul minute of despatch.
Above all other matters it whence they can atld their own fire "to that of the

mam

:

adviiiuing troops, wliieli are at the iiioiuont absorbing till' Whole atti'iitiou of Hit- lUfcmliii!,' infuutryj,
nIhi' proximity to Uie eiifiiiy's line, i>( Ihis Kem/id pri
,-ij)iil (irtHUr'y ixmli'in. must uot t)C too nuicli limited
by ordiuary rules of cautiou. When the attack aud
defense are nearly matched, it is clear that the addition of a close artillery tire ou either side may turn
the scale, and cniiipensate hy decisive success for
any loss sustained- As this close action of guns may
in "case of repulse lead to confusion, it would perhai)s he advisable that the whole of the available artillery should not take up this seconil advanced position! but that a portion be lield in reserve, massed
in a favorable position, and kept in action all the

During
in sujjport of the adviiuc<'d battery.
this stage sucli portions of the rescrv<'S of the f ther
anus ai'e brought up as re(|uired, anil any concerted
Hank attack carried out along with the frontal movetinu'

stage is generally a success or a complete defeat, but niay ri-sidt in an intermediate issue between the two -a retrograde n\ovement lighting a retreat, in fact, in good order on the part of
the assailants to the original ])osiliou from which

ment. The

fifth

:

they had advanced. Thisstagcconiuiencesby thetinal
reserves which the I'ommander thinks tit to engage
In great actions, a decisive blow
iH'iug ordered up.
might now, under favoring conditions, be given by
tlie reserve cavalry; but in smaller atTairs such as we
are at present considering, this force would not
<-()me into play until the moment of pursuit or reThe reserves of infantry are thrown \\\wn the
treat.
decisive points, supported by the massed lire of the
whole of the artillery, lint litlle distance of ground
or interval of timeshould be allowed between the
successive attacks of freshly brought-up infantry.
The fatal error of allowing a front line to be beaten
b.ick before a succeeding one arrives should be
guarded airainst. and troops should be i)ushed on in
rapid succession to carry out the forward movement,
and to replace tlieenormouslossesattemlanl in modern warfare upon a frontal assault above all things,
to keep up the /H'/n(/<! of the attacking troops, by preventing a check in the front at this critical moment.
If tlie attack is successful and the enemy retires,
either before the demoralizing inlluence of the last
steady advance, or broken by actual assaidt, the position he occupied is quickly assumed by the artil:

lery anil a heavy lire brought to bc'ar on the retreatTlie reserve cavalry, which by this time
ing troops.
Infs all been brought up from the rear, aud probably

posted on the weaker Hank,

is

now humched

in pur-

horsi-artillery. the superior mol)ility of both rendering their use i)eculiarly well suited t(") this service. The ('oinmander of the troops wotdd
move forward from his station, and take his post upon the position lately occupied by the enemy, for
suit

accompanied by

movements. The infantry
meantime would recover from its first confusion, reform its ranks broken by the assault, and then furnish from its freshest troops, in all probability there-

further directi<m of the

The tield-batserves, a force to aid in the pursuit.
teries will also push forwanl and harass the enemy
with their tire, when he gets out of range of the position or becomes masked in his retreat by the interposing troops in pursuit.
If. on the other hand, the tinal assault of the position has been unsuccessful, the attacking force must
retire, covered, in open groimd by the cavalry and
artillery, in close ground by the least disorganized
portion of the infantry supported by the artillery.

latter arm now i)lays an important part. It must
run every risk to enable the retreat to be safely effected, until a rear-guard <an be organized to protei t

The

movement. With this view, the lirst positiim
where a stand can be nuule close to the field of action must be taken up by the freshest of the infantry,
and the guns must be posted in such maimer, as not
the

only to support the infantry, but further, to cover all
the' necessary disoosit ions "for conducting the retreat
in
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good order.

Slioidd a Commander of a force of the three arms
decide to stand im the defensive, he should take up
the position most suitable for his purpose without delay, as the superiority to be attained by this course
of action must result in great measure from the a<lvantages attendant upon choice of ground. A good
position shouhl be such, from a tactical point of \'iew.
that the dillerent arms could bi- disposed for defense

maimer most suitable to their action, and that
there should be facilities for c(mcealing their strength,
composition, and posts from the view of the enemy,
and of prestTving them more or less from his direct
tire during the attack.
It is also of the highest imjiortaiKc that the front of any position selected for det'ens<' should be clear for view aud tire, as should also be the Hanks, unless they rest ou impa.ssable obin the

stacles.

Whatever ma}' be

tlie natural strength of a position
value as a point of shelter for passive deft'nse. or
as a point of temporary resistance for active defense,
di'pends much upon the mnnber and (juality of troops
The extent of the iiosition
whii'h are to defend it.
should not be (lisprojiortioniite to the strength of the
d feiidirs. for. if too much ground is occupied, part
or whole of the front must be weak, and if loo little
ground is occupied, the troops, being crow<led, suffer greater loss under tire, while fiuility of maneuvering is im[)eded. IJv a rough rule it may b<' calculated
that for each yard of front to be defended five men
will be reipiired. including all arms and reserves.
The ('omuiaiiiler of the troops may thus in practice determine appro.xiniately what extent of position he should occupy, by knowing the strength of
If the position which ajjpears to him best
his force.
to hold, is not nnsuited for his strength, he may occupy its full extent. If his force would thus be too
much scattered, he must restrict the length of his line,
defending only that portion of the i)osition which
presents the greatest natural advantages of ground,
anil which therefore, by its iKissession, will best enable him to carry out the purpose of his defensive acits

tion.

Should the force be large and covered by advanced
troops, the ])reliminary proceedings will probably involve an allair of outposts, from which the Commander will be I'uabled to judge of the force and intentions of the enemy. In minor o])erations hisfront
will also be covered 1)V small reconnoilering parties,
from whose reports he would arrive at the conclusions necessary for arranging the defense. When the
enemy is reported to l)e advancing, the Commander,
should the ground admit it. would i)robably employ
his artillery or jiart of it in an advanced position, in
order to cover the reconnaissance and enable it to be
more active and daring, and to force the enemy to
declare his intentions at an early |ierioil. In this forward position the guns would act much as intlieitreliminary position of the attack, and would in a similar manner be protected either by cavalry or infantry
on the exposed Hank.
When they have to retire it would usually be b)' a
Hank and under cover of the fire of the guns of the
During the
main iiosition sfi far as already i)laced.
early part of this stage the Commander would no
doubt be able to complete his jinliminary plans for
defense, and would issue his orders thereon much
The mode of
in the same manner as if for attack.
operations indicated in the second clause of the orders would probably be. in this case, to await the enemy in a certain iiosition. and there to engage him
with such null such intentions. In the fourth clause,
the p'>ints til be defensively occupied by each fraction of the force would be detailed, and also the relative positions of each portion of the reserves.
The first stage of the defense which was commenced with the reconnaissance of the enemy, would
thus comprise the selection and occnpatifni of the
position by the defenders, as well as the advanced
action, if any. of the artillery, already alluiled to.
I'pon the selection of the ground most suitable for
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the artillery of the main position, will in great mea- of the enem3's columns can be discerned and are
sure depenil the exact trace of the fighting line for within range, so that they can be forced to deplojthe infantry, ami there is some diliicully in ap- by fire being opened upon them, the guns should
The infantry, witli the excepproaching this part of the subject iu detail, the posi- move into position.
tions for the guns so much depending upon the cir- tion of the skirmishers in front of the guns, or decumstances of each case, and more especially upon tachments holding advanced posts, should not be
The guns of the brought up from under their cover in rear of the
the configuration of the ground.
They can do no good at this juncture in
position should, however, if possible, be so placed position.
as to bring the enemy's cohnnus imder tire at long the front line, and their moral tone will be much betrange, and hence they ought to command every dis- ter preserved by their being saved from the effects of
They should also be able to pour a the preliminary artillery fire.
tant approach.
It is impossible to lay down any rule for the exact
concentrated fire upon the probable positions which
will be assumed by the attacking artillcr}', and be position of the artillery of reserve. High ground near
stationed so as to sweep the ground in front of the the exposed flank, provided facility of movement
position from theearliest to the latest moment of at- therefrom in case of necessity is presented by its
tack.
The defense of the flanks in the case of large features, would often be suitable. The guns should,
however, in any case be well up to the front, so as to
forces must be specially provided for.
It would therefore appear, that, unless the ground lose no advantage of range from the commencement
A position in rear which entails, not
is peculiarly favorable for posting guns in flanking of their fire.
positions, where without being exposed to enfilade only a .sacrifice of some hundreds of yards range, but
the
necessity
cross-tire
bear
upon
the
main
of
firing over the heads of the defendto
they can bring a
attack, and a flanking one to protect the immediate ing infantry, greatly to tlieir discomfort and demoralfront, the re(iuired conditions can only be fulfilled ization, does not appear to present commensurate
by the guns being placed in the front line and pref- advantages of safety' to the guns. It is evident that
erably at the salients, should an irregular contour artillery so placed would be comparatively useless
mark the front of the position. The general distri- during the later stages of the defense, when once the
bution of the infantry would probably be in three attacking infantry has advanced so close that the fire
lines; the first or fighting line of defense, the special of the retired batteries would be masked by the
If time for hasty fortifi- ground, or by the defending infantry lining the" posisupports, and the reserves.
cation is permitted, some sort of entrenchment tion. Guns so placedmight be useful indefendingan
should be always prepared for the batteries, as even inner line, or for supporting a counter-stroke deliva low parapet of earth gives protection to the gun- ered inside the position after the assault has been
ners.
Great care should, however, be taken that the made, but their action would be lost almost altogether
newly broken earth is concealed or covered in such during the perioil immediately preceding the final
manner from the enemy's view, that it shall not attack of the position. The previous knowledge of
serve, as it has often fatally done, as a mark for their ranges and distances, possible to the artillery of the
artillery more distinct than would otherwise be pre- defense, presents a great advantage
but if circumpreseuted by the guns alone. Shelter-trenches may stances have not permitted the gunners to ascertain
also be prepared for the infantr}' in the fighting and them during the preliminary arrangements, by aid
supporting lines.
Neither the places prepared for of range-finders or other means, the earliest portion
the batteries nor the shelter-trenches should be occu- of the artillery action must be utilized to obtain corpied by guns or troops till the proper moment for ac- rect estimates of the ranges to all important points,
;

tion arrives.

In making these arrangements, it is of the utmost
importance to secure the artillery of the main position against the fire of the enemy's advanced skirmishers or marksmen; and, with this view, the batteries ought to be covered in their immediate front
by a line of extended riflemen, placed either in
trenches or pits or behind natural cover, at a distiince of from four to five hundred 3'ards in advance
If the batterj- is on
of the guns which they defend.
a flank, this protection should also be extended for
The infantry thus
a similar distance to the flank.
posted would remain as long as possible in position,
and only retire when, at the final stage, they are
driven back by the overwhelming advance of the
assailants. Besides their prini'ipal function, of kcepolY the enemy's skirmishers from too early approach
to the batteries of the defense, these advanced infantry could often bring an irritating fire to bear upon
the attacking artillery at its first principal position,
and perhaps serve to jirevent the guns from ap.
proaching to the most telling ranges.
This possible
action would of course depend much upon the features of the ground. Sometimes the protecting duty
of the infantry in atlvance of the defender's b;itteries
would be rendered uuneces.sary, by one or more advanced posts being held in front of the position.
The general trace of the positions having been
sketched out. the entrenchments, if any. executed,
and all dispositions comiileled, the troops would be
held back uniler cover, iu such order as to lie readily

moved up to their ])osts at
artillery would first take

the ()roper nicinirnl. The
jiost, but not too soon.
No advantage can lie gained by the guns of the main
position opening fire upon small and scattered advanced detachments of the enemy, and the position
of the batteries of the defen.-;e would be thereby preWhen the heads
maturely disclosed to no purpose.

by means of trial shots.
There are certainpointsorportionsof all positions,
the possession of which would assure the assailant
the greatest tactical advantages.
In many cases
also the conformation of the ground appearsto limit
the movements of an enemy to certain lines of operation.
The defense should therefore occupy tliese parts
of the position in force, with supports ni close proximity, while still preserving the general line.
Under
the second condition, the force should be prepared
to resist advance by rapid re-enforcements at any of
the possible points of apjiroach.
The reserves of the third line should be placed so
as to be available f,ir strengthening the most likely
points of attack, and to he able to protect the line of
Most of the cavalry, and some horse-artilretreat.

can be spared, would be placed with the
Sometimes a port ion of this force is placed
in the second line for the jiurpose of joining in forward movements and fiank attacks upon tlie assaillery, if

it

reserves.

ants, or of covering the retreat of

the troops enthese counter-attacks if unsuccessful.
The second stage generally commences with the
opcningof fireat longe range from the main batteries
(if the position, upon the heads of the enemy's colnnuis, which have alrea<ly lieeu similarly treated by
the gmis in the advanced preliminary iiosilion.
The
object of this fire is to force the enemy's infantry to
qiul its order of march and deploy.
'The attacking
artillery will probalily now reply "from its first prin'^
cipal position, and as the artillery of the attack is at
this time the most iinportaiil arm it must be answered b}- the gims of the defense. In this arlillery duel
the defenders should have the advantage, as knowing accurately the ranges to the various jioints which
must be occupieil by the enemy in his advance, and
as being moreover entrenched while the assailants

gaged

iu

TAiL OF THE TRBNCHE8.

Durinp tlip second
urc alt compiiriitivfly ixposcil.
stage the infantry nf tlw (iefciise are bninirlit up into
position and open liin);-rans;e lire from one thousand
to seven hundred yards) ujion the advancing enemy
{

witli

more or
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less elTect.

In the third stace the advance to effective rifle
ranffe of the attaekini: infiintry has forced the (h'fense
to show more eharly the po>ilioiis nf its troops, anil
the enemy eonunciieis liis dispositions for the real
attack, the direition of which it is now theobjeet of
the defending Commander to discover, by every
means in liis power. As the supports and reserves
of the assailing infantry come clearly into view,
they slioiild receive the concentrated tire of part of
the artillery of tlie defense
In the fourth stage the real point nuMiaced l)y the
attack being made clearly uiiparenl. tlw ( 'oiumander
re-enforces it to meet the assailants with a superior
fire, and the artillery of the defense is directed at
the opposing infantry, which now has become the
Should a counterprincipal arm in the attack.
attack lie projec'ted it takes place during this stage,
Ueimless it is to lie delayed imtil after theussaidt.
eistance to a tlank movi'uu'nt of the attacking troops
would also now have to be made. In the <ase of a

counter-stroke beitig delivered by the defense, part
of the cavalry and horse-artillery might be em])loyed
Cavalry also shoulil generally
in support of it.
move forward on the flanks at this part of the action
to seek for opportunities of throwing the Hanks of
the attacking infantry into disorder, or of taking guns
too rashly advanced.
The liflh or last stage comprises the final repulse
of the attack upon the position, or the defenders' enforced retreat therefrom. In either case pursuit by
the victors may ensue. Innnediately before and during the tinal advance or assaidt every gun of tlie defense shoulil concentrate its tire upon the attacking
infantry, in order to check their advance, and should
the assailants retire llu' guns must loiUinue to tire
upon them, until masked by interposing troops sent
forward in pursuit. Should the defenders, on the other hand, be forced to fall back, guns must cover the
movement and enable the infantry to disengage it.self.
In an open country the cavalry of the defense,
(the reserve of that arm being probably quite fresh)
would, with the aid of horse-artillery, assist in checking the pursuit; in a close country the service would
be undertaken by infantry and artillery; in a varied
country the duty would be shared by all three arms.
For a more detailed account of the suliject of tactics. as recently employed by great Powers, and their
a|)plication,: in modern warfare, consult KilmuiidiC
Alt and Scieiu-ei'f War, from wliieli the substance of
See Stnitfffi/.
this article is taken.
TAIL OF THE TKENCHES. The post where the besiegers begin to break ground, and cover themselves
from tlie tire of the place, in advancing the lines of
approach.
TAIL STOCK.— That head of a lathe which contains
the non-rol;iiing sjiindle, called the ilKKl-Kpindle. \i
tlie other end of the lathe is the hetul-nVirk. in whiili
The tfiilstuck is also called the
is the live-npi utile.
tUwl-li"i'>. as containing \\v dead-nphull^'. See Lathe.
TAISHES.— A term applied to the armor for the

able to employ
up the slack in
ual stretching.
in the drawing

for automatically takinj^
cables resulting from their gradFor this jiurpose the take-up shown
is employed, consisting of a lirackel,
A, .securely attached to a wall or post at the end of
the longitudinal tracks, and carrying at its outer end
a short shaft, attached to one end of which is the
small sheave, C, and lo the other end the larirer
sheave, 15. On one side of the latter is formed tho
ratchet wheel, D, and engaging with this is the paw 1,
(i, pivoted to the bracket. A. K is the fixed cable for
sipiaring and iiropelling the bridge of the crane, and
F is a similar rope wound upon the sheave, 15, and

Whenit a suitable weight.
ever the fixed cable, E, has stretcjud appreciably in
service, 'he slack resulting therefrom is taken up by
the action of the weight suspended from the rope, F.
which, acting through the sheave, B, and its shaft,
causes the sheave.C, to revolve, thus winding upon the
latter a )iorliuu of the fixed cable, E.
This action
will take place in each pair of take-ups at a time
when the bridge is moving awav from them, and
when, consequently, the portion of the cable between
them and the bridge is relaxcil. It will occur automatically whenever there is suflicienl slack to |iermittlie ratchet wheel. D.to be moved one tooth forward. In this way the fixed eabh'S are maintiuned
permanently at a proper tension to effectively jjcrhaving suspended from

form their work.

See CraiieK.

TALON.— Tl\e

—

heel of the blade of a sword.
The slo])e of an embankment or earth-

TALUS. 1.
work, in civil or military engineering. 2. The slope
of a wall having a battering face. ;i. A sloping heap
of fragments at the base of an escarpment,

TAMBOUR.— In

fortitieation, a

tambour

:

a military sense, to take is to make prisoner, or III capture. It has also a meaning in field
luovenieuts, viz., to adopt any particular formation,
as to ' take open order." T» tak" gn'uml tn the right
ur left, is to extend a line, or to move troops in either
Tn take iloirn, is to commit to
of those directions,
7''< Uikfthe
paper that which is spoken by another.
lield, is to encamp, to commence the operations of a
To take up the gauntlet, is to accept a
campaign.
challenge.
TAKEL.— An Anglo-Saxon term signifying the arrows w hicli used to be supplied to the Heel.
TAKE UP.— In connection with the wire-rope system of bridge propulsion in cranes, ii is found desirill

is

a small

work, usually a limber stockade, about G feet high,
and loop-holed. Its object is to defend a gateway,
the road into a villaiie, or to atlord fiaiiking fire on a

Uiighs.

TAKE,

some means

ti.xeil

nviv/^

bridge, etc. The tambour on the covered-way is the
traverse which do.ses an entrance from the glacis.

A

tambour, of limber-work and redan-shaped in
is frequently placed in front of a door or other
opening, in a wall to be Hanked. Sometimes it has
plan,

several tiers of fire.
It is constructed like a defensive stockade, with square or round timber six or
eight inches in thickness. The general plan is that
of a redan, or hinetle.with a salient angle of GO". A
hole is made tliroUL'h the wall to communicate with
the tambour, and looji-holes are made in the wall to
Hank the faces of the tambour. The drawing shows
the plan of a wall A, Hanked by a tambour, B.
See
.MiiehieouUn (iaUery.

TAMPEON.

TAMPEON TOMPION. —A

base-ring of ordnance, into
or slides.

woocicii plug of the diordnance it is intended to fit.
Tampi'ons are placed in the muzzles of ordnance to
exclude dirt and wet from tlie bore, but lliey are no
preventive against moisture, unless tliey are covered
with serge. It is much better, therefore, if the precaution of bmding them with serge is not taken, to

ameUT o(

tlii'borc

TANGENT-RING.— All

(

;

:

end of a rod, can be shoveled forward through the
trough and be thrown into the chamber in a very
short tinie, and the mine be immediately afterwards
See Miiux.
Indian musical instrument, resem-

TAM-TAM. —An

bling the tamborine hut larger and more jiowcrful.
and oval iustead of round. It has been occasionally
introduced into military bands.
TANCHIRT. A riclilv damascened or inlaid armor, of the second half'of the 16th century. The armet being joined to the cuirass by the gorget and
collar, formed one solid piece, wh"ich piece, closing
hermetically, left no possible hold for the sword of
the enemy.
TANO The projecting portion of the breech of a
musket, by which the barrel is secured to the stock.
Also, that part of a sword-lilade to which the hilt is

—

—

rivetetl.

TANGENT-HOOK.— A

patch of metal in rear of the

Arm.strong breech-loading

in.,

HOWITZEBS.

ELEVATION.
j

|

j

;

manner around the trougli. Prepared in this way,
tlie charge made into cylindrical cartridges, or else
the powder placed in successive portions in a cylindrical vessel, attached by a joint at its bottom to the

excipl the 7

TABLE OF T.VNGENT-SCALES FOR FIELD-GUNS AND

;

:

the tangent scale

are supplied with a wroughtirou tiiiKjeut-rinrj, which is screwed on to the end of
the breech.
On each side of the tangent-ring is a
socket, having a slot for the tangent-scale, and a bossi
projects beyond the .socket, through which a screw
passes to clani]) the tangent-scale.
The 7 in. guns
have KiickitK instead of tnngent-ringn.
TANGENT-SCALE." By means of this contrivance
affixed to the breech of guns and howitzers, the requisite elevation may be given and the object seen
at the same time.
This scale has divisions of degrees marked 011 it, and can be raised (being fastenIts
ed by a screw) to give the necessary elevation.
divisions may be approximately found by multiplying the length of tlie pieTe in inches from the base
ring to the swell of the muzzle, by .0174.5.5, and the
product will give the length nearly of each degree or
rifies.

—

:

which

fits

(if llic

leave the bores exposejl to the circulation of the atmosphere. The cylindrical portion of tlie tampeon,
wliicli is made partiallj' hollow for lightness' sake
for heavy JF.L.U.guns.is covered with wooUenserge
and strips of leather sewn upon it to till the grooves
in the gun.
The tampeons of IJ.L.R.guns are somewhat dilTerent, the cylinders being solid, and having
no leather strips. Tampeons for tield-guns liave two
or three thicknesses of cotton cloth glued on the portions which enter the bore.
TAMPING. Mines are tamped either with earth
and sods with earth and wood or with sand-bags.
To tamp any branch with sods and earth, the miner
tirst fills the branch with sods for a length of 3 feet,
commencing at the chamber. The sods are piled in
regular layers, the precaution being taken to throw
loose earth over each layer, to fill the voids between
the sods. When this length is finished the miner fills
in for an additional 3 feet with eartli, which should
be well packed. Another length of sods is laid of 3
feet, and so alternately through the entire branch,
To tamp with wood and earth, a stout shield of thick
board is first placed across tlie branch and firmly
buttressed against the chamber, the branch is then
filled with well packed earth, resting against the
shield, for a length of 3 feet
billets of round or of
square timber are then packed across the branch for
a length, likewise, of 3 feet another length of earth
of the same thickness is packed in against the wood,
and so on for the entire length to be tamped; finally,
at the end of the tamping another shield is set up
and firmly buttressed. Sand-bags for tamping are
of the ordinary dimensions.
To tamp with them a
shield is first placed against the chamber and well
buttressed. The branch is then filled up with sandbags laid in regular layers, loose earth being thrown
over each layer to close the joints. This is" the best
kind of tamping, as it can be removed most speedily
after the explosion.
The length of tamping is regulated by the line of least resistance of the mine
the
part of the branch tamped should be equal to twice
this line.
This length must be measured in a right
line from the chamber to the point of the branch
where the tamping terminates, and not along the
windings or elbows of the branch. As tamping is a
laborious operation and requires considerable time
to do it thoroughly, it has been proposed to insert a
trough of 4 or
inches, section, in the branch or
shaft leading from the mine chamber to the main
gallery, or branch
and then to tamp in the usual

explo<led.
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TAPEH RULE.

TAPER-RULE. — ^Vn instrument used
maehine.

in

'

suing wet season. It is not necessary to take the wheels
off, in order to grease the axles. It is sufflcient to bore
an auger-hole right through tliesubslanceof the nave,
between the feet of two of the spokes, and to keep a
plug in the hole. Then, in order to tar a wli< el. turn
eonncction it till the hole is uppermost; take the plug out, and

in tlic service, nrul has bcpn superseded by the plan
The
of placinc; the fiiliiiiiiate witl.in the carlridse.
tape-primer required a ix-culiarloek. haviiii; a ree<ss
for ((inlaiiiins; llie tape and ineehauism for advuueiiiir eaeli primer sHceessively to the nipph'.

with
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a crradu- pour llic- tar in.
aled steel wedj;e; the inelination of tlie weilse heiiii;
TAR BUCKET.- .V bucket made of sheet-iron, and
II". 01 in one ineh.
Tlie irraduation of the scale is in similar in its construction to \he HjtiingrJmrht. It is
hundredths of an inch, so that each division aelually used for carrying grease or tar along with the pieces,
repn'sents an increment or decrement of O.OOI of an for use on marches.
courser !rra<lualion is sometimes employed,
inch.
TARGE. .\. circular shield, cut out of ox-hide or
and the further suhdividins; performed by nwans of wood and strengthened by bosses, spikes, etc. It apa vernier. In usimi this rule the s])ace hetween the peared as early as the 12th century. .\l the present
shoulders of the specimen is inclose>i by a tube, e.\- day. at Toulon and Marseilles, the shield that the sailcepting a space eight-tent lis of an inch in widtii ors use in naval sports is called a Uirgt.
which is left between the top of the tube and the upTARGET. - In its modern sense, the mark for aimper slioulder for the insertion of tlie rule. The lube ing at ill practicing with the cannon, rille, or bow
is put on in halves, an<l held in position by bunds.
and arrow. In its more ancient meaning, a target
AVIiere a vernier is used it is attached to the lop of or targe was a shield, circular in form, cut out of
the tube, otherwise an inde.\ mark is made on the ox-liidc, mounted on very light but strong wooii,and
tube to serve as a zero for the scale. This nielhod strenglhened by bosses, spikes, etc. Of modeni tarof measurement is more laborious and less reliable gets, the simplest is that used for archery.
With
than with the self-indicating microscopic and vernier regard to rifle targets, the spread of the Volunteer
gauges.
See Microxnipir thiuge and Virnitr (lunge. movement and the numerous rifle-matches have
TA.PET8. A term in ancient armor, synonymous caused ranges to be constructed over the whole
with liict.i, to denote the flexible plates, which were country. The necessities are: a butt, artificially
hooked on to the skirts of the cuirass.
constructed or cut in the face of a hill, to prevent
TAP-HOLE.— An opening at the base of a smelting- wide balls from scattering— a marker's shot-proof cell
near the targets and a range of such length as can be
It is
furnace for drawing otf the molten metal.
stopped by a plug of refractory clay, which is re- procured, "in the United tjtates Service, targets of
seven different fizes, are used in turn according to
moved in till' act of tapping.
TAPPET RING.— The ring which is fitted on the the proficiency of the pupil; thev are designated A,
octagonal part of the breech .screw of an Armstrong B, C, I), E, F, G. Target A is a rectangle, six feet
gun, and is what the lever acts upon for working the high and four feet wide. Three concentric circles,
breech screw. Shoulil it be removed for any purpose, are described, with the middle point as a center and
care must be taken that it is returned to Its seat in radii of 4, l:i, and 'i'i inches rcsiiectively. The inner
the same position it occupied at first, for if fi.xed in circle is black, and so are the lines marking the cirany other way. the lever will not act on it in a proper cumference of the middle and outer circles; the rest
manner.
separate ring called the indir/it'/r is placed of the target is white. Target B is a square, (> feet
Three con(;entric circles are drawn, with the
in front of the tappet ring in the N.P. 40-pr. guns, high.
and has an arrow cut upon it, wliich must correspond middle point as a center and radii of H, 19 and 27
The inner circle is black, as
with a similar arrow cut on the gun to show that the inches respectively.
the
vent piece is "home."
well as the circumferences of the other circles
TAPPING-BAR.— .V roinid bar With a sharp point, rest of the target is white. Target C is a rectangle,
used for letting out the metal from the furnace into
the first
the ladles. Two such are generally used
a light bar with a chisel edge to clean away the unburned clay from the tap-hole.
TAPS. .V sound of drum or trumpet which lakes
place usually about a (piarter of an hour after tattoo,
and is an indication that all lights in the soldier's (piarters will be extinguished, and the men retire to bed.
TAPUL. A ridge which divides the breast-plate and
cuirass into two compartments, and is carried out to
a point, in accordance with the taste of the armorer,
over the middle of the body.
TAR. Tar is made by burning larch, fir, or pine,
as though charcoal had to be made; dead or withered
trees, and especially their roots, yield tar most coIt has two concentric
piously.
vast deal is easily obtained. It collects at 6 feet high and 12 feet wide.
the bottom of the pit, and a hole should be cleanly circles, described with radii of IM and 27 inches redug there into which it may drain. J'itr/i is tar boiled spectively, the center being at the middle point of
down. Turpentine is the juice that the living pine, or the target, and two lines drawn parallel to. and 3
larch tree secretes, in blisters under the hark; they are feet from, each end. The target is white, except the
tJipped to obtain it. Resin is turpentine boiled down. lines just indicated and the inner circle, which are
Thi'sizes
black. Target D is the .same in size as C.
'J'lir is absolutely essential in a hot country to nii.\
with the grease that is used for the wagon-wheels. of targets used by the British Army are as follows
is
6 ft. high by 4
Grease, ajone, melts and runs away like water; the for firing up to30(] yards, the target
office of the tar is to give consistence. A very small ft. broad, with a circular bull's eye 1 foot in diameto
600 yards, the
proportion of tar suffices, but, without any at all, a ter, and a center of three feet. Up
wagon is soon brought to a standstill. It is, therefore, target is six ft, square; bull's eye, 2 ft. diameter;
most essential to explorers to have a sutflcient ijuan- center 4 feet. Up to SOO yards, the target is fl ft. by
tity in reserve. Tar is also of very great use in hot dry 8; bull's eye, 3 ft. in diameter; and centir, 5 feet.
countries for daubing over the wheels, and the wood- The marker signals the "hits" from his box, denotwork generally, of wagons. During the extreme heat, ing a bull's-eye by a rcd-and-while flag, a center by
when the woo"d is ready to crack, all the paint should a blue flag, and an outer by a white flag. If he show
be scraped off it. and the tar applied plentifully. It a red Hag. it is to cease firing while he inspects the
In scoring, the outer counts 2; center. 3;
will soak in deeply, and preserve the wood in excel- target.
red flag should fly on the butt
lent condition, both during the drought and the en- and bull's-eye, 4.
tlie

lestins;

It eonsists of

—

A

—

I

!

—

A

;

;

—

—

—

A

:

A

!
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to warn passersTlie tarirets used by the
off llie range.
National Rille Association at Wimbledon are not the
same as those used by the army. Accortling to the
Wimbledon regulations of 1ST6, the target for the distance of 200 j-ards had a circle of 40 in. diameter,
divided into tlie circular bidl's-eye 8 in. in diameter,

iluring the

to the shorter ranges, while retaining the target representing the individual, and onh- when a group is

whole time of practice,

by toTteep

a center of Hi in. diameter, an " inner" of 28 in., the
On the
rest of the 40 in. being accounted " outer."
target for .500 and 600 yards, the circle of 70 in. falls
into a huU's-eye of 22 in. diameter, center, 38 in.,
iimer Hi in., and the rest outer. The rectangular
frame for 800, 900 and 1000 yards distance had a circular bull's-eye of 3 ft. in diameter, a center, 4 ft. 6
in., a square inner of 6 ft., the remainder of the tar(!)f the ordinary Wimbledon
get counting as outer.
targets for 1879 (as in 1878). that for 2(I0 yards distance is divided into a buU's-ej'e 8 in. in diameter;
•'
" magpie," 2 ft.; and outer, the reinner," 1 foot
mainder of the target 4 ft. square. At .500 and 600
yards, the bull's-eye is 2 ft. in diameter ; the inner,
and outer, the rest of the
the magpie, 4 ft.
3 ft.
-\t 800, 900 and 1000 yards,
target of 6 ft." square.
the'bull'sej'e is 3 ft. diameter; inner. 4t ft.; magpie. 6 ft. square; and outer, the rest of the target of
Previous to the inaugurating of the
12 ft. by 6 feet.
Wimbledon meeting in 1860, all the targets were cirFrom that year till 1873 incular, and made of iron.
clusive, they were square iron plates; hut in 1874 tar-

1

t

;

;

;

gets of canvas stretched on an iron frame were in-

troduced.

See Inner and Marksmamihip.

TARGET PRACTICE. — Under this

designation

is In-

cluded in the United States measures taken to perfect the soldier in the knowledge of the power of his
rifle, and to increase his accuracy of fire and consequent efficiency on the battle tield. As thus employis, however, a misnomer, implying, as it
necessarily does, that the methods of instruction in
target tiring at all known distances, and imder the restricted and inflexible conditions in.separable from
such a system, can afford the soldier that experience
and practical knowledge, in rifle tiring, which, when
he may be subsequentty subjected to Uie test of battle, will find him best fitted to deliver under all the
varied circumstances of modern actions the most effective fire.
glance at the systems of musketry instruction in
the armies of the leading military nations abroad
shows that target practice, properly speaking, is universally considered as merely the preliminary step,
deemed essential to be sure, when first commencing
the education of the unskilled recruit ,but giving place
as soon as possible to methods far more practical in
their nature, where the object selected for the soldier's aim, and the conditions under which he practices are made to resemble as nearly as possible those
that would be found in war.
Between the instruction imparted aud the use to
which, in the opinion of the various nat ions the knowledge acquired will be subjected, an intimate relation
may alwaj-s be noticed. Thus the Germans, with
whom individual long-range fire is not in favor, confine the target practice of the soldier to comparatively
short ranges, and even when firing at distances as
long as 500 or 000 yards employ a target representing a group rather thau an individual. Their longrange fire is always entirely confined to vollej-s, the
objective being generally bodies of men. This follows from their belief that in war the distance of 500
orOOO yards is the maximum limit of the deciding
range of battle, and that much beyond that the siraultaneous fire of a body of men olTer much greater
probability for effective results than the uncontrolled
fire of the individual.
The French, too, though slightly increasing the
limits both of individual and volley firing yet retain
the same relative ranges for instruction and furthermore attach increased importance to the latter prac-

A

With the Austrians the

class shooting

is

confined

arrived at does the distance exceed 400 yards. In
these three countries an especial emphasis is laid
upon the collective firing, not merely as an exercise in rifle firing, but mainly as a means of imparting to tlie men the requisite coolness and discipline,
and a habit of trust and confidence in their otiicers,
and to these latter a knowledge of the best methods
of controlling and directing the fire of their troops.
While from the ordinary drills and maneuvers and
from the intercourse and relations of officers and men
in ever}' day life, the discipline of troops can be vastly
increased. Yet these nations recognize that such
measures alone are not entirelj- effective, when men
are brought into practice under the excitement induced by rapid firing even without the detailed element of a hostile fire in return. Deeming fire discipline, as they terra it, of the highest importance,
without which a body of expert individual shots
would in action be hardly more effective than so
many untrained recruits, skirmish firing, especiaUj'in
its more advanced form of field firing, constitutes one
of the most marked features of their musketrj- instruction.
Carried out under conditions bearing a.s
close a resemblance as possible to those of actual war,
both officers and men derive from it a benefit that
could not be found in many days of mere drill, or as
many practices at known distances upon targets
with arbitrary divisions. This practical feature of
the soldiers instruction, of which the importance
though generally recognized is nowhere fully realized
until its earlier exercises demonstrate its necessity,

has lately been introduced in England, where until
the last few years the influence of the expert target
shot has unfortunately been paramount, and though
as yet, long range target shooting holds a place ii>
the education of the men, which its utility in war
does not warrant, still the skirmish and field firing
now forming part of the course will in a short periofl
bear the full fruit.
In the United States, target practice until the year
now closing (1885) formed the entire portion of the
soldiers musketry instruction; this was perhaps a
necessarj' consequence of the very limited share
rifle firing in any shape, had previously held in the
soldiers education, and was, moreover, uecessarjwhen the subject was first introduced, in order to

ed the name

tice.

TARGET FBACTIOE.

i

awaken and

sustain the interest of the men, and )o
foster the spirit of emulation both among them and
their officers.
An enthusiasm on the subject was thereby intro-

duced which greatly aided in the dissemination
throughout the Army, of an accurate knowledge of
rifle firing, under the conditions inlierent to target

The time was then ripe for commencing
the extension of the musketry course until it should
finally embrace all the improved methods for perfecting the fire discipline of the company, and increasing the accuracy of the fire of the men imder circumstances bearing some slight comparison to those that
would obtain in war. But the conditions of service
in the United States Army, the dissemination of the
troops in small garrisons, the difficulties attendant
upon collecting men in sufficient numbers, or of even
sending them in small bodies for short distances to
ground suitable for the advanced exercises, are so
great, and with such difficulty overcome, that it bepractice.

came
'

i

I

essential to introduce at first only such simple
measures as could be readily carried out, without
having to surmount obstacles, the interposition of
which might be found to defeat the entire measure.
The past year has, therefore, been as a first step to

the introduction of individual skirmish practice, the
objective being first the figure of a standing man,
then of a kneeling man, and then of a man lying
down, and finally of the skirmish firing for the company as a body against a deployed line of these different forms.
Tills latter practice has developed the
fact before mentioned that even the old and presum-

,j :.
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tliscipliiR'd soliliir. iiiHlcr llic iMilfiiiciit

<|ui"iit
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pull

till'
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colled ivc

liriiiir.

and

llic

ridges and judging distance

consc-

imturcof

objcilivc, biMiriu;;. as it ddr;., a <l<)sc ri'si-iiiblaiicf Id
a liDstilf line in ilepldvcd and tiring oriier. became
ililliciilt to coiilrol, and often tired too hastily. If the
company sliirmisli liriim hail simply devel<iped and
demonstrate<l lliis fact, it woulil liave subserved a
most imporl ant end. but it hasalTorded a most etfiieut
method of remedyiiii: the evil that it lirsl made evident, and where it has been most successfully pursucd has. besides develo|iins: an accuracy of lire under
its practical conditions, also perfected its officers in
oontrollinj; their men under circuinslances somewhat similar to the necessities of modern actions.
When in the future such measures may become possible, the introduction of held maneuvers embracins;
the <-oncerleil action of several coiiipani<s or even
battalions will have to be inlroducid anil prosecuted
before instruction in ritle-tirini; in all its manifold
bearings to war, can be brought up to the standard
reached in some countries abroad. A glance at the
methods of the musketry instructions in (Jermauy,
France, Austria and Kngland, and the more extended review of the system in the Iniled Stales, which
follows, will show till' student of the subject that in
the portion of riHe firing, relating only to target practice, the American soldier j^ursues a system which
will make him a rille shot second to none, and also
that in the more practical part of the geniTal subject
the system is inaugurating methods tliat ])roniise to

j

j

-

etc., called to his attention,

and how

and a correction

reipiired.
to gras]) the riHe
Posito place the linger n])on the trigger.

At the same time he

is

shown how

tion drills iire conducted simullaneously with the
aiming, and when the recruit can take readily and
accurately erect, kneeling, sitting, or lying positions,
the two drills are combined, using at lirsl for the
puri>ose a resl for the ritle that usually em|)loyed
l>eing in the form of an inclined table with ste])s for
the steady support of the |)iece.
Practice in aiming
al moving obji'cis then follows. The ti<Tmans attach
so much imiioriance to these position drills that before
commeming Iheir range tiring they are held
with the soldier fully equippi'd in marching order
and with knapsacks p;icked.
For the gallery or barracks practice the regular or
service ritle is employed, but with specially prepared
ammunition, consisting of a paper cartridge having
about .""lO grains of powder and a special lubricated
ball smaller than the diameter of the bore: surrounding this paper cartridge is a bronze cylinder tilling
up the balance of the brass case.
The range and
penetration of the gallery bullet is so great tliat the
customary iirei)arations of range tiring have to be observed when i)raclicing with it.
The cartridges are
prepared by the soldiers Ihem.selves according to instructions contained in the mauiial.
Consich'rable
altenlioii is given to this tiring by the men when in
barracks out of drill hours and it is found not only to
amuse them but to develop a tasle for shooting as
well as to increase their prolicieiicy in the range

I

!

'

[

bear in their complete development most satisfac-

The annual course

'

To ajcustom

the recruit to the noise and redischarge, tiring is afterwards i)racticed
with blank carlridgi'S, .'tO being allowed annually.
Aim is always taken at a target and the tiring done

work.

j

coil of the

•

from a rest.
Judging distance drill, though followed verj' carefully and the oliject of very great attention on the
part of some otlicers, is yet looked ui)on with disfavor by many others, who do not carry the instruction beyond what is given by calling the soldiers' attention to the ajipearance of the markers at diflereut

1

|

mental C'omman<lers. At some time during each year
the oiticers of the regiment including even those who
may be delaclu'd for slalT duty in some garrison, are
generally united for a course of the same preliminary

and class firings in which the soldier participates, fulfilling the same conditions, and advancing
from cla.ss to class: the object being not only to make
the officers acquainted with the theory, but also ex(ireat iniporlance
perl in the practice of muskelr^'.
is attai'hed to the ability of the olticer to |)ractically
(lemonstrate that the soldier's failures on the target
grounds cannot be ascribc'd to his weapon but ratiier
to his lack of proficiency oiticers. therefore, after a
man's poor shot, often tire a shot from his riHe and
making a tine score, thereby re-establishing the solThis knowiedge also
dier's conlidence in liis piece.
enables the officers to test rifles that are really defeiattention
of an armorer.
tive and which require the
Tiie course of instruction is divided into the preliminary drills: the class shooting, tlu^ lield firing and
addecl to the.se at the close
the instruction practice
of the season is the inspection tiring.
In the preliminary exercises is included the position and aiming drills, tiring with miniature cart-

drills

':

;

:

That the rwTuit

to the ritle it is placed
in his hands as soon as possible after his joining, and
the instructii>n commenced with aiming drill, a small
targil or a spc'cial aiming apparatus being used. Tin'
Inslructcjr tirsi aims and explains the methods follow
The recruit then aims and has the errors he may
1(1.
have commilli'd. as t;iking too tine or too full a sight,
not centering the front sight properly in the notch of
the rear sight, inclining llii' ritle to either side, etc..

tory fruit.
«EKM.\NY.
of musketry instruction extends
over a period of from ten to eleven inonlhs, beginning after the close of the autumn maneuvers and
fontimiing iu its vari )us branches throughout the
year, and until the time of ])reparati()n for the next
During this jjcriod the
season's maneuvers arrives.
tiring is prosecuted with the greatest alacrity in tiie
spring and summer, care being exercised after it has
well commenced not to permit aiiv <xtended interruptioiis in the soldier's training. f)iiring the winter
months attention is devoted principally to the prelimiiiary instruction with such a limited amount of
range tiring added as appears necessary to prevent
<ieterioration ou the part of the educated rilie shot.
This is deemed so essential that even exceedingly cold
weather will not put a s!o]> to any contemplated tirIn the hanils of the Captain of the com|)any is
ing.
placed almost entirely the instruction of his men. He
<'alls to his assistance his .Junior (Jllicers and his Noncommissioned (JIVicers, makes himself thoroughly acquainted with their attainments and adaptability as
instructors, and is himself in turn iMiually the object
of supervision on the part of the Battalion and Kegi-

drill.

may soon become accustomed

llio

,

j

I

distances, generally assigning as a reason for their
omission of the exercises the caution in their service
of limiting in action the individual lire to distances
within '"lOit or (Kilt yards, uj) to which range the trajectory of the .Mauser rille is so Hat as to neutralize
all moderate errors that may be conmiitled; and as
moreover the rapidity of Hre and excitement of action
so greatly imi>airs the accuracy of the soldiers' judgment as io the distance of objects then presenting a
very dilTerent appearance from that to which hi' w as
accustoim'd on the drill ground, that the lime which
niayh;ive been devoted to his instruct ion is hut poorly
rejiaid when the knowleilge |iresuiiied to have been
ac(|uired is subjected to a i>ractical test.
For the class tiring 100 rounds of ball c;irlridges
are alloweil each Otticer, Xoncommissioned Ollicer,
and man: it is reijuired that half the weight of lead
corres|ionding to this much unuiuiuition be turned
in^ for lead turned in, in excess of this amount aildilional c:irlriilL'<'s are issued, thus iiicre;ising someThe entire comwhat the company's allowance.
pany is divided into three classes: in the Third (lass
are those men who are ;n their first year's service,
and the second year men who in the previous season
failed to fulfill ;dl the reeniirements for advancement
to the Second Class.
The Second Class is compose'.
of the more expert men in their second year of the
service and those men iu their third year who f;.iled

TARGET PRACTICE.
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the First Cliiss. In tlu^ First Class an- only
arc in their tliird year of service. Thus for
ailvaneement to a higher (•la^'s,I)rotieien^y is not alone
reiinisile, but also a certain length of service, ami
no matter how fine a .shot the siil'liermjiy be, he cannot reach the higher class until his third year.
In each class the tiring isconilucted in progressive
exercises, which must be in successi(ju fulfilled; the
dilliculty of each of these is continually increased
either by changing the target, the degree of accuracjreciuiri'd or else the range at which practice is held.
Particular attention is paid to short range firing, in
the exercises for the first year the longest range with
one excepticn being 200 meters (330 yards), and in
the following years this is but little increased. As
a conseciuence the thorough instruction of the majority of the men is limited to a distance of about 375
yards, and most of them have had no individual practice at the long ranges.
At each practice the men
always fire at least five cartridges of the eight or ten,
and the conditions for advancement to the next exercise must be fulfilled in the last five shots fired. If
in twenty consecutive shots on the same or successive days, the soldier fails in any exercises to hit the
target four times he is put back to the preceding exercise and special attention given to him, but no man
can be put down from a higlier to a lower class. If
his firing is generally so poor that he gives no promise of improvement, his case is brought to the attention of the battalion Commander, who may then
exclude him from further practice. In the firing the
men are not permitted any tents or shelters, and any
alteration of the targets or the use of any thing by
which the conditions of the course are altered in a
sense unfavorable to the proper preparation of the
soldier for war is absolutely forbidden.
The nature of the instruction is best indicated by
the following tables giving the exercises in each
class.
In each case these are divided into the preliminary and principal practice; for advancement of a
class the exercises of the principal practice, with the
exception of the last two must be successfully accomplished with not more than 70 cartridges in the Third
Cla.ss and not more than 5.5 inthe Second Class, but it
is also a necessary qualification for advancement that
all the other prescribed conditions and exercises of
the lower class should have been fulfilled, but the
number of cartridges is only limited by the total allowance. The sights on the Mauser rifle, alluded to
in the tables, consist of a standing or fixed rear sight
which is used for ranges up to 300 yards, a fiap sight
(the lower flap of the tables) which can be used up
to 400 yards and the ordinary rear sight which is in
two parts, one sliding up over the other and which
gives an extreme range of 17.50 yards, with ,50 meter
Aim is taken with a full sight
(55 yards) divisions.
and generallj' at the bottom of tlie target.
The company in successive detachmnents of ten
or twelve men is always marched to the range in
heavy marching order the men upon arriving at the
ground being permitted to take off their knapsacks
and rest for about twenty minutes before being called up for firing. The firing squad is composed of
five men at atimc the balance of the company or detachment sitting or lying aromid and smoking.
During the target practice the Captain or one of
the Subalterns supervises the practice of each man
giving him the necessary cautions, instructions or
encouragement.
single sliot is fired in turn by
each of thi^ firing party tmtil their practice is completed.
The firing over, the detachment returns to
the barracks, the (.'aplain remaining to conduct the
instruction of the sucei ediug (let;u'hment. The class
shooting thus occupies six or seven hours of the officers lin\e <ach day, and as the ranges are generally
three or four miles, often more from the barracks,
the detachments besides being occujiied nearly an
liour at the range will be about three hours marcliing
there and liack.
This feature of the instruction is
regarded with particular favor.

me.i

The field firing, which is carried out upon the conclusion of the class shooting, and is so arranged as to
give the soldier practice under conditions more nearly similar to those th.it would obtain in war, is divided into the individual and squad firing. For the
individual practice ten cartridges are allowed, and all
the ofticers, Non-commissioned Officers and men of
the three classes required to participate. The men are
instructed in succession, as far as possible at unknown distances and over ditlerent varieties of
ground, to take advantage of opportunities for cover, and of such accidents of ground as aflord a rest
for tiie rifle, to correctly judge their range and to be
prompt in availing themselves of the limited period
in which the targets are visible. The figure target and
its different divisions, the head, breast, trunk and
knee targets are used for the practice.
The principal object of the squad firing is to ac.
custom the men to fire discipline, to practice tliem in
the different stages of a modern combat and to develop and increase the ability of the officers to control their men in the disorder and excitement incident
to action. The regimental or battalion Commanders
generally take immeiliate charge, the companies are
brought up to their war strength, different battalions
being frequently combined, the exercise is given as
far as possible some tactical idea and the situations
so arranged as to give the leaders instruction and to
test their ability in the selection of the proper lines
for firing and the appropriate kinds to be delivered.
Undidating or very broken ground, interposed with
streams, trees or woods is chosen this often necessitates the troops marching for several hours to the
selected place; and the targets representing cavalry
and infantry in position are located in the positions
that would probably be taken up by a hostile force.
Twenty ball cartridges per man are allowed for the
engagement, the officers dividing to fire between volleys, and slow and rapid independent firing, and designating their men to special position of the presumed opposing troops upon which to direct their aim.
The exercise is thus brought up to a close resemblance to a real action, an opposing fire being the only

intii

who

;

element lacking
Initru-ctwii Firing.

This

a class of firing to
is paid which
Its object is to
is not shared by other countries.
teach the men all the properties of the weapon with
which they are armed, and the degree of accuracy
that can be expected from it also the relations existing between the resulting dimensions of the shot
group at different distances, and the size of the objective, thus throwing the probable limits of effective fire upon single men, groups and masses.
Bewliich in the

is

German Army an attention

;

fore the practical illustrati(m, the soldiers are first
instructed in the nature and effects of the influences
which act on rifie firing, as laid down in their manThese explain that even when firing the same
ual.
rifle, under precisely .similar conditions of weather
and other circiimstances.and with aini uponthesame
point, the variations necessarily incident to the am-

;

A
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munition and

rifle,

and therefore ina more marked ex-

tent in their relation to each other, are so diverse that
the bullets, instead of striking the object at the same
place, will in their ))oints of imp:ict cover a surface
of greater or less size, which in its area and shape

depend upon

its distance from the firer.
Conthe resulting trajectories, they are then
deemed as composing a bundle or sheafe (c:illed by
the (iermans " (ierbi'"), uniting at the muzzle and
then siireading out, more in a vertical than a horizoulal direction as tln' distance increasi's, vertical
sections of the sheafe will then be an ellipse or oval,
and between this area, and the surface presented by
different objects, should be some similarity in order
that the fire may be most effeilive. To impress these
facts upon the soldier, their manual (.Schiess Instruktion fiir die Infanterie) illustrates the Gerbe and
gives its dimensions, excluding a certain percentage

will

I

sidering
j
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j
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of
|

all

abnormal

hits.
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GEKMAN COURSE OF CLASS
THIBD

FIRING.

CLASS.

I

Rangf.

o u

Sii^lits

Targi'l

I'ositiiiii.

bo

to

Conditions to

used.

Ih'

fulfilled.

c.

1

iStanding sight,

willi|Stroke target

100 m. (110 yds.) Standing,

.'i

rest.

Standing sight. 5

with Stroke target

2 jlOO m. (110 yds.) Slaniling,
rest

I

I

with Infantry

3 jlOO m. (110 yds.) Standing,

target...

Standing sight. 5

rest

'

I
!

4

100 m. (110 yds.) Standing, withoutlnfanlry target... Standingsight.;.*)

5

150 m. (165 yds.) Standing

I

of wliich 2 in the
stroke.
luts. of which 8 in the
stroke.
rectangles, of which 4
5
looking-glasses.
C?
rectangles, of which 2 ,^
looking glasses.
g
"
hits. ofVhich 4 in central
third of target, 3 rect
•
anglss, 2 looking- glasses
hits, of which 3 in central
third of target, 2 rectangles,
1 looking-glass.
hits in figure, 2 of them rectangles.
hits,

'

rest

i

j

|

with Infantry

target...

Standingsight..5

rest

150

ni.

(1(W yds.) Standing without

|

rest...^

7

150 m. (165 yds.) Kneeling..

8

150 m. (165 yds.) iLying down,
1

9

rifle

ra.

Figure target

Flap sight

3

Trunk

Standing sight. 3

target

with Infantry target. .Standing sight.

200 m. (220 yds.) Standing,
200

5

(220 yds.) Standing without Infantry target. {Flap sight
.

I

200 m. (220 yds.) Lying down rifle Figure target
unsupported.
12 200 m. (220 yds.) Lying down, rifle Figure target

11

out rest,
I

Flap sight
Fiap sight

3

I

Section target.... 4.50 meters.,
with- Infantry target... Flap sight.,

.I

hits,

figure hits in figure.
rectangles.
3 hits.

2 of

them

upportcd
13 400 m. (440 yds.) Kixcling

150m. (165 yds.) Standing,

3 in central third. 2 of
rectangles.
hits, 2 in central third, 1 of
J5
which rectangle.
2 figure hits in "figure.
15

which

1

rest

14

hits in figure.

supported
rest

10

Infantry target..., Flap sight

4

hits.

shot.s

at word of command.

SECOND CLASS.
with Stroke

100 m. (100 yds.) Standing,
rest

tarp;et

Standing sight. 5

with Infantry target... Standing sight. 5

with- Infantry target...
yds.) Standing,
out rest
4 150 m. (165 yds.) Lying downwith- Trunk target
out rest
with- Infantry target in
150 m. (165 yds.) Standing,
motion
outresl
with Infantry target
6 |20O m. (220 yds.) Standing,
1.50

which

in

rectangles,

inl "p

3

hit,

4

of

which 3 looking-glasses.

rest

3

of

stroke.

1

150m. (165 yrds.) Standing,

hits,

m. (165

r>

Flap sight

1

I

g
"5

S.
rectangle, of
looking-glass.... J «
Standing siglit, 2 hits in figure.

5 hits, 3

in

which

Flap sight

5 hits, 2

|

1

in

central third.

I

Standing sight. 5

wliich 4 in central
third, 3 of tluni rectangles, of
which 2 in ln(iking-gla.ss.
5 hits. 3 in central third. 1 of

rest

200 m. (220 yds.) Lying down without rest
yds.) Kneeling
8 200 m. (220 yds.)!
9 250 m. (275 yds.) Lying downwithout rest
10 1250 m. (275 yds.) Lying down with
7

hits, of

Infantry target..

Flap sight

Knee

Standing sight. '2 hits in figure.
Flap sight
Shits, of which 2

which rectangle.
target
Infantry target,
i

Figure target,

Flap sight

..

in

central

third
3 hits in figure.

rest
11

500 m. (550 yds.) Kneeling.

...

2 section targets 550 meters.
together
on

3 hits.

their sides

12 200 m. (220 yds.) Kneeling, 5 shots Infantry target... Flap sight..
word of
at

4

liits.

command.
The gerbe illustrates aptly the advantages claimed trajections indicate the probabilities of those bullets
by the Germans for their method of aiming at the which fall short, yet reaching the mark through the
bottom of the object. The densest portion of the ricochet. The manual also shows the effect of firing
gerbe shows tlie greater chances for the bullet strik- with a fi.\ed sight upon objects at different distances,
mc nearly where aimed, the upper tmjections show and hence the most advantageous adjustment for vaWhen to the variathe impact for the shots going high, and the lower rious positions of the enemy.
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GERMAN COURSE OF CLASS

FIRING.

FIKST CLASS

Range.

100 m. (110 yds.) 'Standing,

withllnfautry

rest

Siglits to

Target.

Position.

be

Conditions to be

used.

Standing

strolie

hits, 3

siglit.

4 in

target

I

fulfilled.

consecutively,

strolie.

a

I

1.50

m. (165 yds.) Standing,
1

Standing

witli Infantry target..

which

5 in cen4 of them rect
angles, 3 of these in look-

5 hits, of

siglit.

tral third,

rest

150 m. (165 yds.) Standing,
out rest

with-jinfantry target... Flap sight

i5
1

•a

ing-glass.
hits, of which 4 in cen~
tral third, 3 of themrect-

angles, 1 in looking-glass.
jstanding sight. |3 hits in figure.
I

4 150 m. (165 yds.) Lying down, with Head target
rest

I

5

|l.50

m. (165 yds.) Standing,

with- Figure target in|Flapsight

motion
Disappearing

out rest
6 il50 m. (165 yds.) Lying down, with

Standing sight. 2 hits in figure.

breast target..
(230 yds.) Lying down, with Infantry target... Flap sight
rest

200 m.

3 hits in figures

[

"

out rest
200 m. (220 yds.) Lying

down with Trunk

target

5 hits, of which 3 in central
third, of which 2 rectangles.
[Standing sight. 3 hits in figure.

rest

9
10
11

12

Standing sight. 2 hits in figure.
Knee target...
250 m. (375 yds.) Kneeling
2 hits in figure.
Flap sight
250 m. (275 yds.) Lying down with Figure target.
out rest
3 hits
3 section targets 650 meters.
600 m. (660 yds.) Kneeling
together
on
300

ni.

their sides
(330 yds.) Kneeling, 5 shots Section target.... Flap sight..
at word of

4 hits.

I

command
tions of a single rifle are added those consequent upon the collective fire of a greater number.the size and
shape of the gerbe will be increased and altered, the
effect of this fire and of that delivered upon the same
object by a group of men, some using one adjustment of the sight and others a different one, is then
To show these features practically to
also given.
the soldier, the best shots are selected, and fire from
a rest upon targets placed at different distances,
the targets are then placed one behind the other, the
(Antral points of the hits marked, and the shape and
dimensions of the shot group called to their attention.
similar fire is conducted by groups of from
10 to 25 men eacli, all with the same sight, and also
with the simultaneous employment of two or three
different sights.
An examination of the targets enables tlie men to form an idea of the area covered by
their tire, and of the probable security that would be
enjoyed by an enemy in close or extended order, and
with the men standing, kneeling or lying. The comparative effects of independent and volley tiring are
also shown.
All these results are then compared
with the tables given in the instructions.
Inspection practice. This is conducted by the brigade or regimental Commanders, and is held just before the autumn maneuvers, when the year's course
of musketry inspection has been completed.
The
programmes, unknown by tlie troops until put into
practice, are changed from year to year, but generally include tests of the tiring of the best shots in the
company without regard to class, tests of the best
shots in each class, and of the firing of bodies. The
ammunititm used forms an extra allowance, and the
targets and distances are such as will best determine
the general slate of proficiency that the better men
have reached. As the particular nature of the firing

A

—

it ensures careful attention on
the part of the officers to all the details of the course
and to all the varieties of instruction.
Prizes.— Five money prizes are given annually in
each company, one of $1.50, two of .'11. 12, and two
of 37 cents; the highest of these to the first class shots,
and one of each of the others to the second and third
The distribution is determined by the results,
class.
of the annual course, which must have been completed to render anv one eligible. The two higher
prizes can at the soldiers option be converted into silver medals. In addition to these money prizes, twelve
badges are given to the best twelve sliots among the

cannot be anticipated,
j

;

men.
Targets.— For the

class firings the stroke target,
the infantry target, the figure target, and the section
The sfroke or line target is 6 feet
target, are "used.
high and 4 feet wide, painted white witli a vertical
black band down the middle 4$ inches wide having
at top and bottom two anchor marks 8 inches in tothe lower of these marks is taken for
tal width
the aiming point. This target is the first used in the
firing of each of the classes, and is mainly intended
to teach what the Germans consider of the first importance, that is, accuracy in direction. It shows
the men the advantage of a good line shot which
may be eitlier too liigh.or too low, and yet reacli the
enemy with good effect, while but a slight error to
the right or left would render it useless it is used
at only short range, 110 yards, the firing being stand:

:

ing and from a rest.
The iafantry target.— This is also 6 feet high and 4
feet wide, and is divided into three vertical bands

each 1 foot4 inches wide tlie two outer bands are
painted blue, the inner one.called the"nian'sbreadth,"
Through the middle of the --mau's.
is left white.
;
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brcaillh" is drinvn » liorizontiil black lini'. anil wilh
anottiiT liori/.ontal line two ficl below it foniis the
•Twtandi'" or -'obloni:." From tin- ccnliT point of
till- rectangle, three circles are ilescrihed with radii
of3.lt, 5.8 and 7.S inches, forniiiii: rings" Nos. 3. 2
and 1 respeclivelv.thelirst twowhite.Ihe third black;
the three rines toiretlier form what is called the "mirThe man's breadth is furror " or " loiikiug-irlass."
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meters

(3;J0 yards); longer ranges are also obtained
possible.
Though the country is thickly setlied, every regiment in service has its complement
of ranges, but they liave generally been comi)elled
to take the woods orforests audio cut lanes Ihrough

when

'

them, which are not usually more than twenty paces
wide, and each range separated from the adjacent
one by from 30 to 100 paces of woods. Under these

cir<-umstances it is rarely necessary to make any
ii verticalblack band l.i> inches wide,
witharrow-heiidsat topand liollom.foraiming points. allowance for the force of the wind, and but lillle
the one nearest the mirror being used when wilh the instruction is therefore given in this feature of aimfixed rear-sight of the ride the liiirror is as represent- ing to which the Captains attach but lillle impored in the figure. When the lower flap of the rear- tjince. When open ground is available for the ranges,
sight is used the target is reversed, bringing the mir- rows of trees are often planted between them as a
ther bisected bv

I

!

DIMEN8IOKS OF THE SHOT unOUI>8 AT DIFFEBENT DISTANCES.

Axis

Distance.

(inches).

100
200
300
400

m (110 yds.)
m (220 yds.)!
m (330 vds.)
m (440 Vds.),

."iOO

m(5.'")0 vds.)i

liOO

111

(600 yds.)|

m (770 yds.)!
m (880 yds.
1)00 m (990 yds.)

700
800

)|

lOOOradlOOyds.)!

—
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Lieutenant-Colonel, and while the company Comhis officers are considered as responsible
for the instruction of their men. it is to a great extent
placed in the hands of other officers selected for that
purpose from among those who have passed successfully through one of the Schools of Musketry.
a Captain for each regiTlie officers so chosen.
ment, a Lieutenant for each battalion, act as Instructors of Musketry for the organizations to which they
belong. They are present at all the firing exercises
of the company and supervise the instruction; they
have general charge of the rauge, the targets, and all
the accompanjing material, and each year before the
commencement of the course, conduct the preparatory ,e.\ercises of the Lieutenants, and have charge of
the theoretical and practical instruction of the Noncommissioned Officers, including elementary lessons
upon the more important points of the general principles governing the employment of fire in action.
At the conclusion of this course, the Colonel of the
regiment, assisted by the Lieutenant-colonel and Majors.examine the Officers and Xou-commissioned Officers, excusing those of the former who appear thoroughly proficient, and requiring instead of their attendance in future years, written essays on Musketry
instruction; among the latter he gives the preference
for promotion to those most conspicuous for their zeal
and ability to instruct others. Great value is attached
bj' the French to these regimental schools of instruction.
The course of instruction is divided into the
preparatory drills, firing with reduced charges, estimating distances, and the firing exercises.
In the first of the preparatory' exercises (the aiming drill) use is made of a stand for the rifie bj' which
direction can be given, with the line of sight at the
proper and convenient height for the soldier when
in the firing position. It is so arranged, that the but
can be brought against the shoulder of the recruit
and is of such stabilitj- that after pointing is completed the instructor <an verify the aiming with accuracy. The soldier is first shown the points fixing
the line of sight, and instructed to bring the top of
the front sight up into the center of the uotch of the
rear siTht. even with the upper edge of the slide and
touching the bottom of tlie mark this is first done
by the instructor, then examined b)' each recruit in
Tliis aimtvirn and afterwards done by the latter.
ing is practiced with the rear sight adjusted for different distances, and the soldier cautioned to keep
the plain of sight vertical. To verify the soliliers

mander and

—

;

ferent motioas of

aiming and firing at a mark, with
various adjustments of the rear sight and from all

varieties of position, at will and at word of command, as independent firing and also by volley. In
the French instructions (Regiment sur i' Instruction
du Tir) these different preparatory exercises are
prescribed in great detail and great stress laid upon

the necessity for their careful observance.
For the reduced firing a cartridge having about ft
grains of powder and a cylindro-o'giral lead bullet is
used the firing is conducted at 1.5. 30. and 45 meters
(49. 98. and 148 feet), and upon targets 4 inches. 10
incTies, and 17J inches in diameter, respectively, each
hit counting one, and the following exercises being
:

conducted

The

:

four of these exercises are executed beany individual ball firing on
tlie range, to which he is not advanced unless he^ obtains It) points in the 34 shots
in case of a failure
to make this score he is returned to the preparatory
drills.
As the allowance for the reduced firing is 100
cartridges, 40 will refrain from the preceding exercises which are used in volley firing and in individual practice at 1.5 and 30 meters, using lines of sight
of 500 meters and above in these latter cases the
point aimed at is at certain fixed distances below the
center of the target, depending upon the height of
sight employed.
Detailed reports of all these firings
are made by the Captain. Instnictor of Musketryr
Probably greater attention is paid to instruction in
estimating distances in the French, than in other armies, and they consider it a necessary complement to
accuracy of fire. The course is divided into the preparatory exercises in measuring distances by pacing,
and in estimating by sight and by sound. In pacing,
the men are taught the relation existing between the
lengtli of their natural steps and one meter, the exercises being held over a distance of 100 meters, divided into ten meter intervals, first over level and
then over other varieties of ground. The instructiou
is then continued over greater distances. and until the
men do not commit errors in excess of two meters in
first

fore the recruit is given

;

;

—

accuracy and to show him such irregularity as may
exist, the rifle is directed at a large sheet of white
paper, the marker then moves a disk until the soldier judges that it appears in the line of sight; its
position is then marked, two repetitions of this aiming afford. l)y joining the designated points, a triangle of error which by its size and the position of
its sides shows the soldier his lack of uniformity anil
the probable nature of his errors. After sliglitly altering the position of the piece the exercise can then be
continued until the fault is overcome. By removing
the bolt (or breech block) the relation between the line every himdred.
of tire and the various lines of siglit. and the effect
of canting the rifle to either side is tlien demonstratThe men are also taught the manner of making
ed.
allowances for the deflection of the bullet due to the
wiuci. or for any fixed deviations peculiar to their

own

Position drills follow as
particular weapons.
soon as methods of sighting are understood first
with the soldier standing but only performing the
motions of bringing the piece to the shoulder, tlien
looking along the sights with various ailjuslments,
but not at any mark, ami finally wiili ;iiiu taken at
simie designated point and at the eye of the instructor. These exercises are performed in a similar manner
from a kneeling an<l a lying position. After them
the soldier is practiced in pulling trigger until he is
thoroughly famili;ir with the ;ini(>unt of force neces;

.\11 these exercises
sary for discharging Ihe iiiccc.
are then combined, the men going tiirough the dif-

In estimating by sight the company is divided into
sections and half sections. and from eacli markers sent
out who establish themselves in pairs at a distance of
200 and 400 meters. One markerstands fast, the other
at a distance of 2 or 3 yards from tlie first, kneels or
lies down going through the motions of firing.
After the instruction has been repeated on different
days, markers are sent out in other directions, their
appearance compared with the eslablisiied ones and
an estimate and conseiiuent adjustment of the sight

from every soldier. A Corporal accoiupanied
by a trvunpeter then paces the distance and the latter
by previously arranged signals signified it to the
retjuired

.\n exa'ninalion of the sights end rectification of the soldiers errors then follows.
This drill is

squad.

a similar manner between 400 and 600
(liiO yards) and subsequently up to
thelatterdistance without he aid of markers for com-

continued

in

nietiTs (440

and

I
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parisoii.
Wlu'ii the- locality is favorable tlic cxcrcises are also held on uneven or broken ground witli
dissimilar hack grounds and luider varimis conditions
of light and shade, as many of the jmictical ditliculties of accurately estimating distances being introduced as possillle. Hattalion t'oninianders are reqinred to inslnut their otlicers in estimating distances
with the aid of a fields glass up to 1,(HH) to 1,2(10 meters (1,094 or 1.313 yards) and by sound up to still

greater distances depending

uik)ii

the object whose

ilistance is sought. In the case of a section firing the
limit within which the dcterniinalion can be considered as accurate, is about ;J,000 yards or about the
limit of unainicd iiifiinlry firr; the limit of artillery
tire alioul (i, 511(1 varils is considered as the limit of the
application of this melhod to that arm of the service
The tiring exercises are divided into the individual

the collective fire, the field firing and the specFor the individual fire. 1)3 ball cartridges
and seven blank cartridges are allowed, and for The
collective fire, 9 blank and 2T ball cartridges distributed as indicated in the following tables.
tire,

ial firing.
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thought to have been defective, ami any thai he
so considers are replaced by others. The i)rei)aratory
firings alTord a test of the soldier's weapons, and also
an o|)i)ortimity to the instructors to correct the more
glaring errors of the men; they are not considered in
the dassilication, but men who in the two firings do
not make live points (the system of scoring will be
described in connection with the targets; are put
hack to the preliminary exercises and also repeat the
If successfully accomplished the men are adfiring.
vanced to the instruction firing.
The object of this is to teach the man the value
of his arm and to utilize its jirecision uj) to the limit
of individual fire, and also to determine the relative
rifles

accuracy

inilividual soldiers.
divided into as many squads as
there are targets available for the ])ractice, and thes«
S(|uads further sub-divided in the di.screlion of the
oflicer.
The fraction about to tire is formeil at an
order arms ten paces in rear of the firing point, the
remainder 20 paces to their rear being permitted to
break ranks. The officers fire first, then the man on
riu'

i>f

tlic

company

INDIVIDUAL FIRE.
Nnmber

is

;
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36 points the Third Class. The elass wliic-h the sol- cers to combine rapid execution of such movements
dier readies determines the nature and amount of as may be necessitated by unforeseen positions, with
a judicious employment by different kinds of fire acills subsequent practice for the year.
The individual tire at ci)mmand(the 13tli exercise), cording to the distances, the variations in the ground
is conducted with but one man at a time, and in the and in the tactical conditions. Preparatorj- maneuvers
same manner as tlie preceding exercises, except that are always executed, and tne time when the action of
the soldier onl_v tires at the command: promptness the company engaged is presumed to commence is
is thereby inculcated and opportunity afforded the indicated by the officer having supervisory charge of
officers to judge the effect of variations in the meth- the practice.as well as the time during which the obods of giving the commands upon the accuracy of jective is supposed to be visible. The first of the field
exercises is held by the company raised to its war
tire.
All tlie instruction practices are executed as mucli strength of 200 men. the second exercise, which i.s
as possible in favorable weather, it being considered omitted when no suitable ground is available, is for
essential that the firing should be under the best con- the regiment, divided into two battalions, with all
more imporditions, and that the soldier should abstain from all the companies at the war strength.
tant tactical idea is then developed than for the comfatiguing exercises before coming to the tiring point
they are therefore conducted in easy dress and with- pany firing. When practicable these exercises are
held several times each year, the idea being changed
out the knapsack.
The object of tlie application tiring is to teach the on each occasion. The special firino; is held only by
soldier to tire in all positions upon special targets those who have reached the first class and alway.s
presenting an appearance similar to what would be from a kneeling position. The targets 200 meters dismet in war: figures of men standing and kneeling tant, are for the first exercise, disappearing revolving
are therefore used, of life-size, and covered with ones, but whose place of appearance is known to the
black paper, and the firing is held as far as possible firer, this is in the second exercise varied b\- not inon other than the target grounds at known but yet forming the soldier from what point of the target-pit
such intermediate distances (for which the sight is the target will appear: for the third exercise a silhounot directly graduated) as will require careful judg- ette of a standing man moving across the range is
ment from the soldier. The silhouettes, five yards used: in the fourth exercise the range is increased to
apart, are assigned one to each soldier, who at the 400 meters and a rectangular target two meters high
signal advances to the firing point, takes the desig- and one meter broad moved across the range: in all of
nated position, and fires his six shots, after which these cases tliree cartridges are allowed for practice.
his target is examined and the hits counted, rico- In the fifth of the special exercises each man (of the
chets being given the same value (two points) as first class) fires 10 shots kneeling.at 200 meters upon
direct hits. The Lieutenants and Non-commissioned a square target two meters on a side, which is dividOfiicers participate in the entire course of individual ed into 400 equal squares. The shots are not signaltiring.
ed, but upon the conclusion of the firing the target
When the soldiers have become familiar with the examined and the hits plotted upon a diagram, which
individual firing, they are advanced to the collective is then properlj- attested and given the soldier as a
fire, which is divided into volley and skirmish firing. testimony of his skill.
After the close of the annual course two competiThe volley firing is conducted at the ranges, at
which it would be mainly used in battle and by tive firings are held, one between the sergeants of the
squads of not less than 6 men, half sections of not first class, and the other between the best eight corless than twelve men, and sections not less than 24 porals and men of the first class, in each of tlie comtarget is used in which the
men in strength, each under their appropriate Com- panies of the regiment.
manders. Its object is to afford practice to the offi- outer ring has the same diameter (39.4 inches) as in
cers in giving orders, and to the men the necessary the regulation 200 meter target, but instead of a sinco<)lness and confidence in their officers.
gle interior ring, with two rings 12i and 26 inches
In the first of the skirmish exercises the targets in diameter respectively. Hits in the innner ring are
are placed between 16.5 and 330 yards from the men, scored 3, and in the outer rings 2 and 1 respectively:
to whom the exact distance is unknown, they are re- hits in^ the target without the larger circle are not
quired to use the battle adjustment of the sight (300 counted. The firing is at 200 meters (220 yards),
meters), and to aim at or slightly above the feet of each competitor being permitted two sighting shots
the silhoutte targets according to their judgment of (of which the results are signaled) and six scoring
the true range. Two shots are fired rapidly in succes- shots, fired either standing, kneeling or lying down
these latter
sion. sufficient time being taken for the aiming and fir- according to the soldier's preference
ing, haste only being made in taking the proper posi- are not signaled, but the target examined and the
has
man
fired
his
six
shots. In
after
each
tion and in loading. In the .second skirmish exercise, hits scored
the firing line advances towards the silhouttes, the ran- cases of ties single shots are fired until a decision is
ges fired over being between 6.56 aud -140 yards, the ol)tained. For this firing three prizes are awarded
men advance about .lO yards in each spurt, halt and to the successful competitors among the Sergeants,
fire two shots. three halts in all being made, in both of and ten among the Corporals and privates. The first
these skirmish firings the results are expressed by the prize becomes the property of the winners, and is
per centage of the possible number of hits. It is laid worn during their service, or at any time when
down that before the practice which shall be lield in they may be called back into the ranks the secmarching order, a maneuver or march of some con- ond class of prizes, embroidered hunting horns,
siderable duration shall have been executed, so that worn upon the left sleeve of the coat, cannot be worn
the troops shall be brought to the ground in the con- a second year unless the man remain in the First
dition in which'they would prol>ai)ly be when arriv- Class.
Besides these prizes 37 others of somewhat
ing upon a line of battle.
It is further required that
similar nature are given to those men who have been
ground unknown to the men shall be used for the most successful in the individual firing of the annual
firing, such, moreover, being selected as presents course.
Furloughs of thirty days are al-so sranted
considerable diversi'y of surface and will afford cover. at the close of the Autumn maneuvers to all those
For the field firing.uo particular rules are laid down, who have won these prizes, provided they are otherits object being mainly to instruct the troops in fire wise deserving, and during the course, passes for a
discipline. and in the varieties of fire to be employed certain number of days to the Sergeants until midill <lifferent stages of an .iction.
The ground cliosen night, and the Corporals and privates until 10 o'clock
is one in which entire freedom of fire is obtainable
at night, to those who have distinguished themselves
all directions, and where the men can find cover. The in their regular practice.
firing is arranged to represent particular stages of an
In adopting targets for the French .Vrmy. the deoffensive or defensive action, thus obliging the offi- sire to indicate accuratelv to the soldier the nositiou
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made

iik

iif

feet sipiare for all

ranges up to 500 meters 550 yards) inclusive.

For the individual tiring at mO meters, a circular
baud two inches wiiU' and whose ulterior diameter is
19.7 inches is described, and within this circle a second circuniferenre with a dianu-ter of !l.8 inciies.

The French Musketry Instructions prescribe that
the target ranges shall be located where an extent of
ground, al leiist 700 yards long and 65 yards wide,
can be obtained the ground should be horizontal or
with only a gentle slope and that jireferably asccndbeliind the targets the lands should be entirely
ini:
unoccupied for about 2,700 yards, or else a butt 20
;

;

Five yards in fnmt
feet high should be erecteil.
Hits within the snudler circle are scored two. outside of the butt the line of targets is established, in front
To avoid
of that but within tlie larger, one: hits in the target, of them a covered trench for the markers.
but without the larger circle, are scored as misses, confusing the firers. not more than ten targets, live
For 200 yards apart, are arranged in one line. If this does
but their position indicuti-d to the soldier.
and 300 meters (2'20 and ;i:ii) yards) similar targets not afTord facilities for tlie number of troops occupyare used, except that at 2"0 meters the diameter of imrtlie range, a second butt and line of targets is
the circle is 3il.4 and lit. 7 inches, and al :iO() metres placed with all interval of about 2(111 yards on the
59 and 29i inches. On each of these targets, in add- Hank of the first. On the line p(r])indicular to each
ition to tlie circles, are drawn two straiglit lines, two tariret and at intervals of 100 meters, pegs are driven
inches broad, one horizontal and the other vertical, in tlie ground indicating the distance and the firing
and intersecting at the center of the target; these point for each piirticular target. At the entrance to
the range a ])ermanenl building is erected, and a telelines, however, are not considered in scoring hits.
The target for 400 meters (140 yards), individual phone line is run from it to the marker's shelter.
tiring, is without circles, on it the hori/ontal and The target frames are made of steel, and are covered
vertical lines just mentione<l are four inches broad, with several layers of paper, ami dually with a pawith, at ecpial distanci's to the riglit and left of the per target.
Tlirce men are recpiired to each target for the
vertical lines other vertical lines four inches broad,
thus forming with the upper and lower line of the duties of markers one of these when a hit is made
target a rectangle (i.t feet high and 4 feet 11 inches indicates by the manner in which he moves his sig.
witle on which all hits are scored, two; hits without naltlag, the divisions of the target in which the shot
At 500 meters struck, while the second by means of a staff, on one
this rectangle are considered misses.
(550 yards) the target has only the two broad inter- end of which a small disk of pajier is placed, stops
the third marker prepares these
secting lines, and hits in any portion of its entire sur- up the shot hole
For l!00 meters; IjiIO yards) the disks and (ilaces them on the stall. The markesare
face are scored, two.
target with the snme two intersecting bands, is Hi not permitted to leave their shelter except at the sigThese are al! nal, cease firing.
feet high and it feet 10 iiu-hes wide.
The theoretical principles of rifie firing are exthe targets used fur that portion of the individual
For the ap- plained with great detail and careful elaboration in
practice teriucd the instruction tiring.
plication tiring, silhouettes. represenliiiK single men their musketry instructions, and with them the Offistanding or kneeling are secured to a frame work of cers are recpiired to be familiar, and the Non-conithe same size and outline, they. therefore, have to the missioned Officers to have a fair understanding of
ligures almost the same appearance that a man their most essential features.
The various forces which act on the bullet, both
would present at the same ilistance.
For tiie collective tiring, the targets for the volleys during its passage through tlie bore and its fiight in
of squads arc panels similar to the rectangular target the air are fiillv explained, as also the causes which
used at 600 meters, but Hi feet, 4 inches wide; for produce a deflection from the point aimed at. The
the volley tiring of iialf sections, the panel target is influences inducing a dispersicm of the bullet are
;<2 feet, V inches, and for that of sections, (i5 feel, 5
recognized, and the resulting shape and size of the
the
inches wide; in all cases it is (li feet high; the score shot"<rrou|) at dilTcrcnt distances is tabulated
is expressed by the per cent, of the [lossihle number
soldier is thus instructed in the size of the objective,
of hits.
For the collective skirmisli tiring the ob- which at various ranges the degree of accuracy of
jective is composed of at least two lines of targets, his weapon affords him a probability of bitting.
of three where it is possible, representing the different echelons of a hostile company in order of battle:
the first line representing the skirmishers, is formed
of 14 to 28 of the silhouettes, alternately half-slandinff. half-kneeling, with the addition of a number of
sinall rectangular targets, 19 inclies wide and 30
inches high, or 19 inches wide and (>h f<et high, all
covered with lilack paper. The second line, about
165 yards in rear of tlie first, is composed of two
panels eacli 10 J feet wide(separated when the ground
will permit) on which are painted seven figures of
standing men, similar to the silhouettes. Tlie third
;

;

:

which is always arranged when suflicii'nt mateand extent of ground can be obtained, represents
a supporting section formed by a panel occupying a
front of 65i feet, on which 28 of the standing silline,
rial

houettes are painted.

The tables give the breadth of the indefinite horizFor the field firings, the objectives are necessarily
best half of
varied according to the nature of the exercises to be ontal band in which are concentrated the
executed. Lines of skirmishers are represented by the shots, considering only the v;iri:itions in a vertical
silhouettes of men standing, kneeling, and Ijing, and direction; and also tlie width of the ccjrresponding
for which the
their supports l)y panels, on which these figures of vertical band, containing lialf the hits
The intersecstanding men are painted. Troops in column are horizontal variations are the least.
on
indicated by several of these panels, one behind tlie tion of these two bands thus forms a surface
other, with their depth not exceeding the normal which one-fourth of the hits corresponding to those
depth of a column. Artillery in a similar way, is de- trajections which have been least influenced by the
picted by panels on which arc traced silhouettes of by the variations incident to the arm and its ammuguns, limbers, caissons and of the cannoniers and nition, are concentrated.
The vertical dimensions of this surface exceed its
their officers, all being pbiced in the positions that
horizontal, and in a continually increasing proportion
an enemy would be most likely to occupy.

;
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a full sight is taken and aim directed, as a rule, at the
middle of the object to be hit.
For gallery practice a rifle is used, exactly similar
Dimensions of the surface of greatest concentra- in appearance to the regulation piece but of only
about half the caliber, the bullet weighing only 34.7
tion of liits (one-fourth of total number).
The trajectory corresponding to the center of tliis grains. The targets are usually placed at about fifsurface is called the mean trajectory, and upon its teen paces from the men, and so constructed as to
features are based the rules laid down for fire at dif- have at that distance, the same appearance that the
The relations between the height targets used on the range have at the full distance
ferent distances.
of this trajectory above the line of sight, the angle used for actual firing.
In the estimating distance practice it is desired to
of fall and the resulting dangerous space both on
level ground, and on that sloping either up or down so perfect the soldier that he will be able to deterin the vicinity of the point struck, are elaborately mine accurately distances up to about 3.50 yards; for
discussed, and the probable effects of fire under such Officers and Non-commissioned Officers proficiency
conditions carefully explained. To these are added is expected up to 1,000 yards. At the commencement
instructions with reference to plunging and indirect of the instruction, soldiers (as markers) are placed
fire, and to the proper times and distances for open- one behind the other at intervals of 100 paces, but
ing fire in action, the appropriate kind to be de- so that all can be seen from the position of the comlivered, whether volley or slow or rapid individual pany; the attention of the men is then called to the
firing, and the simultaneous use of several adjust- comparative appearance of each of the markers, to
their relative height, and to three articles of their
ments of the sight.
The French course of instruction, while in its prac- dress that remain distinctly visible they are also retical details somewhat inferior to the German, yet in quired to compare the apparent length of each of the
This instruction is first conIts skirmish and field firing affords its soldier a good 100 paces intervals.
training; but while perfecting its officers in the nec- ducted on level ground; afterwards on rolling or on
with the markers in plain view,
essary control of their men, yet does not accomplish broken ground
and also with them parti}' concealed behind trees,
it in the same thorough manner so noticeable in the
stones or other slight shelter. The influence of the
German Army.
period of the day, of the clearness of the atmosphere,
AUSTRIA.
The course of musketry instruction in Austria is of the nature of the intervening space and of th&
continued throughout the entire j'ear, but receives back ground, are all to be brought to the soldiers atduring the summer months the greatest attention. In tention, and the exercises persued under all available
winter the practice is not entirely discontinued even varieties of these conditions.
In the class firing the squads do not exceed 1.5 men
in severe weather, but it is prescribed that on the
coldest days, neither officers nor men shall be kept under the command of an Officer or Non-commissioned Officer. After the signal, commence firing, the
longer than two hours on the range.
The general direction of the instruction is made name of the first man on the roll is read out, when
After
part of the duty of the commanding officers of bat- he steps to the firing point, loads and fires.
talions and regiments, who are required to ascertain firing and before the shot is signaled he calls out
personally as well as from an examination of the reg- where he believes he has hit the target, or when this
ular reports, that it is conducted strictly in accord- appears difficult, indicates this presumed position on
ance with the regulations. The actual instruction is a diagram of the target prepared for that purpose.
placed in the hands of the company officers, though After the shot is signaled, any errors in the soKliers
to each regiment is attached a Captain who is charged estimate of his hit are called to his attention, and
with a general superintendence of the course, and to such cautions or instructions as may be deemed neceach battalion a Lieutenant, who is a graduate of the essary given before the next shot. In this manner
School of Musketry, and who exercises a supervision a score of five shots is fired, when the soldier after
over the instruction in both the theoretical and prac- seeing that they are properly recorded gives way to
tical parts of the work.
These officers makereports the succeeding man. For the class shooting the
from time to time to the regimental and battalion second and third class men use 70 of the 110 carCommanders, and call their attention to any depart- tridges allowed annually for practice. At the comures from the authorized course. The company offi- mencement all recruits are placed in the 3d. Class
cers receive the same instruction as the men, partic- f nd begin practice on the target No. 1, at 12.5 yards
ular attention being paid, in fact, to their target prac- continuing until in a score of five consecutive shots
tice.
they make a total of 30 points (for method of scorThe course of instruction is divided into the pre- ing, see the description of the Austrain targets). when
liminary drills, estimating distance practice, class the range is increased to 166 yards, at which distance
sliooting, practice shooting, and field firing.
practice is continued until a score of 30 points is
The preliminary drills comprise exercises in aiming, made. The soldier then fires on targets Nos. 2 and
in position drill, and in firing with reduced charges. 3 at 350 yards, until he makes a score of 30 points at
To
In aiming, the soldier is first taught with the assist- each, when he is transferred to the 2d. Class.
ance of a rest, aiming at a small black diiik between reach the Second Class, then it requires for the most
line and two inches in diameter, and also at the e3'e expert 30 cartridges, but with the poor shot the exof the instructor. In the earlier drills, when the disk penditure of the 70 may still find them in the 3d. Class.
is used, the instructor verifies or corrects the accuThe 2d. Class praciice at 333 yards, using No. 3
racy of the soldier's work, afterwards he is permitted target; in two consecutive scores of five shots ea<'h.
to practice independently and finally the regulation 30 points must be made in each score for the adtargets are used at tlieir" appropriate distances and vancement to the 1st Class.
Jlen who have reached
aim taken upon them.
the 1st class are called marksmen, and insujcecding^
Position drill is taught standing, kneeling, sitting years have no course of classshooting.
Any ammuand lying down; and is then combined witirthe ain^- nition that they may have saved from the 70 cartriding drill the soldier is also taught to aim from be- ges allowed for the class shooting when qualifying
hind trees or low shelters, and at objects iioving as marksmen, is expended as well as the regular alacross the field of fire as well as towards or from the lowance in the practice shooting.
firer, the appropriate points for aiming under these
The practice shooting is conducted by the markscircumstances being prescribed in the manual. It men and 2nd Class men, and those of the 3rd Class
is required tliat the trigger shall be jiulled by a steady who with the expenditure of less than 70 cartridges
pressure, and the ritle kept direcleil at the"inark fo"r have been advanced to practice at No. 2 targef at
three pauses of quick time after firing, so that any 2.50 yards.
These 3rd Class men then fire 10 shots at
deflection of the piece may be detected. In aiming the whole figure target, at 125 aud lOti yards.
The
as

its

distance from

tlie firer

becomos more remote

for distances up to 1,000 meters they are given the
foregoing table.

;

;

;
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the year in wliich
as for llie 2ml
I'lass
in following Vfars tlicy are allowed 70 cartriiiijes, which are ilislribuled in practice at the
whole liiiure target at Kilj and 250 yarils, and at the
disappearing target at lOti yards.
At the one-third
and one-tiftii lignre targets, at Vi^t and KHi yards, and
at the head target at 12'> yards.
At llic whole tignre
target in motion up to nVo yards, and at the moving
cavalry soldier target up to '250 yards. At Xo. 2 target np to 41G yards, and at the irroiip target from 500
to 1000 yards.
After the close of the cIbbs and practice shooting
the whole command is exercised in the field tiring,
whii'li is intended to instruct the soldier in the proper use of his weapon in action: it is lirst (-onducted
by the classes tiring separately, iind then by all united.
In the lirst of these exercises the :trd Class are
jmicticed up to 2.50 yards, the 2nd Class up to 333
yards, and the marksmen up to .500 yards.
section
target, 12 feet 8 inches wide is used with a few figure targets placed in front and on each side, then
for the 3rd (lass all whole targets, for the 2nd Class
half targets, and for the marksmen both whole, half,
and third targets, some of these targets being arranThe
ged if possible so as to appear and disappear.
men advance towards and retire from the targets
taking advantage of the variations of the ground for
cover or rest, tlie practice being generally held more
than once, but only fifteen cartridges in all being allowed. After the three classes are united, the firing
is conducted in a similar manner up to .500 yards, five
cartridges being allowed and the target being a section target 25 feet 4 inches wide, with the former addition of whole, half and third figure targets.
In
addition and for which ten cartridges are allowed,
practice is held in the delivery of volleys and independent firing from closed bodies up to a distance of
333 yards.
Tiie field firing by the three classes luiited is considered the most impoitant part of the soldier's instruction, since without it, from the class-shooting,
he r.iay become a good target shot, but without any
thorough knowledge of the use of his rifle under the
conditions certain to arise in war. Special attention
is therefore paid to it
it is recpiired that it should
be made as real as possible, that the men shall be in
fidl marching costume, and that the com|^)anies should
be brought up to their war strength. AS hen possible
it is conducted over ground with which neither the
ofticers nor men are familiar, and that experience
may also be gained in marching and bivouacking
which is preferably at some considerable distance
from their permanent station. The tactical idea or
tbem<' is therefore chanced from year to year, as are
al.sotlie allowances of anununitiou for the purpose,
the targets tired at and the distances covered by the
actiim.
No better idea can be conveyed of the
thoronghness of the inslructi(m in its various details,
than that given in the following de.scription of a late
practice of two Austrian battalions.
"The two
battalions started from their respective garrisons (different points) at 2 o'clock of an afternoon in the
month of August, in full marching order an<l with
two days' rations the day was very hot, the thermometer registering 104*'. They reached their bivouac at 9 P.M., after a march of ab(nit 14 miles, placed
their outposts, lighted their camji-fires and bivouacked on the bare ground. The next morning they
assembled at 7.30, and the two battalions, which
were on the peace strength, were unilecl so as to form
<pne of war strength, the total nuiiilier of men in
ranks being 743. The ground over which the maneuver took place consisted of a valley between two
far-projecting spurs.
The enemy (the targets) occupied the upper end of the valley, the lower end
of which was closed by a village. PVom the village
to the position occupied by the defenders was a distance of about 2,.500 j'arils, the slope for the first
1,000 yards being gentle and regular and for the reIiractuc
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in places to the at lacking troops, but, at the same
time, often hiding the enemy from view. esi)e<iall}from that portion of the ground comprised between
(170 and K40 yards from his position. The right Hank
and center of the defenders' shooting line was also
partially bidden by a row of trees in fmnt of it. The
northern space was clothed on its northern side with
wiiod. which was of considerable ta( tical value iu
turning the defenders' flank. Il will thus be seen
that the |)osition was one of an average character,
such as might freipiently l)e met with any day in
actual war. The enemy which occupied it was suppo.scd to be three companies strong, the shootingline lii-ing about 170yards long, and divided into five
sections. It was represented by targets one foot high
and of the re(iuisite length. There were three supports represented by targets, (12 feet long and 3 feet
ingh. The reserves were represented by disai)pearing targets, .54 feet long and of the fidl height of a
man: these at intervals of three or five minutes were
made visible for five or ten seconds.

The proceedings were conducted in strict accordance with a tactical idea laid down beforehand. At
H o'clock the battalion commenced its advince towards the ground where the firing was to take place,
at 10.10 A. M. the advance guards made out the position of the enemy, at 10.20 a. m. the fight conmienced
by the advanced guards, which was one-fpiarter of
the fourth com|)any, firing volleys, the distance ))eing between 1(K)0 and 12-50 yards.
When at about
900 yards from the defenders the shooting line was
formed by the whole of the fourth company, the
thinl acting as

its

support

2.50 j-ards in its rear,

and

and second companies being in reserve.
One section of the third company and one of the first
fired volleys over the heads of the shooting line, the
nature of the groimds permitting. At 7.50 yards tbrshooting line was formed by the third and fourth
companies with one section of the first, the remainthe

first

der of the battalicm being in reserve.
At 400 yards the first, third and fourth companies
formed the front line, the second I)eing in support.
At 170 to 200 yards the seconil company joined iu
close order the right flank of the line of skirmishers,
and the intention being to turn the enemies left flank,
they and the right of the line prepared to advaiue
covered by the rapid fire of the left, when the Commandant thinking that the object of the exercise was
Throughout the adgained slopped The action."
vance the men were kept well in hand, the control of
their ofticers and the discipline of the men being well
illustrated by the fact that in a front e.xtendin;' over
300 paces the firing had twice been stopped, and
several times the c(nnposition of the shooting line
changed. Such an experience bearing as it does the
impress of war is of exceeding value and a most
necessary element of the musketry instruction.
The targets \ised in the Austrian .service are so divided as to place before the soldier a representation
of the space within which his bidlet woidd have to
strike in order to hit an adversary standing this is
:

accomi)lislied either by a longitudinal marking of the
target, or by painting upon it the figure of a num. and
in both cases with certain other minor divisions,
oral or elliptical in shape and with the longer axis
vertical, the soldier that learns that it is not of so
nmch importance whether he hits high or hits low,
the prime object being to hit somewhere, and by thus
dividing the target this fact is constantly brought be
fore him and impressed upon his mind, the instruction is thus even in the class shooting, or target practice proper, directed in the manner which will render
theknowledge acquiredof the greatest practical benefit in war.
Target No. 1 u.sed only for the third
class and for ranges up to 16(i yards it is 6 feet 4
inches high and 4 feet 3 inches wide and by vertical
straight lines is divided into three loniritudinal divisions, the outer ones each Vi\ inches wide are colored gray, the inner, 18J inches wide being left white.
:
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detail for marking is composed of two men, who
as soon as a shot is fired on their target, of which
they are informed by a ring on their Ijell, indicate its
position and value by their disks 6 to 13 inches in
diameter, differently colored and secured at the end
of long wooden poles.
For a miss the white side of
the disk is displayed and held on the side of the target by which the bullet passed.
blue disk indicates
a hit in the outer portions of the target, a black disk
one in the figures on targets 2 and 3, or in the central
section in target 1, and a red disk showsja hit in the
oval. On the figure target a hit is shown by placing
a white disk on the shot-hole, the disk being provided with a stack or spring which is pressed into the
hole and retains it in position. For danger signals
the markers use red and white flags. The marker's
count eight, or ten.
bell, with which most ranges are provided, besides
Target No. 2, used for ranges from 250 to 410 announcing to the markers a shot on their target,
yards, it is of the same height and breadth as No. 4 which is only of much value when a miss has been
target.
The greater portion of the target is left made, also atfords a ready mode, by means of a prewhite, but on its central portion is the tigure of a viously arranged code, signals of communicating to
man standing, six feet high and 22 inches wide, at its the target butl,the directions of the Commander of the
widest portion, painted gray with the outlines of an firing party.
oval traced upon it. The oval which is of the same
It will be noticed from this cursory examination of
dimensions as in target No. 1, has its center three the Austrian method of instructing "their soldiers in
Hits in the the use of their rifles, that throughout it, as has alfeet from the bottom of the target.
wliite portion of the target are scored two; in the ready been noticed in the German method, the object
figure, eight; and in the oval, ten. The aiming point for which so much care and attention is given is steadfor this target is at a blark circle 14 inches in diame- ily kept in view, and nothing taught that will not be
ter, so placed that its lower edge (at which aim is useful in war. This is observed in the class and prac.
taken) passes through the center of the oval; it is so tice shooting,in the manner in which it is conducted
placed that at all ranges at wliich the target is em- and especiall}' in the nature and shape of the targets
ployed the sight can be correctly adjusted. The used, but more particularly in the field firing by whicU
aiming point is not considered in scoring the hits.
the soldier is, in peace, familiarized in a most marked
Target No. 3. Tlie same as target No 2, except degree with the incidents of the modem infantry fight,
there is no aiming point; it is used at a range of 350 and the officer educated as he can be in no other
yards; hits are scored asfor target No. 3. These three manner, in the liabit of leadership, of coolness and
classes of targets are made to pull up and down or prompt decision which it is so necessary lie should
to revolve, in which latter case two targets are ar- acquire. The fighting value of troops so instructed
ranged on opposite sides of a central axis so that and disciplined.andsoled is thereby vastlj' increased.
wliile one is exposed in the firing position, the other
ENGLAND.
is convenientlj' placed for the marker to cover the
The general officer commanding a district is held
shot hole. The frame work of the target is generally responsible for the musketry training of all the troops
of wood, though it may be of iron, covered with in his command. Of the progress of his men he is
canvass or linen and then with a printed paper tar- kept informed by monthly reports showing the daily
The figure target is a colored representation of drills and practices, summaries of the classification,
get.
a soldier standing, pasted on pasteboard and strength- and results of the range and field firings. In acquirenetl by a frame work; it is six feet high and every ing this knowledge he is assisted by an officer speshot which strikes it is scored ten. The upper half cially detailed for the purpose, who exercises a genand upper third are also used alone to represent a eral supervision over the instruction of the troops.and
man kneeling, and tlie upper fifth, the head and makes the necessary arrangements for their training,
shoulders to represent a man behind a shelter trench; keeping himself informed with reference to the ranges
for this latter purpose the head alone is also some- and facilities for practice at different posts, and by
times used. Besides the infantry figure target one personal inspection ascertaining the manner in which
representing a cavalry soldier is also employed, and company Commander8,Subaltems and Non-commisboth are used as movable and disappearing targets. sioned Oftlcers perform their duties, and their adapThe group target is used up to ranges of 300 yards, tability and efficiency as instructors.
it is 6 feet, 4 inches high, and 11 feet 10 inches wide,
The regimental Commander exercises over liis comand has a white ground on which a number of in- panies and their officers a personal supervision; he is
fantry figure targets are pasted so as to form a group. reijuired to frequently visit the ranges where his men
When used at longer ranges several of these targets are firing, and to see that the practices are carried
are placed side by side, or a number of No. 3 targets out in accordance with the regulations. He also arcan be used for the same purpese. h>pecial secTion ranges for extra drills and exercises in addition to
targets, one foot high to represent men behind tem- those required, and for such special practices in esporary field shelters, or three feet high to represent timating distances as may be possible.
men kneeling, anil of a length determined by the uuiuThe Company Commanders, who are expected to
ber of men whose positions it is intended to indicate, be in possession of a School of Musketry Certificate,
are also used for the field practice of the three exercise a constant supervision, especially in the preclasses united, as well as other targets representing liminary drills, over the instruction as imparted to
cavalry and artillery.
the different squads by their Nou-commissioiied Offi(In the ranges for the class shooting, the targets are cers, carefully noting the fitness of these men for their
placed on the same line, and in front of them a trav- duties; in the latter they are assisted by their suberse of earth or a continuous wooden hut. covered alterns.
with earth on the side furthest from the targets, is
The Adjutant and Sergeant-JIajor of each regiment
constructed. At some convenient point on the range must previously to their appointments.have obtained
a staff and flag are placed to indicate the direction 1st Class certificates from the School of Musketry,
and approximate the force of the wind. Shelters are in the case of regiments serving abroad they may be
also erected at the firing points from which the men first appointed, subject to confirmation and to their
practice. For communication between the firing par- obtaining the recpiired certificate.
The Adjutant
ty and the butt, a bell of telegraphic apparatus is used. examines the Non-commissioned Officers
the

lu the upper portion of this central part is carefully
designated an oval about 28 inches long and 14
inches broad, whose center is 56j inclies above the
bottom of tlie target. Hits in the exterior or gray divisions of the target are scored two, in the center section eight, and in the oval ten. To assist the soldier
in aiming a circular black aiming point S)i inches
in diameter is painted on tlie target, and as when in
tiring at 135 yards with the sight set at its lowest position, that for 166 yards, tlie bullet will strike 30i
inches above the point on whicli the rifle is directed,
this aiming point is so placed that its lower edge
shall be at that distance below the center of the oval.
In scoring the hits no attention whatever is paid to
the aiming point, the outline of tlie oval alone determining whether a shot in the central section shall
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(Icliiil us instruolors, jjiving tlu-m
to thai fllcit, if hv timls tliem coinpeWitliout this thiv arc not ixrinittcd to lakr
teiil.
any sliaro in imparting instnictioii to the incn. In
each rc!!;inu'Ut a Striicant who has l)cin Ihroiisili tho
School of >[nskflr.v, is appointed ••Seri,'eant Instructor of Musketry," who is chielly engaged in the training of the recruits anil in the ])reparation of the reSergeant is detaiU'd
<|Uired records and reports.
in each company wlio performs somewhat corres-
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cfrlititiiti'

first at 100 yards, later increased to 300 yards.
For
longer distanci'S a bulls-eye 3 feet in diameter is employed, and the distances successively increased up
to !I00 yards.
The men ar<' also taught to aim at
moving and vanishing targets, dummy targets fulfilling these conditions being provided for every
regiment or battalion. and used in the barra<ks yanl.
The instruction in judging distanc is, in which all

A

company officers are reciuired to jiarticipate, markers are posted in pairs in echelon at every .10 yards;
on the first day from 2-"iO to .WO yanls on lllc secponding duties.
The course of training is ditTerent for the recruit ond day from .WO to Ht)i) yards. The.si|iiad forms ojiand for tlie trained soldier, the preliminary portion posite the first pair, and the instructor cautions the
receiving naturally much greater attention in the men to notice the si/.e and appearance of the markThe recruits are divided into ers, taking into consideration at the same time the
former instance.
&quads and an officer detailed to attend to their in- position of the same, the slate of the atmosphere, and
He then
struction, which comprises each day lectures upon the nature and color of the background.
the theoretical principles or lessons in the care of points out the parts of the figiin'. arms, etc., which
arms and ammunition, one aiming drill and two po. can be distinctly seen on the two men before him,
I'ach drill lasting for half an hour after and then questions the men as to the observations
sition drills
this the men are taken to the range and practiced in they have made, and endeavors to impress upon them
firing under conditions similar to those described the necessity of remembering the appearance of the
subsequently fortlie trained soldier, but at somewhat men at this distance under the existing conditions.
diminished ranges those who complete this course The .squad then passeson to another instructor ojipobetween January 1st and October iJIst are exercised site the second pair of markers, and the preceding
as trained soldiers, during the current aim\ud course, operation is repealed with the addition of com[>arieither with their coin]iaMics or as casuals; the re- sons between the appearance of llic present and of the
mainder are exercised in the ensuing annual course. former markers. When these observations liave been
The course of preliminary drills comprises instruc- taken at each <listancc,tlie S(piadsare marched to untion in the theoretical ])rinciples, and in the care of known ground and exercised in judging the distance
arms and anununition and exercises in position and of men within the limits prescribed above, but whose
aiming drill, in judging distance drill and in blank exact position is undetirniincd. In a more advanced
firing, knowledge of tlieoretical priiuiples of rifle poition of the course, larger parties are divided into
firing is imparted in four lectures; in the first the fact two parts and mutnally estimate their distance from
that the barrel is ritlcd will be brought I4) the soldiers each other, siibse(|uently determining it with rangeattention and its necessity and advantages explained finders, or by pacing. In each drill <-iglil answers or
he is also infornu'd of the force of gravity, estimates are reipiired from each solilicr. and ujion
to him
and its effect in connection with the resistance of the their degree of accuracy depends the class in which
air upon the path pursued by a bullet under the im- the soldier is placed in this exenise at the close of the
pulse of the explosion. The second lectureexplains season. The blank firing is conducted to accustom the
the theory of giving elevaticm, illustrating it by dia- recruit to the explosion of the charge and to give him
grams, the use of the rear sight in obtaining the steadiness before he uses ball and cartridges. Ten
elevation desired and the elTect of inclining the sight rounds are fired b\" each man from a standing ]>osiThe third lec- tion and the same number in independent firing in
to one side, upon the range obtaimil.
ture deals with the height of the trajectory above the ranks: the front rank kneeling. For individual firing,
line of sight, the dangerous space and the ellect of kneeling and lying down, five rounds each are used,
errors in the determination of the distance of the ob- and five rounds each for volleys fired in the same poThe final lec- sitions. During all the firings especial attention is
jective upon the efficiency of the fire.
ture treats of the .etfect of variations in the winds, paid to the details of the difTerciit positions and to
light, heat and otbcr atmospheric conditions and in the manner in which llu' fire is executed, all errors
the ammunition itself upon the accura<-y and uni- that niiiy be made bei;ig iironqitly corrected by the
fiinnity of the practice.
The target practice of the soldier is iliF<ir the recruits these lec- instructor.
tures are half an hour induration and are given every vided into range practice and field practice The
other day, alternating with similar lessons in the care course of the former is indicated in the following taSimultaneously with ble, the different exercises taking place in the order
of arms and ammunition.
them the position and aiming drills are conducted. in which they are enumerated:
The regulations require that an officer shall always
In the first practice the soldier goes through the motions of bringing the piece up against the shoulder be present at the firing point, and that he shall suin the firing position, but without looking along the pervise the work of tlie men; they may either fire
sights or pressing the trigger; in the second exercise singly or in pairs, as the ('oniman<lcr of the jiarly
these laltir elements are included, and in the third directs. "While no more than the number of sliois
the aiming and firing at a definite mark are con- above prescribed can be fired at c;icli exercise and
tinued until a command cease firing. These exer- from them alone can the soldiers' classification be
cises are conducted with the man kneeling and lying made: yet permission can be accorded for additional
prone as well as from a standing position. For the practice preceding the regular exercise, and thereby
aiming drill a tripod formed of three stakes tied at preparing the nun for the official firing. No sigiilthe top. or of the arms slacked, with scabbards on the ing shots are. however, allowed when firing for recbayonets, is neiK'rally used. The squads are not to ord.
The volley firing is as much for the training of (Jfliexceed ten men at a time, formed in single rank
about six paces in rear of the rest, one man placing cers and Non-Commissioned Officers in the methods
Ids rifle on the rest, aims at the center of a mark, al- of giving the commands as for the benefit of the men.
ligning upon it the middle of the top of the rear sight It is therefore always conducted by the jjroper Comand the tiji of the front sight. The aim is then ex- mander whether the Ofticeror Sergeant, depending
amined by the instructor, who if it is unsatisfactory upon the size of the squad exercised. In the firing
calls 11]) another man to locik along the sight and itself the sergi'ants never particii)ate, but assist in
state what the error is, he then I'xplains to the men superintending the practice when they are not themwhat the consequences would be if an object were selves conducting it they are shnilarly excused from
:
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lu the earlier exercises the object of aim is a
bvills-eye eight inches in diameter, which is used at

the exercise in independent fire.
It is the object of the fi<'ld practice to give a more
practical form to the instruction of the soldier tlian
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represented by diinimies distriliuted into flgliting center, three in the outer or the remainder of the
lines, supports nnd main body in llie snnie manner target they count two.
Seconii ilass target is made up of three regulation
prescribed in tin- tiielics as a siuide for troops wlien
ncciipinn a position. The preparation of tliese dum- target slabs and therefore (i feet sijuare, has a bull's,
mies is lievolved U|)on Hie troops for wliose praeliee eye 2 feet in iliameter and a center 4 feet ii: diamethey are intended, unservieealile tents, bags, pejis, ter, the remainder of the target constitutes the outer.
'Ilie
sheeting, liorse elotlis. clotldnii or other articles from Hits are scored as with the third class targets.
whicli tigures or screens of tlie prescribed dimensions second class target is used by the lecniit, tiring kneeling at 300 yards and l.'/iiig down at 400 yards b\ the
can be prepared l)eing used.
For tlie brigade or for battalion tield tiring, officers trained soldier at 400, 500 and (1(10 yards, tiring in any
from other corps are ."i^lectcd asuni]>ires. In a sim- military position, that is stamling. kneeling or lyiiiir
ihir way tlie umpire L) chosen from anotlier com- prone, the back positions not being allowed in regular
pany wliin Held tiring is to be conducted. \ cliief practice, thougii they are allowed in certain matches.
First class target is made iiii of four regulation
umpire is also appointid. The engagement is then
conducted by the proper Commanding Officer of the targets, hence feet high and H feet wide; the bull'sforce presumed to be tngaged, the subordinate of- eye is 3 feet in diameter,tlie center I feet in dianieter.
ficers and Nou-commiifsioned Officers giving such Hecruits use the target for 500 yards practice lycommands as would be expected from them in ing down, the trained soldier for tiring in any niililary
action, and directing tliu lire of their men both in position at 700 and 800 yards. Hits are scored as for
Tlie dis- the third cliiss target.
objective anil in nature and amount.
For volley and independent tiring six slabs formtance at which tire is o[icned is left to the discretion
of the C'ommandingOfficer. who also when the ground ing a target 0X12 are used up to 11)0 yards. and light
slabs making a target 6xl(i for practice beyond 400
is favorable is e.xpected to combine a flank movement with the main frontal attack. To estimate the yards. In each case a horizontal black band one
value of the shooting tt the several distances, the food liroad is painted across the center of the target.
Head and shoulders target, one regulation target
practice is stopped and llie hits counted at certain
Only hits on the
intervals, for this purpniie the action is divided into placed on its side and blackened.
three stages, the tirst st,>ge, from the lime when lirst iilack portion count, they are scored three; hits on
opening tire until the f.ijhting line is reinforced by the white portion of the target are scored as misses.
the supports; second 8'lge, from the reinforcenienis Figure target is intended to re])resent a man standby the supports until tho reserve is brought into ac- ing. Hits in the black portion are scored three, in
tion and the third stai,e, from the reinforcements by the white portion they arc scoreil as misses.
At the close of the course a classification of the
the reserve to the tevminatiou of the practice. At
the close of each stage tlie number of rounds tired by men is made, according to the results of the firing.
each company asce.'iiined, thus alTordiiig means in For this purpose the individual practice of the range
connection with the number of hits, for a judgment firing (exercises 1 to 8 inclusive) and the firing at
the head and shoulders and the figure targets of the
of the value of the ivork.
In layingout ranges the targets are generally placed field i>ractice (exercises 1 and 2) are now considered.
with an interval or 30 feet between their centers and It is understood to include the results of the firing
at least 40 yarilx ol available ground on their Hanks. at the moving and vanishing targets (exercises 3 and
E.\cept when intended for the use of a large body of 4) as soon as the targets which are now being premen. two targets is generally the number established; jiared are issued to the different garrisons.
In the range practice, eighty shots are fired by each
in some cases instead of a greater number arranged
in pair,s with interv;ds between the p;iirs of KO yards. soldier in the individual firing, the maximum possiIn the first and second exerAll ranges are marked with the distance at intervals ble, is therefore 320.
^{ nO yards up to 800 yards, and a flag staff erected cises of the field |>ractice, twenty shots are fired by
For
in a conspicuous place from which a large red Hag is each man, the possible score is therefore <tO.
lisplaycd as a si;rnal that tiring is being then con- qualification as a marksman 200 points (02! percent.)
is required at the range iiractice. and 42 points (70
ducted.
With the marking great care is exercised to obtain percent.) at the field pnictice. For the First Class
a correct record, it is reiiuired that a Xon-commis- the total at the range practice is the same as for the
sioned Officer, preferably of another company, shall marksmen, but is reduced to 33 points (.55 per cent.)
be present at the butt, who is held responsible that at the field practice. For the Second Class these
he also keeps a re- totals are .50 (nearly 47 per cent.), and 24 (40 per
all shots are correctly signaled
Men making less aggregate
cord of all hits, with their value which is compared cent, respectivelv).
from time to time with the record kept at the tiring scores are in the I'liird Class. For cavalry. firing with
required
the
carbine,
the
totals
at the range praitice
point.
The score at the firing point is kept by an
ofBcer or Non-commissioned Officer, all entries be- for the different classes are about oue-eighih less than
ing made in ink at the close of the day's practice, for the infantry as given above, but for the field practhe Supervising Officer certitieson the "register that tice no reduction is made.
All marksmen wear as a distinctive mark, a badge
the practice was conducted strictly in accordance
with the regulations; that he examined the target of cross carbines or rifles worked in worsted on tlie
before and after the tiring took place; that the jioints left arm, and are besides eligible to compete for cerrecorded were obtained by the men opposite whose tain other prizes. To the best shot among the prinames they app«ar and are the original entries made vates of a company composed of 40 men or upwards
on the grounil during the practice." For range prac- a prize of ;*12..50 and a niarksmans badge worked in
if the comiiany numbers less than
tice in the British service, the targets arc made up gold is awarded
of slabs of iron, six feet long by two feet wide, and forty the money prize is reduced to $10. These
marked with six inch squares to facilitate painting best shots and also the second best shot of the companies of each regiment then enter a lompetition,
tlie various divisions the targets are colored white,
firing ten shots at each distance at a third class tarthe lines on their surface being black.
The third class target is made up of two regula- get at '200 yards standing at a second class target
at a first class target at HOC
tion targets, it is therefore 6 feet high and 4 feel wide, at 400 yards kneeling
wlien vised for practice at 100 and l.">l) yards the bull's- yards in any military position, at the head and
eye is 6 inches in diameter, for practice at 2(X), 2.50 shoulder target at 1.50 yards, and at the figure target
4nd ;W0 yards, it is 13 inches in diameter, the center also at 150 (same as the first and second exercises of
Recruits lire at it, at 100 and the field practice). The successful competitor reis 3 feet in diameter.
150 yards standing and 200 yards kneeling thelrain- ceives a prize of .*25 and a badire of cross rifles ami
ed soldier at 150 yards standing and '.J-'iO and 300 yards a crown worked in gold and worn on the left arm,
kneeling. Hits in the bull's-eye count four in the and the second man a prize of $15 and a similar
;
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reginient by the best shot
eacli

is

is

omitteil.

competed

among

A

prize of
for in eacli

the corporals from

company.

lu addition to these prizes, niarlcsmen to tlie number of 10 per cent, of tlie Xon-cuniniissioned Officers and privates of cacli company receive a monej'
prize of #5.
Xo two of the above prizes can be retained by tlie
same man. the next in onh-r of merit always succeeding to the prize vacated by tlie winner of a higher
prize.

As might have been

inferred from the fact that
not yet provided with tlie necessary
targets for all the exercises of the Held tiring, the
nature of the instruction of the British soldier is yet
These held firings have been
in a transition state.
but lately introduced, and the etfort to make more
than good target shots of the men, actually directing
their musketry instruction so that as a first object
their efficiency in battle may be thereby increased
has hardly yet taken a definite form. Good results
will undoubtedly follow when all the prescribed
field exercises can be pursued, and when the final
practices of the company or regiment in the maneuvers and firings incident to an actual engagement
can be practically carried out as prescribed in the

every garrison
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regulations.

The drawings illustrating the foregoing paragraphs
be found among the plates at tlie close of this
volume. These illustrationsare interesting and should
be carefully studied by the student of foreign target
will

practice.

tJNITED STATES.

JO the United States, as in the armies of other
countries, no instruction of any importance was given ths soldier in tlie use of his arms, before the introduction of the rifle-musket. The old smooth-bore in
fact, in its method of sighting, actually stood as the
exponent of tlie inaccurate firing of the weapons of
its day; with no rear sight, the front siglit alone did
not permit of any accurate aim; yet sufficient perliaps
for the very limited precision of the aim itself.
When file rifie musket was generally issuOd in 18.54,
it was recognized that the army required careful instruction in its use before the capabilities of the arm
could be properly developed General Scott there;

fore i)ublished in General Orders in December of that
year,for the information and guidance of the troops,
a letter from the Chief of Ordnance, in which that officer stated, that as the sisrhts were marked for ranges
of 200, 300,400,500.600 a'nd 700 yards.he would suggest that the practice be held at those distances, five
shots to be fired at 200 yards.seven at 300 vards.nine
each at 400 and 500 and'ten each at 600 and'700 yards.
Other practice was recommended at intermediate
distances for which it was suggested that the slide on
the sight miglit be adjusted, or in case of slight difference, by the soldier taking a finer or coarser siglit.
That it was presumed tliat targets would be employed is evident from the letter, though as to their size,
sliape and any details of construction tlie order is silent.
Nometliod of instruction was prescribed, every
detail being left to the discretion of tlie company officer, who in tlic general lack of knowledge on the
suliject was no better informed than the War Department. As might have been presumed under these circumstances very little instruction of any nature was
imparted, and it soon became evident that further
measures were necessary. Fifteen months later, or
in .March 1856, the General-in-Chief therefore issued
a Circular stating that from the representations made
to him of the lack of skill on the part of most of the
men then in the ranks, and with a view to their improvement in firing with ball cartridge, he purposed
ordering a more general practice in that important
branch of militarj' instruction. Officers were therefore required to communicate to him at an early day,
their views on the subject, and to state whellier in

their opinion the practice should be weekly, monthly or qnarterly: what number of rounds per man
should be allowed under ordinary circumstances at
each practice; under what regulation should the practice be conducted and what inducements to acquire
skill should be held out. together with such further
suggestions as their knowledge and experience
should enable them to furnish.
The replies to this Circular, from their great dissimilarity, slight comprehension of the subject and
paucity of practical suggestions, did not afford sufficient material upon which a system of instruction

could be based, and no further progress was immediately

made.

In May, 1857, Captain Henry Heth, 10th Infantrj-,
was assigned to temporary duly in the Adjutant
General's Office, in the following August appointed
member of a Board for testing breech-loading rifles,
and in October of the same year, after the adjournment of the Board, was directed to draw up a system of "Target Practice with Small-arms," the
duty upon which it had been designed to employ him
when first the detail for lempor.iry duty was made.
Captain Heth was furnished with the replies received

under General Scott's Circular of the preceeding j'ear,
and with the different foreign publications on the subject.
The system which he submitted was adopte(t
by the Secretary of War, upon March 1st, 1858. In
his preface Captain Heth states that liis system is
chiefly a translation from the French '• Instruction
provisoire sur le Tir," which in fact he would have
recommended with little or no change if schools similar to the French schools of Musketry had existed in our Service.
He also used the reports ou
the subject that had been rendered by Major T. Williams, Captain 4tli Artillery and Brevet Major FitzJohn Porter, Captain Adjutant General's Department, and further acknowledged valuable aid and
assistance from 1st Lieutenant Julian McAllister,
Ordnance Department.
The methods prescribed contemplated, first, aiming and then position drills, subsequently firing with
caps or candle practice, and finally e.stimalng distance, drill as all preliminary to regular target pracFor ball practice it was prescribed that the
targets be placed at 150. 225. 250. 300, 325, 350, 400.
450^; 500, 5.50, 600, 700, 800, 000 and 1000 yards, at
all ranges; the surface fired at was six feet high, and
either 22 inches wide or some multiple of that dimension, at tiOO yards for instance being 110 inches
The targets being di(9 feet 2 inches) in width.
vided by a horizontal and vertical line, of a width
depending upon the distance at which they were
used varying between 4 and 20 inches. Four rounds
were to be fired at each distance. After practice at
the first seven ranges, the company was to be divided
into three Classes of about eciual size, the First comprising those men who had hit tiie target the greatest number of times, the Second Class of those who
came next in order, and the Third Cla.ss of the poorer
shots.
This division was finally to be remaiie when
tice.

had been completed.
skirmish firing were contemplated, ten shots being fired at each drill, five when
advancing, and five when retreating. The number
of targets was only limited by the circumstances of
the ground; for the first practice they were 6 feet
high and 22 inches broad and placed six yards apart,
fire was opened when the company had arrived within a range of 350 yards, the point wlicre the advance
was to cease and the retreat commence was not
stated.
In the second practice the size of the targets was doubled and fire opened at 000 yards.
In
tlie third practice the width of the targets was increased to 88 inches, the company commencing to
fire when at a distance of 800 yarils.
firing at all the fifteen distances

Three exercises

in

Both file and volley firing were also required, and
at the distances, 300, 400 and 500 yards, two cartridges being fired by tile' and two by volley at each
distance.
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At the close of llie aimuMl liir;;cl priiitico, a com- edly at that time the best e.xtant, was very generally
pany prize, a brass slailia, was awanlcd to the sol- consulted throughout the .\rmy. In some particudier wlio liad liil the tarijet the irrealest number of lars it was not, however, deemed the best that could
times at the dilTerenl preserilieil (iistances, in case of be devi.sed for army use, and in Apiil, 1871), the
ties it was provided that a eomj)elili<)n sliould l>e '• Course of Instruction in Kifle Firing," prepared by
In eonipetitiou Colonel T. T. S. Laidlev in a<-cordance with direclield until a decision was reached.
for tlie reiiimenlal prize, a silver stadia, the coni- tions iriven by the Chief of Ordnance in September,
l)any priz< iniii. ciicli at their own station, lire 10 1H77, received the approval of the Secretary of War,
shots slandinsj at 200 yards at a circular tariiet 3feel and by a General Oriier was in the following August
in diameter, having a hlack circle H inches in diam- announced as the .system allowed in the Service for

The man havinir the .shortest the instruction of the Army in the use of the rifle.
or the least aitgregate for the distances of the The order further prescribed that the necessary aimseveral shots from the center of the target was pro- ing stands, targets, etc., were to be obtaine«i from
the Ordnance Department, and the laborand expense
nounced the winner.
To the regimental prizeman making the shortest of setting them up and preparing the shelters, etc..
.string wf.ii ifurlher awarded the army prize, a silver borne by the Quartermaster's Department.
Colonel
medal 2^ inches in diameter, and worn round the Laidley's .system placed the instruction of the men
neck, suspended liy a silver chain. The system thus at each post in the hands of an Instructor of Musprescribed was reprinted by the War Department iu ketry, aided by such Assistants as the size of the
18C2, and under date of May :iOth was again adopted command required.
Company officers, whije refor the instruction of the troo|)S; no reference, how- (piired to be themselves instructed and to fire annuever, being in it made to Captain lleth, who in the ally a number of cartridges, yet only participated in
meantime had joined the Confederate Service; and the education of tlieir men as assistants to the reiiuThe cimrse comprised exuntil the adoption of Colonel Laidley's Hitie Firing, lar musketry instructor.
seventeen years later, it remained as the official course ercises in which the soldier was taught successfully
to take the best position for holding the rifle, to aim
of riHe instruction for the army.
Though in other respects the system established it accurately, hold it steadily an<i pull the trigger
was most admirable, yet it made no provision for re- without deranging the aim; it contemplated the use
ports of the progress made or success attained, or for of an aiming stand, which, however, was never supany methods by which the instruction could be super- plied by the Ordnance Department, but also prevised and the results made known to the Army. Each scribed certain more limited exercises that could be
Companj- Commander therefore conducted it with held with a sand-bag rest for the rifle. In firing standenergy or not, according to his intelligence or enthu- ing and kneeling, only the tactical positions were
siasm, and lacking the spur of emulation now given permitted, while for firing lying, the prone or tactiby the tigure of merit system the target tiring, except cal position was not alluded to, but a special ai<ie
in isolated instances, took no stronger hold upon the position required. For range practice the targets used
interest of the officers and men than the ordinary by the National Kifle -Vssociation were adopted, and
the practice commenced at 100 yards, each man tircomi>anv drill.
The \Var Department recognized this condition of ing live shots, or additional single shots in cases when
affairs by issuini:.
May. 1H()9 (shortly after the in- each succeeding shot showed an improvement over
troiluclion of the breech-loadcrj, an order Ii.\ing the the last. The most expert were then to be advanced
allowance of ball cartridges for target practice at ten to 200 yards, where firing was held in a similar manEach man was. however, prohibited from firper month, and requiring every I'ost Commander to ner.
designate an officer to supervise the practice, that ing more than fifteen .shots, pr from practicing at
The party
officer to submit quarterly report.sof the same to the more than two distances in any one day.
Chief of Ordnance. In August, 1874, this was modi- firing were divided into squads of six men. thesipiad
lied by reipiinng that the reports be made bi-monthly. actively engaged being formed in single rank three
when indicated by
In carrying out these orders the Department Com- paces in rear of the firing stand
manders issued suppliinentiiry directions as to how the instructor the file on the right stepped forward
the practice sliould be hcUl and the reports made out; three paces, loaded, aimed and fired one shot, and
the system and the targets continued as before to be immediately resumed his iilace in ranks, then at the
command "next" from the Instructor the second file
those presented by Captain Ileth.
In the interest taken in the subject and in the cam- stepped forward, fired and returned to the ranks, the
estness manifested accordingly, in his onlers, General practice being conliniied in a similar manner until
E. (). C. Ord, war particularly noticeable; he intro- each man had fired his five shots. The instructions
duced the custom of announcing in the weekly Army provided further that as the men became more skillPress the conqianies making the best monthly scores, ful Ihe instructor should increase therang<' and jierand the names of the best shots, and look all po.ssible mit them to fire at 300 yards kneeling, and .'JOtJ and
measures to promote and further the education of his (>00 yards lying down. Marksmen were further retroops in the use of their ritlcs. About this time the (|uired to praclice up to 1,200 yards. After tin- close
inHuence of the National RiHe Association and of the of the firing for the year, the men were divided into
International ^latches, held under its auspices, be- classes according to their respective records, " tlio.so
came felt in the Army, and General Old gave a great who bad made 80 per<-ent. of the maximum possible
impetus to largil practice by introducing, in Septem- at "200 yards, and 300 yards kneeling, and 70 percent,
ber. 1M77, till' Crccdniore target with its method of iit (100 yards, were to be classified as marksmen; those
scoring hits.
He also commenced publishing in who made (i5 per cent, at 200. 300 and .lOO yards
monthly orders from his headquarters, a summary formed the Fir.st Class; those who made more than Hi)
of the month's practice, giving not only the best, but percent, at these latter ranges formed the Second
the worst shooting of individuals, companicsand reg- Class, and all others the Third Class." The system not
iments. The allowance of ammunition which in the explicitly slating the number of shots to be considmeantime (October, 1877; had been increased from ered in estimating these percentages, some depart10 to 20 rounds a month for each soldier, afforded ments in the first jear made up a soldier's record
from all the shots lie had fired, some from only the
ample opportunity for i)raclice and improvement.
In the tirsi j)rosecution of target practice, the army best single score of five shots at the specified ranges
was greatly aided by the ' Manual of Kifle Firing," and some from ten shots. The .same uncertainty exof General Geo, \V. Wingate. the General Inspector of isting as to the proper metliod;i of preparing the reRifle Practice of the Stale of New York. General Win- ports recpiired, in some cases the scores were divided
gate through his personal efforts succeeded iu intro- into scores of five shots each, and in others, where
ducing rifle practice as a partof the militarj- instruc- the whole fifteen shots perinitU'd by Ihe sj'stem had
tion of the National Guard, ami his system, undoubt- been fired at one range, any five consecutive shots
eter in the center.
strins;,

m
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were taken as a score. The complete lack of iiniformity that thereby obtained, necessitated the issuing in May, 1881. of an order from the headquarters
oflhe arniy. adopting a new blank form and specifying the proper methods for making the reports and
for determining the classification.
The same month
also saw the issue from the same source of a very
important order, establishing a system of competition
for selected shots from each company in each Department, and the selection therebj' of a team of twelve
to represent it in a similar contest with the members
of the teams from the other Departments in its Division.
In addition to these competitions, provision
was made for a contest every alternate year between
the best twelve shots in the entire army. When first
inaugurated each of these contests was decided by
tiring ten shots at each of the ranges. 200, 400 and
<;00 yards, hardly a test of sufficient magnitude to
determine with any accuracy the most expert shots,
but yc» permitting a contest that awakened great interest throughout the army and gave a powerful
stimulus to the whole subject of rifle firing.
To these and later orders, extending the system arranged by Colonel Laidley and clearing up doubtful
points, as well as to the system itself.must surely be
ascribed the very great advance made in but a few

demand obedience from their men, but seek
awaken their interest in this the most important

not only
to

(

part of their instruction, and especially where tliey
endeavor to excite emulation by practicing with their
men and by becoming good shot.s themselves, excel-

'

'

•

lent results will assuredly follow."
" But when officers are disobedient

and fail

to car-

ry out with precision the orders of their superiors
when they are indifferent and lukewarm, when the
instruction which it is their duty to give, if given at
all. is given in a mechanical and perfunctorv manner. without warmth or interest, their men will as assuredly fail to learn the use of their arms and under
existing conditions of warfare they will be nearly
worthless as soldiers."
" In these days of arms of precision and with the
tactics which these arms have made necessarv, the
man who has not been taught to attain his mark with
reasonable frequency, at distances much greater than
one or two hundred yards, is an incumbrance rather
than a helper on the battle-tield."
" Moreover, offensive power in action is defensive
power also.
Indeed, there is no other defensive
power except, perhaps, the power to run away, and.
inasmuch as the Department Commander is sure that
there is no officer in the Department who would contemplate that method of preserving the lives of his
men, he is forced to the conclusion that those who
habitually and persistently neglect the instiuction of
their men in the use of the rifle are thoughtless of
he trusts that they are not wholly indifferent to the
great responsibility which rests on those in whose
hands the lives of the men are placed."
This admirable and effective statement of the necessity and advantages of a careful training in musk;

years in rifle instruction. and which quickly produced
not only a few expert shots, but also greath- raised
the general proficiency of the mass of troops.
Laidley's Rifle Firing, however, contained one
omission that led to great lack of uniformity and devolved upon the Company Commanders. or rather upon the post instructor of musketry. the burden of determining the best manner of conducting the successive steps of instruction, in that it contained no provisions, except in most general terms, governing the etry instruction was widely circulated throughout
advancement of the soldier from range to range as the Army and exerted a ven,' beneficial effectr In
his proficiency warranted it.
-\s a result at some this same order General Terry adopted the Figure of
posts iu some companies in 1880 and 1881, the prac- Merit, proposed by his Department Inspector of
tice of all the men without much regard to their rel- Rifle Practice, for determining the relative proficative merit was restricted to 100 or 2i)0 yards, while ciency in ritle firing of different organizations, this
in other cases instruction would be given men at dis- method which was in tlie following Spring adopted
tances and under conditions for which their previous by the AVar Department for the entire Army, has
since continued in effect.
While undoubtedly leadfiring had not fitted them to profit.
The necessity for more definite rules governing ing to some abuses it has proved a most powerful inthis and other kindred portions of the subject, so ini- fluence for good, awakening the spirit of emulation,
pressed General Alfred H. Terry, then commanding and bringing to the education of the men, not only
the Department of Dakota, that he issued in 3Iarch. their most enthusiastic endeavor but a similarly ear
1883 an order requiring all company officers to prac- nest interest on the part of their officers.
In Marcli. 1883. General Terry modifying and amtice with their commands, and also further requiring
the presence for instruction of all the extra and daily plifying his order of the preceding year, laid down

—

j

{

'

men of the company. He prescril)ed that for ail more elaborate and detailed rules governing the solpractice should begin at 100 yards. each one firing at diers target practice and the course of his successive
this order being copied, in some cases
least one score of five shots, firing in a similar man- instruction
ner was to be conducted at the other ranges, the sol- with minor nu)difications. or still further details of
dier being advanced from range to range as he ex- elaboration, in three other Departments, provided
hibited proficiency but not sooner. The percentages about half the Army with a nearly uniform and
which as a general rule were to be considered as a easily understood system which had already in a prenecessary requisite for advancement were also estab- vinus year demonstrated its own advantages.
Still considerable dissimilarity existed, and the
lished. In December of this same year General Terry
confusion was necessarilv increased hv the decisions
in amiouucing to his command the result of thevear'labors remarked as follows: '"Xo one can doubt that emanating from the Headiiuarters of the Army and
the average capacity of the men to learn how to use from the different Departments until the student of
their arms effectively is th<' same in all companies and the .luthorized system was lost between the te.xt
at all posts. Xearly all the men enter the service willi- bcicik which had become in many casesa dead letter,
out previous experience in the use of arms, and the and the numerous orders and decisions which were
number of those in any organization who have had practically the riding authorities on the subject,
Moreover, orders and decisions are always tersely
previous experience is too small to affect its characMoreover the experience of that small number expressed and can but presenile methods, not explain
ter.
th'in, or impress upon the rifleman their advantages,
is seldom such as to be of value in the prescribed
course of rifle instruction. It cannot be supposed so that while at this time the general methods to be
that there are any essential diffen'uces in the aver- followed were distinctly enough stated and fairly well
asres of either physical or mental qualification in the understood, yet in very many of the minor details,
different parts inln which the army is divided. This the instructor or the soldier himself was compelled
being the case the different results obtained in dilTer- to depend upon his own experience for the guidance
ent organizations must be dvie to the officers who and advice that a properly elaborated course of incommand them, and to the officers alone. Where struction would impart. The Chief of Ordnance,
officers are obedient and carry out in goiid faith the General Benet, being much impressed with the ilisorders which prescribe the course of rifle practice: advantages in this respect under which the Army
where tlu-y are intelligent and zealous where they was laboring and the importance of remtnlving if
duty
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work itself, and in the following review of the methods prescribed the language of the text has lieen genhis notice tind reeommeniliiii; llmt Ciiptiiiii S. E. erally followed, except where th<' limits of this article
render an abridgement necessary in some parti< iilars.
IJliiiil. of his Corps, hv diricleil to pn-piirc a new
Manual, wiiieh shonlil einhoily all the vahialile exper- The imperative necessity of extending beyond mere
This propo- target practice tlie educjition of the soldier in the use
iences of the Arinv in target practice.
sal ri'ceivini: the approval of the Secrelarv the iiec. of ills weapons, is recognized and emphasi/ed in the
CKsary instnntions witc transmit t<(l to Captain iilnnt opening |«iragraphsof tin- .Manual which specify that
then serving as Instructor of Uitle I'raclicc of the the object of instruction in rific and carbine firing, is
Department of Dakota, who upon their receipt pre- to develop in a body of troops such a state of discipared ami sent throuifiiout the .\rniy interrojiutories pline, such a knowledge of the capabilities of their
and su!;!;esti<uis pertinent to the subject on which weapons and such accuracy in their use, as will in
the opinions and recomiuendiitions of the ollicers l>attle render their fire most efTeilive.
For the accomplisluucnt of this end the exerci.ses
addressed was solicited.
The tci|iics of principal importance were with ref- of the indiviilual soldier directed to the attainment
erence to abolishiuij the ]>osition of Instructor of of prolieicncy in the use of the ritle or earliine in all
Musketry whicli had in reality l)ccn but partly en- varieties of weather, at dilTerent olijects and disforced, and of placinii in the hands of the Company tances, and over every possible vari<'ly of grouiul
Commanders tl'.e education of their men.
and the training of the men as a body is conducted
With referenc<' to the form of tariiet. consideration as to give them experience and instruction in (he
was asked of the relative advantatjes of a tari;i-l for classes of fire they woulil employ in the difr<rent
ranjje |)ractice, with circular or elliptical dimensions, stages of modern actions, and to afford to their otllbearini: in mind that the true object of rillc inslruc- cers opportunities for ac<iuiring a thorough practical
ti.m for the soldier was not simply to enable him to knowledge of the best methods of conducting and dipossible

llii-

li'ttor to tlic

I'vil, ii(liln'Ss<Ml

hit a bull's-eye or to

on OcIdIiit

War

Sfcrctiiry of

make

briiiirini; llicsc

1HH3, ii
fuels to

scores, but

rather

lari;e

:iO,

to so educate him that his tire in action would be
For skirmish lirini; opinions were
most elTective.
reipiested as to the advisability of adopting; for a target, tigures of men bearing as close a rcsend>lance as
possible to the a( dial appearand' of aneneinv. Suggf'stions were alsonntde with reference to the Figure
of Merit and the methods of conipnting it and also
many (lueslions asked upon topics connected more
or less intimately with practice and nu'thods of in;

.struction.

Though

in

some instances the

ollicers

addressed neglected by failing to reply, to contribute
their share to the disired

advance and improvement

upon the methods then

in

vogue, yet in the great
majority of cases, the re|)lies submitted were very
form of
I pon the proper
full and of great value.
target, the o]iinions, based upon extensive experience
and a most intelligent comprehensiouof the reciuircments of military rille instruction, were nearly unanimously in favor of a target with elliptical divisions,
which should constantly impress upon the soldier
the greater relative importance of accurate lime
shots. The wish for figure targets for skirmish firing

recting their fire.
In each Department an Inspector of UiMc Practice,
selected with reference to his special fitness and practical (pialifications for supervising the course of instruction, is appointed, whose duty it is to examine
the regular reports of firings, and from these reports,
and from personal inspections, each jiost and target
rangi' being inspected at least once each year if practicable, to keej) the Department Commander informed of the absolute and comparative degree of ])rofi<iency manifested by the troops of the various posts
and companies in the Department,
Forthe amount of instruction received liy the'r commands, and for the degree of proficiency which they
manifest Post ( 'ommanders are held primarily responsibU', and it is expecte<l that they will exact from the
troops under their command the highest degree of pro,

ficiency attainable.

duty to inaugurate and

It is their

orticers in the gi-n<Tal
theoretical principles of the subject, and by fre(pieut
supervision of the jireliminary drills and exercises,
and of the target practice of the comi)anies, to assure
themselves that the captains and their assistants are
thoroughly conversant with all the details of the
course, tliat they conduct the instruction of their

conduct the instruction of their

was also universal.
With such accurate knowlc<ige of the judgment
and desires of the mass of the Army on these two men with energy and judgment, and where any deimportant |)oints.the duty of Captain lilunl was evi- viations are made from the prescribed methods of indent and the measures ))roposed were incorporated struction, that they are only those best adapted to
in the system prepared, whic'li after examination by secure the most favorable results.
Post Commanders are also rcipiired to exercise a
a Board of Ollicers finally received the approval of
the Secretary of War in February and in Marcli, direct supervision over all the jiractices of the comIns.'), was in (Jeneral Orders announced to the Army
pany as a body, and particularly over the company
At large posts, howev<T, where an
as the authori/ed guide in all matters pertaining to skirmish tiring.
the subject winch

covered.
the former systems, tlie moat
nuirked features of that thus introduced, was the
recognition it gave the Company Commander as the
appro|>riate Instructor of his men, the ilefinite rnli's
prescribed for conducting the various steps of instruction from the recruit stage through all the |)hases of
range firing n|) to that forthe grade of sharpshooter,
the incorporation of the most approved orders, the
simplification of the reports and records, the adoption of targets both for range and skirmish firing,
which would most promote the eiiucation of ll:e
soldier in the direction and for those purposes for
it

As comparcii with

otHcer forms part of the garrison, the
delegate to him this particular
duty and also the general supervision of the instrucadditional

Post

(

lielil

ommander may

tion in target practice.

Company Commanders so conduct the instruction
of their Non-commissioned Ofiicers. both in the general theoretical principles of rille and carbine firing,
and in the diirerent details of the course, particularIv in the iireliminary drills, that they may be enabled
to render intelligent assistance in the instruction of
the

companv.

The education

of the

men

in

rifle tiring is

placeil

under the immediate supervision of the Company
which the knowledge ac(piire<l would prove most Conunander. assisted by his Lieutenants and Nonellicacious in war, and especially Ihi' measures taken commissioned Ollicers. "it is directed that the difto ensure careful attention to the skirmish firing and ferent steps in the general system of progressive into further and increase the control of the ollicer struction ])rescribed in the authorized course b(t careover his men on the line of battle perfecting thereby fully followed, but the details of the various meththat most essential of all the features of musketry ods may be modifii'd by the Company Commander,
case
instruction, the fire iliscipliiu' of the company.
if the particular circunislances of any special
The provisions of the present system of '• Instruc- appear to render a change advisable.
tion in HiHtt and Carl)ine Firing for tlic Vnited States
The course of instruction permits of three main
The preliminary drills and exerci.ses.
Army" will be best understood by quoting from that divisions
:
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and the rifle directed at a large sheet of white
paper on the wall, and about feet from the floor,
the instructor directs a marker to so move a small
black disk as to bring its lower edge in the line of

Individual range practice. 3. RaDge or field
practice of tlie company as a body. To tlicse are
added instruction in tlie estimation of distances and
in the tlieoretical principles relating to rifle and carbine firing, and to its application in action.
After the soldier has been instructed in tlie nomenclature of the rifle, tlie precautions necessary for
its care and preservation, and, at least to some slight
extent, in the general principles governing the motion of projectiles, he is thoroughly exercised in the
preliminary drills. This branch of the course of instruction comprises sighting drills, position and aiming drills, and gallery practice.

wall,

2.

—A

-\*,^

Fig.

.'3

The disk, by a pin or tack, is tlien to be attached to the paper.
The Instructor then informs the men that he has
aimed at the lower edge of the disk, and whether
with a full, fine, or half sight, and calling them up
in succession, directs them to close the left eye and
with the right, looking through the rear sight at the
object, to notice the relative appearance of the black
disk and the points determining the line of sight.

sight.

.,.W^-'^

1

1.— Firing Standing— Body

For the sighting drills, when a more permanent
form of rest is not available, a tripod with a sandbag resting in the fork is employed this affords a
steady bed for the rifle. It is considered essential
tliat the interest of the soldier be obtained and held.
This it is prescribed can be best accomplished by
limiting the duration of each drill to not more than
30 minutes, and by dividing the company into
squads of or 8 men each, and as the men become
more proficient, by conducting in the different squads

Rest.

This instruction is given with each variety of sirfit
and with tlie rear sight adjusted for different distances up to at least 600 yards. The second exer-

;

is a modification of the first, when the men
themselves examine and determine without previous
information from the instructor, the nature of the
sight taken and the exact point of aim with reference to the lower edge of the disk. In the third
exercise, the lack of uniformity in aiming which the
soldier may possess is shown to him by means of a
different steps of the gradual instruction, requiring triangle of error, obtained by joining the three points
the men to pass in succession from squad to squad designated in succession by the soldier looking three

Fig.

3.

cise

— Firing Sitting

as their individual exercises are completed. The
squalls should be taught by the Non-commissioned
Officers, the Company OBlcers passing from squad to
sipiad and examining and verifying the details of the
instruction as it is imparted by their assistants.
The sighting drills are divided into four exercises.
In the fVrst, after the soldier has been shown the
points determining the line of sight, the varieties of
either full, fine or half sight that may he taken, and
the effect of each explained, he is taught how to
bring an object aimed at, and the line of sight, in
For this purpose the sandthe same straight line.
bag rest being about 20 or 30 feet from the barrack

Down.

times along the line of sight, as those at which the
steadily retained in the same position is directed. The instructor carefully explains to the soldier how the length and position of the sides of the
triangle, exhibits the irregularity in his manner of
aiming and by repetition of the exercise seeks toremore the cause of error. In the fourth exercise the
effect of inclining the rifle and therefore the plane
of the sights to either side is illustrated and exrifle,

I

•
plained
In the position and aiming drills which follow or
are conducted simultaneously with the sighting
drills, the soldier is first taught the correct position
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tlie second oxanil i-.vercisp(i iii taking it reiidily
»Tcise adds to the first accuriilt- diri'clion or aimiii!:
of the piece, and the retention of hreatliing and ihi'
third conil>ines with llie preceding tlie re(|uisite
steadiness of the rifie while iJuUing the trigger. These

smnll of the stork with

:

llic tinfrcrs

of

tlio

right liaud

back of tlie hand up. littU' finger in rear of tlic liamnier. and the riglit elliow resting finnly on the ground,
In this position, to insure greater steadiness and
to take U]) the force of iIh' recoil, the rific shoidd be
exercises lire conducted sliinding. kneeling, sitting, draw n strongly to the rear, bringing the gun-sling
and lying down, in each what is usually known as firmly against the left leg jusi above the knee: if the
a tactical position, or one which could be readily sling is not sulHcienlly lenglhened. room will not be
taken in ranks is first taught, and then the men drill- afforded for the fingers of the left hand on the butt;
ed in such varieties of these positions in which from if ma<le too long, the interposition of the trigger-guard
the peculiar conformation of their body or from con- will prevent the stock being firndy pressed agninst
ditions inherent !o the position itself, the instructor the shoulder, and the thumb of the left hand which
considers that they appear most at ease and most generally serves to assist the fingers incorrecting any
likely to be able to fire with the greatest accuracy, canting of the ritle, cannot be placed behind the butt
As a consequence many dilTerent positions are nee- plate without constraint.
Care should be exerted that the muscles of the legR
For all off-hand shooting the
<-essarily explained.
Manuaf attaches particular importance to the stand- arc relaxed, the left leg, or knee not being raised but
ing position termed the body rest, Kig.l- .\., which is extended at full length over the right. The muzzle
assumed bv the left elbow reslinir against tlie body can be depressed by withdrawing the right leg someand as far to the right as it can be placed with ease what from under the left: it can be elevated by passthe left hand grasping the rillo just in front of the ing the right leg furllier under the left and bv slraiuhtl

I

I

]

i

I

I

trigger guard, with the little finger restini: against
the bottom of tlie Ihumh-piece of the cam-latch. The
exact position of the left hand will, however, depend
In
greatly upon the length of the upi)er arm.
some cases the first, or the first and second finger of
the left hand, instead of grasping the piece, are extended forwaril under the barrel. >leu with verjshort arms and neck may find it ailvantageoiis, while
resting the left elbow against the body, to turn the
wrist so as to bring the thumb against the triggerguard, the fingers extending to the front under the
This position. Fig. 1 1$. while exerting
barrel.
a less strain upon the muscles than that first described yet brings the left arm more directly under
the rifle" Several varieties both of kneeling and sitting positions are taught, though at lliespsuliseiiuent
range practice the soldier is inrmitted at certain distances to either sit or kneel, as he prefers, to the exclusion of the other attitude. As however when sitting as illustrated in the accomi)anying drawing.
Fig. 2, greater steadiness is obtained tiian in any
kneeling position, the same has been almost universal
ly chosen for firing. For firing lying down, the prone
jiosition is first taught the soldier with reference to
wliicb it is staled that although it does not afford to
the person or rifiethe sameihgree of sleailiness that
is sriven by some of the back positions: it is, however, the only one that has yet been subjected to the
It possesses, in a greater detest of trial in action.
gree than other positions, the merit of adaptability
to changes in the configuration of the ground it enables the soldier to deliver fire over low breastworks
or improvised shelters and rests, an<l alTords him a
him
better view over Ihe ground which separali
from bis mark, and a very much greater arc f fire
without altering the position of the body, than can

eiiiiig

on

tlie triirger

furiher

should

Ing the butt behind the ear. the left arm across the
body with the thumb of the h'ft hand upon the trigger, and the fingers over the small of the stock.
In
this position the right arm, if the elbow is placed far
enough forward, exp<riences the recoil as a strain
of tension and firmly sustains it, and b\' moving the
ritle, when assuming the position, far enough to the
front there will be no danger of the left hand striking the chin when the piece is discharged. Upon the
importance of sighting and j)osition and aiming drills
great emphasis is laid. Ihe instructions maintaining
that when these exercises are carefullj' practised, the
soldier before firing a shot at a target will have learned to correctly aim his piece, to bold his rifie steadily, to pull the trigger properly, and to assume that
variety of position best adapted to the particular con-

;

!

'

formation of his body.

:

1

I

|

i
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Unless unusually stout, of small slalure, or with very
short arms, the position of Sergeant Tabler, 2"Jd Infantry, tisually known as the "Texas grip," and described. Fig- ;i, should be taken.
To do so pass the
left foot and lei' Ihrousrb the sling until the rifie rests
just above the left knee: cross the left leg over the
right at the knee and lie down on the back with both
hips, both shoulders. ;ind Ihe right leg Hal and firm
on the ground: draw the piece to the rear, the slock
below the guard-plate resting on the right shoulder
well out from the heail: place the left arm under tlie
head, back of the hand up, fingers grasping tho top
of the butt, thumbbehind the butt-plateni'arthe head:
rest the cheek against the side of the slock, and the
head on the back of the left hand and wrist and press
the stock firmly down on the shoulder: pass the
thumb of the right hand as far as possible through
the trigger-guard in front of the trigger, grasping the

|>iill

be given by gradually tightening the grasp of the
right hand and pressing steadily against the lower
part of the trigger with the ba.se "of ihe thumb. The
well known Fulton position is explained, and also a
modification of it obtained by placing the legs as
shown in Fig. 4, the body being brouglit well upon
the right hip, the right elbow resting upon the ground,
the right forearm turned to the rear, the hand srasp.

—

be obtained from any back position.
For target firing, lying down, the best results can
generally be obtained by assuming one of the back
positions. The particular one that should be adopted
by the soldierdepends greatly upon hisconformalion.

the neck, thereby pressing the slock

down on the shoulder. The

|

|

:

;

|

Knowledge which cannot be

successfully ac<iuired upon the target ground alone.
After the soldier has been thorouglily instructed
insighting and in position and aiiiiingdrills, he is
exerci.sed in firing at a short range with reduced
charges.
As the object of the practice is simply to
continue in a different manner the in^lniclion of the
preceding exercises, the firing is held both standing,
kneeling, sitting, and lying down: ;ind in order that
the soldier may have exi)eriencc in the appearance
of the sight in its different positions, and practice in
the consequent changes in the position of his head,
when aiming, use is made of the rear sight adjusted
for Ihe different ranges, up to (500 yanls.
""
The
cartri<lge used consists of a round ball weighing about 140 grains and from 4 to (i grains of powder, depending upon its quality :ind upon the length
of the gallery, the amount being so regulated that
with the siglit at 100 yards, (he bulls eye will be hit
by the shot.
No effort is made to employ a target whose dimensions bear any particular proporlion to tho.se of the
range targets, but the size of the bull'scyeand of the
different divisions is determined by the length of Ihe
gallery range.
For ranges of about HO feel. .the target is 7 inches high and
inches wide, with a circular bull's-eye 1 inch in diameter and two other circular divisions 3 inches and .5 inches in diameter respectively.
If the gallery is 75 feet long these dimensionsare increased one-llalf.
When the gallerj- is 100
feet long, they are doubled.
When instruction is given with sight adjustments
corresponding to longer ranges an aiming bull's eye

"
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employed which is placed at such distance below
the bull's-eye of the target that with accurate aim
the latter should always be struck. The material for
gallery practice, and the tools required for preparing
the cartridge are supplied each company, the necessAs
ary labor being done by the troops themselves.
the allowance is exceedingl_v liberal, permitting about 300 shots per man. gallery practice occupies a
very prominent place in the education of the soldier,
to pointing and air.iing drills the attention of the men
soon languishes, while a gallerj' practice arouses and
awakens the spirit of
it also
retains their interest
emulation in the soldier, without which any considThe
erable degree of progress cannnot be made.
"Instructions" remark that to the instructor it
affords the best opportunity for correctiu'; the positions and errors of the men; and if carefully conducis

\

:

tances on ground rolling or broken, and of a greater
length than 100 yards, until each becomes conversant with the usual number of steps taken by him
in traversing ground of varied configuration, tlius
acquiring knowledge that may at some time be of a
practical advantage, as well as fitting them to perform with accuracy and facility the different duties
of a marker in the more advanced exercises of estimating distance by sight. For these latter drills, of
which the first stage is limited at 300 yards, it is
mdispensible that the soldier should have ac(juired
the habit of applying to the interval separating him
from the object observed, some unit of measure
which he can easily carry in his mind: for this purpose, 100 yards, the shortest range at which target practice is held, and which in his range firing is
constantly before the soldier's eyes, is employed: iiis

i»*/.'

Fig.

3,

Firing Lying

i-".

'"-

Down—" Texas Grip.

who

afterward practices on the range attention is therefore frequently called to it, and as
with full charges will, as soon as he becomes accust- for estimating short distances this luiit is too long
omed to the recoil, find it a simple matter to make for accurate use, he is cautioned to endeavor to dfscores wliich before seemed to him impossible.
vide it into equal parts as halves or quarters. In
Matches in gallerj- firing between the men, partic- the preliminary instruction, markers are located at
ularly the recruits, and between teams of the same 50 yard intervals along a straight line, and the men
or different companies, are to be promoted and en- posted at the origin "directed" to notice first the apcouraged. While increasing the interest of the men pearance of the nearest marker, and of those partsin their practice, they at the same time afford exper- of his dress or accouterments that can be distinctly
ience in the conditions of competitive firing.
seen, and then to compare him with each of the
The amount of estimating distance practice that others in succession. They are also directed to obthe soldier receives is left mainly in the hands of the serve the divisions of the ground between them, and
Company Commander. When very thoroughly con- the marker at 300 yards into .50 yard inertvals as is
ducted, it commences first with drills in whicli the indicated by the positions of the different markers,
men are taught the relation that exists between their and to compare the apparent length of these succes-

ted the soldier

Fig. 4.

Firing Lying

usual step and a distance of 100 yards, tliey thus
become enabled by coimting the steps required to
traverse any d. stance, to determine its extent witli
The
a considerable accurac.v and great readiness.
instructions is most usually imparted by marking
successive distances of 100 yards along the road
taken by the company in passing from tlieir barracks
to the target ground, then when a squad reaches the
first stake, they break ranks and pass one man at a
time along the measured di.slances, halting and recording at each stake, the number of steps each has
just t.akcn.
When a uniform habit is acquired and
learned by the men, they are exercised in pacing dis-

Down.

sive intervals: these exercises are conducted in varisous conditions of the atmosphere, with different
back-grounds and over different varieties of ground.
The men are then exen-ised in forming estimates of
unknown distances, advantage being taken for this
purpose of the ability the men should previously
liave acquired, of accurately measuring a distance by
pacing, to send markers out in several directions witli
the
instructions to take a certain number of steps:
instructor will then know the distance of each— or
they mav be directed to lake position in certain des.
ignated localities and after they .have served their
purpose as markers can, by prearranged signals com-

—
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that range he makes the scores reipiired for a Second
Classman. The soldier who has followed this course
will now have completed his qnalificatiou for the
Second Class he then resumes practice at 200 j-ards
and is successively advanced to KOO anil ."iOO yards,
j'^of the true length. The exercises of the as he makes at each range the scores reipiired for the

niuuiciitc tlicir distance to tlic squad. In cither case
tlic (ifflccr Clin listen to the estimates of the men and
tlun inform them of their errors. It is desired that
all should lie able to judge the distance to within i'„,
and e.\|M'Ctcd that the expert will be able to reduce
this error to

the greatest proficiency are advanc
of (iOO. and finally to 1000 yards, the same
metlKxis as those already indicated being followed.
\Vhen the majority of tlie men have become proficient in these exercises the company is dividect into
two squads, and starting from a common point,
march (preceded by several men to measure the
distance by i)acingj in ojiposite directions, hallin'.;

men who exhibit
ed Ihelimit

;

He continues pra<-li<-e at .^(H) yards until
he completes the (lualification for the latli'r Class.
Practice is then resumed at 200 yards. and the soldier
First Class.

successively advanced to 300, .'iOO, and <iOO yards, as
he makes at each range the scores recpiired for <nialification as a marksman: practice is continued at the
latter range until the (lualificalion as a marksman is
ciiniplctcd. AVIienever a soldier completes his (jualioccasionally and estimating the distance scparaling ficatinn at ."lOO yards for either the Scc-oiid or First
"each halt, each squad signals to the other classes, and as just prescribe<l would, to ini|)rove his
them.
the distance they have traversed from the origin, record, resume practice at 2(K) and 300 yards, the
which is imparted by the markers only to the in- scores previously made at these ranges are first confor some or all of the scores r((|uired for
structors, the true distance they are apart is then sidered
told the men after they have estimated. This method (lualification for the higher classes may already have
of squads instead of single men for the object, may been made at one or more of the shorter ranges. If
be continued mainlv for the benefit of the offlcers up all the scores re(iuired to ciualify the soldier for the
class immediately above the one he has just reached
to inOO or 2000 yarils.
Exercises in estimating distances !)< sound are also were, in his previous ])ractice. made at any range,
conducted. Squads of men of varied strength firing firing is omitted at that particular range when resuming jjractice for the higher class. In a similar manvolleys both in the open and behind partial cover.
The firing exercises are divided into the individual ner, if some but not all of such scores were made durrange firing at known distances, and the individual ing that same season in previous firing, the soldier
and company skirmish firing at undetermined dis- when practicing for the higher class is advanced a
tances. The individual range firing is of two classes, range as soon as he makes scores which, considered
the regular practice, upon which the classification in (onnection with his previous record, would qualdepends and during which all possible precautions ify him for the higher class.
This course of progressive instruction is not neare always taken to insure fairness and a<curacy of
record, and the additional practice, which in general cessarily pursued by the sharp-shooter of a precedterms is any firing in which the conditions are such ing year, nor is it made incumbent upon the Comthat the scores made cannot be considered in the manders, but rather laid down as a guide, which it
The latter is generally resorted to by is recommended that he follow in the company iuclassification.
men endeavoring to perfect themselves for competi- structitm, while recognizing that as the weather on
tive firing, and who either desire to practice at times the day assigned for target practice may be much
when the required supervision cannot be given or better adapted for firing at a range other than that
who wish to fire cartriilges in excess of the number which, in accordance with the foregoing plan, would
allowed for a single range on a single day. The have been selected for the practice of the majority
regular practice which may be formerly partici- of the company, as a soldier may repeatedly fail in
pated in at some designated hour by the entire com- his effort at some particular range to qualify for a
pany or conducted by smaller squads at other times, higher class, and as continued practice without any
advancement or change of conditions might result in
is held three times a week during the practice season,
and alwfjys in the presence and under the supervis- his discouragement rather than improvement, and
All compiiny officers and enlisted also, for the contrary reason, as the recpiired scores
ion of an"offleer.
men are required to attend unless prevented by at some ranges might be made un<ler peculiarly favorable ccmditions of weather, and before the soldier
guard duty, sickness, or confinement under guard.
The coiiipany after arriving at the target ground was sufficiently instructed to derive from practice at
break ranks and are permitted to rest at ease until a longer range its full benefit, the instructor, while
For the firing the endeavoring to follow closely the indicated method
tlieir turn for practice arrives.
tnen are divided into pairs and fire alteniately until of advancement, should, in the exercise of a careful
each completes a score of five shots; either or both discretion, vary it as far as the exigencies of any
of the pair may, if the instructor deems it advisable. si)ecial case ai)pear to render a dilfereut method
fire additional scores of five shots each, but not m<ire more advisable.
Besides the rules laiil down for the guidance of the
than eight scores or forty shots are permitted. This
The pair to instructor, and the other regulations that it is prelimit in practice is seldom reached.
succeed those firing are alwaj's designated in suffl- scribed he shall follow, a large number of pages of
The Instructor al- " Hifie and Carbine Firing" are devoted to practical
cient time to prcvenl any delay.
ways carefully observes the men firing and after suggestions and advice to the individual sodier, reeach shot corrects such faidts as may have been com- lating in detail to his practice at the dilTerent ranges,
to the elTect of variations in the cartridge, in the
mitted.
In advancing the soldier from range to range as gun, and in the wind, light and other conditions of
his proficiency increases, advantage is taken of the the atmosphere upon the fiight of the bullet, and to
spirit of emulation and the man's desire to obtain a the measures he should take to forseeand overcome
hich class in marksmanship, to promote him from the difficulties they impose. I5y careful study the
one distance to another as soon as he makes at the soilier is thus enabled to ac(juire a mastery of all the
former range the score necessary for qualification in details of target firing, which will fit him to enter
Thus except for the poorer with favorable prospects into competitive firings or
the successive classes.
shots or previously uneducated men. the firing each what is of much greater importance will make him
season is commenced at 200 yards, and the soldier such an expert shot, that whenever the distance of
advanced from 200 to 300 yards, when he makes at an enemy can be determined with accuracy on the
the former range the scores required to qualify him battle field will add greatly t* the effect of his indifor the Second Class. When the soldier makes at 800 vidual fire.
Following the range practice comes the individual
yards the scores required at that range to qualify him
for the Second Class, he is, unless the Instructor con- skirmish exercises; these take place in the latter half
siders some practice at 400 yards advisable, advanced of the practice season, and includes firing at varied
to 500 yards and eontinuesto practice there until at and undetermined distances, comprised between the

M
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are judged by the collective score of the entire company rather than by the record of its individuals,
The Post
which in fact does not become known.
Commander is required to exercise a personal supervision over the company skirmish firing, examining
the targets, inspecting the list of men engaged, ana
observinn; that none of the different companies obtain
any unauthorized advantages, or fail to avail themselves of all proper opportunities.
As except at large posts, the entire garrison can
be exercised at this drill in from one to two hours,
no company is permitted to make more than one ad-

The squads of from
limits of 200 and 600 yards.
eight to sixteen men are formed about 600 yards (for
Cavalry armed with the carbine at about 500 yards)
from a line of figure targets, representing men in the
act of firing standing, and at appropriate commands
for maneuvering skirmisliers tliey are advanced, at
quicli time, until a point a little more than 200 yards
from the targets is reached, when thej- are withat double time, to their first position. During
the advance 5 halts are made, and one shot fired at
each halt. The same rule governs during the retreat.
Tlie individual skirmish is practice held at least
For the first firing the target,
three diiferent times.
Fig. 7, figures of skirmisliers standing (Target D)
for tlie second firing of skirmishers kneeling (Target
E); and for the tliird flrins of skirmishers lying down
(Target F). Tlie tarsets for each practice are arranged in line witli a distance of .5 j'ards between cen-

drawn

;

ters, and tliat tlie accuracy of fire of each soldier may
be known, a target is assigned to each man, Num-

bers arc placed against the butt, above each figure,
that each soldier may be able to distinguish his prohit in an}' portion of tlie targets,
per target.
whether from direct or ricochet firing, is counted
Either of those practices are repeated
and scored 1
as often as the Company C'ommander may deem adThese individual skirmisli practices are
visable.
continued until the errors most generally committed
by each man become known and are eradicated; the>
are then followed by the company skirmish firing in
which the skirmish line is formed as it would be in
battle, except that the recruits of the year, unless
they have advanced rapidly in their range work, do
not participate. The target described further on, is
so arranged as to represent a hostile line, equal in
strength to that engajed, and the firing is conducted
in a manner similar to that for tlie individual skirmish except that at each halt two shots. instea<l of a
single shot are tired, and the results of the practice

'.

sufficient time is
thus afforded for all the others, and tlie practice can
then be held under similar conditions of weather,by
ever\' comjianv.
,
,
in the
Tliis practice having been only introduced
not
he carcould
(1885)
vear
tliis
United States Army
ried out at all posts with all the completeness that its
great merits deserved. In verj- many cases no ground

vance and retreat on anv one day

;

.

.

,

available for the firing, and the novelty of the
practice and the lack of information concerning its
advantages and necessities, placed obstacles that could
not lie overcome in the way of such efforts as were
made to temporarily send companies to more favorable localities for the firing.
Probably in future seasons such measures as are
common in foreign Services will be obtained in ours
and companies marclied for several days when necessary, bivouacking at nislit.and thus entailing no additional exi>euse,from their permanent garrison to such
grounds in the vicinity as may be suitable, or even to

was

A

.

an adjacent post where the desired

'

facilities

can be

desired end
can be reached, the men will then not onlj- be exercised in the most practicable and valuable portion of
their musketry instruction, but incidentally afforded
a practice and experience that can be obtained in no
other or better manner.

more

easily obtained. If

tliis

much to be
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iinporlanci' of the

company

skir-

been alluded to. when describing the
somewhat similar exercises used in forelra armies,
where especial emphasis is laid upon it, and the range
tiring generally considered as holdini; to it only the
same relation that the preliminary ilrills do to the
niisli firing lias

soldier's individual

known

distance target practice.

This follows particularly from the marked practical
feature that it possesses in the nature of the objective
and the undetermine<l distance, also greatly from the
opportunity that it affords the officer to acijuire the
ability to control his men, under the excitement incident to firing and to promote thereby the file discipline of the company.
There can be no doubt but
that when it is carefullj' followed the accuracy of
fire of the men upon tlie battle-field will be greatly
promoted, and their efficiency much in advance of
other troops who have not received the instruction.
In the targets both for their range and skirmish
firing, the influence of the practical ideas of the Ger-

mans and Austrians, and of the desire now zradiially
permeating our army to educate the men for war rather than for target firing, is plainlj- noticed. For the
range firing, three different targets are used, termed
targets A, B, and t'.
.Vt target A, the firing is held
at 100 and 200 yards. frf>m a standing position and at
300 yards in a kneeling or sitting position. For 500
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dicularly to. as well as in the direction of the line of
fire, are supplied, and the firing thereby greatly expedited.
In laying out ranges, the local topograpliical features
of course have a predominating innuencc, a general
olan. Fig. (i. is however prescribed as a guidi- to
which all ranges conform as nci'.rly as possible. This
contemplates u continuous trench ormarker's shelter
in which the targets arc ]>la<ed at intervals of about
15 yards: this then permits any set of markers to be
relieved without causing a cessation of firing on that
or adjacent targets, and is further of great advantage
wheneverthe range may be desired forexclusivecom.
petitive practice.
About 20 yards in rear of the targets a traverse of earth at least 20 feet high is thrown
up, disposed in steps to prevent extensive cutting by
the bullets. To indicate the respective firing points
for the several targets, stakes are placed at each 1(X)
yards and on lines perpendicular to the targets; these
ore marked with the number of the target and the
distance. On the flanks of the range.polesare placed
from which streamers are flown to indicate the direction and approximately the strength of the wind.
For convenient storage of the marker's implements
a shed or small building is erected in the target pit
and on extensive ranges, where Department competitions are held, a second and larger buildiug is placed
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is

also

done by a Sergeant or a Corporal of some

tliau the

eompany

firing.

otlier

In cases of posts garrisoned

by a single company, where tliis i)lan consequently
cannot be pursued, a new paper target is used for
each practice, and the number of hits in each division
counted upon the conclusion of llie firing, and compared witli the record at the firing point. The scores
at tlie firing point are recorded in ink, in a book in
wldcli two pages are assigned to each soldier. This
record gives the value for each shot fired, with the
total score at each of the ranges considered in the
summaries by which the cla.ss in
wliich the soldier is at any time, can be determined
and the results of his individual skirat a glance
mish firing. The record of tlie companj' in company
skirmish firing and in volley and file practice is also
entered. That the soldier may be the better able to
profit by past failures or successes, he is provided
with a private book in which he records not only the
value, but by appropriate diagrams. Fig. 10, the exact location of each liit. Tliis, togetlier witli his observations upon the atmospheric conditions, and the
record of such changes as he may have made in his
sight adjustment during the'firing, form a liistory of
the practice available for subsequent study. As has
been previously indicated, the classification of the
men is not postponed to the close of the season, but
classification, also

;

^

and worn on

coat collar, and for the third
is worn on the left breast.
Classification as a marksman in future j-ears brings
no further recognition. The sharp-shooter wlien first
qualifying receives a pin of silver with a cross pendant, to whicji for every third year in which lie attains that class a clasp or bar is added.
Upon these
classifications depends what is termed the individual
figure of merit of the company, wliich is determined
at any period by multiplying the number of sharpshooters in the company by 200, the numbei- of the
marksmen, 1st, 2n(l, and 3rd, Class men by 100, 60,
30 and 10 respectively, giving to those who have
been present, but not practiced a multiplier zero, and
then dividing the sum of these products by the total
number in all the classes. Where practice has been
conducted in exact conformity with the requirements
of the prescribed system, this figure of merit will indicate the degree of accuracy in luiown distance firing, or in other words in target practice that any
body of men have in their best efforts succeeded in
accomplishing. It might also be considered as affording, when a comparison is dravni between any
two companies, grounds for a judgment as to the
probable relative effect of their fire. When on the
defensive, against objects whose distance they were
enabled to obtain with considerable accuracy. What
ed,

year a pin of

tlie

silver,

which

=J

Fig

once made as soon as

begun, and is con- is termed the skirmish figure of merit is given by the
tinually corrected as a soldier improves his record: percentage of possible score in the best skirmish firtliis affords room for a soldier's ambition, and con- ing of the company as a body
it directly expresses
tinually adds to his desire to excel, the stimulus af- the most effective results obtamed in this class
of
forded by competition. After first firing, all are in the firing, where celerity of movement, promptness and
for
Third Class;
advancement to the Second Class four accuracy in the estimate of the distance, in lie selecscores (not necessarily consecutive) must have been tion of the particular objective, and in the accurate
made at each of the ranges, 200, 300 and 500 yards, delivery of five and a ijcrfection of discipline under
which aggregate 50 for those firing with the rifle,and circumstances as nearly similar to those existing on
50, 48 and 45 respectively for those firing witli the a skirmish line as can be found in peace, all exercise
carbine. When the totals for these selected scores at a predominating and deciding influence. The final
these ranges are brought up to 65 with the rifle, or judgment of the proficiency of the company is civen
to 65, 60 and 55 respectively with the carbine, the by the means of tliese two "partial results and is termsoldier is rated in the First Class. When the totals at ed the general figure of merit, it then may be considtlie same ranges are still further increased to 80. and ered as expressing not only tlie
general "proficiency
the same total made at 600 yards (80. 75, 70 and 65 of the company, but as further indicating for any two
respectively, for tiie carbine,) tlie soldier is called a regiments, or any two companies, the probable relamarksman. For tlie highest, the Sharpshooters' Class, tive effect of their fire under all the conditions incitotals of 90 must have'bcen made at 200, 300 and 500 dent to botli a defensive and an offensive
action, and
yards, of 85 at 600 and 800 yards, and of 80 at 1,000 consequently affords a good relative measure of their
yards.
probable efficiency on the battle-field.
To the marksman for the first and second years of
During the season reports are forwarded montldy
reaching that grade, small nickel buttons are" award- from each company, to the Inspector of lUtle Pracis at

firing is

:

I
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ticc

from the

^jeneral .service detachments or from the
•reneral stall of the army.
The officers and men thus selected assemble at some

tlicy are stationed
merit for iiidividiiiil
tiriiiir, and towards tlie close of the
season for the
skirmish lirintj also, witli the names of tlie olHcers
and men wlio have had but little practice and the
reasons for such omissions. This is alscf accompanied liy a report of the (laidifyini; scores of suili sliarpKhoot<rs and marksmen as have readied those i;rades
dnrinir the month: certili( iites and the prizes before
mentioned are then issued for these men by tlie I)eliarlment Inspector.
At the close of the year the
company makes a report of liie totals of the best four
jtcores of each man at the ramies at whidi he received instruction. of their classification and of the individual, the skirmish and the jjeneral tisture of merit
as it tlien appeared.
From these reports a consolidated reiriniental report, uivinc summaries of these
results for the reiciment. and a similar consolidated
report for the Department are jirepared.
The latter
reports are forwarded to the Ileadipiarters of the
army, when the results for the year for the entire
ill

till'

I)i'|i!irlmi'iit in wliicli

these reports show the

:

tii;ure of

convenient post early in Auirust of each year, and after such an amount and kind of ])reliniinary ])racliee
(not exceediiij three days in duration) as the Depart-

ment Commiinder may

Fig.

;

A

;

B

8— Company

G.

Skirmisli Firing.

by the regulations for competitive firing
being permitted.
That iiait of the competition embracing the skirmish firing also extends over two days, not necessar-

respect ive departments, regiments
anil coiii|ianies is published in orders.
Supplementary to the regular courseof instruction
and aiided to further increase the interest of tlie men,
are the several contests between selected shots which
are held annually. For the first of the.se firings, tlie
Commanding Officers of each regimental Non-commissioned StafT or band, and hose of eachtrooi>. tiattery, or company, select from among all the enlisted

auiliorizfd

ily con.secutive,

one advance and

retreat, as

skir-

mishers, being made each day by each competitor.
For the skirmish firing, a target composed of the
three skirmish figures arranged as shown on either
flank of the company skirmish target, Fig. 8, is em-

I

TARGET
9— Volley

compete for places

classes of tiring.
That part of the competition takini; place at known
distances extends over two days (not necessarily consecutive), ten shots beini; fired each day by each
competitor at each of the ranges 2(10, :!00, .'jfK), and
(iOn yards. The firing at 200 yards bein;; from a standing position
at 800 yards either kni'cling or sitting.
in both cases at target
and at 500 and tiOO yards
at target
lying down; any variety of these positions

its

Fig.

prescribe,

on the Department team of twelve.
In this competilion the tirinir is at fixed targets at
known distances, and also as skirmishers at undetermined distances, and the composition of the team
determined by the aggregate of the scores for both

TARGET
army and for

TAKOET PRACTICE.
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H.

aiul File Firing.

of their commands the most suitable marksman,
reirard beini: paid not onlv to the excellenc.- of
shooling. but to the steadiness and liood soldierly
habits and conduct, and report the name of the man

jiloyed

men

The

due

and each competitor allowed forty cartridges,
iiKliyiis conducted as prescribed for the

firing

company skirmish firing except that tlie
halts are fixed at fifteen seconds eacli and the com(instead of
thus chosen to tlie Post Commander, who sends hinipetitor allowed to fire at his discretion
period, hits also
to the place of competition on the date that may be only one or two shots) during that
are scored five points when iii the lying figure, lour
fixed bv the Department Commander.
figure,
EachPost Commander reports to Department head- in the kneeling and three in the standing
The twelve 'competitors who make for this four
quarters the names of any commissioned officers
highest aggregate scores con((lualified marksmen) in his command who may de- days' competition the
two competisiretoenter the competilion and whom he can rccom- stitute the department team, and the
mend for that purpose; further stating, whenever tors making the ne.xt highest total scores are adUed
more than one oflScer is recommended, the compara- as alternates.
..
To the competitors winning the first place on he
live proficien^y, as rifle shots, of those reported.
dual or the

,

|

,

I

1

.,.=

,,

I

From these reports or from such additi(mal reports
of scores actually made, as the Department Commander may require, the Department Commander
selects two officers as competitors from each re-imeiit in his command, and in addition such officers
from the difTerent staff corps as he deems proper.
The Department Commander may also select as
competitors enlisted

men, not exceeding

five in all,

:

i

I

department team a suitably inscribed gold medal is
awarded, and to the competitor, whether a meniher
of the team department or not, who makes the Desl
aL'gregate score for the two days competitive skirmish firing, a suitably inscnlied silver medal. 1 liese
medals, and such others as may be won in aivision

or army competitions, become the property ol llie
wmners, and may be worn on all dress occasion.s.

TARGET PRACTICE.

TARGET PRACTICE.
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In assembling the competitors, no ordinary exitlie service, field, or other duty will be alinterfere with the representation of every
company having a qualified marksman, and Post Commanders will forward to the place of competition the
descriptive lists of enlisted men, and the qualifying
scores with their dates, of all marksmen selected for
the competition.
The Division Commander assembles the Department teams at some convenient post in his Division,
to compete, in the latter part of August or early in
September, for the honor of places upon the Division
team of twelve. This competition, both as regards
the duration of the preliminary practice and the
competitive firing at known distances and as skirmishers, and the determination of the successful
competitors, will be conducted in the manner prescribed for the competitive examination the firing
being individunl by the collective members of all the
teams, and not a contest of the teams as units

determine their relative order of merit in the team,
and for the following prizes: First prize, a gold medal, suitably inscribed; to the next two members of
the team suitably inscribed gold medals, and to the
next three members of the team, each a silver medal.
In addition to the above prizes, a suitably inscribed
gold medal will be awarded to the member of tlie
team who makes the best aggregate score for the two
days of skirmish firing whicli f(jrm part of tlie Army
competition. Only marksmen qualifying as such during tlie current target year will be eligible for selecWhenever a
tion for the foregoing competitions.
marksmen has been three times a member of a Department team and has won any three of the author,
ized medals, he isannounced in orders from the headquarters of the Army as belonging to a distinguished class, no longer eligible, to enter the Department
competition. '^Distinguished marksmen" who have
not previously been on the Army team may, however,
be selected once, but not a second time, as members

I

gency of
lowed to

;

I

;

SOLDIER'S TARGET RECORD.
SHORT RANQE PRACTICE.
Date,
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Fig. 10.

against each other.
The alternates of the different of that team. Expressions on the part of the comteams will not fire in the Division competition unless petitors of approbation or disappointment with refrequired to replace members of their team who may erence to any scores made by themselves or otliers,
be prevented \>y other duty or by sickness from com- must not be uttered loud enough to be heard at the
peting.
Protests and objections must not be
firing points.
To the members of the Division team thus select- directly submitted to the OHicer in Charge, but to
ed the following prizes will be awarded First prize, one of the Range Officers. In case acompetitorcona gold medal suitably in.scribed to the next tliree, siders the decision of the latter unwarranted by the
suitably in.scribed gold medals and to the remain- facts as presented, he may appeal to thc> Ollicer in
ing eight winning competitors, each an appropriate Charge. Final appeals from decisions of the Officer
silver medal.
in Charge must be made in writing and forwarded
Kvery alternate year, twelve of the best shots in the through that officer to the authority ordering the
entire Army will be selected in the maimer tliat may competition.
These regulations and such special
be designated in orders, and assembled at some con- rules or directions as the Officer in Charge may give,
venient time and post. Tlie marksmen thus chosen must be rigidly complied with by competitors and
constitute the Army team, and will compete (after allother persons upon the range grounds at all times
three days' preliminary practice) in the manner pre- and under all circumstances See Mark^nanship and
scribed for Department and Division competitions to Rifle Practice.
[

:

;

;

.

;
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TARIEBJE. A machine of war similar to the bal(which it preceded), exceptinc that the
head was pointed. It made the first (ipeuing in the
wall, which was increased by the b<ti,r.
TAEPAUUN.— A large sheet (if tin- coarsest kind
of linen or hempen cloth, saturated with tar to render it waterproof. It is used fur coverini; loaded wagons, the hatchways of ships, and similar things, as

The

tcriiisi-ram

a leinporarv protection

from wet.

TARRED" LINKS.

I

Tarred links are made of old
over with a composition to give light.

rope, cciv<reii
Tile materials employed are eld «li:iir.iiiiiti'li or ri'pe
mrtritlge-throid : and eiuh af nipe. One link requires
A pound of iwc, and 1 to \\ jxiunds of romjtomtinn.
To make the links, the old rope is well beaten with
mallets; the short ends are tied together with cartridge-thread. The links are formed by coiling the
soft rope around the hand, in coils of 8 inches interrior ami (i inihes exterior diameti-r, loosely lied with
thread.
The links are covered with composition, as
described for fascines. Tarred links burn one liour
in calm weather, half an hour in a high wind, and
are not extingidshed in the rain. Two of them are
put in a rampart-grate on a bed of shavings. The
grates are placed about 250 feet apart. See h'irimrrkji.
TARTAN.— A pattern cloth of different colors.printed side by side and crossways, forming the well
known checkered pattern. The lartan pattern admits of great variety of modifications, each clan in
Scotlanil having its own pattern. The Highland regiments have each distinctive tartans.
TARTARE8.— word used in the French Army to
distinguish officers' servants and batmen from'the
soldiers who serve in the ranks.
Tdrtare likewise
means a groom.
TA8A.— In theERFt Indies, a kind of drum, formed
of a hemisphere of copper, hollowed out and covered
with goat-skin. It is hung before from the shoulders,
an<l beat with two rattans.
TASKING.— Experience has shown that, in ordinary soils, a man with a pick can furnish employment
to two men with shovels: that, not to be in each
other's way, the men slmuld befrom four-and-a-half
to six feet apart; and, finally, that a shovelful of
earth can be jiitched by a man twelve feet in a horizontal direction, or six feet in a vertical direction.
To distribute the workmen, the counterscarp crest
is divided off into lengths of twelve feet, and the interior crest into lengtiis of nine feet.
These points
might be nuirked out by jiickets n\imbered one, two,
three, etc.
In each area, thus marked out a working party is arranged consisting of a pick with two
shovels placed near the counterscarp, two shovels
near the scarp, and one man to spread, and one to
ram the earth, for two working parlies. The time
reijuired to throw up a work will depend on the nature of the soil and the expertness of the laborers.
From troops accu.stomed to the use of ditching tools,
six cubic yards may be considered a fair day's work
in ordinary soils, when the earth is not thrown higher than six feel; but when a relay is placed on an
offset in the ditch, from four to five cubic yards may
be taken as the result of a day's work for each man.
Expert workmen will throw up from eight to ten
cubic yards at task work. Assuming the profile of
the parapet to be nornuil, the lime for throwing up
the work may l)e roughly calculated, as follows:
The area of the section of the ])arapet is about one
Inmdred and eighteen square feet.
The area laid
off for a working party has a length of six feet.
It
may be roughly estimated that the working parly
assigned lo one of these areas is required to make an

A

embankment containing seven hundred and eiirht
cubic feet, or about twenty-six cubii- yards. An excavation which measures twenty-lhree cubic yards
will give earth enough to make a para])et containing
twenty-six cubic yards. Calling the amount of excavation to be twenty-four cubic yards, and suppos.
ing each party to take out only four cubic yards per
day, it will require six days to construct the parapet.

I

;

1

I

'

I

'

parapet, of the dimensions given, can be constructed by fatigue details, in one-third of this time,
or less, by increasing the number of men in each
working parly, dividing the ]>arty into reliefs, and
working continuously until the parapet is finished.
AVhcn the embankment has reached the height of
the ban()uette tread, additional working parties are
organised, fur the purpose of constructing the revetmenis, which are reiiuire<l to support and protect
the interior slope.
When no engineer soUliers can
be spared to oversee the work, subslilutes must be
obtained.
There will be fuund. in all of the infantry regiments of the I'nited Slates service. Non-commissi(med Ollicers who have ha<l experienie in the
labors of ex<avating and embanking. These can be
detailed to act as engineer soldiers and can tit themselves in a very .short time to discharge the duties
assigned to them. The method of posting the men
is a mailer of detail, accpiired from practice; the oidy
condition imjxised is that there shall be noemirding.
Only a liiuiled number of men can work at the same
time, and rajiidily of execution can only be obtained
by frequent reliefs. Hapidily of execution is facililated by good judgment, especially in the selectioo
of the men.
Good axemen should not be used to
<lig; and good diggers should not be used as axemen.
Proportioning the work according to the skill dis.
played by the men will materially shorten the time
required for its execution.
TABLET.
piece of armor formerly worn on the
thigh.
TASSE. Formerly a piece of armor for the thighs.
It was an appendage to the ancient corselet, consisting of skirls of iron that covered the thighs, fastened
to the cuirass with hociks.
TASSETTES.- A munded form of the tiiilles, composed of several distinct pieces.
TATTOO.— The beat of drum announcing the hour
at which die day closes in, when all day duties cease,
and night duties commence, and when soldiers must
be in quarters. The hour varied, until very late, according to the season of the year. Hut il is changed
now to 10 P.M. throughout the year. At foreign stations this hour is to be adhered to as far as is practicable, but it may be changed at the discretion of (Jeneral Officers Commanding, to suit the degree of latitude in which their resiiective commands are situated.
This rule does not apply to troops on active service
in the field, and the tattoo is to be sounded al such an
hour as may be ordered by the Commander of the
Forces. Also wrillen Tiiptim.
TATTOOING.— A custom very extensively prevalent
among savage nations, of marking the skin with figures of varisus kinds, by means of slight incisi</ns
or punctures and a coloring matter. The term is of
Polynesian origin, and is said lo be derived from a

—A
—

verb

<«, which signifies

lo strike.

Tattooing

is

almost

universal in the South Sea Islands, except where
Christianity and civilization have put an end lo it.
New Zealaiiders heads, exhibiting tattuuing, are
among the curiosities to be seen in museums and
at one time il was very common for the masters of
;

vessels visiting New Zealand lo purchase them and
bring them home, although llieri' is too much niison
to believe that the price jiaid for them slimulated
the feuds of the natives. The tattiioing of theNew
Zealaiiders and other South ,Sea Ishmders often covers
the whole fiice, ai.d sometimes also the chest, arms,
and other parts of the body with elaborate patlinis.
It is performed in youth, and marks the transition
to manhood, like the assumption of
The
the t/igii ririlh among the ancient Konians.
operation is acccunpanied with superstitious ceremonies, and is attended with considerable jiain,
which, of course, is to be endured with manly inAn instrument of bone, toolbed on the
difference.
edge, is employed, which is applied to Ihe skin. ;iiid
struck with a jiiece of woo<l, having first been dipped
in a thick mixture made by rubbing down charcoal
with a little water. The marks which result are

from boyhood

I

•

r
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p<Tmanent, and appear black on a brown skin althouL'li tliey are dark blue on tlie skin of a European.
Tattooing is, or has been, practiced in almost all
It seems to be one of the pracl)arls of the world.
tices prohibited to the Jews, in Lev. ,\ix, 'M, ' Ye
.shall not make any cuttings in your tlesli for the dead,
niir print any iiMfkn upjn y(ju,^' from which ma_v be
inferred its prevalence among the surrounding tribes
in the days of Moses, and its connection with their
superstitions.
The Bedouin Arabs, the Tunguses,
and other eastern tribes, and many tribes of American
;

Indians, practice it at the present day.
Among the
it is a favorite mode of female adornment.
It prevailed among the ancient Thracians, and was
distinctive of high rank.
The ancient Britons also
practiced it, and traces of it appear to have lingered
in England till after the Norman Conquest.
Perhaps
the practice of sailors to print anchors and other
marks on their arms, may be regarded as a relic of
it still subsisting.
TAU.- -In Heraldry, a cross of a form somewhat
resembling the Greek letter Tan.
St. Antiionj' is
generally represented with a cross of this description, embroidered on the left side of his garment.
TAXIABCHS.— In the Athenian Army, ten in number (ever}- tribe having the privilege of electing one^,
and commanded next under the StraUgem'. Their
Ijusiness was to marshal the armj', give orders for
their marches, and appoint what provisions each soldier should furnish himself with.
They had also
power to cashier any of the common soldiers, if convicted of a misdemeanor; but tlieir jurisdiction was
onlv over the Foot.

Bedouins,

TAYLOR GUN. -The Taylor machine-gun

has in
a horizontal range of parallel riHe
barrels, live in number, of 0".43 caliber, securely
united to each other and to a hollow breech, wliicli
contains the tiring mechanism, etc., and supports
the

gun proper

A

upon its top the cartridge hopper.
hand-crank,
at the right-hand side of the breech, operates a transverse shaft, common to the tiring mechanism, etc.,
of all the barrels.
Between the elevating screw and
the breech a device for spreading the lire is interposed. This device consists of a hollow, laterally
extended head, swiveled to the screw a slide, working in this head and attached by ball and sockets, to
the bottom of the breech a hand lever, extending
rearwardly llirough said slide from a fidcnnn on said
head and a pair of stop-jaws within said head adjusted to any desired distance apart by means of a
right and left screw-shaft operated li.v a hand wheel,
at its left-hand end.
fohling seat, upon the trail
of the carriage accommodates a man in convenient
posiliim to manipulate the spreading lever Ijy means
of his left hand, while with his right iie turns the
firing-crank.
A folding breech-sight, and a, rigid
fronl sight are attached respectively to the top of the
breech and to the top of the barrel frame in line with
the riglil-liand barrel.
Other appurtenances of the
gun recjuire no parlicidar descrijition. The features
of peculiarity in the gun, apart from details of mechanical workniansliip, are comprised in the parts
witliiii and upon llie breech.
The gun is designeil for center-primed ti.xed ammunition of a slanilard ritie range; and is designed and
adapted to be distributed indiscriminately to the infantry and machine-gun batteries. Each case or package contains twenty-tivi> cartridges in live rows of
five each, with their heads abutting iigainst ciU'h other
at a certidn (lisl;ince from the to|) of the lower part
of the case. The liall ends are kept at the proper distance apiirt, iind in proper position, by the means of
crossed strips of slraw-l)oard within the case, which
is of the s;ime material.
The gun is aihipted to be
made with any desired number of biirrels without
change <if jilan, and the parts belonging to the respective barrels m;iy be inlcrcluingeable, so as to be
substituted for each oilier or replaced from the manirfactory with ilie utmost facility. Other general advantages claimed for the gun are
(,1.) JBcouoiny,
;

:

:

A

;
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great certainty and rapidity in loading, owing to the
transfer of the anmiunition directly to the gun from
simple paper boxes, in which the same is packed for
transportation at the cartridge factory. (2.; Simplicity and compactness, with certainty in the tiring
and shell-ejecting mechanism. (3.j Effective support against recoil in line with the respective barrels
as afforded by the operating cams. (4.; Convenience
of access to the working parts of the gun without
dismantling the same. (.?.; Simi)li<ity and convenience of means for manipulating the gim in action.
Several improvements and m'odilications have been
proposed by the inventor of this gun the special features of the gun in its present shape are
(1.; The
combination of the breech-block, the series of barrels
arranged in a horizontal plane, the sliding hjcks or
plungers, and the cams or eccentrics carried l)y a shaft
transverse to the barrels, and actuating the locks or
plungers in succession. (2.) The cams constructed
with concentric front and rear portions to cause a
dwell of the plunger at each extremity of its stroke.
(3.) The breecli-frame constructed with removable
longitudinal bars. (4.) A feed-plate constructed with
Hanged grooves or guides adapted to receive and draw
the cartridges from the cases in which they are packed
and conveythem to a feed opening oropenings of suitable character. (').)A hopper or feeder constructed with
flanges or grooves for the reception of the cartridges
and divergent throats to conduct them to the breechchamber. (6.) Afeeder for machine-guns, consisting
of a series of parallel bars, with spaces for the automatic arranging or assembling of the cartridges with
their points in coiTesponding position preliminary to
their introduction into the breech or charge-chamber.
(7.) The blades or lingers for drawing cartridges l)y
their flanges from cases in which they are packed.
(8.) The combination of a series of cams carried by
a through shaft, and a series of followers bifurcated
to pass the said shaft when operated by the cams.
(9. J The caVns with their shoulders in combination
with the lock-carriers or yokes and their slioidders
acted on by the said cams. (10.) The sliding lockcarriers or yokes, each liaving a bifurcation to adapt
it to pass the shaft, and a vertical slot for the passage
of the operating cam.
(11.) The combination ot the
operating cams, the lock-carriers (or yokes) and the
sliding locks or plungers constructed, coimecled.and
operated as shown. (12.) The feeding hopper provided with the oscillating valves in combination with
the sliding locks or followers and their top-plates for
operating the said valves. (13.) The combination of
the tiring-pins and the removable cocking-slides.
(14.) The spring guiding-jaws in combination with
the tiring-chambers and extractors, and the ejectors
for knocking the shells out from between said jav.s.
(15,) The plate or blade projecting down within each
hopjier-throat to serve as a guide for the points of the
cartridges and adjustable bj- means of a set-screw to
suit cartridges of different lengths. (10. )The combination with the guide plates or lingers and thelixedback
plate of the extension gauge-plate to serve as a guide
See Ihilttrji-gnn.
in introducing the cartridges.
TEAK. The staple timber of India ;ind IJurnuili,
and the most usefid and durable timber known,
;

:

soon seasoning and easily worked.

The Malabar

superior to that of Burmah, in strength and
Good teak resembles coarse mahogany,
durability.
with reddish-brown streiiks. having very close and
teak

is

straight grains.
A cul)ic foot of unseasoned wood
weiglis 3.1 to liO lbs.
It
is extensively u.sed in the
Bombay tiun-carriage Agency.
TEAM. Two or more horses or animals of any
description harnessed together. Thus, in applying
the term in artillery draught, it means the horses
attached in double draught to batteries, according
to the cusiom of the service.
TEAMING. In the foundry, the operation of pouring the molten cast-steel from the crucible into the

—

2. The operation of transporting tartU
fortiticatiou cuttimrto the embaid<ineut.

ingot-mold.

from a

TEBET.
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TEBET.— A

kind of axe wliich the Turks carry at to all who are conversant in electric experiments,
that the electric power may be propagated along a
war.
TECHNICAL TROOPS. A imino riven to a body of small wire fence from one place to anotlier without
triHip> iMciiliar In (Iirniaiiy and Austria, consistini; being sensibly abated by the length of its progress;"
of men trainrd in tcclinical cnirinfiT duties, l>ut in- anil it goes on to describe an arrangement of wires
oorponitod with tlie many dilTircnt battalions of tlie corresponding in number to "the letters of the alGuards, Linc.aiid Ltintlirihr. Tlie do not seem, dur- phabet." to be rt.\ed in glass or jeweler's cement at
ing; the canipuipi of 1870-71, to liave been of mucli
intervals of 20 yards, and to convey from an electric
use, for, brouglit under tire in conjunction witli their machine or rubber, a current which would lift each
comrades, tlirv sutfered .severely (birini; tlie earlier letter, " marked on Ijils of jKiper, or other substance
actions, and afterwards the battalions to wliieh they that might be light enough" torise to the electrified
belonge.c''. were so weak that the technical lroo|)s ball which formed the terminal of each wire.
The
were retained for the ordinary duties of infantry sol- apparatus proposed is crude and clumsy, yet we can
diers.
Pioneers could easily be converted into an hardly fail to recognize, in the letter of "this Renfrew
equivalent force.
man, the full appreciation of what the electric teleTEEPE An Indian cabin or hut. Time aud space graph might become. From a period shortly anterare not considered by the Indians, and wherever they ior to the date of the letter in the Hentx .\f(igiitine,
pitch their teepes llicre is their home.
In the ar- down to 1H87. a large number of proposals, more or
ransrement of their villages, the teepe of tlie Chief is less ingenious are on record. The space at our complaced in the center and thoseof the warriors around mand will not permit us to describe all those invenit. accordins: to rank.
The entrances to the lodges tions, or to enter upon the nnich-ve.xed (piestion as
always face the rising sun. The number in a teepe to who is entitled to the name of inventor of the
varies from si.x to fifteen persons and half as many electric telegraph.
We must be content to furnish
dogs. Two fighting men for each teepe is a fair av- a description of the more important instruments in
erage. The leading events and achievements of their use, some statistics of the more recent history of
lives are recorded on their lodges by a rude system telegraphy generally, an<l a notice of the progress
of hieroi;lvphics.
In our description of inof submarine-telegraphy.
TEFTERDAB EFFENBI.— The Commissary Gen- struments, etc., we siiall assume the reader to be faeral as commonly called among the Turks.
miliar witli the chief facts of galvanism and electroTELEGRAPH.
general name for any means of magnetism. Telegraph instnunents may be da.ssed
conveying intelligence other than by voice or writing. under two heads, namely, those which record the
The idea of speed is al.so implied. Alarm-tires, the signals, and those which only give passing signals to
semaphore and the signals used at sea. are among the observer or listener. Among the former are sevthe earlier forms of telegrajih. It has been reserved eral varieties, namely, those giving a record in
for our own day to develop into jjraetical use the arbitrary signs (''. e.. in the dots and dashes of the
capabilities of electricity and magnetism as a means Morse alphabet): those which print in ordinary
oi riislflfit. communication altbough in earlier times, characters, such as the Hughes type-printing iufltrutlicir sii'lillc-liow iliirins

—

—A

;

Fig.I.

and lastlj', a class of instnunents giving a
facximilf of tiie message. The latter two classes are
not much used, and the nvmiber of Hughes instruments in use in this country has somewhat decreased,
The great bulk of the telegraphing of the world is
done either by the Morse printer, or by the non-recording instruments and to tliose we shall therefore
devote the major part of our description.
The leading principle in the Morse and other allied
instruments is, that by the depression of a key or
other method, an electric circuit is "closed" or completed, and a signal is transmitted along the wire to
the distant station, where, on its arrival, it reproJlethod of Conveying Intelligence." in which we duces the signal by the action of an electro-magnet
must recognize the first perception of the uses to or otherwise. Klectrically, the Morse apparatus, Fig
which telegraphy might be put. This interesting 1, consists of the transmitting-key, an(l the electrowhile mechanically, it conletter starts with" the remark that it "is well known magnet and armature
fhe
has
the
but

possibility of such a use of this natural

power ment

frequently suscested. The public use of
electric telegraph dates not earlier than 1840
the idea that magnetism could be applied for
distant communication is at least two centuries and
Galileo, in one of his dialogues on the
a half old.
rival astronomical systems, written in 18<)3, puts in
the mouth of one of his speakers, a reference to a
secret art, by which, through the sympathy of the
magnetic needle, it would be possible to converse
In
across a space of two or three thousand miles.
n.'JS, a letter appeared in the So'U Mnijutine. bearing
Expeditiotis
the initials CM., and beaded "An

:

lieen

:

;

—

—

;

i

'

:
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with circular wheel or disk, attached
and a clock-work arrangement by
which the paper tape to be printed upon is carried
forward under the disk. On the current being received from the station, it traverses the coils of the
electro-magnet, and the armature is drawn down by
the action of the current. Screws regulate the play
of the armature, and of the inking-disk, at the other
sists of a lever,

to the armature,

end of the
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lever.

In the first Morse instruments the mark.s were made
on the paper with a pointed style (the instrument being thus known as the emOosser): but by the invention
of the ink- writing arrangement of Siemens, which we
are now considering, the legibility and permanence
of the record were secured, besides tlic advantage that
a very light current will serve U> make the marks. The
case containing the clock-n'ork, the arrangement of
wheels by which the paper tape is unwound and carried forward, and the switch, by which the running
of the tape is stopped, are ingenious constructions.
The passage of a current draws down the armature,
and elevates the disk, causing a straight mark on the
tape so long as the current flows. A\ hen it ceases, a
spring draws back the armature, and the mark is discontinued. Thus the duration of the current determines the nature of the mark, a momentarj- passage
causing a dot, a longer depression of the key a dasli;
and as the alphabet invented by Prof. Jlorse consists
of dots or dashes, or a combination of the two, the
above explanation disclosesthe whole mystery of this
sj'stem of the telegraphy to those who have mastered
the phenomena of electricity. Before going further,
the details of the Morse alphabet, universally recognized as a masterpiece of cryptography, may be given.
The signals, as given below,are arranged in the groups,
and accompanied by the mnemonic phrases, adopted
by the British Post-office when, in 1870, the transfer

four of the dots in 5, and all before the last dash in 7,
«, 9. and 0. It is stated that Prof. Morse founded his
alphabet upon information given him by his brother,
a journalist, as to the numerical relation of the letters
in the English alphabet, the simplest signal fa dot) being given to E. and the next simplest fa dash) to T,
those letters occuring the most frequently in our language.
For the generation of power in the electric telegraph,
Daniell's batteries see Galv.ixism) are chieHy employed in this country. Various forms of the Bunsen battery are also used, especially on the Continent. The
power employed varies with the length of line, the
condition of the wires as regards insulation, and the
nature of the instrumenis used. In towns, wires are
carried " over-house," or b.v underground pipes, the
wires in the latter case being insulatefl by means of a
gutta-percha or other suitable covering. The subterranean method is being applied to extend lines, especially in Germany, and is found to answer as well
as the over-head system, while it avoids many of the
In pole and
casualties to which the latter is liable.
over-house lines, the wires are kept from each other
insulators
of varand from contact with the earth by
ious kinds. White porcelain and brown stoneware
are the chief materials used. The former, when of
good quality. well glazed and well burned.is perhaps
the most perfect of all insulating materials, and does
not deteriorate with age. The fewer the poles are in
number on which the wires are suspended. the better
is the insulation and the less the cost, but the liability
to accident is probably greater. The number of poles
used varies from 16 to §0 per mile, and is governed
by the number of wires carried, the contiguralion of
the track, and other considerations. On road lines,
the number of poles is generally larger than in the
case of the telegraphs carried alongside railways, the
(

.

Fis.

-'.

greater levelness and straightness of the latter reducing the number of supports required. The wire chiefly used for inland telegraph purposes is of iron, galvanized, and of Xo. 8 \-^ in.) gauge. The conducUvGroup 2.
"Group 1.
ity of a wire increa.ses in tlie ratio of the square of
T. Turnips
E, Earwigs
its diameter (the resistance decreasing in the inverse
JI, make
infest
I,
ratio), and the advantage of using a thicker wire on
O, oxen
...
S, summer
Ch.cheerful.
the longer lines is thus seen. No. 4 wire is, for this
...
H. houses.
Group 4.
reason, used on some of the longer lines.
Group 3.
Mention has been made of the "' earth." This is
N, No
A,
the technical expression used in relation to the fact
..
I), difficulty
W, wet
discovered by Steinheil in 1H38, that the earth itself
...
15. baffles
J, jacket's
serves the purpose of completing the circuit, and
G, great
U, vmcomfortable
renders the use of a second or return wire unnecesZ, zeal.
...
V, verjl
The "earth" may consist of a buried plate
Group 6.
sary.
Group .1.
of metal connected with the battery or line-wire,
K, Kindness
K. Remember!
C, conciliates and of sufficient surface to afford the necessary difL, law
—
fusion. The gas or water pipes of a town form exY, youth
P, preserves
cellent ' earths" care being taken that the connecX, extremely
F, freedom.
tion is made with the pipe itself, and not with a
Q. quickly.
The arrangement for niimerals is equally ingenious. branch, where a badly made joint might spoil the
connection. Where dissimilar " earths" are in use,
Each tigure is represented bv live signals, thus:
6,"
as for instance, a copper plate at one end, and an
1,
iron pipe at the other, a yf/n.^' battery is created, and
7.
2,
vexatious currents pass alons the line. Hence the
.
.
8,
3,
"earths" on a circuit should be made alike. The
9,
4
earth, being regarded as a large resiTvoir of electric0,
5
These are the numerals printed long.but on busy cir- ity, offers no sensible resistance to the passage of the
cuits expert clerks adopt the practice of "sending current, in the same way as the ocean wouhl receive
short," omitting all after the first dash in 1, 2, and 3, or supply at any point an indefinite <jiiantity of water.

of the telegraphs to the Government rendered necessary the rapid training of thousands of telegraphists
throughout the kingdom:
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TELEGRAPH.

this quality of the ciirth is one of tin- most
vuluul)U' liiils to ti'li'graphy (n-ducing so matfrially
till- cost of wire crfctioiii, it presi'iils at tiim-s thosefinbarrassius: iulorruptidiis known as earth ciirrfuts.
Tlu'Si' cuirfnls. at all tinii's iinwi-lcoMic visitors to a
telegraph ollicc, an- very variable, changing rapidly
at times from |)osilive to negative, altering their di-

While

rection with the hour of the day, and leaving one
circuit to appear on another ina manner not explainable. The lines most liable to such disturbances are
those running N. E. and S. W.: that is, connecting
places separated in a straight line in those directions,
and without reference to tiic aclual direction of the
wires. The easiest remedy for earth currents, when
they are of sulticient stveiiL'Ili to elVecl the lines, is
to (lispeiise wilh the eurlh <(innection. and revert to
the original plan of using two wires. Thus between
any places where there are two wires, both may be
disconnected from the " earth," and used as a complete

metallic

found

in

circuit.

Another remedy has been

extending the circuit by joining

to

it

a fur-

ther wire, tlie terminal poiiil of which lies beyond
the direction or line in which ihe earth current is
We must refer to the largpv treatises on
llowing.
telegrirphy for all information regarding lateral induction, the velocity of electric discharge, the tests
for resistance, insulation, etc., and also for notices
of some of the less prominent pieces of apparatus
now found in the instrument room of the electrician.
We now proceed to notice several methods by wlicli
the transmission of sii;nals is facilitated or acceleraFirst among those may be placeil the nlni/.
ted.
Fig. 2. (siemen's polarized relay is now in very exIn ihe previous detensive use in this country.
scription of the -Morse, we have assumed the instrument to be worked directly by thi' current sentaknig

the line. On long circuits^ however, direct working
foiild only i)e accomplished by great ballery power.
«s, owiTig to inevitable loss by leakage, a curreiil
It is
loses greatly before it reaches its destination.
found to be" a much better arrangement to have the

instrument

worked by a "local current." derived

a local battery at"tlie r<'c^-iving station.
When two stations far apart are to be connected
by teleirraph, it is usual to transmit the signal to a
hidf-way station, and thence to re-transmit it to its

from

The relran>mission is not etT<-cteil by
manipulative skill, but by mechanical contrivance,
so that, widle the half-way station may read the message sent, no time is lost in the transmission. This
is'eflected by making the intermediate instrument
iict as a relav in transmilling a message to the next
Tli"e syst<in to be fully explained, would
station.
r ipiire more detail than we can here give to it. The
.-peed of the ordinary .Morse instrument is limited to
the rapiditv with wliich thehand of the ojieratorcan
mc/c the key. so as to preserve the jiroper spacing
between tlie'marks at Ihe receiving instrument. We
appar.-'.re indebted to t^ir Charles Wheatstonefor an
destination.

aliis

which
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trebles,

and

in

S(mie cases (piadruples the

carrying capacity of the wire, securing, at the sauu'
lime, mechanical accuracy in Ihe relalive size of tin"
clots, dashes, spaces. (•!'. "To elTecl this, three dilTerent instruments are rcc|iiired: First, there is a perforator, by which holes are i)unched in a jmper slip
The opert) correspond with the signals required.
ator .strikes three disks, the central one producing a
central hole, which is of no avail electrically. only carrying forward the papir; the left-hand disk ])roducother, on the
iiiLj Two holes, directly opposite to each
~ides of this central row, and that on the right i)roducing two holes, placed diagonally to each other.
Tiie pa.ssace of the electric current is regulated by
the position of the outer holes. Tlio.se opposite each
other admit of a momentary passage of the current
trarLsmitler" — used in sending the
through the
message— while the holes diagonally placed iiroduce
a lemrHiened mark, correspimding to the dash. The
foUowimr diagram reimsents the word "and," as
shown on the puuchetl slip:
'

oo
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representing the dash. Before the introduction of
iiigh-speed automatie instruments for the more important circuits, expert telegrapliists in nuiny cases
dispensed with the reading of the printed slip, reading by the sound, wliich, i)y long practice, became a
language perfectly intelligible to them. The great
advantage of this was, that the use of the eye was
obtained exclusively for the task of %vriting down the
message. In Sir Charles Bright's "bell " instrument,
most admirable results, in point of speed, have been
The bells, different in sound, are placed
attained.
at the two sides of an upright instrument, so that the
clerk, bending forward to write, may concentrate his
attention on tliat duty, translating in his mind the
tinkle of the hanuners as they ring out their message.
The bells are now workeil in the 3Iorse code the
but when
left bell a dot, and the right bell a dash
first introduced, the instrument had a code of its
own, based on tlie desire to complete each letter as
simpler acoustic telmuch as possible on one bell.

ferential galvanometer, but

i

—

;

A

egraph has been brought into use in America Chence
called the " American sounder") and England. This
instrument, Fig.4, is, shortly stated,the Morse without
its wheel-work and inkprmting.Theuseof the "sounder" has greatly increased in this country owing to
its cheapness and efficiency. For a description of the
type- printing and ./aoswKifc instrument, on which very

great advances have been made in recent years, we
must refer our readers to the larger treatises on the
telegraph and its history.
The fact that two currents may be sent simultaneously (one from each end) has been long recognized
by electricians, but the principle of the duplex was
reviveil and patented by Stearns, an American, in
1872. At first the duplex-working was only tried on
sliort circuits of 40 to 00 uules, but it has now become a matter of daily use on every busy circiul,
long or short, both in this country and abroad. The
principle of the duplex system is that the <'urrent
sent on the depression of the key is divided into two
parts, one half being carried through one pair of coils
in a differential galvanometer to the line, and the
other half through the other pair of coils to a rtsistJiuce coil, and thus to <'arth.
Tlu> resistance of the
latter is made exactly e(|ual to that, of the line-wire,
and the instruu\eut of the sender being so placed that
this divided current presses equally in each direct ion,
this instrument remains unaffecte(l, while the armature at the other end responds to the signal sent. At
the same time a telegraphisl at the other end is sending a current, which is divided in like manner, and
leaves his own instruuient unart'ected while operating
on the armature of the first instrunu-nt. The two
currents on the line-wire assist or oppose each other
iu such a way as to atl'ect the e([uilibrium in the dif-

each operates only on the

distant instrument.
Duplex-working led to diplei,
that is, two messages passing over a wire in the same
direction at once, and to this has followed rjuadruplex and multiplex telegraphy. Quadruplex-working
was first perfected in IHTIi by Prescott, Edison, and
Gerritt Smith, but the possibilitj- of its being accomplished was suggested by Stark, of Vienna, in 185.5.
It was introduced into Great Britain as a practical
branch in 1M78, and is now used from London to Liverpool, Dublin, and other towns.
An illustration of
the value of these additions to the wire power is afforded by a wire from Chicago to Pittsburgh, .5.50
miles, which is quadruplexeil, and at Pittsburgh
Ijranches olf in two duplex circuits to Baltimore and
Philadelphia, giving Chicago duplex communication
with these two places. In the same waj' Middlesborough and West Hartlepool have been duplexed to
London, on separate wires as far as Leeds, and quadruplcx on one wire thence to London. The most
original feature of the telegraph section of the Paris
Exhil)itiou of 1878 was the harmonic telegraph of
Haskins and Gray, based on principles laid down by
Cromwell Varley in 1870. In one application it occupies a place midway between duplex and multiplex telegraphy, namely in the " way duplex," or as
it was felicitously termed by the late Mr. Ortou, the

" phantom circuit." A wire may be occupied by the
ordinary business of a .series of intermediate offices,
while there may be superimposed on that a through
trafiic (which can be duplexed) between the terminal
stations. Thus between Chicago and Dubucpie. a wire
provides for 17 intermediate stati(ms, working ordinary Morse sounders, while the harmonic telegraph
(the principle of whose action is vibratory currents
sent and received by nuisical forks tuned in tmison^
works between the terminals. By an extension of
this principle we have the nuiltiplex felegraiili, each
fork taking off at the receiving end tlio.se vibrations
I

corresi)0!iding to its own tone.
From the year 1850, when a copper wire insulated

Iwith gutta-percha, submerged between Dover and
Calais, continued in use for imeday, the progress of
submarine telegraphy has been as remarkable as that
of lelegraiihy on t< rni Jirimi.
'Plie Malta-.Vlexandria
cable was laid in ISCl, and continued iu use till 1872,
when from rejieated breakages in shallow water, its
use was discarded. The core consists of a strand of
seven copper wires, covered by three layers of guttapercha outside of this, a server of tarred yarn, and,
finally. eighteen iron wires.coustiluting the sheathing.
This was the first long cable successfidly laiil its total length, in thrt>e sections, being l*il niiles); and
it was also tlie first
properly tested under the water
before being laid, ami ciirefully constructed with ecu;

,
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four and one-half (4J) inches may be properly used;
a length of twenty-four (24; feet is i)referre<l to one
of twenty-two (22;, especially if it is probable that a
seconil wire will be reipiired, or if the ground (sand
or light loam) in which the poles arc to be set is such
as to require deep setting.
NUSIBER OF POLES.
The number of poles to be provided depends upon
thecbaracler of the country, whether open, timbered,
prairie, hilly, mountainous, etc., and upon the roads,
whether crooked or straight. Not less than twenty-

stnnt watchfulness as to its clcrtriral and mecliani
calcoiuiitions. Till- cable wastlu-n thrown out of use
because the chatins it underwent in sliallow water
made it too expensive in niainleniince. So far as

<(instruction goes, it corresponds very nearly with
Sir James .Vnilerson's typical " successful iron-covered cable." With careful testiii;; and supervision,
and with the weight of cable, etc., duly proportioned to the strain, etc., a cable forms a permanent pronew form .f cable, with
perty of very much value.

\

A

j

In 1«7T
lead as the conductor, has been suggested.
the task of duplexing a submarine cable was accomHombay
cubic
plished byMiiirhead on the Aden and
of the Kastern TeU'graph C'omi>any, and the " artiticial line," or balance, has been since applied successfully to other cables, including the two crossing the
Atlantic.
In view of the enormous cost of submarine tele-rrapby, the attainment of a means by wliicli
the carrying capacity of a calile is nearly doubled is
In 1^77 the .Marseilles-Algiers
of vast "importance.
cable, belonging to the French svstem, was duplexed

by

.M. .\ilhaud.

The

must be used, but in timbered
country, with crooked roads, il may be necessary to
increase the number to thirty (30), or even more in
live (25) poles ])er mile

special cases.

PBEPjUiATION OF POLES.
practicable, the poles must be cut while the
sap is down, and the bark removed, and allowed to
season before they are placed in the line: this increases thediir:ibilily of most kinds of poles, and facilitiiles
Well
the transportation and erection of the same.
seasoned poles may be preserved, but unseasoned
poles are injured by charring.

When

Ji'iirmil 'hli'tirdphiijut •jave in

1877 a list of 14!) cables belonging to companies, and
420 belouiiing to government systcms.existing at that
Inpoint of number, Norway stood first, with
date.
li>;l cables, but the total length of these is only 233
The total length of the 420 governnautical miles.
ment cables was 4,142 naulicil miles, of which Britain possessed 4!t. measuring l,:i3H miles. The longest of these (excluding c:d)les to the Continent is to
Guernsey 70, and to Shetland 03 miles. The company cables (of which i)ti per cent, had their administration in Loudon) measured .5!t,.')47 nautical miles,
the longest cable is that from France to America,
2.585 nautical miles, and the largest organization is
that of tlie Eastern ainl Eastern Extension t'ompanics,
embracing 48 cables of a total lenglli of 21, H83 nautical miles, to which, since 187G, several thousand
miles have been added in new routes or duplicated
cables.
In 1879 Great Britain was connected with
Europe by eighteen cables, and with Ireland by live
cal)les, Frona Europe to America seven cables crossed the Atlantic (live from Ireland, one from France,
cable from
and one from Portugal to IJrazil).

PKOTECTION AOADiST LIGHTXDiO.
is danger from atmospheric electricity, lightning-ro<is nuist beattache<l to every fifth
pole to facilitate atmospheric discharges and prevent
the splintering of the poles. They consist of ordinary
line wire, attached to one side of the poles by staples,
and from end to euil thereof continuously.

Wherever there

J

DJSrLATOHS.
screw-glass insulator, with a wellseasoned oaken bracket, gives excellent results. The

The common

bracketsarc atta<heil with one twenty-penny and one
forty-penny nail. Various patent insulators have value

[

for special uses.

WIRE.

No. 9 iron wire, drawn from charcoal rods and
coated with zinc, (galvanized) is the standard for line
wires.
It is generally purchased in half-mile coils,
with joints well soldered, and weighs ab(mt three

hundred and twentv (320) pounds to the mile. For
general use "Extra ftest Best" No. 9 wire is preferred.
For tie-wires No. 9 is used, cut into lengths of from
10 to 12 inches, and aimealed,

A

Nagasaki to Shanghai joins tlu; internal system of
Japan with the outer world while l)y cables of 057
miles from Singapore to Halavia.and 1,082 miles from
Java to Australia, the distant Colonies are brought inMany addito the telegraph system of the world,
tional cables, including one to Natal and the Cape,
and beare projected or in course of construction
fore long it cannot be doubted that the imagination
of the poet, to "put a girdle round the earth in forty
minutes." will be cast into the shade by the realities

Bl'ILDIXd-TOOLS.

;

Axes, for felling and preparation of poles, and for

way for the line. Hatchets, weighing
about one and (me-half (li) pounds, and having a bit
four (4) inches wiile, a head or poll with which to
drive spikes, ami hickory handles fifteen (15) inchea
Diggers, weighing about fifteen (15) pounds,
long.
pointed at one end and a fiat,<utting-point or edge at
the other. Shovels, spoon, long-handleil, and si):i(les.
Post-iiugers or post-hole dig^'ers, for use on prairies
of the electric telegraph.
The following instructions, for the construction and and alluvial bottoms free from gravel. Shears, footequipment of permanent telegraph lines have been re- pliiles, ])ikes, cant-hooks and tamping-bars, for erectcently issued from the Office of the Chief Signal Offi- ing and setting the poles. Reels, for delivering the
wire from coils. Pliers, files, jointing-tools, strappedcer, Washington, D.C.
vises, soldering-pot, solder, muriate of zinc, climbers,
KI.VD OF POLES.
The supports of a line must be poles of the most pulleys and rope for making joints, etc.
SDItVEYI.VO.
durable timber, preferably of red cedar, black locujt,
The route of the line having been decided upon
or heart of yellow (pitch; pine. Should these not be
procurable, or only at too great cost, recourse must and the materials prepared or procured, a compebe had to other kinds of timber, such as chestmit, red tent i)erson must proceed to measure the <listances
wood, white cedar, yellow cypress, tamarack, lir, and indicate, by stakes, the places at which poles are
When tlie line follows highways or
larch, spruce, white or post oak, sas.safras, and others, to be erected.
from which good service may be expected. Pine and other defined routes, he will necessarily be governed
Cottonwood poles. Avired to mesquit. cedar or jimiper by the bounds of such route, and must place his
stubs can be satisfactorily used. The poles must be stakes within tlioseboiinds,and in such a manner as
the stems (butts) of live, young timber reasonably to avoid, as far as possible, danger to the line from
straight: well barked; neatly trimmed; properly sea- passing vehicles.
As a general rule, in open (unfenced) country,
soned,
where the ground is practicable for wagons, the
DIMES8IONS or POLES.
The poles must be not less than twenty-two (22) stakes must be run in straight lines, hut. where there
feet long, not less than five (5) inches in diameter at is a well-defined and traveled road, the line of stakes
the smaller (top) end. and not less than seven (7) must follow the general direction of such road, and
inches in diameter at the larfjer end. It may be ne- be set at such distance from it that the line (when
cessary to vary these dimensions somewhat, and, if completed) shall not be exposed to injury from pass.
the best varieties of timber are used, a diameter of ing vehicles, or in case the wire should become de.
clearing the

:

;

;

j
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tached from the insulators it cannot, by any chance,
hang in the roatl and interfere with or endanger
traliic.
AVith this in view, the stalies must be so
pUiced tliat tlie line can be readily inspected and examined by repairmen from the road. Whenever
practicable the line must be removed from the road
a distance of about thirty (30; feet. Ruads slwdd
nner be cronaed u/UeKn imperaticely necessary to avoid
bad lands or trees which are too numerous to cut
away, or to make material saving by shortening the
line.
In rolling country stakes must be planted on
the crests of hiHs and not on each side, as in the latter case the wire will not be raised sutficientlj' high
above the gi cimd to be free from danger of being
broken by passing herds or vehicles.
In level country the stakes must be set seventy and
two-fifths (70|) yards apart, or at the rate of twentyThis distance may be increased
five (35; to the mile.
when the conhguration of the ground renders it nerolling,

m crossing streams, ravines, etc.

In hilly,

and well timbered country, especially with

A

crooked roads, it will be necessary to shorten the
distance, even to sixty ("GO) yards (twenty-nine poles
to the mile), or in special cases to a less distance.
At all crossings, the distance between the stakes
must be shortened.
DIGGING HOLES.
The depth to which poles should be set depends
upon the character of the soil in which they are
placed. In rock, gravel, or stiff clays a depth of four
(4) feet is sufficient, while in liglit loam or sand it is
necessary to increase the depth to four-and-a-half (4J)

and even five (Ji)
A foreman (or

I

.

feet.

officer)

must follow the

survej'or

with a sufficient number of men, equipped with cutting-bars and spoon-shovels (particularly well adapted to digging in light soils), the ordinary long handled shovel, which is more easily procured, or posthole diggers, where the soil will admit of their use.
This party wrill dig the holes for the reception of the
poles at the stakes. If there is a sod, one of his men
must be equipped with an ordinarj- spade, with which
to cut and remove the sod indicating the size of the
hole to be dug, and facilitating the work by performing a part thcrof for which the bars and spoons are
The foremmi (or ojfieer) iiiust see.
not Well adapted.
persrin/iUy. thiit the holes are put doirn to Vie proper

tend beyond the top of the pole. One twenty-penny
and one forty-penny nail at the
shoulder of the brackets will be required. The insulator must then be screwed on.
LIGHTXING-EODS.
The same man (or men) who performs the labor
of attaching the brackets and insulators must also
attach the wire lightning-rods, and for that purpose
must be supplied with the rods and staples. Lightning-rods made of ordinary line wire must Jie" attached to everj- fifth pole before erecting the latter.
These will be securely fastened to the pole with staples in such manner that the line wire, in case it
should become detached from the insulator, cannot
come in contact with the rods. Cone-fourth of the
distance around the pole from the insulator). The
rods must extend above the top of the pole about
three (3) inches, and extend under and be firmly secured to the bottom of the pole.
RAISING ANT) SETTING POLES.
After the brackets, insulators, and lightning-rods
are in place tlie poles must be erected.
sulHcient
number of men, (the number depending upon the
weight of the poles.) equipped with pikes, foot-plate,
(ordinarj- short-handled shovel will do,) cant-hooks,
shovels, and rammers,and directed by a foreman (or
officer) will erect the poles, turning them so that the
insulators shall occupy their proper positions.
The insulator must be placed on the same side of
all the poles, and preferably atray from the road, except at angles, crossings, or curves, where the}' will
be placed so that the strain. when the wire is strung,
will tend to press the insulator toward the pole. The
foreman (or officer) must see, penonal/y that in erery
nail at the point

'

cessary, as
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case the earth is irell tamped around the pole from the
hott'/m to t«pofthe hole trith tamping bars, and heaped

:

I

so as to shed water, and prevent pools of water forming at the base of the poles. The success of the work
depends greatly upon this, and on no account will it
be neglected. Poles must be set vertically, except
at angles or curves. where a slight inclination will be
given them, in such manner tliat the component of
the strain in the direction of the length of the pole
will tend to press it into the ground.
STRINGING THE WIKE.
To complete the line it is only necessary to string
the wire. The force for this purpose consists of aii
officer (or foreman;, a wiremau and assistant, and a
number of climbers, together with a wagon or other
means for the transportation of the wire. The wireman is equipped with tools for connecting the coils,
as file, vise and pliers, or joint-tools, and should have
also a hatchet and a few insulators to replace any
which have been broken in erecting the poles. Asolderiug-pot is neces.sary, if it be jiracticable.to solder
Great care must be taken in jointing the
the joints.
wire.
This is done by turning the end of each wire
or
five turns
closely and as nearly at right
for four
angles as possible around the other; the ends musfbe
cut off short and, when practicable, the joint dipped
in a vessel containing melted solder.
The men for
tieing are equipped with climbers, climber's belts and
pliers, and furnished with tie-wires.
The tie-wires
are short pieces of line wire, or of wire specially procured for the purpose, cut. annealed, and formed on
an insulator, so that they will embrace the insidators,
and the ends project parallel to each other two (2) or
three (8) inches beyond the line-wire. The wagon contains a reel and one or more coils of wire.
coil of
wire is placed upon the reel, the binding wires removed, the outer end of the (/•(>< led out and attached
to the starting point.
Then the wagon moves along
the line as near the line of poles as possible. the wireman maintaining such a check upon the reel as will
allow the wire to run out straight, and preventing too

depth, and are of the same size at bottom and top.
He will have, of course, direction of the force, and
be held responsible for good service. For poles at
crossings, curves, and long spans, the holes must be
dug to a depth corresponding to the strain to be
brought upon them. For different lengths of poles
the following rules will be observed 22-foot poles,
four (4) feet deep 2.")-foot poles, four-and-a-half (41)
30-foot poles, five (.5) feet deep
feet deep
3.5-foot
poles, five-and-one-half (.5i) feet deep
40-foot poles,
six (6) feet deep
io-foot poles, six-and-one-half (6J)
feet deep
.50-foot poles, seven (7) feet deep ; 55-foot
poles, seven (7) feet deep.
DELIVEBT OF POL£S.
The poles must be delivered as soon as practicable
after the stakes have been set or the holes dug. with
the butt of the pole by the stake or hole, and the top
in the direction from which the raising party will
come. No equipment is necessary for this labor, except the means used for the transportation of the
poles and stout staves upon which to carry them, if
it should be necessary to move them to reach the
For crossings and long spans the heaviest
holes.
and longest poles must be selected for angles and
sharp curves, select from the strongest.
ATTACHING INSUI-ATORS.
As soon as the poles are delivered, and before they
are erected, the insulators and brackets must be distributed.
man, (or several, as may be needed.) much from being drawn off. The climbers all at
equipped with a hatchet and supplied with nails, will the same time ascend the poles, carrying the wire
attach th ; brackets, first cutting a seat for them upon which has been extended. Upon reaching the top of
the side of the pole, and at such a distance from its the pole and so securing their positions that their
top that the insulator, when in place, shall not ex- hands are free,each climber places a tie -wire upon the
:

;

;

:

;

;

;

—

—

A

;

A

—

—
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lino-wire against the insulator almvc the

insiilntor.tlii-

tie-wire, and benils the ends of the tie-wire upward,
soas to sustain the line- wire. Tlie wirenian then carefully strains the line-wire. either by ihe motion of the

may be advisable, until the detleclioii in the center of a seventy (70) yard
span does not exceed one and onc-hiilf (U) feet, (allowing; less in cold weather anil more in warm weather,) when the climbers, usinj; their pliers, give each
end of the tie-wire one and one-half (U) turns about
the linc-wircleavins; the points of the tie-wire toward
the insulator, which secures the line-wire and com])letes the work. In country free from timber the linewire must be secured to the insulator on the mde to.
iron/ the i)ole,so that the bracket will catch the wire
incase of breakage of insulator; in timbered country,
on the Hide nirny from the pole, so that falling trees
will not break line-wire but merely tear it from the
tie-wire. The officer (or foreman) nui^t see that each
wajjon or the labor of men, as

man performs his duly promptly and well: will order
"up" when the wire is ready and the climbers in
place atthefoot of the pole: "haul." when thedimbers have reached the top of the ]iolc and placed the
wire in position: "l)ind." when the wire is sufficiently strained. Wire should not be lied to trees when it
<-an be avoided.
It may save lime and labor in the
first instance, but the cost and labor of keeping such
a line in repair will soon exceed what would have
be»n neces.sary to erect poles throughout its entire
length when Ihe line was being built. When neceKxari/
to tie to trees, the regular tree-insulator should be
used, or tlie tie-wire suitably fastened, the ends being
wound loosely to allow of tin easy, lateral movement
of Ihe wire.
NrSIBERINO POLES.
Dislinclly mark with paint each twenty-liflh (or
mile) pole with its proper number. from the initial to
the terminal point of the section, to facilitate rendering reports and to enable repairmen to report locations of repairs made and needed.

CLEAKINO AND

TltlMillNC..

In forests or groves, especially such as are dense or
choked with undergrowth, a.\e-men nuisl precede all
other8,e.\cept the surveyor,and clear the way for the
work. When the line has been erected, they must
follow and remove all branches or twigs whic"h may
be. or liable to be. thrown in contact with the wire;
clearing back for a space of four (4) to six (<>) feel,

and removing all ilead branclns.no matter what lluir
distance, that might be thrown down by high winds
and, falling, endanger the line. When the line passes
through regions where it is liable to be injured by
prairic-tires.ihe sod should be broken and ^rass turned
to a ilislance of ten (10) feet from each pole. Officers
charge of telegraph liiu's running tlirough such
sections should send a party along tlPe line each year
to break the sod around the poles.
KIVEK CROSSINGS.
AVhcn navigable streams cross the route of line, it
is usually the better plan to use cables, except where
they are lialilc to be washed out by freshets but if
in

;

method

any reason, impracticable, elevated supi)orls must be found or constructed, and the
wire su^peniled above danger {rom passing vessels,
this

be, for

X;ilural supports, such as Irei's well rooted in safe
positions, if such can be found of sufficient height,
may be used or masts erected and securely stayed
with wire or wire rope guys. If the span between
supports be not more than fifteen hundred (1,.500)
feet, the line wire can be used, care being taken to
select the best and a leiiglh without joints, or with
joints very carefully secured.
For greater spans a
steel wire (or compound wire having a steel core) is
necessary, with wliicli spans upwards of two thousand (2,000) feet can be made, provided the points of
supports are high enough to allow of a proportion
ately deep curve to the wire.
Extreme care must be
given to such crossings and too great strain avoided.
The supports, whether natural or artificial, must be
protected by lightning rods.
:
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CABLES.
In placing a cable across an inlet, stream, or other
of water, it must be laid, whenever practicable,
directly from the reel on which it has been receivej

body
from

tile

The

manufacturer.

reel will

be rigged on

a horizontal axle, in the stern of a suitable b^at, or
a small vessel when the weight of the cable is too
great for a boat, and payed out as steadily and regularly as |)ossible.
Kspecial care is necessary to prevent the formation of kinks, and to cause the cable
to lie smoothly on the bottom.
Hotli shore ends of
Ihe cable must be buried sufficiently deep in trenches
to thoroughly protect them from exposure to the air
and injury from vessels, wheels, etc., and must be
covered with stones or rocks of sufficient weight to
keep it down, and prevent the earth from being
washed away. The ends must be carefully secured
to the cable-pole in such a manner that the i)ole will
serve as a buoy in case of the washing away of tlie
pole.
Lightening-arresters must be used at both extremities of a cable, and placed in the cable-boxes.
These boxes must be made of well-seasoned pine
plank, two (2) inches thick, firmly dovetailed together, eight (H) inches square inside, lined with woolen cloth and well jjainted. The door nuisl be hung
with strong hinges. and the whole box must be watertight when closed. In connecting the line-wire with
the cable, a hole large enough to admit the wire is
bored tlirough the si(le of the box. This hole must
have considerable inclination from the inside downward to the outside, to prevent the rain from coming
in.
The wire must be brought down from thetopof
the |)ole, to which the box is ailached, to the side of
the l)ox, and the end passed to the inside through a
gutta-percha tube, and bent over to prevent it from
being pulled out. The line-wire must be then connected, liy a piece of insulated wire, with the binding screw on one side of Ihe lightning-arrester, and
the copjier wire of the cable must be fastened lo the
binding screw on the other side. The horizontal plate
between the points must be connected on both sides
with the outside or armor wires of the cable, which
will form an excellent ground.
The lightning-arresters must be tested before placing them in the
boxes, as the points are liable to be in contact with
the plates. The door of the box must be provided
with a strong lock and kept locked, except when
o])eneil for the purpose of examining the arresters
iifler every tlninder-slorm and al other limes by authorized persons. The cable, from the ground lo the
cable-box, must be encased in a wooden box to proFor office equipment and contect it from injury.
nections, see article Field Telegraphy.

WIRE.
offices the iron line wire must be carinsulator allachiil to Ihe wall of the build-

At terminal
ried to an

ing in which the offices

is

to be,

and there secured.

Attach to the end of the line-wire an insulated oBicewire and pass it through the wall to the screw-post
of the switch or that of the lightning-arrester. Tliis
wire must come from below lo the pas.sage through
the wall, in order that rain-water may not follow it
into the opening. -Vl way ollices, break the continf;islen Ihe ends to separate inuity of the line-wire
run the ends
sulators on a pole at or near Ihe olfice
of the wire to insulators on Ihe office building, and
wires
lightning-arrester,
to the
thence by insulated
as in the case of the terminal office. All connections
wire
iron
must be soldered to
cojiper
and
between
prevent galvanic action and conseiiuent formation of
non-conducting oxides.
;

;

GROUND WrRES.
At the termini of the lines or circuits good ground
connections are necessary, and may be prepared b}'
burying a copper plate two(2;or three (3) feet square
in imiiat mrtli, or utilizing %yater pipes, to which a
stout copper wire is securely solderetl, and carrying
At way
the wire to the office or the battery-room.
offices a sufficientlv good ground-wire may be made
by burying the ends of a copper wire, to the length.
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of thret' (3) or four (4) feel, in tiioht earth ami curryiug the free end to the lightning arrester.
BATTEUIE.S.

Some

adaptation of tlie Daniell's zinc-copper cells
is iircferable. The Callaud cells are extensively used.
The "Kagle's" leaden cup is effective and not liuhle
to be broken.
TOOLS.
requires to be equipped with pulleys
pliers, strapped and han<l vises, climbers, a.xcs, and hatchets and su]>plicd with wire, iujulators, and nails for purpose of repair.

Each otHce
and rope, file,

Rf;i"onTs.

The officer in command of each working party
must keep
careful record of the amoimt of line
ii

bui!t un<!(T his direction, and on every Saturday a
report must be made to the otlicer in charge of the" I'.
S. Military Telegraph Lines, or to the Adjutant (ieueral of the Departuu^nl in which the line is being
constructed, showing the mnnber of miles of line
completed at date of the report, the number of miles
of holes dug, of poles set \\\t and of wire strung since
last rejiort, tlio <listributi()U of material, and the rank,
<'onipany, regiment, and occupations of every individual of the working i>arty, together with the number and duties of civilian employes. The report must
also show the distribution of wagons and teams, and
the use to which everything is put that i8 connected

with the working party.

(Form A, page

413.) Gen-

erally, the work to be done l)ythe troops will be
to dig the holes, set up the i)oles, and distribute the
wire, poles, and other material along the route of the

enjoined upon the otficers in
to ascertain, with the
utmost accuracy, the total mmiber of miles of line
built on the section \nider their charge.
To ensure
correctness in this particular, the length of line built
each day m\ist be carefully recorded at the close
thereof, the weekly report made up from the record
thus kept, and the latter preserved for future reference. Tpon completion of the work a general report, embracing the whole section, must be made,
accompanied by a uuip showing the general features
of the country "traversed by theline, giving the names
of towns or settlements lying on or contiguous to
the line, and a general statement as to the resources
of the <'oimtry as regards timber suitable for poles
for maintaining the line in repair after completion.
In orilcr that there may be no delay in the payliiu'.

Especial care

command

of

is

working parties

ment

of extra duty pay to enlisted men engaged in
constructing or repairing telegraph lines, rolls, pro-

perly

tilled

Form

]{,
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out in accordance with Uegulations on
jiage 413, must be forwarded monthly tothe
Chief Signal Officer.

Any incidental expenses incurred in connection
with the work of construction will be paid on presentation of vouchers in duplicate, signed by the ofticer in command of the party, or else by tlie party,
frtun whom all of the purchases were made, or liy
whom the services were rendered. Accompanjing
the vouchers, a statement— both certilied to anil
approved by the officer in command— showing the
character of the purchases or services must be forwarded. Everything necessary in the way of tools,
material, etc., should be on the ground". \\\ case
anything additional should be recpiired, a request.to
be telegraphed from the nearest telegraph office,
should be made therefor to the officer in charge of
that division of the United States Jlilitarj' Telegraph
Line, when it will be promptly furnished, or aiithority given to procure what is "wanted at the nearest
available ])oiut.
See Field Tekgrapliy, tiUjnals,m\A
Uiiirirml Telrgrnphy.

TELEBIETER.— Our

present artillery

and small-

arms, dependent for accurac}' of aim upon sights
graduated according to the distance of the target",demand, as a logical sequence, some method of measuring that distance. Up to the present time this
want has not been satisfactorily supplied, for the reason that the telemeters hitherto proposed all depend

upon more or

less simplilied processes of triangulathey necessitate the measurement of a baseline,
or the use of stakes; they entail calculation, and they
further require that the target have a fixed and easily-seen point of aim, a condition rarely existing in actual service. Finally, none of these instruments have
been generally adoiiled. For want of a telemelir. artillery officers regulate llu'ir lire by observing the
bursting of their projectiles, a method that <an be
successfully applied only when the forces lired at are
in sight and in open tirrain, for the slightest intervening obstacle, an inecpiality of surface, a hedge,
bushes, a corn-field, will defeat its aitplication. Tlie
iuslnimeut here described s<'ems to be called for to
complete the modern weapon by furnishif.g a means
of exactly regulating the elevation. It measures the
distance of tlie adversary by observing the interval
which elapses between the smoke or Hash and the
report of his fire. It is a glass tube graduated along
its length into divisions which represent dislaiu'cs.
This tube, closed at both ends, is filled with liquid,
through which moves a metal index formed of two
discs united by a central stem. The <liameler of these
discs is somewhat smaller than that of the tube, so
that, when the latter is vertical, the index slowly de.scends with a uniform movement.
Theglassis i)rotected by a brass casing, having an aperture which
discloses the scale and index.
To use the telemeter hold it horizontally in the
hand, the index at the origin of the scale, and attentively regard the enemy's position. At the instant the
smoke or Hash is perceived (juickly turn the wrist so
as to bring the instrument into the vertical, when the
index descends; upon hearing the report return it to
the horizontal by the inverse movement of the wrist,
and the index stops. The number on the scale corresponding to the lower disc, which serves as marker, is the distance sought. This very simple chronomelric device is characterized by a uniform movement and works with extreme precision.
Hence,
knowing the velocity of sound and that of the index,
it is easy to graduate the scale into divisions which
exactly represent distances. An important attribute,
which has been suceessfuly given the instrument, is
its power of self-adjustment for temperature. To effect this the volume and density of the index and the
density and dilalability of the liquid are so combined
that the velocity of the index is inlluenced by temperature in the same iirojiorl ion as is he velocity of sound,
consequently the readings are always correct. A velocity I-25000 that of sound has beeii adopted for the
index, so that a millimetre on the scale represents
twenty-five meters of distance. Each degree of the
scale rei)resents twenty-five meters, and with the eye
the filth of a division can be eslimated. A great number of trials have been made of this telemeter. When
proved by the vibrations of a pendulum or the beats
of a watch it is absolutely true, while the exactness
of its indications in measuring distances depends upon the aptness of the observer.
On the battle-field, when the action becomes general, the telemeter is useless; the noise, the excitement,
the ardor of the struggle, and the nearness of the adversary render its ajiplication imjiossible.
IJut its
sphere is self-apparent in every combat which precedes or accompanies at a distance the general engagement of masses, in encounters of the advanced
guards, in the efforts of artillery in gaining and maintaining positions, in the attack of infantry upon batteries, in skirmishing, its im|)ortance becomes paramount and of a nature to decide the fate of the combatants. Its indications may become equally important on board men-of-war and in .sea-coast batteries.
During a siege, a struggle which lasts for months,
when day and night the besieired reply to the liesiegers shot for shot, the telemeter is of special service.
A battery established at a distance and completely
masked may receive the fire of every piece that can
be pointed toward it from the moment it opens. Its
first rounds will be uncertain, while from all parts
lion:

t

;
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If, for safety, it opens fire
telling replies will come.
at night its distance will only be the better known.

tlie distance but
also enables us to correct the elevation for that distance, an elevation which varies from day to day
with the condition of the powder and the state of the
atmosphere. For this latter purpose it is only necessary to reply with percussion shell, and observe the
explosion and report; if the indication be the same
as for the enemy's fire the projectile has reached its
object; if it vary, the proper correction must be made.
K.xpericnce alone will show all the possible uses of
the instrument described.

This instrument not only indicates

It is
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only necessary to mention another important

application. It is well known that it is impossible to
determine accurately the bursting point of shrapnel

exploding in air, and, consequently, to know whether the fuse has been properly cut or otherwise regulated.
In fact, herein lies one of the grave defects
of this projectile. By using the telemeter and observing the explosion and report the point of bursting is

Without entering into further decertain that the military telemeter is destined to play an important part in future warfare. The
enlisted man can use it as well as the ofiicer, for its
employment requires only sight, hearing, and touch;
it is extremley simple, practical, and very cheap.
It
exactly located.
tails, it is

verifying the formulas by which these times were
formerly deduced. In 18G0 Keis of Frankfort first
recognized the principle of the telephone, using a
menrbrane which, vibrating under the action of the
sound, caused pulsations of electricity to pass along
the wire, and actuated the armature of an electromagnet, which, mounted on a sounding-board, reproduced a sound corresponding in pitch and rhythm
with the original.
The quality of the soimd was
however entirely lost. There are several claimants
for priority in tlie discovery of the principle of the
articulating telephone, and the discoveries of Gray
of Chicago, and Graham Bell, an Edinburgh gentleman resident in America, appear to be near!}- contemporaneous, and attained by the different lines of
studj'.
The articulating telephone of Bell, which
was lirst shown at the Philadelphia Centennial exhibition, is now of very simple construction.
small
bar magnet, witli a coil of wire over one end, is
placed close behind a diaphragm of ferrotype, the
whole being enclosed in a case furnished with a
mouthpiece. Words spoken into the telephone are
reproduced faithfully on a similar instrument at
great distances, and by use of the microphone the

A

most minute sounds have been

distinctly heard and
even magnified. Many extraordinary results have
been achieved in conveying and reproducing sounds,

may

be kept in damp places, even under water, and self-caught sounds from "induction" in the wires
without changing its readings; it may be broken, bvit have produced interesting results. The Elgin teleit cannot be put out of order. In brief, its indications
surpass bj' far in precision all attempts heretofore

made

See-l2CT«rt?'
to estimate distances in the field.
Telemeter, Ijautier Tdenuter, and Range-finder.
TELEOUETER.
prismatic micrometric telescope,
the invention of M. Porro, an officer of the Piedmontese Engineers. By a happy adaptation of prisms, as
reflectors, its length is reduced from the ordinary dimensions to about the measure of the breadth of the
hand, so as to l)e easily portable, and it is set for any
€_ye in a moment by a small screw moved by the
thumb. It may be used either as an ordinar}- telescope, or as a means of measuring the distance from
the eye, of any object whose actual height is known.
It is in this latter application that we shall now particularly consider the instrument.
An apparatus is
ailapted to a small tube which contains the focal
glass, or that glass which is applied to the eye, consisting of wires stretched across this tube at various
spaces. These wires have three separate spaces, viz.,
fird, including the space occupied by three wires, or
in other words between the upper and lower wire
seriind, the space between the two wires, the intermediate and lower wire; and third, the space between
two otlier wires, not so distant from each other as in
the second case.
By the subdivisions of the scale at
the side, the whole, or a part only, of the object,
whose total height is known. may be taken as a term
of comparison Ln the estimation of distances. The
object, or part of the object selected. must correspond
exactly with one of Uie spaces, or in other words be
intercepted by two of the wires of the telcometer.
micrometer, consisting of five wires is applied to the
focal glass of the telescope. See Hange-findt r and
Stadin.
TELEPHONE.— Hitherto the accurate determination (if tlie time of flight of small-arm projectiles has
been practically impossible at long ranges, owing to
our inability to see them strike, even when firing over
water. The discovery of the telephone has opened up
to us a simple as well as novel means of obtaining the
time desired, and has also afforded us the means of

—A

;

A

is verj' much used at
military posts, and for all short lines not over one
mile in length. It may be worked without battery,
the coll, upeaking and lienring being combined in the

phone, shown in the drawing,

one instrument
Three requirements appear to be
demanded to bring the telephone into general use,
namely, a simple and reliable call or arertiiisenr, an
increase of the sound to render it unnecessary to
hold the telephone up to the ear, and the removal of
induction currents. Various methods for accomplishing each of these ends are now proposed, but
the dithculties are not yet wholly overcome. A controversy exists whether the sounds in the receiving
telephone are vibratory or molecular, or a combination of both.

Interestmg experiments were recently made at SanJ. Two telephones provided with Blake
transmitters were used. One was placed within a few
feet of the gtm and left open to receive and transmit
the sound of the discharge. The other was in the
shelter-proof which was but about thirty feet in front
of the right edge of the target.
A stop-watch beating fourths of a second was used in connection with
it.
The telephone being at the ear, the instant the
sound of the dischargejwas receivetl at the target, the

dy Hook, N.

,

watch was

bullet striking was
of observations,
which rarely differed more than a quarter to a half
of n second from each other, gave the time of flight.
Of course there is a slight delay in starting the watch,

stopped.

started,

and on the

A mean of a

large

number

;
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The adjustments of the telescopic sight are as folby nsiiiiiliir one in stopping it.
times jriveniimv. therefore, be iiceepteii as strict- lows: (1) To make the telescope axis horizontal. (2)
ly correct. It is worthy of notice tliut the times viiry To bring the optical axis of telescojie into a position
:i
To make the optical
on ditlerent days, l)ein!; shortened by a rear and at right angles to the axis,
axis of telescope cut the same line as the sight-vanes
leijgtiiened l)y a liead wind.
The anttles of elevation for each i;un at ea<h ranije of I'ompass.
To n:ake these adjustments and, indeed, lodo any
were taken by means of u quadrant with a stem enterim; the barrel.
In addition the angles were eom- correct work with a compass the spindle should be
pnted from the triangle on the gun, the heights of well litted, and llie level-bubbles remain in the center
front and rear sights used being known, and tlw dis- when the instrument is revolved upon its sjiindle; the
tance, measured on the axis of the bore, between --ighls also should trate a iilumb-line when the comthem. It may be slated that the angles at the high- ])ass is level.
To make the first adjustment The compass being
er ranges dilTereil miiterially when taken on difTerenl
days, head and rear winds causing much griater va- in good order, first bring the levels into liie ci'nter
riations than at the short ranges, owing to the long- l)lace the band in position upon the sight, as before
er times the bullets were subject to their inlluence. described: bring tiie telescoiie into focus an<l set the
Winds also afTecled the extreme range of the guns, vertical cross-wire on the vertical edge of a building,
especiallv of the service and other arms using light distant from fifty to sixty feet, and at a point near the
ground; clamp the compass to the spindli', and raise
liullels,
TELESCOPIC SIGHT.— .\ telescope fitted to the sight- the telesco])e to the lop of tlw building. If the wire
vanes of a compass, which can be put on and re- strikes to tlie right of the edge, it show s that the right
moved at will. The telescope is furnislied with the end of the telescope axis is lowest.
To raise it, loosen the clamp-screw on the left, and
usual cross-wires, etc., and attachid to a movable
band, which, as shown in the engraving, can be with a snudl screw-driver turn in the little screw on
slipped over the sight of a compass, clami)ed at any the right side of the band and under the axis until the
point desired, and put in adjustment l)y any person correction is made.
who hag a screw-driver and a steel adjusting-|)in.
If the cross-wire strikes to the left when tlic teleTo jiut this attachment in place, sli|)the handover •scopc is raised, i)roceed exactly the reverse in making
the south side of the compass, having (as shown in the correction until tiie wire will follow the edge from
the cut) the telescope on the right hand and the front one end to the other, when the adjustment will be
complete. If the vertical cross-wire is not parallel to
the edge, loosen the capstan-head screws, and turn
the ring by the screw-heads until the correction is
made; and finally tighten the screws.
To make the second adjustnu'nt— that is, to bring
the optical axis into a position at right angles to the
bill this is noutrnlizfMl
Till'

i

i
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:
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axis of the telescojie so tlial the cross-wires will indicate two points in opposite directions in tlw same
straight line
proceed as follows: Having the instrument level, find or place two objects, one on each
side of the compass, and from three hundred to four
hundred feet distant from it, which the sight-vanes
will intersect; clamp to the spindle and sightthrough
the telescope at either of tlie objects; if the vertical
wire strikes to the right, loosen the clami).s(rew in
front, and with the screw-driver turn in the little
screws set in the front side of the biind, one on each
side the telescope axis, until the vertical wire bisects
the object looking again through the vanes to see
that the comp-.ss has not moved on its sjiindle, so
that the same object is seen through both telescope
and sights. If, however, the cross-wire should strike
to the left of the object, proceed in a manner exactly
the reverse until the error is corre( 'ed.
Then, without disturbing the com])ass, revolve the
telescope and sight to the object in the oj)posite direction
if the vertical wire strikes to either side,
half the error must be removed by the cross-wire
screws shown on the outside of thi telescope— first
loosening the scnw on the si<le towards which the
wire is to be moved, and then lightening the op.
posite .screw until one-half the error is corrected, and
clamp-scrcw on the outer surface of the sight and the remaiiKler by the two small screws in front of
place the band as low as will allow the telescope to the band. Having made the correction, sight again
revolve in either direction without striking tlie com- through the vanes and telescope, rejieating the oppass.
This place should be marked by a line across eration until the error is entirely removed, when the
the sight, that the band nniy be set at the same point adjustment will be complete.
in subse(|Uent use.
It should be here remarked that the adjustment
To fasten the band to the sight, first bring up the just descrilicd, and v. hich is usually termed the addamp-screw in front with a pressure just suiticient to juslMu-nl of the line of colliuialion, is fully described
hold the band to its place, then tighten the screw on in the account of the various transit-inslrumeiits in
the left until the band is brought uj) against the right this work, and may be effected with this attachment
edge of the sight, and finally toucli the front clamp- by the telescope alone, without reference to the sightscrew again, when the fastening will l)e com|)lete.
vanes precisely as directed in thi' adjustments of a
To put the telescope in focus, turn the end of the transit-instrument. It is always maile Ijy by the maneye-piece either ba<k or forth by the thumb and fore- ufacturer, and need not again be disturbed except in
finger initil by the s]iiral motion of the tulie the cross cases of accident or a careless interference with the
wires are brought into distinct view; tlic object-glass- cross-wire screws but in any event it can be easily
is then moved in either direction by the i>inion on the effected by any surveyor in a few moments, and with
side of the telescope until the object is clearly seen.
very little practice.

—
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Sautbem view of same.
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If tlie surveyor has made tlu- secoinl ailjustiuent,
as just described, he has already put the optieal axis
of the telescope in line with the siu;lits, and so etfected the tinal adjustment but if not, and especially if
the telescope sight is to be applied by himself to a
compass to which the maker has not titted it, then he
Having the compass level,
will proceed as follows
direct the sight to some clearly defined object
some three
post, staff or vertical bar of a window
or four hundred feet distant, clamp to spindle and
observe the same with the telescope. If the vertical
wire strikes to either side, remove the error by the
two screws in front of the band, as already described
in the previous adjustment, until the correction is
made; and the telescope will then bisect the same
object in either direction, as is indicatetl by the sightvanes.
When the adjustments are complete the attachment can be put in place on the sights, removed and
replaced again in a moment, and without danger of
derangement in any of its parts.
The advantages of the telescope over the oidinary
sight-vanes will be apparent to everyone who has
ever seen them compared, or who has given the matter a moment's reflection. Much longer sights can be
taken, either fore or back, and lines riui up and
down steep hillsides with the same facility as on level
ground, and all with more accuracy, and with inexpressible relief to the eyes of the surveyor, so often
severely strained by the use of the sight-vanes of the
ordinary compass. Indeed, it may be said that every
compass cau with this simple attachment be transformed into a transit-compass at will, and thus all
the advantages of the telescope brought within the
reach of every surveyor at comparatively triliing cost.
The optical axis of the telescopic sight is at one
side of the line of sight of the sight- vanes, but parallel to it.
The difference between a sight taken with
the sight-vanes, and one taken with the telescope, is,
at a distance of two hundred feet, about two minutes,
so small that it may be disregarded in any survey
made with the magnetic needle. If all lines are rim
with the telescopic sight, the angles measured will
be accurate, as even this slight difference is entirely

the
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See t'o/iipasn and Zalhixki Sig/it.
TELLEVAS. — A large shield formerly used, and very

eliminated.

similar to the p(iP"is.
TELL OFF.
military term, expressing the dividing and practicing a regiment or company|in the several formations, preparatory to marching to the general parade for Held exercise.
TEMPEKATUEE OF EXPLOSION.— At the moment
of explosion, if T represents the temperature reckoned in degrees Centegrade from absolute zero (—274*
C), the following equation will exist with permanent gases, P
T, in which C is a constant,
is
the volume occupied by the exploded gas, and P is
the pressure in atmospheres exerted by it.
TEMPEKING.— Hardened steel is too brittle and
hard to work, while annealed steel on the other hand
is too soft for any sort of cutting instrument or tool.
Between these two extremes are various degrees of
hardness which are suited to the many different uses
to which steel is applied.
Each of these degrees of
hardness has a certain temperature to protluce it,
which is indicated by a certain color.
The art of
tempering consists in heating the hardened steel to
exactly the desired temperature and color, and then
cooling it. To temper any article, it is necessary to
polish it all or in part that the color may be visible.
The various colors which appear on the surface of
hardened steel slowly heated are, }-ellowish white or
light straw color, corresponding to a temperature of
451)'^ F.; violet, deep blue, .580" F., and then
the steel
becomes reil hot. The heat for tempering should be
very slowly applied to prevent the steel from burning, and also because a certain time is essential to
heat the mass thorona:hly.
In practice the nK)re
slowly tlie heat is applied^ the tougher and stronger
the steel becomes. Care must also be taken that the

—A

V=C

not raised to too high a temperature, since
intense the heat in tempering, the more the
hardness is removed, and the softer the steel becomes.
The heat for tempering may be applied in various
ways; for large articles it is most conveniently done
by the direct application of llame in some sort of
furnace; while for small articles melted lead, hot
After
sand, or a red-hot iron plate or ring is used.
the article has been raised to the desired temperature
which is judged liy the color, it is removed from the
source of heat, and immersed in wafer or oil, or allowed to cool in the air; for if heated slowly it matters
little how it is cooled.
Oil is used as a bath for toughening large tubes of
mild cast-steel, calculated to \nt used as barrels for
heavy built-up-guns, becau.se of the high temperature
required to convert it to the vaporous state, and its
imperfect conducting iiuality, which causes the steel
to part with its heat less rapidly. This comparatively
slow rate of cooling is necessary to form a uniform
degree of contraction, thus giving the steel a longer
time for the rearrangement of its particles, and making the strain more imiform throughout the mass.
Heavy masses or thick lumps of highly carbonized
steel, whether tempered iu oil or water, cannot be
hardened without becoming fractured either internally or externally.
tube of mild cast-steel is lifted by
a powerful crane and placed in a perpendicular position in an upright furnace, which has been previously heated with wood to a red-head. It rests on an iron
shoe placed on the grate-bars to prevent the cold air
from coming in contact with its extreme end. Great
care is taken to heat the mass imiformly, fuel being
added gradually until the whole tube is entirely surrounded with wood, thrown in at the top of the furnace.
Wood is used because of its purity it is not
so liable to degrade the steel as other fuels.
The
amount of heat received by the steel is judged by eye
and by long practice and attention. The more uniform the temperature, the straighter the block will
keep, and the more even its temper. After the steel

metal

is

more

A

;

has acquired proper uniform temperature throughout, the travelling crane is brought over the furnace,
its top removed, and the large iron tongs, pendent
from the crane, fasten themselves to the steel tube
a small collar being upon its end to prevent the tongs
slipping.
See Annealing, Oil-bath and Steel.
TEMPLATE. A mold iu wood or metal, showing
the outline or profile of moldings, and from which
the workmen execute the molding.
The drawing
shows a set of templates, for verifying the shape of
lock-lugs, the angle of the rear xigfit-inajtK, the curve
between the base-line and the front of the rear sight-

—

V

c^:^
mass, that at the end of the cascabel, the bevel of the
breeching-hole, the opening of the cascabel, and the
shape of the muzzle-swell.
If the inspection shoiUd take place at the foundry,
the templates used for cliipping might be verified
and used for inspection. For guns of the Dahlgrea
pattern, a bronze model, showing the shape of the
ItignanA rear sight-mass, and the position of the vents,
is furnished as a guide to the contractors.
See Jnnpirtitin

uf Ordname.

TENACITY.— That
which

property of material bodies by

their parts resist a force employed to attempt
to separate them.
It is the result of the attractive
forces exerted by the particles of matter upon one
another through those infinitesiinally small spaceswhich are supposed to exist between them; hence
it differs in different materials, and even
in the
same material at different degrees of temperature.
The practical bearings of the tenacity of solids (especially of wood and iron) are discussed in tlie article
Stkenoth of Materials; and we shall therefore here
only stale a few of the conclusions at which Muschen-

TZNAILLE.
l)roi'k

and

TEN INCH SEA COAST HOBTAB.
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liiivc arrived rcthe teuacily of metals undergoes iu conse(|uenee of various processes.
Forginj; and wire-ilrawiug increase tlie tenacity of
metals in longitudinal direction. C'o|>per and iron

otliiT fX|Mriiiiciitiilists

uardin-' the niodilieatioiis

wliic-li

cotniler scarps with so slight a sloj)e, that troops can
a.scend it with ease.
There is nothing to prevent an
active enemy, on repulsing the sortie, from following
the retreating troops into the works themselves.

The system has found but few advocates, and, exhave this property more than doubled, while gold cept in particular localities, where the natural feaand silver have it more than trebled by these metals tures of the site demanded it, and for small works, it
being <lrawn into wire. .Mixed metals have usually has met with no practical applications. Heijuiring
a greater tenacity than simple ones. See Alli>i/.
that the salient angles shall not be less than <>U'^, ana
TENAILLE. -I'lie tenaille is a low work placed in the re-entering angles between ilO" and 100", the tenthe re-entering formed in the enceinte ditch liy the ailled system is only adapted to regular polygons of
curtain and lianks of the bastioned system, being a sufficient number of sides to admit of these condiisolated by a ditch between it and these parts of the tions being satisfied.
If the exterior sides are kept
enceinte. Its chief purpose is to serve as a mask, within the limits usually admitted by engineers for
covering the scarp walls of this re-enternig from hre. bastioned eiu'eintes, the faces of the tenailles become
as well as the outlets to the enceinte ditch, which are very long, and the re-enterings very deep
iIuih preusually placed in the center of the curtains.
senting two serious defects long lines which are very
The tenaille has received various forms from en- much ex|)Osed to enfilade, and a great diminution of
gineers.
In some cases it has been made with two the interior space, as compared with the bastioned
faces or wings, making a re-entering angle opposite enceinte.
The ditches when dry can only be swept
the center of the enceinte curtain. In others the two by casemated defenses in the re-entering angles; and
wings, instead of being prohmged until they meet, even then but partially, imless thecasemateil embraare connected by a short curtain parallel to that of sures are placed very near the level of the bottom of
the enceinte. In some examples it has the form of the dilch. in which case the enceinte would be exa small bastioned front. In others it consist of two posed to a surprise through the embrasures; and in
Hanks connected by a curtain. These Hanks in some the <(intrary case, liable to a like attempt from the
cases have been casemated for guns and mortars. dead space at the re-euterings below tlie embrasures.
The tenaille is iisuallj' revetted with masonry both In wet ditches this exposure to surprise would be
in front and rear.
In some cases the ends alone, to- much less if the ditches could not be forded. In either
wards the Hanks of the enceinte, are revetted, the case the defect arising from embrasure casemates
intermediate portions consisting of but an ordinary placed in a re-entering angle would be a serious obearthen parapet w ithuut either scarp or gorge walls. jection to using the guns of each side simultaneously.
;

;

.See <hitir:irk.'>,

TENAILLED SYSTEM OF FORTIFICATION.— Seveengineers of ])rofessioiial eminence have proposed
tenailled enceintes as offering defensive properties
jiuperior to the bastioned.
descripti(m of a front
planned by Carnot, will give a good idea of the arrangements made in this system. The great reputaral

A

acquired by Carnot during the French Revolution, in which he played so conspicuous a part as a
soldier, statesman, and executive officer, connected
with his professional education as an engineer|ollicer.
gave great weight to his views on fortification. Having noticed the exposure to ricochet fire of artillery
on ramparts without bomb-proof shelters, and the feetion,

ble resistance offered by garrisons in some of the
sieges of his day, he planned this and other fronts to
remedy these defects. Carnot thought their was no
.system superior to the bastioned when used on a level
site, or when the) defilements of the different parts
were easily inaile. On rugged or mountainous sites,
the problems of defilement for the bastiimed system
are ditlicult,and this induced him to devise this method for such sites, as more simple, less expensive, and
fulfilling all the conditions of a permanent fortification to an equal if not greater degree than the bastioned.
The /A(H consists of a continuous enceinte,
the re-entering angles of which are 90"' anil the salients not less than 00°. The interior of the place is
enclosed by a wall, of sufBcient height to be secure
from escalade, its plan being parallel to the enceinte:
it
is arranged with loop-holes for musketry, the.se
being in arched recesses of sufficient depth to screen
the men using them from vertical fire. Casemated
batteries for artillery are placed at the re-cnterings,
to flank the ditch between the wall and the earthen
rampart of the enceinte. The rampart and parapet
of the enceinte are detached from the scarp wall; a
narrow corridor being left between the fool of the
exterior slope and the back of the wall. This wall lias
one tier of loop-holes, and broken forward at thereentering, has embrasures for caimon with which to
Hank the ditch between it and the tenaille.
It is observed that the ditches and terre-pleins of
all parts of this method are peculiarly exposed to
ricochet fire. It is highly probable that the detached
scarp walls would soon be battered down by the heavy
projectiles passing over their earthen masks. To enable the garrison to sally out in force, he arranges the

When the salient angles of the tenailles are acute,
the effect of the enfilading fire would not be felt
alone on the face enfiladed, but on the adjacent face
or front, and shot passing over would damage the
adjacent tenailles.
See Furtijkntiou and System oj
Fortification.

TENAILLE LINE.— To remedy the defects of tlie
redan line, it has been proposed to break the curtains forward, so as to form two branches, one perpendicular to the face of each redan. Tliis suggestion has led to the ttiuiilU liiu. which consistsof a
combination of small and large redans, or simply of
redans of the same size, forming salient and re-entering angles. This combination is superior to the
redan line. The salients are protected by a crossfire, and ditches of the large redans are partially
flanked: moreover, it presents fewer assailable points,
on a given front, than the redan line and its retired
:

parts afford good positions for artillery.
The faces of the large redans should not exceed
160 yards and their salient angle should not be less
than GO". The faces of the small redans shoidd not
be greater than forty yards, and should be nearly
perpenpicular to those of the large redaiLs. These
combinations will give two limits for the length of
the capitals of thelarjre redans, and for their distance
apart.
When the salient angles are tiO", the length
of the capitals will be about 138 yards, and the distance between them 2'iH yards. AS'hen the salient angle of the small redan is GO", the capitals of the large
redans will be eighty yards long, and the distance
between them 316 yards. In the first case there will
be a greater number of assailable points on a given
frontt but the re-enterings will be the stronger; in
Of
the second case the reverse of this will happen.
course the size of the redans will not be restricted to
the limits here laid down. This system is defective,
in presenting long faces to an enfilade fire, and in
taking up a considerable dejitli of grounil, from the
salients to the re-enterings. which restricts its appliSee Linen.
cation to particular localities.
TENAILLON. The term tenaillon is applied to a
kind of face-cover, or counterguard, of the demi-lune.
It is only to be met with in some of the old fortified
places of Europe, and was added to give more
strength to fronts wherever the demi-!uuc was too
small.
;

—
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smooth-bore mortar, witliout chamber, used in the zle-loading gun in barbette, used in the United
United States Service. Tlie following table shows States Service. The following shows the principal
numbers, weights, and dimensions of the piece:
the principal weights and dimensions of the piece
:

Designation.

Lbs.

Desination.

Inch.

Weight
Prepondsrance
Length of piece
Length of bore

136.6

Maximum diameter
Minimum (tiameter

47.05

Length of bore

32.,5

32.

16.2

(calibers;

10..5

Windage

0.13

6.13

Initial velocity (feet;

12
5
2

127,^.

Charge (cannon-powder).,

25
128
102
15,000

Solid shot
Shell (unfilled)
Weight of piece

0..5

2924

Inch.
10.

Length of piece

7300
00

Windage
Charge (maximum;, mortar-powder,
Charge to till shell
Charge to burst shell
Charge to blow out fuse
Weight of carriage

Lbs.

Caliber

10

Caliber

No.

Preponderance

The carriage is of wrought-irou, and is provided
with an eccentric axle and truck-wheels similar to
the carriage for the 13-inch mortar. The mortar is
fired from a wooden platform. With heavy charges,
the shell used in the 10-inch gun may be used for
The 10-inch siege-mortar shell may be
this mortar.
used with moderate charges. See M'^rUir.
TEN-INCH SIEGE-MOETAE.— A cast-iron, smoothbore mortar, without chamber, used in the United

Carriage, wrotight-iron front pintle, without aircylinders or other recoil checks. The new-pattern
carriage will be provided with pneumatic buffers.
The top-carriage will weigh 2500 pounds, and the
chassis 3.500 pounds.
The piece admits of 30 degrees elevation and 6 deIts platform is a [jermanent porgrees depression.
tion of the fortification.
See Ordnance.
TENNEY. In Heraldry orange color, one of the
service.
The
following
shows
siege
table
the
States
tinctures enumerated by heralds, but not of frequent
principal weights and dimensions of the piece
It is indicated in enoccurrence in coat-armor.
gravings by lines in bend sinister, crossed by other
Designation.
Lbs. Inch
No.
:

;

—

—

barwavs.

Weight
Preponderance
Length of piece
Length of bore

exerted by a breaking instrument in the direction of
length. The temile utrength should be carefully tested
in all materials used in the construction of ordnance
or an)' permanent works. Specimens carefully prepared should be subjected to the testing-machine, to
the satisfaction of all concerned. Cast-iron of good
quality, such as is used in casting guns, ranges from
14,000 to 17,000 pounds on the square inch. In -America, whenever the Uimle utrenytk of iron falls below
20,000 pounds per square inch, the quality is rejected,
The
and the gun is considered unfit for service.
drawings show the forms of specimens to be used
when testing for tensile strains. Fig. 1. represents
that for (truught-iroii and alhys or like Fig. 4, and
can be made with long or short reduced section. Fig.
2, represents that for caj<t-ir«n and <ilhy.v, or like Figs.
1 or 4, and can be made with long or short reduced
Fig. 3, repsection: and any width up to 3 inches.
resents that for iron plate or with reduced area like
F;g. 1, or plaiu like Fig. 4, or any width to 3 iuches.
Fig. 4, represents that for meUiix. in general of any
length from 14 inches to 4 ft., of the following di-

28
30.5
0.13

(maximum) mortar-

powder
Weight of

4

(empty)
the shell (mus-

shell

Charge to fill
keCpowder)
Charge to burst the shell (musket-powder)
Charge to blow out fuse (musket-powder
Weight of carriage
Weight of mortar-wagon
Total weight of mortar, carriage, mortar- wagon, and
implements
Horses to transport
The mortar is fired from a wooden
carriage

their

1900
00

Windage
Charge

TENSILE STRENGTH.— As applied to materials is
power to resist being torn asimder by a force

10

Caliber

is

of

90

0.3

;

1313
3185

6600
platform.

-.

The

wrought-iron, and, being without a

.>«

9;
ci;

12--^a'4 FT;Flg.

1.

'

—

TENT.

TENT.
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feet, measuring inside The breaking weight is divided by the »reu of the
outside measurement of smallest diameter of the specimen, and the (luotient
inches by 4 iiK-hcs, stives the tenacity, or tlie sin iiltIIi p<r s(juiire inch,
shackles or end limps must be
or less, vi/; so as to go through a hole '4 inches by 4 J'hul is, let '/ represent the l)rcaking weight, ti the
inches.
Fig. 8, represents the form of a specimen area, and x the tenacity per square inch

any length from 18 inches to 4
of shackles or loops.

The

.'i

.a:..

•GorLessr

Via

for testing cfiiifiUoT artifiei<ili<t<nw,

New York Department
After
ed,

liie

of

us adopted by the

Docks and Public Works.

density of a specimen has been ascertainit is inserted in the holders of the tesl-

and before

4.

^

Ii
1 square
in<li
a x
table, page 421 contains the area and the logarithms for all the variations of diameter likely to oc(ur in tensile samples.
TENT.- -Without speculating on the relative priority of tents and other forms of liunuin dwellings, it i»
safe to assunu',that among nomadic tiibes. some shelter, easily franu'd and portable, must have been felt
to be a primary necessity.
The skins of animals, or
the larger kinds cif foliage, would form the I'arJiest
coverings, for which textile fabrics woulii be substiIn the book of (ientuted as civili/.atiiiu advanced.
:

The

;

,

the patriarchs, Noah, Abraham, I.ol, Isaac, lacob, are represented as dwelling in tents, ])rol)abIy
much the same as the modern Arab tents, which are
large structures, very rude in form, covering a considerable space of ground, but being of small heigh!.
Among the Nineveh sculptures is a representation of
the tent of King Sennacherib, which, like modern
tents, was supported by ro]Hs
numerous lents of
the officers and common i)eo|)leare likewise shown.
The early (Jreek.and afterward the Macedonian tents
were small coverings of skins, under each of which
two soldiers slept. .Mexander the (treat is said to
have had a [lavilion of exlraonlinary maguiticence.
Its roof.one mass of gilded embroidery. was sustained by eight pillars idvered with gold. In tliecenter,
was the royal throne; and 1(10 beds could be mado
up within the temporary edili(e. The Uonujn soldierH
seem to have used two varieties of tents— one. a tent
proper, of canvas or some analogous material, and
esis,

:

constructed with two solid u[)riglit ])oles,ancl a roofpii'ce lietween them
the other, more resembling a
light hut, of a wooden skeleton, covered by bark,
hides, mud, straw, or any material which aironlecl
;

Fig. 5.

h

warmth. Of these tents, ibc poles of the first woold
have been too (iimbriius for carriage. and were probably cut afresh at each halting-jilaee: the latter wa.s
accurately mea- evidently misinted to removal, and was most likely
Fie. 7.

Fie. 6.

Ing-machine, its smallest diameter is
sured and recorded. This is done by sliding-calipers. only erected for winter-quarters, or a long sojourn.
an instrument provided with a vernier, which mea- The Koman lent held lUsoldiers, with their IlninuK
or Corporal.
In Persia, there are many tribes who
pass their wIkpIc time in tents, whieli, naturally. Ihey
liave brought to considerable perfection. They make
them nearly hemispherical, with a wooden frame-

work, and covered with

Fis.

R.

sures hundredths of an inch, and thousandths of an
inch may be readily determined by a practiced eye.

fell,

while Wfirked hangings

close the aperture. This felt admits of the exhibition
of nuich taste in its decoration. The Chinese lower orders live much in tents. They are ordinarily of matThese people are clever in their construction,
ting.
and make them of great size, and with considerable
<omfor1. Modern Military tents are all made of linen
or cotton canvas, suppcjrted l)y one or more poles ac-

cording to shape, and held extended by pegs driven

TENT.

Diam.
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TENT.

TENTES DABRI.

the points of exccllenci' dosircd. and
the principal (lualilicalions witc the follnwin;;: "Tlie barrack should lie <a|)ablc of quick transformation either upon the lliialcr of war. or for use
in cities; il slioulcl constitute an uidcpcndcul whulc.
setting; forth

iiiiniuij

and be capable

of bein^' jouicdat will tu

form a

i)art

It should be cimslructed in all
of a larsrcr hospital.
Isl taken
its parts in such a manner that it can Ije
down easily: 2d. Transjiortcd without ditlicully: 3d.
and be setup asrain with rapidity to receive the sick
and wounded. Its component parts slioidd be tirndy
held together, and l)e al)le to resist the eflecis of vioThe materials employed should be imK'nt winds.
:

pervious to rain, and as far as jiossible incombustil>le. As to dimensions it should accommodate twelve
beds, and in order to facilitate its erection, il is very
often necessary that the different ]>ieces of which
composed, should be interchanijeable and reit is
([uire no skilled workmen to erect it or take it down.
The floor not to be in direct contact with the jrround
anil carefid attention should be sjiven to the best

methods

of heating, ventilating

TENTES DABRI.
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and disinfecting the

structure."

solutely interchangeable, no numl)ering being neces.sary.
The structure is tirndy held together by an original adjustment without the use of nails or screws.
Any ordinary ineiiualily of the ground is provided
for by adjustable feet on the side sections, which
have a play of M or more inches. The Ixating and
ventilating apparatus are the result of great cure and
experience, and careful attiiitiiin has been given to
the hygienic laws in all their vast application.
At
each end an annex is attached. in iiiie of which is placed
the heating apparatus, while the other may be used
as a commode, if desired. Any mindier of these structures may be joined together at will. and with contagious diseases, when it may be desiralile to destroy
the hospital anil to substitute a new one, such a
change ccudd be made without exposing the patient
or removing him beyond the area covered by the
The transformation from a barrack to a
structure.
field-hospital, or vice versa, can be ciTected in five
minutes. The structure can be set up in from one
hour to one hour and a half, and being placid on an
ordinary wagon can be easily moved by a single horse.
Every required |)i)int, as set forth in the |)rogramnie

^t^:ifiH-'?:-^

riu.

'i-

Dnckcr

Barraclv

In accordance witli the above requirements >Ir.
William M. Ducker, of Brooklyn, N. Y., invented
and patented a barrack or field-hospital which was
exhibited at Antwerp, and which received a medal
offered by the Empress of (Jermany, and elicited the
highest commendations from the many military and
medical gentlemen who examined it. Figures 1 and
3 show the inside and outside views of this barrack
or tent. The structure combines the (pialities of simplicity, stal)ility, lightness, cheapness, convenience,
ease of transportation, facility of erecting and taking
down, incombustibility, and superiority of licating
and ventilation. It is ;i4 feet long, 17 feet wide, 6j
feet high at the side-walls, and lOJ feel high at the
ridge-pole.
It is constructed of wooden frames and
cotton (hick, and rendered practically incombustible
by a fire-proof preparation. Its component parts are
side sections which fold together, being permanently hinged, and which contain the beds, tattles, and
chairs with other accessories, end sections, floor sections, rafters, a ridge-pole, and a standard army duck
roof extended over all. Each respective part is ab-

—Ont^iide view.

at the

Antwerp Exhibition has been fully met by the
>I. Ducker, or American iSysteni, and it am-

William

ply merits the high praise which il has received both
in this C'oiuitryand in Europe. Ilwill doubtless supply a w.-mt which has for years been fell, and the
thanks of the world, on behalf of those who suffer in
war nr Ihrmigh disease, will be extended to the ingenious iuventnr. See Furrow ('iDnbiniitiini-teiU.
TEHTES D'ABKI. -Small tents used in the French

Army. They are easilyput up and struck. They are
carried by the men in their knapsacks, two men to
each tent, hut they iiave been foimd to be a great in-

TENT-PIKS.

cumbrance, too much weight being placed on the
men's shoulders. \te/itt:fl'iiOficon>ii»l>i of two sheets
about 5 feet G inches broad, 3 poles, and 7 pins, and
weighs about U lljs. when dry; it is issued at the
The sheets, by means of
rate of 1 to every 3 men.
button-holes, can be converted into bags, or can be
joined to other sheets and thus form a larger tent, as
shov.'ii in the drawing.
TENT-PINS. — Pieces of wood, which are indented
at tile top, and made sharp at the bottom, to keep
the cords of a tent tirm to the eartli.
TENT-POLES.— The poles upon which a tent is supTliese are usually jointed at the center to
ported.
render them easier of transportation. See Farrow

Cum biniiiiim-ten t.
TEREBKA. — A long and

strong spear, placed on a
kind of pin or axis, so that it might be worked in a
groove by machinery. The work that this boring
implement had to accomplish was to break up the
first stone, and thus to make the commencement of
a breach; and thereupon the battering-ram would be
brouglit up to enlarge the opening by beating away
the adjoining stones.
TEBMINAL ANGLE.— In gunnery, the angle which
a tangent to the trajectory forms with the horizontal
plane at the point of descent. See Angle.
TEHMINAL VELOCITY.— When a body falls in the
atmosphere, there is a certain limit to the velocity it
this is attained theoretically when
the resistance of the air has become equal to the acwill acquire,

and

celerating force of gravity

;

the motion of the

body

will then continue uniform, and is called its UrminShoulil the projectile be a solid cast-iron
(il velucity.
shot, liaving a diameter, d, its terminal velocity will

be 178 \/d; but

if

the ball be a

»hell, leadeii bidlet,

s

etc., its

terminal velocity will be 178^/

— d, in which
s'

B=
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weight of the

and s'= weight

shell or bullet,

of

first (Lille corpsj district which has but 7. To
provide for the cavalry of the territorial armj- (the
scheme contemplating the separate formation of each
arraj, returns have been made of the local distribution of all horses in private hands capable of being
adapted for the service. In the same manner the
regiments of the territorial artillery, each assigned
to one district, will \>c raised according to specially
arranged districts, each to be capable of horsing one
regiment of field-batteries. A battidiouof engineers
will be enrolled in each of the regular districts, taken from such men as will be specially fit for it. See
French Artny.
TERTIATE.—To examine the thickness of metal ia
ordnance with callipers. The term ''tertiating" is
derived from the process originally adopted in measuring the three principal dimensions of a gvm, viz.,
the caliber, the length of the bore, and the thickness of
the metal at the breech.
TEBZEROL. The German name for a small pistol
with a wheel-lock, invented in the IGth centurj', also

of the

—

written Terceruk.

—

TESACK. A Bohemian sword of the l.") century, 30
inches long, and composed entirely of iron.
The
wearer had his sword-hand protected by an iron oi
dear-skin gauntlet which reached to the elbow. The
Di'imi-k does not differ very materially from this kind
of swiird.

TESTIERE.— That part of the horse-armor which
covered the juncture of the chanfrien, neck-armvr
and jair.plaies. The term was sometimes applied to
the whole head-armor of the steed.

TESTING-MACHINES.— .Machines employed

at arfor testing the strength of materials with strains of different kinds, and for determining the lubricity of oils and other materials used
The stamlto avoid friction between moving parts.
ard testing-machines of the world are made in great
variety by Messrs. Richie Brothers, I'nitcd States.

senals

and foundries

The drawing shows a very complete

horizontal test-

same diameter.

ing-machine for ascertaining the tensile strength of
TERRE-PLEIN.— In fortification the flat surface bolts, wire or rope, chain and metal plates.
Dimensions.
of the rampart, on the front portion of which the parapet and banquette are formed, and of which the rear Extreme height
ft. 6 in.
.slopes down to the general level of the inclosure.
Extreme length
33 ft.
The word terre-plein is used to designate the sur- Extreme width
4 ft.
face on which the men stand in readiness to defend Weight
10,750 lbs.
the parapet, and at the same time are screened from
.\l)APTATIOJJ.
the enemy's view. The terre-plein may be the natur30 in. to 100 ft.
al surface of the ground, it may be above this sur- Tensile specimens
"
2i in. or less.
face, or it may be below it, as the bottom of a trench. Round
"
2 in. X 3 in or less.
In ordinary tield-fortitications the terre-plein is the Square
"
3Mn.orlessx Ijin. orless
natural surface of the ground. AVhen tlie terre-plein Flat
'"
Transverse
13 in. to 18 in
Is above the natural surface of the ground, the latter
C^ompressive specimens. 30 ft. or less.
is termed the parade.
TERRITORIAl, ARMY.— This term is given to an Compressive surfaces ....10 in. X 13 in.
.0 inches.
organized military force in Franre, or nemnd renene. Motion of Plunger
The specimen (riveted metal plates) is shown in the
It IS designated a special army, having its own numThe advantage gained by a
eric classification, its special corps, and its independ- position for testiug.
France has really, therefore, two horizontal testing-machine over an upright one is,
ent organization.
armies, the active and territorial
'Tlie former is in- that while you can take in as short a specimen as in
tended for mobile war in the field the latter, on the the upright machine, youcan also test with the same
contrary, is charged with the care and defense of fi.\- accuracy and no more trouble, a specimen of all
ed points of territory, fortresses, strategic jjoints, most any length. The cross-heads holding the tools,
coasts, and Etiippin stations and lines,
ft will, as a that secure one end of the specimen together with
rule, have to operate only in more or less important pump and jack, are run on wheels on a track or
detachments, while the active army operates in mass- guide, and the track fastened on to heavy timbers
es.
The territorial army will rarely detach bodies of can be extended almost indefinitely. The handle
troops to join the active army, and if the law has on the jack at the right hand side works on a ratchet,
provided for this detachment, it is only mentioned as so that vvhen th^- hand is raised a tooth on the other
an exception. The strength of the territorial army end of it takes a new hold, and when depressed
may be said to be always less than half the active forces the plunger of the jack back to its original
army.
The carriage, as it might be called, is
position.
At the present time, the name of each individual stopped by means of i)ins dropped into the proper
belonging, according to the la.st military law. to the holes.
The intermediate lever in llus machine is
territorial army has been entered on local registers, suspended upon knife edges
and. as in the upright
and then distributed (on paper) among the several machine, connects the tools holding one end of the
Each of the eighteen military specimen with the weighing-beam, but the strain is
territorial regiments.
This machine is
districts itito which France is divided has either 8 horizontal and not perpendicular.
or 9 such regiments of infantry, with the exception very accurate and the parts are all delicately balanced
a solid ball of the

')

.
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upon

^4U't'l

fiilcruiiis bcriirc llir test is iiiadi',

aiu! Iliis

process of tfstinj;,(io
ilial praclically tliiTO is really no friction toallowfor.
pmper apiiliI'liis niacliine can be niodilieil, with
i>niprc s^ion of iron
;inc cs, to test the resistance by
nr stone columns, or aiiv material in any sliai>e, also
iiaversi' stnii'^lli of i;ir(lcrs and metal bars, etc.
Its
apaeity is l^D.OOO ijjs.
niaeliine is furnislied witli Rielile's wedire.
'Pile
clamp, wliicli solves by a simple device a diftuidty

ri|iiip(istT<-l!iiruil all llirou^li iIk-

(

.

experienced by makers of testinpniaeliines,
of seeurinu a perfectly central jnill or si less on the
llal s))ecimens to be tested, vvitlio\it the possibililv of
The
niy twist or learini; from the cdu'cs or sides.
im iMlion consists of wedge-clamjis havinsr their faces
which i^rip the specimens, slijihtly raised thron!;h
heir centers longitudinally liieir entire or partial
linirlh.
Wediies havin;; <\irve(l backs, and wed{r<-s
with ball-and-socket joints, are made to acconimolale specimens of uneven thickness, but they will
not prevent a twist or torsirii of the specimen if op[Hisile corners of same al)ove and lalow are nne(|ual
in thickness or the surfaces are harder. Then.afjain.
lie teeth of wedires may wear away unevenly, and
allow the specimen to slip or shift.
In the Kiehle

loni;
iliat

•

I

I

wcd;;e-clanip thi' specimen is eni;aired immediately
ihrouiih theaxial line. and presses continuously a little
harder than at the edges. Tlie edges are then relieved

Fig.

Fiifi

1.

circumstances, and a side-pull cnusinc a
lear is averted.
Fia;. 1 shows a plan of the wedgeclaiup. with a specimen in position; Fig. 3 is a secliiinal view of tlie same.
Of course, the inclinations of the surfaces of llie
wedi^cs are exaggerated in the drawings, so astodis

under

all

CC, are curved face
the specimen
E, is a i)in that is used
s|)ecimen to the center of the testingtools.
Experience has proved tliat /ij/draKtutir j»>irer
is superior to wirm yiir, as applied to testing-niachines for heavy work, and in almost <verv instance,
for several reasons; especially when hand power is
used.
First.
The friction is comjiaratively insii;nifi''anl.
Second. The ease and rapidity of operation.
Third. The economy of space. pViurth.— The iiistanl.meous relief of ali strain. Fifth.— The (piick adjust luent that can be made to long or short specimens.
Si\th.— The rapid following up of the stretch of dnclile material.
In the screw, with its worm gearing, etc.. tlw friction is simply enormous, absorbing more than three,
fourths of the power exixnded in o])erating it under
heavy pressure. If worked by hand it is a laborious
uuilerlaking to make one test, and the lime employed
is in proportion to th" length and chaiaetcr of the
specimen.
It necessilates the practice of testing in
short sections, whilst the fairest test is conceded to
be of a specimen with long reduced si'Ction, say 4 in
(lies or H inches, or a piece without any reduced section. The gearing takes up a great deal of room, and
a compact machine of great ])pwer cannot be made.
Thr impression that a screw will apply a permanent
llxi'd strain upon a s])eeimen being leste<l for an indrlinile length of lime, is erroneous, as after the specimiii has))assed itslimils of elasticity, or commenced
iHiclly set forth their features.

uiilges

;

I),
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:
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In 1237,
tlic wcigliinii-bfam of the screw-power Marienburg. on the banks of the Vistula.
testing-machine drops, and the stretching or the this Orderbecame united with tlie Brethren of the
course
of
the
In
the
13th
centyielding of particles continues. See (.'ertwnt-teiitir, Sword in Livonia.
ury, the Teutonic Knights were, with the sanction of
(jlijth-tentfr, Emery Tenting.rrutc/iine, J>eat/te>; OH-tentfr,
war
bloody
to
enfr)rce ChrisI'fiper-Uster, liudinan. Tntiny-ianchiM, Spring-textei-, the Poi)e, engaged iu a
Tiriiie-tf.iter, Vertical Tenti ng-mrichiyi^ and Wire-tester. tianity on the lieathen nations inhabiting the southwhich
sliores
of
the
Baltic,
resulted
in the acquiTESTUDO.— In ancient warfare, a defensive arrange- ern
ment of the shields, by means of whicli a body of sition by the Order of Prussia, Livonia, Courland,
adjoining
territories.
anil
other
Warriors
from all
men advancing against a wall for assault or mining
sought to protect themselves from the darts and parts of Europe iu that and the following century
standard,
including
in
joined
their
Henry
IV.
of Engweapons of the defenders. The men standing
close order joined their shields above their heads, the land, accompanied by 300 Attendant Knights and
Arms.
The
conquests
Meu-at
of
the
Order
the
raised it
overlapping,
imtil
the
whole
resembled
edges
Tlie name was also ap- to the rank of a Sovereign Power, with a territory
shell of a tortoise (tentiid")
plied to a machine moving on wheels, and roofed extending from the Oder to the Baltic, and embracover, undei* which soldiers worked in undermining ing a population of between two and three millions,
or otherwise destroying the walls in a siege. See the Grand Master having his seat at Marienburg,
The decline of the Order began in tiie
in Prussia.
Jlatteriiiff-rii/i,.
TETE DE-FONT.— In fortitication, a work covering 1.5th. century, and its fall was brought about partly
the communication across any river also termed a by internal dissensions, and jjartly jjv the attacks of
Sigismund of Poland wrested
bridge-head. IJousmard says a teti'-dr-pmit ought to neighboring States.
imite the properties of a perfect defense of the river western Prussia from the Knights: and Albert of
on both sides, to cover the bridge well, with s])ace Brandenburg, who was chosen Grand JIaster in
sufficient to contain the garrison, and to furnish ii hopes of his aiding the Order against Poland, ended
free passage for a considerable body of troops. Tlie an unsucce.s.sful war with Sigismund by an arrangetete-de-pitni should also be sufficiently strong to resist ment, accordingto which tlie territories of the Order
in Eastern Prussia were formed into a Duchy, to be
an assault. See lirldge-head.
TETRAPHALANGARCHIA The grand phalanx of held by Albert and his successors. Mergenlheim in
the Greeks. An army corps was composed, 1. Ufa Swabia then became the seat of the Grand Master,
tetraplialangarcltiit, also termed a grand phalan.x. who was recognized as a spiritual Prince of the Emconsisting of IGjlM.^i oplitai.
An epitngiiui, of 8193 pire. At the peace of Presburg in 180.5, the Emperpsiloi: and an epitagma of cavalrj- of 4,09.5 men. or of Austria obtained the rights and revenues of the
The heavy armed, or infantry of the line, bore to Grand blaster; but in 1809 the Order was aiiolished
the light infantry and cavalry the ratio of the num- by Napoleon, its lands passing to the Sovereigns in
whose dominions they lay. The Teutonic Order,
bers 2, 4, and 1.
The composition of the old grand phalanx was as however, still continues to preserve a titular existTetraphalangarchia=4 p/ialanxes^W r/iil- ence in Austria
follows:
THAULACHE. Armor and weapons of the ancient
inrchiae ?= G4 xgiiUtgmnta =3.56 tetrarehine-^ 1034
It is French, consisting of small shields (rondelles), and
lo-lwi or files =4096 oiomitiae of 4 men each.
thus seen that, in the various formations, a division halberd or spear.
THEATEE OF WAR.— A term synonj-mous with
of the whole could be made by the powers of 3 or 4.
TEXRABCH. A title originally designating what ' Seat of War." and meaning any extent of country
is signitied by its etymology, the Governor of one of in which war is carried on. or where hostile armies
four divisions of a kingdom or country; but in the can come intocollision with one another. See Stratusage of the later Roman Empire, given undistin- egy.
THEODOLITE.- An instrument much employed in
guishingly to all minor rulers, especially in the East,
possessing sovereign rights with their territory, but land-surveying for the measurement of angles horidependent on the Emperor, and in many cases re- zontal and vertical is neither more nor less than an
moval)le at his pleasure. This was especially the altitude and azimuth instrument, proportioned and
case in Syria, where the Princes of the family of constructed so as to be conveniently portable. Like
Herod are called indiscriminately by this title (Luke all instruments in very general use, the variations iu
The Tet- its construction are almost numberless; but its main
iii. 1) and by that of King (Matt. xiv. 9).
rarch in this latter .sense was in truth a Sovereign, al- characteristics continue unaltered in all forms. It
though a Dependent Sovereign; and there are in- consists essentially of two concentric circular plates
stances in which it seems to have been applied to of copper, brass or other material (the upjK-r plate,
reallj' Inde|)emlent Sovereigns of small Principali- or upper Imrizuntid.. either being smaller, and let into
the lower, or hnttrhi>riz'int<d. or the rim of the lower
ties.

to stretch,

.

:

—

—

—

TEUTONIC KNIGHTS.— One

of the more celebrnted
religious orders to wliieli the
The sufferings of the Christian
Crusades gave
.soldiers at the siege of Acre excited Ww symp;ithy of
certain merchants of Bremen and Lubeck, who rendered such important servic<'s by the erection of hospitals and otherwise, hilt Duke Frederick of Swabia,
with the siinetion of Pope Clement III. and Emperor
Ilenrj- VI., enrolled tliem iu an Order of Knighthood,
as the Teutonic Knights of St. Mary of Jerusalem.
Only Germans of noble binh were made admissable
to the Order, the original founders having probably
been ennobled before being enrolled. The members
were at tirst all Laymen, but Priests were soon admitted as Ch;ii)lains; and there was als<i addc'd iibout
1221 a class of half-brothers similar to the servingbrothers of the Templars and IIospil;dlers. The habit of the Order was a white mantle with a black
cross; and the Knights took vows of poverty and
chastity, which in later times were not very strictly
interpreted. Their tirst seat was Acre. On the overthrow of the Kingdom of Jerusalem, the CJnind Master removed to Venice, and from thence in i;!09 to

of the Miililary

;ind
birth.

1

raised round the outside of the up|)er). moving round
a common axis, which, being doul)le, admits of one
plate moving independently of the otlier.
Upon the
upper horizontal rise two supports, bearing a crossbar, which is the axis of a rertical circle mo\ius in
a plane at right angles to the former.
This latter
circle either has a telescope fixed concentric with itself, or a semicircle is substituted for the circle, and
the telescope is laid above, and parallel to its diameter. The circles, as their names denote, are employed in the measurement of horizontal and vertical
angles. For these purposes the outer of the horizontal circles is graduated, and the inner carries the
index-point and the verniers the vert ic;il circle is
also graduated, and the graduations are generally
read off by an index-point and vernier Hrmly attached to the supports. The upper horizontal is" furnished with two levels placed at right angles to each
other, for purposes of adjustment, and "has a compass-box let into it at its center. The stand consists
of a circular plate supported on three legs, and connected with the lower horizontal by a ball-and-socket
joint; the horizontal adjustment of the instrument
;

—
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tion, are all instances of mixed potential and kinetic
energy. Tlie modern theory of encrjry contemplate*
its conservation, transformation, and dissipation.
The conservation of enerjry is the experimental fact,
that energy is, like matter, indestructible and uncreatable by any procos at the conunaud of man. The
transformation of energy is the slateuK'nt of the experimc iital fad, tliat any one form of energy may in
general be transformed wholly or partially into any
other form. This used to be known as the correlation
]Jut it is subject to the condition dcTived
of forces.
from the first fact, that the portion transformed retains its amount unchanged. It is also subject to the
law of dissipation, or degradation, which is a statement of the experimeiitai fact, that energy generally
tends at every tninsformation to at least a partial
transformation into heat; and that, once in that form,
it tends to a sliitc of uniform distribution, iu which

fffi'Cted by means of tlirco or four (tlic liillcr
nuiiibfr is the bi-IU-r) upriijlil Mcrcws pliiccd iil c-<niiil
The telescope is so
distances between tin- plates.
fixed as to be reversible, and the adjustments are in
jrreat part similar to those of other telescoi)ic instruments, but are too numerous and minute to be here

liciiii:

Hoth

detailed.

hi.ri/onlal jilatcs licini;

made, by

of the screws anil levels, truly level, the telescope is i)ointed at one object, and the horizontal
ancles read olT: it is then turned to another object,
anii the readincs-olT from the graduated circle aijain
performed and by the dilTerence of the readings,
the angular horizontal deviation is {riven; and when
vertical anirles are reipiired, the readings are taken
from the vertical circle in a similar manner. The
instrument, as rei>resented in the drawing, is made

means

;

by Fauth A Co., fnitcd
Atimuth ImtrumciU, auU

See AltitinliStates.
Eni/inter\i I'ramit.

THERM0-DTNAMIC8.

and

Theodolite.

Thermo-dynamics, or the iio ftirther transformation is possible. The original
dynamical theory of heat, though "liU-rally merely energy of the universe, therefore, though still of the
tlie seieuee of the relations ofheat and work, is same amount as at creation, being in a state of ceasenow very generally employed to denote the whole less transformation, has been iu great part frittered
science of energy. See Fi'rce. We propose in this down into beat, and will at length take wholly that
place to give a general sketch of this grand modern form.
Newton took the first great step. In a scholium
seneralization, supplementary to what will be found
fn the article just referred to, but. for the sake of to his third law of motion, belays down in a few clear
continuity, we must repeat a little of what was there words the conservation of energy as the endwdimenl
of the experimental results known in his day with
ilivcn, though in a somewhat ditTerent form.
Er.erirv is"strictly defined as the power of doing reference to forces and visible motions. Part of this
work, and is of one or other of two kinds /MteiUial statement of Newton's was afterward reinvented unor kinetic. A raised weight, a w;iund-up spring, gun- der the name of conservation of vis-viva; but all that
powder, and the food of animals, are instances of Newton really wanted to enable him to complete the
stores of potential energy. A missile in motion, wind, conservation of energy was an experimental knowlheat, and electric currents are instances of kinetic edge of the nature of heat, electricity, etc. That heat
energy. Sound, light, and other forms of wave mo- is motion of some kind, not matter, and that the laws

THEKM0-DYNAMIC8.
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its communication are the same as those of the
rommimicatinn of visible motion, was experimentally pn)V('(l at the very entl of last ecniury by Davy.
|{ilnif(ird had almost conipletrd a. proof a year iir two
before; but he had also made a very fair attempt to
determine the "mecbanieal ecpiivalent" of heat i.e.,
the quantity of heat which is eciuivalenl to a given
amount of mechanical work. Tiiat there is sucli nn
equivalent is at once evident by looking; at Davy's
discover)' in the light of Newton's seholium already
referred to.
But though the dynauucal theory of
heat was thus really founded in 171)9, it was not genThe first to call attention to it was
erally received.

of

—

piston

working

air-tight in a cylinder closed at

the

l)Ottora.

Suppose we have two bodies,

A

and H. whose

A

temperatures. S and T. are maintained uniform,
being the wanner body, and suppose we have a
Let the
stand, C, which is a non-conductor of heat.

S

c

Seguin, nephew of the celebrated Aiontgoltier (from
he states that he derived his views), who, in
1839, distinctly enunciated the equivalence of heat
and mechanical work, and sought to prove by experiment that heat disappears, or is put out of existX
X
ence, in the productionof work from a steam-engine.
B
In 1812 Mayer published a short note, in which he
enunciated the conservation of energy as a metaphysi- sides of the cylinder and the piston be also non-concal deduction from the maxim, C««w« cpqunteffectum. ductors, but let the bottom of the cylinder be a perHe made no experiments to prove tliis general state- fect conductor and let the cylinder contain a little
ment, but he made a calculation of the mechanical water.nearly touching the piston when pushed down.
equivalent of heat from the specific lieats of air as- Set the cylinder on A then the water will at once
suming that when heat is produced by compression, acquire the temperature S, and steam at the same
its amount is the equivalent of the work spent in temperature will be formed, so that a certain prescompressing. His result was erroneous, because his sure must be exerted to prevent the piston from risdata were imperfect. But it appears that his assump- ing. Let us take this condition as our starting-point
1. Allow the piston to
tion, quite unwarranted as it was. is really very near- for the cycle of operations.
work is done by the pressure o{ the
ly true for air. In 1843 Colding, led also by some me- rise gradually
tapliysical speculations, propounded the doctrine, steam, which goes on increaing in quantity as the
but endeavored to base it upon actual experiments. piston rises, so as always to be at the same temperaAnd /iint u aliKtriirted from A,
Finally Joule, also in 1813, published an experimen- ture and pressure.
tal determination of the mechanical equivalent of namely, the latent heat of the steam formed during
heat (770 foot pounds as the work required to heat a the operation. 3. Place the cylinder on C, and alpound of water one degree Fahr.), which is within low the steam to raise the piston further. More work
half per cent, of the most trustworthy results since IS done, more steam is formed, but the temperature
obtained. Joule had been, since 1840 at least, mak- sinks on account of the latent heat required for the
ing quantitative determinations of equivalence be- formation of the new steam. Allow this process to
tween various forms of energy and was led to pro- go on till the temperature falls to T, the temperature
pound the general law of conservation of energv by of the body B. 3. Now, place the ylinder on B
liecause two
the only legitimate process viz., experiment, as con- there is of course no transfer of heat
trasted with metaphysical assertions of what ought bodies are said to have the same temperature when,
The complete foundation of the science on a if they be put in contact, neither parts wiih heat to
to be.
proper basis is thus due to him: tbouL'ti, as we have the other. But if we now press down the piston,we
seen, portions of it were established thoroughly hy do work upon the contents of the cylinder, steam is
liquefied, and the latent heat developed is at once
Newton and by Davy.
Before we consider what are the principal features absorbed by B. Carry on this process till the nmount
in txactly eqiinl to that taken fnim
of the theorj' as now developed, it is necessary to re- (it heat given to
fer to the admirable investigations of Fourier and in the first operation, and place the cylinder on the
Carnot. which, though in some respects defective, non-conductor C. The temperature of the contents is
Fourier's now T,and the amount of caloric in them is precisely
must be considered as real advances.
great work, Thenrie de In Chaleur, is devoted to the the same as before the first operation. 1. Press down
laws of conduction and radiation, i.i\. to the dissipa- the piston further, till it occupies the same position
tion of heat, and is one of the most remarkable math- as before the first operation; additional work is done
ematical works ever written. Carnot's work. Siir on the contents of the cylinder, a further amount of
la Fuimtance Motrm dii Feu, is the first in which any steam is liquefied, and the temperature rises. Moreattempt is made to explain the production of work over, it rises ti> 8 exactli/. by the fundamental axiom,
from heat. It is unfortunately marred by his assump- because the volume occupied by the water and steam
tion that heat is a material substance, though it is is the same as before the first operation, and the quanonly fair to say that he expresses grave doubts as to tity of caloric they contain is also the .same— as much
He begins his investi- having been abstracted in the third operation as was
the truth of this hypDthesis.
gation Ijy premising the following principle, sadly ne- comnuinicated in the first— wliile in the second and
'•
If a body af. fourth operations the contents of the cylinder neither
glected by many subsequent writers
ter having experienced a certain numV)er of transfor- gain nor lose caloric, as they are surrounded by nonmations, be brought identically to its primitive phys- conductors. Now, during the first two operations,
ical slate as to density, temperature, and molecular work was done by the steam on the piston: during
constitution, it must contain the same (luantity of the last two, work was done against the steam on
Hence he the whole, the work done by tlie steam exceeds that
lieat as tliat which it initially possessed."
concludes that when heat produces work, it is in done upon it, since evidently the temperature of the
consequence of its being letdtnrn from a hot body to contents, for any position of the piston in its ascent,
a cold one, as from the boiler to the condenser, of a was greater than for the same position in the desteam-engine. His investigation, though based on scent, except at the initial and final positions, where
an eroneous hypothesis, is extremely ingenious, and it is the same. Hence the pressure also was greater
forms the foundation of the modern theory.
We at each stage in the ascent than at the corresponding
give a sketch of it, preparatory to our account of the stage in the descent from which the theorem is evipresent state of the theory, and for this purpose we dent. Hence, on the whole, a certain amoinitof work
choose a somewhat hypothetical case, as simpler tlian has been communicated by the motion of the piston
This the case of a to external bodies and tlie contents of the cylinder
the most eouunon practical one.
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liHving been cxiictlv restored to tlieir primitive conwe are entitled to rei;ur<l this work iis due to
This, we see.
llie caloric employed in the process.
was taken from .V, and wlioUv transferred to B. It
thus appears that aiiirie doen irnrk l>y In lug let dinrn
friiii II higliir to a h'wer tfmperature. And tlii' reader
niiiy easily see that if we knew the laws which conni-cl the pressure of .saluralc(l steam, andthe amount
of caloric it contains, with its volume and temperature, it would be possible to apply a riirorous yalculatiou lo the various processes of4he cycle above explained, and to express by formula the amount of
work irained on the whole in the series of operations,
in terms of thi- liinjH'raturi'S (S and T) of the boiler
and condenser of a steaiu-cniriiie. anil llie whole
amount of carolic which passes from one to the other.
Though the al>ove process is exceedinirly ingenious ami important, it is to a cimsiderable extent vitiated by the assumption of the materiality of heat

In

is'

made

To show

thro\ighoiit.

this,

it

is

M

and X to work in comgine. X. does, we may sil
bination.
driven by the transfer of heal, and in
turn driving X, which is employed to restore the heal
to the source.
The C(mipound system woulil thus in
ca'-h cycle produce an amount of work equal to the
over that expended on X,
excess of that done by
•without on the whole any transference of heal:
which is of course absurd. The application of the
true theory of heat to these propositions was made in
l*<4il. I80O, and 18",! respectively, by Itankine, Clansins, and Sir \V. Thomson.
liankiue employed a
hypothesis as to the nature of the motion of which
heat consists, from which he deduced a great many
valuable results. Chiusius supplied the defects of
Carnot's beautiful reasoning: accommodating it to
the dynamical theory by a very simple change, and
evolving a great nmnber of important conseipu-uces.
But by far the simplest, though at the .same time the
most profound, writings on this subject, are those
of Sir W. Thomson, to be foimd in the Trinmnctiimii
oj'tlie R'lynl S irietynf K'linhiirgh : and These nnist be
consulted by any reader who desires to have a clear
statement and proof of therrao.dynamical laws, not
compli<ateil by unnecessary hypotheses orformulic,
and yet perfectly general in iis .ipplicalion.

M

M

new form, thcrmo-dyuamics

of mechanical

elTect are

When

is

babied

on the

equal quantities

produced by any means

whatever from purely themnil sources, or lost in purethermal ctTects, equal (piantitiesof lieat are pul out

ly

j

]

j

|

of exislence, or are generated.
Law II. (Carnot and Clausius.) If an engine be
such that, when it isworke<l liackwaril, the pliysical
and mechanical agencies in every part of its motiims
are all reversed, it produces as much mechanical effect as can lie produced by any Ihernio-dynamic engine, with the same tem|)eralur(S of source and refrigerator, from a given quantity of heat.
The proof of this secon<l law dilTirs from tiiat of
Carnot (already given as regards reyersil)le engines)
by being no longer based on the supfi. sition of the
nniteriality of heat, but on the following axiom, in
some of its many possible forms It is impossible, by
means of inanimate material agency, to derive mechanical ellecl from any portion of matter by cooling
it below the tem])eralure of thecoKleslof the surrounding objects. It will be easily sei n that the pair
of engines (one reversible) Ixfore menlioned would,
if worked in combination, ff>rm a perpetual motion;
and besyles, would constantly transfer the heat from
a collier to a warmer body.
One of the immediate and most important deductions from these principles is
that only a fraction of
the beat employed in any engine is converted into
useful work (the remain<ler bi'ing irrecoverably lost).
This fraction was shown by Thomson to be capable
of expression as
:

only

necessary to consider the second operation, where
jtork IK niipp'ineil (tj lie finite by the contents of the cyliniler expanding irithmit /•"« nr guiit i>f niUirir, a supposition which our present knowlediie of the nature
But it is (piite easy,
of heat shows to be in<orrect.
as seems to have been first remarked by J. Thomson
in 1849. to put C'arnot's statement in a form which is
rigorously correct, whatever be the nature of heat.
J. Thomson says: '• We should not say. in the third
operation, 'Compress till the same amount of heat is
But we
given out as was taken in during the tirst.'
should say. Compress till we have let out so much
heat that the further compression (during the fourth
stage) to the original volume may give back the exact
It is but bare justice, howoriginal temperature."
ever, to acknowledge that Carnot himself was by no
means satistied with the caloric hypothesis, and that
he insinuates, as we have already seen, more than a
If we carefully
mere suspicion of its correctness
examine the above cycle of operations, we easily see
that they are ivrenilile, i.e.. that the transference of
the given amount of caloric back againfrom B to A, by
performing the same operations in the opposite order,
reipiiresthat we expend on the j>iston, on the whole,
as much worK as was gained during the direct operations.
This most imi)ortant idea is due to Carnot,
and from it he deduces his test of a /K//icf engine, or
one which yields from the transference of a given
quantity of caloric from one body to another (each
being at a given temperature) the greatest possible
amoimt of work. And the test is simply that the
cycle nf iijieratiunH miuit be reversible.
To prove it, we
need only consider that, if a heat-engine, .M, could
be made to give more work by transfering a given
amount of caloric fr<im A to B, than a reversible en-

its

two following laws
Law I. (Davy and Joule.)

ditimi,

which
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where S and T are the temperatures of the source
and condenser, mewmred fnnnthe ahufiliite itvn of temperature. See Ileiit. Thus, an air-engine, in which a
greater range of temperature can be safely used than
in asteamengine, employs cfTectively a mucli larger
porticm of the heat supplied to it and there is no
doubt that air-engines would supersetie steam-engines, if we could get a material capable of enduring
the great Ileal required.
THERMOMETER
term which, in spite of its
derivation, is usually restricted to instruments which
measure temperature by the iipaiiKimi of bodies.
Like that of the telescope and microscope, and many
other valuable pieces of philosophical apparatus, its
early history is very obscure.
There are various claimants who seek to share at
least a part in the credit of its invention
and they
agree pretty w<ll in referring it to somewhere in the
beginning of the ITth century.
We shall not waste
space in endeavoring to settle such matters of history,
but proceed at once to a description of the forms of
the instrument now most commonly u.sed; after
which we shall say a few words about the actual
value of their indicatitms, and finish byarajiid sketch
of a few other instruments also adapted for the measurement of temperature, but not usually known by
the name of llnrmometer.
Let us commence with
the ordinary spirit-thermometer, shown in Fig. 1
where the indications are given by the expansion of
gla.ss bulb
a quantity of alc:>liol which fills entirely
To conand partially a narrow tube attached to it.
struct such an instrument, a cajiillary tube is selected, of as uniform a bore as possible. The easiest method of testing its uniformity is to introduce a column of mercury, about an inch long, into the lube,
and gradually move it along by inclining the tube,
carefully measuring the length of the column in each
It is obvious that the
of its successive positions.
column will be longer the smaller is the mean .section
of the portion of the tube occupied at ary time by the
drop of mt: •'v.
If considerable difference.? of
length are f uu.i. lu; tube is rejected at once.
The
best tubes a.'C Miose which. •' showing any change,
taper vcrj's.owly but nearly uniformly from one ex:

—A

;

;

:'.

;
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other; a defect wliicli can easily be allowed for in the subsequent gruiluation of the inA bulb ii blown on one end of the selectstrument.
ed tube large, if the instrument is meant to be very
small, if a common instrument is to be
delicate
made, or one whicli will work through a great range
of temperature.
The bulb is heated to expand the
contained air, and then the open end of the tube is
plunged into alcohol, usually tinged with coloring
matter, for greater visability. As the bulb cools, the
atmospheric pressure on the alcohol in the vessel
forces some of it into the stem, and perhaps a little
The tube being then inverted, a few
into the bulb.
dextrous taps suffice to shake the greater part of the
alcohol into the bulb.
The lamp has again applied,
with caution, until the alcohol boils, and the rapidly
escaping vapor drives the air almost entirely from the
tube, wliose open end is again plunged at once into
the colored spirit. Unless the stem be nearly 40 feet in

tremity to

meter standing at 80 inches the bulb is inclosed in
the steam immediatelj' above the surface of water

tlie

We thus obtain the boH'fuj.piint. It
only remains that we decide by what numbers these
points shall be indicated, because (on account of the
nearly uniform expansion of mercury) then the remaining divisions can be at once filled in by dividing
the interval between them into equal parts, or, if necessary, allowing for a slight taper in the tube. The
only scales which re(|uire mention are those of Fahrenheit, Reaumur, and Celsius.
Of these, the first
freel}' boiling.

;

;

\

I

i

commonly used

in Britain, the second in Germany
France; but this last, under the
name of Centigrade scale, is almost exclusively used

is

and the

third in

by scientific men

of all nations.
scales will be easily imderstood
lowing figure

Fahr.

32

The relations of these
by means of the fol-

77

122

212

20

40

80

—

length and thermometers have been made by Forbes of a length approaching to this for the measurement of underground temperature the alcohol fills
the whole of the ball and stem as soon as the glass
has cooled. The bulb is again cautiouslj- heatecl, so
that, by the expansion of the spirit, such a portion
may be expelled, that, when the whole is again cooled, the level of the liquid in the tube may stand near
some point previously determined on with reference
to the particular employment for which the instrument is destined. Finally, the lamp being again applied to the tube, near the upper surface of the liquid,
that p.irti<m of the spirit is again made to boil
and
while the vapor keeps the free end of the tube clear
of air, that end is hermetically sealed; and the glassblower's part of the work is done.
A somewhat
similar, but a more difficult process has to be gone
through, if other liquids, such as ether, sulphuric
acid, mercury, etc.. are employed to fill the bulb;
each of these liquids having its own special use in
certain philosophical inquiries, as we shall presently
see.
It only remains that the instrument hv graduated, so that some definite information may be given
by its indications.
In the older thermometers, the
scale was arbitrary, so that no comparable readings
could be taken by me,4ns of different instruments. In
the finest modern instruments, also, the scale is|usually
<{uite arbitrary, being, in fact, engraved on the tube
(luring the process of calibration above described.
But then, by careful observation, certain difinite
temperatures are measured in terms of this arbitrary
scale, so that the value of a degree and the position
of some definite zero-point are determined for it, and
the result engraved on the tube. These numl)ers enable us. by an easj' calcidatiou. to reduce the observed reading of the fine instrument to its equivalent
in some of the standard scales.
At present, we
assume, wha' is very nearly true for mercury at least,
that equal increments of bidk correspond to equal increments of temperature. All, then, that is necessary
is to fix two definite temi)enitures, and assign their
Water being one of the most
positions on our scale.
common bodies in nature, and being everywhere
easily obtainable in a state of great purity, is usually
employed
and its freezing and hniling points are
Tiie temperature of
taken as the definite points.
freezing water or of melting ice is almost absolutely fixed, for pressure alters it only very slightly.
It
is otherwise with the boiling-point of pure wafer, for
raised
this is considerably
by increase of pressure; so
much so, in fact, that if the barometer be not attended to, an error of several degrees is possible. Mence
we must <lefine the particular pressure, usually 30
inches, at which the boiling-point is to be determined.
The thermometer, constructed (so far) as above described is to have its bulb, and nearly the whole of
the portion of the stem which contains liquid, immersed in pounded ice, from which the melted portion is freely trickling; and when the level of the spirit has become stationery, its i)i>sitiou. the frtnhxgpuiiit, is marked on the lube.
Sirailarlv, the b;iro-

—

;

:

Keau.

Cent.

25

100

50

In the Fahrenheit scale, the freezing point is 32°, and
the boiling-point 212", so that the space between
these is <livided into 212 32, or 180, equal parts or
degrees.
In the others, the freezing-point is the zero,
but the boiling point is 80'^ and lOU^ respectively. It
is of course perfectly easy to reduce from one of these
scales to another. Thus
What is the centigrade reading for 77*^ Fahr. (See the dotted line in the figure)?
The numbers in Fahrenheit's scale are all too great
by 32, because 32'^, and not 0", stands for the freezing-point.
Subtract this from 77. and we have 4-5.
Hence the required number of centigrade degrees
must bear the same ratio to the 100 from freezing to
boiling in that scale that the 45 bears to the ISO"- be-

—

—

tween the same

limits in Fahrenheit's.

—

The

requisile

45

number

is

therefore

100=25'' C.

In

words— Tn

180

Fahrenheit tu centigrade, »>ihtract 32, and miil100
5
tiplj/ hy
or -. Vice reran
To piiax frmi) centigrade
180
9
9
to FaJirenheit, multiply hy -, and add 32.
Thus the
5
9
Fahrenheit value of 50 C. is - iJO-f- 32=122, as in the
5
Of course the similar jirocesses with Reaufigure.
mur's scale present no ditJiculty. It is supposed that
Fahrenheit fixed his zero at the point of greatest cold
that he had observed, possibly in Iceland, more probablj' by means of a freezing mi.xture, such as snow
and salt, or sal-ammoniac, ft is much to be desired
that the centigrade scale alone were to be employed.
.V mercurial thermometer ceases to be of use foriemperatures only a little above the freezing point i>f mercury; but it has a wide range upwanl, as mercury
docs not boil till about (iOO^ ('. On the other hand,
a spirit thermometer, though of little use bevond
about .TO- or
('.. as alcohol boils at 70" ("'.. is
useful for any degree of cold yet produced, as alcohol
has never yet been frozen. When extreme sensitiveness is re(|uired. either being considerably more expansible than alcohol, is sometimes employed; as by
Thomson in detecting the cfTcct of pressure on the
freezing-point of water.
Water, again, would be about the very worst substance with which a thermometer coidd be filled for not to speak of its ex|)anding in the act of freezing, and therefore necessarily
bursting the instrument, if it were ever allowed to
reach the freezing-point, its scale would rea<l partly
b.ickward and partly forward; for as ice-cold water
tJiHrert

—

W

;

;
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thermonieters self-recordiu";, various

have been proposed. of which we shall notice
only one or two.
Those most commonly used indicate only »/<iJ''H/wwi and miniminii temperature durins: each 24 hours: or during llie interval whicli luts
elapsed since they were last set. The usual arrangement consists of two thermometers, a mercurial and
.stliemes

closely, the ordinary mercurial thermometer practical,
ly possesses within these limits the same advantage.
As the pressure of a gas depends on the amount or heat
it contains, the alwdiiU aro of ti'inperature, or the
temperature of a body wholly deprived of heat, may

be determined by finding the temperature at which a
perfect gas would cease to e.xert pressure.
For ordinary temperatures, it is found that air increases in
bulk by .3()().'), and hydrogen by .3(!68 of its bulk,
a spirit one, fixed horizontally to the same frame, when heated under constant pressure from 0" to lOO"
with their bulbs at opposite ends of the frame.
A- (', Again by Boyle's law, if the air be compressed
bove the mercury is a small piece of steel or ivory, again, at c<mstant temperature 1(10" ('., to the Imlk

and

and light tloat of glass or
Capillary forces prevent the steel from enmercury,
and
the
enamel from leaving the
tering the
As the nuTcury expands, it ]iushes the steel
spirit.
befori' it. and, when it again contracts, it leaves it
behind; the end nearest the men'ury thus remaining
at tlie highest or maximum indication which that
thermometer has given. In the spirit-thermometer,
the liiiuid as it exjjands, freely passes the enamel,
and leaves it undisturbed; but it can never contract
so as to leave it dry.
It
therefore pulls the enamel
back when it contracts, and thus the extremity furthest from the bull) marks the lowest point which the
spirit has reached, or the minimum temperature. To
set this instrument, incliiu' it so that the steel falls
l)ack to the surface of the mercury
the enamel at
Hie same time comesto the surface of the spirit. The
best mode of registration is undoubtedly the ]>hoto!?raphic. For this purpose, a mercurial tiiermometer
is i)laced vertically before a narrow slit, in such a
way that no liglit can jiass Ihrougli the slit save above the level of the mercury in the lube.
A gas
llauK' is kejit burning at some distance in front of The
slit, the bulb of tlu- thermometer being protected
from its radiation: and behind the slit a sheet of prepared ))liotographic paper is exposed to the narrow
line of light which passes above the mercury.
This
paper is tixed on a cylinder with a vertical axis,
which is made to revolve uniformly by clockwork.
Lines are drawn by tlie clockwork on the ]);ip<r, giving the position of the slit at each hour of the '24, or
t'ie gas-fiame is mechanically reduced or ecli])sed at
intervals of an hour; so thai the record, when photographically developed, gives the temperature for
every minute of the day and niijlit: the jiortion of the
Ijaper whicli has been exposed to the light is blackened.
Among ordinary meteorological instruments the
irH-liuUi thermometer is deserving of notice.
It is
simply an ordinary thermometer, with the bulb covered with paper or cot ton- wool, kept constantly moist
by the capillary action of a few fibers connecting it
with a small vessel of water. If the air be xntiirdlid
with moisture, there will be no evaporation, and the
wet-bulb thermometer will give the same indication
as the ,lry-bulb. IJut the drier and the warmer the
air is the faster does the water ev;iporatc. and (the
latent heat of evaporization being mainly taken from
the moist bulb) the lower does the mercury sink in
the m(jist-bull) instrument. The diircrence'between
the readings of the two instruments, compared with
the actual temperature, as shown by the dry-lmlli,
thus leads to a determination of tlie hygrometic state
of the air. !Sofar. we have spoken of tlie inslruments
now in common use. Hut the «(>-thermomcterwas
probably the oldest form and possesses a scientific
.supiTiorily over those just descrilied.
Theoretical
and experimental investigations, connected with the
modern dynamical theory of healsh<« ;liat thee()iial
increments of heat produce almost exactly equal
changes of bulk in a nearly perfect gas. sucli as air.
if the pressure to which ii is exposed be constant.
Hence, temperature, as measured liy an air-thermometer, gives a true indication of tln' ("luantity of energy present in the form of heat. As the coiiiparison
of an air-thermometer with a mercurial one shows
that, for temperatures not gr<-:iter that 31)0" ('.. or
072" Falir., the indications of the two agree vcrv
in the spirit a small

enamel.

—

;

it

had at 0** C, its pressure
former amount.
Thus

its

is

;>„

increased by

.;i(i(>r>

of

being the pressure at

temperature
C, p that
C, we have, when the
is kept constant,
}> sub t
/)„ (1 -i-.ooatitwoIf we assume this to hold for all temperatures, /isub t
vanishes when
at <"

0"^

volume

=

1

or <*=:

+
— 274"

.OOaeG,")*

= 0;

C. verj- nearly.
That is to say, at 274" C, under the freezing-point of
water, a perfect gas ceases to exert jiressure on its
containing vessel /, c, is deprived of that thermal

—

energy on which pressure depends. The air-thermometers in common use arc aftected by the pressure,
as well as the temperature of the atmosphere.
To
avoid this inconvenience, Leslie and Humford in the
present century revived the differiiitinl Ihirtintiiieler
ofSturmius. In this instrument. in one of its common
forms, a bulb is blown at fofh end of the tube which
is bent into a r-form), and the liipiid in the stem is
used merely as an index, both balls bciiiir full of air.
The length of the column of Huid is usually adjusted
so that it can just fill one of the vertical arms and the
horizontal iiorlion of the tube; and the quantities of
air in the two balls are so adjusted that the colunui
(

will take this jiosition irhen the tiro //tills lire iit Ihi
If the one ball be heated more than
the other the liquid index will take a new jiosition.
and this is read otf liy a scale a]>plied to either of tlie
vertical arms. Thegniduation of this instrument may
be effected by calculation, but it is usually done exLeslie made good use of it in his inperimentally.
vestigations on heat: and, with various adjuncts. such
as coloring the glass of one ball while that of the

mine Uinpenitnve.

other

was

left

white; silvering or gilding one of the

covering one of them with moist silk or linen,
etc., this instrument became in his hands tv iihut'imetrr, an nethrituvipe. a liynrtniuter, etc. To thermomeballs:

ters which depend for their action on the expansion
of .solids, the name Pykometek is frequently given;
but that of Breguel, as delicate as a good ordinary
mercurial thermometer, is not alluded to in that article. The principle of this very beautiful instrument
may easily be explained thus. In bending a slip of
wood, the fibers on the convex side are necessarily

more extended than those toward the concave side.
('(mversely, if the fil)ers on one side of a slip of wood
were to expand more than those on the other, the
slip would bend.
Breguet solders together two thin
strips of gold and platinum, or platinum and silver
for portability and concentration bends the compound
strip into a helix, fixes its upper end. and attaches a
horizontal index to the lower end. The least change
of teiniieralure in the surrounding air changes the
length of one side of the compound slip more than the
other, and the helix twists or untwists through an
angle very nearly proportional to the change of temperature.
Referring to the drawings. Fig. 2, shows
Sixe's self-registering niiiximum and minimum thermometer. This beautiful and very ingenious instrument consists of a long cylindrical bulb, united to a
tube of more than twice its length, bc'nt round each
side of it in the form of a syphon, and terminating in
This b'jib and p;irt of
a smaller ovalsluiped bulb.
the connecting tube are partly filled with pure spirit;
the lower part of the syphon is filled witli m<'r<ury,
and the ninainder of the tube and the hmg bulb are
completely filled with spirit.
steel-index, with hair-

A
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moves in the spirit, in each arm, above the
mercury The action of the instrument is as follows:
As the temperature increases, the spirit in the long
bulb expands, forcing the mercury to rise in the right

sprina;

Fig.
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1.

As
tube, where it also rises by its own expansion
it thus advances the index is driven before and left at
the highest point. As the temperature decreases, the
mercury recedes, driving the index point in the lefthand tube before it, and leaving it at the coldest
point. The left-hand tube is, therefore, graduated
from zero at the top downward, while tlie right-hand
scale is an ascending one, ranging from zero at the
bottom to 130 at the top. The instrument is set by
drawing the indices down into contact with the mercury by means of a small magnet which is passed
down the outside of the tubes. When com)iared with
standard instruments, and properly made, these are
admirable thermometers, and are highly recommended for general observations. Fig. 3, shows Phillip's
maximum thermometer. It consists of a tube arranged in a horizontal position, iiud having a small
portion of air introduced so as to cut off about half
an inch of mercury from the end <if the colunm. An
increase of temperature pushes the detached mercury
forward, where it is left on tlie contraction of the colunm of mercury, thus showing tlie highest point
reached. The instrument is set by turning it bulb
downward, when the detaclied mercury falls back inWhen well made
to position by force of gravity.
this forms a serviceable and accurate instrument, the
self-registering clinical Ihernionieters, now so vmiversally used, being made on this principle. Fig. 4.
shows Rutherford's minimum thermometer. It consists of a glass tube arranged horizontally, and tilled
in the usual manner.but with alcohol instead of mercury, a black glass index moving freely in the fluid.
The instnmient is set by raising the bulb and allowing the inde.x to Hoat to" the end of the column of al-

As the temperature decreases, the column recedes carrjing with it the mdex to the lowest point,
where it remains, while on an mcrease of temperature,
the alcohol alone reascends. The end of the mdex far-

cohol.

Fis. 3.

Fie. 4v

thest from the bulb shows the lowest temperature
re-reached. Fig. 5, shows the Signal Service thenuo-

Flg.5.

meter screen, arranged for maximum and niininumi,
thermometers, with lowered sides, permitting free
access of air. See Ifi/psometrirnl TUiriiuiotittr.
THIEBY hooped" GUN.— Experience shows that
the rupture of guns commonly takes place following
planes passing through the vent, and that the fragments are projected in the rear and laterally, following the inclination of these planes with respect to the
axis of the piece.

THILIBR.
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of wrouglil-iron pliicfd tninHVorsely upon
riinforrc would prevent Iiiteriil explosions: but
llml the rupture tiikini;
it liai)ptiis su(li(i< iilly often
elTect llirougli many planes, c-iittini; llirough the
vent, the breech is found separated and projected in
the rear.
In this case it shouM be fi'ared that the transverse
hoops, torn away with the breech, would be disl)ersed. and woidd add tliemselves to llip nund)er of
To obviate this ilefert. in order that un
fras;nients.
der all circumstances the fraiinuMits of the burst giui
shouhl remain toirether and be contained in the envelope of wrouu'lit-iron, it is evidently necessary that
all the pans of this envelope should be bound toj;elher with sutHcient strenjrth to resist rupture in
Inconsequence. Thiery
the longitudinal direction.
conceived the plan of composing the wrought-iroii
1st. Of a longitudinal armature extendenvelope:
ing from the platl>and of the breech to al)Out -1.8
inches l)eyond the trunnions. 2nd. Of transverse
hoops, placed side by side, from Ilie trunnions tothe
platl>und of the breech fornu-d l)y tlie last of them.
This envelope of wrought-iron has some analogy
',o the pieces of ordnance of wrought-iron constructe<l
;it the origin of artillePi', and by means of which they
tired the i-nornious bullets of h hicli history makes
mention. Those gi";anticculverins were composed of
longitudinal bars of wrought-iron placed in the manner of staves, and secured together by transverse
hoops of wrought-ir<m.
THTT.T.KR.— The horse which goes between the
shafts, and supports them; also, the last horse in a
team. Commonly written tliilLhitriw.
THmBLE.—.Vn iron ring attached to the end of
drag-ropes, siege and field. The thimlde is tirmly
secured in its |)lace by a spliced eye of n.pe surrounding its oulir cir< iimferenic.

ity existing between the Democracy and Oligarchy
of Athens, hoped to rule the city through the agency
of the latter. Their (Joveriiment was a positive
" Keign of Terror." anil nuirked by the most infamous cruelties. Kven Mitford, witli all his luitred of
democracy, speaks of the '• shamelessness of crime"
as surpassing all that had previously occurred in (irecian history.
It lasted only one
year, when it was
overthrown bv the return of the Athenian Kxiles nndiT Thriisvbulu>.

Hoops

llic

THIBTEEN-INOH SEA COAST MOKTAE.-.V

(

The

collective lille
in
different parts of the Empire during the 15 years
(253-()8 A. D. occupied by the reigns of Valerian and
Gallienus, and amid thewretclied confusions of the
time, endeavored to estal)lish themselves as Indepi ndent Princes. The nanu' is borrowed from the Thirty
Tyrants at Athens, but, in reality, historians < an
only reckon nineteen- Cyriades, JIacrianus. Halista,
Odenathus, and Zenobia, in t/ie KaM : I'ostunuis,
Lollianus. Victorinus and his mother Victoria, Jlarius, and Tetricus, in Vie Wtut ; Ingenuus. Kegillianiis,
and Aureolus, in lUyricum and the countries,
about the Danube; Katurninus, in Tontus: Trebellianus, in Isauria
Piso, in Thessitly
Valens, in A;haia
.Emilianus. in Egypt
and Celsus, in Africa.
See Niebidir's I^-^tureii on liviiiitn Hintury, and Gibiisuri>ers

;

;

who sprung up

:

:

and Fall nf the Hmuan Kviftire.
THISTLE.— The Order of the Thistle, called also the
Order of St. Andrew, is of no ven,' ancient date. The
bon's Dicline

earliest-known menlicm of the thistle as the national
badge of Scotland is in the inventory of the effects of
James III., who ])robal)ly adopted it as an appropriate illustration of the royal motto, /'/ (hfeime. Thistles occur on the coins of James IV.. Mary, James
v.. and James VI.: and on those of James VI. they
are for the first time accompanied by the motto,
Xniin mf impune lurj-miet. A collar of thistles appears
on the gold bonnet-pieces of James V. of 1.53'J; and
the royal ensigns, as depicted in Sir David Mndsay's
armorial register of l.'j-iij, are surnjunded by a collai
formed entirely of gold thistles, with an oval badge
attached. This collar, however, was a mere device
until the institution, or, as it is generally but inaccu-

ast-

iron smooth-bore morlar used in the United States
ser%'ice,and without chamber. The following are the
principal weights and dimensions of the piece (eccenprepondertric axle)
\Veight of piece. I~.r20 lbs.
ance, /i(<; extreme length. .I I..") in.; length of bore,
y.5.1 in.; windage, O.iy in.: cliarge( nui.\iinuin), mortar powder, 20 lbs.; weiglil of shell empty), 21G lbs.:
charge to till shell, 11 lbs.; charge to blow out fuseplug, 0.:) lbs.: weight of carriage, 4,1 4<) lbs. The
mortar is tired from a wooden platform.
The carriage is of wrought-iron. and, being without
cliassis, rests directly upon the platform.
An axle
carrying at each of its extremities a truckwlieel. passes
through the carriage near tlie front end this axle is
eccentric, and wlien tlirown in gear the truck-wheel,
rest upon the platform: only the rear part of the shoe
then rests on the platform and moves with sliding
friction.
Two steps are placed on the front part of
the carriage for convenience in loading.
The thirteen-inch mortar (center-])intle carriage)
diilers from the above only in the method of mounting. Both have the same carriage, but instead of the
carriage resting directly on the iilatform. as in the
first, the carriage for the center jiinlle is nxpunted on
a chassis itself resting on the platform. The chassis
is attached at its center to the platform by a pintle,
and traverses upon iron circles in the manner usual
for this class of cjirriages.
In addition to the ecctntric axle at the midille of the chassis, for throwing
is another axle, also ecit in and out of gear, there
centric, carryinsr a traverse-wheel which works between the parts of a double transom on tlie front end
of the cliassis. This wheel comminiicates motion to
the chassis. X crane is attached tf) the l?ft cheek for
hoisting the shell to the nuizzle. The chassis has an
inclinarion to the rear of tnree degrees: it is made of
wrou;;ht-iron. and wiisihs "mI'iO pounds. See Mnrt/tr.
THIBTY TYRANTS AT ATHENS.— body of Hiders
invested w itli soverei;:!! power after the close of the
Peloponnesiau war. They were all native Athenians,
but members of the aristocratic parly, ;ind chosen by
the Spartan Conquerors, who, knowing the animos:

THIRTY TYRANTS OF ROME.

given to a set of military

:

rately called, the revival of the Order of the Thistle
bv James VII. (II. of England), which took place on
ilay 2!). 1687. Statutes were issued, and eight knights
nomimited by James ; l)ut the patent for the instituAfter
tion of the Order never passed the great seal.
falling entirely into abeyance during the reign of

(

I

:

I

William and .Slary, the Order was revived by Queen
Anne, Dec. 31. 1703. See Amlreir,
THISTLE LITTER.— During the Florida campaign.
Captain

II. L. Thistle, of the Louisiana Volunteers,
a single litter horse conveyance, designed for
transport
of wounded men tlirotigh the narrowest
the
defiles, or over the most encundiered and difficult
dev'..-.ed

I

I

!

j

1

'

j

I

,

;

A

ground.

that filed with

THOMASGUN.^1. .V breech-loading small-arm, having a fixed chamber closed by a movable breechblock, which rotates about a horizontal axis at 90"
to the axis of the barrel, lying below the axis of the
barrel

i

The drawing, copied from

the application of the patentee, shows the construction and manner of using the litter.
The litter, resting on the springs, IJ.Ii, is firmly attached to the saddle, .v., which is kept in place on the horse's back
by the gearing, C.C'.CC'. The head-board, I, and
foot-l)oard, II, being adjusted, as shown in the drawing, the patient is placed on the litter and secured
by the diasoital straps, F. and a strap over the legs.
When not in use it may be folded, so as to occupy
but little space, and may bi' removed from the saddie. A, which may then be used as an ordinary packsaddle.
This litter has been highly endorsed by
American officers, who have produced it to meet the
exigencies accompanying Indian warfare. See Litter.

and

in front,

being moved from above by a

llunub-piece. The piece is opened by bringing the
hammer to the full-cock and drawinir back the breechblock by its thumb-piece; as it descends it retracts

—

THOMAS PROJECTILE.

its length on one side conically for the
time-fuse, B. and on the other cylindrically for the
percii.ssion device.
The time-fuse is ignited by a
plunger, E, whicli forms part of, and is secured to.
the screw-cap,
by a brittle wire,W, the lower end
of this plunger being slightly recessed to receive a
The iimer end of cap arrangeof fulminate wafer, II.

the firing-pin by the action of a hammer-stop lever
on tlie projecting head of the retractor, tlie notched
body of which engages with a notch on the tiringjiin, and it also presses down one end of the frictionlever, the other end of which locks tlie sear and
keeps the hammer from falling until the breech is
closed.
It
the block.

THOMPSON GUN.
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is closed by reversing tlie movement
The mechanism is such that the block

ed throughout

C

1

is

ment

'

is

turned under, forming a hollow cone.

The

Thistle Litter.

well secured against the effect of any accidental dis-

percussion device or friction primer, G, consists of acharge in closing, and is afterward more completely brass tube, filled with friction composition pressed
locked by the descent of the hammer beneath the around a flat brass wire having serrated edges, the
breech-black when the piece is tired. Extraction and outer end of the wire being seejection are essentialh' the same as in the Reming- cured to a cylinder of thin brass
ton rifle. 2. A variety of heavy ordnance rolled info which projects beyond the fusea tube, from a plate of inch iron. There were 14 or stock.
The friction primer is
l."! layers of plate
forged into a mass over an in- provided with a screw-thread
ternal cast-steel tube.
Over the breech were two to secure it to the stock, and the
hoops, 13 inches long by 3 inche.-i thick. The length channel, Z), into which it is
of the gun was Hi feet;" the total diameter 3(5 inches. screwed, is filled with quickIt was rifled with three projecting ribs, li inches
burning powder. The action of
wide eacli, the diameters of tlie bore being t and 61 the fuse is as follows
The
inches. The gun burst with a 27J pound cTiarge and shock of discharge frees the
a 138 pound shot.
plunger, which, being thrown
THOMAS PROJECTILE.—This projectile closely re- violently back, the fulminate,
sembles the Hotchkiss. The had is forced into the //,is ignited on the cone, setting
grooves b}- a sliding ring instead of a cap. The par- fire to the time-fuse.
Should
ticulars of the rilling and projectile are as follows:
the projectUe strike before the
Pitchof rifling, one turn in 18 feet: number of grooves burning out of the time-fuse,the
(flat.sciuare-corncred), 7 width of grooves, 1. 8 inch- wire in the projecting primer,
depth of grooves -^'^ inch weight of shell .55 6r,is driven through the friction
es
pounds; length, 10.3 inches; diameter G.3 inches; dia- composition, and the powder in
meter of powder-chamber, 3.3 inches; bursting the channel, Z»,is ignited, tlu tlame from which comcharge, 1 pound iH ounces charge, 7 pounds.
municates directly with the powder-charge.
See
THOMAS RIFLING.—This system originally resembled the Hotchkiss expansion system. But later, the
THOMPSON GUN.— This breech-loading rifle conrifling consisted merely in leaving three or more verj' sists of a cast-iron body. A, of the usual Hodman
narrow lands and the same number of very wide model, embracing, Ijj- light shrinkage, a steel tube,
grooves in the gun. Projections were planed in the B. of uniform thickness, which extends throughout
shot to correspond with" the lands. At first sight the bore, and is secured in iiosition by a screw-thread
this system closely resembled the cf ntricn I ay slfwiA-x- at the lireech-end. The rear end of the tube is smoothcept that the grooves are made in the shot and the ly-f;ic(d, and abuts against tlie breech-block. The
projections in the gun. But it will be observed that breech-block C works in a slot in the cast-iron casthe centrical grooves are .-o rounded as to gnidiitiUi/ ing at right angles to the bore; it is circular in crosslift the shot and hold it in the center of the bore, anil
section, and is i^ollcd laterally to and fro into position
that spherical shot caimot be fired from a r/ow//* gun for loading and for firing, a portion of its cylindrical
without injuring tlie three narrow lands, and without surface being cut into cogs which fit into a toothed
some strong and cumbrous arrangement to stop the rack,laid horizontally upon the floor of theslol. Powe.vcessivc windage.
The lands are also in the way of er is applied by means of a lever, which is attached
loadint; the powder easilv and rapidlv.
to a shaft or spindle, secured to the center of tlie
THOMPSON COMBINATION-FUSE.— The time and breedi-lilock and' extending outward through the
percussion arrangement of tiiis fuse are entirely indc- breech of the gun in the direction of the axis of the
]>eDdent of each other, the metal stock. A, being bor- bore. As the breech-block is rolled back and forth.
:

:

;

;

;

.

—

—

.
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I

the spindle also traverses the face of tlie breech, a Exterior diameter of the gun 25 inches
from muzzle
29,2
indies.
slot then beini: cut for tliis i)nrpose luriic eiioush
to allow the rr(|uisilc space. A toothed disk, attach- Exterior diameter of the gun 65 inches
from muzzle
34. G
inchcH.
ed near llic ouur end of the .spindle and working in
a rack below, serves to secure steadiness of motion. Exieriordiamelerof the gun 10.1 inches
from
muzzle
42.0
iiu'lies.
The back of the breech-block is faced with a cum,
inches.
which, as the breech is closed, comes in contact with Exterior diameter of Ihe gun al breech 47
inches.
a correspondinsr cam im the rear face of the slot, by Exterior diameter of the u;un at neck. 43
its
Maximum diameter 41 inches from
which means ihe bli>ck is forced forward until
breech
50
inches.
beveled front fa<e is in close contact with thecorre1.1
inches.
spondinirlv-faced end of the tube, and the breech ef- Diameter of trunnions
ixlerior
of
brcicli-block
is
Diameter
of
sleel
IS..*)
inches.
closed,
the
tube
Wlun
fectually ilosed.
of
circumDiameter
powder-chamber
12.30
inches.
sonuich
t)f
ils
supported in rear tlirouirhout
12.15.'> inches.
ference as is not iutersecled by the slot in which the Diameter of shot-chamber
inches.
12
spindle moves. The breech-block, the spindle, and Diameler of bore
Lenglh of bore, including chambers. ..1'.I2
inches.
tlie cam upon the face of Ihe slot are of steel.
The ritlins of this irun is only provisional.it beinjr Thickness of breech-block in direttion
of bore
12.4
inches.
proposed that, ultimalely, it shall have twenty-one
grooves and lands, each of equal width. At present Length of breech - block slot across
bore
33
inches.
every third groove only is cut, so there are but sevinches.
29.3
en irrooves. Width of grooves. ().!• inches; width of licngth of breech-block spindle
4.5
inches.
lands.4. 5 inches; depth of grooves, 0.1 inches; twist, Length of Irunnions
inches.
56.1
one turn in 70 feet. The chamber, at present employ- Distance between rimbiises
ed is of two diameters: that of Ihe larger i)art, or Diameter of loading chamber through
breech
12.5
inches.
powder-chamber, being e<|ual to the diameter of the
22G.32 inches.
bore througi; the grooves: that of the smaller part, Total length of gun
or sliot-chanil>er, being e(|ual to the diameter of Ihe Pilch of rifling, one tnrn in 70 feet.
The <arri!ige provided for this gun is of the genbore across lauds, plus Ihe depth of one groove. The
length of the powder-cliaml)er is 17. "2") inches, com- eral pattern of the l.l-incli service-carriage. with such
mencing at the breech-block; the h'ligth of Ihe shot- modifications as the dimensions of the gnn require.
<liamber is 14.72 inches, estimaling from Ihe pow- A friction recoil-check is attached. See (.'(inUirini
<ler-chamber to the rilled portion of Ihe bore. The (riniK. and Onhmiir/
THOMPSON INDICATOE.—Not long since, the Unicliamerbs are connected by the appro|)ri;ite ramp:
Ihe junction of Ihe bore and shot-thamber has an in- ted Stales Government being desirous of ascertaining
<lin!ition of 1 in 8.
There is no provision niiide for which of Ihe various patterns of indicators in use was
a gas-check or for a vent proper. as it was Ihe inten- the most cfticienl, with a view lo ils adoption as the
tion of Ihe inventor lo use metallic <arlridge-cases, standard for naval service, Engineer-in-Chief Wilcenter-primed, discharged by a tiring -i>in passing liam 11. Shock, U.S.N. Chief of the Bureau of Steam
Ihrongh the centers of the breech-block and spindle, Engineering of the Navy Departmeni, issued an order directing the Commandant of Ihe Boston Navy
and cocked and discharged by a suitable device.
The projectile at present made for this gun is the Vard to appoint a Board fortius purpose. The Board
double
bear- consisted of three ollicers of Ihe Engineer Corps, who
Butler lir<ech-loading projeclile. with
ings.
The front bearing consists of a light ring of made a most favorable report of the Thompson luOther indicators, though compeleiil o resoft brass applied lo tlie forward end of llu' pro- (licalor.
jectile, and of a diameler only O'.O.'i in excess of the gister the sleam action of ordinary Ihrottling engines
bore, and is not inlended to aid materially in con- with considerable accuracy, eveii at tolerably rapid
The rear bearing" or rolaling rotative speed, wcri' found very unsatisfactory wlun
veying rotation.
device consists of a double - lipped riujj, the out- applied to the high speed aulOmalics, in which the
er lip of which is flared so as to exceed the diam- changes of pressure to be recorded were very much
The front Ixaring-biind
eter of the shol-chaniber.
projectile by an anniil;ir underis secured to the
,

I

The sabot
cut, into which it is '• crowded " cold.
The disill the rear is altaclied by a screw-thread.
tance from the apex of the front band to the Hare of
the sabot is such that when the projectile is pushed
forward in the chamber, the front and rear bearings
shall meet the front and rear ramjis of the <'lianiV)er
respectively, and thus cause the projectile I o be ac<urately centered in the operation of loading. Weight
of projeclile, I'.OO pounds.
It is :dso intended to experiment with projectiles having grooved copper,
lands, front and rear.as now used in France and Ger'.

many.

i

and breech-block were manufactured bv the Bochum Steel Company, Boelium,Prussia.
1 lie iron casing was cast and finished at Ihe
South Hoston foundry, at which place, also, the sleel
lube was rifled and inserted and the bree<'h-nieelianism applied. The gun-easing was cast on the Kodjnan plan, and cooled from llie interior by a current
Tlie sleel lube

•

of cold water. tJwing. however, to the bulk of the
casting and the weight of metal employed which
<-ousiderably exceeded any previous demand made
upon the resources of the foundry — it was necessary,
I.
in the first instance, to sirenglhen the furnaces, enin fact, the vibrations of
hirge the gun-pit, provide new flasks for the moulds, greater and more sudden
and lengthen init the lathes.
The pencil carrying mechanism were at limes so exThe following are the principal dimensions of the cessive as to render the diagrams almost worthless.

—

'

gun

of the improvement in this instrunient,
parallel movement is materially simplified, and

By means

:

iixleriordianieter of the

:

sun

at

muzzle 27

inches.

tlie

THOMPSON TENT.
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disturbing el'^ment, momentum of the moving within 860*^ somewhere. This combination is a very
happy one mechanically there is no disadvantage,
is reduced /«//y three-fourthx. Fig. 1 shows tlie
improved Thompson indicator, liaving a cord-carr)'- and practically it is a very great improvement. The
ing apparatus which receives the cord from the whole thing is simple, it is put together very nicely,
groove of the paper-barrel cylinder. Now. wliile this as all the work upon these instruments is now done:
may be turned about upon its center by means of a it does away with one of the most annoyins things
thuml>-screw shown Ix-low. there are many cases, that the careful indicator user comes in contact with
the distortion of his diagram by the inability to
especially in the very high speed engines, where it
must be adjust?d at a certain point only, in order to make a fine adjustment, at a time when perhaps he
give the barrel a smooth motion: in other words, in
practice the indicator user is sometimes brought up
with the possibilities of making a proper connection
by the lack of facility in this motion but with the
attachment shown in Fig. 2, the pulley is mounted
on the end of a stand which slides into a socket-bearing, and this socket is grooved so that the thumbscrew will hold the grooved pulley, as shown, looking downward; the cord is taken from the groove of
the paper-barrel cylinder directly through the hole.
This attachment can be made by means of the thumbscrew and groove, which is not shown in the engraving, upon the stand which carries the wheel, to form
any possible angle within the range of 360" a comtlie

parts,

:

—

;

—

plete circle. It is

much better than that where

the

two

wheels were used, from the fact that no matter what
the angle of reflection may be or the direction that
may be necesrary to take the cord from, it will always work smoothh', for the pulley face and the face
of the groove on the paper cylinder are always in
proper position, one with the other, to take the cord
smoothly from the paper cylinder on to the bearing
surface of the pulley, and thence to the motion wherever that may be arranged. It is sometimes most
important in the high-speed, short-stroke engines to
have the greatest possible range of adjustment in this
motion for sometimes considerable trouble is experienced upon engines, running 3o0 or 360 revolutions, in so arranging the cords as to use independent arcs or connections for each indicator, and at

lacking a little in patience, may have burned his
be annoyed still further, or perhaps perplexed by not obtaining the fine adjustment that is
necessary to avoid any possible distortion or misconstruction of the lines of his diagram.
The pullej-,
is

fingers, or

;

shown in Fig. 3, works upon a sleeve which rotates in the stand according to the requirements of
the position, and which is held in its place where
as

adjusted, by the thumb-screw which acts as a binding screw working in the groove on the sleeve, so
that it is held in any position that may be chosen,
and yet be free to revolve the moment the binding
screw is loosened, without any possibility of interfering with the motion by means of scarring the
sleeve or disturbing the particles of metal on its surface, so as to prevent its freedom of motion or it.s
facility of adjustment.
Fig. 3 gives an inside view
of the indicator, and will serve to fully explain the
action of the instrument. See Indii-nt/ir.
THOMPSON TENT.— This tent invented by Gilbert
Thompson, United States Arm}', possesses inanv advantages over the heavy tents at present used. With

Fis.

i

the same time make such connections with reference
to right lines that no distortion of the diagram should
be given. The old arrangement, shown in Fig. 1, did
not give the facility which is required in a practical
sense, but Fig. 3 will cover every possible or probable obstacle as well as facility of adjustment. This
is especially the case where the steam-pipe is in the
wav, or, as in the case of high-speed electric light
engines, where two tlifierent arcs can be used by sliding them along the shaft, we can, by moving the
stand on the bottom of the indicator by means of a
thumb-screw, adjtist this to any angle, and then b\a simple movement of the pulley to the right or left.
over or under as the case may be, we can cover any
angle that may be called for. for it will certainly be

pounds of canvas (10 oz. duck), it
covers over 100 square feet of ground, and is so constnicted that one man may easily put it up and take
a weight of 24

j

I

i

I

it

down.

It

affords

ample accommoilation

for six

THORAX.

drawinsr.
for the euirnss, modto the figure of the bust of the

THORAX.— The Roman name
conform

wearer.

THOROUGH-PIN.— Tn a horse, the enlargement beIwciii the lUxor of the foot and the extensor of the
back. It is the result of any over-work, but hardly
It should be
constitutes unsoundness in a horse.
treateil a-* for wind sail.

THREE INCH RIFLE.— This piece used in the United Slates tiehl-servicc is made of wrought-iron after a
lilan invented at tlie I'hienixville Iron Works, Pciui.
This plan consists simply in wrapping boiler |)latc
annind an iron liar so as to form a cylindrical mass
of a certain diameter. The whole is placed in a furnace and brought to welding heat and then jiasscd

Fig.

1.

Fie.

Pig. 3.

Fii;. 2.

lietween rollers to unite if solidly together. The
Iruimioiis are afterwards welded, or "jumped" on,
and the piece is bored and turned to the proper size
and shape. The form of the piece, as shown in the
drawing, is the same in general character as that of
the Hodman gun. The following are its principal
weights, dimensions, etc.: Weight, 820 pounds; <li.
ameter of bore, 3 inches; length of bore, 2U diameters; number of grooves, 7; depth of grooves. 0.07.')
inch: twist, 11 feet; projectile, weight of, 10 pounds;
powder, 1 pound. The projectiles used are shells
with time anil percussion-fuses, and case and canister shot. Ilotchkiss, Schenkle, and Dyer projectiles
are all suited to the rifling of this gun. A :t-inch
Farrott rifle-gun. using Parrott projectiles, is also
employed in the U. S. field .service. This is a castiron piece reinforced with a band of wrought-iron,
similarlv to other guns of the I'arrott system.
See
/•'/VW Art'/Ury.
THROAT. 1. The narrowed space between the
Hanks of a bastion at their junction with the curtain
or between the rear ends of the faces of a nilun. 2.
The narrowed entrance to the neck of a ])uiidling
fiirii:ire. where the area of flue passage is reguhited.
THRONE. -The chair of Hoyaltv.'an ornamented
seat raised above the level of the Hoor, on which it
stands, often covered with a canopy, and inteniied
for the use of a Sovereign or other Potentate. From
an early period the Asiatic Monarclis are represented as enthroned; the same usage of a dignified chair
set apart for the Sovereigns was adopted in Greece,
where also it was customary to rejjresent all the
greater gods, as enthroned. In the ^liddle Aires and
modern times, the throne has been in all Monar<hical I'ountries the chair occupied by the Sovereiirn
on state occasions. The name of throne was ;ilso
given, in the early centuries of the Christian Chnrch
to the raised seat' in the middle of the tribune behind

BINO.

tha altar, where the Bishop sat surrounded by his
Clergv. The throne is now a common metaphorical
expression for sovereign |)ower and dignity.
THROUGH VENT. This vent is screwed in, but
has iin (-(jnc, the liuttom being set up into a recess to
The I'alseal till- junction of the copper and iron.
liscr converted guns have these vents.
THRUSH. Tiirusli or trush, in usual form, consists in intlannuatiun and ulceration of the sensative
surfaces witiiin the frog, giving rise to a fetid discharge, consliluting unsoundness, and usually causing lameness. Want of cleaidiness is the chief cause.
Daily, when the horse returns to his stable, the foot
slioidd be washed out willisoap and water, carefully
If
dried, and the fissures filled with mineral tar.
amendnunt does not speedily ensue, a dressing of
calomel should be substituted for the tar several
times a week. Kagged or loose portions of the frog
may be removed by the knife or scissors.
THRUST.— Hostile attack with any i)ointed weapon.
Ill bayonet exercise, the thrusts are \ised after
each parry, the object being to reach the adversary
before recovering his guard; they are executed at
the command t/iriixt, given ipiickly after the command parry. They may alsf> be used after the tiilV(iwi\ the ritire, the paMndtn. and the volU.
To
thrust in tierce. Extend both arms, straightening at

iHPu (within the space 1245). witli end spaces (165
anil ',';54) sufflrii-iilly large to receive a small stove
ami valuable boxes. It is williout aiinoyiiif; cciiyropes, and possesses many advanlasies of ventilation
when any of the sides J'f. .1, or 11' are raised and
niav be so pitehid as to expose one of the an-^idar
Another ^reat adfaces G II, or 3 li' to the wind.
vantasie over the 'z^' tent is that it affords a greater
The
iniiilti/ile space, for the same weight of canvas.
ground plan and the dimensions, also a perspective
view of the tent when pitched, are shown in the

eled soas to

THUMB
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4.

the saine time the right leg, the bayonet at the height
of the breast, barrel u|), liutt in advance of. and to
the right of the head, guard at the height of the eves;
7'" thni.it in ijiiurti
The
the right side covered.
same as in tiirre. covering the left side. 7'" tlirimt in
serimdc. Same as tierce; barrel to the left, the butt
under the ri"ht forearm, the bayonet ainu'd below
7" t/irimt in jirimr. Extend the left arm
the arms.
to its fidl length, straightening at the same time the
right knee,, the left arm below the piece, the liarrel
downward the position of the right hand the siime
as in the jinrrt/ in prime.
The positions are shown
in Pigs. 1, 2, 3, and 4.
See Bayunet Exercise, and
.

;

j

Li/iige.

THUD.— The sound

of

;i

bullet on hitting the

tended object.

—

THUG. One of an association of robbers and murderers in India, who practiced murder not by open
assault but by stealthy aiiproaches. and from religThey h;ive been nearly exterminated
ions motives.

—

bv

I

lie

British

Government.

"THUMBIKINS.— An

old instrument of torture employed for compressing tiie thunil). largely made
use of by the Inquisition in Spain, and also occasionally used in England when examination by torture

was practiced

The last instance of its appliwas in the case of jirincipal Caron whom this mode of torture was inflicted for
tlicre.

cation in lirilain
stairs,

[an hour and half at llolyrood liy Ihe >M-oltisli Privy
CouiK'il, with tlie view of obtaining from him confession of Ihe secrets of the Argyll and Monmouth parties, but without effect in producing any di.sclostires.
Also written tinnnhsrrcir.
THUMB-RING.— A ring fastened to the gnanl of a
dagL'cr or sword for the purpose of receiving the
1

thumb,
order to

noubic thiiinli-rinffH are sometimes made, in
the dagger on a staff, or at the end of a

fix

lance, to resist cavalry.

A

THUNDERBOLT.

;
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THUMB-STALL.— In artillery, a stall of buckskin
stuffed with hair, which a cannoneer wears on liis
thumb to cover tlie vent while the piece is being
sponijed and loaded.
THUNDER BOLT.— In Heraldry, a Ijcaring borrowed
from classical mythology, which
maj' be described as a twisted
bar in pale inflamed at each
end, surmounting two jagged

of the bore. The construction is such that no strain
comes on the pivots. The upper rear ends of the forward links lock in the receiver.giving additional support to the bolt.
A groove on the inner surface of
each rear link receives the end of a pin in the breechbolt lever; motion of the lever is conse(iuentl_v accompanied by a corresponding motion of the "links
and, through them, of tlie bolt. " The hammer is cocked by the end of the firing-pin when the lever is

saltire between two thrown open.
wings displayed with streams
The piece is fired by a center-lock of the usual patof tire.
tern. The magazine, which is in tiie tip-stock, is loadTHUNDERING LEGION.—
ed through a gate in the side cover of the receiver. The

darts in

legion of the Roman Army
it
is the subject of a well-known
and miraculous legend of Marcus Aurelius's war with the
:

Thunderbolt,

Marcomanni

carrier

pivoted

at the rear of the receiver.
The
of the breech-bolt lever is slotted.
This
slot receives the rear portion of the carrier.
When
tlie lever is thrown open the.bottoni of the slot strikes
an arm, rotating the carrier about its hinge, bringins
is

upper end

("174 a. d.), his army, according to this
narrative, being shut up ina muuutainous defile, was its front opposite the mouth of the magazuie. The re"red\iced to g'-cat straits by want of water
when, a verse motion of the lever raises the carrier until its unhody of Christian soldiers having prayed to the God per surface is parallel to the axis of the bore. No wipof the Christians, not only was rain sent season- ing-rod is provided with this gun, and there is no magablj' to relieve their thirst, but this rain was turned azine cut-off.
As a magazine-gun, 3 motions are necupon the enemy in the shape of a fearful thunder- essary to operate it, viz: opened, closed, fired. -\s a
shower, under cover of which the Romans attacked single-loader, 4 motions are necessary, viz: opened,
and utterly routed them Tin; legion to which these loaded, closed, fired. The gun carries'9 cartridges in
soldiers belonged was thence, according to one of the the magazine and 1 in the chamber.
See Mngazinenarrators, called the Thundering Legion.
This le- gnn.
gend has been the subject of much controversy; and
TIGE MUSKETS.— Ilifle-muskets are wholly indebtit is certain that the last told circumstance at least is
ed to the elongated projectile for their efficiency and
false, as the name "thundering legion " existed long celebrity.
Elongated .shot possess, when their" axes
before the date of this story. There would appear, are coincident with the path they describe, the propnevertheless, to have been some foundation for the erties of being less resisted by tlie air, having longer
story, however it may have been embellished by the ranges and greater penetrating power than .spherical
pious zeal of the Christians. The scene is represent- projectiles of the same diameter. To obviate the difed on the column of Antoninus. The event is re- ficulty and loss of time in loading ordinary rifles, by
corded by the pagan historian Dion Cassius, who forcing the ball into the barrel 'by repeated blows
attributes it to Egyptian sorcerers;and by Capitolinus of the ramrod or a mallet, on account of which that
and Theniistius, the latter of whom ascribes it to the arm had been little used, M. Delvigne proposed that
prayers of Aurelius himself. It is appealed to by the bullet should have sufficient windage to enter
the nearly contemporary Tertullian, in his Apokigy, freely into the barrel, in order that, when stopped by
and is circumstantially related by Eusebius, by Jer- the contraction of the chamber with which this arm
ome, and Orosius. It may not improbably be con- was furnished, it might be forced to expand and enjectured, supposing the substantial truth of the nar- ter into the grooves, on receiving a few smart blows
rative, that the fact of one of the legions being called thus the piece being fired, the bullet would
come out
by the name " Thundering" may have led to the lo- a forced, or rifle ball, without having been forced in.
calising of the story, and that it "may have, in conse- But this ingenious contrivance was not found to
anquence, been ascribed to this particular legion, which swer. The edge of the chamber on which the ball
was supposed to have received its name from the cir- lodged, not being opposite to the direction of the
cumstance. See Legion.
blow, did not form a sufficient support upon which
TIERCE. 1. In Heraldry, a term of blazon used to in- to flatten the ball when struck by the ramrod, and
dicate that the field is divided by lines into three equal thus cause the bullet to expand
whilst portions of
parts.
shield may be tierce in pale, in fess,in bend, the charge of powder previously poured in, having
inTjend-siniater, or in pall; all which, with other ar- lodged on the contraction, cushioned and still further
impeded the expansion of the shot; and as, obviously,
no patch could be used, the grooves were liable to
get foul, and to become leaded, to an extent which
could not be effectually obviated. To remedy this
detect. Colonel Thouveniu proposed in 1828 to suppress the chamber, and substitute a cylindrical tige
or pillar of steel, screwed into the breech in the center of the barrel, so that the bullet, when stopped by,
In Pale.
In Bend.
InPalL
and resting upon the flat end of the pillar, directly
rangements in tierce, are common in French heraldry. opposite to the side struck, might more easily be flatTierce in pale, in English heraldry, is an occasional tened and forced to enter the grooves. Hut here anmode of marshaling tliree coats in one escutcheon un- other defect appeared. The pillar occupving a large
portion of the center of the barrel, and "the charge
der special circumstances.
thrust in fencing delivered at the outside of being placed in the annular space which surrounds
2.
it, the main force of the powder, iu.stead
See Frncing.
tlie hody over the arm.
of taking
TIER-SHOT. —Grape-shot are so called when in reg- elfect in the axis of the ])iece, and on llu- center of
See (rnipe-s/iot.
the projectile, acted only on the spluriial portion of
ular tiers and divided by disks.
TIESING MAGAZINE-GUN.— This gun belongs to the bullet which lies over this annular chamber, and
that system in which a fixed chamber is closed bj' a thus the ball, receiving obliipiely the impulse of the
bolt sliding in line with the axis of the barrel and oper- charge, was propelled with diminished force.
The
ated by a lever from below. The breech-bolt is a single next improvement, which was proposed by M. Delpiece, to which links are hinged at either side. These vigne, was to make the bottom of the projeclilea flat
links are in turn connected liy a knuckle-joint, with surface; the body cylindrical, and to terminate it in
olhers,liinged to the receiver. These links support the front with a conical point, thus diminishing the reThe axes of the pivots sistance of the air comparatively with that experibolt when closed, as in firing.
about which the links rotate, are in line with the axis enced by a solid of the same diameter having a hem;

.
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end. Tlu" form of the projectile was,
Breaking Strain 1> >,
anapproximiiliou to thai of Newtou's solid
Colony whence of .Specimens wo S .of least resistance. Ill 1H41 a patent was olitaitled by
Imported.
in. scj. by twelve a! a
(.'aplain Taiiiisier for his methoil of givinij; steadiness
lin. long.
coO
to the Hight of cylindro-eouical shot, by eiitlingthree
sharp grooves each .'iH inches deep, on Ihi; cylindrilbs.
cal [)arl of the shot, by which the resistance of the
Iron-wood...
.lamaica
l».!l!)1.3
air behind the center of gravity of the projectile beGreenheart.
H. (juiana
IL'.'.JI.I.U
,1.089
inir increased, the axis of rotation was kept more
Hickory
7.7iir).4
N. S. Wales
steadily in the direclii'nof llie traje(lt>ry; the grooves
Mora
H. Guiana
9.700.2
0.923
being to this |)rojectile what the feathers arc to the Water-gum..
7,7(i(l.l
N. S. Wales
arrow, and the stick to the rocket.
IJut the tige IJlue-gum
7.1i;7.1
N. S. Wales
0.843
musket having been found inconvenient in cleaning, I5ully-tree....
Jamaica
ti,724.()
the pillar liable to be broken, and, after tiring some
(iuiana
I'urple-heart
li.
(!.3i»8.;{
ispherical

I

1

tlu-refore,

I

down
make hem unsteady in

rounds, the operatiiin of raniniing

so fatiguing
taking aim,
.\I. Minie, previously distinguished as a zealous and
able advocate for restoring the ritle to the service in
an improved form, proposed to su|)pressthe tige, and
substitute for it an iron cup, put into the wicier end
of a conical hollow, made in the shot; this cup being
forced further in l>y the explosion of the cluirge,
causes the hollow cylindrical portion of the shot to
expand and tix itself in the grooves, so that the shot
becomes forced at the moment of discliarge. A slip
of cartridge-paper is wound twice round the cylindrical part of the projectile, so that, as the latter does
not become forced or ritled till the charge is tired, it
tits so tightly to the barrel as to be free from any motion which would be caused by the carriage of the
rille on a march, or by its being handled before the
shot is lired.
But unless the cuj) be driven, by the
lirst action of the explosion of the charge, so far into the conical space in which it is jilaced, as to cause
the lead to enter into the grooves of the rille before
the shot moves, there will be no rotation
the paper
wrapi>ed round the shot not sufficing for this purpose.
In the experiments of 1850 it was foimd that
the hollow part of the -Minie cylindro-conical shot
was very freiiuently separated eiitirely from the conical part by the force with which the cup was driven
into the hollow pari of the sh.it, and sometimes remained so lirmly fixed in the barrel that it coidd not
be extracted; but in the more recent trials with shot
made by compression and with better lead, no such
failure occurred.
TILT. - A thrust, or tight with rapiers; also an old
military game. Tilters usually wore <(7<iitg.I.elmrU of large size, which were
placed over the ordinary helmets.
TILTED STEEL.— This variety of steel
to the

men

as to

I

-imply blistered steel very moderately
heated and subjected to the action of a
till-hammcr, by which means its density
and tenacity are increased. See UUk.
trreil SUii and Sted
TIMARIOT.— Turkish cavalry soldier who has a certain allowance made
him. for which amount he is not only
obligeil to arm, clothe, and accouier himself, but he
must likewise provide a certain number of nnlitia-

Locust-tree..

Stringy-bark

Cedar
Yacca

I{. Guiana
N. S. Wales
Jamaica
Jamaica

<i,062.7
.'i.7».').i,'

3.196.7
3,304.6

TIMBER HITCH— One of the knots used in moving
or lifting ordnance, briilsring. etc. It is made by passing the end of the rope round a spar or |)iece of timber, leading round the standing part, and [mssing
It has
several turns roimd itself, then hauling laut.
this advantage, that, as long as the strain is maintained, it never gives way. It is a good fasteningrfor
h.'iuling a carriaire out of a difficulty.
TIMBER REVETMENT. Fascines, gabions, and
hurilles arc used for revetments when timber is scarce
or when there are better uses to which the timber
may be applied. Timber is a suitable material, both
(m account of its conijiarative durability, and for the
ease with which it can be worked into the shapes
re(|uired.
Its scarcity, and its usefulness for other
])urpo.ses, are the reasons for not employing it more

—

When abundant, il will be
freely for revetments.
used in preference to any of the other materials for
the revetment of interior slope's and scarps. There
two genera! methods employed in making timber
revetments. One method is to i)lace the logs in a
horizontal position, jiiling' them in rows one above
the other with theproi>cr inclination, and fastening
them in place, by pinning the layers together, and
The oIIkt method is to cut the
by anchoring lies.
sticks into short lengths and to phice them in contact with each other in an upright position, then cap
the posts in a very substantial manner, by a horizonare

is

A

mcn. The allowance is called Timnr. This revenue grows out of lands which originally belonged
to tMiristian clergy and nobility, and which the Sultan seized
inhabiteil.

when

they coniiuerecl the countries they

—

TIMBER. 1. In Heraldry, any rank or row, as of
ermine, in a nobleman's coat;' also a crest.
Also
often written Timbn. 2. A general term applied to
all wood used for purposes of construction.
Most
of these have been described under their respective
names; but the following tabular statement will show
the value of some of the leading sorts of Colonial
lim))er which are now begimiing to be imported:
The usual rule for measuring round timber is to multiply the length by the square of one-fourth the mean

LC»

girth, or

the

sum

L being the length of the log, and C half
10
of the circumferences of the two ends.
;

shown

in the drawing.
considered to be the better
one, especially in the event of a cannon shot i)ene.
tratingthe parapet and striking the back of the revetment. If the log struck is knocked out. the
sphere of injury would be more extended when the
log was in a horizontal jiosition than if it were in an
upright one. This method of revetingthe slopes was
nuich used in the late war in the United Slates. The
revetment usually consisted of posts from four to six
inches in diameter of oak, chesnut, or cedar, cut into lengths of .IJ feet and set with a slope of J in clo.se
contact in a trench, at the foot of the breast height,
two feet in depth. These were sawed off sixteen
inches below the crest and shaped to receive a horizontal capping piece of six-inch timber, hewed or
sawed, to a half-round, as shown in the sketch. The
lower ends of the posts rested up(m a two-inch plank
placed in the bottom of the trench. The capping
piece was "anchored" in place, by ties notched into
is steeper
logs buried in the parapet. The slope of
tal

piece of timber, as

The

latter

method

is

','
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than that assumed for

ordinary profile.

See Re- and size under it, is put on over the top of the watercap and driven down uito the recess in tlie head of
TIUBBEL. A small musical instrument, of the the fuse-stock with a i)unch made for the purpose.
drum siiecies, iu use in ancient times, which was having the length of the fuse in raised letters on the
carried in the hand, and was apparently not unlike end, so as to leave this mark on the leaden patcli.
For special firing time-fuses may be shortened, by
the modern tandjourine. with or without hells.
TIME EXPIRED MEN.— Non-commissioned (Offi- unscre'ving the water-cap and backing the papercers anil uu'U, in the En;j;lish service, whose time of case out from the lower end with a drift and mallet;
service is expired.
On their return from foreign cutting off from the lower end the proportional part
service, they are sent to the Regimental Depot to be required and inserting the upper part in the stock
forcing it down with a few gentle blows with the
discharged.
TIME OF FLIGHT.— In gunnery, the time a pro- drift and screwing in the water-cap. It is preferjectile takes iu describing nny purtinn of the trajec- able, however, when circumstances will admit, ta
tory, reckoned from the moment of discharge, or the take up such distance as will correspond with the
wliolc range.
time of flight of one of the regulation lengths. Iu
TIME FUSE.— This fuse is composed of a case of shortening the fuses there is danger of disturbing the
paper, wood, or metal, enclosing a colunm of burn- column of composition.
ing composition, which is set on fire by the disFor rifle-projectiles, where the flame of the charge
charge of the piece, and which, after burninga cer- is entirely cut off from the fu?e, the timefuses are
tain time, communicates with the bursting-charge. fitted with a detonating arrangement at the top.
Its successful operation depends on tlie certainty of This consists of a small hollow cylinder of metal,
ignition, the uniformity of burning, and the facility termed the igniter, containing a small quantity of dewith which its flame communicates with the burst- tonating composition, and having a flrehole coming-charge.
municating with the fuse-composition. A plunger
The ingredients of all time-fuse compositions are is suspended in the detonator by means of a wire, and
the same as for gunpowder, but the proportions are when the gun is fired the suspending-wire is broken,
varied to suit the required rate of burning. Pure, and the plunger coming in contact with the detonmealed powder gives the quickest composition, and ating composition explodes it, thus firing the fusethe others are derived from it by the addition of composition.
niter of sulphur in certain quantities.
The rate of
The question of a good fuse for all conditions of
burning of a column of fuse composition depends on service is still to be determined. For ordinary firing
the purit}' and thorougli incorporation of the mater- with smooth-bore projectiles, the service time-fuse,
ials, and on its density.
These qualities are best as made for many j-ears past, continues to give good
secured by procuring the materials from the powder- results, but the greatly increased range and time of
mills ready mixed and granulated like powder, in flight at present obtainable with heavy guns render
which form it is not more liable to deteriorate tlian it desirable to adopt a principle of si ell-explosion inpowder, and can be preserved for a long time with- dependent of the time of flight and of the preservaout tlie possibility of alteration. The compositions tion in good order of a long column of composition.
used have the appearance of ordinary imglazed can- See Borman/i-fiine, Fune, Martar-fu^, and Sen-conxtnon powder, but the proportions of the ingredients fiiKe.
differ from those composing cannon-powder.
TIME SIGNALS.— Signals established in many imBy
combining these compositions in different propor- portant cities of England and the United States for
tions and adding small quantities of mealed powder, the purpose of transmitting standard time by the
driving a few fuses and burning them for trial, the telegraph. The first use of the system was in IS.'JS,
several compositions for driving the various fuses by Mr. C, V. Walker, the English Royal Astronomer.
are found.
There are now in the United States observatories
The mfety-plugH are made of the softest led wire. which perform this service, in Washington, AlleThis wire is cut into short lengths, and put through ghenj', Albany, Cincinnati. Chicago, Cambridge and
moulds to bring them to the proper diameter. They New Haven. The method now employed is known
are then put into the plug-making machine, which as the Jones System. In it the clock which furnishes
cuts and forms the lead wire into the proper shape the standard is placed in the same electric current
and length for safetj'-plugs. Before the composi- with those to be controlled. In the clock to be regthi;

rHiiieiti.

—

;

!

^

driven into the case, the safety-plug is inserted
cavity end in the smaller end of the paper
case, and the solid portion of it projecting below the
tapering end of the case. A steel punch witli a conical shaped end, being introduced into the case and
entering the cavity of the safety -plug, is struck a
tion

with

is

its

smart blow with a mallet, which forces the soft led
out, pressing it hard against the sides of the paper
The jar of concussion consecjuent upon the
case.
explosion of the charge in the liore is so great as to
detacli the plug from the <ase, so that from the moment the shell leaves the gun the comnuinication is
open between the burning composition in the fuse
and the bursting-charge in the shell, and as soon as
the composition is consumed the shell will explode.
The paper case is secured in a steel mould or socket,

is a helix,
which alternately encircles two
magnets attached to the pendulum, which are alternately attracted and repelled by the helix.
In New
York and Boston the time of exact noon is indicated
by dropping a ball from the flag poles of conspicuous buildings by means of an electric current.

ulated

TIME THRUST.

In fencing, a thrust given

upon

any opening which may occur by an inaccurate or
wide motion of the adversary, when changing his
guard, etc. This accurate and critical throwing in
of a cut or thrust upon an opening that may occur is

usually called timing.
TIN.- .V wliite metal approaching silver in luster.
It is found in great abundance in Cornwall and In
parts of Europe, in Chili and Mexico, in the peninsula of Malacca, and in the Island of Banca.
It i.*
which is made to adjust so closely to the exterior of very malleable; it fuses at 442" Fahr., and contracts
the case as to sustain it and also protect the .safety- slightly on con.solidation.
Its density varies from
plug against the pressure applied in condensing tfie T.2'.i to ?.(!, tlie lightest being the purest metal. It is
composition.
Two or more of these moulds are use as an alloy with copper in forming gun-metal.
placed around the edge of the circidar plate carried
TINCTURE. In Heraldry, one of tlie metals, colupon the lower part of the franu-, and revolving so ors, or furs used in armory. See Heraldry.
as to bring the nu)ulds in turn to the shaft.
TIN CUPS.- (•u|)s used"with heavy breech- loadThe mfety~cnp is a circular leaden patch with a ing guns, which serve, in conjunctimi with the vent
lip attached, cut out of soft sheet-lead that is about piece, to seal more effectually tlu' jiowder chamber,
.0(i of an inch thick.
It is punched out with a cut- and t<i prevent the escape of gas, which is very deter of the proper shape and dimensions.
This patch, structive to the angular face of the vent piece. The
with a thin piece of parchment of the same shape cup is plated between the end of the cartridge and
1

"
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TINDAL.

The circle to bo made is fixed by means
3 in. thick.
of a right and left hand screw, o|ierated by the hand

A

small hole in it serves both for thi-'
vciil-picco.
IHissiigc of the vent tire, luid also for the cup lieiiig
pliKcd ill position. There lire two sizes of tin nips,
Low-jraiiije eiips are only
the low and liij.'h-jraufre.

eipially upon llic two lowir rolh'rs.
rollers are Hiree inches wide.
The upper roller
is faied with steel and milled lo insure tlie regular

wheel acting

The

Tlie
recpiiri'il for iriins witli iron breech bushes.
<iip shoulil be drawn out to the rear by means of a
IiomU.
TINDAL. An alleiiilant on the army in India.

TINDER.

An

iiillaininalilc iiialerial,

of half-liurncd linen.

It

usually

was formerly one

feeding through of the work. It is strongly geared,
and two cranks may be used if desired. Weight 1411
lbs.
Fig. 2 represents the common form of tire
shrinker. The tire lies in a projierly shaped former,
force
and
beinir apjilied to the handle with the Icfl
hand, the right hand remains at liberty lo use the
liammir in keeping Hie work Irue and siraiglil — Hie

made
of the

vhicf means of ])roiurini; lire before the inlroduelion
of chemieal matchis. The linder was luudc localch
the sparks caused liy slriUini; a pieci-of sled with a
tlini; and llw ii:nile"d titidir enabled the operator to
This intermediate
liillit a match (lipped in sulphur.
step was necessary in conse(|Uence of the impossibility of makinir the linder tliime. Partially decayed
Wood, especially that of willows and other similar
trees, also atT<irds lind<T: and certain fungi furnish
the (Jcrman linder. or amadou.
TINKER. .\ small morlar. formerly used on tlic
eiiil of H ~l:ilT, now superseded by Hie Coehorn.
TIRAILLEURS. -All iiiilependeiil body of marksmen, formerly in Hie French Army, when few regi-

way of getting a perfect result at a single
The cams which griji Hie work are set by
means of levers at the will of Hie workman, and are
only safe
heat.

ments were armed with rillc'd arms. They were
sometimes in front of the army to annoy the
•enemy, sometimes in the rear to check his pursuit.
The term tirdilloir is now applied to all troops uctjiseil

imr as skirmishers. It a])peares thai tirditltuniwvTV
first em|)loyid in the American Army.
TIRE. A blind or liooj) of iron used to bind llie
felloes of wheels, lo secure llicm from wearing and
breaking. The tire should embrace the n'lUn of the
felloes uniformly and with a p'lwerful gras|), so that
ils fiber shall be in a state of tension, compressing
This is seI)ro|ionionalely Hie felloes and spokes.
cureil by shriiikiu'; on Hie lire, after first expanding
and llius securing ail unbroken chain of
it by heal
pressures rouud the wheel converging to its axis.
:

Fi?.

a.

wilhdrawn from the finished lire in Hie
same way. All slipping at starting, and all jamming
and slicking afler tinisliing. are thus avoided. In the
English Army tlnre are two kinds of tires, viz. the
The former, which is
riiiff-Urr andthe ntrt(ik-tiTr.
sinijily a band of iron fastened on without any
inslanlly

!

break, has been universally used, for years past, in
In Hie liome service,
Hie artillery service in India.
unlil very latelv, the slreak-tire. which is fastened
upon the wheel in pieces, and not in one continued
ring, was the usual iialtcni; but the ring-tire is now
adopted for all wheels not exceeding 3 inches in
The breadlli of field-carriage tires is i
bn'aillh.
inches, 1 inch Ihick Ihal of siege-carriages, inches,
and \ inch thick, [see Wine!.
T IRON.- A kind of angle-iron having a flat flange
and a web like Inc T, by which it is called. T-iron
is now extensively used "for gun-carriages and other
ordnaiKc const ructions.
:

TOCSIN.— An alarm drum, formerly used
Fi'.'.

Tbe tire should

fulliU Hie

1.

fnllnwing uses:

in

armies

as a signal for charging, on the aiiproaeh of an en1.

By means cm v.

—

induced by llie tension
TODTENORGEL An urgan-gnn. One of the earthe spokes against injury liest of llie-e machines was made at the beginning of
from xide tlmmU; to secure this, tlie cross section of the loth century. It was loaded from the muzzle,
the tire must be so great in area as to preclude any and was ccmiposed of small wroughl-iron cannon
sensible extension of its length when expo.sed to the rudely ir.oimted on what looked like the trunk of a
tensile strains due to tide thnintii.
2. To protect the iree, ami moved on two round disks of wood for the
felloe from sidils and indentations by stones and wheels.
oilier hard subslances over which the wheel passes
TOE CALK. A prong or barb on the toe of a horse's
to dislribute the pressures evenly upon the sole of shoe, to prevent slipping on frozen ground.
the felloe, and lo protect it from being woni down
TOGA. The ])rincipal outer garment of the Roby abrasion. The lire should be neither so broad as mans, and originally, perhaps the only one. Subseto cause excessive grinding action, nor so narrow as quenlly, an under-garnienl, the. <«;«<;, was adiled. Il
to sink deeply into ordinary yielding ground.
Kii;. was prolialily of Etruscan origin, and yet it came to
1 represents Hie tire-bending machine use<l in arsen- be considered ihe dislinclivi badge of the Uoman cilals for liiiht and medium work.
This macliine will izeii, wlience the Roman pi'ople are called Vynti. or
bend accurately and easily tires from the lightest to genu t'lgntn; and consequently, when the Cisalpine

of

its

uniform

til its

iiornial jiressure,

fibers, lo

iirolect

—

:

—

TOGGEL.
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the left hand, being played by Ww right hand. The
dnrahookn is thus a connecting link bi't ween t he (/r«»H
proper and the tamliovrhw. It isperhajis more genThe tom-t"m is the original
erally called tam-tnm.
but af- kettle-druni,and in some shape is found among most
least, say Dionysius, Quintiliaii, and otiiers
terward, when it came to be an elaborate and com- nations, savage and eomparatively civilized.
TONGS.— To pick up any shot which may fall upplicated dress, it must have been a stnaller segment
than a semicircle. The mode of wearing the toga is on the ground, iron tongs, joined to wooden handles,
They consist of two arms joined by a pidillicult to describe, and required consiiierable art to are used.
make the folds fall gracefully. Tlie toga was made vot, each arm "at its lower end being fastened to a
of w(;olen cloth, and except in tlie case of mourners, semi-circular piece, which clasp lirnily under the
was of a white color. Accused persons sought to ex- shot when the handles are elosed.
TONGUE. That part of the bhule of a sword on
cit-.' sympathy by going about in a soiled (»>nliil(i nnu\
The
unsiglitly toga; while tho.se who were seeking oltic<' which tile grip, shell, and pummel are fixed.
were wont to dress themselves out in garments which bayonet is figuratively called a triangular tongue,
had been made artificially bright by the help of chalk, from its shape.
TONNAGE.— The amount of space that stores take
hence their name of caiididat (shining ones), candidates. The trig/i. prtetfxlji had a broad purple border, up on board ship, which is calcuhtled either by the
and was born by chililern, and most though not all weight or by cubic measure, a ton consisting generbut metiils and very he;ivy iirof the Magistrates. The tur/n /miii, so call<'d from be- ally of 40 cubic feet
ing ornamented with embroidery was worn by Gen- ticles are estimated by actual weight, without refUniler the erence to bulk. The following is the mode of takerals when enjoj'iug their "Triumphs."
Emperors, the toga, as an article of common wear, ing the tonnage of a gun-carriage, which is equally
fellintodisuse, theGreekjtxfffi'/w and other garments ap'plicable to any other article. "The movable parts
being used instead; but it continued to be used by such as the wheels, .shaits, etc., are taken off, and
the body of the carriage laid upon the ground, right
otticials on solemn or festive occasions.
TOGGEL. A belaying-pin. Also a small piece of side up, or otherwise, as may be most convenient.
wood fastened to the end of a string or lanyard serv- The length of the longest part is then measured, as a
ing ;is a hold to grip by. C'oirmonly written toggle. guide for the least length of space which the carTOISE. In the ancient French system of meas- riage can occupy, and the width of the widest part
ures, the unit of linear dimension.
It was divided for'the least width. These dimensions give the size
into 6 feet, each foot (pifd) into 12 inches, and each of the rectangular base, upon which the body and
It is the other portions are packed as closely as may be
inch (pimcf) into 13 lines (l/giies or jioinU).
equivalent to 1.94903659 French meters, or to 6.3946 convenient. When packed the greatest height in
English feet. The tuixe is of frequent use in Fortiti- feet, multiplied by the length and breadth of the
base in feet, gives the number of cubic feet occupied
cation and Military Surveying.
TOLEDO. An esteemed Spanish sword, so called by the carriage, and tiie product divided by 40 gives
the tonn,age.
from the place of manufacture.
TONNELON. An ancient drawbridge, used nearly
TOLENON. An ancient machine of war, having a
long lever moving on a pivot, suspended from an in the same manner and for similar purposes as the
upright higher than the rampart, having at one end hfirpe and exostre.
TOOKSWOKDS.— In India, the Vizier's body of Caa box to contain 30 men, who, \>y drawing down the
oilier end, might be raised high enough to tire into valry.
TOPEKHANA.— In India, the place where guns are
the loop-holes, or even to get upon the wall. Also
kept; an arsenal.
written UilUni).
TOPEYS. Turkish artillerymen or gunners. Also
TOMAHAWK.— A light war-luitchet of tlie North
American Indians. The early ones were rudely made written Topgis.
TOPGI-BACHI. The Master-General of the Turkof stone, ingeniously fastened to their handles by
animal sinews, or cords of skins. European traders ish artillery.
TOPIKHANNAH. In India, a house for keeping
8U|)plied hatchets of steel, the heads of which were
made hollow, for a tobacco-pipe; the handle of ash, "guns an arsenal or armory.
TOPOGRAPHICAL DEPARTMENT.— A Department
with the pith removed, being the stem. These hatchets are used in the chase anil in bjittle, not only in of the English War Othce under the Director of Surclose combat, but by being thrown with wonderful veyors, who is an Officer of the Koyal Engineers. It
skill, so as alwa3's to strike the object aimed at with comprises the Ordnance Survey, wiiich includes the
the edge of the instrument. Tlie handles arc curi- various National Surveys and the Topographical De
ously ornamented. In the figurative language of the pot, the collection of maps, plans, ilescriptive books,

•Gauls received the rights of ritizenship, tlieir country was spoken of as iraUin tnyiitn. in opposition to
transalpine (Jaul, or tlnlUn hriin-ii'd orceched). At
first it was apparently seniieircular in shape— so, at
(

—

—

;

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

;

Indians, to

make

m;ike war,

is

peace, is to bury the tomahawk; to
it up.
TOMAN.— In the East Indies, a term signifying 10,-

(10(1

men.

TOMBAC.

to dig

—

—

Red brass an alloy composed of 93
parts of cojiper and 7 of zinc.
The \Verndl cartridge case is made of this material.
TOMMY ATKINS.— A familiar term given by soldiers to their pocket ledger or small account liook.
Tlie origin of this name arose from every docuiiK'nt,
jiapcr, etc., being headed for convenience sake, "I,
Tnnuiiv Atkins," etc.
TOMJPION.- 1. A plug
at the mu/./le to

The

protect

fitteil
it

to the bore of a

gun,

from injury by the weath-

iron bottom of a charge of grape-shot.
TOM-TOM.— The form of kettk-ilnim used by the
Chinese, llimloos, and Cingalese. The bowl is of
sonorous bronze, and the head is of ])nrchnient. It is
iisuiilly beaten liy tlie hand, and reseiiililes the (hini/in,i/,-(i i>{ Ancient and ^Modern Egypt, which is in use
under jiUied n;imes throughout the Arabic tribes.
The ti'iii-Wm is. however. placed on the ground, while
the darabovka has a handle by which it is grasped by
er.

3.

Staff Officers from all parts of the
Officers of the Topogriqihical Depot keep
themselves informed, up to the latest date, on all
matters pertaining to their Department, so that, on

and journals of
globe.

The

im army t;iking tlie field, the General may at once be
put in possession of all information about the country to be invaded or occupied.

TOPOGRAPHICAL ENGINEERS.— The duties

of this

Corps consist in surveys for llie defense of the frontiers, ami of positions tor fortific;itions. in reconnaissances of the country through which an jirmy luisto
pass, or in whicli it has to openite; in the examination of all routes of communication by land or by
^vatcr, both for supplies and mililary movenients in
the ctmstruction of military roads and of iiermaneiil
bridges connected with them; and the charge of the
cons'truction of all civil works, authorized by Acts of
Congress, not specially assigned by l;iw tosonie other
The United States Corps of
braucli of the Service".
Topographical Engineers was merged into the Corps
;

of Enirineers in

lS(i3.

TOPOGRAPHICAL RECONNAISSANCE —This
importiinl sudy

is

not lonlined to

;dl

very

ililitary Col-

TOPOGRAPHICAL RECONNAISSANCE.
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Ifgi-s aiul llic f>liilT. Iiiit also practircil liy offlrcrs of
cvi-ry braiifli of llu- siTvicf. so as to ciiablc llu'in to
perform in an fttiriciit manner the diilies of tiaukiug
parties, of <leta<'limeiits, ami of outposts.
topographical reeonnaissaiiee will consist of a

A

sketch of the ground, accompanied by a written report.
Want of tinn' and the presence of the enemy,
may prevent an oHicer from doing more than making
a rapid exumination of the country or olijecl he is
ordered to reconnoiter. In this case a written report
without a sketch may prove of great value, {'eriain
<lualitications are necessary to be possessed by oliiccrs sent on reconnoitering duties, such as a facility
in sketching, in judging distances correctly by the

A
eye, by their own pace, and that of their horses.
knowledge of t he language of the country reconnoitered, of fortifications, as w ell as the habit of observing
ground with reference to military operations, are
most useful.
In reconnoitering, the following general imics and
observations should be made
Hiiniln.
These should be examined au<i described
mile by mile. and a report made upon lliem as to heir
width, heir tilness for cavalry, infantry, and artillery
whether they are likely to become impassable in bad
:

—

I

I

:

weather; whether easily repairable, and whether ma.
mending them exist near at hand, and of
what kind their contraction, su( h as fords, bridges,
terials for

:

and

defiles; width, material, an<l strength of the
briilges; the means of ilefending the passage over
them. The names of the towns, villages, and single

—

Note their length jind their nature how
Defilf».
they can be occupied and defiMiiled in case of retreat.
Whether they can be attaiki'd or turned.
Fi'roitniinil irixHh.
What road:- pass through them;
their extent and their caimcily for troops; whether
they are an advantage or hindrance to attack or defense.
The kind of trees composing Ihem: whether
adapted for abatis, entanglement, or for telegraphic
purposes; if far apart, permitting cavalry to penetrate, or thick and ditlicult to traverse.
Single frees
should be noted, or other conspicuous ol)jecfs to give
direction to columns.
:

T'liriis iiiid riUiige.i.—

Thv\T

size;

whether

fortilieil

or open, the number of houses and iidi;il)ifants; what
supplies can be obtained. The description of houses
and the number of troops which <an be accommodated; what stabling or other cover for horses; the
best means to place them in a state of defense if attacked: whether healthy or unhealthy at p;irlicular
seasons and the cause; the supply of wafer: flic
number of carriages, horses, mules, and draught
oxen; of bakeries, butchers' shojis. mills, au<l forges.
Detiirhid /niiixex.
How they are built: of what materials their roofs; if well supplied with forage and
provisions: their defensible capacities; whether easily burnt.
Ilniltrai/t.
Their direct ion, length, and gauge; their
construction as regards the couniry through which
they pass: tunnels, cuts, and viaducts: their breadlh
and length and depth. Whether they consist of double or single lines; description of rails used, and how
.secured.
The number, size, and situation of stations; the tiicans they afT<ird in transporting troops
and material; the quantify of rolling stock they possess (locomotives, carriages, trucks, etc.), Iheiradaptatiou to transport, and the best means of destroying them.

—

—

houses along the road the cro.ss- and by-roads, and
the distance to the towns, villages, and private houses
they lead to.
/^ivrsrt/irf .i^/T/init.— Their sources and their general direction
their breadth, depth, nature of flieir
bottoms, banks, and beds whether navigable, and
FdKitiiinH should be reconnoitered with a view to
by what description of vessels the (|uality of their
water, and the variations to which they are subject their military occupation, and, in doing so, the nmnthe number of fords, their quali- ber and description of troops necessary to occupy
at certain seasons
ty, capacity, and possibility of inii)rov(!ment
the them, as well as their distribution, according to the
nature of the ground within camion-sliot of each features presented by the positions, shoidil be taken
bank. The bridges; the material used in their con- into account. No rigid rules can be laid down ui)on
struction
their length and breadth: whether acces- this point; but the tjepth of the ])ositi(m. the obstasiljle toartillery and capable of sustaining its weight
cles, such as rivers, morasses, etc.. whether in rear,
the best method of destroying, and what material at front, or Hanks, the means of strengthening them,
hand to repair them if destroyed; the best position the key or keys, and lines of communication should
for defending them and works to defend them. The be considered.
ferries; their length and nature, ami landing place
These principles ap])ly ((jually to the selection of
on each side the number and nature of boats used
sites for encamping grounds: the supjily of water and
the number of men and hor.ses that can be transport- nu'iins of transport should be noted
the si)ace reed at each trip.
quired, the l)est |)osilion for bciidtiuarfers and out('(uiiili.
Their course and breadth the nature of l)osts, as well as its sanitary condition.
the traffic carried on by them
the number of boats
In reconnoitering a forfitied post or village, all oband their capacity; the number of locks, and how stacles that may impede the march of the attacking
they can be destroyed or repaired.
force should be observed and reported iqion,
rWrfji.— When and where passable nature of their
FentfK. Their use as defenses, and how they may
bottoms, whether sand. clay, rock, or gravel notice be levelled.
landmarks, depths, Huctuations. Describethe roads
.S'/H/j^.^Whetlier all arms can move up and down
and approaches to the fords best position for de- them; whether cavalry, after ascending, will be in a
fending them, and what works to be constructed to condition to charge.
cover tiicm how they can be improved, and howiHntrirU.
It should be observed what i)arts are
to be obstructed.
mountainous, hilly or flat: nature of hills, direction
Afitrahfii, Inkeii and pimds.
of
ridges;
extent of their valleys and ravines;
chief
Their situation and extent, boundaries, navigation, landing-places.
The whether thecoinitry is barren or cultivated: by what
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

—

;

:

;

—

;

—

of crossing them
how fed by
dry at certain seasons; their general char-

in what numbers it is grazed: what parts
and what i)arts are enclosed: the nature of
acter.
enclosures and of the soil: what parts arc suital)le
ImindationH. Their cause, and means of travers- for cavalr}-, infantry, and artillery; care should also
ing them or, if impassable, wliat are the shortest be taken to ol)serve the geology, botany, and climate.
routes round ihem.
The general features of the district shoidd be con\founUiinn and A/tti.^What parts of the country sidered with reference to their bearing upon any plan
are mountainous, hilly, or imdidaling
whether the of campaign which may be denf)ted in tlie instruchills are steep or broken by roeks.or if their ascent is tions as being imder consideration.
The best posiis gradual.
Their road... passes, and paths: whether tions to be occupied with a view to the operations of
The the campaign should be pointed out and described,
I)racticable to artillery, cavalry, or infantry.
the works that will be and a sketch of them should be amiexed to the rebest way of defending them
required to improve them; the supplies to be ob- ])orf. The lines of operation, eiftier covered or imtained. The nature of the valleys and ravines; their peded by them, as well as any positions favorable to
the enemy, should be noticed.
breadth, and whether easy or dilficull of passage.

method and means

water;

if

;

—

;

;

;

cattle

and

are open,

—
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Reconnaissances can be made daily from outposts thors of the IGth and Kith centuries have drawn a
by Officers commanding pickets. These, witli a few large number of these machines, but so varied in
men, can creep up to commandinu; points near tlie their construction as to appear productions of fancy
enemy's position for the purpose of seeing wliat lie rather than copies from any real objects. The term

An easy mode of tinding out whether a
is abcut.
village is occupied by the enemy or not, is by sending a i)arty of horsemen at full gallop through the
main street. If occupied, the enemy will (ire, an<l,
if not, the party will pass unmolested, and thus the
information be obtained.
Balloons alford effective means of learning the
whereabouts and doings of au enemy.
Before disembarking troops on the enemy's shore,
in order to select a good spot for that purpose, a reconnaissance slioukl be made by the naval and military officers. See Strategy.
TOPOGRAPHY.— Among the first necessities of a
Military Commander is a thorough knowledge of the
])liysical conformation, the obstacles, and the resources of the country in which he has to operate.
It frequently happens that the field of warfare is one
of which no careful survey is procurable.
It devolves, then, on the Officers of the Staff to make
their Chief acquainted with all the particulars he requires; hence, topographical drawing is made a
principal ingredient in the course of study at all Military Colleges.
These surveys in England devolve
on the Quartermaster General's Department. An Officer of this service is expected to traverse a country
with rapidity, to measure distances by eye or intuition, to note them roughly down as he rides, to obtain a rough knowledge of hills and valleys, of roads
and ravines, rivers and the means of crossing them.
He must at the same time make himself ac(iuainted
with the means of sustenance produced by tlie country, with the feelings of the people
whether friend,
ly or hostile
with the transport which can be drawn
from the villager, with the position and strength of
fortified places, and, in short, with every particidar
which can be of service to the Commandant. His
reconnaissance finished, not without fatigue and danger, he is expected to sit down and produce an eyemap, or a full report of all lie has seen and heard.
See Tapiigraphkal Hea/iinamnnce.
TORO£. In Heraldry, a garland of twisted silk, by
which the crest is joined to the helmet. A crest is
always understood to be placed on a tor(^e, unless
where it is expressly stated to issue out of a coronet
or chapeau. Also written Torse.

sometimes applied to a pistol, a gun. or a piece of
ordnance but the ii/nneutuin is nothing more than
is

;

the catapult.

TORPEDO BOATS.— The problem

of constructing

small vessels of high speed, and arming them witli
an efficient equipment for offensive torpedo oi)erations, has long since passed the experimental stage,
and Naval Officers now have at their disposal vessels
of small size capable of outstripping and in favorable
circumstances of destroying the fastest and most
powerful fighting ships of the day. The great services rendered in the .\merican civil war with ordi-

nary steam launches and very

inefficient

torpedoes

showed the immense value of this system of warfare, and maritime nations were not slow to appreciate the importance of the more recent advances in
mechanical science, which ultimately gave them the
Thornycvoft torpedo boat and the Whitehead torpedo.
As a consequence, all the great European
Powers are now more or less fully supplied with torpedo boats, varying in efficiency from the simple
Norwegian torpedo boat of ten years ago with its
towing torpedo, to the Italian and Danish first-class
boats of to-day with their Whitehead torpedoes and
Nordenfelt or Holchkiss machine-guns. The towing and spar torpedoes, owing to the improvement in

now rarely fitted except as an alternative armament, as only under the most favorable conditions would it be possible to approach
sufficiently near to a vessel to use them under tlie
terrible hail of missiles which could be kept up by
her machine-guns.
The result is that at present
nearly all thelorpedo boats under construction are
to be armed with the Whitehead torpedo, and neiirly
all of them are to have in addition machine-guns to
enable them to fight other boats, and to distract the
attention of the guns' crews of any ship they may
have to attack. As a consequence of the conditions
under which torpedo boats are intended to be used,
all the various types have gradually been resolved
into two distinct groups, viz, those attached to and
carried by large vessels, and those sufficiently large
to act independently, and to a certain extent to keep
the sea. These two groups have been named by the
English Admiralty the second and first class groups,
TORCHES.— Torches are made of a number of respectively. The second-class boats are intended to
strands of twine slightly twisted, or old rope, cover- be used as auxiliaries to the ships to which they may
ed with a composition to give light. The following be attached, and the first-class for harbor and coast
materials are required in the manufacture:
Hemp. defense. The second-class boat is fitted with davits
twine, slightly twisted; about 0.08 inch diameter
and discharging frames, so arranged that when the
ciirtridc/e-thrfad; mnttnn-tdlhw; yelloin irax; rimn; davits are inboard the frames with the torpedoes iu
glue; qiiieklime. To prepare torches, melt in a pot, 1 them may lie carefully housed on deck, and when
jxirt of tallow, 3 of yellow wax, and H of rosin, stir- the davits are brought "forward. the frames, by means
ring it with spatulas. The twine is formed in hanks of a system of parallel motion, are not only lowered
of about 40 threads, 3 feet long, cut at one end, and over the side, but are kept close to it, so as not to eftied with twine, forming a handle at the other.
The fect injuriously the stability of the boat. When in
hanks are immersed for 10 minutes in the composi- the firing position, the discharging frame is parallel
tion, and then drawn through a mould of a proper to the center line of the boat and 3 feet below the
size.
They are suspended by the handle in a shady surface of the water, with the forward end slightly
place to harden; 24 hours after, they are painted inclined downward, so as to facilitate the egress of
over with a warm solution of a half pound of quick- the torpedo. In this system no external impulse is
lime and i of an oun(;e of glue to a quart of water.
given to the torpedo, which is set in motion by tlie
With old rope, boil the rope, well beaten and im- action of its own engine, the pulling of a lanyard
twisted. in a solution of equal parts of niter and liberating the torpedo and then starting its engine.
water; when dry, cut it in pieces 4 feet long; tie three There are a good many objections to the frame-andor four of these pieces aroimd a piece of pine wood. 3 davit discharging gear, such, for example, as the
inches in diameter and 4 feet long; covit the whole great resistance offered by the frames and torpedoes
with a mixture of equal (larts of sulphur iind mealed when in the discharging position, and the necessity
powder, moistened with brandy; fill the intervals of reducing the speedof the boat to about three knots
between the cords with a paste of 3 parts of suliihur before firing. Hence, in 1880, the Admiralty conand 1 of quicklime. When it is dry. cover the whole sidered the possibility of carrying the torpedoes jn
torch with the following composition Pitc/i. 3parts; troughs on the forward part of the deck, all resuiy
Venice turpentine, 3 parts; tiirpentlM, ^ part.
See for (iischarging.and ejecting them by meansof an imFin wcirh-H.
pulse srear similar to the compressed air apparatus ;n
TORMENTUM.— war engine of the :\Iiddle Ages, use in the Navy, but using steam iusteail of compressto shoot large stones, balls, or, pieces of rock. .Au- ed air.
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of tlic (irsi -class type of bout is very
that of tin- si-coiul-cliis> l)oals, ami
consists of tlirce 14-incli torpedoes, two beiii^ carried
in transportini^ carriages on the sides of tlie vessel.
anil one in the torpedo gun. as it lias been called, on
the forward deck. This gun, it will biM>tjserve<l,is.like
other guns, not only capable of being elevated and
depressed, but also "of being trained so that the torpedo maybe discharged ahead on cither side. Tlierp

The iinimnu'iit

(lilTcTcnt

from

is no necessity, therefore, for the boat attacking bows
on. as in the case of the second-class boats, neither
is it necessary to slop her ininiedialely before or after discharging her torpedo, as she may run jvist an
e.".cniy and discharge the torpedo while running at
The torpedo gun is loaded In ruiuiiii.'
fidl speed.
the transporting carriages along to the rear of the
gun, and opening the door which carries the air-impulse tulies; the torjMMlo is then pushed into its place,
the door closed, and the gun is again ready for tiring.
In the earlier examples of this gini the torpedo was

ejected by means of compressed air in a teUscopic
iiupulse tube, but I have been told that the more recent arrangement is to eject it by means of a cartridge containing a slow-burning powder. On comparing this arinament with that of the second-class
boats, it will be observed that where these boats
carry two torpedoes into action, all ready for being
ejected, the Knglish lirst-dass boat only carries one.
It is true that the two torpedoes in reserve can
readily be put into the gun, but the boat iinist retire
while this is being done, or the men engaged in the
operation will be very nnich exposed. A more serious objection, in my opinion, is the exposed position of the reserve torpedoes.
Nordenfelt Ijullet

A

them

machinery com])artment
woidd at least render the torpedo useless, w hile if a
Ilotchkiss shell were to exi)lode in the air-cliamlier,
the chamber would be blown to pieces, and serious
damage might be intiicted on the boat. Authorities
striking one of

in the

exploding among the
Foreign officers maintain
that it woidd ex|)loile ihc gun-cotton, while our own
officers consider, from experiments they have made,
that it would simply cause a liarndess ignition.
differ as to the effect of a shell

gim-cotton of the charge.

These differences

of opinion

may

possibly

l)e

the re-

sult of difTerences in the composition of the gun-cotton or in the charge of the shell. The dimensions of
most of the Admiralty lirst-class biats are: Length

over

all,

of water,
tons.

87 feet

:

beam, 10

feet 2 inches:
That illustrated
.5

mm

feet 10 inches; draught
with a displacement of 32.4
by the model, however, is

bow. and is !I0 feet (i inches in
fitted with a
length over all. The engines are compound surface
condensing, similar totiiose in the second-class boats,
with cylinders 125 inches and 20; inches in diameter
by 12 inches stroke, and give out 4(>!) indicated horsepower at a speed of 443 revolutions j)er minute, the
speed of the boat at the time being 21 knots per
hour.
One of the largest boats yet built for the Danish
Government, is represented in the drawimi. She is
110 feet long by 12 feel beam, draws li feet 3 inches
j

TORPEDO BOATS.

of water, and has a displacement of 52J tons.
Her
general arrangement is somewhat sindlar to that of
the Italian bouts, the principal dilTerenccs being in
the torpedo room, which is largiT and lia.s the conning tower at the after end. and in the cabins, the
after of which is set apart for the executive oHicers
and is entered from the deck, while the forward one
is reserved for the engineer and is entered from the
engine room. The engines are lompound surface-condcn-sing. and Imve an auxiliary engine for driving the
pumps. The cylinders of these engines are 14J inches
and 24{ inches in diameter, by 14 inches stroke,
which, at a speed of 400 revolutions jxr minute. gave
7.")0 indicated horse-power, the speed of the boat ))<•On the tlin'c hours' trial the speed
ID'S ~iyl knots.
was foundtobe UJ.lM.or pratically 20 knots i«r hour.
The boiler of this boat is similar to those in tin- English and Italian tirst-class boats, but is larger, having
1,014 square feet area of heating surface and 27.4
square feet of grate surface. The armanunt consists

of four l.'i-inch'Whiteliead torpedoes 10 feet in length

carrying a charge of 80 pounds of gun-cotton, and
capable of going a distance of 1.000 yards at a speed
of 1« or 19 knots. Instead of having a large number
of torpedo boats round the coast, the Danish Government propose to carry this boat, and others of her
class which they propose to build, from point to
Thus an enepoint of the coast, on their railways.
my, although he might know the number of torpedo
bdats the Danes had, would never know where to expect one or more to turn up. We believe wc are right
in saying that the Danish torpedo boat is larger than
any other vessel of its class alloat. but she will not
occupy this proud position much longer, as the Knglish are now building a somewhat larger boat for the
Russian Government. This vessel will be 113 feel
long by 12 feet i; inches beam, with a displacement
Her contract speed is the same as that
of .')8i'tons.
of the Danish boat, but she will do it mider much
more adverse conditions, as the Hussian authorities
have insisted on ciirryingan unusually heavy load on
the tri;il. so that there may be no doubt of iier keeping uj) her tri;d speed on service.
In thisconneetionabrief noticeof some of the boats
employed by the Germans in their torpedo-warfare
will be interesting. The Zietlien is an unarmored German iron-built vessel. 22G feet loner. 28 feel broad, 18
feet 6 inches deep, and has a load-draught of 1 1 feet
H inches.
This handsome vessel was built and completed by the Thames Ironworks. Black wnll. London,
fur the torpedo-service of the (iernian Imjii rial Government. and she is intended to carry out a series of
experiments at sea with the Whitehead or tish torpeShe has twinserews and two pairs of non-comdo.
Son. designed
pound engines. by ;Messrs..John Penn
to indicate 2. •'iOO "horse-power. There are six cylindrical boilers. each containingtwo furnaces. set in the ves-

&

selback toback.occupyingthe whole width and about
foreandaft of t"he vessel. besides the tire-rooms
one of which is forward and theother aft. next tothc
enuiues. The maximum speed is 10 knots |)er hour
at sea, and as the vessel is not to be used as a cruiser.

.'JOfcet
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economy of fuel was not consideration of tlie design strength must be verj' great towithstand the pressure.
The Zietlifji is built with two tubes. not much unlike Aft of this reservoir is a set oflthree-cylinder engines
ii

screw-propeller-shaft tubes, placed in a line with the
keel, one forward aud the other aft, having valves at
eitherend. They are 6 feet below the water-line; the
after lube projects just over and beyond the rudder,
tlie outlet of tlie forward tube is about 16 feet back in
tlie forebody of the vessel and a triangular portion of
the hull is made to hinge in tlie stem and lift into a
water-tiglit well, so that there is no projection to interfere with the speed of the vessel. From these tubes
the torpedoes areto be expelled by means of compressed air forced in by pumps worked liy a steam-engine.
small pipe connects the tube with a Kingston valve
in the bilge of the ship.
The torpedo used in this
vessel is represented to be an improvement over the
weapon for whicli the patent was purchased by the
British Government.
It is cigar-shaped, is about 17
feet 6 inches long, by 15 inches in diameter at the
center, and the pressure of air contained in its chamber, when launched from the tube, is stated to be
1,000 pounds per square inch. To use the torpedo it
is tirst charged with air to the desired pressure by
means of an air-compressing pump, and then set to
the depth and distance intended to be run, after
which the fore end containing the explosive charge
is secured, and the percussion arrangement properly
adjusted. The torpedo being then ready for action
it is pushed into the launching-tube, the valve behind
is closed, and the water from the Kingston valve admitted intc the tube.
pump in the engine-room
supplies air to a reservoir under a high pressure, and
when it is wished to discharge the torpedo, the exitvalve of the tube being open, communication is opened between the reservoir and an apparatus in the
rear end of the launching-tube, which forces the torpedo out with great velocity, at the same instant
tripping its air-valve, which sets in motion the engine
that works the screw-propeller by the self-contained
p)wer accumulated in the air-chamber. The speed
at which the torpedo leaves the ship is represented
to be 18 miles per hour, and that it will maintain this
speed for a short distance with a given immersion. after
which the speed, consequent upon lessened pressure
in the air-cliamber as the engine works it off. will
gradually diminish until the distance of about 3, 500
feet from the starting point is reached, when it will
have run its course. The slower the velocity at which
it is started the greater the distance it will run. depending on the capacity of the air-cliamber aud the
pressure of air contained therein. The line of horizontal travel is preserved by regulating-mechanism
with whicli .lie weapon is provided, "fhe principal
features of construction of the Whitehead-Luppis
tish-torpedo are unknown to the public, for its mechanism has been successfulh" kept a secret since its
tirst introduction to notice
Etch of the several European governments which purchasetl the secret appointed a small number of officers to be put in possession of a complete .set of drawings furnished with
the weapons, and they are bound on honor not to reveal their workings, jiany attempts have been made
to describe the invention, but none of them were of
any v.ilue luitil Lieut. F. M. Barber. U. S. N., entered
the tield and wrote his exceedingly clear and compri'hensive paper, delivered as a lecture at Newport,
R. I., November 20. 1874. This paper not only gives
a dear understanding of the supposed construction
in all its essential features, but also points out to ingenious mechanical minds ideas for producing similar projectile torpedoes.
It may not be out of place here to say what is
known to Naval Officers, bat not to the public, viz..
that. as liefore represented, it is cigar shaped, or more
properly approaching in form a spindle of revolution.
It is made of thin metal, either iron or steel
the fore
end, containing the explosive material, is made separately and secured to the mr.in boily when desired.
The air-reservoir next adjoining the fore end constitutes about oae-half of the torpedo-vessel, and its

actuated by air received through a pipe from the reservoir.
The screw-propeller operated bythe engines
is connected by a shaft passing through a lube.
There is a rudder or external mechanism capable
of regulating the depth under water at which the
toqiedo shall advance, and also of keeping it straight
or sending it on any curve that may be desired, taking into account currents and eddies. It has been
announced t hat the torpedo can be set to run a straight
course under water of from 600 to 6.000 feet, according to its speed from 18 knots per hour to 9 knots
that at a starting speed of 5 knots a range of 12,000
feet may be reached, and that the charge is sure of
exploding on striking its object; that it can be arranged so as to half-cock or fuD-cock its trigger wheil
approaching the object at which it is directed, and
to rise near the water-line, or sink to the keel of the
enemy's ship, as may be desired. If it misses its aim,
a safety-pin is released, and the torpedo goes harmlessly away, to be recovered at any future time. The
weak point of the instrument is that, being propelled
by an air-engine, ths speed naturally decreases with
the decreased pressure in the air-chamber, and although a very high rate of speed is insured throughout the journey, the velocity is the least at the termination of the course, when speed for the purjtose
of breaking through guards or netting around a ship

A

is

A
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I

most

desired.

England, France, Germany. Austria, and Italy
have purchased the right to use this torpedo, and
Spain and Russia will probably soon follow in securing the secret. The first-named governments have
paid, it is reported, about f 73,300 for the privilege
of its use, with examples and drawings. The improvement and development of the instrument and
system of working it is an object of continuctl study
and experiment by the English, at the royal arsenal,

Woolwich, and in the river Medway, by the Italians
Venice by the French at the mouth of the C'harente by Austria at Fiume, where the inventor has
his factory ami by the Germans in the North Sea.
The German government intends to determine, by
careful experiment at sea, whether it can be delivered
with certainty from a ship more or le~s in motion
at

:

:

;

riding on waves, against another vessel similarly circumstanced, and perhaps moving imder sails in
fact under all conditions likely to happen in war.
For this purpose, together with the cost of the Zletlirn,
the patent-fees and torpedoes, about •*350.000 additional have been appropriated, and it is intended to
expend 8150,000 additional when the experiments
;

,

justify

The

it.

first

torpedo-boat constructed by the English

for ejecting the

Whitehead tish-torpedo through a

launching-tube was the VemtiHu. an iron vessel of
241 tons, built in 1«74. This vessel has one tube in
the fore end, and she has been used in Portchester
Lake, near Portsmouth, as a school of instruction in
the use of the Whitehead torpedo for both executive
and engineer officers. The naval authorities of England. Germany, and other Eurojiean countries take
advantage of the nieehauical knowledge of tlieir
naval engineers, and employ then in their torpedoservice as well as in all naval-machinery work.
Several other vessels for torpedo .services exclusively, have been projected by Ilie British .\dmirally
besides which it has been determined to apply the
apparatus for working the Wliitehead torpedo to all
vessels, both armored and unarmored, filled out for
service.
The first ship to which the necessary machinery for working it has been adai^ted was the
powerful coast-defense vessel (iltitt-'ii. In this vessel, recently fitted for the purpose, the tube is on
the broadside below the armor, anda similar arrangement will probably be made in other vessels fitted
for sea.

The most successful automatic or self-propelling
torpedo tested in the United States is the one invent"-

'
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ed by Mr. John L. Lay. la'.can engineer offlcor United
Slates Navj'. A specimen of this torpedo was sliown
It was made of tjoilerat tlie Centennial Kvihilioii.
inclies in
iron; was sliaped like a spindle, 28 feet
lenittli, and was divided into four rompartmenls. Tlie

signed for ocean purposes both classes are built of
either irini or steel. The first are usually about 4.'>
feet long and 7 feel .T inches broad, with a draught of
water oif about :l fi el (>incl)es. and have "i feel treeboard. The frames are made of 1-ineh angle iron
witli }-incli reverse inms. the plates being J inch
thick at the keel and ^, inch at tlie gunwale. There
is a steel tiirlle-baek shield ; inch thick forward,
to afford protection to the men and sleering-wiiiel,
and to throw ofT the water which might come on
board from tl'" explosion of the torpedo. The engine and boiler hatches are also provided with steel
sliding covers. For boats of this size the engines are
in one )>air and operate a single screw: tliev are vertical, direct-acting, and non-condensing, with a maximum indicated jiower of aljoul sixty horses. The
diameter of each cylinder is 7 inches, and the stroke
7^ inches. The boiler is of the locomolive tyi)e,
made of the best Lowmoor iron, and capable of lieing worked to 140 pounds jiressure per s(iuare inch,
and the maximum speed of the boat is from 13 to 14
knots per hour. The boats intended forocean-work
are designed to be navigated in any weather short
of a storm, and are made on the same principle but
with liirger scantling, greater draught of water, and
;

-i

front end. technitally railed the nose, contains the
explosive material, viz. about :!00 pounds of powder

and ".'3 pounds of dynamite. The motive power,
which consists of carhonic-acid L;as jieiierated in the
usual way, is conducted from the seneraliu'.; apparatus, through iron tubes, to the en5;in<', which is in
the fourth section, and which operates the screw-

The initial i>ressure is about forty atmospheres. The third, or middle, section contains
a roll of two or more miles of insulated wire which
is paid out from the torpedo itself, and serves to
keep up electrical eonection with the tirins; stations
The torpedo is subnuTi^ed to about four-tiflhs of it.s
viihiine.
Its maximum speed claimed is 10_i knots,
but it seems from the Newjxjrt experimcui that 7
knots only were attained. The instrument is entirely under the control of the electrician, who, by
means of a series of contacts, opens or closes the
<'omnumicating valves, and thus increases or diminishes the speed, and stops or starts the torpedo as
recpiired.
It may be Hrcd cither by contact or by
closing the electric circuit.
Its position is always
kept in view by a rod projecting from its surfa<'e.
Uliluii. was built in
torpedo
l)oat
The (iernian
(tcrmany tn- the Stettin P>ngine Company, and was
launched early in the summer of lH7(i. The German
papers announced the leading features of th<' boat,
and, as they are peculiar and unusual, we copy the
propeller.

more height of free-board.
During lf<7.") a toriiedo-boat for ocean purposes
w:is built by Messrs. Yarrow and lledley. on the
Thames, for the Navy of Holland. It is (UJ feet long,
10 broad, and
feet deep, and is driven by a pair»i)f
.'ii

inverted, inches direct-acting engines, of 11 inches
stroke of |)istons. The
diameter of cylinders and
boiler is of the locomotive type, with a total heatingsurface of 4')0 scpiare feel, and a working iiressure
140 ])oun(ls p(rs(|uare inch: the eslimaled maximum
horse-power is 200. This firm has now in course of
construction one of their fast torpedo-steamers for
the Hussian service in lie Hlack Sea. It is H.") feet in
length, and the guaranteed speed on the measured

H

df"^c^iption
This vessel will receive a torpedo charged with
dynamite, to be carried on a 10-foot ram. lying deepwhich torixilo is to explode
ly under the water-line
on contact with the hostile ship. To protect the
torpedo-boat from the results of the discharge of its
own torpedo, the vessel is built with two complete
fore parts, sliding one within the other, and having
a considerable extent of intermediate s]mce between
them. This space is tilled with a tough and elastic
material, (cork and marine glue,) and thus if even
:

:

I

In the boats provided
is 20 knots |ier hour.
with non-condensing engines there is a cliaiiibir to
which the exhaust-steam is conducted, and in which
the condensation is elTected again.st a portion of the
skin of the boat, the jilales there being increased in
the bows were carried olT, there would be a second thickness; the object being simply to condense the
The object of the tilling is to act steam in order to avoid the noise, ami not to obtain
line of resistance.
One of the primary conditions reciuired
like a bufTer, deadening the blow and protecting the a vacuum.
the more nuickly one
for these boats is high speed
.stem.
Another striking feature is the great power of the can dart out from the shelter of a bank or ambush,
engines. The Uhlan carries an engine of 1 .(100 indi- and approach her adversary, the more likely is she
The steam is supplied by Belle- loescajie oliservalion. Another condition is that the
<'afed horse-power.
ville's tubular generator.
The vessel, in fact, is all machinery shall be noiseless. This condilion is now
(ngine, only a very small space being left for coal obtained iiy means of the exhaust -chamber referred
and crew. The great power of the engines is neces- to. The English (Tovernment have not as yet done
mile

:

by two circumstances. In the lirst place,
the steamer has to be propelled at a high speed, and
it has a very great draught, so as 'o offer but little
scope to projectiles. In the next place, the greatest
facility of steering or maneuvering had to be attain<'d
hence the proportion of widtii to length, 35 to
70 feet. In order to save the crew at the worst, a
raft has been constructed, which is filled with the
aliovc' mixture of cork and marine glue, and placed
near the helm. When the U/ihn enters into action
the dynamite cartridge is to be fixed by divers at the
point of the ram. The rudder is then to be fixed
and the crew are to open a wide port on the ship's
side, and with their raft jumped into the water.
The
steamer is then allowed to rush forward and burst
its cartridge on the enemy's armor.
The crew, however, are to hold ou to tlie torpede-boat by a line
while they are awaiting the result of the explosion:
and in case their boat is not hurt they arc to board
it again, in order, if necessary, to repeat the maneuver.
The price of this torpeilo boat is about 200.000

much

sitated

:

:

thalers.

Spar-torpedo launches for marine warfare arc now
being generally adopted into the service of all foreign navies, ^hey may be divided into two classes.
viz, those intended for river service and those de-

|

in the direction of special torpedo-launches,
but ordin;iry launches and cutlers have been fitted
for this service.
The method of fitting tlie.se boats
hitherto used has been to cover the ff)repart of the
boat with a canojiy of canvas, to work the torpedospar on outriggers placed on either side of the lioat,
and to rig it out and in by means of a rope worked
from the stern-sheets, another rope being atlaclied to

the heel of the spar to ease it out and rig it in aL'ain.
also adopted the electric method of tiring
at w'ill and not by contact. The syslem of torpedoes
employed and the method of working the spars are
so well known, that remarks thereon would be superfluous.
It may be mentioned however, that in the
Dutch boat referred to there is an auxiliary steamengine to facilitate the working of the spars. The
Oheron is an iron vessel, of 64!) tons U. M., which
has for several years past been used for carrying into effect a series of extensive and costly experiments,
by exploding torpedoes near to and airainsi her boltoni. the chief oliject in view being to ascertain the
effert of torpedo explosions oa the double bottoms
of armored ships, under different forms of construcFor this purtion and various conditions of attack.
pose the vessel has had an outer bottom built to the
inner skin, which is intended to represent, as nearly

They have
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as possible, the bottom of tlie broadside-armored been greater, and the damage to the inner bottom
ship HerndtK. and to be of about the same strenjj;tli. would at least have been less. The bracket-frames,
The Oheron has :m original i-inch plate bottom, single- which are only kept in position by angle-irons, seem
riveted, with support afforded by angle-iron trans- to have been snapped and doubled up with alarming
verse frames 21 Inches apart. These frames consist ease by the force of the concussion. The inner botof two pieces of angle-iron riveted together. The tom has been extensively damaged and bulged in,
second or outer bottom, jj-inch tliick is fixed at a l)ut not so much as might have l)een supposed from
distance of 3 feet G inches from the inner one at the appearance of the outer skin, the straightness of
the keel, and 2 feet 3 inches above the water-line. the l)Ows having allowed much of the explosion to
This bottom has every alternate plate with both spend itself vertically. As might have been expected,
its edges double-riveted outside those of the ad- the greatest damage is exhibited under the bilge on
jacent ])lates.
Along the center of each of these each side of No. 30i frame, against which two
alternate or outside plates, which are those that first charges, respectively of 33 pounds of slab gun-cotton
come in contact with any external object, runs a and .33 pounds of granulated gun-cotton, were fired.
longitudinal frame attached also to the inner bottom. Here frightful wounds were visible wounds whicli
Transverse frames run around at intervals of 4 feet, are plainly past redemption. The holes are about IH
and are riveted to both bottoms by means of anangle- feet square each, and extend from the third stake
iron.
Thus the space between the two bottoms of below the armor-shelf well-nigh to the keel plating.
the ship is divided up by the longitudinal and trans- The greatest force appears to have been exerted on
verse frames into spaces something like cubes or the starboard side by the granulated preparation.
boxes, the top and bottom of such boxes being fur- The iron skin has been torn from the rivets, the
nished by the inner and outer bottoms of the ship, girders and bracket-frames shot away, and the upand the four .sides by the frames crossing one another. per plating wrenched completely off from their supTo lessen the weight of the metal, circular holes are ports and blown away. The port side of the same
cut in the middle of these box-sides in most cases. frame presents a similarly ruinous aspect. The only
Every fourth transverse frame, however, is thor- difference is and practically it is one without a disoughly closed and made a water-tiglit bulkhead. It tinction that the plates, instead of being broken off,
will be seen, therefore, that this is an exceedingly are lacerated in all directions and forced npon the
strong bottom. The several experiments ma<ie with inner bottom, whicli here as also on the opposite side
We here is torn and forced inwank With the exception that
this vessel have been published in detail.
reproduce one from Engineerhig, for the benefit of the taffrail is blown away and the galley dismantled,
those interested in this special branch of naval war- the explosive forces seem to have been confined for
the most part within well-defined limits. The wounds
fare:
'•
The Oheron torpedo-hulk was placed in No. 10 left by the previous experiments have not been redock at Portsmouth, on Wednesday afternoon, and opened, and though tlic ship must have been lifted
the water having been let out, on Thursday morn fore and aft, the fissures amidships do not appear to
Ing it was possible for the first time to observe have extended. It is probable that, after a careful
clearly the injuries she sustained from the torpedo survey has been made, the Olienm will be filled with
experiments of Monday. The ship is divided into coal and submitted to a series of shell experiments.
seven water-tight compartments, of which the two She can be of no further use for torjiedo purposes."
in the immediate neighborhood of the discharges
Is is impossible not to be stnick by the sugwere destroj-ed and filled with water. The bulk- gestiveness of thealjove mentioned experiments with
heads of four of the others remained intact, but per- reference to the future not only of naval warfare,
nntted the water to leak through, but not beyond the but, in a still more mipressive degree, of naval archcapacities of the ordinary ship's pumps to keep down. itecture. The terrible injury which the Obfrim has
The center compartment amidships remained per- sustained proves beyond all caviling that no ironfectly dry
and as this was the largest in the vessel, clad can withstand the bursting of a torpedo in conit sufficed, with the artificial flotation which was aftact a torpedo would prove destructive almost wherforded Ijy upward of 300 casks which were packed ever it struck; a ship could hardly be saved by a tuni
away in the fore and aft compartments, to float the of the helm. A projectile from the Sl-tongnn would
Ohcriiii at high-tide, and enalile her to be taken in probably not prove utterly destructive, unless it hit
tow with little difliculty. In consequence of tlie at right angles with the keel: but a torpedo, so long
buoyancy thus imparted to her, she settled with great as it hits, no matter where, would dislocate the indelil)eration, and it was the general impression at the tegrity of the ship within an area large enough to
time that she had not been severely hit, and least of prove fatal. The larger the vessel the more likely it
all by 'he Harvey torpedo, which had been suspen<l- is to fall a prey to the torpedo or the water-rocket.
ed from tlie starl)oard bow. This impression was ef- Its si/e would render it more susceptible to attack,
fecluully dispelled by the melancholy spectacle which and its slower spied would make it more difficult to
presented itself on Thursdav morning when the ship get out of the way of an active enemy. Smaller ships,
was fully exposed in dock. Notwithstanding thelight- therefore, would seem a necessity of the lime. leavliess with which she lay in the water
she drew only ing details of conslructiim for further consideration.
11 feet, and conse<iuenily bore only a distant compar- The question of stopping leaks from the outside,
ison with aniron-clad with its machinery and weights which was raised in the case of the Vitngiiiird, again
on board— every charge seems to have told with ter- suggests itself here. It would a])pear that this was
rible cfrect, any one of the holes being sutticient of the most hopeful way of dealing with a leak of this
itself to have sunk the best iron-clads, in spite of the eharacler. where there is so much bent plate. whicli,
Makaroff mat or any other leak-slopping devices while it is very dithcult to repair, affords support to
that could have been applied.
The Harvey torpedo, the sail or other material let down over it from the
which contained t',(i poun<ls of gimpowder, has split outside. Some experiments as to the possibility of
anil bulged in an area of plating of the outer l)ottom closing such leaks would be very valuable. Contact
about U) feet s((uare. extending downn-ard through charges and the action of the movable torpedo lead
two longitudinals to the garboard plates, and laterally naturally to the contemplation of the probable effect
to the water-lighl frame on each side of No. 4, utter- of the Whitehead fish-torpedo. (In every ground tliis
ly destroying the inlermediale brackets.
has bfcoiiu- a grave question for the Hritisli, especialThe inj\iry lure is very clearly delined. the longi- ly siiui' it has been fouml that it can be dispatched
tudinals and the frames having apparently acted as from the deck of armor-clad or other ships. As long
knives, so cleanly have the plates forcecj in upon as a special and subordinate class of vessels was detliem been cut through in the dirveliim of the fiber voted entirely to this species of attack, and had to
of the iron.
Had the longitudinal girders h-ei. carry lubes below the water-line, it was argued that
placed closer together, the resistance "would havi approach would be excessively difficult but when

—
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heaviest amiDrcladt can, witlinut sa<riH(in>; any- iillan<'oiis attack, say by twenty or by twenty five
avail tlieinselves of lliis additional weapoii. Tliornycrofts; and as these cost only the fiftieth part
tile question wears a dilTcrenl aspect.
of the expense of a man-of-war, this experinienl preThe Paris correspondent of the London Times has sents a formiilable problem to Slate >iavies. \\ hat is
sent to that paper tiie followini; notes on some re- cerlain is that those who witnessed the affair were
cent interestini; torpedo experiments with one of greatly impressed by i(. anil are persuaded that il is
^[essrs. Thornycroft's spar torpedo-boats
This was the slarting-piiiiit of an inevitable transfurmaliou in
the first occasion of testinsr, in French water. whether naval ladies. See 7'firjii(l'i/ii.
a torjiedo could lie launclied airainsi a ship in full
TORPEDO CAXCHEE.- The construction of torpedo
sail. Aceordinnly. .\dinirul .laurez, who coniin.'inds calchrrs w:is as much a necessity in naval warfare
the .squadron, ordereil a disabled ship, the Bayon- af ler the ilevilopment of the torpedo system of small,
naisc, during a rather rough sea, to be towed out by quick-steaming lorpedo craft as armored pioteclion
a steamer belonj^ing to tiie Nuvy.
A Second Lieu- for battle ships became in consequence of he grow h
tenant. 'SI. liemoiune. was sent for, and informed that of the gun.
The catchers, or jiolice of the sea. do
he had been selected to make the experiment of not differ, except in bulk and speed, from the active
launching the Thornycroft against the IJayomiaise and dangerous little enemies which they are inliiidi d
while both were in full sail.
He accepted the mis- to capture or destroy, and in this respect the Ailniision without hesitation, jiickcd out two enginenu'n rally would appear to have applied the old deleclive
and a ])llot. and went down with them into the in- principle of selling a thief to catch a thief. The first
terior of the Thornycroft, of which only a small part of the new craft yet alloat was tried in Slokes Bay,
was aboV(; water, this visible portion being painted near Portsmouth, not long since, with reniarkalile
of a grayish color so as to be easily confuseil with the results, not only as regards speed but also as regards
sea.
The torpedo was placed so as to project from maneuvering pow-cr. This latter quality of the lorthe bow of the vessel, at the extremity of wiiich were pedo catcher was even more noteworlliy than the
two lateen-sail yards about three meters in length. former, and has been secured by the iipplicalion of
The towing-steamcr then look u|i its position in front a principle which llioiigh successfully tried insleam
of the .s(piadron. and the Thornycroft also assumed pinnaces, launches and in the various submarine
the position assigned for it. an interval of three or mines constructed by Ihe Royal Kngineers. had not
four marine milis separating the torpedo and the previously been ada|ited to first-class torpedo vessels,
Bayonnaise. A signal being given both wen- set in buring the past four years we have noticed the gradmotion, the steamer advancing in a straight line and ual development of the invention of Mr. John Samtiie Thornycroft obliquely, so as to take the Bayon- uel White, of Kast t'owes. which is now ])opularly
naise in Hank.
The steam-tug went at 14 knots an known in the Service as his •• turn-about " system.
liour, going at full speed in order to escajie the Thor- Boats built according to this plan have their deadnycroft. The latt<'r went l!t knots an hour, a rate not wooil removed in order to olilain facility in lurning,
attained by any vessel in the squadron. The cha.se and arc filled with an inner and outer rudder, simlasted about an hour, the squadron keeping in the ultaneously actuated, either of which would sutlice
rear, so as to witness the operations.
At the end of to sleer the vessel in the event of the other being
that time the distance between the Thornycroft and lost or disabled.
The ])resenl exiierimcntal torpedo
the Bayonnaise had sensibly diminishedi and at a boat was undertaken by Mr. While for the purpose
given moment the former, in order to come up with of demonstrating the applicability of his invention
the latter at the riMpiisite distance, had to slacken to larger vessels, and with a view to her acceptance
s|ieed to eight knots an hour.
The whole s(juadron by the Admiralty on her fulfilling all Ihe conditions
watched this last phase of the struggle with breath- guaranteed. She is considerably larger than any of
less interest, and the ])cople often asked themselves the existing toruedo craft in her .Majesty's Kavy.
whether the shock of the torpedo would not infallibly being 1.50 feet long, 17 feet (i inches broad, and it feet
destroy the little vessel which bore it.
It was feared
(! inches deep.
Her displacement is about 1'^.5 Ions.
that the lives of Second Lieutenant Lemoiune and his Her lines resemble tlios^e of similar vessels now in
two companions were absolutely sacrificed. How- use. but she is fitted with a turtle deck and a s|)ur
ever, the two vessels got visibly "nearer. All at once ram.
Like Ihe others, she is built of thin steel, and
the Thornycroft jiul on a last "spurt, and struck the has a conning lower amidships, from whence she
ISayonnaise with all ils force on the starboard-bow. will be steered in action.
.Messrs. (1. K. Belliss. of
The sea was terribly agitated, a deafening report w^is Birmingham, the makers of all the machinery of Mr.
lieard, and the Bayonnaise. with a rent as big as a While's boats, joined with him in the underlal-ing,
house, sank with a wonderful rapidity. .\s for the supjilying compound engines of the three-cylinder
Thornycroft. rebounding by the shock about 1.5 me- type, the lii,gh jiressure cylinder being 20 inches and
ters olT, even before the explosion occured, it went the two low pressure cylinders 'H inches in diame'er,
round and round for a few moments, and then rath- the whole being substaulially supporled on liglil steel
er quietly resumed the oiigiiial diieclion taken by the columns.
The stroke is 18 inches. (Ireal care has
squadron. Xo trace remained of the Bayonnaise: been taken in Ihe design to keep the weights as low
it was literally swallowed up by the sea.
I'nanimous as possible, having due regard to elticiency. There
plaudits greeted the courageous sailors astliey joined are t\vo air pumps driven from the low jjressuie crossthe Admiral's .scpiadron to report on the mission they heads, while the feed pumps arc drivin direct from
had accomplished. The exiieriment was repeated the crank shaft. Steam is supplied by two loconiotwo days later, under the same conditions, with an- live boilers, with the fei'ds so arranged as to insure
other disabled ship, and with the same success: and, an equal sup|ily of water to each boiler, and as Ihe
in the opinion of competent men. this is one of the result of tlic trial the possibility of successfully emmost decisive torpedo experiments which have yet jiloying two boilers with forced draught without difbeen made. The littletorpedo boat, with its late"en- ficulty, either as regards the feed or priming, was
sail yards, resembles a small, gray lizard, and she is clearly demonstrated.
A great feature in the design
.scarcely discernible in the water.
It is evident that is Ihedivision of the boiler room by a longitudinal
a single boat of this kind would he unable to ap- walerlight bulkhead, the connections being arranged
proach an enemy's ship unless at dusk, or whc'ii it so that eillier boiler can be worked indepenilenlly l;i
would be impossible to (lislinguish it at a distance, ciise of accident. The vessel is also steered by steam.
for had such an attack been atlempli-d in broad dav- The trial was conducted by Mr. White and Jlr. Jlorlight, the Thornycroft would manifestly have been com.
The weather was somewhat boisterous, but
knocked to pieces by the guns of the Ibreatened ship notwithstanding Ihe state of the sea the vessel was
before it could have carried out its project. On the remarkably steady, and also free from vibration
other hand, it would be quite impossible for one or when going at her maximum speed. The total weight
even several ships to defend thcaisel ves against a sim- on board was 25 tons, 1.5 tons representing coal and
tlic

lliins^.

:

I

I
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10 tons (furnished
of Wliiteiieads and

by iron

ballast) her
rapid-tirini; guns.

armament

Provision,
for carrying 35 tons of coal

however, has been made
in the bunkers, while the space forward and aft for
the accommodation of officers and crew and stores
is unusually large.
Si.x runs on the measured mile
were first made for the purpose of ascertaining the
speed under the special conditions of load, whit li resulted in the realization of a mean speed of 20.70
knots, the mean boiler pressure being 126 pounds, the
revolutions 319 per minute, and the indicated horse
power 1.387. The highest speed in the direction of

wind was 23.43 knots, and the following times
which it took to complete the miles will show tlie
regularity with which the speed was maintained:
With the wind, 2;43, 2:40^ and 2;40A (repeated);
against tlie wind, 3:09, 3:07, and 3;0r). The average
indicated horse power per srjuare foot of grate was
23, which was maintained with a mean air pressure
in the stoke holes of 2^ inches, which was considered a very high result. The vessel was afterward
tested in the usual manner for maneuvering power.
At full speed, with the helm hard over 30", the starboard circle was completed in 1:17, (238 revolutions
of the engines), and the port circle in 1:12 (270 revothe

lutions.)

completed
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half speed the starboard circle was
in 1:14 (237 revolutions), and the port

-\.t

—

The diameter of the
circle in l:l.'i (340 revolutions).
circles was about a length and a half of the boat, or
225 feet. Tlie craft was finally run for three hours'
continuous full-power steaming to test the endurance
of the mechanism.
mishaps occurred, and the

:

—

No

speed and revolutions were maintained throughout.
See Torpediien.
TOEPEDOES. These weapons depend for their utility more upon their deterring than upon their actual
destructive power. Men who will march bravely up
through a blaze of musketry will walk timidl}' over
ground in which they suspect the hidden mine. Torpedoes may be simply shells charged with powder
and slightly buried under the ground; ortliey iiiaj' be

—

wooden boxes,

On anyslight pressure upon
as not to be perceived.
the board, such as a man treading upon it, the hoopiron supports yielded and the board came in c<jnlact
with a glass tube (X) containing sulphuric acid: the
tube breaking liberated the acid, which came in contact with a priming of potassa chlorate and loaf-sugar
within the box, causing instant combustion, and, as
a consequence, explosion of the powder.
The glas»
tube is placed within another of lead, tin, or other
metal which bends readily, yet is strong enough toafford a certain <legree of protection to it.
The metal tube conducts the acid to the interior after th&
glass is broken.
Instead of the interior box. a shell
filled with powder may be used.
Other devices for
exploding the charge are frequently employed. They
are constructed upon the principle of a plunger striking upon fulminating composition, but these are difficult to construct so that moisture will not enter and
destroy either the fulminate or charge.
When torpedoes are planted, the position of each one should
be so marked as to be known to friend, but not to the
euem3'. They should not be planted in front of any
work from which sorties are to be made. They are
useful along all beaches to prevent the enemy from
landing.
The torpedo is the development of an idea which
dates back to the invention of gunpowder the petard on land, the powder ship at sea
but Bushnell,
of Connecticut, appears to have invented at once,
during our war of the Revolution, the tv.o factors of
success a sunken boat and an explosive torpedo.
His was exploded by clock-work, and is of the first,
or applied kind, the true torpedo though he afterward experimented, and as fruitlessly as usual, with
the second kind, the ^/r//<//ijr torpedo, or infernalmachine. The third variety, the KUnkm, is the submarine mine.
The drifting torpedo is usually sunk by
a line from a log or keg, and explodes when driven
up against an obstacle by the tide or current. During the Turkish war of 1877-78 a floating can with
surrounding arms was in use, as also a shuttle-shaped
torpedo witli a surrounding ring. All are evidently
precarious in their action, and dangerous to all,
whether friends or foes, who may chance to encounter them.
If their use cannot be discontinued by national agreement, it seems only fair that any caught
setting them should be subjected to martial law
forthwith, ranking by right with spies, marauders,
and private corps. There h;is yet been no fair trial
by an invading fleet armed with the latest appliances
of the efficiency of the third, or submarine mine
The Turks with divers ;ind the electric light, cut.
nor is it
loose and raised the Russian torpedoes
necessary for this to capture the firing-stations. The
English, working on the fact that the explosion under water of the efpiivalent of 300 lbs. of powder will
explode all mines within a radius of 100 yards, invented a steam launch, directed by wires, which
could be sent ahead, could drop two torpedoes, re;

[

kegs, or any other vessel capable of
I

i

I

I

'

:

holding and keeping dry a charge of powder. Shells
produce their effect from their fragments, and likewise. if large, from the blast of the explosion. Charges otiierwise inclosed produce an effect only by the

tire,

(piantity of powThe chief diffiin tlie arrangement for

culty in planting torpedoes is
This may be
igniting tliem at the proper moment.
done by electricity, as for submarine mines, or by a
self acting device whereby the charge is exploded by
The device
the tread of an enemy passing over it.
employed by the Russians at Sebastopol is perhaps
the lies! of niuny that have been tested. The case consisted of a cubical wooden box {it he d), shown in Fig.
1, large enough to contain acharge of 10to2l) pounds
This box was contained in another box
of pjiwder.
(ABC n),leaving a space between of about 2 inches,
wliich was tilled with pilch, rendering the [lowder in
the inner box secure fr.nn moisture. The top of the
exlerior box was placeil (i or 8 inches below the surface <if the ground. ;ind on it resleil a board aboutthe
si/i' of the lop; liiis board stood on four legs of hoopinm ;ibout 4 inches high. The top of this board was
near the surface of the earth, and covered slightly so

and

finally

explode them, without other hand-

ling than the buttery-wires. It has not yet been tried,
and probabl}', in a sea-way, never will be. Nothingis so effective as the torpedo run out by a spar and
exploded by a batterj-. Ours of the late war wer<- percussive. The torpedo boat invented by Admiral Por-

blast; conseiiueiilly the greater the
der the greater will be the effect.

ter, and constructed before the Turkish war. is ai>
almost submerged steam laiineh. made of iron, with a
double skin, carrying four ]>ersons a spar-man. who

—

commands and manages

,

the torpedo, the biilteryman, a steers-man, and an engineer. The id<'a was
borrowed by the f^nglish about 1878, but almost all
these boats are too large for the purpose. Tliey carry
a spar from the bow, and sometimes one on either
side. The torpedo is launched, by dropping the spar,
so as to strike the enemy al about ten fret lielow water;
and a bowsprit, often with a spring buffer, prevents
the launch approaching nearer than 20 fee' at the
least, the limit of safety for the equivalent of 1.50 lbs.
of powder.
The Whitehead and its .\m(-rican prototype, the Harvey, and oilier towed torpedoes, and
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boom

or spar torpedoes from a vessel itself, r.re iiU
either uncertain in elTect or impotent when in iieliou
anil in u sea-way. from the very necessities of the case.
Defense asininst lurpedoes lies in booms of logs, with
nets, and if possible, battery attachm<-uts. to show
where the attack is made, and ituns ready traine<lon
certain points. Against torpedn-boals llobart I'acha
was the first to use a cordnn of logs, maile fust by
lines to his yard-arms, and boomed out from the
hidl. N'els. and now wire-netting, have been substituted, with a line of spars all round to k.i'p them at
priiper distance.
The eliclric light should be used,
with i)alr(il boats, and a sutlicient nuudiiT iif guns
should be kept in readiness, so as to be (pncklv trained on any point, (iatling guns in the tops wili pierce
any common launch, made as they arc of boiler iron;
and the English rocket battery might be fmnid useful.
Better than anything is the new llotclikiss revolving-cannon, anil it is a (pieslion whelher two
patrol-boats, armed with this and a spar torpedo.
will not prove a sufflcienl protection against the only
thing that has yet proved an entire success, an open
lamieh, manned by a resolute crew.
Torpedoes or submarine n\ines should be carefullymoored and laid on the bottom in several lines,
the mines of the second line being opposite to the

'

ployed. The damage efTecled by a torpedo e.vploding beneath a ship is very great, but the failures are
very freipieiil by the explosion happening at a w rong
In the Franco-Ocrman war of I.S7(I-71,
the French Heel was elTeilually scared from the
Prussian ports by the dread of torpedoes. Torpedos
were nuich employed in the Itusso-Turkish war of

moment.

>

IriT".
j

At the present time, the Sims torpedo

is

the sub-

I

!

'

1

iect of experiment with a view to its adoption by the
Kxiierinu'nts thus far have given
rniteil States.
most satisfactory results. This torpedo is a lylinThe
drical iudl of coiiper. I-l'l of an inch thick.

ends are conical and capped with steel. It is 2Hfeet
long and 21 inches in diameter, and is made in four
parts or sections. which are i)ut together by means of
lock joints. This co])per bull is supported at a distance of about five feel under the water by a comparatively indestructible lloal. which is also made of
copper, and islilleil with ]iacked cotton a* a means
This lloal may be riddled with shot
of buoyancy.
and yet it will stay on the surface and support the
submerged torpedo. The fioat and torpedo below it
are connected together by steel stanchions. On top
of the rtoat are two rods, or guides, surmounted 1))'
These indicate to the operator where the torballs.
pedo is. They are hinged to the lloat and are ke|it
When llie torpedo dives under
upright by sjiriiigs.
or cuts through an obstruction, the sjirings allow the
guide lialls to lay in a socket, and to slauil upright
again when the obstruction is passed. The whole
apparatus is provided with a steel propeller and rud-

A—^

der.

The torpedo may force its way through cables or
similar obstructions "oy means of a sharp, strongbladc
which forms the prow. and which is set at an angli' of
This angle
(iO degrees, like the ram of an Ironclad.
gives the knife great power in cutting, especially as
Xot only
the structure moves with great speed.
intervals of the first, so that it is difficult for a hostile shij) to pass up a defended channel without
coming within reach of one or more of them. As a
ship approaches, her course is carefully watched so
hi order to
as to tire a mine a! the right moment,
explain how this is done, let us take tlie case of the
channel AH, Fig. 3. Two or more lines of mines
For the sake of
are laid down across its mouth.
clearness we show only a few of those of the first
At C and O two stations are
;ine in the diagram.
selected, commanding a view of the defended waters.
At C is the voltaic battery, and the wires from the
mines connect them with 1). while a second scries
of wires, each corresponding with one of the lirst
scries, connects I) and ('. There arc thus two breaks
in the circuit of every nunc, one at ('. where a number of • firing-keys' are arranged so as to place at
will the battery in connection with any of the wires:
the second break is at D. where similar firing-keys
connect at will each wire of one series with the corresponding wire of the other. A ship is seen approaching on the course \H. When she is at '(. the
observer at (' notices that her bearing is the same as
He therefore closes the break
that of mine Xo. 1.
in the first circuit by means of the firing-key. but no
current passes, for the observer al 1) sees her well to
the left of the bearing of mine Xo. 1. and therefore
leaves his break open. Xot inuil she is actually
over Xo. 2 will both observers at the same moment
see that her bearing corresponds to that of X'o. 2.
and closing both breaks in the circuit, fire the mine.
IJy means of a telescope combined with the firing-

key, these bearings can be taken with great accuracy. In some cases the ship herself is made to close
the circuit in striking a rather complicated apparratus called a circuit-closer, which fioats above each
These weapot the mines arranged on this system.
ons were first used by the Russians in the Baltic in
1854 but in the American war of secession of 186165 they were extensively and often successfully em:

does this formidable prow serve tlds purpose, but
when it strikes a spar or any other floating barrier
the slant makes the whole vessel dive under, and its
buoyancy enables it to rise on the other side as it continues on its course towards the object of its attack.
The torpedi> is extremely sim|)le in its construction; the gross weight is about four thousand
pounds, but, when taken apart, no single section
weighs more than eight hundred pounds. t'opi)er
and brass are used almost exclusively, and this does
away with thcfaidts which steel torpedoes presented
to the Knglish Admiralty.
The great feature of liie torpedo which marks it
out from all others is the fact that it is propelled,
steered and exploded by electricity. All other moving torpedoes contain in themselves the means of moAs the space is small the power is soon extion.
hausted. Then the torpedo-boat is useless for further maneuvering, although, so long as the power
lasts, it can be steered from the shore by an attached
cable.
In the Sims torpedo, however, the power is
generated by a dynamo-electric machine on shore,
and a continuous current of jiowcr can be kept up as
long as is desired. The dynamo machine iiuiy be
kept in the heart of the city if necessary, and the
electricity conveyed to the shore by an underground
wire, orihe dynamo may be in a fort or on Ijoaril of
a war vessel. In fact all men-of-war carry dynamo

I

I

'

machines now.
In the bow of the submerged torpedo is placed a
charge of 400 pounds of best grade dynamite, which
occupies the whole front section. The second secIr. the third section is
tion is an air-tight chamber.
coiled two miles of cable, weighing 700 pounds to
the mile. It is played out as the torpedo flashes
through the water, and thus the propeller is not
compelled to do the work of dragging a cable along
the bed of the ocean or harbor. ()ne end of the cable
is connected with the propelling and steering apparatus in the fourth section of the hull, while tiu' other
end of the cable is connected on shore with the dy-

—
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that furnishes the power, as well as with the
key-board of the operator. Inside of tliis cable are
two wires one for steering and the other for propelIn the last section of the torpedo arc two powlinff.
erful magnets, which hold the rudder in the center
when the hull is going on a stright course. When it
is desirable to change the course the operator moves
a small lever on the'key-board and the current passes
into one magnet or the other and the rudder is pulled
about in tlie proper direction.
A rate of more than eleven miles an hour has been
attained in repeated Government tests. and the officers
wlio liavc been experimenting foryears witli the torpedo say that it will be easy to get a still higlier rate
of speed witli the same apparatus.
That the torpedoes cannot be destroyed by artillerjfire from an enemy's ship has been thorouglily provt-d.
The floats have been anchored in front of a fort and
kept under a concentrated fire for hcurs, and still,
riddled as they were, they floated and were ready for
Of course no shot could hit the
immediate service.
submerged torpedo, as the solid water would cause
While conducting the secret
missiles to ricochet.
e.xperiments at WUlett's Point, Gen. Abbott tested
the float under fire and in his official report said
"The float was anchored down in front of a 33-

does not need to be exposed to any danger. He may
be down in a well one hundred feet deep, and an officer can shout "Right," "Left," " Stop her." " ExIn the experiments at Willet's
plode," and so on.
Point sometimes the operator never raises his eyes

namo

—
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from the key-board.
Valuable improvements have been recently perfected which add largely to the value of the Lay torpedo. This torpedo is now submerged several feet
which makes it invulnerable to shot or shell and enables it to strike a vessel below its armor. The superincumbent water also renders the force of the explosion many times more destructive than when exploded near the surface. The speed has been increased by imparting chemical heat to the motive power
(carbonic acid gas), which gives it all the elasticity
of steam without emitting any fumes or anj' smoke

|

I

A

uniform rate of speed for the
visible to the eye.
entire run is now attained in any kind of temperatrue at the rate of 18 miles per hour.
This torpedo
can now be operated at a distance of 2 miles, carrying in its magazine 200 pounds of dynamite, which

may

be exploded at any time through the insulated
wire or by impact. It can be used with the same
accuracy at night as by day. and as a small battery
carried in one hand, is the only thing really needed
It was first fired five times at a outside of the torpedo for its practical use. it can be
pounder howitzer.
range of 370 yards and then eight times at a range of run from any point on shore or from an open boat in
"The perfect control of its course and
186 yards with double-shotted canister charges, each mid-ocean.
Five large holes were direction, the rapidity of its flight, the enormous
containing ninety-six balls.
made by this firing, and the float was then towed charge of explosive, makes the Lay torpedo one of
about a mile by a steam launch at the rate of five the most destructive weapons of modern warfare.
We will close this article with a description of the
On its return it had only lost 150
miles an hour.
pounds of its 800 pounds buoyancy and was perfectly Berdan torpedo. In the Berdan system two torpedoes are used in place of the one in other systems.
serviceable for use in an attack."
Referring to the inability to obstruct to the progress This system is of two-fold application either (a).
"Tlie mast the first torpedo, which is explosive, strikes the net
of the torpedo, the same Engineer said
of a schooner fiftj'-six feet long was anchored by two and blows it to pieces, and the second torpedo, also
The torpedo explosive, connected with the first by a line and fol500-pound anchors, one at each end.
was driven against this obstruction twice at t)ie rate lowing it at a distance of some thirty or forty feet,
of nine miles an hour, and the shock did no damage, enters through the rent which has thus been made in
but in both cases the torpedo dived under the log and the net by the first, and so reaches the ship or (b).
continued its course uninjured. I regard these tests the first torpedo, which is non-explosive, merely
as sufficient to prove that the torpedo is quite safe strikes the netting, stops, and serves as a fulcrum
against any artillery fire which it would encounter in for the second the real and explosive torpedo to
actual service, and that no temporary protection in work upon.
The second of these schemes is the one on which
the shape of spars or logs moored around a vessel
would be of any value against an attack. Probably a stress is laid. It lacks several objections to which
deep iron netting might check its course, but the ex- the first is open.
In the first scheme each torpedo the front and
plosion of its cliarge would be sure to open a route
each is explofor a second torpedo following in the wake of the the rear one resembles its fellow
The charge when exploded would disrupt a sive, the one is used to break up the netting, the
first.
modern double cellular iron warship at a range of other, proceeding through a clear passage, to break
up the ship. The front torpedo is steered from the
thirty-one feet."
One of the principal features in favor of the Sims torpedo boat, and the rear one is guided by being
During the tests at connected with the first. Each has its own motivetorpedo is tlie steering power.
Willett's point it was made to describe a circle both power, but that of the first is somewhat greater than
ways an<l take a different course entirely, which that of the second.
The second scheme is, however, the one which
f howed how easily the boat could strike any desired
On tlie 10th of last .June, Gen. .Vbbott had a claims interest.
object.
The first torpedo here resembles the second one
57-foot spar aucliDred near Willett's Point. The torpedo was started from a quarter <if a mile away. It except that it is not explosive, is steered by rudderstruck the spar squarely in the middle, as was desired lines from the torpedo-boat, or from the shore, and
It was started out again,
that there are some peculiar contrivances in the secand then dive<l under it.
and the next time it struck the spar within a foot and ond which cause il to makes its dive under the net
a half of tlie same spot, after wliich it passed under when the first torpedo becomes fouled in il.
The
We will suppose the ship to be attacked sighted.
the obstruction and continued on its course.
Each proceeds with
balls on the top of the float are designed to tell where The torpedoes are fired at it.
who
is
running il.
the boat is to the operator
By its own motive power, the second being regulated
keeping his eye on the balls he can always tell where to need a slight assistance from the first, afforded by
When the netthe torpedo is and direct it accordingly. As soon as means of a thin rope or wire cord.
the cord
the boat has reached the side of the vessel the dis- ting is reached the first torpedo will slop
charge is made by pressing a key on the board. All between the first and second torpedos. formerly taut
of tiie electricity which had been used to propel it, at once slackens and lets fall a species of rudder ledge
by a neat adjustment of relays passes into the explo- or trap underneath the centre of the second torpedo.
sive gelatine and first discharges a small cartridge of This projecting ledge being caught by the water
fulminate of nicrcurj-, which in turn discharges the as the second torpedo advances, it is sufficient to
If it is desired, drag the torpedo down into the water, where it will
djTiamite and produces the effect.
the explosion can be caused by contact with the progress at an angle of 15 degrees to the surface. In
enemy's ship. In steering the torpedo the operator this manner it will dive under the ship's netting.
:
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8-inch arraor,'2n lb.:for 10 inch aiinor.IJSO
'24 inches, the belt plating of the inflexilie,
1,'.»00 lb."
The eharo;e of the Herdau torpedo is 2*21
See Ldi/ Tnrptdo, lA><-i>motire Turpelbs. (100 kil.)

Hiivinc pone the Irngth of the tow-line the torpedo

lift lb.;for

lb.:

the explosion follows. \Vhen the ship is not protected by nets, the only change made in the system is l)y
To speak more preusiui; a shorter towini: line.
surface
cist'lv, the rear torpedo does not float on the
as it "follows the lirsl, but is balanced to sink a few
feet below water, and so to escape destruction from
the ship's shot. The entire lensjth of the torpedo is
31 feet its width at midship section is '21 inches; its

iliiiK.

and

the
will tie brou;;lit sliiir|i up to the surfiice iijrain
surface in this case beinn the ship's iMittoin, not protected, as its sides are, by iron plates. Slrikini; here
;

for

T'irfiiilii li'titi,

and

Siihiit'iriiu Mi'iuh.

In Heraldry, twisted or bent. Said of
a ilolphjii haurieut, which forms a figure like the

TOHftUED.

lellcr

.'^.

TORQUES. — A species of gold ornament, meant to
be worn round the neck, which was much in use in
ancient times, both among Asiatic and north Euro-

i

pean nations. It consisted of a spirally twisted bar
pounds. The of gold, bent rounil nearly into acirde.with theends
explosive substance is j;uu-cotton or dynamite to the free, and terminating in hooks, or sometimes in seramount ef 100 kilogrammes. This explosive is tired pents. These ornaments seem to have formed an
by a new apparatus. l)y a small copper pin being cut iiii]iortant jiarl of the weidth of those who wore them,
impact takes place against the ship. and of the plunder obtained by thcHoman Coniiuerijflf when the
A montiment
this, far ors from a Celtic or Oriental Army.
A. very slight shm-k is enough to elTect
slighter than that niiuired in the hitherto invented erected to a Homan soldier not unfri'i|nenlly specifimachines. I'pon this pin lieing cut it liberates a holt ed the numlier of torques that had been conferred
which shoots against the cap of an ordinary rille- on him. Numerous examples of the torques have
eartridge, and the explosion follows. The motive been dug up in (ireat Britain and Ireland, as well as
power of the torpedo, a very imiiortant point, is in France, and are to be found in arelneologieal colmore or less new. This power is gained liy the com- lections. Both in Euioiic and in Asia, the torques
bustion of 3 rows of 4 one-hundred-pound rocket resembled one forn\ of bracelet on a hirger scale.
TORSIONAL STRAIN.— In torsional strains the main
tubes tilled with rocket i)owder; and this powder is
compressed with a mixture of clay which secures lever of tin- le.-ting-machinc is inoperative. The reregular burning and the time recpiired for the tor- corded breaking weight then is only two hundred
pedo to run a distance of one English mile at the times greater than the actual weights on the platThe jiressure of forms, which is equal to one-tenth of the usual readrate of twenty-four miles an hour.
But as the torsion lever is 30
gas given off will Ik; about 2.000 lbs. to the square ing in other tests.
inch: but, if reipiircd. il may be increasi-d .safely up inches long from its axis to the point where the cenThe gas generated by combustion of ter of the chain acts upon it. the weight as above asto .'5,000 lbs.
the rocket powder rushes through a no/./le and acts certained, is multiplied by 30, and the product repupon several compartments of a turbine which re- resents the strain exerted at a point 1 inch from the
In practice, il is found
volves the torpedo's screw, thereby increasing the axis of the .strained bar.
power about 1,300 percent, above that of the old more convenient to read off the weights for torsion
system of reaction, that is of the gas acting directly in the same manner as in other tests, and to multiply thai reading by three.
upon the water.
.Vltliough one end of the bar is firmly fixed it will
The torpedo can, again, be steered from the torpedo-boat with accuracy throughout its entire course. yield a little by its compression on the keys. and thereThe steering apparatus is new, and a result of General fore its angular deflection is determined by the difBerdan's investigations in cable-laying thirty years ference between the reading on the arcs. The detleclions of the bar i: noted at each addition of a cerago.
It consists inttr (ilia, of two grooved wheels
and at each adw-ith a mile of fine plaited linen <<)rd passing over tain number of pounds of pressure
dynamometers. Pressure is put on by friction breaks dition of, say, .")00 or 1,000 pounds, the bar is released
w'orked by two levers. In this m;(nner the torpedo from strain and the permanent set ascertained. The
can be steered from leaving the tor|)e<io-l)oat to be- greatest angle of deflection and the breaking weight
ing fouled in the net. The second torpedo. as we have are also recorded. The torsional strength is
said.hasnospeciid steering apparatus; its direction is
determined by that of the tirst.
S=
The steering is greatly facilitated by the fact that
the steering lines and tin- drag of the second torpgdo
radius of torbreaking weight r
keep the stern of the lirst always directed towards in which
diameter of specimen. See Jiodmart
As the lirst torpedo also runs just be- sion lever; (i
the steersmen.
low the water line, a disc 3 or 4 feet above lie water Ttifttnfi-iitili'hiltt
TOfiTU D'HOMMES.— A particular formation which
is used to steer by in the daytime and a lamp retlectAgainst tor- wiis formerly adopted by the besieged when they
inir only to the rear is used at night.
pedo boats or wooden ships the tirst torpedo only is made a sortie.
!
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TORY. A
from savage

used.
conclude.tlic four great points of novelty in the
invention,are—l, its steering apparatus: 2,its motivepower; 3, these torpedoes can be launched from shore
from boat davits on any ship.orfrom a railway truck,
from the torpedo lioals built expressly for this i)urpose; in fact, they can be launched from any part of
the coast or from any ship without any special preparations or arrangements for that purpose; 4. the
use of a pair of torpedoes acting together instead of
a single one. The last point is in fact the characterizing one of the invention.
joint Commission w:is recently appointed by Sweden, Norway and Denmark, for the ])urpose of determining the amount of the charge necessary to be
employed in a surface-torpedo exjiloding a few inchThe report of this
es below the surface of the water.
Commission shows that the formula obtained calls for
large amounts of dynamite or gun-collon to produce
the effect required. "For 5-inch armor this equation
I'o

A

calls for 'ii lb. of

dvnamite No.

1:

political designation taken, it is stated,
Irish tribes, and originally applied to tho

followers of the Duke of York, afterward .lames II.
Johnson defined the Tory as "One who adheres to tin;
ancient Constitution of the State and the Apostolical
Hierarchy of the Church of England." The present
"Conservative" party of England is the historical
In this Country during the
successor of the Tories.
Revolution the adherents of the Crown were called
Tories.
A curious local use of the word was that of
the common people in some parts of the South during the Civil War, apjilying it to irregular troops or
" Biisliwhackers" claiming to be fi'derals.
TOSHACH.— The name which was given among
Celtic nations to the military leader of a clan or tribe,
whose functions were in early times always sejjarated from those of the sujireme judicial ofticer. When the
office of Toshach, originally elective, became hereditary. accoriling to the principle of divided authority characteristic of Celtic coinmunitiis, il reniiiined
for ti-iuch armor. i>ermauently in the eldest cadet of the clan.
;

I

I
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TOTEM.

ants

tribes,

or of contending in the lists in respect of noble birth,
military prowess. and unspotted character. The combat took place on horseback, or at least was alwaj's
begun on horseback. though the comliatants wlio had
been dismounted frecpiently continued it on foot. The
usual arms were blunted lances or swords but the
ordinary arms of warfare, called arms a tuutrance
were sometimes used by Cavaliers who were ambitious of special' distinction.
Tournaments were the
subject of minute regulations, which in some degree
diminished their danger. The prize was bestowed by
the lady of the tournament on the Knight to wlioni
it had been adjudged. he reverently approaching her,
and saluting her and her two attendants. The period
when tournaments were most in vogue comprised the
12th, 13th. and 14th centuries; and the place wliere
the most celeljrafed English tournaments were held
was the Tilt-yard, near'St. James's, Smithfield, Lon;

;

man family.
Among the

red Indians of America the following
are totems of tribes e.visting or known to have existed: the wolf, bear, beaver, turtle, deer, snipe, heron,
hawk, crane, duck, loon, turkey, musk-rat, sable,
pike, cat-fish, sturgeon, carp, buffalo, elk, reindeer,
eagle, hare, rabbit, and snake; the reed-grass, sand,
water, rock, and tobacco-plant. Among the tribes of
native Australians the totems are similarlj-, for the
most part, selected from the fauna of the country.
The totems of the Kirgliiz tribes of central Asia are
all of them animals, to which (in explanation of their
reverence for them) the tribes trace back their descent.
It has been suggested that the explanation of the
crests and emblems of the now disrupted tribes and
clans of our own Country, and of Europe generall}-,
is to be found in the supposition that the creature or
thing on the crest was originally the totem of the
clan or tribe. On this supposition the wide-spread
clan Chattan or Caftan, for instance, which is represented in the Scotch Highlands, and can be traced
in France, Germany, and Egypt, would fall to be recognized as the cat tribe, the cat having once been its
tijtem, as it is still its crest or emblem.
It has also
been thrown out that many of the mythical traditions
of ancient CJreece admit of a reasonable mcanins:, if
we suppose that there were anciently in Greece tribes
with toternn liull, boar, and lion tribes snake, ant,

—
—

FOBTS.

hung up their armorial shields on the trees, tents,
and pavilions around the arena for inspection. to show
that they were worthy candidates fortlie great hon-

ruder races of men arc found divideach of which is usually named after
some animal, vegetal)lc, or thing which is an object
of veneration or worship to the tribe. This animal,
vegetable, or thing is the ti>tem or gml of the tribe.
From the tribe being commonly named after its totem, the word is also frecjuently emploj-ed to signify
merely the tribal name. Numerous tribes with totem e.xist in America, in Australia, the South Pacific
and there are some
Islands, and in Central Asia
reasons for thinking that such tribes were once numerous even in Europe among races l)elonging to
what is called the Indo-European division of the hu-
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don. The church at first discountenanced tournaments, some of its decrees prohibiting persons engaging in them under pain of excommunication, and denying Christian burial to a combatant who lost his
life in one. The church seems. however. to have looked
with more favor on these combats after the middle
of the 18th century.
During the loth and 16th centuries, tournaments continued to be held, but the alteration in the social life and warfare of Europe had
changed their character.and they are rather to be regarded as State Pageants than as real combats. The
death of Ilenrj- II. of France, in l.WQ. consequent on
tue loss of his eye at a tournament, led to their general abandonment, both in France and elsewhereiand
there have been few attempts to revive them even
as mere spectacles. A magnificent entertainment,
consisting of a representation of the old tournament,
was given at Eglinfon Castle in 1839, by the late Earl
of Eglinfon: Lady Seymour was the Queen of Beauty,
and many of the visitors enacted the part of ancient
Knights; among them Prince Louis Bonaparte. after-

;

—

ward Napoleon III. According to Ducange.the difand dragon triljes.
TOUCH. A military term, signifying that a man ference between a tournament and a Joust is that the
in the ranks is feeling the elbow of the man next to latter is a single combat, while in the former a troop
liini.
of combatants encounter each other on either side.
TOUCH-BOX.— A box containing lighted tinder, for- But this distinction has not been always observed.
merly carri<(l by soldiers, who f.sed match-locks, to
TOURNIQUET.— In surgery, a bandage which can
kindle the match.
be tightened or compressed to auy extent. It is chiefTOUCH-HOLE.— The vent of a cannon or other spe- ly used to stop hemorrhage in cases of amputation,
cies of firearms, by which lire is communicated to and is invaluable on the field of battle.
In cases of
the powder of the charire.
emergency and in the absence of a surgical tourniTOUCH-WOOD.— The wood of willows and some quet, a silk or cotton handkerchief twisted tight by
other trees softened by decay. It is used as tinder means of a stick passed through the slack, is a good
for obtaining tire, from the readiness with which a substitute: a bullet or round stone being placed^ver
spark ignites

TOUR

the artery,

it.

— Anything done successively or by regular

^ve Snrgery.

TOURS-MODELES.— Tliese towers were recommend-

All tour> in tlie United
a tmir "f duly.
States Army, as far as practiealjle. are regulated by

order:

ed by Xiipolcoii ;is reduits for coast batteries.and arc
verv similar lo the Martellos.

as.

TOWER BASTIONS.— Ill forlificatioii. biistioiis conpyrotecliny. a paper case tilled striKlcdof masonry .at the anglesof the interior polywith composition, with the holes for tlie escape of gon of some works. They have usually vaults or
the gas so disposed as to cause the case to rise ver- casemates under their ti iiu-pleiiuAo contain artillery,
tically in the air at tlie same time that it revolves hori- stores, clc.
zontally around its middle point. It has light wings
TOWER FORTS.— The favor with which the views
atl;u'lied to il lo direct its motion.
See Fireirnrkx.
of Monlaleinberl have been received in Germany has
TOURN&MENT. A military sport of the :\riddl<' led to the ;idoptioii of his circular casemated towers,
Ages. in which combatants engaged one another with both as isolated forts, and combined in a system of
tlie oljject of exhibiting their courage, prowess, and detached works for covering a space to their rearfor
skill in the use of arms.
The invention of the tour- an intrenched camp, as at Lintz. These towers, in
nament has been ascribed to GeolTrov de Prenilly.an- their interior arrangements, are the .same as the decestor of the Counts of Anjou. who livi'd in the lOlh fensive barrack already described: with the excepCentury. Fnince was its earliest /<"«/». whence it tion of those ditTerences in the details of the conspread first to Germany and England, and afterwanl stniclion which the dilTerenee in their plans would
to the South of Europe.
tournament was usually call for. They have several tiers of covered fire for
lield on the invitation of some Prince, who sent a artilliTv and musketry, and an open battery on top,
King-of-Arms or Herald through his own Dominions the [larapet of which is either of earth, or of maandlo Foreign Courts signifying his intention of hold- sonry, accordiu;! to the dimensions of the tower. In
ing a tournament, and a clashing of swords in pres- the towers of Lintz they are surrounded by a ditch,
ence of ladies and damsels. The intendin'.: combat- and the whole of the masonry which would be esroster.
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posed to the besieeer'a batteries is covered by ii j;la- what uncertain in their rale of burning, but average
only the guns ontopio liiivc direct views about one yard in a minute. The ordinary varieties
on tliese batteries: llie seciiiid tier lirinir niiilcr an imusi be kepi in a cool, dry place, and preserved
cis, Icavin!;

elevation over the crest of Ihe iiliicis niasii. Tlie
ditch towards llie interior is crossed by a temporary
tixed and a draw bridire leadiMi; to tlie second story
of the lower. The irons of the lop battery are placed
on a revolvinir i)laiforni, their curriages being of a
peculiar cons'riiclion toailniit of the axis of the guns
remaining paraUel, so as n<n to have their sliot diverge from the object lo be reaciied. and, at the sau'c
time, to occupy as little space laterftlly as will just
sutliee for the service of the guns.
An earthen i>ar
apet covers th<' guns on the side exposed lo Ihe besieger's lire, and one of masonry lowards the interior.
These lowers, with the exception of Ihe open
battery, have the defects of divergent tires common
lo all works wi'li a circular plan; and Ihe open baltery is liable lo be rendered useless, or ln' ruined by
ft well-aimed sIidI or two, or a heavy shell falling on
its platform.
The lower without earlheu masks can
/inly be used with advantage in positions where it
will not be exposed to being breached from a dislance; and is a very good auxiliary in sea-<oast deI'ense, for points wliere tlie olijecl is solely lo prevent an enemy's vessels from making use of a safe
diichoragi" on Iheeoasl.
See Fi>rtifirati<ni.
TOWEK OF LONDON. In the early days of English history, a pnwerfid fortress, on Ihe left bank of
the Thames. subse(iuently a stale prison of mournful associations, and now a repository for small-arms
and Ihe jewels of the Crown.
TOWEK OF WAK. -.\n ancient engine of war. The
lowers were supporlf<l on wheels: the lower story
was devoted Id llie batlering-ram. all Ihe olliers were
tilled with archers and liuhl-armed soldiers generally.
The towers being brought up close to the wall,
put the besiegers on a more e(|ual fooling with the
besieged, in that they could discharge their missiles
from the same heighl, and even, Ijy means ofailrawbridge, engage in hand to hand encounters on Ihe
top of Ihe wall. It was a great elTorl with Ihe besieged to destroy these engines by lire lo guard
against which the tower was usually covered with
raw hides or metal scales, hence Ihe name of Unturio
(tortoise), which, eventually, the whole engine acfpured.
TOW-HOOK. An implement made of round iron,
wilh ;i lii")k at one end, and a small hanuner welded
al Ihe oilier.
It is used for unpacking the ammiinition-chesls of lield-carriages, Ihe liammer being
used for making any repairs on the strapped shot

fmui

iiifaulry,

—

and

shell and fixed ammunition, which
neci'ssarv. or fur anv other purpose.

may

be found

TOWN ADJUTANT,
T()Wii-.M;ijor

Both lh<^ TownAdjutant and
are nflieers on the SlafT of a garrison.

are often veteran officers, too much \v,)rn for
tield-service.
The pay depends on the magnilude of
the trust. The Town-Major ranks as aCaplain, the

They

Adjutant as a Lieutenant. The duties of lliese officers consist in maintaining discipline, and looking
after Ihe finding of the batteries, etc.
See Tmnn.\fnj'tr.

TOWN

MAJOR.— An officer who regulates all the
dulies of a garrison, such as the delail and supervision of garrison guards, the disposal of prisoners in
the garrison guard-room, the roster of officers for
garrison dulies, the superintendence of military police escorts (a regiment is usually told off weekly for
this duly), parole and countersign, hours for retreat,
an<l prepanition and issue of garrison orders.
TOY FtJSE.— The ordinary Vilasling-fuse is known
country under the name of the Kafety fiiAf and

in this

Toy's fuse;

in

England, as Bickford's fuse.

column of
flax, hemp, or

It

con-

fine-grained gun-poweollon, and made up
der inclosed in
wilh difTerenl coverings, according to the use to
which it is applied. \Vhen intended for immediate
use in wet ground or under water, it is covered with
varnished tape or gutta-perchp.. The fuses are somesists essentially of a

wilh

whose

oil.

Irusiy brave

parliciilar

solilier in the Swiss
duly was to guard Ihe f'ol-

and the Captain who led lliem. lie was armed
with a sword and a halberl, Ihe blade of which was
ors

Wi'll

sluupelled.

TRABUE MAGAZINE GON.
gun

The receiver of Ibis
longitudinally for the breechin line wilh Ihe biirrel, and also below Ihe bar-

is liiireil

l)oll,

rel, in

line

Ihrcnigli

wilh

tlie

maga/ine, which

is

llic lip-

in

away at the side, forming at
slock.
It is also cut
rear a shoulder for locking Ihe bolt, and al Ihe same
lime an opening for inserling Ihe cartridges into Ihe
cliamber or magazine, and also for ejecting Ihe empty
shells.

The

bolt

is

compo.sed of three principal

jiarls,

viz:

body or locking-tube; Ihe cocking-pieceor hammer, inio which the firing-pin is screwed and Ihe
boll-head, w bich carries the extractor.
An arm of
Ihe

;

the latter is pivoted in a slot in Ihe boll-head a small
spiral spring bearing on the arm above the jiivot
causes Ihe hook of the extraelor lo descend after it
:

—

;

ccuilael

TKABAND.— .V

I

i

j

I

:

I

has passed oviT the head of Ihe cartridge. The fron
part of Ihe firing-pin passes Ihrough Hie spiral s))ring
and through Ihe extractor arm, On Hie rear of Ihe
locking-tube is a small |>rojeelion, which enters a corresponding notch in Ihe front face of the hammer.
When Ihe bolt is unlocked, Ihe projeclion, riding out
of the notch, cams the hammer to the rear, withdrawing the jxiint of the firing-pin within Ihe face of
the boll.
The magazine is loaded through the receiver. The
cartridges descend an inclined arm, on the inner side
of the guard, when a finger on the under side of Ihe
bolt-head, forces Ihem inIo the magazine. They are
prevenled from escajiing from the laller by a springlop, which is pivoled to Hie left side of Ihe receiver
and o|ieraled bj- a push-biillon. The lower end of
Ihe slop springs Ihrough an opening in the side of
the receiver just in froiil of Ihe moulh of the magaWhen Ihe ]>iece is to be used as a magazine
zine.
gun. the push-bullon of Ihe magazine-slop is jiushed
to Ihe fronl, the first carlridge under Ihe pressure of
the magazine-spring ba<-ks up the ini'lined arnrof thi^
guard until its head is checked by a notch in the receiver.
If the liolt Hieii be closed, the finger of ils
head runs under the carlridge and raises ils fronl,
when Hie boll forces Hie carlridge into Ihe cliamber.
When Hie piece is to be used as a single loader
which can only be done when the magazine is empty
Ihe cartridge-follower runs out from the magazine
and forms a floor, so to speak, loHie receiver, so that
the carlridge, on being inserted into the receiver, is
The closing of the bolt then
in line with the barrel.
This gun carries six <'arforces it into the chamber.
and
one in the chandjcr. See
lridg<s in Ihe magazine
MiUinziuf-gun.
TRACES.— The straps, chains or ropes by which a
carriage is drawn by liorses. The minimum tension
of the trace is obtained when ils direction is perpendicular to the mean direclion of the resistance conveyed by the pipe-box lo the axle-tree arm, the pro.
longalion of the trace inlerseclins the line of resistance al Iheir point of coiilacl. In the field-artillery
the inclinati(m of the traces is about (ii^ . The horses
can exert greater pow.er, and that power will be more
advantageously applied, by giving Ihe traces some
Sec Ilnrnfm.
slope upwards from the carriage.
TRACING. After having deterndned upon the dimensions of Hut profile, and having selected the trace,
the first slip in building Hie work is to mark its outline uiion Hie ground. This operation is called tracThe operation of tracing consists in nii^rking
ing.
the sub-crest and other necessary lines upon the
ground. so that they can be distinctly seen, aid can
be used to determine all other lines and points of the

—

—

—

work.

The

tracing of a field

work may be made by

TRACING IMPLEMENTS.

of a drawinsc which represents the work fobc
or it nuxy be matle directly upon tlie
constninteri
irround without the use of ii (Irawiiii^. Wlien a drawinu; is vised, it is usual to take two points upon this
drawin,ij;,wliieh can be easily located upon the ground,
and join these points by a straiirht line. This line is
then taken to represent a base line which can be used
From the dilTerer.t angular
in layins; out the work.
and important points of the plan, perp<'iiilicular lines
are drawn to this base line. The distances to the
base line, and the distances intercepted upon it, are
measured and noted upon the drawing. Going to
the site, the two assumed points are located upon the
ground, and a straight line is drawn through them.
Tbis line is the base, and is marked upon the ground
either by a cord, or by a furrow in the ground made
with a jjiek. The distances are tlien measured off
on the base line, and the points marked where the
perpendiculars are to be constructed. These perpendiculars are then constructed by some of the simple
methods used for this purpose, and the distances to
the angular points laid off on these. These points,
thus determined, are then marked by stout pickets
driven into tlie ground. The angular points are
then joined by straight lines, and these lines are then
marked upon the ground by a cord stretched between the adjacent jjoints, or by a furrow made in
the groimd. The marking of tjiese lines completes
the tracing of the stib-crest. If there is no drawing.
but the work is to be laid out directly upon the grounil
chosen, it is usual for the engineer to first select the
salient points of the work, and mark them by stout
pickets driven into the ground. lie may then determine the re-entrants by inspection, or by some rule.
Which method lie will use will depend upon the kind
of tracing to be made. The angular points, all determined, are then connected by straight lines, marked
as in the previous case.
See FuM-fiyrtification and

means

;

Prti-filhig.

TBACING IMPLEMENTS.— The

used

making out the

pickets and cord

details of field-works.
The
are 18 inches long and one inch in diameter.
For ordinary use they are tied up in bundles with their bark on- but for setting out nightwork the bark should lie stri|)ped off to make tiiem
more readily seen. The ordinary jiickets used for
fascines are from 2' to 4' long, and from IJ" to i;'"
thick; those for setting out or tracing the works are
>8" long and 1" diameter. The trncing-tirpe or cord
is a strong white tape or cord usually 1.50 feet long,
in

trafiiig-jiii-kits

TEACTION ENGINE.
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and divided

off into spaces of 6 feet, a piece of tape
inches in length being sewed to each point of division. At each end of tiie tra<iiig-tap<- a short jiiece
of cord is attached to tie the tape to two tracing])ickets. Tlietra<'ing-tape, for convenience, is rolled
up into a ball.
(i

TRACK OF ARTILLERY CARRIAGES.— The breadth
the two wheels of a carraige.
measuring fnjm the oulir rim of each wheel. The
track of the Helil-arlillery <-arriagc wheels is .O feet 2
inches from outside to outside of the tire.
TRACTION ENGINE.— So little experience has been
gained in the employment of road locomotives for
hauling heavy guns, siege-trains, and transport wagons in time of actual war, that no reliable data exists
lor forming a practical opinion upon this subject. It
has, however, for some time been the opinion of
some of our most ex])erienced engineers and artillery
officers that steam-])ower may be advantageously
employed as an important auxiliary to an army on
the march. An engine can develop at least the power
of 10 horses.
It costs nothing when not in use.
It
can work night and day without fatigue or requirrest,
consequently
ing
its power is always at hand,
and can be used at any moment and to tlie fullest extent.
A road locomotive can be used as a fixed engine to use wood or punq) water. It can be employed for transporting guns or other war material, and is
speciall}' useful in the neighborhood of a fortress, as
the traction engine with its train would form a much
more rapid means of communication with detached
railway stations than ordinary carts or wagons drawn
by horses or bullocks. The Prussians aif Metz concoiitiiincd lictwcen

structed a line 20 kilometers long, in order to skirt
the fortress of the city, but it was not required as the
garrison capitulated before its completion.
In addition to the above uses, the engine can be so constructed that flanged railway wheels may be snbstitute<l for the ordinary sized wheels used on common
roads, and it will then serve as a light railway loco-

motive in case the enemy may have rlestroyed or secured the rolling-stock on the existing railways. A
traction engine for military purposes should be made
as light as possible, and constructed almost entirely
of wrought-iron. or steel, in order to diminish the
chances of breakage. Its weight sliould not exceed
•I tons, with about 12 cwts.
on the driving wheels so
that it may be able to pass over pontoons as at i>resent constructed, and also over temporary wooden
bridges hastily

made

to repair the

masonry or iron

TRAIL.
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blown up by the oiifiiiy. It sliould be furnished wilh
a pDWcrful wiiulhiss s\iilubly iirniiiiii'il.
'riicilrawiiiirrcprcsciilsthc Nixon traction t-nginp,
rfcrnlly patentcil in llir liiilcd Stales. The frame
is coustrueteil of four jmralle! 1 steel sills with cross
beams at ('nils, ami (liai;oniil braces lhrous;liout, except at base of boiler, iiivin;; stillness to frame, and
supporlin;; at ends the coal tender and water lank,
sriviiii; eipial ilistribution of weiijlil and balance on tlie tracks. The ]):irallcl sills are 24 inches
rpart from centers, to which are attached on hi' under side of sills, by adjustalile boxes, thri'C axles on
each side. On these axles are tinnly keyed three driving; wheels of 2 and 'S inch faces, wilh a space of 21
inches apart on axles. On the front and rear axles
the tirsi anil fourth, onmliT wheels
are four wheels
are :i-inch fa<-e, and arc llan;;cd with llaiii;es on outside of wheels to pnvenl track froMi sliiipini; olT in
The center axles have three wheels of 2turiiini;.
inch face. The ;{iiui^s of wheels intermesli or overlap each other; the tiers of center <;an^s work close
to the hubs of front and rear sjani^s. Kevolvinijover
with these i^aniis of wheels are two tracks of rid)ber
or other suitable elastic material com|)i>seil of an

thereby

I

:

importance in Indian warfare. While it is impossible for most whiti' men to acquire this faculty, the
constant exercise of the hiimpnf lumlity through successive generations and the thorough investigation of
every '•sign," have rendered all Savages sure guides
over boundless prairies and through pathless forests.
A "trail" is made up of various signs or evidences
thai something has been present.
All nuirks left on
the ground, rocks, grass, trees, or brush- the form,
size, stride and directions of footprints and the lirniness of impression, shoidil be carefully luileil.
It
shoidil be made an invariable rule, when halting or
camping, to make a reconnaissiuice of the ground in
the neighborhood, with a view to aseertaining if any
living thing is near or has lately ])as.Heil.
The footprints of animals, their gait and direction, whether
slowly walking (as in the act of feeding) or running

when

all very signiticant signs.
information may be gained by carefully observing signs; but to follow a trail successfully, one must not only po.s,ses8 a thorough imderstanding of all signs, but also a knowledge of the
character and habits of the thing trailed, the general
features of the country round al)out, and the jmiwits
inner layer, outside of which are transverse wood of the eye and ear must be cultivated to a great deor metallic bars, secured lhriiui;h layer and plates gree of acuteness. The Indian well knows that the
by rivets or bolls, to retain the track in shape trans- trail is his principal weakness, and he is never at a
versely.
The gan!;s of wheels are driven forward loss to resort to some ruse to complicate it, such as
or backward, or the one track forward and the oth- traveling over rocks, along the channels of streams,
lie .seldom thinks of danger ahead, but always
er backward in turning, by spur gears secured to in- etc.
front and rear uangs are connected keeps a proper rear-guard in position, and strongly
side of wheels
by idle gears on center axles. The center axles are fortities his camp toward the rear. Wlu'ii closely
driven in the same direction by spur gears on axles, pursued, a party of Indians will scalier and 'ravel
singly or in small detachments; and usually when the
iif the same dianu'ler as Ihoscon frontand rear axles.
Posilive driving iiiolion is given by long pinion In pursuers follow a single detachment, it will travel
all six axles fniiu reversing yacht engines, oiu! on over the roughest and almost imi)raclicable country,
Wiien the trail
each side of upright boiler for each track. The ap- and make a (U'tour of many miles.
proximate width of euch rubber track is eighteen is leading toward some pass. jefrfiW" or low ridge, or
inches: thickness, four and one-half inches; height well-ilelined landmark and suddenlj' becomes indisof wheels, four and one-half feet length of track in lincl, it is generally safe not to expend time in huntcontact wilh llic earth, sixty inches; hence (iOXlHX ing il; but 111 ])ush rapidly on to the pass, etc. .where
He2=2,lf)() inches of earth contact or traction, over llie trail will in all |)rolia(iilily be found again.
which is distril)Uteil the weight of engine and that fore scattering, a point for concentrating is generally
part of track not in contact wilh the earlh. This en- agreed upon.
When traveling over an unknown countrj-, the Ingine's tracks have no loss of power by suction or adherence to the groimd if the gromid is wet, there- dian is guided by his nomadic instinct and the infoi fore no loss of power by carrying its tracks forward. mation received from those who have visited the secThe tracks cannot be broken i)y passing over an ob- tion before. This fund of knowledge is very great.
struclion, as the rublier will give to the wheels imlil It is related that an Indian scout became rpiite nothe wheels rotnle over, and then inslanlly return 1o ted for the accuracy with which he loiild desiirn.-ite
There will lie nn slicking on an olislruclinn suitable camps and the various physical features
place.
for each gang of wheels are drivers, and will pro- of llie country, relying eitti'nli/ U|ion the iiiformatinn
The adherence of the received from his father, who hunted in the same lopel, if only one is in contact.
tracks to the periphery of the one-luilf of the front cality years before. Traveling Indians usuall}' set
and rear gangs and the bottom and top of the center up miuinds of stones to indicate the route aiiil various
gangs of wheels insures no slipping of wheels on the other items of information, to those who m;iy follow.
tracks, when worked In its fullest power on sleep In a limbircil country, where the trail is frei|ueiUinclines.
The rubber tracks supporliiig the engine ly covered with snow, the stones are i)laccd in the
will act as cushions to lake all jar from the whole forks and branches of the frees; or, the trees are
machine on uneven, stony ground or street crossings /iliu)d so that the notches face the traveler and at least
This should save a nuichine and wear two of them may be in sight at once. The Indian
in towns.
one-third longer before repairs are needed.
The seldom refers to the sun, moon or stars for his directracks are to be built of rubber, which is durable and tion when traveling; but places his contidence in
will not chip by Hint or stone; their durability has something nearer at hand, which he believes to rebeen fully tested as auxiliary ties or covering for tires, main in the same place and which he thoroughly
to obtain traction in Kngland where the iron tires comprehends. The trailer should not allow anything
were soon damaged by the Mint. See Stuim^iip/wr. deviating from the common order of things to esTRAIL. 1. In a ticld-carriage.that i)art of the car- cajH' a rigid investigation. A close scrutiny will genriage wliicii rests on the ground when uidinibered, erally reveal both the plan and ])urpose of every acand which is hooked on to the pinlidl of the limber tive living creature. While keenly alike to all soimils,
when limbered up. The beam of the earlier gun-car- he shoulil be able tounmistakably recognize the most
riage is made of one block, or of two ])ieces of tim- ordinary, such as the croaking of frogs, the barking
ber tabled together; under eilhir circumstances it is of coyotes, the hooting of owls, the cry of jiaiilhirs
termed a /''"/•-^/vkV carriage. Siiu'c the inlruiluctjou or wolverines, the screaming of hawks and eagles,
of iron carriages the block-trail carriage has been the creaking of l:nd)S, etc. When trailing Indians, it
abandoned, and the bracket-carriage is now the ser- is often important to know the especial customs of
Wilh this knowledge, the examvice pattern. The trail of a siege bracket-carriage is the various tribes.
formed by the extremities of the cheeks which rest ination of the deserted camps, halting and resting
places will invariably reveal the iilenlily of the tribe
on the ground.
2. The difficult art of trailing or tracking is of great once there; the fashion of tire making, the style, cut
;

;

'as

.Much

riglitened), are

valuiiiilc

—
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of lodge, etc., ing) is about 3 feet and 10 inches. The track may be
This information is readily distinguished from that of the American horse
very useful when hostile and friendly Indians oceu- (larger and generally shod), or that of the mule (about
py the same eonntry. and it is necessary to be able thesame size. but narrower and more angular When

and
are

finish of the

all

moccasm, the form

unmistakabk' evidencis.

i.

to distiniiiiisli

between their

trails.

Various circumstances connected with the
Indians,

will afford important information.

trail

when

walkins, point the toes inward, whether in moccasins
or other gear. Many white men, in tlie Indian country, wear moccasins, butthej- leave a track with the
toes turned outward. The various patterns of boots

and

slioes leave tlieir distinctive tracks,
way in whicli a l)oot or slioe has

ticular

and the parbeen pegged

or repaired will enable an astute trailer to follow its
carefid notice
print among luiniireds of otliers.
of tlie form and deptli of the impressions will genperson
carried
a burden
erallj' indicate whetiier the
or not; whether traveling at will or in haste; whether
sober or into.xicated. The age of the track may be
determined in various ways. If rain has fallen, it
may be seen whether tlie tracks were made before,
during or after it, by carefully noticing tlie grass. etc.,
trodden down, and observing whether or not sand or
anytliing adheres to it. Themorning or evening dew
upon the trail will also furnish a test of time. Tlie
position of the grass, the sand, dust, etc., drifted
from or upon the track will serve to determine its
age relative to the blowing of the wind, or its sudden
change of direction. Should there be several tracks,
and the time when one was made be known, the ages
of the others may be determined b}- noticing where
they cross and observing which overlies the others.
When the trail becomes lost in an unfavoralile locality, it is best not to consume time in hunting it,
but to proceed in the probable direction until a favorable ground is found, and then hunt it. In a grassy
locality, or in plains of coarse sanil or shingle, the
trail is seldom visible at short distance, but may
be noticed by looking out well ahead. In a rocky
country, or where the ground is very hard, when it
is desirable to ascertain the track of a prowling enemy or animal, the Indians usually sprinkle sand (if
obtainable) over the trails in suitable places. This
is an old trick, for it is .said in the Apocrypha that
the propliet Daniel did this when he wished to ascertain who it was tliat nightly consumed the meat
wliich was placed before the idol of Bel.

A

the pony trots. the tracks are from 6i to TJ feet apart,
the impressions less distinct and more irregular. In
the gallop, they are from 8 to !) feet apart. and unless
the ground is very hard, there are no distinct in, pressions. but a mere disturbance of the earth.
careful study of the impression left on the ground
will serve to determine the pace at wliieli the animal
was moving. A walking or feeding horse should
leave a well marked track, and a sudden scatteringof
earth, sand or gravel would indicate fright and anincreased pace.
knowledge fif the movements of the
pony, will frequentiv give valuable information regarding the rider— whether he is moving leisurely and
is subject to surprise, or whether he li;is discovered
his pursuers and is moving rapidly on in order to
avoid a conflict. To determine whether the horse-s
have riders or are running loose, fiillow the trail until ordure is found: when scattered along tlie trail,
it is a sure sign that the animal was ridden and not
permitted to stop. An equally good test, is to follow
the "trail" into a woods and observe whether or not
it lies under an)' brandies of the trees too low to permit the ea.sy passage of a mounted man beneath
them. An Indian rider always mounts and dismounts
from the right side, and by noticing the places where
the mounts and dismounts are made, it may be ascer.
tained whether the rider is an Indian or a white man.
The moisture where tlie earth is removed and the
droppings along the trail are good indications of
the age of the tracks. Where water has been crossed,
the ground will, for some distance beyond, be wet,
and show wlfcre drops of water have fallen from the
animal's body or legs or where it has been splaslied
while in the act of crossing. Tracks on snow may be
followed witli great rapidity, but it is frequently difficult to distinguish between those left by dilferent
animals. The mode of shoeing, any defects in the
hoofs or shoes, and whether shod all around, on the
fore feet only. or not at all. should be carefully noted,
as such items are sure to furnish valuable information at some time or another. Much may be learned
of the Indian's condition by carefully observing the
nature of his trail and camping jilaces.
Should
abandoned property or coniparativelj- valueless aralong
the
ticles be left
trail, and should there be
indications of disorder generally, it is evident that he

A

A

Frequently, wlien the ground is very hard f)r rockj',
a close examination will reveal sign, in the sliape
of stones or pebbles turned so as to lie with that side
up, wliich has formerly rested on the ground. In such h;is experienced demoralization.
places. Hakes f>f foam, fragments (lro]ip<'d from the
TRAIL ARMS. A position in tne Manual of Arms
The Instructor commands
animal's mouth, or minute blooil sjiecks (wlien trail- executed as toUows
Trail. '2. Akms.
1,
ing tlie wounded) are great helps. A biire-t'ooted ])erson,wlien passing over liard rocks, will U'ave a sign.
Same as the first motion of <«v/c;-a7'»w. (Two.) InIf cline the muzzle slightly to the front, the butt to the
in tlie shape of tine dust caked by perspiration.
there be marks of lodge-poles upon an Indian trail. rear; drop the left hand by the side.
Arms. At the command wv/v/, bring
they may be regarded as a peaceful indication, .-md
1. C.\BRY, 3.
showdng that the Indians passed with their families, tlic piece to a vertical position with the right hand,
lodge-m;iteri:il and etfeets; if there be no such traces the little finger in rear of the liarrel; at the command
on the trail, it is an eijually good sign that a irnr or iiriiix. execute what has been prescribed for the oirry,
hviitin;/ party piissed. as they alw;iys leave such im- from the position of m-der armji.
See Carry Anns
pedimenta in a place of safety. It might be desira- au<l Order Armx.
TRAIL BRIDGE.— Ferry ing is usually performed by
ble to ascertain whether or not some members of an
But when boats cannot be had. or
esca|iing party of Indians are women
this may be means of bnats.
fre(|uently ilelerinined by following the trail until a when there are not enough of them, the ferrying may
place is found where they have sto])ped to rest and be done by using rafts, or some other buoyant arsmoke. Tlie men sit cross-legged, and when sitting rangement.
The boats and rafts may be propelled
down cross their feet (locked closely together) and by oars, thej- may be drawn across by ropes, or they
slowly lower their bodies to the sitting posture. The may be made to move by the action of the current.
women sit with both feet :ind lower legs turned im- The simple rope ferry is frctpiently seen in use over
streams of moderate width and with a sluggish curder. either to the right or left.
It is often very dillicult to rapidly follow horse or rent.
A rope is stretched frouv bank to bank, and
pony tracks over rocks or any very hard gnuind. mto, standing on the raft or in the boat, seize tlie
When they pass over grass without treading it down, rope by their Icmds and pull the boat along. When
the trail is shown by the grass assuming a dilTer- the boats are ni.-ide to cross by the action of the curent shade of color from that about it.
The appear- rent, the method is known either as the trail bridge,
ance of horse or pony tnieks is very ilitVerent :it a or as the tlyiiv: bridge. In the tniil bridge, a rope is
in:iU\ tr"t and ff"ll"/>.
The Iiidiiiii pony is seldom or stretched across the stream, and drawn very tight, to
neversliod.;inil the distance between hislnicks( walk- keep it above tlie water.
The boat is attached to

—

:

:

TRAIl-ETE.

by a pulley, and is made by means of its
to have its side iimke an iiii<jlenf about tiftylivi' (li'j;rees (55'") Willi the (lircclicin of the lurrent.
The force of tin- eurrciit acting upon Ihc siilc of the
boat may be diviilcil into two components, one parallel to the rope, and the other perpendicular to it.
The latter component is balanced by the connection
the otlier component
of the boat with the rope
drives the boat across, the i)ullev allowing motion in
Tliis method rciniins a velocity in
that ilireclion.
the current of not less than tliree feet a second, and
a widtli of stream not greater than one hundred and

this rope

nuMor.

;

Mly yards.
The tlyins; bridge

is employed when the widlli of
too jireat for the use of tlie trail liridijc.
The i)rinciplc of the tlyinuc bridge is tlie same as
Tlu- ditTerencc is in the dethat of the trail bridge.

the stream

tails

is

employed.

In this bridge, instead of stretching a rope across
the stream, a cable is used, one end being fastened
to the boat, or raft, and the other end anchored in
the stream. This cable is supported at iriterniediate
points by small boats, casks, or other means, to keep
the cable above the surface of the water for the necessiiry dislanci'.

All ihese methods of crossings river are frequently
But when large
used, and jiossess peculiar merits.
bodies of troops with their transportation are to be
crossed, they do not olTer all the advantages of the
Sec liridgii,. and Fli/ing /Iriilf/c.
bridge.
TKAIL-EYE.— An attachment at the end of the trail
for lindjering up.
See Luiiette and Trnreting-rarrfiif/i.

TRAIL HANDLE.— A traversing handle attached to
It is made nf iron,
tniil iif lh<' new tield-guiis.
T-shaped, and H.xcd to the trail in such a manner
that it can be laid Hat on it, when not required,
the

without being unshipped. This handle has been in
use with the late Indian artillery batteries for many
years past.

TEAIL-HANDSPIKE.— A handspike
inihcs ill Iciiglli.
hickory or yiuing oak. See
riages.

.'):i

for field-car-

and usually made of
Jf<iii</yjiih'.

TRAIL. PLATE.— The ironwork attached to the end
of the irail which includes the trail-eye. This eye
or loop is li.xcd in the new carriages, and forms apart
of the rail-plate. Swivel loops were formerly used
in the Madras carriages, and they are suid to have
had this advantage, that, if the gun-carriage upset,
I

it

did not entail the

TRAIN. — 1.
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A

fall

of the limber.

line of jiowdcr. laid to lead fire to a

charge, or to a quantity iiileiuled for execution.
Wln-n several cherges are to be fired at the same moment, it is necessary so to proportion the trains to
explode tlii'in. that, starling fmm the .same point, the
distances in time from that jioint to the charges may
be all ei{ual. The following cases show the manner
For two charges place a
of obtaining this result.
trough on ihe shortest line from the one to the other,
the
centre
of
mark
it, and let the i)rincipal trough
For three charges connect, as
join it in that point.
above, the two which are nearest. Let a trough lead
from the middle point of this to the third charge;
bisect the whole length of trough between this third
charge and either of the others then let the principal troiij^h be joined to this last point.
For four
charges hrst connect them two and two. then join
the central points and proceed as above. The elbows
of a trough impede the communication of thefire, for
which an allowance must be made when proportioning
the trains, each elbow being valued at 3 in.: thus if
on one side of the point where the principal trough
connects is one elbow more than on the other, the
principal trough should be placed 3 in. nearer to the
charge on that side, which is done liy placing it IJ
in. from the central point towards thai si<le.
Square
elbows impede somewhat more than oblique ones.
Experience has shown that two trains may lie placed
within 18 in. of one another if covered with earth,
and exploded separately without interference.

3. The carriages and animals laden with provisions
or warlike stores, reipiired for an army in the field.
The train is usually divided inio four sections. If
money or powder form a pari of the train, it should
occupy the center of the second section, as this i>oint
is usually best protected.
The provisions and other
munitions will be distributed eiiually among the
other .sections: so that, should any one be cut off by
the enemy, a |)orlion of each kind may b<' saved in
the nniainder.
.\s it takes some- lime to sel Ihc
whole column in molion, the horses are harnessed and
hitched to successively, by .sections. The second
section will not commence io harness until Ihe first
is ready to move otT. and so im in successiim.
The
lime for this operation will be ascertained by the
oflicer in charge of the convoy: so lliat each section
may be notified of the proper momeni Io prepare for
the march.
This should lie done in order not to
fatigue the horses unnecessarily, by keeping them
standing in harness. The train marciics in single or
double files, according to the slate of llie roads. Tinfiles should not be doubled unless the road is wide
enough for three files and also when Ihe train can
march in Ibis order at least an hour: otherwise there
will be too great inconvenience and loss of time in
changing the order of inarch. To pass from single
to double file, the hindmost wagons of Ihe first and
third sections will leadod to the side of the road and
soon each in succession to Ihe one at the head. The
leading wagons of the second and fourth sections
move briskly on in their new line of direction, followed by those in their rear, unlil they comeupwlth
the lea<ling wagons of the other two sections.
An
interval of four paces should be preserved belwcen
To change from double Io single file, the
Ihe files.
first section quickens its jiace, and when its last
wagon has passed the leading wagon of the second
section, this and the rest of the section follow
in the new line. The greatest attention should be i)aid
to preserve regularity and good order in the march.
For this purpose, small dclachnicnls of infantry-,
taken from Ihe cenler division of the escort, should
nurch at inlervals on the Hanks of Ihc Irain. When
the number of men will admit of it. each wagon should
be under the guard of a soldier, oral least of one man
to three wagons.
If neither of these arrangements
can be made, each section may be placed under the
charge of four or five horsemen, who will keep in
constant motion along the line, to .see that all goes on
well.
If, for any purjiose, a wjigon is obliged to
halt, it must fall out of Ihe line, and not be allowed
to enter it until the rear wagon of ils section has
passed. The line should be kepi well closed up: the
leading wagons slackening Iheir |iace, to allow the
others to come iqi, if retarded by any intervening ob:

:

stacle.

When

from any cause llie Irain is forced to halt for
lime, as for the repair of a bridge, the passage
of a defile, etc., the wagons should be parked either
in lines of sections, or as many in line as the character of the ground will admit of. An interval of about

some

twenty paces may be left between each line. If there
is any apprehension of an attack under these circum-

:

I

stances, the lines may close to wilhin fifteen paces;
the o)>enings on the tianks being covered by wagons
When the Irain halls to park
])laced across them.
for the night, a strong jiosilion slioiilil be chosen, offering only one side, if practicable, loan attack. The
park may be formed by lines of sections or in squares,
The faces of the
as may be deemed most advisable.
park should be fianked by some j)ieces of artillcr)',
and the angles be covered by any temporary obstacle,
The difas a chevaiix-de-frise. a sliirht abalis, etc.
ferent portions of the escort will lake position around
the park, to cover it from the enemy's approach;
those divisions, which march with the convoy, being
posted behind Ihe wagons, and the obstacles which
cover them. The usual dispositions of out-posts and
patrols will be made, to guard against a surprise. It
is not safe to park in villages, nor even to pass througb
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same direction and at the same rate and theforeevf
is in the convoy.
the parli is formed as a temporary intrencli- gravity, which tends to draw the body downward
The force of projection acts onljraeut. to cover the escort against an attack, an open toward the earth.
the
portion of ground should be .selected, which offers no at the commencement of the liody's motion
covers forthe enemy to approach within musket- force of gravity, on the contrarj-, continues to act
range. The wagons "may be placed in one line, or in etiectively during the whole time of the body's motwo if their number is sutficient to inclr/.se the neces- tion, drawing it further and furtlier from its original
sarj- ground for the troops, etc., so as to form a direction, and causing it to describe a curved path,
siiuare, rectangular, or circular figure, as the locality which, if the body moved in a vacuum. would be acmay require. When the inclosure is formed of a sin- curately a parabola. This is readily seen by considgle line of wagons, they are placed wlieel to wheel, ering Fig. 1. in which A represents the point from
with an outlet of three or four feet t)et ween ever)' si.x which the body is projected suppose the embrasure
the direction of projection Hiorizontal
wagons a wagon being placed, six paces to the rear of fort):
If the in- in this instance): Al the distance which would be
of the line, behind each outlet to close it.
closure is a double line, the wagons are placed end passed over by the projectile in one unit of time if
1—2. the distance which would
to end: and wheel to wheel, outlets, as in the preced- gravity did not act
ing case, being left between every four wagons, and
closed as before. The poles of four-wheel carriages,
are placed outwards: the shafts of the two-wheel inwards the horses picketed opposite their wagons.
Tlie wagons that contain ammunition, or valuables
are placed within the inclosure, at the point regarded
as least exposed. If the convoy is surprised on a
march, and have not time tD park in square, the files
should be rapidly doubled if moving in single file,
the heads of the horses be turned towards the center
of the road, so as nearly to touch eadi other, and the
wagons be brought as closely together as practicable.
1.

tbemona march, when any powder

;

When

:

i

AB

:

:

:

See

Ci'iiT'ti/

and

Fig.

Field-neruice.

:

force of militia, not differing
essentially from that force, substituted by James I.
The
for the old English fjTd, or national militia.
train-bands of London were chiefly composed of
apprentices: and their unruly doings formed the subIn the civil
ject for many facetious plays and tales.
wars, the train-bands sided with the Parliament:
and Charles II. restored the militia on its old local
footing.
TRAINEE —In the United States, a militiaman,
when called out on truiniiig-day for drill, exercise,
or iliscipline.
TEAIN-TACKLE.— purchase by which a guncarriage is secured to a ring-bolt in the platform or
deck, to prevent running out while loading.
TEAITOB One who violates liis allegiance and betrays his country; one guilty of treason; one who,
in breach of trust, delivers his country to its enemy,
or any fort or place intrusted to its defense, or who
surrenders an army or body of troops to the enemy,
unless when vanquished: or one who takes arms and
levies war against liis country: or one wlio aids an
See 'Wnr-iraitor.
irmv in cnnciuering his countrv.

—

:

A

TRAJAN'S

WALL.— A

tlie

—

Now

—

ing across

—

similarly be described in second unit of time 2 .3,.
3—4. etc., the distances corresponding to the third,
fourth, etc., units of time— all these distances being:
necessarily equal, from the impulsive nature of the
force of projection; Al', again, represents the distance which the projectile would fall under the ac2'
tion of gravity alone in tlie first unit of time; 1'
the distlince "due to gravity in the second unit of
time 2' 3' the distance due to the third unit, etc.,
the distance Al', A2', A3', etc., being in the proportion of 1, 4, 9. etc. (see Falling Bixliei,): hence, by
the well-known principle of the parallelogram of
forces we find at once, bj' completing the series of
parallelograms, that at the end of the first unit of
time the body is at c. at the end of the second at tf,
as the lines^
at the end of the third at e. etc.
I'c. 2'i, d'e, etc., increase as the numbers 1,2. 3. etc.,
and the lines Al', A2'. A3', etc., as the numbers 1",
2', 3-, it follows that the curve Arbe is a parabola.
As, by the second law of motion, each force produces" its full effect undisturbed by the other, it follows that the projectile reaches/in the same time as
it would, without being projected, have taken to fall

TEAIN BANDS.— A

line of fortifications stretch-

Dobrudscha from Czernavoda, where

tlie Danube bends northward, to a point of the Black
Sea coast near Kustendji. It consists of a double,
and in some places a triple, line of ramparts of earth,
fromSJ to 11 feet in height on tlie average (though
occasionally it attains an altitude of ISIA feet, bounded along its north side by a valley, which, being generally marshy, and abounding in small lakes and
pools, serves admirably the purpose of a fosse. This
valley was long erroneously supposed to liave been
at one time tlie channel by which the Danube emptied itself; and a scheme for utilizing it by the con-

struction of a canal to provide a more commodious
water-communication with the Ulack Sea, in lieu of
the long and troublesome navigation by tlie Sulina
moiilli. has been frequently mooted, and is undoubtedly quite practicable; buttlie cost of the undertaking" has hitherto been a bar to its execution. During
the war of IK.'i^ Trajan's wall became an important
line of defense on the invasion of the Dobrudscha by
the Russians, and the invaders were twice defeated
in their attempts to pass it— at Kostelli (April 10) and

Fig. a.
it
it
[

Aprd 20 to 2-i).
TRAJECTOET. A body projected

CzernavcMia

i

—

line

in space iaa di-

rection inclined to that of gravitation is acted upon
by two forces, thefurct af projetion, whi<h, if a<'ting
alone, would cany the body onward forever in the

t

|

j

A

greater velocity of projection would make
take a wider flight hut at the end of four seconds,
must still be at some point in the same horizontal

to i'.

;

— at g,

for

example.

In order to determine exactly the motion of a projectile, and to find its range, greatest altitude, and
time of flight, it will be necessarj' to examine its nature more technically for wlilch some slight knowl-

—

—

—

TRAHEAIL.
edge of

1

and trigonomelry

ali^obra

is

requisite.

IjOt

the body in tliis instiuic-e bo ijrdjcctcd nbrKiucly to
the direction of i^ravity, from tlie point A Kiir ~) in
tlie direction AT, and let the veliicily of projection r
In- sutticient, if !rr!ivity were not to lut, to carry it tu
T in t units of time, anil let the force of jrravity, if
allowed to act upon it at rest, carry it to (J in the
same time; tInMi. as before, the body, under the action of both forces, will be found at P (which is
found by completing a parallelos;ram of which AT
and A(J are the sides) at the end of t units of time,
bavins; falli'U throu-.;!! a distance equal toTP (not at
once, but in a constant succession of minute dcHecLet t reptions, as imlicated in Ki-;. 1 in that time.
resent the time of llii;ht, r the velocity due to pro.
jection, g the aeceleraliiii; force of i^ravitv, and let A
rt. TP
be the angle of elevation TAI{; then AT
(

)

=

^

T>I

jtgt',

A

rt sin.

Xow.

if

=

=

—

and consequently PM (otj/)
and AM (or t) = Tt cos. A.
(1.)
from the last two ecpiations the

rt sin. A;

kfft'

we

:

tind

values of /. and equate these values, we obtain by an
-r tan. A
easy algebraic process, the equation j/
gx'
-; and if the height tlirougb which the body
2r» cos.'A
must fall to acquire a velocity equal to the velocity
of projection be calhcl

then r" =ig.h. h

/(,

^—

,

ih

^9
3r»

g
tion,

g

1

—=

we

substituting

which

in the

equa-

3r«

i/i

obtain

j/

= x {an.

A-

-(2), as the

COS. 'A
•equation to the path of a projectile, where * is the
horizontal distance, and j/ the corresponding height
above the level of the |)oinl of i)rojecti >n. Supijose.
now. that we wish to tind the timr •>/ Jliglit on the
horizontal plane, it is eviilent that at tlie end of its
flight the projectile will be at H, and t/ will be ecpial
to zero
hence, puttings
in e(iuation 1., we ob4/(.

=

:

tain

t

ilarly

=

2t sin.

A
.

The rnngf

S
found by putting y

Fie.

X

found to be equal

=

or distance
in

AB

equation

is

2..

sim-

when

1.

A

cos. A. or 2// sin.
evidently the point which
the projectiU' has attained at Ilie eml of half ilie time
of flight, or after it has traversed half its horizontal
2/i sin.
range, hence, by putting x
cos.
in
is

2 A. The

to
grintfst nUituilf

4/i sin.
is

=

equation

=

2.,

or

t

=

t

A

A

sinTA
in

equation

1.,

we obtain

9

/(sin.-A.
A slight examination of the expression for the range will show that it is greatest when
the body is projected upwards at an angle of 4.5" to
the horizon, and that a body jirojected at a greater
angle than 4.V has the same range as one projected
at an angle correspondingly less. These results, how-

y

j

ever, do not correspond to the actual circumstances
of the ca.se, e.\cept when the projectile possesses considerable density and its motion is slow, for in all
othir cases, the resistance of the air, whii-h increases
in a rapid ratio with the volocity of the jirojeclile,
causes it to deviali' very considerablv from a parabolic orliit, especially durin;; the latter portion of its
course. The jiroblem of the motion of a projectile
thus complicated liecoiuesof considerable ditliculty;
partly because our knowledge of the law of resistance
of the air is imperfect (it was su]>posed by Newton
to be jiroportioned to the scpuire of the velocity ), and
l)artly because the law varies willi eviTy minute
change in the form, size, and density of the body projected, so that, under these circumstances, the beautiful and simple theory sketched above is pra<lically
useless. The chief illustrations of the theory of projectilesare the motion of missiles thrown by the hand,
or arrows impelled from a bow, in both of which
cases the resistance of the air is comparatively ineffective, the velocitv being snuill in tlie far more important case of ball-practice, whether wllli lirearms
or heavy ordnance, its etTirts are so i>owerfiil as to
render the laws of gunmry mere deductions from experience. The laws of the motion of iirojectiles. also
the parabolic curves of falling li(jiiids. may be beautifully illustrated and denu)nstrated with apparatus
emjiloved for the purpose.
See Jlidi'in'H Fi'nniibiM,
K<jUiiiii>n-< iif Miitkin of PrttjertUfi, Projictiltx. aiul
IliKintaiire of the Air.
TEAMEAIL.— The employment of the differential
pulley in combination with an overhead rail and a
trolley, as shown in the ensraviniis gives rise to a
most useful and economical machine in the foundry
The track employed for this purjjose
and arsenal.
consists of light I-beams, which can be easily curved
and for which special forms of hangers, tisli-|)lates,
liolts, etc.. have been designed, and which are also
Iirovided, where necessary, with switches and turntables.
The trolley is arranged to run freely on the
lower flange of the tracks, and is proviiled with
four wheels or rollers, two on each side. Thi' axles of
of these wheels are inclined at such an angle that the
bearing of the wheels coincides with the angle of the
flange of the I-beam so that the wheels roll easily
on the latter without wear or unduL- friction.
:

=

=—. and

TRAMSAIL.

4(iO

j

Fig. 1 is a side elevation and Fig. 2 is and end view
of an overhead tramrail and trolley, showing clearly
the arrauiremenl of the several parts. The i-onstruction of the tisli-plates, hangers, etc., is such that they
avoid all interference willithe passage of the trolley,
and thus permit the track to be extended to any desired length, while by means of switches and turntables it can be carried to any desired points within
a Imildinir or vard. and be made to cover the entire
In short lengths,
area of a'warehouse or works.
tracks of this kind are particularly useful over large
lathes, planers and other machine-tools to assist the
workmen in handling hea\-j- pieces of ordnance. They
are built of capacities for iiandling loads of all sizes.

,
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The

usual capacities are from SOO to 2,000 pounds,
but they have been bnilt of sizes to lianille loails up
They are applicable to a wide range of
to 10 tons.
uses, the precise construction and arrangeineut varying^ greatly according to the work to be tlone.
The following engraving represents another application of the system of overbeail traniniils or transfer tracks consisting of two parallel rails, supported
from above, with a light bridge or traveler running
upon them, and this in turn proviiled with a trollej-.
so that the bridge can move longitudinally upon the
rails, and the trolley be moved transversely on the

the positions or precedence of other Field-officers of
the same grades in their own regiments, the exchanges may be made in General Orders without alteration
of rank or commission. The transfer or exchange of
company officers in a regiment is not made without
previous approval by the General of the Armj'. Temporary assignments of officers to do dutj- with other
companies than their own are not prohibited. Xonconmiissioned Officers or soldiers are not transferred
from one regiment to another without the authority
of the Commanding General. The Colonel of a regimentmay,upon the application of the Captains, transfer a Non-commissioned Officer or soldier from cue
company to another of his regiment, witli the consent of the Department Commander in the case of a
change of post
See Kxehiingrx.
TEANSFLDENT. In Heralllry, passing or flowing
thrcnigU a bridge. Said of water.

l)ridge.
By means of the compound motion thus obtained the entire space included between the two
overhead tracks can be reached. The drawing shows
this .system as applied to a warehouse or packing
room, and represents four pairs of overhead tracks,
each carrying an independent bridge, so that the entire floor of the warehouse is covered by the apparaSpecial designs of hangers, bridges, trucks an<l
tus.
trolleys have been devised in the development of this
S3'stem of handling heavy weights, the details of
The system has
whicli need not be here described.
already been extensively adopted with most satisSee Differeiitiul PuUey-bluck and
factory re?-Us.

—

—

TEANSFTJGE.— One who abandons his party in time
enemy a turncoat or

of war, and goes over to the
deserter.

TEANSIT INSTRUMENT.— One

:

of the most impor-

tant ofastronomical instruments, consisting of telescope fixed to a horizontal axis, so as to revolve in
the plane of the meridian, and is employed, as its

name

Trulkijii.

denotes, in the observation of the meridian

'ESS-

TEANSFEE.

— The permission granted officers and

soldiers to exchange from one regiment or arm of the
Service to another. The term is also applied to a soldier taken out of one company troop, or battery, and
placed in another. In the I'uited States Service, the
transfer of officers from one regiment or corps to
is made only by the War Department, on
the mutual application of the parties desiring tlie exchange. An officer is not transferreil from one regiment or corps to another with prejudice to the rank
of any officer of the regiment or corps to which he is
transferred. Officers below the grade of Field-officers,
transferred from one regiment or corps to another,
on their mutual application, are renominated for reappointment with rank as of the date of the commission of the junior officer previous to the transfer, and
upon confirmation by the Senate are recommissioneil
accordingly. These new commissions determine their
rank in their regiments and corps, as well as in the
Army. The same principle governs in exchanges of
Field-officers from one corps or arm of Service to
another. Field-officers of the same arm of Service
may, on their muttial application, be transferred from
one regiment to another without change of rank or

another

commission, excepting

in regiments that have in their
organization more than one'Field-officer of the same
grade. If the result of the transfers would not affect

\

heavenly bodies. The ixis, which is
the most important part of the instrument, and thus
demands the utmost care in its construction, consists
of a hollow sphere or cube, to opposite sides of
which are tightlj' fastened the bases of two cones in
whose apices the pivots are screwed: the sphere or
cube is pierced for the admission of the telescope,
which is firmly soldered at right angles to the axis.
One of the pivots ishollowd so that a stream of light
can be directedfrom a lantern half way along theinterior of the axis, and through an aperture in the
side, into the telescope tube, where, being received
by an annular mirror, set at 45" to the axis and telescope tube, it is directed to the eye-piece, and brilliantly illumines the fiehl of view, while the annular form of the mirror prevents every interference
wiih the passage of rays from the object under observation to the eye. The pivots must he very carefully turned to a perfectly cylindrical form, and
fitted into the instrument, so thattheir axes are accurately in line. One extremity of the axis carries one
and sometimes two small graduated circles, each supplied with index, clamping-screws, and vernienlhese
circles are capable of indicating angular measures
to within r or 2'. The pivots rest on massive blocks
of stone or other stable material which is little affected by change of temperature, stability being the
transits of the
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TRANSIT INSTRUMENT.

This
grt'at meclmnicnl essential of the iustruinont.
i-nndition satisfied, tliereare tliree adjustments neeessary before a transit < an 1m' oljscrveil; llie axis must
be liorizontal; the line of colliinalion must be at ri^lit
anjrles to tlie axis of motion: and the hitter must be
pliieed so as to point aecurately East and West. On
the perfection of the first two of tliese adjustments
depends wlielher the telescope sweeps over a s;reat
circle of the sphere, and the third is necessary to iii-

beats of the clock by an apparatus, which, at the end
of each <is<-illalion of the pendulum, marks a dot
upon a uniformly inovins: slip of paper. This is effected by the ai;ency of eleclricily. and is one of il.t
most valuable contributions to astronomical science.
At a certain point in each oscillation of the pendulum, it becomes a part of a coniphle L'alvanic cir-

sure that this great circle shall be the meridian of
the place of observation. These adjustments can
never be made quite perfect, and the usual mode is
to investigate the amount of error in each, and allow
for it in the apparent result. To note accurately the
instant of time liy the astronomical clock when the
object (e. g.. a star) is seen to pass the center of the
field of view, is the essential part of a transit ol)ser-

that the galvanic agency causes the dot to be made.
The instant of any "transit's occurrence is similarly
noted l)y the observer, who, by a tap on a lireakcircuit key, fastened to the side of the transit intlrumenl, causes the graver to make an extra dot; and

vation.

The most

effective

method

is

to register the

cuit, the contact beins; inimedialely broken by its
(irosressiou iu its oscillalion; and it is at these i)oinls

the distance of this dot from the previous seconds
one, compared with the distance between two seconds dots, gives the time very accurately, almost to
modes of regji^ of a second. Various ingenious

.
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value 2 P, need onl}' equal P.
A greater reduction
of the friction on the bearings is therby effected, and
several heavenly bodies thus aecurately observed, there is a greater power of transmission with the
same section. Thus, whilst formerly in large factorthat their right ascensions are determined.
Tlu: transit instrument was invented bv Romer ies the belts served only to transmit the power from
One was the main driving shafts to the different machines,
al)Out Ifl'JO, and first descrit)cd in 1700.
erected in Greenwich observatory by Halley inl721: they are beginning to be employed to <lrive the main
but it was'little used till 1742. The pveseut instru- shafts themselves from the prime mover. The Amerment in that observatorj- is by Troughton. and was icans were the first to adopt this course.
Tliis exerected in 1816. The drawing shows the instrument tended use of belts is regulated by certain pactical
The
rules
Co.,
United
States.
telwhich
it
may
as made by Fauth and
perhaps be useful to point out.
escope has about 8 feet focal length and inches ap- It is advisable to make the belts travel at a high
erture.
The circles ar« three feet in diameter, and speed, 4.000, .5,000, and even 6,000 feet per minute,
one is divided into ti ve-minute spaces, which are read which leads to the adoption of large diameters for
off by means of 4 micrometer-microscopes to single the pulleys. As flexibility is essential, it is preferabh'
seconds. The microscope-holder is in the form of a not to double the leather, but to rest satisfied with
pulley concentric with the circles, allowing the ready the greatest single thickness, amounting to .5-16 or
shifting of the microscopes to any part of the grad- 3-8 inch, and to resort to large widths.
As the aduation.
The other circle serves as a finder, and is hesion does not depend on the friction, the roughness
provided with a coarse graduation. Clamp and tan- of the surfaces in contact is more injurious than usegents are by means of rods and handles. Illumina- ful; and accordingly, contrary to the old practice,
tion is regulated by means of a milled head near eye- the hair or grain side of the leather,being the smootliend. The pivots are about two inches in diameter, est. is turned to the pulley.
Since the even motion
made of hardened steel or phosphor-bronze. The of the pulley.s is a very important condition, it is adlevel, of best quality, is read by means of a mirror. visable to employ, as far as possible, light and perright ascension and declination micrometer with a fect!}' balanced pulleys, and supports with a wide
parallactic eye-piece motion is provided. Tlie piers base and movable bearings. It is for this reason that
are of iron, are coated with asbestos, and usually American pulleys are sold by the piece and not by
covered with mahogany. When Messrs. Fauth and weight.
The widths which the Americans give to
Co., in 1877, made the Princeton Meri.iian Circle, belts put up on this principle are such that the cirthe}' guaranteed the graduation would be within one
Power transmitted
second.
critical examination by Prof. C. A. Young cumferential strain
,is 50 to 67
shows the graduation to be much better than that.
Speed of rope
Since then they have improved their dividing-en- pounds per inch of width, which represents a strain
gine to stich an extent that they guarantee the grad- of 1.56 to 185 pounds per square inch of section.
uation to be within one quarter second. See Engi- There was a leather belt at the Philadelphia Exhibinefr'x Triini<it, and Equatitrini
tion of 1876 which had a width of .5 feet
but generTRANSMISSION OF POWER FOR MILITARY PUR- ally they barely exceed 3{ or 4 feet: while for greater
POSES.— While the interest attaching to this subject is widths several belts are employed, placed side by side.
unquestionable, we are nevertheless very doubtful The Williams
Orton JIanufacturing Company,
whether a successful result can be attained in one Sterling, Illinois, lead in America, in the manufacparticular application, namely the establishment of iire of iron-wire ropes for power transmission. These
large undertakings for distributing hj-draulie power ropes are composed of a certain number of strands,
to a number of factories, either existing or contem- each having a core of hemp, whieh are rolled round
plated, similar to the undertakings at Shaffhausen, a central core, also of hemp.
They are woimd on in
Fribourg, and Bellegrade. At the first of these the opposite direction to that of "the wires in each
places, in spite of favorable circumstances, rapid ex- strand.
The pulleys or sheaves. Fig, 1, are of large
tension of working, and good management, the profit has been very small on the capital outlay.
The
manufactories at the two places, being much less
favorably situated, have failed after a short and profitable existence. Their failure has shown very clearly
that their founders labored uinler a strange delusion
in supposing that cheap motive power was in itself
sufficient to create industries in localities where their
essential elements were wanting.
1. TRANSMISSION OF POWER BY WIRE ROPES.
The introduction of iron-wire ropes for transmitting power to a distance has arisen from the necessitj'
of replacing leather or India rubber by some nuiterial less expensive, less effected
by atmospheric infiuences, less extensible, and especially possessing a
nnich liigher tensile strength.
The large amount of
the power which must exist to make special machinery advantageous for transmitting it to a distance
does not constitute one of the reasons for the change
of material, inasmuch as belts of leather and India
rubber are capable of transmitting very considerable
power.
In reality they owe this capability to a special property which they possess, and which releases
them completely from the theoretical laws to which
attention has just been directed in the case of ropes.
If the belt is wide, a partial vacuum is produced be- diameter, which tends to the preservation of the
tween the belt and the rim of the pulley, by the aid ropes, helps to render the effect of the stiffness inof an adequate velocity, which causes the atmo.s- significant, and diminishes the effect of the friction
If the distance is considerable, the
pheric pressure to press the belt close against the of the bearings.
pulley.
An adhesion is thereby produced which is transmissions are divided into several relays, with a
totally independent of friction, and enables the ten- separate rope for each.
The relays are separated by
sions to be considerably reduced.
Accordingly the stations. Each station is proviiled with a horizontal
tension T of the driving span, instead of attaining the shaft upon which a double-grooved pulley is fixed,
istering have been proposed, all founded on the above
principles.
It is from the times of transit of the

A

P=

A

;

&

—
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which

is tlic driven pulley fts rcsinrds the relny teriiiiuatiug there, an<l the driviiii; pulley in reference
to the suceeedinj; relay.
The stations are usually
arranged on masonry pillars. Fifj. C, somewhat raised
according to the conlisuratiou of the ground, for it is

necessary that the rope slimild lie in no danger of
Sometimes the power lias to
touching the ground.
under these
be partially (listributeil in its course
circumstances the shafts at the stations are made use
of for the purpose. Frequently also it is necessary to
:

place intermediate pulleys along a relay, which differ
from the end pulleys of the rHay in serving merely
to support the ropi'.
Occasionallv a relav has been
made U.'iO feet long, but usually 420 to .lOO feet is the
limit.
The weight of ilie most ordinary size? of pulleys employed, including their shafts, are on an average as follows

intermediate pulleys it has been observed that the
rotation of these pulleys is more rapid tlian the motion of the rope, which occasions slipping.
The iron
wires of which the rope is nuide have to bear two
distinct molecular strains. The tirsi designaleil by ».
is the tensi<in resulting from the inaxiinuui tension T
in all round, the pulley is once more jilaced on the
lathe, .so as to turn down the bottom of the groove to
necessary to transmit the motion, and its value in
pounds per square inch is accordingly
:

!
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tear is diminished, and the number of shorteniny:s
By substitutinj; for S, in the above equation, the
whicli become necessary is reduced. It is ditlicull lo required values of T and t, anil solvint; it with relalay down any general rule as to the duration of the lion to A, the deflections /<, and h.^ of the driving and
ropes, for this depends upon the conditions under training spans will be obtained.
The deflection A„,
which they work. In practice it must not be assum- common to the two spans at rest, will be given by
ed that a rope in constant use will last more than a the equation
year.
,

If, as before, id represents the sectional area of the
iron portion of the rope, » the unit strain which the
maximum tension T produces on it, we have

jc»=T

+P^i
8A,

Taking the sectional area ir of the rope in square
its weight p in pounds per foot run, the

inches and

w

— differs

ratio

little

from a mean value of 0.34 (104

P
in French measures)
the safe limit of working-tension usuallj' assigned for iron- wire ropes is «
14.;

=

320 pounds per square inch (French measures
kilograms per square millimeter;. Hence,

w

—«= 0.34 X

14,220

= 10

«

= 3410

P

and we have the approximate equation
-f-

A

1

= 3410 (French

measures 1040)

8A,

which

useful as giving a relation l)ctween the
for the driving span of a
length I and deflection It
rope. In the case of leather,
is

,

,

w

— = 2.53 approximately (French
and as
about

it

is

impossible to give

»

pounds per square inch
obtained would be

35.5

relation

(-

h

,

measures 1.100)

a higher value than
(0.25 kilogram), the

900 (French measures 375)

8//,

deflections would give much shorter spans.
If the working tension « were reduced to
the American limit of 185 pounds per square inch
(0.13 kilogram) for leather belts, the above tigiireOOO
would be reduced to 470 (French measures 143),

which with equal
Fii;. 8.

FiL'.

4

The curve

in which the rope hangs is a catenary.
and it is \ipon the form of the particular catenary in which it hangs, whether more or less deep.

Fig. 3

;

upon

its lineal weight, that the tension to
subjected depends. By fixing the weight
of the rope and its length, the form which its two
spans assume in common, when at rest, is determined,
and consequently their common tension, which hitter must be such as to produce in running the two
unequal tensions, T and t. necessary for the trans-,
mission of the power.
Moreover, the tension in
either span is not the same throughout its whole
length; it is a minimum at the lowest point of the
curve, and goes on increasing towards the two e.xIremities.
The calculation of the tension at the lowest point is very complicated if based upon the true
form of the catenary: but by substituting a i)arabola
for the catenary,which is allowable in almost all cases,
the calculation becomes very simple. If the two pulleys are on the same level, the lowest poiiu is midway between them, and the tension at this point is

as well as

which

it is

'

which would further shorten the span nearly onehalf.
It is therefore owing to the great strength
which iron-wire ropes posse'ss in proportion to their
weight that they admit of long spans, with a smaller
number of supports. Fig. 4. and consequently snudler
loss of power by friction. They may therefore be expected to yield high erticiency. As a matter of fact,
the experiments of 31. Ziegler on the transmission of
power at Oberursel give for the mean efficiency of a

j

'

single relay

1

i

pi'-

So

p being

=—

weight of the rope, I its horizontal
is approximately equal to the dis(tenters of the pulleys, and h the
deflection in the middle. Tlie catenary possesses the
remarkable mechanical property that the difference
between the tensions at any two points is equal to the
weight of a length of rope corresponding to the difference in level between the two points. The tensions, therefore, at two ends will be
tlie

lineal

which
tance between the
projection,

pr-

8A

Q
—
= 90.2

per cent.

The

efficiency of

P

':

transmission by relays, including m. intermediate staappoximately obtained by raising the effi-

tions, is

'«

+3

cieucy of a single relay to the power of

.

It

3
often happens that the two pulleys of a single relay
are at dittereut levels, in whicli case neither span of
the rope has the .same tension nt its two extremities;
the tension at the ujjpcr end of each exceeds that at
being the differthe lower by the (piautity /' H,
ence in level between the two extremities, or, whicli
is approxinuitely the same, l)etween the centers of
the two pulleys. It is evidently the tension of the

H

driving span at its lower end which must be resrulated so lis to obtain the proper driving tension T for
thctransmission; so that there is a certain excess of
tension at the upper pulley. When power has to be
transmitted to tlic top of a very steep incline, the establishment of a relay station exactly at the top of
the incline is generally avoided; intermediate pulleys
are put there in preference, one for each span, the

—
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ccrlain dislaiu-i' on
lia.s liecii ailopted
for the Iraii.-itiiissioii of power from the two liirbines
at B<'llei;ar(le. where a liei'.rlit of iilioul ll.">fe<t haslo
lie surniouiiled.
Kis;. T) shows the manner of chani;iiiit tlie ilireetion of llie line of transmission by the
use of bevel- wheels.
level. Tliis

is llie
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rt'lav ilsrif liciiii; i)roli>iii;i(l for a

till"

I

<(HirHe wliich

cylinder impermeable to beat, the heat resulting from
com|)ression would remain in it. and would raise its
temperature and prissure. thus involving the expenditure of a power, I', greater ban 1' for its coinjiriv-sion.
Hut after the compression had been effecti-d the temperature of the compressed air would
rapidly fall to the surrounding temperature, anil
would only represent a store of power, I'., less than
I'andP- Po. makini: to
I': thus the powers F,
Kvcn if tli<' met;.
getlier P,- P;, would be lost.
barrel of the compn'ssing ])ump is not alisolutely imIiermeabli' to heat, it is impossil)le to avoid not merely important losses of power, but also an amount of
healing that is very injurious both to the working
and to the durability of the machine. It is only by
the help of watir that the rise of temperature can
successfully be kept down within moderate limits.
The tsi-raing or water-piston com|)ressor was first
The gn^al defect of this aptried with this oI)ject.
liarutus is the loss of power resulling from the altering movement imparled to a large body of water.
Tills loss is approximati'ly pro|)orlional to the volume
displaced by the piston raised to the power ij.and to
To reduce this lo.ss
its speed raised to the power *.
it would be necessary to divide the recpiired production of compressed air amongst a great number of
compressors, and to make them work slowly, by
giving them large dimensions. This renders the first
t

.

—

cost of iTcetion, and tlie spac<' recpiired, comparatively large.
The speed of tlu' compressor working
on this system at Jloiit Cenis was limited to 8 or 10
revolutions per minule, and that of the smaller compressors, which have been used for lieadings in mines
has bc'ii generally limited to 1.^ or \H revolutions. It
was next allcmpted to eniploy the water for cooling
in a manner which, whilst ellieacious, should not entail the aliov<' loss of power, and should admit of a
higher speed of working. The object wasacconipli-

by two methoils, which can lie useil se])aratel3'
One consists in making the water riror together.
culale through a casing surrounding the pump barrel, and through cavities formed inside the piston
and piston-roii. The other method, which is still
more efiieacious, consists in ejecting a very fine spray
into the ])Uiup barrel, whereiiy the water is broiighl
Both
into direct contact with the air to lie cooled.
these methods, suggested by M. Colladon, bav<' been
applied, under his instructions, to the St. (iothard
comiiressors, and have furnished excellent results.
These machines have perfectly answered their purpose, and have worked at a speed of (II) toHCrcvoIutions per minute, producing only a liinited rise in
temperature. Compressed air, in ]>assing along the
pipe, assumed to be hori/ontal, which conveys it
from the place of iiroduction to the iilace where it is
see
to tie used, as for instance to the rock drill,
slied

—

TB.\NSJJISSI()N BY rojrpnE.ssEli ATTl.
n.
llilhirto the method of transmission by (ompre.ssf<\ air has only been used (or l)ori!ii; the lieadin^s of
mines and the loni/; tnniiels. In these eases. as is well
known, the work lo be done consists in a rapiil liorin-r of holes for the ])nrpos(' of blastins; tlie rock with
])(!wdcr or dynamite. As this kind of work iii|iiires
a hiith pressure of air, and almost entirely |)rechides
the employment of expansion, the utilization of the
motive force is necessarily (hfeetive: tint in conse-

quence of tlie peculiar convenience which compressed air offers for the work, and i)anicuhirly the improved ventilation which it alTords, the advautasc of
its employment is undonlited. and leaves in Ihelwckuronnd the (jucslion of clliciency. If. however, this
method were resorted to fordrivinu' throii!.'h rock soft
by friction a diminution of presc'nou;;h to l)e excavated dire<tly l)y the mining tool, Fig, C, experiences
sui-e, which represents a reduction in the met'lianical
it is possit>le that expansion might be use<l in the maeonsecpiently a loss of etlieiency.
chine working the tool. In the case of the trans- power stored up. and

—

inissron of power for general industrial purposes the
<Hiestion of efficiency is usiuilly of great importance.
The ultimate efficieney of transmission is the product of three partial elli<iencies (1) that of the airconijire.ssing machine: Ci) that of the pipes by which
the compressed air is conveyed and f^i'that of the
machine which the coni]>ressed air works. The eflicieiicy of the prime mover and tliat of the tools
worked by the compressed-air machine should not
be brought into this estimate.
The air-compressing machines, generally called
compressors, are piston p\iinps, having self-acting
inlet and outlet nuter valves, controlled by springs
and worked by the air i>ressure itself. The essential
condition to be fulfilled by an air-compressor is that
tlie temperature of the air during compression should
as far as possible, be kept constant
the reason, as
is well known, being as follows
Let P he the power
expended in compressing a given initial volume of
atmospheric air into a given final volume whilst fulfilling this condition. If the air were compressed in a

loss of jiressure in ipiestion can only be calculated conveniently on lh<- hviioihesis Ihat it ii very
small, and the general formula employed for the

The

purpose

is

:

A

:

;

:

P

D-^

the diameter of the pipe, assumed to be
uniform, L the length of the pipe. ;>, the pressure at
the entrance. ;/ the pressure at the farther end, « the
velocity at which the compressed air travels, A its
specific weight, and /('/) the friction per unite of
length.
In proportion as the air loses pressure its
speed increases, whilst it specific weight diminishes:
but the variations in pressure are assumed to be so
small that '/ and a may be considered constant. As
regards the quantity ./"O'l, or the friction per unit of

where

is

which governs it is riot known
can only be expressed by some empirical formula, which. "whilst according sutBciently nearly
with the facts, is suited for calculation. For this

length, the naturallaw

and

il

—
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purpose the binomial formula «« -\-bn-,or the simple order to arrive at the value of the coefficient h^. Q
fermolii A, ii- is ujenerally adopted; a, b, and hi being and A would be calculated for the mean pressure
The values,
coefficients (leduee<l from exiieriment.
The values given to the coefficient A, vary considliowever, which are to be iriven to these coefficients
are not constant, for they vary with the diameter of ably, because, as stated above, it varies with tiie dithe pipe: and in i)articnlar contrary to formerh' re- anieter, and also with the nature of the material of
ceived ideas, they vary aceordins; to its internal s\ir- the l)ipe. It is generally admitted that it is indeface.
The uncertainty in this respect is so great pendent of tlie pressure, and it is probable that
that it is not worth while with a view to accuracy, within certain limits of jiressure tliis hyiMithesis is in
O'Auluiisson gives for
to relinquish the great convenience wliich thesimjile accordance with the truth.
formula i, v- otters. It would be better from this this, in his "Traite d'llyilraulique," a rather complipoint of view to endeavor as has been suggested, cated formula, containing a constant dechiced from
to render this formula more exact by the substitut- experiment, whose value, accorfling to a calculation
ion of a fractional power in the place of the square, made bj" the same author, corresponds approximately
0.0003.
This constant was only determinrather than go througU the long calculations neces- to h,
,

j

=

Fi s.

ti.

sitatedby the use of the binomial aii-\-bu-. Accor- ed bv takinir the mean of exi)erimrnts made with
dingly, making use of the formula b^ «-, the above tin tubes of O,033.j meter i';;inch). 0,0r) meter (2
inches), and 0.10 meter (4 inclies) diameter; and it
ecpiation becomes
was erroneously assumed that it was correct for all
diameters and all materials. M. Arson, Engineer to
A
or, introducing the discharge per second, Q, which the Paris Gas t'ompanv. published in 1H(J7, in the
"Jlemoires de la Societe des Ingenieurs Civils de
is the usual figure supplied, and which is connected
France," the results of some experiments on the loss
with the velocity by the relation—
of pressure in gas wlien passing through [jipes. He
wD'u
emploj-ed cast-iron pipes of the ordinary kind. He
Q=
has represented the results of his experiments by the
binomial formula rt«-|- hii'^ and gives values for the
we havecoefficients a and b, which diminishes with an inPi—p 64
crease in diameter, l)ut would indicate greater losses
A
of pressure than D'Avibuisson's formula.
Generally the pressure js, at the entrance is known,
It only remains to refer to the motors supplied by
and llie pressure p has to be found; it is then from the compressed air. This subject is still in its inp, that the values of Q and A are calculated. In ex- fancy from a practical point of view. In proportion
periments where p, and pare measured directly, in as the air becomes hot by compression, so it cools by

D

—
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the vessel containing it is impermeable
tliosi' conditions il sivcs out in cxapprccialily Ifss llian if it nlainid
its ori<;inal Itnipcraluri'
besides which the fall of
temperature may impede the working of the macliiiic. by freezing the vapor of water contained in
llic air.
If il is desired to utilize to Ilie utmost the
force stored up in tlic compressed air, it is necessary
I'xpKnsion,

similar nature, such as the opera! ions connected with
the manufacture of Bessemer steel, or of cast-iron
pipes. The transriussion of power by water may occur
in another form. The motive force to be transmitlcd

if

UndiT
pandini; ii power
to

lieiit.

;

may
i

to endeavor to supply lieat to tlie air during expansion, so as to keepits lemperaliirc^ constant. It would
be possil)le tojillain this object by the sanw means

wliich prevent
the circulation

lieMlni;; in

eompres<ion, namely, by

and injection of water. It would )Hr.
haps be necessary to employ a rather larger (|uan-

1

tity of water for injection, as the water, instead of
acting by virtue both of its lieat of vaporization and
of its specific lieat. can in this case actoidy by virtue

of the latter.
These methods might be employed
witliout dilliculty for air machines of some size.
It
would be more ditticulMo apply them to small household macliini'S. in which simi)licily is an essential

element and we must rest satistied with iin|)erfect
methods, such as proximity to a stove, or the immersion of the cylinder in a tank of water. Conse(juenlly, loss of power by cooling and by incomplete
expansion cannot Ije avoided. The only way to diminish the relative amount of tliis loss is to employ
compressed air at a pressure not exceeding 3 or 4
atmospheres.
The only real practical advance made in this matter
is in Mekarski's compressed-air engine for tramways.
In this engine the air is made to pass through a snniU
boiler, containing water at a teinperat\ire of about
;

;

Tlicrefore,

if

tile

temperature

assumes in the boiler is U)(J" Cent. (213''
Falir.). and if the limiting pressure is.'i atmospheres,
the gas whicli enters tlie cylinder will be a mixture
of air and water vapor at WO" Cent.-, and of its total.
wdiich

it

[)ressure the vajxir of water will contribute 1 atmosThus this conpliere and t!ie air -t atmospheres.
trivance. by a small expenditure of fuel, eiialilcs the
air to act expansively without injurious cooling, and
even reduces the consumption of compressed air to
an extent wliich compensates for part of the loss of

|)ower arising from the preliminary expansion which
tlie air experiences before its admission into the cylinder.
It is clear that this same contrivaiKc, or
what amounts to the same thing, a direct injection
of steam, at a sulliciiiit pressure, for the purpose of
maintaining the expanihng air at a constant temperature, might be tried in a stationery engine worked
bv compressed air with some chance of success.
Whatever mcthoil is adojited, it would be advantageous that the losses of pressure in the pipes connecting the compressors with the motors should be
reduct-il as mucli as possible, for in this case that
If. on the
loss would represent a loss of efticiency.
other hand, owing to defective means of reheating,
satistied with a small
it
is necessary to remain
amount ot expansion, tlie loss of pressure in the pipe
is nnimportaut, and has only the effect of transferring the limited expansion to a point a little lower on
the scale of pressures.
m. TRANSMISSION BY PRESSnKE-WATER.
As transmission of pow'er by compressed air has
Iicen specially applied 'o the driving of tunnels, so
transmission" by pressure-water has been specially
resorted to for lifting li;'avy loads, or for work of a

—

pumps which

be employed for working

raise

the water, not to a ficticious height in an accumulator, but to a real height in a reservoir, with a channel from this reservoir to distribute the water so
raised amongst .several motors arranged for utilizing
the pressure.
We are not aware that these works
have lieen carried out for this purpose. In many
towns, however, a part of the water from the public mains serves losupply small iiiotiirs: con.sequently, if the water, instead of being brought by a natural fall, has been previou.sly lifted artificially, it might
lie said that a transmission of i)ower is here grafted
on to the ordinary distribution of water. I'nless a
positive or negative force of gravity is introduced into the problem, independently of the force to be
transmitted, is must be assumed that the motors
supplied with the pressure-water are al the .same
or more correctly that
level as the forciiigpuinps
the exhaust from Those motors is at the same- level
as the surface of the water from which the pumps
draw their supply.
In this case the general efficiency of transmission is the product of tliree
partial elliciencies. which convspond exactly to
those mcniioned with regard to compressed air. The
height of lift contained in the numerator of the fraction which expresses the etlirieiicy of the ])um|)S, is
not to l)c taken as the dilTerence in level between the
surface of the water in the reservoir and the surface
of the water whence the pumps draw their supply
but as this dilTerence in level, /li'M the loss of pressure in the suction pipe, which is usually very short,
and ;)/«.< the loss in tlie channel ui> to the reservoir,
which may be very long. A similar loss of inilial
pressure aiTccls the eliicieney of the discharge chanSuch a reservoir, if of sufnel from the reservoir.
ficient capacity, may become an important store of
power; while the compressed-air reservoir can only
be so to a very limited extent. Omitting the subject
of the iiiiinps, and passing on at once to the water
mains, we may first ixiint out that the distinction between the ascending and the descending mains of the
system is of no importance, for two reason Firstly,
that nothing prevents the motors from being supplied direct from the first alone and secondly, that
In
the one is not always distinct from the other.
fact, the reservoir may be connected by a single
branch pipe with the system which extends from
the pumps to the motors; it may even be iilaced at the
extreme end of this system beyond the motors, provided always that thesupply pipe is taken into it at
the bottom." The same formula may be adopteil for
the loss of initial pressure in water pipes, as for com:

[

i

|

120" Cent. (2-W Fahr.), before entering the cylinder
of tlu' engine.
It unist be observed tliat in order to
reduce the size of the reservoirs, which are carried
on the locomotive, the air inside them nnist be very
highly compressed; and that in going from the reservoir into tlie cylinder it passes through a reducing valve, or expander, which keeps the pressure of
admission at a definite figure so that the locomotive can continue working so h)ng as the supply of
air contained in the reservoir has not come down to
The air does not pass the ex-!
this limiting ]iressure.
pander until after il has gone through the boiler al-

readv mentioned.
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;

;

;

pressed-air pipes, viz

:

h being the difference of level between the two ends
or
of the portion of pipe of length I„ and the sign
being ii.sed according as the pipe rises or falls.
Tlie specific weight » is constant, and the <iuotieut8

+

—

P

P
-

and

O

-

represent the heights*, and «to which the

f'l

water could rise above the pipe, in vertical tubes
branching from it, at the beginning and end of the
lenirth

L.

in France
The values assigned to the coefficient
For new cast-iron
are those determined by D'Arcy.
fi)

pipes he gives
i=0.0002.'"i:«

+ — 0.00000647,
D.

that this value should be doubled,
to allow for the rust and incrustation which more or
less form inside the pipes during use. The determination of tliis coeflScient was made from experimer Is,

and recommends

—
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measured in 1871 by Professor Fliegner,
of a Girard turbine, constructed by Messrs. Escher
Wyss ic Co., of Zurich, and of a Schmid machine.
it will be observed that these experiments relate to
low pressures, it would be desirable to extend them
to higher pressures.
rv.
TBANSMISSION BY JXECTRIcrTY.
However high the efficiency of an electric motor
relation
may be, in
to the chemical work of the electric battery which feeds it, force generated bj' an
electric battery is too expensive on account of the
nature of the materials consumed, for a machine of
tliis kind ever to be employed forindustrial purpose.s.
If however the electric current, instead of being developed by chemical work in a battery, is produced
by ordinary mechanical power in a magneto-electric
or dynamo-electric machine, the case is different; aad
the double transformation, first of the mechanical
power, into an electric current, and then of that current into mechanical power, furnishes a means fol
effecting tlie conveyance of the power to a distance.
When an electric current, with an intensity /is produced, either by chemical or mechanical work, in a
circuit having a total resistance R, a quantity of heaf
is developed in the circuit; and this heat istheexac'
equivalent of the power expended, so long as the current is not made use of for doing any external work-

which the pressure did not exceed 4 atmosphfrcs:
within these limits the value of the coefficient, as is
generallj- admitted, is independent of the pressure.
The experiments made by M. Barret, on the pressure
pipe of the accumulatorat the Marseilles docks, seem
to indicate that tlie loss of pressure would be greater
for high pressures, everything else being ecjual. Of

cieucies. as

in

machines worked by water-pressure, we will refer
only to two, which appear in every respect the most
One is the piston mapractical and ailvuntageous.
chine of M. Albert Schmid, Engineer at Zurich. The
cylinder is oscillating, and the distribution is effected
without an eccentric, by tlie relative motion of two
cylindrical surfaces fitted one against the other, and
having thea.xisof oscillation fof a common a.xis. Tlie
convex surface, which is movable and forms part of
the cylinder, serves as a port-face, and lias two ports
in it "communicating with the ends of the cylinder.
The concave surfac^, which is fixed and plays the
part of a slide-valve, contains three openings, thetwo
outer ones serving to admit the pressure-water, and
the middle one to'discharge the water after it has exerted its pressure. The piston has no packing,
ft
lias grooves turned in its circumference, which produce a sort of water packing, maintained by adhesion.
A small air-chamber is connected with the inlet pipe, and serves to deaden the shocks.
This en-

—

'

Fis.

often made with two cylinders, having their
cranks at right angles. The other engine, which is
much less used, is ;i turbine on (4ir:ird's system, with
a liorizont;d axis and |)artial ;iilniission. exactly resembling in miniature those employed in raising water at the Vi-ater-\vor'--.sof St. Maur. near Paris. The
water is introduced by means of ;i distributnr, wliicli
is fitted inside the turbine casing, and oecupiesa certain ])ortion of its circumference.
This turbine has

ginc

is

a lower efficiency than Schmid's ma<'liine, and is less
suitable for high pressures: Mnit it possesses this
advantage over it, that by regulating the amount of

openingof lluMlislribiilnr,andcons(-queiitly tlie(|uanwater admit ted. the power can be altered with-

tily of

out altering the velocity of rotation. As it a<lmits of
high speeds, it could be usefully employed direct,
without tlie interposition of spur-wheels or belts, for
driving magneto-electric machines employed for the
production of light, for eleclrotyiiing, etc. Fig. 7

shows the

liest possilile ;irrangemi'iit

The expression

for this quantity of heat, per tinit of
time, is A'-K; A being the thermal equivalent of
the unit of power corresponiling to the units of current and resistance in which /and R are respectively

expressed.

R

Tlie product /'*
is a certain quantity of power,
is called pmrer traii/ifdrmitl intu ehctrifity.
When mechanical iiower is employed for proilucing
a current by means of a magneto-electric or dynamo-electric machine or, to use a better expression,
by means of a mt'rlinnicnl genrrfiUtr cf elirtrieity it
is necessary in reality to expend a greater quantity
of power timn /-'K. in order to niiske up for losses
which result either from ordinary friction or from
certain electro-nuignetic reactions which occur. The
:ictually
ratio of the quantity /^R to the jtower
expended per unit of time is called the efficiencj' of

which

—

W

tlie

generator.

Designating

it bv K.
i'R"

we have

W=—

for a liirge tur-

bine with a horizontal axis, all bevel-gears lind steps
being avoided. The table, page 4G9, gives the effl-

—

K

It

is'

very important to ascertain the value of this
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(rticii'iicy, consiiliTin!;

that it iiorcssarily ciiliTs a.s a
the evaluation of all the elTeeis to bepro(lueeil by means of the generator in <iuestion.
Sleclianifal ijenerators of cleclrieily are curlainly eapal)k' of lieini; improved in several respects, especially
as re!;ar(ls their ailaplalion to certain delinite classes
of work.
Hilt there remains hardly anv marixin for
further progress as reirards cllieieiicy. {'ower transformed into electricity in a ixencrator may lie expressed by ur'SH'.ir bcini; llie ainriilar vilocity of rotation,
the maj^netisin oi'onc of the inlcrvcniiii; poles,
either inducing or induced, and (' a constant specially beloniring to each apparatus and inde])endent
of the units adopted. Tliis constant could not be defact(ir into

M

Esclier

Wyss and

Effective head of
water.

C'o.'s

Girard Turbine
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tlie instnuueul which reconverts this potential energy into actual eneriiy, that is into motion, and de.
liverd it up in this >hape for the tinal motors which
perforin useful work: Jid, the ellicieiicv of the intermediate aireiicy which serves for the conveyance of
potiutiai enerirv from the tirsl instrument to the second. This tliinl factor has just been jriven for transmission by electricity.
It is lo a certain extent the
correlative of the efticiency of the pipe, in the case
of eompressi'd air, or of pressure-water.
It is us

useful in the case of the electric transmission, as of

any other method, to be able, in desii^ninira system,
to estimate beforehand what results it will be capable of furnishing; and for this purpose it is necessary
.Schiiiid .Motor.

:
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States free of cost, cliarge. or expense to theGovemment; nor over anj- of the Paeitic roads to which
United States bonds were issued in aid of tlicin construction; noroverany road witli whicli a contract
lias been made for the transportation at less than the
rejjular through or local rates, except at contract or
reduced prices.
This is not to prohil)it purchasing
tickets over land-grant roads or over tlie roads with
which a contract has been made, when file cost to
tlie(TOvernment is not greater than the rates to which
it would be entitled under the contract or aflc-r the
deduction for land grant.
In ease of [jurchasc uf
tickets under these circumstances, full explanation
should be made (in the face of the voucher.
TRANSPORT CARTS.— Carts used for the conveyance of stores of all natures both of food and ammu-

termastcr General, setting fnitli the luniibor of days
which the Roqiiests will l)c n(»i(l: tlie (late when
anil jjlat'c w-hcre issued; tlic name of Ihc Company or
party required tofurnish llie tninsportation: the name
of the i)erson to be Iransijorted, or in cliarge of the
jiarly to be transported, and the number of persons
and pounds of extra baggage, if any, accompanying
him: the company and regiment to which tlie person
named belongs the points from and to whicli, ami
the general route or initial letters of the roads over
which trans|)ortation is reipiired, and the points of
original departure and ullimali' desliiiatidu.
They
also state on the back of the Hequcsl by whataiilhorityit is issued, by giving the number, date, and place
of issue of the order requiring transportation to be
furnished, and the nature of tlie journey or purpose
for which it is to be performed, as follows: " Changing stations," ".Joining recruiting service," '•Conducting recruits to regiment (or statiouj," " Returning to station from conducting recruits to regiment
(or station)," " Keturuing to regiment (or station)
from recruiting service," "Assigned rvcrnitii fn route
to regiment (or station)," " Deserter," " Returning
from furlough, proper otficer notified," ''On detache<l service" (the nature of the service to be stated),
" A'rt route io Soldiers' Home," " Discliiirged soldier
til route \\omti {oT in routf to a Paymaster), indorsed
on final statement," " Insane soldier with escort to
Insane Asjdum," '" Guard and prisoners," " Guard
and Indian prisoners," ''En rcJ/tc to (or returning
from) Court-Martial," '^ E it route to (or returning
from) Civil Court under orders without summons,"
Released convict," '• Journej' to jirociire an artififor

:

for the carriage of the sick.
When an
the field, the Control Dep;irlmcnt has the
selection and provision of carls for Ihe c:irriage of
the stores, tents, etc. In the selection of all carriases, tliat which travels the easiest and lightest is to
l5e preferred.
TRANSPORTS. Government vessels or trains for the
conveyance of troops.
Without a powerful system
of transport an army is helpless.
To cross a sea a
large fleet of vessels jiroperlj' fitted for the men and
horses isrequisite. Wlien the English Armvofaliout
30,000 men crossed in 1^(54 from Varna to tlie Crimea,
it took 600 vessels to carry them without any reserves
of stores or food.
Not less important to the army
moving by land is the transport. On entering battle
infantry and cavalry usually carry three days' ration*
with them and fiO rounds of ammunition. The mocost to be refunded from ajipropriiitionfor ment these become exhausted they become dependent
cial limb
"
iSuperintendent of National Ceme- on the Transport Department for ibcir replenishment.
artificial limbs,"
tery." '' Clerk (of Agent) of the (Juarlermasler's De- The first reserves are inimedialely in rear.
To bring
partment," etc.; and if th(^ Re(niesl is issued by vir- up supplies from these, and to keeii these reserves
tue of any contract, that fact is stated and the con- themselves supplied, is the duty of the Military Train
as regards food, and of the Field-train in respect to
tract designated.
The following form is used in the United States army

and
army takes

nition,

—

,

—

—

I.

Not

No..

transferable,

and good only for

days from date.
.18.

The

5 2 2-3
=H
%

Will please transport.

.pounds extra baggage.

Regiment.

C^o

From

•'

:»,

fc-

S C "^

=

a

to

Via

En

route from

Quartermiinter (ieiiernl,
lift. Maj. Gen., ['. i'. Armt/.

Signature of issuing
^-'

a,

:j

to

officer,

Quartermastfr, U. S. A.

o

Remarks:

The holder of this Request or the officer in charge of troops is required to fill the receipt below before
signing, stating the exact number of men transported, :md the places from and to which transportation
has been furnished. The receipt should be filled up in ink if practicable, and if the person receipting
cannot write his name, there should be a witness to his mark.
Names and places siiinild be written in
lull. and if the transportation is furnished by other than Pas.senger train, or Passenger car, the fact should
be stated.
18
I certify, on honor, that the
has furnished transportatiim for
pounds extra baggage,

From
in

to

.".T..r...

compliance with the above Request
Sign here.
Transportation

is

not purchased over a road or

line of roads in whole or in part indebted to the United States, or which are land-grant roads subject to
full rates, or to which [layment for
the transportation is forbidden by law, or wdiich are
required by law to transport troops of the United

Between the grand depot and Ihe base
the operation is generally intrusted to the wagons and
beasts of the country, driven by natives, of course
under proper military control. The amount of transport required b}' an army seems almost fabulous.
The lowest computation mtist put one animal to four

ammuniticm.
I

deduction from

j

I

—

]
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TRANSPORTS.

supplied with drinking water, lights at night, and all
other conveniences, to make it unnecessary for tin
men to leave tliini during stoppages of the train. The
otlieer in command of troops on a train must act in
harmony with the railroad otlicials. and must not interfere in any manner whatever with the running of
The experience gained during the War of
IiiUn-liint, who is over ull tlic Administrative Dc- the train.
the Bebellion shows that to supply an army of H)0,parlments.
When llie transport is liy rail, tlie mor.t suital)le car (M)0 men in the tield by means ivf a sin:rle line of rails,
for carrying horses separately in warm weather is the the proportion of rolling-slock should be- engines
flat xt'icA-ffir, Ijuill of slats and open all around, but 0.20 and the freight cars (i.O to every mile of road.
Another kiml, l\nown as the ••niiii. This does not provide for the conveyance of troops.
tiirlit in roof.
biniiUiiu cur," is made witli live' doors on cadi side In calculating the amount of rolling slock available
and one at each end, which may lie closed ti^ht for for use, a deduction of .">0 per cent, for locomotives
stores, or witli iron urates wlienever earryiim liorses. and ;iO per cent, for all other carriages must be made
These are snitiilile for either warm or <i>ld weather. for those usually undergoing repairs. From the foregoing data, a sin:ill calculation will give the amount
Hoth kinds are usually 27 feet 4'inclies loni;, 7 feet
inches wide, and 11 feet S inches liii;h. inside meas. of railroail triinsporlalion reipiired for any given
nrement. Kaeli ear will c-irry fourteen artillery or number of troops, artillery, or material, and the casixteen common horses or mules. The horses all face pacity of a roiui for performing the work.
In the United Slates Service there are no vessels tittowards the .same side of the ear. and are hitched by
If the journey is to ted up especially for transportation of troops, horses,
their halters to the framework.
be continued beyond eisrhteen or twenty hours, the or artillery inalerial. Even during the four years of
horses will reipiire to l)e watered and fed. No.se bags the War of the Rebellion no atleni|)t was made toIf the drivers are ward it furlherllianteniporary arrangements for some
are senerally used for the urain.
The voyaj'es were short, lasting
atteiitive, tliey, by taking advantaire of all the short |)articul:ir voyage.
halts made bvthe" train, can feeil ^'rain and hay (luite generally only two or three days, never exceeding
Knd);irking and disembarking were usually
easily by Inuid. Half rations will !»• sutlicient under eight.
any eirenmstanc-es. Hefore placing the hors<'S on the ace(>ni)ilislied with wharf facilities. In only three or
ned and cooled: four instances were the movements of an exjieditiouoars, they should be thoroughly gr
they should have nothing more on them than theii ary character, ieipiiri:ig these operations to be perWhen the journey is to continue for several formed on an open beach or in front of the enemy.
halters.
days, (but never beyond four without unloadingjthe As desirable ;iii(l advantageous as it would have
liorses should stanirienglhwiseof the car, facing each been to Imve had desirable transports properly tilted
olhiT, and hitched to twobars placed for the purpose up, the ;ilisolute necessity for it was never felt, and
across the car. The bars have space between them consecpieiilly they were never adojiled. {inns, caissutlicient for feeding purposes and for a man to re- sons, ammunition, and other material of thischaracmain ill charge. \Vlien thus arranged only about ter are carried in the same manner as ordinary nierone-half as many can be carried in eaih car as in the ehandiae. When once within reach of the ship's
other ease. By loading in this "vay, close hox.''arii tackle, the officers and crew of the vessel will know
may. even in hot weather, be nsed, the doors being how to stow and take care of them to the best advanWIk'II jiraetiiable. it is not only the most extage.
left open for venliUition.
Artillery-carriages and transportation-wagons are peditious, but iiltogether the liest way to leave the
The length of the voyage and
carried oii j)/iilffnii-rim. These are generally ".i.S feel carriages mounted.
long by 8 feet wide. When [iroperly loa<led each will the character and capacity of the vessel will <letercarry two lield-guns and two caissons <-omi)lele. To mine whether or not this should lie done, and in
Other consi<lerations,
load' them the carriages are ni-.limbered and the what part of the ship stored.
spare wheels removed from the caissons; the rear such as facilities for embarking and disembarking,
The
train of a caisson, its stock to the rear, is run to the will likewisi' go to determine these (lueslions.
with
front end of the car and its stock rested on the tioor; horses are more dillieiilt to providefor. and it is
safety
that
another rear train is run forward in like manner until reference to their aceoniinodalion and
vessels for the transportation of ;irtillery should be
its wheels strike oroverlapthose of the lirsi. when its
stock is restiil on the Moor. A limber is then ])laced seli'Cled.
When the voyage is to exier.d beyond six or seven
on the ear with its jiole to the front, resting on the
the second limber is backed on and its days at sea, the vessel should have room between
rear train
But if the voypole held n)) unlil a gun. trail foremost, is run under decks where stalls can be fitted uj).
stalls are not absolutely
it: the trail of the gun is rested o!i the Moor and the age is of a shorter duration,
In this c;ise the vi'ssel liest adajited is a
pole of the limber on the run-carriage. The (ither necessary.
gun is run on in the s;ime manii r. and its lr;iil rest- long low steamer, with a clear up|ierdeck for the aced on the lloor uiiiler the first gun a limber is next commodation of the horses. The guns, carriages,
run on and its pole rested on the last gun: the re- harness, and baggage are all stowed between decks,
maining limber is run on with its pole under the pre- where likewise fie men find ample room. In many
ocding limber. All of the carriages are pushed to- sleiimcrs a large gangway on each side leads to the
gether astloselyaspossilileand tiruily lashed. Whew main deck. Ilirongh which the c.irriages (••in be run
to be
the carriages are liable to chafe each other, they are by hand. In vessels not so proviileil they have
hiwered liy ineiins fif tackle down the main hatch,
bound with gunny-sacking or other slutf.
Siege-guns can lie carried in a similar manner. Two a slow and laborious process.
in
llor.ses. in all eases, should stand athwart-ship
siege-guns with their carriages and limbers complete
themselves to
«:an l)e earrieii on one car, and in addition, boxes of this position they belter accommodate
jiinmunition or stores may be piled between and un- the rolling motion of the vessel. When on the upper
derneath the carriages. Oiu- Jlal-rir will carry two deck they shoulil face inward: this, for the reason
armv transportation-wagons st;indiiig. liesides a large that the s"pray will not then strike them in their faces,
qmintity of other material. If lie w:igoiisaie/.)r"-/W and, Ix'sides. when facing each other in this nuinner
Twenty-four they will Milfer less from fright and nervous exeilednoii. the same car will carry four.
thousand pounds is eonsiilered a safe load for one car nieiit. A vessel, of not less than 2.") f<et beam will acon a :rood track. Baggage, harness, forage, etc., arc commodate two rows of horses, leaving a space beusually carriutl in //"X-ram. The average si/e passen- tween the rows, and between the croups of the aniger car will seat sixty men, but a small ear will seat mals and the sides of the ship, ample for the proper
The men must be provided with cooked eareof the horses. These spaces are, furthermore,
onlj.tifty.
xations for the whole trip. Kaeli car must be liberally necessary as gangways for working the vessel. T'k'

In addition to the truiisport of food
iimiminitioii llic wouikIcmI and sick linvi- to l)c
curricil, both fmiii the liclii lc> the liDSjiitals iiiid iliirIn the liritisli and Anicriciin Aniiiis
iMi;ii nuirch.
the direction of tli<' tran-^iMirl rests willi the (^iiarterin the Kreneli Army it is under the
Miaslir (ieneral

flghting-mcn.
iiiifl

]

;
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:

:

:
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TRANSVERSE STRENGTH.

prepared for the test witli a slight dressing with the
file or grindstone on one of its faces near each end,
in order tliat the bar may bear more evenly against
the supports when under the strain. The niiddle of

average artillery horse oecupies a deck space of 8 feet

by 2

feet 4 inc-lies.

It results,

tlicrcforo, that

the

wliok' lfii;:th(if thf deck in f<-i-t iliviilcd l)y the last
dimension will u:ive the number that may be aecomniodated in each row. As tliey stand better when
close loLjetlier. side by side, uo allowance need be

made

fors|iae<' lietween

the

them.

no securing arrangements whatever

bar— the

part

where the fracture occurs— is

dress-

ed in like manner on each of its four faces, in order
that its breadth and depth in this part may beaccuratelv measureil.

All stalls, liitcliins-bars. or whatever other arrangement f(ir securin;; horses.must be strontr beyond any
Tlie living force exerted
possibility of giving way.
by a row of liorses as they swing with llie motion of
a ship in a lieavy sea-way, is very great .and it is better to liave
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The breaking force is applied on the under side of
the bar.in the middle, and forces it upwards against
the supports at tlie ends. The deflection is measured by inserting a graduated, tapered metallic scale
between the upper surface of the bed-frame and the
under side of the bar-holder, directly beneath the
forcing-line of the latter, against the center of the bar.
The space enlarges as the bar bends, and the graduated wedge measures minutely the deflection of tlu^
record is kept of
bar at any stage of its progres"s,

tlian

to have those that, liy giving way, will wound and
If the transport is
injure the animals in the wreck.
to he used in verj- inclement weather, the spar deck,
over tlie horses, should be covered. Canvas stretched
over a secure frame is better than boards, as the latter, in a severe storm, miglit be carried away, and
its wreck would cause disaster among the horses.
For the tirst few days on sliip board food is to be
given rather sparingly, and bran is to form a large
portion of it; but after the horse liecomes accustomed
to his new situatiim and his appetite increases, he is
bran mash, or oats and
to be more liberalh" fed.
bran mixed, is to be given to Inm every (jther day.
The spare stalls admit of llie linrses being sliifted,
rublied down. their feet waslied. and the stalls cleaned
out everyday when llie weatluT permits. Hand-rubbing tlie legs is of the greatest consequence to tlie
comfort andWell-being of the horse. and is to be practiced, if possible, every day, or whenever the horses

A

the "deflection" and ••<<, which shows tlie quantity
of deflection and permanent set under a given pressure,

which

is

less than, the

designed to be near to, but somewhat
weight. Also of the

minimum breaking

"last deflection," which gives the amount of deflecunder the pressure of the breaking weight.
The vnit vf.itri nr/tli represents the weight in jiounds
required to break a bar 1 inch square rigidly supiiorted at one end: the weight being applied at a distance
of 1 inch from the point nf support. Forsquare bars
tion

A

it

is

determined by the formula—

=

S the unit of strength, in which I ^the
1 M-'
the breaking
length between the supports.
change stalls.
the depth
Horses are to be slung in smooth weather, and al- weight. h= the breadth of tlie l)ar, d
The breadth and depth are a<-eurately
Iciwed to stand on their legs in rougli and stormy ot the bar.
and. as the dinu'iisions
weatlier. In smootli weatlier tliey will rest theirlegs measured near the fracture
and feet b}- tlirowing their whole weight into the are irregular, it is proper to measure in three places
slings.
To sling a horse in rougli weather, wliereby for each one measure to be taken in the middle of
he is taken off his feet, would onlv have tlie effect of the bar, and the other two near the corners. The
knocking him about with tlie roll of the ship. Horses mean of the three measures to he taken us the true
standing, accommodate theni.selves to the motion of dimension. If the bar is defective, the results canSee lindyiuin Tenting.
the vessel. They are not to be placed in the horse- not, of course, be relied on.
hammock until they have been at sea for a week, as iiKvhine.
TRAVEE. An Indian horse-litter. The ordinary
some would only be made uneasy by the attempt to
teepe ])oles, with which the Indians pilch their tents
do so.
When the horses are between decks, too much at- when in villages, are generally used in constructing
The Dakota and Mountain Sioux, who
tention cannot be paid to the constant trimming of the travee.
the wind-sails, so as to insure plenty of fresh air. The use mountain-pine or ash poles, select straight, wellwind-sails should be well forward, and extend down proportioned saplings of those woods, trim them
When a down to the proper s'ize and taper, and then lay tlieiu
to witliin two or three feet of the deck.
horse between decks becomes ill, and the weather is aside to season. Dr .J. W. Williams, I'liiteil Stales
at all tine, he should herenidved to llie ujiper deck, Army, has furnished the details of one of these
where the fresh air and change will ]iriiliahly soon tnin'f. as shown in the drawing.
The poles are about ;!0 feet long and the oval couch
bring him right again. Besides the ordinary grooming utensils for stable service, there sliouldbe a plen- rim (made of ash) is bent into the desired shape
A niMwork of raw-hide is
tiful suppiv of stable brooms, hoes, and shovels for while the wood is green.
cleaning out the stalls, and baskets or other light ves- afterward lashed to the rim and completes the bed.
The ship nuist be The bed 3i lo 4 feel in its transverse, and 2.V to 3 feet
sels for removing the manure.
When a tniree is lo be
well lighted and tlie guards attentive: sea-sick men in its conjugate diameter.
must not be intrusted witli tliis iinporlanl duty. Dis- riirged, two or three teepe p(>les, according to size
infectants, sucli as cldi-iride of lime and of zinc, I'op- and strength, are .selected for each shaft and lashed
The sysperas, powdered gypsum. etc. .should be freely used. toirefher. "butts to bulls, with raw-hiih'.
and upcin embarking the artillery t'ommander will see teiu is then lashed to the pack-saddle with the same
The feed-lrouglis and nos- material, the small ends of the jioles trailing on the
that they arc supplied.
The Indians scuneliuu's use a lireiist-sirap
trils of the horses are washed every morning and even- ground.
Water is allowed at (lie as an additional slay. The bed. with the longer diing with diluted vinegar.
rate of six gallons a day per horse and one gallon per auu'lerliiid Irausversely, is next secured to the shafts.
man. During the voyage the Ciimmanding Oilicer onefool in rearof the liorse. about six inches of each
will make it his especial study to act in harmony with end of the bed being allowed lo overlap the shafts.
There must of necessity be A blanket, piece of canvas, or bulTalo robe lashed
the master nf the vessel.
divi led authority and responsibility. )rder and neat- to the lower half of the oval rim of the bed comWhen ;i patient is to be carried, lie
ness among the men and cleanliness with the horses pletes the oulrtt.
are tci be looked after by the Commander of the troops. is laid transversely on llie bed. i);irtly reclining on
In attending to th.ese duties, duec.are will be observ- the side, with knees slighlly drawn up, and head and
ed not til interfere needlessly with the duties of the shouhlers bent forward anil si'cured lo the bed by
crew n-.r with the belongings of the ship. See Dh- drawinir the blankil up over him and lashing it lo
etnliiifkiit'on and Kmliv hutmn.
the uiiper part of the rim. Such an arrangement is
TRANSVERSE STRENGTH.— For ileterniining the well adapted for transporting wounded over a rough
transverse strriiglh of nulalsa specimen bar is taken. country, and is very i><(>noniic;il in its reipiirenunts.
It is
In case of an Indian war, when villages are attacked
2 or I! feet long, and about 2 inches sipiare.
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TRAVELING ALLOWANCE.
iinil

(•a|)liiriMl.

olilaiiiiii!:

llicrc

never will he any

nialeriul for

ilrcnmslaiiccs

liuililiiiir llic tniri'

(lifflciilty

The pocilion of llie u;uii when firing isequalTlic Iriiirlli of the trail fiirly suilnlile for Iriivcliiii;.
iiislicsa ((HivrniiTil iiiran-<iif carryliiiillir spoiiir'sand
anil llir spaces left hilwccn
travrr>iii!;-liaii(ls|)iUcs
brackets anil wheels allow room for axle-tree-boxes

of

fanlure.

iniilcr dif-

:

y will liavi' to l)c pri'iiarid
ii^i' ihr 0>(i"i( f(ir carryins;
all sorts ipf lia^;.;a':c. and with llii-ni it srcni to be no
impediment to rapid niarchini;. ICarly references to
fereiil

lieforclianil.

iIm

Tiir liuliaiis

dras or litter use the word truiitiUplura] Iravuiix).
a term possibly applied, by metonymy, to a labor-savini; appliance.
It seems more probable, however,
that tlie early French voyagers and missioners who
visited the Western wilderness ;;ave the name of
triirie, with the reference to the poles held apart by
trartrsen,
Trari'e, accordins; to Littre, denotes two
side-posts connected by cross-pieces.
The various
corruptions of the \vrm.trarirr.tr(iciiir,trariils,tr(iriii)i,
trnriiisi
v\c.. are probalilv Indian pntnis. See JJttt^r.
TRAVELING ALLOWANCE.— An allowance of money
f;ranted to ollicers and military subordinates travelini; on duty and iiniler ]iroper orders.
The allowance is given to defray the ni'cess;iry e.\i)enses of the
journey. In the I'niied States Service, olticers are
allowed a mileage and a soldier disi'harged from
the service, except by way of punishment for any
offense, or on his own application, or for disability
prior to three month's service, is alloweil ])ay and
rations, or an ei(uivaleiit in money, for such term of
time as shall be sullicieiit for liim to travel from the
))laee of his discharge to the place of his residence.
I'omputing at llie rate of twenty miles to a day.
Whenever an othcer is ordered from one station to
auolher, or for the performance of any duty, not being with troops, he proceeds by the .shortest usually
traveled route without iiimecessary delay
nor does
he for any cause wliatev<r, except that of sudden illness, apply fur leave of absence or i>ermission to delay from the time he receives the order until he arrives at his place of destination.
Whenever an otlicer under orders appears to have
made unusual or \ninecessary delay (ni the route. immediately on his arrival at tiie post the conunanding
officer calls upon him to report the cause thereof.
Should such report be imsalisfactory, the officer is
placed in arrest, and charges against him for his unauthorized absence are immediately submitteil to the

;

ra|)able of holding small stores and a few rounds of

this

j

I

,

;

:

Department Commamler.
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the delincpient otlicer
be superior in rank to the Conunander of the post,
the report will be made by the officer himself to his
Department Commander. See MiUiige.
TRAVELING CARRIAGE.— Any traveling gun-carriage should satisfy the following conditions:
.\daptability of form to load: stability: strength ease
and convenience of draught durability facility of
repair; suitability for shipment economy in manuIf

—

:

;

:

;

;

Icase, which must be handy to the gun in the event
of surprise at close (piarters.
In tii'ld-carriages the
weight ill the trail handles must not be more than can
be readily lifted by two men in limbering \ip. To insuri' stability in traveling, it is necessary thatthe vertical tlirougli the common center of irravity of gim and
li'iiUj shidi tall within the triangle of sui)poit
when
limbered up, and .so far in front of tin' axle-tree that
it shall not be liable to fall behind it up the steepest
practitable inclines. The i-cnter of gravity of the
body should be so placed with reference to th<' axl<>treeof the gun-carriage th;it it should revolve through
;in angle of at li-asi '2n^' ;ilioul it before unstable equilibrium is attained. This proviso does not coiitlict
with the ccnilitioiis of e(|uililirium in tiring. The position of the trunni<in-lioles is rc'gulated by the rc<piired position of the center of gravity to ensure stability, anil this position throws rather more weight
on tiie ])oint of the tniil thiin is desirable for convenWli.-n the carriage is limbered up,
ience in laying.
the center of gravity of the limber body and i/W /t
sustains should be slightly in front of the axle-tree,
so as to exert a snuill constant pressure on the back
of the shaft-horse. The strains in traveling in many

points resemble those when the gun
generally less in degree. The wheels

is lired,

thougli

must be dished

to resist side thrusts. The trail-eye nnist be made sufficiently massive in the neck to witlist:inil the bending moments priiduced by the lilows of the trail on

the limber hook and side strains in locking. Its connection with the point of the trail niiisl be long
enough to allow an ample siijiply of rivets for securThe pressures and jolts of
ity under these blows.
tile trail cause bending moments on the book at its
junction with the axle-tree bed proportional to the
horizontal distance of the bottom of the hook from
the bed.
In the gun-carriage the width of the trail
inches, and Hiis
at the locking ))late is only about
trilling wiillli gives the wheel a very good turning
power before it meets the trail, the actual nuxjle i>f
Inrk being with the present T)' track more than .W.
the limber wheels being kept as high as those of the
This is a valuable requisite for combining
carriage.
A liigli frontea.se with convenience of draught.
wheel enables the carriage to move at speed over
rousrh and broken ground without the risk of a colliWith a T)' frontsioiT with obstacles in the route.
'.I
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wliffl the lowest part of the bodies of carria<;e and
limber is the friction plate of tlie trail, which clears
llie ground bj' a space of more than 1« inches. The
minimum length of the trail, fixed by the conditions
of stability in tirinsr, should not be exceeded, as any
additional length increasestlie weight of the carriage
and the ditlifnilty of turning. It is important that
when the carriage is completely eipiipjjcd ami limbered up, the weight conveyed through the shafts upon

TRAVELING CBAITE.

and the transverse motion of the trolley on the l)ridge
by pushing or pulling the susiiended load. This crane
is especially adapted to light foundry work, to the

the hack of the shaft-horse shall not be excessive.
of this weiglit can be regulated by
the distances at which the iimhcr-hook; and the center of gravity of the load are placed from the transWhen the carriage
verse vertical plane of the axle.
is unlimbered. the weight on the back will be increased directly as the weight removed from the limber-hook and the distance of that weight from the
plane of the axle: and inversely as the distance of the
shaft-t)ig from the same plane. fSee (iun-curringi'.
TRAVELING-CKANE.— .\ light traveling-crane, for
operation by hand, in which the lioisting mechanism
consists of a Weston dilTerential pulley-block suspended from the trolley, is shown in the engraving.
The bridge is arranged to travel lengtliwi.se upon the
longitudinal tracks, and the trolley to move transversely upon the bridge, so tliat the entire rectangular space between the tracks is covered by the crane.
If desired, several trolleys and blocks can be fitted to
the same crane. This style of crane is bviilt of any
desired capacity from one ton upward, and of any de-

erection of light machinery. to the setting of work in
lathes, planers, etc.. and for use over very heavy m,:.chines. such as steam-engines, rolling-mills, etc., for
the removal and handling of parts during repairs.
Fretiuently. the crane is (irovided with two independent trolleys, each having a ditlerential pullcyl)loek suspended from it.
Thus arranged, it is particularly convenient for lifting bulky loads, or for
handling heavy guns or machinery which recpiires
Each trolto be removed for repairs or inspection.
ley is provided with independent mechanism for
causing it to travel upon the bridge, and is controlled
by means of a single endless hand-chain depending
from the trolley, as shown in the engraving. This
construction is desirable wherever the head-room admits of it. Where absolutely necessary, however, the
mechanism can be so arranged as to occupy but little more space above the bridge than in the crane
shown above. When desirable, the crane ma_\ be arranged for operation by hand from the tloor below,
the operating mechanism being contained entirely
within a trolley-crab, placed (m the top of the bridge
and moving transversely upon it. This location of
the trolley is to be preferred wherever the head-room
within the building admits of it. Two or more trolleys maybe placed upon the same bridge The bridge
is arranged to travel lengthwise upon the lougitudi-

sired span.
The mechanism attached to the right
hand end of the bridge consists substantially of the
bridge-traveling apparatus. It is operated by a single endless hand rope or chain. reaching from the machine downward toward thetloor. b)' pulling one side
of wliich the bri<lge is propelled in one direction upon its tracks, while by pulling the opposite .side the
bri<lge is jiropelled in the opposite direction.
None of the mechanism projects more than a few
inches above the top of the bridge, so that the latter
may be placed close to the ceiling or roof-timbers of
the room, thus alTording the greatest possible height
of hoist. The longitudina; motions of the bridge are
effected by pulling the hand-rope as above explained.

nal tracks. and the trolley to move transversely upon
the bridge, so that the entire rectangular space between the tracks is covered by the crane. This design of crane is built of any desired capacity up to
10 tons, and of any span.
The sipuiring of the bridge, and its motion upon
the longitudinal tracks, and also the motion of the
trolley upon the bridge, are all effected by the Weston system of fixed cables. The crab or housing containing the mechanism travels upon rails on top of
the bridge, and is located entirely above the latter,
so that the breaking of any of its" parts will merely
allow them to rest upon tlie bridge without permitThis
ting the load to fall more than a few inches.

The adjustment

TRAVELING FORGES.

hixed and the parts rotate freelv with the shaft. If
tliisa<iion be disiontiniied whilelheload is suspended the pinion. .\. v.ill rotate backward through a
small arc carrying with it the kev. D, and shaft. (',
while llie collar, 11, remains slalioiiary. and in this
wjiy the helical hubs restore the end pressure and
the parts are again locked fast.
If the shaft then be
rotated backward, the key, D, will lirst |iick up the
collar, B. by pressing against the slot in its hub and
move it forward inio coincidence with the corresponding slot in the hub of the wheel. .\. when, the
end pressure being rela.\cd, ihe parts will again rotate freely so long as the shaft is turned backward,
but upon the discoutiuuancc of this motion the pres-

<Iisposition of parts is alwnvs desirable if tlic overliiail spui'c is siiflicient to ixfiiiit of it. and slioiild lii>

jidoplcd wluTfVcr the circiimstaiicrsof the tasiit

make

fcasil)lc.
I'lic
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several operalions areelTeded

hand cliaiiis or ropes dependilii; from

t

by four endless
Those

lie oral).

the opposite sides of the era!) give niotiou to llic
bridge and to the trolley. Those at the ends of the
<rab elTecl hoisting and lowering, one of tliein imssing over a small wheel forcpnck speeds, and the oilier
over a larger one slow speeds, a third speed lieing
obtained j)y using bolh siimillaneously. The hiiisiing gear eonsisis of cut steel worms, engaging with
<;ut worm wheels, with provision for thorough lubri111

endless, and passes sure of the load will again move the wheel. A, backwheels l)y which it is driven, the ward until the end pressure is restored. The e.Merior
iirrangemenl of parts being siich as to distribute the frictional face of the collar, B, is of larger diameter
wear equally throughout the entire length of this than that which abuts against the hub of the |)inion,
chain.
A. and the frictional resistance against the frame,
A safety-device, consisting of automatic friction thus acting al a greater radius, is sutlicicnt to resist
ratchets in combination with the worm shafts, is em- Ihe strain of Ihc lead and hold the pinion slalionary.
ployed, so that the load is always self-sustained in [See CriineH. Iliiiid Tidriliiig-craiu ami I'oirir Trttt-any position and cannot run down.
No one form of tihtq-fi'iin'
safety-rulehet is applicable, without modification, to
TRAVELING FORGES.— The traveling-forge is it
all the varying re(|uiremenls of the crane. Tin- draw- complete blacksmilh's eslaolisliment. which accom-

catioti.

The main hoisting chain is

over pocketed

clinin

.

panies a battery for Ihe i)urpose of making repairs
In the rniled Stales Service,
it consists of a body, upon which is conslrucled Ihe
bellows-house, eel., and Ihe limber, which supporls
the stock in transportation. The body is composed of

ing shows a form in which the ratchet is frictional
and no toothed ralchcl-wlieel is recjiiired. The pinion. A, and the frictional ralchcl or collar. H. are
both loose upon their shaft. V. The adjacent hubs
of these two parts liave formed upon them a heli.x. so

and shoeing horses.

2
that when turned in conlrary directions tlie two helical surfaces mount upon each oilier, and produce a
longitudinal |)ressiire which locks the several parts
into frictional engagement.wilh the siilcs oi Ihe housing. E. and so prevents the backward rotation of the
pinion under the pressure of the load. In this case
the parts occupy the relative positions shown in the
sectional view, the cross-pin which isallached to the
shaft standinij midway belwcen the wo shoulders on
the opposite helices.
If the shaft be rotated in a direction to cause hoisting, the cross-key. I), moves
forward until it picks up both the iiinion. A. and collar. B. by pressing against Ihe slotted openinirs in
their hulis. and thus presses them into a position
where the longitudinal pressure of the helices is re-

the stock, and the nxlc-trec. The bellowshouse is divided into the bellows.room and Ihe ironroom. Attached to the t)ack of Ihe house is the coalFrom the
box, and in front of it is the tire-place.
up]>er and front pari of the bellows an air pipe i)roceedsin a downward direction to the airbox. which
The vise is iiermais placed behind the tireplace.
nently allaclied lo the stock, and Ihc anvil, when in
use. is sup])orled on a stone or a log of wooil. and
when transported is carried on the liearlh of the Hrcplace.
The reniainins tools are carried in the limWhen in working order the point of Ihe
ber-chest.
slock is supported by a jirop. The following is the
nomenclature of the \v>\\i-\\u>j:-ior'j,i-.— [jiituUe (\);

two

!

I

I

l^"P

rails,

(2);

«>'«

(iS);

otoi-k

(4>;

wheetguard plates

(.5);
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rocking-staff pivots on a tee-swivel on the top of
frame. The forge-frame has four handles for convenience of liandling. The water-trough is of sheet(Id); roof of bdloirii-houne (17)." Aw" (18); /i^(f?» (lU); iron, with Hat hooks on the side to hang it to the tirepan. The nail-anvil is secured by a nut to tlie frame
ffir(lfri> (30); end-boardu (31); boUoiii boards (2'i); shlerail (33); loek-chaiu hook (24); coal-bcKC (35); i/d, or of the wagon at the rciir end on the near side.
The
nw/ (36); /mtidles (27); hinges (38); turnbuckle and vise when in use is lixed to the end of the splinter/«iJ(;> (29).
bar.
The forge-frame, bellows, anvil and block,
To put the liellows in place, remove the eoal-box water-trough, etc.. are carried on the march in an
from the back of the beMows-liouse; take out tlie two artillery wagon, the frame secured by two screws to
stay-plates at tlie lower ends of the rabliets in the the bottom of the wagon.
brades; put the projecting ends of tlie upper belPounds.
lows' arms in tlie rabbets, and slide them up until Weight of bellows
77
the en<ls of the lower arm come into their places
Weight of forge, frame, etc
304i
put on the stay-plates, and fasten them down witli
See f'lifiitn/ Fi>rr/i\
tlie lliumb-nuts; screw the brass elbow-pipe into its
TKAVELING-KITCHEN.— Marshal Saxe, it is beplace, through the hole in the sheet-iron front of the lieved, first suggested the good idea of cooking while
bellows-house; put in the copper pipe, and screw up marching, so as to economize the strength of solthe collar whitli connects it with the elbow-pipe.
diers; have their food well cooked in all wcatlier,aud
There are two forges, one. for the service battery, avoid the numerous diseases caused by bad cooking,
designated by the letter " A;" and one for tlie gene- and want of rest. Colonel Cavalli of the Sardinian
ral reserve, designated by the letter '• B." The forges artillery, has with the same laudable motive embracof the general reserve dilTer much from tliose of the ed a kitchen-cart in the improvements suggested by
service battery only in tlieir equijjment; they are de- him t(j replace the wagons now in use; and an atsigned for more extensive repairs than can be made tempt is here made to elaliorate the same idea of a
in the battery.
new pattern of lield-forge'has been travelling kitchen, designed for baking, making soup,
proposed by Colonel Laidley, United States Ordnance and other cooking.while on a march. The cart is 12i
Corps, which gives much satisfaction.
feet long, mounted on two 6-feet wheels, and covered
The construction of the Swedish tield-forge is both with a very light canvas roof with leather-cloth curnovel and peculiar.
It makes an important depart- tains.
large range or stove forms the body of the
ure from the long-established ideas on this subject, vehicle its grate is below the floor.its doors opening
and, thougli not such as can be recommended in its ona level wiUi it. A Papin iliyesUr is inclosed above
details, the marked feature wliieli makes it stand out the grate, in a Hue whence the heat may pass around
in strong contrast with the forges used by otlier na- the double-oven in the rear, or straight up chimney,
tions— the substitution of the rotary fan for the leath-- as regulated by dampers. At the side of the digest-

The

stock-nti/Tup (6); fre-plnce (7); //ark of fire-pli'cce (8);
air-back (9); wind.pipe (lO); beWnoa (11); ribs (13j;
hinges (13); /(«(/4 (14); fitkrum (15); /(««/i and staple

;
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;
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ern bellows is one deserving of consideration and
imitation
The economy of space and weight in the
forge, a matter of much importance, is considerable,
and this too is gained without sacriticing efficiency.
The tire-pan is made of thick wrought-iron, and is
provided with two strong hooks for sujiporting it
from tlie end of the forge-box. It has also a copper
pipe altacheil for conducting the blast from the fan
to the tire-pan.
The rotary fan is arranged in a portable box, which contains the necessary countershaft
and pulley for increasing the speed and the means of
iidjusting the tightness of the belt.
There is u small
sliding window en the side to supply the air. and an
orifice on the foj), covered with ii movable cap, for
allaching the blast-jiipe. The tools and iron are carried in boxes which maybe readily removed.
The
The
anvil, block, and tire-pan are carried loose.
supplj' of coal is ciirried in a clK'sfou the limber,,
with an additional box for small tools.
The wheels
for forge iiud limber are very low, being only 3 feet
inches in height, and quite light.
The I^nglish forge consists of a rectangular frame
iron, which fold under the frame when it is packed
of angle iron, sniiported upon four legs also of angle
for the march.
The fire-pan is supiiorfed over one
end of the frame on collar-bolts, and has a back of
plate-iron, hinged so as to fold down on the tire-pan
when not in use. At the other end of the frame, and
hinged toit,isarocking-staiT frame to supportjthe hellows, which rests in slots in the sides of the frame.
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over the grate, is a range, suited to various cooking vessels. The top of the oven forms a table nearly
5 feet scpiarcat which three cooks may work, standing u])on the rear platform.
foot-board passes from
this platform to tlie front ))latform.wh<Te the driver
and a cook may stand. Stores may be ]ilaced in the
lockers at the side of the range, and under the rear
foot board. The <hininey may be turned down. above
the roof.to pass under trees, ect., and ma}' be of any
height to secure a good draft.
Hy bending the axle
like that of an omnibus, the vehicle may be hung
er,

A

without danger of to])-heaviness. Cooking vessels,
more bulky than heavy, may be suspended from the
ro'if, over the range, when not in use.
The digester

may have

a capacity of 100 gallons, and an oven, of
would be (luite ade(|uate to the
cooking for 250 men: or the dimensions of the cart
may be siualler.and each company of 100 men niisrht
have its own traveling-kilclicn, which woiihl also furnisli oven and cookinu; utensils for camp.
TEAVELING TECNNION BEDS.— Coiitriv;inces for
the I'urpose of distributing the load more ei|ually
over the gnn-carri.'iiie. On the upjier surface of the
cheeks, nearthe rearends, are placed two projicfing
bolts which, with the curve of the cheeks, form
resting placesfor the trunnions, when the piece, is
in position for transportiilion. They are called traveling triiiiii/(ii).bi<lx. When the piece is in this position
its breech rests u])on the bolster, which is a curved
block of wood, bolted to the upper side of the stock.
(>0

to 75 cubic feet,

.

rSA VERSE.

On

The constniolion

trnil, and pcrpondiciilar tnit, a
inanfuveriuji lioii is phuiil tn sitvc as plairs
to apply III! liaudspikcs in rnaiifuverin!; llio rarriase.
TRAVERSE.— In gunnery a Itnn used when dircdiug a piece of ordnance either to the riijht or left of
In field i)ieees, mounted on carthe jiositioii it is in.
With
riaires, Iraversinj; takes place from the trail.
mortars, it is performed hy hand-spikes in rear and
front of the bed. and with siei;c jruns hy the applicalion of handspikes to dilTerenl parts of the carriajre.
The Armstroiii; <^\m has an adjusliuv; wheel screw
which enables the pointer to traverse the gnu with
liis own hand and with the greatest accuracy.
TRAVERSE CIECLES.— In jruniipry. circular plates
of inm, fM-liMid lo a bed nf solid ni;;soury, on which
the irav( r>i- wheels, wiiich supjiorl the chassis, ri>ll.

each side of the

—

siroii'j

i

is

usually very

of a traverse is usually made riilge-sliaped. so as >
away the rain water which falls upon it. The
sides of the traverse are sloped, the inclination of the
slopes being the same, or difTerent, according to the
degree of expo.sure of the traverse to the enemy's

carry

fire.

The traverse shown in the drawing is an exa'iipic
of a traverse built to shelter the men on thi' liani|Uellc from a slant or enlilading lire, eomin'j in the
liireelion shown by the arrow. Its top is mad ri<lgesha])ed. The side towards the enemy has the natural
slope of Ihe earth: the opposite side is made sleeper

.V drill for boring slots, and in
the drill-stock has a traverse motion for ailjnslmint. The drawingshows a doubli' transverse
drill, specially adai)ted for drilling |)in-h<)les at both
enils of links, rails and cheek metals (in the cort
structionof sea-coast and other large carriages) at the

TRAVEBSE-DRILL.

timr, so ns to secure perfect imifomiity in the
distance between them. For this purpose the boring
machines are right and li-fl-haml, sliding on a solid
bed, and adjustable to or from each other, to suit Ihe
required length of links. The boring machines are
so plaied as to permit the links to be put in plac<'
from one side, and, when done, passed out on the
other side of the machine. The driving is efTected
by horizontal belts passing over guide-pulleys, and
aroimd a drum on Ihe spindles. The cutters used in
this machine are kept cool by water fed lo them
through the center of Ihe spindle. In the link boring
machine Ihe two heads are united by bars of wrought
iron and can slide freely on the east-iron bed.
The
expansion of the wrought-iron bars being the same
as the expansion of th<' link being bored, insures uniformity in the length of the tinished work. See Drill-

of the traverse

simph the main object being to interpose a mass of.
earth upon a line of lire, in the shortest time possible.
This is done by piling sand-bags, tilled with earth
U])i>n the spot to be occupied liy the traverse, and
raising there a mass thick enough and high enough
to serve the end required, (iabions lilled with earth
are fre(pienlly used for the same purpose.
The top
I

[

which

same
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and should be revetted. The thickness of Ihe traverse depnds upon its exposure to the enemy's fire.

|

If a fire

can be brought directly tipon

iti

it

sliotihl

have Ihe same Ihiekness astlml given lo Ihe parapet.
Its lu'iirlit and length ilepenil upon Ihe aniounl of
ban(|Uette and lerre|)li'in which are to be defiladed
by it. Instead of being ridge-shaped, the traverses
are. in many eases, made with a cross section similar
to that of the para|>et. See Gabionade, Splinter-prtiof
Trarerne. and Win;/ '/'ratenex.
TRAVERSING GEAR.— An automatic traversing apjiaralus. in ,MarliiMi-guns, by which a limited angular

movement

in

a

horizontal [ilane

may

be given.

designed as follows: To the opposite side of Ihe
transverse shaft on w hich Ihe crank is filled, is k( \ ed
a sleeve, having cut on its exterior a right and left
hand screw, on which works the tapered end of a
forke<l piece.
This is dropped into a socket, in the
outer end of a brass casting, against which the upiny-i/nii'h'itt
per end of the elevating-screw presses.
A crutch
TEAVERSES.— Mounds of earth.'above the height passes through the upper socket, then Ihrongh a
of a man, placed at frequent intervals on a rampart brass-ring fitted with a clamp, and finally through the
to stop shot which may enfilade the face of suchram- lower socket of the casting, by which meuiLS it is perIt

is

A fire of this nature, in the absence of traver- milted to turn as it passes along a worm, in either diwould dismount the guns, and prove altogether rection. On the outer end of the sleeve is keyed a
ruinous. The traverses also give means of disput- nut or ring. cai)able of adjustment at every half-turn
ing the progress of the assailant who has gained a of the worm. This is effected by a pin on the ring.
footing on the wall, for each traverse becomes a and corresponding holes midway between the interdefensible parapet, only to be taken bj- storm.
section of the threads of the worm, thus regidating
part.

ses,

TRAVIKSING HANDSPIKE.

This
the range of motion of tlie brewli of llic >;un.
ring serves to close one end. anil thus make the
'screw endless, and also to turn the eruteh into the return groove the inner enil of the sleeve being arranged so as to accomplish the same otiject. .\s the
firing-crank, is turned, the liarn'ls, carrier, lock-cylTIk' latter, working
inder, and worm are revolved.
on a crutch, gives the piece a continuous lateral traverse which may be enlarged or contracted as desired, by means of a nut thus spreading the tire over a
wide range, or contracting it. The crutch may be
thrown out of gear, and the gun tired without swingElevating or depressing the gun does not intering.
fere with the lateral traverse, as the elevating-screw
l)resses against tlie bottom oi the casting lo wliich the
crutch is attached, and thus liotli run up or ilown
alike.
Sec (lutliii'i (/un.
TKAVERSING HANDSPIKE.— For traversing the
gun, in field carriages, this hands|)ike is inserted into
the handspike-ring at the end of the trail, when in action; but when the gun is limbered up, it is strapped
on the surface of the trail. There is also a sjiare handspike carried underneatli the trail.
TEAVEKSING PLATFORM.— An arrangement for the
more rapitl and easy movement of cannon in Ijattery.
The gun is either mounted on an ordinary truck-carThe truck
riage, or on rollers luider its trunnions.
or rollers work in and out on two parallel iron rails,
which rails are mounted on the traversirig carriage,
am! are 16 feet or more in length. Wheels at each
end of this platform. or more frequently if the weight
of the gun lie ver_y great, are placed at right angles to
the direction of the rails, antl run on circular tramways, which have their center in the endjrasure
through which the gun is tired. The rails incline
upward towardthe rear, to moderate the gun's recoil.
The advantages are, that the leverage for turning the
gun is increased by the pl:ilform's length, while the
circular rails diminish llie resistance; that the 'jun is
easily run out for tiring on the up[ier rails: that by
its own recoil it runs itself in again for loading; and
that a nuich smaller embrasure is required to give a
good compass to the muzzle.
TREAD.— In fortification, the upper and flat surface on which the soldier stands whilst tiring over
usually called thi' /lif/ii/iitttr.treiiil.
the parajiet
TREADWELL COMBINATION FUSE.— This fuse is
a modilication of the Splingiinl
fuse, and consists of the following parts
A metal fuse-plug,
£f'"f*-";'
a paper case, .l,iuto which
the fuse composition,/^, is driven around a mandrel, a leaden
corrugated cylinder, ('. being
left as a lining of the fuse composition after the mandrel is
withdrawn: a l\d)e, /'.closed
at the front end, is now made
by pouring tluid plaster of Paris, or this with asbestos mixed.
The theory of the fuse is that
the fuse composition when it is
burning down leaves llii' plaster of Paris Uihe tmsupported, and at impact the closed end is broken
off. giving the Hame of the fuse access to the bursting charge of the projectile. See Fime.
TREADWELL HOOPED GUN.— Thiscannon consists
of a body '(in which the caliber is formed), the walls
of which arc of one piece, siirrounded by rings,
hoops or tubes, in one or more layers, placed upon
the body under great strain, and by which the body
is compressed and the natural eipiilibrium of the
molecules or particles of which it is composed dis-

screw-threads,
described.
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when

they shrink to there places as

TREASON.— In the United States, treason nuiy be
cither against an individual State or against the United Slates. In the former case it is an offense at common law. 15}- the Constitution treason against the
United States consists in levying war against them,
or in adhering to, or giving aid and cvimfort to their
enemies. It is further provided that no person shall
be convicted of treason unless on the testimony of
two witnesses to the overt act or >ipon confession in
consijiracy lo
Open Court. The penalty is death.
commit treason does not conslitule the crime, unless
followed by overt acts. In the meaning of the term
"enemies" of tlie United States, pirates or robbers
actually invading our territory are included. See

A

High

fred-ton.

TREATY. — Any agreement

of friendship, alliance,

commerce, or navigation, entered into between two
or more independent States. Treaties have been divided by publicists into prrsnitiil and rml. the difference being that the former relate exclusively to the
persons of the contracting jiarties for example, treaties guaranteeing the throne loa particular Sovereign
and his family and the latter are treaties for national
objects, independent of the Rulers of the State. While
personal treaties expire with the death of the Sovereign, or the extinction of his family, real treaties bind

—

—

the contracting parties inde|iendenlly of any change
in the sovereignty of the States. The Constitution of
each particular State must be looked to, to determine
in whom the power of negotiating and contracting
treaties with foreign powers resides. In ]\Ionarchies,
whether absolute or constilutional, it is usuall_y vested in the Sovereign. i5y the Constitution of (ireat
Britain, the exercise of this power is subject to parliamentary censure jMinislers who advise the conclusion of any tri^aty which shidl afterward be judged
derogatory to the honor, or disadv;uilagc(nis to the
welfare of the nation, lieing liable to impeachment, a
proceeding of which English history alfords mnnerous instances; as the impeachment of De la Pole,
Earl of Suffolk, in 14.">1, tor making a Conventiim of
Peace without the assent of the Privy Council of
Wolsey, in lr)2y, by the House <if Lords, f^ir making
treaties without the Kind's knowledge; ,and of the
Earl of Orford by the Conunons, in 171)1, for advising
treaties for dividing the doniinions of S|)ain. In Hepublics, the Chief "^lagistrate. Senate, or Executive
Council is intrusted with the exercise of this sovereign power. The Constitution of the United States
of America vests it in the President, with the advice
and consent of the Senate. Xo speci;d form of words
but modern
is necessary for the validity of a treaty
usage rccpiires that an agreement which has origin:

:

:

allybeen verbal, should as soon as ))ossible !)e committed to writing. There arc certiun conqiaets between nations winch are included in the exercise of

a general implied power confided to certain jjublic
agents as incidental to tlieir otlicial jiosition. Such
are the acts of (ienerals or A<lmirals limiting hostilities by truces, cu]ntulations, or I'artels for the exchange of prisoners. wlu<-h do not reipure the ratification of the supreme authority, unless there be a
In other cases,
reservation making that necessary.
however, a Public Minister or other Diplomatic Agent
is not entitled to conclude or sign a treaty with the
foreign power to which he is accredited, without a
full power independent of his general letter of creEven in the case of a treaty conclndi'd with
dence.
full powers, it is often considered expedient to have
a special ratilicatiou by the sovereign, or other proper authority of the state contracting. A treaty is
turbed by their being brought nearer together this considered to be extinguished when one of the contracting powers loses its existence as an Independent
is accomplished by making the hoops smaller than
the part which they arc to siirround, and then ex- State, when the internal Constitutiim or either State
panding them by heat, and then suffering them to is changed so as to make it inapplicable and in case
the
shrink or contract after having been put in their of warbetween the contracting parties, unless
places.
The hoops are secured to the body of the stipulations of the treaty have been expressly with a
gun, and the several layers of hoops to each other by view to the rupture. As there is often a ditticulty in
:

:

TREBUCHKT.

|)ir|iiiual in tlipir nature
tliDsr that arc fxliiiiiiiisliiil by war. it is com-

mon to insert clauses in treaties of peace reviving and
conlirrnini; the treaties formerly subsist iiii;; lictween
.1 traiti/ <>/ i/utiiaiit// \s an
the (H)ntraotin!: parties.
en!;agenient by which one State promises to aid another wlieii it is disturbed, or tlircateni'd to Ite (lis.
turbed, in the peaceable enjoyment of its rights by a
Treiitira nf iilUiiim may be ofTensive
third power.
or defensive in \\w former, the ally ensrai^es generally to co-opera'e in hostilities against a specified
power, or against any power with which the other
may be at war in the latter, the engagements of the
ally e.\tenil only to a war of aggression commenced
against the other Lonlracliug party. The execution
:

;

inches over the crest of the covered way.
There are two modes of constructing the cavalier,
depcMiding on the nature of the soil. \Vlien the e.\'
cavaled earth is of such a nature that it can be easily
made to stanil at any slope, a profile shown in the
drawing is preferred. as re(|iiiring less time and mateof 4 feet

{lisliniiiiisliiiii; siipiilatii)iis

from
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After having laid out the position of the cav-

by the full sap. the sappers widen the trench
feet, and make a step at the bottom of the Irencli
22 inches in height, and 5 feet (i inches within the
alier
li

gabion of the parapet this step serves as the phitto level the earth
of the parapet even with the fascines on top of the
first gabion, for the purpose of raising a second tier
of gabions, which is placed 23 inches beyond the
:

form on which the sappers mount

^!9jmii>-^)J>PJ»m^

.

]

first. The seroml tier is filled with earth. and crowned
is ocrasioimlly secured by hostages: as at
Peace of Aix la-Chapelle. In I74H. when i^cveral with two fascines. an<l the mound is raised to a level
Peers were sent lo I'aris as hostaires for the restora- with the fascines, by widening the trench to Ihe rear.
The e:irlh is now leveled even with the lop of ihe
tion of Cape Breton Ijy ({real Hrilain to France.
TREBUCHET.— A n"iodification of the battering- fascines, and a third tier of gabions is placed just on
ram, used in the Miildle Aages. It wa.s designed for the outside of the second: it is filled with earth,
throwing stones and making a breach. In its simple crowned with three fascines, and the mound is raised
form it was put in motion by means of a rope i>ulled lo a level with the upper fascine. This top tier forms
Loo))-holes are made by
by four men. Subsetpiently llu' tiiUnrhft was made the i)arapet of the work.
double. These shot stones by the backward and for- arraniiing san<l-bags on top of the parapet, for the
ward motion of the beam, one <'nd of which was al- purpose of covering the heads of men whilst in the
ways loaded while the other returned. The tnliuclnl act of firing. As the successive li<rs of gabions are
irit/i a diiif/ was conslrucled in much the same manplaced, steps, revetted with fascines, are made to
ner astlie simple Irebucliel.wilh this dilTerence, that, lead to the top: these steps have a rise and tread of
at a given moment, a hook fastened to the long end 22 inches: the topone serves as a banijuette.
When the soil excavated is loose, a cavalier made
of the beam let lly one of the ropes, and to the stone
was shot forth from he tangent of the circle describ- in the maimer just described would nol besufiiciented.
Also written tivhiirkit.
ly firm. The followini: construction will in this case
Afler having traced oul the cavaliir as
TREFLE. A term >ised in mining, from the sim- be used.
ilarily of thi' figure to trefoil.
Tin- sim|)le Irelle has before liy the full sap. a row of gabions is placed in
only two lodiiinents: the double trelle, four: ami the the bottom of the trench, along the fool of the interior slo|>e; this row is filled with earth, and crowned
triple one. six.
TREFOIL.— In Heraldry ,a very frequent charge.re- with Iwofaseines, andearlh isfiUed in between it and
the interior slope of the trench ;uiil brought to alevel
with the berin. A third tier of gabions is placed on this
plalform alongside of Ihe row forming the parap<'l of
thelrench: this tier is. in like manner. filled wilhearlh
and crowned with two fiiscines. Thi' second tier of
the cavalier is commenced, by placing a fourth row
of galii'iiis over the j)int of the two in Ihi' firsl tier;

of a treaty
tlie

1

I

I

—

Xrefoilin Heraldrf:

Trefoil in AicUiecinre.

presenting the clover-leaf, and is always dei)icied as
di/i/iii/. i. t.. furnished <viih a stalk.
TREFOIL-BUCKLER.- A shield or buckler in the
form of a tree-lobed leaf which was sometimes worn
by the Greek soliliers in ancient times.
'TRELLISED armor. -Armor of the ^liildle Ages,
made liilh of c|uilt(c| linen and skin, strengthened
with straps of thick liather. phiced Irellis-wise. Kacii
sqinin- i< iirnied with ii riveted Uiiil-heail.
TEENCH-CART. — The trench-cart is a common
hand-cart, employed principally in the transportation
of ammunition in siege-trenches.
In the Crimea,
trained pack-mules were employed in iransporting
other
supplies, from the depots to
ammunition and

this is filled with earlh, crowned with two fascines,
anil Ihe mound is raised on the exterior to a level
with this fourth gabion.
fifth row is next placed
alon^'siile ofilic Iwoin the firsl tier, filled with earlh
and crowned with Iwo fascines.
sixth is then

A

A

placed alongside of Ihe foiirlli.in the second lier.and
arningeil like the precedin::.
Finally, the jjarapet
is formed on this second tier, by placing a gabion
above the joint between those of the second tier.
The steps are made to ascend to the top, by throwing up a mound of earth, on the inlerior.against the
gabionade, anil forming Ihe surface into steps revetted with fascines, as in the last case.
In conducting
the operations in both these cases, it will be seen
that the top of the mound of i:irtli in rear of gabions
should be jircserved on a level of at le;ist a gabion
and a half in height below Ihe top of ea<rh successive
tier of gabions when filled with earth, in order to
of
tri'nches.
the
all p.irls
give the workmen an ample cover from tlie enemy's
TRENCH CAVALIER.— This work consists of a par- fire. See f'liriilier.
ai)et rai>ed on a mounil of earth for the pvirpose of
TRENCHES.- In ofFensive works and batteries, it
obtaining a plimtring fire on thi' covered-way of the is necessary on many occasions lo throw up a para
moimd
should
in all cases be pet, from earth excavated in rear of the parapet: such
hesiesed work. The
of siicb heicUttbat the cavalier will have a command an e.\cavation istermcd a trenc/i.
The usual depth

—

TEENCH SHELTER.
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per second, and in

of trenches is 3 feet. Should tlic nature of the ground
oe such as not to yield sufficient earth for the paraIn a siege,
jK't.a small ditch must be made iu I'ronl.
liie approaches made by the besiegers are termed
trenches, which are opened at varying distances from
the place, depending upon circumstances. See 8irge.
TRENCH-SHELTEE.— trench hastily thrown up
It is alto give cover to troops on a tield of battle.
ways 1 foot 3 inches deep, and tlie parapet is from
trench 3 feet broad can be made
to ii feet high.
in from 10 to 20 minutes; one 4 feet wide in from 30
to 40 minutes; and one 7 feet broad in from 30 to 60
minutes. There are also small trenches in rear for

muddy bottoms.
given to the pantaloons worn

.streams with

by the soldiers of certain lligldand regiments. They
are made of various tartan cloths.
The regiments
which wear the kill do not wear the trews.
TRIA JUNCTA IN UNO.— The motto of the Knights

A

of the Military (Jrder of the Bath, signifying " Faitli.

Hope and Charity."
TRIAL.— All trialsbefore Courts-Martial,

^

A

all

TREWS.— The name

like thost-

Courts, are conducted publicly: and in order
that this publicity may iu no case be attended with
tumult or indecorum of any kind, the Court is authorized, by the Rules and Articles of War, to punish at its discretion.all riotous and disorderly proceedthe supernumeraries.
TREND. In fortification. the general line of direc- ings or menacing words, signs, or gestures, used in
its presence. The day and place of meeting of a Gention of the side of a work or a line of works.
TREN8E.— A Germanic bit made of iron. It was eral Court-Martial having been published in orders,
of the Merovingian epoch, and was used on war- the officers appointed as members, the parlies and
witnesses, nuist attend accordingly. The Judge Adhorses.
TREPIED. An ancient name for a ballista when vocate, at the opening, calls ov'er the names of the
members, who arrange themselves on the right or
supp<irteii on three legs.
TRESSUEE. In Heraldry, a subordinary, gener- left of the president according to rank. The^memally said to be half the breadth of the orle, and usu- bers of the Court having taken their seats and disally borne double, and flowered and coimter-Hower- posed of any preliminary matter, the prisoner, prosed with fleurs-de-lis. It forms part of the royal in- ecutor, and witnesses are called into Court. The
signia of Scotland, which are; or, a lion rampart prisoner is attended by a guard, or by an officer, as
gules, armed and langued azure, within a double Ins rank or the nature of the charge maj- dictate;
The ori- but during the trial, should be unfettered and free
iressure flory counterrtory of the second.
gin of the tressure in the arms of Scotland has been from any bonds or shackles, unless there be danger
traced by the older heralds to the i)th c, when they of escape or rescue. Accommodation is usually afrelate that it was granted by Charlemagne to King forded, at detached tables, for the prosecutor' and
Achaius of Scotland, in token of an ancient alliance prisoner; also for any friend or legal adviser of the
between France and Scotland, and with the view of prisoner or prosecutor, whose assistance has been deindicating that the French lilies woidd iu time com- sired during the trial: but the prisoner only can adChalmers in- re.ss the Court, it being an admitted maxim, that
ing be a defense to the Scottish lion.
sinuates that these two mouarchswere probably not counsel are not to interfere in the proceedings or to
aware of each other's existence; and, in point of fact offer the slightest remark, much less to plead or
the double tressure is not known to have been borne argue. The Judge Advocate, by direction of the Presearlier than the time of Alexander III., on whose seal ident, rtrst reads, in an audible voice, the order for
it appears.
The tressure is, however, held in great holding the Court. He tlien calls over the names of
honor in Scottish Heraldy, and Lyon King-of-.'Vrms the meml)crs. commencing with the President, who
has not been permitted to grant it to any subject is always the highest iu rank. He then demands of
without a royal warrant; as a mark of especial favor, the prisoner, whether he has any exception or cause
of challenge against any of the members present,
it, has, however, occasionally been accorded by the
Sovereign to the representatives of important fauii- and if he has, he is required to state his cause of
lies directly descended by a maternal ancestor from challenge, c<mtining his challenge to one Member at
royalty, or who had deserved well of their King and a time: after hearing tiie prisoner's objection, the Presi<lent must order the Court to be cleared, when the
Country.
TRESTLE BRIDQE.— A bridge supported on tres- members will deliberate on and determine the relevtles.
This kind of bridge is vory u.seful in establish- ancy or validity of the objection the member chaling communications across shallow rivers with sound lenged retiring during the discussion.
Sufficient
and hard beds, and not subject to sudden floods; it causes for challenge are: the expression of an opinion
can be readily constructed with any kind of timber, relative to the subject to be investigated; having beeni
a member of a Court of Inquiry which gave aii opinit is not, however,
easily placed in shallow water
Trestle bridges are ion: or of another General Court-Martial, in which
suitable for deep muddy rivers.
of three kinds, tlu^ length of the legs depending on the circumstances wore directly investigated or of
They are described as fol- another General Court-JIarlial in which'the circumthe depth of the water.
stances were investigated incidentally and an opinion
lows
Two-legged trextlc. Formerl of two transoms, two fornu'd thereon: prejudice, malice, or the like. The
legs, and two diagonals lashed togetlier: it is used privilege of challenge is not confined to the prisoner:
for streams 6 feet deep and nuining with a velocity for there may be sources of prejudice in favor of the
of 5 feet per second, or in deeper streams if the vel- prisoner as well as against him, and urgent motives
ocity is less, and is suitable for any kind of hard bot- that may swaj- to acquit, as well as condemn. When
toms. Four-legged trentU'. Made of one transom, the prisoner and prosecutor decline to challenge any
four legs, and four diagonals lashed together. Used of the members,or where the causes of challenge havcin still waters where a greater length of leg than 12 been disallowed, the Judge Advocate proceeds toadfeet is not recpiired, or in running streams where the mini>ter to the .Mendiers of the Court, the oath prewater is not more than 3 feet deep, or the velocity scribed by law which is in the following words: "Vou.
greater than 3 feet per second. Anotlierkind of four- A. B., do swear, that you will well and truly try and
legged trestle bridge can be made in the same man- determine, according to evidence, the matter now l)ener, put together with nails, and is useful for bridges fore you, between the United States of America and
intended to stand for some time, as rope lashings the prisoner to be tried: ami that you will duly adTripud trestle. Maiie of one minister justice according to the provisions of "anact
soon rot under water.
transom, six legs (three on each side, and placed in establishing rules and articles for the government of
a triangle lashed at the apex, and fixed together at the armies of the United States", without partiality,
the basis by ledgers), four cross-bearers to support favor or afTectioii: and if any doubt shall arise, not
the transom, ami four stakes to support the bearers, explained by said articles, according to your underthe whole lashed together. This kind of bridge is standing and the custom of war iu like cases: and you
do further swear, that you will not divulge the senit may be
particularly usefid for military purposes
used in water C feet deep, with a velocity of 5 feet tence of the Court, until it shall be published b) the
in Civil
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proper aiitliority: ucitlu-r will you disclose or discover llic vole or opinion of any piirticiiliir Member of
the ('otirl-Miirliiil, iinliss re(|iiir(il lo i;ive evidence
tlier<'of, lis a witness, by u Court of justice in due
cours<M>f law. .So help you (iod." The oath is taken

by each Member holding uj) his riirht liand and repeating the words after the .ludixe-Advoeale. Afl<'r
the oath has been a<lniinistered to all the Mend)ers,
the President administers to the Judpe-Advocale.tlie
particular oath of secrecy to be oliscrved by him. ami
which is as follows: "You. A. 15.. do swear thai you
will not disclose or discover the vole or opininii of
any particular Mend)er of the Courl-Martial. uidess
required to give evidence thereof as a witness, by a
Court of Justice in due course of law, nor divulge the
sentence of the Court to any but the |)roper authority,
until it shall be duly disclosed liy the same. So help
vou God." The oath ta!:en by the President and
Jlembers contains a twofold olilisiation to secrecy:
1st, That they will not divulge the sentence of the
Court, until it shall lie published by proper authority;
and. 2d. Thai they shall not disclose or discover the
vote or opinion of any particular Jleinber of the
<'ourl-Martial. unless required to give evidence thereof by a Court of Justice, in a due course of law. liolh
these obligation-! have tlieirfoundalion in reason and
good policy. No sentence of a (ieneral Coiirt-.Martial is complete or tinal. until it has been duly ajiproved. I'ntil that period it is, strictly speakim;,no
more than an opinion, which is subject to alteration
or revisal.
In this interval, the communicalion of
that opinion could answer no ends of justice, but
niiglil, in many cases, lend to frustrate them.
The
obligation to perpetual .secrecy, with regard to the
votes or opinions of the particular Members of the
Court, is likewise foun<led on tlic wisest policy. The
officers who composi' a niililary tribunal are, in a
great degree, dependent for their |)rcfcrmenl on the
President.
They are even, in some measure, under
Iheinrtuence of their Commander-in-Chief— considerThis danger is,
ations which might impair justice.
therefore, best obviated by the contidencc and security which every .Member ]iosse.sses, that his panic iiAnolhcr reason
lar ojiinion is nevir lo be divulged.
is, that the individual Members of the Court m:iynot
be expo.sed to the resentment of jiarlies and their
connections, which can hardly fail lo be excited by
these sentences, which Courts-Marl ial are obliged to
award. Il may be necessary for officers, in the course
of tiieir duty, daily, to associate and frei|ueiilly to lie
sent on the same command or service, w itli a jierson
against whom they have given an uiifiivondile vole
or opinion on a (Jourl-.Martial. The publicity of tlies''
voles or opinions would cfMle the most dangerous
animosities, equallj' fatal to the peace and security
of individuals, and jircjudicial lo the imblic service.
The oath which is taken by the .Judge Advocate, contains the same obligation to secrecy, except so far as
il relates to the person who has thea|iproving or disapproving of the sentence of thelourl. Il is not inconsistent with his oath or duly, for the .Judge .Advocate to communicale to the pniper authority, his
The .Judge
views of the proceeding of the Court.
Advocate is, however, bound by oath, as well as llie
-Members of the Court, to maintain the strictest secrecy with regard lo the votes or opinions of individuals for the reasons above stated. The oath taken
by the Members of the Court commences with Ihese
words: "You, A. 15., do swear that you will well and
Irulv try and determine, according to evidence, the
matter now before you, between the United Stales
of America and the prisoner to be tried." The e.xpression "prisoner," in the singular number, seems
to imply that the swearing, and consequently the
That course
trial, should in each case be separate.
should therefore be pursued. Application to delay
the assembling of the Court, from the absence or in-

[
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disposition of the witnesses, the illness of the parties,
other cause, should be made, when practicable, to
the authority convening the Court; but application to

v>r

TRIAL.

put off or suspend the trial may be urged with a
Court-Martial, subseciuent to the swearing of the
-Members.
Il may be supported by altidavit, and Ihe
Coiirl, in allowing it to prevail, niusi be salisticd. if
llie cause be absence of a wilness, thai Ihe testimony
proposed to be olTcrcd is material, and that the applicant cannot have sulislanlial justice wilhout il.
points, therefore, which each wilness is intended
to prove, must be set forth in the ajiplicaliun, and it
must also be shown that the absence of Ihe witness
is not allributable lo any neglect of the applicants.
.\ precise period of delay must be applied for, and
it must be made to apjiear that there is reasonable
ex]ieclation of procuring the attendance of the wilness by the slated lime; or, if the absence of a witness be attribiiled lo his illness, a surgeon, by oral
testimony, or by allidavit, must stale Ihe inability of
the wilness lo the ('(iiirl, Ihe nature of hisdi.sea.se,

The

liie lime which will probably elajisc before the
witness may be able togive hisleslimony. TheCourt
must obviously be adjourned at any period of its proceedings, prior lo the final close of Ihe prosecution
land defense, on salisfaclory jiroof. by a Medical
Officer, thai Ihe prisoner is in such a siale, thai actual danger lo his heidlh would arise from his attendance in Courl and where the jirisoniT is so ill as lo
render it probable that his inaliilily lo allend the
Court will lie of such continuance as lo <iperate lo
the inconvenience of the service, eillier by the detention of Ihe Members of the Courl from their regiments, or from other cause, the Court may be dissolved by the authority which convened il. Though
Ihe jirisoner may have been arraigned, anil the trial
proceeded with. Ihe prisoner, on recovery, wdiild be
amendable lo trial by anolher Courl. The illness of

and

;

llic

iiroscciilor

pension of the

would,

in

few cases, juslify

llii'

sus-

cxce|iling, jierhaps, for a very
iimileil jieriod: all proseeulions before Courts-Martial
being considereil as Ihe suit of the I'niled Stales, or
an individual Slate, as the case may be. The Courl
being regularly eonsliluled, and every preliminary
form gone Ihrougli, tie' .liidge-Advocale, as ]irosetrial,

ciilor for Ihe I'liilcd Slates, desires llie jirisoner lo
listen to Ihe charge or cli:irges brought against him,

which he reads with an audible voice, and then Ihe
])Visoner is asked, whether lie is guilty or not guilty
'l"he charge br'ing sufof Ihe matter of accusation.
ticienl, or not objected to, the jirisoner must jilead
lsl,(iuilty: or 2d, Specially to Ihe jurisdicor 3d. Tiie general plea of iintf/iiilli/,
w hich is the usual course where the prisoner makes
adcfense.
If from obstinacy and design the jiri.soiier
stand mute, or answer forciirn to the purpose, llm
Court may proceed to trial ;ind judgment, as if the
lirisoner had regularly pleaded ii-it i/iiflti/: but if the
prisoner iileail f/iulti/, the Courl w ill proceed to determine what iiunishmeul shall be awarded, and to proeither;

tion, or in bar:

nounce sentence thereon. Preparatory lo this, in all
cases where tlii' ]iunislimenl of he olfcnse charged is
diserelioiiiiry, and csiieci:illy where the discretion includes a w idc range and great variety of punishment,
and the specilications do not show all the circumstances attending theolTenscthc Courl should receive
and report, in itsproeeediiius, any evidence the Judge
Advocate may olfer. for the pur|iosc of illustrating
the actual character of Ihe otTeiisc, not w iihslanding
such
the parly accused may have pleailed guilty
1

;

evidence" being necessary to an enliglileiied exercise
of lliediscrelion of Ihe (lourl. in measuring the punIf
ishment, as well as for the approvingjiiulhority.
there be any exception lo this rule, il is where the
specification is so full and jirecise as to disclose all
theeircnmslances of mitigation oraggravation which
accompany Ihe offense. When that is the case, or
when the punishment is lixcd, and no discretion is
allowed, explanatory testimony cannot be needed.
Special pleas are either to the jurisdiction of the
Court, or in bar of the charge. If any officer or soldier be arraigned liy a Court not legally constituted,
either as to The authority by which il !o a-ssemblcd.
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of its members, or ever, should be recorded on the proceedings, in the
prisoner may except to the order in wliioli it is received b_v the Court. A quesjurisdictiou of the Court-Martial.
iSpecial pleas in tion to a witness is registered before enunciation;
bar go to tlie merits of the case, and set forth a rea- wlien once entered, it cannot lie ixpunged. except
son why, even admitting the charge to be true, it b.v the consent <if the parties liefore the Court: if
should be dismis.sed. and the prisoner discharged, not permitted to be pul to the witness, it slill apformer accpiittal or conviction of the same offense pears on the proceedings accompanied by the deciwould obviously be a valid bar, except in case of ap- sionof the Court. The examination in cliicf of each
peal from a Hegimental to a C4eueral Courl-Martial. particular witness being ended, the cross-examinaThough the facts in issue should be charged to have tion usually follows, though it is optional willi tlie
happened more than two years prior to the date of prisoner to defer it to the final close of the examinaIhe order for the assembling of the Court-Martial, yet tion in chief. The re-examinalionby the prosecutor,
it is not the province of the Court, unless objection on such new points as the prisoner may have made,
be made, to innuire into the cause of the imjiediment succeeds the cross-examination, and tiiially, tlie Court
in the outset.
It would be to presinne the illegality puts such questions as in its judgment may tend to
of the Court, whereas the Court shotdd assume that elicit the truth,
It is customary when deemed necessary by the
manifest impediment to earlier trial did exist, and
leave the facts to be developed by witnesses in the Court, or desired by a witness, to read over toliini,
ordinary course.
pardon ma}- be pleaded in bar. immediately before he leaves the Court, the record
If fidl, it at once destroys the end and purpose of of his evidence, which he is desired to correct if
charge, by remitting that punishment which the pms- erroneous, and, with this view, any remark or explaecution seeks to inflict; if conditional, the perform- nation is entered upon the proceedings. No erasure
ance of the condition must be known; thus, a soldier or obliteration, is, however, admitted, as it is essenarraigned for desertion, must plead a general pardon, tiully necessary that the authority wliich has to reand prove that he surrendered himself within the view the sentence, should have the most ample means
stipulated period.
No oflicer or soldier, being ac- of judging, not only of any discrepancy in the statequitted or convicted of an offense, is liable to betried ments of a witness, but of any incident wliich mav
a second time for the same. But this provision ap- be made the subject of remark, by either party in
plies solely to trials for the same incidental act and addressing the Court.
Although a list of witnesses summoned by the
crime, and to such persons as have, in the first instance, been legally tried.
If any irregularity take Judge-Advocate, is furnished to the court on asseniplace on the trial rendering it illegal and void, the bling, it is not held imperative on the prosecutor to
prisoner must be discharged, and be regarded as examine such witness; if he should not do so, howstanding in the same situation as before the com- ever, the prisoner has a right to call any of them,
mencement of these illegal proceedings. The same Should the prisoner, having closed liis cross-e.xamcharge may, therefore, be again preferred against the ination, think proper subsequently to recall a pro.seprisoner who cannot plead the previous illegal trial cutor's witness in his defense, the examination is
held to be in chief, and the witness is subject to
in bar.
prisoner cannot plead at the liar that he has not cross-examinatiim by the prosecutor, Althougli eithbeen furnished with a copy of the charges, or that er party may have concluded his case, or the regulai
the copy furnished him differed from that on which examination of a witness, jet should a material queshe has been arraigned. It is customary and proper tion have been omitted, it is usually submitted bv
to furnish him with a correct copj-; but the omission the party to the President, for the consideration (if
shall not make void, though it may postpone the the Court, which generally permits it to be put. The
trial.
If the special plea in bar be such that, if true, prisoner being placed on his defense, mav proceed
the charge should be dismissed and the i)ris(merdis- at imce to the examination of witnesses; firstly. In
charged, the .ludge-Advocate should be called on to meet the charge, and secondly, to speak as to charanswer it. If he does not admit it to be true, the acter, reserving his address to the Court, until the
prisoner must produce evidence to the points alleged conclusion of such examinatian. The prisoner liavthereiu
and if, on deliberation, the plea be found ing finished the examination in chief of each witness,
true, the facts being recorded, the Court williidjourn the prosecution cross-examines; the prisoner reand the President submit the proceedings to the of- examines, to the extent allowed to the prosecutor,
ficer by whose (irder llic Court was convened, with tliat is, on such new pcints as the cross-examination
a view to the immediate discharge of the prisoner. may have touehcil on, and the Court jiuts anv quesTlie ordinary plea is not guilty, in which case the tions deemed necessary. The prisoner, liavimi finally
The Judge-Advocate cautions all closed his examination of witnesses, and selecting
trial proceeds.
witnesses on the trial to withdraw, and to return to tlds period to address the Court, offers sucli stateCourt, only on being called. He then proceeds to ment or argument as he may deem conducive to
the examination of witnesses, and to the reading and weak<n the force of the prosecution, by phiciiur his
proof of any written evidence he may have to bring eondiicl in the most favorable light, accounting for
forward. After a prisoner lias been arraigned on or p;illialiiig fiicts, confuting or removing any inipiispecific charges, it is irreguhir for;i Court-.Abirli:iI to tatioii ,-is to motiv<'s; answering the a'rguiiienl's of the
admit any additional charge against him, even though prosecutor, contrasting, comparing and comnuiitiiig
he may not have eutered on Ids defense. The trial on. any contradictory evidence; summinir up the
on the charges first i)referred, must be regidarly con- evidence on both sides, where the residt promises t<
eluded, when, if neeessarj', the jirlsoner may be tried favor the defense, and, finally, presentinn- his dedue(m any further accusation brought against liim. On tions therefrotn.
the trial of cases not capital, liefore Courts-Marti;d,
The utmost liberty cDUsisteut with the interest of
the deposition of witnesses not in Mne or St;itT of parties not before the Court iiiid with the resjiect
the army, maj' be taken before .some Justice of the due to the Court it.self, shovild, ;it ;ill times, be alPeace, and read in evidence, i)rovided, the prose- lowed a prisoner. As he has an undoubted right to
cutor and person accused are present at the same. impeach, by evidence, the cli;iracter of the wiliiesses
or are dul}- notified thereof. The examination of brought against him, so he is justified in contrastinir
witnesses Is invariably in the presence of the Court
and remarking on their testimony, and on the nui
because, the counleii;ince. looks and gestures of a tives by which they, or the prosecutor, may have
to
or
t;ike
witness add
away from, theWeight of his been infiuenced. All coarse and insulting language
testiniimy. It is usually by interrogation, sometimes is, however, to be av<nded, nor ought iiivective to
by narration; in either case the Judge-Advocate be indulged in. as the most pointed defense may be
records the evidence, as nearly as possible, in the couched in the most <lecorous language. The Court
express words of tlie witness. All evidence, what- will prevent the prisoner from adverting to i)arties
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alluded to in evidence,
be uctually iicccssary to his own

cxculpaliim.
It may soMii'linus lianpi-n that llic
parly accusfil may liiiil il al>s(iliil(ly necessary, in
dffi-iisi' (if himself, 1(1 Ihniw Mame and even eriniinnor
alily »n dlhers, who are no parlies Id Ihe Irial
can a jirisoner be refused that liberly. whieli is essenIt is sullieient for Ihe
tial Id his own juslilieatidn.
parly a^urieveil, that the law can furnish ample redress ai;ainst all calumnidus or unjust accusations.
The Court is bdund to hear whatever address, in his
defence, the accused may think lit to olTer, not being
in itself contemptuous or disrespectful.
It is competent to a Court, if il think i)roper, to
i-aution the prisoner, as he proceeds, thai, in its opinion, such a line of defense as he may be pursuini;
would probably not weiirh with the Court, nor operate in his favor; but, to decide against hearing lum
stale argmnents, which, notwithstanding such caution, he may ])ersist in pulling forward, as grounds
of juslilieation or extenuation (such arginnents not
being illegal in themselves.) is going i)eyond what
any Court would be warranted in doing. Il occasionally hai>pens. that, on presenting to the Courl a
written address, the iirisoner i.s uneiiual to the task
of reading it, from indisposition or nervous excitement; on such oicasions the Judge Advocate issomelimes re(|uested l)y Ihe President to read it but, as
the impression which might be anticiiiated to be
made by it, may, in the judgmeiil of the prisoner, be
affected more or less by the m:inner of its delivery,
;

;

Courts-.Martial g<'nerally feel disjMi.sed to concede "to
the accused the indulirence of permitting it to be
read by any friend named by him. particularly if that
friend be a military man, or if Ihe .ludge Advocate
be the actual prosecutor. Courts-.Martial are particularly guarded in adhering to the custom ol resisting
every attempt on the part 'if counsel to address them.
lawyer is not recognized liy a Courts-.Martial,
though his jire'ence is tolerated, as a friend of the
prisoner to assist him by advice in i)rep;iring rpieslions for witnesses, in taking notes, and shai)ing his
defense.
The prisoner having closed his defense, the prosecutor is entitled to rei)ly, when witnesses have been
examined on tiie defense, or wliere new facts are
opened in the address. Thus, though no evidence
may be brought forward by the prisoner, yet should
he "advert to any case, and by drawing a parallel,
altem])l to draw his juslilieation trom it, the prosecutor will be iiermiited to observe on the case so
When the Court allows the prosecutor to
cited.
reply, it generally grants him a reasonable time to
prepiire il
and upon his reading it. the trial ceases.
Sliould Ihe prisoner have examined witnesses to
poinis not touched on in the prosecution, or should
lie have entered on an examination impeaching the
credibility of the proseculor'.s evidence, the prosecutor is allowed to examine witnesses to the new
matter; the Court being careful tocontine him within
the limits of this rule, which lends to the re establishing the character of his wilnesses, to impeaching
those of the defense, and to rebutting the new mailer brought forward by the prisoner, supported by
evidence. He cannot be allowed to examine on any
points, which, in their nature, he might have foreseen previously to the di fcnse of the prisoner. The
prosecutor will not be jiermitled to bring forward
evidence to rebut or counteract the elTecl of mailer
elicited by his own cross examination but is strictly
conlineil to new matter introduced Ijy Ihe i)risoner.
deand sii|)iiorted by his examination in chiet.
fense, resting on motives, or qualifying the imputation attaching to facts, generally lets in evidence in
reply; as, in such cases, the prisoner usually adverts,
by evidence, to matter which it would have been imThe adpossible for the prosecutor to anticipate.
missibity of evidence, in reply, may L'.nerally be
determined by the answer to the (questions: Could,
the prosecutor have foreseen this ? Is it evidently

A

Is the object of funher iiKpiiry to reestablish the character of witnesses impeached by
eviden<;e (not by declbmation) in the course of the
dcfense.orisit to impeach the character of the prisoner's witnesses;'
Cross-examinalioii of such new wit.
msses, to the extent limited by the examination in
chief, thai is, contincd to such points or mailer a.H
the pro.seculor shall have examined on, is allowed
on the part of Ihe prisoner. See Cimrt-Mitrti'al.
TRIAL Bl BATTLE. In ancient law. the giving
of ga^e or pledge for trying a cause by single C(mibal. formerly allowed in milil;iry. criminal, and civil
cases.
In writs of right, wliere the Irial was by
champions, Ihe ten;inl pr(p(luce(l his champion, who.
by throwing down his glove as a gage or pledge,
thus waged (jr stipulated battle with the champion
of the defendant, who, by taking u|) Ihe i^love. accepted Ihe <liallenge. See Wiii/irnf liattli.
TRIANGLE. \\\ instrument used for laying olT
angles, and with a straight edge for drawing parallel
lines.
They are made of hard wood, rubber, or
metal, and are either solid or with open <(nler: the
angles are usually ;ill, (iO, jind IMhlegrees, orl">,4.'i,and
i)0 degrees; Ihe length of the sides vary from .I to
13 inclies. The wooden triangles are lighter, less expensive, and less liable to soil Ihe i)aper than the
metal, but cannot be made so accurately; the wood
triangles are also apt to warp and become incorrect
b3" wear in using.
The advantage of the open over
Ihe solid triangles is, when of wood lh;it they are
less liable to warp, and if of metal they are lighter;
besides these reasons, Ihev do not conceal so nmcli
of the drawing, iuid in using them the draughtsman
can see better how to draw his lines. To see if the
right angle of a triangle is correct, draw a straight
line, and bring the edge of one of the sides exactly
on il. having Ihe righi angle aboul tin- middle of if;
then draw a line along thi' other side, from Ihe right
angle; now, it is to be supposed there is a right angle

;

:

A

|

on each side of the last line drawn; to prove it, lake
up Ihe triangle and place it in Ihe same position it
occupied before, but on ihc opposite side of the last
line; now, if the angle of the triangle is not i)0 degrees, when one side corresponds with its line the
other will not. To prove the angle of 30. sec if it
is one-third of DO, and the angle of (10 should be
double of Ihe 311 angle. The edges of Ihe triangle
can be tested in the same manner as the edgis of a
straight edge. The simplest way to test the right angle of a triange is by the right angle of llieTs(iuare,
one edge of tiie triangle being held against the blade
and the tworiirhl angles brought together; the other
side of the triauiile should fit <'venly on the head of
the T s(iinire: the other i)lan is the mosi correct, as
there inav be an error in the angle of IheT square.
The 'riangle is one of Ihe most useful articles in a
drau'.'htman's set of instruments.
TRIANGLE GIN.— There are two patterns of this
style of gin: the Hi feet, and the 18 feet. The latter
the former are applicable
are for general service
only to mounting guns on travelinir.or standing carriases, platform, wagons, etc.. and two of them are
See
recpiired with all guns heavier than .'56 cwt.
:
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proposition in meclianics wliicli is merely a formal
modification of the paraUel'igrmn of forcen, and, as
The parallelojrram
•lenerally stated, is its converse.
of forces enunciates that, if two forces, P and t^.
represented in direction and inasxnihideby .VHand AC
inclined at an angle to each other, act on a |)oint A,
tlieir resultant, R, is represented in direction and
nia<;nitude by the diagonal, AI), of tlie parallelogram
Now, as Ihc
formed on the two lines .\B ami AC.
resultant, R. is equivalent to the ccjmbined action of
I' and Q, it would exactly croimterliulance them if
acting in the opposite direction Alt', but would still
be fully represented by the diagonal line .\I), taken
as from V) to A. Also, instead of An,(!D may be taken
Hence as the sides of the triangle
to represent P.
A('I) completely represents the three forces, we have
the proposition, that if three forces in the same plane
be in equilibrium on a particle; and if in that plane
iiny three mutually intersecting lines be drawn parallel to the directions of the forces, the lengths of tlie
sides of the triangle thus formed will be proportionIts proof rests
al to the magnitudes of the forces.
up in the previously ascertained fact that R', P, and
Q, three equilibrating forces at A, are proportional
to AD, CD, ACandon the geometrical theorem that
a triangle who sides are respectively parallel to those
of another triangle, has its sides proportional to those
of the latter; and consequently the ratio and relative
direction of the forces R, P, and Q are fully repre.sented by ad, cd, andac,the sides of the triangle aed.
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German Empire— black,

ideil vertically.

Italy

(Uvi<U'(l horizontally.
i(le(i

vertically.

lUli;iiitn

-

Meteorological and magnetic observations are often
taken simultaneously with the astronomical; and, indeed, arc now consiih'red as nearly indispensable in
inodiTu opiriilions. See Siirn j/iiigund Triiiiign'mtii'ii.

white, red,

irrcin. while, reil. ilivbUirk, yillow, red, divi-

llcilhind— red. whiti-. blue, divided
horiziintiilly.
Tlii' trieulor took its rise at the coin,
meiicenienf of the Kniieh Kevolulinn as the ha<ii;e
The red ami blue were seof the National (Juard.
lectetl as the arms of Paris. and the white was added,
as the color of the army. to show the intimate union
which should subsist between the jieople and the

ded
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vertically",

armed force.
TRIDENT.-

1. In
ed spear nuieh used

Roman

TRIGONOMETRY.- The measurement

wholly inapplicable, as trigonometry, like geometry,
has far exceeded its primitive limits; and though the
original nanu' is, for convenience, retained, the science niiiy be more |)roperly defined astlii' "C(msideraliou of altenialing or periodic magnitude." Trigononntry, within the limits of its earlier delinition, is
geometrical; its advance beyond these limits is due to
the introduction of purely algebraic methods.
The
quantities with which geometrical trigononu'try baa
to deal are certain linesdefinitely placc<t with respect
to an angle, and conse(|uently varying with it. These
nes. gene ral ly dent tminatrd t riff'>ii*tiiit t ri'''d fit ftrU'i/ttx
of the angle, are the siiie.cosine, tangent, cotangent,
secant, and cosecant, and iire represented in the ac-

aiitic|uity,athree-])ronj;-

the contests of gladiators l>y
the Uetiarius. 2. In classic mythology the trident
is used as thesyndiol of Neptune's sovereignty over
the sea.
It consisted of a staff, armed at one end
with tliree short prongs, witli double barbs at the
points, resembling the fuM-inn used by tlu- Italians
in catching large lish. particularly the sword-lisli,
from which we nniy perhaps inferthat Neptune was
originally the god of the lisheruuMi. It was customary among the (irecian states to place the tigures of
their patron deities, or their ai)propriate symbols, on
coins: hence we frequently meet with the trident on
ancient coins, such as those of Saguntum, etc.; likewise on the Sicilian coins of Micro, etc.
TRIGGER. —.\ steel-catch, which being pulled disengaL'cs the cock of agun-lock. and causes the hammer to strike the nipple in percussion-muskets, and
The pull of the
the liring-pin in breech-loaders.
trigger shoidd not be too great, a three-pound pull
being the minimum. It should be pnssed by a steadily increasing pressure of the tiiigcr in the direction
of the a.xis of the barrel, without comuumicatiiig motion totheritle, the breath being held until the hammer falls. If the trigger is too hard and is pulled
convulsively, the muzzle will be turned to the right.

of triangles.

Tliis ili'lijiiliori. Ihougli expressing correctly enough
the sco|)e of trigonometry in its early stages, is now

in

1 i

!

There should be a ijuick and decided connection
between the mind and linger. Few men can pull off companying
the Irigirer of the average service rille with tlie first
joint of a single finger. It is well for each soldier to
tire his own and the same gun on all occasions, in
order to become acquainted with its defects of construction, and learn how to make alliiwances for consecpicnt deviations from the theoretical trajectory.

See

Ihiir-triijiirr.

TRIGGER-TESTER.
gers of

ritles.

National Hitle

— A contrivance to test the trig-

According to the Regulations of the
Association all miUhtry ritles nnist

trigger, full cocked, the minimum
pounds, and all "Mtr riHes 3 pounds. The
tester is usually made by attaching to an Iron rod.
bent to an angle or hook at tin- upper end ('.o hang
on the triggeri, as much lead as will, with rod and

sustain

upon the

weight of

all. wei'_'l\

ti

r.

or

:!

pounils.

TRIGONOMETRICAL SDKVEY. —Trigonometrical
is that higher branch of measurement of
the earth's surface in which the use of angular iustru.
ments,such as thethcodolite. altitude. and azimuth instrument or sextant, is indispensible in forming the network of triangles, on the accuracy of which the corIn the article Tkirectness of the survey depends.

surveying

ANOULATioN.thc ncccssary operaticjns have been briefly adverted to, and in Okdnanck Sukvev will he found
a sketch of the history of the principal modern trigonometrical surveys execiUed. or now being made.
In the -l/rf*" Mi'moiri' nf MiUtnry Srieiicfit.conAwcivA
by officers of the Corps of Royal Engineers, a very
full .and complete article will ,be foinid on this subject; and the (iovernment Blue Books, from time to
time issued on the surveys both of Kngland and India
afford much valuable information on the internal
economy and arrangements neccssarj' for carrying
on such vast works.
When it is necessary to fix the astronomical position of the stations, of course, the transit zenith sector and other instruments used in the observatory,
must be transferred to situations very often diflicult
of access, exposed to strong winds, etc.. which adds
much to the difficulty of getting correct observations.

figure. The angle HAC is placed at the
center of a circle, called the circle of reference; its
ji/«c.('I).is the perpendicular let fall from the extremity of one radiiis upon the other; the nmiiw. DA, is
that part of the railius between the foot of the sincr
and the center; ihv tnKi/iitt. HE. is drawn at right
angles to one radius to meet the other i)roduccd; the
»ec<i/(<,.\E.is the radius produced to meet the extremity of the tangent; the rotdngent, Fli, is drawn from
the extremity of a radius at right angles to one of the
former, to meet the other jiroduced; and the rimeriiut,
AG, is the radius produced to meet the extremity of
the cotangent. OiIkt functions, as the ti ned ai nc
1)B, which is the distance from H to the foot of the
sine, and its counteri);irl, the ri^nrM'/niin KM, have
been occasionally introduced ami defined, but they
EAF, the angle which must
are of no practical use.
be added to BAC to make up a riijht angle, is called
the i;,m]ilimi-iit of BAC; and CAL,tlie defect of BAC
from two right angles, is called its mipplrnimt; au<l
by inspiction of the figure we can see at once that
the sini- of BAC. CD, is e<pial to.MI.thc cosine of
its complement; that thecosine of BAC, AD, is eepial
to CII, the sine of its complement; and that generally any function of an angle is the co-function of its
complement, and rirr vtrnu ; also, that CI), the sine
of CAB, is also the sine of its siq)plemcnt: AD, the
cosine of ('.\B. is the <osine of its supplement; aixl
that generally the function of an angle (s the fun<If a riiiht angle he added to
tion of its supplement.
BAC, then we have the triangles ADC, ABE. shifted so as to be situated in the same relative position
to AF as they are now to AB, and each line is consequenllv at riffht angles to its former position. hence
the sign "of BAC is the cosine of (!M)'-|-BAC), and
similarly of the others. By an extension of this ])rocess of investigation we arrive at the general conclusions that if'iii (iitgl^ ht tt'liUd pt or Uikeii front oiif
.

tir

an mid number uf

right anglen, tite functuiti af the
the cti-fuiictit>n uf the one lu'derixed; and that
(ingle he (uitlfd tu i/r Uiken, frotn an even nuinlier

nriginaX
if an

in

of right angles, the functitnui of tlie original angle ore

—
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functiims of (Jie derived <ine. Rut sinfc a function
is the same function of its supplement, a
knowledge of the function would enable us to determine to which of the two angles it belonged, unless
we possessed some knowledge of more than the mere
magnitude of the function. This desideratum is supplied in the following manner: B is taken as the zero-point of reckoning, the radius BA, which is thus
supposed to be fixcd^ is one of the bounding lines of
every angle, the other side being supposed to move
in the direction BFL,as the angle increases. Let the
radius AC be supposed to sweep round the circle in
a left-hand direction (viz., toward F), then, as it approaches F, the sine CD increases, til!, on reaching
F, the sine coincides with tlie radius; passing F,and
moving toward L,the sine diminishes, till, on reachContinuing its progress
ing \i, it becomes zero.
round the circle, the angle BAC l)ecomes re-enirant
(viz., greater than two right angles); and its size
again increases, becoming equal to the radius at M.
and diminishing at tlie fourth quadrant till it becomes
zero at B. While the angle increased from B to L,
the sine was drawn dinriiirard: for the other half of
the revolution, it was drawn upward; hence, in the
lirst and second quadrants, the sine is said to be /)".'.itivt, and in tlic third and fourth ii-egntiiv, the position of a ftmction in the first quadrant being adopted as the standard. The following table shows the
variation (increase or decrease, and between what
limits, as well as the sign affecting it) of each of the
functions as the angle increases:
tlie

of an angle

0" to
ilO"

'•

90° inc.
180" dee.R- - 0.—
370" inc.O
R,—
360° dec.R— 0,—

—

180"
270°

dec.

R

inc.

dec.

R

— 0, + inc.
— E,— dec. ^
— — inc.
— R.+ dec.
0,

°»

inc.

AB
— ,and

—

We here

observe that all the functions increase and
decrease alternately as the angle of which they are
the functions passes from one^ quadrant to another:
also that the sine and cosecant are affected by the
same signs, as also are the cosine and secant, and
tangent and cotangent.
Again, from Fig. 1, we obtain, from the properties
of right-angled and of similar triangU-s, the following relations between the functions: Sin.--|-cos.-^
R^, tan.-'-(-R-=sec.2, cot.-+R-=cosec», tan. R ::

=

sin.

:

COS., see.

R

:

::

R

:

COS., cot.

R

:

;:

:

sin.,

From
cosec.
R :: R sin., and cot. R :: R
these eight relations wc can easily obtain any one
function in terms of any other, both as regards its
:

magnitude and

:

:

:

sign.

The reason why

the circle ;uul its radius are emthe functions is that we
may obtain soine invariable standard by which to estimate them, for while, as the angle increiises from
0" to 360", its functions are in a state of constant
cliange, their standard of reference, the ra<lius, remains tlie same. For greater simplification the radius is taken as unity, and the relations become sin.*

ployed

in the definition of

sec.

=

AC
,

cot.

=

AB

AC
;

BC

geometry enables us

to determine witli accuracy are
belonging to the angles of an etjuilateral triangle, an isosceles right-angled triangle, and an iso.soceles triangle which has each of tlie angles at it.«
base double of the third angle (/.(.. base angles each
tliose

72". vertical angle, 36")
and from these,
of a proposition (demonstrated in all text
;

by means
books ou

the subject) which determines the functions of the
angle (A+B) from a knowledge of the functions of
and of those of B and also, as a corollary to the
preceding, the functions of 2A, 4A, HA, etc., and inversely of JA, 5^A, etc., from a knowledge of those of
the angle A, have been obtained and tabulated the

A

;

Cotangent.

Secant.

—
—
—
inc. R

*,+ dec. »
R,— inc.
",— dec. '^
-0,— dec."— R,+ inc.
dec.

0,

R

*

Cosecant.

— +ldec.
— <»,- inc.
— 0,+Jdec.
— *,— inc.
0,

— R.^— R,—
R — <^,—
«>

R—

"^o.-l-

="

functions of all angles from 1' to 4.')", the functions
of angles from 4'5" to 360" being, as is evident from
the above "remarks respecting comulen.entary and

supplementary angles, merely repetitions of these.
The relations between the angles and sides of a triangle are three in number, and are obtained from
simple geometric considerations; thev are (1) AB:

—

XV

:

:

sin.

C

sin.

:

B

:

(2) cos.

B=

AB''-fB(;s—

2AB BC

AC

;

.

:

COS.
tan.

,

and in algebraic trigonomeBC;
try these latter are the definitions of the trigonometrical functions.
The only angular functions which
cosec.

inc.

-

BC

AB

Tangent.

Cosine.

Sine.

Angle.

=

the above relations, tan.

\B -f AC AB— AC
From these relations

+

KB—

C tan.
tan. i(B
(3)
in conjunction with the
Cj.
fact that the three angles of a triangle collectively
amount to 180", it is possible, having given any three
(one being always a side) of the six elements (three
sides and three angles) of a triangle, to determine
the other three. It is this that constitutes trigonometry in its primitive and elementary form. If the triangles be right-angled, only the first relations and the
property of the sides of a right-angled triangle, are
Further infornecessary for the conq)lete solution.
:

:

:

;

mation on this subject will be found in any text-book.
Algebraic trigonometry is one of the most important
l=cosee*, and branches of analysis, but it is too extensive and va-|-cos.''=l, tan.-+l=sec.'', cot. =
(by the reduction from the proportional to the divi- ried to be even sketched here: suffice it to say. that
sin.
in it the trigonometrical functions are not considered
as geometrical magnitudes, but as numerical (pninlisionid forn\ of the other five relations) tan.=
ties having certain relations to each other, and that
cos.
the circle as well as the angular functions are treated
1
1
COS.
1
the as nndtiples or sub-multii)les of the radius. Many
tau.=
cosec. :=
sec.=
,cot.
important restdts, su<h as the approximate estimacot.
COS.
sin.
sin.
various fimctions being exprchsed in terms o! the as ti(.n of the circumference of a circle, the completion
sumed unit. Thus, in the right-angled triangie ABC of the solution of cubic Kjuations, etc., have been
and a thorough knowledge
cos., obtained by its means
sin., and AB
(Fig. 2), if AC be radius, Bt'
of the angle A; hut if the radius be assumed as uni- of its modes and results is absolutely necessary to an
acquaintance with higher mathematics. Spherical
AB
BC
and similarly from trigonometry is plane trigonometry applied to spherco9.
ty, sin.

+

,

=

=

A= —

AC

;

,

A=

,

.

—
AC

=

;

,

ical triangles.
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TKINCANO SYSTEM OF FORTIFICATION. In I his
svstiiM till' lia^linns arc liirj;r ami rclnncliid at llii'
gorirc; the Itaifks lire triple; tin- oiilrr is casciimtcil
and scpiiratcil fromtlic liasticiii.llic iiinrrfDnnsa cavvalicr anil is prcciMlcd in llic capital liv a rciluil with
covcrcil way. The encienle is covered by counter
guards and ravilins, the latter havi^i; a cireuhir battery at their salient to lir<- on the approaches. The
salient places of arms have the form of bastions. The
tl^vcrses of the covered-way consist of sap-rollers
supported by tnieks, and may be rolled into the
ditches before abandonintr Hie outwork. The palisades are lixc'd to a ground sill, and thus can be lowered or raised at ]>leasure.
TRINGLE. .\ ribiiiid or a piece of wood nailed on
the sides of a iraversiiiir-platform, to prevent the
trui ks from runiiin!; olT in the recoil.
TRIPARTED. -In Heraldry, parted in three pieces;
liaviri'j Ihree parts or pieces: as a cross tiijidiWd.
TRIPPING. In Heraldry, havini; the rijxlit forefoot lifled, the others remaining on the ground, as if
he were Irottini;
said of an animal, as a hart, buck,
and the like, represented in an escutcheon. Also often wrilliM 7>''/i/"'"':

friends.
His grow n-np sons, ihe Legates. Tribunes,
and Kquites, rode behind: and the rear was brouirht
up by the rest of the soldiery, singing or jesting at
Ihiir ipleasure,for it was a day of eanuval and license.
When the jirocession had reached llu' Capiloliiie
.some of the captive chiefs were taken asid<' and put
to death; the fixen were then sacriHced. and the launl wreath placed in the lap of .luiiitir. In Ihe evening thi' Iniperator was pid)licly feasle<l. and it was
even cusloinary to provide him a site for a hou.se at

public expense.
<>riiti">i. or li'sser Triumph, differeil from Ihe
greater <luelly in these respects
that Ihe Imperalor
entered the citv on fool, clad in tlu' simple l"(/ii
prtu'ttrtn of a 'Magistrate; that he bore no scepter,
was not preceded by the Senate and a Hourish of
trumpets, nor followed by his victorious troops, but
only by the Kquitesand Ihe Populace, and that the
ceremonies were concludid by the sacrifice of a
shei'p instead of a bull, whence, dciublless Ihe name
Oeatioii (from iirin. a sheep).
The Ovation, it is
scarcely necessary to add. was granted when the su<-cess. though considerable, did not fulfill the couditill'

The

;

I

tii>ns spicified for a

Triumph.

TRIUMPHAL ARCH
TRIPPLE ALLIANCE.— Till' name by which two different treaties are known in all history; \i/... I. A ntonumeiit or erection,
treaty concluded in lOi'iH at the Hairue between Enirland. Holland, and also Sweden. Iiavin;; for its object
the protection of the Spanish Ncthcrhuids. and the
3. An alclie<kinir of the CoiKpiests of Louis XI\'.
liance concluded in 1717 between lirilidn. France,
and Holland ajrainst Spain, which concluded :imoni;
its stipulations that the I'relendershould i\\\h France,
and that the Treaty of I'treclit should be carried into
effect as resrards the deniolilion of Dunkirk.
The
Protestant succession was nuaranleed by this treaty
in FnL'land,.and that of the Duke of Orleans at France.
TRIUMPH. The name i^iven in ancient Home to
the' public honor bestowed on a (Jeneral who had
been successful in war. It consisted in a solemn processiim alonijthe Via Snrni u\< to the Capitol, where
The victor sat in a
sacrilice was olTereil to .lupiter.
chariot drawn by four horses his captives niarclibefore,
his
troops
followinir
behind,
t'ertain coning
ditions had to be fnltilled befor<' a triuinjih could lie
was
the
business
of
the
and
it
Senate
to see
eDJoye<l,
Inder the Kmpire Geiu'.
that these were enforced.
rals serving abroad were considered to be the Emperor's Lieutenants, and, therefore, however .successful in their wars, they had no claim to a Triimiph.
They re<-eived instead triumphdl (ko/rtUiongiind ot Iter

rewards.

The appearance that Hinne presented on the occasion of a Triumph. especi;dly in hitcr times, was
joyous in the e.vtreme.
All work was suspended
the temples were thrown open, and <lecorated with
tiowers; »he populace were clad in holiday attire. and
crowded Iheisteps of all the public buildinirs in tlie
Vift Siirrii, and the forum, or mounted the scalTohl.
in>:s erected for the purpose of viewini; the jirocession; ban(|nits were spread before every door. As for
the /mpinit'ir himself, after having' prouonn<ed a
cido^ry on the bravery of his soldiers, he ascended
the triumphal cur, entered the city by the jnn-fii triHmp/iiilix, where he was met by the Senate, and now
the procession bei^an.
First marched the Senate,
headed by the Masistrales
next came a boily of
Trumpeters; then a train of carriages and frames
laden with the spoils of the vanciuished; then a body
.if Flute-plavers. followed by the oxen doouicd lobe
sacriliied, iiinl llie sacraticinj; Priests, etc.: thin the
;

;

distini;inslicd t'a|)tives
ners in chains: after

with bands of inferior

whom

|iriso-

walked the Lictors f the
I'uperalor. havimr the fasces wreathed with laurel.
Next came the hero of the day the Imperator--in a
circular chariot, attired in an embroidered robe (tif/n
pirt'i mn\ tlowered tunic (tiiiiicn jmlmat^i). hfarln;'.
in his hand a laurel bough, in his 1; ft a scept<T. ani'.
liaving his brows garlanded with De'.phic laurel. He
was accompanied bv his children and his intimate
(

—

I

In military history, a stately
generally of a semicircular
form, ailorned with sculpture, inscriptions, etc., in
honor of those- heroes who have desiTved a lriuni|>h.
TRIUMPHAL COLUMN. A column ireeled among
the luuicMis in honor of a hero. a:id decorated wilji
various kinds of crowns, corresponiling to the mimber of his aclueveinents in battle.
Each crown hail
its particular name, as niUarix, which was filled with
ipikfx. in memory of his having faced a p;ilisade
iminilin, adorned with little turrets or battlements,
for having mounted an assault: •ibrntlfmitiliji, or gram.
iiKilin. of grass, for having raised a siege; and triiniipliaUii, of laurel, for a grand triumph.
See Tri;

iimph.

TRIUMVIRATE.

The name given

in

Homan

his-

tory Inllie priv:ile league entered into helwecii Pompey. (rassus iind C'a'sar-the three most poMerful
men of their time; the object of which was to carry
out their own schemes of aggrandizement, in spile
of Ihe opposition of Ihe Senate.
This eonipaci was
not a triumvirate, in the proi)er sense of Ihe term;
it had no legally constituted existence; audit was, in
fact; only a very treasonable consi)iracy of three nu-n
against the Icgitimale authority of the State.
The
term is less incorrectly applied to the division of

Government between Octavian (Augustus) Mark Antony, and Lepidusin the civil wars that followed the
nunilcr of C'jesar— an arrangement sanctioned, and,
thiTifiire. legalized by Ihe Senate. The former is usuthe latter Ihe Mrmiil triumvirate.
the Homans. a species of
similar to Ihe tourn;iments of the Middle

ally cilled tUi'

iir«f,

TROJAE LUbuS.— Among
nioik

liL'hl.

Aires,

performed by young Noblemen on horseback,

who were furnished
TROLLEYS.— Tile

with arms suitable to their age.
trolley of a crane is that niov.
able c;irri;ige from which Ihe load is immediately
suspended and by w hich loiiiritudinal motion of the
load upon Ihe jib. or the bridge, of the crane is effected.
The Icrm truck is usually reslricled to the
wheeled carriage used to support each end of the
bridge of a travelingcrane. or Ihe corresponding
IJectilinear
part of rectilinear cranes of all kinds.
cranes require usually at least one trolley, and one
Uotary <r;iues one trolley only.
o.- iiiore trucks.
The whole load of a ir;uic is huui: primarily upon
the trolley, and where trucks are used, is transferred
in full to them, together with Ihe weight of the
crane itself. It is desirable, therefore, that these
parts shotild not only possess ample strength to resist the strains they may be sulijected to, but also
that they be so arranged that any yielding or breakage of iheir parts will not allo'w the loa'i lo fall to
tiie srroinid. but only perinil it lo descend until the
supporting beam rests on the rails upon which the
For this rea.son tin.Irollev or Iruck is to travel.

Triumphs,

o

eu.-.

J.

Burial of -UwaiKler

ti.e

Great.

2.

Epamlnond«'pl->»«-lv<iuclDglu «h«,(,„

„^^^

3.

Kraperor
iraperor Aurellqn's triumphal prowss
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be siicli tliat the ends of the straining of tlie parts of the truck be well avoided.
In jib, traveling anil other cranes provided with
and similar crani'M, overlap tlic
loiifiitudinal lracl<s, ami the axk's or lioiisiiii;s of tlif trolleys, some niechanisui i.s necessary to efTect the
trolley, in cranes of all kinds, overlap the rails upon longitudinal motion <if the latter.
This may be acwhich it runs. It is desirable that the vertical dis- complished by a rack and pinion, or by endless chain
tance between these overlapi)inu: parts and tlie rails or ro|)e altaclied to the trolley and operated 1)V a
be as small as possible, so that, in event of any break driving-wheel at one end. with a suitable guide
occurring, the distance through which tliese jjarts sheave for returning it at the opposite end. All depass before being arrested is so small that no serious vices of this kind are entirely distinct from tlie hoistshock can ensue. With careful designing this dis- ing gear of the crane and are operated independtance can be reduced to merely the necessary elear- ently. Under some conditions a separate mechaniinee of these portion.s, which need not exceed more ism for this purpose is desirable, but usu.ally this is
not the case. We illustrate below the system adopted
than one inch or less.
A natural preference exists for wrought-iron rather in most of the Weston cranes which, as will be seen,
than cast-iron as the material from which to con- effects the motion of the trolley by means of the
struct the moving parts of a crane; and, lUKiuestion- devices employed for hoisting "and lowering, and
ably, it is alwaj's best to use wrought-iron for parts thus obviates the need of any separate mechanism.
that are to be exposed to tension under heavy loads,
The drawing represents a jib-crane with combined
("ast-iron, however, is the better material for those hoisting and traversing gear.
Referring to the figparts that are subject to compression, and by skill- ure, A, B and (', are respectively the jib, nuist aifd
ful designing it is usually possible so to arrange the brace of the crane.
D is the running block, J the
))arls of troUeysand trucks as to use cast-iron where- trolley carrying the sheaves which form the upper
ever a slift'ness or resistance to compressicm is re- block, F, G and II, guide sheaves by which the two
(piired, while still employing wrought-iron for the parts of the chain are directed to the two housings
parts under tension. Tn this way the greatest econ- attached to each side of the mast near its base, and

oonslnictioii
bridsrc;

in

sliniilil

travelins;

,

i

I

;

i

I

omy

is

attained,

and not nnfrcquently a better

re-

sult secured tlianby tlie use of either material alone.
The wheels, bolji of trolleys and trucks, should lie
true cylindrically, should lie double-Hanged, and, by
lireference should have (hilled treads.
If wiieels
of small diaineler are used, in order to economize
height, they should be jirovided with anli-trielion
liushings. to counteract the increased resistance to
traction caused by heir small diameter. The wheelbase, or distance from center to center of the adjacent wheels, should be as large as possible, in ordiT
to avoid era lulling bet ween llu-rails, and tofaeililale
the easy molion of the carriage ii]ion its track.
In
large traveling-cranes il is desirable that the axh'sof
I

the truck-wheels lie supported in spherical bearings,
so that the wheels may adjust themselves to any
yielding of the track which may result from the
passage of heavy loads, and thus all unnecessary

containing the operating mechanism.

Each of these
latter is a complete and independent hoisting machine, openiteJ respectively by cranks and handles,
L and >I, the shafts of which extend through the
housings, so that cranks may be applied upon either
or both ends of the sliafl.
The chain. ,\, pas.ses
from the left hand housing over the guide sheave, G.
then around tffe guide sheave, F, ami so to the trolley,
.1, where it
passes over another sheave and extends
downward to the block, I). In a like manner, the
oilier part, Y, of the chain i)asses from its housing
over the sheave, II. directly to Ihe Irolley, and so
down to the block. By lurniiig the crank, M, so as
111 haul in the pari. Y. of the chain, the load will be
raised, and. in like manner, by liiriiing Ihe crank. I„
so as to haul in the part. X, of the chain, the load
will also be raised. Hy simultaneously turning both
cranks so a.-- to haul in h.ilh parts of the chain. Ihe

;
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Hy roliilini;
load will ho riiisi-il iit doulpli' spcrcl.
or biilli of tin- c-riinks in llic ()i)|)i)sil«' dirrclion. the opjxisitf millions will he cITcc-lcil, aixl the
Hy
loud will lie lowered al sinjrle or doiilile speed.
slippiML' both pillions on llieir shafts so that they en•;ai:e with the lars;e spur wheel. N. l)etwe<ii thiin.
inolion of one |iinion will he eoinniwnirated to the
other at an <c|Mal speed, /"it in n r>iilr(in/ (lirirlim,.
the result of wliiih will he t(i eause th<' part, Y, for!
example, to he hauled in and the part. X, to be paid
out (as indiealed by the arrows on tin- drawini;; at
exactly ecjual speed. The eonseiienee of this will
be to cause the troll, v. .1, to be pulled toward the
mast by tin- jiart, V. of the chain, while at the same
lime llie part. X. of tlu' cliain will lie n'leased or paiil
out at the same speed, and thus oppose no resistance
Durim; this
to the inward motion of the trolley.
time the jiarls of the <-hain lyins; below the trolley,
and between it and the block. [). are not disturbed.
so thai the load remains suspended upon them, and
no unnecessary friction or wear of the chain is
caused by needless renderinj: of the chains over the
will thus hi'
sheaves
the trolley and block.
It
seen that, when it is desired to move the trolley in
either diriction, the two parts of the chain which
lead from the trolley back toth(> operalin>r mechanism, are utilized to effect its motion, thus dispensing

the contrary, certain parts of the chain will necessarreceive most of the wear, and will become weakene<l and unsafe while the rest of the chain may be
perhaps almost unimpaired. This e(|ual distribution
of wear over the entire leiis^th <if the chains, which
is accomplishi'd by the Weston system of coiislriiction. thus irives i;reat durabilily to the chains, and
proportionately increases their safely.
It may be
noted also that, as the parts of the chain between
the trolley and the block are not disturbed duriii};
the motion of the trolley, a much smoother and
(juieter action occurs than when these parts of the
chain are compelled to render over the sheaves, as is
the case with the ordinary construction.
This feature is of particular value in foundry work, ami is
valuable in all cases as tentliuf; to diminish the wear
u])onthe chain, and tluis prolong its life. See CriintH.
Jih-rniuf. and Tinmrnil.
TROMBLON- .\ tirearm which was formcrlv lired
froMi a ri-t. and from which several balls and slnj^s
were ilischarixed. An ancient wall-piece.
TROMBOKE.— 1. A larse deep-toned brass instrument, of the trumpet species, but consislinu of two
separate jiarts .so constructed that the two ends of
one tit into those of the other, and consetpiently, by
sliding the one part in or out, thi' tube throuirli
which the air passes may be shortened or lengthened.

with the need of any separate mechanism for this
p.irpose, while at the same lime the rest of the chain
remains stalimiary and is luit subject to wear.
In traveling-cranes the same result is obtained. save
that, in some cases, the horizontal parts of the chain
pass directly fnim the trolley to the operating mech-

and the pitch changed at pleasure. Three kinds of
trombone are in general use. in bauds, differing in

ritlitr

'

{

]

i

'

m

I

ily

pitch: the «/^'^^(/;HftyHf. represented in the following
drawing, with a compass of more than two octaves

and a
Unur

half

and written on the

(' clef,

written on the

third line

:

the

fourth

line;

fjaw tri»i,lii>n^, the lowest of all in its

range

tnniilxjiir,

('

clef,

anism without being deflecte<i by guide sheaves, although in most cases it is found best to place the
mechanism beneath the bridge, in which case liie
action is identical with that above explained, except

mechanism is close to the guide
instead of at some distance below
them, as in the case of n jib crane. In power cranes,
of whatever type, this arrangement is equally applicable, the only ditTerence being that the several molions are effected by iiower, transmitted through
suitable clutches, instead of by manual effort applied
to the cranks or hand chains.
A prominent and a most valuable feature of this
construction c<insists inthcevin,distribution of wear
over all parts of the chain. Keferring to the drawing it may be explained that the two jiarts. X and
Y! of the (iiain, after passing through the housings
at the foot of the mast, enter a suitable box or reccjitacle. and are tliire united, so that the chain is
endless, allhough for clearness of description its two
parts or sides are distinguished in the foregoing deIt is found in
scription by the letters, X and Y.
l>ractice that, in usini; cranes thus constructed, the
operator freipicntly changes from one crank to the
other, !o that when hoisting the part, Y, for example, will be hauled in, while, whenever it is desired
to lower or to cause travel of the trolley, the part,
X, may be paid out, and in this way the whole
length of the chain is gradually passed tlirougii the
operating mechanism and each of its links subjected
N<i special attention need be given
to equal wear.
to the attainment of this end, as the varying require
ments of use secure its attainment without any attention on the part of the operator, and all parts of
thechain are idtimately subjected to practically equal
wear. Where the chain is wound upon a drum, on
that the operating

sheaves,

Gand

II,

and the

written on the F clef, and is an octave lower than the alto, and a fifth lower than tiie
tenor.
There is also a duuble-bnin tri/mhoiw. which
is but rarely used.
The trombone, if judiciously
emiiloyed, is a very effective inslrumeiit in the band
the tone is grander ami more powerful than that
of the trumpet.
2. An early species of blunderbuss for boat-service,
of notes.

lakiuiT

its

It is

name from

its

unseemly trumpet mouth.

TROOP.

In cavalry, the unit of formation, fonning the command of a Captain, consisting usually of
60 troopers, and corresponding to a company of inThe officers of a British troop are the Capfantry.
lain and two Lieutenants. Two troops form a sipiadron.
The trooper's pav is Is. .'id. a dav.
TROOP CORPORAL-MAJOR.— The chief Non-Commissioned Officer of a troop in the British House-

hold Cavalry.

trooper".

— A term

a cavalry-man or to
priv;ite or soldier in

applied either to the horse of
the cavalry-man himself: any
cavalry.
ii bodv of

trooping the colors.-

a

ceremony performed

the British iServicc, at the public mounting of garThe origin of the ceremony does not
rison guards.
in

,

TBOOPS.
appear to be dearlj' known.

eomes from

It

is

surmised that

pally filled by the Militia, and the total number of
volunteers, drafte<l men. and Militia troops during
the whole war was 2.''i'.)0.401.
There were 1,000.510 men in the field at the proclamation of peace. and
of these soldiers alinut '.178,000 were volunteers or
drafted Uicn.
Sec MiUt/ii.

it

Germans, and is symbolic of tlieir
ceremonious reception by a force on takins; the field,
and that the marchinj; of the:u aloiij; the face of the
parade is to remind every individual soldier of the
duty he owes to his colors, and to demand from him
the tacit pledire to fulfil that patriotic duty. Another
explanation is iriveii that the ceremony is significant
tlie

of the formal housiui;of the colors after havini; been
in the field
and Gorse, on " Military Antiquities,"
is cited to the following effect:
" The Captain leading them (his troops with the
colors; o>it of the field, and coming near to the place
intended to lodge his colors, converts the ranks of
musketeers of both divisions to the right and left
outwards and joins them and being so fi.xed, the
body of pikes stand in the rear and the ensign at the
head of them, the Captain before the colors with the
drum, and [Sergeants guarding the colors on each
side, and tlie Lieutenant behind the standard-bearer;
and all being advanced .shall troop up with the colors folded on his lodgings or quarters and as he
approacheth thereto, he shall, witlx a bow to his Captain, carry in his colors; then the word shall be given
to all the nuisketeers to make ready; that being done
they shall all present, and upon the beat of the drum
or other word of command, give one entire voile)-."
In this may be traced the rudimentary idea of the
present elaborate ceremony of trooping.
TBOOPS.— The militia sytsem of the United States
arose from that jealnusy of standing armies which
has always characterized the Anglo-Saxon peoples.
After the Revolutionary War, Congress determined
to limit the regular army to the actual requirements
of immediate necessity, and supplement it by a State
Militia.
The President is Commander-in-Chief of
the Militia of the several States, when called into the
actual service of the United States. He has the power
to call on these forces, by orders to any officers of the
Militia he may address.in case of invasion or rebellion
against the authority of the United States. The
Militia may be required to serve for a period not exceeding nine months. The troops receive during
this time the pa)' and rations of soldiers of the Regular Army, and the officers rank next after officers of
the same grade in the regular service. The majority of the State Constitutions require the passage of
laws for the organization and equipment of tlieir
^lilitia.
The Governer is the Comnuinder-in-Chief,
and subject to his orders are the necessary officers,
chosen by various methods in the different States.
It was customary for many years to have annual drill
days for all the State troops, who were compelled to
attend under penalty. but the laws providing for them
have been repealed or fallen into disuse. Voluntary
organizations are mnv formed. which select theirown
imiforms and the branch of the service they desire to
be attached to. The actual Militia of the United
States consists of these volunteer troops and all other
able-bodied male citizens of the age of 18 and under
4.5, with the exceptions provided by the National and
State laws, all of whom are subject to be sunim(med
to perform .Military duty according to the laws of
Congress or of their respective States.
Tlie State Militia was often called out during the
Revolution, and the " Whisky Insurrection" of 1794
was put down by the Militia of Pennsylvania, New
Jersey, Maryland, and Virginia. During the War of
IHl'i disputes arose between the National and State
authorities regarding the right of the President to
determine whether the emergency had arisen which
authorized his calling them out. the right to place
them under officers of the President's appointment,
and the right to march tliem beyond the limits of the
State.
The Court decideilin favor of the President,
and his right to decide whether the Militia shall be
:

TEOOP-SEEGEANT MAJOE.— The
of a

—

mand

of a federal officer ranking their own officers
During the Civil War, the
of the President for 7.5,000 men was princi-

no longer disputed.

first call

Chief Sergeant

in the IJritish Service.

.V merchant ship "taken up," as it
conveyance of soldiers by sea.
TEOPHY. A memorial of victory erected on the
spot where the enemy had turned to Hijjlit. Among
the Greeks (with the exception of the Macedonians,
who erected no trophiesj, one or two shields and
helmets of the routed enemy, placed upon the trunk
of a tree serve<l as the sign and memorial of victory.
After a sea-fight, the trophy consisted of the beaks
and stern ornaments of the captured vessels, set upon

called, for the

—

the nearest coast.
It was considered wrong to destroy such a trophy, and equally wrong to repair it,
when it had fallen down through time, for aniniositjought not to be perpetual. In early times, the Romans
never erected trophies on lhefield,but decorated the
buildings at Rome with the spoils of thevanqui.shed.
Of this practice, we have a familiar Instance
the
rustra or beaks set up in the forum.
In later times,

;

summoned.and his right toplacethem under thecom-

trcii)]!

TEOOP SHIP.

is

I

;

is

TEOUS DE-LOnP.
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m

and triumphal arches were employed to commemorate victories. Besides the.se, in modem times,
the humiliation of an enemy is rendered lasting by
such devices as the bridge of Jena, of Waterloo, and
pillars

the distribution of captured cannon.
Morally
considered, this practice is no improvement upoii
the simple and perishable trophies of the ancient
Greeks.
TEOPHY-MONEY.— Certainmoney formerl^r aised
in the .several counties of the kingdom of Great Britain, towards providing harness and maintaining the
l)y

j

!

<

Militia.

TEOUS-DE-LOUP.— Military pits in the fonn of an
inverted truncated cone or quadrilateral pyramid
their diameter at top is six feet, and width at bottom eighteen inches.
A stake is, in some cases,
planted firmly in the bottom, its top being sharpened,
and the point a few inches below the upper circle.
Trous-de-loup are generally placed in three rows, in
;

!

NFWW

^

Ixixixixi
IXIXJXIXIXl
quincunx order,

a few yards in front of the ditch.
are readily laid out by means of an equilateral
triangle, fornieil of cords, the sides of the triangle
being eighteen feet: the angular points mark tlie
centers of the pits.
The earth taken from them, is
spread ever the ground between them, and is formed
into hillocks to render the passage between as difficult
as possible. If brushwood or light hurdles can be procured, the pits may be made narrower, and covered
with the hurdles, over which a layer of earth is
spread.
Trous-<le-li)up are sometimes placed in the
ditch: in this case their upper circles touch.
Small
holes of an inverted pyramidal shape with stakes,
may be used for trous-de-loup. These obstacles are
princii>ally serviceable against cavalry, and when
only two or three feet deep may be usefully em-

They

TROUS-DERAT.

impassiihli' slmllow, wet dilflirs,
and. like aballis. Iliry may
lie advanlafft'ously placed on tlif salicntf of works,
on till' weak points of lines, or in their intervals.
They may thus eompi'l the enemy to attack the
l>l(iyr(i in rciuliTiii!;

iniincliilions.

TRUMP.
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and

f(iriis:

The ardor

stroniiesl parts.

of infantry

may

l)einnch

dishonorable to occupy more
to resort to any act which would
confer advantage. \ truce recpiires ordinarily to be
continued by the Commander-in-Chief to become
binding. It is lawful to break it before the prescribed
period, on notice |)reviously agreed on being given

During a truce, it
advanced ground, or

is

This is called denounciug a
diecked by unexpected ol)sla<les witjiin point-blank to the ojipositi' party.
musket sllol of the place attacked. 8ee Acrtssory truce. See .\riiii^to-i nwX h'lai] of Triirr.
TRUCE OF GOD.- A suspension of arms, wliich ocMfitiisiif hi'fi list' and /'/Y--*.
TROUS-DE-RAT. Literally, rat -holes. or rat-catches; casionally took place in the .Middli- Ages, putting a
tiiiurativcly. any very disadvantageous positions into stop to private hostilities, at or within certain periods.
.

.See (ioiVn

wliich troops are raslilv driven.

TROUS-DE-TENAILLE.

TROUSERS. - \ part of the uniform. In the UniArmy, they are prescribed as follows :t\>r Geiwrid Offiefr-i, ()Jtii-tr.i nfthf (Iriifrnl Staff, mid

ted Stales

—

I)ark l)lue doth, plain, without stripe,
Staff Ci'rp'.
well, or cord. Fi>r iiU Uigiim nttil OfficrrKof ('ninlri/.
ArtUlerj/. and TufiiiUry.
Light blue cloth, same
shade of color as prescribed for enlisleil nuti, with
stripe one and onelialf inches wide, welled at the
edges; color. hat of facings of their respective arms,
except Infantry, which will he dark l>lui'.
For Sti>reke'tper!<. Dark hhu' cloth, without stripe,
welt, or cord.
For Clinplainit. Plain black, with black cord on
the outer seam.

—

I

—

—

Wlieuever. in extreme soutliem latitudes, white
pants are worn by enlisted men, all officers must in
like manner wear them.
For Kiilintni Mtn of aU Arim.of t/w Siffiml Serricf,
nnri oft/if Onlnonce Department.
Sky-blue mixture;
waistband three and a half inches wide, to liutton
with two buttons, in front i)ockets in front, opening at top. Sergeants to wear a stripe one inch wide,
color of facings; and Corporals to wear a stripe onehalf inch wkU'. color of facings, except Infantry,
which will be dark blue.

—

;

For

^H,(//»'v;'.v.--Accor<ling to pattern in t^uarter-

master General's Ollice.

—
—

For Oriliumee Sergenntn. Crimson stripe. one inch
and one-quarter wide.
For itonpU'il Steioardn.
Emerald green stripe,
one inch and one-ipiarler wide.
For (''oiim'miri/ Serf/eai,tji. Cadet gray stripe,one
inch and one-cpiarter wide.

—

men are reinforced. In
latitudes, in summer. Commanding Ollicers are authorized to siuiction the use. on
duty, of while panls, to be bought, out of the pay
of the soldier. of the local merchant or tnider. Whenever white pants are worn by enlisted men. the ottirers are required lo wear th<-m also.
Trousers for

all

moiuited

extreme so\ilhern

TROWEL-BAYONET.
shape, and intended
and an intnuching-tool.
its

A

bayonet so called from
to serve as both a bayonet
It is the invention of Col-

onel Hice, of the United Stated Army, and is used in
the United Slates Army with much "satisfaction. See
/lire Troirel-//iii/o)iet.

TRUCE.— .Vn
ies to

suspend

;igreemenl between belligerent parthostilities for a speciti<'d time. the

continuing-

war

Truces are of several kinds: r/ene.
ral, extending to all the Territories and Dominions
of both parties: and sperinl or parfienlar. restrained
to particular places. as by sea and not bv lanil. They
are also absolute, in>ieterminnte. or limited and deterndmd as to certain things, for example, to bury the
still

dead.

Truce.

TRUCK-CARRIAGE. -An

name

u'iven to the passa^re- at tlie exlnniilies of the tenaille.
.\

inferior kind of

platform

wagon. It is used for carrying ordnance and heavy
boxes for short distancc-s; for taking guns through
the passages or sally-|)orts in which thereare noshort
turnings.
There are three sizes of tr\u-k carriages,
large, medium, and small.
CJuns are mounted on
them and lashed in the same maimer as on sledges.
This carriage goes under another name in ordnance
noM\enclature.

See

'I'riiek-irwiint.

TRUCK-HANDSPIKE.
ca.seniate carriages

An implement

for use with

them from battery.
round and tapered to

r\iiuung

made of wrought-iron. is
the mortises in tlie ixriphery of the gun-carriage

It is
tit

in

trucks.

TRUCKS,- Small iron wheels attached to garrison
standing carriages wooden or copper ones to ship
carriages. The latter are made of one jiieceof wood,
from 12 to I'.l inches in diameter, and their thickness
is always ei(\ial to the caliber of the gun.
TRUCK -WAGON. -.V i)owerfully-constructed fourwheel wagon, intended for the transportation of iron
gun-carriages, sea-coast mortars and their carriages.
and other similar heavy weights. Th<' wIumIs have
a diauK'ter of 42 inches; th<' axles are of iron and the
bolsters of heavy pieces of linda-r. having their upper surfaces tlusli with the tops of the wheels. Heavy
plates of iron cover the tops of the bolsters and pro;

over the wheels. The ends of these
plates are turned uj). forming a projection about two
inches high, to prevent the body triiiisported from
slipping olT sideways. The width between these projections is just suttieieiit to admit the chassi.-i of the
1.5-inci! gun. The wagon is capable of being coupled
long or short, to suit the length of the object to be
transported.
The pole, like tiiat of an ordin;irv roadwagon, is furnished with double trees for atlaching
horses.
When a lii-iiich mortar irithont its bed is to
be carried, two stout skids, idiout 12 feet long ;md
12 by 12 in<'hes thick, are phiced on the wagon. The
skids are notched to lit the bolsters, to prevent them
from sliding to the front or rear, and a shallow recess
The
is cut in tliiin to form a seat for the mortar.
mortar is placed on the skids with its axis p;ira!lel to
the axis of lie wagon: it is hoisted into this position
bv means of the gun-lift or the gin.
TRUMELIERES.- Hollow plates of metal to be
buckled over the nuiil. and a<ljusted to the outer
surfaces of the legs and thighs, for their i)rotec'tion.
TRUMP TRUMPJiT.— -V wind instrument, made of
brass or silver, and used in the cavalry and mounted
artillery.
Some trumpets have lengthening pieces
by which the key is changed. In its usual form it
consists of a tube. less in diameter than the horn,
doubled UJ) in the form of n parabola, ami sounded
by a mouth-piece. ^lusic for the trumpet is written
In the key of C. the key to which the instrument is
to be adapteil being pointed out by the composer.
ject .slightly

I

TKCMPETEE.
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The

pitch is an octave higher, than that of tlie liorn.
Trumijets in the key of (', D, and E flat, are most
used but there are also trumpets in A, B flat, K, F,
and (i. To enable the trumpet to give a complete
series of semitones, tiuger-keys and sliding tubes
have been introduced by some makers, rather to tlie
detriment of tlie freshness and fullness of tone of the
instrument. Trumpets witli pistons and cylinders
give all tlie intervals of the chromatic scale. Valved
trumpets liave a movable valve similar to that of a
trombone.
TRUMPETER.— A soldier in a cavalry regiment,
wliose dut.v it is to re-pronounce or pass on the orders of the Commanding Officer for wiiich purpose
certain recognized simple tunes have arbitrary meanings attached to them.
;

;

TEUNNION-KTJLE.

of a patent looped-link chain.

A

pair

is

required to

carry a gun. (Jne is passed under each trunnion and
hooked on the head of the screw of the sling-cart.
No. 1, composed of one chain, ."jO inches long, the
ends joined by a ring weight 37 pounds.
No. 2,
composed of two chains, each .'JO inches long, the
ends joined by a ring; weight,.')::! pounds.
No. 3,
ccmiposed of two chains, each 47 inches long, the
ends joined by a ring having three branches; two for
the ends of the chains composing the pair, and the
third for the hook of the screw; weight, CI pounds.
Thickness of the iron composing tlie'link, ..5 inches.
Length of iron for the connecting ring, 33 inches for
No. 1: 34 inches for Nos. 3 and 3. Size of iron for
;

coiineclini; rinn, 1.37r) inches, round.

TRUNNION iSAUGE.— An iron ring of the proper
diameter of the trunnions, employed in tli- inspeccer in ciiarge of the trumpeters of a regiment of tion of cannons. Its outer edge coincides with the
cavalry.
diameter of the rim-bases. To verify the position
TRUMPET-SIGNALS.— The asmnbly of trumpetfrg and alignments of the trunnions of a gun. it is first
is the signal for the formation of trumpeters, and necessary to ascertain, by means of the Trunnionis the first signal for reoeilk,n«!<eiiibly of yunrd (letails,
gauge and of the calipers, their cylindrical form and
and Mtoo, which it precedes by such interval as may their diameters. which should be the same, or allowbe prescribed by the Ciommauding Officer; it is also ance must be made for half the difference in measurthe first signal for rn'ifir. and other forms of ceremo- ing their a.vial distances from the base-line, by the
ny.
In large camps or garrisons, marchesare played Imnnion-riile, which should next be done. Tliese
in the streets or in front of the quarters between the distances should be equal, or their a.xes do not coin<inHetiibly of truiiijieterx and the reveille and the Utttoo.
cide, an error not tolerated.
The lengths of the
The morning-gun is fired at the first note of the ;r- trunnions are measured with a foot-rule, and the
teille, or, if marches be played before the reveille, it diameter of the rim-bases by that of the exterior rim of
is fired at the commencement of the first march. The the Trunnion-gauge.
See Innpection of Ordnance.
ii.Hseiiibly is the signal for forming in ranks, and callTRUNNION-HOOP.— The hoop of a btiilUip gun,
ing the roll it is usually sounded five minutes after upon which the trunnions arc built. Many large
the termination of nreiUe, drill-eull., and tnttoo. It is guns are cast without trunnions, and the trunnions
also sounded after the signals for such other duties are aftcrwiirds built upon them.
When marches are
as require company roll-call.
TRUNNION LATHE.— A machine-tool for turning
played before the reveille and the teitUio, the a«!>embly off the trunnions of ordnance or oscillating steam
reveille
sounded
immediately
after
the
may be
anil the cylinders.
The machine employs a shaft, carrying
tattoo.
The iimeiiibly of trumpettrs and the assembly a revolv:ng cutter, which is susceptible of feed-moboth precede the retreat, the interval between them tion to and from the axis of the shaft upon which it
being prescribed by the Commanding Officer: the in- revolves. The shaft is arranged to slide up to and
terval between the unneiiMy and retreat being onl}' from the article to be planed, and is operated by a
that required for formation and roll-call, except when revolving former at its rear end, working upon a
there is a dress parade. The evening gun is fired at shaft at right angles to the one carrying the tool,
the last note of tlie retreat. Adjuta/il'ii mil is the sig- which also has a sliding motion to bring ^he differnal for companies and guards to assemble on the regi- aut parts of the former to ct uuon the tool-carrvinc
"
mental or garrison parade-ground. Thegenfrnl is the shaft.
signal for packing up effects, striking tents, and loadTRUNNION LOOP.— A piece of rope about IH inches
ing wagons, preparatory to marching.
To ari/m is long, having its two ends firmly spliced together,
the signal for men to turn out under arms, with the forming thus a ring, which is placed over tlie trunleast practicable delay, on their company parades. nion, serving as a means of applying a hand spike to
TRUMPET-MAJOR.— The Non-commissioned

Offi-

;

AuMiiibly, reveille, retreat, tattoo, ndjiitmiVs cidl, to the
and the marelnn, are sounded by

Cilor, the Jtoiiris/ies,

the trumpeters united: the other camp or garrison
calls, as a general rule, are sounded by the trumpeter
of the guartl or orderly trumpeter.
When a convmand is given by the trumpet, the
chiefs of subdivision give their proper commands orally.
In the evolutiolis of large bodies of troo|)S the
all

subordinate Commanders cause their trumpeters to
repeat the signals of the chief trumpeter, who accompanies the Commanding ( )fficer. The memorizing of
these signals will be facilitated by observing that all
movements to the right are on the ascending cliord,
that the corresponding movements to the left arc corresponding signals on the descending chord; and that

slue the piece in different directions.

TRUNNION-PLATE.- In gunnery, a phile in the
carriage of a gun, mortar, or howitzer, which covera
the upper part of the cheek and goes under the
trunnion.
TRUNNION-RING.which

A

solid

wrought-iron foru'ing

turned, bored and shrunk on the gun
the
fibre of the metal is in the contrary direction to that
of the bnif/i-jiiire.
:s

:"

TRUNNION-RULE.— An

instrument employed in

the inspection of cannon, for measurin;: tlie distance of the trunnions from the base-ring or line.
It consists of an iron rod with a head alone end.
through whicli passes one branch of a small xpiare.
A. The center of the rod is marked on the end. anil
the chauins of nait are all upon the satne note.
the square is set so that the inner edge of the branch
TRUNCHEON.— A club or cudgel; also, a staff of which is parallel to the rod is at a distance eqiuil to
command. The truiu-lieuii was for several ages the the semi-diameter of the trunnion from the center.
Generals were presented with the It is secured in this position by screws and clamps.
sign of office.
Iruncluon as the sign of investiture with command; The upper side of the rod is graduated to inches and
and all those officers who belonged to the suite of the tenths. A slide, H, with a skit through il, to show
(leneral, and were not attached to regiments, carried the graduation beneath, traverses upon il. and is
a truncheon, or staft, whence the name of officers of kept from turning by a guide on Ihe lower side.
Hie t^toff.
There is a vernier on the slide, graduated to huuTRUNDLE-SHOT.
bar of iron, 13 or 18 inches dretlis of an inch a thumb-screw serves to secure
long. sliarpciK il at both ends, and having a ball of the slide at any point on Ihe rod.
That end of the
le;iil near cncli end: it upsets during its flight.
slide from which the graduation of the rod comTRUNNION-CHAINS. Trimnion-chaiiis are three in mences has both of its sides drawn out, to form
number, for light or heavy weights. They are made knife-edges the knife-edges and Ihe end of the slide

-A

;

;

.

TRUNNIONS.
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samp plane. When 'he square at tlie end from the feel of the square. When the feet of the
on the Irunnioni. the end of the rod will hranches, or the lower edge of the plates, rest upon
touch its side at Ihc point of its fjniitcsl di.-iinelrr. tlie trunnions, the upper edge of tl»' main piece is
The rod heinj; held parallel to the axis of the liorc.w itii parallel to their axis, if their alignuunt is correct.
the side of the head pressinj; the rini-hase the knife- \Vhen in the latter position, the edges of the feel will
edue will be in proper jinsition to fall into the hase-line lie close against the sides of the trunnions. The
arc in the
is plaecfl

when moved to find i(. If thealiiinment of the trunnions he correet. it will serve as a means of deter
niininii the correctness of the line <'/ sight, which be-

e^^

Irunnion-scpnire is placed upon the trunnions in the
plane of their axis. The feit of its liranclies should
coinciile with theserfacesof both Irumiions.throuirh-

out their length, above and in rear, and their imier
edges with l\w faces of the rimliases. Tliin. with
/iKini-i;>iiiji,iKM, describe on the ujiper surfai-e of Ihe
gun the distance of the axis of the trunnions from

^

the base-line,

down,

and push the sliding-point

of the scpiare

touclus Ihe surfa<-e of
the gun, and screw it fast. Turn the gun over again
scribe on it the same distance from Ihe base-line.
The sipiare, being again applied will deternune
wiielher the tnnuiions are above or below the axis
of the bore, which will coincide with that of the gun,
if accurately bored, and turn<(l on the sanu' centers
and bearings. If the branches rest upon the trunnions before the point of the slider touches the gun
at the scribe, their axis is Ixlow. but if the point
touch first, above the axis of the Ixire by half the
space between. The graduated we<lge, being placed
under the vertical sliding-point, will (letermine the
amount. If both touch al once, both axis are in the
.same ))lane.
>;o gun should be received, who.se
axis of the trunnions is above the axis of the bore.
See Ht'dni-rotitfiiiiw, and J nsjtfction of (trdnnncf.
TUBAGE. l!y tubage the cast-iron screw-seat is replaced by a strong and hard screw-thread in steel. and
by theory the strain on Ihe cast-iron, on a greater
diameter of the weaker nulal. increases its resistances to rupture by Ihe hrm-li Ktniiii at the- iintial
point of the screw in the cast-iron, where rupture is
liable to occur and ili'^culassenunt" ensue.
Uy not
confining the length of the luliage to a mere fillet of
steel, but by extending it along the bore some distill

at that

distance

it

sun is renioveil from the laihe, should be
traced on the sit;hl-inas.sess and the swell of the
muzzle, and should he at riiihl an!;l< s to the baseline, to the axis of the trunnions, and to the conneetinj;-piece of the trunnion-square, when its hranchis
rest apiinsl their rear, witli the jjlales ac ross their
upper surfaces. The inspector should further satisfy himself of the correct traeinj; of the line of sight
on the gun. by examining the lathe and the manner of
tracing 'A in the plane of the a.xisof the bore, at right
angles to the axis of the trunnions, as by it are placed
the sights and vent, and in their absence it serves as
a line iif metal sight. 8ee Iimjiertiim iifOrilnduo
TKUNNIONS. Tlie tr>nih''o,iH. in gunnery, are the
two solid cylindrical arms projecting fron\ the side
of the cannon for the purjtose of sujjporting it on its
carriage. They are placed at or near tlie center of
gravity, on opposite sides of the piece, with theiraxes in the same line, at right anglis to the axis of the
piece, and in the sain<' plane with that axis.
TBUNNION SIGHTS. -Sights placed on the trunnionsof ritled guns for laying them. Therearetwo
kinds u.sed with the jiresent onlnimce, viz. ririip-«i>^litx
and xi-rfired-in xiglitn. The drop-sight consist of a gunmetal socket, collar, and i)illar. and a steel leaf. The
screwed-in sight is made of steel, and is screwed in- tance, we undoubtedly further relieve the strain on
to the si<lcs of the tnuuiion pieces, with the excep- the cast-iron at the screw seat by the holil Ihe lube
tion of those for the 40-pr. {nv-K pattern) and it-jir. takes on the cast-iron body in front of the breech,
guns, the trunnion sights of which are madeof gun- resulting from the fridion arising from Ihe Iransmc'tal.
See S/r/hf.
mitled tanirential strain in tiring. This friction eviTRUNNION-SQUARE.— A steel or iron instrument dently tends toprevent a rearward action of ihe lube,
employed in the inspection of ordnance for ascer- and acts counter to the strain on Ihe breech, ami
taining the position of the trunnions, with refer- hence considerably relieves the cast-iron at that ]>oint.
ence to the axis of the bore.
The object of the introduction of steel tubes in the
The instrument, as
shown in thedrawinir is a square, with two hranches, French mival cast-iron guns was. primarily, to give
one of which is fixed, and the other movable. The increased strength especially, as above staled lonfool of each branch, TT. is in the same plane and is gitudinally
and incidentally to give a surface of
bore more |ierfeil in its capacity forresistingerosion
and gutterings from the deteriorations arising from
the contact of the powder gases. The increase in
longitudinal strength was a mneijun n"ii asexhihited
fore the

—

model of ls(i4, and tins
the introduction of lubes.
The iiitroiluilion of thin lubes merely to jirotect the
bores liad been repeatedly tried, but they added hut
little slenglh. although Ihe wear of Ihe bore appears
to have been retarded.
The present short steel tube
has been the residt of the essays in tlie tubage of
guns: and the general dimensions of this ])art of the
system of the model of 1870, with reference to the
bodyand other parts, are shown in Kig. 1.
The appliances for the heating of the cast-iron
bodies for the reception of steel lubes are marked
by great simplicity. A cylindrical furnace, sutficiently large in its exterior diameter for the gun or
guns to he heated, is extemporized on the foundry
floor, and of a sufficient height to receive fidly that
portion of the gun neces.sary to be heated up sufficiently to give the necessary expansion to the eastIt
iron for the easy and free in.sertion of the tube.
is placed over a pit. and the projection portion of
the chase is thus provided for when the gim is lowered into the furnace. The general features of the
furnace, as shown in Ihe section. Fig. 2. are a brick
exterior wall, dry built, and i)rovideil with proper
by Ihe
|)oinl

parallel to the

upper

connects them.
anil tenths.
main piece,

The

edsre of the- m.ain piece which
latter is graduated to inches
15. slides on the
be secured to it by two thund)-

The movable branch.
and may

screws, S. It is provirled vitli a vernier-scale graduated to hundredths of an inch. Between the
branches there is a slide, K, also provided with a
vernier, graduated as before, with a thumb-screw to
secure it firmly in its center there is a sliding point,
:

P,
it.

moving vertically, with a thumb-screw to
Above the foot of each branch there is a

fasten
slit

to

receive the shank of a plate, H, on the end of which
a thread is cut
the lower edsre of the plate forms a
right angle with the branch, and the plate is fastened to the branch by a nut, at a iioint from the end
equal to the semi-diameter of the trunnion which is
Diarked on each branch the graduated steel wedge,
»V, i« used to mearure the radiation of
the trunnions
:

:

failures of the fretted

alone

demanded

:

TUBAGE.
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interstices as the successive layers are added in tlie
its erection.
A thin iron cyhnder constitutes the interior walls, and the iuterniediate space
is tilled with wood fuel to furnish the necessarj' heat.
Tie-bolts, radial and lengthways of the extemporized
furnace, are sup|)lied to give the necessarj- strengtli
and solidi'y to the system. Tlie gun, of course
l)reech up, is inserted into the funiace by the crane
or cranes of the foundry, and after the insertion of
the tube is sent to be tinished by the subsequent
operations of frettage, provision of breech-block
seat, truing up of bore, rifling, etc., and its final
completion for service. The naval calibers are 14Lin.
lC'»',19''ni,24em,07(iii.30cm.a4cm ;*7cm^and42<^'n. The

of their application to the model in question.
10 per centum in capacity of chamber is added to the original 12.r)9-inch model of 1870 gun: and
the resulting muzzle velocity, using the normal shot
with an increase in the weight of powder by 62
|)ounds. has been increased 40 feet.
It is understood
that besides the liirm guns being altered, that the
lower uatvires of model 1870 down to 14"" will be
chambered to further increase their power. Tlie
power, however, attained by these guns is far inferior, caliber for caliber, to that attained by their more
formidable rivals built up of steel, now" being prepared for introduction into the French marine.
The following references regarding the power of
these guns may be of some interest. From tables
believed to be as complete, generally, as can be obtained, it will be seen that, including the Dard model
and the latest .34™' guns now in process of construction, the ratio of weights of powder to projectiles is
ity

About

course of

I

three last have only recently been added; and the
four 42<"i guns recently constructed at Ruelle.are the
lirst of this model.
These guns, with one exception,
are all steel, and are built upof thicksteel tubes, tempered in oil, and with two tiers of frettes of puddled

Fi2. 1.

one to two, and one to three where steel alone is
used one to five in the model of 1870. steel tubed
and fretted and one to six for the model of 1864,
which latter are no longer standard. In our service,
uuchambered 8-inch have a ratio of one to five, as in
the French model of 1870. Our experiments leave
as yet in dispute the propriety of using a ratio of 1
to 3j, as contemplated in the chambered breech-load-

shrunk on.
The tubes are the product of Le
Oreusot, and are all cast from Siemens furnaces, and
forged under the large hammers of those Works.
Only three of these. however.have a full steel construction the fourth ditTering from the others in having
a cast-iron body instead of a steel one. This latter
is intended purelj' for ballistic purposes, and to be
used as soon as completed at the polygon of Gavre.
The weight of the steel gun is 75 tons: the weight
of the experimental gun, however, is 100 tons
the
F. ;nch engineers giving 25 (iilditi'innl tons weight
foi the mimf i-fililier und /u'lrer when cast iron enters
as a component in the system as a substitute for the
8teel

:

:

;

:

steel bodies.
The details of these

guns (42cin) are as follows
Length of the bore incalibers
22

AVeight in tons
"Weight of bursting shell
"Weight of the charge

75.4
1.726
617.3
"
Initial velocity
feet...
1,738
Living force in foot-tcms
36.628
Living force per ton of metal
485.8
Living force per pound of powder
59.3
Living force per inch of circinnference
70.8
The more marked features of this system are the
amplitude of power contemplated, rivaling, as it
does, the best elTorts of the Armstrong steel construction
a weight of charge one-half the weight
of projectil-Jbeing designed, and a calculated muzzle
velocity of 1.962 feet being expected to be attained.
The weights of the different lengths for the samecalilier varying from 43.3 to 51.6: and the muzzle energy secured is. say, about 20,000 foot-tons, oraliout
400 foot -tons, roughly, per ton of metal. The shortening of the guns is found necessary to adapt Ihem
for vessels not adnutting of the 28i calibers standard
for length.
It will he observed that the chambering has only
an increase of about 0.44 inch above the bore, a
marked ditference between it and the English chamber and those proposed in the I'nited Slates. It is,
liowever. to be noted that the importance of using
chambers has not escaped thcattention of the French
naval authorities, as the introduction of larger chambers in guns of the model of 1870 Is one of the features of the work now being executed at liuille recent experiments at Gavre having shown the teasibil-

pounds
do

..

;

.

Ki-.

'

J.

ing 8-incli recently tested at Sandy Hook. The mavinumi velocity contemplated for constructions, all
with the model of
steel model of" 1876, is 1.623 feet
1870. 1.404 feet, and with model of 1864. say 1,100
These velocities are those appertaining to the
feel.
caliber of 27cra. As above stated, however, 1,963
:

:
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feci is calculated for the more recent construction of
(l(S«Oanil IHHI) caliber 34<ni [run.
Ueferrins to the
•J7«Mi gun, it may be slated tliat the weifjlit of the
projectile is tlie sai'ie for all models cited (ISti-t to
lf*81); the charges, however, differing from ^ up to
of the weight of the projectile.
The calculated pressures for tlie models of IHT.*)
and 187t'i. are respectively, per S(|uare inch, about
;!.'>,.'i()0 pounds for llu' former, and 41.1)00 poiuids for
the latter.
The dilTercnci- intlioe pressures, which
it is believed occur in service, although .sensibly different, show that the cast-iron fretted construction
of 1X04 wert
by the powdi'rs adopted for their service less severely strained than the constructious
No more glaring evidence of the
of 1S70 and ISTti.
inade(|uacy of casl-iron when compared with the
combination of this metal with steel tubes and frettes. or with steel constructions simple aud j)ure, can
be exhibite<i than shown by the above figures. That
modern conslruclions within the present resourc.-s
of nu'tallurgy can attain at least double the energy
per ton of metal (leaving out the question of endurance), when compared witli the cast-iron constructions of the past (although fretted with steel), leaves
no reasonable room for argument on the advisability
of the further use of cast-iron alone and simple, and
shows that itseniploynunt at all in gun constructious
is (mly warranted by thefact that a safe construction,
but of comparatively low power, will i)robably be
the result of its combinalr)n with lubes and frettes
of steel, and that heme merely an economical construction as compared with the use of steel will be

about equal weight, united by locking together, thewhole strengthened by two rows of shrunk-on frettes.
supirimposed over the boiiy. The fermeture placed
in the rear section of the body has no connection
with the interior tube. This construction generally
gives all the advantages to be derived from the use
of the strongest and most suitable milal for ord-

,!

nanci'; is built up in a<'cordance with the theories of
coMslruclion for tam:i ulial strength, as far as they
can practically, and with due regard to economy be
applied: and by thi' s<|paration of the inner tube
from the body, disconnecting the end strain from the
tamrintial at this point, introduies a feature cemstiluting a Inu' and important departure from the ordinary mode of construction now in vogue. The
fiiili/ri, however, tn /<«/ the tube to the body- to
prevent the forward thrust of the former, arising^
fron\ the friction of the movini; proje<'tile. and th(^
gases on the sho\d<ler of t'li' chamber save by thefriction between the tubc> and bod\. is a rndiriil defect, and tipirienrf inis devi^loped it and led to u
moditied form of construction, shown in Kig. 3.
It consists of a hollow cylinder screwed into the
casing, and with sntlicieiit length to afford a rest for
the fermeture, and to alTord a nuaiis of being locked
to the interior tube.
This, of course, will prevent
the tendency of the tube to move to the front; and it
was this cause, it appears from recent Fren<h anthorities. that led to the modifications just noted.
They
.say, alluding to the original model of 187.'5
mode.dctubage
pas
donnc
bons
Ce
n'a
dc
rcsultats,
ainsi (pie la ninarque en a etc dcja faite dans le ler
secured.
chapitrc ii |)ropos des canons moilMe 1H7.5 la tixitc
It must not be forgotten, however, that not only (111 tube ii'tut pax suflisanuuent assurue.

—

—

i

;

Fig

lower power

a drawback, but that although the
steel construcfiims cost per pound about 'J. It times
that of the cast-iron tubed and hooped gun. yet the
endurance of the former is estimated at about three
times that of the latter. The latter fact amply compensates for the excess of jjrices. especially in thosi'
guns which may be called upon for continuous longcontinued firings, as in the cases of the defense of
seaports— particularly large harbors expose<l to continued and renewed attacks an<l ship armaments.
where the great lightness, power, and strenirth of
steel ordnance become matters of vital importance.
In cases, however, of secondary lines of defense,
such as those positions where inferior power will
sulfice. and where less continuous demani Is upon the
resources of the protecting batteries will be made,
and where the guns will not he called upon to cope
at short ranges with blockading sipiadrons, the inferior and cheaper constructions can be utilized
and for such should, in consequence, have preferIn many of these cases the guns will never be
ence.
used. aM<l will have protiably l)ecome obsolete before
is

|

any demands upon them, beyond practice, will be
made.
The orisrinal, model of 187.5 a very perfect construction in steel is designed. geni'rally .after its prototype of 1870, to which it is a natural seipnnce growing out of the experiences of ten years of test and
ofiuanufacture of the latter, aided by the developments and advancements resulting from the raoiil
strides in France and Kngland in the production of
steel.
Its salient features as above staled, arc a

oil-tempered tube (held nimytly hi/ ^thrinhige').
placed in a steel body consisting of two parts of

steel,

In this modification, the junction of tlic inner tulie
t.ikes place practically at a point ei|uivalent
to the tiotfom of bore in muz/.le-loading guns. and as
the phenomena in the act of tiring ina Itreech-loading
or nuizzle-loailing gun the bre<<h-loading gun using
are essentially the same, it is
a French fermeture
believed that all the disailvantages arising from having to contend with the union of the tim strains at
the bottom of the Itore still attain in this construction. The absolute separation, however, of the longitudinal and tangential strains by designs in construction which shall contemplate entirely different j)arts
of the system to separately withstand these stresses,
is now one of the most prominent ideas which is en:;aging the attention of the ordnance coiistruclors of
the day. The first inventor to believe that an advantage might be gained by the complete separation in
a gun construction. niiHril in all itn pnrtn. of the tangential and longitudinal strains at the breech was
Captain Kmile Schultz, of the French artillery, who,
as far back as IHT.'i, siiiuvs, in one of his illustrations
of a wire gun, a design giving a i)racfical application
of this idea.
Keferringto the experience in the French Scrvic-e,
which showed the absolute necessifj- of the introduction of some means for the prevention of denil(iMwmeiit in the fretted cast-iron guns of model of
18f54, we see that reinforcement with interior steel
tubes was the remedv resorted to. to remove the evil.
A separation of the two strains appears to be a more
radical treatment, and it is even Kirobable that a castiron fretted or wire<l L'un. irithmit mi inUrior tube—
tin- lonjiludinal stress being borne "'/^x/rfc of the body
of the gun— might be tried as promising a fair solu-

and body

—

—

;
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problem for guns of a secondary order of
not too cumbersome and heavy in construction.
See •ichiiltz Wire-gun.
TUBE. A primer for ordnance. A small cylinder
placed in the vent of a gun, and containing a rapidly
burning composition, whose ignition fires the powder of the cliarge. See FrtHioii-primfr.
tion of the
pc'.ver.if

—

TUBE POUCHY— The

artillerjman's leather

pouch

for carrying triction-primers.
It has two loops, by
The priming-mre
whicli it is fastened to the belt.
and tiiintier'K (jimht are carried with it.
TUBERATED.— In Heraldry, a terra signifying knotted or swelled out.

— An early name for along and verj' narrow
TUKTA-KEWAN. — A conveyance lor the wounded,
used in some parts of the East Indies. — It ver}- much
TUCK.

sword.

resembles some of the palanquins of the 16th centurj', and is so shaped as to permit the patient to rest
either in a semi-recumbent or prone position. See
J'lro-liDne Litter.

—

TULLUB. An Indian term signifying a demand,
it is commonly used amongst the natives of India

but

when speaking
sword.

TUMBLER. — The

TUBE-WELL.— An American

contrivance, introduced into England about 18G7, having for its object the
obtaining of a small supply of water in a very short
sjiace of time bj' the application of a limited amount
(if manual power.
The apparatus comprises three
|];irts
a tube or well, a rammer or monkey, and a
The tube consists of an iron pipe about 1]
imiup.
inches diameter, made in pieces of convenient length,
which can be screwed together end to end. The pipe
terminates at the lower end with a solid tempered
steel point, and is perforated for about IG inches from
the end with small lateral apertures. The pipe is driven a short way into the ground, just sufficient to keep
it upright without falling, and is temporarily kept in
that position by hand.
strong iron clamp is fi.xed
to the tube by clamping-screws at a short distance
above the ground and another clamp is similarly
fixed higher up.
Two pulleys are supported by the
ujjper clamp. The rammer or monkey, consists of a
.W pound iron weight, which slides up and down the
tube, encircling it like a ring or belt. The rammer,
being raised by two men, is allowed to fall with its
full weight on the lower clamp
thus giving a series
of blows which drive the tube into the ground. When
the lower clamp becomes level with the surface of
the ground it is raised up the tube; as is likewise
tlie other clamp.which supports the twopullevs. Successive lengths of tube and successive shiftings of the
clamps afford the means of enabling the perforated
end of the tube to reach soil whence water can be
obtained. When the symptoms appear <if water having bi-en reached a small suction-pump is applied,
and the water pumped. It is only when water is expected to be reached at a moderate distance below
the surface that this apparatus is available, as it is
not powerful enough for great depths, nor is the bore
of the tube sufficient for a large influx of water; but
the required conditions being found to exist, the apparatus saves a large amount of ordinarj' boring. As
the water is pumped up, the loose sand and gravel
ilisappear from the point of the tube, allowing the
formation of a small pool or well; while small pebbles which collect around the perforations act as
a sort of filter. The tube can be extracted from the
ground by forcing the rammer upward against the
upper clamp. During the trial of this apparatus in
the cricket-ground at Old Trafford, .Manchester, the
tube was sunk to a depth of 10 feet in 23 minutes,
and water had been reached in even less than that
time. Such a form of well, it is considered, will be
free from the liability of received dirly surface-water;
and no accident is possible frcmi foul air or from the
falling in of the sides. A well 1.5 feet deep was sunk
in one hour in the Botanic;il Gardens at Mancherter,
and excellent water readied. Another was sunk in
the grounds of St. Cloud in half an hour, and pumped
up water at the rate of 20 liters (18 quarts) per minute. The inventor accompanied the American Federal Army, and enabled tlie troops frequently to obtain water by the aid of these pum|is. On one occasion, to try the capabilities of the tube, he sank one
to a depth of l.W feet, at Ithaca, in Xew York State.
Tube wells were sent out with the British military
force to ,\byssinia.
See Vi'iU-hitring.
TUILLE.-^.V plate or small shield which covers the
front of the thigh.
It being secured by straps and
buckles, allows free movement of the limb.

—
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;

monthly pay.
the East Indies, a term signifying a

of their

TULWAR. ^n

piece in the interior of a gun-lock

by which the main-spring acts on the hammer, causing it to fall and explode the cap. It is connected
with the main-spring by a siritel, which transmits
the full pressure of the spring to the swivel arm. The
tumliler has a partial revolution on pivots (the arbor
being onej. the extreme limits of its motion being
fronffull cock to the striking of the hammer on the
The hammer is carried on the square of the
cap.
tumbler this is the outwardly projecting end of the
arbor.
See Lm-k.
;

TUMBLER-PUNCH.— A small two-bladed punch
used for pushing the arbor of the tumbler, the bandsprings, etc., from their seats, in taking a gun apart.
TUMBilL. A covered army cart on two wheels,
for the carriage of ammunition, tools, etc., belonging
The name obtained a melancholy
to the artillery.
celebrity froni being applied to the carts which served to carry the unfortunate victims of the French Re-

—

volution to the guillotine.
TUMELIERES. Plates of armor, which superseded
the lower part of the mailed hose in the 12th and
13th centuries.
TUNIC— close-fitting coat, having short sleeves,
worn in ancient times by the Romans. This sort of
clothing was prevalent among the French after their
return from the Crusades to The Holy Land. They
adopted it from the Saracens, and seemed ambitious

—

A

of appearing in a garb which bore testimony to their
These tunics, which were converted
feats of valor.
into a sort of uniform, obtained the name of mhidinex
among the French, in compliment to the Emperor
Saladin.
TUNNELING.— In giving any brief and intelligent
sketch of the historj- of tunneling, dating from the
earliest records relating to this class of work up to the
present time, it will be necessary, not only to make
brief mention of the work done, but also of the various methods employed. This leads to a concise description of appliances of various kinds, beginning
with the first recorded work and following up for
some centuries, during which time there was little
change in the methods, or in tools used. With the invention of gunpowder the entire system was revolutionized, and work was undertaken which before had
been impracticable on jiccount of cost ana time. After the discovery of gunpowder, it became possible to
break the rock more cheaply and expeditiously; but
until 1030 this new agent was employed only in warfare.
During that year it was first employed in tJermany in mining by drilling holes by hand and breakWhile
ing the rock w ith the explosive compound.
Schwartz is credited with the invention of powder,
the Chinese are said to have been acquainted with the

compound

.\.

D. 80.

This system was followed un-

In 1847. Sobrero discovered
a quite recent date.
nitro-glycerine, and in 1840. J. J. Couch, an American, invented the first machine-rock drill. With the
advent of these new appliances, the former system
was revolutionized and perfected so that works of
great magnitude could be undertaken with a certaintil

ty of

The

speedy completion

at a

comparatively low cost.

history of tunneling is therefore properly divided into three periods. The first period covering the
time from the time of Kameses II. to the date of the
invention of sunpowder. during which time, work
was done by the use of hand-tools, wedges and fire-

TUNNELING.

sfcond pcriinl I'Xlrmls frnm lliiilnlc of
the invention of !:iin|iow(l<T, VS'-iO, to ISIil.wlicii nm(liinc-rotk drills Soinmi'illtT'si wiTe lirst ciuploycd
srttins:. Till'

system is at present to some extent
employi'd in .Japan. llioi|i;h it isbeiiii; rapidly superseded by hand-drillini; with explosive coiiipuimd.
It is supposed that tlie Ancients were to some extent accpiainted with the use of the diamond for
Till' tire-setlins^

f

The
in the Mt. Ccnis TunniO.
period extends from IHCil to the present time,
diirini; which lime the nmehine-roek drill and hiifli
explosives have conic into general use.
for [iniclioal

TUNNKLINO.

4'.»H

work

lliird

borinir and eultini; rock.
If true, M. Lischot, centuries later revived one of the lost arts which lo-duy

to

c

Tlie reoorded history of tunneling dates back to
the reisn of Kameses U. when rock was excavated
bv means of a few hand-tools, wedges and •'tiresetting," which consisted in heating the ro<-k and
quickly coolins it with water, a means occasionally
employed at the present day for cracking boulders.

i

j

1

I

!

we

see perfected in the

diamond pointed rock bor-

ini;-macliine.
It must he admitteii tliat the Kgyptians were the pioneers in rmk excavation, as it is

evidenced by thi> numerous subterranean tombs,
A more htirrottoes and caverns, yet in existence.
ting tablet than the everlasting rock on which to re-
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ciinl ilic history of tlii-ir UtTculciin task
liiivc bi'cn M'lccti'd.
The lir;^', ciivi' (si'ini-tuiiml) known to

vicinity, hut carried il on in all countries wlii( h
they sut)jui;ated. In the year y.")!! li. C. the Komims

could not

nt<'

have hocn

eonslriicteil a tunnel il.()(H) feel lontr, 7 feel liiijh and
feet wide, lo lap Lake Allianus. 'I'his was worked

The
ixciiviittd is the Niijopr. ciil iiliout IJlU) H. V.
rrconis of similar work in Kiiypi. Asia and Kurope

.'»

llirough some lifly shafts and was completed in one
year.
After the fall of the Homan Kmpire. tunnel
work was almost entirely suspended until after the
Dark Ages. Durin;^ 14.">6 Anne of Lusignan revived
tunnel construction on a large scale by beginning a
tunnel in the Alps between JN'ice and Genoa. The

In
from this dalr forward arc i|uili' numerous.
America similar work was done by the A/leeg and
excavations
were
these
IVruviaus most if not all of
used as temples or sepiilehers. The exee])lion to
;

this general nilr

TUNNELING.
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Babylon for communication. Sinieranns l)egan the iKnglisb w.re tlie pioneers in soft groiind tunneling,
The first wide modern tunnel (.'il.') feet hjug, 22
great work of tunneling the mountains of Baghistan
about this time. During Ihc Si.xlli C'enlury a tunnel feet wide, ;i7 leet high) for Iransporlation was conat

4,248 feet long was construcled in the "island of i^slrucled by Kicpu't in lli7!l-«l. The second modern
The klruscaiis undouhledly gave the Ho. tunnel (Ilarccastle No. l)on the Grand Trunk Cafeet wide, 12 feet
inaus their first lessons in tunneling but il is among nal. England, 8840 feet long,
the reconis of the Romans where we first find tun- high, was begun in niilJand eomplcle<l in 1777. This
neling carried on an extensive scale, and in a man- tumul inilialcd work of such nature on a large scale
ner well worthy of the study of modern engineers. in England, and in ItJOtJ, 45 tunnels aggregating in

Samos.

'.»

:

I

|

Fie 4— Stopinc nnrt Pit MinineThe stupondnus works constructed by the ancient lenirtli 2UI. 827 feet had liecn<lrivrn
Komans, many of which are slill in existence and in The first railroad tunnel in which

good stall' of preservation, bear evidencir of their
and thorough knowledge of such work. Their
tunnels for conveying water, for drainage and passage were constructed not only through rock, but
through earth, and the masonry was built with such
skill and perfection, that in many cases it yet remains in a good state of i>reservation. The Romans
did not confine such work to Home and its imniedi
a

skill

used, was construcled in 182li-;iO,
and Manchester Hallway. The

England alone.
Incomiilives wenon the Liverpool
first tunnel in the
in

I'luled States was constructed near .\uburn. I'a.. on
the line of canal built by the Schuylkill Navigation
Company. It was 450 feet long, 20 feet wide, 18 feet
high, cu'l through red shale. This work was bi'gun
in IHIS, and completed in 1821. No serious obstacles
were met in its construction.

;

'
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The "

HacklebiTiiic " Tunnel, luar Maucli Chunk,

Albany and West Stockbridge Railroad Tunnel
and slate iriven 1841 average
monthly progress in heading..53 feet; bottom, .50 feet
9 inches. Welling Tunnel, Baltimore and Ohio Railway: driven in 1851. material, sandstone and slate;
average monthly progress, 104 feet.
Stump House
Tunnel; Blue Ridge kailway: driven. 18.55: material,
mica, schist and gneiss. Monthly progress, 25 feet.
Bergen Tunnel; Delaware, Lackawanna and AVeslern

Pa., was the tirst large niiuini; tunnel constructed in
the United States. It was 790 feet long, II! feet wide,
8 feet high, cut through hard conglomerate. Cost
of e.\cavation *7.1f) per cubic yard. The tirst rail-.
road tunnel in tlie Unitcil States was constructeii
in 1831-33, on liie Allegheny Portage Railway, Pa.
In 18r)0 there had beeii built in the United States ."iS
1850 marks the beginning of the grandest
tunnels.
achievements in tunnel construction, made possible
by the introduction of machine rock drills and liighj
explosives.
In March 29th. 1840, J. J. Couch patented the first
machine rock drill. On May 9th. 1849, .J. W. Fowle
tiled a caveat for an improved rock drill and in 1850
he took out his patent for his improved drill. Fowle's
invention was really the precursor of the rock drill
To Couch belongs the honor ">i
as we now know it.
designing the tirst percussion drill as distinguished
from a rotary borer, anil to Fowle we owe the direct
January 18(51, the fird priv-tii-al
action principle.
machine drill (Sommeiiler's) was put in operation in
the Jlont Cenis Tunnel. Inl847 Sobrero discovered
iiitro-glycerine.
In 18i)3 Noljel tirst applied nitroIn 18(30 nilro-glycerine was
glycerine to blasting.
successfully applied in Hoosac Tunnel. In 18(5(5 Burleigh machine rock drill was successfully used in the

material, limestone

Fi?. 5.

;

Railway; driven in 1874: double track: material, dol"Monthly progress 22 feet. Average inonthly
progress in 18 tunnels driven in the United States,
through hard, solid rock by hand-drilling, witli black
powder; 3(5 feet in heading, 49 feet on bottom. Tlie
average in Europe based on reports of European engineers, 30 feet to 45 feet.
The Rothschonberger
Stollen in Sa.xony is an illustration of progress made
by hand-drilling, with black powder. This adit was

begun

in 1844 and completed in 1877. It was 13,901
meters long average monthly progress covering a
period of seventeen years, from 184Y-G4.20 feet Oinches. Cost per running meter about #51.
Comparing this with the Sutro Tunnel.where machine drills
and high explosives were used, it will be found that
the monthly progress in the latter exceeded the yearly
progress in tbe former.
In the Sutro Tunnel, "made
20,'fij9 feet long, 10 feet high and 12 feet wide, during
:

—Driftincand Sin

In 1807 Nobel invented dvuamite.
In 1807 the Wood drill was invi'Uted. In 'lK08 the
Dubois-Francois rock drill was invented. Between
the years 1871 and 1874 the lugersoll. Rand. .McKean,
Ferrou.x and I);irlington drills were invented.
From a careful stu<ly of the foregoing dates and
data, it will be seen how quickly inventive skill provided new agents to meet requirements and how
quickly it was rewarded with success. In 1882, rackarock was invented. This powder is stronger than
dynamite No. 1. It can be transported and stored
without danger. Its inventor is an American, Mr.
S. R. Divine, of the Reiulroek Powder C<i.
It has
proved its value in several tunnels and in ni:iny mines,
among the important tunnels may be mentioned the
Haverstrjiw, Vosburgh, Faetoryville, and at Flood
Rock. See article Snhmin-hii-lihi.iting.
Previous to the introduelion of machine' drills and
high explosives, all tunneling w;is necessarily done
with bhiek powder and hand-ilrilling. ami this practice is still followed to some extent.
Tlie Americiiii
system of tunneling is to drive a top heading iiboul
seven feet high, full width. When the machine-drilling is emiiloyed the "cut" or wedge is generally
taken from the center of the heading. The following
data shows the rate of progress made by hand-drillingaiiil black powder in tunnels driven through various rock formations.

;

erite.

I

Hoosac Tunnel.
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an average monthly progress of 300 feet was
made; 300 feet being the greatest single month's progress: six (5-inch IngersoU drills and dynamite being
used. Work on the Hoosac Tunnel, Massachusetts,
was begun in 1854 but the old methods were employed (excepting some experiment;d work) until
1808, when machine-drilling and dynamite were introduced.
Therefore, Europeans led off in the tirst
1870,

)

practical application of the iniichine drill, first discovered in America, for in 1801 machine -drills were
introduceil in theJIont Cenis Tunnel.
Tlie third period in tunneling history was fairly
in;iuguraled during 18G3-()4,when Xobel invented anil
applied nitro-glycerine to practical work. From this
date forward the advances made in tunneling and tunneling aiipliances have been so rapid as to excite
wonder. An idea of what has been accomplished can
be formed by comparing progress and cost at Hoosac
Tunnel, with s:ime items relating to tunnels driven
from 1883 to 1885. Data will lie found in the following pages.
In this connection it will be interesting
to consider brielly some of the more modern tunneiing appli;inees.andgivea list of the principal tunnels,
machinery used and results obtainetl.
The use of machine drills in subterranean excavations, made compressed air a necessity, as it can be
compressed at any convenient location on the surface
and then be conveyed through pipes to any desixeil
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distance without niatorial loss of power, besides as- pressioii.'riie Delamrtcr,Norwalk,and National comsislini; venlilrttion; while steam would eondense and pressors are types of this class.
'Pile Injiersoll "Slraii;lil l.ini" Compressor is shown
uucomfortalily lieat the winkiniis. 'I'lic priu'llcal adaplation of eompresMil air was cDnleiniioraiieiiiis in Fiir. 1. The frame. rectaiii;ular in form, straight
with the iutrodiiction of inaclihie rock drills in the and solid, is made in one casting, the vertical, parMoiU t'eiiis Ttiiiiiel in l«(il. The early history of air allel sides of which are stiffened by transverse ribs.
coniprcssinj; appliances isinaile iipof attempts, more The steam and air-cylinders are in line, and with two
or less successful, to construct an eni;niP economical heavy tly-wheels, accurately balanced and turned,
in the use of jiower and at the same time sjive a hlL'h are supported on (me continuous frame, making it
Between
elTective in volvmie of compressed air delivered. Tiie impossible for any part to get out f)f line
"Burleijih" was perhaps tlie tirst practical air ciini- the cylinders is a lieavy cast-steel cross-head with
pressini; engine in use. ll was introduced at the IIiio- sin'ril-liliirk. into wliicii piston rudsare lilted anil held
6ac Tumiel and has since had a large sale in the West by a king-bolt and adjusting clamp, This arrangeI

'

I

Fig.

0— Ingersoll

Drill

mounted on Tripod

Coast Mining Section of the U. 8. In this compressor the heat developed by compression is to a certain
extent netitralized by injecting cold water into the
air-cylinder. Later the duple.v or <louble compressor
came into favor and is to-day the favorite in mines
and permanent or large works. This class of compressors use generally a water jacket around the aircylinder and thus partially absorb the heat of com-

for Surface Worlc, Sloping, etc.

jierniits the cross-head to adjust itself to tiny irregularity in the length of connecting rods, <auscd
by uneven wear in the crank-pin boxes, thusprevent-

ment

a breaking strain from beiiig brought to bear on
The tly-wheels overthe piston rods or cross-head.
hang the frame on each side, and into these are titted heavy steel crank pins of large diameter, set exConnection to the crossactly opposite each other.
iiiir

;

,1 ,
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strong forgi'd olilimu; rods. The
cut-ofi valves are moved by rocker arms,
located at therearend of the frame, back of tbemain
shaft. The valve rods are tilted with adjusting nuts.
The main valve is the ordinary I) pattern, on the
back of which an adjustable cut-i>ft' valve works.
With steam pressure at, say, tiO pounds, euttinii "ff
at one-half stroke, a working air jjressure of 70 to 75
pounds is easilj' maintained. The journal-bo.\es are
adjusted by means of a half wedge, circular on one
side, and operated V)y means of screw-bolts passing
The journal
lon.gitudinally through the cap-bolts.
and crank-pin boxes, slides, induction and ciiuctiou
pliosi)hor-bronze.
The
eduction
valves are made of
valves are cylindrical and have their entire circumference for a wearing surface and guide, leaving a
clear passage for the air, and obviating the constant
liead is
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made by

air pressure against the air-piston, thus throwinsr it
off without the use of a bar.
The water should be
from one to eight feet below the level of spray pump.

main and

trouble found with valves moving upon, and guided by, a small central stem. Tliese valves work
in cages screwed into the cylinder iieads from the
outside, and project beyond the cages sutHciently to
admit springs between a rim on the valves and the
face of cages. Cylindrical balanced eduction valves
are used, and move in cages similar to the eduction
valves, and are held in place by caps bolted to the
outside of cylinder heads, through which adjusting
screws pass, bearing against the valve cap.
Ample area is provided for ingress and egress of
air.
Every valve can be removed from the outside
without everdetaching the C3linder head. Sectional
composition packing rings, set out by heavy elliptic
Cooling is effected
springs, are used in both pistons.
by a double plunger pump worked from the crosshead, upraying water into the cyliuiier, thus maintaining the air at nearly its mrrmal tfmperature, lubri.
eaUiiy the cylinder and packing the clearance spates,
and forcing the volume of romprcmed air out of t/ic
cuUnder.
This ^t/atem prevents in a great manure the
trmthle from freezing. An automatic speed ami jyivsiin re
regulator is located on the air-cylinder and connected
The regulating ileto the receiver by a small pipe.
vice consists of a double-headed piston properly enclosed, the bottom head fitting into and closing a
cored passage opening into each end of the cylinder.
The piston is actuated by air pressure acting against
the upper piston head. Passing well over the top
of the piston is a weighted lever. To the weight
rod is attached a toe, above which is the stem of a
stop- valve, located in the pipe supplying water to
the pump. Over the lever is a bell-crank, to the
upper arm of which is attached a rod connected on
the other end to a second bell-crank attached to a
regulating valve in the steam pipe. The upper arm
of crank stands iu front of the |irojecting stem of
the steam regulating valve, which is arranged so that
steam cannot be entirely shut otT. If desired to
carry, say, 60 lbs., pressure, the regulating lever
weights are set at that point, and the safety valve
on the receiver, say, two pounds higher. The position of each part is as described, while the full compliment of drills, etc., is running; but the moment a
less volume of air is required, the air pressure in
the receiver at once rises, and acts through the ))ipe
upon the under side of the \ipper head of the regulatiug piston, raising the lever and through the bellI

The Rand duplex compressor, shown

in Fin', o,

employs

a very perfect system of cooling the air.
Injecting water into the air-cylinder will cut and wear
the cylinder, as no water is perfectly free from grit

besides the air cannot afterwards be perfectly well
dried, and causes trouble by freezing in the exhaust
ports of the machines which use it. Tlie Hand .system avoids this by circulating cold water around the
cylinder through the heads and piston-rod and piston.
Jlechanical appliances (drop drills) are mentioned
in 1731.
In 1840 rotary borers were used in 8tyria,
but none of their experiments hit upon the plan of
the present percussion machine rock drill. Attempts
were made to construct a " full area" machine, i. e.,
to cut out the full area of tunnel.
Such macliines

were

tried in

JlontCenisand Hoosac Tunnels, result-

ing iu failure.

The Beaumont

circular-cutter

is of
in chalk and
such soft material, but it is not applicable to harder
ground. Europeans vaguely claim the credit of originating the percussion machine rock drill but to an
American, J. J. Couch, unquestionably belongs the
honor of first inventing such a machine, patented
March 37, 1849. In his machine the drill-steel passed
through the piston, being alternately caught and re-

this claSs

and works quite successfully

;

|

and projected against the rock. The mounting
was a primitive carriage. Couch and others improved
on his first drill, embodying these improvements in
machines which were tried in Iloosac Tunnel without
success.
Other machines were from time to time
tested in this Tunnel.
Among them Fowle's, whose
patents were eventually purchased by Charles Burleigh, and out of which grew the Burleigh rock drill,
which was finally adopted, November, IsGG, for the
Iloosac Tunnel, where it was used to the completion
of that work. This was the first successful application of the machine rock drill in America. ThcSommeiller machine was introdviced in the Mont Cenis
Tunnel in 1861. The work done by these two maleased

I

'

chines is stated among the data on these tunnels
given further on, and is of interest for purpose of
comparison with hand-labor and work done by the
perfected drills of to-daj-.

HoosAC TmraEL.
This tunnel, 34,416 feet long, 24 feet wide, 20 feet
high, driven through mica, schists, gneiss, conglomerate

and granitic

gneiss,

was begun

iu 1854,

and had

been excavated but 4,350 feet when the State of
Massachusetts assumed control and resimied work
in October, 1863.
Tunnel completed in 1876. Best
average monthly progress during 1871, was 24 feet by
7 feet, heading, 145 feet. Greatestsingle month's progress, 167 feet. Best month's [jrogressliy hand-labor,
40 feet. Cubic vards rock removed about 861, .'lOO.
Total cost of tunnel, 10,000,000. Cost per cubic
yard, about #37.

The Siimmeiller drill commenced its work in the
Hoosac Tunnel, in Jan. 1861; seventy-Hve 3-fl. holes
were drilled in the lace of a bottom heading. !) fei't
6 inches wide. 8 feet 6 inches high, which was afterward enlarged to full tunnel sei-tion. 1, 046. lOIJ cubic
yards of rock were removed. A progress three times
greater than by hand-labor was attained, but owing
to the crude and imperfect machines and inexperienced operators, the cost was two and a half times
greater. In 1885 similar work is done with perfected
macliinery and experienced men, ;W per cent, cheaper and 75 per cent, faster than by hand-labor. The
average daily progress by hand-lal)or was 18 inches.
Using machine drills 4,"„'feet. The cost per running

cranKs and rods, sliutting off steam and slowing
down the speed of the compressor to produce the
reduced volume of air required. If all the drills are
stopped, the bottom head of regulator i)istou will be
lifted suHieieutly to open the passage before described then the inlet and discharge valves close and
cease to act, and the air from the cylinder escapes
from the front to the back of the piston through the
passage. The engine is taking just enough steam
to turn it overand overcome its friction, there being foot,*356.
Total cost of luimel, 15,000,000. Cost
no resistance against the air-piston. When the lever per cubic yard, about $15. Total length, 40, 137 feet.
raises, the toe on the weight rod comes ia contact Cost per inch, machine drilling, 4 cents.
Cost handwith the movable stem of the stop-valve and stops drilling, 9J cents per inch. Machinery used, Burthe How of water to the pumps. If the engine is leigh drills mounted on tunnel-carriages.
Air was.
stopped on its center, a valve is opened, letting the furnished by p. battery of Burleigh compressors.
;
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Tliis very remarkablt- tunnel, 3800 feet long, 16 feet
wide. Ill feet higli, built through eoal, siinflstone and
conglomerate, was begun in March, 1H70, and finished in September, 1871. Drillin.g was done princil)allyby ma(hinedrills,the Hurleigli being employed;
the blasting with black powd<'r.
Average monthly
progress. 105 feet. Material excavated, 44,852 cubic
yards. Cost per cubic yard, if 0. 80. Length of holes
drilled per cubic j-ard, HI feet.
Powder consumed
per cubic yard, 3f lbs. Drill-steel consumed. | lbs.
<Jil and lighting, 11 cents.
Cost per foot, macliineilrilling, including every expense for plant, repairs,
steel, running, etc., 14,',, cents.
Cost of hand drilling, about ^~'i cents.
Cost of machine-drilling per
cubic yard, 7.5J cents.
Cost of hand-drilling per
cubic yard, about i|!3.9()|.
Experience here proved
that a greater length of hole and more powder was
required per cul)ic yard by hand-drilling than by
machine-drilling. This was "the last tunnel of importance in the United States driven with black powder.

HuTEO Tunnel.
This mining tunnel is about 40, 489 feet long. 13
feet wide, 10 feet high, and runs through syenite. i)orphyry, etc. Preliminary work was begun October,
1H6;(, but active work was commenced December,
1871, at which date 2000 feet had been driven. Tunnel was completed September, 1878; dynamite was introduced during 1870; machine drills" moimted (6 on
a carriage) were used in 1874.
The center cut and
squaring up system was followed. Depth of cut 7 feet;
6 inches; distances between collar of cut holes 4 to
feet; 97 inches of 2.J-inch diameter holes drilled per
cubic yard of rock.
In 1874 Burleigh drills were introduced and used until 1870. when Rafter a thorough
.'5

practical test of the Ingersoll drill 16 of them (5-inch)
cylinder) were substituted to do the work previously

done with 23 Burleigh machines.

Following

is

the record of one hour's drilling during regidar work,
(not during a test) with these' two machine drills of
equal size, in a medium hard porphyry, diameter of
holes 3i inches.
Burleigh averaged 6.10'.
Ingersoll 9.93'.
Burleigh maximum, 11,10'.
Ingersoll IS. 70'.
Burleigh maximum, 3.34'.
Ingersoll 3.50'.
Highest single month's progress
300'
Highest average monthly progress for one year 310'
Highest average monthly progress for one "year
hand-drilling.
103'
Highest cost per Ihieal foot for driving heading,
not inchiding timbering,
.*3t.33
Highest cost compressed air per lineal foot, $17.20
Lowest cost per lineal foot of heailing,
$17.90
Lowest cost compressed air per lineal foot,

heading,

Mr. Sutro states
be driven

33 per

th;it

<-ent

;i

$7.03
tunnel 8'XlO' or larger can
cheaper and the progress

machine as compared with hand-drilling.
was furuishrd by the Burleigh, combined
with Belgian and German compressors^
tripled by
'The air

JIUSCON-ETCONG TcNNEL.

This tunnel on the Lehigh Valley, Railroad. N. .T.,
in 1873. "it has a" length of 4901 ft.,
is 21 feet high, and 2(> feet wide.
It'travcrses 700
feet soft ground. 4ti0 feet limestone, the balance syenite harder and tougher than elsewhere encountered
in the Eastern Slates. It is worked on the center cut
system, with top heading and bench. Asthissysteni
has since been followed in all American tunnels it is
umiecessary to specify he system in connection with

was commenced

I

tunnels hereinafter m'enlion'ed. The details of work
on this tunnel are fully described in Drinker's work
on tunneling, and only general data will lie given.
On account of a heavy earth cut on the West End. a
slope 307 feet was sunk to grade.
In November.
1872, grade was reached and top headings 8' X 26'
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wiTC started oast ami west by liiiii<l-lal)or. The Ingersoll drill was inlroduocd early in F<l)niary 1R73.
Soine 3011' from the Ijottdfii of slope the lieiKlini; run
into deeoniposed roek tlirouiili wliieli walir foreed
itself in such ((iiantitv as to entirely till the timnri
and raised 180 fvet in the slope, underininin!; the
pro])S and destroying; the slope, nuikinc the sinkinj;
of a .shaft neressary. Ileadinits were driven in both
directions from the shaft, to tap and drain, the water
from the former workini^s. Almost insurmoimlalile
diUi( ullies w ere eneonntered on aeeounl of the water
until May, 1874. when all the workinijs were finally
<lrained and reiiular work fairly started.
Two oarrlases, one on either side of the eenter. carried six
"•" Ingersoll drills.
The center cut was nnide by
drilling 13 10-ft.) holes, !)' between collars.
These
with 'Mside or S(iuarin!; up holes, made llie total of

I

j

!

j

j

run either by steam or by compressed air, as circumstances re(|uire.
It is so arranged that it can be
shifted from one style of mounting toanother at will.
Drills of the same size and pattern are duplicales of
each other, and imrU iirt iiiUrehniigKiliU. The valve
permits a rnriiiile stroke of from 1 to 7 inches. Both
t'ljUfntiT fittiilH in thf driU an'pntltrltfl on the imti{h hy
ihiHtic nm/iiimn, wlii<li receive the blow of the piston
when the bit suiidenly cuts intoanopen seam or hole,
and allows the ]iist(jn lo make full stroke with safety.
The valve whi( h adniils the sleam or compressed
air into the cylinder to

move

the piston

back and forth hy t/ienUiim or air

xi.miI

is

iUilfiinted

in the drillK.

X

perfect valve is the iimentinl puint in any rock drill,
to this simple steam thrown valve, is due the
great efliciency and durability of the "Eclipse" drill.
In most drills, termid "taii|)(l drills," the valve if
;j6 holes, aggregatimr 408 feel, drilled for ten lineal
moved l>y a blow from a piece of steel or lappet,
2',
feet advance.
lbs., No. I and 34'i lbs.. No. 2 which is struck by the piston twice every stroke. IV
(iiant powder were used in these holes.
Si.x feet of is evident that so many small pieces of metal striking
together from three to five hundred times a minute,
must wear and break rapidly.
This is the weak
point in the tappet drill which cannot be overcome.
In this drill the rater ptrmitu a rariaflf xtioAe of from
one to seven inches: tajipet drills require full stroke
in order to trip the valvi-, unless aiib<l by au.viliary
valves or other complicated and delicate arrangements. The bits are forged on the ends of steel bars
of (lilTerent lengths, and are usually in the form of
an X.the diameter on each additional length decreasing slightly to conform to the wear on theshonl,
ders of the preceding bit.
On the opposite end a
w
head isturnedor forgeil to tit intothe drill-chuck. In
very loose, si'amy rock a Z-shaped bits is sometimes
With simple smith's tools any
used to advantage.
blacksmith can dress and in a short time, make the
bits. Min'h depend)* upon tht-ir tieing proptrly dris>ed
and tempered, and their form and manner of cutting
secures a greater saving as compared with handdrilling where both ends are worn away rapidly.

and

(

I.

Mont Cenis Tcnnel.

1

This most remarkable feat of Engineering connects
the railways ot France aixl Italy, and is on the direct
railway route from Paris to Turin. The length of this
tunnel is 7 miles 4i^ furlongs.
It is 434 feet higherat
Bardonn6che,on the Italian side, than at Modane on
the French side.
On this acconnt.it is on a gradient
of 1 in 4.')i from Modane to the middle, and thence it
falls 1 in 2.000 to Bardonneche. this latter fall being
suflkient to run off the water.
The dimensions at
Modane are 2.") feet 3J inches wide at base, '20 feet 2;,'
inches at widest part, and '24 feet 7 inches, high, the
arch being nearly semi-circular.
At Bardonn^che it
is 11^- inclies higher.
It is all lined with stone masonry .except at the Bardonneche end. where the arch is
of brick.
first

were drilled per cubic yard and 4j-pounds of
Giant powder used.
The bench was taken up by
ilrilling top and lifting holes.
For each it lineal feet
advance on bench, lOhoIcs aggregating 112 feet %vere
drilled and blasted by 107 lbs., of No. 2 dynamite,
(•(lualing about IJ lbs "dynamite and nearly li'n feet of
holes per cubic yard of rock. Average coiisumi)tion
of ilynamile per cubic yard (heading and bench)
1.71 lbs. Best month's progress, hand-drilUng,.^ feel.
Best month's progress by machine-drilling 130 feet.
Best monthly average for one year lUi feet.
Machinery used 'Hk f.5") Ingcrsoll drills. 4 Burieigh and
4 Rand and Waring compressors, supplied with steam
by nine boilers of 400 H. P., supplied the air. Air
was conducted 3,000 feet through B-inch inm pipe
with a loss in pressure of about 2i lbs., per square
Iioles

inch.

The

introduction of the Ingersoll drill in this tunantedated its adoption in Sutro. therefore this
was the first important tunnel in which the Ingersoll
drill was used.
This drill, represented in Fig. 6, is
nel,

done

The work was begun in 18.57. and was at
usual way by hand; but in 18(il the

in the

perforating machines above described were introducside, and two years later on the
French side. On -lune 30.1803, the tunnel had been
driven .'5,800 yards, and the rate of advancement was
All the elTortsof the engineers toacyj feet per day.
celerate the work were for several years unavailing;
and in October. 1800, just one-half the distance, or
6,080 yards. had been pierced, showing the same constant rate of \\h feet per day.
At this rate, the tunnel
would not have baen completed till 1872. Owing
however, to improved modes of working, and to a
favorable change in the nature of the rock, the rate
of advancement becanie greater toward the end and
the two parties met on December 2.5. 1870. The tun-V prenel was formall}' opene<l in September, 1871.
mium \vas to be pai<l by the French Government to
the Italian Oovernnient, who did the work, for each
year by which a term of '2.5 years. coimling from 1862,
was reduced. The French Government were also to
pay XI. '287,000 for the construction of one-half the
tunnel when comi)leted.
This great work, which appeared almost imprao-

ed on the Italian
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tiiable lo ordinary mctli()cls of tunnrliiii; liy mamml
liibor, WHS rciulcrctl priiclicablc liy miirliiiicry iiilro-

above the contract price were also paid. The headings in gneiss were c(mtracted per rimning meter (7.

Upper side eidargement jier running met<T 4.7 si|r. yards at 340 francs.
Bottom enlargement per cubic meter at HO francs.
couUl only Total cost perliiieal melerof complete tunnel, includ-

by Ibc I'lisiUfiTs, Messrs. Sommcillcr. tiraiiThe f^reiit dillicully liiy iii the
dis. Hiid" UriilloHi.
fad lluit, from the f^reiit height of llie inouiitaiii,
tliiccd

shafts were iinprarlicalile, and pro^jrcss
be made from earli end. The veiilihition also i)re.senled serious ditMenllies. M. Somnieilhr perfeeleil
a small machine, weisliin!; si.\ <wt., *hieli bored a
bolcl j inches diameter,and':i feet ileep in twenty minutes: the time taPcen by two miners workim: by tlie
ordinary method beins; two liours. Eleven of these
machines were placed on a movable support, and
were capable of working at almost anyanirlc. Tliree
or four larire holes were bored in the centir of the
lieadinir. and round these other holes of the ordinary
The large holes were not lirecl.
size, in all M() holes.
but were for the purpose of weakeninj; the rock.
The others were then Hre<l in .succession and in deta<hments, beginning with those nearest the center,

2 s()inire yards) at 230 francs.

ing everything 4.'»0 francs. The |)lan of subletting the
work to the gangs each month. worked very successfully, as the amount of wages the workmen received
depended upon their individual exertions. The men
were re(iuired to complete a certain task within ii
certain time, but if the task was finished in say one
half the lixed time, they not only received full pay
and had the balance of the time to themselves, but
also shared in the premium earned, if the rate of advance was in excess of the lixed rale. .Mr. Sweel, Contractor for the West Point Tunnel (noted further on),
found a eyslem of ])remiums of great benetit. Experience shows that a siiccessful premium .system
uuistbe paid to the gangs, not to the individual work-

and working outward. The machines were worked men.
by compressed air acting, like high-pressure steam,
a piston in a cylinder; this air being compressed
outside the tunnel by water-power acting on the
hvdraulic-ram priniiple, and also by an air-pump; it
was used at a pressure of live atmospheres above
the atmosplieric pressure, and wascimveyed to the
workings by a pipe "5 inches diameter. After it had
expended itself in working the borers, it escaped inThe
to the tunnel, and so ventilated the workings.
advanced heading was the only place where these
machines were used; the enlargement of the tunnel
to the full size, the building, etc.. wcreall performed
by manmd labor. In view- of the great importance
of the Mont Ceiiis route, an<l the uncertainly of the
time of completion of the tunnel, a locomotive railway was construct<d in the meantime over the top
of the pass. The r;iiis were laid on the existing
The
road, and asceniled the hill in zigz.ig lines.
steepest gradient was 1 in 12. ami on this gradient
and down to 1 in 20, a third rail was laid in the
center of the way, raised about i) inches above the
other rails. The engines were provided with two
pairs of horizontal wheeis, which being made to
press against the center rail, provided the adhesion
necessary for ascending and descending these steep

Hallet's Point.

oil

Work

Point (Hell Gate). X.Y. .was comAugust, 1869. A shaft 10.5 feet deep, i)')
diameter was sunk through micaceous gneiss at

menced
feet

at Hallet's

in

a cost of $.5.75 per cubic yard. 10 diverging tunnel.t
were driven from the bottom of the shaft, ranging in
length from 51 feet to 120 feet. These were connected by cross cuts at regular intervals. Preliminary
work and idleness, owing to lack of money appropriation, consumed the time till 1874. when active o])erations were begun and continued till September
lK7r,,when the work was blown up. The total length
of tunnels ami cross cuts driven was 7425 feet, equaling 17,401 cubic yards, excavated at an average cost
of ;*7.44 jier cubic yard, including ex])losives for final
Average cost per cubic yard for dredging,
blast.
$5.52. Total average cost per cubic yard for removing the reef, $12.96. G(5-inch)Burlcigh drills niouuted im single drill-carriages with a post jacKing against
the roof.drove an average of 235 lineal feet of tunnel
per month for 12 months. Average drilling per 8 hour
shift, 30 feet of holes. Average cost per foot of hole
Cost per fool haml-drilling, 95
drilled. 36J cents.
cents. Dynamite exploded per cubic yard. 0.975 lbs.
Total amount of explosives used in the final blast,
49,915 lbs. General John Xewton, Chief of Engineers
U. S.Arniy, deserves great credit for the conception,
carrying on. and successful completion of this work
in an unexplored field of engineering. It was the first
attempt at exploding large cpiantities of dynamite by
simultaneous firing, and resulted in jHTfecl success.
For a description of the unparalleled fi ;it of tunneling and blasting at Flood Hock, uear Hallet's Point,
see Siif'i/iiirinr-blantiiig.
During the construction of the tunnel under Forty.second street from Third avenue to the pjist Hiver
in New York City, an invention was made by the
Manufacturing Superintendent of the Hand Drill Co.,
that has changed the whole system of tunnel working in llie United States. Previous to this. tunnel work
had been carried on by drills mounted upon lieavy
carriages, except in mines where a few small ilrills
had been used mounted directly upon the side of a
column having a jack-screw in one end, by means of
which the column was kept in a vertical position.
This required the removal of the whole column several times in drilling the heading of even a small tun-

inclines.

Saint Goth.vhd TcxNtL.

This tunnel piercing the Alps between Gocschenen
and .\irolo is 4}S.y.">2 ft. long and passes through granitic gneiss, mica, schist and horid)lende schist. The
tunnel was let by <'ontract to Louis Favrc in August
1M72, and work conmienced on both ends in Sept.
April IHHO the headmg was holed. a,()W H. P. of
water was utilized for driving the turbine-wheels,
to which direct acting air compressors (C'ollsdon system) were attached. The compressors were 30 in
number, one half KU inches diameter 25i in. stroke;
the balance 17 in. by 1>* in. The.se were set in groups
of 3. run by one turbine, delivering air at 10.5 lbs.
pressure. T'hemain pipe-line was 8 inches diameter,
diminishing to 4 inches at the face. Tests were made
with the Sommeiller and Dubois-Fnincois machine

thcFerrouxand .McICeon drills were
adopted. The drills were mounted on carriages of 6
to 8 drill capacity. The Belgian system of work was
<. driving a top heading about 8ft. by 10
adopted,
fl. then enlarging at br)th sides and excavating down
lo grade. This system i)ermits of increasingthe points nel.
drills.but finally

('.

of attack in a I'ariie tunnel where .speed, regardless
of cost. is Ihedesidenilum. 13lo 18 holes, 3ft. 7 inches
deep, were drilled in tlie face by machines working
from three to tive hours, accorcling to the nature of
rock. Three to four hours were required for charging, blasting and clearing away. If everything workeifsmoothly four sets of holes were drilled in 24 hours,
giving an advance of 13 lineal feet. A single machine
Most of the work was
drilled 3 ft. 3 in. per hour.
contracted to gangs by the running meter. Prcuuums

There was much diificully in adjusting thedrill
after a change of the steel, and in keeping the jackscrc>w from getting loose from the continual jar. The
new device of resting a column upon a foot having a
jack-screw at each end, so arranged tliat a vertical

i

plane passes through the axes of both screws and
column, provided the necessary breadth of base to
give stability to the column and permit the mf)unting of a swinging-arm upon the column on which to
place the drill. This in turn permitted the drill being
used upon all sides of the column for drilling hen-
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Rnrs passed
or vortical holes in the tiinnol.
the top of tlic jink-scicws iiiul one side of

transmitted by rods in tension; the Ingersoll
cushions on the inside both have patents for

ing

tliroiiRli

drill

Before
the coliinm prcvi'iili'd tlu'in from tiiriiiiifrtlie use of this invention the dehris of broken rijek in
the faces of a tunnel had to he removed after a blast
to admit of a track heiiiir laid on which to brinir lh<carriage up to the face: but by its use. now, larire or
small drills are sit at work immediately after a blast
by carrying the drill and column separately over the
diM)ris.
This column was so(m after ado])ted at Ilell
tJale and the famous Calumet and lleela copper mine
in Michigan, where miles of tunnel have been driven
Willi it.
The first very large railroad tunnel driven
by its use was at Ilaverstraw. N. Y., prior to tin\Vesl Pciinl luimel. in which it was also introduced.
Then followed its use in tlie double-track tunnel
Ihronirh the very hard traj) rock at Weehawken.
Another invention of a very great importance at
nbout the same jieriod, has had a marked cfTect iu
increasing the utility of the nx'k drill.
At this time
the chuck (which holds the steel most generally in
use has been made by clamping iiieces projecting
through the sides of the piston-rod. near its end.
The new chuck has an enlariri'd end on the pistonrod; a key projects through a slot iu the rod on to the

their metlioil of

;

cushioning and for their valves.

Went Point

Tcnnei,.

The West Point Tunnel, on the West Shore
way, was commenced in 1K8I' and completed in

HailIHH.'l.

granitic rock, fornnng the point on
Academy is located. The line
runs directly under the ])arade ground, coming out
on the north, irireetly opposite Target Hill.
The
south jiortal enters the clilT below and east of llie
road leadinix from the dock up to the ]ilateau. Columns were used in this tunnel to support the drills.
The drills rrst on a swinging-arm attached to the post,
conunanding a large area of face without moving the
post.
With this method each nnichine. bc'ing in<lejiendent. can be kept constantly at work, and the full
area of tunnel is left clear for removing the debris.
The work was started with Hand machinery, consisting of liflec'u ; and J-incli drills and one I)upl<-.\ KiJ
incli liy IW-inch compressor, located at tli<' north portal; the air being carried overground to tlu' south
face, through :i inch wrouglil-iron )>ipe. The center
cut-top (full areaj heailiug and bench system wiia
It

i)ierces the

which the

i

Fis. 12.— New Croton Aqncduct.

.Alilitary

Pocantico Cat.

held in place by a I' cTnployed, the bench being keptabotit 30 feet behind
bolt; thus suflicient elasticity is obtained to absorb the heading, at which dislance it was found that the
the shock of the blow and prevent tln' enormous heading rock was blown clear over the bi'uch, into
breakage consecpn'ni upon the usi' of the old style of the bottom of the tuimel with the bench roek. Then
the large pie<'es were lifted into the rock cars by means
It is safe to say that if tlii' rights of tlu' in<'huck.
ventors and owners of the patent were respected, and of a iineumalic hoist ami crane and carried to the
substitute foimd, hardly a drill of any other kind dmup without having to be liroken up. Thisaiiparawould be used, especially in all hard rock. A third tus consisted of a double Hx 10 inch cylinder linkimportant improvement introduced at a later date, motion engine mounted on a low car.'to which a
and now in <-ommon use. is a rotatiug-device. by wrought-iron mast was atta<;he(l; on the upper end
means of which the piston is caused to rotate and so of that was a cylinder in which worked the jilunger
keep the steel turning around. The object of this that was forced and held against the roof by airimprovement Wiis to make the rotating-bar stronger, pressure. .Vttached to the mast was a swinging-boom
and to avoid the inconvenience then existing wlu'U a of a length e<pial to one half the width of the tunnel.
removal of the bar was necessary. The K
and This apparatus stood on a track between the two rock
car tracks. This crane is of great advantage in large
Ingersoll drills have substantially the same rotating
devices solid chucks and colnnuis the dilTerence tunnels in which the rock breaks large. 30 to 33 holes,
feet deep, were drilled in the heading, and 6
being in the steam distributing valves, and tiie blow 8 to
struck, in the lower head and cushioning devices. to 8 feet lifting and vertical holes in the bench. XiAt the present time the Ingersoll drill uses ;i sjilit tro-glycerine was tested and foimd to be more expenlower head and the Kaud a solid head. The Rand sive than dynamite. Close data on the work was
drill cushions or takes up a blow struck at the head kept by the Contractor, wdiich, for certain reasons,
by rubber buffers outside the niachiuc; the blow be- he does not choose to make public. This is to be re-

shank of the

drill-steel

and

is

'

md

—

—

U

j
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many

spent their early days at this historic spot.

Aklbeko Tunnel.

West, making neces.sary the drilling of more feet of
holes and the use of more dynamite per cubic yard.
The average progress per 24 hours in the East heading, machine-drilling, from
15.83 feet.
November, 1880, to August, 1H83.
13.32 "
The same in West Heading,
39.14 "
Dailj' average both headings,
.

Province of Tyrol, Austria, is
3a,G.50 feet long. 31 feet high, 23 feet wide, and running through micaceous shales, quartz, gneiss and
mica. Work commenced June, 1H8U; headings met
November, 18K3. It was driven at both ends simultaneously, worked by bottom headers, up-raiscrs,top
headers and enlargcinenis in sections, varying from
30 to 38 feet in length according to the nature of the
ground. Tiie bottom heading 9 feet wide, « fe<'t 21
i)iches high was driven on grade with a subdrain below. This heading was kejjt in advance of all other
work, and every 100 feet an \ipraise was made to the
roof of the top heading where faces were driven both
ways, making it possible to almost indefinitely increase the number of working faces in the top headings.
3 to 4 upraises were worked simultaneously.
The top heading was 6 feet 6 inches wide bj' K feet 2
high.
It followed the face of the bottom headinches
This tunnel

in the

ing at a distance of 330 feet and was driven entirely
by hand-labor, as the great number of faces made it
possible to keep pace with the bottom heading dri-

ven by machine

drills.

Everything was made sub-

servient to the bottom heading as upon its rapid advance depended the progress of the entire work. The
enlargement and arching was done on the Englisli
From June to November, 1880, liand-ilrilsystem.
liiig was employed.
Totallength of bottom beading driven

that time

.

The work was contracted

for at the following
c, the price for one running meter in the
first kilometer from eachmonth is taken as the basis.
For each following kilometer a certain price is added
to the price of the preceding kilometer.
Bottom heading, first kilometer...#33.90 per lineal ft.
"
"
1.53 '•
Addition for each following kil...
"
15.25 '
"
Top beading, first kil
"
"
Additional foreach following kil.. 0.76 "
"
"
359.18 '•
Enlargement from -f 01. 10 to
Sub-drain 3.63 ft. deen 1.97, 2.63, and 3.38 ft. wide,
per running foot, .f 2.44, $3.10, and $3.05 respec-

prices

:

/.

tively.

Cost per running foot of heading as follows
$10.30

Proportionate cost of plant
JIachine-drilling and ventilation
Blasting, timbering, and removing debris...

9.63
13.90

$33.83

Total cost per running foot

Cost per running foot of completed
301.00
tunnel
.$5,034,865.00
Total cost of completed tunne
Total excavation in cubic yards... 1,037,330.00

Factoryville Tunnel.
feet.

"
4.7
Average progress per 24 hours.
"
Total length of top heading in same time, G33.
"
4.2.')
Average per 24 hours,
In the East End the Ferrou.x and Seguin percussion drills run by compressed air were introduced,
while in the West End, the Brandt hydraulic rotar}machine drill run by water-power imdcr high pressure, forced into the heailings bj- pumps operated by
.

.

.

.

.

in
(>~7.

.

.

.

turbines.

The Brandl drill differs from all purcussion or rotary machines in that a constant high liydraulic pressure-presses the cylindrical steel drill-bit against the

rock with sutticieu: force to crush tlie latter.
The
crushing sireuglh of hardened steel is greater than
that of the hardest rock, therefore the point of the bit
must penetrate the rock when sufficient pressure is
a])plied. In order that the points shall exert pressure
on new surfaces they are slowly rotated, thus crushing and breaking, but not |iulveriziiig the rock. High
pressure and slow rotary motion form the principles
of the Brandt-drill. The rotary motion is etfectedby
two hydraulic-engines, 3,',., inches in diameter. 2| inches stroke, and making 120 revolutions per minute.
inches.consuming 4,080
Diameter of drill-cylinder
gallons of water per minute. The eltcctive pressure
upon thec'ylinder with a water-pressure of 1,4(55 lbs.
per sipiare inch, e(iuals 20,850 pounds, making proWeight of machine, 5.50
per deductions for losses.

This tunnel on the Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad is 200 feet long, 16' feet wide, 21 feet
high, and runs through a hard grey and red sandstone. Work was carried on simultaneously from both
ends. Machinery used. 6(3-in.) IngersoU drills, two
Drills
in each heading and one on each bench.
supplied with air by one 16 in. X 24 in. IngersoU
"Straight Line" air compressor, air pressure 70 to
80 pounds to the square inch. Tunnel driven on the
American system; /. <, center cut with heading and
bench. Heading 16 feet wide. 7 feet high. The
breast holes were drilled 10 feet in deplh. The
average feet of holes drilled by each machine per
22 hours. 100

feet.

Tunnel began December

2(')lh.

Average monthly
1882, completed May 26th. 1883,
progress of tunnel 440 feet. The highest monthly
progress was made in April, 1883, during which
month the north headim;: was driven 262 feet, the
south headins 241 feel, or a total of .503 feet. Tlie
explosive used, ill this tunnel, was rackarock, manufactured by the Kendrock Powder Company, New
York.

VosBUBGH Tunnel.

.'')J

pounds. Weight of hydraulic cohnnn.on which

drills

are mounted, 0(!0 pounds. These weights are too great
for quick handling and llie constant How of water
causes discomfort anil inconvenience to the machine
men. Where a high jiressure can be obtained from
a natural head of water this macliine has proved advantageous. elTective and economical in repairs ami
power ri'ciiiired. The West heading was driven with
2 to 4 Brandt ilrills at the average progress of 11.30
feet i)er 24 liours,for 227 days. This rate of progress
was later increased to 17.35 and 20.7 feet, per 34
The East heading driven with percussion
hours.
drills averaged an advance of 13.49 feet per 341i(nns
The rate of progress was lately infor 401 days.
creaseil to'lH and 30.3 feel per '24 hours. The feet of
holes drilled in a given time Viy the jiercussion and
hydraulic machines were the .same, tliough the nxk
in the East heading was much harder than in the

This tunnel on the Lehigh Valley Railroad, was
Total length of tunnel 3.865
started in June, 1883.
Dimensions
feet llirough grey and red sandstone.
21 ft. X 2^ ft. driven on the .Vmericau system with
center cut, ben<h, and heading. (The latter 8 ft. X
20 ft. .being driven through regardlessof the bench).
Headings began June 19th, 1883, completed July,
1884. Machinery used on East end. KS-in.Jand li8-in.)
IngersoU drills" operated by tlie 16 in. x 21 in.
"Slraight Line" IngersoU coniiiressor. On the West
end, power was supplied by a duplex 10 in.XlO in.
Band compressor running 4 (3-in. and 1 (8-in.) Band
The
drils. Explosives used, rackarock and dynamite.
1

work was

by liand-drilling.
MosHANNiN Tunnel.

started

This tunnel on the South Western Railway is 1,240
wide,31 feet high.and runs through
hard sandstone. It was driven by the American system with center cut. heading, and bench. Tunnel
driven from both ends siniullaneously. Machinery
employed 6\3-iu.) and 1 (,8-in.) IngersoU drills, two
feet long, 16 feet
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oarh lieadini; and one on a tripod in
supplie<l with air by one
Line" Injiersoll comIti-incli X U4-iucli " Slraii;lit
pressor. Durin;; the monlh of October. 1H83. the two
headings, 7 feet x lii feel, were driven a total distance of 499 linial feet. During this time fiftj' (11hourj shifts were wiirkeil. The best week's driving

each luMich.

in

These were

TDNNELINO.

was a total of 119 lineal feet. The tunnel proper was
started August 1st. 1«1S3. and linished Xovemlier 1st,
18M3. Monthly average in both headings 413 feet 4
inches. 18 to 21 (9-ft.) holes were drilled in the heading and 3 to 4 f8-ft.) Iioles in the lunch. These holes
were loaded with aV)out 17."> lbs. of high explosive,
which broke abotit 'M) cubic yards of rock, equal to

TUNNELIHG.

any one or more of the boilers atwill.
During the compressing process, the air is kept
cool by a spray of water injected into the air-cylinder by a small pump worked from the cross-head,
and is discharged in this condition into the air re-

lbs. explosives per yard of rork, rostintr.say
cents pe lb. Cost of all repairs on the si.x drills.
The conditions of work,
1 ,'(; cents per cubic yard.
rock, machinery, etc. .iu this tunnel and the Factoryville tunnel were almost identical and the results obtained were practically the same.

to easily cut off

about 2
'i")

The Wabhington Aquedcct

Txinnel

And

ceiver.

Its Plant.

The water situation In Washington is a somewhat
peculiar one. The source of supply is unlimited and
the existing mains could bring to the city twice the
<iuantity at present consumed; but the loss of head
due to such a forcing process would almost entirely
deprive the residents of the higher levels of a water
supply; and of late years the growth of the city lias
been very largely upon the high-lying ground. It is
to remedy this defect that the present works are being constructed. The scheme originated with Captain Robert L. Hoxie, United States Engineer Corps,
who completed the plans and inaugurated actual
work in December, 1883, under the direction of Major G. J. Lydecker, U. S. Corps of Engineers.
change of station soon placed Captain Sj'mons in
charge. Under his direction the work has progressed
systematically and satisfactorih-. The tunnel runs
north-east and south-west, beginning near Howard
University(where the new reservoir is being built)and
opening into the old distributing reservoir north of
Georgetown. The new reservoir will be supplied
from the present distributing reservoir, beyond
Georgetown, and a 48-inch main will lead the water
from the new reservoir into the city distribution.
The ground lying between the twobasins is elevated
and undulating to a decree that makes a tunnel necessary. This tunnel will be about 20,715y'([ feet long,
11 feet wide and 7^ feet high. It will be driven through
hard gneissoid and granitic rock for the entire distance, and from the geological formation little troublc is expected from the water.
Four working shafts are located upon the line.
Compressed air has been adopted by the Contractors,
Messrs. Beckwith
Quackenbusli, as the motive
power, not only for drills to be used, but also for all
hoisting, pumping and ventilating purposes.
The
contract requires four drills in a heading, and twenty-eight drills in all. (In practice but 3 to 3 drills
are used.)
Under these circumstances it can readily be seen
that the power required to run this uombined plant
was necessarily great, and formed a seriovis item in
the preliminary work.
The Ingersoll machinery
having been selected by the Contractors, the first
point to be settled was whether each shaft should be
fitted with a separate plant, or a central station provided to supply the whole four miles of work. This
subject was carefully considered by Mr. Pierce, of
the Ingersoll Company, and the Contractors and
their Consulting Engineer
the hauling of some five
hundred tons of coal per month over the steep roads
of the region covered, and the amount of skilled
labor required by a divided plant was found to outweigh in cost tile necessary pipe line of a central
plant, and the latter was adopted as the most economical. See accompanying plan. Fig. 7.
The supply of fuel being a guiding consideration,
Ihe central plant was located near the mouth of Uock
Creek, and directly upon the Chesapeake and Ohio
Canal, where coal could be delivered at a minimum
substantial building was here erected to
cost.
cover the compressing plant about to be described.
The power is furnished by six return tubular boilers, each boiler 66 inches in diameter and 14 feet
long. These boilers being arranged in one lialtery.
as shown on the plan, have running over the reiir
ends a sleam-drum IG inches in diameter and 44 feet
long, supported upon the brick dividing walls.
A 4inch steam pipe, .starting from a nozzle in front of
each boiler, each provided with a throttle valve, etc.,
leads the steam from the boilers into the commop
steam-drum.
This arrangement makes it possible

1

i

of these receivers are used.

The

air

scends inside to within a short distance of the bottom of the tank as there is about two feet of water
in each tank, the air is discharged beneath the surface, and must rise through this water before it can
pass over, through another 12-inch pipe, to receiver
No. 3 it there again disclijirges under water as before, and, finally, from the top of the second receiver
passes into the general supply main.
This rather paradoxical method of passing compressed air through water, for drying it. experience
teaches, is the most practical way of depriving it of
the vapor that would otherwise give trouble by freezing in the exhaust ports of the machines using it. It
is the system in use with the best European compressors, but the Ingersoll Co. is the first, we believe to successfully apply it in this Country.
The
builders of the "Straight Line" compressors claim
that a working air-pressure of 80 lbs per square inch
can be maintained by a steam-pressure of 60 lbs.,
cutting off at | stroke, or with an average steam
pressure of 46 lbs.
To convey this compressed air to the working faces
of the tunnel, a pipe-line, 5 miles long over ground,
is required
and by the time the tunnel is completed,
10 miles of pipe will be in use. This will be the
greatest distance compressed air has ever been carried in this Country.
The air leaves the second receiver at the Central Station by a 12-inch cast-iron
pipe, and passes into a boiler-iron equalizing tank 4
feet long and 20 inches in diameter, about one mile
distant.
From this tank two 10-inch pipes branch
out, one to supply shafts B and A, the other towards
shafts C and D. Near shaft B, a 6-inch pipe leads
the air to A and in like manner another 6 inch pipe
;

',

I

I

;

!

'

&

;

Two

from the compressors is received by a 12-inch pipe
which enters at the top of receiver No. 1. and de;

'

A

A
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;

D

passes from the neighborhood of C to
shaft, but
experience shows that the liability of a leakage is
greater than with wrought-iron pipe, and the latter
is recommended.
Consult Figs. 7, 8 and 9.
All the overground pipe is cast-iron, bell-jointed
and leaded; the pipe follows, as near as possible the
street lines, and is buried beyond the risk of interference or damage. The estimated loss from friction is only 2 per cent., owing to the generous section of the pipe used.
In the shafts and the tunnel.
6-inch and 4-inch wrought-iron pipe will be employed.
The plant to be operated bj- this compressed air
is as follows
Four Lidgerwood hoisting-engines,
double-geared, reversible link-motion, liaving clutch
and safety-brakes these engines will handle balanced cages. For the present there will be three
Knowles pumps, each with cylinders 10 x 6 x 12
inches, and two pumps with
inch cylinders.
The drill plant will consist of 28 Ingersoll
"Eclipse" rock drills, 3J-inch cylinders, of the improved tunnel pattern, with variable stroke, worked
on columns. The daily contract progress to be made
is 49 lineal feet of completed tunnel.
Contract price
per cubic yard f 8.00
:

;

'

8x6x12

South Penn. Ratlwav

Tttn>-el.

This line was projected to run from Ilarrisburgh
to Pittsburgh through the Allegheny Mountains, as
a competitor of the Pennsylvania Railroad. The Ime
selected necessitated the driving of 7 tunnels, enumerated later, aggregating 35,.')81 feet in lenglli, all of
wliich were 31 feet high and from 27 feet to 3ll feet
wide, through a material which for the first noo feet
was soft sandstone, changing after that distance into
excessively hard sandstone of a very fine grit, which
in drilling gave considerable trouble on account of
its rapidly wearing down the gauge of the drill-bits.
All of these tunnets were driven on the American sya-
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tern of center cut, lu'iulinq;, and bench, with column
on the headinirs; the headinir rock lieini: wheeled
in barrow-i on to a portable plat form and dumped into cars below. The platform spatmed the nuiek pile
from the bench. The contract price for tunnel excavation rani;(il from *:i.2.'i to *4.00 ))er cubic yanl.
drills

Durini; a frw months the tunnels wire driven sini;le
track, >.i/.e 11) feel X -1 feet. This increased the cost

per cubic yard about one-third ascompared with fidl
double track size. .\ll the tunnels were driven from
each end simultaneously. The following shows the
rate of proi;ress from Nov. 1st, 1SH4. to Sept, 12tli,
lHH,5.in both faces:— Blue Jlountain, 2,080 lineal feet;
Kittantiny,
averas;e monthly progress. '2()!I.H0 feet;
average monthly i)rogress, 24:l-">") ft
'i.'i'.i'i lini'iil ft
Tuscarrora. 2.430 lineal feet; avenige nu)nthly pro-

—

:

;

gress, 234. 2:t feet Allegheny, 2,;ilil lineal ficl average monthly progress, 227.02 ft. Sliding Hill used
Hand plant on the East end and Ingersoll on theWest.
The best week's progress in heading was 74 lineal feet.
Excepting at the East end of Sidling Hill tutuiel all
of these tuniu'ls were <'(iuippeil with Ingersoll machi;

;

I
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tributing reservoir to supply the annexed district a
part of the supi)ly being there diverted, the remaining jiorlion of the acpu'duci has a tlowing <'!ipacitv
of'J.'iO, Olio, 00(1 gallons per day. The northern i>orlioii
is 13. ti feel hiirh ;uid 13. (i feel wide; the semicircular
iTch has ;i radius of (i.H feet, the concave' sides !ire on
a radius of 211.02 feet, and the invert has a radius nf
IH..") feet. Where necessary, the rock wallsari evened
with concrete, an<l a masonry lining built 12 inches
thick at the sides and arch, and Oiuchis thick at the
invert; but where the character of the rock jiistilies
it, no nnisonrv is nec-ded. Theother part of the a(|uednct. about l!\ miles in length, will be circular in section. 12 feet in diameter, and liiu'd with masonry 12
inches thick. Owing to the insullicieul elevalio'u nf
the land, this section will be depressed ;diout 10O f-el
below the other, as indicated on the jirotile. The
Harlem IJiver is to be crossed by an inverted siphon,
the depth below the river being about 200 feet.
.\11
the masonry will be of a hand-nuule, hard burned
brick, laid in cement-mortar, one part cement to two
parts clean sharp sand.
From Croton Dam to Harlem River the a(|Ueduct
is 2Hj miles long, and to Central I'ark Reservoir .!3j
miles; the length of o])c-n cuts- varying from
to 40
or .'30 feet between the arch aiul groimd surface
north of the Harlem is but about 3.000 feet; all the
rest of the line is through solid rock.
The melliod
of building the aciueduct is by sinking shafts aboiM
one mile ;uid a ([uarler iipart. :iud working both ways
from each. There arc' 24 shafts north of the Harlem
iind 8 south of it, varying in cleptli from 28 to 3r)0
feet.
Fig. 11 is an enlarged view of a longitudinal
section through shaft No. 10, showing the heading,
limbering
the
in the shaft, etc.
Fig. 12 is a view of
;

nery, consisting of three return tubular boilers, the
Straight Line " compressors from Kl-ineli X 24-incl.
to20-inch X :tO-inch cylinders, and 3i-inch and 3i.inch
Eclipse" drills.
At the Kittatiny and Allegheny
I unnels one 20-inch X 30-inch compressor furnished air
at (it; lbs. pressure for 10 to 11 (3i-inch) drills working
in both faces.
The air was carried abo\it .5,000 feet
through 3-incli pipe, with a loss in pressure of li
lbs.
The other tunnels were furnished with a plant
located near each portal. In the softer nuiterial tirsi
enc(u:ntereil 3 (J-iiuh) machines were sutliciently
powerful, but in the hard rock the 3i-inch proved
one-third more effective. The same fad has been
demonstrated in the New York Acjueduct Tunnel. open cut. No. 8. The shaft is ]'}, feel by H feet in
Therefore it would appear that the 31.inch nuu-hine is the clear, with the longer dimension parallel with the
In the sli;ifl run two cages, op.
l)est for all tunnel work of ui;iguilude in tunnels 7 axis of the tunnel.
feel by 10 feet, or larger.
In the he:idings. 7 feet by crated by a dnuhleilrum Dickson hnisting-engine. on
27 feet. 4 iBachines were used on colunuis with ad- oneof whichthe loiided car is brougliMo the surface,
jusl;ible arms.
Two nuichines mounted on tripods while on the ollie*- ;in empty car is lowered into llie
brought up the beiU'h, generally worked in two tunnel. Steam for hoisting, pimiping, and ccuniiresslifts.
Electric' lights were used in Sidling ;in<l Kays ing air is furnished by two !H)-horse power Ingersoll
N;i|)tlia lamps were return tubular boilers. The Ingersoll "Straight Line"
Hill with satisfactory results.
:dso extensively used, and found to l)e much better air-compressors and "Ecli])se" drills are here used.
The air-eompressorsal shaft KHiiive lHx30 inch cylthan candles or oil lamps.
inders, suii]ilyingair;il 80l)ounc!s pres-ure jier square
The New Croton Aqueduct.
inch, the air being lirst discharged inlci ;i cciinlensiiig
air receiver, where it is freed from ;cll moisture, and
For many years the present Croton Af|ueduct
the line of which from Croton Dam to the Central then conducted clown the shaft and inlotlie headings
Park Reservoir is indicated in part by the heavy through 3 and 3i-inc'li i>ipe. Each heading is driven
doited line in the accompanying map— Fig. 10. lias by four 3.\.inch drills, mounted two on one column,
been forced to carry a quantity of water nuich great- to which they ar« attached by means of swinginger than its biulders designed it for, and as a natural arms which can be inuved up and clown or around the
(•onsequence it has been so weakeiuMl that nothing column; thus with two columns and four m;ichines,
but the skill and incessant watchfidness exercised by the entire face is commanded ;il one selling of the
those in charge have prevented it from long ago yielil- columns. From 10 to 20 holes, .5 to (> feel deep, are
ing to the burden thrust upon it. The necessity for drilled for the center cut and sc|Uaring up. Two
quickly providihg greater carrying capacity is, there- drills, mounted on tripod, drill from lliree to live
holes 8 feet deep in the bench, some being vertical
fore, apparent.
and others flat or lifting. The holes are then charged
It is estimated that, even in years of the greatest
drought, the Croton watershed, from whence almost with No. 1 Giant ])owder in the cut and No. 3 in the
all of the present supplv is obl;iined,can be relied >ip- side and bench, and expl'ided by electricity.
The foremen are rec|uirecl to luive a round of holes
on to furnish 'MO, 000, 000 gallons diiily,or 100 gallons
per hetid per diiy fr>r 2,.')00,000 people. The building drilled and bhisled once each shift of ten hours, it
of Quaker Hridge Dam would increase the available being left to their judgement to decide the depth of
area of watershed to3(!1.82 square miles. and the res- cut they shall undertake to drill square up. anil blast
I?y this method about 10 lineal feet
ervoir thus formed would have a capacity of 32,200, in that time.
OOO.OOO gallons water suflicienl to cover !), 400 acres, of tunnel is completed every twenty four hours in
The dam will be built of .solid mason- each face through very hard gneiss and gr;inite. This
10 Jeel deep.
ry, will be 178 feet high above the bed of the river, is a higher rate of progress tli;in is allainable by Ihe
and since the foundatiim will have to extend to bed- deep-cut system, which does not jiermit of each shaft
rock— 100 feel— the total height for the distance of finishing its <nvn work. Extending down the shaft
about 400 feet in the lowest part of the valley will be is a rough looking scpiare wooden box, which branchabout 300 feet: the width of the dam at the base will es at the bottom, one part extending along the tunnel
be about 200 feet, and the extreme length 1,300 feet. to one heading. and the other ]>art to the other lieadThe aqueduct now being built has tlie maxinuuu iiig. At the bottom of the vertical portion, exhaust
flowing capacity of 32O,f)00,0O0 gallons per day from steam is admitted from the Cameron pump. This
Croton Dam to a point near the New York city bound- with the a.ssislanccof J-incli jets through which comarv line, where it is designed to construct a large dis- pressed air is taken from the main air-pipe and dis-

—

—

'
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charged inlo the box at intervals along the tunnel grounds vary considerably in level, and the commuproduces ;i strong current along the branches ami up nication between the different mills is jiriucipally by
the shaft. The smoke resulting from each blast is means of wheelbarrows, very little by boat, and none
thus drawn into the bo.xesand delivered at the top of by railway-trucks. The motive power furnished by
the shaft
Where the a(iue<luct is under pressure the river is well applied. Just below the dam two
special provisions is made in the manholes for guard- large iron tubes 200 yards long and 4 feet in dianie.
ing against the upward pressure.and drain-pipes arc ter, resting upon iron roller.", raised on brick piers G
provid<-d for emptying the shaft and air-pi|ies for the feet above the surface of the ground, conduct each
escape of air during tiie refilling of the tunnel. Fig. a stream of water to a series of eight wafer-wheels
13, is a view of the work as it now appears at the Po- placed between a doid^le row of wheel-mills, so that
cantico cut the most extensive on the line.as it has each water-wheel conununicates motion to two mills.
The aqueduct here is Some of these water-wheels are overshot, of 12 liorsea length of about 1.800 feet
similar in section to one in rock.
It has a clear height power, and made of wooil
but those most recently
13..")3
of
feet and anextreme width of 13. G feet. The put in are of iron and of a peculiar construction. The
arch is 12 inches thick at the crown, 16 inches thick water enters through a vertical pipe info the interior
at the center of the sides, and 20 inches thick at the of the wheel to within about 3 feet of the bottom,
spring lines. The concave sides are 8 inches thick and is then discharged from the curved surface;,
and are secured by walls.as shown in the cut. The which form the exterior. It is said to have a co-effiinvert is 12 inches thick, and rests upon a concrete cient of .8.
The rollers under the iron pipe are for
foundation. In Fig. 13, we have a drawing of the the purpose of enal)lingif to accommodate itself readily to the changes in its length caused by the expauCroton A(iueduct plant.
Sections 3,3,4,and .5 are eqinpped with the Ingersoll "Eclipse" machine rock drills (3J-inch cylinder),
IngersoU Single "Straight Line" air compressors and
return tubular boilers, the Dickson hoisting-engine,
and the Cameron steam-pumps. The balance of the
work employs miscellaneous appliances consisting of

—

:

Delamater, Rand compressors, return tubular boilers of various kinds, Dickson, Ridgerwood and Otis
Bioisting-cngines. Sections 1, 6, 7, 8, 9, A, and B use
the Rand machinery, Root blowers and exhaust fans,
and the Korting ejectors are used for ventilating in
portions of

tlie

work

;

the ejector works well

when

connected with tight pipe of the proper size. Electric
lighting is used to a great extent, with very satisfactory results. The Ball Dynamo and lamp has the pref
crcnce. Special Naphtha lamps are also quite extensively used.and furnish a clear bright liglu,free from

smoke.
In the history of tunneling this work is flic one of
greatest ni ignitude.
It is carried on under the direction of a Special Commissioner appointed by the
State Legislature for the purpose. The work is done
by contract awarded at a public letting as follows:

Section 1, Gate House, Smith & Brown
Contract
*442.000
Sections 2, 3, 4 and .5, Brown, Howard
ife Co. Contract
.$5,397.15.5
Secticms G, 7, 8, 9,
B, O'Brien &
Clark Contract
#6,.598,387
The itenuzed contract prices are as follows:
Tunnel excavation in 14-foot diameter
cross section, horse-shoe shape, per
cubic yard
.f6..54
Tunnel excavation in 13-foot diameter,
circular sliape, per cubic yard
*7..50
and
..'f"
Brick lining masonry, per cubic yard... .>f 10 and §11

A&

The Engineer Corps is composed of the followingnamed gentlemen Mr. Bcnj. S. Church. Cluef En'

:

Deputy Chief Engineer: Mr.
Craven, Constructing Engineer: Messrs, Chas.
S, (Jowen, .1. B. .Alclntvre, .J. \V. Wolbrecht. Alfred
Craven, E. S. Gould. F. W, Watkius, and E. Wegman. .Jr., Division Engineers. Mr. F. S. Cook is in
ch;iri;e of the Draughting Bureau.
TURBINE.— A form of water-wheel, much used in
gineer; Mr. A. Fteley,
II. S.

military establishments,

and more especially

in

pow-

Fig. 1.

sion :iMd (-i.iiiini-iiiiii <lue to the variations of temperature to which it is exposed: and this is considerable,
between three and four inches. Power for the line
of mills is furnished by three ttirbines.
The head
of water is 12 feet, iiud the three wheels, furnishing
an aggregate of 1,000 horse-power, can be run separately, or all may !«• made to act in conjunction on
the same shaft.
This jiower is transnnfted to the
different buildings by nu'aiis of wire rope riumuig
over lar^e pulleys of bronze, the most distant building to which the power is communicated being about

der works. It was invented by Fourneyroii in 1823.
and in the original form the "discharge is outward,
the water in the central <-hambcr being directed tipon
the buckets by curved chutes.
At the Ohklenskoi
Jlills, situated on the Ohkta Kiver, about six miles one mile from the sotirce.
from St. Petersburg, we find a most useful and satXumerous turbine water-wheels have been inisfactory application of turbines.
The river furnish- vented and tested from time to finu'. We will noes the greater part of the power required for running tice the Risdon turbine, in detail, as it is generally
the mills, but their nundier has been from time to conceded to he superior to all others.
Tlie table
time increased until the capacity of the stream has given below shows the c(uiiparative ])ercentage of
been exceeded, and now horses and steam have to 18 turbines.
Fig. 1. represents a section of the
be employed in addition to the water-power. The wheel and case cut verticallv through the center.
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of the inner wall of the wheel and curv- when the size of tlie disc is pro|M-rly proportioned
ed upper part shows how easy is the rhan.se of dir- for all pressure being removed from the upper side of
eiliiin from nearly liorizontal <iii iidmission to nearly the disc, and the pressure of the head-wnter being on
The drawiii;; also sliows the the under side, it follows that any amount of upward
vertical at discharj;e.
erown-plate supported by the inverteil r-sliaped pressure required can be obtained by varying the size

The fonns

;

pieces, or i;oose-uecl;s, as "thev are

commonly

called,

from the top of some of the tl.\ed guides. These l'shaped ]>ieces are a very important feature they
are all cast fast on the i rown-phite in a inainicr to
make them verj' tirm and ri^id, and by use of them
may be formed a slot or space for the gate to rise up
into, and thus may be located the crown-plate just
above the wheel and within the cylinder-gate, thus
guiding the gate immediately at the wheel, and preventing the gate from bearing against the wheel.
Locating the crown-plate inside of the gate, and low
down, enables us to attach aringof leatlier, or other
tle.xible material, on the ])lateto bear against the inside of the gate; the pressure of the water keeps this
ring always tight against the gate.effectually stopping
:

leak without friction, being durable, simple, ancl
easy of access if it ever needs renewal. Krom the center of the crown-plate arises a long bub, inside of
which, at the upper end. is formed the bearing for
the shaft. The outside of this tub is tumeil off.and
has titteil to it a spider or set of arms. The outer ends
of the spider-arms are attached to the top of the cylall

inder-gate, and through this s|)id(r, l>y means of the
rack and pinion, motion is communicated to the gate;
the long hub on the crown-plate serving as a guide
for the spider to move upon. The gate-stand is fastened to the crown-plate, and makes a very simple,
strong, and effective gate arrangement. On the upper end of the spider~ is a lial disc, tilting within a
small cylinder, and moving within the cylinder whenever the gate is moved this cylinder is open at the
bottom, and closed at its upper end, and is fastened
securely on the top of the long central hub. This
moving disc has a packing-ring on its under side eim-

Fig. 2.

of the moving disc. This makes a convenient. simple,
and effectual mi>de of balancing the gate, and allows
it to be operated very easily, arid with so uniform a
resistance that it is verj- easily controlled by a governor. This is a matter of more importance than

;

many

Fig.

the one on the top of the crown-plate, to prevenl leak. From the upper side of this disc all pres.*ure is removed by the passages
shown by heavy
dark lines allowing the water to escape down the
central hub.
This then forms a very convenient arrangement to counterbalance the weight of the gate
ilar to

—

'

—

'

'

\

imagine.

Where a

regular speed

is

required,

3.

and a gate moves harder in one direction than another, a governor is apt to move it too far wlun nrnving in the direction that it moves the easier, and then
makes too great a change in the speed: or, to use a
common expression, "the governor runs by," and
thus keeps the speed constantly irregular by attempt-

,
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ing to correct this inequality- Fig. 1, also shows the
position of the gate when fully raised, representing
the lower edge of the gate coiniidiug with the upper
part of the water-course through the wheel, showing
the projections that are between the guides on the
outside of the gate.
The under side of these gate-projections are verj'
important in properly conducting the water to the
wheel, a thing which a cylinder-gate without them
does not do. It will be observed that the stationary
guides make a gradually converging passage on two
sides, for the water to approach the wheel through;
while the lower guide-rim inclines upwards as it
approaches the wheel, making the third side of the
water-passage: and the umler -^ide of the gate-projections, inclining downwards as tlev approach the
wheel, make the fourth side of the water-passage,
thus completing it of a form that has been demonstrated to offer the least resistance to the passage of

water through it. as experiments on different forms
of gates havefully proved. It is of as much importance to have properly formed water-passages for the
water to apjiroach tlie wheel through as it is to have
a properly shaped one for it to traverse through the
wheel: in either case, all the force expended in overcoming friction, or shocks from abrupt changes of
the direction of velocity, is that much power wasted

Fig

that can never be restored. Three sides of the waterpassage through the guides to the wheel are stationary and unvarying, and as tlie fourth side is of itself
a proper form, and moves vertically to admit the
(piantity of water desired, it follows that at all stages
of the gate we have the form of water-passage tliut
occasioiLs the least possible loss of effect. The lower
guide-rim projects inside of the guides towards the
wheel, and is bored out to tit the wheel freely. The
upper side of this guide-rim inside of the guides is
turned off true, and the lower side of the <rate, direetly above this part of the guide-rim, is also turned
off true: when the gate is shut, these two parts come
together and make a tight joint. The joint at tlie
upper end of the gate is made as tight as is practi<able by tuniing off the outer edge of the <Townpiiite to fit the inner surface of the gaie, which is
bored out; but, in addition to this, caii be madeperfcelly light by the aildition of the llexible ring before
described.
This form of gale makes a tisht gate
when closed, and, as it is opened, allows no water to
escape except be'ow the gates and into the wheel,
where it is intended to go, and into which it is always introduced through a properly formed regular
pa-^sagc. It is also a strong, durable gate, not liable

to be troubled by obstructions, and moving easily,
with equal facilitj- either way. The draft-tube at the
bottom of the wheel can be "of any length required,
and supports the wheel in the usual manner by a
bridge-tree containing a wood foot.
Fig. 3, represents the wheel proper, with a portion
of the lower band removed to show the form of tht
band and bucket. This wheel is cast in one piece,
and, from the form of it. is very strong and not liable
to break from obstructions entering it.
The band
serves the double purpose of strengthing the wheel,
and of making the proper form for the passage of the
water through the lower part of the wheel, confining
it on all sides.
The whole coustruction of the wlie^
tends to receive the water without shock or resistance.
It avoids the downward pressure due to the
head by receiving it underneath the curved inclined
top. and yet obtains the pressure of the head-water
upon the lower part of the bucket, with less friction
and consequent loss of effect than most other turbines.
Fig. 3. shows the angle of introducing the
water into the wheel by the position of the guides ou
the outside of the wheel.
It also shows the form of
the upper part of the bucket at the place where the
water first enters the wheel. This form has been demonstrated to offer less resistance to the entrance of
the water to the wheel than any other, ami is the re-

4.

suit of a careful calculation of the velocities of the
water and wheel at different points.so that the curve
represented by the bucket is a resultant of the different velocities, and is therefore correct in theory. ;uid

experiments have proven it also correct in apiili(;ition.
The table, page .51M, shows the percentage at dill'erent
stages of gate obtained by various turbines tested at
the Centennial Exhibition in 1876.
To adapt the turbines to horizontal shafts. and have
them work satisfactorily, has occupied the attention
of engineers for many years.
It is not thought that

mounting

manner

in this

power, out of the

]

'

is

calculated to

iiive

more

ccmsumplion of water, than
would be obtained by mountin:; them on a vertical
shaft in the usual manner, but in many situations deciiled advanta^res are afforded.
Fig. 4. shows a vertical section of a pair of turbines on a horizontal shaft,
discharging into one draft-tube. One wheel is the
standard and the other of enlarged capacity. When
s;jnie

water is plenty, or a large amount of power is required, both wheels will be used at their full capacity. When less power is required, or there is a scarcity of water, the liirger of the two may be u^ed. The
minimum of power and water would retiuir'e the use
of the smaller wheel. Any other division' of the pow-
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Regular or Nizam Force of the Turkish Army irhen. placed
by calling out of the hhtayat or \st Heserte Truopn.

un,

a War Footing

TURKET-CARRIAOK.
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Monthly Scale of Pay of Non-Commisnumcd

and Men of the

Txirkish

Officers

Army.

ARTTT.T.EEY.

£

».

d.

Sersi'ant-Ma.ior of Battalion

Battery Sergeaut-Major
"
Quartermaster Sergeant
Corporal
Gtimier of Horse Artillery
Field or Garrison Artillery
Corporal of Drivers
Farrier Sergi ant
Saikiler Sergeant

Magazine Serireant
Sergeant of W^atercaniers
Water-carrier

Trumpet-Major
Trumpeter

Regimental Sorgeant-Major
Quartermaster Sergeant
Troop Sergeant-Major ...
Coi'poral

..

Private
Farrier Sergeant
Satkilcr Sergeant
Corporal of Water-carriers
Water-carrier

Regimental Trumpet-Major
Squadron Trumpet-Major

Trumpeter
INF.INTRY.
Battalifin Sergeant-Major
Quartermaster-Sergeant
Sergeant

Corpond
Private
Water-carrier

Bugle-Major of Regiment
Baftalion Bu^le-Major ...
Bugler

..."

Drummer

or Fifer

11

female screw,/). which forms apart of the carriage.
front end of the screw " is terminated by a cy-

The

which carries the friction-brake. It
of the frustrum of an iron cone, q, titting into a conical drum, r.also of iron, the periphery
of which is eucimipassed by a friction-band, .<. of
steel, which is pressed against it. The frustrum q is

lindrical shaft
is

composed

TnEEET-CAiEIAGE.

—
TUBWDSTU ODN.

of cibsiTvation-l'.ibf with iniirninclcr lines in :l, iiiul
(k-lcriniiiiiig ii lim- of sii;l;l imriilUl lo the axis of llie
jjiins.

more

The openitiou

oif poiiitiii;:

will

be

in this

way

and less ilanireroiis. (inns as lar^re as
10.2;! indies have been niniinlecl on this kind of carriaen', and the trials lo which Ihey have been subjected have given favorable results. See Srii-c<KUt
aeciirale

null tiiirns"it

t'ttt'riiujfu.

TUKWORTH

TWINE
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repenting-carbine recently
GUN.I.ikellie Swiss
inlrodiiicd iiilotlii- Austrian servic<'.
Veltcrlin rille.ils chief peeuliarily is the attaelinient
of a ( iirlridge magazine 10 a sliding breech-bolt svsteni similar '.0 that of the Fren<li('hassepot rille. '1 he
drawing represents a section through the axis of the
bri-ech system.
The arm can be tired eight times
without reloading. viz. one cartridge in the chamber,
one in the carrier-block, and six in the magazine. The
operation of opening and closing the lireech transfers
one cartridge from the cnrrier-lilock to the chamber
of the barrel and one cartridge from tlie niaga/in<' lo
the carrier-block. Tiie eight cartridges can be iiisert-

TESTEK.

sucli.that tiic cinders never reach the air-openings, or
stick to any part of the tuyere. Thus a heat is liever

by a choking up. or lime consunu-d in cleaningsueli as to secure the most
perfect combustion of the fuel, and concentration of
the heat, and the coal being conhncd in lixed limits,
lost

The arrangements being

make

the smallest possible amount do the
heats faster, tind does much work with
little coal.
As the tuyere is complete in itself, it can
be taken out and put in placi- without disturbing
other i>arts of the forge and reiiuires no mortar,
earth, or brick work to give shape to tlu' lire. The
tuyere is provided with a valve at the liottom. which
serves the triple purpose of an outlet for ashes
that may work through the air-openings, and of preventing an accumulation of gas. and also of keeping
the lire going out when not in use.
All these purposes arc accomplished by opening the valve, which
is done by simply drawing a rod attached to it. The
lire <aii thus be kept for lioiirs ready for use when
wanted. (Jf ten written iif^i v. iivi; Cupola J''iiruace.
so as to

work,

it

TWENTY FOUR FOUNDER HOWITZER.— A casted in tlie magazine in 12 secondsand can lie discharghowitzer,
ed in 10 seconds. The arm without the bayonet WM'ighs iron, siMoolh-liured, and niiizzle-loadiiig
United States Service.
8.1 iioumis.and itslenglh is 40.5 inches; with bayonet with a ehaiiilper. used in the
The following table shows the principal weights and
it weighs «.y5|)oinids.and its length is GO inches. See
dimensions of the piece
Siitfill-tirms.
TUTENAG.— An alloy of 2 parts of copper. 3 of nicNo.
Lbs. Inch.
Designation.
It is a very hard, fusible alloy,
kel, and Oi of zinc.
not easily rolled, and is best adapted to casting. It Caliber
5.8
sometimes contains a small ])ro|iortion of iron.
1475
Weight
TUYERE- TWEEK. The aperture in the side of Preponderance
70
a blast-furnace to admit the nozzli'of the blast-pijx': Length of i)iece
69
also the nozzle itself. The drawing shows the Hoots Length of chamber
4.75
used
in
tuyere and lire bed. which is extensively
Diameter of chamber
4.63
possesses
all
deAmerican foundries. This tuyere
0.14
Windage
which
the t'liarge (cannon-powder)
The peculiar method by
siralih' features.
2
most
produces
tlu'
blast is introduced into the lire
16
Shell (empty)
perfect combustion and intense heal, and at the same Weight of canister
20.5
the
heat.
is
not
utilizes
It
time it concentrates and
Carriage (the lop and chassis).
aice])tation
fif
the
word,
ordinary
a tuyere in the
wooden; without recoil checks
answering simply the purpose of introducing the
Tile piece is mounted ona tlank-caseniate carriage,
blast into the forge, but it is a complete tirebcd.
numerous and has the following ranges in yards
form,
most
:

—

:

perfect
which
shapeil in the
e.\])eriments have demonstrated lo be best adajited

Elevation.

Shell.

—

;

:

TWIST.

beam in perfect equipose. When the
specinien breaks, tlie poise on the beam will indi
This machine
cate the actual strenjrth of the same.
is quite oramental. and intended to set upon a table
or desk. It is constructed entirely of iron and brass.
It is also suitable for testing tine wire, and is of constant use in the laboratory. See Testing-tnachine.
thereby the

TWIST.

TWISr-DKILL.

)23

— The term generally used by gun-makers,

to express the inclination of a

groove

at

were cutting, and finally to dig
and jam fast, and twist themselves into fragments.
Mr. Morse tlien took the matter up, and by diminislung by about 50 per cent, the keenness of the cuttin£;-lips of twist-drills and usins; an increasing twist,
made a great success of them. If however the angle
of twist is made to increase toward the lips, it will
into the metal they
in

toward the shank. The shorter
worn, the more obtuse the cutting angle

of course decrease

any point, the

drill is

and is measured by the length of a cjlinder corresponding to a single revolution of the spiral; this, however, does not convey a correct idea of the inclinaiion of a groove.
A correct measure of the inclination of a rifle

groove at

angle wliich

it

makes

an}' point, is the tangent of the
and
witli the axis of the bore
:

always equal to tlie circumference of tlie bore
divided by the length of a single revolution of the
spiral, measured in the direction of the axis.
With uiiifiinii twist, this is estimated by the distance (generally expressed in calibers) in which the
spiral makes one tnni; with the increasing twist, it is
estimated at any point by the distance in which the
spiral would make <>iie turn had the angle of spiral
remained uniform, and tlie same as at the given point.
Suppose It the angle of spiral at an}' point in the bore
also suppose tlie twist of rifling at the same point to
be one turn in n calibers. Then,
diis is

IT

tan

rt

=—
n

which expresses tlie relation between the angle of
spiral and the twist of the rifling at any point in the
bore. See Grooves, Increasing Twist, and Uniform
Twist.

TWIST-BARREIS.— T'irMt

is the term applied to
Tile iron or steel is made into a rilibon
several yards loug.about half an inch wide, and thicker at the breech than at the muzzle-end. It is heated

cuiltd harrd.1.

to redness, wound on a mandrel, then removed and
heated to the welding-point, and slipped over a rod
with a shoulder at the lower end. The rod is then
dropped vertically several times on a block of metal,
which welds the spiral edges together. This is called

jumping. The welding
See iriniJ/arrel.

is

TWIST-DRILLS.— About

completed by hammering.
a quarter of a century ago

both Sir Joseph Whitwortli and the

late Mr. (ircenLeeds made some twist-drills; but it is to
be presumed that a large amount of success was not
achieved with them, and for some reason the system

wood

of

was not persevered

with. After that period

tlie

Man-

Company

in America produced
Though the
beautifully-finished twist-drills.

hattan Fire-arms

some
workmanship in these was of a superior description,
Twist^drUl Grinder,
the drills would not endure hardship. It was found
that the two lips were too keen in their cutting an- becomes, and the less freedom will it cut with: supgles, and that they were too apt to drag themselves posing of course that, when the drill was new. the

1;

TWO HANDED SWORD.
an,<;lt'

was

tlie

most

rllicii-nl.

Suppose

eter, 1 inch face, is carried on one
dle, and is enclosed in a cast -iron

this derreasc

of twist wiTi' carriiMl still furtluT tiy leiiirtlifiiiii'; llie
drill. H I'littiiii; aiifilc of
would cvriitiiiilly lie arrived at. The old coininon style of drill usually has
siieh a cutting edge; whieli is so obtuse as not to cut
the luetal sweetly, hut on the contrary to have more
of a tearing action, and thus to put so nuich torsional strain on the drill that fracture is certain to take
]ila(e, even if what tlu' writer would now consider
a uiodirale feed was put on hy the drilling-niachine.
It is Iherefc-e oliviously advantageous to adopt from
the lirst the best cutting anirle for all twist-drills, and
to )ireserve this same angle through the whole length
of the twisted pari, so that, however short the drill
may be worn, it always presents the same angle, and
that the most elHcii'nl which can be obtaine<l. This
culling angle is easy to lix. and becomes an unalterable standard which will give the best attainalile results.
This has been adopted at theUreslcy Works,
Manchester, and of course applies to both lips.
A common drill may "run," as it is usually termed,
and produce a hole which is anything but straight.
This means that lie point of the drill will run away
from the denser part of the metal it is culling, and
penetrate into the opjiosite side which is soft and
pponuy. This is espicially the case in castings: where,
for instance, a boss may l)e ipiile sound on the one
side, while the other side,l)eiug next to a heavy mass
of metal, nuiy be drawn away by the contraction of
the mass in cooling,so as to be very soft and jiorous.
In such cases it is j)erfi'ctly impossible to |)revent a
conunon drill from ruiming into the soft side. This
sort of imperfect hole is most trying 10 the fitter or
erector; and if it h;is to be tapped. to receive a screwbolt or stud, is most deslruclive to sleel taps.
The
taps are very liable to be broken, ami an immense
loss of tinu^ may also lake place in attempting to tap
the hole scpuire with the planeil face.
A twist-drill,
on the other hand, from its construction, is bound
to penetrate truly, and to produce holes which are as
perfect as it is possible to make them. Tlu' next im[jorlant step in Iwisl-drills h;is been to lix a stamlard
.shape and angle of clearance for both lips, which
should also give the best attainable result. This angle might be tampered willi if the re-grinding were
done l)y hand, and too much or too little clearance
might easily be im|>arled to the drill from want of
sutiicieni knowledge on the part of the workman. I£
too little cle;iranci'. or in some cases none at all. is
given to the drill, the culling lips then cannot reach
the metal, cnnsci|ucnlly they cannot cul. The selfacting feed of the drilling-machine keeps crowding
on the feed until either the machine or the drill gives
way. I'sually it will be the latter.

W

ingenuity

lias

LITTER.

cml of the spincasing,

except

for a little space to allow contact with the drill.
It
may be used either wet or dry. <Jn the other end of
the spindle is carried a wheel sha|)ed to the iimer
curve of the drill lip for reducing the point. For
Ibis important operation the drill is helil by hand.
Weight of machine, ;(T5 pounds. Speed of countersh;ifl. (i by -", inch tight and loose pulleys, 5.00 revolulJMiis per iiiiiiule.
SWORD.— distinctive weapon of
the (Jernuui luiini/iii inln, or mercenary fool-soldiers,
who [)layed so distinguished a part in the French religious wars.
This enormous weap(m,willi its very
straight expanding blade of portentious size, double
edged and shari)at the point, wilh its long hill and

TWO HANDED

A

massive cross-guard, and wilh the ihrealcning spikes
at the base of tlie blade', prcsenlsa very alarming apl)earance.

The bhide

of Ibis

sword frequently

afTcct-

cd a Wiivv or Maniim; outline.

TWO-HORSE LITTER,— A

litter figured by InspecMarcy, Tnited States Army, and

tor (ieneral K. 1!.
well adapted for the exigencies of frontier life.

I

Much

TWO HORSE

524

It is

constructed by taking two ])oles about twenty feet
in length, uniting Ihcm by two slicks three feet-long
lashed across lhc<enlcr at six feet apart, and strelcliing a piece of stout canvas, a blankel, or hide between them to form the bed. Two steady horses or
mules are then selected, placed between the poles in
the front and rear of the litter (snudlcr animal in
front). and the ends of the ])oles made fast to the sides
of the animals either by attachtnent to the stirrups

Fib.

1.

or to the ends of the straps secured over Iheir backs.
The patient may then be jjlaced upon the liller; and
The elasticity of the long
is ready for the march.
|)oles gives an easy motion to the conveyance and
makes this nielhod of Ificomolion much more comTo turn the litter
fortable than might be expected.
Ihe animals shotdd work in oppom'te directions, the
the
riar
front one to the right, and
one to the left, or
vice versa.
To go down hill, hold back on the
rear animal, and to go up hill whip up the rear aninud: alwavs start the rear animal first. Ordinarilv a
I

been expended on machines

for grindijig of the two lips with mechanical iiccuracy. The one which has been the most succes.sful
in the I'niled Stales has three motions, ingenitaisly
cond>ined with each other. So miiny motions, however, cnlail complication; and this, added to a .system of holding the drill which was not sutlicientljreliable, f;iiled to produce the extreme accuracy it is
reiiuisite to imparl to the two angles. The grinding
line too is found to be more or less a source of weakness.
It is therefore advisable to dispense with it if
jiossible: and where a good twist-drill grinding ma- man should ride or lead each animal, and it will be
chine is used, the grinding line is selilom or never very ia>y for su<li a litter to keep up with a cavalry
looked at, and in Ihal case is useless. If it is still colunui on the march.
desirable to have grinding lines tas in some cases
This is a very ancient form of litter, often employ
where hand-grinding has to be relied upon;, Hicy ed prior to the introduction of coaches, in the Kith
shouhl be made as faint as possible, and not cut cenUiry, for conveying people of conse(|uence, or
Such a palanipiin
deeply into the thin central part of the drill, so as to for the carriage of sicli perscms.
weaken it. The drawim: represents the Pralt and or two-horse litbr. is figured in Charles Knight's (.lil
Whitney twist-drill grinder, used in most arsenals Eii;iliiiid. compiled from sever;d pictures in IJrauu's
and sho|)s for sharpening drills to 1| inches diam- C'ivitates OrbisTerrarum. l.")H4,anil is copied in Fig.
eter of varied length, and to linisli them with <lear- 1.
In Fig. 2 there is a suggestion of an arrangeance suitable for culling metals of ditTerent densilies ment that niight under favurable circumstances be
and natures,
right and left hand screw chuck ac- made available for the carriage of a wouiuled mail,
curately centers and holds the drill by simply turn- suspended either in a semi-recumbent or prone posiing a hand wheel. An emery wheel, 7 inches diam- tion. See Litter.
|

i

I

j
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TYIEK GABION.
T7LEE GABION. —A single sheet of galvanized
about 0-45 inch thick, 75|
witli four eyelet holes,

pickets.

The

sheet

is

iron,
inclies long, 3G indies wide,

weight 30

lbs.,

requires no

rolled into a cyliniler for use;

by strong wire ties. The noise
which is made by the gabion when carried empty is
a drawback from its general advantages. The sheets
maybe used for roofing and other purposes. Two men
the ends secured

can make one of these gabions in ten minutes.

TYLEKINSUERECTION.~A i)oll-ta.x of three groats,
in 1381, during Richard II's minority, to defray the expenses of the war with France, roused the
An
spirit of resistance among the common people.
insult offered by one of the ta.x-gatherers to a blacksmith's daughter in Essex, led to the llrst open outbreak. The populace rose every where, and under the
conduct of two peasants, named Wat Tyler and Jack
Straw, they mustered in great force at Blackheath,
committing violence onall who came Into their hands.
They had an interview with the King, who, finding
resistance vain, promised acquiescence with their
demands, which included a general pardon, freedom
of commerce, and the abolition of villeinage. Meantime, a party of Insurgents had broken into the
Tower, and murdered the Primate and Chancellor,
and the Treasurer. The King, encountering Tyler at
the head of the rioters in Smithfield, invited him to
a Conference, when he conducted himself with an insolence that led Walworth, the Mayor, to dispatch

imposed

him with a dagger.

TICHATIUS GDK.

)25

The King immediately, with

great presence of mind, offered himself to head the
populace, and leading them to the fields at Islington,
where a body of troops had been collected for his
Majesty's protection, ordered the rioters to disperse.
The revolt however, was not extinguished without
considerable bloodshed.
TYMPANUM. A drum used by the ancients. It
consisted of a thin piece of leather or skin stretched
uponacircle of wood or iron, and beat with the hand.
Hence the origin of our present drum.
TYKAMT.
name given in modern times to an
arbitrary and oppressive Ruler, but originally applied, not necessarily to one that exercised power

—

—A

badly, but merely to one that had obtained it illegally, and therefore equivalent to our word nmrper.
The aiurieut Greek "Republics," it must be remembered, were generally aristocratic and even oligarWhen the "Governing
cliic in their constitutifin.
Families" among the Athenian and Syracusan nobles, for example, quarreled with each other, it waa
natural, if they could not otherwise agree, that the
boldest and most reckless of the set should seek for
success by alljiug himself with the masses of the
people, should figure as their champion, promise to
redress their wrongs or increase their comforts, and
when a fitting occasion presented itself, should, by
a clever if somewhat violent stratagem cmip d'Hat,
deliver them from the domination
it is now called
of his order by himself grasping pos6essi(m of absolute power, and ruling without any other restraint
than the necessity of retaining his popularity imposed even this linutation being frequently absent
when a body-guard of foreign mercenaries rendered
If the political adventurer who thus
it superflous.
rose on tlie ruins of the Constitution happened to be
a man of sense, and wisdom, and generosity, his "tyranny" might prove a blessing to a State torn by the
animosities of selfish Oligarchs and be the theme of
praise in after-ages, as was the case with the
"Tyrannies" of Peisistratos, Gelon, Hiero II., and
many others but if he was insolent, rapacious and
cruel, then he sought to reduce the citizens to a
worse than Egyptian bondage, and his name became
infamous to all time. Such has been the fate of most
of the "Thirty Tyrants of Athens," more particuarly
of the blood-thirsty Critias, or Alexander of I'bene,
It was the method
of Dionysius the Younger, etc.
of exercising authority pursued by these and other
usurpers that latterly, even in ancient times, gave
the word t3'rant that evil significance it has ever
since uninterruptedly retained.
TZAOABA. An ancient form of crossbow. A lawwas passed at the Lateran Council, held in 1139, forbidding the employment of this weapon amongst
Christian nations, and restricting its )ise for the
purpose of slaying infidels and miscreants.

—

—

;

—
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UBIQUE.— The motto of the Royal Artillery and piece. A copper bush is screwed into the breechend of the powder-chamber, for the reception of a
Royal Engineer regiments.
UCHAXiUS GUN.— A bronze-steel gun cast by plac- copper Broadwell ring. The breech-block is also of
ing in the center of the cast-iron mould a cylinder of bronze-steel, and is rectangular. Alongthe upperand
copper, which, by absorbing part of the heat of the under surfaces run a projection and cleep groove, enmolten metal, causes rapid chilling of the central por- suring, together with the ribs, a perfect fit when the
To the left of the breech-block is.
tion. Both the iuteriorand exterior portions are thus block is hnme.
In five min- attached the arrangement for moving it.
formed of the same quality of metal.
The projectiles are of four kinds common shell,
It was, however,
utes the entire mass solidifies.
Rotation is given by
found that a deep recess was formed in the top of the shrapnel, carcase, and case.
casting. General Uchatius met this difticulty by the means of four copper rings pressed into undercut
addition of a sand mould, so as to form a dead-head, rings around the projectile. The common shell is of
in which the metal remained in the molten state for the double wall description, which has for its object
a comparatively long time, anil so filled up any re- to give as many splinters as possilile of a size sufiiThe shrapnel has the powder
cess.
In a gun whose bore is about 3} inches, the cient to kill a man.
bronze is compressed by the introduction in succes- charge at the bottom, se])arateil from the bullets by
sion of six steel mandrels, which are forced home by a thick diaphragm and ignited through a tube pa.ssThe mandrel is formed at the ing down the center of the shell from the fuse-hole.
hydraulic pressure.
end in a truncated cone, so as to force the metal out- The carcase is east with very thick single walls, and
warils and enlarge the bore, giving a caliber of 34 its original head has three firewalls covered with
The case consists of a zinc e\ Under
inches. The axis of the trunniims is in the same hor- piteli plaster.
izontal plane as that of the piece, and the trunnion- filli'd with bullets composed of lead and aniunony,
arms themselves are hollowed out clinically on the between which moulten sulphur is run. Percussion
face.
The piece is vented vertically a little in front and time-fuses are used.
The latter is cut laterally
The heavy gun throws a common shell of H'l.I lb..
of the breech-block slot.
The gun is and at 3,000 yards it has 40 feet more velocitv than
near the breech and through the piece.

—

sighted at tlii^ right side, with a small screw-sight,
stirewed into a patch on the gun in front of the trun
nions, and a target-sight at the breech-end of the

the 15.4 lb. shell of the Krupji gun. The ligh't
are, however.inferior to the Krupp guns of the
caliber.

Krupp guns

guns
same

also cost three or four times

UHLANS
The Austrians

as mucli.

gi""'. wliich iirf

tlu'si'

probably a

liltlo

UHLANS.

St. George's cross gulcs, on a
a lion passant gardaut between a
harp and a porteidlis or.
ULTIHATUH. In diplomacy, the final conditions
or ternisdlTi red by one goveniment forllie settlement
of its disputes with another: Ihe most favorable
terms w hich a negotiator is prepared to offer, w hose
rejection will generally be considered lo put an eml
lo negoli;ilion.
UMBON.- The pointed boss or prominent part in
the (Ciller of a shield or buckler. Often written I'mhu.
UMBRIERE. The visor of a helmet; a iirojeclion
like iIk' piiik of a cap, to which a face-guani was
siiueliiues attached, which moved freely upon the
heliiiel, and ccnild !» raised liki- a beaver.
UNATTACHED LIST. In the I'.ritish Army, otlicers
not all;iched to regiments.
In India, when the services of soldiers in the ranks are transferred from
regimental lo staff employ, their names are placed on

of-Arms are: Argent,

arc hinlily Batisflcd with

(Diisiilircil

supiTinr.lo

itnns of lali-st patliTii.

llu-

Sci-

(|iiil<'

(uTinaii

limnze

chief of the

((iiml. anil

KnippsUrl

(liinii

ami

'>/•(/-

Liglil <iivalry of Asinlir origin, iiilronorth of Kuropc iiloni; willi Ihi- (Dl-

(luciil into tlic

Tartars who cslahlishcil thtnisi'lvcs in I'oland an<l Lithuania. They were mounted on li,i;lit,
activf Tartar horses, and armed with saber, huice.
and bitterly with pistols. Thiir lance was from !>\
to (U feet in leuijlh. and, like thai of the modern
" I.aneerK." wasatlaeheil to a stout leather tlKinj; or
pord, which was fastened to the left shoulder ami
passed around behind the back, so as to allow the
lance to be couched iui<ler the riijlil arm. Immediately below its point was attaclu'd a strip of gaudyoolored cloth, the llutterini; of whieh was desiufneil
to frighten the enemies' horses. The early dress was
similar to that of the Turks, and the regiments, or
polkii, were ilistiiiiiuished from <'ach oth<r by the
red. irreen, yellow, or blue color of th-ir uniforms.
<ini<s of

.Vustrians and I'russiaus were the lirst to borrow
In 17l!4 an
this species of cavalry fronv the I'oles.
attempt wa.s n\ade by Marshal Saxe to introiluce the
"
"
Uhlans into France, and a pi>lk of ludo nun was

was disbanded at its auth<>r'.s death.
Uhlans won great renown in the
Franco-Germiui war of 1mTI>-T! by their bravery
and marvelous activity. The Prussians applied tlu-

formed; but

it

I'russian

term, liowever, rather loosely, iiuluding all their
undiT the designation. In the British
army, the place of the Uhlans is occu])ieil by the
hussars.
Also written I'/kiik.
UKASE. A term applied in IJussia to all the orders or edicts, legislative or admiiistrativc, emanaTile ukases cither proting from the (Toveriuueiit.
ceed dirc'ctly from the Kmperor, and are then called
iimiiiiii iikim. or are published as deci^ions of the
Directing Si'uate. iioth have the force of laws till
they are annulled by s\ibse(iuent decisions. Many
ukases arc issued in the course of one reign; and as
an immense chaos of ukases had accunuilated since
l(i4!t
the ihit<' of the last rodilhalion of laws), the
t'zar Nicholas ordered lH27)that a collation of them
The result was a colliclion of
slioulil be made.
laws in 4S volumes, w Inch has been siipplcuunted
year by year by voluuu's of new ukas<'s.and which,
after the elindnaliou of such idiases as are imimportiuil or of temporary authority, constitutes the
present legal code fxri/ii) of the Russian Kmpire.
The prUiiiiK are imperial "Orders for the Day," or
mililarv orders given iluring the campaign.
Also
written r/,'i.i.
ULSTER BADGE.— On the institiitiim of the Order
of Baronets in Kngland by James I., a sinister hand,
creel, open, and couped at the wrist gidcs, the armorial ensign of the I'rfivince of Ulster, was made
their distinguishing badge, in respect of the oriler
liaving been inlencied for the encouragement of planThis badge is
tatiinis in Ihe I'rovince of Ulster.
sometimes born in a canton, sometimes on an escutcheon. Ihe latter placed cither in Ihcfcss point or
in the middle chief jjoinl, so as to interfere as little
as possible with tlie char'_'es of the shield,
ULSTER KING OF-ARMS. The King-of-Arms, or
Chief Heraldic ()lhi(r of Irelanil.
A King-of-Arnis
called Ireland existed in the time of Hicbard II., but
the ofBce sccnis to have fallen into abeyance in the
folli>wing cenlurv. Ulster w ;is created lo su])ply his
place by letters-])atent of Kdward VI., in I'l.'i-.i.
Ullight cavalry

fn>iii il.

UNCONDITIONAL SURSENDEE.— Surrendering at
discretimi: not limite<l by terms or stipulations; liencc
the ex))ression. iiwiiiiilition/il xiirrfiulir.
UNCOVER. When troojis deploy, the different leading companies or divisions, etc.. successively uncover those ill their rear, by marching out from the right
or left of the column.
UNDER. In subjection to; a prefix used with ccrbiin wiirds, which renders them self-explanatory.

,

I

I

ster lioldi bis appointment from the Crown. and acts
uniler Ihe immediate direction of the Ijord- Lieutenant
His oflice is in the ri'cord tower of Dub.
of Ireland.
an<l Ihe Professional SlalT under him conlin Castle
sisis of two Heralds, four Pursuivants, one Registrar.
and one Clerk of Records. The records of I'Isler's
ottice compris<' ])edigrees of the nobilily and gentry
of Ireland, certiticati's of their deaths and funerals,
and grants of arms. The oHlcialarms of Ulster King-

last

a separate list (Ihe unattached list), which removes
llicm allogellier from their regimenls.
If, for any
reason, a soldier is sent back to bis ngimenl. he resunus the rank he origiuidly held in it, unless h<' has
been reduced lo the ranks by sentence of a CourtMartial.
All nu-n attached to the Ordnance or Commissariat Departments in that Country are placed on
the unattai'hed list.
UNCAP.— The act of taking off the cap of a fuse.
In linxer's fuse, the cap is made of tinfoil, covered
in most of themuz/.le-loading fuses by a copper stripe
covering the priming, while the breech-loading fuses
are protected by cardbo:ird and copper disks covering the escape hoh'S. Underneath the cap is a small
disk of cardboard, lo which a piece of tape is atlaelied; this ta|ie is allowed, when the cap is put on,
to hang outside the fu.se. having a knot at the <'nd.
When Ihe fuse is recpiired to lie used, Ihe tape is
taken holil of, and with a slight jerk the cap is freed

The

The
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j

Kor
I

instanc<-, in militiiry atfairs,

hat a regiment or

body

of troops

ninhr «;•»/« ineaus
assembled fully

is

armed and accoutcred on parade.
I'Mhrciirtr.

by natural or

— Protected from the

artificial

means,

lire

of the

or, indeed, in

enemy

any po-

sition out of danger.

— To be in action, and
CANVAS. — An expression

I'liilirjire.

enemy's

exposed to Ihe

lire.

UNDER
military

seiisi',

meaning,

in

a

tn be Iving in tents,

UNDER METAL.— fhe'posil ion

of a pun when the
depressed below Ihe line of a level axis.
UNDERMINE.- To dig beneath a Wiill or any such
suppurl, \v ilh the view lo its fall. This can b<' aided
by gunpnwder nr some other combustible.
UNDISCIPLINED. As ai)plied to troops, not perniii//.le is

"

fect in exercise or

maneuvers.

UNDRESS.
habit

iial

In the military service, the aulhorizcd
dress of otlicers an<i soldiers when not in full

uiiifiirui.

1

'

:

.

UNDRESS GUARD MOUNTING.— In bad weather,at
night, or aftir long iiuirches. »rtrf;vxj< guard-mounting replaces I he <//>«« guard-mounting. Il is conducted on the same ))rinciples as dress guard-mounting,
except that the trumpeters or field-music sound off,
standing on the right of the guard, and that Ihe division into platoons and Ihe march in review are dispensed with. The musical Ihe discretion of the Commanding

(

)l1ifer,

may be

dispensed with. See Guard-

ni'titfitiiif/.

UNDRESS PARADE.— In all bad weather, undress
parade takes the place of dreim parade.
The com-

;

TJNDY.

.

UNION-JACK.
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per authority to each grade of the officers and men.
The clothing consists of a prevailing color, variously
ornamented and "faced" according to the rank and
corps. Although other regiments wear other colors,
scarlet may be said to be the prevailing uniform of
blue of tlie French
and white
the British Army
Blue is likewise the color of the
of the Austri;in.
American uniform. It is surprising how late the introduction of compulsorj' uniforms took place in
England. We find soldiers serving with corps and
yet dressed after the dictates of their own fancy well
into the Seventeenth Centurj-, while in the navj-,
uniforms were not fixed with certainty until the beginning of the reign of King George III. The unifonn is either full dreg/t or luulremi. The following
articles of uniform and equipment are prescribed in
Blouse, liuttons,
the Regulations of most armies
dievroiis, cravat or stock, dress coat, epaulettes, fatigue hat, foragecap, gloves, helmet, overcoat, plume,
sash, shoulder-knots, shoulder-straps, spurs, sword,
sword-belt, sword-knot and trmiiien:

panics fall in without arms on tiieir respective paradejjround: the First Serircant, liavini; reported the result of the roll-call, places liimself on the riglit of the
front rank; the Captain, or officer superinteudiui; the
roll-call, dresses the company to therisrht: then places
himself two yards in front of its center, faces to the
1. I'ttriide, 2. Uest. resumes his
rear, commands

:

;

:

When all the oHifront and comes to parade rest.
ccrs are re(iuired to be present, they take post as preIf a Nonscribed in the School of the Company.
commisioned Officer is in charge of a company, he
stands on the right of the front rank. The band,
without instruments falls in on its own paradeground.
The Adjutant assigns the trumpeters, or
field-music, a position, and, when all the companies
liavp come to parade rest, he commands: Socnd off,
at which the retreat is .sounded, the Adjutant standing at parade red.
The retreat being sounded, the
officer in charge of each company faces about, calls

:

the company to attention, and directs the First Sergeant to dismiss it. When orders are to be published
UNIFOaM SWOBD.— An officer's sword of tlic regat undress parade, the companies close in, and are
dressed by the officers in command of them, on a ulation (lattern jirescribed for the Army or Navy.
company previously designated. The band takes
UNtFOKM TWIST.— The form of a rifie groove is
post on "the right of the line, the trumpeters orfield- determined b}' the angle which the tangent at any
The line being formed, the Ad- point makes with the corresponding element of the
nuisic in its rear.
jutant in front of the center and facing the line com- bore. If the angles be equal at all points, the groove
mands
is said to be tiniform.
If they increase from the
1 Parade, 3. Rest. 3. Sound off.
breech to the muzzle, the grooves are called inrreanAt the second command, the trumpeters or field- ing, if the reverse, decreanhig grooves. Let ABC be
circumference
music remaining in place sound the retreat. The Ad- aright-angled triangle, in which BC
jutant then calls the battalion to attention, publishes of the bore of a gun. AB
length of the bore.
iiis orders, and commands:
Now suppose the triangle ABC to be wrapped around
Dinmins yiinr CnmpanieH.
the surface of the bore, so that B and C meet, AC
the
Sergeants
march
Here the
All
officers retire, and the First
will be the helix, or curve of the groove.
respective
companies
their
llieir
to
groove makes a complete turn in the length of the
parade-grounds, and then dismiss bore but in ordiuiiry rifle-guns the tirint is more
them. See T)re*> Parade.
gradual, making less than one turn in the bore. In
UNDY.— A term in Heraldry hav- the case before us, AB equals the length of rifling
ing the same signification as iracy. due to one turn, that is, the distance traveled by
See III rahlrq.
the projectile while it is turning on its axis.
AC is
UNFIX BAYONET.— A command the total length of spiral and " the angle of twist, or
in the Manual of Armse.\ecuted as angle of the rifling. Let n
number of calibers in
follows: the Instructor commands: which the projectile makes one turn.
l-'"i'.v.
1. Vnfix. 2. Bayo.net.
IT
BC
X caliber
Carry the piece to the left side as in fix bayonet.
tan o
and place the forefinger of the right hand against the
number of calibers x caliber.
clasp of the bayonet. (Two.) Unclasp the bayonet
grasp it by the shank, wrest it from tlie barrel, and
n
place it in the scabbard, the right hand falling by
number of calibers.
the side. The carry anna is executed the same as
In the uniform twist, the effort of rotation may be
from JiJ" bayonet.
diffused over a very long centring bearing, extending
Bayonets are ^3'<ff and unfixed from the order arm*, along the whole cylindrical body of the projectile,
by the same commands as from tlu- earry. the piece which is an advantage of great importance, and when
being shifted from the right to tlie left side. To re- the ])r<>jectile is free to escape, its motion will be
turn to the carry. or order, the Instructor commands
much more uniform than if it received, as it were, a
1. Carry. 2. Akms; or, 1. Order, 2. Aems.
SeeJfan- severe wrench cm leaving the muzzle, while it is
aid i)f Anns. Fig. 8.
not believed that the life of the gun is materially
UNGULED.— in Heraldry, the term applied to the affected by differences of powder-pressure within the
liucture of the hoofs of an animal; e.g.. azure, a stag possible limits which can obtain, between guns rifled
trippant or. attired and nnguled gules, the arms of with the same final angle of twist, on the uniform
the family of Strachan in Scotland.
See Grvire.i, liifling,
and the increasing systems.
:

i

=

=

;

=

^

=

AB

!

1. The unicornis perhaps best known
and Tirist.
henddric charge or s'.ipporter. Two luiicorns
UNION. .\ term frequently applied to the Nationwere borne as supporters ot the Scotish Royal Arms al Colors. When there is a blue field with white
for about a century before the union of the Crowns: stripes, (piartered in the angle of the American Col;ind the sinister supporter of the insignia of the ors, that is, of the colors composed of the red and
United Kingdom is a unicorn arwhite stripes, that blue field is called the I'nion: and
gent, armed, <Tined,and unguled, or
a small color of blue with white stars is called a
gorged with a coronet comjiosed of
l'ni<tti-j<ir/.'
crosses pati'^e ;ui<l Heurs-de-lis,witli
UNION- JACK— The National Banner of the united
a chain affixeil, passing between the
kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, formed out of
forelegs, and retlexed over the back,
the combination of the crosses of St. George (argent,

ONICOEN.—

as

—

:;

of the last. 2. The old name for the
howitzer, as improved from the licorn, borrowed from the Turks during the last century by the liussiau^•

a cross gules), of St. Andrew (azure, a saltire argent),
St. Patrick (argent, a saltire gules), these
t'nicorn.
three crosses being the National Banners of England,
and from the Scotland, and Ireland respectively. Tim first t"nioulatter l)v Europe genendly.
Jack. w hich w;is introduced by a Royal ProclamaUNIFORM. In its military sense, uniform means tion in ItiOG. three years after the union of the Scotthe iiarticular dress and equipment assigned by pro- tish with the English Crown, combined only the

—

and of

UKIT.
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tTosses of St. George and St. Andrew, and may be
l)lazoned. azure, a sallire arsrenl suriiunintcd by a
This coinbiimlion
iross gules edi;<cl cif tlie sccniid.
was by Uoyal I'roclaination of the lUite ,Iuly 2M. ITOT,
const it uted tlie National Flag of (ireal Britain. On
the union with Ireland, a new Union Ensisrn was devised, in which the i-ross of St. I'alrick was introiluced, with its four limbs edged with wlnte on one
This awkard specimen of Heraldry forms the
side.

^
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1776.

i:

New

Hampshire
Island

Cnnuecticut

Xfw York

2,07.5

IVuMylvanla

ii;

Virginia
;

(ieorsria

Jersey
j

Delaware
|

1780.

1,777
7,889

3.0.56

1,004
6,287
1.263

4,010i

3..544

1,383|

8,937

1781.

744
4,423

91.5

464

3,087:

481
1,732
1,198
1.265
1,304
1,105

2,2.56

2,847:

3,0841

5.230

2,886!

1,134

7,013l
1,281!

3.470
3.973
3.920

3.069|

Ueso'

1,650.

a51
9,080

1,433
1,40«

1..586

1,276

l,367i

8

7.54

299

349

566i

3,.5fi5

3,307

317
2,849

3,339i

287!
678'

1782.

700
5,298

2,194

I

i

1779.

2,ts:i2

'

3Iarylaad

;

7,4(>4j

(>,18r

8,180
2,000
4,000
1,000

1778.

3,921
1.178
1,346
4,119

•"),744'

400 10.39.5

North Carolina
South Carolina

New

.

3.834 3,019 3,283
1«,444 17.373 10,591
1.1!)3
.")4H
1,900
4,.507 12,127
4,-5(i;j

.Mussac-husetts

Khode
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3,337

1783.

733
4.370

372
1,740
1.169
1..598

87

2,065

3,107

|

660
164
1,280

629
697
139
145
676
335
974

37,633 63,061 44,930

subject to the orders of the President, fa-o^Wt* Commander-in-Chief; this latter provision occurin<r after
the adoption of the Constitution in 178;i; wlien also
Ihe style and title of the Seerelary were changed
from Secretary at \\'ar to Secretary of War, wlucli
it has remained ever since. In 1812 the Quartermaster General's Department. Purchasing Department,

and Ordnance Department were orgauizeil,
.\fter
the close of the \Var of the Kevolution. and when
Washington had laid down his command, the Continental Army was soon disbanded.
In 1798. when
war with France was actually begun upon the sea,
a new Army was hastily organized to repel the anti<-ipated invasion of the United States of a French
force. General Washington was placed in conmiand
anil preparations for a long and doubtful struggle
were carried into effect. But the Army was not called into action, lU'gotiations with Napoleon I. reconciling the differences between the two countries, and

the rnen were presently again disbanded.
Tnile allowing the

Kcgi'lar .\rmy, includiii!; .Marine.s

.\lubama Volunteers
.\rkaii8as

"*

"

Floridti

'*

'•

Illiii"]-.'

"'

Indiana

"

Iowa
Kcntuclcy
Louisiana

'*

'*

District of Columbia Volunteere.
Mai-saolmsetts Volunteer*
*

Marvland and

>li«;higan

Mississippi
.Missouri
.Jersey

New
New

Yorlc
Nortli Carolina

Ohio
Pennsylvania
South "Carolina
Ti-nnessee

"
"
"

"
"

'fi'XHS

\'irginia

Wisconsin

Mormons

"'

Ke-miiHtered

"•

;

corps of Artillerists and Engineers and to This was
added in 1798 a second regiment of Artillerists and
Engineers. The Act of Jlay 28, 1798. in view of the
prospective war with France, authorized the President to raise a provisional army of 10.000 rank and
tile, to he organized into corps of Artillcn,-.
Cavalrv.
and Infantry. and authorized also the ajipointment of
a Lieutenant (xeneral. " to command the Armies of
[the United States."— General Wasliinixton being so
appointed: and a siipplenu-ntarj- Act (-Tulv 16. l'798>
still further increased the authorization to thePresident by the number of 12 regiments of Infantry.witli
the necessary Commanding "Officers and Staff. Line
Officers, etc.
The .Vet of Marcli 3, 1799. abolished
the title and office of Lieutenant General, and directed that the Commander of the Army of the I'nited
States should be commissioned by the title of the
:

j

I

,

i

yumher nf Men and Cimunltiex in the Regular and
War irith -)/c.rw<— 1846 to 1848.
State.

California

The Acts

and 3 regiments and 5 battalions of Infantry: in 1794
an Act was also passed to establish various arsenals
and military stores and again another to organize a

Vidunteer Forces during the

Strength.
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of Arlillory.and 7 of Infant ry.commaiul-

Major GfUfralanil two

15ri;;aUifrs.

Diirini; tin- Kebellion tlif number of men enrolled
ancle(|uippe(l in the Nortliern Armies was 2. 'i!>0,401.

re-enlistmenls.
They were organized into
the ArniN of the Potoniae. Army of the Tennessee.
Army of' the Cmnberland.and Army of the Oliio: the
last three heini; linally united into the Military DiviThc'se Armies were raised
sion of the Mississipjii.
under proelamation by the President— each State
furnishini; its quota, accordiu!; to i«oi)ulation: by
voluntary enlistment; and by enforced draft. Heiriinental orirani/.alions. when formed, were mustered
into the Service of the I'niled Stales, when they fell
under the direction of the War Deparliuent. and
were assiirned to Hriiradcs. Divisions. t'orp^i. mid Armies, as re(|uired. All (leneral and (JeniTuI Stall
onicers received their t'onmiissions from the I'residenl; I/me Officers beini;api)oinleil before niusterini;
into Ihe l'. S. Service, Towards the close of the war
the dilHculty of obtaininiillie volunteers so increased
that lart;e bounties were olTered, in some cases amountini; to as muchas ^L.^dO dollars for one man.
At the close of the war the Volunteer Army wliiih
was mustered out numbered about 1.101), 01)0 men.
The Ke^rular Annv'vas increased during Ihe prouress
of the war from "iH. 000 to 50.000; since the war it
has been reduced to 2.") 000.
About Octobi-r. 1.1. lsTi», the Army of the United
States compriscil 2(5,389 officers and enlisted men,
divided as follows
iiicliKlinf;

:

CfUiK.

10 Cavalry Kegiments
.5

Arlillcry

Kegiments

Infantry Kegiments
Kugineer Battalion, Uccrnirmg Par2!)

ties,

Ordnance DeparlmenI,

Jlos-

Indian Scouts, West
Point, and General Service

pital Service,

UNITED STATES INFANTRY SCHOOL.
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methods of conducting business in tlic departments of
Administration and Supply Departments of tlie Army. signalling and telegraphy. Each Class is divided
into two Sections, membership being determined originall)' by the preliminary examination above referred
Transfers between Sections and Classes are subto.
sequently made at the regular examinations, which
are semi-annual, as the results of tliese examinations
seem to warrant. Proticienc}' is determined by a system of daily marks on a scale of 0. to :J.(J supple-

provided for by such appointmint in advance. These
vacancies are tilled in time for the next annual examination. Should the Representative, or Delegate
in Congress have reason to doubt the success of Ids
nominee in pa.ssing the entering examination, he can
nominate a legally (jualitied lUteniate.
The alternate m.'iy be examined with the regular nominee in
June and admitted in the event of his success and
the latter's failure to pass the prescribed preliminary
examinations, or may by permission delay nporfing for examination. "until the 2.'")tli of Aiigiisl following. Like the nominee, the alternate siiould be
designated as nearly one year in advance of date of
admission as practicable.
The age for the admission of Cadets to the Academy is between seventeen and twentj'-two years.
Candidates must be unmarried, at kast five feet in

mented by semi-annual examinations. The practical
course of instruction is so conducted by the means
of daily drills, that upon completion of the course
each student will have acted in the capacity of recruit
in Cavalry and Artillery as well as Commander of a
company and battalion (both Infantry and Cavalry)
and as Chief of section and platoon in the light battery. Practical instruction is also given in the use of height, free from any infectious or immoral disorder,
machine-guns and tlje Hotchkiss revolving-cannon. and generally, from any deformity, disease, or inProficiency in drill as well as promptness and punctu- firmity which may render them unfit for militar}They must be well versed in reading, in
ality in attendance upon the various duties imposed, service.
and soldierly conduct in general, enter as large factors writing, including orthograpliy, and in arithmetic,
in determining the place of each student in the tinal and have a fair knowledge of the elements of English
general merit roll. Sjiecial mention is made at the grammar, of descriptive geography, particularly of
final examination of each officer who is <-onsidered our owr countr3^ and of the history of the United
deserving of it, a report of which is forwarded to the States.
Each Cadet, soon after his adiiimhn, shall take the
Adjutant General. The Instructors are taken from
among officers belonging to companies comjjtjsing the oath of office prescribed by Act of Congress of July
garrison as well as a few who are specially detailed 3, 1862, and before receiving /ii« irnrraiit shall, in the
presence of the Superintendent, or some officer deby the War Department. See ArtiUeri/ Sflnxil.
UNITED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY
West puted by him, subscribe to an engagement in the folPoint, the site of the United States Military Academy lowing form
and an important fortress during the Revolutionary
of the State of
1,
aged
War, is situated in Orange County. New York, on the years
month having been selected for appointwest shore of the Hudson and about 52 miles from ment as a Cadet in the Military Academy of the
New York City. The Institution was founded by Act United States, do hereliy engage, with the consent
of Congress approved March Hi, 1H02.
The experi- of my (parent or guardian), in the event of my reence of the country in the war of the Kevolution con- ceiving such appointment, that I will serve in the
vinced Washington and other statesmen of the need army of the United States for eight years, unless soonof such an Institution, and the Act above referred to discharged b}- competent authority. And I,
was the result of much thought ami discussion. The ehi nulemnly sicenr that I will supjiort the Constitution
special object of the Academy is to tit young men of the United States and bear true allegiance to the
for appointment as officers of the Army. It combines National Government
that I will maintain and dein one school all the purposes usually aimed at in fend the sovereignty of the United States paramouni
tlie several schools of engineering and other military to any and all allegiance, sovereignity, or fealty I
branches in foreign countries.
Its graduates, upon may owe to any State, county, or country whatsoreceiving diplomas, are recommended for, and usu- ever and that I will at all times obey the legal orally appointed into, the corps. or arm of service in the ders of my superior officers, and the rules and artiArmy for which their qualitications tit them. It has cles governing the armies of the United States.
no endowment, but is maintained by annual appropriations.
Its buildings, valued at $2,.')0(),O()0. stand
-. this Sworn and subscribed to. at
upon a plateau of ItiO acres, flanked by mountains
of
day
before
eighteen
hundred
and
at the west and north, and elevated IW) feet above
the river. Chemical and Ordnance Laboratories, and
the apparatus recently procured for the Department
Every candidate is. soon after his arrival at West
of Natural and Experimental Pliilosciphy, are com- Point, subjected to a rigid ])hysical examination by
The
Library
contains
about
28,06u
volumes,
l)lele.
an experienced Medical Board, an<l if there is found
and over 2. -50(1 pamphlets.
to exist in him any of the following causes of disEach Congressional District and Territory also, qualification to such a degree as would immediately
the District of Columbia
is entitled to have <me
or at no very distant period impair his efficiency, he
Cadet at tlie Academy.
Ten are also appointed at is rejected
large.
The appointments (excepting those «i liirge)
1.
Feeble ccmstitution and muscular tenuily unare made by the Secretary of War at the recpiest of sound health from whatever cause; indications of
the Representative or Delegate, in Congress from the former disease
glandular swellings, or other sympDistrict or Territory; and the person appointed nnist toms of scrofula.
2.
Chronic cutaneous affections,
be an actual resident of the District or Territory especially of the scalp. 3.— Severe injuries of the
from which the appointment is made. The appoint- bones of the head: Cdnvulsions. 4. Impaired vision,
ments '/< /'//v/f are speciallj' cimferred by the Presi- from whatever cause inflammatory atTections of the
dent of the United Slates. Applications can, at any eyelids: immobility or irregularity of the iris; fistula
time, be made by letter to the Secretary of War, to lachrymalis. etc.. etc. 5.
Deafness; copious dishave the name of the applicant placed upon the reg- charge from the ears. 6. Loss of many teeth, or
ister that it may be furnished to the proper Repre- the teeth generally unsound.
7.
Impediment of
sentative, or Delegate, when a vacancy occurs. The speech.
8.
Want of due cajiacity of the chest, and
application must exhibit tlie full name, exact age, any other indication of a liability to judmonic disand permanent abode of the applicant, with the num- ease. 9. Impaired or inadequate efficiency of one
ber of the Congressional District in which his resi- or both of the superior extremities on account of
dence is situated Appointments are re<iuire(i by law fracture, especially of the clavicle, contraction of
to be made one year in advance of the date of ad- a joint, extenuation, deformity, etc., etc.
10.
An
mission, except in cases where, by reason of death unusual excurvature or incurvature of the spine.
or other cause, a vacancy occurs which cannot be 11.
Hernia. 12. A varicose state of the veins of
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the scrotum or the spermatic coril

(when

large), sar-

13.--liupiiin-il or inii(lc(iimt<' elluinicy of on«' or liolh nf the
inferior exirciiiitifs on iiccdunt of varicose veins,
friulures, nmlforinatioii (Hut feet, ele.), lameness,
eonlraetion, une(iual len;;lh, l)iinii)ns, overlyini; or
supernunierury toes, etc. ete. 14. L'leers or unsoiinil cicatrices of ulcers likely to break out afresh.
The newly appointeil Cadets arc then exaniiiieil by
tix-cle. liydroceli-.

hciiiorrhoiils,
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tisliiliis.

I

I

understand those portions of the subject usually
taught and comprehended under the heads of Orthography, lOlymology, Syntax and Prosody.
The examination will be either written orOral, or

partly wriiteii and partly oral.
The ipieslions will
usually lie arr:in'.rcd in three divisions.
The lirsl
division will contain ipiestions somewhat like these:
'•Xiiiiie nil tlie diffrrmt kiniU nf Vcrlin, and give ex.
iii/iplfK of eiir/i."
" W'ritf
i\'/iiil in II l'n>iiiiiinf"
the .Academic Hoard, anil those not properly (|nali- tli'Tl mutenee u-Hiitg ii perxmiil, it relatirr, nnd im
intfri'iigiitire I'mnntiii. and then 'pn'ifjf iwh."
tii'cl are rejected.
The
In Ufiiling. candidates must he able to read under- .secimd division will contain one or more sentences
standingly, and with proper accent and emphasis. to be i)arseil, e. g.: "Many iroiiUl ylndljj ixrliaiige
In Writing iimi Orthignipliy, they must l)e able to their hirn'>r» fur that mare qairl and humble atalioii
write, from diclalion, sentences from standard pieces irith irhirh thnit art mar dimuitixfied."
Such a senof Kni;lisii literature, both prose and poetry, sudic- tence must be parsed /«%, giving the part of speech,
ieiit in number to test their qualilications both in
and kind, case, voice, mood, tense, number, person,
degree of com|)arison, etc., as the case may be. of
haiid-writins and ()rlho;;rapliy.
In Aritloiutir they must be able: 1st. To explain, each word and its relation to the oilier words, thus
accurately and clearly, its objects and the manner of "Many.'" adjective [oriiidehnite adjective pronoun],
fractional
positive degree, third per.son, (iliiral numlicr. nouiwritiui; and readini; numl)ers- entire
compound or denominate. 2d. To* perform with iimtive case, agrees with peri«>n/i understood (or siib"A'j-c/i/iwjc." verb, regular,
facility aiul accuracy the various operations of addi- jeet of tniuUliJrehange].
tion-subtraction nudtiplicaticm ami divisioti of transitive, active, potential mood, jmst lense, thinl
wliole numbers, al>stract an<l compound or denom- person, plural mnnber, agrees with pi rifni underinate, givini; the rule for each operalion, jnilli iU stood [or many] for its suliject.
The third division
rto-iiiiiK, and also for lh<' dilTcrent methods of provwill contain a large number of incorrect sentences
*
:i(l. To explain
Ta thtm prm pts are an} )ointhe to be correcti'd tlius
iuir the accuracy of the work.
mcaniu;; of ri'ducliou- its ditl'ereni kinds its ajipli- I'd a I'opi'nt!* xilei-iion nf rait " "Whirh af the titn in
calioii to ilcnomiiiate uumbiTsbi rcducinir them from the eldent '"
Among lhe.se, correct sentences will
a higher to a lower denomination and the reverse, sonu'times be introduced to more thoroughly test
anil to equivalent deciunils; to ^ivethe rule for each the knowledge of the candidate.
Since the schoolcase, irilli it.i reiixmis, and to up|>Ty readily these rules grammars used in dilTcrent (larls of the country
to practical examples of each kind.
4lh. Toexplaln vary among tliemselvcs in their treatment of certain
the nature of prime numl)er>, and factors of a mnii- words, an answer indorsed by any grammar of good
ber of a eouimou divisor of two or more numbers, repute will be accepted. Tims, in parsing the word
particularly of \\\v\r gnati't ruiiniiiin iliriwr with its ••many." it may be called an indelinile adjective
use, and to give the rule, iril/i itx reawiiK. for obtain- pronoun or an adjective agreeing with perKnnn uning it
also the meanini; of a conuuon nuiltiple of derstood.
several nundiers, i)aiticu!arly of their /«».vt i-niiiinnn
Candidates will be reipiircd to pass a satisfactory
iiiiiWiilt' and its use, and to irive the rule, irith its
examination, writttn or oral, or both, in Ihivriptive,
rejiKiinn. for obtaining it, and to apply each of these
(rengrnphn. particularly of our own country.
To
rules to i'Xam|)les.
To explain the nature of give a i-indidale a clear idea of what is reipiircd, the
.'ith.
fr.'ictions, common or vulgar, and decimal -todctine
following s\ nopsis is added as a type of ihe charthe various kinds of tractions, with the disliu'.;uisli- acter and extent of the examination: |s|. Delinitions
ing properties of each
to give to all the rules for of all the natural divisions of the earth's surface,
their reduilion; particularly from mixed to improper such as zones, those relating to lalitudc and longiand the reverse— from compound or complex tosim- tude, etc., are to l)e clearly ;uid concisely given.
|)le- to their lowest terms -to a conuuon denonn
3il. The Kastern and Western lleinispheres.
Their
nator from common to decimal and the reverse; for grand divisions, wlial large bodies of water partly or
tiieir addition
subtraction -multiplication and div- wholly surround tliem ? Their oceans and their loision, "•/'// the riiii"'ii for eacli cliansre of rule, and to cations: the mountains, their locations, dirciiious.
apply ciicli rule to examples, (ith. To delinc the and exteni the capes, from wliiit jiarls do Ihey l)!oterms, ratio and proportion to give the properties of ject and into what waters y The peninsulas, their
l)roportion and the rides and tiirir ruiKDii", forslating locations, and by what waters are they embraced ?
J

—

'

ii.

j

:

t

'

—

!

[

:

:

'

:

—

—

—

:

and solving ipustions in botli simple and compound The pans connected by an isthmus, its name and
proportion, or sinirlc ami doul)le rule of three, and location; the islands, their locations and surroundto apply these rules to examples.
~tli. The caiuliing waters: The seas, gulfs, and bays, the coasts
lialcs must not only know the principles and rules they indent, and to what other waters arc they subreferred to above, liut they are reipiircd to jiossess ordinate? The straits. Hie lands Ihey sejiarate. and
,

such a thorouirh imderslandiug of all the funilamcntal operations of arithmetic as will enable them to

combine the various princi|)les in the solution of any
eom))lex problem wiiich can be solved by the methods of arithnulic. In other words, they must pos,sess such a com|ilele knowledge of arithmetic as will
enable them to lake up at once the higher liranches
of mathematics without further study of arithmetic,
Hth. It is to be understood that the examinations in
these branches may be either written or oral, or partly written and jiarlly oral
that the delinitions and
rides nuist be given fully and accurately, and that
the work of all examples, whether upon the l)lack.
board, slate, or paper, must be written i)laiiily and
in full, am! in such a manner as to show clearly the

;

:

:

;

—

i

mode

of solution.
In Eiigli.")i (Iranimni: candidates must exhibit a
familiarity with all the parts of speech and the rules
in relation thereto: must be al)le to parse any ordinary sentence given to them, and, generally, must

the w:iters they connect
the rivers, their sources,
directions of tiow, and the waters in which they
empty The lakes, their location and extent :td. The
their names,
sub-divisions of the grand divisions
locations, boundaries, and capitals: general ipiestions of Ihe s;uiie charaeler as indicated in Hie second section, made applicable to each of the countries
4tli. The ruileil
of each of the grand divisions.
Stales.
The knowledge under this hi:iil caiiiiot lie
too full or specilic. The Ciiudidiiles sliould be thoroughly informed as to its general features, location,
contiguralion. ;ind lioundaries (both with respect to
neighboring countries, and latitude and longiludej:
its adjacent oceans, .seas, bays, gulfs, sounds, straits,
and islands; its mountain ranges, their location and
extent the sources, directio-is-. and lermimitioiis of
the important rivers and their principal tributaries,
the lakes, and, in short, every geographical feature
The location
of the country as indicated above.
and termination of important railroad lines and oilier
:

!

;

[

—
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such of the new Cadets as are foimd proticient in
studies and have been correct in conduct are given

means

of communication from one part of the country to anotlier should not be omitted.
Tlie States
and Territories should be accurately located with
respect to each other by their boundaries, and as to
their order on the Atlantic coast, on the Gulf of
Mexico on tlie Pacific coast, on the Northern frontier, on the Mexican frontier, and on the Mississippi,
.Missouri, and Ohio Rivers. The boundary and other
rivers of each State as well as all other prominent
jreoiiraphical features should be kncnvn. The names
and locations of their capitals, and other important
cities and towns are likewise to be known.
In short,
knowledge should be so com|)lete that a clear mental picture of the whole or any part of the I'nited
States. should be clearly impressed on themind of the

i

candidate.
The candidate should make himself familiar with
so much of t\w /ii«t'ri'i/ iif the I'uiUd SUUirnxs is contained in the ordinary school liistories. The. examination nuiy l)e written or oral.or i)arlly written and
partly oral, and will usually consist of a series of
questions similar to the fo;iowin<;: 1st. Name the
earliest European settlements within the present

—

limits of the United States

— when,

wliere,

and

l)y

whom made y When

did the settlements nia<le by
other nations than the Pjiiglish, come under the
Dominion of Great Britain, and of the United States?

— What

How

How

many

Pennsylvania? when were they separated?
3d.
In what wars were the colonies engaged before the Revolution? What were tlie jirincipal events
and residts of those of King William. Queen Anne,
King George, and the French and Indian? 4tli.
What were the remote and the immediate causes of
the American Revolution? Explain the Xavigation
Act. the Stamp Act, Writs of Assistance. When did
the War of the Revolution properly begin ? when,
where, and how did it end ? Give the particulars of
Who were the most prominent
-\rnol(rs treason.
generals in this war?
Isaine the most important
in

—

battles

and

their results,

— why

.5th.

:

'

—

-

FIRST YEAR.—FOURTH CLASS.

— The Constitution of

and when was it formed ?|
when was it adopted? 6th. Give the names of the
Presidents of the United .States in their order. Give

the United States

the particular standing in their class to which their
merits entitle them. After either examination, Cadets
found deficient in conduct or studies are discharged
from the Academy, unless for special reasons in ea<'h
case the Academic Board should otherwise recommend. Similar examinations are held every .lanuarj'
and June during the four years comprising the course
of stvidies.
These examinations are ven,- thorough,
and require from the Cadet a close and persi'vering
attention to study, without evasion or slighting of
any part of the course, as no relaxations of any kind
can be made by the examiners. During the months
of July and August the Cadets live in camp, engaged
only in military duties and exercises and receiving
practical military instruction.
Except in extreme
cases. Cadets are allowed but one leave of ai)senec
during the four years' course: and as a rule the leave
is granted at the end of the first two years' course of
study.
The Cadets are arranged in four distinct classes,
corresponding with the four years of study. The
Cadets employed on the first year's course constitute
tlie Fourth Class; tho.se on the second year's course
the Third Class: those on the third year's course the
Second Class and those on the fourth year's course
the First Class. The academic year commences on
the 1st of July, on or before which day the result of
the examination held in the preceding month is announced, and at no other time will a Cadet be advanced or transferred from one class to another, unless prevented by sickness, or authorized absence,
from attending at the aforesaid examination
in
which case special examination will be granted him;
but in no ease will a Cadet be advanced from one
class to another without having passed a satisfactory
examination by the Academic Board.
The following is the course of study at the United
States Militarj- Acadeiuy, the books marked thus *,
being for reference
:

was

the difference between tlie lioyal,
the Chartered, and the Proprietary colonies ?
many colonies were there originally in Massachusetts
and Connecticut ? when were they united ?
2d.

UNITED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY,
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Depabtmext.

the leading events of the administration of each one.
It is suggested to all candidates for admission into
the Jlilitary Academy that, before leaving their place
of residence for West Point. they should cause tliems<'lves to

be thoroughly examined by a competent

Mathematics.

physician, and by a teacher or instructor in good
standing. By such an examination anv '"/•/<"/.h iihvsical dis(|ualitication or deticiency in mental preparation would be revealed. and the candidate probably
spared the expense and tniuble of a useless journey
and the mortilicalion of rejection.
It should be
understood that the informal examination herein recommended is soleh' for the convenience and benefit
of the candidate himself, and can in no manner afJlodem
fect the decision of the Academic and Medical E.xLangua-res.
amining Boards at West Point.
Candidates are ordered to report in person to theSui)erinlendenl betwei n the 1st and iDlh of .June.and
with as little delay as practicalile are subjecte'l to
the pliysi<al and mental examinations.
Those who
successfully pass both examinations are admitteil as
Cadets, subject to the result of the examination in
the following .January, and enter on their duties at
History, Geogonce, without going to their homes.
Those who raphy and Ethics.
successfully pass the January examination are re<(uired to sign articles binding themselves to serve
Tactics of Artilthe United Slates eight years from the time of their
admission into the Academy, unless sooner dis- lery and Infantrj-,

The academic

duties and exercises cominence on
September and continue until about the
last of .lune.
Examinations of the several classes
are held in Januarv and June, and at the former.
first

of

Davies' Elements of Algebra.
Davies' Legendre's Geometry.
Church's Plane and .Spherical Trig-

onometry.
Davies" Surveying.
Church's Analvtical Geometry.

and Practical
Freiuh Grammar.
iVgnel's Tal>ular System. Keetel's
Analytical French Reader.
Spiers and Surenne's Dictionary.
Whitney's Essentials of English
Keetel's Analytical

(iranuuar.
Hart's .Manual of

Rhetoric and
Composition.
Abbott and .Seeley's English Lessons for English People.
.\bIiott's How to Write Clearly.
•Webster's Dictionary.
Lectures in Ethics and in Universal
Histor}-.

Practical Instruct ion in the Schools
of the Soldier, Company and Battalion.

Practical Instruction in Artillery.

charged.
the

TEXT BOOKS AND BOOKS OF BEFEBEN'CE

Use of Small
Arms.

Ilnstructions in Fencing and Bayonet Exercise.
Farrow's Militarv (4vnuia«tics.

UNITED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY.
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SECOND YEAH— THIRD CLASS.
DEPARTMENT.

FOURTH YEAR.—FIRST

TEXT BOOKS AND BOOKS OF KEFERENCE.

DEPABTMENT.

Descriptive

with

its a|)plicatii)ii

Mahan's

(Jcnmetry,
to Spliericiil

I'rdieclioiis.

MiitlicniatU':

Cliiin

Civil

t'alciilus.

li's

I'liurcli's

Shades. .Shadows and

I'er-

spcctivc.
Cliauvpiu-t's Treatise on the Method
of Li'ast S(niare.s.

Keetels'

French
Agnel's

.Vnulytical
(iraniniar.

'l'al>iilar

and

.Military

Knsriiieeriiiuand
Science of \\ ar.

Course of Permanent Fortilications.

Wheeler's

Engineering.
IH.)
Wheeler's Klements of the Art ami
Science of War.
Military

and Practical
Vintrut's

Guide to Spanish and Eng-

.Miirale's

Prosressive Header.

System.
.Modern
l.anj;uages.

I'lays.

Rowan's Jlorceau.x Clioisis des Aiit-

()llend<irirs()ralMi'lhod applied to
the Spanish, by Velas(iue/. and

Siinonne.
•Seoane's Ncuman and
Dictionary.

eurs .Modernes.
•Spier's and Surenne's Dictionary.
Topojtrapliy and plottini; of Surveys wit hied pencil, pen and ink,
and colors; cunstriiclion of the
various I'robliTns in Descriptive

Drawins;.

St<'reotoiny.

Wheeler's pirld Fort iticat ions.
\Vhe<ler's
.Mahan's
Klenieniary

(I'arls II. aiul

Horel's Graininaire Francaise.
Uiitcher's College Series of French

Modern
Laniruaires.

TEXT BOOKH AND BOOKS OF BEFEBENCE.
Wheeler's Civil Engineering.

Cliiiri-h's Aniilytit'ul C4L'ometry.
riiurcli'-i

CLASS.

Barelti's

Woolsey's International Law.
Cooley's General Principles of Constitutional
States.

Law

the

in

liiited

(Jeonietry,

Shades and Shadows.
and Linear Perspective and Is-

General (Jrders No. 100, A.

ometric

Ives' Treatise

t;. ().,

man.

Projections: Practical
in the tteld.

on

Jlilitary

Law.

Surveying
Tactics of Anillerv. Jnfanlr'van.i

^'"''''''''''''

"f
'J"'

^"'''''"''''"" '" ""''^''''""'*'l
^"I'li'"'.
and Hat-

lalinii.

C-ivilrv

.\rtill(

'

History, Geogra- Swinton's Outlines of the World's
History.
pliy and Ethics.

Company

Prac'tical Instruction in the
.struction of Pimtou and of

Practical Instruction in

and C'lvalrv.

con-

Spar

Bridges; in the preparation of
Siege Materials; and in laying

rillKI)

YEAK-SECtJMJ CLASS.

graphy and Night

DF.PAKTMKNT.

TEXTBOOKS AND BOOKS OP REFERENCE.

Natural and
Kxperiincntal
Philosophy.

Bartlett's .VIechanics.
Bartletl's Astronomy.

Michie's Elements of Wave-Motion
relating to sound and light.

IFowne's Chemistry.
Thompson's Elementary Lessons in
Mineralogy and
Electricity and .Magnetism.
Geology.
Dana's Minerahigy.
Le Conte's Klements of Geology.
I

out tield and sii'ge work.;.
Insiruction in .\stron.
Practical .Military Practical
omy. in Surveyini;. in .Milit;iry
Kniriueeriii'/.
Heconuaissanees. in Pi'ld TeleSiL'naling.

•Ernst's Manual of Practical
tary Engineering.
Myer's Manmd of Signals.

Tactics of
.\rtillery. Infan-

try

and Cavalry

Practical Instruction in the Schools
of the Soldier, Company ami
Battalion. Practical Instructinii
ill

hemistry.

Ordnance and
I

iunucrv

.Mili-

.Vrtillerv

and Cavalrv.

Benton's Ordnance and Gunnery.
Practical Pyrotechnics.

.

I'r.-ictieal liallislics.

Free Hand Drawing and LandThe pay of a Cadet is .'ii.'i40 per year, toconniience
scape in hlack and while. Con- with his admission into the Academy, and is snlliDrawin<r.
structive and Architectural Draw- cicnt with proper economy, for his support. No Caing in ink and colors.
det is permitted to receive money, or any other supplies, from his parents, or from any person whomUnited States Army Artillery Tac- soever, without the sanction of the Superintendent.
tics.
Each Cailet must keep himself snpi)lied with the
Tidball's Manual of Heavy Artil- following mi'lltioneil ;irliiles, vi/.
One gray cloth
lery Service, U. S. Army.
one regulation
coatee; one gray cloth riding-jacket
UnitedStatesArmvCavalryTactics great-coat two pairs of gray dotii pantaloons, fc.r
.
,.,
Upton's United States Army In- winter; six pairs of drilling pantaloons, for summer,
"^Vf
ery.
Infantry and
Gantry Tactics.
one fatigue-jacket, for the encampment; one black
.avairy.
Practical Instruction in the Schools dress-cap; one foragi'-cap; one black stock; two pairs
of the Soldier. Company and Bat- of ankle-boots; six pairs of white gloves two sets of
tallion.
white belts; •seven shirts: twelve collars: 'six pairs
:

;

.

,.
,

.

'

;

^

;

'

Practical Instruction
and Cavalry.

in

Myer's Manual
n
Practical1XC1-.
Mihtarj.•

Engincermg.

\.,.^^ ,„„,

-\rtillery

of Siixnals.
Prac.rheorethal Instruction

.^ ^.unuivy Si^^nalin..-.

summer socks: *four pairs sum*three pairs winter drawers; 'six pocket
handkerchiefs; 'six towels; one clothes- bag made of
*one
ticking 'one clothes-brush •one hair-brush
toolh-bnish; •one comb; one mattress; one pillow; two
pillow-cases; •two pairs sheets:one pair blankets; one
winlersocks:*six pairs

mer drawers.
;

:

;
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quilted bed-cover; one chair; one tumbler: one trunk: he is considered as among tlie candidates for a comone account book: and will unite with his room-mate nnssion in the Engineers Ordnance, Artillerj', Infaniu purcliusinj; for their couinion use, one looking- try, or Cavalry, according to the duties he may be
glass, one wash-stand, two wash-basins, two pails, judged competent to perform.
and one broom, and shall be required to have one
A sound body and con.stitution, suitable preparatable, of the pattern that may be prescribed by the tion, good natural capa<'ity, an aptitude for study, inSuperintendent. The articles marked thus* candi- dustrious habits, perseverance, an obedient and ordal<'S are required to brim; with Ihem: the others are derly disposition, and a correct moral deportment are
to lie had at West Point ;it renuhiled iirices; and it is such es.sential qualifications that candidat<-s. knowbelter for a candidate to take with him as little cloth- ingly deficient in any of these respects, should not,
inij; of any description as is |)ossihle (excepting what
as many do, sidjject themselves and tlieir friends to
is marked), and no more money than will defray his the chances of future mortification and disn])pointtraveling expenses; but for the parent or guardian to ment by accepting appointments at the Academy and
send to ""'The Treasurer of the Military Academy" a entering upon a career which they cannot successsum sufficient for his necessary expenses imtil he is fully pursue.
1

I

admitted, and for his clothes, etc.. hereafter.
The expenses of the candidate for board, washing,
1

'

The following schedule shows the employment of
time at the United States Military Academy
:

.
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on one side of it, merely lo distiu<;uisli the low numOne
1, 2, 3, from the liiirli nunilHTs, 7, 6. 5.

bers

liirlit. is tixeil lo the siiiiie
Two other liiiipivot upon whicli till' linns move.
A
tenis are attached to tlie extremities of the arms.
fourth hiiiterii, used as an indicntor. is fixed on the
same horizontal level with the central 'ii;;!!! at a (lis-

limtcrii iiillccl llic (fiilnil

TABL£ OF THE SKINK

PimtioM.

Appearance.

Olt

eOMHINATIONB.

Poiiitiims.

3<i

5

\

Appearajwe

UHTERER.

UPBRAIDING.

VALISE.
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shield charged wilh the royal cipher in gold surrounded with the Garter. He has a mantle like that
UPBRAIDING. -The Arlifics <if war declare that of Garter King of Anns. and his badge is a g<)ld knot
any ciltiecr nr soldier wiui uptjraiils another olliceror surronniled with the Garter, and ensigned with the
It is the practice to unite this office
soldier for refusing aehallense shall himself |]e jiiiii- Koyal Crown.
ished as a challcniier: and all otticers and soldiers w ilh that of the King's First Gentleman I'sher daily
are lierehy discharged from any disgrace or opinion waiter at Court, who is one of the chief officers
of disadvantage wliicli might arise from their having of the House of Lords. In this capacity it is one
refused to accept cliallenges, as they will only have of the functions of the Gentleman I'sher of the
acted in ol)edienee to the law. and have done llieir black rod. or of bis Deputy, who is known as the
duly as good soldiers. who suhjecl themselves to (lis- Yeoman-usher of the black rod, to desire the attendance of the Commons in the House of Lords when
cipline.
UPDE6RAFF RIFLE. -Ahreeeh-loading smail-arin the royal assent is to be given to bills by the Soverhaving a fixed chamher closed hy a movahle hrcecli- eign or Lords Commissioners; also to execute orders
block, wliicli rotates about a horizontal axis at !)0" to of commitment for breach of privilege and contempt,
the axis of the barrel, lying bi'low the axis of the and to assist at the introduction of Peers, and other
being moved from above by a ceremonies of Ihe I'pjier House.
barrel anil in front
USHER OF THE GREEN ROD.— One of the officers
thumb-piece. Hy bringing the hanuner to the fullcock, a link connecting its under surface with that of the Order of IheThistle, whose duties consist in atof the breech-block throws the latter down into the tendinix on the Sovereign and Knights when assemposition of loading. The hanuner when released bled in cliapter.andat other solenmities of the Order.
moves forward to the half-cock notch, and changes The rod from which the title is taken is of green enits point of bearing on the block to tlic other side of
amel, three feet in length, ornamented with gold,
the center of motion, by engaguig with a second link having on the top a unicorn of silver.holding before
like that above mentioned.
As the breech-block him an escutcheon charged with the cross of St.
opens, the firing-jiin is withdrawn.
The piece is Andrew.
L'tensils for camp and garrison are
UTENSILS.
closed by again bringing the hammer to the full-cock.
the action of the link being reversed from the change styled Camp and Garrison Equipage, and are furof its bearing on the block. This can also be done nished by the Quartermaster's Department. The Regby hand in the usual way. The piece is locked by ulations allow a General Officer, three tents in the
a Field or Staff Offithe descent of the hammer beneath the block when field, one axe and one hatchet
Extraction is accomplished by a cer above the rank of Captain, two tents in the fiehl.
the piece is fired.
disk ])ivoteil on a hub formed on the side of "the one axe and one hatchet: other Staff Officers or Capbreech-block, and provided with the necessary ra- tains, one tent in the field, one axe and one hatchet:
This disk is recessed for tlie head of the Subalterns of a company, to everj- two. one tent in
dial arms.
tiring-pin retractor.
Ejection is secured by acceler- the tield, one axe and one hatchet: to every 1.5 fool
ating the movement of the extractor, by a quick and 13 mounted men. one tent in Ihe field, two spades,
blow which it receives from the nearest link, at its re- two axes, two pickaxes, tw o hatchets, two camp ketlease in the act of opening the piece.
tles, and five mess pans. Bed sacks are provided for
USE. In the fotmdry, a slab of iron welded to the troops in garrison, and iron pots may be furnished
Re<iuisitions are
side of a bar near the end, to be drawn down b}' the to them instead of camp kettles.
hammer in prolongation of the length of the" bar. sent to the Quartermaster General for the:iuthorized
One mode of building up heavy shafts.
flags, colors, standards, guidons, drums, tifes, bugles
USHER OF THE BLACK ROD.— One of the officers and trumpets. The prescribed cooking utensils are
The soldier
of the ( )rder of the Garter, coeval with the institu- evidently not adapted to field-service.
Some
tion of the Order, and originally called "Ilostiarius is made too dependent on a baggage-train.
rapelhc regis infra castrnm de Windsor."
The rod tools deemed necessary for service in the French
from which his title is derived is of ebon} mounted Army are also omitted in the enumeration of camp
with gold ;1V feel in length, having at the top a lion equipage at present furnished to the United States
sejani. holding before him in his forepaws a gold troops.
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VAERFVADE.— The standing army of Svrpden. recruilcd l)y volunt.-iry enlistment.
They receive pay
and serve from three to six years.
They form the
Fool and Horse Guards, the Artillery and Engineers.
VAIR. In Heraldry, tinctures are either of metal,
color strictly so called, or fur. The fnrx were originally but two. frmiiti and rair.
The former is represented by black spots resembling those of the fur
of the aniniid called the ermine, on ;i white ground.
Voir, saiil to have been taken from the fur of a
squirrel, bluish-gray on the back and wdiite on the
belly, is expressed liy blue and while shieUls.or bells
in horizonUd rows, the bases of Ihe while reslinsr on
the l)ases of the blue. If Ihe vair is of any other colors than white and blue. Ihcy must be specified.
Various modifications of these' furs were afterwards
lntroduce<l, among others erminis. or ennine witli
the field sable and (he spots argent: inmnitis, wilh
a red hair on each side of the black spot: ptan. with
the field .sable, and the spots or: c</u>iUr-C(iir,(.ir vair

—

with the

'oells

^

1

I

of one lincture placed base to base: and
lit. vair with cnilch-shaped figures

jidtciU a>initer.p"i<
instead of bells.

See

llirntdri/.

— An old

Selavouian word which signiPrince or General. This title was formerly given
to the Sovereign Princes of Wallachia. Moldavia. and

VAI"VODE.

fies

Triinsvlvania.

VALENCIENNES.— A pyrotechnic composition,
conqjosed of ."lO p:irts of nitre. 28 of sidphur. 18 of
antimony, and G of rosin. It is commonly used as
an incendiary conqiosition, in charging shells for
the |)urpose of increasing their destructive propcrtj',
bv sellimr fire lo buildinsrs. shipplnsr. etc.
VALETUDINARIUM. An infirmary or hosi)ital for
tlie sick.
Among llie Homans. Ihe rnlettidn.aihiin,
or hospind, was oidy esliiblished in war time, when
their armies marched beyond the boundaries of the

Kepublic.
lo

VALISE. — A cylindrical portmanteau of leather.
iu( Ills long, placed on thesaddle of each off-horse

1

VALLABY CROWN.

In raising the handle, the beveled
surface of the head of the tiring pin bears against
the tip of the recoil-screw, and thus positively retracts the tiring-pin.
In withurawing the bolt, it
rides over the liammer and presses it back to the
full-ccek.
The piece is closed by reversing the motion of the boll.
The tip of the recoil-sirew prevents the liring-pin from moving forward until Ihe
breecii is fully closed.
It is locked by the base of
the bolt'haiidle falling into a mortise in the side of
the receiver.
The |>iece is tired by a centre-lock of
the usual |mtlern
Kxtraction is a( complished by u
si>ring-liook upon the side of llu' bolt.
Kjcilion is
caused by a sliding ejector playmg into a groove in
the bottom of the boll. and. ill tli<' act of withdrawing the bolt, struck forcibly against the lip of tlie
recoil-screw.
This throws the shell around Ihe hook
of the extractor by wliiih it is held, and expels it
completely from the gun. It is impossible to move
the boll, in this arm, unless the hammer is at fullcock.
VAN-F08S.— In fortification, a ditch dug without
the eouiitirscar]), and running all along the glacis
iismilly full of water.
VANGUARD. That part of an army which marchrecoil screw.

icssilv,

VALLARY CROWN.— A crown bestowed by

the

an liouorary reward on the

sol-

dier who first siinuoiiiiled the
outworks, and broke into the

enemy's cum|).
circle of sjold

attached,
ure.

I'lie

It is in form a
with palisades

as shown in the lij^crown vallary occa-

sionally occurs as a heraldic
Vollarv Crnn-n.

liearinir.

the Romans. the parapet which
forlilird iliiircucampinents. It consisted of two parts,
the </(/.'/"• and the xiule» : the agger was the earth
thrown no from the vallum, and the slides were a
sort of wooden stakes to secure and strengthen it.
Valliix was the name of the slake which served as a
Every soldier
palisade in the Roman inlrencliment.
carried one of these iviH/. and on some occasions three
or four of them securely bound together much like a

VALLUM.

VARYING ELASTICITY.
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of an artillcry-ciirriasic aiu) used fur curryiiiji Ibe
smaller articles of the driver's persi.nal ei(iiipiiieiit.
The valise is carried on a nilis, MuUilr, wliicli may
be employed as a riding-saddle in case of any ne-

aiicicul Itonians as

:

,

Among

fai.'ot.

es in

VALOR. Strength of mind in regard to danger: a
generous quality.which.far from assuming brutality
and violence, withholds the fury of the soldier, protects helpless women, innocent infants, and hoary
Nothing which is incapable of resistance can
age.
ever be the object whereon true valor would exerCourage is that grandeur of .soul
cise its prowess.
wliich prompts us to sacrilice all personal advanlasrcs, and even the preservation of our beings, to a
The exercise of this deterlove of doing our duty.
mined courage in the profession of arms is called
It is composed of bravery, reason, and force:
by bravery, we understand that lively ardor which
tires us for the combat: reason points out to us the
method of conducting it with Justice and prudence
and force is necessary for the execution. It is braverv which animates the heart. reason springs from the
Without
soul, and force depends upon the body.
bnivery.we fear obstacles, danger, and death: without reason, courage would have no legitimate view:
:iiid without force, it would be useless: these three
c|u:ililies should concur to form true military valor.
In our own Army, repeated acts of valor have been
recordeil, with which the reader of military history
is doubtless aciiuainted: and such is the ii])preciation
of bravery by lioth Sovereign andCounlry in Kiigland
miliir.

See Ailrniind-<)miril.

friiiil.

VANT

An

BRAS.

old nji'me for the

VARNISH.
in a lii|uid,

solution of rosin, or of a

.V

:

arm embowed vambraeed

proper, the gauntlet holding
a sword below the hilt in bent
sinister,
point ilownwards,
argent, both the hilt and pom-

mel

or.

VAMPLATE.

\ round

i)ieee

of iron on a til'ing-spear, used
to protect the hand.
\ ;inii.riu (-.l.
VAN.— The front of an army;
the tirst line, often called the rangiinril. The troops
marching in the front of an army. Sec Adcniicedtjunnl.

VANCHOATE GDN.— A

breech-loading

rifle

hav-

ing a tixid clianiber closed by a movable breechblock, which slides in the line of the barrel by direct
action. It is opened by tirst cocking the piece, then
raising the handle of the breech-bolt to a vertical
|)osition, and then withdrawing the bolt until it is
arrested by striking against the upper end of the

rosin,

Solvents.

Colors.

Solids.

!

Gamboge, annat-

Amlier.

Oil of nuts

to.

Dragon's

Oil of linseed
Animel
(Jil of turpentine... Copal /
Oil of rosemary....

Mastic

blood

a deej). reddish-

brown.

Lac
Saiiilarac

.lUcohol ether.

.\loes,

cochineal

•

Saffron, indigo.
)

Dammcr

Wood

)
naphtha, or,,
ommonRopyroligneous ether.

'

tir

gum

surface, eviiporales and leaves the solid in Ihe form
of a brilliant, transparent tilm.
The principal substances used in varnishes are named in the following tabic

that the beautiful decoration i>{ the \'i(loria Cross
has been specially instituted :is ii reward for distin-;
guished valor.
VAMBRACE. That part of ancient armor known
it llioroughly protected the ;irni beas the lir:iss;ir<l
lilw the elbow.
VAMBRACED.— In Heraldry, a term applied to an
arm clothed in armor, as in
the subjoined crest
a dex:

for the

which, wlien spread thinly over a solid

:

—

armor

arm.

sin.

The rosins.or as the

varnish

Turmeric

)

maker calls them .gums,

maybe used

either singly or combined, and Ihe same
to the solvents.
One of the most
desirable ipudities in a varnish is duralpJUty a
(juality. whi<h depends gri-iilly on Ihe coinp;ira;ive
insolubility of the resin employed, its hardness,
toughness, and perin;ineiiee of color. Tlie following is a good varnish for polished iron-work, tools,
etc.: s])iril of turpentine, 4 lbs., damnier, 1 lb.
It is
made as follows Put the spirit of turpentine into a
large bottle, pound the djiminer very Hue. and ])Our
it gradually into Ihe bottle, keeping the composition
at inlerv:ils well stirred.
When all the deniiner is
well luixcil, pliice the bottle in the sun for 'A or 4
hours and when thoroughly amalgamated, the composition is fit for use. Apply lightly: the varnish

remark

apjilies

:

quickly dries, and

is

almost imperceptible,

Ti>kee]>

from iriin
Pure grease,
lbs., rosin, 2 lbs.
Pound the rosin fine, boil the grease, and after skimming it from any impurities, mix the rosin well with
rnut

•

fi

then cool the mixture, ;ind ap])ly it to your ironSee l.ncrpiir.
VARYING ELASTICITY. - If the inner hoop of a
•built-up' pun is very clastic, and the next less elastic, and so on IhrougFiout the scries, the outer hoops
being the least elastic, and the degree of elasticity
being exactly proportioned to the ilegree of elongar
it,

work.

VAEVELED.

VAUBA.N SYSTEM OF FORTIFICATION.

)39

tion by internal pressure, all the hoops will be equally strained by the powder, ami none of tlieir strengtli
wasted. It is found difficult to ol)tain materials liavinii the respective ranges of elasticity necessary to
For tliis reason tlie
perfectly carry out this system.

of five or six tubes, would resist a greater number of
heavy charges of gunpowder and prove a more trusty
weapon. With the present materials, it would be almost impossible to insure uniformly a degree of elasticity in the different layers, exactly iirojiortional to
The Initial
their respective elongations under fire.

outer tube or tubes are sometimes put under an iniTension system, slightly nioditied, may be brought
tial tension equal to the workim; load, in order that
the work done may be equal for all. Tliis severe and to the aid of the system ofVarying Elasticity. If the
pennaucnt strain on tlxe outer tube, of course, tends internal tube of a gun cannot stretch to the extent reto relax it; but if the inner tube can stretcli verj' much quired without injury, placing the external tube in
without injury, and tlie outer tul)e can only stretch a slight tension will remedy the defect then the inner
tube will have a greater range of safe elongation,
little, the permanent strain upon all parts of ttie gun.
in order tliat it may be uniformely strained under and the outer tube will take a greater share of the
See Built-up Guns, Caniwn, Initial Tenxion,
lire, will be slight, "and tlie tendency to relaxation strain.
:

and

limited.

Care must be taken to liave

sutlicient longitudinal

strength. The theoretical resistance of a cylinder under internal pressure to cross-fracture is from times
as great as its resistance to splitting longitudinally,
if the tenacity of tlie metal is tlie same in all directions. To obtain strengtli in this direction, some circumferential strength may be sacrificed by making
one part the length of the entire gun, and of adequate thickness. It is probably better tliat this single
large piece should be inside, and this is the general
Hoops of considerable length are desirable
practice.
to add to the frictional surface, tlius giving longituBut length or continuity
dinal strength to the gun.
is cliietly desirable to transfer the "strain upon one
point to a large resisting area. An obvious disadvantage of a large number of hoops is tliat the transhoopverse strength of the gun is much reduced.
ed gun must always possess the defect of want of conHowever perfect the worktinuit}' of substance.
manship at first, in large guns the jar of repeated firing would soon shake them loose. The great defect
in the Armstrong guns was developed in tlie shaking
loose and fracturing of some of the hoops under the
tremendous vibration due to firing large charges.
Both the means, that have been considered, of increasing the resistance of a gun to mere presmire. are
perfected only in proportion to the number of separate tubes or layers employed: but on tlie other hand,
increasing the number of parts lessens the resistance
When a
of the body to the effect of sudrltn xtrahi.
gun is fired, the shock is propagated from hu er to
layer in a wave if the layers are already detached
tubes, the outer one has no help from the rest in resisting the vibration. and the only way to modify the
effect of the wave of force upon the outer layer is to
give that layer great mass and thence inertia. Merely thickening the walls of a gun beyond a certain
point adds very little to its resistance to internal pressure.
.'V
homogeneous gun, in a slate of initial repose, however thick it may be, cannot sustain permanently a pressure persquare inch greater than the
tensile strength of a square incli of the metal of which
it \i composed.
The reason is that the inner layers
of metal are more stretched and strained by an internal im-ssure than the outer layers, in the inverse ratio ot the squares of their radii. Therefore, the layers
must be placed under such initial strain, or must possess such varying elasticity that all parts of the gun
will be equally worked at the instant of firing. Both
tliese ccmditions'are perfectly carried out in proportiim to the number of separate layers or tubes thus
treated; but the wave of force (in distinction from
statical pressure),and the effects of unequal vitiration,
dintreim a gun in proportion to the number of its parts,
so tliat the building-up principal cannot be carried
far without depriving the gun of the necessary mass
and continuity of substance.
Tlie system of hoops with initial tension, although
theoretically perfect and an acknowledgetl improvement in the construction of ordnance, involves certain practical difficulties. When several thicknesses
of hoops are used, it is difficult ti) maintain the proper hmgitudinal strength, and it has iieen found that
a gun composed of two or three tubes, although not
80 strong to resist statical pressure as one composed

A

;

Orrfiifinre.

VAEVELED.— In

Heraldry, when the leatiier thongs
on the bells to the legs of hawks are home
flotant with rings at the end, the bearing is termed

which

tie

\jexie(l, helled. smiX

ennvled.

VAUBAN SYSTEM OF FOHTIFICATION.— Among
the most noted method-; of the baslioned system that
have exercised a controlling infiuence upon the profession, are those of Vauban and Cormonlaigne.
Both of thesp engineers had a large experience in tlie
construction, and in the attack and defesne of fortiThe results of their labors are still lookfied places.
ed upon as safe guides to the military engineer. V'aulian has left examples of three different methods in
the places planned by him. The fortress of New Brisac is fortified after his third method: Those of Landau and Belfort after his second: but the greater part
of the places fortified by him are planned according
Vauban adopted no
to his first or earliest method.
arbitrary or invariable combination of parts in his
methods.
His great excellence as an engineer is
shown in the skill with which he adapted the fortifications he planned to the defensive re<iiiirenientsof
the sites: selecting lon^, medium, or short exterior
sides, and varying the ^ngths and directions of tlie
faces and flanks so as to procure the best command
over the exterior ground. and to withdraw these parts
from theenfilading fire of the assailant. In his works,
liowever,lie has generally taken 300 yards as t lie greatest limit of the exterior side; the perpendicular of the
front J when the polygon is a square; i for the pentagon: and,' for all higher polygons. With these starting-points he procured diminished angles which gave
more than 60'' to the sailent angles of the bastions in
all cases, and flanks of suitable length both to flank
the main ditch and to encounter with advantage the
counter batteries which could be erectedagainst them.
Vauban followed no invariable rule in regulating the
dimensions of the enceinte ditch; its most usual width
at the salients of the bastions where the counterscarp
is an arc ot a circle, is about 30 yards: the rest of the
counterscarp is tangent to this arc, and directed upon
the opposite shoulder angles. All the outworks of
this .system are commanded by the enceinte: the out-

works most advanced being also commanded

bj- those
In many of the places constructed before
Vauban's time there was a fnuKsi-hrnie. enveloping
This work was
the enceinte and connected with it.
suppressed by Vauban, who was the lirst. to use the
The tenaille is separated from
tenaille in its" place.
the curtain by a ditch 10 yards wide, and from the
flanks by ditches of C yards.
The form of the tenaille as used by Vauban was
variable.
In some cases he made it with a curtain
and two small flanks parallel to those of the enceinte:
in others it consisted simply of two wings placed on
the prolongations of the faces: and finally, he gave
is the form
it a small curtain and two wings, which
at present most generally adopted. The relief of the
tenaille is so arranged as not to mask the fire of ;he
flanks on the ditdfof the enceinte along the faces;
for this purpose Vauban places its interior crest on a
Vauban inlevel with the site or a little below it.
creased the dimensions of the demi-hiiie. which had
been u.sed previous to his time. The plan and dimensions of the demi-lune vary also in Vauban'a

in rear.

.

.

VAUHDRE.

and flanks: and what is a more serious defect,
leaves the entire heighl of si-arp of that porticm of
Ihe curlain, opposite lo the dilch between the tenaille
and Ihe bastion Hank, cpiitc' cnlirely exposed, from
Ihe sanu' posilion. and rallier liable lo be breached.
.).
From the very small size of Ihc demi-lune, il gives
but little cover lo any portion of the enceinte scarp
except the curlain.
Il is nol suHicienlly thrown lo
the front to give a good volume of cross-lire on thi'
glacis in advance of Ihe basliou salients and thercenlcring formed at Ibis point, by the two adjacent
demi-lunes. is, from Ihc same cause, shallow aud of
but link- sirenglh.
Owing to this last defccl Ihe as.sailani can easily l)reach and slorm Ihc enceinle at
Ihe same lime as the demi-lune,
licsiiles these defects Ihe demi-lune is nol ])rovided willi a permanent

works. Its inaccistral is gcneriilly laid out by taking
a point on ))astiiin faecal lOyards from llif slioiililcr
arii;lc, and drawini; a line from this point to the pcrof the front, so as lo make liic face of
to : of tin' cxti'rior side.
To
strt-nirllirn tin- diini-hinc, jind secure for tin- troops
entnisled with its defense a safe retreat wlien it is
carried, Vauban placed in it a small redoubt.
This
work, in some inslanees, was oidy a simple Imip.
hi>t'iliriiU\\\\\\n ditch in front: sometimes it was
made of earth, and aflir the comnu^ncemcnl of tin'
siege.
The eovcnd-wav envelopes tlie entire counterscarp.
The general width of the covereil-way
is !2 yarils. To ,sei out the re-entering place-of-arms.
two ])ointsare taken at 'H) yards from the re-entering
angle, nnide by the interior crests of the covereiiways of the demi-lune and bastion, and upon these
crests, and from tluse points as centers with radii of '24
yards, arcs are dcscribeil: the point of their intersection being joined with the centers gives IIk' cri'sis of
the re-entering placc-of-arnis.
The Jiarapet of the
covered-way is terminated in a glacis, the fool of which
is from ID to .50 yards from the interior crests.
To
<lose the iilaces-of-arms, and enable the troops to defend the covered-way foot by foot, traverses of earth
fornu'd into parapets are placed at the pla<es-ofarms. Deliles or passages of four feet are left bc-tween
the traverses aiid the crest of the covered--,vay, for
the circulation of the troops. The covered-way is
palisailed to prevent surprise.
In Vanbaii's front,
ramps are made to ascend from the plane of sile lo
the terre-pleiu. A postern is made under the curlain
to commnnicale from the interior with the dilch
another postern is made under the tenaille to lead to
the demi-lune. A ilnuhli' rdpnniiii re. which is a passage covered on each side liy a parajjct lerminated in
a glacis towards the <lileh, coviTs the communication through the ditch lo the gorge of the demiSingle caponiiicres are placed in the dilch
lune.
of the demi-hme, aud cover the troops from the
enemy's tire through ils ditch.
Stairs are i)laced
at the gorges of the tenaille and demi-lune, and along
the counterscar]) al
he places-of-arms, to asceud
from the dilch lo the lerre-pleins of those works. To
i'ommunicale with the cNlerior. narrow openings are
made in tln' faces of the re-enlering placc-of-arms.
to le.-ul from till- lerre-plein to the glaiis
Ihey are
tcrmi'd Mirtit-pttxMigeii or KiiUy-porU ; and arc closed
by barriers.
In the traee adopted by Vauban for the enceinte, it
nniy be observed that the length and positions of the
lines of the front, resulting from it, are in good defensive relations both for <'aimon and small-arms.
1. The fool of he scarp, throughout Ihc length of
the curlain and the bastions, is thorouirhlv swi-pt bv
the tin- of lb.- Hanks.
2. The length of the Hank is
sudicient to contain al least as nniuy cannon as the
assailant <-an place to counter-bailer the tiank from
the glacis crest opposite: and Ihc Hank can also bring
an etlicienl tire of small-iirms lo liear on this li:illery
of the assailant,
'i.
The bastions ;ire capacif>ns. and
would adiiul of citicieni interior inlrenchmenis being
thrown up in them, allhough \'aul)an does nol indicate this auxiliary in hisHrst met hod. 4. The tenaille
was devised mainly I unisk the scarp wall of Ihc

pcndic
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tain
il

iiliir

tlir ilcnii-hini' t'lpial

:

redoubt, a work necessary toenabU'the demi-bmclo
make a vigorous defense, bv Ihe siip))ort it affords
Ihc assailid.
<i.
Fnnu the width given lo Ihe dendlune dilih. the covered-ways are exposed lo a sljuit
rc'verse lire, from which Ihey arc l)ul badly scret'iied
by the traverses. Their command over Ihe silc is
rather loo lillle. Their nniiii defect, however, is the
snuill size given to the re-enlering |)lace-of-arnis,an<l
the failure to secure this imporlani position for assembling trooi)S for sorties by a permanent n'doubt,
by which auy open attack of Ihc covered-way couUl
be repulsed. T. Till' dimensions given both to the
enceinle and demi-lune dilches present a fornndable
ol)stacle lo :ni open assiiull. and render the assailant's
passage of Ihe dilch bylhesapidso more <lilllcull.

The

deini-lune ditch, however, olTers a wide opening
through which the scarp of Ihe baslion-faee can be
seen down to ils foot from Ihe assailant's batteries
on the glacis crest in the prolongation of Ihe demi-

;

lune dilch.
ceinle, and

The

8.

from

il

conimuni<'ations within Ihc en-

to

Ihi'

nniin dilch, are sulticieni

and convenient for the character of Ihe defense designed.
Those of the out works are for the most part
narrow, inconvenient, and but badly screened from
Ihe assailant's tire, and llierefore do not furnish a
good provision for an active defense beyond the enceinte, !). The great command over Ihe sile, and lh<'

I

;

i

high relief given to Ihc enceinle, are very much in
favor of Ihe defense both as to Ihe elVect of lh<' tinon Ihe assailanl's approaclM-sand for security againsi
an escalade. I!ul in allaiuiiig Ihese objects Vauban
has lefl expos(-d to Ihe assailant's distant tire a considerabh- portion of the scarp wall, which, being
breacbeil, would n-ndcr an open assaults ])racticable.
See Fi'rti'Jh-iitiiiH and Si/nUiu uf Fortijiriitiuu
VAUMURE. -In old fortresses, a l<")w work under
w.iW in

n:ilure of w fiiiiHHt-hriilt
In fortiticalion, any false wall: a
work rais(-<l in front of the main wall. Also written
Vitl ijiHn and I'lnnt/tr.

lh(-

I

lie

VAUNT MURE.

I

:

VAVASSEUR GUN.
j

sists of a
'

>lc'(

The sirenglh

1

The Vavasseur system conlioojjs of Ihe same material.
more upon tlie hoops and less

lube with
is

cast

is cpiile thin and jacki-led from
Ihe breech to a shorl distance in front of Ihe trunnions, with a second lube shrunk upon il: Ihi- hoops
(iieirch- Ihe jacketed anti unjacketed parts, exicnding
lo the muzzle.
The- dm wing represents a 7-inoli gun of this make.

upon the lube, which
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curtain and flanks, whilst its relief was so regulated It is built entirely of Firth steel, except the trunnionas not to intercept the lire of the flanks on Ihe en- band,F. which is made of wrought-iron. The tube,
eeiute dilch liefon- tin- b:istion faces.
The ten:iille, A.tUv jackets,/), ('. />.and Ihe lirecch-i)lug,f''.are of
liowever, only partially subserves ils objecl, iis il cast-steel, Ihe tube, -1. being oil-temperecr The exdoes not cover the entire scarp of the enceinle cur- terior rings. A',are forged and rolled like railway-tires.
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VAVASSEUR GUN-CARRIAGE.

bore of trunnions to the front transom, while the rear end
Ord- rests on the rear transom. It lias bearings at each
end for a screw. Angle pieces are riveted to he sides
ttitni'f
VAVASSEUR GUN-CARRIAGE.— This carriage, e.\- near the top to serve as guides for the nut. The
hibilcd ;it Vienna, is unlike all others that have pre- traverse-wheel forks are secured to the outer side of
c<-ded it in several very important particulars; and the rails,thereby giving greater stability to the chasthough designed and eoustructed particularly for jisc sis. The chassis lias an inclination of li". It rests
on board of ships, deserves to be here noticed for always on the front wheels, Init the rear wheels are
the originality displayed in its conception and the in- on eccentric axles, an<l are thrown in gear only when
genuity with which all the details have been carried the chassis is to be traversed. When not in gear, the
props rest on the traverse-circle. In order to throw
out.
Top ('(irriiige. The cheeks are made in the usual both wheels in gear at the same time, the shaft exway, eacli of two check-plates riveted together, witli tending across the chassis is provided with a bevel
an iron frame between them, and held together by segment, and a handspike socket on each end. Tlie
the transoms. A casting is made fast to tbe front eccentric axles have attached to their heads each a
bottom transom, and strikes against the rollers on the bevel segment, which engages with the bevel segThere are ments just mentioned. Hy placing a handspike in the
chassis, when the top carriage recoils.
four truck-wheels, two in front and two in rear. The socket near the middle (jf tlie shaft, or in either of the
axle on which the rear wheels turn is an eccentric sockets on the bevel segments on the end of this shaft,
one, and has a handspike-socket, titti'd on each end. and turning it through an angle of 00". the eccentric
By placing a handspike in either of these sockets, axles are both turned at the same time, and the end
and bringing it down, the rear end of the carriage is of the chassis is raised and made to rest on the rear
The arrangeraised, the weight is thrown on the four wheels, and traverse-wheels instead of the prop.
tbe gun can be readily run forward or back on the ment for checking the recoil of the gun is peculiar to
The shafts have their jounial-bnxes in the this carriage. It consists of a steel .screw, sipiare in
chassis.
cheeks, and form a part of the machinery for running cross sections, 30 inches pitch, extending nearly the
On the former shaft entire length of the chassis. The front end of the
the gun into and from battery.
two spur-wheels are ni'junted, the teeth of which en- screw has securely fastened to it a short conic frusgage in oval holes in two plates riveteil to the inner tum. having gun-metal bearing-surfaces sunk into its
This frustum of a cone works in a
side of the chassis-rails. These wheels liave cast on periphery.
their inner side a second wheel of less diameter, the wrought-iron drum, which is bored out to tit the cone,
teeth of which engage in those of the pinion on the similar to a friction-clutch.
The drum is surrounded by a metal brake-strap,
shaft: this shaft has eccentric bearings, and has
mounted on it, outside of the cheeks, spur-wheels which is [irovided with a tightening screw, a pointer,
which engage in the pinion mounted (m a short axle, and a scale graduated into ten parts, and numbered.
At
the end of which is made s(piare to receive the crank- A cast-irim nut, 20 inches long, tits the screw.
each end of the nut glands are jirovided. packed
handle.
The handspike-socket is connected iil its upper with felt to prevent the oil used for lubricating the
end l)y a bar to the iinn on the eccentric journals of screw from running out. In the middle of the nut
the shaft, so that by bringing down the handspike, the thread is cut away, forming a recess capable of
When the screw gels
by which operation the top carriage is thrown on the holding about a pint of oil.
truck-wheels, the eccentrics are by the same move- rusty, as it will in standing exposeil to the weatlier,
ment turned sutticiently to enable the pinion to en- it is only necessary to run the carriage along the
gage with the teeth of the whi-el cast on the side of length of the chassis before tiring, when the feltthe spur-wheel. Now. by turning the crank-handles packing will wipe the screw, and the oil in this recess
On the top of the nut
the top carriage is moveil up, or down, the <hassis- will lubricate it perfectly.
rails.
The motion of throwing the truck-wheels out two rollers are placed, against which the casting
of gear withdraws the pinions from engaging in the presses when the gun recoils. The nut is not in any
wheels, so that when the toji <arriage recoils the waj' fastencfl to the carriage, in order to avoid the
\vhec-ls turn, but do not conununicatc their Uiotion liability to bend the screw liy any vertical movement
to the shaft. The apparatus for giving the elevation of the top carriage caused Iiy the sjiringing of the
This movement would have no elTect
to the gun consists of two straight steel racks at- chassis-rails.
tached at top of tile gun by means of pins passing on the nut or screw, but onlj' cause the rollers to
through pieces, which slide in V's on the heads of turn round. It is for this same reason that the screw
the racks, thus allowing for the motion of the pins, is not fastened to the chassis-rails, but to the trough
which describe arcs of circles around the trumiion. supported at its ends.
The body of the rack is tiu'ned a cylinder, and slides
.\.CTION OP THE COMPKESKOK.
lip and down in sockets formed in the cheeks of the
The tightening screw is turned through a given
carriage.
The teeth are on the rear surface, and engage with those of the pinion, which is turned by angle: the exact degree can only be detcimined by
means of a lever placed in the holes. To claniii the cxiieriment. W hen the gun recoils, the top c:irriage
rack in any desired position, there are through-bilts. luesses against the nut, and this brings tin- surface
with nuts, proviiled with handles, by the turning of of the conic frustum in close contact with the inner
which thrcmgh an arc of 120" the cheek-plates are surface of the drum. As the nut cannot move to the
pressed together sutbciently to pinch the body of the rear withovit turning the screw, this last is forced to
rack and hoM it tirnily in any rei[uired position as revolve on its axis, and with it also the drum. The
The guiile-lio(il<s are fas- pressure with which the brake-strap is pressed down
long as may be desired.
tened to the outside of the cheeks, front and rear. on the drum by tightening the s<-rew determines the
and pass under a projecting edge of the cap piece friction between the drum and brake-strap, and conforming tlu' t<jpof the rail, there being just siilticient secpiently the recoil of the gun.
After one or two
play allowed to permit the carriage to rise when shots tired, the exact aiiKuint of pressure will be dethrown on the truck-wheels.
termined, and when once adjusted for a given charge
of powder and .shot the compressor reciuires no furC'hassls.
ther attention, but is self-acting, and always acts
Tbe rails arc formed of biiilcr-plates riveted at top whenever the carriage recoils ;i half inch, no matter
and bottom to cap pieces disposed and held together on what |iart of the chassis it may I'hance to be. The
with the transoms. Tlie anglc-|)ieces are riveted to ;ict of running the gun into battery releases the drum
tli(' inside of the rails near the toji;
they have oval from the conic frustum, and the screw turns freeh.
holes, punched in them at regular intervals through- If, in drilling, or for any reason, it be desired to run
out their length. The trough is attached by means the gun from battery, it is necessary to prevent the
is at a distance from tin- bottom i)f the
See
t(|ual to two-fiftlis Icnatii of the cartridge.
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conic frustum from comiriji in contact withthi' drum,
and thus leave the screw free to turn. To do this a
lever is lixed lo llie rear of the screw, which hears
a!;ainsl the shoulder on the lars^e .screw.
IJy iriviu;:
a half luni to the lever the screw pressiw a'rainsi the
shoulder, and pri'venis the hir;;e screw from nioviug
to till- rear
the surfaces of tlw drum and conic frustum cannot come in contact and so loni; as this is
the case Ihi' screw is free to turn, and the carriaiie
• an be run frmn battery by turniiiir the cranU-handle.
In onler to si up the carriaijcat any point of the chas;

niFLlffO.

Having the width of rib for one gun, to find that
of another gun, when r' of the latter is known, if'
width of rib. r'
^ diam. inside of rib (col. <• of
;•'
table).
1,5
rib of 12-in. gun.
5.7
for 12-in.
;•'
gun. Then ir'
1.5
5.7.
Suppose w' is re/' x
quired for 10-in. gun, wlien r'
4.75.", it'

=

-.

1.5

;

=

.263r'

=

=

= .268

=

X

=

:

4.75

^

=

=

1.24025", or 1.25"

5.7

fcolumn of the table).
In this system the bore of the gun is not weakened
or control its miitidii at any timi'. as may lie fri'- liy having grooves cut into it. and the iirojectile i>
quently necessar\ in ruiinini;- the ijun into lialtery in also considerably stronger than those titled with
11 sea-way. a small brake is tixed on the rear
end of studs because tlic metal cut out of the body of the
the screw, and worked by a handsiiike |)laced in the
socket.
Hy this arranirement the earriaire may be
stopped instantly at any point of the chassis, and held
there. From what has been here saiil. it will be seen
that the compressor is readily adjusli-d to meet the
varying wants of service un<ler dilTerent circumstances, and when once arransjed is perfectly auto.
matic. and re(|uires no further attention till sonu'
change is made in the conditions of its use thai the
gun is rnn into battery without having to toiuh the
compressor to throw it out of action, jiul if for drill
or other |)urpose this latter be desired, it is readily
effected by the half turn of the lever.
From the e.\!•

sis,

;

Iieriinents made both in England and France to test
this carriage, it seems to have worked in the most

satisfactory manner, being both simple an<l easy in
its niauagement. the gnu being at all times entirely
under control of the irmiiier. See (tii ii-rarririgm.

VAVASSEUR SYSTEM OF RIFLING. Ill this system,
the rotation is given by means of raised ribsin the
bore, while the projectile itself has corresponding
grooves cut along its cylindrical surface.
The ribs are three in number; their shape, and
also that of the corresponding grooves, are shown in
the drawing. There are no sharp angles either in
the in-ojectile or the bore of the piece.
TIk' dimensions and particulars concerning the
guns and rifling are given in the following tables:

twelve. inch projectile, for instance, liy the rniintersinks for fixing the studs, is more than that cut out
of the same projectile by the three grooves.
There
is also considerably less scoring in the bore, as the
most
affected
by
part
the rush of gas in the part between the ribs is nearly one-third the whole circiimfercnce in width; the scoring is, therefore, much
less local anil takes plaic in a part not weakened by
grooves cut into it, as is the case in grooved guns,
where the grooves being the highest jiarf of the bore
act as channels along which the gas rushes.
It is
claimed that as the ribs in this system project from
the surface ot the bore, tliev are much more effec-

VEDETTE.

VEDETTE.
one bund, and too much windagt on

tlie

other.

See

etc.,
'

Syntem

iif

and

Rifling.

VEDETTE."— A nioimtcd

discern against the sky objects moving over the
top.
In clear moonshine, they ought to be near a
tree or bush, to prevent their being seen Ijy the enemy. In a close country, they should red<)id)le their
vigilance, for. it may happen that he will approach
them imperceived, in spite of all their care. They
nuist be advanced only just so far, as that their tiring can be distinctly heard by the guard, even in a

sentry detached from a

\'edettes are placed hi advance of tlie outposts of au army, to keep ccmstaut watch over the
movements of the eneni}-. and to signal to the rear
on the approach of danger. The proper time for
the grand guard to take up its night post, is when it
gets too dark for the day vedettes to see at any distance; they are then called in. and the jiositicm for
the night is taken. If any apjirehensiuns are felt of
being betrayed to the enemy by sjiies, deserters, or
inhabitants of the country, the guard must change
its ground again, but the vedettes should remain. At
night, the vedettes must be relieved at every hour,
and visited every half hour. The relief rides along
the chain of vedettes, and serves thus as a visiting
If the enemy be near, the vedettes should
patrol.
be doubled; wliich is at all times recommended,
where the strength of the guard will allow of it. In
case a man desert, the tire must be put out, and the
guard instantly shift its ground to some hundred
The vedettes are to be made acyards' distance.
quainted with this change, and urged to increase
vigilance.
Every desertion must be immediately
Double vedettes patrol among themselves
reported.
in the following manner;
5 6
12
3 4

by which the cnem}- might approach the guard;
the bottom of the hills, so as more easily to

at

pkket.

|

stormy night.
I

When a vedette discovers anything susjiicious in
the direction of the enemy, as. for instance, a rising
of dust or the glittering of arms, he should move his
horse roimd in a circle, at a walk on which the
Officer should instantly proceed to the v<'(lette, acconqianieil by ;i t'ori)Oral and four men. and if he
cannot distinctly discover by his s]iy-glass the cause
of the dust, etc.. he should send off' tiie men that
accompanied him, aiapitrol, or go himself; for.
if he sees troops, he should be able to report how
strong they arc, whether consisting of calvary, infantry, or artillery, and, particularly, in which direcThis rejiort must be destion "they are marching.
patched, in writing, without delay.
;

I

!
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Vedettes.

The Commander of a grand guard shall never omit
to report occurrences of this kind although they may
have no connection with the securityof his;) wn guard.
Patrols and grand guards must alwiiys report the
movements of any body of troops, no matter how

No. 1 patrols to his left, and on his return, No. 3 sniidl in number. If the vedettes positively- observe
proceeds to No. 'i, and returns; No. i then patrols troops marching towards them, but at a great disThe Officer's
to No. 2, and ou his return. No. 4 will go to No. 5, tance, they ride the circle in a trot.
and return; 5 and ti. and all the other vedettes, do dutj' is as above stated. If the enemy's troops apIf this be done, it is almost impossible proach to within a nnle, the vedettes circle in a galthe same.
Infnyyy lop. The Officer then advances with his whole guard,
that anytldng should pass unpereeived.
ireiither it must never le iiinitted.
immediately. If the enemy is so close at hand that
When near the enemy, small patrols of a few the vedettes are obliged to gallop to their guard for
]iieked men should, during the night, be sent out, their own security, they should first discharge at liiiii
in different directions, beyond the chain of vedettes, both their carbines ancl pistols. Should a deserter apand get as close to the enemy as they can, unper- proach, the vedette is to make a signal to the sentry
Ou approaching near enough, one man will at the guard, and a party will be immediately sent to
eeived.
dismount and listen with his ear to the ground. bring him in.
As soon as the vedettes hear a suspicions jioise,
This is particularly recommended as being the
only means of ascertaining the secret movements of even though at a great distance, such as the rattling
the enemy in the night to discover which, the of carriages or artillery, the barking of dogs in the
greatest exertions ought to be made.
villages in front, or if they ob.serve anj- fire, one of
Every person attempting to pass the outposts, the vedettes must instantly rejiort it to the Officer of
must be detained till morning. Persons suspected the grand guard, in order that the circumstances may
of carrying any papers with them, are to be searched, be inquired into by a patrol. Any person approachand sent to the ('omm;inding Orticer, with n written ing the vedette at night, must becliiillenged in a loud
statement of their c;ise. Half an hour before day- tone and made to halt. Should the person refuseto
light, the morning p;itrols will be sent out on the halt, being twice challenged in a loud lone, the vedette
roads in front, and as soon as it is quite light, the is to fire, retiring, if in dangerof being overpowered,
guards and vedettes will take up their position for by the ro;ul pointed out to him, etc.; vedettes will not
the day.
allow a mounted nrnii. nor more than one man at a,
Vedettes should be placed by day <in high ground, time, to ;ii)proacli them, nor him nearer than three
so as to afford tliem a comniiinding view. Iiut al- yards.
And tlK'V will keep their cocked pistols diways near tree or rock, so as to conceal them from rected all the while agiiinst him. The Officer of the
who, from the position of a single ve- grand guard will then be signalled for, and must be inthe enemy
dette, might guess at that of the whole line.
In a stantly there, and examine carefully whence came
mountainous country, where the ravines and narrow the person or persons, who sent them, and for what.
valleys cannot always be seen from the to)i of a hill, For, when the enemy desires to surprise a grand
a vedette is sometimes placed at its foot.
guard, he fre(|uently does so under the semlilanceof
\Vhen tlie vedettes are jjosted in such a manner as a friendly p;ilrol. and therefore the Officer should
to be able to overlook their front, and see each other parlicuhirly in(|iiire to what Kegiment they belong,
and the ground between tliem, so lh;it nothing can the name <if their r>rigadier,('oinnianiliiig Olfieeraiid
p;iss 'hem uniHTceived, they ;ire placed as they ought t'aptains. where their Ueginient is encanqied. etc.
to be.
If able readily and correctly to answer these ouesIn order to spare men and horses, no more vedet- tions. they may be allowed to pass.
tes than necessary are to be out.
In a thick fog,
No person coming from the enemy with ;i Hag of
the vedettes, stationed at a distance on the flanks, tnice, must be allowed to advance f;irther than the
are taken off the hills. ;uid placed on more suitable chain of vedettes. When a vedette m;ikes the sigmil.
spots.
The nature of the country in;iy require that tlu' Olbc-er of the grand guard meets flu- fi:ig of truiithe position tixed upon, for tlie night, should be with four men, and halts the bearer of it. if possible,
taken up during the day in wiuch case, the ground in a bottom, or makes him lace in he direct icm from
in front must be coulinually scoured, inall directions, which he came.
For. it often happens, that the eneby small patrols.
my's only intention is to make observations, or see
By night, the vedettes are taken off the hills, and how the grand guiird is placed, in order to surprise
placed on the roads, behind fords, bridges, ravines. it during the night. If the bearer of the flag only
j
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Iirins letters, tliey are to be receipted for and lie i&
back. If lie" insist 111)011 Iji-iiiir allowed to pro-

be shown, during

llie day, both llic road which the
vedettes are to take, wlien attacked at night, and
whereabout
Ihey
are
lo rejoin Ihe grand guard. The
lie is tlicii
(•.(il. prriiiissioii iiiusl be lirst nbluincMl
brniilfi)l(l(<l; a Non-coiiiiiiissioncil Olliicr !i ads liis relreal, otherwise, is conducted in nearly Ihe same
liorsc: anil lie is thus coiuluctcd to the (Jeneral's way as by day, with only this liifferencc', thai there
ipiarters. Slioiilil there be more than one person with cannot be skirmishers in front, hut only two or three
men at the head. It is necessary to lire as much as
till' llai;, one alone will be allowed to proceed to the
possible, and wherever a stand can be made, an obri'ar: the remainder iiiiisl slay where hey are. A Has;
stinate defense shoiilil be allempted.
It is almost
of truce oiisjlit to be treated w ith the utmost civility
refreshments should he otTered. if at hand, but no uimecessary lo remark, llial llie allack, as soim as
conversation relative to the army, or its position, is maile. should be repcirled. Sie Adrinirid-rfiiiirri.
VEHICLES. Inder Ihis head are classed the carts
to be ptTmilled.
As deserters comini; from the enemy may he seen usually used in Ihe transport of stores, etc., on servC'ountry carts, or wagons, if procurable, form
at a di8tan<e, hut cannot be known as deserters, a ice.
The 2l)roportionate number of the suard must already good carriag<', either 2-wiieel or 4-wheel.
liave advanci'd to Ilu> line of vedettes to meet them. wlieel carl is niucli recommended for the following
The horses are nearer the load, and thereDeserters ijenerally make themselves known by tlour- reasons
Di^erter .'" but fore the dranghl is easier; liy the position of the
isliin;; their caps and lallilii; out
their further be- horses. Ihey are mi)re iindiT conlrol. There are othei
this is not lo be depc iidid iijicin
Tliey are then advantages in Ihis nalure nS cart, vi/ one kind of
liavior must be carefully walehid
disarmed and taken lo the tieiieral's ijuarters. one, wheel more easily extricated in heavy ground: cartwo, or three at a litne. Whenever any private pro- ries more in proporlioiK goes over more grounil.
lierly is taken from a deserter, the act must be se- There is a "i-wlieel cart much used known as the
(Jreal cauti(m must be observed Maltese carl, which appears lo be a useful kind of
verely punished.
Il can he filled in various ways, and can be
at nii^lit, especially if they are in force. The vedettes carl.
must order them to halt at some distance, and hv iH' drawn by mules. A 4-wlie<'l carl or wagon has Ihe
Il allows a
more mixed demeans allow them lo comi' loo near. The iruanl ad- following advanlage
vances the deserlers are ordereil 111 approacli, on<' scriplion n( animals, and lakes up less room on colby one. and are immedialely disarmed. They are llien umn of luarili. Wheels can be made of the same
taken to the rear. Deserlers must be examined re- size (ecpiirolal.) It one horse breaks down, the other
lliiee can work. The general service wagon is drawn
specting tile movements, etc., of the enemy.
When the irrand ^uard is allacked. by ilay, IheOf- by four horses, and has ecpiirotal wheels. The weight
pallern has
ti<er immedialely sends word lo llie rear, and coiu- of Ihe liresent wagon is It) cwl.
munuales the fact to the y;rand njuards on his Hanks. been introdiicecl, weighing 2;i cwl. Sec \\'iir/"n.
sn
VEKILCHARES.
wrird
liul
.V
used
among
theTurks,
warily,
a>
He llien advanc<'s willi his ^uard,
which signilies Ihe same as Hmirriir in the French,
iKil lo be cut ii|T. and heuins lo skirmish with Ihe
enemy.
It
will seldom be pra<licahle lo advance .'inii corresponds wilh C^uartermasler.
VELES. An auxiliary Hoiiian soldier, armed with
If oblitred lo refurllier than the chain t)f vedettes.
lire, he must do il as slowly as possible, endeavor- two long javelins, a sword worn on the right side,
ing to •;ain all the time he can, for the corps in his and with a jiiirazmiiiim or dairj'er on Ihe left.
VELITES. The lighl-armed Ucmian Iroops. who
If he has previously lixed upon
rear to turn out.
places where to make a stand, now is Ihe lime lo were lirsl insliluted during the S<'coiid I'unic War,
In Ihiir enmake use of tlieni. The follow iiij; is Ihe best way of and wire remarkalile for iheir agilily.
tlefendinjr such plaics. i;encrally a hri<li.'e, ravine, gagements, Ihe veliles performed precisely Ihe same
orford); we will suppose, in this case, a liridire; On pari as that of Ihe light troops which form Ihe ad
arriving within three or four hundred yards of il, Ihe vaiiced-guards and advaiiceil-posls of Ihe present
Olliccr lakes the gallo)), and passing over il with the day. Watching and occujiying the enemy before the
main body of his men, |)osls liiiuscif at a point as main body is bronglil into play: llien reliring and
close as possil)le to, and with his right Hank on il, taking position lo harass him farther, as op|)orlunity
The veliles used only Ihe iasi|ue, and
.\s soon as his skirmish- may serve.
leaving the passage clear.
ers see that this has been diuie, they likewise gallop a buckler of very sloul lealher. :ind bore Ihe Spanish
over the bridge, and face about again. The enemy sword and a short javelin, termed Ihe liaxt'i. only
Ihe h;ilf llie Irimlli of Ihe pilum, and used as a missile.
is thus compelled lo hall, and time is gained.VELOCIMETER.
'riie eini)loymeiit of apparatus
granil object
on which may somelim s depend the
When the for measuring pressure, on which the powder acts by
lionor and welfare of Ihe whole corps.
irrand guards on the tianks are not attacked at the the intervention of a piston lodged in a |)assii!re made
8ame lime, they can he sometimes of service in act- in a speciMed poini of the liore, is alteiided with the
ing upon Ihe enemy's Hanks, though not if Iheuature inconvenience of making known only the local presof Ihe ground would endanger their being cut otT. sures developed al llial poiul, and of giving but an
As a general rule, Ihe grand guards thai are not at- imperfect idea of the succession of pressures develtackeil. retire in a line with lho-:e that are engaged, oped in the bore, for it is certain that there arc jiroand. while doing so, omit no favorable opporliinity duceil. in Ihe mass of gases which fill the |)owilercliainber,lurbiileiil movements which cause, each inwhich olTers of assisting the latter.
We have said that Ihe vedettes, on discharging stant, considerable iiiei|iialities of pressure heiweeii
It is, especially
" rtrtnin rmid. llie ditferent poinis of thai mass.
their tire-arms, must gallop back,
This is a point of the iilmosl imporlanc<-. and which when we consider tin' lateral sides of Ihe powdermust be well impressed on Ihe night videlles— that chamber, lli;il lliese ineiiualilies are conspicuous, and
in Ihe event of llieir being suddenly allacked. Ihey it was ascerlained long ago by the employment of
are not to retire in Ihe direction of liie grand guanl. the IJodman apparatus and those called ••crushers.'
but a hundred and lifly yards lo Ihe right or left of that with slow i)owders, especially, we observe very
dilTereiit pressures at ditferenl poinis along Ihe chamit. ami by a circuitous route, tiring all Ihe while, anil
doing all they can lo niislea<l the enemy, anil to draw ber the strongest indicalions:ire given wilh the aphim after Iheni. The grand guard, by this means, jiaralus placed a lillle forward of ilie initial position
gains time lomi>unt. and to fall, with loud shouts, of Ihe bottom of the projeclile. and which are probon the Hank or rear of lh<' enemy, who may bi' thus ably suhjecled lo Ihe excess of local pressure which
led lo suspect that he has fallen inio an amliuscade, produces, after a slight displacement of the projecbe thereby imzzled, ami pi-rhaps lose some prisoners. tile, a sort of condensed wave, caused by the retroAfter making such an attack, it will usually be best action of the gaseous mass on the bolloin of Ihe proIl was found, wilh the Hodman apparaliis
for the grand gii.ird to fall back again alongtheroad jeclile.
The men must therefore and the English ]iowilers called "pelible." thai llie
lixed upon for a retreat.
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pressures which would corrpspoml with the ilpforniations observed at this point arc often double those
measured, in tlie same manner, tov-ards th» middle
of the ehamber; a similar diversity. but not so <;reat,
It is evident
exists also with the Wetteren powder.
tliat it would bepreferable to measure pre.ssuresdeveloped on the bottom of the projeetile itself, or else
ou the bottom of the biTe. the knowledge of the
forces developed at tliese points being calculated to
give more useful data than that of the local forces
produced at other points, which is of no special
value.
If we consider the pressures developed on
the bottom of the projectile, we may hope to deduce
the.«e pressures from the knowledge of the law of
the movement of this projectile in the bore, and we
have sought, in consequence. to determine tl.e spaces
passed by the projectile during the very snuill successive intervals of time into which it was thought
possible to subdivide the total time of its passage in
the bore, which total time, as we now know, usually varies, according to the guns, between one and
two hundredths of a second only.
If. as a first approximaiion. we neglect the mass
of powder gases in motion, or if we suppose that
the center of gravity of this gaseous mass remains
invariable notwithstanding the dispUcemeJts of the
projectile and of the gnu,we may admit that the gun
and the projectile are displaced each instant in a
direction opposite to one another, in <iiiautities inver
-sely proportional to their repective masses we may
then say that the gun is also a projectile disi)laced by
tlie action of the powder gases, but whose movement
is less rapid than that oif the bull, and conseiiuently
nuich more easy to observe and register. In the pres
sent artillery systems the weight of the piece is, in
fact, about lOCi times the weight of the projectile;
consequently, the displacemenis of the i)iece, in its
recoil movements, is 100 times less th'iu the correWe must
poiKling displacements of the projectile.
therefore seek to determine with precision the law of
the recoil of guns, which law may lead to an approximate valuation of the pressures which are exerted
General Rodman is the
on the Ixittom of the bore.
first who constructed a special apparatus tor registering the law of this recoil, and who tried to use it
in studying the laws of the combustion of powder
this apparatus, which could be used with a revolving
cylinder, on which a stylus, o|)eraled inidir the inHuenee of the piece in its recoil, was hired to a gun
pendulum. Hodman used it for determining tlie
pressure wliich existed in the bore, when the projectile had attained the half or quarter of its tinal velocity for this purpose he employed a graphic process.
This melliod was unsatisfactory, and it does not appear that other operators have used it since. Rodman
gave this apparatus the n.'une of " velociuieter," and
;

:

we have retained this nami- to designate the instruments whicli have been since conslruded for the
sanu- purpose. The a|)paratus of this kind, constructed up to the present time appertain to dilTerent
types, namely, the apparatus >iniilar to the accelerograplis, that is. enq)loying. for ac luduometric organ,
a slide moved by a spring, the .-ipparal us with revolving cylinder, and lastly the fork apparatus, these
last capable of being set in motion either electrically
When we have recourse to these
or mechanically.
apparatus it is best not to limit their employment to
measuring the law of the movement of the gun during the first instants of its recoil, which instants correspond to the very short time that the projectile
takes in passing through the bore, and il is natural
to utilize them for registering the law of the recoil
ou a greater length, so as to be able to study the different circumstances of the working of iIk' carriages.
can thus study specially, in carriages with a
brake, the mode of action of tlie organs for moderatcan also complete these apparatus
ing the recoil.
by the addition of organs which transform them into
veritable chronographs, and periiiil them to measure,
for example, the iluratiims of the trajectory of the

We

and this addition has been applied to all
fork velocimeters.
The velocimeter most frequently employed in the
experiments made by the Marine Artillery Service at
the proving ground of the Sevran-Livry powderworks, is an apparatus in which the simultaneous
registering of the durations and the courses is given
by a fork electricall}' supplied, which inscribes it.t
tracings on a steel baud drawn by the gun. This arrangement has the advantage of enabling tracings to
be obtained w hose length has no other limit thantbe
length of the recoil of The gun. The apparatus, which
is portable, not cumbersome, and susceptible of working in all positions, may also be easily complemented by the addition of electric registers, so as to indicate the course made by the band, at the moment
when ruptures of the ciirrent are produced, caused
by the gun or by the projectile, and especially the ruptures produced by the passage of the latter into the
frame targets. It constitutes, in this ease, a chronograph susceptible of replacing the apparatus of this
kind which are generally used for measuring the velocity of projectiles. It possesses the advantage, over
these latter, of being plaod upon the firing ground,
under the eyes of the experimenters, but, on the other
hand, it requires a rather long time for calculating
the results, which would not permit of its being employed advantageously in certain kinds of investigations, in which the charges employed have to be varied during the progress of the experiment, until a
determined velocity is obtained for the iirojectile.
The velocimeter with fork and electric registers may
also be easily transformed into a chronograph for general use, independent of the recoil movement of the
gun. and is capable of measuring the duration of plie^
projectile,
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entirely different.

It suffices, for this |)ur-

pose,to operate the traction of the band by any means
whatever, by hand, for instance, arranging the velocimeter in such a manner that this same traction
determines, at the desired moment, the production
of the phenomenon to be registered.
It is thus that
this apparatus has been employed for measuring the
comparative velocity of the transmission of fire, by
means of different kinds of primers or even the velocity of the transmission of detonation in trains of
dynamite,gun-cotton,or various other explosive substances.
Considering only the organs designed for registering the law of recoil. the apparatus is composed of a
flexible steel ribbon of suitable length, which slides
in horizontal bearings, fixed on a mahogany planeTJie beartable, which bears the whole apparatus.
ings or slide frame is formed of two reglels of while
brass, each provided, ou their inner face, with a
groove in which the edge of the steel ril>b.)n enters;
oue of the reglets only is stationary, the other is kept
in its place by the aid of screws entering into grooves
which permit of varying the distance between them,
so as to give the means of employing ribbons of various widths, according to the number of registers
to be used.
The ribbon is pierced with a hole at its extremity,
and enters into the cleft of a small brass nip])er. in
which it is secured by means of a pressure .screw
which passes through the hole. The nipper is itself
screwed on the extremity of a steel wire flexible in
every direction, but strictly inextensible, which is
terminated at the other end by a small articulated
eye-strap, whicli can be attached to the point of the
gun or carriage whose recoil is to be studied. The
plane-table is also fixed conveniently near the gun,
on the support, as is shown in the drawing, so arranged as to keep it on a level with the point of attachment, the slide-frame being adjusted in the direction of the recoil. The ribbon, whose upper face
is covered with lamp-black, is then drawn with the
gun, and follows the movement of it, whatever may
be lis length. Aliove the ribbon is arranged horizontally a small arbor, which is mounled with a light
friction in two bearings, and is terminated bv a small
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are im- precision a curve whicli <i;ivcs the courses of tho);un
pressureserew. placed on oiieof the as a functicm of time. If we take the lirst dilT<'rences
l)eariii;:s. secures it cciinplelely ill aiiv desired posi- of the sOccessive paths we deduce from lliem, by a
tion.
This arbor supports, in its center, an electfi- simple proportional calculation, the corresponding
enlly supplied vibraliuj; fork, ami arranired so as to velocities of recoil: and if we take tin- .second differ,
receive the movement of tlie lever-arm which im- ences, we easily obtain the acceleratinsr forces when
parts to it the angular displacement of the arbor, we know the masses set in motion.
We may use.
without ceasinsr to vibrate rcL'idarly in all its posi- with this apparatus, a fork jrivini; \.tH)() simple vibrations.
The electric supply movement is sjiven to this tions a second but the manairemenl is then a lillle
fork by the improved process of .Mr. .Marcel-liepnz. dillicult. anil it is bitter to be salislied with a fork
in which the llexible plate on one of the brauchcs of irivini; l.OOlt vibrations, which is very easy to set in
Ihefork oseiMates between two thumb-screws, theoue- operation, and whose movement is maintained a Ions
insulalecl, the other a conductor, which il touches time without any dilliculty.
alleniately.
In order to nnike of this same apparatus a chronThe arranircmenl of all the apparatus differs not osraph capable of measurint; the durations of the
otherwise from that of the ordinary forks of this trajectory of jirojeetiles. eilher in the bore or in the
kind, except that in these the ori:ans of electric sup- air, it siitiices to place near the fork small Marcelply, electro-niasnets, and the supports of the thumb- l)ei)rez electric resiislers, pullimilhem in conneclioii
screws are mounted on a solid metalic frame, w hich with till' electric circuits desiined to heliroken by the
supports also the fork, and which is terminated by projectile, and arrancimr them in such a manner that
a clamp, which a pressure-screw .secures tinnly on their pens trace as many parallel tracks on the surthe arbor-support in any inclined position desired. face of the ribbon in motion.
The whole system may thus receive a lever moveA small arbor of an insulalins; sid>sianee, phucd
ment, throusrh the rotation of the artor. without the parallel to that which bears the diapason, and movvibratory niovcmcut of the fork beii'ir aitered bv il. able like it, with a still frictiou, iu two bcariui'a,
lever by wli'uli

parled

If) il.

slislil iiiiiriiliir (iispliieenienlK

A

;

One

is terminated by a
very tiuely-cut steel pen which, by this levir
movement, may be brought into contact with the
lilackened face of the steel ribbon. A second similar pen. well mounted on a transversal rod which
admits of being displaced laterally, can be brought
in a stationary position by the side of the preceding
one ami placed on its exact prolongation when the
fork is at rest: under these conditions, if the ribbon
is displaced, the tracings produced by the two |)ens
If the fork
are superposed and form only one line.
is set in vibration and the ribbon is tirst left stationary, the vibrating pen produces only a small transversal tracing, owing to the superposition of the sue<-essive tracings of Its pas.sage: but if the ribbon is
displaced, drawn, for instance, by the gun, the tracings which correspond to each oscillation are .sepiirateil and form :in undulatingcurve, whih' thestationary pen leaves a tracing in a right line which constitutes the median of the sinusoid. The divergence
of the successive points of contact of this median
line, and the undulated tracing, shows the paths of
the gun for intervals of limeexactly cfpial to the duration of the simple vibration of the fork and the rcgisterinil is evidently prochwed over the whole extent
of the movement imparted to the rililion. provided
The observation
that the latter is sutliciently long.
of the tracing is made by means of a microscope with
a vertical a.xis and cross-hairs mounted on a slide,

nf the branches of the fork

sm.ill.

:

moved byamicrometicscrew. By means of the measurements thus obtained we can construct with great

j

j

serves to support the small registers whicli may be
placed side by side and connected w ilh :is iiiaiiy lerniinals. |>la<cd on the side of tin- plane-table, ,'ind 'o
which the wires of the electric circuits are attached.
Putting, for example, one of the registers in electric communication with an interrupter designed to
be encountered by the projectile on its leaving the
bore, we obtain on the ribbon, drawn at this same
moment, by the recoil movement of the gun. a tracing showing the moment of the projectile's leaving
the bore.
liy employing two other registers, put into communication in the same manner, with frame targets
placed on the trajectory of the projectile, we determine the instantsof the passage of this latter through
these two frames, and thus we can measure its velocity at the same time as the duration of its trajectory
Willi the apparatus of the new model
in the bore.
we can em|)loy as many as live registers, and thus obtain tive distinct signals, requiring only one signal
from each register: we can then either place two
other frame targets on the trajectorj- of the projectile,
or em])loy other interrupters fixed in the bore, or else
register other phenomena connected with the firing
of the gun, by means or suitable arrangemi'iits, provided, however, that the signals to be registered are
posterior to the first displacement from the recoil of
the gun.
Although the Marcel-Oeprcz registers have an extremely rapid movement and a functional retardation which mav be reduced to ahotit one two-thoii-
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as the interval between the fall of the dog-head and
so that a
the exit of the bullet from a ritle-barrel
variable velocity now presents no formidable diffitchik
as
we
can
study
measure
culty,
and
it
it in
almost abnolutely uniform
define average \a\ocVelorimeter, and SmiiU-arui ViiwiimUr.
VELOCITY.—The Common term employed to de- ity as the space described in any time divideil by the
note speed, or vate nf motion. It is obviously greater number of seconds employed. This may not, except
the greater the space passed over in a given time. at one or more instants during the motion, represent
But, for its accurate measurement, we must distin- the actual velocity; but it is a velocity with which,
guish between uniform and varying velocity. Nothing if uniform, the same space would have been described
inthe same time.
shall presently have an opporis easier than tlie measurement of uniform velocity.
It is measureil by the spare pasned irrer in a unit of tunity of usefully applying this definition to one
time.
Thus, we speak of velocities of 10 feet per interesting case of varying velocity.
The rexolution
second, 20 miles per hour, etc. But. for scientific and composition of simultaneous velocities follows,
purposes, it is best to keep, as far,is possible, to def- almost intuitively from the most elementary geometinite units of time and space
and those most gen- rical notions. When a man is walking North-east at
erally convenient are the seeond and the foot.
The a uniform rate, it is obvious to common sense that
latter is defined, from the imperial J'ard, by Act of he is progressing both northw'ard and to eastward.
Parliament: the former is usually chosen as the in- What is his northward, and what is his eastward
terval between the beats of a mean-time clock.
Un- velocity? The answer is very simple. Suppose that
fortunately, its duration is not invariable; but, as in one second he walks from
to B, Fig. 1, then
ages must elapse before any sensible alteration takes
place in its length, it may be used without inconvenience.
If, then, r be the velocity of a point moving
uniformly, we mean that )' feet are passetl over in
each second, so that, if s represents the space passed
over in t seconds, we have s =^ H, & formula which
contains the whole properties of uniform motion. It
.saudth of

11

second, the desrree of precision usually

at in tliese experiments would not permit of
neglecting this rctanlalinn. and its value must be
carefully ascertained for each register.
See BentA/ii,
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to find the velocitv of a

mov-

t

ing point (when uniform), divide the space (in feet)
described in (iKy period of time by the number of
seconds in the period. This will give the same result
Fig. :;.
whether we take a milliou seconds or the niillionth
This at represents his whole velocity. Bui draw
part of a second, as the period in question.
northonce shows us how to proceed in measuring a vari- ward and AE eastward: also draw B<' ])arallel to
of
which
able velocity, such as tliat
a stone let fall, in
AN. Then AC is the space by which 15 is eastward
case the velocity constantly increases, or of a stone of A, BC the space by which it is northward. Hence
which
velocit}'
constantupward,
iu
case
the
thrown
AC represents the eastward and CB the northward
That a moving body lias at every in- velocity (each being the space in its respective direcly diminishes.
stant, however irregular its motion may be, a defi- tion described in one second, and these are called
nite velocity, is obvious, and is in fact matter of every- components of the velocity AB.
AB again is said to
ilaj' remark. Thus when travelinsr in a railroad train be resolved into AC and CB. The general proposition
we say. shortly after starting: " We are now going is this, that a veloeit}- rci)rescnted by one side of a
at the rate of a mile an hour:" not thereby meaning triangle may be resolved into two. represented in
that it will take us an hour to complete the mile, but magnitude and direction by the other sides of the trithat If lee were to go on, for an /wur with thenloritij ire angle.
One or both of these may be again resolve<l
nnir haw we should run a mile.
Again we may say
by a similar process; and we find, as the most gen" Now we are going on at 30 miles an hour;" not eral propositions on the subject, that velocities repthereby meaning that we have so much as 30 miles resented by all sides of a polygon (whether in one
to travel, or that our journey is to last more than plane or not but one. taken in the same order round,
perhaps a few minutes, but that an hour at the pre-f- are jointly equivalent to a velocity represented by
ent rate would lake im 30 mdex. In common language, that one side, taken in the opposite ordt^T
also that a
then, our question is how to measure our present point which has. simultaneously, velocities reprerate.
If we could at anv instant so adjust the steam sented by the successive sides of any polygon, taken
power to the resistance of the air and the friction of all in the same order round. »Vi «( rest. The .second
the rails as to keej) the rate unaltered, we shoidd law of motion enables us to interpret this geometrical
have uniform velocity. measurable with ease, as above theorem into the physical truths known as the trianshown. But as we cannot generally do this (though gle and jiolygon of forces in Statics. Hate of change
Attwood's machine enables us to do it iu the case of of velocity is called nf<Y^(;viC/(/n. It is measured in
a falling body;, we are driven to some other expedi- the same way as velocity itself. Thus if the change
Xow it is obvious that the smaller the interval take place in the direction of moticm it affects mereent.
we take the less will our velocity have changed dur- ly the amount, not the direction of the velocity and
ing its lapse, i. e.. the more nearly will it iiave be- an acceleration n adds (orsubtracts, if it be negative)
come uniform an<i measurable by the simple formula a feet per second from the velocity affected." Tims
ffiven above. That is. for a variable velocitv we have it is found that gravity produces an acceleration of
t
about 3i.2 on all falling bodies: so that if a stone be
r
as an appro.xiraation. which is more and more 1(1 f;dl, its velocity after t seconds is 33.2?.
If it be
«
throirn down with a velocity r, it velocity in t seconds
nearly true as t, and therefore x, is smaller.
the
In
If thrown tipward with same velocity,
is r-|-32.3«.
language of the dillereiuial calculus whose funda- in t seconds its velocity becomes c
S'i.it, so thai
mental notions as laid down by ils great inventor were
r
in fad derived from this very iiuestion, the velocity it will stoj) and besria to descend after
seconds
being simply Ihe, Huxion of the siiaee described we
32.3
have elapsed. The space passed over by tlie stone
Practically, by means of the electric in t seconds is easily calculated by the iielp of the
liave B
dt
average velocity. For since in any of the above cases
chronoscope, we can now measure (very exactly) the velocity increases (or diminishes) uniformli/, its
extrcmelv small intervals of tinu-. such, for instance. avtrase value during anj interval is the avcrag* of
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and the water is to prevent the lower end from being
Set the upper
ignited by burning drops of powder.
end on lire, and .lole Ihi' lime of burning of Ihe olnmn w ith a slop-waU h lualiug lenlhs of secouils. In
either way it will be shown that ihe eoniposiiion, if
homogeneous, burns in paralhl layers, and that the

values at the besinniiii; ami cml of the interval.
lleiKT for llie stone simply let fall
Initial velocity
0, veloeily after t seconds
'.K.'it.
Averaire velocity ilnrinj: lie tirsi t seconds
Ki.U.
Hence
space described in t seconds
t X average velocity
Ki.U-, so Ibat tlie spaces described are as the
M/iKin.1 of the times.
Hut if the acceleralion be not in the directimi of
motion, the direction and nmsrnitude of llie velocity
its
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velocity of cond)ustion is uninlluenced l>y the size of
the colunuis or by the lemperature and pressure of
the surrounding gas.
will irenerally <hanue. To ixliibit this i;eonie1ri(iilly.
Now take a spherical urain of powder of homoSir W. Uowan Hamilton inventecl Ibe followiiii; In iin- geneous slruclure, and so hard ))ressed that Ihe gas
tifnl construction of win:' lie called the lio<losniph of cannot penetrate it, .Vpply lire to any part of its surthe motion.
Let O, Fij;. 2, be any tixcd point, and face; the llanie will inunediately cnvilop il, luid burn
froni it draw lines OP, OQ, etc.", represcntiug at away the first spherical layer the radii of the grain
undergoing equal reductions in equal successive porThen at the end of half the linu' retions of time.
(|uired for the total condnislion of Ihe whole grain
there will remain unconsiuned a sphere of w liich the
radius is one-half Ihe original radius, bill Ihe volume
will be only one-eighth the original volume (spheres
being lo ea<-h other as llu^ cubes of their radii).
At
this epoch, therefore, seven-eighths of the grain will
have lieen consumed. It will be seen from this, that
for ecpnd intervals of tiuu-, those taken in Ihe tirsl
period of combustion give forth very nuicli larger
amiiiuils of gas than those taken in llie lasl, and thai
with a charge of such grains the gas is evolved in
the inverse order desired: the evolution being greatest while the velocity of the projectile is least, and
least while that velocity is Ihe greatest
thus giving
J.
Fit'.
rise to excessive jircssure at and near Ihe seal of Ihe
every instant in ilireclion and maijnituile the velocity charge.
This may be remedied in some degree by
The -Mn'Miities of such lini'S increasing the size of the grain. Ihe elTe<t of which
of the movins; point.
will form a curve, such as P(j in the liirure.
will be to diuunish Ihe amouni of gas ivolved in Ihe
If Ol'
anil iKl be any two of ihese.the rhiiiir/i of velocity is lirst instant of time, and Ihereby diminish Ihr presrei>rcsenteil (US above) by the third side I't^. ofihe sure in Ihe gun.
triangle. As (^.is taken nearer and nearer to I'.IHJ beIl
may be shown by direct exijerimeiil that the
comes more and more nearly the tanirent to the hodo- burning of a grain of ]H)wder in a lire-arm is progres!;raph.so thatthe tanseni at I' has Wiv (finrtioii of the sive, and that the size of Ihe grain e.xerts a great inacceleration and the rate at which I' moves round the fluence on the velocity of the projectile.
Kor inhoilo^raph is llie innr;iiit>i(h of the acceleration. If we stance, if line piece of tin- prifn-i-iiki were placed in a
consider any uniform million, we see that the hodo- small uiorlar and lired. lillli- or no mnlinn would lajrraph is a circle (its radius beini: the nuis;nilude of given lo the projectile.
If this piece be divided into
the velocity), and from this it is easy lo see that in seven or eight parts, the projectile will be thrown a
iiil'J'oriii motion tlii" (ireelerntimi is itlirni/s perpi niliri,kir
short distance: and by increasing Ihe iiunilnr of the
V> tilt direHiiin <if mntinn.
If we consider uniform parts or grains, so will the elTect of Ihe powiler on
motion, with velocity V, in a circle of radius I{. the the projectile also increase.
liodoijraph at once shows
The progressive burning of powder is furl her conV»
firmed by the fact, Ihal burning grains are somethat the acceleration is
and is directed toward the limes projected frfini the gun wiili sullicieiil force lo
jicrforale screens of jiaper and wuod :il cimsideralilc
K'
Translated into physics, accel- distance.
center of the circle.
It is even found lh;(t they ari' set on tire
eralion (mnltiplii'd by the mass of the uu)vins body) in the gun and afterward exlinguishid in Ihe air beis the nteasure of Ihe force which acts on the body.
fore Ihey are completely consumed. The large grains
So the above simple example shows that, lo keep a of powder used in Ihe l.'i-inch gun are sometimes
mass movinsr uniformly in a circle, it nuisl be drawn llirown oul burning lo a distance of one iiundred
toward the center by a force proportional direcllv lo yards.
The velocity of combustion of powder vaHie sipuireof the velocity .and inversely lo the radius. ries with the iinrltji. pmiwrtlunK, triturdtinn, ilnuity
This is liic physical explan.ilion of the so-called ceu- and finditiinv of llic ingredieiils, also with the presIrifiiLTal force."
sure under which Ihe jiowder is burned. To secure
VELOCITY OF COMBUSTION.— That space travel- the gri'atest velocity of conibnslion. it is netcssary
edover l)y Ihe surface of combus- that Ihe uiire and sulphur should be pure or nearly
tion in a second of lime, measur- so.
This can always be elTecied by a jtroper aliened in a dirfction perpendicular lo tion to the prescribed modes of relining liut with
this surface. The diiimeler of the charcoal it is dilfercnl. for the part whicii il plays in
grains in " cannon powder" doe- eombiislion depends upon lerlain charai liTii-lics
not exiM'td III.') inch; the time re- which are iiiilicaled by its color and lextiire. The
quired for Ihe coinbuslixn of such veloeily of comlmstion will be greater for r<-d chargrains, therefore, is altogether too coal than for that which is black andslrongly calcintransient to be ase<'rlained by di- ed: and for lightand friable charcoal, than Ihal which
rect observation.
The velocity of is hard and compactcombustion may be determined by
Hy varying the i)roportious the velocity of coiucompressing Ibe powder <omposi- buslion is varied. The increase of sulphur lends to
tion into a tube and burning it, or make a more violent explosion and a more quickly
by burning the j-i-fxn^-nkf.
kindling mixture, as Ihe sul|)hur is the kindling inIn the latter case, consider a prism of the cake of irredient. Too mu<h charcoal .c;iiiscs loo slow burnconvenient lengtli and about one inch s(|nai-e at the ing. The dinuinilion of Ihe sulphur or nitre cheeks
base, smear the sides with hog's-lard and place it on the rajiidily of combustion, but may be made up liy
enil in a shallow dish of water.
The object of the using more iurtammable charcojil. The quality of the
lard is to prevent the spread of the flame to the sides, charcoal is powerfully alVecled by the temperature al
;

;

—

:
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which it is made. That mailc at a low temperature,
or rc<l cliarcoal. coiuiiiiis mure Iiydroacn ami less
carbon, is more intiaiiiiiial)lc. and Ijiinis snore rapidly, but, from its smaller proportion of carbon, must
be tised in greater quautity. It may be said that the
charcoal is the varying ingredient so that the proportions used at any tiiiie will tlepend upon the ijuality of the charcoal.
In all naval powder, great care
is taken to get a uniform quality of black coal, giving the nearest attainable approach to pure carbon.
Gunpowder, unlike nitro-glycerine, fulminate of
mercury, and other detonating substances, is jiot a
clii'ndcal compound but only a mi'chanical mixture.
By the incorporating process during manufacture the
three substances of which jjowder is composed arc so
intimately mingled that the eye cannot detect the
presence of any" particular one. They are, notwithstanding, only mixed, and the saltpeter can be readily dissolved out by water, or thesulpiiur sublimed in
l!'e form of a vapor, l)y the application of a moderate
heat, leaving in either case the other two ingredients
chemically imchanged. The more intimate the mixture, the more nearly does gunpowder approach to a
<'lieniical compound, and the more violent is its combustion; but there always must remain a vast difference between the most complete meclianical mixture
and the most imstablc chemical compound. For this
reasim the combustion of gunpowder is only very
ra])idly progressive and not instantaneous, as is the
case with the violent explosives mentioned above. It
is this ditTerence that renders gunpoivder so valuable
as a pro]ieHing agent, for were it nrit for its comparatively mild action, no gun could be made sutlicienlly
strong to resist its force. The material of the cannon
would be broken before the inertia of the projectile
coidd be overcome.
'I'he density and hardness of the grains of powder
are of ([uile as vital importance as their size and
form, in determining the rate of ignition and combustion of a charge,
liy density is meant the (|naiitity
of powder actually ])resent in a given bulk. It is important that this quality shouhl not be confounded
with hardness.
A substance may be very hard and
powder with a very hard
yet be of a low density.
surface may be really lessdense than another, tiiesurOf course very high density
face of which is softer.
cannot be communicated without iiroducing a conof
hardness
.siderable degree
but powder can be
made hard without rendering it very dense, by pressing the dust in a comparatively dry state. Hardness
seems to bear a direct relation to the power exerted
in compressing. while density doisnot. Powder-dust,
at a high degree of mcisture, say (i per cent., can be
made very dense by applicati<in of moderate pressure.
while that of 1 per cent, can only be brought to the
same point in density by the exertion of enormous
Of the twollie latter will be the harder |)ow
force.

then the radius of the remaining spheres will be only
but the volumes of spheres being to
,"„ of the first
each other as the cubes of their radii, the primitive
sphere will be to the one which remains after the
burning of the tirst layer, as 1.0 is to 0.72'J, the cube
of .'.I.
Subtracting the second of these numbers
from the first, we shall have 0.2TI, which expresses
the diSerences of volumes of the two spheres, or
:

;

amount consiuned in the first ,V, of time, compared to that of the entire grain. IJy making similar calculations on the other layers, we shall obtain
the results contained in the table at top of page .WO.
It will be .seen from this, that for equal intervals
of time, those taken in the first period of combustion
give forth very much larger amounts of gas than those taken
the

in the last. If. insteadof a sphere,
we suppose t he grain to be a Jtoly-

hednm. circumscribing a sphere,
the burning layers being parallel, the decreasing grain w ill con-

'

I

tinue a similar polyhedron, circumscribing the sphere. The results given in the table will be strictly true for this
case, as well as for grains of conical "or cvlindrical
form, provided their bases be equal to their heights.
A general formula may be deduced to show- the
amount of gas developed at any instant of the combustion 01 a grain or charge of powder. For this
purpose take a spherical grain of powder, and consider it inflamed over its" entire surface.
Let irepresent the time of burning, from the instant of
ignition to the moment imder consideration
t', the
time necessary to burn from the surface to the center, or total combustion
II. the radius of the grain.
Since the combustion of the grain passes over the
radius
in the time V, the velocitv of combustion
:

I
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powder burned.
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The first factor of Ihis^expression represents the
primitive volume of a grain of powder, and the
other expresses the relation of the volume burned to
the primitive volume.
The same expression will
answer for all of the grains of a charge of powder,
ifthey areof the same size and compo.-ition consequently, if we let .1 represent the volume or weiirhl
of the grains composing a charge of powder, the
quantity remaining
mgunourneu
unburned after the time. t. will b«>

composition with snme pure wa-

;

;

t'

ur other liquids.

and size of the grains and the velocity of combustion are known, we can
ascertain, at any given moment, the
amount of powdir consumed, since

R

be

4

ter,alcohol.or vinegar, and then drying it conqiletely.
With |)ure
the velocity of combustion is increased.
wali-r alone, this increase of velocity may amount to
0.1 of an inch.
On the contrary, tlie velocity is iliminished where oils, fatty or resinous substances, are
a<l(led to the composition, or when it incloses water

the form

I

their difference or the quantity
quantitv of
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and the quantitv burn-
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the velocity is uniform and indepenAllhough the grains of powder are not spiierical,
dent of the surface. Take a spherical grain of powder of homogeneous their sharp angles are partially worn away by rubother
words,
bing
(me that
against each other in glazing and in transportasliuiturcor in
of a tion
and the mode of fabrication and inspection rewill completely burn up in
point
of
its
surface,
duces
the
the variation in size within narrow limits;
second.
.Vpi>l.v tire at any
envelop
burn
away
immediately
it.
and
therefore,
if we examine the iuHuence which the act
flame will
for
example,
we
suplayi'r
if.
ual
form
and size of the grains exercises over the
the first spherical
combustion
this
partial
be
of
phenomenon
time
,'„
pose that the
of combustiotTof powder, we shall find
of till time required to burn up the entire grain. that tho effect varies but slightly from that due to the
,',-,

;

;
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Time of burninK
Decmising nidii
Volumes of grain
Volumes biiml
Volumes butut in each
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axial, and in some cases the flame is conducted through
a tube placed in the axis of the cartridge, so that ig-

tlie air acts with a greater levorage as the length
of the projectile is increased, tcuding to srive it a rotation round its shorter axis.
It is necessary to give
a llat-headed projectile a greater velocity of rotation
than a cnnoidal or "^/'«/-])ointed prfijeelile; for the
current of air meeting the projectili-. instead of having
merely, as with the latter form, to pass around the
pointed head, presses with the flat head njion a surface almost at right angles to the previous direction
of the current, and consetiuently exerts a very much
greater force proportionally, lending to overturn the
projectile.
The greater the density of a projectile, the less will
its velocity of rotation he decreased by the resistauce
ofj the air during tlic time of lliglit, because of ils

of

retain

nition takes place near Ihe cent<T of the charge. The
size of the vent should be as small as possible, in order to diminish the escape of tliegas.and the ero.sion
of the metal which results fnmiit.
All vents in the
United States' Service are 0.2 inch in diameter. In
bronze pieces wliichfire large charges of pt)wder,tlie

1

momentum. For instance, a leaden

shot woulil
of rotation longer than c>ne of iron;
consequently, as the densities of projectiles are increa.sed.so may their respective velocities of rotation
l)e diminislied.
hollow, elongated i)rojeclile will
be steadier during fliglit than a solid shot of ei|ual
weight, for, the mass beimi; distributed farther from
the axis, the radius of gyration is lengthened. Thus
it is found in practice that elongated shells are steadier in flight than sliot from the same gun, when the
latter are of the same weight as the shell.
If the center of gravity of a projectile is very far
forward, the resultant of the resisiauce of tlie air acting behind the center of gravity, the hinder part of
the projectile would be pressed upward, if the velocity of rotation be very low, so that the axis might
correspcmd very nearly during flight with a tangent
to ihe trajectory.
In this case an irregular motion
of the axis will generally result from the opposite
tendencies of the forces which act upon the shot: the
air endeavoring to press up the hind-part of the projectile, while the rotary motion resists any change in
the direction of the longer axis.
With the center of
gravity in this ixisition, there is little fear of the projectile turning over even with a low velocity of rotation: but, in order that' the axis may l)e stable, a rapi<l rotary motion must be given to prevent any ••icahhltii;/" which might arise from the cause just explained.
Should the center of gravity be situated
near the base, a very high velocity of rotation is re((uisite to compel the projectile to proceed head tirst.
A very higli velocity of rotation is objectionable
that the strain ujion the
for the following reasons
metal of the cannon will be very great, as the ch:irge
must be rather large, and the grooves will recjuire a
sharp twist, much resistance being thereliy caused
to the motiim of the projectile: that the projectile,
and that,
after grazing, will deflect considerably
shoidd the projectile be a shrapnel, the pieces would
s])read lalcndly to too great a distance to beell'ective.
It will generally be sutficieut, as far as accur;u-y is
concerned, to give an elongated projectile such a
velocity of rotation that the axis may be stable during
the whole time of fliglit for the longest required
range should the rotation be not sntiiciently rapid
at any part of the trajectory, the axis of tlie projectile will become unsteady, and iuaccur;icy of Mre
will be the result.
To determine theoretically the
velocity of rotation which ought to be given to a
pri>jectile of dertnite form would he a very ditticult
problem, and therefore re<-ourse nuist be had to actual experiment *o obtain ajiproximately the velocity

greater
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its velocit\'
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VELOCITY OF TEANSLATION.— Motion

of transprojectile traveling
The relfi-iti/ 'iftr'Hi-iUttinn of a protlirough the air.
jectile is \isually measured liy its linear velocity in
feet per second.
VENT. That opening or passage in firearms, by
means of wdiich tlie charge is ignited. In modern
muzzle-loading rifled guns the interior orifice is distant from the bottom of the bore 0.4 the lengtli of the
cartridge, this position giving tlie greatest projectile
In breech-loaders the vent is
force to the charge.
lation refers to the

—

motion of

;i

heat of the inflamed gases would be suflieient to melt
Ihe tin, and rapidly enlarge its diameler.
For this
reason, tliey are bushed by scrcviuir in a perforated
piece of pure wrought copper, called Ihe nehUpiece.
This arrangement allows the vent to be renewed when
too much enlarged by continued use, or when closed
with a spike. Copper vent pieces are especiiilly necessary in rifle-guns, in eonseciuence of the prolonged action of the gas arising from the heavy weight of projectile to be moved.
Columbiads and mortars of tJie
model of 18Gl,have each two unbuslied vents. whicU
are situated in two vertical planes on o])posilc sides
of and parallel to the axis of the bore, and distant from
it one-half the radius of the bore.
The one on the
left is bored entirely through
the other stop.s one
incli short of the surface of the bore.
When the
open vent is too much cnliirgecl by wear for further
use, it is closed with melted zinc and the other is
bored out. Each vent should endure at least five
hundred service rounds.
The interior orifice of the vent is placed at a distance from the bottom of the chamber e(iual to ii
fourth of its diameter, or at Ihe junction of Ihe sides
of the chamber with the curve cjf the bollom. Experiment shows that this position of the vent is
more favorable to the full develo]iment of the force
of the charge than any other along its length.
Many authors have attributed the injuries which
are observed to take place about tlie lodgment of the
projectile, to the position of the vent at the bottom
of the bore, supposing that the evolution of llie
elastic gases begins at the up])er jiortion of Ihe charge,
and that the projectile is <-oiisec|uenlly pressed ilowii
upon the lower side of the bore before it is set in
motion. To remedy this, it was proposed to place
the orifice at the center of the bottom of the bore;
and to determine the merits of this ])roposition, special experiments were made at the Artillery Schools
of Oouai, Toulouse, and Strasbourg, (m new guns
Tlie first gun had the orof 24 and H'> lbs. caliber.
dinary, old-fashioned vent (.4); in the second the
orifice of the vent was phu'ed at the center of Ihe
bottom, with its axis making an angle of \W with
that of the gun (^H): and the third had its orifice at
the center of the bottom, with ils axis coincident
with that of the gun (T). The .several pieces were
fired under the same circumstances, and Ihe injuries
It was found that the gua
noted with great care.
witli the ordinary vent had only experienced .slight
injuries, w bile the others became unserviceable in a
few rounds as will lie seen by an examination of
Ihe table on page 5.52.
The most probable explanation of these results is
this: In guns with the ordinary vent, the gas which
is developed in the first moments of combustion, expands freely into the space between the top of the
cartridge and bore; it has therefore less tension when
it passes over the ball, wliicli will have been moved
before all the charge is inflamed. In the two cases
in which the orifice is situated at the center of the

'

;

!

',

;
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bottom, the {in.t formed cannot develop imelf in lliispace over tlie cliHri;e. but it expands into llie interstices of tlie iliarsre with a unalcr tension than it
had in the first case, and therehy aceelerales llie inHaiuniation of the <liari:e. Krorn this it follows, that
the ball is not moved from its jilace (|uile so soon as
in the first case, but it beirins to move at an epoch

branch, and

is

oonlinued upwards on the rear surface

of the transverse branch to the top.
Till- guide beini; |)l»((ii with its center upon the
center-mark of the gun. and the center-line of lhel;)ngituilirial braui-li being maile to coiiu-ide with the
center scribed upon the cylinder, the rear lower end
of the transverse branch will then coincide with tin-

appro.\inialin}; flial of the maximum base-line, its extremities will indicate the centers of
tension of the i^as of the charjie: and the pressure, vents, and the rear edges of the sides will show their
therefore, of the iias as it passes over the ball, will be true direction.
VENTILATION. In order to effect perfect ventilaiirealer: which will account ft)r Ihe greater ilepth of
the lodi'menl.
tion, it is netessarv not onlv to furnish an abundant
iSee Cunnon.

more nearly

Depth of Lodoement.
Position

i>f

the vent.

Strasbourg

24-p(lr.
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irdinarv vent
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68°, has its capacity tolmlil iiioistiirc iucroased to an
extent of three grains per euhic foot. The specific
gravity of carbon dio.xide is a liitU' over fifty per
One yard, or nine
cent, greater than tlmt of air.
square feel, is considered ample floor space \)it individual in a barraclv-rooni or liospilal inclndinii
Assinning the above stateaisles and waste room.
ments to be correct, we are authorized to make the
following deductions: Kirsl. The actual amount of
air reiiuired for respiration is comparatively small.
.Secondly thai a much lar:;er aiiKiunl is rei|uired to
carry off the e.xlialalions of vapor ami gas than is reTliird.
([uired for coiisMmi)ti(pn in brealbing.
may assume, almost wilbout .iri;unienl, thai the current of air should l^e vertical and downward.
If the
air l;e supplied in such a manner that the currents of
air were horizontal, then the inr !>reathed and expired by one person would be breathed over by his ne.xt
neighbor, and so over and over again during its entire passage through the room. The carbon dioxiile.
wdiich, from its greater specific gravity, lies upon the
floor, would in this case remain nudist nrbed. and
would gradually accumulate, e.xcei)t as it escaped
from open doors or leakages in the tloor, etc. The
•same would be cijually true of the lighter gases,
which would rise, but would have no provision for
their escape. Without this vertical, downward current, it is impossible to secure the proper degree of
warmth in the lower stratum of air, or that which
lies upon the Hoor.
A.s the cold air, from its greater density, lies always
next to the tloor, and in rooms heated by stoves or
atij- other system that does secure a regular and uniform change of the entire contents of tlu- room at
regular intervals, from the top to the bottom, it will
l)e found that while the head and upper parts of the
l)ody are uucomforlal)ly warm, with the lips, throat,
and skin ptu'ched ami dry, the eyes inflamed, with
h.'adacbe and pressiuv of the head, the feel are cold
and damp. These dilticullies are all easily and naturally obviated by a downward verlica! current of
air.
The stratum of carbon dioxide u|)0!i the tioor
passes out as fast as generated, together wit lit lie cold,
damp airaliouf the feet, which is gradually displaced
by air of summer temperature, carrying with it the
surplus of moisture and the fetid exhalations from
the lungs and skin.
now come 'o the consideralion of the (pianlily
of air to be supplied. This is a point of great importance and merits most careful consiileralion. The
evils resulting from imperfect ventilation are so numerous and great, that many have been led to the belief that the supply. of fresh, jnire air could scarcely
be too great. I'lans have Iherefore been made, iii
which it was coniemiilated lo sujiply enormous quantities of air, and have only limited the quantity to a
point less than that wliicb produced seusiiily evil
casind consideration of this subject only
effects.
will lie sullicienf to convince any one that the evils
resulting from the latter are but little less than the
former. .\ current of air tliat is insensible to a jjcrson in rol)Ust health, will seriously all'ect one in delicate health.
If the supply l)e sullicienf lo give
pure air, a larger ((uantity can do no more.
therefore assume that the minimum iiuantity that will
secure thorough and perfect veulilaliou. is the point
to he aimed at.
further consideration is the e.x|)ense.
If the expense is so great that no buildinirs
except those of the lirst class. su<-li as Nalional and
Stale capilols. ami the like. <an alTord it, then ventilalion for olber buililings becomes practically impossible, the wliole subject is brouglil into disrepute,
and this greatly-needed reform seriously retarded.
In some of the reports made in reference to venlilaling the Xalioual (aiiilol at Washinglon. such enormous (pianlilies of air have been considered necessary for ventilation as have been idmosl astoundiu'j;.
In one case, largely over h.'df .! million cuiiic feel per
minute were considered necessary lo ventilate ihe
cliainl):r of llie House of Hepresentalives alone. The

blowing machiners*. aud
Ihe necessary appliances to carry out these plans.
re(iuired an appropriation of several millions of dollars.
These vast sums seemed so slarlling that even
Congress hesitated to launch out upon this new sea
of expenditure.
Xot only was the first cost of such
an establishment of an alarming nature, but Hie current expenses for keepin'/ up an institution of such
otitlay required for engines,
all

magnilude would be very ureal.

;

We

We

A

We

A

The

result has

been, that to this day. this hall has remained without
any ade(piale .system of ventilation.
The quantity of air necessary to effect perfect and
thorouirh venlilalion should Iherefore receive careful
attenlion: and while Ihe sui)ply should be ample, it
should, if possible, not be impracticable. As liefore
stated. Ihe supply of air re(|uired for actual consumption in respiration is comparatively small the
amount required to carry off the <'Xhalatioiis of the
lungs and skin are much larger. The carbonic acid
dis<-barged from the lungs is in the pro|iortion of one
to twenty of the air expelled from flic lungs, and
having a greater specitic gravity is easily removed by
exhaustion, and with Ihe downward current is but
little disturbed or mixed with the air. If the amount
of fresfi air supplied be twenty (30; times as great as
is required for actual respiration, or equal to five
cubic feet for each individual jier minute, it will be
found ample to take up and carry oif all the surplus
moisture and effete gases exhaled from thelumrsand
skin, and yet the current would be so slii;lil as to he
altogether imperceptible to any one. even in the most
:

delicate health.

Allowing nine square
dividual, in an assembly

feet of floor space to

each

in-

room

or church, in a room
properly proportioned and with ceilings of a good
height, it will be found that this amount of air. viz.:
|

live ()) cubic feet per minute loeach indiviiliial, will
change the entire contenlsof llie room every tlurty
minutes. This is sufficient for warming purposes witli
a good apparatus, even in the most intensely cold
weather. So that we tind five cubic feel per minute
for each individual abundantly ample for every re-

quirement, either for warming or for ventilation.
The next important |x)int for consideration is the
best method of etlVcfing this contemplated change.
To certain extent, ventilation and warming can he
;i

accomplished by hot-air a|)paralus in single rooms or
small buildings: but even under the most favorable
circumstances it is expensive, imperfect, and unrelial)le.

In large barracks and buiklinus of any mairnitude.
mechanical venlilalion is lh<' only system Hull can be
relied on. and under any circumstances is the cheapest, as has lieen abunilanlly demonslrated inthedeej)
coal mines in England.
Various methods have lieen
proposed and tried. In some cases air has been forced
l)y some blowing machine through the healing apparatus and into the rooms to be ventilated, displacing a like quantify of air in Ihe rooms.
It will be
seen at once that while this is far more certain than
alone,
hot-air
arrangement
Hull
Ihe
ilslill has serious
defecls. inasmuch as no direct provisions are made
to remove the deleterious gases.
In oilier cases, in
addilion lolhe above, exhauslers have been ;idd<'d.

This arrangement

is

undoubtedly an improvement on

either of the foregoing plans. This plan is. however,
open to otijection, iuiismuch as this double system is
complicated and expensive. With exhausters of suflicenl capacily, arninged to exhaust from beneath,
the w:\rinairbeingsupplied ]ireferal)ly through openings in Ihe ceiling, w ilh a siiHicieiil number of registers distributed in the lloor so as not In cause a current of air iuany part of the room, in connection with
an exhauster, w liicli is positive in its action, displacing a fixed and definite (piantity of air at every revolution, the entire conlenis of the room or building
would be chan:red in a fixed length of lime, which
would be controlled al the ojiliou of llie person having charge of hi' building. Tie' exhaust |)lan is preferable to any other, not only on account of its simI
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of every description, and the removal of foul or hot
smoke, steam, gas. or other objectionable almospliere. as well as to regulate the temperature of everv
.\lso. the rapid drying; of any material at
Imildini;.
siinplest manner possible, because tlie tendency is to eithera liiiili or low temperature. .Appliances for movproduce less sensible currents of air in the room than ing air in limited ipiantities by means of power have'
any other system, and because this system .secures been in use to a small extent for some years: but unmore perfectly a uniform temper-iture in all parts of til the invention and perfecti(m of this" machine, no
the room or buiidim; than any otlnr. and because it very economi<'al seientili<- system was known, or posis eipially as well adapted to summer as winter ven- sible for moving large volumes of either hot or r-ohl
lilutiou.
Fig. 1 showb the muuucr iu wliicU iiuul's air ot pleasure. Uiblribuliug it uuJer absolute control
pliiily. bill because il exlmiists tliemrbonic iieiil iind
"llicr (leleterimis giises iit once from llie room, williciul iiiixiii^ it with the air in the room, beeause jt produces llie ilowiuvanl vertical enrreiit ot air in tile

air.

Fie.

positive blower is used for exhausting dust from emery wheels, grindstones, i-tc.. in armories or other
This
places where a large amount of dust is made.
])lan works equally well for carrying olT unlieallliy
or oll'ensive odors, or fumes from aciil or Icail works,
It is frccpiently used
or smoke from forge tires, etc.
to ventilate water-closets, by exhaustion, in large
facliiries, asylums, etc.
The Blackmail wheel and air propeller is a great
advaneemenl in the way of ventilating contrivances.
The amount of air moved in all air-moving machines,
has relation to tlie area of tlie feed, and delivery sur-

i^ii^itvr

1.

to suit the varying conditions of the dilTcreiit places,
aecord'iigto tlieir diffcri'iit uses, and regardless of location. Because of this ni'w feature possessed by this
wheel or propeller, air can be moved at the rale of
Ki.OdO cubic fict per minute, or on<' million feet per
hour, foreaeli actual horse-power employed, and can
be either drawn or blown through pijiesat moderate
pressure: at i'T'l revolulions ]ier miMiile. a IH inch diameter wheel or iiroiielliT will remove liO.tKKI cubicfeet of air|)er minute, with one and eight tenth horse
'power, thus giving large volume with small jiower.
and taking about one-tiftli <jf the power reijuired to
'

,

sonua

Fiff.

remove the same amount

Fig.

•.'.

faces or orifices, the entire surfaces of the air propeller, front, back and sides, is either feed or deliverv,
and therefore gives the greatest volume at the smallest outlay of power. Being constructed on this new
principle, tlie Blackman wheel inakCs possible the
economical and satisfactory ventilation of buildings

3.

of air by the blast fan. The
distinctive feature of this contrivance lies in the formation of its blades. which. wliiMi in revolution, strike
with their edges tlie air confronting it. scooping or
grasping whole volumes, in a iiiamier which makes
it impossible to recede, and by a s]iiral movement cuts
lis w,iy into il and forces il irom the biiildingby the
channels .selected, this wheel takes in air at right angles, as well as parallel with ils fixis or shaft.
The
construction of its blades forms a periplieral flange,
or end bucket, which prevents all radial escape of
air. and causes a direcl inward flow all over the large
area created, thus making ils feed area (i(i^ percent,
greater than any other form of ventilating wheel

VENT IMPRESSIONS.

VERNIER.
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known. Vertical and liorizontal views of the wheel the side of the vent, so that it may be raised by
shown in Fiifiircs 2 and 3. See Fiiiiner.
the escaping gas and tlirown aside. The whole lock
VENT-IMPRESSIONS. -Thi- iniplcniciits required is placed in a hollow of the wedge, so that it can be

arc

for taking |ii-rinancnt vcnt-irnprcssions in lead, are a
iriri al)ont 0.(17 ill. ill (lianiclcr, and Wiva: or
/(''</ about twice the Icngtii
four fathoms long.
of the bore, about ;i inclics in diameter, ami sliod to
small buttinhoi
.suit tlie curve of the bore nearly.
soft lead, judged to be of siiflieient size to fill the
vent at least one inch from llie bore. This is to be
pierced lengtliwise to receive tlie wire.
To obtain the impression shove tlic wire through
tiie vent, and let it pass along the bore and out
at tile muzzle; put it tlirougli the leaden button and
tie a knot at tlie end.
Draw the wire baeli tbrougli
the vent until the leaden button is introduced lirinly
into the inner orifice.
Apply tlic lever, making its
shoe hear on the button, and" forcfl it well in by reTiiis
peated blows, the n\w/:/.\v being the fulcrum.
done, disengage the button by pushing in the priming
MiJ't.

A

A

wire.
In taking impressions of tlie vent and cracks, eacli
button in turn is used as ii pattern for molding its
successor, allowing for tlie progressive enlargement
Wlicii
of the vent or tlie cracks emanating from it.
tlie crack shows itself, the liead of tlie button shoulil
be so enlarged as to include it. These examinations
should take place after every twenty tires at least,
and more frequently when any unusual enlargement
of tlie vent or extension of cracks are developed,
and indicate its speedy destruction. Before each
elimination the bore of the gun is carefully wa.shed
and dried. See Gutta-pt^rchn Tmprensinun^ Tmpre.!-

moved

at

pleasure without interfering.

VERAT.— A

12-pounder gun of 17 calibers, weigh-

ing 2H00 iiounds. having a charger of 8 |)ouiids.
VERBAL ORDERS.— Orders commonly sent on the
the field of Iiattle by the (jrcneral to any otticer in
command of a particular portion of the army willi
whom he wishes to communicate Such orders are
generally sent through an Aide-dc-Camp. and must
be considered equally binding with written ones.
VERDICT. — The opinion or decision arrived at by
the .Members of a Court-Martial as to the guilt or
otherwise of the prisoner. See Fimlltig.
VERDOY.— In Heraldry, a term indicating that a
bordiire is charged with flowers, leaves, or vegetable
charges. Thus.abordurc argent verdoy of oak-leaves
proper, is equivalent to a bordure argent charged
Willi eight oak-leaves proper.
VERDUN. A variety of the civic sword, having a
long straight and narrow blade. Wlien jilaced erect,
they would reach from the toe to the middle of the
chest of a man of ordinary height, and were eviilcntly
worn only when the wearers were in their saddles.
VERGETTE.— In Heraldry, a pallet or small pale;
hence. a shield divided by pallets or pali'S.
VERNIER.
scale by wliicli a linear or angular
magnitude can be read oil with a much greater degr.^'e of accuracy than is possible by mere mechanical
division and subdivision. It ilerives its name from its
inventor, Pierre Veniier, "Capitaine et Chastellaine

—

—A

pour sa Majeste an Chasteau Dornans," who gave a
description of it in a tract published at Brussels in
af Ordiiniice.
VENT PIECE.— 1 A plug of copper containing the 1031. The principle of this invention is essentially
vent, and screwed into its position in the gm. 2. A as follows AB (Fig. 1) is a portion of the graduated
siiiall piece of iron or steel, which, when dropped

niiiti-tiiker. aii<l Tiispect'uiii
.

;

through the reiil-xUit.w opening in the topof thegun
to its position, and pressed by the brccch-screw (in
Armstrong gun) tightly against the end of the powder-cliamber.elfectually closes the bottom of the bore.
VENT-PLUG.— .-V plug or stopper used for closing
the vent of a gun. It sometimes replaces the vent-

15
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VENT PUNCH. Sometimes the vent obstructions
cannot be withdrawn by the gunner's gimlet, or an
iron plug ma}' have been inserted, in which case it is
forced in with tlie rfiit-punrh. This isa short wire of
tlie same size as the gunner's gimlet, cut otf sipiare
at one end, and with the other brazed into an iron
head. The head has a hole in it, tlirougli which a nail
or piece <if wire may be inserted, to aid in withdrawing tlic punch from the vent.
VENT SEARCHER.— A hooked steel wire abouthalf
the diameter of the vent, bent to a right angle at the
lower end and [lointed. The vent is examined for
roughness or for cavities in the metal by means of
the searcher, the point of which should feel every
portion of it carefully. See Ins/x^ctioii "J Orflnniire,
VENT-SERVER. .\n article used for serving the
veiils of guns, 114-prs. an<l upwards, in lieu of serving the vent with the tliumli. It is made of brass.
the part which enters the vent being encased with a
tliick, conical piece of leather. .V lanyard is attached

FIk

1.

scale of an instrument showing divisions and subdivisions; I'y.a small sc;ile,' called the iv ;/</( ;}. made to
slide along the edge of the other, and so divided that
ten of its subdivisions are just equal to eleven of the
then each division
smallest divisions of the scale
of the vernier is equivalent to ly,, of a subdivision of
zero-point
of the ver.\B: and consequently, if the
nier be (Fig. 1, A) opposite 11 on .VB. the 1 on the

AB

;

11), '3 on vernier is at «,"„
Also, if the vernier be slid along
division on the scale,
so't'lKit 1 on it coincides with a
on the vernier is "«< tenth above the next dithen
vision on the scale; if 4 on the vernier coincide with
is finir
a division on the scale, the (» of the vernier
tenths above the division. The vernier is applied to
instruments by being carried in the extremity of the
to it.
VENT-SLOT.— The opening in the top of a gun, index limb, the zero on the vernier biiiig t:iken as
lo be
the index-point: and when the reading olf is
through which the vent-piece is dropped.
VENT-TUBE.- In the (lerman built up guns, and iierforiiied. the position of the zero-point, with refergives the result as
others of similar const rucl ion, the vent is in llic di- ence to the divisions of the scale,
itself perrection of tlie axis of the bore, and is filled with a correctly as the mechanical graduation by
vernier
vent-tube this is maile of steel, cylindrical, and is mits, aiid the number of the divisiims of the
of the scale supplelined with copper, more or less conical, and fits ex- which coincides with a division
of a fracliimal part
actly into its place in the wedge
this place is en- ments this result bvthe addition
Thus (Fig.
scale.
larged at the rear, and filled willi a thread for the of the smallest subdivision of the
lo be de^'recs. then
priinfr-tiifje screir. It has also a very broad Haiige up- 1 Bi suppose the scale-divisi.'.ns
on wdiose rear side the lock for confining llie fric- the readin" bv the irailuation alone gives only a rebut since the 2d division of
tion primers is placed
This consists of a fiat cover sult between iVan.l
on the scale.
whicli has a cut in it for the wire of the friclioii- lb,, vernier coincides with a graduation
is ,=„ of a division of
prinier, and it has a button on the top for handling it. it follows that the zero-point
reading is 13.2
It turns easily on its hinge, and is hollowed out on IS*^ and thai, therefore, the correct

vernier is a"t 9i''„(l ,'„
(2-, below 11 ), etc.

below

:

:
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VERNIER GAUGE.
Il will

VERNIER SIGHT.

.)({

result

iiiion a ;H4-iiiili

On the Remington

rifle, each minan inch, and corresjionds
.',
of
barrel with
an iiuh. at each

being exact.
ute on the vernier

beat once seen that by merely increasing the

size of the vcmier. as, for example, inakiiii; 21) ilivisions of il ci>inei(ie willi 21 on tlie scale, the lallcr
nmv '»• n-adolT to Iwenliellis iiiul a still u'reater iiicnasc ill the size of the vernier woiilil seeiire further

is

of

,,'j

1

100 yards. A circular eye-piece, with a small peepbole in the center, is screwed to a slide, which is
graduated. The long screw serves to hold the sight
aeeiir.nv.
The above is Ihc vmiier as proiiosed by its iiiven- tirmly at a certain point while the thumb-screw provides an easy method of detaching il from the rillc,
tor.aiul it was einploved very loiii; after his time: but
it should not be wanted at times.
in the more reeeiilly" coiislrucleil astronomical anil if,
Many ritlemen jirefer to have the peep hole of a
geodcsical iiislrumcnis a vernier is employed which
has one !;raduatioii iifi; iFi;;.'-') tliaii the corri'spond- more considerable size than that shown in the drawA little coiisid<Tatioii will ing, in order to get more liglil when taUiiig the sight.
iiiir portion of the scale.
8how that the only elleet of this modilication is to en- In the rear-sighl of the Jletfnrd and ^ther rilles, discs
sized a])ertures may be used
and
able the vernier to be jjraiiuated toward the same di- havinij dilTereiit
experiuuce shows Ihat good sliooliug is frcqueutly
;

:

:

H

J'

1,1
I

'

1

I'll

xn
I,

I
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rection as the scale, and thus save a little confusion
in the readini; otT. In the small inslniments.or w lure
IIk' utmost ai-curacy is rccpiircd. a small niajruifyinj;
iens is llxed over the vernier, to enable the olisirver.
<-oincide {which
ill cases where no two uradualions
is iieiiiTally the <-ase),to estimate the amount of error
iulro(luce(i by assumin;; that the two !;raduations
which apiiroach nearest to coincidence actually coincide.

Of the various methods

for subdivision wliicli were
use before the introduction of the vernier, the
most important were the iliiirjDiutl m-iilr and \\\v iioiiiiii'.
The latter, so called from its inventor. I'ctriis Nonius ( I'eilro r\unez).a noted I'ortU!;uese niathcmatieian,
who described it in a treatise l>< ('ripiinnd/K Oli/mtiP'iii'\ published in l.'")4'3, consists of 4") coiicenlric lircles described on the limb, and divided into iiuadrants by two diameters inlcrseclin^ at rli;hl angles.
The outermost of these ipiadraiits w.'is divided into
'.•0. the
next into H'.l. the third into H,s. etc., and the
last into 4(!, equal parts, jjivimr on tlu' whole a ipiadrantal division into '2.r>:i'i separate and iinequa! jiarts
lamountin;; on an average to about 2' intervals).
The eilire of the bar which carried the sights passed,
wliin produced, throuLrh the center, and served, consequently, as an index-limb
iiiid « hiclKVer of the
4.")
circles it crossed at a irraduation. on that circle
was the anijle read olT for inslance. if it cut the 7th
circle from the outside at its 4:iil s^radualion. the angle was read oil' as „'; of '.Mr. or il\^ 4' ITi".
VERNIER-GAUGE. An iiistriimenl used in conneclion with the lesliiiir-machine.
is similar in
It
principle of construction to the microscopic-naui^e.
exccjit that the ltI.'iss slides are replaced by a steel
scale and a vernier.
The former is divided into fortieths of an inch, and by means of the vernier, thousandths of an inch can be read. The microscopicgauge is used until the elastic limit of the specimen
in

:

;

—

<9>=^^

Oim

foggy or dark weather, when the di.sc ia reentirely, so as to leave an aperture of nearly
a (piarter of an inch.
done,

in

moved

riie rifiiier-aiylit is usually placed upon the small
of the slock.
When shooting from certain jiosilions
on the back, it will lie convenient to have it jilaced
upon the heel of Ihe butt. When the latter is the
case, it makes the distance between the two sights

W"'jV ;n| « kr''i'i 4

iUiJ|Ul|lll|Jifl|lJ'. T

i

i

i

J^^^

reached, after that the vernier gauge is employed. nearly a third greater than when placed upon the
These gauges can be ad justed loanv length of speei- small of the stock, and consequently a jjroportionalnieii b( yoiid 2i inches by means ufuclditioual sections ly greater allowance both for elevation and wind w il!
is

[

of the rod.

In measuring the deflections of si)ecimens under a
bendingstress the gauge is attached to the straining
See Micrnstirrui) ai.d to the bed of the niaehuie.
<iC"P''''-f/''''f/'

and

'/''/prr.rulr,

VERNIER SIGHT.— To

insure accuracy, the rearsight is made with a vernier scale operated by a
screw, by which an alteration of even the on<--tliousandlli of an inch can be ir-ide in tiie elevation, the

I

1

be required.
In using the iiirii)ri:sir//il.i at long ranpres. the rifleman must, as it were, feel the ]iulse of the weather
with them. Every change of the wind and weather
must be watched, and raei by moving the sights, the
aim being kept in the same place and any tendency
of the siiots to fly high or to drop, from unknown
causes, must be anticipated and checked iu the same
:

I

1

mauuer.

VEKRUTUM.

VERTICAL TESTING MACHINE.
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rifles are not siiffieieutly care- on the opposite side of tiie bracket. This enables tlie
While every ritle compound table to be readily removed for the introregard to siglltiug tliem.
varies slightly, from the \lifferem-e iu the shape of duction of such work as can more conveniently rest
the barrel or stock, the sights are made exactly alike, on the floor plate, which is 23i" wide, and has slots
and it is no easy task fo Hud o.it the exact allow- for holding-down bolts. The raising screw is driven
ances required. In consequence, one rille is no guide by power, operated by a hand lever at the side of the
upright, so as to give the utmost fa<'ilily of adjustto anotlicr of precisel}- the same make.
VERRUTUM.— A piluni with a trilat(-ral head 5 ment. On the counter-shaft there are 10 inches by4
inches fast and loose pulleys making 110 revolutions
inches long, and a shaft 3.! feet in length.
VERT.— In Heraldry, coats of arms are distinguish- per minute. Cone pullcj- has four changes of speed.
ed from one another not only by the charges or ob- The stroke of the spindle has a motion of 17i inches.
jects borne on them, but by the color of these The feeds are proportioned to the kind of drilling to
charges, and of the field on which they arc placed. be done. When the back gear is not in use, and
IVri (green) is indicated in uncolored heraldic en- small drills are to be driven, the range of feeds is
gravings by diagonal lines from dexter chief to sin- through a finer series than when the back gear is being used, and large drills or boring bars are to be
ister base.

The maki'is of mauv

ful iu

[

I

!

j

i

VERTICAL DRILL.— A boring-machine
tlie

action of the tool

The double-geared

is

performed

vertical drills,

in

wliich

a vertical plane.
patented by \Vm.

in

&

Sellers
Co., are admirablj' adapted for ad descriptions of metal-boring in the arsenal or armory. For
holes of
inches and under in cast-iron the machine
has its spindle driven by belt only, liul is provided
with back gear to be used for heavier work. This
belting system has been found lo work M\uch better

H

driven.

The drawing shows a convenient form of the machine for light work. This form has the whetl speed
and couuter-balanced spindle with the quick return
movement. The greatest distance from tlu' spindle
to the base plate is 43 inches. The dianu-tcr of spinTotal weight. 700 i)oiui(ls. See
dle is If',; inches.
and liailial Drill.
from ordnance at high
angles, for instance, from mortars, which being generally tired at an angle of 45", the shells are observed to attain great height in their flight and to descend
The tire of shells from morat considerable angles.
tars at high angles of clev.-ilion is most uncertain as
regards accuracy the reasons of this arc that tlie
shells, having comparatively low velocities, but long
lloring-iiun-hine. Drill' ng-tnwiiine

VERTICAL FIRE. — The

tire

;

'•times of flight," are peculiarly liable to considerable deviations from wind and other ilislurbiiig
causes also, that the angles of descent of mortar
shells, tired at the usual angle of 4.5'', are so great
that, unless the object be of some extent, an error
in range of a few yards over or under might render
the shell useless, whereas, when a jjrojeclile is tired
at a low angle of elevation, so much ground is <-overed by it, Ijefore and after grazing, tliat a few yards
under "or over would not probably prevent it strikThe very greatest care is required
ing the object.
in weighing out the charges, for if this is performed
carelessly, considerable dift'<'rence will ociiir in the
ranges. In vertical tire, as the object cannot be seen,
;

is irenerally short, it is very ditticult to
lay the mortar exactly in the same line for a number
of rounds, but if laying could be performed with the
greatest accuracy. "slilT irregularities would always
occur in practice with projectiles lired al high angles

amrthc piece

and with low

velocities.

VERTICAL TESTING MACHINE.— A form

of test-

ing machine extensively employed in arsenals and
fonnderies for ascertaining the s'lrengtli of Hat, rounil
and square metals. The ((rawing shows an improved
machine of this class with the following :—
pniENSIONS.
Ext rente h eight
^ ft
f
Extreme length
''

Extreme
Weight

•

2ft- ' in.

wiirth

2,250 lbs.
.\n.\PTATION.

Tensile specimens

conunon use: and
in practice it is founil that, in comparison with luaehines of otherwise similar <-apacily an<l powtT of
cut, the same workman can ilo \r> per cent, more
work on this machine Ihan on the olil styles. In an
experiment with s:iiall drills, ihc power feed was
than the

used

gear<'<l

plan of driving

in

in boring a l-incli hole Ihrough :i inches thickness of wrought iron successfully, and in less time
than a similar holi- was mjide by a skillful workman
feeding by hand.
The supporting post of this machine is rectangular,
and the bracket carrying the compoimd tab!i> is
giblx'd lo a plain surface. The raising and lowering
of Ihc labh' areclfected by a screw placi'd al one ^idc
of posi in such a posiliou as lo eiiahlr llic lalile lo
swing about il as on a hingi', aflcr sl.-icking the shoe

<>

Round specimens
Square

"

Flat

'•

1
-J

in.

Transverse •

Compression

in. to
1

••

surfaces

24

in.

long.

in. di'iniorless.

X

IS in. or less.
s in. or less.
-12 in. long.
20 in. high or less.
•! in.
X « in.

in.

or less

X

Motion of plunger
is" provided with long screw

The machine

**

•"•

l)olls that

e(mncct Ihc tools with the plunger of jack. This arrangement admits of much longer lest pieces being
Another improvement is the
tried than formerly.
balanced phmirer, "which returns to its original position without any delav after the lest is made.
This machine is constructed entirely of iron, steel,
and brass, and is compact, sironsi. and accurate.

The weighing

levers are

all

aiiove

and connected

—

TERTICAL VELOCITY.
•Willi llif Ix'.'im l>y roils i)assiii'.; lliroiii;li llie

Till' slniin is a]>|iliiil

by
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liyilrostiilir iiowiT,

folumiis.
anil as-

nrlaineil by kiepiii'.; the Hiiirliiiii; biiim in eipiipose
liy the sinuiltaneons use of the punip anil the poises
on tlie beam willi the poises. No loose weis;lits are
required, uU the weisrht beiiig indicated on thebeam.

wcdjCf holilin!!; tensile specimens arc peculiar
in shape, so as to ensiiri' a slraii^lil pull.
The capacity of the inacliine is r>fl,()0() i)ouiids.
See I'mt'iigTlie

I

'

|

The iirniy fstimalos T^r IHT'.l Ml) iiiikU' provisions fur
an army reserve (iiuliiiliiijr pcnsiomrs) of tO. 000 iiiiii.
IJtil from the short perioils liuriri;; which men serve
as soliliers, anil the iniiiiber of oliieers who quit llie
army on reaehiiii.; the rank of <'a|itaiii. it is almost
certain thai very large Vclerau Corps could be form-

cd friim

civil life in

VETERINARY

anv case of nntional emergenov.

The art of hialing or treating tin- diseases of hiirses.
It ciimpri'liinils a knowledge of he external form as well as the inlirual slriietiire and economy of the animal, and embraces whatever relates to the diseases to which he is liable, togctlier with an accurate knowledge of the principles
and practice of feeding and c.vcrcisinL'. \'eterinary
Surgeons are alone coni])etent to treat all grave cases of wounds and diseases in horses.
The soldier,
however, may prevent aeciilents by watchfulness,
reci)gni/,e the evislenee of ailments, and by prompt
care freipiently relieve the animal entirely. The locations and eiteets of many of the ailments herewith
noticed will lie better understood Ijy a reference to
the drawing which follows.
Tlie treatment recommencled in the several eases are approved by Dr. 15.
.1. Kinilall. the leailing ^^tlrillarian of America, and
art; worthy of careful consideralioii.
The more fre<|iieiit ailments or disorders, with the symptoms and
treatment, will be |)resenteil in order.
ART.'

I

VERTICAL VELOCITY.— A

projectile's velocity at
Tuns, if
liny point resolved in a vertical direciion.
be the velocity of a projectile moviiij; at an aui;le
to the horizon, the vertical velocitv=V sin. A. See

V
A

VERVELS.

Small

rinses uttaclied to

chariic

.\l-o

the ends of the

was passed
Thiy occur us a heraldic^
written Vnrnh.

jesses of a hawk, throiitfh
to fasliii lliem to its li;;.

which

a string

VETERAN RESERVE CORPS.— An
in the I'liited States, established

organization

during the Hebel-

ion.but now discontiuued.
It was composed of men
honoralily discliargcd on account of wounds or disabilities, of men absent from their Colors in Hospitals or Convalesceut Corps, and of men disalilid by
wounds or disease. but still in tlietield. In May.lWi.").
the liody consisted of 7lii CoiMinissioned Oflicirsand
2!I.Hr)2 men.
The duties of the Veteran Corps were
varied, and includeil such works as hospital and garrison service and patrol duty.
They were serviceable in taking the place of etticient soldiers who were
needed in the lielil.
VETERANS. Old soldiers past the prime of active
manhood, and incapable of taking tlie tield. Their
discipline and steadiness, however, admirably tit
them for garrisons and fortresses, and for the instruction of young troops. Tlie Veterjin Battalions in England did good service during the Kreiich war as Home
Guards, releasing the active troops for foreign service.

The stomach seems

BOTH.
to be the

most nnlural nursery for the protection and the ])ropagation of the
stomach bot. When the eggs have remained in the
stomach for a year they become a perfect chrysalis,
then release their hold of the stomach and are expelled.
They will be provided with wings in a short
time, and will fly about conimeneing the propagation
of species wliich pass through the same period of incubation.
They are two kinds
SUnnneh and fiindamnit
hi'tf.
The stomach bots are the result of turning
:

—
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pain, and shows evidence of great distress, shifting bis
position almost conslanlly, and manifesting a desire
to lie down.
But in a few minutes these symptoms
disappear, and the horse is easy for a short time. when
they return with increasing severity until the liorse
cannot be kept upon his feet.
cold swi'at generally
breaks out over the body, the legs and ears remaining
at about the natural temptature. He looks around to
his flanks, mostly at the right side, as if pointing out
the seat of the disease, scrapes the ground with his forward foot, and will almost strike his belly with his
hind foot. As the disease advances the horse will frequently throw himself down with force, look anxiously at the sides and sometimes snap with his teeth at
his sides, and strike ii|)W:trds with his hind feet as they
do many limes with inflammation of the bowels.

liorses into pasliire in the summer moutlis, aud arc
produceil from the eggs laid on I lie fore legs of the

horse by the hot
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fly.

Symptoms

arc an unthrifty coal, and loss of flesh
after ruunin|» out to pasture.
Treatment. Improve the general condifion of the
horse, aud give the following tonic medicines: Pulv.
lb., pulv. fenugreek
gentian \ Ih., pulv. copperas
Mix well, and give a
i lb., pulv. elecampane { lb.
large tablespoonful once a day.
The fundament bot, like the stomach bot, is also
Instead of ti.e
the residt of running out to grass.
eggs being deposited on the legs they are deposited
on the lips of the horse. Thej'are found in the rectum, and often seen inuler the tail.
Treatment. Make injections of raw linseed oil, or

—

A

|

—

—

Treatment. Relieve the pain by giving one ounce
sulphuric ether, two ovmces of tincture opium (laudanum) and a pint of raw linseed oil, and, if not relieved
in an hour. repeat the dose. If there is not relief in a
reasonable length of time after the second dose is
given. some Surgeons recommend bleeding fromsix to
ten quarts from the neck vein, but it is rardy necessary to do this. Occasionally walk the horse about
to excite the bowels to action.

of tobacco smoke.
BRONCHITIS.
This disease consists in an inflammation of the air
It is a very connnon disease
l)assages of the lungs.

among

horses, and is sometimes confoimded with
inflanimation of the lungs (or lung fever), distemThe si/iiiptoms begin with a cliill,
pers and colds.
fever, harsh cough, labored breathing, mouth hot
and dry, and with loss of appetite: and in one or
two days a discharge from the nostrils will lie observed.
Treatment. Give the horse a good, comfortable
place, (not too clo.se nor the rever.se.) Give 15 to 20
drops tincture of aconite root and repeat every four
hours until si.\ doses have been given, which will
probably relieve the fever. Let tlu- liorse have a
After the fever has
plenty of cold water to drmU.
subsided (which will probably be about the second
Mi.\
day), give a few powders of the following:
puiv. iTcorice root, pulv. fenuiireek and \m\\-. gentian,
two ounces of each, and divide into six powders and
give in feed two or three times a day.

An excellent remedy, which is always at hand, is
one heaping tablespoonful of .sderatus mi.xcd with
milk, and given at one dose.

—

CORNS.

:

These are occasioned by the bruising fif the.sensitivp
parts of the foot by the contraction of the hoof, and
if neglected, will produce severe lameness or even quittor.
They are indicated by the horse's jjlacing one
foot in advance of the other and resting upon the toe.
Treatment. tut away the hoof so as to relieve the
iiressure.cut out and cauteri/e the corn. Apply flaxseed poultices and hoof ointment, and shoe carefully

—

j

wlien the foot will permit it.
cruB.
C.\PPED ELUOW.
This is a disease of the hock-joint, and consists of
This eulargenu-nt on the point of the elbow is on
the side of the chest just belaud the shoidder. It is an enlargement orgradual bulging out at the posterior
a tumor (or sometimes a simple ab.scess) caused by part of the hock. It is generally caused by a strain
from galloping on uneven ground, wrenching tlie
direct pressure against the calk or heel of the shoe
It is one of the evils
particidarly when the latter is allowed to protrude limb, prancing aud leaping.
too far backward. Pads are made by harnes.s-mak- which usually o<-cur among the better breed of horses.
ers which are quite useful in protecting the parts Pulling lior,ses up suddenly on their haunches is asserted to be a fre(iiU'nt cause of euro.
while the liorse is lying.
Treiitiiiiiit. -U the tumor is soft and shows signs
Trealmi ni. Perfect rest if hot, bandage it and
of containinu: pus, it would be well to open it, and al- keep it constantly wet with enld iratir and saltpeter
low the matter to escape. Some Veterinary Surgeons for a few days until the iullammalion has ceased,
recominend that the tumor be dissected out with a then apply good liniment.
DIARRHtEA.
knife and then treated as any simple wound by keep
When this disease is not attended with pain, grij)!ug clean until it heals.
CAPPED HOCK.
ing or p;iwing.as in colic.it will generally re(|uire no
but if it continues, and (he horse shows
This is a soft swelling on the point of the hock- treatment
or
sta- signs of jiainor colic. there is reason for the belief that
j:)int.
It is caused by kicking in the harness
ble, or by being kicked by another horse, and rarely there is some irritating poison retained in the bowels.
Treatment, Give twenty drops of tincturi' of acocauses any lameness.
I'reatment.
The same as in the case of the cripped nite root iu a little water, and follow with a powder
t/hinr.
as given below, every three hours, until the horse i.s
CAPPED KNEE.
better.
Take prepared chalk. 5 drachms: catechu,
Capped knee is caused by a kick or other injury pulverized. 1 drachm; ])ulverized opium. 10 grains;
to the knee.
mix. and give as stated iibove. (Vwv plenty of good
Sj/iiijit'ims.
soft tumor iu front of the knee, and cold water to drink.
When the diarrluca is better,
severe lameness.
give bran nnish for a few days, and add a little ground
Treatmrnt. If left alone it would probably burst flaxseed if convenient.
and leave a permanent blemish. If the tumor is hot
DISTEMPER.
'I'his form of sore throat is characterized liy swellbathe first with cold water to reduce the heat or bind
on cloths wet with cold water and change often, then ing between the bones of the lower jaw. which tcrproceefl as with rapped eltimr.
miii;ites in an abscess. It is caused by a specific poison
COLIC.
in tlie blood, which but few horses escape.
Treatment. The opinions of different VeterinariThis is a comnum as well as a very dangerous disease.
There are two forms: Spuniinidir and _/latii- ans v:iry iu regard to the treatment. some recommendleiit collr,
The former is of a spasmodit nature, and ing poultices while others forbid it. etc.. but the folwill, iu severe cases, run into inflammation of the lowing plan is undoubtedly as good as any.
Give
bowels and cause speedy death, if not relieved. It grass or soft feed and l>ut little, if ;iny medieiucand
is caused by drinking cold water when in a heated
if thought best to do anything to hasten the suppura<:ondition, costiveness, unwholesome for.d, undue tion ap])ly warm poultices, or some like blistering.
The apjulite will return when the abscess breaks or
(luantity of food, etc.
Sy III plums. The horse is suddenly attacked with is oiieued.
:

—

i

I

:

—

—

—A
—

—

—

—

:
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KI'IZOOTIC.
TIlis disease at(n<'ks iiiiiiiy iiiiiiimls ul the suiiutime, and originates in one conunon canse.

Treatmriit.

pane

— Take

of jiulv. lii-orire

1 ll)..piilv.fenii);reek

1J

1 lb.,

elecam-

llis..|>iilv.s.'(iiliaii

\ lb.,

lli.. ;;iMircr
lb., black antimony
pulv. anise seed
lb., pulv. sallpeler A lb..sidpliiir i lb., cpsoni .sails
I
1 lb., pulv. rosin { lb., bard wood aslies Alb., eopperas { lb.; mix well, and give a lalilespoonfnl tliree
limes a day at lirst.and tlien only twice each day.
j

for 2 or ;i days, or longer if necessary. (!ive iihiily of
cold water lo drink. The above Irealment should be
adopted as soon as pijssible after the horse has been
attacked with foimder. Let the horse have rest un(Jive grass or mashes for
til he has fully ncovered.
i or:i (lavs ami then ;rive a sjood and fair amoinit of

j

I

'

j

fee<l.
I

I

FOrNnEH.

(I..VMINITIH.)

inllamnialion of (he sensitive lamina' of the foot, of wbicli there are two kinds, acute
anil chronic, the laller being w continuation of the
former. Tbi' acute form is invariably cured, if properly treated, but. the chronic forn; is generallv considered incurable; it can be relieved very much, but
the feet are always afterward sore and lender in front.
It is caused by drinking cold water. when overheated
and tired fmm over work, standing in a cold air (or
where the wind will strike the horse) while warm.

This disease

eou

OLANDKIIS.
alike fruitful of evil lo man and
beast, ami is generally considered incurable.
horse may have latent glandi'rs for years, ami
work well, the disease being during this linu'asconfagious as in ils developed stale. The lause of glanders is somewhal v;iried in dilTirenl cases, ami may
be allribuU il lo tillh. slarvalion, or to a debilitaling
disease, as lung fever, catarrh or any disease capable of gencraling pus, which being absorbed into the
circidation forms a ferment wilhin the blood.
SifmpVnnK. The membrane lining llie nostrils assunie a leaden or ))urple c<ilor, accompanied by a
thin, acrid, trausparcut and odorless discharge. This

This disease

is

1

is

A

—

i

1

eviL

^tis'>
„^s»*->"

driving liirongh a river while warm, long and hard
drives over dry roads, cic.
Syiiipt'niiK.- The horse will stand u|)on his heels,
with fore feet and legs siretcheil out as far as he can

is the tirst stage, during which the general health
does not suffer and the liorse may do his ordinary
work.
The discharge grows Ihicker.and sinks when placed

gel them, so as to throw the weight off as nuicli ;is
possible; and he can scarcely be made lo move. The
horse has fever and considerable constitutional disturbance, in the acute form of the disease.
i'rtntmtut.
Give the hor.se a good bedding of
straw, in a large, well ventilated stall, so as to encourage him lo lie down, which, by removing the
weight fron\ the iullanuil pans, will relieve his sufferings very much and assist in hastening the cure.
As soon as his bed is li.\ed, give him twenty drops of
the tincture of aconite root in half a pint of cold water, poured into his mouth with a bottle having a
strong neck, and repeat this dose every four hours
nntil six or eight doses have been given. .VIso apply
a cloth wet in iced.waler lo i\w. feet, and keep wel
with the same for several hours until the severe pain
has been relieved. Wet the cloths often, and continue

in

—

water.

The

wlioh^

membrane

lining the

nostrils

will be found to have sores, ragged and depressed ;il
the top. with varicose veins leading to them from all

sides.

The appetite fails, and the horse assumes an ennilie will be hide-bound,
ciated and dull appearance,
and his legs swell during the day and the swelling go
down at inght.
TrentmfiU—iVwe from one-half to one ounce doses
of sulphite of so<la at night, in cut feed, for several
weeks and five grains .Spanish Hies (powdered with it.
(Jive. at the same time, every morning and noon. a powder consisting of llin'c drachms powdered genilian;
and two drachms powdered sulphate of copper. (Jive
the medicines for a long time, not only to cure the
disease but lo improve Ihe seneral health. (Jive a good
liberal feed, and change the food often.
i
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Hymptoniit.
OBEASE HEELS.
The horse is very lame on accoui>t of
This disease of tlie lieels ami leijs of lior?2s is cliar- tiie inflammation before suppuration takes place,
acterized by a white, offensive, aud greasy discharge but it is relieved somewhat as soon as the quittor
from tlie lieels of the liorse. The skin becomes liot, has burst.
Treatment This should begin as soon as any
tender, and swollen, and sometimes sloughs away,
It is caused by the sudden lameness is discovered from any of the above named
leaving an ugly sore.
changes of the temperature of the eartli, whether it causes, and the inflammation stopped if possible bebe from heat to cold or from wet to dry. This dis- fore suppuration takes place. Keep the hoof clean
and apply a solution of carbolic acid, one oi.., to waease generally follows wet streets, stables or lands.
Treatmeyit.
Keep the l(;gs dry and cleansed well ter, me quart.
Poultices of flaxseed meal are sometimes verv usewith castile soap and si)ft water then apply, once a
day. verdigris, one half ii/. rum or proof spirits one ful
nii.v; and shake well before applying.
RING-BONE.
piiit
HIDE-BOUNI).
This is the result, usually of weakness, hereditary
of
the
denote
adherence
skin
to
predisposition,
or
the
of a peculiar formation of the pasA term used to
the ribs, when the horse is diseased. It usually aris<'s tern joints which makes them poorly adapted- to
from a deticiency in the quality or quantity of food, hard work and therefore a provisional callous (or
and is commonly an attendant on lingering diseases. bony substance) is thrown out as a provision of naTreatment. Give mixed feed cut hay, bran and ture to strengthen parts which are too weak.
Treatment. Rest shoidd be enjoined, and cold
corn meal, wet with just enough water to cause the
whole to keep together.
bran poultices or swabs, kept cool and moist by any
The following powders should be given in the feed, refrigerant mixture, applied continuously until heat
every night, for two weeks
and tenderness are removed, when the fetlock is to
Powdered gentian root three drachms, powdered be flred or dressed with fly-blister, or the ointment
Mix. and give for of the red iodide of mercury.
sulphate of Iran, two drachms.
SANDCKACK.
one dose.
INFLUENZA.
Sandcrack is a splitting or fracture of the homy
All epidemic disease occurring in the spring of the fibers of the horse's hoof, exten<ling usually from
year.
above downwards when reacliing to the quick it
tit/mpt"i>ij<.
A cliill, succeeded by increased heat causes lameness, and in all cases it constitutes unof the body, and fever, cough, discharge of mucus soundness.
Horses, with thin, weak, brittle feet,
from the nose, loss of appetite, great prostration, fol- spoilt bymucli rasping,and rattled on the hard roads,
lowed in a day or two with swelling of the legs,and, furnish the majority of cases.
in some bad cases, of the l)elly, breast, etc..
Treatment. The horn must be thinned for about an
These
symptoms vary snme in different cases.
eighth of an incli on either siile of the crack across
Treiitinfnt.
Cover the horse with a good blanket, the upper and the lower ends ot the crack, to preand place him in a good, comfortabie stalilc with vent its extension, the rtriiig-iron should be drawn,
proper ventilation but not too cold. Give 2i) drops making a line nearly through the horny crust. The
of tincture of aconite root in a little cold water every opening may further be held together by winding
four hours until four or live doses have been given, round the foot several yards of waxed string, or tine
aud allow the liorse plenty of good cold water to iron w;ire. Except in very bad cases, slow work on
drink.
soft land may be permitted, but road work is injuriThen give the following powdered gentian, four ous. The growth of healthy horn is promoted by
ounces, powdcr<'d fenugreek, four ounces, and pow- applying round the coronet, at intervals of ten days,
dered licorice root two ounces. Mix, and divide in- some mild blistering liniment.
to twenty-live powders and give two or three each
SADDLE OALLS.
day. Allow the horse to have rest until he has fully
These are sores produceil by the satldle or by any;

—

—

I

;

:

;

;

—

—

—

:

;

—

—

;

—

:

recovered.

INTEB FEEING.
This is usually the result of weakness of the liorse,
although the blacksmith is frequently blamed for it,
and perhaps justly sometimes, on account of being
somewhat careless when the interfering mit,'lit have
been avoided, with a little care. Yet the cause is generally weakness.
Trentnifnt.^Gxve the strengthening powder men.!
tionedfor treatment of bots. and feed well.
LA^^ERs.
A swelling of some of the lower bars of a horse's
mouth: so nanieil because formerly removed by
burning with a lamp or hot iron. Written also l<im•pans.

Trentment.—Vmvh

or cut

the bars

until

tliev

Other part of the harness.
Treatment. The cause should be removed Ijy at-;
tending to the saddle or other part of the harness,
and acijusting it so as to remove the pressure. If possible get laudanum two ';..uces, tannin two drachms,
and mix and apply twice a daj'.

—

.SPAVIN.

A

disease of horses which occurs inider two ditTerent forms, both interfering with soundness. In young,
weakl}-, overworked subjects, the hockjoiul is some-

times distended with dark-colored thickened synovia
is bog or blood spavin.
Treatment. Wet bandages, occasional friction, a
laxative diet, and rest, should for several weeks be
diligently tried; and if such n'luedies prove unsuccessful, the swelling must be dressed with strong
or joint-oil. This

—

and then rub in a little table .salt, which
blistering ointment or fired.
much better than rubbing the mouth with a reil-hot
The second variety of spavin is the more common
iron.
and serious. Towards the inside of (he hock, at the
NASAL GLEET.
head of the shank-bone, or between some of the
This is a chronic discharge from the nostrils, of a snitill bones of llie hock, a bony ciilargi'meiit may be
whitish, miico-iiunileiit nialter.
is
It
gener.illy seen and felt.
This is lione spavin. .Vt first, tl'ere
cau.sed by neglecting to treat catarrh and colds prop- is tenderness, heal, swelling, and considerable lameerly.
Tlie horse may look well and feel well, and ness: l)ut as the inflammation in the bone and its inbleed,

i"s

the general health tie quite good.
Treatment. (iive a course of tonic powders, and
feed well. Powders like those recommended in the
treatment of bots will do well.

—

A chronic ab.scess

Ol'ITTOK.
in the hoof,

caused uv

a bruise

or prick of the sole, or from the calk of oiie foot being pressed into the coronet of the other, contincd
pus from suppuration, corn, etc.

membrane abates, the lameness is lest; perceptible, although the animal continues to tirag his
leg and go stiffly.
TrK.itnient.
In recent and slight cases, cold water
shimld be applieil continuously: but in serious cases,
when the limb is swollen and" tender, hot fomentaticns are best. For several days, Ihiw must be per
severingly employed. When the limb is again cool
anil free from pain, an iodidi- of mercury or fly-blisvesting

—
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Trfatniftit.
Give ginger, two drachms: powdershould be applipil, and the uniniiil treated to three
months' rist in a small inidilnck, the cnil of a l)ani, ed mandrake root, one drachm powdered aloes, four
or a roomv loose-box. lii pcrsUlrnl ciisis, lirin;; or drachms: mix. and give at one dose. Feed Ihe horse
Heselonins; nsual!y jrivis nine li nliif. If Kiriilall's Sjm- with soft feed and grass lo loosen Ihe bowel.-.
])eal the above dose as often as shall be ne<'cssary,
viii I'lirr is obtainable, its application will do away
with the necessity of any furllur treatment, in as which, in most eases, perhaps, would be about every
much as it is a siire cure" for the most aggravated other day.
For a more detailed account of this subiect, concases.
sult the • Morse and his Diseases," by I)r. ]}. .1.
sri.iNT.
This is a small, bony enlarsemenl, generally sit- Kendall. N'ermont, L'. S. See Ilnrse aiul llurw Meiluated on the inside of t'liefore-lei;. about ;jor4 inches i'-i It, s.
VETERINARY DEPARTMENT.— One of the Civil
below hi- l<iiee joint, nndoi'iurs freiinenllv in youni:
horses when they are worked too hard. Tlie treat- DeparlMieuls of llie Kuglish .\riuy. It is placed under Ihe charge of a Frineipal Velerinary Surgeon,
ment should be liie same as for bone s|)avin.
who is responsible for the workiie.; of his DeparlHTAIHIERS.
A disease of liorses resulting from some lesion of meiil. It is composed of .StalT Veterinary Surgeons,
the brain, which causes a lossof eonlrolof voluntary Veterinary Surgeons of the 1st class. Velerinary Surmotion. .Vs il generally occurs in fat liorses wliich geons, and Velerinary Surgeons on probation. The
are well fed. tho.se subfcct to tliese atliicks sliould rrincijial Velerinary Surgeon, who is slalioned at
The cause is au unihie amount of Woolwieli. is the sole Adniinistralive Head of the
no' be over-fed.
Department. He superintends and directs the jiroblood flowing to the brain.
Tiriitmeiit.- Tlie aim of the treatment should be fessional and departmental duties of the Veterinary
In ordinary eases give half a Surgeons of Ihe army as circumstances may rcepiire:
to remove tlie cause.
pound of epsom salts, and repeal if necessary to liave he exercises general control over ,all stores of the
In addition to enforcing obedience to
In mad Department.
il iihysic. and be careful iilioul over-feeding.
slaiiirers it would be well to bleed from llie neck in regulations, he issues such instruclions as may seem
necessary to meet s|)eciallies.
Candidates for the
addition lo giving llic epsom salts.
Velerinarv Department have to jiass an examination
KTIKI.E-.I01NT l..\Mf;NKSS.
before
Hoard
of
a
Jlilitary
Velerinarv
Surgeons: if
occurrence,
but
This is not one of very common
occurs occasionally in colls kept on uneven ground, (lualilied, the seccessful landidates are admitted on
which induces dislocation of the stifle, nv patella, ])robation. After .5 years' service they musi pass an
which slips otT from the rounded heads of the bones ex:imination lo be eligible for |)roniolionlo Ihe rank
'

ter

.

j

I

when
Il

bad

Ihe liorse

ste|)s.

which are kept on
those wliieh are conslilulionally weak.

sometimes occurs
food. or in

Trtdtiiiciit.

^Xny

in horses

Hurry

may

restore Ihe

liiuie

to

which do not
become replaced, secure the horse and push the disFeed well
located jialella inward willi both hands.
and give Ihe lior.se or (i weeks' rest, or place him in
a level jiasture, and have him shod, witii a piece of
iron projecliug from lln- loe, especially if the toe has
been worn olT. Proceed as with spavin, lo remove
the soreness and i)ain.
proper place,

"lis

in colls, "but for cases

.")

SWEENEY. (Atnip/ii/.)
wasting away of the muscles of the
shoulder, and is said to b(^ caused by some disease in

This

a

is

the foot or leg.

Treat any disease found in Ihe fool
or lei: as directed in other parts of this book. Apply
to Ihe sliouldi'r soft soap willi a lillle salt added,
four or five times a week, and rub well.
THOBOl liHI'IN.
An atTection accompanving blood spavin, and gencrallv caused by excessive labor.
Si/iiiptom^i.
'X round tumor going through the
leg and appearing on the outside and in front of llie
Thorouulii)!]! is Ihe same disease
joTnl of the hockl
as blood siiiivin. on a more extensive scale, causing
the eiilari-'eiiieiil lo extend llirough Ihe joint from
one side lo the oiher. The tnntmiiU is Ihe same as
TrentmiHt.

—

for spavin.

THRUSH.
This is a diseased aition of the sensible frog, secrehorn.
lini; pus instead of
'//(//?»«•»<.— \S'ash the feet with soa)) and water
:iud apply ointmenl re(|ual parts of lard and tar
"

melted). If neglected
more serious form.

it

YELLOW

will run into canker,

its

WATEltS.
This affection is tlie result of liver diseases, and
has derived its name from the characteristic color of
the membranes of the eyes, nose and mouth, which
have a peculiar yellowness thai is caused by the
liver lieinir diseased, so that its natural functions are
not properly iHrfonned. and a large amount of bile
is thrown back into the blood, instead of being carried off in its natural way, and only eliminated parIl occurs most often in
tially through tlie kidneys.
liorses which are highly fed and have nothing to do.

of \'elerinary Surgeon of the Isl class, and after bl
yi'ars' full-pay serviei' in lh;il rank lliey are eligible
for ]ifoiiii]tion lo that of Stall' V'eteriMiiry SurLteon.
The senior SlalV Velerinary Surgeon, at a station, is
responsible lo the Principal Veterinary Surgeon that
the duties of the ollicers undea his control are properly carried oul. All returns and reports are sent lo
the StalT Velerinarv Surgeon, who again renilers the
necessary returns, etc., lo llie Princijial VetiTinary
Surgeon. VeterinaiV Surgeons are |>erinilled to retire on half-pay after 35 years' service.
Velerinary
Surgi-ons ami Surgeons of Ihe 1st class arc ])lacedon
Ihe retired list on attaining Ihe age of
years, and
.'>.">

Velerinary Surgeons when
the age of (j.5 years.

Stall'

llicy

VETERINARY SUPPLIES.— These

have attained

consist of such

horse luedieines and itislriimenls as are provided for
in the Standard Supply Table for Ihe animids of an
army
In 'he I'nited Slates Service, at the liead(luarters, depots, or larger posts of cavalry regiments,
the standard supplies of iuslrumenls and medicines
are under the charge of the (^ii:irtermasler, lo be issued by him to Ihe smaller commands of Ihe regi-

ment,

in

such ipianlilies and of

s'uch articles as

may

diemed

rei|iiisile, eouforniably lo the allowance
by Ihe Standard Supply Table.
Veterinary medical supplies and instruments, for
hospital use. remain in the hands of the Post t^uiirtermaster. lo be issued from time to time and in such
(piantities as are needed by the companies.
PosI
C^uarlermaslers take up all instruments and veterinary medical suiiplies, and report, when )iossible, lo
whose account they are lo be credited.
The liiiled Stales Slandard Supply Table, with the
allowances for Field and Hospital Service is given
on pages .")l):i and .504.
Tlie pocket-i:ase should contain one three-bladed
tleam; one scissors. Hat: one scissors. curved; one-arlery-forceps: one long-shank probe-pointed bistoury;
one trocar: one finger-knife: onesealon-ncedlc.clo.sing in handle: one frog seaton-needle. in two i)arls
one sealon-neeille.in three parts: one scalpel: onit director: one retractor: one str:iiglit bistoury; one dressing forceps: one porte caustic: fine tenolomy-knife;
one tenaculum six assorted drawing-knives three

he

lixeil

—

;

;

;

sixteen needles, straight si.x needles, halfcurved one needle-holder (Russian J two oz. .saddler's silk: one oz. silver suture-wire, Xo. 2(i.
lancets

:

:

;

:
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QUANTITIES FOB THREE MONTHS.

For Field Service
Articles.
V.

MEDICINES.

Acid, Arsenious f Arsenic)
Acid, Carbolic, Crystalized
Acid, Carbolic, for disinfection
Acid, Muriatic
Acid, Nitric
Acid, Salicylic
Acid, Tannic
Aconite, Tincture of
Alcohol
Aloes

Alumina and

Potas.sa, su^pli.

Ammonia, Acetate of
Ammonia, Aromatic spirits

oz.
oz.
lbs.

oz.
oz.
lbs.
lbs.

lbs.

galls.

oz.

(Alum)

lbs.
lbs.

of

lbs.

Anm'.onia, Solution of (Hartshorn)

galls.

Ammonia Carbonate

.T.lbs.

of
Antimony and Potassa. Tartrate of (Tartar Emetic)
Atropia. Sulpliate of
Belladonna, Alcoholic Extract of
Blistering Liquid
Bora.x

Cami)lior

oz.
oz.
oz.
qts.
lbs.
lbs.

Catechu

lbs.

Castor Oil
Chalk, prepared
Chloroform, jniritied
Cinchona Bark, powdered
Cinchona, Fluid Extract of

galls.;.lbs.

lbs.

lbs.
lbs.

Colchicum Seed

lbs.

Collodion
Copper, Sulphate of (Blue.stone)
Cosmoline, Veterinary

lbs.

Etlicr, Sulpluiric....'...!
Etlier, Spirit of Nitrous

oz.
lbs.
lbs.

(Sweet Spirits of Nitre)

qts.

Flaxseed Meal

lbs.

Ginger, powdered
Iodine

lbs.

oz.

,

Iron, Sulphate of
Iron, Tincture of the Chloride of

lbs.

Jalap

lbs.

Ijcad, Acetate of
Lin.seed Oil

lbs.

(Sugar of Lead)

lbs.
iralls.

Magnesia, Stdphate of (Epsom Salts)
Mercurial Oinliiicnt
Mercury, liiuiodide
Mercury, Corrosive Chloride of (Corrosive Sublimate)
Mercury, mild. Chloride of (Calomel)
Morphia, Sulphate of
Nux Vomica, Alcoholic Extract of
Olive Oil
Opium. ])owdered

Opium, Tincture
Pepper, Cayenne

washed

lbs.

oz.
oz.

qts.
lbs.
lbs.

lbs.

lbs.

oz.

Rhubarb, powdered
Kosin

Sulphur,"

oz.
oz.

^alls.

Potassa, Clilorate of
Potassa, Nitrate of (Saltpetre)
Potassium, Iodide of
Quinia. Sulphate of

Soap, Castile
Soda, Bicarbonate of
Soda, Ilypophospliite of

lbs.

.".lbs.

(Laudanum)
(red), ground

of

Silver, Nitrate of, crystals
Silver, Nitrate of, fused (Lunar Caustic)

...lbs.

lbs.

H,s.
-.

oz.
oz.
His.
lbs.

lbs.
lbs.

For Hospital
Service.
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QUANTTnES FOB THBZE MONTHS.
For Hospital

For Field Service.

Service.

Articles.

f
Sulplmr, in rolls
Turpcnlim-. Oil of
Zinc, Chloride of
Zinc, Sulphate of

S

'

.lbs.

1

4

gal's-

1

4

2

^
2
I

'

2

4
3

{

i

12
6

8

4
I

lbs.

lbs.

i

1

ii

I
i

DBEHSIN'OH.
]5iin<liii;es,

4.in(h

Catiriit. ciirbolizt'd. for lisratiirfs

Flannel, red. coarse
l.int, patent

8

doz.
yds.
yds.

5
8
G

10
8

lbs.

6

8

lbs.

S.'i

10
12
12
10
45

Pencils, hair

doz.

40
2

Silk. lis;aturc

oz.

I

lbs.

4
12

2
8
16

10

12

Oakum
coarse and tine, each
Tickinj; (nuislin twilled)
Tubing, rubber, J inch
Wire, silver, No. 26. for ligatures
Siioiisres.

yds.
yds.

8

yds.l

I

2i

IV8TBUMENTS.
[

forceps
Hone-saw. small
Catheters, gum. with
IJall

stj-Iet

Cork-screws
Dissect ing-case

Drenehing-horn,

tin
Firing-irons (jxiint and line)

each

no.l

1

no.
no.
uo.
no.
no.
no.

1
1

1
1

\
1

Funnels, rubber
Funnel, tin
F(ii>l instruments fa set).
(Jraduate glasses, glass, 6-07.
(Jraduate glasses, glass, mininn

no.i

1

no.
no.
no.
no.

1

lliilililes, ca.sting

no.l
no.l

1

set.

1

no.
no.
no.
to those

12
12

Hones....:
treasures, tin
>Iortar and pestle

(wedgewood ware)

Needles, Surgeons'
Needles, for wire sutures
Panniers, to be tilled from stock on hand, similar in
of the Medical Department

make

no
no.
no.
no.
no.

Pill-tiles

Pocket-case*

Post-mortem case
Probaugs, two pieces of

celluloid
Saddle-bags. Physician's for small detachments.

stock on hand
Scales and weights, prescription
Scales and weights, shop
Scissors, curved
Scissors, straight
Slings, suspending

Spatulas

."

Speculum, mouth
i^yringes, hypoilermie
Syrinires, rubber, 'Z-o7,

Syringes, rubber, 8-oz
Syringes, rubber, '24-oz

Thermometer,

clinical

To be

tilled

1

1
1

1

1

1

1
1
1
1

from
no.
no.
no.
no.
no.
no.
no.
no.
no.
no.
no.
no.^

no.

1

1
1
1

1
1

2
i
1
1

1

1
1
1
1

Tooth-chisel
Tooth-forceps, large
Tooth-forceps, small

no.;

Tooth-rasps
Tradieotomy-tube. self-retaining

no.l

1

no.
no.
no.

1

Treplnne...."

Urinometer

no.
no.

1

1

1

24
12

I

24

B
12
12

8
40

10
16
16
10

12
20

no

CO

34
1'3

2

2i

U

2'i

4"

12
3
12

a

6

20
4
16

'

4
10
30

8
30
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lower to the upper tang. The barrel is screwed
into the forward part of the receiver in the usual
way. The magazme attached to the underside of
the barrel, and is capable of holding 11 cartridges

The tables are ample and sufficieutly varied for
ordinary practice, but in ortler to ])rovide for the
necessities of epidemics. and to iiidulj^e.as far as practicable, individual preference and training, a special
requisition for articles not ontlie Supply Table, with
an explanation of the nature of tlie emergency or
case rendering it necessary, may be forwarded totlie
Quartermaster General for his action. The panniers
should. Hive those in use by tlie Medical Dejiartment,
l)e so arrangt'd as to contain only articles that are on
tlie Supply Table.
They should contain tlie articles
of medicines in quantities allowed for one hundred
liorses in field service foi*three months, and a pocket-case,ball-forceps, cork-screw, 6-oz. graduate glass,
prescription scales, two spatulas and IG-ounce sySee llcrxe Mtdirines.
rinne.
VETERINARY SURGEON.— An officer of a cavalry
regiment, or in the artillery, who is charged with
the supervision of the horses, and with their cure, if
in need of medical aid. In tlie pjUglisli Army. a Veterinary Surgeon is required to produce proper testimonials of qualitieation. and to pass aue-\amination.
On appointment, he receives 10s a day, and ranks as
Lieutenant.
By service, his pay rises to i'l. 3s. a
day. and his relative rank to tiiat of Major. After 3.5

to end. The line of cartridges is pressed toward
the opening of the receiver bj' a light spiral spring
which terminates in a cap. /( t.
This spring is
known as the magazine feeding-spring. Tlie cartriges are transferred from the magazine to the chamber of the barrel by the combined action of the
carrier-block, Z, and the breech-bolt which operates
it through the agency of the bent lever [livoted on
the part, z «.
As the breech-bolt is withdrawn the
carrier-block rises in its vertical cut in the receiver,
II, with the cartridge in it. when the breech-bolt is
pressed forward the cartridge is ])uslied into the
chamber and the carrier-lilock falls back to its first
position ready to receive another cartridge from the
magazine. The bod}' of the breech-bolt is a steel
tube. C.
Into the central hole of this tube is inserted the firing-pin, a h.
The point of the firing-pin
rests in the crotcli of the firing-pin fork. « g. which
is inserted into a horizontal slot of the body of the
breech-bolt.
The prongs of this fork lie in two
grooves on opposite sides of the solid head of the
breech-bolt, c k, c k. The object of the two prongs
is to strike in two places the fulminate of the cartridge, which lies in the rim of the head. The firing-

end

becomes entitled to retire on his
half-pay.
In the United States Service, there is one Veterinary Surgeon allowed to each of the regiments of cavalry
and the 7th, 8th, 9th, and lOtli regiments of
cavalry have an additional Veterinary Surgeon. These
surgeons are recognized as civilians. Appointments
us Veterinarj' Surgeons are confined to the graduates
of established and reputable Veterinary Schools or
Colleges.
Thev are appointed by the Secretary of
War, in numbers not to exceed the legal establisliment, and only on recommendation from the Commanding Officer of the regiment, supported by the
requisite proofs of learning and skill, and by approval of intermediate Commanders. The visits of inspection and instruction by the Veterinary Suriieous are
made under the direction of the Coiiimanding Generals of Departments and Divisions.
years' service, lie

pin,

is

impelled

b}'

a

spiral

mainspring,

which

presses against the grooves of the wings ^.y/. These
parts are covered by the lock-case,
g. which is
secured in place by the flange of the lock-nut,
«,
by being screwed to the end of the breech-bolt.
h, when it
projects
The point of the firing-pin.
from the lock-nut, shows that tlit firing-pin is at
full cock.
Full and half-cock notches are attached
The sear-spring
to the lower wing of the firing-pin.
and its screw are shown at, » if, and the trigger is
shown at, d r.
!N, envelopes tlie
short sleeve,
body of the breech-bolt. To this sleeve are attached
the "handle of the breech-bolt, hg, and the two locking wings. /^./ J. The former is used to work tlie
breech-bolt, while the latter are employed to lock it
Veterinary Surgeon from time to time visits all into corresponding grooves in the receiver, ready
the companies of the regiment to which I.e belongs: for firing. Tlie forward end of the sleeve. N, abuts
instructs the Farriers and enlisted men in the proper against the collar.
a. which is solidly united to
and humane care of the horse, in order to the pre- the body of the breech-bolt. The abutting shoulder
vention and treatment of diseases; especially to teach of this collar is of .slisht helical form to secure the
the anatomy an<l pathology of the foot.
lie illus- tight fit of the locking-wings against the shoulders
trates his instru'-tions bj- dissections and specimens, of their corresponding ^jrooves in the receiver.
to show the nature and uses of all parlsof the horse's The upper surface of tlie body of the breech-boll
foot and he also teaches the principles ami practice has a groove into wliich fits" the cartridge-shell
of horseshoeing.
retracto"r. e.
The projecting part of the extractor
Veterinary Surgeons and Farriers are encourased fits into the groove. I n. of the receiver at the same
to make and preserve collections of specimens ob- time a cross-key serves as a stop to keep the brecclitained from ;)'«< mortem e.vaminations. illustrating bolt from being" witlulrawn from the receiver. The
the anatomy and pathology of the horse, in order to other end of the extractor acts as a stop for the
popularize and disseminate a knowledge of those im- rotary motion of the sleeve. X.
The extractor is
portant subjects in tlie -Vrniy.
held in place by a hook which passes under the
In order to encourage thoroughness and system in cross-])in.
In the groove on the under side of the
the study and treatment of the diseases of tlie horse. breeck-bolt works Vlie point of the small arm. v a. of
as well as to furnish information reitarding the man- the crooked feed-lever. The long arm z It. of this
agement of the Veterinary Department of'tlie .Vrmy. feed-lever works in a horizontal groove in the cara monthly report of sick "and wounded for each com- rier-block Z. and raises it and depresses it when the
pany and battery, similar to that adupted by the forward or rear end of groove strikes against, t a.
Medical Department, is forwardi'd by VeterinaiV
The cut in the end of' the barrel is for the hookSurgeons anil Company Farriers, through the Coiii- end of the extractor to work in. The projection,
pany and Post Commanders, to the tiuartermaster K. serves as a stop to prevent the feed-spring cup
General.
from passinsr lievond the magazine-tube. A niovVETTERLIN RIFLE.—The Vetterlin repeating-rifle able piece, attached to the left side of the receiver
of the Swiss Service is a Swiss invention, the distin- by means of a screw, is employed to cut off the
guishing peculiarity of which is the union of a car- cartridges in the magazine from the carrier-block
tridge magazine with a sliding-bolt breech system. when the piece is to be used as a single breechThe drawing very clearly shows the system with the loader, in which event the cartridge is inserted into
breech closed, as seen from the right "side. Tiie let- the carrier-block from an oblong iiole on the right
ter, H, represents the receiver or th<' frame to which
This hole is covered w hen not
side of the receiver.
all the remaining parts are attached.
The rear of in use by a swinsing piece. The empty shell, after
the receiver terminates in two tansrs. top and bot- firing, is drawn back by the extractor attached to
tom, between which the point of the butt-stock, II the breech-bolt, and thrown out clearof the receiver
S. is inserted and held by a screw passing' from the bv the u)iward motion of the carrier-block, the
:
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upon piers. A very peculiar cxainjik' is that over the
is minii- of siiitahlc shape
The piers are all
purpose. A slidiiiji-piece called llie ilust- Molne, near Nantes In France.
rover, serves to keep ilust out of the workinir parts perforated by a pointed arch, which insersects the
of tlie piece when not used.
The oartridire-case main cylindrical arches, and forms a groined roof,
is drawn out of slieet-copper, and the prinun;: of similar to that of a (lothic cathedral.
This viailuct
liie fulminate is carried in the riiu of the head. consists of 1.1 arche.s. and is IS+s ft. in length and is
upper portion of wliU-h

for

lliu

The

followini:

are

the principal rliiuensions and

all built

of line irninltc.

-See Tuiiiulinq.

VICE PRESIDENT. An ollicer of the U. S. Govweights of the Vetterliu rille:— ('alil)er. 0.41 iiuli:
nuinher of grooves, 4 the depth of grooves. O.llltsii cnuueiil. «hii>e olllcuil function consists in presidinch: the width of grooves. I*. 1)177 inch: twisl of ing over the Senate, where he can vote oidy in case
grooves. 'Hi Inches: length of barrel. 3;!.14 IikIics: of a tie, and who succeeds to the jjresidcncy upon a
lie is elected with and
the length of arm without the hajonet. .'51. IH inches; vacancy In the latter ollice.
and If there has
the length of arm with liavouet. 70. ON Inches; weight in the same way as tlu' President
no
election
of
Vice-President
without
liayonel.
10.14
pounds;
weight
of
been
a
by the Klectors,
of the arm
weight of a nuijority vote in the Senate, if there be a qnornm
the arm with the bavonet. \\M |ioiinds
powder-charge. liO grains. Xo. 4 Swiss;; weight of of two-thinls present, will elect him. In the absence
iudht. 31") grains; weight of cartridge complete. of such a majority he Is eleited from the two candi470 grains; weight of the rlHi' with the maL'a/.ine dates re<elvlng the lar;;esl senatorial vote.
VICEROY.- .V title popularly given to any ollicer
Iillc(t. 12.12 pouiids; the initial vel<i<-ity Is 1.341 feel.
The anirlo of siirht ulven in minutes, for dllTerenI who is delegated by a Soveriegn to exercise regal aurani'cs from lOOto 1.000 meters is as follows;- 100; thority in his imnu- in a Dependency, as the Lord
2007300, toil. .">o((, (ioo. 700, 800, Oon. 1IX)0, meters; Lieutenant of Ireland— who, however. Is never ollir>1.4(>. cially so styleil.
It was the proper oHicial designaI2.ir,. 2r).NG, 41.1"). .-)8.1(!. 77.13. iW.lC.
;

;

;

(

—

147.20, 17.").fl0. 20fl.'.t0. minutes.
Extensive experi- Mion of the Governors of Naples, l^pnin. and Peru,
ments were made in Bavaria in the spring of 1872 under the old Spanish Monarchy. See Khidlve.
by a Military Commission in order to compare the
VICTORIA CROSS. Tin- pccii'liarities of this decorapidity of tire of the Swiss Vetlerlin repeat ing-rifle ration, wliicli w;i> instlluted on the lerminallon of
and the Bavarian Werder rllle. which is a single the Crinu'an c;impalgn of IS.lti. are. that It m.'iy be
j

\

breech-loader.
load tlie
It reipiircd 30 seconds to
Vetlerlin rille, pulling 11 cartridges In the magazine
chamber,
10
seconds
and In the
and
to discharge
the 12 shots.
As a single breech-loader, the same
arm was discharged 12 shots per nnnute. In the
hanils of e.Tpcrienced soldiers the rapidity of the
Vetlerlin and Werder rifles, both as single breechloaders, was as IG to 18 shots in one minute.
See

I

granted to a soldier of ;iny rank. ;uid for a single act
The Cross of the Legion of Honor, as was

of valor.

1

SntHll-nrnis.

VEUGLAIRE. -An

earlj' form of cannon in which
barrel were formed of separate
It followed the homhnrde
l)icccs.
(a can open at
both ends when first made) although a few ])ieccs
now existing would indicate that it was of earlier
origin and date of manufact;ire.
VIADUCT. A structure for conveying a roadway
across a valley or low level, being so called in distinction from an nqiuduH, which is an erection of the
same description for the conveyance of water over a
hollow. It is in every respect similar to an extended bridge. The great extension of railways within
recent years has rendered the use of viaducts much
more common than formerly. These are of every
kind of construction of wood, iron, stone, and
brick work. .V railway cnbankment is also a species of viaduct
but the term Is limited to those
structures which are more or less opeu. and rest

the

chamber and

—

—

—

Victoria Crots.

—

felt

during the Crimean campaign, served a purpose
French Army which was served by none of

in the

;

i

the decora! ions. and it was in imitation of it that the
Victoria Cross was founded with the inscription,

VICTOEY.

commanded by high ground within cannon range,
which may be occupied by the enemy, their vahieas

w!iic'!i can be given to none but
pei-formed.iu presence of the enemy,
some signal act of valor or devotion to tlieir country.
The general distribution of the crosses earned in the
Crimean war took [jlace in Ilyde Park on the 2tith
June. iy.5T. Tlie recipients were 02 in number. The
Victiiria cro.^s is in the form of a .Alallese cross, and
is madi- of bronze. In the center is the royal crown,
surmounted b3- the lion, and below, on a scroll, the
words, -'For Valor." The ribbon is blue for the navy, and red for the army. On the clasp are two
branches of laurel, and from it the cro.ss hangs, supported by the initial "V." The decoration is accompanie l>v a iieusion of ilO a vcar.
VICTORY.— The overthrow or defeat of an enemy:
success in cimtest. In Honian niylliology. Victory
is described as a goddess, called Varro.the daughter
of heaven and earUi. Iler altar was preserved in the
Curia, or Senate House, of Home; and its destructi<m was the subject of one of the latest contests between Christians and Pagans,
VICTUALS. Food or sustenance allowed to the
troops, under certain regulations,whether they are on
shore or embarked in transports. The Articles of
War provide that whosoever relieves the enemj- with
money, victuals, or anuiiuuition, or knowingly harbors or protects an enemy, shall suffer death, or such
other punishment as a Court-JIartiat may direct. See

"For Valor." and

those

who have

an accessory means of defense is also greatly reduced.
Villages have at all times played a verj' important
poin' inl)attles.

and

Katioii.

of small-arms, and stores
At the Government establishments of
Intield and Birmingham, there is a staff of viewers
for the jjurpose of examining small-arms after they
have been manufactured.
In the Hoyal Gim Factory, at Woolwich, there are also viewers whose duties are to examine every article during the different
stages of the manufacture of a gun. to ascertain that
the gun is manufactured properly, and to the correct
dimensions. All work not strictly done in accordancs with tiie working drawing is brought by the

:

notice of the Superintendent.
reconnaissance of a forti-

about it. as hills, valleys, rivers, marshes, woods,
tied town, its situation, and the nature of the country he<iges. etc.: taken in order to judge of the most
convenient place for opening the trenches, and carrying out the approaches to tind out jmiper pla<es
for eiuamping the army, and for the park of artil;

VIGILANCE.

—

Watchfidness. care, or circumspecGeneral in command ot an armj- should
possess all these qualities, and be ever on the qui
the to guard against surprise. Previous training,
such as constant service in the lield and through the

A

of the ac-

;

VIEW OF A PLACE.— A

tion.

is full

:

fenerally.

lery.

war

A

VIEWEE, — An examiner

tlie

history of

struction in 1809. The neglect of the vilhiges in front
of Leipsic. undoubtedly helped to bring about the
great defeat he sustained there. In more recent wars
the struggles round the villages of Solfcrino, Woertli,
Vionville. may be quoted.
The whole village, or such portion of it as may be
deemed advantageous, must be iised as the reduit or
redoubt, and must be loop-holed and put in defense.
The streets being barrica<led. traverses, etc.. made.
But while doing this, arrangements must be made for
placing the tirst or shooting line outside the village.
village is usually surrounded more or less with enclosures, suchas hedges, walls and fenc:s: when the.se
can be taken advantage of. they should be used, and
an enceinte formed round the villages by their use
combined with that of shelter-trenches in the selection of fences for this purpose, and in the construction of shelter-trenches, care should be taken to place
them sufficientlj- far from the houses oi the village t.->
prevent the troops lining them being struck by splinters.
A distance of forty yards will suffi<e for this.
But it is also desirable that when the defenses forming the outer line are carried, the defenders should be
able to tire into it from the houses, consequently it
will be better to place the outer line at one hundred
and tifty or two hundred yards from the houses if
such an arrangement does not give too great an extension to the front
if such be found to be the cabe,
the distance between the outer and inner lines may
be reduced one-half. The form which the outer line
takes must always be an irregular one. If possible,
a closed redoubt, even of the weakest iirolile, should
be placed at the angles. Artillery may be placed iu
these redoubts, but it is much better in most cases not
to do so. but to put the guns under epaulments iu
rear of the village in such places as will enable them
to flank it and cross tire in front.
In the defense of
villages and woods, mitrailleuses will be of great advantage, their lightness enabling them to be readily
moved by baud from place to place, ami the verjefticacious lire they give over a linuled area renders
them suitable for such purposes. It has always been
laid down as a rule that obstacleswhich detain an enemy under tire are of importance. But obstacles for
sucli a purpose are very apt to give an attacker slielter where he may estaljlish himself, and shoidd be
very carefully considered before being ust-d. Ihe
most dangerous and dilticult groimd for troops !oa<lvance over is imdoubtedy a gentle slope completely
seen and perfectly open, an<l in placing a village in a
state of defense, the more open the ground is, in fronl
and to the flanks, the better. X\l obstacles may be
viewed as opposing the enemy's advance, hampering
the defenders if they take the offensive, anil furnishing cover to the attackers. The position of obstacles
must therefore be carefully considered jjerluijis the
most eflicacious kind of obstacle is a wire entanglen\ent. as it affords no shelter and is not atTect( d by

—

Dietnri/. F'lod.

The

counts of sanguinary struggles for the possession of
villages.
The villages of Aspem and KssHng. with
the trench connecting them, saved Napoleon from de-

I

viewer to

VILLAGES.

oGT

different stages of his career, will conduce ratich to
give an officer in command that vigilance necessary
to be possessed by the leader of a force.
VIGNE.— In ancient times: a shed, or gallery with
a roof and sides, made of double hurdles. IH or 20
feel long, and 7 or 8 feet wide, upon wheels. Vignes
were used to establish a covere<l communication between the towers, testudos. etc.. of the besiegers.
VIKING.
name given to the piraticar^orthnien who infested the coasts of the British Islands
and of France in the 8th. iltli, and Utth centuries.
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This word is (juite unconnected with " King," being
derived from the Scandinavian rH-. a bay: and this artillery tire. But a wire entanglement completely
class of marauders were so called because their ships forbids the action of cavalry a few nu'n armeil with
put off, not like the King's ships, from the lawful breech-loaders, and surrounded by wire, would be
:

harbor, but from the bay.
perfectly safe from a cavalry attack.
VILLAGES. Farm houses, villages, or walled enIn examining a village prior to puttinc It in a
closures, when within the limits of a position taken stale of defense, the following points should be chiefup by an army, can be made strong suljuncts to it, ly considered: <i. The nature of the ground round the
owing to the ease with which they can be converted village, the amount of cover offered to an attack. tlie
into strong posts, and the short time required for this nature of the fences, and whetiier suitable for depurpose. Their importance will, however, depend fensive purposes or not. A. The line to form the outupon the materials of which they are constructed. er enceinte should be carefully examined, and such
hen of wood, they will not be well adaptedfor de- walls, hedges or fences, as may be available for formfense, because they can readily be tired
those built ing a portion of the line, should be selected, and the
of stone, with stone enclosures, are the best. When placcs'where shelter-trenches or earthworks are re-
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be niarki'd. c The lioiisos forming; I lie
inner cnifinlc sliiniUi In- si-lt-clcd, those witli timber
oiit-biiililiniis boins; avoided if lie woodw<)rl< eiinnot
be i>ulled down. The roads leadiui; tlironirbthe villai;e should be examined, the places for barricades
selected, and fresh opening's and passas;es made where
reiiuisite.
It is essential that these points should be
quickly determined on. There are two errors which
ottieers are apt to fall into under su<li circumstances;
one acting hastily and undertakin;: too much work
for the time anil means at their dispo.sal. the other
Ihinkinir too Ions: of what tluy are vcoini; to do. The
outer line should be begun tirsi, and so soon as it is
in a fair way of beins; eonrpleted in time, men may
be set to work on the other |)ortions.
If the village is held as a tliUu-heil post it should be
carefully surrounded, and everi'thiiig done to make
it as secure as possible, for the troops pijiced in it
have, in such a case, nothinjr but their own exertion
I'l de|>end upon.
When held as an iidvaiuvil \ms\.,
the village L'ets support from the jreneral line of battle, and shoidil be made as stroiii; as possible on three
sides, but on the side nearest tiie ilefender's position
.should be open, haviniia line of shelter-trench, about
two hundred and lifty yards in rear of it, with epaulmeiits for artillery, so that the enemy, when the villasre is captured, will not be able to use it as a pnint
tr^i/i/iir' for further .operations. Such a line of sheltertrench in rear of the villaj^e will elTectually prevent
the allaikers tiank attack (which he is sure to make)
from i.'etlin'4 into the rear of the villaire, and will
further cover the retreat of the triio])s engaged in its
defense. Any defensive work may be carried by surprise, or by some accident, such as thick weather,
which etiables the attackers t(> come close up: but
the nionicnl it is captured is rdways the wry best
lime lor drivini: r>ui the intruders, before they have
inie to !xcl into order: hence the irarrison of idl works,
^reat or small, should have a reserve ready to act rapidly.
In defendini: i vdlaije the phice* where supports are to be placed should be cari'fidly selected,
they will be safer when placed in sniiill bodies clear
of the villasie. and inunedi:ilily behinil the troops
they art to support. Whin tinu' is available it will
b" judi<ious to cover them by shelter- triiiches. AlIhouirli the houses coniposinir the vilhijie should be
lonpholed. troops should not be ]iwt into them until
the last moiueiil, the men to occupy the dill'erent
places shoidd be carefully told olT, and when the attack ;j;els suHiiiently near, they should be taken into the villai;e in small mimbers, and (-irefully posted
For this pur|)ose a rouirli
in tile houses by officers.
sketch of the villai;e should be prepiiied, and the position of the dilTerent bodies iiil<-nde(l to hold it
should be noleil. At this slasre of the attack the as-sailant's artillery will jirobably have inoderaled its
lire, being partially masked by its own infantry, and
lience the men, wiio .should previously have been as
iHiiri-il sliDiilil

I

I

much

as possible under shelter, will

ami in good heart.
So soon as the main body
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come up

fresh

of the troops eniraged in
the defense of the village .ire taken into the village,
their place ii: the rear should be supplied by troops
from the second line, who should Hue the sheltertrench in rear of the village, and throw forward a
strong line of skirmishers between the trench and the
village.
Feeding the tight in this manner invariably
lielps the defenders, who are much less likely to be
ill luorali/.ed. when they know fnsh troops have come
up to support them from the rear. It obtains thus
for the defense, a part of the advantage which the offensive always possesses, namely, the moral effect of
a forward movement, and preserves the .same 17' /(»•;•.
'il distribution of troops, both for attack and defense,
important as villages are, too much value must not be
assigned to them. And here, as everywhere, a recurrence to tirst principles is of imporl;ince. Fortification is the art of enabling a small body of men to
resist a large force.
If the forlitication or villacre re(I'lires more men to defend it than would be assigned

open ground, il really does more
harm than good. Shutting up too many men in a village is a great error. The object of holding a village
to a similar front of

is

Isl. To deny the <-overs
oflers to the
To make a certain point secure, and thus
nun. who otherwise would be employed at

twofold.

enemy.

it

2d.

liliirali-

that point as defenders, for oirensive action.
This
latter is the true ])rinciple on which all Held fortilication should be carried out.
If too many men are placed in a village, and the
general line of battle is forced, the men garrisoning
the village can do little or nothing to restore tlu' l:ittle.and if the second line and reserve fail to drive he
enemy back it is likely that the defenders of the village will be captured, lilcniieim alTords an example
of this.
The French (h lu lal T:illard placed a birge
force of infantry in the village, situated in a loop of
the Danube: when -Marlborough forced the French
line, the infantry in lilenlieim were comiilclely cut
oil', and hail to surrender.
Field forlifiealioji <an
never be a panacea for weakness. And it never oui:lit
to beviewed otherwisethan in its tactical relation to
the general action of the Iroops fighting.
By judiI

it becomes an important and valuThe true key to all such ipuslioiis
found by keeping steadily in view that the

ciously using it,
able auxiliary.
is

to be

pamti'

th'feiiKe iif

any

/fxitioii hi/iin (iriiiy ix

ii)i

iih.

When

an inferior force finds itself in presence of a superior, and conii)elleil to fight, il is in danger of having its Hank turned by the extension iImlarger army can alTord lo m:ike.
To obviate this
danger, the army acting on the defensive may. by a
Kiirditi/.

judicious use of villagesand field-works, seek to exlend their line, and coiicentratetlie mass of tlijs force
where il can strike an olTensive blow; the chief use
of fortifications should be to assist thisby sostrengthening a portion of the lim- of battle that it may he
held by a reduicd numbir of men.
The attack of a village is ;i dilficult and generally
a costly operation, and should be atlcm]ited oiil\
when the object justifies the loss. .Many of the hardest fouHhl actions have been those where the attack
and defense of villages formed a prominent feature.
At Ligny twenty I'russian batl:ilions struggled for
the wiiole day against thirly-two French battalions,
and much of the loss both sides sidTered w:is nuinil
the village of l.igny itself. A direct attack upon the
Iroops in a position of this n:iliire will rarely he successful.
Rather seek elevated ground. preferably im
the Hanks, from which a strong artillery fire may b<^
brought to bear: or, direct the attack upon other
points of the enemy's position, which, if carried, will
ciiuse the troo])s occupying the village to abandon il,
or run the risk of being cut olT imd ca|ilured. T hat
the farm and inclosiircs of i,:i Ilayc Sainle. on lln!
lialtle-liild of W:iterloo, formed a strong and important post in the allied posilioii. is made clear by the
great elVorls put forth ;ind the severe losses sustained by the French, in their cllorts to carry them. The
recent Franco-txermaii war olTers many examples of

woods,

being defended, and aduse of by the (;ermans,espi<ially
in the blnckailes of P;iris and .Met/: in every case
the principles on which these jiosls were lielii v re
ideiilieal. viz., the exterior of the wood or village
was held strongly by a thick line of skirmishers, and
an interior trench, or defense of some kind. wat. invariably provided. Thus, if the first line of dcltnsc
was carried, the second helped the reserve in retaking the first: in every case such posts were used nut
as the defense itself, hut as adjuncts to the def< life,
and as means of holding certain iinportaiit poiiilR
while the troops acted Jin the olfensive.
in pri ji.ring defenses of thi'i nature il is essential that the linr
of retreat of the lroo|)s be marked out, so that wl «n
the men fall back they may not interfere with the fire
of those in rear of them; and it is further essenlial
that distinct notices be clearly put up detailing the
names of the various districts into which tliedefenses
are divided, and pointing out the nearest road to
villages,

vantageously

anil posts,

made

i
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those districts. No aiiiouiit of zeal, oourage. devotion, or knowk-dirc compensates for tlie neglect of

such

part out of the said States, punishable in like manner.
VIEETON.— An early bolt furnished with feathers,
on thin pieces of wood or iron, which were arranged
in a curved direction round the shaft. so as to impart
a rotiirv motion to the bolt.

details.

Boiirget, at Paris, is a good example of the attack on villages. Le Bovirget is a village of some length, the gardens of which are surrimndeil by long straight walls six feet in height, intersecting each otlier at right angles. Tliese were prciiareil for defense Ijy looi)-liiiling and lieaj)ing uj)
(artli.and tlie entrance In llie village was barricaih'il.
The attack was luidcrtaken from three sides, viz.,
from Blanc Mesuil, Diigny, and along tlie road between them. The two Hanking columns sent to the

The attack on Le

VIRGIN SYSTEM OF FORTIFICATION.— This
leni ;idvoe;ites the
ly,

j

I

front clouds of skirmishers, wjiich gained grovind at
The
the double, and then threw themselves dovvn.
su])ports and reserves followed these, spread out in
double.
extended order, and also at the
As these latter threw themselves down to rest, the skirmishers
again ran forward, and at the same time bore olT toward the Hanks, When they arrived within range,

'

I

they again threw themselves down, and opened tire
upon tlie enemy. The gaps which occurred from
drawing off toward the tlanks were filled up !>}• extending subdivisions. In like manner tlie Hanks were

prolonged

VISOR.
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l>y single

companies advancing one

after

surrounding of

sy.s-

cities Ijy walls

and constructing small fortresses or

on-

citadi-ls ex-

clusively military.
The enceinte is bastioned with
a triple flank, with terrepleins respectively 2, 14 and
24 feet above the ground, and parapets G feet high.
They are at such a distance apart as not to interfere
with the service of artillery, and they not only defend
the ditch and overlook the enemy's batteries, l>ul also
can direct reverse fire on the lodgment of the bastion of attack, provided its upper flanks have been
leveled ill time.
The b:istions are protected against
ricochet by a bonnet at the salient.
The curtain
forms a re-entering angle. and serves with tlie tenaille
to give a well directed fire on the outworks. The interior defense is admirably organized, by means of
bastioned towers, and a donjon with 24 guns on eacli
face.
The outworks consist of ravelins, counterguards. tenaillous and covered-way .without traverse.
&ee Fortification.
VIBOLE. In Heraldry, the hoops, ring, or mouthpiece of a bugle or hunting-horn,
VISCOUNT.— Originally tlie officer who acted as deputy to the Earl, the Earl being
the King's immediate officer in
his country. When the title. Earl,
originally persou:il, became hereditary, which took place in England under William the C'on({iieror,a deputy had necessarily to be
Viscounfs Coronet, appointed in cases where lie was
a minor, or otherwise incapacitated from discliiirging
the duties of his office. This deputy graiknilly became
a permanent officer, otherwise known as the Sheriff

—

the other, but always in extended order, so that the
concentric attack wliich had moreover as the enemy was approached become denser in character,
kept alwaj's assuming a more enclosing form. Each
of tlie extended bodies of troops took advantage of
whatever cover afforded, in order to rally behind it
and collect together. Thus in front of the north-east
flank a row of dung-heaps had been left upon the
field, which afforded a rallying place for an entire
company, which ojienedfrom beliind these a destructive Hre upon troops who came forward to attack. On
the other flank the bed of the brook Le Moleret afforded a slight protection and was at once turned to
account by a tew formed companies, in order to cover an onset against a counter-attack delivered from wlio.se Latin designation continued to be VicicDiioK.
l)ran<'y The mechanism of the attack consisted prin- The hereditary title of viscount is a degree of nobiliciiially in tlie nipitt i:li(iiige frmn npni tn close on/er ty unconnected with office.
It was first granted in
iiirerHi/ the miM trifling mver inhif'tted of the raUyiiig England to John Beaumont, created a pei'r by the
of II mibdivkion or C'lmjuiny. On tin other luind.eceri/ title of Viscount Beaumont in 1440. A Viscount is
riihancf lycert/pen gntniul took plwe i ii irldely extemltd now the fourth degree of nobility in the United Kingskirininhing lineH, irhich iiiorerf.on like iiiiti. The right dom. His coronet consists of a chased circlet of gold,
wing was left behind: the center had not sufflciently round wliich are ranged an indefinite number of
•<-xtended itself, and had renounced old forms too pciirls, nine of them being most generally shown,
little, and its losses were euornious
Init tlie attack- smaller tli;iii those of a Baron's coronet, and in coning left wing, under Lieutenant Colonel (iraf Wald- tact Willi e;ich other. The mantle is scarlet, and has
Viscount is
cr.<ee, pressing forward in long thin lines, succeeded two doublinirs and a half of ermine.
ill making good an attack of skirmishers up to the
styled •Hiirht Honor;ible": his wife is a Viscountess;
garden walls, in silencing the fire from them, and in his eldest son has no courtesy title of peerage but
breaking into the long village, both from its flanks all of his sons and daughters are commonly styled

—
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rear. Its defenders now gave way. General Biidrilzky was able to enter from the front, and the right
Hank eolunin to reach the rear entrance without very
.M'Vi're loss.
See Strntri/i/.
VINEGAR. An impure form of acetic acid, obtaineil from wine. cider. beer, or other liciuors.b)- acetous
fermentation: also from wood, by distruclive distill-

and

—

Vinegar is used in tlie composition of stars
for signal rockets.
In lr:insport:itioii by w:itcr. vinegar is essential to
tlie eomforl of horses, and should 1k' freely used by
sponging their mouths and noses repe:itedly. and also
Iheir ni;iiigers.
small portion of vinegar dnink
with w;iter supplies the waste of perspinition of men
in the field.
It is better than rum or whiskey; it
:ilion.

A

men who use it avoid the danger of
drinking cold water when heated, and are not fevered :is they arc too apt to be b)' the use of spirit;illays thirst. and

uous

iii|iiors.

VIOLENCE.— Any

oHicer or soldier who shall offer
violence iiir;iinst his superior otficer, being in the
exei-ution of his office, on any pretence whatsoever,
punished by death or otherwise. according to the nature of his oltenci'.
Violence to any (lerson who
brim;s ))rovisi >ii« lo the camp, garrisons, or (piarters
to the forces of the I'liiliit St;ites employed in .my
;iiiy

"Honorable."

VISIERE.— A movable plate, pierced with narrow
openings, ins<'rted between the front rim of the helm
and the

iipjier ]iart of the I'lir'in

fend the
Sec
er.

s|i;ice left ojieii

.

before the

to

fill

f;iee

in

and

ile-

of the wear-

y.'snr.

VIS INERTIAE.— The propensity of a body to remain in its actual condition, whether of motion or
rest, and to resist <lian;re.
VISITING OFFICER.— An officer whose duty il is
to visit the gu:irils. biirracks,
same :ts Orderlv Olfieer.

messes, hospital, etc.

Tlie

VISITING-ROUNDS.— These embrace both

oflieer's

In officer's rounds, theotlicer
guarding is preceded by a drummer carrying a lantern, and followed by a Sergeant ;ind a file of men.
Ordiiiiiry rounds consist of a Sergeant and a file of
men. See <irand Jioundn.
VISOR.— The visor, otherwise called the beauvoir
or beaver is the pari of the helmet of the Uliddle Ages
which protected the face. It was iierforaled to admit light, and movable, so that it could be raised or
According to the riiles esput down at pleasure.
tablislied in the latter Heraldry, the helmet of a
Knight, when placed over his shield of arms, has the
visor up, while that of Esquire has the visor divwn.
;iiid

oruinary rounds.

VIS VIVA.

VIS VIVA.

— Till'

any body

cicd of

rit!

niiilliplicd liy tlir s(|imrc of ils vi-locity

:

muss

is ils

"

work"

or

ilyiminical ilTwl siippusi-s a l)0il_> iiiovcd. ami a resistance ovfrcumc
and cilliiT of (licsc wiliioul llic
olliir is insidliclent to coiislitute work.
'I'lic work
;

j)roilii<cd

cerlain

by a pressure

space

is

in</vinir

ii

Imdy

lbroii;;li

a

product arisiuj;
by the space throu!;ii

dcliiied to be llic

from mulliplyiiii; tlie iiressuri;
which this i)ressure acts.
Tlie vis viva of a body in motion is tlie wliole
mechanical elTect which it will i)rodiice when it is
broiijjht to a state of rest, without repird lo thetime
occupied, and it varies as the weight of the body
'

nudtiplied by the s<(uarc of
chanic.il <lTict or

body

is

its

velocity.

work accumulated

represented by

This

in the
the weii;li! wliicli il

inc.

movhn;
is

capa-

ble of raising one foot hii;h. and is ecpial to the
weiiiht of the movini; liody niuhiplied by thes(iuare
of ils velocity, and dividcil by twice the force of
irravitv or,

37
if

1(15

X
2

14T0

X

X

1470,

:i2.1i)0K

which is ecpial to .'),.'):iii,l)40 lbs. oi 'ilVi
That is to say, the force stored up in
capable of

more c:ipable of beini; vitrified have
been brought from a dislance. Dr. I'etrie has noted
one vitrified fort in the county of Cavan, and fourin
the county of Londomlerry, anil he conjectures that
Ihey belonged li> the Irish I'iiis. A single instance,
that of the "Camp of IVran " in llritlany. occurs in
France. In this case, only the central porlion. or
core, of the w;dl is vitrified, ami in il :i Unman ronf.
ingtile was found, by .M. Lukis.lirmly attached to llie
melted stone, A number of the hill-forls of lloliemia have also been foiinil to be constructed willi
a core of vilriliiMlslones occupying the center of the
walls.
Dr. Fodisrh attributes them to the bronze
tion, stones

aire an<l to a Cellic ra<i'. More delailed desiripliuns
of these Irish, Union and lioliemian i\amplc>. how.
eviT, are necessary to enable us to pronounce de.
finitely as to thiir identity with those of Scotland.
But there seems to be little doubt that the vitrification in them all was the work of design, though

produced,

Wr—

a shot of Km lbs. weiixhl be movinir with a
velocity of 1 170 feet per second, the work accumulated in il will bi' represented by

Thus,

VOLEE.
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lii'lini;

Ion-.
this shot is
the wciirht of 2472 tons one foot

VITRIFIED FORTS.— The name given

to certain remarkable sloni- iiiclosures bearins; traces of the action of tire, aljout lifly of which e.\isl in the various
They are generally situated on a
parts of Scotlaml.
small hill, overlooking u considcTable valley, and
consist of a wall, which may have originally been
about 12 feet in height, inclosing a level area on the
summit of the hill. The most remarkable feature of
these structures is, that the wall is nhvays more or
less consiilidated by the action of lire- in some cases
only to the extent of giving a glassy <-oaling to its
inner side, while in other instances the vitritic.-ition

may

be,

by

ilitT<'rent

methods, and w

ith

I

mcnl.who

and ollur comforts, ministers

sells spirits

to the sick, inarches with the Corp-, and co ilrives
to be a universal favorite.
Althoiigli the familiar
friend to all. these
contrive to niaiiitain them-

women

selves respectable, and geneniUy respected: and u
Corps is usually extremely jealous of the slightest di--

courlesy shown to its Vivandiere. The woman wears
the uniiorm of the regiment, short petticoats rei)la(ing

hiirli.

il

strmlur.'d iiitcniions. not (|uite the same.
VIVANDIERE. In I'c.nliiienlal .Vrmies, and especially bat of Frame, a fi'iuale altemlant in a regi-

llie

mail's lunic.

VOIDED.

Ill

Heraldry, a term

nary when

apjilieil to

an ordi

ils central area is re::iove(l, so that the
seen through it, and little but a mere outline
has ben more complete, the ruins assuming the (•mains, as in the exanqile No, 1- Azure, a saltire
character of vast masses of coarse glass. Siruclurcs voided argent. When the ordinary has its outer
of this kind arc to be found at Noalh and Dnnui- <'dge formed of any of the lines of |iarlilion other
(h'cr. in Aberdeenshire: Craig Phadrick, Tordunand lh:in daiiceltc, wavy, or nebuly.tlie voiding is neverKiiocUfarril, in Hoss- theless plain, as in Xo. 2- .Vzurc. ;i chevriju engrailUli-never. in JnveriM'ss-shire
.\n ordinary voided and couped difshire: Creich, in Sutherlandshire: Dunskeig. in Ar- ed voided or.
gyleshire: Finhuvcn, in Korfarshirc: and elsewhere, fers from an ordinary couped and voideil.in so far as
but ])riniipal!y in the northern countries. They the former is open at the extreniilics. and the latter
were tirst noticed by Mr. John Williams, in his .!<- enclosed. One ordinary may sometimes be voided
r^mnt'if »ome lieiiuirkiihte Awieiit liuinn lately (lis- in the form of another, as a cross voided per pale in
nirrrnl In the lliijhhindu mill ynrtlii ni I'nrtx nf Si'nt- the example Xo.
/aiiil. published in 1777.
Mr. AVilliains' observation
VOIDER.- In Heraldry, that one of tin' ordinaries
led him to conclude that they were arliticial struc- whose figure is very much like thai of the llanch or
tures intcnlion.ally vilrilicd bya|)arlial melting of tlasi|uc.
iliis sysVOIGT SYSTEM OF FORTIFICATION.
their materials. .Mr. Williams' views were combated
by other writers, wlm conleiuled that the suppo.sed tem ailopts the tenaille with easemaled redoubts in
a second enceinte is formed
fort.s were of volcanic origin, a supposition quite ir- the re-entering angles
reconcilable with their obviously arliticial character. of detached counterguards. In the capital of the reTIk^ latier served
In 182M the subject engage(l the attention of the so- doubts are ravelins and tenaiUes.
ciety of antiquaries of Scotland, a series of careful Carnot as models.
observatians being made by Dr. Samucd Ilibberl. one
VOIRE DIRE. In English law. when a w ilness is
of the Secretaries of that body: and the conclusion supposed III be liable to objection for incompetency
arrived at was, that while the slnictures were arti- or otherwise, lu is first sworn, not in the cause, but
ficial, the vitrification was an accidental effect, which (m the Ti>ire riiiv, that is, to answer <iuestions relatmight have arisen from such causes as the frequent ing to his incompetency and if it is apparent that
kindling of beacon tires as signals of war and inva- he is incompetent, he is discharged without further
sion, or of bonfires forming a part of festive or relig- examination.
VOLANT.—1. In Heraldry, flying. A bird volant
ious rejoicings. The alkali i)roduc<(l from the accumulation of the ashes of contimially blazing wood- is represented fiying bendways toward the de.xter
firi's would be a iiowcrful iiid In the fusion of stone.
side of the shield: and ils position may be distinThe view originally takin by Mr. Williams has since guished from that of a bird rising, by the legs being
been supported by Dr. .lohri M'C'ullooh, who argues drawn up toward the body. 2. A piece of steel on a
thai iUv character of the works shows them to iiave helmet, presenting an acute angle to the front.
!•: loading the great bombards, it was
VOLE£.
been designed for tiefensive military posts, and observes, that in simie cases where the most accessible necessary to charge the chatnber. ii pieces distinct
materials for a stone-fort are incapable of vitriflca from the body of the cannon, and -ep:irated from It

field is

:

'•).

:

:

—
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VOLKEK SYSTEM OF FORTIFICATION.
Then

l)y llic ciiUe.

In the

body

the loaded chiimber

of the ciitmon

and adjusted
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VOLKER SYSTEM OF FORTIFICATION.
liiM nf
(liii,

till'

lri]ilc-

Diitcli

Hanks and the

]irn|iiises

This sys-

a very large rav-

faiisse-braie.

The

VOLLEY.
licr

School

brouglit

it.

.simultaneous discharge of a nuniof siiiall-arnis. The same operation from cannon

is ciijli-d

a salvo.

VOLTIGEURS.

—

Picked compauies of irregular rifleFrench regiments. They are selected for
courage, great activity, and small stature. It istlieir

men

in the

privilege

III

lead the attack.

VOLUNTEERS.— Militia
Union.

It is

e.\ists in every State of the
a rcgidar, unpaid force, composed gen-

men engaged

such private business opertheir being employed
except in their immediate vicinage. But incases of
riot, or the defense of their own tiresides, town or
city, experience has shown it to be a most reliable
organization. There is, however, another class of
troops, also called volunteers, which have from time
lo time been raised by Congress for temporary purposes.
Such troops are properly United States and
erally of

ations as

in

must always prevent

not State troops. The manner in which their officers
are to be appointed is therefore always designated by
^^ongress.
The statistics of the Mexican war published by Congress furnish the following startlmg
tacts

Reoulab Abut.

VOLUNTEEES.

VOLUNTEERS.

AggregiiU of the Regulars and VotunUeni
tSerrii-f, iiiul tlif ('n»\inltie» infiilent to

VOLUNTEERS.
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eiii]^'>!fed

(luring the

each dincriptiun «/ Force.

Mexican

W'ur. irith their

trmtgi

iliirat^i»t

ij

VOBANT.

comprises artillery (liorses and
and cavalry. The orii^in of the volunteers dates from 1793-4, when they were' first enrolled in consequence of a threatened invasion from
France. Between 1798 and 1804. this force numbered
410,000, of which 70,000 were Irish. After this date,
as the immediate danjrer ceased, the force gradually
Ktill

WADS.
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called

artillcn,', it

tield-batteries)

place of the person from whom it is procured, the
date and manner of purchase, etc. When the vouchers are for services rendered, and in like cases, they
state the nature and period of the service, rate of pay
per day or month, etc.
The following is the form of a voucher used in
transferring funds
:

diminished. The volunteer force as now established
arose in 1858, thoutrli a few corjjs were raised previ- this
ously.
In 1859, 150,000 men organized lliemselves
In the following the sum of
into volunteer corps of riflemen.
year, the Government gave this national movement
assistance by appointing paid Adjutants anil Drill
Instructors, and by the establislunent of a Start' of
Inspectors, under the control of an Inspector General
of Volunteers (now of auxiliary forces). The reguhitiiiTis appertaining to this force are contained in the

and

subsequently modified in 18(18
Regulation of Forces Act of 1871.
Volunteers are localized by corps, so many being attached to each brigade forming subdistricts of the
army. According to the regulations, when sixty men
can be got together, a company may be formed,
which is entitled to a Captain and two Subaltern Offirers.
If si.x companies can be raised, they constituli' a battalion, for which the Government provides
an Adjutant. This officer, if not commissioned as
Captain in the regular army, is granted the temporary rank of Captain. When there are a number of
detached companies in a di.strict, they are grouped
See Militia.
into an administrative battalion.
VOEANT. In Heraldry, a term applied to an animal represented as swallowing another; as, sable, a
vorant a fish proper.
dolphin naiant
VOUCHER. A paper or document which serves to
vouch the truth of aecoimts, or to confirm and esIn the United States serlablisli facts .jf any kind.

For
For
For
For
For
For
For

Volunteer Acts of

and

1869,

and

18(53,

in the

—

:

—

vice original voucliers must accompany the accounts. Duplicates cannot be admitted, unless accompanied by satisfactorj' evidence of the loss or destruction of the originals, or that their retention is
indispensable to the performance of duty by an ofIn case of lost vouchers,
ficer acting under orders.
parole testimony, or the affidavit of the disbursing
officer, cannot be accepted by the accoutitiug officers
as equivalent to the vouchers necessary to the proper
settlement of an account. When originals cannot
be furnished, copies duly certified as true by a disinterested officer may be accepted.
If no other officer than the payor or payee is at the |iost when pay-

ment

made, both must

certify to that fact, and
also to the correctness of the cop}-.
Vouchers for
disbursement of money specify the ipiantity and
price of each article bought, the name and businessis

I

am

at
daj' of

18
,
S. A..
dollars

Quartermaster

I'.

cents. Quartermaster's funds, for which
accountable to the Treasury of the Cniled

States, viz.:

For regular supplies
fiscal

— appropriation

for..

year ending .June 30,188

incidental expenses.

'•

cavalry and artillery horses,
barracks and quarters,
transportation of the army,
clothing and equipage,
stoves,
national cemeteries,

•'
'•
•'

..
..

..

"
"

..

"

..

•'

..

..

Total.

Qua;iermaster
L'. S. -V.
(Signed in duplicate.)
Accounts and vouchers arc as a general rule made
out in duplicate: occasionally in special cases in
The number executed must be distiuctlv
triplicate.
stated ou each copy. One copy is retained in ail
cases for the protection of the officer, one is forwarded to the Chief of the Bureau. See Almtract.
VOUGE. A strong pike or staff having at its extremity a long point. It was carried by the foot soldiers in the Middle Ages.
VOTJLGE. A broad-bladed and long-hafted weapon.
Though rarely met with now,this weapon was
one of the most ancient among the Swiss, and also
much sought after in France during the 15th century,
at which "time there existed a regiment of infantry
called Vi>nlgierii.^\\o were armed with this weapon.
A great many archers also carried them. The name
tiixdge has been improperly given to tlie hnnr-»pear,
the shape of which bears "not the least resemblance
,

—

—

to the voulffc of ancient warfare.

VTILNEDT— A heraldic term, applied to an animal,
animal— as, for example, a human heart,

or part of an

wounded, and with the blood dropping from it. A
pelican in her piety (see PelicasJ is sometimes described as vulning iierself.

w
—

WABBLING. When the axis of the projectile docs
not cornspond with that of the bore of tlie gun. the
the axis of rotation will be variable, and the defiecShould the ;ixis of
tion of the projectile uncertain.
the shot, on leaving the bore, be unsteady, the projectile will have the tcalMiufi motion so freipiently
observed in experimental pnictice.
WADHOOK. An instrument which froms part of
the stores attached to a battery. and used for searching the bores of guns and withdrawing from them
anytliimr that would impede the loading.
WADMILTILTS.— Strong rough woolleiiclolhs.used
principally for covering powder barrels and jirotecting ammunition generally. A barrel of powder wrapjH'd in a wadmiltilt is safe from the exi)losionof two
similar barrels in the open, at a distance of 10 feet,
but it is unsafe when not sowrajjped at 15 feet.

WAD-PUNCH.— The tubular steel punch used for
cutting gun-wads. etc. .V similar punch is used by
harness-makcis and others.
WADS.— Wads are used to prevent the ball from
When nuiking
rolling out in firing at a dejircssion.
wads the hay or junk, after having been picked, is
compressed by being beaten in a small moidd. until
it is then taken
it assumes the reiiuisite dimensions
out, by raising the upper part of the moidd, and
wrapped closely with rope-yarn passed over it in the
ilirection of the axis of the "cylinder, and fastened by
a few turns romul the middle of the wad: after
which it is placed in a larger mould and again beaten
with the mall and drift "the diameter of the wad
when finished is verified by a wooden gunge corresponding to the large gauge of the shot.
Ring-iradit or grommftjTtiTv to be preferred where
:

:

WAFFENROCK.

WAGON.
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the object of a wad is merely to retain the ball in its were of the laboring-class) who serionsly submitted
plare.
Tlioy consist of a riiiir of ropc-yiirn al)out their contention inthe abovr'form before Lor<i Chief.7 inch tliick, willi two pieces of slronj; twine tied Justice Kllen.slmrough and his lirolher Judges of the
across it at riirlil anirles with carli other. The size pirioil. The case is thai of Asliford r. Thornton, and is
of the rinir is tiie full dianietiT of the bore, in order repiirled in Ihe lirst volume of Harinvall iV: Alderson's
that it niav tit li^ht.
These waiN may be attached /t'ljhirtn. p. 4<l."i. As we h;ive staled, the Court dicidwith twine to the straps or to the balls, or they may ed in favor of the validity of Ihe trial, one of tlio
be inserted, like other wails, after tlie ball.
Tliese Judges renuirking that siifbeient had not been stated
wads may be maile of straw formed into rintrsof the to induce their Lordships to refuse the battle, and
proper size and wrapijcd with twine and tied to the anolher more plainly and e(|uivocally observed that
iMll.
the defendant was "entitled to this his Imrfiil ino<le
For Jiriiig /mt-ti/iot, a bay wad, soaked in water, is of trial." Hut Lord Elhnborough jiut the matter
interposed between the powder and shot. The wad more clearly by slating that "the general law of the
is made by twistinsr the hay into a rope, winding the
land is in favor of the wager of battle and it is our
rope into a coil, which is driven into wooden moulds duly to pronounce the law as it is, and not as we
of the proper si/e. To ])reserve the size and form of may wish it to be: whatever prejudices, therefore,
the wad, it is afterward wrap|)ed lightly with rope- may justly exist against this jiiode of trial, slill as it
yarn. See Amiimnition.
is the law" of tlu' land, the Court must i)ronounce
WAFFENROCK.— A sort of loose frock made with- judgment f<ir it," Happily, the pugnacious litigant
out sleevis and worn over the coat of mail.
It
who obtained this judgminl was induced to go no
rea<hiil as far as the knee, and on it were embroid- further, iind th<' above slalule was passed, by which
ered the armorial hearinirs of ils owner.
the shocking ordeal was wholly abolished. In ScotWAGER OF BATTLE.— Tills relic of le^al barbar- land, we believe the matter would have been dilTcrism is happily of ihe things of the past, bavins been enlly disposed of: for the Judges there, followingthe
abolished by Act of Parliament, and misjhl have docirine of the Roman l;iw, Wfiuld have liehl the
been passed over with a brief notice, had it not been proceeding to have been in desuetude and obsolete,
for a circumstance wliieli we shall presently men- and there the mailer would have ended.
Jlr. Hush,
tion, and which allords a curious and slrikiii^ illus- the then Aniericiin Envoy to the IJrilish Court, thus
tration of a principle ])eculiar to the character of justly reiiiiirks on this case in his /t'l.wli iin iil the
English law, as dislinsiuished fnim the legal systems Ciiiih iif LimdiiH (jMililished l.s:{:ii. "To repeal laws
of other countries. The Trial by Battle was a pro. belongs to the Legislature. Courts ex])ound and aj)ceeding by way of ajipeal. and it olilained in civil ply them. Free government is complex and works
and criminal cases, and also in military matters, to slow-ly: tyrannv is simple, and does its work at once.
which, indeed, it was more appropriate. It consist- An absurd law may sleep in free code, because
ed of a personal cond«it between the parties in overlooked; but whilst there, it is the law. It is so,
presence of Ihe Court itself, and it was grounded on I suppose, thai we must reason: and generally, the
the impious idea of an apjjeal to Providence. Ihe ex- reason would be right.
Yet it might have tieen
pectation being, that Heaven would give the victory thought tlial. in a case like this, long disuse added
to the innocent or injured parly.
In civil cases, the to obvious absurdity, would have worked the silent
battle was won by champions" and not t)y the par- repe;il of the law. according to Ihe doctrine of deties themselves; but in criminal cases, llie parlies siielnde under Ihe IJoman code."
fouglit in person, unless the appellor werea wi>man.
WAGNUK.- A weapon employed ior Htriking as
a priest, an infant, or a man of the age of (iO, or a tiger wiili his ilaws. It was invented in Ifi.")!), and
lauw, or blind, all of whom might refuse ihe wag<'r was used by banditsin assassination, the wounds inof battle, an<l compel a trial by jury.
Peers of the flicted by it lesendtling those made by the claws of a
realm also could not be challenged' to wage I)attle, tiger, suspicion was diverU-d from the real authors
on account of their personal dignily, nor, by special of Ihe crime. It was not a jxininrtl, as commonly
charter, couhl the citizens of London, tightiiiL' being supposed.
considered foreign to their education aiid their eniWAGON. -A carriage on four wheels, drawn by
ploymenl. 'Wliether by champions or in jierson. the horses, and used for transport of heavy goods. The
mode of i)roceeding was the same. The a])pellee, following are Ihe princijial wagons in ihe military
or dcfenciant, as he might lie called, threw down his service. the use of which are brielly described as folglove, and declared that he would prove his v'vihx., lows:
AmOiiianre-irngiiii .~V j^L-d for Ihe carriage of
or difend himself willi his body. The aiipellor, or Ihe sick and wounded.
Aiiiiiiuuitiiin-iragini.- In
prosecutor, in accepting Uie challenge, took up the the artillery service. a carriage with limber allachcd,
glove, and replied thallie was ready to make good which accompanies each gun of a movalile battery.
his appeal, body for body; and thercuiion the'par- It contains the larger proportion of the ammunition
ties, holding each other's hands, joined issue before of
the battery. Light tield-balteries have one wagon
the Court in a very solemn an<l formal manner. The to each gun on the peace establishment, and two on
weapons used were batons or slaves an ell lonii, and the war cslablishment. which enables a battery logo
a four-cornered leathern target, an<l the condiatants into action w it ha good supply of anmiiuiit ion per gun.
were obliged to swear that neither of them would Hiihiug-iriiijfiii. A wagon in whifh Ihe bread of the
resort to sorcery or witchcraft.
The bailie lasted troops is kneaded along the line ofm:irch; it carries
till the stars apiieared in the evening, and the
party the necessary dough troughs and baking implements.
who by that time had either killed or got the better I!ii<it-ii^(ig"ii .— \iu\v\w(\ to the pontoon trains, for the
of his opponent, was then considered the successful tninsportion of one boat and a certain portion of
suitor of justice.
In a charge of murder, if the ac- bridijing material. lirmd imd meat -wiigim.— Awagcused was slain, it was tak<n as proof of his iruill. on for hohling and carrying in the Held all such &\\\>and his blood was attainted: and if so far v;ui(|uTslied plies as give the nanu; to this nature of carriage.
as not to be able or willing to tight any lomrcr, he Forgr-irdgiiii
Comjiosi'd of a limlier and carriage;
wiis adjudged guilty, and sentenced to be iianged the limlier is
the iinivers;d liiiiber. but has one long
immediately.
box instead of two. The body of the wagon contains
!?o late as the year 1818, this iiarharous procedure
the bellows and all the other articles necessary to
was solemnly decided by the Court of kind's bendi coniiiletc the forge. One is attached to each battery
to be a valid and a legal mode of trial, which the of arlillerj- two to each mounted troop
of engineers,
king's subjects were free to adopt.
Of course, the and one per cavalry regiment. Oenernl xfitiee-iragon.
principle was, that all laws, no matter how unsuitaFor general use with a siege-train
there arc 4
ble to the times, could be enforced, unless expressly wagons of this nature,
'i without and 2 witli springs.
repealed by Act of Parliament. As a matter of curi- What is known as the G.S.W.mark I.
without springs
osity we may give the names of the parties (they has equirotal wheels, fore and
hind. It carries u
,

—

—

;

—

;

.

.

WAGON MASTER.

spare wheel aud has fittings to transport inlrenc-liing
also, when requireil. it is able to take a tield
tools
forge.
It has a long body covered with waterproof
canvis; il is capable of carrying 1.1 tons: and is tilted
Miner'x inigun. Attachfor siiaft or pole draught.
ed to tlie Engineer branch, to carrj- mining and inBelongs to the Entrenching-tools.
Offifer-itagnii.
gineer branch, and is used as a telegrapli office. It
may l)e used also as an office-wagon. printing-wagon,
I'lntlithographic-wagon, or photographic-wagon.
j'liriii-irngoii.
A wagon used for every description of
heavy stores, etc. Pont/ioH-intqnn. Carries a pontoon and a portion of the bridging material on the
inurcli. R.A. iraqmi.
Fitted to carry a spare wlieel,
intrencliing-lools, carbines, two swords.stores, and a
drag shoe witli cliain: it has certain fittings to enable
it to be used as a forge-wagon,
One wagon is attadied to each batteri-, and is fitted for either single
Intended to carry
or double draught. Rocket-irngmi
Hale's rockets it only differs from the ordinary field
ammunition-wagon in the boxes being made deep
enough to receive 25 rockets each. Niege-wagoji.
A general service-wagon. It is fitted witli movable
Ileary
trays, for the transport of shot and shell.
ding-iragun. This wagon is used in the artillery
service for transporting gvms from 12 to 2:^ tons in
weight. It is similar in construction to the servicewagon, but it is made of African oak scantling of
much larger dimension, and is fitted witli breaks similar to those on the 12-ton sling-wagon, but worked
by levers and eccentrics the perch is fitted with a
differential block and chain
and tlie axletree-arms
are special for the wheels. The 12-ton sling-wagon is
made of wrought-iron. St/fre-iragim. Similar to the
miner's wagon. It has a movable head covered with
canvas. It is issued for carrying stores of all sorts,
:

—

—

—

—

—

—

:

—

—

;

;

—

intrencliing tools, etc. of a siege-train. Trentle-wagim.
Tlie same as the pontoon wagon
it carries part of
the superstructure of the bridge without a pontoon.
WaUr-wagiin. -Used tocarri' water for troops on the
marcli.or in quarters. It contains a barrel for holding the water. It is fitted for single, double. or])ole
Mire-iragnn.
draught.
wagon attached to Engineer troops. It contains the wire and all othe articles for setting up a telegraph line along the line
of uiiirch.
WAGON-MASTEE.
person in charge of one or
more wagons, and especially of those used for transporting freight, as the supplies of an army, and the
:

—A

—A

like.

The Quartermaster General

is

authorized to

employ from time to time as many Forage masters
and Wagon-masters as be may ileem necessary for
the Service, not exceeding twenty in the whole,"

who

shall be entitled to receive forty dollars per month,
and three rations a day, and forage for one horse;
ami neither of whom shall be mtere.sfed or con
cerned directly or indirectly in any wagon or other
means of transport, employed liy the I'niled States,
nor in the purchase or sale of any property procured

for or belonging to the United States, except as
United States.

an

airent of the

WAGON-TRAIN.— An

indispensable companion of
an army under this or some other title. It serves to
convey the ammunition, provisions, sick, wounded,
camp-e<iuipage, etc.
At the present time, in the
British Service, tlie Army Service Corps performs
this function, although in China (ISOO; and New
Zealand 0^1)2 •")) the Commissariat provided and orirani/ed

its

own

w;i'_'iin-serviei-.

WAHEENDOHF BEEECH LOADER.— This

plan of
closing the breech was invented in 1K4<!. in connection with the Tr<(/(r<';iA/r/ system of rifling and pro.
jectiles.
The lireecli-plug is held in by a horizontal
bolt passing through the breech.
It is obvious that
these parts cannot be liandled with great rapiditv.

WAHRENDORF GUN.— Baron
ed a

Wahrendorf

invJiit-

gun, which is loaded at the breech.
It is mounted on a cast-iron traversing carriage: and,
taking little room, it appears to be veni' fit for casemates. The upper part of the carriage has. on each
21-p()iinrl(T

"WALKING CEANE.
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form of an inclined plane, which rises towards the breech, and terminates near cither extremity in a curve whose concavity is upwards.
Previ-

side, the

ously to the gun being fired the trunnions rest near
the lower extremity and on the discharge takinoplace, the gun recoils on the trunnions, along the a)S
cending plane, when its motion is presently stopped.
After the recoil, the gun descends on the plane to its
former position, where it rests after a few short vibrations.
The axis of the gun constantly retains a
parallel position, so that the pointing does "not require
readjustment after each round. The gun was workd
easily by eight men, apparently without any strain
on the carriage. With a charge of 8 lbs., and with
solid shot", the recoil was about 3 feet, and the trunnions did not reach the upper extremity of the indined plane, though the surf:ice was greased. This
gun differs in some respects from that of Cavalli. Its
whole length is 8 feet 11 inches, and its greatest diameter 2 feet 3 inches. The diameter of the bore is
C.37 inches, from the muzzle to within 6 inches of tlie
chamber, in which space it has a conical form. The
diameter of the chamber is 7i inches,
rectansrular wedge, 12.2 inches long, 8.1 inches broad, and
4.2o inches thick, is made to slide toward the right
or left hand, in a perforation formed transversely
through the breech, for the purpose of covering, after
the gun is loaded, the aperture by which tlie charge
is admitted into the bore.
WAILING
mode of basket work, pursued in
forming a gabion, and in which the braid or plait is
formed with more rods than two.
WAIST.— term applied, in artillery, to the loss
of space consequent on tlie indentation of the sides
of certain carriages to permit a fair angle of lock,
when the front wheels are liigh.
;

A

—A

A

WAIST-BELT.— A
which

;i

belt

worn round

sword or bayonet

is

llie

suspended.

waist,
It

by

usuallv

supports the cartridge-box, oris sometimes provided
with loops, aud carries from 20 to 50 cartridges. See
Belt, Caftridge-helt. and Sirnrd-Ml
WAIVING AMAIN.— A salutation of defiance, as
by brandishing weapons, etc.
WALING. ^Vllen the web of a gabion is made
with more than two rods at a time, the process is

—

called

irnliiig.

WALK

ABOUT. The military expression used by
British officers when they approach a sentinel, anil
think proper to waive the ceremonv of being saluted.
WALKING CRANE.— Cranes of this type are biiih
of any desired capacity from 1 to 10 tons, and for
operation either by hand or by power. The base consists of two wrought-iron girders united by riveting
and carrying between them the truck wheels wliicii
support the crane. Kising from the center of the
base is a cast-iron column, and revolving around this
is the masi, consisting of two channel irons, united
by suitable castings at top and bottom, and containing the rollers by which the mast is supported as it
revolves.
The boom is also formed of two channel
irons, and from its outer end is suspended the running block, the chain from which passes overji sheave
at the end of the boom to the hoisting gear attached
to the mast near its head, the slack chain falling
from this to a receptacle at the foot of the boom.
The mechanism of this crane, when operated by
power, is arranged as shown in the engraving. Power
is transmitted by a clriving rope passing around a
wheel on top of the vertical shaft forming the axis of
the crane, this shaft thus moving continuously in one
direction at a constant speed. By a series of Weston
disc clutches, controlled by suitable levers within
easy reach of the operator, the power is made available for hoisting and lowering, and for propelling
the crane in either direction upon its track. Rotation
of the crane is effected in the usual way by pushThe levers are
ing or pulling the suspended load.
so arranged that the operator may either walk beside
Tlie
the criine as it moves, or may travel upon it.

WALLACE IHTRENCHING-TOOL.
(rune

is

siipporliMl

l<mi;ilii(liimlly l>y

many of them have been tried. Some
have faiU'd from being too complicated, some from
being loo heavy, others from want of strength. The
tool represented in the drawing possesses the four

time, and

the cxtciult'd

base of tlie truck, iiml transversely by rails bolted to the roof or peilini:, between wliieli travels the
liori/outal truck or ijuide frame attached lo the head
When arranged for operation by hand,
of the mast.
the hoisting gear of this crane is similar to that of
the pillar crane, and the longitudinal travel of the
crane is very readily effected by a separate crank, opwlii'i'l

.\

essentials of a very serviceable intrenching-tool. viz.:
It is
streniith, portability, handiness. ami power.
well adapted for use in every kind of ground, rocky
or soft.
With il the soldier is able tu cut routs and

.Iking Crane.

erating meclianism very firmly allaclied to the base,
Crani'S of this type are adapted for use in machine
shops, for setting work in the vaiious machine tools
and for transferring it from one tool to another, and
also in mounting ordnance, for transferring parts to
the place of work, and for setting them in position.
For work of this description these cranes are exceedSee Cnuien.
iiii;ly convenieni anil ec ipmimif nl.

WALLACE INTRENCHING-TOOL.

WALLACE INTRENCHING-TOOL.
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Numerous

lever

stones: to break open boxes and barrels.

to say that in ordinary soil a slielter pit was dug in
six minutes, and a shelter trent-h in twenty minutes.
On a consolidated parade groinid one liour proved
enouirh for llic' regulated trench; several gun-i)ils and

epanlemenis were thrown up. and, as an experiment, a 14-iiuh brick wall, strongly constructed, was

light

-Pis 2.

J^.l.
intrenching-tools have been invented from time to

up

As a specimen of
at a pitirh. loophole walls.
theotlicial trials of the Wallace tool it will be enough
and,

I

loopholed

in forty

minutes.

The

tool

i is

found use-

WALLET.

—

not only for cavalry where it saves considerable
weight and infantry in the Held and caniii life— for
marines and naval brigades on shore, but also for
steam launches, for niiuiug pur[) jses. and for carIt has aKo been adapted for
riase or gun-limbers.
Ihf'use of the Ordnance Survey by tiie addition of a
hammer and bill-hook (Fig. 2). and in this form can
with advantage be carried either by the i)ionecrs or
It weighs
by a proportion of tlie rank and file.
about 2:f pounds, and measures 23 inches in lengtli
and simple as it appears (Fig. 1). it is not easy to
make. It is a marvel of strength and power for its
its
size and weight, and most convenient for
handiness and general adaptability. The drawing
ful

—

tlie

manm-r

of

its

construction,

and how

borne by the soldier. See In,trenchiii<j-t»i>l.
WALLET.— A kind of bag, introduced into the

it

leastG^feet above the ground or bottom of the ditch
on which the attackers can stand.
The proper defense of walls will generally suggest itself to most oflicers
the foregoing merely gives an outline of what
ought to be done. Similar means may be adopted
for rendering hedges protective, whereby the defenders can shelter or screen themselves froui the fire of
the eneniv. See Hedge*.
WAMBEYS. A thickly quilted tunic stuffed with
wool, and worn bj* knights under the hauberk, as a
padding for the armor. As it was surticiently strong
to resist ordinary cuts, it was sometimes worn with
out other armor. The surcoat whs also ipiilted or
gambinsed with cotton wool, as in that of the Black
Prince, still hanging above his tomb in Canterbury
Cathedral.
;

'

(

;
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WAMPUM.— The

ser-

vice in lieu of the holster. "iVallets form jiart of the
horse furniture of the Staff and Regimental Staff of
tlie English Army. All cavalry regiments, except the
Household Cavalry, use tliem. Tliey are made of
brown leather, and covered, like holsters, with a bear
skin.
Wallets have also been Introduced into tlie
Indian Arinv.
WALL-KNOT.— Aknot made at the end of the lever
and prypole rope, to prevent it from being drawn
tlirough the liole in tlie lever,
WALLOON GUAED.— The body-guard of tlie Spanish Monarch
so called because formerly consisting
of Walloons.
WALL-PIECE.
very small cannon (or, in ancient
times, an arquebus) mounted on a swivel, on the wall
of a fortress, for the purpose of being tired at sliortrange on assailants in the ditch or on the coveredThere are distinct evidences tliat tlie great
waj-.
wall of C'liiua was originallj' constructed for the reception of wall-pieces. Tliey maj' be said to be ob.solete, though sometimes issued in India 'o an expeWall-pieces are condition proceeding on service.
sidered to be useful, after the capture of a native fort,
to strengthen its defense. At the late siege of Strasburg, tlie Germans made considerable use of this
nature of arm.
WALLS.— Tlie chief method of putting walls into
a state of defense is bj' means of loopholes formed according to circumstances, depending on tlie heights
of tlie walls. In works on the construction of military posts, it is suggested tliat loop-holes should be
formed on the tops of walls which may he about 4
feet high, with sandbags, blocks of wood, stones, or
other materials at hand. If the walls be too 'high to

name given

to shells

and

shell-

beads, used as money, and worn for ornaments in
striuiTs and belts by the North American Indians.
WAPENSHAW.— A periodical gathering of the
people, instituted by various Scots statutes, for the
purpose of e-xhibiting their arms, the.se statutes directing each individual to be armed on a scale proportioned to his property. There are numerous
Scots Acts of the 1.5th and IGth centuries, regulating
In the time of war or
the subject of wapenshaws.
rebellion, proclamations were issued charging all
Sheriffs and Magistrates of burghs to direct the attendants of the respective wapenshawings to loin the
King's Host. During the reign of the later Stuarts,
attendance on the wapenshaws was enforced with
considerable strictness: and in addition to military
exercises, sports and pastimes were carried on by
authority at these gatherings. The Covenanters, in
consequence of these sports being of a kind disapproved of by them, did what they could to discouras:e attendance on the wapenshaws. Also written

:

—A

M'ripinschaw.

WAK. — A

contest carried on between the armed
two States or Xations.after every endeavor
has been resorted to, by one side or the otfier.and often by friendly powers, to bring about a reconciliation. Wars are various in their occasions and objects,
sometimes breaking out in consciiuence of disputes
forces of

at
territorial possesions or material interests
other times. having reference to the establishment of
some important point of civil or religious liberty.
lu all cases, the aim of each contending party is to
weaken and overthrow the opposing jiarty. At one
time the art of war was supposed to consist very
much in wearing out the enemy by a slow process of
exhaustion, and thus wars were much protracted;
but more recently the greatest Generals have adopt-

about

:

:

method of "rather endeavoring to strike sudden
and terrible blows, Uy which the war is sooner
eil

fire over, small banquettes should be made, or tlie
loopholes may be cut down into the top part of the
wall.
In any case, small ditches sliould be dug on
Besides the ditch outthe enemy's side of the wall.
side, wheu walls are 7 or 8 feet high, one in the rear
slnmld be dug to give sufpcient cover to the defenders, and to prevent the enemy from tiring over. With
lofty walls, two tiers of (ire may be obtained by
forming banquettes, so as to enable the defenders to
lire over the wall or through loopholes at the top,
and bv cutting loopholes for the lower tier nearly on
a level with tlie ground. Trenches imist be dug in
rear of the walls to allow of thi' defenders using the
lower loopholes but on no account must there, in
this ca.se, be ditelies excavated in front of the walls,
unless tliev be maiie deep enougli to pn-vent an enemy ill theinfrdiu tiriugthrough the loop-holes. Witli
low walls the ditches must be formed close up, and
Loopholes should always be at
the earth spread.
;

|

;

the

brought to a termination: and this method, although
it may often have been adopted without regard to
considerations of humanity, is, in all probability, less
productive of suffering to" mankind than the other.
Among rude nations, wars are conducted by tumultuarv hosts, suddenly congregated, and in generBut
al, eil her" after defeat or victory, soon dispersed.
the wars of the more civilized and powerful nations
have long been conducted by armies carefully trained and disciplined: and in the case of maritime powers, by means of fleets at sea as well as of armies on
land.
In the progress of society.certain unages nfmir have
come to be generally reco'gnized. These, of course,
have varied at different times, and in different (larts
ncf the world, according to the state of civilizatio
and the prevalent feelings of the time: they are also
subject to modification from causes less general.
But the changes which have taken place in them dur-

ing the lapse of ages have been in general favorable
Prisoners of war are
to the interests of humanity.
no longer put to death. nor are they reduced to slavery,asWas once very frequently the case, but their

treatment has become generally" more and more mild
and kind. It is a well understood rule,however,that

'

'
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advantage to post strong detachments to
the points of the frontier threatened by the
eniniv: then, when Ihe laller has developed his point

prisoiuT of war

obtiiiniiif; his liberty by exrbiinj;e
(ilhirwisc, Willi the ('r)ii(i:iii>ii of not scrvini; apiin
lUiriris; a lixcil pcrioil ugiiiiist llicsiuiii' power. forfeits
liis life if he is fouiiil so siTviiii; unci is asaiii taken
prisoner.
Ainongsl all civilized nations, quarter is
•ininli'd in battle whenever it is sough;: and there
are eerlain usages iniiver-ally prevalent with regard
to the capitulation of forlitieil places, aiul of bodies of
troo|',s hopelessly hemmed in by superior forces, etc.
IMI'IIOVKMENTS IX FIJtE.^RMS.
The invention of gunpowder has efTected great
changes in the whole art of war; but the introduction of tire arms has rendered battles less sunguinII

enforcements may be hurried to its aid.
\\'hen roops are moved by rail even forced niarclie.i
do not produce stragglers the nnndjer of effectives
is therefore increaseil.
The same inimber can bedet

:

peniled upon after a movement of several hundred
miles as were available before its commencement.
During our civil war, and after the battle of Chickaimiuga, twenty-three thousand men, (Hooker's
corps), were moved from Virginia to Alabama- adistance of one thausaud one hundred and ninety-two
miles in seven days.
It would have recpiircd, imder
the most favorable circumstances, eighty days to have
marched this distance.
For the movement of troops through an enemy's
country railroads cannot be depended upon to any
(^real extent, owing to the facility with which they
can be destroyed or temporarily damaged by the enemy. By their \ise the fractions of an army might be
separated and disaster follow. They are, however,
invahnilile for supply: for. even if Ihe enemy has destroyed Ihcm as he n tired, they can be re;idily repaired by the army as it advances, and be used for
the transportation of supplies and re-enforcements.
The value of these means of sui)ply is evident when
we consider llie use made of Ihe railroads from Louisville to \ashville and Chattanooga by Oeneral Sherman iluriiig his Atlanta c:impaign.
The value of railways is also fully recogni/ed in
war (|uile as much, if not more so. than in lime of
pciice.
The Atlanta campaign woiild simply have
been impossible witlioul Ihe use of the railroads from
Liniisville to Nashville
<me hundred and eighly-tive
miles from Xashville toChallanooga (me hundred
and fifty-one miles and from Chattanooga to Atlanta—one hundred and thirly-tive ndles. Kvery mile of
this • single lr;ick " wjis so delicate, that one man
could in a minute luive broken or moved a rail, but
our trains usually c:irried along the tools and means
to repair such a break. That single stem of railroad,
four hundred and seventy-three miles long, supplied
an army of one hundred Iboiisand men and thirtylive thousand animals for Ihe period of one hundred
and ninety-six days. To h;ive dilivered regularly that
amount of food anil fonige by ordinary wagons would
have reipiired thirty-six thousand eight hundred
wagons of six mules each, allowing each wagon to
have hauled two tons twenty miles a day, a simple
impossibility iu roads such as then existed in that region of country. Therefore, we reiterate that the Atlanta campaign was an impossibility without these
railroads; and only then, because we bad thi- men and
means to maintain and defend them, in addition to
what were necessary to overcome the enemy. This
subject of railways is considered to be of such importance in military operations that some European
nations have gone so far as to provide platforms for
loading cars with troops and iiidtirul, and also preThe troops are exercised in
scribe a railway drill.
getting on and off the cars, loading animals, supplies,

more

general, and often more protracted, and the
passions of the combulanis had thus in ordinary battle more of that exasperation which fearfully characterizes the storming of a town.
The elfect of all

modern improvements in (ire arms has been to modify ladies, the principles of strategy remaining the
same.

[

|

'

:

roads iu importance.

—

|

!

movements

armies during a war, or aids their supply, will be an important
factor to the successful terminiilion of Ihe war. l{:iilroads facilitate the concentration and movements of
troops, and admit of supplies being collected from a
great extent of country. conse(|uently they will have
a marked intlueiice on future wars, as they have had
facilitates the

of

in the past.

Formerly many months were rcipiired to concenwhich were to form an arm> and as
many more were frequently necessary to place the

Irate the troops

j

,

army

—

—

—

in Ihe theater of active military operations. By
Ihe use of railroads this niiiy now all be accomplished in as many days. Ten hours will now carry a
whole division as far as Un days formerly would.
When it is considered that bad weather will rarely interfere with the working of a railroad, an<l thai Ihe
same cause may entirely stop operations when Ihe
troops are ol)liged to march, the intlucnce of railroads on military movements will be more fully appreciated.
In 1>^(J4, the Germans rapidly collected a
very superior force against Ihe Danes, and ended Ihe etc.
THE EI^CTBIC TELEOBAPH.
war almost as soon as it can be told. In IHOO, the
Prussians, in twelve days, concentrati'd over two hunThe electric telegraph influences military operations
dred thousand men and the ajipropriiile number of by aiding the rapid communication of orders and the
horses and guns on the Bohemian frontier, and in a prompt transmission of intelligence. By its aid the
short time their opponents, the Austrians were ready Commander-in-Chief maj' be informed about what is
to sue for peace. In lH.'iO. the French arm}- was taken taking place along his whole front at any one lime;
from France into Italy in eight days. Such are some he is thus enabled to make his dispositions more inof the advantages to the offensive resulting from Ihe telligently, as he can order Ihe movement of his
use of railroads. These canqKiigns were shortened lrof>ps necessary to meet all contingencies. Amoveby the facility and rapidity wiih which the troops, ment which might be proper uniter certain circunisupplies, ammunition, etc.. were transported to the stances or when he knew wiml was transpiring at a
certain point, might be highly injudicious or even
seat of war.
It is evident that these advantages will
be greatly midtiplied as the number of available lines lead to disastrous results when he became acqiniintof railroads is increased. On the defensive, railroads, ed with certain other facts or occurrences at different
esixcially if parallel to Ihe liuc of defense, may be points of the line. Movements of the enemy which
j

|

.

all

of attack, to again rapidly concentrate the troops to
meet him. If the army is defeated, all available re-

ary and ferocious than they previously were. \Vhile
tire-arms were yet imknown, warlike engines of various kinds were employed; but close combat was

Lines of battle have to be formed at much
greater distances from the enemy than formerly,
they are also much more extendeil. Campaigns and
battles are shorler. nmrc (piickly decided, anil more
decisive.
Wars are reduced in length: theaters of
war are consequently mi>re limited, and the sufferings ])ro(luced by wars are le-isened. The effects of
Wiir are not so disastrous,
RAILROADS.
Railways have of late years increased to such an
extent as to be of considerably higher importance
than roads in a military point of view for cert;tin periods in a campaign and in certain directions, lioads
are still of greater importance in all operl ions carried out itear the enemy but for the concentration
of armies, for the rapid movements of troops from
<me theater of operations to another, from all movements from the rear of an army iu the broadest :iccei)tiition of the term, for the transport of every kind
of mitt-'riil and supply, railways rank higher than

to

u.'icd

watch

t)r

Whatever
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might be accomplished before any information could its lessons liad been forced upon them by a very
reach the Commandinj; Uencral \>y tin- ordinary rude experience of tlie murderous fire of the modern
methods of communication on llie battlc-tield, raiglxt, breech-loader from beiiind trenches. One side erred
by the use of the field-telegrapli. be provided for and by excessive prudence and its bad effect upon the
morals of the men, and the other by recklessness
successfully combated.
Tlie telegraph aids combined attacks by keeping and its attendant slaughter. The case in which the
the General informed at every moment of the mcive- Russian troops under General Wiljieiininof receive<l
mtnts of the different fractious of tlie army, and tluis an attack of the Turks in hastily made trenches and
enables one head to direct the maneuvers of both repulsed it with volley-firing. "iiiMicting a loss ten
columns, rendering simultaneous action possible. It times greater than their own, have been fully desaves the labor and fatigue incident to the uimeces- scribed. All these trenches were mere scrateliiugs,
sary marclies which are frequently undertaken upon about a foot deep and twice as wide, the loose earth
false information: the}' can be stop])e(l at once, or at being thrown up in front: and they are striking exany stage of their execution, and other ilispositions amples of what steady troops, armed with fci-cechmade. Time, always one of the most important f;ic- loaders, can aecomplish behind a rude fortification.
tors in military movements, on the modern battleWhen the investment of Plevna was begun a large
tield more than ever enters into tlie considerations numlier of spades and shovels were, of course, .sent
which influence the final result, on account of the forward from Russia and Roumania and distributed
great rapidity with which events culminate and fol- to the troops. After the surrender of Plevna Genlow each other. Consequently the necessity of eral Skobeleff ordered the men in his division to_
promptly forwarding orders and information cannot keep, these spades and shovels and carry them on
be overestimated. Troops maj- be sent at just the their persons, thej' were heavy, they were uncomright moment to decide the struggle.
Equally im- fortable, they were in every way inconvenient, but
each man had learned by hard experience to feel that
portant may be a system of signals.
The value of the magnetic telegraph in war cannot his individual life depended upon his musket and
be exaggerated, as was illustrated by the ijerfecl eon- his spade; and he took good care to lose neither the
cert of action between the armies in Virginia and one nor the other.
We may look then to see every nation adopting in
in Georgia in 1864. Hardly a day intervened when
General Grant did not know the exact state of time of peace some half-measure, such as the shortfacts more than fifteen hundred miles off, as the handled small spade, the trowel-bayonet, etc., but it
wires ran. During the operations at Spottsylvania, is more than probable that the next great war on
and on the North Anna, at Cold Hart]or, in the march this continent, or in Europe, will bring ;ibout the
from Cold Harbor to City Point, and m the battles same practical experience as in the one in Turkey,
in front of Petersburg in June, the field-telegraph viz., that all persona', inconvenience must be sacrilines were worked wilhgreat success, and invaluable ficed to the vital necessitj' of having the most effiaid was thus rendered to the Government, General cient intrenching-tools, /, c, a common pick and a
Grant and General Meade were kept in almost con- big spade, and that, once convinced of their great
stant comnumication with each other and with the value, the troops will carry them most cheerfullj-.
different corps of the army. The field-telegraph lines
In this present manner of fighting everything dehave worked many times in the face of the enemy, pends upon the exertions put forth by the indiridtial
exposed to fire, without shelter, have been kept tip soldier, and not as formerly upon the action of the
day and night whenever re(iuired. etc. In all wars iiiasi. To develop this individual action to the greatof this and future ages, the electric telegrapli will be est extent a high order of intelligence is aiisofutely
greatly used.
It must be remembered .hat a telenecessary, for the soldier must accustom himself to
graph operator can with a small pocket instrument decide certain questions which were formerly detap tlie wires anywhere, and learn the messages pass- cided for him.
He should know for example when
in ; along them.
A few such men living concealed to reserve his fire aud when to deliver it so as to prowit bin the enemy's territory coulil obtain more news duce its maximum of effect: when to take advanthan dozens of ordinary spies.
Immediately before tage of cover, and when to leave it: at wlijit moment
or during an action an enemy may be deceived to he should put forth his greatest efforts, which propany extent by means of such men messages can be erly and timely developed usually decide the result.
sent ordering him lo concentrate upon wrong points, .\ll these qualities will follow from a proper system
or by giving him wrong information you may induce of instruction and the proper practical api)licatiou
him to move as you wish.
The telegraph was used of the knowledge thus gained on the drill ground.
in all these ways during the American war between
It cannot be too often repeated that the training of
Norl'.i and South.
the soldier, if the full advantage of modern arms is
FIELD-WORKS A>ro SHELTER-TRENCHE.S.
lo be obtained, must lie of a far higher character
One of the most important facts developed by the than it has ever before been, not only must he be
introduction of the rifie and the breech-loader is the able to move aud act with others, so that if requisite
necessity of providing some means by whicli troops the full force of a large body in perfect order, acting
can be sheltered from their fire. The first and great under one will, may be brought to bear on one
use of shelter-trenches was al Sebastopol: an<l in .our point, but he must have confidence in his own indi<'ivil War they attained a ilevelopnient hitherto unvi(lu:il action.
To be able to attain these necessary
known, not only important points like Wasliiii^lon. qiuil fications. not only must the man originally have
Richmond, Vicksburg, etc., being converted into an elementary education, without which he cannot
great intrenched camps, capable of sustaining loni: grasp what lie has subsequently lo learn, but he
sieges, but also every liivouac in the presence of the must be carefully trained to use his own powers of
.enemy being fortified by a shelter-trench of some mind and body. Here lies the main difference prokind: in the Prussian wars of IHfiC and 1870 they duced by giving to the soldier improved weapons;
were also used, though not to so great an extent: to use them properlj^ the man liimself must be imbut in the kite war in Turkey the eombinatiim of proved.
trench and breech-loader alt;iincd such a perfection
W'v will probably now have but few instances of
that the whole campaign may be said to have con- grand results obtained with inferier numbers jis exsisted
tactically
of the attack and defense of more emplified in the campaigns of Napoleon, Fredirick
or le.ss hastily fortified posititms. The Russians be- the Great, and others, because the old formation in
gan the campaign relying on their bayonets and ile- battle was well adapted to the purposes of men of
spising the spade. The Turks, on the other hand, genius like them: their troops being massed could
had an evident pride in their fortifications and a full be held well in hand and then launclu'd forth at.iust
appreciation from the beginning of their value.
the proper time to produce the greatest result. The
The Russians refused to employ the spade until line of battle was then so contracted that the Comi
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and control ketiy becomes wild. ITence, it should be borne in
Now these mind that artillery should rarely or never conn- withdirei-t Htliifks will rarely be successful unless at- in one lhous;ind to one tlioiisan<l two hundred yards
tended with !;reat losses. consei|U(iitl_v Hank attacks of infantry, anil conversely, infantry should niit be
must t)e depended upon, and asslroni: front demon- allowed to come within that distanceof guns, except
strations must he made in onler to hold the enemy in special cases, when it may bi- judged rei|uisite to
in position until the Ihink attack is develoix'd. supe- sacrifice the guns to the neciessity of checking the
When a mass of artillery is derior nund)ers on tin- lirld of battle will, as a rule, be enemy's advance.
iimnder could supervise the whole
the ilisposilions

field

oflliis ciilire coiiiniHrKl.

necessary to success.

Tiie line of battle recpiired to

accomplish this turuini; movement will necessarily
lie very much e.xteiiiled. consecpu'ntly li-ss under the
direction of the Commander-in-Chief, and this slate
of affairs will recpiire i;reat excellence on the i)art of
the subi>rdinate eoniuiaiulcrs to e.\ercise the judgment ret|uired to properly support the movement,
and the same principle extended will reipnre intelligence in the lower grades, even down to the private
in the ranks.

The genius of the Commander will be exerted before the battle in maneuveriiu: for position, in order
to force his adversary into the most unfavorabU' position possible— or in the jjrovince of strateixy
and
on the field of battle in delermiuing the pointsof the
enemy's line whieli can be most successfully attacked,
au<l tlie proper time to put forth the greatest elTorts.
usually after the Hank or turinng movement has be-

—

gun

to

produce

its effect

on

th<t

enemy.

the full advantages of armies
carefully traine(l in piece are desired by the State
that maintains them, otiieers nuisl know mori' than
their own special arm of the service; and this is ])erhaps more essential for oliieers of those anus of the
service (cavalry, artillery, and engineersj which are
au.xiliaries to the main force
infantry— th.'in for infantry otHcers themselves. And this is all the more
reriuisite now. when the power breech-loaders have
However desirable
given to infantry is considered.
it is that ofliccrs should know more
than their own
branch of the service, and should un<lerstand thenature and action of otherarms, yet it is a mischievous
error for any arm of the service to seek to undertake
the duties of others.
X correct tactical action is one in which the powers
and peculiarities of each arm of the service sliall be
General looks on
developed to attain one object.
the dilfereul arms as instruments for attaining his
object, precisi-ly as a carpenter regards his tools; but
no good car|)enter would use his chisel as a saw. or
his mallet asa hamnuT. Therefore, although officers
must know and understaml sonu'thing of the duties
of the various branches of the army, any attempt to
nuike these brandies interchangeable, to m:ike artillery work as cavalry, infautry as artillery or engineers, is to use a thing for a |)urpose it is not intended for. at all times a slow and costly operalhm. jiroducinga minimum amount of residl with a maximum
expenditure. In armies, infantry undoulitedly takes
the lead, and to its action that of the other arms
nuist be sid)ordinaled.
An intimate knowledge of
infantry tactics conse(|uently becomes most essential
for officers of the auxiliary arms cav;dry. artillery,
and engineers it being their duty to aid and facilitate the action of the infantry, and they nnist seek,
not what is most advantageous and best viewed from
a cavalry, artillery, or engineer point of view, but
what is best viewed from an infautry jioint of view.
The effective range of field-;irtillery may be taken
as from two thousand to three (housan<l paces.
At
the former distance and up to two thousand five
hundreil paces, its effect is very considirable beyond that range, unless in special states of the weather, or under peculiar circumstances, the effects of
the shot cannot be detected, and it becomes conse(picntly imjiossible to correct the gim.
Down to
eight hundred yards the action of artillery is very
destructive, within that distance its effect may be
considered to diminis'i. and within that distance the
effect of the breech-loading rifie begins to get very
formidable, consequently the effective fire of artillery may be said to bei;in just at the range that musIt is recpiisite

that

if

—

A

—

—

;

ployed it will be well to have the batteries not in one
great line. but. so far as the ground admits, in cclie.
Ions of two or three batteries, so as to allow troops
to pass through if rei|uisite.
.\rlillerv on the defensive should be placed tocomniand all the approaches to the weak points, as well
as all the ground within eirective range; it should
iu)l interfere with the movement of the troops it is
intended to support positions with sheltered places
in front from which the enemy's infantry may
obtain an etTective lire on the gunners should
be avoided
when the batteries are so placed
that they ciiu obtain a cross-fire on the ground
over which the enemy must ailvance to the attack, the effect of their iire will be gre;itly increa.sed.
The long ranges now obtainable admit of the batteries being placed at much greater distances apart
than formerly, and still have an effective cross-fire
over the ground in front. Positions which are unfavorable for the eueiuy's artillery fire slioidd be
selected when ]iraclic;ible.
When the ground immediately in front of the battery is soft or marshy.
is cut 11]) by shallow ditches, or is iilowed groiuid,
the effects of the enemy's artillery fire will be greatly
lessened.
After a battery has been placed in position and it is possible to do so. thedistanceslo])rominent |)oinls on the ground over which the emniy
must adv.-iiice should lie measured and noted the
guns should then be masked from the enemy's view
and arranneiuents made to j)rotect the gunners.
Heights with a gentle flope towards the enemy
:

;

;

—

about one in one hundred and which break more
abruptly to the rear, are favorable positions for artillery
they giveconunanding positions for the guns,
aud alTord facilities for concealing and protecting
them when placed just behind the crest.
The moment a liattery takes up a defensive position its CouHnauder must ask hiniself Where is the
eijcmy most likely to ])lace his guns first'/
And as
he advances, where will he jilace them next Y Havquestions,
he nnist at once meaing answered these
sure his range and carefully study the prolilem beplace
the
fore him. which is to
attacking guns //"/•«
(le roiii/iiit.
Artillery on the olTensive should on the
contrary, while striving to keep up as accurate a fire
as possible fire more rapidly, its object beingto overwhelm a certain jilace with projectiles prior to the
;

:

infautry attack.

During the

crisis of the action the

artillery fire should be directed on the attacking columns this principle has no exception, unless some
;

of the attacking batteries are doing nuich barm to
the defenders, when they may be fired at also.
At the opening of an engagement the artillery, by
dir»cliiig its fire upon several points of the enemy's
position. misleads him as to the true point of attack;
jirevents him from massing his troops at the proper
covers the movements and formations of the
|>lace
other arms as they prepare for the attack: then
massed at the prcper moment it scatters and demoralizes the enemy's troops at the point of ;illack. thus
preparing the way for the action of the infantry and'
Najioleon said: ''He who is capalile to
cavalry.
bring suddenly and unknown to the enemy, upon
the most important points, an unexpected nundjer
of guns, is certain of success."
One noticeable feature of modem battle-fields is
the great extent of the line of battle as compared
with those battles fought before the introduction of
the breech-loader: the consequence is th;il corps and
divisions have to act more independently than formerly, when the whole battle-field was under the eye
and control of the Commander-in-Chief. Each corps
;

WARASDINS.

division sliould tliercforc be provided with its
artillery
six batteries at least beinj; assigned
to eucli division, and six batteries lieing taken to

and

own

form

:

tlie

corps

artillery.

efTect produced by artillery fire is more moral
than real on raw troops its effects are very demorIt is well to impress this fact upon the
alizing.
minds of soldiers, as it may do much towards renderiu'j- tlum steady and less liable to disorder when
under artillery tire.
At the battle of (iravelotte the Prussian troops assailed the French jiosilion. and their losses from the
eflfects of artillery fire were only six per cent, of the
while the infantotal number killed and wounded

The

;

:

try bullet was the cause of over ninety per cent, of
their loss.
The science of war. or the knowledge of military
tactics upon an extensive scale, is perhaps the most
comprehensive operation of the human mind, and
To be
demands the full exercise of all its powers.
equal to the multifarious Ijranches of this unbounded art, the strictest attention must be given to military discipline. The best authors both ancient and
modern, must be resorted to for information, and
wlien the mind has been well stocked with tlie sound
principles of theorj-, practice and experience nnist follow, in order to confirm what has been carefully selected from the first authorities, and maturely digested.
Courage, zeal, prudence, and discretion
must likewise be the constant companions of those
])ersons who would distinguish themselves in war
and it ought never to be forgotten that a scrupulous
adherence to morality, a rigid observance of ever}'
social duty, and a manly subjugation of the many
passions by which different men are differently agitated, must constitute the character of a real warrior.
These are the (lualifications by which the
science of war is distinguished from every otlier pursuit in life
and without these qualifications, a conqueror can neither lie called a hero nor an able GenSee International
eral, but oulv a lucky soldier.
;

;

Liiir, Straterjy. anil

7'wticx.

WARASDINS. —.V kind of

Sclavouian soldiers, who

are clothed like the Turks, with a sugar-loaf bonnet
instead of a hat.
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service.

Also writ-

Crom-a-boo

!

"

and " Butler-a-boo " were from an
!

corded to have said. "Not me: but God and our
have vanquished France at Gisors."
"The Puritans," writes the author quoted abos^e,
"brought in Scripture words: and the war-crj- of the
tribes who revolted ag:iinst the house of David. "To
3-our tents. G Israel!" was adopted liy the republicans
of theseventeeutli century. At the battle of Ilyltonon-ibe-Wear.in ll'i44.the tield-word of the Scots was,
"The Lord of Hosts is with us!" that of the Marquis
of Northampton. "Now or never!"
Although warcries have come into jjeneral disuse in modern times
among the armies of civilized nations. the}- have been
revived, in certain circumstances, as an encouragement in battle. The "Shoulder to shoulder, Highright

landers!" is well known in the Highland regiments;
the soldiers of Napoleon were accustomed to charge
with shouts of " Vive TEmpereur!" or later, "Vive

France!" "Vaterland! Vaterland"' and "Hurrah!"
could be heard as a rallying-cry of the Germans on
many a battle-field during the last wars. And in the
British army the war-crvof the soldier is "Hurrah!"
WARD BijRTON RIFLE.— A breech-loading small
arm having c. fixed chamber closed by a movable
breech-block which slides in the line of the barrel by
la

.\s a single loader the piece is opened
by turning up the handle of the breech-bolt so as to
disengagethe threadsof the sectional screw, and then
withdrawing the bolt. The motion of turninu' up the

direct action.

handle, in opening the piece, serves to revolve the
firing-pin on its axis, and to cause a spiral shoulder
near its head to bear against a corresponding surface
into which the back of the firing-pin guiiie is formed.
The point of the firing-i)in is thus retracted from the
face of the bolt in the closing of the piece, so as to
avoid the accidental explosion of the cartridge during
this operation.
In turning down the handle these
shoulders are no longer opposed, and the firing-pin
may then be driven forward in the usual way. For
a similar reason, the face of the bolt is made some-

what concave.

II.

WAR-CRIES. — Cries

'

early period the cries of the Irish, and were especially prohibited. "I.aundaig Abo!" "The Hioody Hand!"
"Strike for O'Xeil!" were the battle-cries of the wild
followers of Shan O'Neil. It is staled that "Dieu et
inou droit !" was probably a war-cry long before it
was adopted as a royal motto, for Hichard I. is re-

mutual ri'cognition and enThe piece is fired by a concealed lock moved by a
courage luent formerly used in battle, each nation, spiral mainspring. The piece is cocked by compres.sThe war-cry, n-i de ing the mainspring by means of the firing-pin. wliicli
tribe, or clan, having its own.
guerre of the French, tlie slogau or ensenzie of the resting U]iou it, and catching on the .scar-bolt in closScotch, is of the remotest antiquity. "The Sword ing, is held back against the resistance of the mainthe battle-cry of the Is- spring, while the breech-bolt passes by, to the extent
of the Lord and of (iiileon"
raelites when engaging the hosts of Midian in the val- of the throw permitted the firing-pin.
To fire the
is perhaps the earliest record of the piece, the sear-bolt is drawn down out of the way by
ley of Jezreel
use of the war-cry. Each nation usually invoked its the trigger. To prevent the sear-bolt from accidentpatron saint: but in war. each party had its separate ally slipping off the shoulder on the firing-iiiii, when
cry. The'"droil ilehanni^re" and the"cri ile guerre" the mainspring is compressed, the surfaces in contact
were conjointly the attributes of nobility, oi' Sir Si- are internotclied, the annular groove so formed on
mon de Filliriilge. for instance, it is said, he was a the firing-pin. being cut. so as to permit the passage
gentleman "de nom. d'arnies et de cry." "Percy! of the sear-boll, when the breech bolt is turned down
Percy!" was the rallyiug-cry of Otterhourne; and the into the jiosilion of firing. Extraction is accomplished
cry (if "A Warwick a Warwick '." decided tlie fate by a spring-hook recessed on top of the bolt, and riSo widely did the practice pre- ding over the rim of the cartridge in closing.and ejecof Banbury p'ielil.
vail in Kuglanii that, in 14'.l."), an Act of Parliament tion by a loose pin playing through the face of the
was passed forbidiling all these cries as productive bolt diametrically opposite to the extractor. This pin
of discord, and enjoining all noblemen and their re- strikes the front of the sear-bolt in opening tliepiece.
tainers thenceforth to call on "St. George and the It thereby impinges against the lower edge of the
King."
cartridge head. and throws the carlridgc-shell upward
The ancient war-cry of the Kings of England was. around the hook of theextractor. by which it is held,
" Montjoie, Notre Dame, and St. George "that of until it is clear of the gun.
The "piece may be disthe French was, "Montjoye, Saint-Denis! ' and that mounted by turning aside a stop-screw beneath the
In the feuds of tlie horizontal arm of the trigger. The sear-bolt may then
of the Spanirds. "San lago!"
Jliddle Ages, each party had a distinctive war- or be pulled down out of the slot in the bottom of the
thus, in Scotland, the retainers of the breech-bolt, so that the bolt may be withdrawn.
rallying cry
houses of Douglas and Home rushed into the battle
-Vs a magazine gun, it is opened as just (iescribed:
with the cry of " A Douglas! al'ouglas!" or " A and in drawing back the breech-bolt the front end of
Home! a Home!" "Ksperance. Percy!" was that of the slot in its lower surface strikes the upper leverHotspur at the battle of Shrewsbury, and "Set-on!" arm of the carrier, and throws up the tray in which
and ".Vbo!" of Seton, Earl of Morton. The cries of its front part is formed. This tray supports a cartof

—

—

I

I

;
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ridge

slaiitiiijrl.v.

ridgr-lii'iul

so that lliciipiur pcirliDiiof

sli:ill j)r<)ji'<t slii;hll_v iil)i)Vf llic

llirciirl-

iKiltimi of

jiroovo ill which tlic lioll sliilfs, while the poiiil
bullet is opi)osile the inoiilli of the clmmlier.
The carrier is kept in this position by the action of
the carrier-lever sprintj.
Hy reversini; the movement of llie Iiolt. its face
latches airainst the head of the eartridiri- and shoves
into tiie chamber. As
it up the incline of the carrier
its nioveinent is coinpleteil the back end of the slot
strikes the carrier-lever and forces down the carrier
opposite the nioulli of the nuis;azine.
In its descent
it strikes a spring-catch niaga/ine-slop operalini; to
restrain the issue of tlw carl ridges from the magazine,
and allows one to come out upon the Iray
The issue of cartridges from the magazine may be
cut olT by r. slide operated by a projecting thund).
piece. The piece may then be used as a single-loader,
lioldiug the magazine in reserve.
The lieail of the follower is covered witli India rublier in order to serve as a cushion for the rebound of
the cartridges in tiring.
till-

of

thi-

The mairazine
back the

Imlt.
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charged from below by drawing
thus raising the carrier and exposing
is

made by which this right was c(uiiniuted into un
annual payment, in which case the fee was said to
be held in tiixtti iniril. When an unmarried vassal
ly

suce<('ded, the superior was entitled to a sum proportionate to the value of the estate, called the iiriiil
ofjnnrriiigr; and a larger sum, called the (Imilile
avail iiftiiiirriiir/i, was due wIkmi the superior named
a wife for his vassal, and the vassal, rejec ling her,
married allot li<r woman. If a vassal ajienatc'd his
lands or tlie larger portion of them without consent
of his supi'riorr the fee fell to the superior by what
was called the casualty of ;'fr"j«(Y;(;H, whiih was a
check on vassals impoverishing themselves to such
an extent as would render them until to jierform feuW.irdhoidin;: was abi>lished. as a sysdal services.
tem hazardous to the ]iublic lraii(|uilily, such fees
as were held ward of the Crown being converti'd into blanch-h'ildings, and those held of subjects becoming fcu-holdings. a yearly sum bidiig maile payable to the superior, as a recompense for the casualties which were done awiiv wilh.
COMBINATION FUSES. -The fuse shown
in Fig. 1, cousisLs of a uelal slock, A, open at the

WARE

S B

mouth

of the mai;azine for the successive introduction of the cartridges.
This arm uses a special ammunition, the general
plan of which is that of the cup-anvil service-cartThe fulminate is protected from accidental
ridge.
isrnition in the niaga/.ini' by being jilaced at the apex

the

of a eenlral p:ieki't

formed

FUSES.

in the earlriilge-head.

WAR

DANCE. .V dauci' a:nong savages preliminAmong the North .*uu-riean
ary to going to war.
Indians it is begun by some (iistinginslic-d chief, and
whoever joins in it lliereby enlists as one of the |)arty engaged in a warlike excursion.
The war-dance
is also indulged in upon the close of any successful
expedition, as well as for

WARDEN.

.\n olliicr

ndlilary pnilei-lioii

of

])li'asure.

appointed for the naval or

some

particular

dislrici

of

country.
In order to keep the distriels of lOiiglanil
adjoiidng to Scotland an<l Wales in an altitude of
defense, great ollicers, called Lords Wardens of the
Marches, were appointed, to whom the duty of pro
From this
lecting the frontier was committed.
source originated the name (/-rt/v^.applied to tlu- subdivisions of the counties of ('und)erland. Westinorelaufl. and Durham -a term afterwards extended to
divisions of a city, town, or burgh ado|)lcd for municipal purposes. The Custodier of Dover t'astle was
created by William the CoiKpieror Warden of the
Cinque Ports, and guardian of theadjicent coast;
an office comprisim; extensive jurisdiction, civil, naval, and nulitary, the greaier part of which was taken

rear,

but closed at the front end by a screw-cap, B.

The cap, H. is provided wilh four holes, two of
them to receive the wrench for screwing and un-

it in and out of the slicll. the othi-rtwo for
the jiins, I) I), which fasten to the cap the igniter,
E, ail annular piece of metal having four i)rojeeting
The slock is bored cylinilrieally
away by lal<r .\ets.
points marked L.
3EPARTMEHT. I'he entire adudiustration for nearly half its entire li-nglh. followeil by a coniof the uulilary allairs of the nation.
The plunger
cal-shaped seat for the iilunger. F.
It includes in
Kngland the purely military command under the and remainder of the stock are bored slightly conit'ommander-iu-('ldef. and the civil administration cal to receive and hold tirmly the time-fuse. (».
under the Surveyor-General of the Ordnance and the Around the top rim of the plunger is cut an annular
Financial Secretary.
This latter includes the manu- channel to receive the fulminale wafer, II. The fuse
facture of warlike stores. and their custody the for- operates as follows:
Ijion movement of the shell,
mation of <lefeusive works the payinii, feeding, pun- the igniter. K. frees itself from the cap. 15. moves
ishing, curing, arndng, carrying, etc., of the armv. down upon the plunger. K, and its jioinl, striking
The national surveys form also a |)ortion of this De- the fulminate wafer, II, ignites the fuse, G; when
partment. The whole D<MiarInu'nt is controllc-d by the motion of the shell is arrested, the plunger, F,
the Secretary of State f"'' ^''nr.
See Depnrtmfut tif fuse, G, igniter, E, and loose powder in the shell
War. and l(V;/- Offire,
move forwanl to the cap. 15, lh<' igniter, E, closing
WARDER. -.\ truncln
or a staff of command, the four small radial air-holes. I\. in the head of the
<arried l>y a King or any Cdnunander-in-('hief, the stock, preventing water and dirt from enlcring and
throwing down of which sicms to have been a extinguishing the fuse. This forward movement of
solemn act of prohiliilion to Slav proceedin!;s.
the fuse and plunger allow s the gas from the fuse
WARDHOLDING. - Tlie nulitary tenure of land in composition free communication with tiie interior
Scotland under the feudal .system, by which tlie vas- of the shell, to further facilitate which small radial
sal was bound to serve the superior in war whenever holes. M. and N. are bored in the plunger and stock.
<-alled on to do so.
.\s the military duties of the vasThe fuse, shown in Fig. 2. consists of a metal
sal could not be performed when he was under age, stock. A, closed at upper enii by a screw-cap, B; on
the superior had a right both to the guanlianship Of the shouldpr, C, near the liottom of the (ylindrical
bis person and to tlie possession of his feeduring his space in the stock, rests a metal ring. I), having a
minority. An arrangement, however, wa.s frequent- recess turned in its upper surface to receive the ful-
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society was Count von Molkti', then Chief of the
(Jeneral Blumentlial
of the 4tli Army Corps.
attaches great importance to it. In Austria also the
game has inet with the api>roval of the most distinApart from the tactiiiuished ollicerf, of tiie army.
tai instruction which it is the primary iiliject of the
game to ini]iart, it teaches olHeers U> rcali/.c the spuco
occupied by Iroojjs. either wlien deployed or on the
march, and tlie time rcipiired to transport bodies of
men from one point to another; it also excites a
spirit of emulation, and leads to the frequent discusScvcra!
sion of military (piestions of imjiortance.
dilferent codes of regulations for the conduct of the
game have appeared, wliich differ in jiniiitsof detail,
allliounh tlw principles maintained throiighout are
Tlie code we describe is. for the most
the same.
part, a free translation of the "Anleitung znm Kriegsspiel," by Captain \V. von Tschischwitz, of the Prusgood many points have, of cfiurse.
sian Ariiiy.
been altered to suit the organization and tactics of
the English Army, the following proposed regulalias at its upper end four projecting arms, termina
tions for the conduct of the game Ijaviijg lieen comting on the underside in sharp points, K.
Fromtlie i)iled at the Toiiograpbical and Statistical Depart
bottom of the stock projects the four points, L. To menl of the War Ultiee, by Captain E. Baring, Uoyal
the lower end of the plunger is secured a metal ring. Artillery after eommunical ion with Officers of the
>I, on the upper surface of which is cut a recess to different Arms.
receive the fulminate wafer, N(like E).
The plnn1. The war game is intended to afford a represenger is held in place by the safety-pin, O.
There are tation of military maneuvers on a map drawn to a
also in the projecting end of stock four radial holes lariie scale, the troops engaged being indicated by
for escape of gas.
small moveable metal blocks.
The fuse is intended to act as follows: When the
2. Rides for tl'.e movement of the troops and f<ir
projectile is set in motion, the plunger by its inertia their conduct in action, as well as for the method of
is carried back, sheering off the safety-pin, (); the
calculating the losses which are to be supposed to
projecting points, K, strike the fulminate. E, winch oce\ir under various circumstances are laid down ia
ignites the time-fuse.
When its motion is arrested pars. 14 to (il These rules are intended to imi)art.
theplungiT moves forward bringing the metal ring, as far as possible, a sense of realitj' to the mimic
M, and fulmin.ate N, against the sharp points. L. ig- maneuvers.
niting the powder charge, which is also thrown for3. In conducting this game the same difficulties
ward ami surrounds the ring. See i'^'/xc.
are encountered as in tlie conduct of maneuvers in
ESTABLISHMENT.— The augmentation of tfie lield in time of peace, that is to say, it is imposregiments to a c'crlain munber. Ijy which the whole sible to introduce the clement of superior courage
army of a country is cousideraI)ly increased, to meet or training on the part of one or other of the opposwar exigencies.
ing forces, and it is most difficult to realize the full
WAR-FORK.— A weapon first employed in tlie fif- effect of Infantry and Artillery tire. In order, liowleenlli century.
It consisted of a metal fork with ever, to introduce these important elements into the
sevi-ral prongs, made fast at the end of a long jiole or game as far as possible. Tables have been compiled
Sometimes a hook for scaling purposes was whicli are used in conjunction with dice.
shaft.
made to form a |)art of the fork. It is mentioned in
UESCKIPTION Of I'L.iNS, MAKKEHS EEI"EESEVTIX«
TROOPS, ETC.
the siege of Mons, in 11)91, where the Grenadiers of!
the elder Dauphin's regiment, under the command
4. The maps are drawn to a scale of G inches to a
of Vanban. assaulted a breastwork and carried away mile. The woods are colored green: file main roads,
the Austrian forks. To recompense their bravery, viz., those which are metalled and are mole than 18
Louis XIV. gave the Sergeants of that rcgimi'Ut the feet wide, dark brown: other ro;i(ls. light brown.
f).
ri^lit of carrying a fork in place of the hallierd.
Tlie troops are indiciilid by met;d blocks, one
GAME.-^The " Kricgsspiel" or war iiame, in .set being colored red and the other blue. In handits present form, was originally the invention of a ling these blocks it is desirable to avoid toucliing
civilian, llcrr von Keiswitz; the details were care- the colored surtai e as much as possible, to prevent
fully worked out by this gentleman's son, who was it becoming defaced: two pairs of pincers are proa Prussian .Vrtillerv Officer. The MiUtair-M'ochfn- vided with eacn oox, which will be found convenThe
/A(^^, of JIarch (Uh, 18'3t contains a notice, signed by ient for the purpose of removing the blocks.
Field-Marshal von Miiffling, which speaks in high blocks are made to scale in so far as length of front
terms of the instruction and advantage to be derived is concerned, with the exception of those which repfrom the game. Although. tlnTcfore. the liumeisno resent a coniiiany. a patrol, and a sentry or vedette:
novelty, it is only recently that its im]iortance has the size of these latter has been somewhat exaggerbeen fully recognized out of Uermanv; the increased ated. The Pontoon Train. Telegraph Troop, and
imp(;rtr\nce which is now attached to it may be, iu Equipment Train of tiie Engineers are drawn to
some measure, due to the feeling that the great tac- scale, each being in column of route.
tical skill displayed by Prussiiin oflicers in the late
6. Each box contains sufficient metal blocks for
w;ir had been, at least partially, aci|uired by means the maneuvers on either side of an Army Corps conof the instruction which the g;inie afVorils. However stituted as shown in table page r).S4.
this may be, it is cert:iin that within the hist fewEach Brigaile of Infantry consists of 3 battalions,
months increased attention has been paid to the game each of LUtlO officers and men. A Company of Innot only in England, but on the Continent: the nu- fantry consists of :! officers and 130 non-commismerous articles on the subject in English and foreign sioned officers and men; there are S comiiauies in ii
military periodicals abuiiiiantly testify to the truth battalion. The Cavalry Brigade consists of 3 Regiof this statement. In |)oint of fact, the names of the ments and 1 Battery of Ibirse .Vrtillery.
A Regiofficers who have patronized the game area siitlicii'iit ment of (':ivalry consists of (134 ollieers and men and
guarantee of its practical utility: Some 20 years ago
horses (79 officers, 4S0 troop). .•V Squadron cona society of officers w;is formed at Magdeburg for sists of olbcers ami 120 mounted non-commissioned
the special object of playing the game the chief of officers and men
4 squadrons form a regiment.

ininate wafer, E; between the ring and shoulder lies
a soft metal ring or iras-check, F. The ])luni;er, (J.
bored slightly couically to receive the time-fuse, II,
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WAS, GAME.
In order to

make

Uie forciroiiiR description

more the melee

perhaps be. as well to give a couple of
examples of the manner in which the Table is apIn tlie lirst instance, however, it is necessary
plied.
10 state that in so far as mere numerical strength is
concerned, a battalion of Infantry column is
supposed to hav<' the same chances of success as a
regiment of Cavalry, or as 4 companies of Infantry
in extended order, or as half a battery of artillery.
Exfttuplf I.
Eight blue squadrons suri)risc and attack a red battalion in colvunn. In applying the
Table, in order to decide on the success or failure of
the attack, what number of Index Points shoidd be
used y In so far as numerical strength is concerned
a battalion of Infantry is considered to have tlie same
chances of success as 4 squadrons: in this case,
therefore, as there are 8 squadrons opposed to one
battalion of Infantry, the chances arc 2
1
against
clear,

it

WAS
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will

—

:

the Infantry, or the number of Inde.x Points the red
Infantry should have would be
But accordII.
ing to the rule laid down iu paragraph 88. when
Cavalry attacks Infantry in column, it loses 4 Index
Points, or. which is the same thing, the Infantry
gain 4 Index Points therefore the number of Inde.x
Points the red Infantry should have woulil l)e 2 -f4
But by the rule laid down in paragraph
-f- II.
26 troops which are surprised forfeit 2 In<lex Points,
therefore the number of Index Points the red Infantry have must be reduced by 2. the linal inimber
is therefore -|- 2
2
0, or the " odds " are even
for or against the enterprise, and if the die turns
blue wins, if :. ::, or
red wins.
up . I, or
As regards the loss sustained by tlie Cavalry in attacking from the tire of the Infantry, it may either
be calculated by means of the Table, or the rule laid
down in par. 38 may be applied, that is to say, that
a lo.s.s of 15 men per squadron is supposed to" be incurred if the attack is successful, or a loss of 20 men
per squadron it unsuccessful. If the charge of Cav-

—

;

GAUE.

lasts
that is. with a total loss of 8 men per
squadron; the 2 victorious squadrons suffer a loss of
4 men per squadron by virtue of the rule laid down
in paragraph 39.
Now, suppose that the victorious Cavalry pursue for the period of 2 moves, the
beaten party would in these two moves incur a further loss of IG men per squadron, and would then
;

l)edeemcd •totally defeated;" that istosay. by virtue
of the rule laid down in par. 22. it would not l)e capable of offering resistance until 8 hioves had elapsed, or of re-assuming the offensivetill 10 moves had
elapsed. The victorious Cavalry would incur a loss
one sixth as great as the beaten parly that is to say.
they would lose 3 men in the pursuit. If. immediately after the pursuit were discontinued. the pursuers
were attacked by another force, the I'mpire would
have to decide whether the former were to be {onsidered as "slightly shaken" or "nuich shaken"'(par.
Probably he would decide that they were
24).
;

"much shaken."
TABLE FOK CALCILATINO THE LOSSES CAUSED BY INFANTRY AND ARTILLERY FtBE.
12.
This Table is intended to afford a means of
calculating the losses occasioned by the tire of In-

fantry and Artillery.
In the case of the Artillerj-,
the numbers given in each square represent the loss
occasioned during a period of one move. (That is to
say, during 2 minutes
See Par. IT. by a battery of
G guns: in case of the Infantry, the numbers given
in each square represent the losses occasioned by
one battalion ra line, or by 4 conqianies in extended
order during a period of one move.
Troops under
cover or in extended onler sutfer onl}' one-third of
the loss given in the Tid)le; Infantry in lin(,vi\\en exposed to the lire of shrapnel or common shell incur one-half of the loss shown in the Table on the
other hand, Cavalry suffers a loss one-tifth greater
than that given in the Table. The number of troops
against which the tire is directed does not. of course,
alry is successful, and the men remain iu conflict affect in any way the loss occasioned in a given
witli the Infantry, the latter by. virtue of the rule time, provided the aim be correct, and has not,
laid down in par. :58. lose a quarter of their strength therefore.to be considered in applying this Table, but
tor every move (that is. as will be hereafter ex- the f'in-mntii>n is a matter of great consequence, and
plained, tor every period of two minutes) during must always be taken into account
The losses ocwhich the miU'e lasts the Cavalry lose 5 men per casioned by a greater or less force than a battalion
squadron for every move during which the mdie in line. 4 companies in extended order, or a battery
lasts.
of Artillery, can of course readily be calculated from
Einmple IT. Three red squadrons of Cavalry, the data given in the Table by multiplying or dividwhich have l)een much shaken, are attacked t)y two ing.
the action takes place on a
intact blue squadrons
It will be observed that the Table is divided into
hill which slopes about 1(1": the force of 2 squadrons two principal parts, one headed "good effect." and
occupies tlu' lower, the opposing force the higher the other "bad effect ;" it remains with the I'mpire
ground. In deciding the result of the action by to decide which of these two parts shall be employmeans of the Table, what mmiberof Index Points ed in any particular case in coming to a decision
should be used ? If both forces were intact.it is on this point he will be influenced by the size of the
clear tluit the chances of success would be unfavor- object against which the tire is directed, the relative
able to the forces which are ninnerically inferior in position of the opposing forces, etc. Although, as
the proportion of 8 to two, hence the blue squad- has already been mentioneil. the nxnnhtr of troops
rons would throw with
but this latter fjrce against which the tire is directed does not affect the
I
gains an adviuitage of one Index Point from the na- loss occasioned in a given i\me. proriiUd the airntie
ture of the groiuid (.i« paragraph 8S), and of two correct, it is of course clear that the chance of aiming
further Index Points, from the fact that the red correctly varies according to the size of the object
squadrons are much shaken. Hence the tinal num- against which the tire is directed for instance, a
ber of Index Points for the blue would be
1 -\- 1
single shell biirsting in the midst of a battalion in
-|- 2
4- II. or the odds are two to one on blue. As quarter-column would probiibly phice as m;uiy men
the Index Xumbcr employed in tliis case is -|- II, it liiirs di- coiiihat as one bursting in the midst of a brigis necessar\'. in the tirst instance, to determine, by ade formed in a contiguous (juarter-colunm of batmeans of the Table, whether thedecision takes place talions but, inasmuch as the former is of smaller
in the same move as that in which the charge is etTect- dimensions than the latter obje<'t, it is more difficult
As regards the relative position of the troops
ed. or whether it is delayed to the sub.'«e(|uent move to hit.
(«fc par. 39). Blue is anxious that there slioukl not l)e engaged, the following, which is extracted from Sir
(blue colors) tlarnet Wolscley's "Soldier's Pocket-Book," may be
any delay .therefore if :.
or
turn up, the n'sult is to be taken by that vi'ry throw, found useful
but if or :: (red colors) turn up. then the decision
''.j"— Fire of Infantry and Artillery more effecwill not take place that n\ove.
In the next move the
tive down than up-hill.
" 10°— Effectual and constant lire of Artillery updie is again cast to determine which side is victorious: suppose be thrown; a Iilue stpiare stands
hill ceases.
" 15" Fire of Infanfrj- in close formation up. hill
vertically beneatli \. lilue is therefore vielorio\isand
defeats the force of three s(|uadrons. inlliclinga loss
is without effect.
"Fire of Artillery up-hill toof 4 men per squadron fi r each move during which
tallv ceases.
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tire

iip-liill

siiii;lv "illi

and the record of moves recomits own column. As each move
occu|>ies 2 minutes, it is clear that at the end of 30
nu)ves. an hour must have elap.sed. The losses are
recorded in a precisely similar manner supi)osing.
one

circle lower,

mences

efffct."

Each porliou of ilic Tiibli- is fiirllicr diviilcd into
six viTticiil coltiiiiiis. ciicli liriidc'd by oiii- "f the ti-rurcs on tlif six sides of a die. Tlif iiianiirr of iipj)l}iiis; till' Talilf will, perhaps, lie best exphiined In
an example. Suppose a half lialtery of !l-pdr. l'uiis
to have been liriiif shrapnel at a line of Infantry
skiriniLhers for four minutes (2 moves) at S.")(lyarils.
the range beins; known, and the I'nipire liavini; decided tliat the elTeet of the tire may be considered
lobe
as "pood:" the die is cast: .supppose
thrown; from the Table it appears that 33 men are
placed li"i:s il: runilnil in one move by a battery of !l.
hence lil
prs. tirini: shrapnel at the triven ranire
|

;

:

at

the top of

;

the first move after the a<linil
lighlingconunences. the IIor.se .\rlillery of the " red"
siile lose3men at the Cavalry •!. a pin woidd bestuck
into the circle numbered 3 of the coliunn heiuled
• Horse Artillery" on the "red" side of the Table,
and another into the circle numbered (i of the column htaded "Cavalry" on the same side: these
would, of course, be shifted as fresh losses were incurred.
Il will be observed that in the case of the
Infantry and Kiigimcrs. the numbers slop at 40 the
for

insianci'.

in

Ilia',

:

being that wlien 40 men have been ])laced //"/«
half baltery will tlierefi^re place :i2 men /'"/•.< </< '•"»«- (/<• oiiiiliiit. one company is sujiposed to be renderi'd
ixil in two moves
iiut inasmuch as the Infantry are non-elTeetive for further action, and must be given
in extended order, they only incur a loss one-third up to the l'm|iire in the case of the Cavalry, the loss
as great as that givi'U in the Table, that is to say. of t!0 men is supposed to entail the loss of a scpuulron in tlie case of tlu' Artillery, the loss of 2"> men
.\s the ranges nuist in almost all
they lose 11 men.
cases, be estimated, and are not in the tirsi instance is supposed to be etpiivali'iit to the loss of one gun.
accurately known, the oHicer who orders tiring to The yellow pins are used to note the moves and hour;
commence must be called upon to give his islimale the losses on the red side are scored with the red,
should he j\idge it incorrectly, the those on the blue side with the blue pins.
of the range
K.^TE OF MAIICHINO.
tire is supposed to produce no elTect during tin- tirst
14. Infantry on the march movesat the rate of 200
In actual war. the Artillery
move of its duration.
move
when advancing to the atta<'k of a
would be able to correct its range l)y seeing where paces in a
therefore, the officer in com- position without tiring. 3.50 paces: when advancing firif.
the shells burst
mand of a battery in action slioidd estimate the ingfroma standing position. 100 ]iaces; w hen advancrange incorrectly, the I'mpire should iiifurm him ing tiring froma 1\ ing position. an<l running from one
whether he has under or over-eslima'.ed il. and al- spot alTording shelter to another. .50 ))ac<s at the
low him to estimate it u second time in the next double. 3.50 paces in a move. No more Ih.ni 3 moves
out of 8 may be made at the double, and to every
move, and .so on until the correct range l)e found
until this be doiu> the tire is not to be considered as move at the double there must succeed one at the
producing any elTect. As regards the lire of Infan- ordinary inarching ])ace. In a thick wood. Infantry
try, if the range be judged incorrectly, the l'ini)ire are not lo be allowed to advance more rapidly than
must use liis discretion as lo whether a correction 100 paces in a move. X Field Hatlery at a walk admay be made or not. and also as to whether the lire var.ces id the rate of 300 jiaces in a move, or at the
rate of 400 paces in a move when trotting ami walkis to be allowed lo produ<-e any ell'ecl in sulise(|uent
ing alternately 8 moves out of 10 may he allowed at
moves, or whether it is to continue inell'eclive.
During an engagement a battery adIf curved tire be used and the range be estimated this latter rate.
correctly, it is siippo.sed to take eflecl. but the party vances walking at the rate of 2-50 paces in a move
tiring is not to be informed that such is the case. trotting, at the rate of (iOO paces in a move 2 moves
After the tire has lasted for a period of two moves, a out of 10 are the maximum number allowed at the
Table is to be einploy<<l to decide whether any latter rate: in exceptional cases. 1 move out of 10
inovenient on the part of the troops exjiosed to the may be made at a gallop of 800 ]iaccs to a move.
lire has withdrawn them from its range, or whether Cavalry iind Horse Artillery adv;ince at a walk at the
they are still exposed to it. The party tiring tlirow r;ite of 200 paces in a move: alternately trotting and
walking. 400 paces: at a trot. 000 paces: after every
wilii
I, that is to say, their lire continues effective if they win the throw, but is considered inelfec- 10 moves at this latter paie. at leas! .5 sub.sequent
In the case of curved tire, if the moves must be at the rate of 200 paces at a gallop,
tive if they lose it.
range be wrongly I'stimated. the lire is to be con- 000 paces only 2 moves out of 10 are allowed at this
sidered as producing no elTect. but the I'mpire must latter piice if can be used by orderlies, individual
In the case of long marches, executed
use his discretion as to allowing any <:orreclion in ollicers. etc.
lievond the immediate lield of battle. ( 'avalry and
the range to be made.
.\rtillery in:iy be :illowed lo advance for 40 moves, at
TAIU.E Foil NOTINO TiyTV. AND LOSSES.
13. A suitably prepared Table is intended lo alTord the rale of 400 paces to a move after which the siiba means of noting the nund>er of moves which have se(|uenl 30 moves must be at the nite of 200 ])aces.
elapsed, and also of recording the losses which are As an instance of what lIor.se Artillery can do when
sustained in the <ourse of the maneuvers.
One of the necessity arises, the two Horse .\rlillcry liallcries
these Tables pasted on a board is ])rovided with each of the Ilird and Vlltli German Army Corps in the
box. together with a few pins. The moment at which cimpaign of ISTO Tl marched from Ottweiler to
the troops on either side are to begin to move may S;iarbri'icken. a disl;ince of 21 Knglish miles, in 3
(ither be left to the discretion of tiie ollicers in com- hours, reaching the battle-field of Spicheren in fightmand, or it may be deciiled by the Umpire in either inir condition. In a thin wood they may be allowed
Cavalry and
ca.se tiie time at which the tirst movement takes place to advance at the rate of 200 paces.
is recorded in the Talile in a manner which will best Artillery movements in a thick wood are considered
be described by a couple of Examples :—{l) Suppos- altogether impossible. If the roads are bad, the
ing the first move to be at 3:30 A. M.: a pin would country hilly, the night dark. or any other special cirbe stuck in the circle numbered 3 of the column cumstances <'xist which would intluence the rate of
headed "hour." and another pin in the circle num- marching, the I'mpire can introduce any inodificabered 1.5 of the column headed •move." (2) Sup- tions he ])leases. He can also decide as to the duraposing the first move to be at ."):40 A. M.: a pin would ttDii. etc., of forced marches. During theprogresstof
be stuck in the circle numbered F, of the column an engagement the I'mpire may allow Infantry. Cavheaded " hour." and another in the circle numbered alry, and Artillery to advance at a walk at the rate
20 of the coluinn headed " move." The pin in the of 250 paces to a move, if he considers thatthe nature
column of moves is shifted lower as the g:ime pro- of the ground would admit of so rapid an advance.
It will be as well to state here the :imounl of roadceeds until the circle numbered 30 is reached, wliiii
the pin in the column recording the ho:ir is shifted way occupied by troops on the march the figures in
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Colonel Lewal says

each fiis(5 sliow the amount of roa<l way which wouhl orderlies, Staff Officers, etc.
be occupieil without making any allowaucL- for tin- that of 109 roads in Germany
opt'niug out of the columns the aMowance wliich
nnist be made on this account nuist necessarily vary
considerably, accordius; to the state of the road and
other accidental and adventitious circ'inistances: but
in the case of lar^e bodies of troops, onc--tbird the
total length ofthecchiniu may generally be reganled
as a mhiinmm allowance. The L'ni]iire nuist pay great
attention to the rapidity- of march and the length of
roadway occupied b}' thecolunuis: the former isveiy
frequently overestimated, anil the latter under-estimColonel Lewal, of the French Army, has gone
ated.
at great length into the subject of the length of roadway occupied by troops on the march, in his "Conference sur la Marche d'uu Corps d'Armee;" he estimates that the total length of roadway occujiied by
any large body of troops would practically- be twothirds as mucli again as that occupied if the regulated distances were maintained, and estimates that the
length of roadway occupied by an Army Corps consisting of 39,323 men, in three divisions, would be as
follows:

—

Yards.

Advanced Guard

Cavalr_y
"

'.J.b'ili

Interval

Infantry

'J,lH7

Advanced Guard

4.02G

*..

Interval

-Main

3.0(52

Body

12,333

Interval

it.") 1

lO.OMl

Reserve

fi,201

Interval

Hi.191

Train

328

Interval
K<'ar-(;uard

1,048
.->!), 103
Total
or about 33J miles.

In this calculation the interval of

(),201

yards be-

tween the Reserve and the Train, winch might appear excessive, is occupied by Cavalry for 1,381 yards
Colonel Borbsta'dt, in his account of
of its length.
the war of 1866, states that a Prussian Army Corps
(42,.")13 men, 13,803 horses, 90 guns, l,38r> carriages
of different kinds) on the march takes up about 27
miles of roadway, 18 miles being occupied by the
As retroops themselves, and 9 miles by the train.
gards rajndity of movement, a few instances will suffice to show how slow is the advance of any large
body of men as compared with the ordinary walking
pace of an individual man. In 1866, the -Austrian 8th
Army Corps took 14 hours to march from Kasow to
Nedelist, near Kiiniggralz.a distance of aliout 12 English miles, and tlicsanu- Corps in retreat look 1<'> jiours
to march 13 miles, namely, from Zadwersitz to Hokowit/ in the latter case the road was through a very
On the day of the brittle of Sadowa
liilly country.
every ettort was made to hasten the march of the
Crown Prince of Prussia; the weather was bad. and
the country hilly; the advanced guard of the 1st 01visiou of the Guard moviuii across country, marched
from Dauljrawitz to .Jericek, a dist;iiiee i>f miles, in
Of these troo])s a French )llicer says—
21 hours.
•'iiu'ils marchaient a "une allure exiraordinairement
acceler(?c.".
The main body of the Army of the
;

il

(

are

.5

;

9
28

„

7

,,

'

,

16.4 feet broad.
19.7
23.
34.

3.5

,

26.3.5

11

,,

39.-53

33.81

13

39.37
The front of Cavalry in fours is, of course 34 feet.
battery of Horse Artillery in colunui of route occupies 4^0 yards (.501) paces) of roadway; a battery
of Field Artillery (19-prs.) 470 yards (r)C,4 paces) an
Artillery and Infantry Keserve Aminimition Column,
43(1 yards (486 paces): an Artillary Reserve Ammucompany
nition Column. 384 yards (460 paces).
of Engineers occupies 43 yards (.50 paces) of rojidwaj
a Pontoon Train. 619 yards (743 paces); a
Telegraph Troop, 408 yards (490 paces); an Equipment Troop, 335 jards (270 paces).
CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR OF BRIDflES, ETC.
15.
period of 3 moves is considered sufficient
time to level the sides of a ditch and to render the
passage of troops practicable. The repair of bridges
over ditches not more than 13 feet wide takes 4
moves.
The construction of a lloating or trestlebridge takes 15 moves for every 50 paces, if all the
material is ready at hand if not from 5 to 10 mr)ves
longer.
The construction of a pontoon bridge takes
If the
place from 8 to 13 moves for every 12 paces.
bridges have to be constructed under tire, from 4 to
6 moves more are required: if the tire is very heavy
and is unanswered, reference is made to a Table to
decide whether the construction of the bridge is
possible or not: the party wishing to construct the
II, that is to say, the construcbridge throw with
tion of the bridge is considered impossible or jiossible according as the face of the die corresponds with
In all these
the enemy's color or with their own.
cases the Umpire will often have to exercise his discretion as to what is to be permitted and what disallowed.
5CETHOD OF CONDUCTING THE GAME.
16. If it is only intended to represent maneuvers
on a small scale. 3 pers<ms are sufficient to conduct the game, one to act as I'mpire and the
other two to command the two opposing forces. In
the case of maneuvers on a large scale the Umpire
should have the assistance of two subordinates; subordinate officers should also be attached to the officers in supreme conunand of the two opposing
forces; these latter generally <'ontine tlwinselves to
giving general directions ;is to the nature of the
movenumts to be executed, the detail being conductThe Uinpire exered by the subordinate officers.
lie must
cises a general supervision over the game
on no account allow the game to be hurried, or
movements to be executed without the proper measurements being made, he nuist see that the rules are
correctly applied, and must decide any doubtful cjuestion which may arise to the best of bis (liscreti<in
diirim: the progress of the game he is to point out
and criticise any dispositions which he considers
faulty, and at the conclusion of the game he is to
decide which party has the advantage, and to make
such general remarks on the previous operations as
Before the commencehe may consider suitable.
ment of the game the I'mpire imparts the general
nature of the operatiims to each of the officers commauiiiug, together with the special object which
each is to endeavor to attain. It will generally be
advisable to issue the "general" ami "special" ideas
on the day before the game takes pla<'e in ord<T to
give officers sufficient time to study the map careis

1

A

;

A

:

A

:

—

:

:

considerably slower. The 1st
Corps, wliich bivouacked on the night before the
battle at Chranstow, took, according to Colonel Borbst:edt, 9 hours to march 8 miles, and the 2d Division
of IheGuard, which bivouacked at Kettendorf, marched li; miles in 10 hours. Colonel Ueinliinder, in his
"Vortriige i'lber die Taktik," estimates that 13 or 14
miles is an ordinary day's march for an Army Corps.
A battalion of Infantry occupies 334 yards (400
paces) of roadway. .V squadron of Cavalry in fours
occupies .56 yards {"67 paces) of roadway, in :^ections ifuUy.
112 yards (135 paces), in half-sections 224 yards (370
The "general idea" should usually contain the
paces.)
Hoads are rarely siulicienlly broad to al- strategical conception on which the operations are
low of Cavalry movinsr by fours, as a certaiji mar- based, together witi; the general object which each
gin must always be allowed for the passage of the side is to endeavor to attain; the base and principal

Crown Prince marched
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i>f

()|H'nilions

on

citlipr side sliniild

l)i'

position of the Commander-in-Chief

stiilcil; tlic

—

;

;

:

:

;

lenilcil <lispositinus.
The olticers in coinmaiid then
divide their for<es into adv:uiccil guard, juain body,
reserve, etc., .-uid connnunicalc> the special oliject of
tbeintendeil in;nieuv<rs to their subordinates.
In order that the game may present as truthful a
picture of actual war as possible, it is very desiratjlc
that otlleers in connnand shoulil only be alloweil to
,see on the map so luuili of the movements of llicir
opponents as would tie apparent to them in the lield:
the niovemcnls of troops which would lii' hidden

view in time of war must, tlierefore, lie
map, or, which is the lietlcr course,
if the map.-% are in duplicate, each Commander may
be made to iK-cnpy a se]>arate room, with separah'
maps; in this case it is the duty of the I'mpire and
liis assistants, who can, of course, move from room
to room, to see that any movements made in the presence of an enemy, and wliich would be visible to
the latter are faithfully represented by duplicate
blocks of metal on the oiiponents map. The I'mpire
decides a.? to what troops ; re visilile to the enemy.
In moving by day over an open, flat country, the

fr<iin

their

bidden on

tlie

movements of all troops williin o.OIJO yards of the
enemy arc supposed to be visilile in enclosed, hilly,
or wooded country, the I'mpir must decide on the
movements which are mulmdly visible on either side.
17. The game is played by /H"r('»,eacti of two minutes. From the moment the game commi'iices (that
is, at tlie lirst move) all direct personal couimiinica:

liou between tlie officers Commanding-in-Chief and
the commanders of divisions, lirigaiies. etc., is to
cease. except wlvn ttie Commander-in-Chief and the

municated

whom

to be comare actually present at the same spot; llie

subordinate

oliicir to

an order

is

is

GAME.

inilicaled liy

an upright metal block. With this exception all orders and i|uestions must pass through the Umpire,
who comnninicates them in due time (ki/- par. 14) to
the person for whom they an- intended. The time
which is required to carry out orders is estimated by
the rules laid down in ]iar. 14. < )rderlies carrying
messagi's and inilividu:il officers may be allowed to

ideii " is

issued to both sides, and sliould
not, of i-ourse, contain any special informal ion which
in actual war woidd li<' in possession of only one of
the two o|)))osiii;r forces. Thi- "siiec iai idea" should
Ik- the natural se(iuenee of the " i;eneral idea": the
" special iilia" of one force will, of course, tie different to that of the other: each shoulil contain
(1)
I'i) the
(he strenirlh and composition of the forces
(:tj the date and hour;
.spot at which it has arrived
(t) the immediate objective point in view; (.">) any
information of the movements, sirensrth, and disposition of the enemy which may be in the possi'ssion of
the Commander of the force: itil the firdcrs which
the I'mpirc requires should lie communic:tli'(l to him
in writins:.
Allhouiih no absolute rule ncid be laid
out, it will •;encrally be found desirable to ti.\ some
iKiur in the evenini; as the suppos<(l tune at which
the troops are handed over to the coftim'in<lers of
the opposinsT forces, and to re(piire each to send in
to the I'mpire his dispositions for that evening and
liis orders for the followinir luorning.
After c;icli Commander h;is carefully studied the
general and sjieciiil idea which hiis been I'limnniiiicated to him, he sends the dispositions which he jiroposes to make in wrilin'.; to the I'mpire he should
slate the manner in whiih he proposes to divide his
force into advunce guard, main body, reserve, and,
when ncei'.ssary. rear-guard he should indi<-ate the
general line of outposts, and should name the detachment which is to furnish llu'ni: a <liagrani. showing the disposition of the camp or bivouac, should
always accompany the staleuu'nt which is sent in to
the I'mpire
it
may conveniently be placed on the
margin: lastly, the divisional or brigade onlerssliould
be given; they should be precisely similar both in
form and substance to those which would be issued
in the lield, and are not to contain any jioinls of detail on which it would be the province of subordinate olticers to exercise their discretion: the exact
jtosition to be occupied by the ollicer in command
The Umpire lh<n distrishould always be stated.
butes to eacii officer in command the requisite number of metal blocks representing battalions, scpiadrons. batteries, etc., and occasionally receives from
them some further inform;ition as regards their in-

"general
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move at the rale of sou or !MH) jiaies in a move. If
a Fii'liI Ti'legnipb is availatile, a sliort message is
supiiosed to take 'J minutes (1 move) inlransnnssion,
is. At the commencement of the name, the lime is
noli'd on the Table by means of pins in the manner
alrc;i(ly described ipiir.Kli. The I'mpirc lakes a note
of Ihc time ;il whiih reports or orders arc disp:itchnumber of the move in which any liody of
beaten, and of the number of the move in
which it will have rallied for defense, or will be callable of again assuming the olfensive, as the case
may tie.elo. Every subordlnale Comnninder of troops
must, in the first insliince, carefully consider what
he intends to do before he moves: lie thc'n informs
the Umpire or his assistants of his intentions; liie
actiuil measurements are m;id(- by the hitter, wiio also
move the pieces; the players themselves urv on no
account to move the pieces; ihi', /"rmiitioii in which
any tiody of troops is to move should invariably be
slated tiefore moving. All conversation is, as f:ir as
jiossilile, to lie avoided, as it tends l<i lengthen the
duriilion of the game unduly, renders it a matter of
gr<:iler dillicully fur the Umpire In perform his dulies
siilistaclorily, and often serves to confuse Ihc commanders. So soon as the Umpire has given notice
of the (commencement of a new move. no further correction is to be allowed in the move immediately preceding.
lil.
Whenever troojis lire or are about to allaek,
notice miisl lie given to the Umpire, who decides on
the Index Niimlier which is to be used, slates, at the
proper time, tlie result which is given liy the throw
of the die, and marks the loss incurred.
If, in accordance with the rules laid down in par. Ui, one
side loses a company, a squadron, or a division of
Artillery, a tilock representing the body of troops lost,
must be hiinded over to the Um|iire. When largo
tiodies of troops are eng;i;rcd. it is desinilile that liie
Umpire should from lime |o lime enrreel the number of men on the map.in order liiat not more should
appear than would actually be the case, allowing for
men placed horxde foinlxit. When it becomes necessary to detach snnill bodies of men, he Umpire will,
at the reipu'st of the ('oiiiin:iniler of one or other of
the opposing forces, furnish him wilh the reiiiiisite
mcUil blocks in excleinge for others.; thus, one tiloek
represeiUiug a hiilf liallalion may be exchanged for
four tilocks reiiresenling c.imp.'inies, and so on.
211. During an action, tlii- following is the order of
proceeding: tlie moves are made lirst, the failure or
success of an attack is next decided, the losses are
then reckoned and noted, and, if necessary, metiil
blocks proporlioiiiile to he loss incurred are given
up to the Umpire. If the Umpire is aidi'd liy an asassistant,llie latter makes the c:ilciilatioiis as reg;irds
losses.
Tlie decision of the Unqiire is. in iill cases.
Jimil.nv'nhvT must any discussion be on any account
allowed during the jirogress of the game, as to the
correctness or otherwise of his decision,
21. When the opposing parties are at ii considerable dist;ince from ciicli other, the Umpir can allow
several moves to be made at once, if he Ihinks it desiralile to d<i so.
This course niiiy also tic> adopteii
in the case of engagements of minor importanci
which will have but little iuHtience on the general
course of events: in such Ciises the Umpire may ;illow several moves to be made at once, after which
recourse is had to the Table to decide the result of
the engagemcn!.
ed, of the

troops

|

is

I

I

FOR THE CONDUCT OF ENOAOEMENTS.
are "repulsed" or are "defeated."or are "totally defeated." the lilocks of metal
Rl'LE.S

22.

Whenever troops
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vance against another body of Infantrj' posted on
flat open ground, then at 400 paces distance the
action again.
Troops wliicli are merely repulsed odds are even, at 300 paces the}' are 3 3 against
are supposed to be capable of resistance after the the assailant, and at 200 paces 2
1 against liim.
l«pse of 3 moves, and to be capable of again assum- The Index Numbers to be used bj' the assailant are
ing the offensive after a lapse of 1 moves. Defeated therefore 0,
I and
II.
The assailant must
troops are supposed to be capable of offering resist- throw at each distance; lie may try his luck tlie
ance after the lap.se of 4 moves, and lobe capable of second time in the following move if unsuccessful
again assuming the offensive after a lapse of 8 on the first occasion, but if the die again turns up
moves. Troops wiiicli are totally defeated are sup- unfavorabl}' he must then give u]) further attempt.
po.sed to be capable of offering resistance after tlie If the attack should be supiiorted by a think atlapse of 8 moves, and to be capable of again assuin- tack, the assailant gains an Index Point.
The Umhig the offensive only after the lap.se of Ki moves. pire may vary the Index Number in the even! of the
If the troops which have been repulsed are
at- ground being of such a character as to favor one or
tacked during the first 2 moves in retreat by a force other of the contending forces.
If the Infantry be
consisting of half their own strength, the chances of covered by artificiid or natural protection, the rules
success are suppo.sed to be eijual, and
is tlielnde.x
laid down in paragraphs 4S-.'i4 for the ;ilt;ick on vilNumber wliich must be employed in the application lages must be api>Iied. If the att;ick fails the troops
of the Table; tlie same Index Niunl)er is useil if de- which have been rei)ulse<i cannot be enijiloyed to atfeated troops aie attackcil during the first 4 moves tack iigain for 10 moves.
If the attack is renewed
in retreat b.y a force equal to one-eighth of their own with successive bodies of fresh troops, an advantage
strength, or if totally defeated troops are attacked in of 1 Index Point must be credited for each successive
the first H moves in retreat by a force ecjual to one- altack.
In the event of one side being totally desuch a time as

tliev are

considered

tit

to

come

until
into

:

:

—

eighth of their own strength.
If troops which are
merely repulsed reach a heiige or any other obstacle
which would enable tliem to r.-dly dining tlie first 2
moves in retreat, they niaj- be allowed to do so and
to receive an attack, but in applying the Table to
decide on the success or failure of the attack, the
attacking troops obtain tlie advantage of
Index
Points; if tlie attack succeeds, the defenders are to
be considered as totally defeated, evdi if a face
turns up which corresponds with tlie letter D.
Frexh troops are such as have not been in
33.
action for at least 10 moves.
34.
In the application of the Table, troops which
are slightly shaken are considered as losing 1 Inde.x
Point during 3 successive moves.
Troops which
are much shaken are considered as losing 3 Index
I'oints during the first 3 successive moves, and t
Index Point during the next 3 suliseijuent moves.
Wliether troops are to be considered as 'sliglilly
shaken" or as 'much sliaken" depends on tlie
amount of fire to which they have been exposed,
and will in most cases be decided by the Umpire.
Troops which have been repulsed or defeated are to
lie considered as "much shaken" during the period
in which, according to par. 33, tliev are only cai)able of offering resistance and not of re-;issuniing the
oll'ensive; during the 3 subseipient moves they are to
be considered as •slightly slwiken." Irif;uitry wliicli
has been engaged for a moderately long period in a
fight about a village, etc., is to be considered as
"slightly shaken": if the combat has been olistinate.
as "much shaken."
Cavalry is to be considered as
"slightly shaken," if it moves for any coiisiden'ble
distance at a rapid iiacc. and as " iiiucli sh;ikeii " if
it has ;!ttacked several tim"s.
S.").
If the Infantry or C';ivalry, which li;ive just
gained an advantage, are attacked in the lirst move
after their victory hy fresh troops, the Infantry forfeit 1 Index Point, and the Cavalry 3 Index Points
in the applic;ition of the Table.
•'J

Troops which are ;ittiU'ked by surprise for3 Index points in the applic;ition of the table if
in line or column, and 4 Index Points if in extended
order.
If an attack be supported by a second line—
37.
which, iu the case of Infaiitrv. must be not more
than 300. in the case of Cav;ilry from 400 to 800 paces
distant, and in either case h;ilf as strong as the first
— the lirst line can be "repulsed" only.
3li.

feit

38.

Infitntrii (Kjiiinxt

<'iiriilrii.

— \\\\-A\\Kry

in

line

when

;iltacked by infantry in column obt;iiiis an advantage of 1 Index Point in the application of the
Table.
If, however, the decision arrived at is adverse to the force in line, it is to be considered as
" totally defeated" I'vcii if there be a second line in

support.
3'.l.

If

any boily of Infaiilry coiilemplates an ad-

—

feated, the victor suffers a loss of a third, in other
cases of one-half, of the loss of the vaiuiuished side.
30. If two stationary forces of Infiintry open fire

on each other on open ground, and the range is
known to both parties, one side or other must be
made to retreat after the fire has continued during
1 move if at a distance of frfim 100 to 300 paces,
during 3 moves if at 300 paces, during 3 moves if at
400 paces,during 4 moves if at from HOO to 000 paces.
The question as to which siile is to retire is decided
by the Table in the usual manner, the projier Index
Number being cho.sen with reference to numerical
strength, position, etc.
If the range is not known
on either side, or if it be only known to one side, or
if either or both sides are under cover, the Umpire
decides on the moment at which a]iplic!itioii is to be
made to the Table with a view to causing one or
other side to retreat. In such cases the parly lo
whom the decision is idverse is simply "repulsed."
and is not to be considered as "defeated" in the
sense in wliich the term is employed in the rules of

the game.

Infantry dgainut Ciirnlry.

—

Infantry arc :illowed
the b.ayonet any force of Cavalry
which are considered as incapable of assuming the
offensive («( par. 23); in such cases the Infiintry obt;iin an advantage of 3 Index Points in the application of the Table.
Infantry (igai list ArtiUery. If .\rtillery which is
not covered by any natural or artificial protection is
attacked in front by Infantry advancing over open,
even ground, the following Index Numbers are used
in the application of the Talile:
If the attack is
made by skirmisliers, and no less than threi' companies attack one battery,
is the Index XumbiT if
atCIIIJ paces; I, if ;it 400" paces; II, if at 200 p;ices.
If a force of not less than half a b;ittalion of Infantry in line, attacks a batter}- tiring at known ranges,
Ois the Index Number if at from 1,000 to (iOO paces;
1, if at 300 paces; II, if at 200 p;ices.
In all the
above cases the Infantry throw with a
sign.
If
the attack be ni;ule by Infantry in i(Uiirter-column.
is the Index Number at from I.OOO to S'H) ])iices:
I, at IIOSI paces; II. at 400 paces; III, at 21)0 paces,
the Artillery in e;icli case throwing with a -f-sign.
In all c;ises in which a front and tiaiik attack ari'
combined, the Infantry gain an .advantage of 1 Index Point in the ap|)liciition of the Tnlile. If llie
decision arrived at by reference to the Table is :idverse to the Artillery, iiftcr skirmishers have approached to wit.iin 400 paces, or Inf:iiitry in line
have approached to within 300 paces, the guns are
to be considered as captured.
Skirmishers, if their
attack fails, are not to be allowed lo altack a seeond
time, luit they may lie down on the ground without
relreatin;r.
If the Table gives a decision adverse to
liif;iiilry ;iilv;iiiciiig in column against Artillery, tJie
to attack with

—

+

——

—
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column must

retire to h ciislaiicc nf 1 .500 paces from
the battery, or until it ciiii net luiiler enver: the
column may not ailvan<<' to tlii' attack of the guutia

second time until a ])cri<iii of at least l.l moves lias
elapsed.
If the numerical slrenglh of the Infantry
be very preponderating or if any other special circumstances teuil to modify the scale of chan<es, the
I'mpire can make such alterations in the furciroing
regulations as he may think lit. If a force of Infantry captures a battery, hut is driven back inunedialely after the capture has been efrecled. the battery liises 12 men. ami. after u lapse of 4 movis,
may maneuver or come into action, but if the Infantry remains in possession of the guns during the
space of one move, the battery may not maneuver
or come into action luitil 8 moves have elapsed: for
every additional period of one move that the Infantry remains in possi'ssiim of the guns, an additional
6 moves must be allowed to elapse before the Ai'Iillery are to be considered as capable of taking part
in the battle after the recapture has been effected.
If the Infantry remains in possession of the guns for
a longer jieriod than 4 moves, the latter are to be
considered as incapable of taking any further part
in the battle, even supposing them to be eventually
recaptured. During each of the tirst 4 moves in
which the Infantry are in possession of the guns the

'

,

I

j

j

1

;
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are not stipposed to incur any loss from an attack ot
Cavalry uidess an actual iiirlii' ensues: in which ca.se
the skirmishers obtainanadvantageof I Index Point.
The loss sustained by Cavalry in attacking Infantry
can either be estimated by means of iiT;ible, hearing
in mind the proportionate amount of tire to which
the former are exposed in any particular case, or a
loss of \r> null per scjuadron may be allowed if the
Cavalry be victorious, and of 20 per scpuidron if it
be defeated, without rc'ference to the Table. If Cavalry attack Infantry successfully, the loss occasioned
to the latter, per balt:ilion. by the <ir»ii' liliinche, is
shown by llw ligures in the Table, in the top row of
each partition. If the attack does not succeed, tho
Cavalry are to be considered as mc-rely repulsed, but
if, in retrc^at, the force is pursued by hostile Cavalry
during the entire space of 1 move, it is to be consitlered as " defeated :" if it is pursued during the entire
course- of 3 moves it is to be considered as "totally
defeated." If an attack of Cavalry on Infantry succeeds. the latter is invariably to be considereci as
• totally defeated." and for every ])eriod of 1 m ive,
during which the m.V/< continues, the Cavalry incur
a loss of i} men per .s<iuadron. the Infantry a loss of
one-fourth of their stri-ngth. If Cavalry, whilst engaged hand-to-hiind witli Infantry, are attacked and
repulsed liy other Inbintry, tlu-y are to beconsidered

is to be estimated at 21) men per
as •(Icfiiited :" if attacked and rc-pidsed by C;ivalry,
Infantry, either lying or standing under they are to be considered as "totally defeated."
cover, open tire at known ranges on Artillery in ac34. Kvery Cavalry attack (which nuist be in the
tion, reference nuisl be made to the Table after every ])roportion of at least 1 scpnidron against a battal2 moves, to decide, in the tirst place, whether the ion) which the Infantry do not await stationary is to
guns can maintain their position in spite of losses, be considered as succc-ssful. In the case of engagewhich are to ]>v reckoned independently- and. in ments be-lweeii sm;iller bodies of Infantry and Cavalthe second place, if the Infantry is tiring at close ry, the liupire must ileeide- the issue-.
If Infantry
range, whether Ihi' guns are to be allowed to limber which is threatened by Cavalry can. in the iierie)d alup and retire or not. The Indcv Numbers to be lotted to 1 move, reach some adecjuale cover
used in the application of the Table in onler to de- which must not beat !i greater distane-ethan 400 paces
cide whether the guns can maintain their position or
thc-y may be allowed te> run towards it. but if. at
not arc
the instant of cromnu-neing theretrea't the Cavalry are
I. if the Infantry is at a distance of from
500to()(IO paces: II. if al"400 paces: III, if itt MOt) within (iOO paces, the Infantry arc' to be considered
paces. The Index Numbers which are to be used as " tolidly defeated.' aiul as having incurred a loss
to decide whether tlw ginis are to be iillowed to re- of 20 men for every scpnielrem which att;icks.
3"). If Cavalry diarges Infantry in motion at a distire, ari
I. if the Infantry is at 4oil paces:
II. if at
.'WO paces. In all the above cases the Infantry throw tance of not more lli;in 400 j>;ic-e-s, the- former is alwith a
signIf guns, which are not imder cover, ways to obtain an advantage of 2 Index Peiints in the
Bridges or ditches which
allow a force of Infantry to ainiroach unobserved to application of the Table.
within 2110 paces of them, they are supposed to lose are held by skirmishers are to be- considereel a; inso many horses and men during the move which im- surmoimtable obstacles for Cavalry if the groimel in
mediately follows till- commencement of tiring on front e)f the-m is open for .Wo |);ue-s or more if not
the part of tin- Infantry, that either a portion or the eipc-n for so great a dislaiuc. the Index Number III
whole of the guns- according to the decision of the is to be- u.sed in the ap])lie;»tie)iiof the- Table to decide
sign.
If a
Umpire must be left on liie ground, and, after the the matter: the Cavalry throw with a
lapse of 2 moves, are to be considered as captured body of troops, in line or coliunn, is posted in rear
by the Infantry, without any loss having been in- of a bridge, the Um|)ire nuist decide whether it
curred by the latter. If guns wish to move up into would be possible for the Cavalry to force the passaction under a lire of Infantry when the latter know age or not.
the range, reference nuist beinade to the Table in
3(). Application must be made to the Table to deorder to decide on the i)ossibility or otherwise of cide whether Cavalry may be allowed to remain in
The Index
such a maneuver being executed. The Inde.\ Num- position in the presence of skirmishers.
bers to be used are: Numbers to be usc-el, if the skirmishers know the
0. If till- Infantry i^ at (iOO paccK.
range, are II if at (iOO, 111 if at .500. and IV if at 400
"
••
••
sign.
It is con1.
.500
paces the Cavalry throw with a
••
••
ill.
400
sidered impossible fe)r Cavalrj' to remain in position
"
300
in the presence of skirmishers at less than 400 paces.
The Artillery in e;icli case throw witli a
sign. Cavalry m:iy always be allowed to ride by Inhintry
if CavIf the range is unknown to ihr Infantry, the giV.is if pcistc-d at a distaiic-e exceeding GOO pae-es
may move up into action without any reference be- alry wishes to ride by Infantry, posted nearer than
to decide on the
insr made to the Table.
(iO(") paces, the Table inust be used
^3.
CaTidry againut /nt/iiitri/.
lufuntry in line or possibility or otherwise of the maneuver being execolumn which has not been exposed to tire obtains cuted the- Index Numbers to be used if the Infanan advantaije of four Index Points in the application try know the range, are:— at 000 pac-es— 0, if the
of the Table, if attacked by Cavalrj': if in rallying Cavalry rieles by at a gallop. I when at a trot at -500
at -100 paces
squares or •'slightly shaken. "the Infantry obtains an jiaces— I if at a gallo]). II if at ;i trot
advantage of 2 Index Points if " much shaken." the II if at a gallop.' Ill if at a trot. In all these ca.ses the
Cavalry are never to
sign.
Cavalry obtains an advantage of 2 Index Points. If Cavalry throw with a
Infantry-, having repulsed an attack of Cavalry are. be allo'we-d to riile by Infantry posted at a less disduring the next move, attacked by " fresh " Cavalry tance than 400 paces' except in pursuit, and then only
Cavalry
(nff par. 23), the latter obtain an advanlaire of 1 In- by the speeiid permission of the Cnipire.
dex Point.
line of skirmishers, Ivimr on the sround. afe never to be- allowed to ride by Infantry at a walk

loss of the Artillery
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when

thf laltcr are posted at a less distance than 600
paces.
In all cases in -.vliich tlie possil)ilily of Cavalry rilling by Infantry is ilecirli-d in the aflirniative.
the losses which will be incurred in doing so are to

be reckoned independently.

victorious incurs a loss half as great as that of the
beaten party, in those cases in which the latter is
" defeated" or " repulsed"; if the beaten party be
" totally defeated " the victors only incur a loss onethird as great as that of the beaten party.
For each
move during which the pursuit continues, the beaten
parly lose as nianj- men as they originally lost in each
move during which the melee lasted the pursuers in
each move lose one-sixth as many men as the pursued. If a second line is in support, beaten Cavalry are never to be considered as more than "repulsed" they may be alhiwed to rally liehind their
second line, ^^quad^ms acting singly may be allowed
10 retreat over bridges, etc.. but in doing so. they incur a loss double as great as that which tliiy experienced originally in the attack. As regards the attack of victorious Cavalr\' by fresh troops, »<< par.
is

—

It the officer comforce of Cavalry resolves to attack another
force of the same arm, he mnst notify his intention
to the Umpire, who then communicates it to the
other side, and requests the otticer commanding the
force about to be attacked to inform him of his intentions, llr.il is to say. whellier he will retire or advance lo a counter-attack, etc.
If till' attack does
not take place, the party which declines the engagement must be made to retreat. If tlie party threatened with attack resolves to accept battle," it is incumbent on each side that they should move for at
least 800 paces in the direction in which each respectively informed the Umpire that it was his intention to move, and until this is done it is not in the
power of the Commamler on either side to retreat or
otherwise to alter his original onler.
38. If a force of Cavalry, in attacking, has to leap
any ditches when witliin 400 paces of the enemy, it
forfeits 1 Inde.K Point in the appli<ation of tlie Table.
Cavalry charging down a slope of 10" forfeits 1 index Point. To charge up or down a slope of 1.5^ or
more is considered impossible. One squadron attacking in flank is to be considered as producing as
nmcli eflect as two squadrons attacking in front
If
a force of Cavalry, when in the act of making a Hank
movement is attacked by Cavalry, it is invariably to
be considered as defeated.
3!). The result of an engagement between two forces
of Cavalry is decided by means of the Table, the Index Number beingchosen with due regard to the relative numerical strength of the opposing forces, their
condition, the nature of the ground which each has
lo pass over, etc.
If the index Niunber should
chance to be or II, it is, in the first instance, necessary to cast the die in order to tletermine whether
the decision takes place during the same move as that
in which the charge is cxecute<l, or in the move im-

o".

<'(ira'.ry iirjiiinst Cneiilry.

manding a

-.

:

—

25.
40. C'atalrg againft ArtiUery.
The Cavalry, which
makes a front attack on Artillery in action, "forfeits
Index Points. Guns in action in theopen. if attacked
by Cavalry in flank, are always to be considered as

—

captured if the Cavalry approaches unobserved to
within charging distance. If the gims are under any
natural or artificial cover, and are attacked in flank
by Cavalry, they are to be considered as captured if
their position is attacked by other troops in front
simultaneously with the Cavalry attack in flank.
Artillery in motion, when overtaken by Cavalry, is
always to be considered as captured. If a force of
Calvary wishes to ride by guns in acticm at a distance
of from 400 to 700 paces, application nmst be made
to the Table to decide on the possibilit)' or otherwise
of the execution of the maneuver, the Index Number
11 being employed
the Cavalry throw with a sign.
Cavalry are not to be allowed to pass within 4(10 paces
f)f guns in action except when in pursuit, and then
only by special permission of the Un\pire. In all
cases in which Cavalry ride by Artillery in aition
within range of the guns, the losses incurred by the
former are to be ealculjited.
41. As regards the re-capture of guns after they
have been cai)tured by Cavalry, etc.. the rules laid
down in par. 33 for the conduct of Infantry in such
cases apply also to Cavalry.
exceptional
42. I'aralry Fighting nn Fnut.
X-a
cases Light Cavalry may be employed to act on foot
for the occupation of defiles, etc. The Umpire must
decide arbitrarily whether, in any particular c'ase,
such a course of action is to be permitted or not.
43. It is supposed that all those who take part in
the game are acquainted with the circumstances
which render it desirable to employ common shell,
shrapnell. or case.
with the conditions which render any particular kind of fire productive of greater
or less results, and with the other general principles
involved in the application of Artillery. The proportionate losses caused by the fire of guns at different
ranges are given in he Table.
It would be quite
impossible within the limits of this article to enter at

—

;

mediately following it. With other Index Numbers
a blank turns up the decision is delayed to a subsei|uent move. Cavalry which is •totally deflated"
must retire at a gallop, and. fi>r tin- lirst two moves
after its defeat, straight to the rear: it is not to be
allowed to halt until it either reaches its supports or
until it has quitted the immediate battle-tield. Cavalry which is "defeated." or merely "repulsed."
nuist also retire at a gallop, and. during a period of
1 move inunediately following its repulse, must move
.straigl't to the rear.
After retiring for a period of 1
i;

move
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commandinir nniy
adopt his own pace, and may change direction in
whatever manner he thinks tit. If Cavalry winch has
been "totally defeated " is pursued by other Cavalry,
it is to be considered as totally routed and dispersed.
If Cavalry which has been " (lefealed " is pursue<l by
other Cavalry, it is to l)e cfinsidered as " lol.ally de- length into the subject of the most suitable method
feale 1" after the pursuit has lasted iluring a period of employins artillery in the field, more especially
nf
moves. If Cavalry, whieli has been merely " re- since the tactics of Field Artillery have recently unpulsed" is pursued by other Cavalry, it is to be con- dergone, and are still undergoing, great and importsidered as " defeated" after the pursuit has lasted ant changes.
The following extracts from Colonel
during a period of 2 moves. During the first four Owen's Jlodern Arlillery may. however, give some
moves in pursuit, the force which is pursued is of the general principles which are generally receivalways to be supposed to gain lOlt paces on its pur- ed on the subject
The objects of~Arlillery in the
suers. If beaten Cavalry encounter any considerable field are (1.) To prepare the way for trie action of
obstacle (amongst which is included a rise in the other arms by creating disorder and confusion in the
groinid of 20" and upwards) during its first move in enemy's ranks, dismounting his guns, destroying
retreat, it loses half its strength, and after a lapse of slight obstacles, or rendering cover untenable.
(2.)
3 moves, is to be removed from the map and entirely To mipptrt troops of other arms in their movements,
disaiipear from the game.
If it encounters any such by preceding an attack, forming a rallying point in
obstacle during its second move in retreat, the losses case of repulse, checking advancing columns of the
which it experienced in the attack are to be doubled. enemj-. harassing a threatening foe covering a reThe loss per squadron in each move, which is in- treat, or defending the key of an important position.
eurreil in any metre prior to the result of the engase- (3.) To liii-iile an action by the concentration of a
ment being decided, is given on the Unrerof the three number of batteries on an important point. In chooslines in each partition of the Table. The party whjch ing a position upon the field for Artillery, the followin this direction, the otticer

I
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ing principles should be borne in mind, viz., that
the i;uns sIloiiIcI ((iiiiniaiHl nut only llic iippnmclu's
Id Ilii' wcakr>l iminls of tlii' posiliiin. 1ml also, if
pniiiicablf, tin- whole of the iiround williin ran^c
thnt tlicy should not incoiivcnirncc the niamuvcTS
of the troops they support
and that they shoul<l he
as far removed as eireunislanees will perniil out of
ran!;e of any plaee whieii niiirlit alTord a shelter for
the enemy's Infantry, and from whence the laller
could harass the i;unners. If this, however, he impraetiealile. one or more guns nuisl be told olT lo
keep down the enemy's lire. The (ire of nuns slioulil
always be cuiii-eiitrntnl or '•«/( ((';•///«// when praelieable.
In taking up a position with Field .\rtiMery it
is very neces.sary to consider tiie formation of the
ground and nature of the soil, not only of the i)arl of
the li< Id the battery is to occupy, but also of thai surFor precision in tiring, the ground on
roundini; il.
which Ihe guns are posle<l shouhl i)C tolerably level.
and should not have loo great a command over Ihe
space which Ihe enemy must cross over to t heal lack,
as a /ihiitffiiig lire is lillle destructive.
A gently falltiie tire of
ing slope of 1 in l'> is to be preferred
artillery produces the most cfTective results on a
Hatleries should not be
slope of about 1 in lOII.
place<l on stony groun<l. as the enemy's shot makes
till' stones tly in all direclions. often causing considerable ilania'.re marshy ground in froni of a battery
is good, should lh<' laller not ln' likely loadvance. as
the shot will eilher penetralc or ricochet but lillle
:

;

:

:

from

it.

If

moving up

:

—

From
"

"

1,200 to 1,.500 vards,
1,000 • 1,200 " ••
sou " i.oou •
r,iio •
sou •

400
aoo

I

II

III

••

(100

•

IV

••

400

••

V

enemy's Arlillcry are not aciiuainled with the
range, the other sid<' may move its guns up into action in the iiresence of hostile (ire without any reference lo Ihe Table. Iflheramres are known lo Ihe
one side, and Ihe decision arriveil at by reference lo
the Table is in favor of Ihe pos>ibilily of the olher
side bringing its guns into action in spite of Ihe lire
of its adversary, Ihe loss which il will incur in doing
Guns are
so must be calculated imlcpciKhMilly.
never to be allowed lo moveup in action in Ihe presence of lioslile Artillery in action at :t less range
than :J00 yards.
4.5. In every action of Artillery against Artillery
at ninges of L.TOO yards and under, reference must
Ix' made, afler a certain inbrval, to ilu' Table lo deci<le on which force of .Vrlillery is lo fall back
the
Index iSumber which is to be employed in deciding
the (juestion must, as usual, be delermined with
reference to relalive numerical strength, position, etc.
The interval afler which reference must be made to
the Table varies acconling lo Ihe range: if the range
is known, reference must be made to Ihe Table
if
at 400 yards, afler 2 movis
if at (iOO yards, after
moves; and if at 1.200 yards, afler 4 moves. The
mutual losses occasioned by Ihe tire of the guns on
eilher side must also be reckoned.
4(i. .Vrlillery which, according to pars. 44 and 4.5,
lias been beaten, must retreat, ami may not be
brought into action again for an interval varying
from ') to !•"> moves, a<cording to the loss sustained.
If. however, Ihe ("ommamler of tjie for<-e lo which,
by Ihe application of Ihe rules laiil diwn in jiar. 4"),
the decision of the Table has been adverse, is still
unwilling to retreat, notwithslanding his partial defeat, Ihe'guus may be allowed to continue in action
;

;

•'>

•')

If the

'.i

for a further period of from 2 to 4 moves, the exact
period biOng deiidecl by the I'mpire. Keferenci' inusl
then be aL'ain made lo Ihe Tabli'. ill Ihe applicalioli
of wliich the .Vrlillery which pri'ferrcd (o continue
in action rather than relreal. forfeits 2 Indi'X Points,
and. slioiild tlic> decision be again adverse, must be
forced to retreat, and cannot be again brought into
action for a period varying from 10 tolio moves according lo the loss which has been sustained. Kn(ilade lire is always lo be considered as twice as effective as diri'ct tire.
.\TTACK AND DKKENSE OF VTI-LAOF-S. DKFII.EK, I'01lTIFI?;i>
POSITIONS. ETC.
47. In considering the defensi' of villages, woods,
eel., il is supposed that, generally speaking, 1 com[lany in extended order is sullicent to occupy a front
of from 2,"iO lo 200 paces; if, however, the position is to
be strongly occupied il battalion must be devoted to
every 00(1 paces of front.
4S. Before the iil(;ick is unilerlaken the possibility
or otherwise of the advance of the iissiiilants mii'-t hidecided by the rules laid down in par. 2!l.
4!). Au attack may be made either in extended order (i.e., by skirmishers), in line or in column. If
Ihe attack be made in extended onier Ihe assailants
forfeit 2 Index l'oin(s in the applicalioli of tlii-Talilcwhen the advance to the all;uk h:is lieeii preceded
by Ihe lire of skirmishers during a perioil of;") moves;
if the iulvance lo the attack h;is been preceded by the
lire of skirmishers for any period less than that extending over moves, tlic> assailants forfeit 4 Index
Points.
Every all;ick in line on villages, woods, detiles, cct., should be preceili-d by the iire of skirmishers or of Anilliry for a jieriod of at least 10 moves,
after which, if llie ;i((;i(k is made at once, the assiiihmls forfeit 2 Index I'oiiils in the application of the
Table.
For every subseiiueni period of moves,
during which the" lire of Ihe Infaiilry or Arlillery
last previous to the advance of the iillacking column.
the assailants gain an advaplage of 1 Index I'oinl. If
a case should arise in whieli a line or column ;idvances to the ;ill!ick wilhoul any period of iirepjiratory
Infantry or .Vrlillery lire, or if such lire has not been
moves iinmed:m:iinlaini'il for a period of al li'asl
ately preceding the iitlack, the assailanis forfeit 1 Index Points. Before the proper Index Number is applied to deci<le on the success or failure of a bayonet
attack, reference must be made to the Table lo
decide whclhcT the result would be determined in the
course of Ihe ]i;irlicular move in (|ueslion orwhedier
it would be <lelayed lo a subse(|ueiil move;
for Ibis
is used.
This rule does
l)uroose Ihe Index Number
not, of course, come into operation until Ihe atliicking force has approached to wilhin the distance
wliich could be traversed in one move.
In the case
of a bayonet attack Ihe losses incurred are suiiposed
to continue in Ihe proportions laid down in the upper lateral column of each parlilioii in Table during e;icli move throughout which the hand-to-hand
.')

a force of An illery wishes to come up into
action in the presence of other guns in action within
a range of I.TiOl) yards. ap])lication musi bi' made to
Ihe lalile lo decide on the inissjbilily (U" olhcrwise of
the execution of the maniuviT.
If Iheenemy's Artillery know Ihe range. Ihe following Indix Numemployed
by
the
.Vrlillery
desirous of
bers are to be
4-t.
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combat

hisls.

immediately afler Ihi' repulse of an atlack.
(he assailants attack again with fresh troops, lliey
obtain an advantage of 1 Index Point in the ai)plica(ionofthe Tiible, and an addilionid, Point for every
subsecjuent attack made iniinedialely afler a repulse,
but the same troops, having been once repulsed. <iiiinol be again employed in the attack until at least 10
moves have elapsed.
.11. If the oulskirls of a village are strong by nature, or if the village is surrounded by walls whi<h
have not undergone any previous special prepiir;ilion
for defense, the assailanis, provided Ihcy liavi> complied with Ihe rules laid down in par. 10 as regards
the period during which the lire i)reparalory lo Ihe
attack must last, forfeit Ji Index Points in the appliIf (he walls have previously
cation of the Table.
undergone any s)>eciid preparation for defense the
village cannot be taken without the aid of Arlillery.
.'52.
If there exists any natural or artificial trench
williin the village, which would forma second line of
•'io.

If,

—1
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may be allowed to rally there wishing to debouch from the defile throws with a
and the attack of the assailants on this inner defense sign
BtTKNING OF BUILDINOS AND VILLAGES.
must be preceded by a period of at least 5 moves of
57. After two guns have fired at wooden buildings
tiring.
53. If, after the outskirts of a village have been for a period of 4 moves, the Index Number
I, in the
carried, the supports on either side engage, the re- Table, is employed by the Artillery to determine
sults of the engagement must be decided by reference whether the buildings may be supposed to be .set on
to the Table, the proper Inde.\ Number having been fire or not; if they win, the buildings are supposed to
chosen, bearing well in mind the relative numerical burn if not, the guns continue to fire for another
is employed
strength of the opposing forres, their position, etc. move, after wliieli the Index Number
The only exception to tliis rule is the case in which in deciding the question if they win, the build'ngs
are
regulations
supposed
streets
of
a
village
form
a
delile
the
to
buni;
if
not,
the
guns
continue
to fire
the
for the application of the Table in such a case are for a sixth move, after which the Index Number -fis employed to decide the question
given in par. 54.
if the Artillery
54.
The rules which have been laid down for the have not won at the end of the 0th move, the Index
attack of a village hold good for an attack on a de- Number -f- II is used, after the termination of the 7th
move, to decide the question, and so on until in the
file, with this exception, that, in the event of an engagement between the supports, the numerical su- 10 move the Inde.x Number
V is reached; if in the
periority of the supports on either side is not to be lOtli move, the Artillery do not win, the throw must
taken into account unless the one support is at least be repeated in each subsequent move until such time
twice as numerous as the other; in this latter case the as they do, when they are supposed to have succeedIndex Number to be employed in the application of ed in setting fire to the buildings. After 2 moves
the Table is II the less numerous body will throw have elapsed from the time of setting fire to the buildwith a
sign in all other cases the Index Number to ings, reference must be made to the Table to decide
whether the fire has spread or not, the same Index
be employed is 0.
As regards the length of time which a fire must be Number being used as that whose application resultkept up preparatory to the attack on a wood or on a ed in the success of the Artillery in setting fire to the
defile, the same rules hold good as have been laid buildings originally. If the Table gives a decision adilefense, the defenders

I

I

—

1

j

I

1

;

;

:

:

+

—

down

;

;

for the attack of a village.
In the case of an attack on heights,

the slope
need not be
of the ground be not greater than
taken into account for every subsequent rise of 5'the assailants forfeit 1 Index Point in the application
of the Table.
If any defensive preparations have been made, the
rules laid down for tne attack on a village liold good
for the attack on heights: if no special defensive preparations have been made the rules laid down in pars.
38 and 29 obtain.
DEBOUCHING FROM A DEFILE.
56. As regards the debouching of a force of all
arms in the presence of an enemy, the Umpire must
decide whether it may be allowed to take place in tlie
presence of Infantry posteil at 300 paces or less from
the mouth of the defile, oriuthe presence of Artillery
if at 000 paces or less.
In other cases application
must be made to the Table. The proper Index Numbers to be used are, if in the presence of Infantrj' who
know the range,— at 400 paces. III; at .500 paces, I;
a; 000 paces. 0: if in tlie presence of Artillery in action, who know the range:
55.

if

5'^ it

;

Artil.

.Vt

from
"

700 to

"

"

"
"

900 '
'
'

'•

'•

"

1,200

"

800 paces for

1,200
•'

"
1,000

"

"
"
"
"
"
"

"
"

1.000 " 2,000
"
"

"
"

lery

debouchiug,
V.

Cavalry

"

Infantry

•'

III.

Artillery

'

III.

Infantry

"

T.

Artillery

•
"

II.

Cavalry
Infantry

"

0.

.\nillery

•'

0.

Cavalry

"

0.

Cavalry

IV.

II.'

I.

In all the above cases the troops, whose object it is
to debouch from the defile, throw with a
sign. If,
(hiring the movement, the enemy's Infantry or Artillery are, to a certain extent, held in check "by the fire
of other portions of tlic force debouching from the defile, or if the range is unknown to the enemy's Artillery, or if tlic enemy has posted a force of Cavalry
witliin 400 paces of the mouth of the defile, and the
other side endeavor to debouch a force of Cavalry and
Artillery, unsupported by Infantry, the Umpire must
decide on the course to be pursued. If a force of Cavalry be posted witlnn from 400 to800 paces of the
mouth of the defile, !ind the other side endeavor to debouch a force of C;ivalry and Artillery unsupported by
Infanrty, application must be made to the Table to th"cide whether the movement can be executed or not;
the proper Index Number in this case is II; the force

—

verse to the spreading of the fire, in the next move
the Index Number -f- I must be employed to decide
the question if the decision is still adverse to the
spreading of the fire, after 2 further moves the question must be again tested, -|- II being the Inde.x Number employed on this occasion, and so on, the Index:
Number being increased byl Index Point after every
2 moves until such a time as a decision is arrived at
favorable to the conclusion that the fire has spread.
When 3 moves have elapsed from the time that this
result is obtained, application must again be madeto
the Ttible to decide whether or not the fire has been
extinguished; for Uiis purpose the Index Number is
employed if the Artillery win after 5 moves have
elapsed, the troops occupying the buildings or village
must abandon tliem and no troops are to be idlowed
to march through the village if the Artillery lose,
the process of deciding by means of the Table whether
the buildings or village have been again set on fire
must be repeated. If 1 guns are brought into action
the same method is adopted as laid down for the action of 2 guns, but the Index Number used in the
guns are employed the Index
first instance is 0; if
Number to be used in the first in^tance is-|- I. and so
on. If the houses are of stone or brickwork, and are
strong and well Imilt, the periods for the successive
applications to the Table are doubled.
DESTRUCTION OF BRIDGES, BARRICADES, ETC.
58. The destruction of bridges, barricades, Ac,
by Artillery fire is decided by reference to the Table,
after the fire has continued during a period of from
3 to 8 moves, the time varying according to the
strength and size of the object against which the
fire is directeu. the number of guns brought into action, etc. The IndexNumberto beemployed on these
occasions is 0. Whenever the object against which
the fire is directed is visible, and when the Artillery win, it is sujiposed to be destroyed when they
lose, the guns fire during the 2 entire subscqueul;
moves, after which the die is again cast; when they
lose again, all the guns lire during the 2 subsequent
moves, whe;: the die is again cast, the Index Number
remaining the same throughout; if they again lose,
it is supposed that the destruction of the object cannot take place during the next 15 moves at the end
of that period the same process is again adopted for
deciding whether the object has been destroyed
When the object is not visible from the
or not.
position occupied hy the guns, but its position
and (.iistance are known, the same rules are applied
as have been laid down with regard to the destruction of visible objects, with the exception that, if Uie
;

;

;

;

;

;

'!
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Artillcrr lose twice running,

tlie destruction of the
object iu question is siippuscil to be impossihle durinii llie next 20 moves, after uliiili llir imiciss of deeidiug \>Y nieims of the Tiible iii:iy l)c rrciniimciueil.
In all these cases the I'mpire must decide whether
the destruction of the object by the fire of Arli'.lery
is iHissible or not.
If the distance from llie jjuns (if
the object to be destroyed is unknown to the Artillery, the I'mpire is to be puided by the rules laid
down in par. 13. The I'minre must deride with ref.
erence to the success or faiUire of any attempt to
burn, blow up. or otherwise destroy a b"rid;ri>. barricade, etc., and also as regards the time wliich would

be required in carryinp;

oiit

any such undertaking.

pniaoxERs.
•'iit.
Any body of troops, whose retreat in every
direction is cut off, is supposed to be taken prisoner, if it consists of less than one-third the strength
of the force tjy which it is surrounded.
If it consist of more than one-third as many men as the force
l>y which it is surroimded, application must be made
to the Table to decide tlie (pu'stion tlie Index
ber used is II if they lose, the dctaehment nuist lav
down its arms; if tiiey win they nuist be attacked,
and the issue decided according to relative strength,
etc., by the application of the rules which are already
prescribed.
CO. Kvery body of iirisoners must be escorted by a
guard at least one-tenth as numerous as the prisoners themselves.
If the escort is attacked by any
party one-half as strong as itself.the prisoners are to
be released. In exceptional cases, the Umpire must
decide on what course is to l)e pursued
N'lOIir ATTACKS.
61. When n night attack takes place the Umpire
must decide at wliat distance troops are to l)e considered as visible to each other, and wliat blocks repn'sentini; troops are, therefore, to be placed on the
map, so that the opponents are made aware of the
presence of the forces which tliese blocks represent.
Firing at long ranges is not supposed to produce any
result
the maximum ranges ai wliich tire i«; supposed to Ik- produitive of result is ;iOO paces for Infantry. 6(ju ])aces for ArlilUry. and. whatever be the
range, tlie losses incurred are to be estimated at only
lialf of what wovild be incurred by day.
The effect
of the lire of guns, however, whicli have l)een laid
in the direction of defiles, etc.: by djiylight is not
supposed to undergo any diminution. All troops
which are defeated in a night attack are to be considered as • totally defeated."
It will, perhaps, be as well to give an example of
the instructions wliich are issued previous to the
game. A game based on the following " Ideas" was
recently plaved at the United Service Institution:—
(renernl Idea.
Two armii's have invaded Bohemia, one l)y the road Liebau-Trautenau the other
by the roail Zittau-Keichenbcrg-Tumau-Gitschin.
The defenders luive been defeated on both lines, and
are falling back, apparently with the ol>ject of concentrating behind the Elbe.
The invading armies
wish to eTfec-t their jimclion.
Spfi-inl Idea for ihf Intading Firrre {Blue).
The
<'oinmander of the Hight Arniy, whose head-quarters are at Gitschin. sends forw-ard a division constituted as follows :- -7 IJattalions of Infantry (800 men
each), 8 Squadnms of Cavalrv (l.">0 men eachj, 3
Hatteries (18 guns) Light Field" Artillery, 1 Battery
(6 gims) Horse Artillery, i Companies Engineers
(12.5 men each^ and 1 Pontoon Train.
Total, 8,000
men. These arrive at Horitz on the evening of
June 1st. The Commander lias received orders to
advance early on the 2d. to seize the bridges at
Kiiniginhof and Sehurz without delay, and, if possible to push forward to Hettendorf and Gradlitz. At
•5
A. M. on .June 2d he receives a telegraphic communication from tlie Commander of the advancedguard of the Left Army to the effect that he is in
possession of Trautenau, with his outposts at NeuRognitz, but that he is in the presence of a superior!
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and does not anticipate that he will be able to
till mid-day.
He knows that a hostile force
men is between lloritz and Koni"in-

of aliout H.O(H)
hof.

—

Idid

J'irr the Ikfniding F'tft (Uni).
The
of the Defending Army, feeling himself
unable to prevent the junction of the two invading
armies, is concentrating behind the Elbe between
.Iose])hstadt and Kiiniggriitz. with tlie ultimate intention of retiring behind the Adler and giving battle in a position between llohenbruck and KdnigHe wishes to di'lay the junction as long as
griitz.
possible, and, with this object, leaves a force of Ki,000 men at Koiiiginliof. Of these 11,000 are detached to guard the Trautenau road, and on the evening
of June 1st are in position near Burgersdorf; 'he
Commander of this force reports at n a.m. that the
en<Miiy are not in force in his Immediate presence,
and tlial lie anticipates being able to maintain his
position for () hours.
The remainder are stationed
iu advance of Koniginliof on the Miletin road with
outposts reaching as far as Trotin; this force is constituted as follows:— 7 Battalions of Infantry (800
men each), 4 S(iuadrons of Cavalrv HoO men each),
;! Batteries Liglit Field
Artillery (18 guns) 2 Companies of Engineers (12.5 men each). Total, 7,000
men. The Commander of this force knows that a
force of from 7.00U to 10,000 men are advancing
from Gitschin to Horitz, and were witliln 3 miles of
lloritz at 5 o'clock on the evening of the 1st.
Each Commander was directed to give his dispositions for the evening of the 1st and his orders for
the next day in writing to the Umpire about 24
hours before the game was actually played. The
combination which was thus supposed to exist was
somewhat dltlicult, and called for the display of considerable tactical skill on the part of those engaged,
who, in this particular case, were ofiicers of experience. It would be well, however, as a general
rule, to adopt a similar combination,
at all events
to commence with,
and to manipulati' a smaller
force, i-ay 2,000 or 3.000 men on each side.
Even
after a close and attentive study of the rules, any
otVicir who acts as Umpire or .Vssistaiit Umpire will
find that without a good deal of practice it Is dilticull to ajiply them satisfactorily.
niliccrs are,
therefore,- strongly recouimmended to begin with
combinations of the simplest description.

t^pecidl

Commatider

—

—

SCMJIARY OF SOME OF THE
1.

Tlie decision of

tlie

ritlNCII'AI.

Umpire

is

in

:ill

RCLE.S.

cases

Jituil

(par. 20.)
2. No discussion is allowed during the game
all
conversation is, as far as possible, to be avoided
;

(pars. 18

and

20).

The Umpire decides on what
seen by the enemy (par. 10).
3.

troops would

lir

4. No verbal communication is allowed between
the Comin;inder-in-Clii<'f and Ills Subordinates all
orders must be sent by orderlus, and arc not communicated to the otticers to whom they are directed
until the proper lime Caccording to the rules laid
down in par. 14) has elapsed. The only exception
to this rule is the case in which the Commander-inChief and his. Subordinates are simultani'ously present at the same spot. Whenever a F"ield Telegraph is
available, a short message takes one move in trans:

mission (par. 17)
.5.
The Umpire will, at request of the Commander
of one of the opposing forces, give blocks representing small bodies of men (e.g.. companies, half-batteries, patrols, etc.) in exchange for those representing any larger bodies (e.g.. half-battalions, batteries,

squadrons, etc).
The order of procedure
1.

The Umpire

is

stales the

(par. 20)
of

number

moves

to be

made.
2.

Each Commander in succession states what
movements he wishes to make the forcesare
then moved bv the Umpire or his assistants
:

(par 18).

WAE-HAJOIEB.
3.

4.
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The Umpire decides on the success or failure
of an attack, etc., by means of the Table.
The losses are reckoned and noted on the Table

The distance given above suppose
]

I

the regulated

intervals to be preserved.
It will generally be necessar)- to add to these figures in order to "allow for

and, if necessarj-, metal blocks proportionate the unavoidable extension of the columns on tlie
march. The proportionate distance to be allowed
to the losses are given back to the Umpire.
As soon as the Umpire has given notice of the on this account varies according to circumstances.
commencement of a new move, no further correc- and must be decided in each case by the Umpire.
tion is to be made in the move immediatelj- preced- An allowance of one-third the regulated length of
the column is generally considered the minimum
ing.
6. Notice must always be given to the Umpire amount of extension.
when firing commences, or when an attack or charge
('iinittrtwtinn fnid Rfpru'r nf Bridgeit (par. 15
of Cavalry is about to take place (par. 37).
Rate of Mrirrhing fpar. 14).
i

\

.

Move?
Paces

To

Proportiim of

in a
I

Move. Moves allowed.

level the sides of a ditch

......
.....

able

Infantry (ordinary pace)

Repair of bridge not more than 12
200
feet wide
250 Umpire decides
Construction of a floating or trestle350
3 in 8. Each
bridge if all the niateriaTbe at hand.
separate move
For every 50 paces
to he succeed15
100
ed by one at Construction of a floating or trestle200 paces.
bridge if the material is not at hand.
20 to 25
Pontoon bridge. For every .'iO paces
8 to 12
All bridges constructed under fire
4 to 6
50
(additional)
very
,,
100
heavj' fire, which is unanswered
Table decides.

...

(step-out)

(double)

"

advancing

firing

from

a standing position

"

advancing

firing

from

a lying pi>sition wherever cover can be obtained
Infantrj-

and ren-

der the passage of troops practic-

.

marching through a

,

wood

.

Cavalry and Horse Artillery,
at a

walk

|

300

Cavalry and Horse Artillery
alternately

trotting

walking
Cavalry and Horse
at a trot

and

'
I

Cavalry and Horse ArtUlery
at galop
Field ArtUlery at a walk ...

600

5 in 10.

900
200

2 in

and walking

Field Artillerj- at a trot
...
"
at a galop (in
exceptional cases only) ...
Orderlies and Individual Otti-

Troops repulsed; After 2 moves,
defeated
,,
4
,,

10.

I

400
600

2 in 10.

800

1

feated

See

Offensive.
-\fter

4 moves.

„

8

„

K

.

rirgimpiel

.1,8

,.

10

..

and

Strat>g"-t.

WAB-HAMUEB. — An

in 10.

900

cers

Can assume

totally de-

,,

8 in 10.

alternately
trotting

Capable of
Resistance.

400
Artillery!

ancient weapon consisting
of a spiked hammer placed at the end of a lonir shaft
or pole. The foot-soldiers' war-hammer is of gre:it
antiquity.going back to the so-called stone and bronze
ages.
The short-handled horseman's hammer which
the Knights carried, like the JIace. at their saddlebows,is almost as ancient. Frequently, swords, three
or more feet in length would form the apex of the

In the case of long marches Cavalry and Horse
Artillerj- may move at the rate of 400 paces per move
for 40 moves, to be followed h\ 20 moves at the rate
of 200 paces per move.
If the roads are bad, the country hilly, the night whole.
WAE-HOBSE.— A horse used in war the horse of
dark, or any other special circumstances exist,
which would influence the rate of marching, the a cavalry soldier; especially.a strong,powerful, spirUmpire can introduce any modifications in the above ited horse for niilitarv service; a charser.
WAELIKEVIBTITES.—These are Love of ourCounrules which he may consider desirable.
Spacf iiceupifd l>y f'iilutiin.i im Vie Mnrcli I'par 14).
trj-. Courage, Valor, Prudence. Intrepidity, Teuqjerance. Disinterestedness, Obedience, Wisdom. Vigilance, and Patience. In the celebration of the anniversary of tlie destruction of the Bastile. which took place
at Paris..Iuiy 14,1789, the French characterized these
eleven virtues by the following emblems: a pelican,
A Battalion of Infantri,Half a Hattalion of Infantry
a lion, a horse.a stag.a wolf,an elephant, a dog, a yoked
ox. an owl. a cock. and a camel.
A Company of Infantry
WAH OFFICE.— The ottice of the British Secretary
A Squadron of' Cavalry in fours
in sections
...
of .State for War. and the center on which pivot's
"
in half sections
the entire administration of the armvIt is'divided
A Battery of Horse Artillery in column of
by the " War Oflice Act "of 1HG9 into three great deroute
partments the Jlilitary. the Ordnance, and the Finance under respectivelj- the Olficer Commanding
A Battery of Field Artillery in column of
route
in Chief, the Surveyor General of the Ordnance, and
An Artillery and Infantry Reserve Ammu
the Financial Secretary. All are ultimately respon'

:

—

—

nit ion

Column

An Artillery

m column

-\.

Companv

in

column

of route...

Reserve Ammunition Column
of route
of Engineers

Pontoon Train
Half Telegraph Troop
One-third Equipment Troop
Onc-tliird

—

sible to the Secretarj- of State for War, who has, for
his immediate assistance, one parliamentary and one

permanent Under-Secretarv of Stale.
WAB-OFFICE BEGULATI'ONS. The royal warrants
regulating the pay. retirement, and allowances of officers and men of the army. together with the instructions to Paymasters and others considered necessar)'
for the proper carrying out of the warrant.

WAR OF THE

ROSES.

WAR OF THE ROSES.— A
wliicli ili'soliiud

disiistroiis civil contest
:!() yciirs from

KiiL'laiul (lurini: llic

to 14sr).sa(nrKinL' ^«l I'riiw < (if llir Mlood. and
proiiorlion of the aiiciiiil iiobilily of the
<oiinlrv.
It was so callcil IxcauM' tlii' 'wo factions
into wiiicli the country was ilivicliil, uplichl the Hvo
several claims to the throne of the houses of York
ll.").")

till'
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(

liiri;<'r

tained from the Clyde and the Thames u large proportion of her armored tleet, including all the most powKussia, Spain, Ilolhmd. Italy
erful vessels,
Den.
,

mark, (irei-ce, I'ortugal,
pan all <()uu- to Kni;laii(l

lira/il. Chili, I'eru,

and

.la-

have arnuired ships of
The Shellield works not only supply armor-)ilates for these ships, but also plates and
nnilerials for war-vessels built in continental coun-

war

to

<i)nslrueleil.

liadijes were the white and the
respectively.
After the House of Lancaster ha<l possessed the throne for three generations.
Kichard.DuUe of York, whose title to the throne was
superior to that of Henry \'I.. lieuan to advance, al
In
rirsi somewhat covirllyhis claim to the throne.
l4-'i4 lie was appointed I'rolect ir of the Uealm dnring Henry's illness, and on the King's recovery he declined to !;ive up his power, and U-vied an army to
maintain it. The accession of Henry VH. may he
said to have terniiiialed the War of the Hoses. »1lhoui;h llie reii;n of Henry was from time to lime disturlird liv the [iretiMitious of Yorkist impostors.
WAR-PAINT. Paint iiul on the face and other
parls of the liodv hv Savaijes. as a token of going to

ture guns solely for foreign orders, liesides this, all
nations above n;iined are customers of the English
ship-yarils and enixini'cring works to supjily vessels
for their m<'r<'antile marine.
In London nniy be
found naval 1 ««'•/«'» of nearly all im|)orlant nations,
obse'ving the progress and changes in naval construction. The following discription of the armored
sea-sr()iii[r shi]) Jiijkxihi,. from the report of Chief
Engineer .1. W. King, l'nited Slates Navy, will
serve to point out he re(|uisitiesof he most |)owerfid
tighling shi|)s armed iuiii now alloal in tin- world. A
careful reaiiing will convey as correct knowledge of
them as can be obl:iined wilhoul working-dniwingB

War.

in detail.

and Lancaster, wliose
red

rosi'

—

WAR-PATH.-

Tlie route taken by a party going
on a warlike expedition, usually applied to hostile
Indians.
WARRANT.- A writ of authority. Warrant Otlicers are sucli as are imniedialily belnw ('ommissimied Ollicers.exereisini; tlieir auliiority l)y warrant on(;adets are Warrant Otiicers. They may be tried
ly.
by Garrison Courls-JIarliul: but by the custom of

—

war a Court-Martial cannot sentence a Warrant OIHcer to corporal punishment or reduction to the ranks.
REBELS.- J'ersons within an occupied territory who rise m arms against the occupying or conipieriug army, or against the authorities established
by the same. If captured, they mav sulTer death,
whellier they rise singly. in small or large bands, and
whether called upon to do so by their own, but expelled, governmeni or not.
They are not prisoners
of war; nor are they, if discovered and secured before
their conspiracy has matured to an actual rising, or

WAR

to iirnicil violence.

WARRIOR.

One engaged

in

war

or military

life;

tries.

The Elswiek works and Whilworlh manufac-

.

I

I

The modern man of wiir is much more Ihan an armored sleamer; she is a great engine of destru<iion,
clad in heavy armor, provi<ie(l willi huge guns which
are opiTated by machinery, driven by powerful engines, and tilled with m;ichinery fm purjioses of all
kinds.
Year by year llie thickness of armor and
weight of naval arlillery go on increasing togellur,
Mechanical ;ippliances havi^ more and more replaced
manual labor, anil at the same lime the forms of
ships have been adapted to the work they have to
<loand to the conditions underwhieh Ihey nuisl act.
No war vessel yet designi'd has deparlid so wid<'ly
from pre-exisling types, and in noiu' has so enormous a stride been tnade, in offensive and defensive
power, as in the oiu' about to be described.
The JiiflexihU. which was commenced at I'orl.smoulh dockyard in February, ]H74, and launched
A)iril, 1K7(!, is a twin-screw, double-turret ship, with
She was designed by .Mr.
a cenlral armed citadel.
I»;irnaby, the director iif n:ival conslruclion al Ihe
Admiralty, and al ;i meclim; of |he Inslitulion of N;ival .\rehitecls in London he describes llie vessel in
" Imagine a lloaling castle
the following language
long and 75 feet wide, rising 10 feet out of
1 10 feet
water and having above that again two round turrets, planted diagonally al ils opposite corners. Imagine this castle and its turrels to be heavily plated with
armor, and that each turret has two nuns of about
Conceive these guns to be <apaeiirhly tons each.
ble of liring, jill four logellier. al an enemy ahead,
aslern, or im either beam, and in ]>airs toward every
point of the compass. Attached lo this rectangular

noted tor valor and [irowess. The term is commonly applied to Indian Chiefs and liraves,
WAR-SCOT.- A contribution forthesupply of arms
and armor, in the time of the Sa.xons.
WARSCYTHE. This weapon is nothing but the
agricultural scythe slightly straightened, so that tlie
blade is in a line with lh<' shiift. It is single-edged,
the point slightly curved towards the sharp edge.
In Austria, during the .lacciuerie war, al' the smiths
detected in turning agricultural implements into
wi;ipons wen' punished with deiith.
SHIPS. Kor the study of naval construction armored castle, liiil completely submerged, every
and marine engineering, the most in\portant Held of ])art being II to 7 feet under water, tlnre is a hull of
observation is (treat 15ritain,
Knirland is in the ordinary form with a ))owerful ram bow, with twin
This
fore-front as the leader iunl model 'o all Eiirope;ui screws and a submerged rudder and helm.
naval powers.
In addition to their magniticenlly compound siruclure is Ihe llghling pari of the ship.
eipiippeil jiublic dock-yards, the patnjuage of the 8ea-worlhiiiess, speed, ;ind shapeliness would Inileed
GovermneiK h;is sutliced to keep in existence and to be wauling in such a structure if the same had no
there is, therefore, an unannored
increase the supplemental resources which relieve addition io il
and aid the national esl;iblishments. in time of siruclure lying above the submerired ship and conbi'fore and aft the armored casof
both
war would be to them nected with il,
peace, and which in time
tle, and as this s'ruclure rises '20 feel out of water
It is owing to this patronage,
of priceless value.
and to foreign orders for ships of war, in no small from stem to slern without dejiriviu'/ the guns of
me;isure, that on the Thanus. the Mersey, the Clyde that command of the hori/.on already described, and
and the Tyne :ire found unrivaled establishments as it moreover renders a Hying deck unneces.sary, it
fully eipnpped. with expanded and developed re- gels over Ihe objections which hav<! been raised
sources, requisite for modern war-ship construction. against the low free-board and other features in the
Besides the inimerous ships designed and built Jhrmfati'm, Tliundercr, and Driailwuglit. These
yearly for the British Flag, Knglish ship-yards have slruclures furnish also most luxurious accommodaproduced, and are still i)roducing, war shii)s for tions for orticers ;ind seamen. The step in advance
other nations. Nearly every considerable naval has therefore been from 14 inches of armor to 'iA
power, except the L'nited States and France, has inches; from :i.'i-ton l'Uus |o 85 ions; from two
employed English designers, English ship-builders, guns alie:ul lo four guns ahead; and from a height
And
engineers, an<l cun-manufacturers. It was here that of 10 feet for working the anchors to 20 feet.
the Kuiiig Willuim, Kaltfr, DfutM-M/ind, and other this is done without an increase in cost, and with a
ships for the German Xavy were built, Turkey ob- reduction of nearly 3 feet in draught of watci'. Our
line

:
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extreme

To receive the propeller-shafts two iron
tubes are constructed, one under each quarter. The
fore parts of these tubes, where they leave the run
of the ship, arc supported by llie frame-work of the
hull, which is bossed out in a suitable form for the
jiurpose, the after jiarts being supported by stouts
from the ship's bottom.
There are four decks the lower, middle, upper,
and superstructure decks the last bejng a-middleline erection jilaced forward and aft aliove the upper deck for working tbe ship, carrying and lowering the boats, etc. Outside the citadel life lowerdeck beams are covered with iron 3 inches thick.
This deck is dejiressed at the fore end so as to meet
that jiart of the bow which is intended for ramming,
thus conferring upon it greatly increased strengfli
and resistance when engaged in butting an enenry's
ship.
It may be here stalled that the ram of tlie InflrxiUe is of the spur kind, and though it is fixed at
the present time, it will eventually be made to unsliii) during ordinary cruises.
The middle-deck flat
consists of J-inch plating covered with 3.inch deal
planks; while the upper-deck beams in the vicinitv
of the citadel are covered with 3-incli plating, and iii
other places with J-inch plating. The beams.pillars.
and bulk-heads for supporting the various decks and
platforms, and forming the different eimipartments
and rooms, are arranged and fitted so as to give the

that in the Inflexible we have reached the
limit in the tliickuess of iirniorfor sea-going

vessels."
Tlic lengtli

gagement.

the vessel between perpendiculars
lias the extraordinary breadth of
75 feet at the water-line depth of hold, 2:i feet Mi
inches; free-board, 10 feet: mean draught of water,
24 feet 5 inches. (23 feet 5 inches forward, and 25
feet 5 inches aft): area of midship section. 1,658
square feet and displacement when all the v.eights
are on board, 11, 407 tons, being the largest of any
man-of-war hitherto constructed. She is, as before
is

H30

feet,
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and she

;

—
—

;

tlie whole
which are unprotect-

describccl, a rectangular-armored castle

of the other parts of the vessel

:

ed by armor have been given their great dimensions
for the simple purpose of tloating and moving thi.s
invulnerable citadel and the turrets by which it is
surmounted. Her immense bulk, unprecedented armament, powerful machinery, and the provision for
ramming, and for resisting the impact of rams as
well as of shot and shell, have made it necessary that
strength and solidity should enter into every part of
the structure.

HULL AND APPENDAGES.
While the cellular compartments of the double
bottom have a little less depth than in the IJevaHatioii class, the}' are built up of heavier angle-irons
and plating, and steel has been very largely employed for the purpose of securing great strength with
comparative lightness of material. The hull is composed of flat and vertical keels, transverse and longitudinal frames, inner and outer bottom-plating. The
verticjd keel is formed of steel plates j-inch thick by
40 inches deep, and the flat keel-plates are of iron in
two thicknesses of -tj inch and j inch the two being
connected by angle-irons 5 by 5 inches by
inch.

greatest possible stre'ngth to the sides of the vessel.
largest beams are on the main deck.
They are
14 inches deep, while those on the upper deck are 10
inches, and those on the lower deck are 13 inches
deep. Every beam is either supported by wrouihtiron tube-piilars or is trussed where pillars cannot
be erected. the strongest being under the turrets. The

The

two superstructures themselves in no wise add to the
power of the ship.eitherfor attack or defense. Their
purpose in the economy of the shij) is lo afford accommodation for the officers and crew and as the

;^

On

the U])per edge of the vertical keel the angleirons by which it is fastened to the inner bottomThe frameplates are three inches b}' 3.V by J inch.
work of the vessel below the aimor is composed of
longitudinal and transverse frames.
The former,
inch
eight in number, are formetl of steel plates
in thickness, the shelf-plate being of iron j inch
thick.
These frames extend as far forward and aft
as is deemed practicable. Within the double bottom
which extends tlirough 313 feet of the ship's length,
the transverse frames are solid, and are made waterThere are also intermetight at intervals of 30 feet.
Throughdiate bracket-frames placed 4 feet apart.
out the double bottom the transverse frames, which
are likewise 4 feet apart, are of the thickness of J
inch, but are considerably lightened by having holes
cut tlirougb them, tbe upper parts at the same time

:

,',,-

Additional intermediate
being miicli narrowed.
frames arc worked in the engine-room in order to .secure greater strength. Tlie angle-irons forming the
frames vary from 5j inches by 3 inches by i inch to

structures are erected on the upper deck, this will be
of the best kind, with abundance of air and natural
light.
Their dimensions are fore superstructure,
extreme length. 104 feet 4 inches; breadth, 21 feet 4
inches
after superstructure, extreme length, 105
4 inches; breadth, 30 feet.
The frames are formed
of angle-iron, 7 inches by 3 inches, [ilaced 4 feet apart,
and between them are intenncdi;ite frames made of
angle-iron about 4 inches by o inches.
The ends are
covered with i'-inch plates, and the whole surface
with 3-inch deals. The cabin-walls are all coated with
Welch's wood-fa<'ed cement, as a protection against
the results of atmosiiheric condensation. The officers
and men together will number 350. As a protection
against the casualties of w:ir and the sea, the hull is
divided by means of the transverse and lonudtudiual
bulk-heads into no fewer than 135 w:iter-ti';lit compartments, and arriingements will be made for quick:

;

i

8 inches by 3j bv i inch. The outc'r skin plating of ly removing therefrom any water that mav collect
inches in the garboard witliin them through collision or other cau.se. Powthe bottom varies from
strakesto 5 inch, with the exception of the ends, where erful steam pumps, among which may be mentioned
the thickness is increased to 3 inch, and liehind the a'j- two of Friedman's patent ejectors, "cap;ible of disTbe plating of eliarging 300 tons of Wiiter each ]ier hour, are fitted.
ehors, where tbe plating is doubled.
the iimer bottom, winch extends through tbe length All tlie bulk-heads are provided with water-tisrlit
of the double bottom, and which, like the outer bot- doors of an improved pattern, sluice-valves, mantom, is made perfectly water-tight, is of tlie uniform holes, and water-tight scuttles. W;iter-tiglit doors
tliiekne.ss of J inch, except under the engines, where can also be fitted, when necessary, to the Inilk-lieads
As is usual in iron vessels, the stern passing through thecoal-bunkers. Each of the wait is |\, inch.
of the AHy/cJ'/Wf consists of a solid iron forging scarf- ter-tight compartments has been tested by hydraulic
ed at its lower end lo the keel-plates. The stern-post pressure. Great attention has lieen bestowed upon
and after-pieces of keel, wliich arc formed of the the question of veiitil;ilioii. which in ships of the Jiebest auglc-iron, were also made in a single forging. luixtdtion. class and, iiuleed, in all nionilors of low
The riiililcr is a solid iron frame lilleil in with wood free-board, has been a source of considerable disand covereil with iron plates. In conse(|uence of its comfort and cmbarriissment. In the Jnflexibl,'. the
immense weight soine'.i tons it is made to work up- fresh air is drawn into the midship part of the vessel
on double pintles in combination witli ordinary pin- through a series of downcast shafts, by means of
tles and brac<'s. It is moved by a tiller 4 feet (iinehes eight powerful fans worked by four of >"lessrs. Brobelow the water.
Imieed, the whole of the steam therbood & H;irdingham's patent three-cylinder enSteering-gear will be placeil below the water-line and gines. The ,-iir is then conducted into main pipes,
armoreil deck, so that it will be impossible for the rud- which run around the sides of the hull to the exder-head to be injured by shot or shell during; an en- tremities, and from these, subsidiary or branch pipes
j

—

i";

—
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ample (|(iantitirs

to every part of

the ship.

DEFENSE.
portion of the sliip i< rontiiied to
tlie citiiilel or biittery. within whose wall.s arc inclosed the euijiufs and boilers, the turrets, the hydraulic loadiug-jiear, tlie niaira/ines, and in fact all
the vital parts of the vessel. It measures 110 feet in
length, 7i» feet in breadth, and is armored to the
depth of (i feet 5 inches beh)\v the water-line, and !•
feU 7 inches above it. The sides of the citadel consist o' an outer thickness of r,'-incli armor-plat inir,
strengthened by vertical angle-iron guides 11 inches
wide and 3 feel apart, the space between Ihem being tilled in with teak backins;. liehind these girders, in the wake of the water^inc, is another thickness of 12-inch armor, backed by horizontal girders
ti inches wide, and supported by a second thickness
of teak backing- Inside this are two thicknesses of
1-inch plating, to which the horizontal girders are
secured: the whole of the armor-liacking and plating
being supported by and bolle<l to transverse frames
2 feet apart, and comi)Osed of ])late9 and angle-irons.
It will tbus be seen that the total thickness of armor
at the water-line struke is not less than 24 inches.
The armor-belt, however, is not of uniform strength
throughout, but varies in accordance with (he unportance of the |)rotection recpdred.and the exposure
to attack. C'onsccpienlly, while the armor at tlie water-level is 24 inclies in two tliicknes.scs of 12 inches
each, above the water-line it is 20 inches in two
thicknesses of 12 inches and 8 inches, and below the
water-line it is reduced to 1(> inches in two thickncsses of 12 inches and 4 inches. The teak backing
with which it is supported also varies inversely as
the thickness of the armor, being, respectivel}', 17
inches. 21 inches, an<l 2") inchcs'in thickness, and
forming with the armur,with which it is associated,
a uniform wall 41 inches thick. The ileplh of armor
below the load water-line is G feel '> inches, but as
the vessel will be sunk aloot on going into action by
letting water into its double bouom, the sides will
thus have armor protection to the depth of 7 feet 5
inches below the tightiug-lim-. The outside armor
is fastened by bolts 4 inches in diameter, secured
with nuts and elastic washers on the inside. The
shelf-plate on which the armor rests is formed of iinch steel pliles, with angh-iron o-i the outer edge
5 inches by 3.1 inches by ,"(, inch. The armor on ihe
fore bulk-head of the citadel is exactly the same in
every respect as that on the sides, but the armor of
the rear bulk-head is somewhat thinner, being of the
respective gradations of 22, l.S, and 14 inches, and
forming with the teak backing, which is 1(>, 20, and
24 inches, a uniform thickness of ;{.s inclies. It may
also be useful to mention that befnre and abaft the
citadel the frames are formed of 7-inch and 4-inch

The protected

|

angle-irons, covered with j'',.-"mch plates. The total
weight of the armor .exclusive of deck, is 2.2o0 tons,
ami the total weight of armor, inclusive of deck, is
3,155 tons.

TURRETS.
singular feature in the design of the ship
is the situation of the turrets.
In the DevoiiUitiuii
and Thunderer, and, in fact, all monitors afloat, the
turrets are placed ou the middle line, an arrange-

The most

ment which, though advantageous

in

some

respects,

possesses this signal disadvantage, that in doubleturreted monitors only one-half of the guns can be
brought to bear on the enemy either rigiit ahead or
directly astern.
In the IttjUxiUe, however, the turrets rise up on either side of the shipe/i <.W«fo/t within the walls of the citadel, the forward turret being
on the port side and the after turret on the starboard
side, while the superstructures are built up along a
fore-and-aft line of the deck.
By these means the
whole of the four guns can be discharged simultaneously at a ship right ahead or right astern, or on either beam, or in pairs toward any point of the compass.
Besides these important advantages, the guns

of each turret can be projected clear of the ship's
sule— in the case of the one turret to port, and in the
ca.se of the other turret to starboard. They can then
be depressed enough not only to strike a vessel at
close (luarters, below the line Iif her armor. but even
to tire <lown upon her deck, should the enemy he
ranged alongside. The walls of the turrets, wiiich
last have an internal diameter of 2M feet and an external diameter of about 33 feet 10 inc-hes. are formed
of armor of a single thickness of l.s inclies, (the
thickest ever manufactured, with the exception of
the 22-iiuli exiierimenlal jilale which was rolled at
.Messrs. (.'ammel it t'o.'s wurks, at Sliellield. fcr Ihe
turrets of the lalian frigates.) with backing of Ihe
same thickness. and an inner plating of 1 inch in two
equal thicknesses. All experience has proved that,
for many reasons, this arrangement is the best. The
wood backing distributes the blow when struck.
deadens the vibrations, protects the fastenings, anil
stops the splinters, while the inner iron is also of advantage, since it renders the liacking more compaci,
and also assists in arrctting the passage of ihlrix.
The height of the turret-ports from Hie load-line is
12 feet, and a foot less from the lighting-line, and all
the plating in the wake of the guns is considerably
strengthened.
OFFENSE.
very special interest attaches to the armament
of the I iijifxilili', not only because it consists of guns
vastly more powerful than any yet mounted alloal,
but because these guns are carried and worked on
the new and remarkable hydraulic system which has
hitherto only been tried in tlie fore turret of the
Thuiulerfr. Kach turret weighs no less than 7.50 tons
(including the guns), and having to deal willi a moving mass of such enormous weight, and with the superadilcd dillicully of a tioaliiig, and Iheiefdre iinslablc, plalfonn on which to revolve, it was determined
to commence at this point with the adoption of the
hydraulic system of Sir William Armslrong, as developed for gunnery purposes by his partner, .Mr. George
The revolutiim of the turrets accordingly
Hciidel.
will be accomplished liy dydraulic mai-hinery, in a
manner similar to tiial employed by the Klswick lirm
for turning swing-bridges and great cranes. In such
cases the weights diall w ith liavi- already exceeded
that of the turrets ot the liijiij-ilih : and so complete
is the control afforded by hyilraulic machinery in the
movemeuls of heavy masses in these analogous cases,
that it is believed the turrets will, by this machinery,
be rotated at any speed, from a coniiilele revolution
in one minule. down to a rale as slow and as uniform
as desired. The advantage of Ihe high speed is plain:
Ilia! of the slow but regular rotation w ill lie apparent,
when it is remembered how much delicacy of adjustment is nece.s.sary for following with the aim an
iUthough
object moving rapidly and at a distance.
the 81-ton guns will he worked on a system simihir
to that adopted in the case of the 3H-ton guns of the
TUuiulerer, yet as the. design of the InJiexiliU had not
been completed before the decision to work the guns
by hydraulic power was formed, a much more complete hydraulic gunnery arrangement h;is become
The sponging and loading apjiaratus is
possible.
still, as in the Tlainderer to be placed at duplicate
ti.xed stations outside the turrets, and under the protection of the armored deck of the vessel. The muzzles of the guns are brought to the loading mechanism by revolving the turret iinil slightly depressing
the guns. But there is no special loading-port as in
the riiunderer. S\\ that is necessary is to depress
the guns to the small angle required for bringing the
muzzles below the level of the deck, which, still
further to reduce this angle, is raised and inclined
upward at the base of the turrets so as to form a sort
of glacis, and to give cover to the muzzles without
involving any considerable depression of the gun.
By this means the objection brought against the
greater depressitm of the guns of the Thunderer is
more important novelty is the manner
avoided.
I

I

I
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mounting the 81-ton guns

Hitherin the turrets.
has been the practice to place all heavy guns
upon an iron structure, called the carriage, on which
they rest by means of the trunnions. This carriage
bears, besides the gun, the mechauism for elevating
and depressing the gun, and for "' tripping," and also
Besides
in part the mechanism for checking recoil.
the carriage, again, there is the slide upon which the
of
to
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it

was brought
ed,

to the loading position, sponged, loadto the firing point in forty sec-

and brought back

onds, t'omparatively equally rapid loading was effected with the ;W-ton gun during the experimental
trial of the hydraulic gear on board the Thunderer.
Thus, the first advantage of the system is rapidity of
fire
the second is economy of labor. One man only
for each gun is stationed in the turret, another works
carriage runs. Now in the system adopted for the the hj'draulic rammer on the main deck, six or eight
InJtexM:'. -Mr. G. Kendel has taken the bold step of others are employed in bringing up the ammunition
dispensing altogetlier with a carriage, properly so to the shot-lift by means of a small tram-way. There
are two sets of loading-gear for each turret ; "imt even
called.
Two guns will be mounted side by side in each tur- if both were put out of order, the gim could still be
ret. Each gun will be mounted so as to be supported loaded with an ordinary rammer and sponge by a
on three points. The trunnions will rest on blocks number of men stationed on the main deck. The
sliding on fixed beams bolted down to the floor of the adoption of the system enables very heavy guns to be
turret, wliile the breech will rest on a third block, carried in comparatively smaU turrets. Those of the
sliding like the others between guides upon a beam Inflexible are very little larger than those of the De
or table. Behind each of the trunnion-blocks, in the tdntntion, so that with the old plan of having a nuline of recoil, are two hydraulic cylinders, connected merous crew in the turret and running in the gun in
with them by piston-rods. The cylinders communi- order to load it by hand, only the 38-ton gun couKl
cate by a pipe, on which there is a valve, which, on be carried. As it is quite possible that the Inflexible
the recoil of the gun, opens and allows the pistons to will be armed with even more tremendous weapons
run back slowly, checking the recoil. By reversing than the 81-ton guns, this has been held in view in
the apparatus, the gun can be run out again. The designing the ship; and, by a slight modification, it
beam on which the breech rests is supported by a will be possible to mount in each of her turrets a pair
third hydraulic cylinder, fixed vertically beneath it in of IGO-ton guns, with a length of 30 feet and a caliber
the turret.
By this means, the breech can be easily of 20 inches. The armament of the Inflexible will be
raised or lowered, thus elevating or depressing the composed of four of the heaviest guns (except those
muzzle of the gun, which pivots on its trunnions with making for the Italian vessels) ever constructed, of
a large preponderance toward the breech. In order which the experimental 81-ton gun completed at
to load, the muzzle is depressed until it comes oppo- Woolwich, and tested, is the type. The tube.whicii
site to an opening made in the upper deck before the forms the core of the gun, is bored out of a solid inhydraulic rammer works in guides t lirough got, which cost i'l.TUO, The bore is 2i feet long,
turret.
this hole, and the rammer-head is hollow, and is so and rifled from the muzzle to within a short distance
constructed that when it is driven into the recently- of the base of the tube, where the unrifled portion
fired gun, and comes in contact with the sides of the forms the powder-chamber.
The greatest external
powder-chamber, a valve opens, and it discharges diameter of the gun is 6 feet, and at the muzzle it is
through a number of holes small jets of water, thus 3 fett in diameter. The full caliber of the piece is
acting as a sponge, and extinguishing any remnants 16 inches. The experimental gun was first bored out
of the charge or of the products of the explosion to 141 inches and tested
for a second series of exwhich may have remained .smoldering in tlie bore. periments it was given a caliber of 15 inches, and then
It is then withdrawn, and a hydraulic shot-lift raises bored to the full caliber of 10 inches and finally
up to the muzzle of the gun the charge, the projec- tested.
t
tile, and a retaining wad, and then a single stroke of
The gun is rifled with 13 grooves, each having an
the rammer drives them into the gun and home to increasing pitch from
The serto 1 in 35 calibers.
the base of the bore. Again the rammer is withdrawn, vice powder-charge is 370 pounds of 1.5 inch powthe hydraulic piston imderthe breech of the gun ele- der. The weight of the projectile for the servicevates the muzzle, the turret swings around, and the shell is l.TOO pounds, and the bursting charge about
shot is fired.
9-inch gun, mounted experimental- 100 pounds of powder. The details of the series of
ly in a turret at ElswickT and loaded on this system. proof-trials at Woolwich, also the tcsfs at Shoebury;

A

;

A

Number

1.
'2

:T

4
5.
tj

7
8,
'J

10
11

12
13
14

of rounds.

ness, Imvf been wiilcly publislicil.
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Still,

for

reft-r-

cnco, it is believed iidvisiiblc lo srive iiere the results
of H! inches,
.)f the trials last ir.iule with the caliber
that at which the jrun is to be used in actual war(See table on preceiliiiir pui;e).
fare.

There are also double-acting handpumps, each two coupled feed donkey-engines, each
perfect freedom.

;

with u (h>uble-a<ting pump 4 inches in diameter;
bilge donkeys, each witli the double-acting pumps,
six inches in diameti-r, and lire-engims, with the
It
The experiments for rauiie and accuracy were con- double-acting pumjis H\ inches in diameter.
ducted at Shoclniryness, and are reported to have may he mentioned that the engines which work (he
pumps
are
also
made
to
])ump
out
the
met the uiupialitied approval of the authorities. <'irculating
When the last c.vperinicnts were concluded, viz, Oc- bilge, in the event of the ship springing a leak or
from
being
damage
ranimed
that
the
roinids,
sustaining
tober 4, ISTli. the 81-ton gun had tired UO
;ind it may be interestiiii: to summarize the amount centrifugal pumps are to be suiliciently powerful lo
and
Willi ])erform the same work in ease of emergency
of ammunition that has been tluis expended.
valve is lilted through tlie liotlom in
its normal caliber of 1 1.."> inches it tired 4,()(iO pounds that a Kingston
of powder aud '.JT.b-''^ jiounds of iron in 21 roumls. connection with each tire-pump.
Each cylinder is titled with an expansion valve,
With a caliber of 1.') inches it tired in 32 rounds 8.223.
With having a variable cut-off, with an extreme range of
liounds of powder and 4."), 712 pounds of iron.
the same caliber, but with a powder-chamber of from one-sixth to one-half stroke. These valves are
IG inches, in 21 rounds it disposed of (i.02O pounds cylindrical gridiron valves, of phosphor bronze, 3
U itb its feet in diameter, working on ca>l-iroii gridiron seats,
of powder and 3().K10 jiounds of shot.
present uniform bore of KJ inches, and while at and giving a miiiiniiim of eh'arance lielweeii the exWoolwich, it tired ,S,S7(I pounds of powder and Ui).- pansion-valve and main-slide. Tlicy are worked by
This !.'ives 27,773 an eccentric on the crank-shaft and a slotted lever,
<.tHl pounds of iron in 27 rounds.
ixiwder and 14'.i..5o.'» pounds of iron ex- and are all connected to a shaft in front of the enpounds olf i)(
At Shoebury- gines, so that they may be thrown out by a single
in 101 rounds.
Wi
pended at Woolwich
ness the iiuii has tired 3!) rounds with 14.430 pounds liandle. Each engine is also lilted with a common
This irivcs a injection apparatus. The crank-shaft is formed of
of pow^liT and (;(;.301 pounds of iron.
total number of 140 rounds. 42,203 pounds of pow- three pieces, the diameter of the bearings being 17i
Some idea of the inches. The propellers will be about 20 fi'Ct in di«ler, and 21.">,H'>5 pounds of iron.
amount of ainmunilioii rciiuired for the 81-lon 2un ameter, and will lie workid outwards, the thrust
may be formed when it is estimated that in an ac- being at the after end. The sh:ift lubes are of wroughttion, if the IntlijriliU would tire only ten shots from iron. supported by struts, while the shafting wilf be
each of the four guns, she would use up 14,800 inaile of Whitworth lluid-couipressed steel, with
]iounds of pebble-powder, and hurl upward of 30 tons solid couplings. It will be hollow, the inner diamThe cost eter being 10 inches and the outer Ki inches. The
<\l projectiles, at a cost of about $0,320.
of the !;un. exclusive of carriage and the machinery faces of the high-pressure cylinders arc formed of
the liners of the
for working it. was estimated at il.T.oOO, and the ])hosphor-l)ronze 2 inches thick
factory-plant and exjierimental trials at ilO.OOO. cylinders are also constructed of the VVliil worth compossesses
iiroperlies rendering
The iictnal cost of each of the eight guns will be pres.sed steel, which
it not only extremely light but at the same lime much
best known when all are manufactured.
than
the
ordinary
metal used for
more trustworthy
MOTm: MACHINEBY.
The machinery was constructed by Messrs. John this and shafting purposes. Each engine is fitted
Elder and Co., "of Glasgow. Each screw is driven with a governor, to prevent racing in stormy weathby an idependent set of compound engines with three er and in adilition to the hand-gear, small auxiliary
vertical inverted cylinders of the collective pow<'r of engines are erected for turning the main engines.
BOILERS.
4,000 horses, gnviiig an aggregate power of 8,000
The steam is furnished by twelve boilers, eight sinhorses (indicat"cd) for botlfsets'^of engines. The diameter of the high-pressure cyUndcr is 70 inciies. gle-ended and four do.ible-eiided. They are conand the diameter'of each low-pressure cylinder is 90 structed of the best Lowmoore plates, tested lo 21
inches; the former is ])laced between the two latter. tons lengthwise and 18 tons crosswise. and the presThey are steam-jacketed and are connected together sure of steam to 00 iiounils per s(|uare inch. The
by stay-bolts continued to bulkheads, so as to serve four double endcd-boilers are 17 feet long, !) feet 3
as ramming-chocks. The ])istons have a stroke of inches wide, and 14 feet 3 inches high, with four furnaces in each. Four of the single-cniied boilers are
4 feet, and the number of revolutions expected is
inches
per minute. The piston-rods arc double, and are con- Ofeel long. 13 feet 7 inches wide, and IT) feet
nected by crank cross-heads. They are each 7 inches high, with three furnaces each. and the four remainin diameter, the connecting-rods having a diameter ing siniile-ended boilers are 9 feel long, 11 feet wide,
of i) inches and a length of 7 feet (5 inches. The valves and 13 feet 4 inches high, with two furnaces. each havare of the piston kind. They are worked by link- ing a separate fire-box. All the boilers are (Jot lied
motions and levers, and are reversed by an ingenious with four thicknesses of boiler-felt, and covered with
combination of steam and hydraulic power. The galvanized sheet-iron. and are stayed to prevent their
engines at starting are assisted by auxiliary steain- moving by concussion when the shi|) is engaged in
ramming. They are supplied with water by four
ireiir, the valves of which are titled lo the receiver,
feed-pumps, which arc attached to each engine, the
'i'lie steam from the low-pressure cylinders is ezliausled into independent surface-condensers, having pumps being 7A inches in diameter, aud having a
a total cooling surface of 10,000 square feet. The stroke of 2 feet 3 inches. In the event of the feedsteam is condensed in the interior of a series of tubes pumps receiving injury, the boilers are provide<l with
of ^-inch external diameter, of which each condenser four small auxiliary engines, (one in each boilerThe condensers arc con- room. land liaviuL' separate connections with the boillias no less than O.OoO.
structed to be worked as common condensers. The ers. The two auxiliary engines which are used for
circulating-pumps are actuated by separate engines, washing the decks are also arranged lo work the fireeach having its own feed, bilge, and air-pumps. engines in the engine-room. The safety-valves are
The
-worked by levers from the cross-heads. The air- titfed with .springs upon an improved plan.
pumps are made of guu-nielal, with a diameter of smoke-pipes, of w^hicli there are two.aretj.O feel high
34 inches and stroke of 2 feet 3 inches, the water from the dead-plate of the lower fnniaces. The bunkWith re- ers, wbicti are placed at the water-line along the unbeing discharged below the armor-deck.
spect to the centrifugal pumps, it may be mentioned armored sides of the ship, where the entrance of shot
that they are judiciously placed at so high a level in or water cannot injure them, are built lo store 1,200
the vessel that in the case of leakage occurring, by tons of coal, and are so disposed that their contents
which the ship's bottom may be flooded to as great can be approaclieeil from the upper and lower CWEa ilcpth as twelve feet, tbey can be worked with partments independently of each other.
;
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army, or to the army of liis government, he is a
war-traitor, and death is the penalty of his offense.
All armies in the tield stand in need of guides, and
tile

Inflexible also possesses sail-power,

with

reI

spect to the advaulajres of wliich.however.considerSlie is brig-rigged, impress them if they cannot obtain them otherwise.
abk- diversity of opiuion exists.
liaving two irou masts. but uo bowsprit orsfay gear. No person having been forced by the enemj- to serve
The fore-mast is 3G inches iu diameter, and measures as guide is punishable for having done so. If a cit83 feet ti iuches from tlie deck to tlie head, while tlie izen of a hostile and invaded "district voluntarily
main-mast lias a diameter of 37 inches, and a height serves as a guide to the enemy. or offers to do so. he
of 96 feet. Each has a tup-mast and top-gallant mast, is deemed a war-traitor, and "shall suffer death.
A
witli lower yard, top-sail yard, and top-gallant yard. citizen serving voluntarily as a guide against his own
The total size of sails 18,470 S(|uare feet. In time of country commits treasoniaml will be dealt with acwar it is ordered that the ship will carr\' no masts, cording to the law of his country. Guides when it
e.icept for signal purposes.
The anchors, of wdiich is clearly proved that they have misled intentionally,
there are four, are of Jlartin's self-canting pattern. may be put to death.
All unauthorized or secret communication with
The
Tlie estimated weight of the hull is 7.300 tons.
engines weigh 014 tons. The propellers, shafts, and the enemy, is considered treasonable by the law of
Foreign residents in an invaded or occupied
stern-flttings weigh \f>\ tons each; the boilers. smoke- war.
pipes.casings.ic...')23 tons, and the water in the boil- territory-, or foreign visitors in the same.can claim no
ers when ready for steaming is estimated at 190 tons. immunity from this law.
They may communicate
with foreign parts, or with the iiihabitants of the hosCOST.
tile country, so far as the military authority permits,
The cost is estimated as follows:
Materials
£269.000 but no further. Instant expulsion from the occupied
Engines and appendages
100,150 territory would be the very least punishment for the
Bo'flers
T
20,600 infraction of this rule.
132.00t)
Labor
messenger carrying written despatches or verbAs a new type of a mau-nf-war, all the leading al messages from one portion of the army, or from
as
fol- a besieged place, to another portion of the same
features of tlie Inftej-ihl- may be summed up
lows: The armor is contined to the central fighting army, or its government, if armed, and in the unifloats
form of his army, and if captured while doing so, in
portion and to the main substructure which
the shi]). An armored decK 7 feet under water di- the territory occupied by the enemy, is treated by
vides the vessel into two separate portions. The un- the captor as a prisoner of war.
If not in uniform,
armored ends are so constructed that the vessel will nor a soldier, the circumstances connected with his
float even when they are penetrated by shot.
The capture must determine the disposition that shall be
ship has a wide beam and a comparatively light made of him.
messenger or agent who attempts
draught of water. The deck-houses give a high bow to steal through the territory occupied by the enemy,
and stern, and the turrets are so arranged as to enable to further, iu any manner, the interests of the eneall four guns to be fired both ahead and astern, or on my, if captured, is not entitled to the privileges of
either beam.
the prisoner of war. and may be dealt with accordThe TnflfxiMf has been accepted as the type of the ing to the circumstances of the case.
British future line-of-battle ships.and the Admiralty
While deception in war is admitted as a just and
have determined on building others, two of which uecessiirj' means of hostility, and is consistent with
•arc already under process of construction, viz. the honorable warfare, the common law of war allows
Aginiiemniiii at t'hatham.and the Ajcu' at Pembroke. even capital punishment for clandestine or treacherThese sister vessels are to be of reduced dimensions. ous attempts to injure an enemy, because they are
They will be 280 feet long. 66 feet wide, and will so dangerous, and it is so difficult to guard against
have a displacement of 8,000 tons, with a mean them. The law of war. like the criminal law regarddraught of water of 2") feet. They are to carry armor ing other oifenses. makes no difference on account
18 inches thick.and an armament of two 38-ton guns of the difference of sexes, concerning the spy, the
in each of thi' two turrets. The indicated horse-pow- war-traitor, or the war-rebel.
er is to be 6.O00.
Spies, war-traitors, and war-rebels are not exIn pprusinir the foregoing description of the Tnfler- changed according to the common law of war. The
ililr it lias been seen tli;il her double bottom is dividchange of such jiersous would require a special cared andsulidividediiito an uiiusu:il number of spaces, tel, authorized by the government, or.at a great disand that the water-tigiit bulkheads have been intro- tance from it. by the Chief Commander of ^he army
duced to an extent not before attempted, and in fact in the field. A successful spy or war-traitor safely
almost every conceivalile precaution has been taken returned to his own army, and afterwards captured
to make her secure against the
and the torpedo. as an enemy, is not subject to punishment for his
If. however, she should be fairly struck by several acts as a spy or a war-traitor, but he m.ay be held in
powerful fish-torpedoes, it isquite proliabie she would closer custody as a person individually dangerous.
be crippled ,w;iter-logged, or evi'ii sunk. The ques- See Trnit'T.
tion therefore presented is. whether two vessels of
WHOOP. -The cry or shout uttered by Insmaller dimensions. each carrying two 81-ton guns in- dians in war. Any murder is not considered satisfacstead of four, would not liave been the safer, and iu tory, by any means, unless the perpetrator is enabled
some respects a better investment.
to sound the iriiv-wUDnjt and sralp his victim.
The
WAE.SONG. .V song exciting to war, especially war-wlioop
a shrill piercing note on the highest
aiiionir llie American Indians.asongat the war-dance, key of the voice, with a rapid vibration, made by
full of in(iteuu•nt^ to militarv ardor.
striking the hand or the fingers against the lips is
WARTRAITOK. .V traitor under the law of War, soundid just as the final dash is made or as the weapor a Warlniilor.is a pirson in a place or district un- on is raised for the deed. Scalping is accomplished
der martial law who, unauthorized by the military by grasping the hair above the top of the head, rais(.'ommander, gives information of any kind to the en- ing it witii the skin to which it is attached, and
emy or holds intercourse with him. The war-trait- quickly cutting the latter loose. Scalping alune is
or is always severely punished.
If his offence con- not fatal.
sists in belr;iying to the enemy anything concerning
WARWOLF. In ancient military history, an enthe condition. safety. operations or phins of the troops gine for tbrowinir stones anil other great masses.
holding or occupying the place or district. his punishWATCH.- The Xon-commissioned Officers and men
ment is death.
on board transports are usually divided into three
If the citizen or subject of a country or place in- watches, one of which must be eonslantlv on deck.
WATCH AND WARD. The charge or care of cervaded or con(iuerecl gives information of his own
government, from which he is separated by the hos- tain (.)llicers to keep w watch by night and a guard
,
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WATCH-TOWER.
by

(lily in towns, cities and other (Iistrict.s, for
I)rcsiTviitioii iif the public peace.

in suspension, ami are thus deficient in theclearuess
and tri'nsparency so essential to the satisfaction of

the

WATCH TOWER. A
placid

1(1

\v;il(li f(jr

ger.

WATER.

(;o2

lower ou wliicli a sentinel is the lye in a drinking-water.
.Moreover, the water
enemies or llie approach of (lun- partakes of the extremes of summer and winter temperature.
But the great obj<'Ction to water from

WATCH WORD.— Tlie

wordgiven to the sentinels,

rivers

is

their general pollution

from the manure

such as have occasion to visit the guanls. It used upon the land, sewage, and manufactures, so
Is used as a signal, by which a friend is known from
that there are now few rivers left fmin whose lower
an enemy, or a person who has a right to |mss the cours<- a supply could be taken for domestic |iurwatch from one who has not. See ('minttrxiqii ami poses. On llie other hand, the sujiply friiUi one of
I'liM,
our large riv<rs is boundless and unfailing and it
WATER. Water is one of the primary wants of conveys the surface-drainage and spring elVusions of
Iniman life, no less essential than airaml food: hence a large tract of country, without inciirrimi any
the stroiiir and religious interest thai has always trouble or expenses as to the original sources. Kivers
been attached to the means of its supply. In tiic that issue from lakes are gi-nerally the purest, as the
earliest records of civilization, we read of the dig- suspended matter has lime to be precipitated.
ging of wells, and of i|uarri-ls about the possession
Tile c|ualilies that recommend water to the ej'e
of them.
The "pools of isolomon." near IJelhle- and to tlie i)alate bc'long in ii |ire-<'minenl degree to
hem. which remain now almost as ])erfect as when spring-water. It is clear, sparkling, anil of an agreethey were built, were connected with a scheme for able and uniform temperature at all seasons of the
supplying Jerusalem with water
In Assyria and year (about 50" Fahr.): it is well aerated, and is toPersia, from the earliest times, water has been con- tally free from the offensive taint so common in all
veyed to towns from astonishing distances in open other waters, as well as devoid of the animalcules
channels or canals, and in sid)terranean lumiels. or generated by organic impurity
and where a suffikiiiintx.
In Kgypt also, and int'hina gigantic works cient number of springs can be collected to siiiiice
for conveying water, both for domestic use and for for a town, it is tlie most desirable of all sources of
irrigation, have been in existence from remote an- supply.
About a (piarter of the water brought to
Nor were these undertakings contined to Edinburg is spring-water collected on the slopes of
ti<inity.
the eastern hemisphere; we have evidence of the ex- the I'entlunds.
istence of kindred works in pre-riiristian America.
The i|uality of hardness in water is very commonly
The ancient cily of Jlexico. which was built on recogni/.ed by the dilficulty experienced in washing,
several islands near the shore of the lake, was con
and by the amount of sua]) necessary to form a lather.
ncctcd with the mainland by four great causeways This ([uality is injurious also in the preparation of
or dikes, the icmains of wliicli slill exist.
One "of food but its action is most univers;illy felt in waslithese supported the wooileii ai|Ueduct of Chapol- ing oiierations.
It occasions the chapping of the
<|uepec, which was constructc-d by Montezuma and skin, an enormous waste of soaj), and extra labor,
(lestroyed by the Sjianiards when they besieged the and a corresponding wear and tear of clothes. Kvery
city.
Ilydraidic works on a irreat scale had also grain of chalk contained ill water decoiuposes 10
been executed by the I'ncas of Peru. Of all the an- grains of soap; and thus the hardening matter concient nations, the Konians paid the greatest atten- taiiied in IOC gallons of water, such as is su])plied to
tion to the supply of water, and carried the co>itruc- London, will destroy :i~)oz. of soap
that is, the first
lion of m/mi/nflK to the greatest perfection and mair- :i5 oz. of soap added to this i|u;intily of tlie water
nitrccnce.
If we accept the supply of New
York will ilisappearwilhout forming any lather, or having
anil to
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from the C'rolon

river,

and that of

(ilasu^ow

Soap is acompoimil, formed
from any cleansing elTect.
of an alkali (soda or potash; joined to an oily acid.

loch Katrine, the efforts to supply modern <ilies
are as yet insignificant compared with those of the

Homans.
Rain-water, as it is formed in the upper regions of
the atmosphere, is the ]iuresl that nature supjilics
but in descending, it brings with it whatever impurities are tloaling near the surface. which in the neighborhood of towns, are numerous, consisting of various gases, together with soot and other Hoatinir ])articles, organic and inorganic.
Kain water iias a
strong alfmity for organic impurities that is, the
corrui>ting ingredients ilerived from vegetable and
animal bodies, and wliicli are ilifTused'over every
surface in the vicinity of liviiii; beings; hence, wheii
collected from the roofs of houses, it lias a tendency to

—

rapid putrefaction.
Being free from saline ingreit is excellent for washing, but is not ixeiierally pleasant to drink.
15ut if we resort to a t.arren
district of rock, destitute of vegetation, ano remote
from the pollution of towns, w-e mav obtain water
with comparatively little organic iinpurity. Notwithstanding several defects, it happens in various
places that a surface-supply is the best that can be
dients,

had.

The water obtained from running streams

is

in

When a salt of lime, then, is present in the water, the
lime decomposes the soap and forms a lime-soap,
which is insoluble, and has no detergent properties.
Next to w-jshiiig. the deleterious conse(|Uences of
hardness are felt in Viirious culinary operations, especially in the furring of boilers and cooking utenIt is a fact of unisils, and in the infusion of tea.
versal experience that hard w.ater re(|uires more tea
than soft water to make an infusion of the same
strength, and also renders the infusion muddy. .Subcarbonate of soda in crystals, by decomjiosing the
earthy salts, improves the water; but if more is
added than that which will exactly decompose the
earthy salts jiresent, it injures the tine flavor of the
tea.
It may be stated gcnerally.thatfi.r the purjioses
of washing and cooking, a water of less than (i" is
soft, but above this point the hardness becomes objectionable.
At 8", the water is moderately hard
at IS*^, it is very hard: at Ifl", the hardness is cx;

cessivi^: and much above this, it is intolerable.
The c(mlaniin;itiiin of w;iter by vegetable and aniThe
mal substances lakes place in various ways.

most obvious and abuiidanl source of this class of
ingredients is the sewage and refuse of towns: and
next in order niiiy be ranked the contact with soils rich

part what has flowed immediately from the surface,
and in part the water of springs^ shallow or deep. in organic matter.
Among organic imi)urities may
In any case, a considcrabli- amount of contact with be classed olTensive gases, sucji as carbureted, sulthe ground has taken place, and in conse()uence phureted. and phosphureted hydrogen
vegetable
;

saline or organic matter is liable to be dissolved in a
Krealer or less degree. .The extent of the impreirnalion. as well as the kind of material (lissolve<l.~will

a state of rottenness putrefying products
of the vegetable or animal kingdoms, starch, muscular fiber etc., urea and ammoniac.Hl i>roducts; vegedepend on the rocks and strata of the river-basin. table forms alg.e, confervie, fungi, etc.: animalcules
Hivcr-waters. besides the fiualitie.i they derive from
infusoria, entomostraceic, annelidie or worms, etc.
their primative sources, are apt to contain mud, <le- Water fallin<; on a u'rowing soil, and running off the
cayed leaves, the exuviae of fish, and other nmtters surface to lie in stagnant ponds, is in very favoiable
fibers in

—
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main drain. A filter in a clean state will pass from
twelve to eighteen vertical feet of water in twentyfour hours. The solid matter intercepted does not
penetrate more than three-fourths of an inch into
the sand, so that, by removing a very thin film from
the surface, the filter is again clean. What is scraped
off the top is capable of bcmg washed and put again
to use. "This process of filtralion," says Prof. Clark,
" is efticacious in removing mechanical impurities to
an extent that could scarcelj' be believed without
seeing the process."
The cleansing ])ower of sand can hardly be accounted for on the theory of mere mechanical interception. Though there is no chemical action, strictly
speaking, there is no doubt that the attraction of
adhesion is at work a power that plays a greater
part in natural processes than has generally been asis
of
it
unpalatable, and the use
it is shunned b_v the
signed to it. Some substances manifest this adhesive
inhabitants of peaty districts, and even by cattle.
attraction more stronglj- than sand, and have thereThe mechanical impurities of water, or the solid fore still greater efflcac}- as filters; though practically,
particles rendering it muddy or milky, may in most and on the large scale, sand is the most eligible.
cases be removed b_v mechanical means. The two Powdered charcoal has long been known as a powerprocesses for this purpose are itubKicUnci' and filtrn- ful filtering mediimi, attracting and detaining espetitm.
The effects of subsidence arc strikingly seen cially organic matter. Animal charcoal, or that deThe rived from burning bones, is still more eflicacious
in the case of rivers that pass through lakes.
subsidence of solid particles clcpcnds on their own than wood charcoal. A filter of animal charco.al will
According
weight, as compared with the weight of an equal render London porter almost colorlesij.
circumstances for being tainted with vegetable and
animal life. Water-plants will spring up and feed
numerous tribes of animalcules, and each pool will
In such a state the
be a constant scene of vitality.
water isusually unlit for drinking; the jialate instantly discerns a disagreeable taint, and no one will use
it who can do better. The surface water of a district
overgrown with peat-moss has usually a peaty flavor,
as well as a dark and dirty color.
The infusion of
peat does not breed animalcules, being a strong antiseptic
but it is an objectionable ingredient nevertheless.
Very slow filtration has been found to remove the color of the infusion in some degree, but
not entirely. Lime removes the peat most eJTectually. but there is both expense and risk in applying it.
It is perhaps doubtful whetherany specific unwholesomeness can be justly attributed to jieat-water; but

the

;

bulk of water.

To favor

most per-

—

to recent researches, it would seem that loam and
clay have similar properties, and may be made available as filters. Professor Way states that "they have
powers of chemical action for the removal of organic
and inorganic matters from water to an extent never
from the top and not from the bottom. By making before suspected." The filthiest liquids, such as puthe bottom of the subsiding reservoir form a decliv- trid urine and sewer-water, when passed through
ity from opposite sides, and providing means to let clay, dropped from the filler colorless and inotfenoff tlie water occasionally from its lowest depth, it is sive.
The cliiy used was that known as pipe day.
possible to get (piit of the subsided mud.
It is alAlthough, by means of sand and other filters. or of
ways foiuid of advantage in clearing water from the liming process, organic contamination of water
solid particles, whether by subsidence or by filtra- may be much reduced, there still remains enough to
tion, to mix together streams of dilferent qualities.
render the water unsafe for use. Is water, then, once
In constructing an artificial filter on a large scale, corrupted with organic matter, hopelessly anil pera basin is fornu-d, having the floor nearly level, but manently so? This (juestion can be answered in the
slighth' inclining toward a center line, and made negative.
Filthy water has a tendency to purify itwater-tight by puddling the bottom and sides with self, and this in two ways. In the first place, in any
clay. On tlie floor is laid a series of layers of gravel, shallow stream of polluted water, such as the kencoarse at first and getting grailually finer upward
nels of a street, there may be observed long brushes
next, a layer of slate-chips or seashells, then one of of a sort of slimy vegetation adhering to every procoarse sand, on which is placed the actual filtering jection of the bottom. All this matter has been dislayer of fine sand.
The depth of this layer is from engaged from the water, which thus flows away sa
twelve to thirty inches, that of the entire mass from much the purer. The second and most effective part
xviur to six feel.
The water being admitted gently of the natural purification consists in the actual deon the top of the sand, sinks down and iseondueted composition of tlie impurities. The nitrogen of the
by a series of channels, generally of tile-pipes, into decavinix matter then sroesto form nitric acid, which.

the process, the

fect stillness should be allowed.
It is expedient to
have partitions jjlaccd iu the sul)siding reservoirs at
short intervals, more effectually to prevent the agitation of the water.
The water should be run off

;
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uniting with bases, forms salts of the class called nitnitfn, of wiiirli siiltpotcr is (r.ic.
Thus, what was in
a stiilc of pulrefiulivi'fhaiiiif, olTiiisive In lh<sftiscs.
bri'i'dlnj; liiuthsciiiic iiiscds, and causin); danirerous
disorders, is chaiii;i'il in course of lime inio a slal)le
and liarmless product. This ])rocess is conslanlly
eoins; on in rivers and other Avalers conlaining orijanic matter. In tlie case of streams passing through
popidous dislriets. tlie contamination goes on at a
rale far beyimd the power of natural purilication:
but we can easily conceive liow a river, very niucli
contaminated with organic' impurities at one part of
its source, may .after tlowing a long way through an
uninhabited tract, be almost restored to its natural
state.
The process is (me of oxidation, and talvcs
place at the expense of the fn^e oxygen, of which, in
healthy. normal water, there ought to be 2!) |Krceut.
of the entire volume of gases held in solution.
Thi'
oxidation is much favored and hastened when the
water percolates or tillers very slowly throuirh porous
beds of earth. If the tiltraticm has been sulliciently
prolonged to convert all the de(tayiiig matter into
carbonic acid or nitrates, the water will be pure, h.s
far as the organic taint and the presence of animalcules are concerned. and will, in fact, be neither disagreeable nor unwholesome, the amount of the dissolved carbonates or nitrates being uiiiinp<jrtant.
Into the eiigin.'eringoperations comieeted with the
conveyaucc of water from its source to the town or
garrison to be .supplied, we need not enter, beyond
uoliciiig that when the source is below the level of
the houses, steam or other power is necessary to lift
or propel the water to the necessary height while in
the more general and more desirable cases of the
source lieing higher than tlii' i>la(e w hire the sup|)ly
is to be delivered, tlu' water is made to flow by its
own gravitation, either in a channel or cidv<rt with
a continuous descent, as in the ancient aqu<(liict, or
in the simpler and more economical modern plan of
a line of cast-iron pipes following the inequalities of
the surface.
In many cases, both ]>rinciples are employed, the water liowing for the most |)arl in a
gently-sloping condint, tunneled through hills where
necessary, and being carried through valleys in lubes
descending and ascending an inverted siphon, as it
is called. The Crotonatiueduct. which supplies New
York, is carried across tin- .Manhaltiui valley, upward
of 100 feet deep, in this way.
The Cilasgow supply
from loch Katrine Hows mainly in a sloping channel
carried through timnels and over bridges
but there
are four miles of iron pipings across valleys. The
drawing shows the Cameron ilouble-pbmger steampinnp. which, from its extreme simplicity^ strength,
and durabilily, is eminently adapted for supplying
garrisons, and for mining and other important engineering operations where it is desirable to pump large
<lininlilies of water. Tlieimmpis <lesigne(l with large
water ])assages and valve area.s, so as to reduce water
friction to a miniiniun.
The extent of the storage in reservoirs depends on
the nature of the sup|)ly.^ If water is derived from
perennial springs, whose minimum flows ciiual the
maximum demand. the storage may be the least posIf a river is the scource,tlie reservoirs should
sible.
be large enough to hold such a stock as will carry the
consumers over the periods when the river is i)oll"uted
by rains; tliey should also be large, en the principle
of allowing time for imriticatiou by subsidence, es-

WATER-BATTERY.— A
Willi llie

j

;

iiiy //"rxix.

"WATER.CAP.— An important element <if the timeiiiadc' of copper and cylindrical in shape.
The
upper end has a recess .1 inch deep, in which there
going
are •.hree holes, one
half-way through the cap
and ciinnecliiig wilh the side-holes; the other two
fuse,

1

are

to

hold a small piece of (piick-match.

that rushes over the projectile upon the firing of the
charge in the gun. t<ee FuKe-plug.
WATER-DECK A covering of painted canvas for
the sadillr. liridle. and Ihe like, of a draijocm's horse.
WATERING-BRIDLE.— .\ bridle imiiloyed in the
To put on the
mililary service, having a snalllebil.
watering-bridle, take liie two reins in the right hand,
the bit in the left, ajiproach the horse on the near
side, slip the reins over tlie horse's head and let them
rest on his neck; reach under and put Ihe toggle of
Ihe bridle through the right halter-ring, insert the
left thumb into the side oif the horse's mouth above
the lushes, and press open the lower jaw insert the
bit and pass the toggle through Ihe left haller-riug.
The bit should hang so as to touch, but not draw
The hilching-slrap
up, the corners of the mouth.
is passed around Ihe horse's neck and tied securely,
or is unbuckled and left at Ihe manger or picketThe horse is imliridled by passing the reins
line.
over his head and taking the toggles out of the lial-

—

;

be not employed. In
obtained from surface

places where the supply is
drainage, or from a small stream, the practice is to
build reservoirs capable of conlainiiiir a live or six
months' supply, it being necessary to provide airainst
the greatest droughts that ever hajjpen in any season.
The reservoirs slioulil be deep, .so as to prevent vegetation, and all the distributing or service reservoirs

sboidd be

made

There are two holes in the sides of the cap opposite
to each other and connected by a sniall channel
and one hole leading from the bottom of Ihe cap to
those through the sides, but lo Ihe one ojiposite to
that to which the hole from the lop leads.
Thus
till' water-ea|) is ]ierforat<'d with a (liaiinii. which is
tilled with mealed powder.
This comniuiiieates lire
to the composition in the paper case, and the angles
of the channel prevent the entrance of any mailer,
such as sand or water, over which the shell may
ricochet.
The recess on the top has two small
pieces of quick-match, each secured in its own hole,
and a small (luaiitity of jiowder poured into Ihe recess and [ires.sed down, so thai the outer surface is
priiiieil with mealed powder and strands of quickmatch, whieli are ignited by the scorching (lame

;

tiilration

battery nearly on a level

atir.

of leather, the seams sewed and riveted together, and
For garrison service, the bucket
Ihe whole iiainteil.
is made in a .similar manner, but the handle has no
Imk and -w ivcl allaclied lo it.
WATER BUDGET.- A heraldic bearing in the form
of a yoke wil h two pouches of leather appended to it. originally intended lo represent the bags used by the
Crusaders to convey water across
the de.serl, which were slung on a
jiole. and can ied across the shoulders. The Trusbuts, Uarons of Wartre in llolderness, bore Troin hniU
(Piitu, three water-budgets, symbolizingat once their family name and
Water-lmilL'i-t,
baronial estate
and by the marriage of the heiress, similar arms came to be assumed liy the family of I)e Hos, who bear gules, three
water-budgets argent.
WATER-CALL. -- A tninipet sounding, on which the
(Cavalry assemble to water their horses. SeeH«<<;--

—

if artificial

H

WATERBUCKET.— Tlie.se buckets, for forge and
batlerywagoiis, all have bottoms anil staves of oak,
hooped with tlireeiron hoops, riveted at llieeudsand
to the buckets. The ears are let into the sides, and
secured each with a rivet. The ends of the bai! are
bent and hooked into the ears, and at the lop it is
coimeelecl by a swivel lo a single link.
A mucli
lighter and (piile as durable a initer-liuekit is made

:

pecially
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ter-rini:s.

See

liriilU.

WATERING BUCKET.— A

bucket formed of

sole-

^cv Jfi/drnnlfr I'lunr.
leather and used fur walering the horses.
WATER BARRELS.— niirrels used for the convey- WATERING HORSES —Horses must be watered
ance of water ill camps or cantoumeuts where carts quietly and witliuut confusion; the manner in which
are not at hand.
this duty is performed is a good test of the disci; >liiie
ronferl.

I

WATERING PLACE.
mounted command.

Horses are to be led or
depending
from
distance
the stable.
At the drinkinsfplace, no horse siiould be hurried, or have his liead
jerked up from the water, until he has done drinking.
In the lield, or on the march, the watering is
from the most convenient running water; in garrison it is usually from troughs. In warm weather,
water drawn from a cold well or spring, before being
used, should stanil long enough for the chill to pass
off.
Tlie hi)rs<-s are watered under the immediate
of a

ridden at a walk, to and from water,

upon

its

direction of the tirst-sergeant. but, if they are liable
to meet those of other commands at the wateringplace, a Commissioned Otficer should replace him.
During the hot months, horses are watered thrice
daily: in the morning, at noon. and just before grooming in the afternoon.
At other times, two waterings are enough: after morning and at evening stableduty. Ill very colli weather, once a day, at noon,
is sufficient.
It is to be always remembered that a
horse will rarely drink enough very early in the
morning. The daily allowance of water for a horse
is four gallons.
On tlie march horses are watered
with buckets carried on the carriages
the oftener
this is done the better, as it is not usually known
:

when another

watering-place will be reached

On

the plains, where horses are to make a day's march
without water, they will alwaj-s be watered after
being fed, just before leaving camp in the morning.
If a mounted commaml has to march a long distance
without water, so that it will be necessary to encamp en rmiU. the animals are weil fed but" denied
water until just before starting, when they are permitted to drink freely. The command marches in
the afternoon, and does not encamp until it has accomplished at least half of the distance, and moves
early the next morninu; to reach water.
WARTERING-PLACi;.— Any place selected in :i
camp from which the supply of water is obtained
either for drinking, cooking, washing, or for bathing
purposes. Great care should be exercised, when the
supply is obtained from running streams, that the
water for the washing supply does nut run into the
water for drinking. The points where %vater for drinking and cooking is drawn from, and those where
horses and cattle are taken to be watered, should be
well nuirked out, the latter being below the former,
and again below this the place where washing and
b;itliiug is carried on.
AVhen there is scarcity of
water, sentries arc posted over the wells or streams
from wliich it is drawn.
WATERPROOFING.— Besides the application of
caoutchouc, peculiar methods have been emplo3-ed
to render clotli iinperviuos to water, at the same time
allowing the passage of air. the absence of tliis property in the impermeable caoutchouc manufactures
have been fouiul disadvantageous. Two plans are
adopted for water-prooling woolen cloths, without
rendering them ijuite impervious to air the first is to
dip the cloth in a solution of soap, and thoroughly rul)
it into the texture,after which it is dipped into a soluti<m of alnm; a decomposition of the soap and alum is
cfTectcd, and the minute openings between the fibers
are in some way parti;illy filled so^as to exclude water.
In file second plan, the cloth is dipped into a solution
of gelatine or isinglass, and afterwards in a solution of
gidls.
A kind of tanning process is the result, the
gihiline which has pervaded the cloth being rendered
as insoluble as leather by its union with the tannin
of file ir;dls.
See ('ainiclnmc.

—

WATERPROOF PAPER.

Paper that has lieen imof beeswax disolved in rectified coal-tar n;i|ihlha, in the proportiim of 2 lbs. of
wax to 1 gallon of the solvent. This has been proposed by Mr. .Mid F.K.S. The waterproof liags for
Snider-Enti<'ld rifle ammunition ;ire furmed of two
sheets of paper m;ide iierfectly wateroroof by an even
intermediate layer of India rubber. This paper is cut
to the iize reipiired. and the ends and sides joined by
coating the overlaiis of J-inch with india-rubber ee.
pregnated with

:i

scilutiiin
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ment, which, when dry, are pressed together with
an elastic roller. The india-rubber solution is composed of Naphtha, 98.1 Ibj.. India-rubber, 31i lbs
and the cost of making 1000 of the.se bags is 'esti-

mated

at

il

Os. 'l\A.

WATER-SHELL.— A common shell filled with water.
having a gun-metal cylinder screwed into it. containing i oz. of gun-cotton. This nature of shell, which
receives its name from being filled with water instead
of gunpowder, is the invention of Jlr. Abel, F.R.S.
The experiments carried on with this shell bv the
Committee ou Explosives, a few years ago, proved it
to be a valuable invention and this has been further
confirmed in the artillerv practice at Okehampton
(in August, 1875J.
The s"hells so filled and fired, as
compared with gunpowder, show a preponderance
of destructiveness, the water shell bursting, as was
shown, into 300 fragments: whereas the same ,slieU
filled with gunpowder only s|)lit into 30 pieces. The
:

mode

of bursting this shell is by means of a detonator consisting of dry gun-cotton {iret. it ajipears, will
answer as well), enveloping a small cap of fulminate
of murcury inserted in theapex of the fuse-hole, in
addition to the ordinary fuse. The theory of the employment of water as the disruptive ageiit of shells,

explained as being based upon its power of transmitting the force developed by a sudden explosion of
detonation, thus bringing it into operation at the
same instant upon every part of the walls of the shell.
Mr. Abel, in his paper on •The Recent History of
Explosive Agents," states that, in the course of the
trials made by him on the subject of bursting shells
with water, the detonative effect produced by small
detonating charges when exploded in shells' which
were filled up with water and entirely closed was proportionate, not simply to the amount of explosive
agent used, but also to the suddenness of tlie concussion imparted to the water by the explosion.
Thus,
0.25 oz. of compressed gun-cotton, detonated in a
shell filled with water, broke it up into nearlv eight
times the number of fragments obtained by exploding a shell of the same kind full of gunpowder (viz.,
containing 13 oz.). When picric powder, which is
also a very violent explosive agent, though much less
sudden in its action, was detonated in one of these
shells in the same way as the small charge of guncotton, 1 oz. (or an amount four times greater than
that employed by the latter substance burst the shell
into about the same numljer of frasmeuts as were
is

i

produced by the 13

oz. of

gunpowder

(

instead of

about eight times the nundu'ri. ]>roduced by means
of 0.23 oz. of gun-cotton.
But even more "strikinsr
results have been obtained on this point.
Thus, a
10 pr. shell, filled with about H; oz. of gunpowder,
was broken by the explosion of the charsre into 2!)
fragments. The detonation of \ oz. of guu-cotlou
confineil in a shell of |>recisely the samr' construction
and weight, the chamber being filled up with water,
burst the shell into 121 fragtnents, which were violently dispersed.
A corresponding charge of ginicotton, confined in a third similar shell, filled up with
water, broke it into 300 fragments, and in luidition
there were 2 lbs. 1 oz. of thc'shell, almost pulverized
l)y the force of the explosion, brought to bear upon
the metal through the agency of the confined water.
These results are quite conclusive as to the manner
in which the action of the water shell is broiisht
about, and show that only such a brisk explosive" as
gun-cotton, or disruptive agents of simihir character.
wouKl be useful as ;i bursting charge for the water
shell.

-A

WATER-TEST.
hydraulic test applied to cylinders and tidies in the foundry.
In the construction
of the coiled wrought-irnn tidies for cimversion of
Hodman 10" smooth-bore guns into 8" rifles, the tubes
are subjected to a water-test of 140 jiounds to the
scpiare inch. The apparatus for applying the watertest is shown in the dniwlng.
Il consists of two
cross-heads— A and
fitled'lo the ends of the tube,
and which are .'nabled to sustain the pressure applied

B—

WATER WHEELS.

of the connect inir-roils. >>. The
the bore wiiler-tiiiht, ami is also
aperture for the eutrauce of water-

put in motion either by tlie water noting on blnilp^
or tloals by inuiulse derived from its great velocity
acquired iu falling, or by the weight of water being

Ilirouirli Ihi- iiu'diiim

cross-liead

A

clo.ses

pierced with an
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The water is forced in by means of a steam- applied to one side of the wheel. The former mode
pump, and the degree of pressure is registered by the of applying the water is generally adopted in low-

pipe, n.
gaiiL'e.

I

;/.

Si'C Ciiilii/

say under six feet or thereabouts, and to what
called an undershot wheel—/, e., a wheel where
the effective head of water is below the center-, and
to make the application elHcient, that portion of the
periphery of the wheel measuring from the point of
impact of the water to a point directly below the
center, requires to be surrounded by a casing generally of stone, but sometimes of cast-iron, called the
arc, closely fitted to the extremity of the floats, so as
to prevent any considerable escape of water.
The
w-heel which may be either of timber, or of cast-iron,
cimsists
of
axles,
arms,
floats,
or partly of both,
and
which are very generally radii of the circle, but are
sometimes set a little obliquely to the radius, pointing up stream
and generally there are also a sole,
being a linini; around the circumference at the lower
falls,

'J'ii/»K.

WATER WHEELS.— The

value of a water-power
depends much upon the nature of the source of supply whether steady or otherwise. Where streams
supplying water-power are liable to fall off much in
dry weather, large impoimding reservoirs are ne essary to keep the mills from being stop])ed durinj; the
summer. Tliese. however, being generally ex )ensive concerns, are seldom made for one mill, but
rather by .some association of mill-owners: and often
by a water company or commission for supplying a
town with water, to afford compensation to the
mills by storing up flood-water, for what is abstracted for the use of the town. On small streams there
is generally a pond provided lit to hold a night's
water, or perhaps, even a Sunday's, in addition but

is

!

I

I

]
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;
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Fig.

in the case of a large river, there is only a weir or
dam across the river to direct the water into the intake lade. When the inclinalion in the lied of the
stream is small, the lades reijuire to be jiroporlionately long, to give sufficient fall, and are often above
a mile long or more from the intake to the low<-rend
of the tail or discharge lade, where the water is returned to the stream. The ri.se and fall of the tide has
been frequently used for driving water-wht els.
The most usual, and generally the most eligible,
mode of applying water to the driving of machinery
is by means of a vertical wheel; and the wheel is

1.

edge of the floats, having openings for the escape of
air): and a shrouding or circular plate at each side of
the wheel, an<l of just the same depth as the floats.
Sometimes, when there is a very little fall beyond
the mere current of the stream, the floats simply dip
into the water like the padilles of a steamer, in whieli
ca.se no sole or shrouding is re<(uired: and to make
allowance for the rise of the water in the tail-lade
during floods, which is generally called hack-water
and seriously impedes and sometimes stops the motion of the wheel, occasionally the wheel and its arc
are so constructed as to be cai)able of being raised

melres^

^

""^ "'""'Jl
partitioned feed ill
3. Arraiigemuut of buckets of No. 3,
1.
re rshot water-wheel,
a. Backshot water-wheel with
t. Center-feed water-wheel
a^t^t ivattr-wheel e. '"
iuppingcr's water-wheel,
Pontelels plnn. .with trap.
3. CoUadou'a awiamiiDff water-wheel.
5. Bucket-wheel with upper-feed.
0, Undershot water-wheei on
10. Arrangement
^^^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^ a.
water-wneeis,
u. Jototaof a caat-irou
water-wheel.
•t bucket ia an undershot "ventilated" wheel.
11 to 13. Construction of buckets (or

Water-wheels.

'
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WATEE- WHEELS.
or depressed together, witlioiit
cliinery out, of gear.

Tliis

is

llirowins the niain tlic ease of tlie

dune

Inverness water-works, wliere

wheel

liable to
he mueh alTeeted b_v the rising and falling of the
Sometimes In this country the niaehin
river Ness.
ery is all on board a vessel moored in a river, so as
to rise and fall with the level of the water. an<l theretlie

is

its water-wheel always immersed to the
proper depth. At the old Loudon briilge waterworks the wheels, which rose and fell with the tide,
were worked b)- the current of both the flood and

by keep

ebb.

The other mode of applying the water to a vertical
wheel by making it act by its gravity, is the more
perfect and economical mode, where circumstances
will admit of it, and is generally adopted in falls of
any considerable height, say of six feet and upward,
and where the water can be let on above the level of
the center. The wheels are called respect ivelv ''«*«<
and mershot irheeU. according as the water is let on
more near

WATEE-WHEELS.
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to the level of the center or to the

crown

extent, meets with obstruction by moving against
tlie current. The piUh-hack iiterahiit is a modification
of the last, making the water to pass alongside the
wheel, and then to return and be let on the top of
the whee' in the contrary direction. This requires

longer and more complicated troughs, and bj- the
change in direction, part of the impulse from the
water is lost, but the bottom of the wheel moves in
the direction of the tail-water, and is not liable to be
impeded by being immersed in it. On the whole, it
is generally thought better to apply the water at about
30" from the top of the wheel.
In such high-breast
or nearly overshot wheels, the water is let on to the
buckets over the top of the sluice, which is made to
open by lowering, and shut by lifting. In tliis way,
however small may be the ciuantity of water, it is always applied at the highest possible level, which ia
of importance when it is its weight multiplied b3tlie
height of descent, not its impulse, that 3ields the
etfective power.
The structure of the overshot and
breast wheel is nearly the same as that of the under

Fi-.

wheel and they have, instead of th<- siraight
curved or kneed buckels, according as tiiey
may be made of iron-plate or of wood, and of such a
shape as to retain the water down to the lowest possible point. There are generally in good wheels ventilating openings in the sole for the escape of air.
The overshot wheel has this disadvantage that, as the
water has little or no power until considerably past
the top center, the wheel is burdened with a useless
weight of water.
Fig. 1 shows llie Hisdon ttu'bine,
20 inches diameter, in comparison with an overshot
wheel having a diameter of 20 feet. The direct overshot wheel has the water run. without changing its
direction, right over the top, which arrangenient has
this advantage, that as the top of the wheel moves in
of the

;

lloats,

the same direc'tion as the slreani, it gets the l)enetit
of the wnole initial velocity and impulse nf the water;
but. on the other hand, tlie bottom of the wheel, it
at all immersed iu water, which it generally is to some

exccpl in the substitution of curved or angular
buckels, for straight floats but, even in the midershol wheel the floats are sometimes made witli a
sliglil curvature.
In any description of wheel, the motion may he
taken ott" the axle by torsion, which necessarily requires rigidity in the arms or it may be taken directly otl llie periphery, when the power is applied
to a pinion working into segments, either external or
internal, attached to Ihe-shrouding. In this arrangement there is no torsion of the axle, or transverse
strain on the arms, and therefore the latter are more
often made of round, wrought-iron rods, with a
slight axle. This wheel is much lighter than with the
massive axle and the strong wooden or cast-iron
arms, and is called a KUDpinMnii or fpiilfr-ir/irei. The
velocity of tiie periphery of an undershot wheel is
usually from .WO to GOO feet a minute, and thai of a
bucket-wheel, overshot or breast, from 300 to 450
siiol,

;

;

—

WATKINS ELECTRIC CHRONOGRAPH.

It is seldom that tlie whole height of a fall can
be adviiniHgeonsly made use i)f for. if the wheel be
placed so low- as to gel Iheluiietit of tlie wliole lieight
of llie fall in low slates of lie water, very often It is
liable iu Hoods, to have the lower rim immersed, and
to be obstructed or stopped by back-water.
In the proper turbine the water passes either, lirsl,
vertically down ihrough the wheel between ti.\ed
screw blades, which give it a spiral motion, and then
strikes similar blades attached to a movable spindle,
but placed iu the opposite direction, so that tin- impact of the water communicates a rotatory motion to
the blades and spindle, or second, a moditication of
the foregoing is to pass the water from the center

feet.

:

I

horizontally outward through tixed curved blades, so
as to give it a rotatory or tangential motion, and
thereby cause it to act on the blades of the wheel
which revi Ives outside. In the reactionary wheel,
which is In principle almost identical with the Whitelaw and Sllmt's wheel, the water is admitli-d al the
center of the wheel from below, passes to the circumference between curved blades of the wheel, and escapes by taniientlai orilices al the circumference,
there belns; valves made to open more or less, according to the quantity of water and to the power
Although only a few horizontal wheels
reiiulred.
have been described, their name Is legion, and It
would reipiire a volume to rm'niion them all. or to
The reclprocatory
describe their respective merits.
hv<lraulic engine. works exactly on the same principle as the ordlnarj' non-condensing steam-engine.
The water, under considerable pressure. Is admitted
at one end of a cylinder, the e.\il valve at that enil
being sinuiltaneously closed, while it is shut olT from
and
the other end, and the e.vil valve there opened
so the alternating action of the valves and of the pisTo work smoothly and
ton goes on continui>usly.
effi'ctively, the piston ought to be of large diameter,
in proportion to the length of stroke, ami to go slowotherwise the quick jerking Is apt to shake and
ly
to injure the engine: and generally it is better to
have two cylinders and pistons working together, as
that enables them to work more equally, and to turn
Both the
the crank without the use of a liy-wheel.
turbine and the recqirocatory engine have the advantage of being able to take the use of a tall much
greater in height than the diameter of the largest
wheel that can be made but for all ordinary falls, a
good breast or overshot wheel, or even an undershot,
is, on the whole, generally consiilered better.
Fig. 3 shows the HIsdon turbine on a horoizoutal
shaft located al some distance above tail-water, the
whole elTecl due the head being olilained by using
an air-tight tube for a draft-tube, and Immersing the
lower end of it in standing tall-water. This mode of
setting the wheel admits of placing a pully directly
on the water-wheel shaft, and conununicating the
power, by means of a belt, directly to the liiu'-shafl.
This saves in the lirst cost of gears, as well as In that
cost which the nialnleuance of gears afterwards occasions, dispenses with the loss of power t-aused by
using gears,and does not re(iulre so stnmg an arrangemeut of shafts, bearings, and founchitions as would
be required when using gears.
The loss of elTect
causeil by turning water from a horizontal direction,
as it Is discharged by wheels thus located, lo a vertical dlrecti(m into the tail-race, is much less than the
friction caused by cog-gearing, and the friction of the
shafts in their bearings where they are forceil aside
by gears. In a word, turbines thus arranged are less
expensive in the end, less trouble to keep in order,
are of simpler construction, save noise and jar, and
leave moreof the power of the waterto apply lo work.
It is a well known fact that no turbine will give the
.same percentage of power of the water used, when
discharging half the water of Its full capacity. This
is familiarly known as loss of percentage of the partgate. This loss is greatly avoided by using two or
more of these turbines on one shaft; then, as the volume of the steam diminishes, or the wDrk to be done
i

;

;

WATKINS RANGE FINDER.
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on one wheel can be partly or wholly

lessens, n gate

clo.sed. so as to use what water there is at fidl-gate^
or nearly so. In this way the gealest possible power
Is

oblaliu-d from

See

It.

lli/ilrtnitir I'nirer

and Tur-

f/in <

"WATKINS ELECTRIC CHRONOGRAPH. —The screens
in this instrument are on the same principle as Hasliforlh's, but the method of registration of the breaks

the current owing to the passage of the shot
through the screens is different. This is accomjjllshed
by means of a njuir/i' from the inchu'ed current of a
Kuhmkorll coll. The instrument Is so arranged that
the time taken by the shot to jtass the various screens
Is accurately recorded, and by means of a caUulating
scale the velocity may be at once ascertained for any
distance bet ween senilis.
S<c f'/in/iioi/nip/i.
WATKINS RANGE FINDER.— This instrument is
double rellectiiig, on the principle of the ordinary
sextant, but Is so constructed that the near object is
seen by rertecllon and the distant one by dire( vision,
thus rendering it easier ami i|uiiker lo use. more
])artlcularly in hazy weather. There are two jiatterns
iu the Service, dilTering only In size and weight; that
for Artillery being 10 Inches long, 3.,' Inches wide,
and IJ incites deep weighing with its case about
.I pounds.
That for the Infantry, r>1 Inches long, 2i
Inches wide, and 1:} inches deep weighing about 1}
pounds.
This instrument consists of a brass rectangular box,
carried, when not in use, in a leathercase slung ovct
the shoulder like an ordinary lield-glass.
Wiien In
use half of the cover is thrown back, thus exposing
the right hand of the instrument. In the cover iscarrled a key for adjusting: and in the artillery paltern
a small telescope for use in taking long ranges. There
In

I

—

—

two eye-holes,
movable slides, so

are

titled

in

the larger pattern with

that the instrument can be used
with or without the telescope.
The fittings supplied for use with the Instrument

A

wire cord, 18 fei l long. In a leather case.
are: (n.)
steel tape, in case, for occasionally tesiing the
cord. ('•.) Three steel [lickels, tilted with leatherdisks
(A.)

A

them

to render

These are carried in
For mounted men two kneemen are generally employed as range-

le;ith(T

buckets.

halters.
linders,

though.

Two

conspictious.
(<l.)

If necessary, the service can be perNo. 1 carries the Instrument
his
shoulder
like a lield-glass, one picket
slung over
(when mounted strapped to the saddle on the oft
side), steel tape in case. and knee-halter (if mounted).
No. 3 carries wli'e cord in case, two pickets (when
mounted strapped lo thesachlle on the off side), and
knee-h:dter.
The Instrument has three separate operations to
perform tirst, to establish a right angle, thentoget
the length of the base-line, and finally, after reluming to tlie initial point, to gel the range. The length
of time necessary lo get an observation varies with
the conditions of the ground, and the accuracy of
the oli.servatiou will of course deiieiid upon the skill
and care of the ob.server as well as tlie conditions of
The advantages of this instrument
the atmosphere.
are that it is light, portable, easily worked, and can
be tested and adjusted In a few moments by any pers(m of ordinary intelligence. It indicates the range

formed by one only.

—

no vernier is used
only graduation being the simple scales of the
length of base and ranges in yards. It is cheap as
compared with other range-tinders, the cost being
directly without calculation;
tl'.e

about

.j:3.").

man can take an observation, but for convenience and rapidity two men are preferred.
The
accuracy of the instrument for all ordinary altillery
distances, say up to :!,01MI yards, is very satisfactory.
It has the drawback, however, of necessllatlng the
use of a right angle, liut this disadvantage Is greatly
reduced by the facility of working with dilTerent
lengths of bases, the ease with which the base can
be changed, and the fact that the instrument itself is
used as an optical sijuare, thus doing away with the
(^ne

cm

WAVE-ACTIOH.
The

instninient

was

tested at J^anily Ilook.

June

1!)

and August

WAVE-MOTION.
32, 1879, with the following results

;

—

WAVEE.
ilsliDulil

111'

111

some small

Wf have supposed

is consistent with lui'chanical principles, for the »(««*
of air in the section is constant, while the dilTerenee
of pressures before aixl beldnd produces the acceleration, and slio\il<l therefore be proportional to it.
The particles of air in cross-sictions of the lube therefore vibrate, lach in the .same period as does tlie
tuning-fork, but the phase is liiUr for each section in
projiortion to is distance from the fork.
Win re lluphase is one or more whole vibrations later than that
of the fork, the motion is exa<tly the s<ime as that of
the fork, and Khnttltamoun witli it.
At all other
points, it is the same as that of tlw' fork, liul not simultaneous. Thus the greatest displacinieni of the
fork is inunedialely shar<(l by the layer next it, later
by the next layer, and so on. Thus, a irurt of <lisplaci'menl travels along the lube from one section to
the iiixt. while each. particle merely oscillates backward and forward through (in gc'Ueral) a very small
space abimt its position of rest. The reader who has
followed the little geonu'trical investigation above
will have n-) dilliculty in jjroving for himself that the
velocity with which the wave travels is i)roporli()nal

cxlciit incdrrt'Ct. bcciiiisc
to he iiicxli-iisihk'. and

tlic i-iirci

perfectly tlixihlc. wliicli it cannot lie: and we have
neglected the ettects of extraneous forces, such as
Let us next
gravity, tlie resistance of the air, etc.
consider the motion of air in a cylindrical tube, in
the ])articular casi- in whicli the Icf; of a viliralini:
This is a simple
tiinini;-fork is applied at one end.
case of the propagation of soimdwaves. We shall
treat it hy a synthetical process, somewhat like that
As we have alrea<ly seen (see
•liven by" Newton.
I'mdiili'iiii ). a simple vibration such as that of a pendulum or lunini fork is the resolved part, in a definite line, of the uniform motion of a point in the cir<iimference of a circle. What we have now to explain is, that such a motion of all the particles of air
in the l)ipe. the iihwu' of the vibration (or the position
of the i)article in its ])ath at any instant; ilependinj;
on its distance from the endof the lube, is consistent

When this is done, it
priiiciplis.
will be easy for us to trace, in this i)articnlar exam-

with mechanical

ple, the process by which the wave is propagated
from one layer of the fluid to the next. A\ e must
now eonsi(ler(a little more closely than in I'liididiim

or Siiiind) the nature of the simple vibration of each
particle of the air. Sup])ose I' to move, with uniform
velocity V, in the circle .V1M5. and let I'() be drawn
perpcudicular to the fixed diameter, OA. then the
acceleration of P's motion

in the direction

is

PO.

OA
Hence

motion of (J, which is a simple vibrahave, by the rule for resolving velocities
accelerutiuus,

tion,

aud

WAX
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in the

we

Velocity of

Q=

PQ

to

(0'
,

'

where

.

,

,

,

,

,

.

the pressure, and ^/ the density of the air.
mode of doing this is to express, in terms
of these and oliiiT quantities, the eciuation given us
by the laws of luolion.
Mass X Acceleration
Difference of pressures,
and to assume that Hooke's law holds, even duriiii;
the mdden i-ompression of air.
This, we know, is
now the case so that a correction has to be applied
to the above expression
depending on the heat developed by sudden compression or lost in sudden
rarefaction, by each of wijich the elastic force of the

The

?. is

easiest

=

:

\

in

the direction l^O;

OA
OQ V
of Q=-in
OA OA

:

Hut tliis has bi'cn already discu.ssed
Tlie above formula shows us. however,
thot the velocity of sound is not affected by the presNext consider two particle's of air near one another sure of the air—/. '•., the height of the barometer
since, in still air, /) is prnpiiriionnl to rf. The velociin the axis of the tube, or the masses of air in two
temperature, being, in fact,
contiguous cross-sections of the tube. If the phase ty does depend on the
(rHiri» pnri/nin) to the .s(|nare root of
of vibration were the .same for both they would be proportional
^qMdUy displaced from their original ))osilions, and the temperature measured from absolute zero.
see also from the formula thai the velocity is inthe air between them would be neither compressed
versely as the sipiare root of the density of the gas
nor dilated. Hence, that a wave may pass, the
Thus a sound-wave
the ])ressure being the .same.
phases must be different. Let. then. Q (Fig. 3; reptravels about four limes faster in hydrogen than in
air.
Also we see that, within the limits of ajiproximation we have used, the velocity does not depend
upon the intensity. i)ilcli. or ijuality of the sound.
The iiivestiiralioiis which seem to lead to slight modilicaliims of this conclusion are too recondite to be
can only mention, also, the
introduced here.
beautiful investigations of Stokes coniKcted with the
extinction of a sound-wave as it jtroceeds. partly by
fluid friction, partlj' by radiation. Aud we miiy conclude by slating that the result of a comjiletely general investigation of the velocity of a sound-wave
gives, to a lirst approximation, the result we have
deduced from the' study of a simple particular case.
Fi«. For further information on this suliject the reader
resent the position of the one particle, or layer, in is referred to the recent work, KUmniU of Wawits line of vibration at any instant
Q ""^ simulta- iimtion. by Prof. Peter S. Michie. West Point.
WAVER.- To hesitate before the enemy under a
neous position of the other. The first will be disjilaced through a space ()(^ from its position of rest; withering lire to lie undecided whether to go on or
the second, through a space OQ'; and their distance retreat. This feeling may be brought about from panwill therefore be altered l)y the amount t^ti', which ic seizing the troops, or from loose formation, causmay be taken to represent the compression or dilata- ing the order of the march to be desultory. It occurs,
Jion.
But it is easy to .see thai, as V and P' move sometimes, from the officer in command hesitating
round, QQ' is always proportional to P(J. Hence as to his future movements.
WAX. An organic product of considerable im•he compression or dilatation of the air in any crossit is obtained from different sources, the
section of the tube is proportional to the velocity portance
with which it is moWng. Hence the difference of chief of which is the beehive, where it is used Iiy
pressures before and behind any such section is the bees in the formation of their cells. The charproportional to the difference of velocities—/, c, to acteristic properties of good wax are its roughness
the acceleration of the motion while the section passes when chewed, its non-adherence to the teeth, and its
over a space equal to its own thickness. And this fragrant honey -like smell. The substances generally
Acceleration

air

the direction Q().

in

is iiicrenxcd.

Sound.

We

We

:

•

;

—
:
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used to adulterate wax are rosin, tallow and earth.
latter may be deteete<l by nielUnsr the wax,
when the earth will subside to the bottom as it cools,
and may be removed by a knife. Tallow may be
inferred when wax breaks smooth, and adheres to
the teetli when chewed, also by the absence of the
honey-like smell.
RosinJ|may be detected by piittins
small pii'ces of wax in spirits of wine the rosin will
be di.s.solvcd, leaving thewa.x uninjured. When the
wax hab served its purpose in the domestic economjof the hive, it is collected fur manufacturing purposes, and goes through a certain reliidng process
before it is taken to tlie market.
15ees-wax is now
largely used as an ingredient in lubricating carl ridges,
ami undergoes the following examination l)efore it
is employed for this purpose: — Press a small fragment
of wax repeatedly between the tirst tiugiT and tlunnb,
so as to spread it down the latter. The wax should
curl away from the thumb as the tiuger descends.
If it clings tightly to the thumb, and liecomes very
soft and smeary, the adulteration with some description of fat is indicated. This test, tliough very crude.

GUN.

—

The

WEDGE. One of tlie mechanical powers, and in
principle a moditication of the inclined plane.
The
power is applied by pressure, or more generally by
percussion to the back, thus forcing the edge forward. The wedge is employed for such purposes as
the splitttng of wood, the fastening firmly of the
handle of an axe. the raising of a ship in
dry dock,
etc.
The investigation on statical princijiles of the
mechanical advantage of wedge is exiremely unsatisfactory, the power which is scarcely ever a "pressure," being alwa3's assumed to be one, and the enormous friction on the sides of the wedge being generally neglected: the theoretical result thus arrived at
is that the pressure apjjlied at tlw back
the resistance or weight: h width of back of wedge length
of side.
In the application of the wedge to the splitting of wood in the direction of the fibers, the split
generally extends some distance in advance of the
edge of the wedge, and the action of the latter isthen
a combination of the action of the wedge with that
of the lever
in fact, this c<mipound action is found
more or less in all applications of the wedge as a cutting or splitting weapon, and tends further to complicate the statical iuvestigation of its mechanical
properties.
The best and simplest illustnitions of
the single wedge are axes, nails. plugs, planes,chisels.
needles, and all sharp-pointed instruments.
See Mfcltanic'il Powerit.
BREECH-LOADER.— This method of closing the breech has been considerably employed in
the experimental Armstrong ordnance. It is called
the aide or iredge brcech-hxidfr, and may be generally
described as a cross-piece or sliding-blockinserteil
in a horizontal mortise which intersects the bore al
right angles. This block is fltted with a sliding hammer, and has on its face, which forms the bottom of
the bore, a thin iron or tin cup to stop the gas. The
sliding-block is similar to that of the C'avalli gun.
This apparatus prevents the necessity of lifting out
a heavy vent-piece,
,-i

:

:

:

'

;

Is sufficiently good to serve for the detection of any
considerable adulteration of this kind.
.V piece of
blue litmus paper pressed upon a piece of tlie wax
(with a knife or rod but not with the finger), which
is tlnis heated gently on a metal service, initil it begins to melt at the edges, should exhibit no change
WEDGE
of color to red. Several fragments of wax are placed
in a wide test tidje and gradually healed (the tiibibeing moved in and out of the tlanie) until perfectly
melted. The wax in this state should be i|uite clear
and transparent, and free from mechiinical impurities.
The heat should be applied to the wax until
the portion of the tube containing it can no longer
be touched by the tiuger (the temperature being
about 330" Falir.). If it has then exhibited no signs
If mui'h of the
of frothing, it is free from water.
latter be present, the wax will begin to froth even
before it is completely melted, and as the heat is
raised, a crackling noi.se will be noticed.
Water WEDGE CLAMP. A device used in testing-machines
may be expelled from wax by maintaining the latter for securing a perfectl}' central pull or stress on the
at a temperature of 210'^ Fahr. until frothing ceases. flat specimens to be tested, without the possibility
OF THE ROUNDS.— In fortification, a space of any twist oi" tearing from the edges or sides. The
left for the passage of the rounds between the ram- drawing shows the latest invention in this line.
The

—

WAY

part

and

till'

wall of a fortified town.

WAY PLANK.— An

oak plank

Iong,12 inchEach end is beveled
l.-jfeet

es wide, anil 3 inches thick.
for a ilisfance of six inches, the l)evel on one end
being on the side opposite the bevel of theotherend.
These planks are used chiefly for forming temporary
tramways for rollers, or for the wheels of carriages

face of the clamp
ly raised through
or partial length.

which grips the specimen

is

slight-

center longitudinally its entire
Wedges with curved backs, and

its

bearing heavy weights.

WAYWODE.

—A

word

of Slavonian derivation,

meaning "War Leader," applied to Military Commanders in Poland, where each Province, or Airiire
Jhiii. had its ltV)^(r((r/( or Woyevoda, in Kussia, unand in Moldavia
til aljolished by Peter the Great:
and Wallachia, where it was supplanted by the Ureek
DcujMta, and finally by its Slavonian equivalent,
Himpiidar. Sometimes written Wniti^ode.
WEAPONS. —Instruments of offensive or defensive
combat. Pnder this hea<l is embraced small-arms
of ;dl descriptions and tlie machines of war for overtlirowing, destroying, and burning the defenses of
an enemy. The ancient machines of war were of three
for projecting arrows, darts, stones.
the second for battering
and breaching walls, etc.: and' the third for covering the troops thus engaged. The numerous weapons of war. ancient and modern, ;ire described under

kinds:

tlie tirst

javelins,

and tire-arrows

;

appropriate headiugs throughout this Work.
WEB. 1. A material used in a saddle. It is made
of coarse canvas 9 inches x 3 inclies, nailed across
the two side bars.
Its use is to prevent the seat of
the saddle from being pushed upward by the peg on
on which it hangs. Web made of pure hem]> is used
for girths, man-harness, and for cartridge cartouches.
2.
A name frequently given to the basket-work of a
gabion.

—

wedges with the ball and socket joints, are made to
accommodate specimens of uneven thickness, but
they will not prevent a twist or torsion of the specimens if opposite corners of same above and below
!ire unecpial in thickness or the surfaces are harder.
In this clamp the specimen is engaged at onc(^
through the axial line, and presses continuously a
liItU' liarder than at the edges.
The edges are then
relieved under all circumstances, iuid a side pull
causing :i tear is averted. See TiHiing-iiKtr/iiiici.
WEDGE GUN. A gun in usual construction similar to B. L. K. guns of the Knglish Service, and rifled
on the same principle, so as to Arc a lead-coated shot:
but the method of closiuir the breech is ditTerent
from that of the screw and vent-piece gun. In the
wedge and stopper gun ;i slot jiasses through the
breech from side to side, and tlu' p;irls which close
the bore are therefore inserted or withdrawn at the
side of the piece, instead of at the top; by this arrangement the gun may be loaded more rapidly, and
with much less labor, and the detachment is much
less exposed than with the screw and vent-piece gun.
The wedge guns of Sir W. Armstnvuir's maiiuf:icturi'

—

VraiGHING-M ACHINE.

WEIGHING MACHINE.
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(40-pr and fM-pr.) wero introduced into llic service
in cc>ns<i|iiiMi<e of tlic objection urged against liis
breccli >(rcw

;;iiii>.

WEIGHING-MACHINE.— There are few

of our military readers, and, in fuel, few ])rofessionals!jenerally, who are not familiar with the remarkable work
perfi)rmeil by the Walertown testing-machine. Tlial
after recording hundreds of thousands of |>(>unds it
will show the strain which breaks a horsehair, or,
wlien testing llie hundreds of thousands of pounds,
read to a fraction of its load as small as that of an
analytical balance, are facts which have caused the
greatest wonderment and curiosity in regard to the
remarkable mechanism by which these results have
been accomplished. It is evident to those who anfamiliar with the apparatus and the way it has been
developed that a revolution in machinery for weighAbandoning as utterly useless the
ing is at hand.
knife edge, Mr. Emery struck out upon what is an
entirely new line. From the weight to the recording
index he luidertook the problem of transferring
the pressure by itself, and practically without molie undertook to do this without introducing
back-lash or the wear of pivots or knife-edges. The
importance of this we can the better understand
when »c refer to the work of some of the best analytical balances of the country.
One of these, exhibited at the Centennial, with one pound in each
scale, will turn with 5,id'ah(i "f 'ts load.
The finest
assav scales bv the same maker with one gram in
the pan will turn with
milligram, or
of the
load. Such a scale, on account of the great nmoun!

nine weighings required more than u day for tlieir
accomplishment, on account of the great length of
time necessary for balancing the scale with such a
load.

Scales of this sort may be said to be excessively
impatient, if we nuiy be permitted the term, of overweight, or a weight which exceeds that for which
it was intendiMl by the makers, and are
always injured by any excess of this weight, becomini: sluggish when it is placed in the pan and having their
knife edges ruined.
In fact, the ordinary load soon
destroys, by wear and crushiag, the sharpness of

lion,

,',,

Fig.

Fig

2.

the knife edge, and the scales deteriorate sensibly
and rapiilly by ordinary use. They are also sensitive to dirt and to rusting.
If one of these delicate
scales be overloaded the knife edges lose their shape
and are crushed into forms approaching circles.
Not only, then, are edges crushed and worn into the
rounded forms but the fulcrum distances are by this

1.

of motion and the fact that a c(uisi(lerable mass means changed, and consequently the accur.icy of
must be put into motion by an exceedingly small the scale is lost. The line scales "for weighing silk
force, is excessively slow in coming to restT On one are intended to take 1 pound and are sensitive to
occasion a gentleman used n whole day in weighing tAo part of the load— that is with 1 jiound in the
a single pound seven times.
The maximum difTer- pan— and they will indicate 1 grain. Disbelieving
ence between the greatest and the least weight ob- the manufacturer's statement that 5 pounds would
tained was ,s,}xttft part of the load. When on the same ruin this scale, a certain parly bought one. and after
scale the attempt wa.s made to weigh two pounds, testing it well within its capacity attempted to weigh
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over-loadiug had not only destroyed its sensitiveness,
but had ruined it for accuracy by elianging the ful-

5 po'inds with it. After this weight had been put
he found that although the scale still moved with

«in

crum

I

distances.

In contrast with this we take the scale beam of the
testing-machine at the Watertown Arsenal, which
was used before the machine was finished as an ordinary' beam-scale by the prolongation of its weightbeam. AVhen rigged as a balance, 100 pounds wa.s
put in the pan and weighed seven times, and the
greatest difference between the ma.vimum and iiiiniweights obtained was one part in l.T.IO.OOO. A
300-pound standard was afterwards weiglied nine
times in succession. Here the greatest difference between the maximum and minimum weighings was
one part in 2,3.10.000. The sensitiveness of the scale
when thus used witli the 200-pound load, slated according to the ordinary method, was equivalent to
the scale turning with TTno'cnuTi l'-"""' "f i'>^ load. In
other words, a scale-beam with its fulcrum capable
of sustaining without injury a load of 4.000 pounds
has been made more sensitive than the finest analytical balance yet made in this or any other country.
Indeed, the same beam, if we understand Mr. Emerj-'s
statement correctly, miglil be used for analytical
work with a far greater perfection than is attainable
with the ordinary balances of tlieir range of accurac}".

mum

To understand how such accuracy

is possible, we
get an idea of the nature of the fulcrums
used and the levers employed in Mr. Emery's scales,
gauges and dynamometers. The second step will be
the means used for transmitting enormous loads on
heavy scales or the strains of large testing-machines

must

a single grain, vet it would not weigh a pound twice
In other words, the
»like to within a single grain.

first

'
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to the weighing apparatus. Lastly will follow a des- of the ordinary knife edges. Here the beam \i recriptinii of llii' mrtliixls tif biilanciiii: llu- briiins and ceives its load from the pressure column A through
Tliese are c<inne<ied togetlii-r
ri'adinir llii' liiads. l'"iir>. 1. ~ and ;i illiislrair llic ar- the fulcrums A and r.
rain:ciiunt ^f tlicsf fiiUrumsand Irvcrs as applicil to by the l)lock <, for llic purpose of introducing, or
'riicy allowing for a certain amount of lateral UKitioji
a prrssiiro-sauge or wiiulnii;.r-dynaiiiomit<T.
The
consist of thin. Hal pieces of slec'l of suilalile widllis arounil tlu> center of motion in tin' fulcrum /'.
and lensjths. forced into grooves or lield between beam is |>reveuled from yielding bodily to the stress
Ii,
c represent these ful- by the fulcrum it. held in the fulcrum block I).
C'oluMwis.
As
In Fiff. \,a.(l.
<Tmns made of lial pieces of steel, and r and/.sliow its outward end moves up or down, motion is transto
two
slri|)s
of
mitted
the
indicator
rod
(J
lial
steel lake
by means of two sussimilar fuleruins wlicre
Tlie melliod of coimcction ])ension fulcrums K and V. Tliiir action on the point
tile place of a wid<' one.
shown
of
support
of
of
Inuring
arc
in
Ki>;s.
the
indicator
roiKi
is similar to what is
variations
Ih<'
.and IIm'
2 and :i, wldch are eidarjied details of certain parts shown in Fig. :!, which is, howi'vcr, from another
of spc<ial scales or jjanges. In the ease of the i;aiii;e pie(-e of apparatus, and this construction is intended
or weii;hins;-dynani<>meler, .V (Fijr. 1) sliows the to i)ennit a large range of nu)tion.
may here
pressure column, consistinir of a eyliiKh'r widening point out a decided dilferenee in the two construcIn Fig. n the l)ending of the fulcrums and,/
into the rectaniiidar head .\, in which is iilaned a tions.
};roove to receive the first fidcrum '/. into whieli il is is directly as the angular motion of tlie indicator rod
pressed, and which is also pressed into sinular G, while in Fig. ;{tlu' bending of the fuhrunis 15 and
grooves at its n|iper end in the first lever 15. A li.ved H„ is constant, no matter what the angular motion of
fulcrum. '/, is pressed at its lower end into the lever the indicator rod t' mav be. This construction is
in tlie fulcrum often employed by .Mr. Kmcry where it is necessary
15. and its upper end into a groove
block D. The third fulcrum * is shown clamped at to hanir one beam from anollier. and where it is de-

We
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the outer end by a riamping-plate. and itsu]iperend
is pressed into the li-ver ('. or intt) a block attached
to the lever ('.
The same block damps the fourth
fulcrum r to its lever (.'. The fidcrunis rf and ' are
both fixed, which causes the lever 15 to move upward at its upper outer end, as shown by the arrow,
and the lever (' to move downward at the sanu' time.
The strain on the first ff>nr fidcrums*/, '/, h, c. is
compression, while that on the fulcrum e and / is

Fig. 3 ilsirable to obtain a great angtdar motion.
lustrates the method of clamping suspension fidIl must be olicrunis similar lo E and F in Fig. o.
si'rved. however, thai in Fig. .">. the fulcrums being
very long and delicate, it is found desirable to protect the central portions, and lliis is done by a pair
of clamping plates.
From the end of the beam 15 a
poise rod and weight |>lale K arc hung by a pair of
thin plates, which illustrate anollier application of
this kind of fidcrum, ixivingall the lateral motion iind
llexiliility which is necdcil. and preserving the exact
fillcruni distance wilhiiiit wear or friction. The thickness of metal used for supporting the beams is very
slight, and it would siirjirisc most engineers lo know
that a piece of metal onc-lwcntielh of an inch thick,
and or (i inches long, and perhaps 3 inches " exjiosure." or portion not in. but lielwcen. the groove, will
carrv thousands of pounds wilhuiil suspicion of liucklinii oi springing. For those bearings or primary ful-

tension.

These fulcrums are all of tempered plate steel, and
are often gold-plated, to prevent rusting.
In tlie illustration shown, the pressure on the block .\ may
amount to 4,000 or 5,000 pounds, and the lhickiies"s
of tliefirsfand second fulcrums is from .04 lo .0."> inch,
and IIk' third anil fourth fulcrums !i and '•, .02 inch.
The width of these is 4 inches, and the exposure or
portion left free Ix'tween the dilfcretil levers is about
.2 inch for « and d, and .S inch for !/ and 3 inches for
<. the loads on the latter being reduced to about 400 crums which are to lake the lieaviesi pressures in the
poimds through the lever B. Fig. 1 is an eidarscd large gauge, the strips of metal are of the liiiesl
view of the pressure-sauge shown in Fig. 4.
This .spring steel, one-twentieth of an inch in thickness
hydraulic gauge is used for measuring loads of 7, .500 and 4 inches in width, and are pressed into their
pounds to the sipiare inch. (Surprising as it seems at grooves with a load ot IH.dOO pounds, though in use
first sight, the motion of these levers, though firmly
they would receive 4,0'IO or ."),000 ]iounilsonly. The
connected in this way and transmitting strain with- greater portion of this metal is, as the reader will see
out the possibility of back-lash, is practicallj- fric- [from the difrerent drawings. Hrmlv fixed in slots cut
tionless.
When tensile strain is lo come upon
in the beams.
further application of this form of fulcrum is these fulcrums of course a much thinner spring and
shown in Fig. .">. where the heavy lines /'. r and d rep- a longer one is possible, and. with the conslriiction
resent pieces which, as we have said, take the place 'shown in Fig. 3. the angular motion can then be
.'i

A

'
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may be dosirtd. and with the other
construction it can usually be made as great as is
necessary. In many constructions tlie thickness of
these fulcrums for compression is reduced to as little
as jiiiViT inch, and for tension to as little as y„'„^„,T inch.
By increasing the width, the amount of strength obtaincd can be raised iudeliuitely, and any load whatever su])|)orted.
Fig. 1 shows the system of levers adopted for the
pressure-gauge in Fig. 4, where the motion between
the pressure cohmin A and the point of the indicator
S is multiplied more than 60.000 times, so that a
movement of the column of less than -i„V(r inch will
give the GO inches reading at the ])oint of the needle
where the arc is graduated and divided into a thousand parts, each graduation being made 1)V actual test.
This. we think. is thegreatest multiplication by levers
in so small a space of which we have any knowledge.
The grailualion of the dial by actual test, eliminates
several sources of error which would theoretically be
found in employing the usual methods for graduation.
The method of operation of tliese levers and fulcrums
may be understood by reference to Fig. 1, where the
pressure comnumiealed to the fulcrum block A is
transmitted by tlie fulcrum to the lever B about onetenth of this is transferred to the outer end of the
beam and to the fulcrum B. This in turn is communicated to the lever C, which at its outer end transmits
in a downward direction to the resisting spring F
about one-thirtieth of the load which it receives.
The spring F uses up by bending the entire force
transmitted to it. The motion throush the fulcrums
iiiade as great as

motion at the top by the diaphragm D, and at
bottom by the diaphragm K, the latter being the
pressure diaphragm, whicli prevents the liquid from
tlowing out of its cliamber when pressed by the load
put ui)0u the pressure support.
The diaphragm D
not only centers and retains the upper end of the colthe
chamber around
umn B in the sup])ort. but seals
etc.. this chamber lieing merely tilled
it from dirt.
tical

the

I

[

i

|
'

with

air.

.V

bell-shaped cap, F. receives the load

from tlie platform and protects the diaphragm I>
from injury. It transmits the load from the platform
to the pressure eolum B through the rubber blockG, which does not act like a spring, as it is confined
by the ring II, but serves to transmit the load to the
colunm H, and at the same time permit lateral movement and tipping of the cap F caused by any bendThe liiiuid contained in the
ing of tlu' platform.
chamber I eomnumicates through the pipe K, usually
Ton o'' uMi •"'^'' '" diameter, to a small sealed pressure chamber within the weighing mechanism.
This diaphragm is of large size, held tirmly between surfaces, and has a total motion in, for e.vaniple, a 50-1 im testing-machine, of one four hundred
thousandth inch. For one pound the change or mo-

The whole range
tion is one fort}' millionth inch.
of the first diaphragm is one millionth inch. The indicating arm, equivalent to B, in Fig. 5, moves one
hundredth inch for each pound, and has a total motion in that particular case above and below zero
amounting to one and si-\-tenths inches. The main
diaphragm, in moving, displaces a column of water,

;

which

Fig.

acts

upon another or secondary diapUragnj

B.

and //is then transmitted through the rods E(see receiving only a small iraclion of the pressure upon
Fig. 4) to the indicator-rod S, and thus indicates the the primary one. In this way very intense strains are,
-ntire amount of bending which has taken place when by the simple dilTcren<i-in tlie size of the diaphragms,
the bending of the spring has brought it into e(iuilib- reduced to come easily within the range of the scale
rium. Briefly stated, the method of measuring the beams to manage. In track scales and other scales
load, in largeplatform scales is to transmit a portion where large platforms have to be supported there are
of the downward pressure of the load to the weigh- usually a number of jirimary diaphragms, which are
ing mechanism. The load may be supposed to be connected and transmit pressure to a series of smalls\ipported on a series of diaphragms, which, through er ones, which in turn act as a unit on the real seca system of i)ipes,by a hydraulic pressure transmit a ondary diaphragm which actuates the beam. Theportion of this pressure io other similar diapliragnis, possibility, then, of reducing the weight to be measwhere the resultant pressure is measured by suitable ured at one or two steps to an amount which can
apparatus.
In other words, the principle of the hy- easily be handled is an immense advantage, and the
draulic press is introduced into the weighing ajipar- fact that this reduction, instead of being made by
alus as a transmitting mechanism, but tlie conslruc- means of beams, is accomplished by a fluid in small
pipes, is a very great advantage. Practically, it seems
tion is such as to make the apparatus fri<-tiouless.
Fig. fi shows what is called a hydraulic support, that there would be nodillicully in placing the platand is one of the members which primarily receive form '). 10, or 0(1. 000 yards away from the" beam.
The diaphragm used here may be essentially a Hat
the load on a large platform scale.
It <-onsists of a
base. A, in which is a circular chamber, usually metallic bag of circular form. The circular grooves
plate and in the diaphragm itself,
^JJ,5 inch in depth, which is filled with a liquid on are formed in the
which sits the pressure column B contained in the or, rather. we should say the two diaphragms, and are
protecting case C, to which it is secured against ver- very essential features". The plate takes the weight
e e
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"WEIGHT OF PEOJECTILES.
wliicli is rfsistcil

by

diiipliraiims. Tlicrc
llic

coniKclioii

:*'21,

tlie
is

ii

liquid imloscil bclwcon llir
tciulcuoy to forci- it tlirousili

shown

in Kii;. 7. tliis

tendency

In order to
lo displacenunt viiryinf: with tlu- loud.
hold (his plule in place and prevent it from having
any side motion, and eonseciuent friction, a thin annular diaphnijrm connects it willi therini:. This diaphragm 33 is shown on a large scale in Fis:. T; 34, :{4
Any
are tlie rings of solder which hold it in place.
pressure which is brought lo bear upon the plate
32 will, of course, be transmitted lo the Huid inclosed iM'neath it. and this i)ressure will at once be transmitted througli the connecting-pipes. By using a

diaphragm

WELDING.

()1(>

of a smaller diameter, the pressure

may

Fig.

,

Vavasseur has suggested the following fornuda for
determiuiug the weight of all ritle-projeetiles(Diam.)»
Weight.

—

^

3
This corresponds quite closely to the standards adopled throughout the world up to a caliber of ten
inches.
('apt. Hiiller. of the United States .\rmy Ordnance,
proposes as a standard the fornuda Kadius)" x 2.8lt,
and suggests that under no circumstances should a
projectile exceed in weight three times the cube of its
radius,
lu the craploymont of very large cast-irou projeci

7.

be reduced to pruclically any desired extent. Though tiles, there is a risk of crushing or breaking up the
there may be lOO.OOO pounds on the large diajihragm, ])rojeclile in the bore of the gun.
The action of the
it is not necessary to have on the receiving diaphragm
discliarsre up(Ul each square inch of the base of .i
a load any larger ban can be conveniently liaiidled. large projectile, is thesanu' as iq)on each similar suThe amount of reduction is. of coursi-. dClerndned perlicial uni! in a small projectile, while thecohunn
by the ratio of the .irca of the primary and --ecoiid- of metal sujM'rimposed upon each of such units is very
ary diaphragm-;. If. as in the case i'iluslruled, the much longer. From its owninertia cast-iron cannot
first diaphragm has a diameter of 13 inches, the area
iq)set, as wrought-iron will do: but it can crush or
will be, say, 132 square indies, and if the receiving break under sudden shocks, and thus prove disasor secondary diaphragm be
inches in diameter, the trous lothe gun. The greatest care should be taken
pressure will be reduced approximately to one-t<nlh to secure the best quality of iron ami to prevent hidof the original amount
hence, by elioosiu'.: proper den defects in the casting. See I'rtyectiles and Solid
ratio of area-<. the prcs>un- lo be dealt with is entire- S/,-:l.
ly within control.
The Importance of this point can
WELDING. That operation by which pieces of
hardly be overestimated.
iron or steel, or steel and iron, are heated nearly lo
In track scales and other scales where large plat- a stale of fusion, and appearing to be covered with a
forms have to be supported there are usually a num- strong glaze, or varnisli. are brought together, and
ber of the primary diai>liragms. whiih are connected united by repeated blows of the hammer, or under
and transmit pressure to a scries of smaller ones, pressure, and the union not to be perceived.
The
whicli, in turn act as a unit on the real secondary ileal re(|\nred for welding irim varies in some degree
diapliragm w Inch actuates the beam. Fig T show's with the iiurity of the iron. When it is re(|inred to
the details of the diai)liragin and connections. The thicken any ]>art of a bar of iron without welding,
a<tual pressure to be reduced by the screw-thrcails it is done by the operation calle<l " ii/mttiiig." This
is nu-rely nominal, and the tightjoinis are attainable consists in giving it the welding li<at at the |)art lo
with very sniall wrenches and merely nominal pres- be thickened, and, while one end rests upon the ansure.
S;'e Kif iji Triliiu).inwlunt liudmnn Tfxting- vil, hammering at the other till the requireil size is
iiiiflihti
and Tixtinfi-iiiwhiiiix.
produced. When the bar is large, if it he lifted and
WEIGHT OF PROJECTILES.— A> to what const itutes jumped upon the anvil, its own weight will supply
the correct weight ofa riHc-projeclile of iriven caliber,
lie requireil force for upseUing.
When it is requirthere exists great diversity of opinion. The principal eil to weld two bars of iron together, the ends are
nations seem, however. to"have settled upon the most tirst iipiut, or made thicker.
suitable weights for all moderate caliber-, and .Mr.
Each end is then beveled off to a thin edge, called
I
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WELDON EANGE FINDER.
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tearfing ; the two ends are then placed in the tire,
and raised to a welding heat, or nearly to a state of
fusion; care is required that both arrive at the propThe bars may in part be
er heat at the same time

prevented from wasting by taliiug care to supply
them at the lieated part with powdered glass or sand
The
just before they arrive at the welding-lieat.
sjmd or other material melts on the surface of the

and serves to form a tiu.\. or fluid glass, which
protects the iron from the impurities of the fuel, and
defends it from the air. at the same time uniting
with and removing the o.\ide which may have been
formed on the heated .scarfs. When the bars have
obtained the welding-heat the}- are removed from
the fire with the utmost despatch, and struck across
the anvil to remove as far as possible all scales and
dirt which would hinder their uniting they are then
placed in contact at the heated part and hammered,
the supertluous cinder is squeezed out as the clear
parts are brought together, and the hammering continued until no visible seam or fissure remains.
In welding large pieces the process is more difficult. .Several minutes must sometimes elapse before
the parts can be brought togethir: meanwhile thick
scales are forming on the exposed heated surfaces.
Tlie rapidity with whicli iron at a welding-heat becomes o.xidized is strikingly illustrated in the operation of •patting" the Armstrong tubes after they
are welded end to end. The scales that form on the
inside of the tube are jarred off at every stroke of
the hammer upon the outside, thus exposing fresh
surfaces to oxidation. At the end of the process tlie
ocales form a pile in the tube several inches in depth.
iron,

:

BORING.

side of the nose, the sharp angle of the instrument
towards the eye, the largest angle of the prism toward the object. An image of the object will he
seen through the instrument in the line of sight as
Direct the assistant^— who is prothe observer faces.
vided with a suitable stake or pin upon this line,
and cause him to plant his stake, so that it, as seen
ucer the instrument, and the image of the object, as

—

seen

thi-'nigli

it,

will

be in coincidence.

Plant a

similar stake in the angle of the observer's feet as he
then stands. This determines the direction of the
i'ass now beyond the a.ssiatant's stake. Turn
base,
Hold the instruthe left side toward the object.
ment in the right hand, the handle uppermost antl
fingers,
the thumb on
between the first and second
its lower side, the sharp angle of the instrument toward the ej'e, the thumb nail against the right side
of the nose. An image of the object wid be seen
through the instrument on the line of sight. Advance
or retire on the line of the stakes already planted,
Plan, a third
until the image conies on that line.
stake in the angle of the feet as the observer then
Remove the assistant's stake. Measure the
stands.
tlistance between the two remaining .stakes, and multiply by twenty tor the distance from either to the
object."

With two instruments and two observers, some
time would be gained, especiallj in determining long
ranges. No assistant would be then reipiired. The
second observer, holding his instrument as prescribed
for the second position in the last case, is directed on
He then
the line of the Ijase by the first observer.
advances or retires along that line, until a point is
gained at which the image of the object, as seen
See Tniii.
WELDON RANGE FINDER.—This is perhaps the tlirintyli the instrument, and the right eye of his asIf the
simplest of all the instruments yet devised for deter- sociate as seen unr it, appear in coincidence.
mining ranges. It is essentially a pocket instrument, point be accurately chosen, similar conditions will
Each
lias no adjustments, and is scarcely susceptible of prevail at the station of the first observer.
injury.
If it be correct when new it will continue then plants a stake in the angle of his feet, and the
Every new instrument, therefore, should be base is determined, from which the range is obtained
so.
Jlathematically. the instrument is very
carefully tested before being put to practical use. as before.
Tlie Weldon range-linder consists of a small glass simple, being based upon tl!e fact that the secant of
34'
03"
is forty times the radius. The instrument
prism, the largest angle of which is 88" 34' 03", and SS"
the smallest just half this amount.
The third angle is so constructed, that it detlects the image of the
must of course be 1«0" minus the sum of these two. object, through that angle, and this, being done at
This prism is well protected by a metal frame which two points on the same line, is etiuivalent to laying
down an isosceles triangle, the angles at the base of
which are each 88'-' :)4' 03", and the object, the apex
of the triangle.
Optically, the instrument is also simple. The ray
from the object, n, in the ilrawing, enters the prism
at 4. and is retlecled towards the normal through a
It then impingeson thesilvered lace
certain augle.
of the prism at <•. is refiected to rf. and again reflected bj- that unsilvered surface toe; where. emerging from the prism >t is again reflected this time
away from the normal through an angle equal to its
It thus enters the
reflection on entering the prism.
eye of the observer in the direction of f f. which
makes, with its original direction n li. an angle of
80" 34' 03 or twice the angle of the reflecting surSee N'lliin Uange- finder. I'ratt Jiiiiige-J'inder.
faces.
RiiivfU I'rUm linnge-findfr. TeU-mttfr and Watklns
Rainjt-liiid r
"WELL-BORING. It is believed that the Chinese
have bi-eu long acquainted with the methods of deep
boriiisr. Deep wells have been in use for centuries in
.Vustria. especially in the neighbourhood of Vienna,
where they are very abundant. No knowledge existed as to their source, and conseciuently the boring

—

"

—

wholly covers

its

upper and lower sides and the face

ojiposile the largest angle.
The face opposite the
smallest angle is wholly exposed, the remaining face
partially so.
The wholly covered face is silvered
over so as to act as a mirror.
small handle is attached to the lowiT side of the instrument for convenience in handling. To determine a range with

A

and conducted in a rude and empirexcavation was made till a bed of
on this a perforaletl mill-stone
this instrument when only one instrument is avail- clay was reached
able, one asssistant is reipiired.
Select some well was laid, and through the whole the clay was bored
ditined object on the position whose distance is to until water rose. As sixm as geology took the posilie determined
Take jiosition with the right side tion of a science, and the theory of Artesian wells
toward this object.
Hold the instrument by the was propounded, the engineer was able, after the
handle hetween the thumb and forelinger of the geological survey of a district, to discover whetliera
right hand.
Ktiise it up to the right eye. the wholly supply of water could there be obtained in this way.
covered face of the prism resting against the right Alreaitv, districts formerlv drv and ariil have received

was engaged
ical

manner.

in

An
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plriitiful

supply

(if

wiitiT

by

nicniis

iil

such

RIFLE.

It endjodics a novel and pracof operating rock drills, eiud)ling the
same to be driven rapidly, ami with greater facility
than is possible by the usual me'liod of churning by
hanil or striking with sledge-hammers.
Simple in
construction, durable, and not liable to gel out of
oriler, it is easily moved about by laying il down and
rolling it on its wheel, like a wheel. i)arrow.
Its
small size, extreme cheapness and simplicity recommend it. As the disk is rotated, the lifting arm is
carried upwards by the roUerin slot, and as the arm
on being raised clamps the drill rod by friction, il
carries the hitler with it, and as the arm ])asses over
thecenlir of the disk, il turns Ihe drill rod one liflh
of a revolution.
Whi'ii Ihe arm is carried over llie
{'enter. Ihe arm is released and Ihe drill and arm fall
togelher.
.^s the arm falls on Ihe lealher cushion
below, Ihe drill rod is released, and thus makes a full
blow on the rock. An iron hall of :!0 to 00 ])ounils
is sometimes screwed to Ihe top of the drill rod. to
cause a more elTeciive blow,
K is an emery wheel
atlachm<'nl on which to sharpi'ii Ihe drills.
With
this machini' one man can do the work of three. See
Arhxniii llV//« and Tuh,.,nll.

for military usage.

-.veils,

inure appliealioiis Imve yel to lie made: il
seeuis likely that ere loiiir Africa's deserls inayllins
be cDiiverteil into fertile plains. In an official report
o| tile Alsrerian (Government for lS5(i-'>T. it is slaleil
that Artesian borings had been e.xecuted iu the Sh-

Hiiil

WERDER

(UK

many

tical

method

WERDER RIFLE.- The breech-loading system of
small-arms adoptid in lN(i!lforthe Havarian Army is
the invention of J. L. Werder, of Nurcmburg, and
is

known

as Ihe

Werder system.

class of falliuir breech-blocks of

It

belonsjs to the

which the^*eab;>dy

may be (MUisidered the exponent in this counlry. ft
dilfers, howi'ver. from this and most oilier guns of
Ibis <lass, as Ihe bneili-block is opened and closed
by Ihe liammer. instead

of the lever guard, giving, as
claimed, greater safety and ease of manipulation, esl)ecially when the soldier limds lying on the ground.
Thi' breech and lock mechanism of the Werder gun
areconlained in a box. Ihe sides of which are Iwo
plates which furnish llie bearings and pivots of liie
sevi'ral pans.
This box. with its conlenis of parts
is

inserled in

IIk;

verlical cut of the receiver, the front

end of which is screwed lo the barrel aixl the rear
end is screwed to the stock by Ihe laiur .s<rew, (k. n.)
The guard-plate, n />,
as is shown in the drawing.

"^^^

.i

liara of the province of Constantmo with remarkable
The llrst attempt, after a few weeks' lasncc-ess.

prodnced a constant stream, formin;; a perfect
and yieldins; 4, OK) (piarts of water per minute,
There are liow upwards
at a temperature of 78'^ F.
"')
of
such borinjis in the Sahara, yieldins an ai;};rebor,

river,

of ()IK),()OI) ;allons per hour. The result is jirovbcnelicial not only to the counlry materially, but
also lo the character and habits of its nomadic Arab
inhabitants. Several tribes have already settled down
around tlu se wells, and thus forminjr the centers of

il.-ite

ini;

settlements, have constructed villasies, planted datepalms, and entirely renounced their previous wandrrim; existence.
Deep boriiis well machinery is now constructed
with a view to transporation, and may readily accompany an army in desert countries. For use in
remote, wild or mountainous countries, where it is
very ditlicult and expensive to use steam or horse
power, machines are made to be operated by man
])ower alone, 4 to 8 nu-n beini; able to sujiply all Ihi'
power, 4 man power only beinsre(iuired forihe tirsi
1.10 feet, and (i or 8 man power after a depth of 300
Where it is required to
feet or more is reached.
transport or carry machines LTeat distances, on the
backs of mules, or on shoulders of men, over mountains, or through narrow mountain passes, the machines are made in sections, the heaviest piece weighinir less than 200 ponnds, all carefully fitted and
marked, so they can be taken apart and put together
»asily. The drawing shows the Pierce portable hand
rock or jjravel boring-macUine, which is well adapti'd

closes the botliun of the receiver, but oas the necessary openings for Ihe two triggers. Tin- pivol. pins
/i.
The lefl i)late
are riveted lo Ihe right side-nlaie,
has boles for these pivots. and alsoa projecling tiange
s r/. which forms a cover for llie rear portion of Ihe
receiver-cul.
The breech-block is shown in V. Its
forward i)arl is bored out for llie liriiig-pin and the
spiral retracting spring.
The tiring-pin is held
in place by a pin, which works in a horizontal slot
to give the lU'cessary i>lay.
The exlnielor » has Iwo
arms: Ihe long arm is forked. and each fork has a claw
The
to seize iiipid of ih<' rim of Ihe carlridge-head.
forward pari of llie breech-block is cul away on the
under side for Ihe purpose of striking when it falls
against the short arm of the extractor, thereby forciug the long arm, with the carl ridge-shell, to the
rear.
Tlie sear-spring, '/ /. serves the double purpose of a sear-spring and a spring for relurninL' the
extractor ••iiid breech-block to thi-ir proiier jiosilions
is sujiporli-d by a
Il
for inserling the carlridge.
bolster, about two-thirds of its length from the extractor.
The hammer is shown in A. and occupies a central ])osition between the side-plates. It is cimiposed
of lh<- following-named iiarts, viz: The comb or
thumb-pieci' w hieli projects from the right side of
Ihe breech syslciii, the horizontal branch which
7. the part of Ihi;
pa.ssi'S under llie curved cover,
body which sIriki'S against Ihe hea<l of tlie liring-])in
lie full and half-coi'k notches for Ihe nose of Ihe
/I', and
sear.
The mainspring which gives the blow lo Ihe
haiumer is of horseshoe form; the end of one branch
The locking-brace is
rests in a nolch in Ihi' bolster.
composed of Ihnearms, viz, the brace proper, w/iich
supports the lireech-lock, the finger-piece, and the
rear locking-arm, which is forced upward by a projcction on the hammer lo insure locking al the mo-

I

I

I
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.
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The locking brace is cut away to
Bicnt of full-nock.
receive the seur and trisiger. and both pieces work
on the same pivot. Attached to the haniiuer arc two
arms, one on each side, anil between these points is
The oliject of this arm is to press
a friction roller.
the breech-block up to the jiosition of coverins; the
chamber when the piece is cocked, and that of the
roller is to diminish the friction in passinij over the
curved portion of the block; it also assists in retracting the tiring-pin, which it does by pressing against
the projection on the under side of the pin at «.
V-9baped spring causes the forward jiortion of the

A

breech-block: to strike with force enough against the
short :irni of the ejector, (. t<i throw tiic siiell clear
of the gun.
The upper surface of the breech-block
has a groove, i ;«, to facilitate llie insertion of tlie
cartridge into the chamber. The projection, «k. forms
a rest for the hammer when let down to its lowest
The body of the tiriug-piii is cut away on its
point.
sides, so that its cross section is a hexagon, thus diminishing the bearing-surface against tlie block, and
rendering the pin less liable to be obstructed by dirt
or rust. To open the breech-block for loading press
on the tinger-piece by so doing the support of the
block is removed and it falls under the pressure of
a spring, and in falling strikes the ejector, as before
stated, and throws out the empty shell. To close the
breech, push back the hammer to full cock, when
the block is pressed upward by the arm. ft r. A projection, acting on the curved arm, forces the point
of the brace under the projection, and insures the
loeking of the breech-lock wlien the piece is tired. It
will thus be seen that but one motion is recjuired to
open and one to close the breech and cock the piece
ready for tiring. If the arm is not to be tired at once,
the hammer should Ik' lowered to the half-cock notch
to iirevent acci<lental discharge.
Hoth carbine and
pistol have the Werder breech-loading system. They
an^ accompanied liy wiping rods: llie carhine-rod is
jointed to fold up after the in;unier of the li;mdle of
a parasol; and tlie pistol-rod is ;i single piece. The
rille-grooves are four in number, (see drawing): their
depth is 0".tl07.'), and twist is one turn in 23 inches.
The di:uueter of the bore is (l".4;W the length of the
barrel, including chamber, but exclusive of breechframe, is o:")".(): the weight of the arm without bayonet 'J. 7.5 pounds.
The cartridge belongs to the re-

I

applied to muskets, carbiues.and pistols. The breech.
block in this sjstem vibrates around an axis parallel
to and below tiie axis of the bore pnJongeil to the
rear of the chamber. The princi|)al i)arts arc shown
is the receiver screwed to the barin the drawing:
rel; t lie chamber and a portion of the ritiiiigare shown
at /) I : V, is the breech-block, which vibrates around
is the tiring-pin
II. is the hanuner;
a spindle; 2
il n, the cartridire-shell exI s, the tiring-pin screw
tractor: n. is the extractor-groove: .< p. is the striks t. is the spindle-bed with its fasteninging-plate
screw and its wedge-shaped head; »/, is the spiudlu-

C

.•«.

:

:

:

spring, which presses on K, the wedge-shaped head
of the'spindle.
The receiver is screwed to the stock

by the forward guard-screw, « », and two re:ir guardscrews, which screw into the tang of the rei'civer or
bed for the spindle. The extractor-shaft is embeded in the front surface of the well of the receiver below the chamber. The point of one arm is notched

:

;

primed class known as " ISerdaii's." The powder
charge weighs 60 grains, :iiiil it is of the kind known
as musket-powder.
The bullet weighs :J4() grains,
and has three cannelures for lubricant, anil a deep,

narrow cavity

in the center of the base.
The cartridge for the carbine and pistol are similar in all respects to that for the rifle, except the charge of powder, which is reduced to correspond to the weights
of the ciirbine and pistol. The bullet is the .same for
the three ;irnis.
See SmuU-nnns.

WERNDL

GUN.— The new system of breech-loading small-arms, adopted into the Austrian Service in
place of the alteration of Wiinzl. is the invention of
Joseph Werndl, a gun manufuetiirer of Styria,and is

to fit under the flange of the cartridge head, while
the point of the other arm projects into the groove >i
of the breech-block V.
When this point comes
against the end of the groove in turning the breechblock, the cartridge-shell is thrown out.
Of course
the groove is arranged so that the extractor does not
commence to move until the breech-block uncovers
the c:irtridge-liead.
The rear end of the breech-block has the form of a
screw surface, the height or pitch of which is.") millimeters, or about (l.'J inch. The front surface of the
striking-plate corresponds to the screw at the rear end
of breech-block.
The reason for this form is that
the breech block shall press firmly against the car•ridge-head when closed, and shall be free to move
the moment it begins to open.
The striking-iilatc is
slipped into its groove in the receiver and held in
place by a small screw.
The rear of the strikingplate has a projection over the spindle, piirtly for the
purpose of giving a better bearing on thi' spindle and
partly for the reason that the lug // forms a slop for
the breech-block when closed. A portion has a screw
surface corresponding to tlie end of the breeehblock
and to the wedge-shaped head of the s|)iniile which
is in contact with it.
The spindle. is the axis around
which the breech-block vibrates. The head of this
spindle is wedge-shaped in cross section, and lies with
one of its fiat surfaces on a spring when the block is

K
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WESTCOTT COMBINATION CHUCK.

The Austrian nrinv revolvt'r may be brielly deportiim next to lliclicud is cv 1scribed as follows, viz Total weight. 2. (( pounds;
it iiiav tiiru
ii is square, llml
length <if barrel. 7. a inches;
Willi tile l)ree<li liloi'k.aiul in front (if the scinare pur total length, 12.0 inches
length of <yliii(ler. l.!l inches: diameter of bore, or
tion it is cylinilrieal Clinical.
'widlh of
The liriu'.; pin is presseil hack hy a s)>iral spriiii; caliber, 0.4*! inch number of grooves,
near its point, ami k<'pt in ])lace liy the screw. / », grooves double that of the lands: twist, one turn in
which passes thrciujjrh a notch in tlie jiin. The head Ki inches. The cartridge-shell and bullet arc the
of the ]>iii has a slot for ailjustinir its position with a same as those <'inploye<l for the Werndl ritle and carscri-w-ilriver.
The lock is of the onlinary hack- bine, the jiowder-cliurge is 20 grains less than that
arlion pattern, and the hammer is raised to the half for the carbine, and the vacant space between the
or full <'ock whenever the hreecli-lilock is 'opened, powder and bullet is tilled with a wad. 'I'lie initial
which is done hy turnins; the tlnimb-piece to the velocity is ,')24 feet. AVitli the exception of the locks,
which are male at the imperial arsenal in \'icnna,
riijljl. and <-losed hy turiiini; il hack airaiii to the
the Werndl rilles for the Austrian (iovernnieni are
left. The screw surfaces on the block, slrikinti-plate,
and spiiulle-head. act to force the block aiiainsl the made by .Mr. Werndl at his private armory in Slyria.
end of the barrel when <losed. and at the same time See SinitU-iirnir-i.
WERTHMULLER SYSTEM OF FORTIFICATION.
press the extractor into ils recess in the forward part
When the breech-block is thrown In this system th<' enceinte has fausse-braie anil
of the receiver.
open a iiroove in it. is broui^ht opposite to the open- in rear, the buildings are disposed for resistance.
ini; of the barrel for the insertion of the rartridiie in The long ravelins are tlanked by the enceinte: and
The action of the sprini; on the their Hunks arc inlcnded to giv<' a reverse fire in the
the chamber.
wcdirc-shapeil spindlehead is very important, inas- dead :nii;l<' of llir Icii.'iilles.
"WESTCOTT COMBINATION CHUCK.— A variety of
inu<h as il keeps the breech-block in place when
open and closed, and accelerates the ejection of chuck much used in arsenals, and adapted for work
In the new model Erun lately
the carlriiliie-shell.
adopted this exterior Hat spring was replaceil by
a spiral spring entirely inclosed and covered up in
the receiver. The barrel of the musket is made
Its length is 113.14 inches, includof good cast-steel.
Ils wciglil
ing the clmmber. which is 2.07 inches,
The riih' grooves are six in nuiuis :!.S3 pounds.
The
lands
her. and their depth is 6.007 inch.
are 0.07 inch wide, an<l the grooves 0.15 inch. The
The total length of
twist is one turn in 'ixfi inches.
this arm. including ils saber-bayonet, is alioul 7H.0
inches, while ils weight inchnling the bayonet, is
about 11..') j)oun(ls. Wilhoul the bayonet the length
The baris about ."lO..^ and the weight !).S5 pounds.
The remaining
rel, bands, and sight arc' browned.
The sight on all round, ovnl. oblong or eccentric shapes. The
parls are of a case-hardi-ncd gray color.
drawings show the device, in sections, also its mode
is of the Entield pattern, and is graduated up to l.OtlO
of action.
The features of this chuck consist in not
nnter.s.
The cartridge adopted for the Werndl arms is a only making the jaws reversible, by which arranges(ili<l-heade<l shell, drawn out from sheet brass, com- ment the small-sized chucks can be used with facilposed of 'Xi parts of copper and 7 of zinc. Its form ity in holding screws, pipes and ilriUs. but also in
It has au outside center. making them act indepcudeutly of each other if reis shown in the drawiui;.

open or

iiulriciil.

rlosfil.

Next

Tlii'

lo lliis

:

:

;

:

,

;

I

'

|

i

|

primer, which is so arranged that there is no es- quired, as well as to
cape of gas fnmi the charge. The charge is (53.0
grains of musket-powder. ^Fhe bullet is made of
soft lead. 1.18 inches long, and weighs 313.0 grains.
It has a small expansion cavity in its liase. two canfire

;ict

couceutrically and simul-

and a rabbet for the bullet lo tit into the
The bullet is bibriof the cartridge-shell.
oati'd liy dipping the point as f;ir as the shell into a
melted composition of 7 l)arts of tallow and 1 of
bees-wax. Attempts have been made in Austria to
use compressed pi>Wi!er for Jirms of small caliber,
and il is understood that this form of jiowdcr is still
ni'lures.

mouth

employe<l in the cartridges forthe 2.000 Ucmington
The
trial guns in the hands of the Austrian troops.
dilliciiltiesinet with in Austria in making compressedjiowdir cartridges on a liirgc scale, are to regulate
the compression to suit the varying densities of service-powder, the mech;uiical dillicultics to bi' overcome, and the danger from accidents. Therefore the
results obtained in firing such cartridges ;ire inferior
to those of grain.])owder in he loose slate. A breecliloadinir carbine and breech-loading pistol, both on
the Werndl breech-loading plan, constitute portions
of the small-arm system of Austria. The cartridges
of these arras are similar to those of the rifle, except
taneously.
the charge of powder.
i

I

rig. 3.

This chuck

is

therefore enabled lo seize

r\

WESTINGHOUSE AEMY ENGIHB.

hold lirmly round, oval, oblong or eccentric
shapes, as well as to hold work in an eccentric posiiiud

tion.
3. is a vertical section showing the manner
which the ring D. engages in the box O : also
showing the position of the screw li. Fig. 3. is a
section of the chuck sliowiug the end of the screw
and bo.x, C ; also the strong and dvirabie manner in
which all the parts are secured to the body of the
chuck. All screws and the boxes carrj-ing the jaws
are made of the best cast-steei, the jaws, wrenches
and scroll ring of the best hammered iron, made especially for this work. The jaws and all wearing

Figure

in

parts arc thoroughly ca.se-hardened.
Fig. 1. shows a self-centering drill cluirk, vprj'
compact and having no projection to tlirow it out of
balance or to catch in the sleeves of the workmen.
The jaws do not extend outside of the body of the
chuck when opened to their fullest extent. See
( 'h
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uck.

WESTINGHOnSE ABMT EKGINE.^This renowned
automatic engine, so extensively used for military
purposes in Europe and the United States, is the re-

most rigid S3'stem of construction which involves the best appliances in the way of special tools
processes.
All parts arc built strictly to gauge,
and
within an allowance uf one tive-hunilredth or one
sult of a

Fi2.

thousandth of an inch, according to size. This neoessarily leads to complete hiterthnnf/enhility "f /xirt---,
and extends to everv detail of the engine. The details f>f construction will be best understood by a ref-

\

eience to Fig. 1. The cylinders,. Ul. are cast in one
piece with the valve-chamber, B. and are bolted to
the top of the bed or crank case, ('. The cjiinder
heads. «, a, cover the upper ends of the cylinders
only, tlie lower ends being uncovered and opening
directly into the chamber of the crank case. The pistons, 1>, 7>, are of the "trunk" form, double walled
at the top to prevent condensation, open at the bottom, and carrying the hardened steel wrist pins,6,S.
They are packed with four rings. The connecting
rods, K, F, are hollow, witli ribs, and are subject to
compression only: the cranks, djf, balanced by the
bolts, x.j'.the crank pin./',and the crank sliaft, //,//,
are all of steel, and may be removed by taking off the
crank case head, c. The steel of which the cranks
are made is cast under pressure and is a true steel;
its

\

quality

is

shown by the

fact, that

it

maybe drawn

out and tempered for a lathe tool. The crank shaft
bearings are in the form of removable sliells, d, d,
lined with Babbitt metal which is expanded into
place under a hydraulic pressure of 1.5 tons per square
inch of surface. A chamber is formed in the flange
of the shell, d, inclosed b}' the cover d'.
In this
chamber, and revolving with the shaft, is the wiper,
ir, which takes up the oil as it works past the bearings and returns it through the tube.c. into the crank
case, f.
This renders all other lubrication unneces-

1.

sary and keeps the engine clean. A syphon overflow,
with a funnel head,». prevents any accumulation of
water from rising above the level of the pipe. c. and
at the same time prevents llie escape of oil.
This

WESTINGHOUSE ARMY ENGINE.
overflow iimv

one or both ends of the engine

lie piped olf ill tlie hole,", in the funnel heiul.useonvenienl. I'ollur \Vllslllrs,<,^of brou/.e,
form the enil hearinifs of the eranks. Lend washers,

r, prevent the taper sleeves from being taken up so
as to eause binding.
A center bearing. A', bridges
the crank case, and rc'ceivestbe tlirusis of the pistons.
The bonnet. //.is removed to give access to the cranks.
Tile valve, r, is of llie piston variety, of improved
eonslruclion.
Water is supplied to the crank case
through a pipe. and the level indicated in the funnel
head of the overllow pipe, The water cannot rise
too high, but care should be taken that it never falKs
so low as to be out of sight in the fuimel head.
Oil tor the lubrication of all the internal [larts m/ii/
be added thr )\igh the pipe. H. but it is preferable to
maintain a conslanl feed inio the oil cups.y'./".nii the
main bearinirs. wlierel)y their proper lubrication is
tirst assured, and the oil afterwards returneil into
the case Ij^ the wipers, for the benelil of the crank
l)in and all the other bearings.
No other oiling than
through tlKse cui)s is recpiired. The front portion
of the jacket conceals the oil reservoir, which tills
the entire space bitwecn the cylinders, and delivers
to the oil cups by coiiec iileil pipes and cocks.
The
reservoir once tilled, will last a long time. 'and the entire lubrication of the engine, exce|,t the valves and
cylinders which are lubricated from the steani pipe in
the usual way), is thus introduced from one point.
The cocks, should be kept open to allow a eimntaiit
but slow drip of oil into the cup. The band-wheel
is a combination i)ulley, Z. and tly-wheel, )', cast
together, so that the pulley overhangs the main bearing. throwing the line of belt strain well towards the
center of the bearing. and taking the spring olT from
the shaft. The automatic governor is located on the
shaft, between the cranks, and actuates the valve direct without rock-shafts or other niechanism.
By
means of pivernor weights the eccentric is thrown
to its position of greatest eccentricity, giving a maximum travel to the valve, corresponding to a ciit-ofT
of about S stroke.
Tlie parts of the governor remain
in this position till the engine is within a few revolutions of its full speed. The centrifugal force of
the weights then over-balances the tension of the
.springs. and the weights move outward, reducing the
travel of the eccentric and valve, and consequently
shortening the point of ciitolT. This engine is pe<'uliarly ad:ipleil as follows:
Tn EUi-trii- I.KjhtiiKj of all kinds. Belting i.s direct
from the tly-wheel of the engine to the dynamo, and
the expense of couuter-shaftiug, together with the

room and power required
namo, or
gine.

It is

to operate it. is entirely
usually preferable to drive each dy-

at most, iwo dynamos, from a single enthis means each circuit is made indepen-

By

shaft, the outer ends
curried in pillow-block, as seen in Fig. 2.
These shafts carry the driviiiL' ))ulleys. and the lost
is much less than that of counter-shafting, besides
saving very <-onsideralily in jiower.
Slijl anollur
plan, convenient in many situations, is lo couple a
jiair of smaller engines, cranks (piartering. lo each
end of a shaft of required length, which carries the
driving pulleys as seen in Fig. 3. There are advantages, however, in favor of independent engines. In
addition lo the " Standard" engines, for this purpose
a specialty of engines is made and connected directly to the dynamo-electro machines, the armature serving as the fly-wheel.
Where space is un
object, this sj-stem is of great value.
Ti> Circidar Sair ^filL<.
In large inerchanl mills,
one of two systems may be adopted. First we couple
a single engine to the jack-shaft at say lilHl revolutions, belting direct from pulleys on tin- shaft to tlie
circulir, Ihc gang, and to tlie shaft driving the
trimmers, edgcrs. etc. The high first motion enables us to dispense entirely with heavy and costly
counter-shafting and bearings, enormous |)ullevs,
and wide belts. The speeds being not over two to
one. the bells are nearly parallel, avoiding lightness.
Second, we subdivide the power, driving the <'irciilar by a single engine, belted: the gang by another,
which may be belted or coupled direct, and the
small machinery of the mill by a third.
This plan
does away with shafting and pulleys almost entirely,
and the tirst cost of the sivi ral engines is no greater
than that of a single engine of ei|ual power.
/iiit
line I iigliitir i« riiiiiliid.
Either plan results in a
saving of thousands of dollars in the tirst cos! of
shafting, pulleys and bells, and other thousands in
their subsequenl mainlcnance, and avoids a hciivv
loss of power from friction.
'.leing

i

avoided.

WESTINGHOnSE ARMY ENGINE.
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Til HoUIng .!////.«, from their compact shape and
solid build, their protection from dust, and the convenience of connecting direct to high-speed rolltrains, cold saws, etc.: thus saving heavy belts, pul-

and power.
drain Kt-i riil'irx. A small engine may be geared
direct to each "leg." and drive the blowers, steamshovels, leg hoists, conveyers, etc.. each by its own
engine, reversing when necessary. While the saving
in the first cost is many thousands of dollars, the
most important consideration is that of maiiilenance
and running expenses, in which marked advanlages
appear in f;ivor of the system of independent power.
Superintendents will appreciate the desirability of
leys, counters,
'I'll

running each leg at the speed best adapted to the
conditicm of the giain at that moment in transit. Nor
does any temporary accident, such as " choking,"
etc.. compel the shutting down of the whole elevator.
But one engineer is required for all the engines.
When preferred, it is easy to drive fnmi several large
engines set over the bins, and belting to the shafts.
Being self-contained, the engine is particularly adapt-

den' of all the rest, and may be shut down or started without interferinjj with the others, and the consumption of steam is Kept closely proportional to the
number of lights actually burning. wlii<li is by no
means the case when a single large engine is part of ed to this service.
ToM'iri MHU'. on an improved plan of connecting
the time running only a few lights.
The first cost
of the power is usually materially less by this sys- a small engine direct to each bench with one searing.
t<in, and for beautiful steadiness of the lights it This saves the enormous cost of heavy shafts and
jiroliably has no equal. This is especially noticeable bevel gears, and tiie dead loss of power reijuired to
with incandescent lamps.
Should it be preferable run them, allows the blocks to be run at their most
to drive three or more dynamos from a single large efl[icient speed, and admits of indefinite extension by
engine, shafts of proper length are coupled direct \o adding an engine with each bench. The engines take

.
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by the nearest work- by one-half of any amount by which Ids monthly pay
ai the d.ile of his joining may exceed the aforesaid
In
Ti> Pluiiing MiUx, etr., using higli-speed mafliiuery. minimum monthly pay of a Second I,ieulenant.
The line shaft is niu at from 300 to 400 revolutions, case of othcers temporaril}' on duty, such as members
and saves largel}' in weight of shaft and size of pul- of Courts.Martial, Boards, etc.. not forming part of
leys.
Divided power is of advantage in many cases. the Jlilitary Academy, this fee is not considered as
To Fait-bltiwern, which may be driven direct or due until the officer sliall have been stationed at the
hy belts without couutershafts. The dust-proof qual- Post for a period of six months. Any member of the
ities of the engine are especially valuable in foundries Mess whose pay is increased, must pay one-half of
and similar situations.
the amount of the increase for one month, provided
To li'itary m- Centrifngdl Pumpx, by a direct con- such increase continues for a period of si.\ months.
lip little

man

room, ami arc

liandlerl

.

i>i<!fes*;42gg>i

Fig. 8.

nection or otherwise for fire-service, drainage, irriWhenever a variable speed is reijuired,
sjatioii, etc.
the engine is fitted with a variable cut-off, adjustable
by hand.
In
To Direi't ('oiiiwHiun to shafting of all kinds.
many mills it is desirable to drive each line shaft by
a separate engine. In that case only one engineer
is required for any number of engines, and their
compact form will cnalile them to be set on a wallpier or similar foundation.
To Mining, in a very especial manner on account
of their compact form and light wciiiht per horse[lower, n'ducing cost of transporlalion. their entire
protection from grit or dust, and their extreme simpiicifj- and freedom from repairs in regions remote
from machine-shops. A .set of duplicate parts for
repairs can be carried in slock at small cost.
To Deficient Writer Poire-r. as a relay enirine.
In
many .such cases steam power is only reipiind for a
few weeks in the year. Low first cost then l^ecomes
a matter of serious consideration, as alMi a degree of
simplicity whicli will admit of any ordinary helper
as a temporary eie;iiieer. without tlie necessity of
keeping a first-class man under pay. Where the engine is liable to stand idle for some months, the fact
that all the parts are inclosed from dust and submerged in oil renders slushing or other preservative
care unnecessary.
I'ortiiiilr I'oinn\ where pumps,
must be mounted on a truck.
WESTLEY RICHAEDS EIFLE.- A

To

cli'i-tric

lights,

etc..

small-arm

liiiving a fixeil

lirci<li-loading

is due from him one-half of the amount as due
from an unmarried officer, when receiving an increase

there

of pay.

The officers of the Mess are a President, a Treasurer, a Caterer, a Senior Council of Administration
and a Junior Council of Administration. The senior
President of the Mess. The
Treasurer is elected by ballot for a period of six
months, or when a vacancy occurs, and by a majoriiy of the members present at the Post.
The Caterer
is elected for a period of three months, or when a
vacancy occurs, lie is taken from among the resident members, and is elected by a majority of them.
The Junior Council consists of the three senior resident members, exclusive of the President and when
one of these is required as Treasurer or Caterer, bis
place is filh'd by the next in rank. The Senior Counofficer present is eT.oJfirio

:

I

cil of .Vdmiiiistratiou consists of thi' meniliers of the
.Junior ( ouniil and two non-resident members of the
Jless.
The .Junior Council is named quarterly by
the President and the ailditional members required
to constitute tlie Senior Council arc elected semi-annually by ballot, by a majority of the memlters presin case of the non-existence of a
ent at the Post,
.Junior Council, the duties herein assigned to tlie
Senior Council are performed by the two non-resident members of tlie same.
All onlcrs. ruiiiois and conversations relating to,

any manner alTei'ting the Military Academy, or
West Point, and also those relating to the
ordinary detail of the Post, are not touched upon or
discussed at tlie MessTablebefore the removal of the
clotli.
The dinner eo.stume of tJie Mess, on all occasions when the Mess as a body gives an entertain-

chamber closed by a mov- or

breech-block, wliicli rotates about a horizontal
axis at !)0" to tlie axis of the barrel, and lying above
th(^ axis of the barrel and in rear.being moved from
below. In its general features this arm resembles
the Martini, having, however, the lever sejiaratc
from and pivoted in front of the guard, and liv its
n\ovement in opening, cockin<r the true haiuiiur lying concealed beneatli the block, and impi-lleil bj- a
Hat mainspring placed below the barrel.
The blow
of the hammer is directly delivered upon the cartridge, a groove for its movement being cut in the
under side of the breech-block. The usual extracalile

This amount is dtie from the date of his change of
pay. A married officer on joining the Mess, must
pay one-half tl;e entrance fee above mentioned, and

in

I'ost

of

is the full unifonii prescrilied in the CJeneral
|{cgulations for tlw .\rmy, with the exception of
the sword, sword-belt and cap on all other occasions
it is the undress uniform as prescrilii'd by the same
llegulations. Any offieerof the .Vrmy who is a member of the Me.ss. and who resigns bis commission in
the Army, shall, nevertheless, continue as a member
tor in guns of this class is emploved.
of the >iess. and lie is entitled to all the privileges
WEST POINT ARMY MESS.— A'Mcss established at thereof. Ipon the motion of any member of the
West Point in 1S41, and now having about 27.5 liv- Mess, a majority consentiu;: thereto, the Mess may
ing members. It is the right of any commissioned mpeach any member, and by a vote of four-fifths of
ofiicer of the Army of the United States, and of no the members stationed at the Post, may dismiss him.
other person, to become a member of this Mess,
Pursuant to action recently taken, liie West Point
Every ofiicer on joining the Mess is rei|uired with- Army Mess is now a body corporate, endowed by
in four m<mths thereafter, to pay, as an initiation fee, law with all the ritrhts and liabilities of anindividuaL
one fifth of the monthly pay of a Second Lieutenant
WEST POINT FOUNDEY.— The West Point founnot moimted) prior to five years service, increased drv was established under the special patronage of
(

ment,

:

,

WIST POINT FOUNDRY.
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ill IMIT.
In IHl!) iiii aarcpincnl was
Ordniincc Hiircaii tn rcci-ivc all tlif
unserviceable caiinon, carroiiades. slmt, slonls.
iilil
etc., at the Navy Van!. IJrui.klyii. N. Y.. and I" reIiini keiitleds;e therefor: to pay ^So per Ion for old
On
iron, and deliver llie kentlediri' at ¥">•"( per Ion.
July 11, 1820, the tirsl eoulraet was made and siiriied
hy "(iouverneur Kenible, I'resideiil of the West I'oiiit
Foundry Association, for '.K 42-pounders, loni; nuns
at*ri">"per ton. to be delivered in New York in
twelve months; December Isl, the same year, the
following 2uns were ordere<l by the Ordnance Hoard:
21 42-i)ound carroiiades at -t IS") each: 82 42. pound
cannon at *12.5 per Ion; ;i<! IW-poiind cannon at ^\2~}
1»T Ion 4..">00 42-])ounii round shot al live eenls])er
pound; S.nOO ;{2-|ii>uiul round shot at .I cents per
pound 1,200 42-poiind stools at live an<l one. half
cents per pound 010 82-pound stools at tiv<' and onehalf cents per pound; M.lOO 42-pound lirape shot

the (;i)viTiimoiit
inailc Nvitli

llic

:

;

;

at ei<;ht cents |)er poiiiKl
at eii^lit cents per |)Ouild
al six cents per pound.

T.tWO ;i2-p()und ;;rapesliol
800 32-pouiid doulile head

;

;

From the establishment of Ihe West I'oiiit foundry until the conimencenient of the IJeliellioii Ibis
establishment was c'liuaL'cd in Ihe maniitaclurc of
east-iron, smoolh-hore I)ahlsj;ren and Uodnian jiuns.
which were at hat date as ellicient as any ordnance
then manufaclured in IIk- world, .\tllie commencement of the civil war immediale dem:iiids wire made
by Ihe (iovernmeiil upon the \Ve>l I'oini foundry,
:uid lis wliole for<-e was devoted to the produclioii of
rilli'd c;uiiion on tin- I'arrolt system, a ]ieculiarily of
I

which consists in the band or reinforce of wrouijlil
made by coiliivj; a bar of iron upon a mandrel.

iron

breech of a cylafterwards bored and turned and
shrunk upon the breech of the nun the manner of
allaehinn the band to ilie nun is;ino(lier peculiarity,
;ind Ihe weldin^c of Ibis coil into Ihe

inder which

is

:

as

is

also the

mode

of

ritliiin an<l

Ihe e\p!indiiin prn.

used ill this system. In ISOO wiTc tirsl iiianufaclured the lO-pouinl I'arrott nuns, and in Ihe following year 21 and :iO-pounders. the Farroti projectile, and also Ihe 100-pounders
still later were made
of Ibis special system of
Ihe 200 and ;iO()-pounders
ordnance were manufaclured of Ihe various sizes
;ilioul IlinM' tlious;ind, and one million six buiidn'd
lhiius;iud projectiles.
Since Ihe close of the war Ihe
We^t FoinI foundry has received orders for supjilying ordnance from Spain. Feru. Cliili. and Vene/.uelil, and have also rniii-irtnl for the l'.
S. Government a considerable number of len-incli FoiItumii
guns into einhl-inch rifles, and eleven-inch Dahlgrcn

jecliles

;

;

guns into einhl-inch

rilles. for use in the iirmy anil
orininal Uodnian and Dahlnrcn guns are
of ciist-iron. and Ihe conversion cfinsisis in the insiTtinn of a coiled wroiighl-iron lube inside the old
gun. The system ;idopted by the I'niti-d Slates after
careful experiments is a combination of Ihe cast-iron
>.|iell with the wroiigbl-iron lube, a gun being llnTeby |)roduced which, it is believed, will stiind as heavy
(barges and repealed tiring as the built-up wrougbtiroii nuns lined witli sli'cl. manufactured al Woolwich
In the British
lovernment. :ind al KIswick by Sir
\\'illi;im .Vrinslrone. or even a> tlu' forned sleei ord-

navy.

The

(

dance made by Fred Krupp in Germany. These guns
can be produced ;il much less cost Ihan the Kuropean ordniinee, more pari icularly for the reason that
Ihe largest portion is composed of cast-iron, a much
cheaper material than cither steel or good wrojightiron.

When

reporliiin on Ihe converted guns. Ihe Chief of
in IHTli. said.
-It must now be conceded
that the strength and valui' of conversions by using
coiled wrought-iron lining tubes for 8-inch rilles have
been proved and established. The success which

Ordnance,

WEST POINT FOUNDEY.

equally salisfactory results will follow our trials with
the higher nature of 10-inch and 12-inch ritles which
If our anticipaare now in course of preparation.
tions are realized in llie sucicss of tlie.se larner lalibers. Ihe Deparlment will have develoited a system
of heavy ordnance at small expense which will compose an armament for our forts fully able to cope
with foreign guns of equal caliber. Such a .system
will bring thi' manufaelnre entirely williin the capacity of our private foundries, ii.siug our own raw
material and with no dependence on foreinn eslablishiuints." Anain. in 1878.the ('lii<>f of Ordnaiu-e re-

marks

tli:il •Ihe 12|-incli ritle completed and moimled at Sandy Hook had been tired only Iweiily-four
roumls with charges varying from 00 io PJO poumls
powder, anil shot weighing (iOO to TOOiiounds. The
report shows that with ll.'i pounds powder and shot
weighing 700 ])ounds, it gave a velocity of 1.48,') feet
with ]>ressnrc of HU,.IOO pounds to the .square inch: a
very satisfactory result- comparing favorably with
results obtained in other countries with guns" of the
same caliber. To the length of bore ami the excellent cli:iracter of our powder and iirojectiles niav be
attributed its sui)eriority. if any, over others. W'liile
unable to make an exact coin])arison between this
gun and those used abroad as to ca))a<ity for work
because of dilTerences in charges of powder and
weights of projectiles, the following favorable indications may be noted: The Ennlish 28-ton gun with
8.1 pounds powder ami (iOO poumls shot has n'ven
4."iO foot-Ions lim energy Ihiin ours:
Krupp's.witli 88
pounds powder and 004 jiouiids shot has given 1.2"i4
fool-tons /'.isllian ours. The Italian with 110 pounds
powder and TTO pounds shot has only given about
400 foot-tons iiiiiir Ihan ours. Our gun uses only
eighty pounds jiowdcr and I'lOO pounds shot. With
110 pounds ])Mwder ;ind 700 iionnils projectile our
American rille yields '.l..').'>l fool-Ions. an energy about
as greatasis given by any gun known usinnihe same
charge, and superior to ihe Krupp iiiid Italian using
lifiirAir charges."
Tlie ]ierform;ince of these guns,
however, is sulliciently salisfactory to demonstrate
that they would be very elTeclivc against Ihe jiowerfiil iron-clails of Europe, and
their success has led
to the adoption of the system by the Governnunt of
the Lnileii Stales, and it is quite evident that with
new guns built uiion this syslem ;md adoiiliiig the
latest Kuropean improvements, there can be no question but that e(|nally good results could be obtained.
The experiments niiide in Furopc iluring the pasl
twenty years have bei'ii at a vast cxiiense. and we
can take advantage of all the results arrived al. and,
adopting su<h iin|)rovemenls asseem advisalile. omit
the errors that have been eonimilled.w ilh no outlay
for experiments beyond the cost of Ihe tiring of trial
guns as required by Ihe I'. S. (iovcrnmcnt when a

new model
The West

or caliber is introduced.
FoinI iron-foundry is sui)i)lieil very fully
with all the necessary appurlenances for manufacturing heavy ordnance of all descriplions. iniluding
wronghl-iron lubes up to eighteen-inch bore, also
muzzh--loadinn and breech-loading ritled c;iniion of
fully ip
•ill calibers. ;iii(l which are in every respect
to the sl;iiulard of (|uality re(|uircd by llie Ordnauee
Departmenl of the Army and -N'avy. They also have
facilities for the manufacture of expanding jirojectiles of all Ihe new patterns, togellier with shells and
battery shot with chilled ends. There seems no question but that the use of muzzle-loading ritied-guns
will b'e discontinued, uid that they will be superseded by breech-loaders, of wliiih the jidvantages
are now"a(lmitteil and the dilllcullics of construction
have been overcome, thus securing through the new
system adopted by tiie United .States greater initial
velocity, heavier projectiles and guns of much greater strength, sutlieienlly powerful to destroy any iron-

has attended these experiments at .Sandy Hook in
Ihe effort to utilize our smooth-bore cast-iron guns clad which cancrosstlie Alliinlic. [Norton's Breechby converting them into rifles of great ])ower and LOADINO Sm.\LI,.ARMS, HeAVV ORDNANCE, AM) OTHER
etlirieney is a source of great satisfaction, and Ibis .Munitions of W.ab.] Sei' Fminilrn Vil\d South li'mt'/ii,
uniform success justities us in the conclusion that Fnimdry.

;

WETTEEEN POWDEE.
WETTEEEN POWDER.— The

powdtT-mills
ncarOhcnt,
HiiU offupy over 27 acres, siirrouiulc!! by a wiilc.
ili-cp flitch, which may be tilled with water from the
Scheldt, at high tide, and drained at low tide bj'
means of a canal and Hood-irales constructed for
;it

Wetterf-n

:irc sUinitfil

this purpose.

It

on

employs

roViil

tlic Hclii'ldt.

'2'M

workmen. The char-

coal is prepared from the berry-bearinij; alder, a kind
of buckthorn which grows in damp forests, the wood
of wliicli is ackowled'Tcd to be the best of all for the
manufacture of gunpowder. The process of preparing the charcoal is peculiar, and is said to proiluce
The distillatiim is effected
coal of the best iinality.
by means of superheated steam. The wood is placed in a wrought-iron cylindiT, the end of which is
tightly closed and securely held by clamp-screws,
steam is carried in a thick wrought-iron |>ipe from
a boiler to the tire place of the boiler, where, making .several turns in contact with the tlames, its temIt is then
perature is raised to ."jOO" F. or ."iTO" F.
introduced by means of a slop-cock into the cylinder which contains the wood to be carbonize<l. The

hot steam quickly penetrates the pores fif the wood,
dissolves and drives out the sap. pyroligneous acid
and tar, which are formed at this high temiierature.
These are permitted to escape as desired by means
of a stop-cock and pipe, which conducts the gases
and vapors into the Hue of the chimney, or by anotlier pipe into a condenser, from which the gases are
conducted into the tire-place and are burned, to assist keeping up the tire tuider the lioiler. and thereby economize fuel. The quality of the charcoal,
whether that of the red or the more thoroiighlybumed black coal, will depend upon the less or
greater time the wood is subjected to the action of
the steam in the cylinder, and its temperature. The
operation can be stopped at any moment by closing
The charcoal is
the cock which lets on the steam.
taken out and put quickly into <opper coolers, where
The proporit is kept till it has entirely cooled off.
tion of ingredients usetl is 78.775 saltpeter. 12.020
saltpeter,
with a prosulphur. 14.205 charcoal. The
])ortion of charcoal, is i)ulverized in wr< ugh'-iron
barrels containing an equal weight of bronze balls,
and making 24 revolutious-per minute. The sulphur has likewise a portion of charcoal added to it,
and is pulverized iu tlie same way. These twocoml)ositions are then put together in the proper proportions, and are mi.ved in leather barrels with an e<iual
weight of bronze balls. After running in tiic barrels
for one hour, the materials are transferred to the
wheel-mill, where tiiey are still further incorporated,
poimds being for two hours under
eacli charge of
stone wheels weighing from 22,000 to 2fi,000 jiounds
the pair, and making from 5 to G revolutions per
minute. See (r'/iijwwder.
WHEEL. All artillery carriage wheels are simijany
constructed they differ, however, in the size and
strength of certain parts, depending on the size of
the carriage to which they are attached. The principal parts are the imri;. the inive-bands,thii nave-bifx,
the upokeK. ihe/'ll'f, and the tire.
The nave constitutes the central portion of the
wheel, and distributes the pressure of the a.xle-arni
to the spokes.
It is generally made of a siiirfe piece
of wood, and strengthened by four iron baiicls called
the nave-bands. It is also pierced with a conical hole
for the a.vle-arm and to diminish wear and friction,
it is lined with a box of brass or cast-iron, called the
nave-bo.x. The spokes serve to transmit Iheiiressure
of the load to the rim of the wheel.
In all artillery
carriages there are nei-fii felloes and /"«/•?<»// spokes.
The felloes are the wooden segment which form the
rim, and are joined together at their ends by wooden
pins, or d'urelK.
The tire is a strong band of iron,
shrunk tightly around the felloes, to hold them together, and protect the rim from wearing away by
contact with the ground.
The spokes are fastened to the nave and felloes by
means of mortises and tenons, and in a direction ob.'5.5

—

:

:

WHEEL.
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lique to the axis of the nave. Thus situated, they constitute the elements of a conical surface which is
called the rf/V'/— the principal object of which is to
give stiffness to the wheel, and enable it to offer
greater resistance to the lateral vilirations of the load
in i)assing over uneven ground. The hilght of the dish
will therefore depend on the nature of the ground
and in artillery carriages, which are requiretf to pasa
over a great variety of ground, ii is about two inches.
The dish gives elanticity to the wheel, and increases
its durability : it permits the axle-tree to be made
shorter, and therefore stronger: it relieves the linchpin of a certain amount of pressure, which it transfers to the shoulder-washer the wheel is, therefore,
less liable to come off in travelling: for a given length
of axle-tree, it allows a greater width of carriagebody and finally, it throws the mud clear of the
The stiffness of a carriage-wheel may be
carriage.
increased by placing evcrj' alternate mortice in the
nave nearer the shoulder of the axle-tree this gives
one half of the spokes a greater dish than the other
half.
This plan, however, docs not answer for artillery carriages.
The object of a carriage-wheel is to diminish the
resistance opposed to draught, by transferring the
When a
friction from the ground to The axle-arm.
carriage is at rest, the lowest element of the axle-arm
To .set
is supported on the bottom of the nave-box.
the carriage in motion, the friction along the elements of contact, arising from the weight of the carriage must be overcome, and the axle-arm must rise
in the nave-box as though it were moving up an inclined plane tangent to flie surface of the bo.x. When
this is done, the restdtant of the weight of the loaded
axle-arm and force of traction causes the wheel to
revolve around the point of contact with the ground,
and the continuance of this condition sustains moLet
be the weight resting on the element of
tion.
the force neccontact: /) the weight of the wheel:
essary to produce motion /• the radius of the box ;
and /the coefficient of friction betw:;en the arm and
When the wheel is well greased, this cothe box.
efficient is al)out 0.180. To determine the for;e acting
parallel to the ground which will move the wheel, we

—

:

:

P

X

:

have the resultant of P and X, equal to yP'+X-,
and the friction arising from it, equal to/x/7-'--|-A'-.
The pressure on the ground is P-\-p: and if the
wheel slips, the friction on the ground will be Fi I'
-

i^ being the co-efficient of friction. The points
of these resistances, being at the distances ;• and 11
from the center of rotation, respectively, they wUl

-f-;<),

coimteract each otlierwhen

=

If

FR(P+p).
rjVP'--\-X''
the wheel turns, tliere isnoslippingon the ground,

and

+

from which

-V^ </•«( /'-f-;«),
//•v'/'it results that

.\=fr,x//'-+-V=

R

frP
-y/R'—f-r'-

So long as the wheel turns, the draught is not affected by the friction on the ground, since the value
of
is independent of /•': but if /•^beccmies so small

X

that fr,yP--\-X- becomes equal to or greater than
/•'//( P-\-p). the wheel will no longer turn, but
slide
as the runner of a sled. This occurs on ice, or when
the wheels are locked: iu which case the draught is.
proportional to the friction on the ground. From
the expression for the Viilue of .V we see tliat thr rexUtance which a irlied cjf'en U/ inutuy/i itu-re'i.vs iritli thr

riidimoft7ifaxle-iinn,anddeerea^»as the radiim of
the wheel inrreinien.

the wheel

When

becomes a

roller

the radii are nearly equal,

— a machine much used in

modifying the friction of fortress carriages.
In the theoretical expression of the force necessary
move a wheel, rolling-friction has been omitted,
it is very small when the wheel is inelastic, and
the ground is very hard. The experiments of Coulomb
show that this kind of friction does not increase the
to
as

WHEEL AND AXLE

am

au uriillery curriate more tliau 2{ pounds.
Wlu'ii tlu'whci'l ppnetrales tlu- sroiind, it will cxfM'riiiuc lie saiiu' rcsistaiuc as lh()iii;li il were iiioviiii:
U|>(in an iiicliiud plant' \vlii)s<' iiiclination increases
with theileplli of penetralinn: and Kdiiewortli fi>nnd.
in experiments with two-horse carriaires. that the
force necessary to move a wheel is six times greater
than the theoretical force.
This ilifTerence arises
from the romi)ressilpility of thc> soil. and the tlexihility of the wheel.
On niilroads, where llie wlieels
and track are made of iron, the aiinal and the theoretical dran^ht are very nc^arly the same: and on the
tirauglit of

I

best roads

it

is

ahout

./I'r*

times more than on a

rail-

road. The depth of the rut, or track, made l>y a
wheel, may he reduced by making the felloes broader: this increase will also cause a wheel to pass more
easily over rouj;h sround.
Rnmford found hy experiment that a T-inch felloe recpiired'/^f-^/iM more
tractile force than one of 12 inches breadth, on a
pavement, "in-tirtl/t/i on a liard road, and </«/-«(V//^/(
on a sandy road. Tlie saving of tractile force arisins; from increasing the diameter of a carriaire-wheel,
is limited by the hciu'ht of the horse, for iif the center of the nave be hiither than his shoulders— the
point at which the traces are attached— the line of
traction will be inclined downward, and if he be
niovinir up hill, or on level i,'round. the vertical component of the tniitile force'will increase thi' friction
of the wheel, an<l diminish the hold of the hor.sc
upon the ground.
If he he moving down hill, the
.same cause diminishes the friction ot the wheels,
and con-seipiently increases the ditHculty of holding
back. Large wheels surmount ordinary obstacles
more easily than small ones, and iHuetrale less into
yielding ground. The wlieels of gun-carriages should
be as light as possible, to prevent the axle-tree from
Iteing bent i" the first instant of the recoil, before
their inertia is overcome.
To make it practicable
to replace broken wheels in the field, there should
lie as few kinds as possible for each service.
In the
tii'ld-servic'' there are two sizes, called Nos. 1 and 3;
and in the siege service btit one.
The No. 2 wheel
is stronger than No. 1, and is used on the heaviest
carriages.
Hotli wheels, however, have the same
height i.'iN inches) and the siime size of nave-box,
thai they may be interchanged if necessary.
The
siege wheel is lid inches in diameter.
See Arr/ii/mM
117/,,/.
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cords become tangents to the circles), is preserved
unaltered in position ami magnitude. The condi.
tioiis of ecjuilibriuni ari'. that ]' the power) x Hie
radius of the wheel
\V (the weight) X the radius
of the axle, or, since Hie eircumferences of circles
arc iiroportional to their radii, that ]' W:: circumference of axle
circumference of wheel.
When
there is no wheel, but only a winch, the circumference described by the power in one revolution is substituted for the circumference of the wheel.
The
ni/iHtiiii and iriniWtKx are simple and common exam|)ies of this mechanical power, and eombinalioiis of
toothed-wheels, or of wlieels from one to another of

=

i

:

:

which motion
are

is

compound

WHEEL

communicated by an endless hand,

same.
CASES. -In pyrotechny wheel-cases are
illustrations of the

made and driven like sun-cases. They are u.sed for
giving a rotary mot ion to pieces nuiunted on an axis,
and to produce at the same time a very brilliant fire.
They are attached to the end of the spoke of the
wheel which they are to turn by means of iron wire
or strong twine, and they arc inclined to the spoke
from 20"^ to 30" to give a larger circle of lire. See
Fireir„rk».

WHEELED HARQUEBU8E.- A
m

form of haniuebuse

inveiiled in iril.l
Niirciiilicrg.
(ma<le of ten sejiarate pieces) and
of )ttt1l'Cllsitt

has a wheel-lock

It

is

by means

tired

.

WHEELEKS.— The shaft

horses of a gun-<!ttrrlage.
also ai)plied to the mechanics of a '.iiittery engaged in setting uj) the wheels of the guncarriages.

The term

is

WHEEL OUAHD

PLATE. — .\n inm

side of the stock of a

plate on each

or siege gun. carriage to
being chafed by the wheels w hen turning.
ir/uti
WHEELING.— A
is a circular movement, hy
which the front of the squad, set of fours, company,
etc.. is jilaced at right angles to its original position,
or changed ninetv degrees. An «*",/( is a circular
movement, by wiiich the front of the sqmid, set of
fours, company, etc., is placed facing to the rear,
or changed one hundred and eighty degrees. Wheelings are of two varieties: on JiJ-nl and on iiiornhle
pivots.

prevent

Wliieihifj

Being

tielil

its

(III

II

fixeil piriit.

a halt, the' Instructor jdaces a well-instructed man on the marching Hank and commands:
1.

at

liicircle,riglit(uT left) trhetl. 2.

WHEEL AND AXLE —The second of IIk

Makch.

At

tlu

mechanical command ;«««/,, the men. except the pivotman, step
powers, and a mi>dification of the lever. Its most o(T with the left foot, turning at the same time the
primitive form isa cylindrical axle, on which a whi'cl. head a little to the left, the eyes fixed on the line of
concentric with the" axle, is firmly fastened. When the eyes of the men to their left: the pivot-man
emi)loyed for raising heavy weiglit.s, tlie weight is marks time strictly in his jilace, gradually turning
attached to a rope which is wound round theaxle. bis body, to conform to the movement of lie marching flank: the man who conducts this flank lakes
steps of twenty-eight inches, and from the first step,
advances the left shoulder a little, casts his eyes
along the rank, and feels lightly the elbow of "the
next man toward the pivot, but never pushes him.
The other men touch with the elbow toward the
pivot, resist pressure from the opposite side, conform to the movement of the marching flank, and
shorten their steps according to their distance from
it.
After wheeling around tlie circle several times,
the Instructor commands; 1. Sqiintl, 2, Halt.
At
the command lintt. the rank halts, and no man stirs.
Tlie Instructor, going to the Hank oppositi' the pivot,
jiiaces the two outer men in the direction he wishes
and the power is applied either to a rope wound to place the S(|uad, leaving Just suflicient space beround the axle, or to a handle fixed at right anirles tween them and the pivot to cmtain the other men,
to the wheel's rim (in the latter case, the wheel may the pivot conforming to Ibis direction, llethenccmibe dispensed with, unless it is u.seful as a con.serva- mands
1. Lfft. 2. Duesm,
Front. lieing at a
'A.
tor of momentum, and an ordinary winch substi- halt, to wheel the squad, the Instructor commands:
tuted).
The wheel and axle is neither more nf)r less 1. liight (or left) irheel, 2 March, 3. Squad. 4 Halt,
than a lever, whose extremities are not points as in
At the second
f^ft OT (right) (i. Press. 7. Front.
the normal form, but flic circumferences of circles. command, the s(|iiad wheels to the right as just exAccordingly the power and weight are not attached plained: at the fourth c<mmiand, given when the
I

:

.'">.

to particular points in these circumferences, but to
wound round them, and thus the imaginary
.<*imple lever ("formed by joining the points where the

cords

nearly at right angles to its original position,
and at the sixth command, given immediately after, dresses up to the perpendicular.
To
scjuad
it

is

halts,

—

VHEEL LOCK.

wheel the squad and move forward, the Instructor
1. Itight or {left wheel), 2. Mabch. 3. Fortcard. 4. Maech, 5. Guide (right or left).
Tl.f command /wricwrf is given in time to add iiuirch the instant the wheel is completed: at which all the men

commands
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:

take the step of twenty-eight indies, and turn their
heads square to tlie front. To execute an abuut, the
Instructor commands: 1. R'ght (or left) about, 2.
JIaech, 3. Squml, 4. Halt, 5. {left or right). 0. Dress,
7. Frost; or 3. Fvrirurd, 4. March, o. Guide {rigid
or left).
The command halt is given when the
marching tlanic has nearly completed the half circle;
or, if the squad moves forward, the command vmrch
is given the instant the about is completed.
Wfieeling on a monabU pivot.

i

I

affixed to the body of a carriage.
Its under surface
rests on the upper surface of the streep-plnte.
These
two plates have their centers in the a.xis of the mainpin; so that at whatever liorizontal angle tlie forecarriage is inclined to the direction of tlie wagon, the
sweep.plate and the icttedr-plate \\\[[ still remain in contact.

WHEEL-PEESS.— A

hydrostatic press for forcing

wheels on their axles and removing them. The axle
is suspended from the hooks, and one end passeil
through the groove in the slotted post, wliich resists
the thrust of the ram. and is held at any desired position by a key or otherwise.
The ram is nsuallv
operated b3- a double-acting pump or two single-acting pumps, and may be worked up to a pressure of
Being in march, to change direction, the Instruc- 5,000 pounds per square inch. The drawing shows

tor commands 1. Right ("or left) wheel, 2. 5Iarch, 3,
Foririird, 4. March.
The tirst command is given
when the scjuad is three yards from the wheeling:

l)oint.
jVt tlie command /««?'•/(, the wheel is executed as on a fixed pivot, except that the pivot-man,
instead of turning in his place, takes steps of nine
inches, and thus gains ground forward in describing
a small curve, so as to clear the wlieeling-point. The
command /«r/f '(;•(/ is given in lime to add march the
instant the wheel is completed: at which all the men
retake the step of twenty-eight inclies. and turn their
heads square to the front.
In wheeling in double
time, tlie man on the pivot takes steps of eleven inches. The radius of the circle described by the
pivot-man increases with the size of tlie squad, and
is equal to nearly one-half of the front of the squad
or subdivision.
During the wheel, the guide, witliout indication, is on the marching flunk upim the
completion of tlie wlieel, the guide, if not already
tliere, is announced on the same flank as before tlie
:

movement.

WHEEL-LOCK.
lock,

it

Xn improvement on

was invented

used

tlie

match-

Nuremberg about l.ili.was
Parma in 1521, and was carried
in

at the siege of
in 1530.
It consisted of a steel wlieel
rasped at tlie edge, which protruded into a priming

to

England

and a cock into which was
fixed a pieceof pyrites (sulphuret of iron I. Tlic wheel
fitted on the square end of an axle or a spindle, to
whieli tlie spring was connected by a chain swivel,
and tlie cock was so fitted that it could be moved
backwards or forwards at pleasure, a strong spring
being connected with it to keep it firm in its position.
When it was required to discharge the gun, the lock
was wound up by means of a key or spanner which
fitted on the axle or spindle, and the cock was let
down to the imming pan, the pyrites resting on the
wheel.
On pressing the trigger, the wheel was released and put in motion, when sparks were emitted
which si't fire to the powder in the pan. The wheellock frequently missed fire, as the pyrites, which is
of a friable nature, broke in the pan, and impeded
the free action of the wheel, hence the match was
usually retained to be readv for use when reiiuired.
PLATE.— flat" horisiontal metallic ring.
pan: a strong spring

WHEEL

:

A

such a machine having a capacity to admit 42-''icU
wheels, with a maximum power if 1-50 tons. The
cj'linder is lined witli copper, and the ram is operated by two single-acting pumps, with steel valve?
and seats, giving a continuous motion it is arranged
with pressure-gauge and safety valve to prevent
overloading, and is furnished with formers for the,
ram and pump-packing. Traverse elevating .^crews
and slings for carrying wheels and axles swing on
rollers iTpon the top rail.
The weight of this size
machine is 8.000 pounds.
WHEEL-WORK.— The arrangement for conveying
motion from one axis to another, by means of toothed-wheels, is familiar to every one: it has been in
use since the days of Archimedes, and was in use,
:

probably, for many centuries before: lint it is only in
modern times that the action of such wheels has been
critically examined and understood. To a superficial
observer, the action appears to be extremely simple:
a tooth of the driver pushes against a tooth of the
driven wheel, thereby causing that wheel to turn
round and. since by this turning the teeth must become disengaged, it is requisite that, liefore one tooth
let go. a second tooth of the driver be ready to take
hold of another tooth of the driven wheel. For this
purpose, it is enough that the distances between tlie
teeth on the two wlieels be alike: in other words,
that the diameters be proportioned to the number of
the teeth. When two unequal wheels act upon each
other, the smaller one turns faster than the larger.
Thus, if a wheel with 60 teeth work into one of 20,
the latter will turn 3 times as quickly as the former:
and it is on this principle that the trains of clock-work
are arranged. For example, \\\e grent-irhe'lnfa.vommon house-clock may have 180 teeth, and iiuiy drive
a smaller wheel, or pinion as it is called, of I.") IcMves.
and in this case, if the great-wheel turn once in 13
hours, the pinion must turn once in every hour the
On the
axis of this pinion carries the minule-hand.
same axis the hour-irheel is fixed whicli may have,
say, 96 teeth, and may drive a pinion of 12 leaves.
This pinion, then, must turn 8 times per hour, or
once in 7i minutes. On the same axis with tliisla.stinentioned pinion there is fixed {\w third ithetl. having, perhaps, 75 teeth, and this drives a pinion of 10
:

;

1

WHEEI-WORK.

h-Avee, which, turning 7i times as fast, must maltjturn per minute, (/n tlie axis of this hist pinion
\\w e«i;ipt-ir/4eel U fixed.
Tills eseapc wheel has :i(l

ter of all curves which possess this property has been
only lately examined.
If it were proposed to construct two wheels which shall have their centers at

oni:

each tooth iicliiis; twice upon the pendulum.
makinj; GO licvils per miuule.
In sucli a ase as

le<'tli,

Iliiis

WHEEi-WO.IK.

(;i>s

the points

.\

and

IS

(Fig.

1),

and the one of wliich

i

this,

of

there

tlie

is

teeth,

pnnided

no ditticulty in arramciui; the nundxTs
and these may he varieirin many ways,

tlie prop<'r propo'riionshc kept. Uut'in other
cases, a consiilerable amount of skill, and often
a
ureal deal of lahor. is recpiirfd for the discovery of

the proper numbers.
Tims, if it be wished to indicate the moon's ai;e on the dial of a clock, we must
have an index turning once in the time between new
moon and new moon. This time, which astronomers
call a lunation, aveniiies 29 days, 12 hours,
44 miuiiles. and marly three .seconds (3.H.->8),
and it is by no

means an easy maltcr to find out what numbeV of
teelh will produce this molion.
The mouth-wheel
would need to turn rather more than r,'J times as
slowly as the !,rreat-wh.-el of the dock, and if the
mean lunation had been 2!>.l days, without Hr. odd
44 miniito, the Ihiiii; could" have been maiia^'cd by
FiK. I.
making a pinion of H Icelli lead a wheel of r,i) teeth,
on the axis of which another jiinion, sav of 10 teeth may make.') turns while the other makes 3. we should
IS tixed: and made to work
a wheel of 00 leelh.
Hut divide the distance .VB into H parts, and assign .5 of
then such an anangenienl would ni) wronsr nearly these for At', the radius of the one wheel, llie retliree-i|uartcrs of an hour every month, and in three maining three [wrts for the radius I5C of ;he other
years would iiidical.' new moon a day loo early.
In wheel. Wheels made of these sizes, and rolling upon
order to oblaiii a bi'ttcr train, we may compu'te the each other, would turn i(|uably. anil if the circumnumber of days in 2. :i. 4.
lunations until we s;et ference be divided into live and Ihree parts respecnearly a number of half-days. Now, ll>lunali(ms con- tively, the |)oints of division would conii' opposite to
sisj of 472 days. 11 hours, 4.5
minutes, or almost, each other as the wheels turned.
The circunifer1)4;) turns of the great-wheel.
This proportion can ences of these circles are called the piti-h-liiitii. and
be obtained by causinii a pinion liayiui; 12 teeth
to' the portions of them included between two teeth is
lead a wheel of .SI te.lli. and another pinion also
of called the ilintanrt nf tin- lerlh ; the dislance. or arc
12 teeth to lead a wheel of U)', teeth.
This arrange- CD, on the one wheel niiisl be ei|Ual lollie distance
ment gives an emu- of one (piarler of an hour inlc CE on llie other wheel, in order lli:il the molion may
months, or hardly an hour in 5 years. If slill greater bring the two |)iiinls ]) and K togelher. Fur a reaprecision be rccpiired. we must" carry the
inulliples son that will appear in the sequel, we cannot use
further: :^:i luiialions make 974 days. 12 hours,
wheels with so few as 3 or .5 teeth, and therefore we
i;^,V
minutes, or 1,949 turns of the irreat-wheel of
and CK into some numthe subdivide Hie distances
clock
but then his number 1.949 has no divisor, and ber of parts, say four, and obtain wheels of 20 and 12
it IS quite
impracticable to make a wheel of 1,949 teeth. Since the toolli of the one wheel must nei'csteeth; so that we must coiiliiiue our multiples
in sarily come between wo leelh on Ihc other, Ihc dissearch of a belter train.
In this way, when ^'real i\- dislance belwein lln' teelh must be h;ilveil, Ihe one
a(-titude is desired, we often eiicouiilcr an unexpecl- h:ilf beiuirgivi'ii forioolh.and Iheoiher h;df for space.
eil amount of labor.
For reducing- this labor, the Having then divided otT Ihe iiilch-line of Ihe wheel
method of continued fractions is employed, and the B. as in Fig, 1,
being tlie distance of the teeth,
loll IS further hsseued by the use
of tables oi divis- CG the half ilistance, let us sketch any contour,
ors.
Such calculations iiave to be made for the con- CF(JIII). for till' shape of a tooth, and let us examslructioii of orreries, by which the times of
therevo. ine wh;it should be the characters of this outline. In
lulions of the planets are shown; anil engineers
have Ihe tirsi place. Ihe form of Ibis oiilline must be n-to make them, as when a screw of ii
pariicular pilch pealed for each luolli; and in Ihe secoml ]il;iee, Ihe
has to be cut. If. for inslance, we li:iyc lociil
ascrew line sliouhl be symmetric from the top. F.of Ihe one,
of 200 turns to the French meter on a
lalhc havin.r a to the to]), I. of Ihe next tooth, in order that the
leading .screw of 4 turns to Ihc Knglish inch,
These obthe axis wheel may be reversible face for face.
of the lathe must make ."lO turns while
the screw vious conditions having been attended to. let us now
makes :i9 ;ini; a fraction, since tiie meter is ;j!l.;i7079 cut, in thin sheet brass or in other convenient materinches.
By applying the method of coiilinued friic- ial, a disk having this outline, and lei us pin its centions we di.scovcr that, for 2,22.5 turns
of (he lalhe- ter at Ihe point B.
Having prepared a blank disk
spindle there must be 1,7.V> turns of the screw
and on which Hie oulline of A is lo be traced, lei us slip
as these miiuberscan be re.lueed into products—
ot the previous oni', and pin lis
it uiuhT Ihe edge
viz,
3,23.) into,-.x5xN9, and 1.752 into
If. now, B and A being held
2x2X'-'x:ix73 ceiilerat the point A
we can easily get trains to produce the
reipiired ef- fast, we trace the outline of B upon A. we move
fect.
From these illustrations, it is apparent that the each ot them slighllv but in the proper proportion
computation of the trains of wheel-work is intimate- forward, and make a new trace upon A, and so conly conuecled with the doctrine of
prime and com-' tinue as far as neeile<l. we shall obtain a ninlliludeof
posite numbers.
curve lines m;irked 11)1011 A. The line which envelThe general sizes of the wheels and the number of opes anil louclies all these curves is, obviously, tlu!
the teeth having been tixed on, the next
business is proper ouirnie for the wheel A: and thus it appears,
to consider the shape wliiih those
teeth ouirht to that whatever outline, within reasonable limits, may
have.
.Now. for the snioolh and proper action
of have been assumed for the teeth of B, it is always
machinery. i| is essential that the uniform motion of possible
by a geometrical operation, to discover the
one of the wheels be acciuupanied by a molion
also proper corresponding form for the leelh of A. These
.piable of the other wheel.
Two curves have been forms may be called rmtjugdU to eai'li other, inasknown to give this (|ualiiy of eipiable molion— viz
were now cut out and
much as, "thai if the disk
the epicycloid, formed by rolling one circle
i.iion an- used as B has been, the identic form of B would be
other, and the involute of the circle
traced by the reproduced.
\W' may obtain a whole series of
end of a thread, which is beinL' wound upon
a cylin- wheels, .\'. A". A'". I'Ic.. from the same original B;
der, or unwound from it,
Bui the general charac and from A. as an original, we may obtain another
!
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series, B',

B", B'",
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G:>9
etc.,

having various numbers of sometimes

Wlien

five contacts.

it

becomes 70"

17',

And il has been shown that any wliocl of there arc always five and with an inelination of 73"
teeth.
will work aci .iralely alon^; with anyone 11 ', there arc always' seven points in contact at once.
the scries
So far well; bnt then the wiieel
Of these points of contact, some are on the sides of
of the series li.
of 30 teeth ma}' not be like the wheel B of the same the teeth. and others are near the top and bottom;
number of teetli. It beeomes, therefore, an impor- the latter, on account of the oblifjuity of their action,
tant desideratum to ehoose the form of the teeth of are of no use in driving
they may be called suppleB in such a manner that its coujnjrate of the same mentary, and their number is always one less than
number of teeth may have the same identieal form the number of useful or workins; contacts.
In tlie
by such an arran;;crnent we shall olitain a scries of system of seven contacts, four arc useful. two of them
wheels, any one of whicli will work with any other. being forward. and two backward, so that two teetli
]f the number of the teetli of H be auirmenteil indefi- arc always in action at once
an arrangement by
nitely, the outline of the pilch-line will then l)eeome which a gradual improvement in the equality of the
nearly straight aud so drawing tlirough C (Fig. 2) teeth is secured by their wearing. When two properly formed wheels are put in motion, the points of contact move also. and describe a peculiarly shaped line,
the nature of which depends on the character of the
primary form adopted for the looth of the straight
rack.
Conversely, if this path of the points of eontact be first assumed, and the law of motion in it be
observed, the form of the tooth of any wheel may
be thence obtained: and tins leads us to the most convenient way of making the delineadon.
In Fig 3,
;

A

A

:

:

:

;

Fig.

•.'.

a straight line to touch the pitch-line of A.
iiave the ])itch-line of the straight rack, as
eil,

wliich

A.

series

we
it

shall

is call-

could he worked by any wheel
reverse of this rack would work with
of the

The

any one of tlie series B. and therefore, if the series]
A and B be identic with each other, the rack must
be its own reverse. Thus we obtain averyimpor-'
I

—

tant general result
viz.. that if we mark off along
a straight line distances.
equal to the desired interval between the teeth, and then draw any line
CKLJII), consiNting of 4 equal parts. CK. KlJ, LM,
MI), symmetrically arranged, all the wheels obtained from this as ihe original, will work into each
other and moreover the forms thus obtained answer
for internal as well as external teeth.

CD

:

Being then at liberty to choose any line whatever,
subject to the above conditions of symmetry, for the
figure of the straight rack, we nuty inquire whether
it nuiy not lie arranged so as to bring about other desiderata, this line, it maj- be noted, is not necessarily
curved; it maybe either composed of straiglit lines,
or partly of straight and partly of ctu-ved lines. The
general appearance of this wavy line recalls that
curve known as the curve of sines, wliich. inilee<l is, the
sim])lest known curve, consisting of equal and symmetric undulations, and unlimited in extent. By
changing the ordinatcs in ;iny ratio, say in the ratio
PtJ to I'H.tlic waves of the curve may be made shallower or deeper; and on studying the elTeets of such
a change, we discover some new and verj' important
laws concerning the contacts of the teeth of wheels.
Beginning with the curves of sines jyrnpir, in which
the grc;ilesl onliiiatc.SK, is c(|ual to to the radius of
a circle of which CI) is tlic length of the circuinferenee.it is found th;it wheels traced from it e;in only
touch each other at mii point of course such wlicils
cannot work. because the solitary contact is now on
the back aud now on the front of the tooth.
In this
case the {'ontour of the tooth crosses the pitch line at
an angle of 45'^. On deepening t lie teeth. St ill k<'eping to
same kind of curvc.il is found that the wheels begin
to touch at more points lh;ui one; and when they iire
made so deep that the contour erossi's thepitcli line
at an angle of (i.T-', there ;irc always three contacts,
neither more or less.
If the teeth be still further
deepened. the contacts become more numerous they
appear iuid disappear in p;iirs,so tlwit with an inclination of.sav.li8", there would be sometimes three, and
;

;

Fig

.-i.

form of the straight rack and the corresponding
shape of the teeth of a wheel of 2U are shown in contact. the depth of the tooth lieing such as to give five
contacts, which in the drawing are at the five points
marked 0. If we suppose the rack to be slid upward,
ciirrying tlic wheel along with it. the points of contact will chiingc; anil wlien the motion has been oneeighth part of the intervid between two teeth, these
When a
points will oecup}- the positions marked 1.
motion of another eighth is made, the tAvo upper cont;icts on the left hand merge into one. and are about

the

at the .siune instant, two new contacts
begin at tlie lower point. marked 'i and thus the motion continues in the order of the numbers marked
along the peculiarly shapi'd path of the points of con-

to disajipciir

;

:

Those contacts which occuralong the cro.ssing
curve are working contacts those which
happen along the ixtcrn:il ares, are sup])lementary.
When the form of this p;itli.and the positions of the
the successive jioiuts in il have been obtained by
calculation, the outline of any wheel is easily traced

tact.

lines of the

;

geometrically.
In well-emistrueted machinery there sliouhi never
be fewer than seven contacts in the system, since of
tliese onlv four are workinsr; and therefore only two
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teeth are fully engaged: niid it is necessary that two
lecth tie engiiireii at once, in oriler that the wearinir
may tend to remove any unavoidable ine<|iialities of
\vorli.nianshi|).
When we attempt lo delineate the
forms of wliiels willi few teeth liy help (if any of
these orbits, we lind that tlu- eimlours overlap each
other: in sncli cases the followins; tooth of the eonjniiale wheel etTaees, as it were, the tnice belon^^iini;
to the preeedinir tooth; and the contacts, thonjrh still
liolilini; irood of the >;eometrical curves, beeonu^ mvi'anieallv impossible. Thus it is that there arc limits
lirlow which we cannot !;o in the numbers of the
teeth. If the overlapping occuratthe shoulder of the
tooth sonu' of the useful contacts are wanlini,' but
when the ri plication is only at the point of the tooth,
the want of the supplementary contact, oceasionsuo
inconvenience. An examination of the dilTerent cases
shows that, with seven contacts, the snuillest numbers which can be used on the three systems just m<iitioned arc lit, 17, anil 11. so that the system of epicycloida! teeth has. in this ri'speet. ;i very marked
advanta:;e over the others.
Clock |)inii>ns, then
should not have fewer than eleven leaves, to insure
I

:

these

two

on their

lines.

Hence two equal

when

ellipses turning

centers are at a distance
eipial to the major axis of the ellipse, will roll upon
each oilier: and teeth formed upon these as pit<lilines will work perfectly.
When he ellipses hiive
Iheir major and minor axes in the proportion of
to
4, the focus is at one-tifth part of tlii' major axisfroni
one enil: and therefore one focus, at one pari of the
revolution, moves four times asfast— at another part,
four times as slowly as the other focus. This is evident, and does not need any mathematical proof or
foci,

llieir

I

~>

—

illustration.

Sometimes one of the wheels has to be quite at
during part of the motion of the other wheel.

rest

•.'ood results.

Amoni; the many purposes

lo

which wheel work

applied, it somelinus ha])pens thai an uneipiable
niotion is wanted.
Thus, in the construrtion of an
orrery, it is desirable that while one index turns uniformly lo show the time, another may turn so as to
nbow the uucfjual motion of the sun "in the ecliptic.
is

Fig.

This is nrromplished by causing some part of the
wheel tlia' is to be slatiouary, to bear upon a iiart of
the cinumfcrciice of the moving- wheel which is conThis is exemplilied in he arcentric with its axis.
The
rangemenl for counting wheels shown in Fig.
object of this apiiaiatus is to count and record llierevolulions (if Ihc wheel H. As this wheel turns round,
a pill K :ill:ichcd In it enters into llie slit (ill, ami
thus carries the wheel A rfmnd as long as the pin remains in the slit, that is. unii! the slit (ill be brought
As soon as K leaves the slitiit
into the position IK.
I. there would be no further coniu'ction between the
two wheels, and A could be moved any how. allogether independcnily of 15. In order to previMit this,
the disk li is made neiirly tive-sixths entire, and parts
of A are scooped out between the slils so :is to receive and to lit IJ. Hy tliisme;ins A is prevented from,
being turned either backward or forward uiilil Ihe
When this
pin K again comes into one of the slits.
happens, the projecting part at (J finds room in the
recess F. If there be seven slits, (ill, round Ihe wheel
A. and if B turn once intweiily-four hours, an index
allachcd to A would show Ihc diiys nf Ihc week: iUid
I

.'5.

l-'i-.

I.

In that case the variations of the velooity are small,
;uid it is enough to divide the teeth uneijually, as the
sliirhl ine(iuality c:!n hardly elTect the workiiit; of the
:ipparatus. Hut when the chaui;es of velocity are considerable, the matter must be m<jrc carefully looked
into.
If we suppose the jiitcli-liuesof two wlieelslo
he uiK-ven, and to roll upon eucli other without regard to the positions of their centers, the forms of
teeth to be Jirranged upon those pilch-lines may be
traced out almost in the manner jdready explained
for round wheels. The pitch-line nuist be divided into eijual distances, and the disk must receive ;i h:dfslidinsr, half-turning motion, so th:it the pilch-line
may pass llirouLTh the point t' (Fig. 4) always perpendicidarly to the line .\15. which is Ihc line "of centers for rounil wheils.
The condiiuiilion of this motion with the proper motion of the jioinls of contact
gives true forms for the teeth. Thus, the form of the
tooth can be obtained when that of the pilch-line is
known. Now, when two disks, turning on fixed centers, touch each other at any point outdf the straight
line joining these centers, iluTc is a slipping of the
one surface over the other: and therefore, in order
that the pilch-lines may roll logetjier. they must be
so shaped that the point of conl;ict may lie in the
line of centers. It can be shown that, for'any assumed contour of the wheel A. another contour having
its center at B. and rollingupon A. is possible.
But,
except in one or two special cases, the working out
of the problem has not been aecomplislied.
It will
be enough here to mention Hie siiitrle case of elliptic
wheels. The action of these is founded on the wellknown property of the ellipse, that the sum of the
distances of any point in it from the two foci is eonEtant, and that the curve makes equal angles with

Ihe index

niiglil

be

made

to be stationary

all d;iy.

Ihc

change being elTccted during the uighl. Anolhi-r
example of tliis kind of inlcrruptcd motion is seen
in Ihc ordinary dead-beat clock escapemenl.in which
the defining surface of the pallet is concentric wilh
the axis of the crutch.
When the axes are to be inclined to each olher,
hfreUil wheels are used. Just as common wlieils may
be regarded as lluted cylinders, beveled wheels may
be described as lluled cones having a common apex.
The principles which regulate the formation of Ihe
teeth of these are the same as for plane wheels, but
the application of these prjnciples is considerably
more intricate. Since both Ihe teeth and the spaces
betwien them are tapered, it is impossible to notch
out the intervals t)y means of a revolving cutter.
Attempts have been made lo construct machinery for
planing tlie teeth by means of a cutler moving in a
line toward the apex of the cone, but the complexity
of the ap|>aralus. and the slowness of the process,
have prevented its introduction; and thus the aecur-

.

WHINTARD.
ate formation of beveled wlieels lias

still

throwing down

to be acI

luuiger, so culli-d by
lludibras.
WHIP. 1. small siui;lc> tackle; a irhipupoii irhip
consists of two niovaljle blocks, one of wliich is applied to and acts upon tlie running end of tbc fall of
the other. 2. In artillery exercise, to whip a rope
is to tie a piece of twine round tlie end to prevent
the strands bcini; laiil open.
WHIPPING. Corporal punishment by whippin;;.
jiulilic as well as private, was formerly often awarded by the criminal law of En2lan<l for minor i)lfenses,
Mich as petty larceny, and was not unfrequcntly superadded to some other punishment, such as imprisonment or the pillory. In early times, and by the
usasre of the Star-chamber, whipping could not be
competently inflicted on a gentleman. In Scotland
sentence of whipping was also frequent, the terms
of the sentence sometimes requiring it to be repeated
at intervals and in different parts of the Kingdom.
In the last century the Scottish Burgh Magistrates
were in the habit of awarding sentence of whipping
on summary convictions for police offenses, such as
broils, ftreet outrages, and the keeping of disorderly
houses but in modern practice the competency of
intlicting this sentence at common law without the
intcrventicjn of a jury has been made matter of doulil
Whipping used not long since to be an occasional addition to the .sentence of the justieiary court on persons ciinvictcdof aimravated assaults. See Flurighifj.
WHIRLING-MACHINE.— When firing projectiles
ul very low velocities, the ballistic pendidura was
not fouuil to be satisfactory, as rebound occurred,
and thus the impact was not that of inelastic bodies.
With the electrical instruments at present employed,
dilliciilties are also ex])erienced at low velocities, as
wires and currents cannot readily be broken by the
projectile in llight. and thus records cannot be obtained. Tlie whirUiiri-iiiwIiiiif designed by Hobins,
however, offers a means of finding the resistance of
the air to bodies moving at low veloi-ities. It consists of a cylinder, and a cone, carrying a long,
feather-edged arm. to (lie end of which is attached
the body, to which the resistance of tiie air is to be
foimd.
light wire braces this arm to prevent
bending. The whole is caused to revolve round a
vertical by means of a silk thread wound round the
cylinder, and passing over a pulley with a weight
(\V) at the end of it. When set in motion, tlie velocity is found to become uniform in a very short time;
the period of ])erforming several revolutions is tlien
•noted, and hence the lime of one revolution is found.
The body at the end of the arm is then replaced by
an equal llat weight of h'ad. which is put edgeways
and exposes very little surface to the air in the direction of its motion.
By trial iind error it is found that a smaller weight
(w) will now give the same uniform rotation to the
system as before. Hence, tlie dill'erenee of weight
(\V w) in the two instances nuist t>e due to thi' resistance of llie air on tlie siirf;ice of the body. ;iiid
the true amount (K) of it is obtained by proportion.
I. in which ii is the radius of the cyl:: (i
H:
inder, and I is the distance of the center of the body
from the axis of rotation.
The velocity of the body is known from the dimensions of the machine, and from the time to perform one revolution.
WHITEBOY.— The name of an illegal Association
of the Peasantry in Ire];ind, wliich for a long series
of years was the fruitful source of agrarian outrage,
sometimes of a very revolting and sanguinary character.
Tlie Association had its origin in the early
years of the reign of (Jeorge III.; and first took an
organized form in the Couiity of Tipperary, where
it appeared in llic shape of a united resistance to an
atlc'iiipt on the part of certain proprietors to inclose
•oiil ;ippropriatc lands up
to that time common.
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and was made

liie

beirinnin;;

was confined

to

subject of discussion in the Irish

from the minor discontents of the South; but the
same spirit of secret combination has continued
the peasantry down to the present day. The
Slian:ivests, Caravats, Hockites, Terry Alts, and the
other more obscure and more local denominations',
must be regarded as embodiments of the verj' same

among

discontent, which has long held its groiii'.d among
the poor classes in Ireland, and which, alllioiigh undoubte<lly exaggerated and imbittered by the recollections of hereditary wrong inseparable from the
condition of a conipiered people, are held, even by
politicians of very moderate views, to have mucli
juslilication in the social condition of the people,
and in certain striking anomalies of the legislature
The ground of discontent
in reference to Ireland.
furnished by the endowment and establishment of
the (luirch of a small minority of the population,

has

now

ceased to exist.

WHITE CAST-IRON.— Since

I
I

!

j

'

'

in

white east-iron a

considerable proportion of iron is in intimate combination with carbon, this variety would be exi>e,ied
to present the characters of the compound of carbon
with iron, described above. Accordingly the white
cast-iron is very brittle and extremely hard, so that
a file will scarcely touch it; whereas gray iron is mucli
softer, and admits of being filed and turned. White
cast-iron is softened at a lower temperature than
gray, but becomes less perfectly fluid; in cooHnir. it
passes throughthe pastyor semi-fiuid state. and contracts considerably on solidifi<atioii. It ••c.iiitniutix.nr
throws off sparks, as it runs from the furnace to a much
Its average specific
greater extent than gray iron.
Wliite iron usually, but by no means
gravity is 7.5.
invariably, contains less totiil carbon than gray iron.
Its (jualities generally are the reverse of tlio.se of
gray iron, and it is therefore unsuitable for ordnance
purposes.
There are two distinct kinds of white iron. Fi'nt,
That obtained from ores containing a large proporthis
tion of h»(H()'«;k'.«'' crystallizing in hirge plates
variety, called <piegiU'ii<eii. is highly prized for makAnd Semnil, that resulting from a heavj'
ing steel.
:

mineral buideii of the furnace, or from a general deSee CdnUiron.
of il- wiirking.

raiiL'cMii'iiI

:

at

tin-

The <onflicts of the northern Orangemen and Kibbonmen for a time drew attention away
Parliament.

A

The movement

tlie

temporary, and Whiteboyism reappeared more thau
once in the Southern Province. In 1787 a new Association, the members of which called themselves
the ' Right-boys," appeared in the .same district,

;

W-w

tlie newly erected fences, and deinclosure, from which circiim.stance the
rioters were in the first instance called " Levelers; "
but their views soon extended further, and they addressed themselves to the redress, first, of the oppressive exactionsof tithes, and afterward of variou.>*
other grievances, especially those connected with
the tenure of land.
Tlie name of Whiteboys was
given to them in consequence of their wearing white
shirts in their nightly expeditiims.
Many acts of
cruelty and outrage having been committecl, a special ('omniis>ion w;is issued in lT('i2for the trial of the
offeniiers; but the repression was only partial and

stroying

by hand.
WHINYAiib.— A sword or

cnniplislicil

liiulcr in

WHITING.

f)31

WHITE GUNPOWDER. A

mixture that was at one
is now scarcely ever
employed in conseiiiU'iiee of the danger attending its
preparation, ami the facility with wiiich it explodes
by friction. Its ingredients are chlorate of jiol ash,
See
lie dried ferrocyanide of potassium, and sugar.
time eiiiphiyed in blasling, but

j

'

I

(Ti/n/i"i''(fi r.

A

term of ridicule in the
WHITE SERGEANT.
British Service, ajiplied to those lailies who. takins^
advantage of the weakness of their husbands. neglect
llieir domcsiic concerns to interfere in military matters.

—

WHITING. An impure carbonate of lime. usually
prepared by grinding. and then washing, chalk, so a.s
from the
and dried.

to separate the coarser particles
.

which are

collected in masses

finer ones,

To make

'WHITMAN SADDLE.

WHITNEY

(iS2

KIFLE.

lowurd you until the girth is tight
then place the
strap tlat alonglhe folds, holding tliem in place with
the left hand |)ass the end of strap under the left
side of upper ring and pull tight Ihroiigh forward to.
greasy and does not receive the whiting, scrape it, ward the horse's head: fold Hal over toward the tail;
and apply to il a soli'tion of ])ipe-clay and Spanish then put it up under the right side of ring, pull ligiil,
and jiull inddown undi'r loop lliiis forme<l.
whiting.
The ^lir^ups are so hung tli;it when the rider has
Anoihei recipe, calculated for one hundred nun.
the whiting

usi-il

by

sDlilicrs for

arcmilcrmcnis,

il

is

:

of briiu I'livclopi'tl
Dissolve iiflciwnnl nipr-i'hiy iiilliis walcT.
ill liiu'ii.
Whiton with it \vln-n cold. \\ lu'ii tlii'biilT leather is

lU'cessary to

lioil

iiiiuiy hiiiulfuls

is the following: Pipe-clay. :t4 lbs.: Spanish whiting,
8 ounces: while lead. 4 ounces: glue, li ounces;
Put the
starch. (> ounces: white soap. .I ounces.
pipeclay and S]i;iiiisli wliiting in about live gallons
of water: wash lluiii and leave them to soak for six
hours; '-il. throw out the lirst water, and replace il
by .")i iralloiis of pure water: add the white lea<l,glue,
aiid white soap. Cook them togetlur. taking careto
stir constantly the composition. At Ihi' monii'iit th:il
the foam shows itself on the surface. witlnlr:i\v the
vessel from the lire without sutTering the compositi(m

to boil;
all

well

put then the sliirch

in

the whiting,

and mix

t.iL'i'lher.

WHITMAN SADDLE.— The

favorite

American sad-

by lolonel 1{. K. Whitman. V. S.Army.
The saddle has a round, smooth-cut. back pomm<l,
as low as can be made and escape contact with the
This pommel is secured by iron
hii'liest withers.
plates, upper and lower, riveted to each other; nardle, invented

ro\y in the inlerinr. so as
not to slip forward, andexlerior so narrow as not to uncoinforliiblv
spre;id Uie
rider at the lliigbs.
The seal is lon;r and tlat, and
invites the rider to x/«rf,/,f,(. instead of forcing
him to
stanil in his stirrups.
Tiie ctTcet of Ihe saddle is to
<-orrect the bad habit of ridinn the upriu'hl or forked
.seat, and to throw the weiirhl of
the rider where it
.should be, asiie:ir the middle of the back as possibh-.
The most noliceal>le feature of this saddle is the
perfect adjustment of the hmring mrf<f;
This is as
long as possible, ami so lilted to Ihe average back as
to evenly distribute the weiirht over its whole
length.
These saddles are intended for the .Mexican rnu-l,)!
straps, and are held in phice. front and rear alike
and
<h)not twist on the horse's back. Thereare no buckles to lireak or pull out. A long, narrow
str:ii> is alt;R-lied to the ring which joins The ri;:iring straps
of
the saddle; the girth is made short anil slTouir, with
a I)-ring in each end. The fastening' is simpre. Put
.

the end of the slraj. through the sirth ring, point to•ward you.
Put it up over itself tliroiiffli the upper
Ting, and again through the lower; then
pull

;

assumeil an easy, natural seat, they will fall exactly
oppo>iIe the fiet.
The stirrups have rubber mats
at the boltonis. a irreal convenience and comfort to
the rider, as the slight amount of elasticity prevents
shock, while the adhesive property of the rublMT
holds ihe fool in place without effort. See Saildlr.
WHITNEY RIFLE.- At llie special reiiiiest of President .lelTerson. when Seenlary of State in WashingIon's ;idniinisiriiti(in, Mr. Kli Whilmy umlertook the
manufaclure of muskets for the I'liiteil Stales, taking as a model the French Charville tlint-lock, that
being the most improved arm in use in Kiirope. In
pres<'nting his views to >[r. ,TetTers<in in reference to
Ihe feasibility of making all arms interchangeable,
Mr. Whiliuy met with most violent opposition, both
Knglisli !ind French crdiianee olticers ridiculing the
idea as an impossibilily, and claiming lluil eaeli arm
would be a model and would cost at least one liun
dred dollars. ' Supported b}' Govcrnmeut. Mr. Whil-

ney prnsemtpd his labors, and rstiblislied an armory
where tiie most perfect uniformity of [mrls was se.
cured to the great satisfaction of his irieiid. ^Ir. .lefferson.
The Si>ringtield .\rniory was established in
the year IHOO, and The system invented by .Mr. Whitney was put in force there, and has been in all (Jov-

The Emrlish War Department w;ts foned to aoopi the same system, and
put it to praeticiil use in IH.")") by importing a larire

ernnient works ever since.

amount of American macliincry.

Since thai date
other Kiiropean (iovernmenis have adopted the same
general system, which is iiiaile specially necessary in
the ]iroperm;iiiufaclureof breech-loading small arms.
The admirable series of inventions used in Ibis system
.•)f .Mr. Whitney's, remains now the same as when lirst
invenleil, no practical change taking place in eighty
years, nolwitlislandin!; the inventive genius which
has lieen at work during lli;il period of lime. No
palenls have over been taken out for the Whitney
invintions. but they have been freely given to Ihe
public, and have saved the United Stales Governlarge sums of monev by lessening the cost and

ud and ment
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WHITTEMOEEEEFLE.— A breech-loading small-arm
haviug a lixed chamber closed by a movable breechblock, which rotates aliout a horizontal a.xisat 90" to
the a.\is of the barrel. lying below the axis of the barrel and in front. being moved from above by a thumbpiece.
The arm is opened and cocked by drawing
back a locking-piece.binged to the hanmier.and pressed against the frame by a spring lyiug oetween it
and the hammer. It is closed and Area by drawing
the trigger, the mainspring being placed beneath the
ney Arms t'om])auy, are known as the I'liitnix and barrel. The piece is locked by tlie engaging of the
Kinrudy systems of repeating-rifles, and are manu- locking-piece. with a corresponding abutment on the
factured in all the various styres for both military and frame, into which it is pressed by the locking-piece
perfcctiuj; tin- niauufacture

and repairs of

lirt'-arms.

The Whitneyville Armory, property

of the Whitone of the largest in the Unitis located near New Haven, in the
State of Conneeticiit, and lias a capacity for employing over 500 men, being supplied witii all the moaern
improvements in machinery, and now under tlie control of the sou and grandson of the founder, who
have added man}- valuable improvemeuls. The specially novel systems of arms introduced by the Whit-

ney Arms Co.,
ed States. It

is

now

sporting service.

spring.just before the cartridge is'struck by the hamperfect development of this sj'stem mer when the piece is tired.
is seen in the \\'liitney improtfd ritle. which is simiExtraction is accomplished by a hooked lever pivot
lar to the Kennedy in general outline. The drawinsr eil on the hammer, and moving bodily with it in the
shows the action.
1. receiver, 2. guards 8. barrel.
lirst instant of opening, and ejection is effected by
4. breecli-block, .I. hammer, 6. breech-Iilock pin. 7. striking the lower end of another similar lever pivoihammer-pin. 8. extractor. 9. main-spring. 10. trig- ed to the side of the frame. l)y the eudot thclockingger. II. ram-rod stud.
lu this rifle the siu'lls are I)iece. when the opening is nearly compleed.
flap

The tinal and

I

'

A

automatically ejected from the chamber and there
is an arrangement on the breech-block by which the

'

hinged to the top of the barrel may be interposed between the head of the cartridge and the hanuner. so
that t'le pi<'ce may be carried safely when loaded;
connection the upper jxirtiou of this Hap is formed into a sight

withdrawn whenever the

tiring-piu is positively
Xo spring is used iu
br.'ech is opened.
with the tiriugpin. except for rim-fire cartridges.

base.
;

WHITWOETH BEEECH-STOPFEE.— This apparatus
advantage can not be too highly appreciated.
Numerous accidents have occurred with otiier rifles was adopted by Jlr. Whitwortli iu his early guns. A
of note, owinir to the rusting of the tiring-pin and cap.revolving in a ring hinged to 'he gun. is screwed
consefpieut stickin.'.so that the spiral sprinir did not over the end of the bore. The largest gun made in
withdraw it. and thus causing the explosion of the this way was an 80-pouniler.wliich was disaliled after
cartridL'eon theb'*e<b-block being closed with force. a short experimental servic".
WHITWOETH GUNS.— Sir .Josej.li Whitwortb
This rifle does not employ the (Jovernment -J.5-ineli
and

this

i

!

&

t

cartridge, in as nuuh as experience shows that it is Co.. in presenting forexhibition in Paris, in 1878. the
not a suitable cartridire for a magazine-gun with its productsof their Works in .Manchester, nuide the folform of magazine. A cartridge to be safe, nuist have lowing general remarks regarding their sli'cl. to wit:
the bulht made Hat on the end so that it will not The Whitwortli fluid-pressed steel, from which the
press against the primer of the cartridge in front of following objects are ma<le, is submiiteil to great
the magazine.
pressure whilst in the fluid stale. By tliis means perThe ritie is nuide iu various styles. by tlic most ap- fe<'t soundness and homogeneity, even in tlie largest
provi'd macliinery au<l skillful workmen.
masses, are obtained it is afterwards forged to the
The musket weighs about 9 lbs. The barrel is 30 required shape by hydraulic pressure. The distininch.
guishing chaRicteristics of the Whitwortli fluidIt carries when loaded, 17 cartridges.
The carbine weiirhs about 7^^ lbs The barrel is pressed steel are soundness, strength, and ductility.
20 inch. It carries when loaded. 12 cartridsres.
It is made of various tempers to suit all purposes,
The sporting-rifl<' weighs
to 10 lbs.
The bar- and is specially suileii for purposes where it is exrel is 24 inch, ll carries when loaded. l"i cartridges. posed to s-iilden and violent strains.
See j\, itnedy liifli uuil Phawx Uijte.
It is onlv ilie intention to allude here to Whit|
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PKOJECTIUE.

WHITWORTH SYSTEM
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wiirlli's

was never

my

plosions.

guns ami his idea of srmi (oiistriKiiDii, \va\quuslioii of his modi' of proiluitioii of sled
lor coiisiih-nitiou uuili-r llic lii'mliiisiof stoci mul other
The linn ^lal(•ll iu lf<7iS
liiaU'rial for sruii biiikliTi'Z.
tlial
The \\ liiUvonli svstt ill of Ijrrfcl-.-loaiiiiii; lias
bci'U very st'ViTcly IcskU with most sa'.isfai-lory re'1 wo
sults.
guns, viz, a 7-iucli. tiring projeetiles
weighing lOO poiinils, and a '.(-pounder, liave been
tried by the Knglisli Uovernmeul willi very satisfaetory results.
The ease wi'h wliieh the breech arrangement worked throughout the experiinenls was
very remarkable. The J5ra/ilian Government have
adopted the Whilworlh onlnaiiee, in i(>nse(iuenee of
the satisfactory results they hail had with it during
the I'aragnayan war.
Many of the guns lired from
tlic

:

OF RIFLING.

I'xpei'led to ^laiid such a number of exSeventy-two pounds of powder have now

been lired in it. A cast-iron tube of the same dimensions Imrst at the lirst explosion with bounces
of powder.
So eomparisions are madi' between this j,teel and

and (Iher well-known varieties liut alleiilion isinvited to the fad that a cast-iron cylinder of the same
;

ilimensions burst at the tirst Toiind. with only oueeiglith of llie ibarge employed with the com|>re.>^se(l
The tenacity of the cast iron is not stated. but
steel.
Sir.losipbWitliworlli says- was known
as the metal
to be of good (iualily.il is fair to presume that it was
of the ordinary gr.-ide of Fnglisli ea>l-iron for guns,
the tensile strength of whii'li is given by F.niilish
authorities as ranging from L'0. 000 to 31. Olio i)ouiid.H
4,000 to .l.llOO rounds without being damaged.
The following description of his St-i)ouniler breech- per s(piare inch. Tiie great enlargement (0.2 inch;
loading gun. which embodies the general features of resulting from the repeali'd firings of the st<'el cylinhis plan, and the accompanying drawing, will serve der is worthy of note, as showing the capacity in
The toughness and ductility of steel i)ro(!uced by the
to set forth the ])oints peculiar to the system.
See Onlmntrt'.
lireech-elosing arrangement of the gun consists of a Manche^Ier proee^sc^.
WHITWORTH PROJECTILE.- This projectile is lirst
lircecli-block sliding horizontally in grooves inclined
at an angle to the rear face of tlie gun. the block be- turneil so a> to maki- the cross sections circles, anil
The middlcing moved by means of a tappet handle which rc- the sides tapering toward both ends.

—

a'(fmy////f!Mm,:,J,lli>tii,i>«l}l}im.-!!r.i.,iii.uin.i,,i}.i

volvcs a pinion-gearing into a rack on the gun; the
block is held in its place, when closed, by a catcli.
Tiie ritling is polygonal, licinga hexagon with rounded corners. The powder-chamljer is enlarged in diameter in order to burn an increased charge. There
is

i.i.,iiiii,yii}.i>.ii}. 11,11

portion is then carefully planed olT to lit the bore of
The drawing represents a Whilworth
the gun.
blind shell for tiring against armor-plates. It is made
of teni) ered steel, and each end is closed with a
screw. To prevent the heat of impact from acting

also a slightly enlargeil shot-chamber, to eiiEure

ease in loading. 'i"he powder-charge is contained iu
an ordinary serge-bag, no metallic case tieing employed. .VII escape of gas is ])rcvented by an elastic
steel ring in the rear of the gun, and a disc in the
face of the breeck-block. which are pressed tightly
together when the block is closed. This ring and
Owdisc are movable and vtm be readily replaced.
ing to the simple form of'ihe rilling, the iirojei tiles
for all the Whitworth gnus are molded by self-acting
machinery, and tired iis they are cast williont being
Hy this means there is a saving in lirst
planeil.
cost, and. as there is no soft metal re<iuired to give
rotation, the projectiles, when recovered after jiiacThis gun has withtice, can be lired several times.
stood the severest tests— among others, those in
which elongated |)rojectiles of lead of 10 pounds and
;i pounds of powder were used.
too soon on the bnisiinix cliari;e. it is surrounded l.v
The mode of (losing the breech has all the simone or more thicknesses of tiannel. .V T-inch shell
plicity of the Kru) p. and the firmeture can be manof this kind has been found to have sufiicient strength
ipulaied with such ease and rapidity as toleadtothe
and stilli'.ess to penetrate five inchi'S of wroughll)elief that. for lield-serviee especially, it would prove
The fuse usually employed
iron before bursting.
superior to both the interrupted screw and the slidigniting the bursting-charge is dispensed with,
for
systems.
ing-block
of the shell is
The views of the ^lanchester 'W'orks arc that steel as the heat" gelieniled by^the impact
bursting-charge. To prevent
and steel alone should l)e used for the construction of sufiicient to iiriiile the
from acting jirematield-guns forged solid, and aflerw.-irds the heal irenerated by iini)aet
large guns
of igniliiin. the
boredand rilled, thetrnnniou-hoop being M-rewed on. turely. and to regulate the time proper thickness
with a
and that for larger guns the barrels should be forged Inirsting-charge is covered
which is a non-con Inchollow, the strengtii and weight being obtained by of fiannel. or other material
;

See rriijotiUn and Sltii t'ri,j,--tiUs.
Al- lor of heal
adding hoops according to the size of the gun.
•WHITWORTH SYSTEM OF RIFLING.— 'Ihe Whilluding to some experiments made at the Manchester
The tubes are of flnid-com- worlh -lui lias a he.xaL'oiial >piial i;ore. Ihe corners
AV'orks, it is stated:
The form of Ihe bore is
olV.
pressed steel, and have been subjected to explosions of which are rounded
hexagonal.
of gunpowder. The large tube. 20 inches long. 7.8;} not. however, stricllv
The interior of each i:nn is first bored out cylindiameter. with 2.50 bore, being that of a 9-pounder
when the nfiiiig is completed, a small
tield-gun. It has had 48 exi>losions with li pounds of drically, and
cylindrical bore is retained
powder. The strain on the metal is about six times portion of the original
each of the sides of the hexagongreater when the ends are closed than when a gun is along the center of
The force of the explo- al bore, and the other parts of each side recede or
lired in the ordinary way.
lowards tlie rounded angles hence
sion being sogreat.a small permanent alteration took incline outwards
of the liexaL'onal bore is greatest at the
lilaee at the first explosion, and the expansion of the Ihe dianii'ter
description will ln' readily
bore has been going on ev(;ry time it has been fired, rounded angles. This
to the drawing.
and now amoiints to nearly 0.2 of an inch. The tub understood iiy reference
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Tlif ri-asons for thus nioclifyiii;; llie jri'iicral form
As it is well known that the varialde (piantity of
of the rifling are, t.) facilitate loading, anil thus al- water used in the fabrication of gunpowder is the
low 01 a n-ductiou of win<lagc. and also to insure, if cause of variations in the strength of the product,
possible, the bearing of tin- s^des of the projectile on and that gunpowder made of charcoal which has
been permitted before being used to absorb moisture,
is until for sui-li purpo.se, it would seem to be in accordance with reason to expect that a powder made
by a process which eliminates these caus<-s of variation would be both stronger and more uniform than
that niaiht by the old way.
The claim ])ut forward
by Colonel Wiener, that his powder is much stronger than ordinary guupowder, appears to be born<!
out by the report of Colonel Strnve, the engineer in
charge of the construction of the permanent I.iteiny
bridge across the Neva at St. Petersburg. He states
that in driving piles by means of a gunpowder piledriver of Shaw's plan, the gunpowder charges prethe surfaces iusteatl of on mere lines, as wouUl be pared from Colonel Wiener's powder gave favorable
the tendency with a plain hexagonal bore having results compared with the government powder made
windage.
of the same materials, being almost twice as effecthexagonal bo't revolved on its axis within a ive. It has been stated that the Russian governnu'nt
slightly larger hexagonal orifice would not bear upon will change the machinery of its mills, to adapt them
its sides, but only upon its six corners.
The ijoints to the making of powder on this system. Sec Ounof contact woidd ne mere lines.
P'/irdir.
The peculiarities of this system are the po/ygonal
An Indian cabin or hut. The wigrifling and comparatively small bore.
It has great wam, or Indian house, of a circular or an oval shai)e.
range and penetration, but has never been adopted is made of bark or mats laid over a framework of
for heavy guns by any nation except Brazil.
The branches of trees stuck in the ground in such a manpolygon has twenty-four surfaces with six grooves, ner as to converge at the top, where is a central apereach .4 inch deep.
ture for the escape of smoke from the tire beneath.
Though the long iron bearing diffuses the strain The better sort has also a lining of mats. For enover a large surface, and enables a rapid twist with trance and egress, two low openings are left on opa large rotation to be given, yet tin- bearing is really posite sides, one or the other of which is closed with
on a mere line in each groove, and is much nearer bark or mats, according to the direction of the wind.
WILKINSON PROJECTILE.- This projectile is a
the axis of the projectile than in systems with projecting flanges, and the leverage for rotating is cyliudro-couoidal i)ellet indenteil with three deep furiheretore much less. In innzzle-loailing guns of this rows, a construction favorable to compression lonsystem it is diliicult to thoroughly sponge the bore. gitudinally; and, therefore, expansion laterally.
WILL. A testament of any individual, giving in.V patent lubricating cartridge in a metallic case is
used with the breech-loaders. See Si/.item nf Itlfiiny. structions as to the disposal of his or her property
WHIZ. To make a lumuniug or hissing soiuid' or elfects. Soldiers making their wills while in hoslike an arrow or a ball Hj'iug tlu-ough the air.
pital, should, when practicable, get the .Medical OlliCOMES THERE /—A form of military ch.il- cer to witness their signature, and he is (o attix a
lenge.
During certain prescribed night hoiirs all declaration to such will, slating whether the parlies
parlies approaching a sentinel are challenged with were in a fit state of mind at the time to execute the
" 117/" <'oiai'.i There?" and are halted or advanced ac- s;uue.
See Xiim-it pdliri WiUx.
cording to circumstances. See ChuUeuge.
WIMBLETON TARGET.— The target used upon the
WHOOP. A shout or loud noise which soldiers nuige of the X;ilional Rifle Association of Great
make in charging. It is a natural thou^rh a l)arbar- Britain ;it Wimbleton. The target works in a someous habit, and has been preserved in civilized armies whiil similar manner to the sashes of a window, the
from a prevailing custom among savages, particular- upper sash representing the target, and the lowtr
sash a second target covered with wire, and only
ly the wild Indians of America.
WICKET.
small door in the gale of a fortilied used for the purpose of signaling. The target difpl;ice, atfcirding a free passage to and fro, without fers from the principle of a window, in as much as
opening Hie great izatc.
when the target is pull<'d down tlie secoiul target
WIENER POWDER.— Colonel Wiener, of the Rus- goes up sinudlaneously. Tlie franu-work of the tiirsiari arlillery, caused to be patented in this coimtry,
get is made of iron, one inch lliick by two inches deep
early in 1S74, a new process of making gim|iowder, (the front edge sharpened), and is covered with p:iwhich it is claimed is superior to that made in the l)er canvas.
Signal-disks are suspended from the
ordinary way, while the process itself is nmch sim- netting over the face of the second target, and are
pler, safer, more expeditious, atid cheaper. The pe- used to mark the approximate positions of hits.
A
culiarity of the process consists in its entire exclu- separate disk is used to show riochets, outers, insion of water, and the substitution of heat, inform- ners, or bull's-eyes.
The secondary target is below
ing the press-cake.
The materials are pulverized tlie groimil, and the apparatus for working is sheland inenriKiraled in barrels with bronze balls, and tered by ;i p:irapet ;ind a trencli, and is protected
thence transferred to the press for forming the cake, from lire.
When the target is hit, a Kjmttinff.ilhk is
the jiress lieingso arranged that Ihi^ composition may placed on the corresponding point of the second or
l)e brought in the operation to a temperature of 34(1^'
lower target and it is raised to view. As soon as it
F., the melting point of sulpluir. The cake thus ob- is observed from the flring-stand, the second target
taineil is broken into grains in the usual way.
The is lowered, and the next shot is tired.
powder made by this process is abnost entirely free
WINCHESTER RIFLE.- Tlie system and opiralion
from dust; it absorbs not more than one-half as nmch of this rille is e;isily understood by ihefollowing demoisturi- from like exposures'; its force is greater, scription ;ind .sectiouiil drawing.
The magazine is
and its action more uniform. The saving that will charged while the system is closed, in theposition
be elTecled will be, as is readily seen, considerable
shown in the drawing, by pressing down tlie springestimated to be about 40 per cent.
when it is borne cover, with the point of the earlridge, and inserting
in mind that the operation of incorporating the ma- the latter through the opening thus niade. This last
terial under the wheels, a slow and expensive one, is closed by the spring-cover as soon as the cartridge
and that of drying the powder, are entirely done is inserted. The operation is repeated until Ibe-maga;\\\:\\ with.
zine is tilled
When it is desired to luad. Hie lingerj
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This
llirowii f(ir\varil. ami llieii returned.
tlirowsoiit theshell or eiirlridi;e in thechanil)er. transfers 11 carlridsre from the inatraziiie to the
<haMiber,cocks the haniiner.andh'av<'s iheannreadv
This motion may be
to tire by pulling tlie triiiijer.
executed wlule the gun is at the hip. or at the shoulder
without takinu; the eye from the sights. thus enablini;
iIk' lirer to discharge two or more shots without removiug the gun from the shoulder or losing sight of
the object which it isdesired tohit. The arm appears
in several models. That of 18(j<), remains, in theniechanism for loading and tiring. precisely the same as the
Henry: the improvements in this model consist in an
entire change in the magazine and the arrangement
for tilling it. liy these changesjhcgun is inadeslronirer, yet lighter; the magazine is closed and strongly
protected
it is more sim|)le in operation, rei|inring
fewer motions in the one case, and fewer pieces in
the other, than did the IIeskv. This gun uses a rimJire metallic cartridire
,V„ calfber, with 2H grains
of ])owder and 2)0 grains of lead.
The receiver or
lock-fnime and butt-plate are of gun metal, the other
parts. ex<ept the stock, of steel and wroughtiron of
the liesi (|u;dily. no malleable iron being used.
I'p
to the limit of range that is possil>ie with the small
amount of powder and ball used, it to-day ninains
unexcelled as a weapon or hunling-|)iece. and eontrary to the expectation of the m;inufacturers since
the introduction of more powerful arms, it is still
in active dem:iMd.
Xotwilhstimdinsj the success of
the Model iNIKi, of which over l.'iO.llilO are now in
use, the deuumd for a more powerful arm resulted in
the production of a new Model in 1873,
lever

will be fouml by H"' side of the
third iinproveinenl consists in a slidini;
lid, whioli covers the openiiiir in which the carrierblock moves npanddgwn. This lid, l>_v tlie action of
the lint;er-lever,oi>ens auloinalically when the srun is
loaded, and slioidd always remain open until ch)si'd
by hand after tiring. The object of this lid is to keep
dirt and snow out of the lock.
A fourth improvemint consists in the substitution of iron, in place of
gun metal or brass, in the manufacture of the lockframe.butl.])late. and other )>arts.lhus increasing the
strength of the arm and reducing its weight. The
gun nulal is, however, retained in the carrier-block
and Ihi' lid in the butt-]ilale. opening into the receptacle for the cleaning-rod: theob{ecl being to avoid
till' liability to rust, so as to impede the movement of
these parts, which would exist if made of iron.
tiflh improvement consists in a device which absolutely ]ireveuts accidental or premature cxi)losioiis.
In most breech-loading tircarms. the tiring-pin after
the explosion of a cartridge, depends upon a spiral
spring to be thrown back even with the face of IIk!
breech-closing bolt.
If this spring is very strong, so
as to insure its operation, it lends to break the force
of the blow of the hammer: but if not strong enough
for the purpose, it soon gets so foul as not to work,
and the tiring-pin then projects, and if the lireech is
clo<i(l with a (|uick motion the cartridge is exploded
prematurely. To obvi:ile this.no spring is used, but
the tiring-pin is carried back by a positive motion re-
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tra(l(T. and :iv(iids all ihinijer from llii' cause above
mentioned. This model is f\irnished cither 32. 38, or
44 caliber cartridges a.s mav be desired
The success
.

tirst and most in\portant improvrment consists attending the model of 18T3. and the nnsfant calls
adapting it to the use of a lonirerand a center-tire from nii'.ny sources. and p;irli(ul,irly from the reirions
cartridge, holding a charge of 4U grains of powder in which tin' grizzly bear :ind other large game are
insteairof 2M, as in the model of IHtid, retaining tiie found, as well :is from the Plains where the absence
s;ime calil>er ,',*„ and the same weight of ball, viz.: of cover and the shyness of the game re(|nire the
The etfict of this change is to increase hunter to make his shots at long range, made it de2t>t) graius.
the Initial velocity of the arm from about 1.12.5 to sirable to build a still more powerful gun, in ]87(i.
1,32'i feet per second, reducing or Hattening the tra- Retaining all the essential mechanical elements of
jectory and increasing the powerand accuracy of the the former model. and adding such improvements as
arm, and giving it a penctrationof about four inches, seemed possible. the result lias been a gun carrying a
central-tire cartridge. capable of reh.ading. caliber ,W,
in pine board, at l.Utll) yards.
A second improvi'inenl in the sporting-arm is the wilh ~'t '.grains of powder and 350 grains of lead, Ijeaddition of a set. or li;ur-trigger. This ililTers from ing nearly double the charge used in Model ]873.aboiit
the ordin;iry hair-trigger, in that it can be used pre- the same as tli:it adopted by the V. S. (iovernment,
See A>cisely as if this trigger was not on the gun. if. as in and giving an initial velocity of 1,450 feet.
hunting, it is not wanted. For tine shooting, as in
WINDAGE— Windage is the space left between
After settarget practice, it is made available thus
piece and its projectile, and is measurting the hammer at full-cock, the trigger should be the linre of
pressed forward slightly, and it is thus set. If it is ed by the dilTerence of their diameters. The objects
found too delicate, or not delicate ennugli, it can be of windage are to facilitiile loading, and to diminish
adjusted to suit the wishes. by turning a -^ei ~<rewin the ilaiiL'er of bursting the piece; it is rendered ue-
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cessary by the mechanical inipossibihty of makin;;
every projeclih^ of the proper size and shape, by the
unyielding nature of the material of which large
projectiles are made, by the foulness whieli collects
in tlie bore after each ilischarge, and by the use of
hot and stra[)ped shot. The tnii' iriiulnyr, which
is tlie ditT.,"rence between tlie true diameters of the
bore and projectile, increases sliglitly witli the size
of tlie bore, and is greater for solid shot, which are
.sometimes fired hot, than for hollow projectiles,
which are never heated. The ordinary windage of
smooth-bored cannon, u.sed in the Tnited States^ service, is about j'l, of tlie diameter of the bore, and the
loss of force arising from the escape of gas through
tlii.s windage, amounts to a very considerable portion
of the entire charge.
The amount of loss in any case

velocity through the air might inflict such injuries
indirectly by atrial percussion
the hurt being inflicted either directly by the force with which the air
is driven against the part, or indirectly by the rush
of air to re-fill the momi-ntarj- vacuum created by
the rapid passage of the ball. So many observations
have, however, been made of cannon-balls passinc
close to the body ("even shaving part of the heatH
tearing away portions of uniform, or carrying off the
external ear or the end of the nose, without further
mischief) that this hypothesis is totally untenable,
and is now generally rejected. The true explanation
of the cases formerly attributed to the windage of
cannon-balls appears to rest, according to recent
views, '• in the peculiar direction, the degree of obliquity with which the missile impinges on the elasdepends on
tic skin, together with the situation of the structures
1. The degree of windage; 2. The caliber of the
injured beneath the surface, relatively to the weight
gun '^. Tlie length of the bore 4. The kind of pow- and momentum of the ball on one side, and hardder: .5. The charge of powder; (i. The weight, or resisting substances on the other.
density of the ball. It is probable that the influence
WIND-GAUGE.— An attachment to the sight feither
which some of these causes e.xert on the force of the front or rear of a fire-arm by which an allowance
charge is very slight and that to determine the ex- for the wind on the projectile can be made in aimact influence of each of the others would be a very ing.
Though usually called tnind-f/nugt. it is also
dillicult if not an impracticable problem.
The most used to counteract drift oranv other deviation which
important ((uestion is, to determine what allowance can be anticipated. The wind-gauge is usuallv atmust be made for a given difference of ordinary tached to the front-sight, but some of the more rewindage.
cent military arms have it attached to the rear-sight.
The pressure, or force, e.verted by a charge of In the present U. S. service rifle, the sight-piece i.s
powder on dilTereiil balls at the same point of the moved by hand, and has graduations to guide the
bore of a piece, will lie proportioned to the surfaces, marksman. The front-sight, upon most long-ransc
or squares of the diameters.
If the weight of the rifles, is made to traverse from right to left by a
balls be the same, the pressure will be proportional screw, and has a scale marked with divisions so as
to the square of the velocity communicated to the to permit an exact allowance to be made for wind.
balls in a given time.
We. therefore, have the pro- To prevent any loss in ele%-ation from tipping the rifle,
portion— j?>(i^
V- and l>-I'V- a small level is placed in front of the fore-sight, so
<V'
'•'^ or I)
il
c and
V v' From that, when the rear-sight is perpendicular, the bubd-.
these last two jiroporlions we have
d
V ble is directly under the fore-sight. In aiming on
(•'.
D-^d' :: V
I)—d'
0, l>
or I)—-l
V ground which is not level il is almost impossible to
r' ui which D. d. and d' represent the dian : V
keep the sights plumb without it. The deviating ef('.
meters of three balls, and
c. c' iheir initial velocfeet of wind depends on its force, and its direction
ities, respectively.
If IJ equal the iliameler of the with regard to the plane of tire
generally speaking.
bore
is the windage of the ball whose diameter
is d. and
d' is the windage of the ball wlios' diameter is d'. If we multiply the extremes and means
of the last proportion, and divide the resulting equation bv r (D—d) we shall have the expression
:
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the equation becomes I' r'z^Vx.m {D d' ). This
eipiation expresses the relation between a certain
windage,
d' and the loss of velocity due to that
windage, or I'— t'.
In a series of experiments made by >I;ijor ^lordecai, with the ballistic and gun-pendulums, it was
found that m was constant for all values of U~d'
that would be likely to arise in service.
From this
it follows that
r r' is proportional to /' d'\ or, in
other words, that the loss of velocity by windage is
proportional to the windage. When tlie charge of
powder is varied.it was found that the absolute loss of
velocity by a given increase of windage, was very
ni'iirly the same for all the chariies used.
It follows
from til is hat lie proi>orlional loss is less for he higher (charges.
IJoih the absolute and relative loss <if
velocity by a given dilTcrence of windage 'say (metenth of an inch) increase as the caliber Of the piece
decreases.
From the foregoing, it may be stated,
that the loss of velocity by a given windage, is directly as the windage, and inversely as the diameter
of llic bore, verv iicarlv.
WIND CONTUSIONS."— Military Surgeons so often
meet with cases in which serious internal misciruf
(as for instance, the rupture of the liver, concussion
of the brain, or even a coinminuted fracture of a
bcme) has been inflicted, without any external marks
of violence to indicate its having resulted from the
stroke of a cannon-ball, that they were IimI to the
conclusion that solid objects projected with great

D—
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I

and heavy projectiles, moving with high velocare deviated less than those of contrarv character.
It is difficult to calculate the elTect of "the wind
ill any particular case
in making allowance for it,
therefore, the marksman should be guided by experience and judgment. For the same projectile, velocity. and wind, the deviation varies very nearlv as the
scpiarc of the range.
When it is stated that Major
Fulton has been seen, in practice at 1,000 yards, to
alter his wind-gauge twelve feet between two consecutive shots, and make a bull's-eye both times, the
advantage they afford to those skilled in their use
will be recognized, as well as the amount of judgment and perception required to use them properlv.
large
ities,

:

The wind-gauge

frequently attached to breechEurope. In this countrj- the Parroit iruii is similarly equipped.
WIND INSTRUMENTS.— Musical instruments of
which the sounds are produced by the agitation of
an inclosed column of air. They are generally classiHed into imod inntriim-nU and hmis iii»tr>iiiieiiU
(both of which are played by the breath". The name
wood instruments is a)>plied to musical instruments
constructed either of wood or of ivory, of which the

sights of

cannon

is

in

principal are the flute, piccolo, clarionet, flageolet,
basset-horn, oboe, and bassoon. They are generally
characterized by a soft, smooth, aerial ttme, resembling the human voice.
By the use of hoies and.
keys, considerable compass is ixiven to ihem: they

a

WIHDLACE.

arc capable of prodiifiii}; only one sound at u time,
but witli eonsiderabU- command of piano and forte.
Of bra.-Js instruments the chief arc the hurn. irnmjiel, tronihone, cornet-a-])istiin, euj>honiuni. Iiombartlon. and ophicK'ide. Tliey are sfcnerally luoreiiowerful.

and

their cpiality

more

piercini; tlian

wood

of the axle requires to be only e(pn»l to that of one
of the ordinary kinil. in which the power can only
balance a weight
4\ tilnis itself.
The same prillei])le is applied to thi' screw.
Kor a very accurate
estimate of the mechanieal advantage of the windlass, the thieknc-ss of the rope niiisl betaken into account, bv adding half of its diameter to the radius
of the axle.
WINDLASS CROSS-BOW.— A form of cross-bow anciently used by the iiiliinlry.
It was inuih
heavier
than the cross-bow of the cavalry, and he siring was
stntclied bv means of a windlass, or windlaee.
It
was ^enerajlv called rnuirf/iiiii cross-bow.
WINDSOR CASTXE.AiiKUis the fortified places
of Knglnnil in d:iys gone by. NVindsor Castle held a
conspicuous iihice. Before the time of William the
Conqueror. Old Windsor, about two miles distant
from the site of the present Castle, was not a fortress,
but a palace for the Anglo-Saxon monarchies.
The
present Castle is stated to have been built by William
I., and to have been regularly fortitied by him.
It
appears, however, that the iiistory of the existing
Castle begins in the reign of Henry III.
Historians
have dealt with the various associations of the spot.
Her Majesty makes it. at ditTerenI times, her resi-

—

in-

struments
the ophicleide. however, approaehinjr
more than the rest to wood instruments in capabili;

and tone.
In a full band there arc i;<nerally
tlutes. two oboes, two elarinncts. two or four
liorns. and two bassoons, fre(|Ui'nlly with the addition of two basset horns, one or two piccolos, and
one or two ophideides or trombones.
Each part.
e.\eei)t when there is an unusindly larirc luimber of
ties

two

t

bow-instruments, is sincle. See liaml.
WINDLACE. — Formerly an ajiparat us for bending
Ihi- liiiw iif an arhlast or cross-nun.
WINDLASS.— That moditieation of the wheel and
axle which is employed in raising weiirlils. Its simplest form is that of an axle supported by pivots on
two slrimii upriijht pieces, and pierced near one end
with four or six square holes, into which handles

known

as hnndiipHin are inserted. In other forms, a
each end is employi'd for the handspikes. If
the weight is to l)e lifted a considerable distance, the
lentrtli of the rope which attaches it to the axle largely increases the weii;hl, and thus aiils the power
when descendini; and coimteracts it when ascending.
This ditliculty is partially got over by emjiloying a
double rope, one end of which ascends while tlu'
other di'scends but this moditieation, thouirh partially ctTcclive for the end in view, lends aid to the
power when aid is least, and hinders it wlieii aid is
nu)st. rei|uired.
A more etbcacious plan is to form
the axle not cylindrical, but of a liarrel-shape. like
two truncated cones, placed base to base, and to
fasten two ropes, one to each end. so that when
coiled up round the barrel they approach t lie miiidli-:
in this case when one rope is fully uncoiled, and
winding-up commences, the gross weight, which is
then at it^ maximum, acts at the minimum leverage
of the end, and as the progress in winding up<liminishes the weight, its leverage so increases that the
monu'ntum is |)n'served uniform. On llu'other hand.
the empty bucket, when comnu'iieing its descent,
acts at its greatest leverage, and as the luiwinding
of the rope adils to the weight, its leverage^ becomes
smaller, so that the momentum of the des<-ending
weight always reimiins the same: and thus the strain
on the power is preserved uniform. The ratio of the
weight to the ])ower it is soinelinies fouinl necessary
but with the ordinary windlass
to increase greatly
Ibis could only be ellecled l)y similarly increasing
the ratio betwei'n the leverage of the handle. and the
radius of the axh
an object attained by a great increase of the former, rendering the machine too
cumbrous, or by greatly diminishing the latter, anil
so weakening it. The desireil nsidl is :itlained. however, in a manner not liable to these objections, by
use of the flifftrentini ni-le. an axle of wiiicli
tl.>e
one-half is of greater diameter than the other, and
the single rope, after being coiled round the whole
axle from end to end, is fastened at eacii end of the
axle, and the weight is hung t)y a pulley, which is
supported in a bulge in the center of the rope. As
the portion of the rope on one half of the axle is unwountl. that on the other half is wound up: but since
the rates of winding and unwinding are dilferent, the
bulge of the rope increases when the rope is wound
"H rile smaller end of the axle, and decreases when
it is wound '</f" the smaller end.
The more nearly
equal the two radii of the axle are. the greater is the
weight which can be raised by the power the ratio
between the two being
radius of circle described by power
\V
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WING. — An ornament worn on

the shoulder;—
imitation epaulette or shoulder-knot.
Thi'
siunetimes used to denote the branch

small

term
of

:>

irinrf is

(Town-work,

etc.

WINGED -In

Heraldry, represented wilii wings,
or h.iviiiL' w'ml's. of :i dilterent color from tlw body.
WING HELMET. A l''lish casque, with win^rlets,
of the si'vciiteeiilh century, worn by the troops under Sohie^ki. who were called iri nqnl rurnli'i;.
WING OFFICER. An oflicer of' the Indian Army
attached to a wing of a native infantry regiment. On
the re-organization of the above Army, after the Indian mutiny (IH.'jT oS), native regiments were divided into two wings, to each of which a wing oflleer
was appointed, either a Kield-otlicer or a Captain.

:

WINGS. -The two thinks or extrenifs of any por:in army or any liody of troojis on the right

tion of

anil Ihr

li

fl

of'lhc ceiiler.

WING TRAVERSES. The

parallels are covered by
of the besieged; but the
boyaux. from receiving a direction toward the besieged works, may be exposed either to a very oblique slant tire in their front: to an enfilading and a
or to a tin' on both flanks ;ind in
slant reverse tire
front.
From the first, they ari' usually se<Mired. by
running them out so far heycuid the |)oinlfrom which
\\w. ni'^sl dangerous slant tire may come, that a projectile. thrown from this point. striking the top of the
parapet of the boyaux, will not iihinge low enough to
iiit a man standing at the reverse of the trench ami in
till' line of direction of the fire.
This por-iition is attained, in practice, on a site sensibly horizontal, by
of
trench
giving the line
the
such a direction, thai,
]irol(inged,it would pass 31) or 40 yards outside of the
most dangerous point. On ground inclining <lownward toward the dangerous ])oint the direction given
should lie the further out as the exposed ground is
the steeper: but. on ground risingtoward the dangerous point. the direction may be laid nearer in toward
the dangerous point lh:in on sensibly level ground,
so as, in some cases, to be rim directly upon this point,
with full security from i's fire. In practical field operations.the selection r>f the proper direction in eacii
case will depend upon the ex])erience of the engineer
conducting the apiiroach. and his a>iip (Fetil for the
lav of the ground.
Where the approach is exposed to an enfilading .and
a slant reverse Hre.and does not admit of a <hange of
direction to avoid these. resort is had to the erection
of traverses across the line of trench to cover from
P
difTerencc of radii of the portions of the axle
an enfilading view, and to short nortions of trench,
80 that if the radius of the power is 1« inches, and termed iring trarerKe>i,Tun back from the approach in
the railii of the axle .5 and 4 inches, the jiower bal- a direction perpendicular to it, the iiarapets of whicU
18 times itself: while the strenirth intercept the slant fire.
ances a weight

their parapets

—

—
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To effect this tlie trench is carried forward by
means of the half-double sap. So soon as the head
of the sap has been advami-d ilie length of twelve gabions beyond Xo.4,a short end of sap is i-ominenced
in a direction perpendicular to that of the trench, and
out until it intercepts the line of tire upon the
point of <leparture of the trench, which should be at
most at the distance of twelve irabions in the rear.
When this end of sap is completed, the provisional
parapet of the trench in its rear can be taken down,
and the Iremh enlarged to its proper width. In this
way the trench is successively pushed forward and
enlari;ed, iiulil a position has been reached where it
becomes necessary to place a traverse to cover the
trench from both entiladingand reverse views. These
traverses are made by chaniiin!; the direction of the
trench perpendicular to that of the original line, and
continuing in this new direction. 1)V the full sap, the
requisite lengtli of the traverse: the original direction
is then resumed,andciintinued,by the half-double sap,'
a sufficient distance to leave room for the width of the
traverse and a trench of double sap: a rectangular
return is then made, by the double sap, back to the
line of gabions of the original trench, and the original
direction is taken up and carried forward by the half-

The workman commences bv making a point on
the rod. so as to allow if to pa"ss throuirh the hole,
and be srrasped bv a pair of |)incers aftached to a
chain, which draws it out till tin- li^nstli is siifticient

nm

double sap.

The

traverses are usually seven gabions, or about

14 feet in width. Their length will depend on the position of the dangerous point, but they are seldom
made over 30 feet in length. Their distance apart
will also depend on the command of the dangerous
point.
The portion of trench between any two traverses must be perfectly covered by the advanced
traverse.
.Vs a practical rule tlie traverses are not
lil:u-ecl farther thaiii") nr^o varils apart. See Trarerne.

WINTEE-QUARTEES.— When

winter puts an end

to the active operations of an army in the field, the
troops are, as a rule, put into ipuirters to recruit and
to rest from the fatigues of the campaign.
These
(juarters are so located that the army can keep possession of the points already gained, and that the

Fi-.

1.

cylinder.
This much is done by
hand, and then the cylinder, being put in gear, is
made to revolve and pull the wire through the drawcoiling it round itself as the drawing proceeds.
Ijlate
Afterbeingoncedrawn.it is again pas.sed through
a smaller hole, and so the process is repeated till it

to pass round

tlie

—

troops occupying them can be near the new field of
operations when the season admits of the re-opening
of the campaiirn.
Winter quartern, in order to atfmit of the easy supply of the troops, are more widely distributed than camps, and are analogous to the
occupied points of a " defensive line". They should
be. if possible, so arranged Hi to be perfectly secure, from all attempts to carry them, ami so as to
admit of an easy and quick concentraticm of the
troojis upon the key-point of the line, if at any time
they are threatened by the enemy. See Cantonments
anci

FiiM-M rrlfr

WIRE

The facility with which aiy metal can be
into wire depends upon its ductility.
.Most
metals have this property: but some, like bismuth
:iu(l antimony, iire so brittle that they can be drawn
out with (litlicully, ;ind wire made from such metals

drawn

is

useless,

from want of

t('n;u-ity.

Metals largely used for making wire, such as iron,
bra.Hs.and copper, arc drawn by essentially the same
process.
We may take iron ;is an example. It is
prepared by <-uttingup flat rolled plates into square
rods of a given thickness.
This is done bv means
of a pair of slitting rollers; one of these has grooves,
••qual to the breadth of the rods wanted, fitting into
corresponding grooves in the other, which cut up
the metal like scissors.
The rods are cleaned of
scales of oxide, either by mechanical rubbing, or
by chemical treatment with dilute sulphurfc acid.
If the rod is thick, it has its scpiare edge taken off
by rollers. It is then drawn into wire by forcing it
through the hole of a drmr-pUitf. This is an oblong
piece of h;ird steel pierced with conical holes gradu;illy diminishing in diameter, and having the smallest
cuds of these tapering holes carefully prepared to the
required size
Sometimes cubical shaped dies, each
with a single trumpet-shaped hole, are used. Motion
is given to the drawing-block or cylinder by means
of beveled wheels connected with a shaft.

has been reduceii to tlie requireil size.
Fine wire
raf.y require from 20 to 30 drawings.
The cvlinder
revolves slowly with a thick w ire. and the speed is
increased as the size diminishes. After being passed
a few limes through the draw-plate the metal becomes brittle, and requires to be aimealed.
Sometimes, a lubricatmg substance as wax, grea.se, or
soap~is employed during the drawing, especially
for fine wires.
For some very accurate purposes,

—
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pablo of cultini; snuiUer sizes, though the jj machine
being necessarily heavy, is not recommended for a
continued use on anylhiu!; smaller than A.
The j
that is, lioles i)erforateil in
silver wire ITU lu. Ions;, ami about,,',,, of inch size is suitable for sniall wire up to J inch only,
gems.
hole
the
size
be
usiil
drawn
throusih
a
and
may
for
diameter,
has
been
aiul
all
the
simUler
nu inch in
\
A coud>ine<l hand and power wire straiijhtenin a ruby, and found, by a uu<rometer. to be of e.\- sizes.
the
inij
cuttini;-ma<'liine.
such
as
at
biiriiuiinj;
and
as
size
the
end
is
eiu)iloyed
the
same
at
actly
in
whi'reas the drawim: of a len;,'th of HI m. of brass makinir primiiiu; wires and cultini; the larger sizes of
wire throus;h a steel <lraw-plale necessitates a read- wire in long pieces is shown in Figure 8. This maI'lalinuin wire can be drawn chine is not (lesigned for work reipiiring great accujuslnienl of the hole.
as thin as one three-thousandth of an inch in diameter racy in length: for all such tiie automatic wire <'utby lirst encasins; itin silver, drawins; down the coin- ting-machine. provided with a slide feed is )nor<> esThe
pound wire, and then dissolvini; olT the silver with pecially adapted. Its operation is as follows
nitric acid.
Hy the same process i;old wire <an be wire is drawn through a straighlener by a suitable
obtained only one tive-thousandth of an inch in dia- gripping device mounted on a slide, which is movmeter. It has been shown by Habbaire, as an illus- able back and forth by a pitman connected with the
The length of wire to
tration of how j;really labor increases Ihi' value of rotalinir disc on the left siile.
a raw material, iLut ouc pouud of irou, which costs be cut is regtdated by the throw of the pitiuuu. which

such as chronomoter springs,
ver lace,

llie

wire

is

drawn

aiul

for

s<>l'I

""il

''il-

jiweled holes,
rubies and other hard

tliriiii;;li

A

{

:

:

-

/

twopence, will yield 50,000 wire pendulum springs is adjusted by means of a screw in the slot of the
or watches, ea<h weighing about one-seventh of a disc. The wire thus drawn forward is hi-ld in place
grain and selling at the reiail price of twopence.
by the lirst of the two levers shown on the right,
.\.fter drawimr. the wire is in spiral coils and for while the second, which is provided with a suitable
most purposes in the arsenal. re(iuiresto be straiirht- cutter, cuts it off: these two levers are operated by
ened before being used. Figure 1. n-presents a very cams on the main shaft. This machiue is adajited
The inachiiu- has for both line and coarse wire, and can be arranged
simple ma<hine for this purpose.
any numliiT of rolls desired. For small wire, twelve- to cut a great variety of lengths. .V device iiuiy alhut for sizes so be atliiched to tiu' cutting lever, for llattening,
roll iiiaehines are generally prefiTal)le
from t\ to i inches in diameter (the latter being the nicking or bending one end of the wire as it is cut
Various other wire-working malargest for which this kin<l of straighlener is ri'com- off, if desired.
inended), eight rolls are <-omnionly sulheient.
Fig- chines, used in the armory and arsenal have been
ure 2. .shows a hand wire cutting-machine, ein|>loy- designAl and perfected by Messrs. .lohn Adt anil
Wire, although mostly cylincd to cut the wire in short lengths accurately, or in Soni rnited States.
It is very drical in form, is drawn of many ditTerent sections,
long lengths that are to be cut up again.
compact, simi)le and easily operated. The feed rolls such as oval, half-round, tlat. triangular, molded,
and straightener arc rim by power comminiicated and the grooved pinion-wire from which the small
from one c'ountershaft. The cutting-ofT is done by toothed pinions for clocks and watches are cut.
a hand-lever, aiul pieces can be cut at the rate of 100 Copper wire of dilTerent forms is used to form varor more per minute, varying, of course, according to ious patterns. The following numbers (given by Dr.
the size of the wire, the length of the ))ieccs. and the Tonilinsoiii of the weights, omitting fractions of a
dexterity of the operator. This machine is made in pound, which were sustained by wires 0.7H7 of a
inch wire, each being ca- line in diameter, show the eo:;iparative tenacity of
three sizes for
|, and
:

i,

ij
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a few of the metals: Iron, .549 lbs.; copper, 302 lbs.;
platinum, 274 lbs.: silver, 187 lbs.: golil. 151 lbs.:
zinc, 110 lbs.: tin, 3-5 lbs.: lead. 28 lbs.
It may be
remarked here that some kinds of brass wire have
been noticed to become extremely brittle in the course
of time, especially if subjected to vibration, and even
to break when used to support objects, without any

A perusal of these tables should satisfy us
we have a sufficient variety to choose from, and
ample refinement, when we get down to one-milbers.

that

which is the final figure in some
cases the difference between two
numbers falls as low as two one-thousandths of an
inch, in others it is only one one-thousandth, etc. It
may be possible to make one gauge to any of these
assisnablc cause.
WIEE CAETKIDGE.— A cartridge used for fowling standards, which shall be so accurate as to defy thedetection of an error, and with the same care it may
in which the charge of shot has wire ligaments.
WIRE GAUGE.—The want of uniformity in com- be possible to make a thousand such gauges, but
mon wire gauges is well-known; even if they all every mechanic, and every person accustomed to
agreed with published tables of sizes, there would making accurate measurements of the best work,
still exist serious objections to their use, as the va- knows that it is simply impossible to obtain absolute
riations between different numbers is so irregular. accuracj" in such pieces of work, when produced in
The annexed tables give the dimensions of each size large quantities. It is impossible commercially, oa

- so
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0000
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.40964
.3648
.32495
.2893
.25763
.22942
.20431
.18194
.16202
.14438
.12849

1

2
3

4
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6
7

8
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.1U43

10

.10189
.090742
.080808
.071961
.064084
.0570C8

11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

.0.5082

.045357
.040303
.03539
.031961
.028403
.035347
.022571

20
21

22
23
34

.0301
.0179

2.5

26
27
28
29
30

.01.564

.014195
.013641
.0112.57

.010025
.008928
.00795
.00708
.006304
.005614

31

32
33
34
3r>

36
37
38
39

.005

.004453
.003965
.003531
.003144

40
I

.454
.425
:is
.34
.3

.2«4
.2.59

.338
.32

!203
.18
.165
.148

AU
.12
.109
.095

.083
.073
.065
.058
.049
.043
.0*5
.033
.038
.035
.033
.03
.018
.016
.014
.013
.013
.01
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.008
.007
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is no n-ini'ilv.
In rvliirlil," " ciisv." fli-.. we liiivf.
•^ani 111 llic
for iiislaiKc, tin- ililTcrinccs briwfrii tin- Nos. 27 and
3f<, in llir llircr svstciiis, as follows:—
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Icrms •

WIRE GUNS.

ably, they can be used

accurately, without adjustment, by making allowance for the error in reading

at

the

/em

line.

WIRE GUN8.— The

most jirominent recent developments at the Klswick Works are the experiments
with and the proiluction of the wire or 'ribboned"
.11112,
.00ir).'(4,
jm-i't.
or two liiinilnil anil lw<nty.tivo oni-luinilrfd-lhon- guns. The successful test of a (!-incb gnu <if Ibis
sandtlis, two oiif-llionsandilis. and tiflccn hnndrcd type has leil to the fabrication of 10.2;i(i-iiicb and l;{and liftyfour niilliontlis. llow is it possible for tin.- iiicli <'alibers, respectively, the former having only a
weight of 21 tons, and the latter a weight of M tons,
thus .securing a gun of much greater power than the
12-inch 4:i-t oil iriin of the ordinary Armstrong type.
The g"-iieral features of the wiresyslem are the building up from a steel tube, about one-half a caliber
thick, a ^un about a caliber in tliicUncss of walls, by
wrapping.'iround a tubi- riliboned wire, or riilberwirc
of a rectangular cross-section under varying tension
for (litTerent distances from the axis of ilie bore,
'

—

—

the ribbons being applied loiiKiliidinally as well as
circumferentiiilly. the wire being covered with hoops
of steel or wrougbt-iron of varying lengths, yet comparatively short, adding a pruteclioii to the wire, linisli to the .!;un, and so locked in with the |jii<ly iniderueatb as to give increased longitudinal strength.
The details of huibling up these guns, taking the
10.2;}ti-incli, sliowi; in the drawing, as a type, ari' as
The steel tube constituting the bo(!y of the
follows
gun, after being turned to the |>roper dimensions, is
nest provided with the dilTereiit ]ii(cis atfording
shoulders, between wbieb the forward sections of
wire are wound or laid on. These rings being shrunk
on, and haviiii; serrations corresponding to the ones
roUtT to know jnst liow many millioiillis of an inrli
on the tube, an intervening thin copper band, by its
anolluT man. wliom be ni'V<r saw means wlien be compression under shrinkage, locks
them to the
savs No. 2^^ " fidl." or No. 27 " easy "? and bow is be
The rear band is also similarly attacbi<llo the
tube.
to i;uess bow many Iboiisandlbs of an ineli liie oilier
The tube, being then made rea<ly for the retube.
man's ganse is wrom; in its make, or bow many ception of the wire, is properly centered in the coilluunlredtbs it lias worn in years of steady use? Tbis
ing lathe, and the dilTereiil si'clions between the
isiio fancy sketeli: t lie above are nearly every -day
shoulders of the ring, exee])t the rear section, havi'
dilliculties iu tbis ai^e, when every mecbauie knows
the ribband steel applied, both circiimferenlially and
under ditTereiil tensions and loniriludinally. The triuinion ring is next shruiik on over the wire and part of
the adjacent rings. The winding and laying on of the
rear section of ribband completes the wirimx of the
at the brec-eh, twenty layers being placed around
the body, and four layers lengthwise of tin bon. The
(litTerent sections of wrougbt-inm hoops to complete
the structure are laid on in succession and in turn,
and the piece completed as far as the building up is
concerned. The weights of the dilTerent parts, as
upproximatelv calculated, are as follows
T<ins.
7.2x
Tube' 'steel, 'Wbitwortirs fluid-compressed)
5. 9:1
Steel rilihand
7.7!t
Wronght-irou parts
:

,

mm

:

Total

just wliat be wants and will bave notbinif else, and
yet lias no better way of telling his wants, tban to
Hay 1 want siieb a gauge "tigbt." wlien probably his
Uauiie differs from every other gauge that was ever
made. There is a very easy and simple way out of
tbis whole snarl, and that is toahandon fixed gauges

and numbers
inetal gauges,

altogiMlier.

made by

the

The micrometer slieetBrown & Sbarpe Manu-

facturing Co., of Providence. K. I., cost less tban
a common gauge, or no more. They measure tbrmsandtbs of an inch very accurately, and even a quarThey
ter of a thousandth may he neatly measured.
are very simple, so that any boy of ordinary intelligence can be taught to use one in a very few minutes.
Tliev have very easy arrangements for re-adjustment, when worn and even when worn consider:

:

21.110

13-ineb 44-ton gun of this type is somewhat
The gun
difTereiit in the details of its construction.
is designed without trunnions. Foursquare-cut rings
on tbeuuder section of the hoop, corresponding to
the trunnion band, are seated in a block grooved for
Ail
their reception, anil attached to the carriage.
steel and wire are used in rear up to tbis equivalent
of the trunnion hoop, the exterior portion for tlii«
band, however, being made of wrougbt-iron sections.
Another feature is that a steel jacket is shrunk over
the inner-tube, enveloping it to a distance a little beyond the chamber, and is believed to be serrated on
its interior, and unilid longitudinally tn the inner
tube with corresponding serrations by united pliosNo longitudinal
l)hor-brouze or thin <opper tube.
wires are used. In general subdivision of parts, it
otherwise resembles its ])rototype, the 10.2:{r,.incb.
This gun is expected to reach the enormous muzzle
energy of 27..')0<) foot-tons, or, say, 022 foot-tons pel
The United States
ton of metal of weight of gun.
projected breech-loading gun of r>r> tons could only
realize, say, 20,000 foot-tons muzzle energy, or. .say.
3.50 foot-tons per ton of metal of the weight of the

The
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gun.
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The recent firiu^s with one of the 10.236-inch
arf tabuliitud below
:

—
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all. and more than all.
demanded in proof or servige.
The inherent weakness in regard

that

GUNS.

this .strain.
The Armstrong, the Schultz. and
probably others which may be presented to thetJovernment, all will undoubtedly meet the re(|uircments
in providing against tangential rupture
but it will
be a matter for close stu<ly to select for test, if wire
should be deemed worthy of trial, those which promise best in securing a sj'stem, if not relatively a»

to be a source of anxiety, influenced probably from
the failure of the j;un on board of the "Duilio." An
ample provision for il. it would seem, is intended in this last structure to be made, sacrirtcini; to
a limited, extent, however, the presumed advantage of wire over solid rings or frettcs. This, it is
deemed, can be readily afforded, as there seems to
be no misgivings us to the tangential strength of the

system being

WIBE

for

:

strong longitudinally as taugcntially, yet so far pro-

would be viding for the former stress as to place beyond a
shadow of doubt (as far as human judgment can pro-

to the longitudinal stress in the system leads us further to remark
that it becomes a matter of the very tirst importance,
in considering plans based upon it. to scrutinize
closely the features which are designed to provide

i

[

j

i

vide; their capacity for endurance in this respect,
in built-up constructions, under violent vibrations, brought into existence by discharge

The tendency

repeated firings with heavy
charges, to separate piece from piece, and the effects

and aggravated by
'
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ROPES.

from the tendency of the parts to leave each rope cannot be put on, the rope has to be put around
other by tlie different inertias of tlieir (iifTerenl the sheaves, hove tant by pulley-blocks, and the
Wire rope is
masses, botli comljine to render the prol)leni in fliis slice made. See Figure 1, page 044.
gun construction one of ))eculiar difficulty, and de- susceptible of the most perfect splice: a smoother
manding the closest calculations and dec]) and pro- and better splice can l)e p\it in a ittire r<ype than in any
longed stud_v. The very 7V/™ may in an indilTerent other kind of rope, for the simple reason that it is
It has just the
construction be sutlicieut, if not to part tiie gun, at made with a view to this purpose.
least to render it unsafe for the repeated discharges desired nun\ber of strands, namely, six, and a hemp
contemplated for actual service. See Ordnance and core which provides a place for fastening the ends.
Sr/ii/ltz Wire (inn.
It is a plain, simple process, and but the work of an
WIRE ROPES. .\ hemp rope, fi inches in rircum- hour for any one to learn. The m\\\' tools rerpiired
ference, and weighing 9 lbs. per fathom
an iron- are a hammer and sharp cold chisel for cutting oflf
wire rope 2tJ inches in circumference, and weighing ends of strands a steel point for opening strands;
T\ lbs. per fathom; and a steel-wire rope X'i inch diamtwo clamps for tnitwisting rope a pocket knife for
eter and weighing :Hbs. per fathom, are all of equal cutting the hemp cord: a wooden mallet and block.
1.
Put the rope around the shi'aves.and heave it
strength the breaking strain of each being 10 tons.
The distance to which wire rope transmissions can tight with a good block and fall. See Fig. 1. The
be applied ranges from .50 or 60 feet up Xomiltx. .\sa blocks should be hitched far enough apart so as to
magnificent example of long transmission, we would give room between to make a 20 foot splice. A small
mention that of Schaffhausen. in Switzerland, at the clamp may be used to prevent the lashing from slipFalls of the Hhine Here 800-horse power is carried ping on the rope where the blocks are hitched. See
diagonally across the Rhine, and extended for a dis- Fig. 1. Next, see that the ropes overlap about 20
tance of two miles, and distributed among fifty dif- feet about f
feet each way from the center, as
ferent manufactories, situated in every imaginable shown by the dotted lines in Fig. 1. Next, mark this
position, and embracing all the varied arrangements center on both ropes with a piece of chalk, or by tyof changing directions.
"Wire rope transmission ing on a small string.
Now proceed to put in the
comes into use at the point where a belt or line of splice, with the blocks remaining taut when it isnecshafting becomes too long to be used profitably, and es.sary, but the better way is to remove the blocks,
in point of economy it is much cheaper than its e([uiv- throw otT the ropes from the sheaves, let it hang loose
alent in either shafting nr belting.
Power can. by on th(! sliafts. and proceed with the splice on the
tliis method, be transmitted in any desired direction,
groimd or tloor, or scalfold, as the case may be.
2.
up or down hill, across rivers, aroimd buildings or
Unlay the strands of both ends of the rope for
obstructions of any kind, and thus make available a distance of 10 feet each, or to the center mark as
many sources of power which are now useless. The shown in Fig. 2. Next, cut off the hemp cores close
ropes hang free in air, and recjuire no protection up, as shown in Fig. 2, and bring the bunches of
from the weather, except an occasional coat of warm strands together so that lite opposite str.ands will incoal tar, which can be applied to the rope by pour- terloclv regularly with each other.
See Fig. 3.
3.
ing frcjin a can into tlie groove of the wheel while
Unlay any strand, a. and follow up with strand
running or raw linseed oil can be swabbed on the 1 of the other end, laying it tightly in open groove
rope to keep it from rusting, and thereby preserve it. made by unwinding u: make twist of the strand
The splices for running ropes are all of the kind agree exactly with the twist of the open groove, Proarising
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\Viro T^

known

as the long-splice, and should be pu; in 20
feet long.
The size of the rojie is not increased or
diminished, nor the strength of the rope perceptibly
weakened by this splice, and after it has run for a
day or two the 'ocality of tin' splice cannot be dis.
covered cxcejit by tlu' most earefid examinalion.
insert a diagram of splices, which fully illustrates the
m;iimer of splicing in all its stages, from begiiming
to end, and by a little study of these diagrams, and
carefully following the directions, any man of ordinary genius ciu m^ke a successful splice cm the first
trial.
In most cases the ropes can be applied endless, and in such cases the ropes can be forwarded
spliced ready to go on. In cases where the endless

We

with this imtil all but six inches of 1 are laid in,
or till <' has become 10 feet long. Next, cut off a,
leaving an end about si.v inches long.
4.— Unlay a strand. 4. of the opposite end. and follow with strand rf.laying it into theopen thegroove as
Iiefore, and treating this iirecisely as in the first case.
see Fig. 3. Next, pursue the same course with /' and
2, stopping four feet short of the first set. Next, with
is and e.
stopping as before: then with r and 3: and
lastly with
and/. The strands are now all laid in
with' the ends of each four feet apart, as shown in
cee<l

Fig.4.
.5.

— The ends must now be secured without enlarg-

ing tne diameter of the rope.

Take two rope clamps,

—

WIRE TESTER.

•"). and
fasten llicm lo the rope a.s shown in
twist thi'in in opposite direclions. thus opening the hiy of the rojie, s(;e Klir. 0. Next, with a linife
ent out llie hemp eore about (i inches on cacli side
see dotted lines. Fis;. II.
straisliten the end. and
slip them inio the (jliice occupied liy tlie core
llien
twist tlw clamps liiick. closing up the rope, lakini;
out any slight iiicipialily with a wooden mallet. Xcxi.
shift the clamps, ami repeal llieopirationat the other
live places, and llie splice is made.
If the rope becomes slack, in lime, ami runs too
loose, a piece can l)e cut out and the rope tii^lilened
lip.
This will re<piirc a piece of rope .iboui 40 feel
loni; and two splices, one splice to put oji the ])iece
of rope, and the other splice to join the two ends to
getlier. See Trnnainiiuiitm nf I'mrir for Militnry t'lir-

SCI' Fiir.

rk'.

WITNESS.

<;»<)

•>;

:

Now

;

Ids evidence in full, it should be read over to hint
that he may see whether it has been recorded as he
gave it, and that he uniy nnikc corrections, if necessary, and the fact should be duly noted in the record.
Kvery witness has a right to explain the evidence he
has given; and if doubt arisi'S after his cxamitnition
is clo.scd, tin' Coiirl may call upon him for such ex/Iiinli II I// /ir"nf\Ur~ im the parly mainplanation.
taining Ihe atlirmalive of any proposition. Tiierc are
two tests for ascertaining on which side Ihe burden

of proof lies. (1.) It lies on the party who would
be unsuccessful if no evidence were given on either
side,
('i.) It lies on Ihe parly who would fail if the
]iarticular allegation in the speciticalions, for example, were struck out.
In every case, the ./«</»/»•«hnnili lies on Ihe person w lio desin-s to support his
case by a iiarticuiar fact which lies pvuliiirlii irith.
WIRE TESTER. -A machine for ascerlaininir Ihi' ill Ilia kiiiiirUiltif, or of which hi' is reasonably cognistreiiirlhof wins of dilferenl sizis.
zant.
The drawlm;.
To illustrate: In a trial for " desertion" the
on paire (i+'i, shows an improviil macliiiu' of Ihis (iovernmeni asserts the atlirmalive of Ihi' ginmilxti.
class, with the followiufj;:
sue that the soldier illil desert, and. Iln-refore. it nnisl
IJIMESSIOSS.
jirove the mdawful absence and oilier attendant <irAI)APT.\TIO\.
ft. in.
cumstanees, coucurreni acts, and statements of the
in.
ft.
Kxiremc heii:lit..4 !l.
Tensile s|)eriniens....'5 to5
prisoner, as showing Ihe iiiUntinn to desert or in't.
Kxireme length...!) K.
ritiirii.m order to constitute Ihe otTcnse. Should the
in. diumct.T to 0.
Kxtreme width....:) 'i.
Motion of screw.... 13 in.
prisoner admit the absence and set up in defense an
\Veij;hl... 1,0(10 lbs.
Capacity.. .10.000 lbs.
unfoumh-d arrest by civil authority while (Ui furThe machine tests with ureal rapidity, and is pro- lough, an atlirmalive npiriiil issue wcudd he raised by
vided with a vernier at ea<h end, for Ioul' or short him, and upon him would devolve thewi'M of i)rov.
specimiMis, for ijiditaling the stretch of specimens ing the fact.
In order to ascertain as to Ihe competo 1-lOOOlh of an inch.
It is operated by steam or tency of a iritiirxK, the opposih- )iarly, whether .liiilge
hand-power, and is compact, ai-curatcand com- .Vdvocatc or prisoner, is entitled, on n-i|uesl. to explele. An irn|)roved irrip se<ures the specimen linn- amine liini iqion the subject before he is examined
ly. and does not require the wiri' lo be cut oil from in chief. This is termed an cxamuialion on thovz/re
IIm' coil.
See TfntiiKi-inni'lihici.
din: but if Ihe inconqielency appear at any period
WIRE-TWIST.— a' kiiKl of sun-barrel made of a during the trial, Ihe Court will give the opposite
riblion of iron ami steel. coiled around a mandrel and parly Ihe.benetit of it by ruling, on motion, not to
welded.
The ribbon is maile by weldinsr toirelher consider the testimony of the witness.
laminni of iron and steel, or two cpialities of iron,
His competency. when thus impeached on the mire
and dniwim; the same between rollers iutoa ribbon. din. may. however, be restored by cross-examinaSi'c I'lrist-horrih.
tion by the parly calling him. or by introducing other
WITNESS. One who test ili<'S in a cause, or uives evidence tlureto. In llie same maimer. when a priseviilence before a judi<ial Iribur.al.
After a witness oner objects to being tried by a meiiili'r of the Court
has been sworn, the first question should hi' as to his for cause stated. be may examine the member on his
own name ami rank, and the second so framed aslo Viiiri f///( .with a right then to Ihe .Inilge AdvocaU' to
elicit an answer end)racins "i^' recosrnition of the establish competency, subject to nniture decision of
prisoner on trial, ineliidinu; rank, battery, (companv Court as to whelher he ought to serve. All this must
or lroop),re;rimenl. etc. The lliir.l in suVh form that bec(MMe matter of record. The following o;ith should
the answer may show that Ihc w ilni'ss has been so be used cm the V'lii'edivi : " yniidosottiinily mrmr tlmt
])laced as lohave Unowledireof tln' circumstances set ijiiii irill, trill ansiriva liuiki- to siir/i t/iiisti'inn ox iiini/ In
forth in the pleadiuiis.
The fourlli and snbse<pient here put Ui y*'n, tintrhiitf] ynitr miiipeU tin/ t" xi'rre ni* a
inlerrogatories to be framed so as to elicit all the iritiwuM (or iiiemhi r) in thin canne, i-ir Imiehiiiy thecholfacts material to the matter at issue.
you (}od." It
Care should be liiigi- exhibited nijuiiist you.) So
taken in the direct examination to ])rove, as nearly as sometimes hapjiens that a witness may be adverse to
possible, the averments of lime anil place laid down the party calling him; in which case the ConrI may
in the specitications.
Leailini; questions, or such as allow, or re(|uesl, the direct examination to take the
from their construction |)lainly suL'irest to the wit. char:icler of a cross-e\:iiMinalion.
ness the (hsircd answer, are iKit admissablc in an exAfter a witness has been examined in cliief.his diandnation-inchief, but this does not applv to ques- rect examination being closed, his credit nniy be imtions which are merely introductory.
In the trial of peached
a case, the Court should \isually defer questioninir a
(1.) By disproving the statements of the witness.
witness until after hisexamiiiaiion by the.J luliio Ad(2.) Hy introducing evidence alfecting his reputavocate and the prisoner lias been completed.
Such tion for truth and veracit}'.
questions shoidil be for the purpose of dearinff doubts
Under the second bead the examination must be
in the minds of the mendjers. or of reconcilins; dis- conlined to his "general reputation." The impeachcrepancies, and be relevant lo the issue.
The i-nm. ing witness should bi' asked if lie knows the iiiiunn
eJ-iiminnlliin should be contined totestinionv elicited repiitatiiiH of the witness lo be inqieaclied.anKjng his
in the exanunation-in-chief, and not run inio a ffcn- neighbors.
If he answers in the attirnuitive, he is
cral defense involving new matter.
When facts are asked, ' Is it good or bad '/" If he answer. " It is
|

.

Mp

to be elicited from witnesses for the prosecution, ad- bad." he is then asked, '" From what you know of
vantaseous to the prisoner, such witnesses can lie re- his general reputation, would you believe him under
called by the defense for that jiurpose.
The wit- oath '!" In answer lo smh evidence, the other par-

nesses then /jr" <//«<// become n<w witnesses for the
defense.
/{e-tX(iiiiiniili<i/i is only for Ihe [lurpose of
explainins any facts that may come out in the crossexamination, and should, as a general rule, be conlined to this. Witnesses may be' recalled by the Court
at any stage in the proceedings for s\ieli examination as may be deemed necessary. in which ease both
parliis nuist be present.
After "a witness has given

ty may cross-ex;imiiie the im|ieacljiug witness as lo
the jjcrsons he has heard si)eak of tin- impeached
witness: and may also impeach the impeaching witnesses, and support the reputation -.A his own witwitness may also be imness by fresh evidence.

A

peached by proving that he has made statements out
of Court e(mtrary to his evidence in Court, bin in
such case his attention must be tirst particularly di-

.
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WOBBLING.

WOODEN GALLEBY.

(J47

mass. When properly cooled the gun
bored and finished from the mass in much the same
way as if it were a common casting. As the qualiljof the steel wire is a matter vital to the principle of
the AWjodbridge gun. great care has been devoted to
its preparation, and very stringent conditions liavc
been exacted from its producers, not only in respect
to the quality of the steel, but the sul)seqiient drawing and annealing. The principal dimensions of the
terstices of the

n-cted on cross-examinalion to that part of his evilie may be also askeil by the opposite party
wlietlicr he has been charLreil willi or ennvieted of
any particular offense. Xo proof of the eonimissioii
of c-rinies, of which he has never been been convicted, can be offered. A witness is only allowed to state
facts of which he has a personal knowledire. yet he
may n fresh his memory by reference to memoranda
made at the time when the facts oecnrred: but if he
h'ls no recollection of the facts, exceiit that he tinds
them in such memoranda, then hi^^ evidence is inadmissible. When a witness speaks from memoranda,
the opposite party is to be allowed an opportunity of
examining- them." 8ee CmirU-MartM.
WOBBLING. The unsteady motion of an elongated projectile throuirh the air. caused probably by
uneven resistance, due to a certain variable motion
in the axis of the projectile. This unsteadiness may
be caused either by insutticient rotaiinn beini; communicated in the bore of the irim. or by the subsequent action of the air. the jjressure of which causes
an instability of rotation, and thus an irregularity in
the amount of surface which the projectile presents
to the air.
WOHLGEMUTH GUN.— A breech-loading smallarm, liavimr a fixed cliamber closed by a movable
barrel, which rotates about an axis at 90" to the axis
of the barrel, and horizontal and beneath the barrel.
These arms are on the general plan of the Lefaucheux sj'stem. are essentially alike, and use pin-flre
cartridges.
One of the barrels is provided with a
ritled ifiiiug, which. being removed, shows a smoothbore barrel of larger caliber for the use of cartridges
containinir Ijuck-shot.
WOJWODA. An old Slavonic word (composed of
ii-iii, warrior,
and irodit, to lead), means, literally.
Army-leader or General, and was from early times
Afterused" 1)3' most Slavonic nations in this sense.
ward, it became the title of the elective Princes beforme<l.
were
Thus,
fore hereditar}' Monarchies
at
one time the Princes of Walachia and Moldavia were
Emperors,
with
(jlreek
Wojwodes;
from
the
called
whom they had been in intimate alliance from the
year 148!l. these Princes next received the title of
Despots, a title they afterward exchanged for that
of Hospodar. The name was also given to the elective Princes of Transylvania, whether dependent or
independent.
The same title of Wojwoda was applied to the elective Chiefs of the Polish (Government t)efore the begimiiug of the Piast Dynasty.
Later, the name denoted office and dignity and >vas
given in the former Kingdom of Poland to the Governors in the districts, or \Vojwodschafts, into which
the Kingdom was divided. They had at tirst only a
military authority: afterward, however, both the
civil and military were united in one person, so that
Wojwoda and Palatine were one and the same. The
name of Wojwodschaft was preserved in Russian
Poland till rc<'ent times; now the Polish Wojwodschafls are named uniformly with the other Russian
" (iovernments." From ls4'.l till ISCiO the Panat and
part of the military frontier constituted a separate

is

ileiK-c.

finished gun are as follows
Whole length. 174 inches;
whole length of bore. l."i"> inches greatest diameter,
36 inches: diameterof trunnions. 11. T-T inches: weight
of gun. 80, 300 pounds
preponderance at breech or
seat of elevating-arc, 100 pounds.
See Gun^unstrnc:
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Ordnance.

WOODEN FUSE.— This

fuse, used with the mortar
consists of a conical plug of wood, of the
proper size for the fuse-hole of the shell with which
it is to be fired.
The axis of this pbig is bored out
cylindrically. from the large, down to within a short
distance of the small end, which is left solid. At the
large end a cup is hollowed out, and the outside of
the plug is divided into inches and parts, generally
tenths, commencing at the bottom of the cup.
Tlie
cylindrical space is filled with composition, pounded
hard, and as regularly as possible, and the cup filled
shells,

with mealed powder moistened with whiskey or alcohol.
The rate of burning is determined by experiment, and marked on a waterproof cap, which is
tied over the cup.
Knowing the time any shell is
to occupy in its flight, the fuse is cut off with a saw
at the proper division, and firmly set in the fuse-hole
with a fuse-set and mallet. Say the fuse bums .5"
to the inch.
If a shell be 10" in reaching the mark

—

two inches of fuse
takes 8" to reach

will burst

Sul-

No. Nitre.

I

barrel

and wire

t)einsr

strikes.

it

If it

of

Remarks.

inch.

3.8 sec.

For Siege Mortars.

5.

9

1

"2

"

For Sea-Coast

'

Mortars.
For8-in. Howitzers.

I

The
of

shell

may either

its effect

be

lost

:

Ijurst too soon,

or
or

it

and a great part
after burying

may burst
may Ijurst

the ground
it
after passing
theproperpoint. This irregularity of burning iscommon to all fuses where the composition is driven in
successive layers in a colmun which burns in the
same direction. In the table above is given the orSee Fun and
dinary composition of these fuses.
itself in

:

il'irtur-fniu:-

WOODEN GALLERY. —.VU

temporary galleries are
of framework covered in by plank, and are
preparetl but a short period before they are required
for use.
The frames of temporary galleries consist
of four pieces: two uprights termed utanrhiuiin. and
two horizontal pieces: the one at top termed a eajr
The plank
lill, and the bottom piece a ground Kill.
or boards which cover in the frames are termed
nheeting.
The top sheeting of the frames usually
consists of lioards from 3 ft. li in. to 4 ft. in length,
in. thick.
from 7 to 12 in. in width, and from 1 to
The side sheeting may have the same length and
to 1
breadth, but need not be thicker than from
inch. To set the frames up and retain them in their

j

made

'

subsecpiently

t

U

woimd

the whole mass is in<-losed in a tight case, to
it from oxidation, and is healed therein to a
temperature somewhat above tliat riMpiireil for the
fusion of the metal to be used for consolidating it.
The soldering metal is thi'n run in. filling all the in-

1

1

consolidated into one mass by a brazing solder melted into the interstices. Square wire is wound upon
a steel core somewhat larger than the intended bore
of the gun. a sufficient nimiber of wire lieiug wound
at once, side by side, to produ<-e the reipiired oblicfuity of he urns. The successive layers have opposite
twist. their number being. of course. sufficient to give
When thus
the desired exterior diameter to the gun.
t

as

,';,

burning

3

1

1

Time

Mealed

phur. [Powder.

I

•

terior surface,

it

inch should be cut
off. etc.
The disadvantage of this fuse is its irregularity, it being very difficidt to poimd the composition so that equal lengths will burn in equal times.

:

The Servian Woiwo.
Austrian C'rownland, called
dina and Tcmeser Hanat."
WOODBEIDGE GUN.— This gun cimsists of a thin
steel barrel, .strengthened by wire wound on its ex-

mark.

tlie

,'

protect

I

places, slips of |)lank termed frntUii.t are used, which
are 2J in. in width and 1 in. thick. The frames may
be either of well-seasoned oak or pine the latter is
:

-WOODEN SHELLS.

WOODS.
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interior edge of the stanchion of the gallery frame U,
of the rectangular return; having next drawn the
lines of this return, the position of the other frame,
OBOUNU BTANCBCAP
V, will be at the point <), where the outside line of
SILiUt.
lONB.
OAl,L£RIEH.
the stanchions of the rectangular, cuts the outside line
The landing
of the sheeting of the obliipie return.
ti
7 xO
Great srallerv
x4S « x6
frames, M and 'iM, of the gallery of <lepiirtiire are
x5
Omiiiuoii jrallerv
x4
5 x.^
placed just far enough apart to leave room for the inHalf nailery
4Jx34 4Jx4l 5 x4i sertion of the sheetim; of the rectangular nturn.
3|x3| 4ix3J
31x3
Hraiiclus
Kroiii an examination of the above, it will be seen
3 x3
3 x3
4'x3
Small braiu'lies
that the object to be accomplished is so to placi' the
two frames of the gallery of deparlure, which bound
gallery which leads from another is termed a re- the entrance to the return, that the stanchions of
turn gallery ; and It is oiiUcd either an <>hlii/iie or these frames shall not be in the way of the miner,
TrH'i iiijiiliir ntiirii. accordin;: to wlicllur the prowhen imshing forward the sidi' sheeting: or, in other
jections of the axes of llie two iralKriis make a rij;lit
words, if the return were a box that could be imshcd
or an acute aiii.rle with each other. The sallery from
forward, like a drawer, in the direction of its axis,
which the reliiru is made is termed the g'llhri/ of the stanchions in question should not hinder this
ilipiirlitri
When the lloor of the return rises or movement.
falls from that of the departure, the return jj;allery is
Several other problems of a similar character may
termed iritfindinr/ or ilinci iiding.
present themselves in returns, and in changes of diTo make nworkinsj sketch of a combination of gal- rection in galleries, which it will bi' unnecessary to
leries, tlic projections of the axes are tirsi laid out,
treat here, as the illustration above given will readllicir points of inliTseclion marked: and the distances
ily suggest the methods to beailopted for their soluand reference between all the points written. The tion.
half width of each irallery in the clear beiiij; next set
Having set ofl all the lines on the working sketch,
olT on each side of its axis, lines are drawn parallel
and marked the positions of thedilTerent frames, el<-.,
to it, then parallel and exterior to these, at the thickat the junction of the galleries, their forms, dimenness of the galhry frame from them, two others: and
sions, and also their exact positions with respect to
finally two more to ni;ik<' \\n- exterior line of the
any fixed point can be accurately delermined from
sheelinii. In tlie drawiu;;. the line A 1) is the axis of
the seah^ of the sketch, and be written upon it for refthe irallery of de))arlure, and A H that of the return.
See <l<iHrn/.
erence ill coiidiicliiiL' the work.
The frames,
iind 'M, boumi the entrances or landWOODEN SHELLS. In iiyroleclmy. shells made
I'lign to the returns.
of light wood or paper, and lillcil with oriiaiiienlsot
In oblique returns, where the anirle between the different kinds.
Tliry are thrown nearly verlically
axes of the two galleries is 4:">" or nreati'r, tin' return from a morlar, and when at their highest point exis run directly from the main ;;allery. Tlie lirst frame
plode and throw out their ornaments, set on tire by

preferable, us

li^jlilest.

The

jmrts of

eiieli

frame

re-

ceive the dimcusious in the annexed table.
'

•'">

(

".

!

i

A

.

M

To make

the liursting charge.

the shell, turn in a

from well-seasoned ])oplar or pine, two hemispheres of the size and thickness required, leaving
a rabbet to unite the two. Cover the shell finis
formed with Icils-sliaped piecesof No. paper, pasted
on smoothly, two or three thicknesses; or form the
shell on a hall, the size of the cavity of the shell, liy
pasting on it strips of piqier of lens-shape niilil it is
('ut the shell into two equal parts,
.2 inch thick,
and fake out the core place the two halves togelher,
and continue to paste on piecesof paper, perinilling
them to ilry perfectly, until the shell is of the relathe,

'i

;

This mode requires much time,
as the sIh'IIs dry slowly, 'iiid each siicces>ive layer
must be thorougiily dry before other pieces are pasted
on.
Introduce the stars, serpents, etc., through the
fuse-hole, and then the biirsling-charge
cover the
fuse where it conies in contact with the shell with
glue, and drive if into place.
To insure flu; fuse
faking tire, tie around the shell two pieces of (|iiickmatcii, crossing over the fuse.
Cover the fuse with
several strips of paper, pasted to the shell at their
ends.
removed
before
the shell is tired.
These are
Stars for lliese shells are made as usual. Those made
of comiiosilion which burn with dillicully must have
a hole in their axes, like those used for Koman candles.
The dimensions and weights of paper or pojjlar
shells are given on page t>49.
See r'iriiri>rhn.
WOODS. Woods are of great importance in concealing the movement of troops from the enemy; but
in very dry weather the dust arising from i-olumns
on the march often enables the enemy to detect the
lire.sence of troops, and even sometimes assists him
to make a rough guess at tlieirslrengfh. As regards
the par' woods play in lightiug. it may be accepted
as a general rule that a large wood intersected with
numerous good roads is advantageous when situated
in rear of a position, but dangerous when close in
front of it, or on the Hanks.
In the first case, a retreat, if necessary, is favored by the woods, and the
retrealing troops on entering it are soon screened
from the tire ot their pursuers." Wellington formedipiired thickness.

:

of the return being an oblique one. having its slan<hionsand sills cut with a suitable obliquiiy. so that,
when the frame isi)laccd alongside of llie main gallery, the outside ol its stanchions will lie parallel to
axis of the rclurn.
the angle between the axes is less than i^*",
it would give too wide a landing in the gallery of departure to run the return directly fronrit.
short
rectangular return must lirst be made to serve as a
landing to the obliipie return. To determine the positi(m of the rectangular return, so that il shall be the
shortest pracli("ible. set olf llic linesof the gallery of
departure and of the obli(|ue return in the usual manner, draw a line U S parallel to the a.xis
D, and at
the thickness of the gallery frame of the rectangular
return from theexterior line of the sheeting: the point
O, where this line cuts the exterior line of the sheeting of the oblique return, will be the position of the
llie

When

A

A

WOODS.
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WOODS.

WOODo.
tlip

froat

:

somi- treps

niil tin-

and should be and from the supports (o the main body. A simple
slioiild not he blow made on the tree with an axe will do this, ami
or three iiii-ii, mid take a few men shoiil<l be leli to pass orders back anil II

tlefenso

(Ji'inTiilly, larsiu itcv<

left sliindiii;:.

tilTiird cdvcr for t>v(i
lime and cxiHTiciucd wniHlnicn to cut. It is far hctter to hegin opcralinns upim all the salients at once,
and make them thorousrhly strouir, than to sittempt

cut, they

:

is desirable that
the skirmishers should know llial
the supports are close behind Iheni, for, of course, i'l
a wooil they cannot be seen.
In many woods then'
is a spot where all the roads converge; at such points
there is often a farm, a house, a small village, such a
position should be ])iil in a slate of <lefense, and a
strong reserve put there, which should embrace a few
cavalry.
Scunelimes in a wood, when the edge has been lost,
a skillful use of a reserve will lurn the attackers onl.
When troops have found their way in, lliere will always be some eager spirits who will push cm, and
others who won't like to hold back; the main body
may be disconnected, the sc-cond line not yet up,
and consec|uently. thc> hold on the wooclsa weak niw.
The front on which the attackers have enlercd will
in all iiroliability be a narrow one. and a ra])id alliance, especially on their Hanks, will often reslore
the tight.
True, evervwhere. in a wood especially,
reserves properly held in hiind and brought upsleailily, will usually turn the day.
And tliis does not
refer alone to either an army corps reserve or a divisional reserve, but to brigade, battalion, and even
company reserves. In a wood the supports may be
weaker than in \\\v case of an atl.iikim.' force; l)ecause the skirniishinu: or firing line- will siilTer less,
and the true function of the support being to fill up
the gaps in the skirmishers' line, il will not be- so
nuich needed hence, the skirmishing line may be
longer or occupy more ground, and as there is less
likelihood of the skirmi-hirs being taken in Hank,
than there is if Ihe irrouiid be open, the >upporls may
be dislribuliMl in smaller bodies .-ilong the rear, w hilc
at ihe sauH- lime Ihey may be brought much nearer
!o Ihe front
this is all theinorc> requisite, as, to support cfTeilually, the oHicer conunanding Ihe supports
must be in front lo watch the elTect of Ihe Hre, and
on a long line in a wood he camiol see what is going
on, consi'quently Ihe supports must be sutficiently

^urrounilini; the whole wood wilji a belt of ahatis.
Altliouirli trees afford jiood shelter from the front, it
is (h'sirahle not to necrlect makin;: shallow rille-|nts.
which will proli'ct the men on the Hanks, while the
trees alTord cover in front.
All cuver slinwld, as far
as ]((issil)le, he removed friun tlu' frcmt of the ])osi.
lion occupieil for six to seven hundred yard.-;.
This
is a very dillicidl operation, and one, althonsli most
tlesirahle, that can rarely be performed.
When a

wood

I

e<l:re. with brushwood, under
and louirues of trees running into the open
it beenmes a very dilHrull (pu'sliou to decide
how nuich shall l)e defendeil. Imw niuih ;riven up l<i
the enemy. From one hundred to two hundred yards
of abatis will iisually be ani|ile in each placi-. and the
space between, which may be four himdred to five
hundred yards, will alTord openini^s through which
an offensive attack may be made.

has an undetined

I

srrowth,
•{round,

j

1

In all ca.ses every nerv<' should be strained to prevent the enemy siellin;.: into the wood, as he will see
the abatis in front of the salients, andassuch salients
are usually on spurs, it is likely thai he may seek to
turn them and penetrate by the thinks; to check this,
each Hank of the abatis shoultl have a return behind
it, prolonffed into the wool, and should not termi.
nate abruptly if the enemy then penetrates he will
be taken in think as he tries loadvanci-. and the Hank
of the defenders of the salients will be c<ivere(l.
Great care should be taken in usim: artillery in a
wood, if the wood is in front of a line of battle, and
ran be Hanked from the main line, few ^uns sliould
be put into il if it form a portion of the main line,
and s;uns must be placed in the wood, they should
m-ver be placed on the roads leading out of the wood,
whi-re they olTer marks to an enemy, but at sliiiht
distances to the rifflit or left of the roa<ls in places
specially j>repared they should be placed at <(insiderable distances apart, as the splinters from trees
do much dama5::e: and, if possible, each gun should
liave Iwi) or more places from which i' can rtre, previously prepared for, suHiciently near to allow it bein>; moved by hand from place to place. Troops are
really safer in a wood than in a vilhure or in houses,
the masonry knoekecl about by artillery tire is more
danirerous than the .splinters from Iri'es. which often
slop ..plinlers of shells; and above all, the retreat is
far more secure.
Hoads should never be blocked in the wood or at
its entrance; imless for special reasons, it is betterto
break them up at a farm-yard, a villas;e. or some
place seven hundred or eisrht hundred yards to the
front, and form a small post there tocover thebarricade.
It is always desirable to pre]iare for disaster,
although never desirable to parade that iireparation.
Conseipiently. allliough the edge of the wood is the
p'aee where the jrreat struggle should take place, a
second line siioujd be proviiied somewhere within the
wood; this m.iy be at a clearing or barren spot,
which often exists in a wood, or behind a watercourse
or river; in every case it is d<-sirable to make some
line of abatis piirnilil to the line of retreat
such an
abatis held firmly, acts as a Hank attack on the en-

i

{

:

;

;

;

:

!

i

!

'

may

prevent him from extending, when
once he has penetrated the wood.
Woods in civilized countries are usually cut up by
roads, sometimes these are main roads, sometimes
mere tracks used to haul limber out: in a word it is
very easy for troops to lose themselves, and it is very
advisable that marks should be made on the trees to
denote the direction in which ilifTerenl places ari' to
be found. The principal roads may be marked by a
StalT-officer with an axe and a naint-pot
but it is
requisite that each Battalion Commander shoidd also
mark the way from the skirmishers to the supports,
an<l

near ;il hand for their ollicers to ac-t on their own responsibilily. All the (onnn.andiTof tlii' supports can
do is to try and find the most dangerous place, that
where Ihe enemy seems most disposed to direct the
The CommandcT of
attack, and post himself there.
the main body cannot watch the- tiirht from llie rear,
but must do so from Ihe front, and he has therefore
lo remain in front iind send back orders lo the main
body, whiili consequently must not be toi) far ofT.
be- posted on the Hanks and in rear
an opportunity offers, and they can
circle out suddenly, they nniy produce a great efTec;t.
If a small body of cavalry can be concealed in the
wood itself and pushed rapidly out. from the fact of
cavalry not being ex|>c'Clc'd, it may alTect much,
but this nuist be deternuned by Ihe nature of the
wood. If the wood be in front of a |iosilion. arrangennnts should be made lo bring a heavy lire to l)ear
on il. and a line' of retreat for Ihe defenders should
be pointed onl to the commanding officer, so that fire
may be opened Ihe moment the- wood is abandoned,
without interfering with the retiring troops. Whenever troops who have once attacked gel into cover
after heavy loss, there is some ditficuify in inducing
them to come out again, more especially if inc-l by
heavy fire on the oilier side when Ihey try it.
The attack of a wood is one- of the most dittieiilt
and dangerous operations in war. One of Ihe great

Cavalry should
of Ihe

;

emy,
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wood,

if

know how the wood is held, where
the guns and infantry are. and which are the weak
The rec.ninaisanee of wood prior to its atpoints.
tack should embrace not only the ground in front
and on the flanks, but information as to inside the
wood should be sought from country people and from
maps. The position of the defenders can be best
found out by some false attacks, which may induce
the enemy to show his position. Il is betterto make
two or tliree distinct though simultaneous attacks on
difficulties is to

;

j

|

:

WOOD TANGENT-SCALE.

wood tlian to trust to one : the reason of tliis is,
that the ilefenders. from the difficulty of intfroomniiiiiic'iliou offered Ijy llic trcfs. have their supports
and ri'scrves less vuider coutrnl than would be ;he
case in open i;niund. a fact which llie solilicr very
soon realizes anil the demand for supports sent back
from the front, if not promptly n'spoiideil to. lends
to demoralize men who cannot be pro]>erly supervised by their officers.
The attackers in the opi'n
have the benefit not only of intercommunication, but
of being completely under the supervision of their
officers. Consequently several attacks, if made at the
a

will ]irriduce emulation among the
the same time it will have the effect
of disconcerting the defenders.
It is desirable to bear in mind that the attack of
troops armed with a breech-loader, and holding an
open position, is a dangerous and difficult operation,
but wlieu troops armetrwith a breech-loader arecover.'d by trees, shelter-trenches, walls, etc.. the attack
becomes far more dangerous. l)ecause of the effective tire of the troops acting on the offensive is seriously interfered with, the defenders' tire becomes
at the same time all the more accurate and deadly
because they suffer but little from the attackers' bullets; conse(|uently the attack on troops occupying a
wood or village, or an intreuchment, reijuires a longer preparation and a greater quantity of artillery
fire than if the defenders had no cover. But although
it
is better to make .several attacks, these attacks
should not be separate and dis<'onuectcd. but should
work together, one or more being directed on the
flanks, while one or more assail the front.
The exact nature of the attack can only be determined by
the nature of the ground and the amount of cover in
front of the wood.
In the attack on a wood, as in all other attacks, as
many guns as possible should be got into position,
and should be divided into as many divisions as
there are attacks; it possible, these guns should be
so placed as to fire on all the points selected for forling an entrance. It is not likely that there will be
iHiiny guns in the wood, and hence the artillery may
|iush up to some one thousand four liundreil or one
thousand five hundred yards; :i very rapid fire should
be lieuun on tlie wood, those guns th;a ciin support
all the :i1tacks firing for a short time in s\ippiirt of
<-iich in succession, tlie actual attack being made by
the infantry.
Under fire of the artillery an attempt
should be made to penetrate into the wood, through
the breach effected by the fire; once the edge of the
wood is g;iined no great advance should be made >nilil ;( sufficiently strong body of men is in h;ind, iind
then a cMreful steady advance sliould be m;ide with
the Ihodis well su|,ipnrled, as, if the en<-iny have not
been demoralized by the artillery, they will seek to
alliU'k :ind drive out the intruders liy operating on

1

<

same inoment,

There

is one special danger in all wooil-figbting,
the risk of the general Tme of attack or defense
getting dislocated, ('onstant attention must be iriven
by nlficers to this point, and the men shoulil be urged
to keep a connection with those on their right and
left; should the line get dislocated. the enemy, finding
no fire ccnning from one place, will push in. ;uid by
thus dividing it and acting on the fiank. compel the
retreat, perhaps tlie fiight. of the whole line.
The most remarkable instance of wood fighting
that has occurred of recent years was imdoubtedly
that Mt the wood of >Iasl(]Wed at Kilniggratz.
The
A\istrians made little or no etTort tn Imld the edge of
tli<' wood, but fell back and ;illowi-d the Prussians to
get into the interior and take possession of a great
part of the outskirts on their (the Austrian) side, but
not of the whole, because of the great extent of
w<iod, and the fierce struggle raging in parts of the
interior.
The Prussi;ins got the whole of a division
into the woods, and altluuigli they were repe;itedly
ilriven back, their line divided and cut in two by
large Austrian forces, yet they never could be driven

viz.,

See

Striil((iy.

WOOD TANGENT-SCALE.— This

at

Iheir rtanks.

This was due to the very skillful way in which
the Prussian officers make liank atta(;ks on the Austrians with small bodies of men. The comi)anieshad
all become
mingled together as the fight swayed
backwards andforwards in tlie dcn.se wood. Xo unity
of guiflaiice was possible on grouml where hills and
woods shut out all view of the surroundinL' oimtry. and all that the Commanders of the different detachments could do was to lead their men by their
own person;d example. In all parts the officers rallied round them whatever men were in their neighborhood, no matter to what regiment they belonged.
out.

[
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men. while
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up

to 8^ for all natures.

A

scale

is

graduated

brass staple is fixed on
behind the scale, into which the head of the brass
tangent-scale, when elevated, fits.
It is graduated
in yards as well as degrees, and is marked for the
nature of the gun for which inti'nded. See Taiigtntnralf.

i

WOOLDISG.— A knot for tightening a rope. It is
used to secure a load on a carriage, .so firmly that it
may travel without loosening. A sli<k. called the
wuiiWiT, is used in the operation of tiglileuiug the
knot.

WOOLWICH GUN.— This

comprehensive term is
the guns manufactured in England
might be expanded into wrousrhf iron
muzzle-loading guns, built on Sir William Armstrong's principle, modified by Mr. Fraser. improved
by Jlr. Anderson's method ofhooking the coils, with
solid-ended steel tubes toughened in oil. rified on
the French system, modified as recommended by the
Ordnance Select Committee, for [jrojectiles studded
according to Major Palliser's plan. The gun consists of an A tube, a B tube, a breech-coil, and a casapplied to

all

since 1860.

It

cabel

A

tube, or inner barrel, is made from a
(1.) The
solid forged c_vlinder of cast-steel, -which is supplied
to the Royal Gun Factory by Messrs. Firth, of Sheffielil.
Casting is necessary, not only for the purpose
of obtaining a sufficiently large block of steel, but
also of making the block liomogenecnis and uniform
in density.
Forging imparts to it th<' properties of
great solidity and density. A. piece is cut from the
block at the breech-end. ;ind divided into small
pieces, which are tested for tensile strength and elasticity in the natural state, and also to ascertain at

what temperature the block can be innnersed in oil
A steel block, which stands
all the tests, is rough-turned, in which operation a
lip is formed on the muzzle to f;ieilitate lifting the
to the best adv.iutage.

tube into or out of the furnace or oil-b;ith. It is then
bored roughly from the solid. The tube thus formed
is heated from four to six hours to the approved temperature in a vertical furnace, and then plunged into
an adjacent bath of oil, in which it is ;dlowed to cool
and soak, generally twelve hours. It must then be
turned and bored to make it straight inside and outside, and to remove any Haws.
It is then subjected
to the wateriest of 8,(100 pounds per sipiare inch,
and. if no Haw is detected, the barrel is considereil
safe, and remains in this comlition until the B tube is
ready to be shrunk over it.
(i.) The
tube is composed of two single and

B

slightly taper coils united together.
The tw-i) coils,
being made and welded in the usual mai.ner. are
face<i and reciprocally recessed to the depth of about
one inch, and then united together endways by expanding the recess of a coil by heat, ami allowing it
to shrink around the shoulder of the other.
This
holds the two c,»iis together enough to allow the tube
thus formed to be placed upright in a furnace when
it arrives at welding-heat, it
is removed to a steam;

hammer, and receives on its end six or seven blows,
which iveld the joint completely. The lube is next
rough-turned, in which process a rim is left near the
muzzle for convenience in lifting, and then rough
and fine bored. The interior of the B tube having
been brought to the required smoothness for contact

WOOLWICH INFANT.

Willi tlii'sti'i'l bnrrol. it is gaujifdcvery twelve inches
ilowii the bore, mid :U the shdulder.
To the ineasiireiiieiil the caliiihitcd anioiiiil of
.sliriukiisre is iidded. and the e.Merior "f the
tube is
turned so that it sliall be e.xaelly larijer than the interior of the IJ tube by the full reiiuired amount of

A

shrinkaue.

The

WOOLWICH INFANT.

<;:)2

composed

of

A

i

paiidcd to drop easily over the muzzle-end of the A
tube, which is placed upright in a pit ready to re.
ceivc it. The IS lube is tljeii raised, the ashes brush,

ed from

interior, anil it is dropped over the steel
During the process of shrinking, a stream
of cold water is poured into the steel barrel by means
of a i)ipe and syphon, to keep it as cool as imssible.
its

barrel.

A

ring of gas is placed at the inu/./.le-end of the B
tube to prevent its cooling jjremalurely, and jets of
made of three bars, all of the sanu' section, bul,dif- cold water play on th<' other end, and are irraduaily
lerins;, of course, in length; the iniilille one is coiled rai.sed to the muzzle for the pur|)ose of coolini: the
in a reverse direction so as to break joints. To weld whole tube conseeutivily from the breech-end, which
the folds, it is raised to \veldin;:-h<at in a furnace, it is desirable should grip lirsl. The melliod of cooland hammered on end: then a mandrel is forced down ing the lube prevents it from being drawn out into a
inside from either end, and it is hanunered on the state of longitudinal tension.
Tiic A and J{ lubes,
outside, being heated before each operation.
When shrunk up, are placed iu a lathe, and while one cutcold, the ends are faced, and the outer coil is turned ler tine-turns the B tube to its proper shape, another
down at the mu/.zle-end to form a shoulder for the cutler fine-turns the breech-endof the A lube acc'ordreception of the trunnion-rim:. The double coil is ing to the plan of the. hreecli-coil. Tlie half-formed
made of 'wo bars of the same section as thixe of the gun. composed of the A and 15 tubes, is placed on it.s
triple coil, but of different lengths. It is made in the muzzle ill the shrinking-pil
and the breech-coil is
same manner as the triple coil, audit has a shoulder heated and shrunk on in the same manner as the 1$
formed at its lower end, so that it may ovirlap the lube: il is, however, being ncarlv of the same lliiektrunniou-riDg. The tniuuiou-ring represented iu the ness throughout, allowed to cool uaturally, and cold
(3.)

d'lu/ile

C'lil.

breecli-eoil

and a

is

triiniti'in-rin;/.

The

a.

triple atil.
triple roil

is

;

drawing, like all wrouglit-iron trunnion-rings, is built waler is forced up into the bore of the gun by a jet
up on tlie end of ji porler-b:ir. .\ll these parts, triple round whicli tin- muzzle rests. The cascabel is next
coil, double coil, and trunnion-ring, being Ihuspre- .screwed in. which operation reipiires great care, as
])ared, the Iruuniou-ring is healed to redness and iIk' front of it must bear evenly against the steel bardropped on the ^llolllller of the lri))le coil, which is rel. After it is screwed in, il is splined to prevent it
placed upright on its breech- from turning.
end fortius purpose; while the
The above method of construction is now applied
truiiiiion-riug is still hot, the to the 7-incli and 8-incli guns, as shown in the drawdouble coil is dropped down ing. It has been modilied for the !t-incli guns and
on the front of the triple coil upwiirds, l>y using a slightly thinner steel tube and
throUL'h the upper portion of two ilouble coils on the breech instead of one triple
the truunion-riug, which thus coil. Tlie higheruatures have an iutermediate 15 coil
forms a band over the joint, in addition, and the 12-inch 35-ton gun has a button

and while cooling grips the instead of a cascabel

two

coils suliiciently to admit of the whole mass bejilaeed bodily in the furnace, where it is raised

ing
to welding-heal.
It is tlien placed on its breech-end
under a heavy hammer: si.\ or seven blows suffice to
amalgamate all the jiarts: but to niuke the weld more
perfect iu the interior. ;i cast-iron mandrel is forced
the bore lowilhiniO inches of the breech. The
mass is then reversed, and the mandrel driven out
The front of
again.
It is tlien turned and bored.
the doulilecoil isrecesse<l to a distance of nine inches,
and deep enough to overla]> the 15 tube. Fin;illy the
threail is cut for the cascabel.
The i-ii.triihil is made of the best scrap-iron. Il
(4. )
is lirst forged iiilo a single cylinder, then turned.and
a bevel thread cut on il.
A liole wiiicli is afterward,
enlarged to a loop is drilled through the end. One
round of the thread is turned off at the end of the
cascabel, so that there uiiiy be an annular space there
which in comxclion with the channel now cut along
the c;isc;d)el and across the threads
inch in depth,
forms the gas-escape which comes out at the right
side of the loop. This will give notice, in case the

down

,',.

steel tulie

should

The A tube and

split.

the 15 tube, being prepared as described, arc shrunk together in the following manner: the 15 tube is placed over a grating, and healed
for about two hours by a wood-tire, for which the
tube itself forms the Hue. until il is sutticienllv ex-

hole.
of building up llic W)-ton gun is simihir in most respects, e.vcept that it lias a 2 15 coil lie.
tween the 1 15 coil and the 15 lube. Over llii' r< arend
tube is shrunk a powerful <<iil call-d the
of llie
brcech-iiiece. which is made of a single b:ir Vi inches
The (' coil is a double coil, and carries the
thick.
trunnions.
Iu shrinking on the coils, the compression of the (' coil is so great as to cause a contraction of .033 inches in the bore.
The vent enters at a point two-lifths the length of
the service-cartridge from the einl. The vents are
lined with copper, specially harili'ncd and bored
verlically in Ihc T-inch, 8-inch, and 0-inch guns: but
in the l()-ineli and I'2-inch guns they are bored at an
angle of 4.")" with the vertical, and on the right side
of a broadside gun, but on the most convenient side
In the 80-ton gun, the vent is a.xial.
in a turret-gun.
See Ai-iimtrnng d't/ns, FriiMr Gun, and Orduanee.
WOOLWICH INFANT.— Tiie name given to the .M.
L. K. ;'"> Ion and lis-ion guns, which form a jKirt of
the armament of the Knglish Service, more especialE.xperiments with the y.'j-ton gun,
ly for the Navy.
of 12 inch caiibcr, as tabulated by Captain Xoble,
H.A., and showing the capabilities of this gun with
the service charge of powder HUO pounds of pebble
powder), and a TOO.pound shot are herewith given.
Willi the ordinary backing of hardwood: added to
the thickness of the iron target, at 200 yards range,

The process

A

,
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WORD.

the projoolilt c-aii lie soul llirousli 15 iiichf? of iron;
noo vanls. tliroiiijli 14 inches (tlic tliickncss of
l\w I>trinit'itii>ii''< turret
at l.TOil vanl-., tlirotiifli 12
inclios: at 2.li0(i vanls. tlirouijli 11 inclii'S
at 4.(KMI
.yards, tliroiisrh
iiiclies: ami at 4.500 yards, through
8 inchrs. Thus, at a raiiirc of over 'A miles, a shell
J ton in weisrht can he made to pierce the sides of
wiine of the lieaviest ironclads in tin- Navy. Tlie dimensions of the -run are as follows:

1

111

15 feet

II','

Average weight of gun

34

I'reponderance

Lcnirth of rilling
;
Caliher
(

1

9
turn in 30 cali-

muzzle.

The guns of this caliher hitluTto made are specially for sea service, and are intended for turrets. The
vent enters the bore at 13 inches from the liollomof
the chamber, forming an angle of 45" with the vertical plane i)assiiig thmugli the axis of the piece.
The ;is.t(in gun is built on the same prini-ipic as the
one just described; its Ciilibcr is 121 inches: charge
about 130 lbs. of either pebble powder or a i)owder
made specially fora gun of this size; weight of shot,
HOO lbs.: initial velocity, about 1.400 feet per second.
\n Sl-ton gim has lately been m!inufactured and
subjected to proof; its dimensions are as follows;—
Length
Length of bore

37
24

Caliber

feel.

'

15 inches.
"
V<
with cliarges in-

Piameter of chamber
earlv tests with this gun were
creasing from 170 lbs. to over 300 lbs. The weight
of the shot used durin;; these trials varied from 1 ,254
lbs. to ].4l)G lbs.
The gun is now being bored
throughout to 1(1 inches. The energy of the gun was
ascertained to l)e fully 24.000 fool-tons, aiKlthe velocitv of the shot was over 1..500 feet per seconil.
It

The

done by or against

tlie

force.

in projecting a

curling stone,
lurniiig a large tlv-

If the direction of the force be obliipie to tlic
direclion in which the point of application moves,
we must resolve the force, by the law of the i>arallelogram of forces, into two componeiiLs, one /;/ the direction of motion, the other perpendicular toil. Tlu'
former is the working coiii|)onent the latter, as we
have just seen, does no work.
A good illuslralion
of this is found in the case of raising stones from a
quarry by carting them up ascries of inclined planes,
as <'ontrasted with hauling them up vertically.
The
work done in either case is measured by thi' |irodiict
the
of
weight of the stones, and the height through
which they have been raised: and thus, for the same
load of stones, it will be the same whichever process
is adopted.
This is evident from the property of the
inclined plane
viz., that the force required to support a body resting on the plane (which is the force
that has to be overcome when we haul it up the
plane, istothc weight of the body as the A/Zy/'^ of the
plme), to iln length. Hence, this force, multiplied into
the length of the plane, gives the same product as
the whole weight into the height of the i)lane
and
these are the two quantities of work we iire com])ar-

face.

I

i

;

12

Woolwich) No. of grooves
Twisi increasing from al breech to
al

1

1

Inches.
102.5
135

Length of bore

bers

(|r.

15

is

work spent

—

inches.

Tons. cwt.

no work

opening a massive gale, or in
wheel or grindstone, has nothing whatever to do
with the force of gravity the body moved, in all
these cases, is. as a whole, neither raised nor lowered as ri-gards its distance above the earth's .sur-

:

Length

the force,
Tlius, the
in

:

iiirtiiig

WOEK.
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When work is done upon a body, there is ;dw!iys
an increase of velocity unless other forces act on the
body, so tli.it it does an equal amo'.mt of work against
them. Thus, if we push a movable body, sucli as a
cart, along a road, tlu- velocity gradually increases,
and wotdd increase indertnitely were there no fri<tion
and no resistance of the air (forces against which
all work has to be done), and coidd we move fa.st
enough to remain conliniudly pushing it. however
great its velocity m;iy become. If. on the other hand,
by me:ins of ;i ro]ie ;uid pulley, we raise a stone, if
once started, it will ascend uniformly, .so long as we

pull with a force just e<iual to its weight, because,
then, as much work is (lone <m the stone by the hand
as it does against gravity.
If we pull with a force
greater than its weight, we do more work on the
stone than it does against gravity, and the upward
velocity increases; if wit ha forceless than the weight,
the stone has to do more work against gravity than
is done on it by the rope, and its velocity upward
becomes less. 'I he measure of the excess of work
d<me on a body over that which it does against resistance is the increii-ne of tlie prodnet of hnlf the wiikh
into the nt/utire of the velurity i.e.. of what was formerly called the rix ricn of the body, what is now
called its nrtuiil, or preferably. \\^kinetie energy. See
Forrr.
Hence, as it is evident that if a body, or
adoplcil.
system, be acted on by a set of forces which are in
WOORDIE MAJOR. .\ native Adjutant of an In- equilibriinn. it will have no tendency to lose or to
dian irriguhir ;iv;ilry regiment.
acquire velocity, its kinetic energy will remain unWORK. To ilf) work is to overcome resistance. If changed, and therefore fw mtieh irork MHnt he done
we trv to lift a ton-weight, however we may fatigue upon it by some of tlw applied forrex, ax it tlorx agaimit
ourselves, we cannot move it. and therefore
the rest, in any diiipUieen,ent so slight ti* not ^' change
no work.
l?ut we can lift with ease a hundred- the circtimtttctncex of the ptrticid^ir arrongentt nt. That
weight, and then we do more work in proportion as is. when forces are in equilibrium on a body, if the
we raise it higher. In lifting coals from a pit. the body be slightly displaced, the sum of the products
work done is evidently in i)roportion to the (iepth of of each force by the effective component of the disthe pit. and to the weight of the coals raised.
This placement of the point of application is zero-the ])roand numberless other instaiucs are too well known to duct being positive when the force does work, neganeed further description.
may therefore al once tive when work is done against it. This is the <cledeline the irurk t/oiie by a fmrf n.i the product uf the brated principle of Tirttinl velocities, the term virtual
J'orrf into the sjyiee thrvugh whieh it viores its paints of velocity having been, very inconveniently, applied to
ap/dinition in itx oirn direction, and it is usually mea- what we have called abcjvetheelTectivecompnnent of
sured by engineers and others who do nfit require the displacement of its point of application of a force.
absolute accuracy, in f'xjt-poundn. the work recpiired It was often emplove(l as the basis of the whole of
to raise a pound one foot high. If the motion of the statics, and very curious attempts have been made to
point of application be in the •/ppogite direction to give proofs of it (independent f)f the laws of rompothat of the force, the work is done against the force. sition of forces), especially by Lagrange.
But the
If the motion be perpendicular to the direction of principle of work, or energy, of which that of virtual

capable of penetrating a 24-iueli iron plate.
time of peace, a signal notitied in the
orders of the day. in virtue of a knowledge of which
a sentry will allow the uttcrer to piiss. Inthelield
the Ollicer C'omnuinding tixcs daily ujion a "'Wand
C'juiitertiigii (for which any arbitrary terms ar<' taken
and comnumicides them to the sentries on guard,
and to such other ])ersons only iis he may choose to
permit to pass through tlie lines. Any person then
approaching a sentry without knowing the card has
a fairchancc of being shot; if he knows not the couiitt rxiffii Ahv sentry will tiike him inio custody. and deliver him to the Olticerof the (iuiird.
Care has to be
taken that the wi>rd should not suggest the counterNi;:n. .\ny arbitrary cond)ination is therefore usually
is
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velocities is a mere particular ease, ami wliicli is at
on.-e appli'^able to tlie whole ranire of dynamical
scieuee. is distinctly enuuciated by Newton in a

one remark, however, which it is important to
In compressing a gas, in the receiver of an
air-gun. for instance, we can never recover as u.seful
effect all the work expended.
The reason is that a
gas is heated by compression, so that part of the work
spent is converted into this heat, conducted through
the metal, and by the principle of dissipation of energy lost, at least in part, to man. Had weagas which
could cot be heated by compression (take tlie imperfect analogy of a space filled with fine spiral sprinirs),
we should recover, by allowing it to expand, all'the
work expended in the compression.
The table below, due to Poncelet, gives at least
approximate notions of the horse-power employed,
and the whole work done, in a working day, by men
and animals variously applying their exertions.
One other remark remains to be made. It will be
noticed that >*ewton speaks of the action of an agent
as the product of the agent and the component telocity of its point of application. This is what we now
call rate of doing icork or horse-po^oer.
Watt estimated a horse-power at 33,000 foot-pounds per minute,
or .lijO foot-pounds per second. This is probabl}- too
is

make.

scholium to his third law of motion. His words are
memorable, and they should be universally known
S' leKtiinetnr ngentix

fjii» ri et velociUite
iirtin ex
similiter rexixtenti' renctio OMlimetur,
C'injunctim ex ejiix partium sinifut/irum DelocitatiInx et virihiiit reni'tendi ah eiirniii attritione, cohtexione, pondere, et wceleratinne uritnidix; erunt (ic-

oiijunrtiiii;

et

rfoi'tiii,

et

ti'i

ill

umiu

iiixtrninentofiim usii,

Xewton

ailii iri-

detined what he
means by the velocity of an agent viz., the comIjoneut of the velocity of its ^joint of application
which is in the direction of the ajrent. He has also
shown what is the measure of resistance arising from
acceleration, so that, merely using modern terms instead of those emplojed by Xewton, bt;t in nowise
altering tlie scope of the above remarkable passage,
we have the following version of it \V"rktlMte ttpou
rinreiii sfiiiper tygnalei.

lias

—

:

any

sffsteiii

uf bodies

(literally,

tlie

ptirti

"f any mn-

,

equivalent in irnrk dune ugainHfriftion.
moteculnr forces, or grnrity, if there be no acceleration:

chine) Jias

itx

but if there be acceleration, jmrt of the work

is

expended high: but

calculations.
curious quantity, sometimes employed as regards steam-engines, cspeciallj- tho.se employed for pumping mines, is the dnty. which is
measured by the number of foot-pounds of work
done by a himdred-weight of coals supplied to the
furnace,
similar mode of comparison is now applied to steam-engines for agricultural purposes, etc.
The quantity of work which can be got out of any
machine, human, animal, or other, depends in many
cases on the rate at which it is done, or the horse-

Wlien work is expended in overcoming the resistance to acceleration, i.e., the inertia of a body, we
have its equivalent in additional kinetic energy.
in raising a
stored up in
When it is ex-

pended

appears at

is

it

in

overcoming

friction, there

DeSCRIPTIOX of

A

man mounting an
without

A

expended against gravity, as

weight or bending a spring, we have
a dormant form as potential tnergy.

a load, his

it

first

\\'c)RK.

A

pace

A
A

.''.

horse harnessed to a carriage going at a trot
horse in a mill, at a walkinir jiace
a trot.....'.
a walking
" pace

at

\n ox

in a mill, at

.Mule

Donkey

Feet.

second.

Lbs.

•

••

"

"

0.5
>

X

ft.

)

71.5

0.66
say 0.67

44

0.56

143

0.13

I

,

0.065

132
•

.'i.!l4
1

132
26^

.say

0.G6
0.07
0.5

I

2.34

20.4
17.6
13.2

154
96.8
99.0
66.0

7.22
3
6.56

66

2
3

30.8

2.67

135:

Length of

Unit of

work per Working

)

raising weights b)' his hands
crrrying a weight on his back up an easy incline, and returning without a load
man raising materials by a wheel-barrow, on an
incline of 1 in 12. returning unloaded
man throwing earth by a spade a height of 5 ft.
4 in
T
man working a pin-wheol or a drum
1st, at the level of theaxle
2nd, at bottom of wheel
man walking and pushing, or drawing horizon-'
tally, in a continuous manner
workniau acting upon a winch
workman pushing and pulling alternately ina ver"
tical direction
horse harnessed to a carriage, going at a walking
!

A
A

Lbs.

39.6

!

A

Second,

148

'.

A

raised.

/

A man
A man

A

Velocity
per

easy staircase, or an inclinej
consisting simply in mov-

ing the weight of his own body
raising weights by m<-ans of a conl and piilley, which renders necessary the return of the cord
without a load

A

Weight

work

A man
•

constantly employed in engineering

is

it

A

in iftercoining the resintanre Ui acceleration, andtheadenergy dertloped is eqtiifalent to the

ditioiuil kinetic
irork so spent.

When

WORK.

f)55

'

1

Day.

'

Hours.

Total

work
in a

Lbs.

Dav.

x

ft.

WORK DONE BT CHARGE.
But to discuss them (iroperlv

ing.

nould

we eiiii iifTord.
WORK DONE BY CHARGE.— The amount

more spaee
lapable

rii|iiire

tluiii

<if bciiii;

(lone (in a projectile

of

by the

work

cliarije

of i)<)wder in a iiun, depends principally upon the
ratio of the cubic space occupied by tli<' eliarue to
This is
tlie cubic capa<ily of the bore of the i;un.
modilied in practice: (1. liy the nature of the powder; (3.) By the method of ij;nition. and the position
of the vent 1 (3.) My the amount of air-space allowed:
(4.) By the weiirhl' of the iirojectile. and the frictionalnnd other resistances to its motion; (5.) By
the quantity of heal absorbed by the irun. Such results as woiild be recpiired ordinarily in practice are
embraced in the following table
i

:

expan-

of
sion.

olumcs
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which " i-; the weiplit of iNc projeelilc and
velocity at any point of the Imre, we have.
in

(4-)'

r its

I3?g^li) StSSilSPSilll

livsifsnsi siiiai3i>aiai

1

WORM.
ami pays

WEIGHT HULTIBALL CABXRISGE.

657
in like

niamur:

uliicli

lUDncy.sD forfeited,

the Caplaiii or Senior Otlicer of tlie
tnxip or company to tlie use of the siek soldiers of
the conipaiiy ortrooi) to whieh IheotTender beloncjs.
WOEM. 1. An implement employed to take out
the fhari^e of a tire-arm.
i. .V sjiorl revolving; screw
the thread.s of which drive the ir:,ni-ir)itil. by glarini; into its teeth or eoi;s.
The worm and wormwiieel plan is generally employed with iruii-carriages,
as the violent blow. on tiriiiir.lend to break the teeth
of the elevating sear.
WOHM-WHEEL. A wheel, employed in elevating
Hears, havinu: teeth formed to tit into the spiftd spaces
of a screw called a ir^jriii. so that the wheel may be
turned by the screw. This has the advanlaire of not
requiring to be clamped, as the worm cannot lie moved
by the tendency of the gun to move the worm-wheel
(from reasons connected with the angle of friction of
This. however,
the snrfaccsof the teeth iu contact i.
leads to the disadvantage that something is likely to
break when the lilow is considerable. The friction
cone remedies this defect by enabling the gun to
twist the cone around inside the irorrn-irlieel {vi\wn
it gives a severe blow (m tiring), as the two are only
caused to revolve together by friction. which is regulated by the nut.
This friction is, however, quite
sufficient to keep the breech of the gun from running
down iu laying. The giving way of the gear on tiring is not found ti> imjiair the accuracy.
is iipplii'il

l)y

—

niatory symptoms. Xo description of spirits should
be poured upon a bleeding wound, as it only serves
to irritate and influence it.
A wounded man is always thirsty give iiim cold water, but never spirits.
See Onn-fliDt W'lumU, and Stirgi-ri/.
WEEATH.— In Heraldry, a wreath is a twisted garland of silk of different colors, otherwise called a
force, on which it has, since the 14th century, been
usual to place the crest. The siile-view of a wreath
thus drawn exhibits six divisions, which are generally tinctured with the livery colors- that is. the
principal metal and color of the shield. Every crest
is now understood to be placed upon a wreath. except
when it is expressly stated to issue out of a chaijeau
or coronet. A wreath. when rei)resented alone. shows
its circular form.
floor's head is sometimes encircled with a heraldic wreath.
.V wreath is always
understood to be the twisted garland of silk above
explained. unless otherwise specified: but wreaths of
laurel, oak. ivy, etc., sometimes occur, and savages
used as supporters are often wreathed about the head
and middle with laurel. Ordinaries are occasionally
wreat/ied.oWierwhL- called t/TtilU-, in w hicli case they
are represented as if composed of two colors, twisted
as in t!ie heraldic wreath
as in the coat of Canni.
cbael, argent, a fess wreathed azure and gules.
WRENCH. An instrument used for screwing or unscrewing iron work. The ijeuirnl >ieri-k-e kw/rkiip
wrench consists of two claws and a b;ir. the upper
one formed in one piece with the bar and the lower
one sliding the latter is fixed at any required disdistance from the upper l)y means of a suitable iron
wedire.
>
WitlGHT FUSE.
modification of the Bornniun
fuse, which extends the time of burning to twelve
seconds, and gives excellent results.
See llonndnw
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WOKKELL EIFLE. A breech-loading small-arm
having a fixed chamber. It has a perforated block
revolving in a mortised fnime about an a.xis at right

:

angles to its leugth.
When closed the hole in the
block lies in the prolongation of the bore.
WOUNDED.— All the'individuals belonging to an
army who may have been maimed, or otherwise hurt
inaction, i^ec Ambulnjiri' and Ilonpitiil.
WOUNDS. Hesides the wounils caused by gun-

A

—

shots, a soldier in tlic field is liabli' to a great variety
of others, which might be classilied acconling to the
nature of the artic le or weapon with which they are
inflii'U'.J, as incised, punctured, lacerated and contused. Inrixed wounds, such as are maile l)y a sword
or knife, shoulil be carefully cleansed, all extraneous

WRIGHT MULTIBALL CARTRIDGE. — A
•

buckshot

cartridge proposed by K. >I. Wright. I'nifed States
Army, for the present service revolvers when alterThis cartridge, as shown in the drawing, has a
ed.
case similar to the service cartridge, excepting in its
length, being 1".G1, and in its being bottled forward
to pass the choke in the chamber.
The mean of the
charge of i)owder oljtained from the cartridges is 35

substances removed, the edges brought together, adand the nuiscles near by reI'uiiHnrnl woimds. such as are made by
laxed.
bayonets, pointed rocks, etc.. very often excite inflammation in their vicinity, cause formation of mat.
tir under the fascia nnd frequently result in hemorrhage. The woiuided part should be kept at rest,
all subcutaneous oozing of the blood ])revented, and
an e.xit made for the discharge. If suppuration sets
in. an incision should l)e made at once in order to
let out the pus.
Probing in search of exi raucous
[.nrerittetl wouv.ds. such as
matter is very hurtful.
are inflicted by blunt and obtuse bodies, are invariably attended witli severe pain, are slow in healing,
They shoidd be
and are very liable to gangrene.
thoroughly cleansed, all foreign bodies remove<l and
the llai)s of torn skin replaceil as far as possible.
A
good poultice and disinfectant should be applied to
There are three bullets, each weighing 1 10
('"iil'ixiil woiuids. su<'h as are produc- grairtSi
the wound,
ed by any blows without bri'aking the skin, shoidd gndns.and having a diameter of ".42H. The two exbe allended to without delay, the parts restored to the treme balls are segments of spheres, with one base,
normal state by a few days of rest, and some stiinu- the radius of which is one-eighth of an inch: the uiidlalingliiiiment applied. For a <()ntusion of lln' head dle ball is a segment of a sphere, the radii of whose
apply cold water, administiTcathartics, make thu diet bases are each one eighth of an inch. The powder
is closely compressed, so as to occujiy but ".42 of
light, take no stimulants, and remain quiet.

liestve piaster applied,

For scalp wounds, cleanse the exposed surfaces the case. The capabilities of this cartridge will be
and replace the torn scalp the parts will generally best understood by a reference to the comparalivt>tables, on pages 058 and W!).
heal
if abcesses form tUey should be cvacimted by
timely incisions.
The efticieucy of the cartridge turns upon two
In the treatment of wounds the diet should be care- consiihTafions: first, accuracy: second, effective enfully attended to.
In cases like a wounded lung it is ergy. In point of accuracy, when used either against
necessary to reduce the patient to nearly a state of a single file orafront or liody of men. under the usual
service conditions, viz.. without rest, and fired by
starvation.
The most excruciating pains from shots are read- pointing, not sighting, tlie mulliball cartridge is a
ily relieved by the hypodermic- injection of a solution little superior to the service up to lJ> yards: l)et\veen
of morphia.
Ice, if procurable, will subdue iuHai!'- that and 00 yards, nearly twice thatof the service
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WROnGHTIEON.

WROnGHT-IHON.

G5H
Velocitv.

Remaininc velodties.
Ilullcl.

of Weiglil

Wdi;lil
powilir.

MtTVlCC

liulUl-*.

Grains.
38

...

Multiball.

of luilial vetocitics.

Grains.
230

Feet.

33(1

(WO

2.">

50 yards.

""•yards.

Feet.
Gitr.

Feet.
681

.li»1..5

5.54

100 yards. 35 yards.

Feet.

007
517.5

Feet.

700
037

En£BOI£S.

Hullel.

Weight of Weight of
powder.
bullet

Grains.
Service....
Multiball.

28
35

35 yards.

50 yards.

Grains
230

Foot-pounds.

Foot-pounds.

110

iKt.l

356.8

340.7
85.5

Penetration (White-pine butts.;

yards

Foot-pounds.
330.9

100 yards

Foot-pounds.
327.3
04.5

WROUGHT

IKON.

WEOnGHT

(i.-)!)

Accuracy (Fired on horseback

at

a gallop.)

IRON.

WROUGHT

IRON.

without nny injury. and

lias

'.iiius

liriak willi a

siiiirlr

to no per cent, of iron.
At the last-iiam< d
furnaces, the charge, with the addition of from 8 to
pcrcinl. (if limestone, or blast-furnace slag, conl;uns at times as much as liui jur cent, of iron.
As
agi'Ueral rule: themore qmirlzose hematites and micaceous ores are mixed with lalcareous magnetites,
and fluxed with do'oinilic limestone, the average
percentage of the charges being from it."? to !'>2 per
cent.
The maximiim amount of tlux. 2.') per cent,
of limestone, is used in smelting llii- silicetuis heiimtite of Nor;i
ami :it Taiicrg. where the ore is a serpeiiline impngualed with magiiclite. and the charge
coulaiiis only 'JO per cent, of iron.
The temperaliire of the blast does nol exeeeil 21)0",
the pressure varying from 10 to 15 lines of merj-urj',
oral most •20, in tin- new furnai-es. 'J he gases for
heating Ihe blast are dniv n through an opening In
the side of the furiiiuc-, :it)oul 12 or 14 feil below the
throat
the stoves arc of the horizonhil. serpentine,
or \Vasseraltingcn piillirii. w itii pipi-s of <ircular section
the coil rarely containing more than three or
four turns. Cold blast is only used at Kiiispong, in
the manufactory of gun-foundry iron even the Oannemora furnaces are now worked with blast lieated
to SO'' or lOO"The average weekly production of
the Swedish fiiniiices ranges from TOO to 1.400 centners (24 centners
Itoiii.
In I'xcess of thcseviehlH
;ire of those of ^allg^hylla, !,.S00 cir.
At Tiiherg,
on the other haiul. tlieamouiit is as slow as <!00 clr.
The furnaees are. as a rule, only kept in blast during
the w intermonths, in 18G4 the average was l.TO days,
w hen the ores and fuel can be easily brought to the
works by means of sledgi'S.
the iiKuith of tlie
Lapland rivers, some of the furnaces arc in connection w ilh siiw-miUs. the blast-engine boilers being fed
w ilh the »;isle slabs and sawdust
the ores and

good woldin-rproiuTlics. about 50

Thiiul. Aiiollur kiiul of irmi is loiiirh wluii licalt'd.
1ml liriltlr wlicu il i> tdld. sn hrilllc iMal il will siiiiif-

a

WROUGHT-IRON.

GOO

or hy

lilow of the liaiiiiiMr.
il uiilil for several kinds

siiddi'ii jcrlv. wliicli iiiaUis

of work where life and i)roperiy an- dependent npon
It: but for some kinds of work lliat are to lieexposi'd
to the weather it is very useful, as il will resist the
action of the atmosphere t)etter than the other kinds.
It may jienerally he distiULTuislied by a leMiire eoiisisiing of larjre shiiiiiii; plates, witlioul any fibers,
and is called r^ilil-s/mi-t irvn.
Fmirtli.
Iliit-xlmrt. or rnUtlmrt. imn.
This is extremely brittle when hot, and malleable when cold.
It will not bear betidinsr without bri-akin^r. or jjiercilur without splillinir, and il is never useil for superior kimls of work.
Hut owins; to its bein-: much
cheaper than the superior kinds, and beinir very
tou<;li and duitile in its cold siale. for many purposes it is a very useful iron.
On the surface and
edjres of the bars of this kind of iron, cracks or lissures luay be seen, and its internal appearance is
earthy, dull and dark.
The followim; observalious oil ores and furnaces
will be instructive and inlerestinir in thisiomicction:
The production of spic^eleiseu a variety of while

—

iron very hisrhly prizeil for making sicil. is facilitated t)V the prevalen<'e of a lii'.ili lemperalurc in the region of the hearth, the use of hotter blast bcinir found
To increase the ipiautity of mansrauese reduced.
The
metal produced under favorable conditions contain
8 l>er cent, of maniranese, which is reduced to l per
cent, when the temperature of the bljisl is allowed
to fall to 11)1)'^.
The slai: mtist be as nearly as ])ossible neutral, /.».. havini; the oxysien of Ihebascs eipial
hulas silicates of
in anu)unt to lliat of the silica
lime and alumina of this form are extremely ri'fraclory. the requisite fusibility is attained by the partial
substitution of other bases, sucii as mairnesia, but
more particularly protoxide of mansranesi'. Silicate
of protoxide of inanirancse. reiiuiriiiir a" very hisrii
temperalure for its reduction by carbon, does not excrcise .i decarburisinij; inlluen<c on molun cast iron
;

,'i

;

:

:

:

.

—

M

:

such c:ises, being brought from tin south in
the summer time by sailing vessels.
The consumptiou of charcoal varies with the miturc of the ore,
the average for the whole country from Kito ITcwl.
per ton of w hile or mottled forgeil jiig, and about
one-third more, or from 21 to 22 cwt. per ton, of
the grey metal. siiiciblc forfoundry or liessenier steel
to tiie same extent as the corrcsponilini;- silicate of purposes.
At l,:iiigsliylla. the consumption is as
protoxide of iron. Owin^ to their basic character, low as ISi to 14 cwt., niiikinii :i white and mottled
the slags have a teiiilency to corrode the sanilstone iron. The poor ores of Taberg require as much as
hearth of the furnace very rapidly. This is counter- .50 or CiO cwt., l>er ton.
acted to a certain extent, by the use of water-blocks
The charcoal furnjices of Lake Superior are n<isurrounding the exterior of the hearth at several dif- ticeablefor their large productions. At (ireenwood
ferent levels. The auuiunt of luansraiiese reduced also furnace, near M;ir(iuilte. two classes of iron ore are
depends upim the slate of oxidation in which il ex- smelted ii:imcly, brown heniiitite, containing an
ists in the ores. Immii'.' ;;rcalest when s])alhic ore is average 40 ])er cent., and slaty red hematite, or sjieciise<l. and least when supplieil in the form of mauular schist, with (!0 percent.: the formir, although
gaiu'siferous hematite.
Fornurly the spii'gcleiscn of jioorer, is preferred, as being more easily reducible
.Musen was produced by the treatemeut of theStald- than the harder slaty ore. The two qualities are
but since the intro- mixed to yield
per" cent, of pig iron.
The furberir spathic ore without flu.x
duction of limestone into tlie chariri-, the metal is nace is 40 feel high. 11 feet diameter at the boshes
much richer in manganese.
and 4 feet at the throat the cases are collected in a
The furnaci'S used in Sweden are in many respects narrow ring tlue. enclosed by an iron cylinder, resimilar to the Blauofen of Styria. the forclicarUi be- inaining open.
The bhisl. at a lempenilure of :i80"
Their dimensionsare usually and imssure of 1 to 2 llis. jxr s(piare iiicli. is introini; small and narrow.
small and narrow.
Their dimensions arc usually duced through the twyers of 3i inches in diameter
small, vary ini: from about (iOlt to •.J.:WOcnbio feet. The on o])posite sides of the bcarlh.
A variegated cryslargest at Sandviken. near (ietle. is .T2 feet Idgh, Oi taline limestone is used as tlux, to the amount of
The- fuel
feel wide at the boshes. an<l li feet at the throat, with about 10 per cent, of the weiglitof Ihe ore.
six twyers, four of which are used at one time: the is hard wood, princip;illy maple charcoal, the <'on12.")
\V;iles
Ihe
nilc
of
bushels,
weighing
other two are in the tymp. South
fashion. snmplion being ill
The slags and luetal an- drawn on opposite sides of from Hi to 20 llis. each, or about 2-") cwl. |)er Ion of
the hearth, an arrangement similar to thai of tliefur- |)ii iron.
The ores an- not roasted, but all the mana<e at Siifveniis. so that the iron may be run direct- terials are reduced to the size of ordinary road metal
ly into the Bessemer converters. The clay and quartz by a Hlakc's rock breaker previous to charging. The
lining of the hearth is from (J to H niches thick
it
daily produce in July, IHfi.';, before the furnace had
consists of from -i to fi parts of quartz, mixed with 1 arrived at its full make, was from Ifi to 18 tons,
mostly small-grained, dark grey pig iron, suited for
of fire-clay.
The Swedish ores vary considerably in character. Hessenier steel-making and foimilry work, especially
The best are those known as self Ibixiug. /. '., con- chill ciislings, such as r;iilw;iy wheels. At Wyantaiuing earthy materials in the proper proportions to dotte Iren Works, nejir Detroit, in a furnace of simform a fusible bisilicale slag without furlher adili- ilar dimensions, thcconsiimiilion of light.woo<l coals
tion.
The ores of Dannemora. Laiigbanshytta. and is 140 bushels of 14 lbs. weight per Ion. The charges
Langshytta are of this character: thej- contain from are .lOO lbs. of rerl slaty ore. 40 lbs. of limestone and
tiuxcs.iii
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per cent. Tlie large
lias already
made a very decided impression on tlie surrouudiojr
timber. The averag,,' yield per acre of the best timber land on Lalie Superior is, often 50 to GO cords of
128 cubic feet measurement, or about 2,T001)ushels
a quantity only sufficient to make about 20 tons of pi;:
iron.
So that tlic dailj' supph' of one single furnace
necessitates tlic clearing of an acre of forest or, supjjosing it to l)e put down in tlie center of a uniformlywooded district, and to make sixteen tons daily, two
years working would be sufficient to clear a circle of
a mile in diameter.
It is e^^dent, therefore. that even
in a densely-wooded country a permanent supply of
fuel cannot be looked for except where the works
are placed within reach of rivers ornavigable waters.
In South Staffordshire the make is chiefly grey
pig iron for forge purposes, which is afterwards corivei-ted into bars, plats, and other small varieties of
merchant iron. The ores employed are parlly "native mine." i. e. day ironstones from the coal measures.and partly the brown and red hematites from
North Staffordshire. Lancashire, an other parts.
Forge cinders are extensively used in the production
of common hot blast metal, but the best mine pigs
are still made with cold blast and coke. According
to Jones the annual consumption of this district is as
follows
fuel required

working, as these furnaces are rarely

by these lurnaces

;

:

Tons.

Kative mine (clay ironstones of the
measure)
Brown hematite, "hydrate." or Froghall
calcareous brown hematite
hematite, Ulverstone

948.500

368.000
.50.000

Northamptonshire brownirou ores
Northamptonshire argillaceous carbonate
and blackband
Forge and mill cinders

200,000
180.000

in blast continuously for the whole year.
The anthracite furnaces of Pennsylvania are remarkable for the very high pressure (from 6i'to 7i lbs.
per square inch; of blast employed. The ores are
similar to the riM-k mine of Sweden
/. e.. massive
magnetite and hematite.yielding from about -50 to 60
percent, of iron. The following are the charges and
produce of two different furnaces
Lackawanna.
Lehigh.
Ore
424^ cwt
3hA cwt. (.52 per cent.)
Limestone.. ..29:f "
14i "
33'
'^
Coal
39A "
Weeklv make 248 tons (^ No. 1. § No. 2) 268 tons

—

:
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(ilil

lbs. cf forge cinders: yield 65

amount of

I

I

1

:

(all
'

lar ami micaceous ore, is known as rinUt inine; the
latter, or j/illmr mine, is mostly ochreous and earthy
re(|uiring to be fully subjected to the ])rocesses of

crusliing and dressing before it is fit for treatment in
the furnace.
variety of spathic ore. contiiining ;i
consideralile proportion of carbonate of /inc. foimd
at Angleur. near Mege. has a reputation of nuiking
an exiremely strong iron. A large proportion of the
brown hemiitile is obtained from the oolitic formations in Luxemburg.
IS04 the num!>er of furnaces
in blast and the total jiroduclioii were as follows
4<) coke fiirn:ices produced
444,430 ions.
t> charcoal furnaces produced
5.545 '•
corresponding to a weekly make of 186 tons per furnace on coke, and 18 tons on charcoal the latter
figure is probably loo low for the period of actual

A

:

:

3).

:

:

:

Tons.
Anthracite
Coal and Coke
Charcoal

1,896.500

.

No.

In the State of Indiana, the specular and red hematite ores from Lake Superior. Iron Mountain, and
Pilot Knob, in ilissouri, are smelted with the socalled block cool.
This is a free-burning, non-caking
splint coal, which is highly esteemed for iron-smelting purposes, and is used in the raw state.
The
furnaces are all of moderate size, from 50 to GO feet
in height, from 12 to 16 across the boshes, and 5 to 6
feet in width of hearth.
At Brazil, (near Indianapolis), the furnace charges
1..545 lbs. mixed ores (hematite, magas follows
475 !bs. limestone
netite, scrap, anil mill cinder)
1.800 lbs. coal.
The yield is about 08 jier cent., the
furnace being tapped three times in the twenty-four
hours. The blast is heated by the waste gases to a
temperature of 370'^ to 450*, and is delivered under a
pressure of from three to four pounds to the square
inch, through seven twyers, each 3A inches in diameter.
The estimated make of pig iron in the I'nited
States from 445 furnaces in blast, in 1881. was as follows, classified according to the fuel eraploved

150.0f)0

The coals of South Staffordshire are of a non-caking class.yielding only a very slightly coherent coke,
from the absence of binding qualities: therefore the
slack cannot be coked alone.
Of the two principal
seams used for irou-makiLg. the thick yields .54 per
cent, by weight of coke, w'ith 0.31 of "sulphur and
4.18 of ash: the lower, or heathen coal, contains 0.51
of sulphur and 4..5S of ash. Generally thf fuel is used
partly raw and partly coked. The pressure of blast
varies between 2A to 3 lbs. per square inch, and the
temperature froiu 300>^ to 330". except in the small
number of cold blast furnaces. The (lux used is principally Silurian limestone from Dudley and Wenlock
Edge, and carboniferous limestone from North Staffordshire and Derby.shire. The average consumption of coal per ton of metal made is Yor hot blast
furnaces from 55 to 60 cwt.. and for cold blast from
60 to 70 cwt., cr rather the corresponding equivalent in coke, besides 2 cwt.. of small for calcining,
and 15 to 22 cwt. used in the hot blast stoves and
steam boilers, very few furnaces in tliis district being
"
provided with gas-saving apparatus.
In Helgium the ores smelted are chiefly red and
brown hematite. The former, a mixtureof specu-

;

1.548,627
2.025,236
570.391

4.144,254

At Newark, in New .lersey. speigeleisen is made
from the residues obtained in the treatment of the
mixed zinc and iron ores of Franklin, in the same
State.
The ore is an intimate mixture of fninklinite
and red zinc ore. with a massive green variety of
[

!

willemite or silicate of zinc: it occurs in crystalline
limestone, forming an irregular bed, which in places
is 52 feet thick, the diflerent minerals being very in
timalely mixed.
A mixture of finely-crushed ore,
with lime and anthracite, is heated in an oven-shaped
cahincr, having a cast-iron bed, perforated with nu-

merous narrow

slits,

through which air

is

blown by

,

,

a fan in sufiicient quantity to burn the coal and oxiThe oxide of zinc
dise the zinc vapor as it forms.
produced in this process passes through a long series
of condensing tubes and cooling chambers, the current being keot

upbyexhausting

fans, until

it

is

suf-

cooled to be collected in bags made of cotton cloth. The residue remaining in the furnace after the removal of the zinc is a black cindery mass,
ficiently

i

contiiining the
the frankiinite

whole of the iron and manganese of
and the silica of the willemite. besides

some undecomposed zinc oxide it is estimated to
omtaiii 25 percent, of iron, and 4 per cent, of zinc,
The furnaces eniand is smelted for spiegeleisen.
liloyed are very small, being only 20 feet high, and 7
feet across the boshes.
At Vi'H Fridav's and Vim Firher'n fiirnwei., Vor(hrn, the ores are welliidapted for the production of
spiegeleisen, though they contain les.s manganese than
those of a similar'kind smelted in Siegen: but owing
:

The slags
it is not always made.
usually contain a considerable quantity of jirotoxidt'
of manganese (from 10 to 21 per cent.j. and often
nearly iis much protoxide of iron, owing to the small
amount of lime employed in fluxing. In some instances, a certain quantity of ankerite (carbonate of
to the price of fuel,

—

!
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opposite conditions, the velocity being greater at the
center than at the sides, wheri' Ihe fragments are reIt therefore a|iIn llu- Sii'iicii ilislriii tin- ores siiu'ltcil arc princi- lariled liy friction against the wall.
pally spathic and bniwn licnialilc, williaconsiilcrablc pears thai the ceiilral portion <if the column of ma(jnanlilyof inani;ancsc, Idiicllur willi red schistose terials is likely to be imperfectly heatid in its pashi'inalitc, partly raised in the neisrlilxirhdod, and part- sage downward, and to arrive in the region of fusion
ly l>r<)iii;lit fruni Xassad. The iirndiicls are whilcand in an un])repared state.
When the charges arc of ore and fuel, deposited
urey ])iii metal and spicijelcisiii, all uf which arc cniploved in sleel-niakitiir the lirsl (ireinxKtraldifi or ruli- uniformly in the throat of the furnace in giarallel layutii/iUiKin) ill till' open tire or piiddliiii; furnace, and ers, the increased velocity of descent at the ceiiler
llie others in the Hessenicr process. Formerly thcfiir- causes the iiiiddle of an upper layer to overtake the
naces were small, and ehielly worked with charcoal, sides of that preceding it, so that at a certain depth
but in tliose of newer construction the use of coke below the mouth the contents of the furnace are
anil hot blast is found to lie attended witli i;reat regu- more or less completely mixed. Hut for this circumlarity in the composition and (|uaiitity of the products. stance, it would be impossible to maintain a uniform
The followinij ex.'unplis i;ive the workins: details of heat in the hearth, which would become alternately
two of the lariTcst and mosi iinjirovcd furnaces;
hot and cold, accordiui: to wh( ther fuel or burdi'ii
JltinrklmhitlU, The ordinary chursie contains, by happened to hi- in fnjiit of the twyers.
In large furnaces, where it is necessary todroplliu
measure
charges from a iirtain height into the throat, the dis7 cwl.
% roasted spathic ores
brown hematite
4 "
tribution of the materials becomes coinjilicated by
J
3 "
2.5 to ;!0 jier cent, limestone
the nature of the upper surface of Ihe column in Ihe
The fuel is coke from the Ruhr coal-lield. contain- shaft, which may be either a cone raised in the ceninsr from !( to 10 percent, of ash. Each ciiarije weisrhs ter, an inverted or conical funnel depressed in the
miildlc, or a combination of both, suih as a conical
11
\vt.. and contains from 41 to IS per cent., correspondini; to a burdin of :tli cwt. of ore and Mux per ring, according to he iiiclliod of charging employed.
ton of metal. The daily number of iharges is from The charges, IhiTefore, instead of being deposited in
to 4(1.
parallel layers, have to accoinmodate themselves to
The blast is supplied through three twyers. that at the inclined surface of Ihe preceding one. See /nut.
WUMMERA.- An Australian bow-inslruinenl for
the ba<k beini; 'i\, and those at the sides 2j;J inciics
diameter. The ]>ressure is SJ lbs. per stjuare inch. proiirlliiig darts. In consists of a Hal and straight
and the teiii|)eralurc from iTU"-' to ;illO". About 'Hi piece of wood. 3 feet in length, having at its extremIons of a while lamellar metal (i-'i/mt^i/ilti-ifiii. suitable ity a tube of bone, or a pie<-e of tough skin into
The (riiiiifor conversion into steel, and sheet and wire iron, are which the en<l of the dart is jilaced.
produced daily, with a consumption of from 30 to mera, thus charged with the <lart. is graspi'd in the
right band, and the dart itself is held and its direc'2'i cwt. of coke per ton.
In order to obtain L'reater rcL'ularity in the distri- tion determined by the thumb and forertnger of the
bution of the blast, the large number of twyers may left hand. Hefore tin- weapon is thrown a vibrating
be replaced by a sinsrle mouth-piece, with a loni;. inovcinent is imparti-d to it, under the impression
narrow, rectangular aperture, which delivers the air that thus tin aim may be taken with grealiT precisWhen till' darl is ilischarged. the initiiiiierii, or
in a thin stream uniformly alonir the entire length of ion.
the hi'arth. This .^y<leni of wyi i\l(igethcr .vilh the throw stick, remains in the warrior's hand.
WUKST.' .V kind of carriage used by the French,
elli]itical form of liearth.has been adopted in the conHtruction of cupolas for smelting slags in the Lake in 17".n. with the view of improving the mobility of
Kuperior copper works. In the original furnaces of lield-batteries. It was a two-wheeled ammunitionthis class in the Ural, the breadth of the hearth at carl, resembling in a general way an Irish jauiilingthe twyers is 3 feet, at the throat 7 feet, height 3U car; the gunners sitting in two rows facing oiitw ards,
IJesidis the
feet, cubic capacity l.tLW feet, and the daily proiluc- with the ammunition between them.
tion. when working on rich magnetic ore ((!7 per danger incurred in bringing tliese <ars under (ire,
objection,
of
that
constantly upcent. ). with charcoal and cold blast, about 30 tons of they had another
grey pig- iron.
setting on the slightest ineiinality of ground or obof
the
way.
t'ar-carriages
were adoptcharging has an importani, influence slacli- coming in
Till' mode
upon the working of blast furnaces; this becomes ed in the Fnglish artillerv in 1M03, but after a few
evident when we consider that, in order to obtain years were discarded, 'fheir use led to the introduction of a better sort of aniniurciiularity of action, the descending materials ought
to be heated uniformly by the upward current of hot
nilioii-carriiige, the want of such
gases.
This, however, is by no means the case, owlieiiig felt by the ofticiTS of the arThe amiiinniti<jnearriage
tillery.
ing to the I'ssential difTerences in the character of Ihe
two motions, Ihe gases following tliesidesof Ihe furthus introduced was on 4 w hi els,
and similar to our present aniniunace close to the wall, the How at the center being
nition-wairon.
almost imperceptible. Thus, in an open-to))ped furWYVERN.- ,\ tictitioiis iiKuisler
nace, a wooden pole maybe plunged into the center
_
of the Middle Ages.freiiuenlly reof Ihe charge to a depth of 2 or 3 yards, without beWyvern.
It resembles
lurini: in Heraldry.
ing carbonised. while the materials adjoinintr the wall,
The descent of a dragon, but has only two legs and feet, which are
at the same level, are at a red heat.
the charges, however, lakes place under precisely like liiose of the eagle. See DiiiyuunmX drifjiii.
liiiH-. iiiairiirsiii, 1111(1
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X4NTHICA.— A
Maiedonians

in

Ajirily, instituted

XTBELE.

military festival observed by the
the month called Xanlhitns "(our

about

-iVi'l

b. c.

by Heron.
i

An

ancient machine of war, liescribed
and Vitruvius. It was a variely of

I'hilon

the cataimlt.

TAGEE.

6<;3

Y LEVEL.

Y
YAGER. — One belonging to a borly
urnicil

with

Written also

ritlcs.

YANKEE YANKEE DOODLE.— Yankee,

llie

;

popu- Aide-de-Camp.

name

(ireat

for the IS'ew Eiiillaniler in Anieriea. and in
Britain often applied indiseriininately to the

whole

pii])iilali(>n

lar

YESAWTJL. — In India, a state messenger a servant of parade, who carries a gold or a silver staff; an

of light infantry

.hiyir.

iif

tlie

United

State.s,

was

in its

Drigin the eorrnplidu of the word Knglish as pronounced by the Indians (Yenghies, Yanghies, Yankees;. It seems to have been first applied about 1775
by the British soldiers as a term of rejiroaeh to the

New

Knglanders, who themselves afterward adoptSince the War of Secession the Southern population apply it to the Northern people, generally.
The air known as Yunkec Doudk was originally
jVankff J>'«iill<-,und is as old as the time (if Cromwell,
to whom, under that name, tlie doggrel words be-]
longing to it seem to have had a reference whicli was
known in New England befcire the Revolution; and
one account of its appropriation in Amerii'a; as a
ed

it.

i

'

'

national

that after the battle of Lexin;i;ti)n, the
brigade under Lord Percy inarched out of Boston,
playing it in derisive allusion to the then popular
nickname of the 'New Englanders: and that afterward the New Knglanders, saying that the British
troops had been made to dance to Yunkei' Duodle,
adopted the air as they had adopted the nickname.
Tlie citizens of the United States do not now recognize Yii iikee IJondlc hnt J/iiil, (.'oiumbia, as their naair, is

tional air.

YATAGHAN.— A Turkish poniard having a Damascus blade, straight or crooked.
!t has a double
edge and sharp point, with a ridge in the middle of
its whole length
the handle and scabbard are generally highly ornamented and costly.
YEOMANKY. A volunteer force of cavalry in Great
;

—

numbering

in 187H, 14,830 of all ranks, and
costing the country annually about i'SO.OOO. It was
formed during the wars of the French Kevolution,
and then comprised infantry as well as cavalry: but
the whole of the infantry corps, .and many of the cavalry, were disbanded after the Peace of 1S14.
The
organization of the corps is bv Counties, under the
Lords-Lieutenant. The men provide their own horses
and uniform; in consideration of which they receive
annually a clothing and coutin^rent allowance of i'2
a man, are exempt from taxation in respect to the
horses em])loyed on yeomanry duty. and draw during
the annual Iraiiiiniz; 2s. a day for forage, besides a
subsistence ;illowance of 7s. a day. If called out for
permanent duty, they receive cavalry pay, with forage allowance. The Yeomanry are available in aid
of tlie civil ])ower; and in time of invasion, or apprehended invasion, the Sovereign may em]ilov them
for service in any part of (ireal Britain, uinler the
JJritain,

provisio;;s of

tlie

Mutinv Act and Articles

YEOMEN OF THE GUARD.

A

of

'

War.

veleran company,

consisting of 100 old soldiers of stately presence. employed on grand occasions, in conjunction with the
Ueiillemen-al-Arms, as the body-guard of the SovThese Yeomen were constituted a corps in
ereign.
148.1 by King Henry VII., and they still wear the
costume of that period, .\rmed with jiartisans, and
in Ihe quaint uniform, the men jireseiil a curious
sight in the IDth century.
The olticers of the corps
area Captain (ordinarilj- a Peer), a Lieiiti'iiant, and
an Ensign. There is alsoa "Clerk of llie Cliecpie and
Adjutant." All these appoiiitments are held by old
olIicers,and are considered as important prizes. The
whole charge is borne by the Sovereign's civil list.
The head-quarters of the corps is at the Tower of
London, where the men are known as lliif-mtirn.

j

Y-LEVEL.— f)f the different varieties of the leveling instrument, that termed the Y-level has been almost universally jjieferred by American engineers,
on account of the facility of "its adjustment "iind superior accuracy.
The telescope has at each end a
ring of bell-metal, turned very truly and both of exactly the same diameter; by these it revolves in the
wyes, or can be at pleasure clamped in any position
when the clips of the wyes are brought down upon
the rings, by pushing in the taperiiig-pins.
It also
has a rack and pinion movement to both <il)ject-glass
and eye-piece, another adjustment for centering the
eye-piece, and still another used for insurini; the accurate projection of the object-glass, in a^straight
line.
Both these are completely concealed from observation and disturbance by tlnn rings which screw
over them. The telescope has also a shade over the
object-glass, so made that, while it may be readily
moved on its slide over the glass, it caunotbe dropped
off and lost.
A small coiniiass. without sights and
with 2j-incli needle, is sometimes attached to the
telescopes of the larger levelins;- iiistrumcuts.aud used
to obtain the bearing of lines when desired.
The necessity for the adjustment insuring the accurate projection of the object-glass slide, which ailjusliuent is peculiar to the iais'truments constructed
by Messrs. (Jiirlcy. United States, will appear, when
we stale, tluit it is almosi inqiossible to make a telescope tube [lerfectly straight on its interior surface.
Such being the case, it is evident that Ihe object-glass
slide whicli is fitted to this surface, and moves In it.
must partake of its irregularity. so that the glass and
the line of coUimatiou depending upon it,thougli adjusted in one position of the slide, will be thrown out
when the slide is moved to a different point.
To prove this, let some level be selected which is
constucted in the usual nianiier.and the line of collimation adjustment upon an object taken as near as
the range of the slide will allow; then let another be
selected. as far distant as may be clearly seen: upon
this revolve the wires, and they will aimost invariably be found out of adjustment, sometimes to an
amount fatal to any eontidence in the accuracy of
the iustrunieiil.
The arrangement adopted to correct this imperfection, and which si> perfectly accom|ilislies its purpose, is quite novel.
There are two liearings of the object-glass .slide,
one being in the narrow bell-metal ring.whiclrslisjlitly contracts the diameter of the main tube, the other
in the small adjustable ring, which is also of bellmetal, and susp<'nded by four screws in the middle
of the telesf'ope.
Advantage is here taken of the
f:u'l, Ihat tlieniys of light are converged by the object glass, so that lunie are obstructed by lliecimIraction of the slide, except those which diverge, ami
which ought always to be intercepted, and absorbed
in the blackeneil surface of the interior of the slide.
Now, in such a telescoiie, the perfection of movement of the slide, depends entirely upon its exterior
surfaces, at Ihe iioints of ihe two bearings.
These
surfaces ari' easily and accurately turned concentric,
anil parallel with each other, and being lilted to the
rings, it only remains necessary to adjust Ihe position of the smaller ring, so that its center will coincide with that of the optical axis of Ihe object-glass.
When this has been done, no furllier correction will
lie necessary. unless the lelescoi)e should be seriously
injured.

1 LEVEL.

In the best iDstrumcnts, the level telescopes are
usimllv fiiriiislic<l willi tin- onlinary rii<k and pinion
'I'lif ailniiivcrntnl U> l)i>lli dbjccl anil eve tilhrs.
vantaL't'S of an <vi -piicf piniim arc.llial llic t yi'-pircc
<a'i be >liiflc(l willioiil daniriTof (lislnrlnn;: Ilit- Iclcsiopr. anil that the wires arc more ci-rlainlv hroniihl
into distinct view. so asto avoid clTecluall\ any error
of observation, arisins from wlial is termed the instrumental parallax. The object-slide jiinion is usually placed on the side— bolh of transit telescopes,
The pinion of the eyeanil of those of the level.
tube is always placid on ihe side of llic telescope.
The level or irround bubble lubr is allaihcd to the
under side of the telescope, and furnished at the different ends with the usual movements, in both horTiie aperture of the
izontal and vertical dircilions.
lube, through which the sjlass vial appears, is about
live and one-fourth inches loni:, beinir crossed at the
renter by a small rib or a briilL'c, which srreally
The level scale w hiih c.Mciiils
sirenilthens llic tube.
over the whole lenirtli. is L'lailiialcd into tenths of an
inch, and litjurcd at every tiftli division, countinit
from zero at the center of the bridge; the scale is set
i'lose to the jrlass.
The level vial is made of thick
Ulass lube, sehcted so as to have an even bore from
end to end. and tinely s^ronnd on its upper interior
surface, that the run of the air-bubl>le nniy be uniform throuiihoul its whole raUije. The sensitiveness
of a Ltround level, is determined best by an instrument called a level-tester, havinjj at one end two
Y's to hold Ihe tube, and at Ihe other a micrometerwheel divided into hundredths, and attached to the

top of a Mue-threaded screw which raises

Y LEVEL.

(>t;4

llie

broujjilit tlown on the rings of the lelescope-tuhe by
Ihe V pins, which are made taperins. so as to clamp
the riuL's very tirndy. Tiic clip of one of the wyes
has a little pin projectin;r from it. wliieli entering a
recess tilled in the edge of I hi- ring, ensures the vertical position of Ihe level and cross- wire.
The level-bar is made round, and of tlie best bellmetal, and is shaped so as to possess the greatest
sirenglh in the parts most subject to sudden strains.
Connieled with the level-bar is the head of the tri-

pod-sockel.
The iripod-soekel

is compound; Ihe interior spinupon wliich the whole iiislrument is suppoiled.
is made of steel, and is nicely ground, so as to turn
evenly and tirndy in Ihe hollow cylinder of bellinelal;
this again has an e.Merior surface tilled and ground
to Ihe main socket of the tripod-head.
The bronze
cylinder is held down upon the spindle by a washer
and screw. Ihe head of tin- last having a hole in ils
center, tlirough which the string of llie plumb-bob
is jmsseil.
The up|)er part of the inslrunicnt. with
llie socket, may thus be detached from Ihe tripodhead: and this also, as in Ihe case of all tine instruments, can be imserewed from the legs, so that both

dle,

may

be conveniently ]>acked in the

A

little

hold Ihe instrument in the tripod when il is carried
upon the shoulders. Il will be seen from Ihe drawing that the arrangement just described idlows long

end of sockets,

the tester very gradually.
The number of divisions
passed over on the perimeter of the wheel, in carrving the bubble over a tenth of the scale, is the index
of the delicacy of the level.
In the tester <renerallv
used. a movement of the wheel ten divisions to one of
Ihe scale, indicates the degree of delicacv generallv
preferred for railroad engineering. For canal work
jiraetice. a more sensilive bubble is often desired, as.
for instance, one of seven or eight divisions of the
wheel, tooneof the scale.
The wyes are made large and strong, of the best
bell-metal, and each have two nuts, both beiiii; adjustable with tlie ordinary steel pin.
The elip~ are

box.

under Ihe upper i)arallel jdate of the trii)od-lieail.
and in Ihe nuiin soekel, is a screw which can be
moved into a corresponding groove, turned on Ihe
outside of llie hollow cylinder, and thus nuidc lo

:iiiil

vet brinsrs Ihe

whole inslrunicnt down

as closely as |)ossible lo the tripod-head, bolh objects
of great importance in the construction of any instru-

ment.

The leveling head has the same plates and leveling-screws as that described in the account of the
Kngineers' Transit
the l;ingenl-scr<'w, however, is
:

eommonly single. The 2l)-ineh Y level, complete and
mounted on its tripod, is shown in Ihe drawing. Ils
adjustments should be carefully made before using.
Til Arljimt till Olijirl-Klidi - 'file maker selects an
.

object as distant as may be distinctly observed, and
upon il adjusts Ihe line of collimation. in the manner
hereafter described, makintr the center of the wires

Y LEVEL.

to Tevolvo witliout passing either above or below the
point or line assumed. In this position, the slide will
bi- drawn in nearly as fur as the telescope-lube will
lie then, with the i)inion-liead. moves out
allow.
the slide until an object, distant about teu or fifteen
feet, is brought clearly into view: airaiii revolving
the telescope in the Y's he observes wliether the wires
Sliould tliis
will reverse upon this second object.
happen to be the case, he will assume that, as tlie
line of colliraaliou is,iu adjustment for these two distances, it will be so for all intermediate ones, since
the bearings of the slide are supposed to be true, and
their planes parallel with cadi other.
If. however,
us is most probable. either or botli of tlie wires should
fail to reverse upon the second point, he must then,
by estimation, remove half llie error by the screws
])laced at right angles to the hair sought to be corrected, remembering, at the same tiuu-, tli;it on accoiuit of the inverting properly of the eye-piece, he
must move the slide iu tlie direction which apparentWlieu both wires have thus
l_v increases the error.
been treated iu succession, the line of eollimatiou is
adjusted on the near object, and tlie telescope again
brought upon the most distant point here the tube
is again revolved, the reversion of the wires upon the
object once more tested, and the correction, if neceslie prosary, made in i)n cisely the same manner.
ceeds thus, until the wires will reverse upon both
the objects in succ'jssion: the line of collimalion will
then be in adjustment at these and all intermediate
points, and by his bringing the screw-heads, in the
course of the operation, to a firm bearing upon the
washers beneath them, the adjustable ring will be
fastened so as for many years to need no further adjustment. When this has been completed, the thin
brass ferule is screwed over the outside ring, concealiug tiie screw-heads, and avoiding the danger of
their disturbance by an inexperienced operator.
In
effecting this adjustment, it is always best to bring
the wires well into the center of the field of view, by
moving the liltle screws, formed for working in the
ring which embraces the eye-piece tube. Should the
engineer desire to make the adjustment of the objectslide, it will be necessary to remove the hubhle-lube,
iu order that the small screw immediately above its
scale may be operated upon with the screw-driver.
The adjustment we have now given is i)reparatory
to those which follow, and are eommin to all leveling instruments of recent construction.andareall that
the engineer will have to do with.
What is still ne1
cessary then is
To adjust the line of eollimatiou.
or in other words, to bring both wires into the optical axis, so that their point of intersection will remain on any siven point, duriugan entire revolution
of the telescope. 2. To bring the level-ijubhje parallel with the bearings of tiie Y-rings. and with the
longitudinal axis of the telescope. :t. To adjust the
wyes, or, in other words, to hring the bubble into a
position at right angles to the vertical axis of the in-

with a small screw-driver, until the Wires are brought
into the centre of the field of view.
The inverting

:

'

:

:

i

I

|

i

'

i
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'

Til adjiitt till ^\'yex.' Having effected tlie previous
adjustments, it remains now to carefully describe
that of the wyes. or. more precisely, the one which
brings the level into position at right angles to the
vertical axis, so that the bubble will remain in the center during an entire revolution of the instrument.
To do this, bring the level-tube directly over the
center of the bar, and clamp the telescope firmly in
the wyes, placing it as before, over two of the leveling-screws, unelamp the socket, level the bubble,
and turn the instrument half-way around, .so that
the level-bar may occupy the same position with respect to the leveling-screws beneath.
Should the
bubble run to either end, bring it half-way back by
the Y-nuts on either end of the bar: now move the
telescope well over the other set of leveling-screws,
bring the bubble again into the center, and proceeil
precisely as above described, changing to each pair
of screws, successively, until the adjustment is very
nearly perfected, when it may be completed over a

entirely iidjusted.
coverin:^ of tiie eyemove each \v.m in order
is

When this is effected. unx-rewthe
piece centering screws,

;inil

was not parallel To that drawn through the axis
of the telescope rings. To correct the error, bring
the bubble entirely back, with the capstan-head
screws, which are set in either side of the levelholder, placed usually at the object end of the tube.
-Vgain bring the level tube over the center of the bar,
and the bubble to the center, turn the level to either
side, and, if necessary, repeat the correction until the
bubble will keep its position, when the tube is turned half an inch or more, to either side of the center
of the bar.
The necessity for this operation arises
from the fact, that when the telescope is reversed
end for end in the wyes in the other and principal
adjustment of the bubble, we are not certain of placing the level-tube in the same vertical plane: and
therefore it would be almost impossible to effect the
adjustmentwithout some latera! correction. Having
now. in great measure, removed the preparatory Anticulties.we proceed to m;ike the level-tube parallel
with the bearings of the Y-rings. To do this, bring
the bubble into the center with the leveling-screws.
and then, without jarrins the instrument, take the
telescope out of the wyes and reverse it end for
end. Should the bubble run to either end, lower
that end. or what is equivalent, raise the other by
turning the small adjusting nuts, on one end of the
level, until by estimation half the
correction is
made: again bring the bubble into ilie center and
repeat the whole operatiou. until the revision can be
made without causing any change in the liubble. It
would be well to test the lateral adjustment, and to
make such correction as may be necessary in that,
before the horizontal; adjustmcnl is entirelv completed.

strument.
To itdjiixt the Lille nf ('oUiinati'on. set the tripod!
very firmly, remove the Y-pius from tlie clijis. so as
to allow the telescope to turn freely, clamp the instrument to the tripod-head. and. by the levelling
and tangent-screws, bring either of the wires upon a
clearly marked edge of some object, distant from 100
to 500 feel.
Then with the hand carifully turn the
leh'seope half way around, so that the same wire is
compared with the object as-uiued. Sliould it ))e
found ahove or below, bring it half-way back by
moving the capstan-head screws at right angles toil,
remembering always the invert iiig property cf the
eye-piece: now bring the wire again upon the object, and repeat the lirst operation until it will re
verie correctly.
Proceed in the same manner with
the other wire until tiie :eljuslmeul is eoiupleted.
Shoud both wires be much out. it will be well to briui
correct before <'ither

property of eye-piece does not affect this operation,
and the screws are moved direct. To test the correctness of the centering, revolve the telescope, and
observe whether it appears to shift the position of
an object. Should any movement be perceived, tlie
centering is not perfectly effected. It may here be
repeated, that in all telescopes the position and adjustment of the line of eollimatiou depends upontliat
of the object-glai-s: and. therefore, that the movement of the eye-piece docs not affect the adjustment
of the wires iu any respect.
When the centering
has been once effected, it remains permanent, the
cover being screwed on again to conceal and protect
it from derangement, at tlie hands of the curious or
inexperienced operator.
Toadjmt the Lerel-huhhl,.~C\a,n\\y\\w instrument
over either pair of leveling-screws. and then bring
the buljble into the center of the tube.
Now turn
the telescope in the wyes, so as to bring the leveltube on eitiierside of the center of the bar. Should
the bulible run to the end. it would show that the
vertical plane, passing through the center of the bul)ble.

\

them nearly

Y LEVEL.

r>r,:^

single pair.
,

ment,

is

The

object of this approximate adjustupper parallel plate of the tri-

to bring the

am

TOKEHOOP.

elinjj-screws successively, and leveled in each position, any correction heim; made in the adjustmen'.s
that may appear necessary,

jMiilheail inln ii.piisilioii as nearly luprizmital as is
possible, in order that no essential error may arise,
ill case the level, when reversed, is not bronsrhl preWhin the level has
<'isely lo its former silnalion.

fare should be taken to l)ring the wires precisely iiJ
focus, and the object ilistiuetlv iu view, so that all errors of jiarallax may be avoiiled.
This error is seen when the eye of an oliserver is
moved to either side of the center of the eye-piece of
a telescope, in which the foci of the oliject and eyeglasses are not brought ])recisely upon the cross-wires
and object in such a case the wires will appear to
move over the surface, and the observation will be

en thus eoinpletely mljnsted, if the instrument is
pro|)erly made, and the soekets well lilted to eacli
Dihir and the tripoddiead, the liubhle will reverse
over each |iairof screws in any position. Should the
eiii;ineer he nnalile lo make it perform eorreelly, he
shoiiU! examine the outside socket carefully lo see
that it seis securely in the main socket. aii<l to notice
that the clamp does no! hear upon the rini; which it
he

encircles.

WIkmi these are correct,

anil the error is

the imper.Vfler all the adjuslfection of the interior siiindlc.
menls of the level have been eireclcd. and the biilihle remains in the center, in any position of the
socket, the engineer should turn tlie telesco])e in the
wyes until the pin on the clipof the wye will enter
the little recess in the rinir to which it is lilted, and
by which is ensured the vertical position of the
spirit-level and the cros.s-wire. When Ihciiiu is in its
I)lace the vertical-wire may be applied tolheedire of
a liuildinir, and in case il should not be parallel with
the cross-wire screws that are al rii;ht
it two of
aniiles to each other may be loosened, and by the
screws outside, the cross-wire rinsr turned until the
wire is vertical; the line of collimation must then be
corrected aiinin, and the adjustments of the level will
still

manifested,

it

will,

probably, he

in

be complete.

:

liable to inaccuraiy,

;

I

In all instances the wires and object should be
brought into view so perfectly, that the cross-wires
will appear lo be fastened to the surface, and will re-

main in that position however variously the ej'e is
moved.
In running levels it is best wherever iMKSsihIe. that
equal fore and hack sights should he taken, so as to
avoid any error arising from the curvature of the
,

'

earth.
If the socket of the instrument becomes so limdy
set in the Iripod-hcad iis to be dillii-ull of removal in
the ordinary way,t he engineer should place the palm
of his hand tinilcr the wye-mits at each end of Ilie
bar. and give a sudden upward schock to the bar, taking care also to hold his hands so as to grasp il the

moment
llerd.

When nsiiifr the in.slnimeiit, the leii;s must bo set
tirmly into the irronnil.anil neither the hands nor person of the operator Ijc iillowed to touch llieui: the
bubble should llicu be brought over each pair of lev-

ZALINSKI SIGHT.

'

,

it

is

r.n-iliiiii.

See

free.

and

I.i

Eiiffiiieer'n

Trniinit, Iliintl-

riiing-nxli.

YOKE-HOOP. .\ hoop used lo secm-e the axlelree
of a carriii'zc al each end of the bed.
YOUNGSTERS. \ familiar term to signify the junior ollicers of a troop or toinpauy.

z
ZAGATE. — .\ long

among some ward

the.Moors, while fighting
on horseback. It is armed with a sharp stone and
thrown like a javelin. The savages of New Holland
arc still armed with it.
ZAIH. - lliu'h caste among the Turks, who are
liound to maintain a (iroporlion of militia according
to their revenue, viz., one horseman for every 50UI)

is of simple
a short stout blade, somewhat
resembling a trowel, but having a )pivoted handle
which maybe turned down airainst the blade and llic
whole device secured in a shallow mortise in the
stock of the gmi. As the tool canjiol be used while
on the stock, there is no danger of injury to the arm
by the attachmenl of this tool. The Springllelil rille

aspers,

with Zaiinski's nimrod-bayonet and intrenchiiig-tool

dart or lance in use

ZALINSKI INTRENCHING-TOOL.

recruits.

construction.

.Vfricaii tribes, parliiularly

This intrenrhing-tool

It is

attached, weighs less than the same arm with the rehayonel and the various intrenchiug knife-bayonets gnlation tri.-ingular bayonet. Huskett. of St. Louis,
arc useful tools for the soldier, but there isan objec- provides a trowel or scoo|i attachment to the stock
tion to them all, in as inuch as the soldier is liable to of a gmi which is opened toform an extension of the
use the tool for intrenching while il is attached to stock, and is used as an inlrencliing-lool in that
the gun, and very likely bend the gun-barrel and ruin posilioii.
See I iitfi Hfhlncj-t'iiiL
.Vs a weapon any one of these tools is
the arm.
ZALINSKI SIGHT, .Vn improved telescopic sight
quite as etticient as the triangidar bayoiu-t. which is invented by Lieutenant K, L ZaIinski.Lnited States
carried on modern arms rather for ornameni than Army. The artillerist is aware that the attainment
use, except in doing guard duty,
Kither the spade of a given hnirf ran^'e is most ditticult and uncertain.
or the knife is a convenient addeuila to the soldier's With the ]iresent appliances of powder, projectiles,
kit, provided the soldier is allowed lo employ it for and onlinary sights. the chances of striking a target,
some other purpose than absorbing his spare lime such as is ))resenteil by a war-vessel in motion, at
and muscle in the polishing thereof. The ramrod- distances of two or more miles are comparatively
bayonet invented by l.ieulenant E, I,, Zaiinski, l'. S. small.
But the uncertainties of ran::e due to the
Army, serves all the purposes of the regulation bay- powder and projectiles are gradually being reduced
onet for both show aiul guard duty.
It is simply the
in extent: we may reasonably hope that in time they
wiping rod enlarged for a foot or so of its length, will be measurably eliminated. ,\ssuming that these
anil tixed in ils thimbles so that it can be projected (ire eliminated, the gun must be accuratciv <"/'/. both
at the enlarged and pointed end for a foot or more, as to direction and elevation, to obtain the desired
and then held in the partly drawn position bj- a results. The advantages gained by the use of telespring catch. The saving in weight l)y the substi- scopic sights for artillery in long-range tiring, have
tution of this bayonet for the triangular bayonet is been indicated by personal experiences at the Artilnearly a pound, and the soldier gets rid of the bay- lery School and the ptiblished experiences in France
onet-scabbard, which latter was apparently original- and England. A telescopic sight will necessarily be
ly devised for the express purpose of tripping awk- more delicate than an open sight, and requires more
'I'lie

l{ice Irowel-

;

'

ZAYM.

liandling. The expense is also iniirh greater:
but tlie attaiiiahle ranijc of modern ordnaneo )ias outstripped the sighting ability of llie naked eye. Itsco.st
lias also Ijeen euorinoiisly increased both as to guns
and carriages anil the ammunition used. The better
results obtainai)le by the use of an improved sight
will therefore more than compensate for the additionIndeed,
al care of manipulation aiul its first cost.
the cost of the lelcscopic sight will be less than a
single round of the heavier guns, and is biM a very
eari'fiil

siuall

atom

compared

as

to the cost of a lield-piece,

equipment, and the maintenanceof its i)ersonncl.
The very great gain of relative efficiency, as shown
by Colonel De ('ossigny and Captain Scott, should
settle any doubt as to the advisability of adopting
Should a sight become disabled,
teleseoiiic sights.
the gun will be thrown back to its normal status,
using the open sight, with which it will be provided
The firing,
for tlie closer and more rapid firing.
its

.

ZINC.

<)G7

lie at the longer ranges
sntticieutly <leliberate to permit a moderate amount of care in manipulation.
In designing his sight Lieutenant Zalinski endeavored to overcome the sources of error, dilticulties ot

usiiigthe telescopic sight, will

and may be

manipulation. defects of omission. and insufficiencies
of the telescopic sigiits formerly used. Without specifying where they occur, they all may be compre1st. Errors in elevation due to
hended as follows
This applies eiiually to open
varying refraction.
sights, where the elevation is to be given by the line
of sight.
2d. Necessar\' smallness of the graduated
arcs for detlections and elevation hence arise both
dilticulty to read corectly and to sul)dividc accur:

—

;

ately to ver}- small portions of a degree.
8(i. Ease
with which the line of collimation of the telescope
may be thrown (Uit of adjustment with reference to

ZAYM,— In the Kast Indies, a Fciulal Chief, or
Military Tenant.
ZEMINDAR. The name given to the Governors
of districts or large towns in India, under the Mogul
Rule. JIany of tlie Zemindars occupied in India a
position almost similar to the Dukes and Counts of
Western Europe in the .Middle Ages they received
from their superiors, the Nabobs or Provincial <iovernors, fiefs of more or less extent, for which they
paid a c<'rtaiu due annually, being then exempted
from all imposts whatsoever. The dues paid by the
Zemindars were, of course, exacted, with additions,
from the rj'ots or cultivators, and constituted a large
|)art of the imperial revenue
Under the British
Government the same system of tax collection is continued in Bengal, the Zemindars in that Presidency
being looked upon as the hereditarj- Lords or Proprietors of their respective districts. The Zemindars
of the Coromandel district were formerly called I'olyijIiiii-K,
Under the Zemindars were the JliwiUlan,
or heads of villages, whose duty it was to collect
their share of the ta.x imposed by the Zemindar, and
as, like their Chief, they took care to collect an additional proportion for themselves, the most atrocious ojipression was <:ommonly practiced: the "Nabob" plundering his "Zemindars," the ' Zemindar"

—

:

in turn plundering his " IlaviUlars," while the "Havildar" more than reimbursed himself at the expense
of the Hindu villagers.
ZENITH.— word, like nndir, borrowed from the
Arabic.
The name is given to that point of the
heavens which is directly overhead, /.». in line with
the s])ectator's position and the center of the earth.
It is thus the upper jaile of the spectator's horizon,
The word would
like the nadir is the under pole.
si'cm to be connected' with the Arabic naii, which
means a " jioint."

A

the zero of graduation without becoming apparent,
ZENITH-INSTRUMENT.— A geodetical instrument,
Ditficidty of
except by the results ol)tained. 4th.
replacing the telescopi' in exactly the same position invented by Captain T;ilcott, United States Kngineer,
upon the gun; danger, when replacing or withdraw- for measuring the ilitl'erence of the zenith of two
ing the telescope, of affecting the adjustment, .ith. stars, as a means of determining the latitude. Two
Defective oreutire absence of adjustment when the stars are selected which p;iss the meridian about the
axis of the gun-trunuions are out of the horizontal, same time and at about eqiul distances from the zenith, but on opposite sides of it. It has adjustments
tith. Necessity of transforming for each range, the
degrees and minutes of defiection into yards or feet. in idliludc and azimuth, has a graduated vertical
semi-circle and a level, and a micrometer for nieasTtli. Insufficient deflection adjustment for long ranges
and high winds. 8th. The gradtiation for elevation iiring the distances between the stars. A' rather conbeing uiion the side of the iustrument, necessitating venient form of zenith-instrument is used in the
a marked, and sometimes inconvenient cliange from United States Coast and (ieodelical Survey ;ind the
The telescope
the sighting position in order to read it. The '3d and L'nited States Corps of Knginecrs.
:id causes arc incidental to the usual mode of moimt- swings on a horizontal axis, which is fiisteiied to a
ing telescopes for transits and similar goniometers vertical axis, and can therefore be moved into any
by means of trnimions attached near the center of position. It is especially iidapted for the determinaThis presents the two-fold tion of differences of zenith distances. The horizonthe length of the tube.
disadvantag<' of a necessarily small radius of gradu- tal circle is provided with two stops, in ordertobring
ated arc, and a vcrj- considerable leverage U])on the the telescope into the meridian. The telescope cartelescopic trunnions. There is, consccpiently, danger ries a circle with the latitude level, and is jirovideil
The instrument is
of displacenuMit of the line of collimalion with refer- with a micrometer eye-piece
This latter, in an artillery made in various sizes. See AUitvtU mid Asiinntli
ence to |thc iiK'iintiiKj.
/iixtniiiieiit.
sight, determines its relation to the axis of the bore.
ZERO.— A tirm in thcnuometry applied to certain
Hence a .slight displacement nniy cause a cimsiderTh<' Centigrade zero is the
points of temperature.
able error in the telescopic line of sight.
Thre(^ features of the Zalinski design are biOieved temperature of melted ice Fahrenheit jnits his zero
mixlobe new, viz
1st. i\[ounling the telescope by a at the point indicated by his tlurmi)meler in
ball-and-socisct joint, so that the center of motion is ture of mixeil snow and salt, supposing such point
The Centigrade thermometer
loincident with the optical <'enler <if the obj<'ct-glass, to be absolute zero.
and making this <'ssentially fixed in all positions of zero is the temperature of water formed by ice at
See Tin iimnititer.
the telescope
by tins arrangement is obtained also the exact moment of its fusion.
ZIGZAGS. In fortitication. trcuclies pushed forr
the maxin\um available radius of graduation as well
as great stability, 'id. The use of a level, on a tele- ward during a siege towartls the place besieged. The
scopic itlght, by means of which the errors of refrac- trenches are constructed in a zigzag direction, so
lion^may be eliminated, ^d. The peculiar graduation that, when prolonged, they shall fall clearly without
of an arc, in connection with the dividing plate, by all the defensive works, that they may not be enfilmeans of which a vernier is obtained for a scale of aded. See Appri»ich>».
ZINC- This metal, in commerce fretpiently called
ii>iJ(iH(il parts.
Those who have had experience in
devising new instruments will readily understand "spelter," was first mentioned by Paracelsus, in the
It
that the nieclmuical details can only be perfected fifteenth century, under the name of zinet'im.
gradually from experience obtained by i)ractical use. does not occur in the native slate, but is obtained
This description of the telescopic sight is made in a<l- from its ores, which ar<" chicfiy the sulphuret and
carbonate of zinc. It has long been imported into
vance of its actual cou.struction. See Sight.
:i
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The

iiaiiii'

tnlmngiif. by wliicli

was known in connnercf, is evidently
derived from llie Tamil word tiitunnguiii, and it was
Cbiiicsc zinc

one time called Indian tin. Tlie ores of zinc were,
no doiibl. employed by the ancients in making brass,
Zinc (Zn
32) is found in tiie slate of an oxide, but
principally as a sulpliuret (hlendi) and a carbonate
(i-iiUimiiie).
From both ores it is conviTted into an
o.xideby the process of roastin;!, and tlieu reduced to
metallic form by tlie aid of carlionaceous matter,
when it may eilher be fus<(l or sublimed. I'ntil
purified by a second distillation, it contains as impurities small ])ortions of other metals, as iron, cop-
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be wooded and inbabilfd, one of Ibc first (hitii-s of
tlie defenders woidd be to clear it ofall trees, bouses,
etc., in one word, of everylbinj: tbat may impedetbe
fire of the irims or be made use of by llie i-nemy iis a
place of conceal menl.
ZONE OF FIRE. A term synonynio\is with riinse
or trajectory
the danirerous zone is llial spa<c of
L'round which is rendered so to troops in the tield by
:

the iirojecliles

liaviiiL;

dilTers in small-arms,
initial
va.]\

velocity

and the

Zone Moitr

y^n-

their full efTec

I

and depcniU

in

aiii:le

space of

"iiiis

on the

The French
ground where the pro-

of elevation.

and is spent. Sec> IhinIn the corruj;alion of iron, zinc gcrmix Spfii'i
ZONE OF OPERATIONS.
is llic metal used.
The strip of territory
It was also used, not very lonir
since, as an alloy, in the manufacture of shot studs which contains the lines <if o])erations, or lin<'s on
which an army advances, between the base and tinfor llie smiilhT natures of project ihs.
ZINCOGnAPHY.- Kisentially the same art as lith- ulleriiir olijecf. See Stnitti/i/.
of
for
those
ZOUAVES. .\ body of trooi)s in the French Army,
oijrapliy. zinc-iilates beinir substituted
sione.
One form of tlu' art is described under the wliiili derives its name from a tribe of Kabyles inname of Anastatic iirinlinjr. .V style of it. called jian- habiting the mountains of .iurjura, in the Algerian
eiconoi^raphy, brou;;ht forwanl by (Jillotof Paris, for Jirovince of Constanline. Long jirevious to the inthe piiri)ose of iiroducins, by litiioirraiihic, autoirra- vasion of Algiers by the Fn ixh. these Kabyles had
phic. or typo!rrai>luc proof, any drawiui: with cray- been em|)loyed as hired mercenaries in the service of
on or stump, or euiiravin;;s from wood or copper, the Hulers of Tripoli, Tunis, and .\lgiers; and after
is thus described:
A plate of zinc finely polished is the conipu'Sl of the last-named country in IHSd, the
prei)ared, and if an ori;;inal drawing is to be copied, Krencli, in the hope of eslablisliiUL' a friendly feeling
it is done by the artist in lilhographic crayon on this
bt4weon the natives and their con(pierors, took the
plate: antographi<' writing done with Ilie crayon. late Dey's mercenaries into their Service. giving them
Accordingly (ieneral Clausel
lithographs, and fresh proofs of wood or of copper- a new organization.
])late engravings, must be transferred in the usual created, in IHIiO, two battalions of zouaves, in which
way to the snrfare of the plate; and while still wet, lacli company consisted of French and Kabyles in
an ink-roller is passed over, so as to give a deeper certain (iropurtions. ofiicers, siibailerns, and soldiers
Uosin very tiiiely powdered is then beinir selected from eilher ra<'e: the zoiiavi's. though
impression.
.sifted over, wliicli adheres to the wet ink. and be- retaining their Moorish dress. wiTe armed and discomes consolidated, so that the sniierlluous jiowder cililineil after the 1-Jiropeaii fashion an'l the battalons were recruited by voluntary enlistment. -48 it
is easily brushed olT from the jiarlsnot covered with
ink.
The plate is next placed with its face upward was soon found, however, that the system of comin a shallow trough containing dilute sulphuric or mingling the two races did not efl'ect the object inhydrochloric acid sullicient to slightly cover it the teniied, the French and Kabyles were formed into
Irouirh is then gently rocked, so as to make the acid separate companies; and in ls;i7 ihiy were divided
tlow backward and forward over the phite, and if into three battalions, and put under the command of
Their first Colonel was l,amori<iere, who
this be continued for some time -;in liour or up- a Colonel.
ward all the parts of the plate not covered with the mainly elTected their reorganization, and under
ink and rosin are etched deep enough to be used as whom, as well as his successor, ('a\aignac, they disIn impressions tinguished themselves in many a bloody conflict with
a relief-plate f<ir printing from.
where there are large iuslerspacps, it is usnid to saw the Arabs of the South. (Gradually, however, the
them out: and in some cases, where it is found that native element was eliminated, and since 1K4I) they
the relief is not sulficiently high, the raised parts are may be considered iis French troops in a Moorisli
In \><'>i to IS.").") their numbers were greatly
re-inked, and again covered with the rosin, and sub- dress.
augmented, iind they now amount to upwards of
mitted a second lime to the iiclion of the arid.
ZIYAMUT.--ln the East Indies,;! lief bestowed for 10.000 nu-n, divided into four regiments of tour batThey are recruited from the veterans
talions each.
military services.
ZIZARME. -A sort of jiike or ince much used in of the ordinary infantry regiments who are distinguished for their very fiiU' pliysi(|ue and trieil courage.
aiK'ieul limes.
ZOARQUE.- .V soldier who luid charge of an I'leWhen the French anil the Afric;in elenunts of the
)ih;tnl ;iMinn>i the Ancients.
original zouave b;ittalioiis were separated, tiie AfricZOBO. .V h\ brill between the yak and the com- ans were consliliiled into a sejiiiraie body, under the
mon ox of India. It is not very unlike the Enirlish name fif Algeriiin Tirailleurs, ii force si ill recruited
ox.
in .VIsriers to form n part fthree regimcts) of the
It is ccnnmon in the western jiarls of the llimThev are better known as
alaya, and is valued as a beast of burden, as well ;is rcL'nlar French Arniv.
for it.- milk :ind its tlesli.
ZUCCHETTO.— A biirgonet skull-c;i]) in iron, with
ZONE ENERGY.- This is a mode of expression in
artillery, whereby the relative power of dilTerenl a niov;ible nose-]iicce ;iiid phdeil neck-guard.
ZUMBOORUKS. Hiininutive swivel-artillery, carguns as arnior-iiiercers is estimated. viz., by the number of foot-tons ])er inch of the shot's circumference. ried on the b;iiks of ciunels.
ZUNDNADELGEWEHR. -A celebrated Prussian
At the muzzle of eachgun, this power is a wnj-imhin.
but owiiu: l<i the resistiinee of the air it gradually needle-gun. This gun is ;i reiiresentative of the *//'/'
diminisliis diiriii'.' the shot's fiight.
Hj/Ktrm of breech-loading construction. Its great disZONE OF DEFENSE. A term used in fortification. lidvantases are leakage at the breech, diflienlty of
signifying the belt of ground in front of the general openin;; and ch:irging when a little fold, no hidfcontoiir of the works within elTective range of the cock and accidental ilischarges, due to a mere [irick
artillery on the rami)arls, ShouUl the zone of defense of the needle even without concussion.
jectile

has

lost its strenu'th.
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